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PREFACE
A DETAILED exposition of theprominentfeatures
of the
of the Holg
Qur.&n I reserve for a separate volume to heissued a t a laterdate.
In
this Preface I would draw the reader's attention
to two important points,
viz. (1) a summary of the teachings of the E[oly Qur-in, and (2) its collection
and arrangement.

I. SUMMSRY OF THE TEACHINGS
Whiledealingwiththe
first importantpoint, I proposetoanswerthe
Holy Qur-tin
question, What is Islam? Briefly, it is the religion which the
teaches,andeverystudent
of the Holy Book, with the aid of a little knowledge astothemannerinwhichthe
Holy ProphetcarriedtheQuranic
preceptsintopractice,
will know everythingnecessaryaboutIslam.But
for the facility of the readers of this volume I answer that question briefly in
this Preface.

Islam as the religion of humanity.
Islam " is thename by whichthereligionpreached
by the Holy
Prophet Muhammad, who appeared in Arabia
w e r thirteen hundred yeare
ago, is known,anditisthelast
of thegreatreligions of the world. This
as Muhammadanism, B name
religion iscommonlyknownintheWest
adopted in imitation of such names as Christianity and Buddhism, but quite
unknown to tbe Muslim6: themselves. According to the Qur-&n, the religion
of Islam is ab wide in its conception as humanity itself. I t did not originate
from the preaching of the Holy Propheb Muhammad, but it was equally the
religion of the prophets who went beforehim.
Islam wasthe religion of
Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, andJesus;it
was, in fact, the religion
of every prciphpt b$ God whoappearedinanypart
of the world. Nay,
thst is born,accordmg to the
Islam is the religion of everyhumanchild
HolyProphet, who, to be accurate, is nottheoriginator,butthelatest
was madeperfect a.t hie sdvent;.
exponent of thatDivinesystemwhich
And, according to the Qur-&n,Islam is the natural religion of man : '' The
naturemade by Allah in which €le hasmademen ; there i s no altering
of Allah'screation,-that
is theright religion " (30: 30). And since,
a,mong different
accordlugto
the Holy Qur-$n, prophetswereraised
nations in differentages, and the religion of everytrueprophet
was in
its pristine purity no other than I p l m , the scope of this religion, in the
!We senw of the word, extends as far back and is 8s wide as humanity
Itself, the fundamental principles always remaining bhe s t ~ m the
~ , accidents
c h n @ n g with ths changing nmds of humanity. The &.& p b e of Islis h b which made i& ~ppearaacein the world with the advent of &heEd?
Prophet Mnhmmad, may pew and the blessings ofGod be upon him. .
I

?

.
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five principles, ea the principles of belief and ection, &re reoognid by d
l
nfbtioor, of the earth, and theseare the o m m o n principles on which ail
religions are based. In fact,these five fundamental grinciples of &heholy
on humannature.
Now, I takethem
religion of Islamareimprinted
separately as detailed in the Holy Qur-&n.,;

Conaegtion of Ood in Islam.
Of the three fundamental principles of belief, the first is a belief in God.
The &lief in a power higherthanman,though
not seen by him,can be
treoed back to remotest antiquity, to the earliest times to which history can
take us : but different peoples i n different ages and different countries have
h& differentconceptions of theDivine Being. Islam,inthe
first place,
preaohes a God Who is above all tribal deities and national gods. The God
of Islam is not the God of a particular nation, so that He should look after
their needsonly, butHe isdescribed intheopening
words of theHoly
Qur.&n a8 being the i1 Lord of the worlds ” ; and thus, while widening the
conception of t.he Divine Being, it also enlarges the circle of the brotherhood
of man so as to include all nations of the earth, and so widens the outlook
of humansympathy.TheUnity
of Godisthe noble theme on which the
Hol Qur-rln has laid great stress. There is absolute Unity in
Divine nature ;
it ajmits of no participation or rnanifoldness. Unity is the key-note
to the
It denies all plurality of persons
conception of the Divine Being in Islam.
in Godhead and any participation of any beingin the affairs of the world.
His are the sublimest and most perfect attributes, but the attribute of mercy ,
reigns over all.
It is with the names Ar-Ra$man and Ar-Rahim that every
chapter of the Holy Qur-in opens, and
Benefient and Merciful convey to
the English reader of the Holy Qur-&o only averyimperfectidea
of the
deep and ail-encompassing love and mercy of God indicated by the original
words. Ii And My mercy encompasses all things”saystheHoly
Qur-Bn
(7 : 166). Hence the Messenger who preached this conception of the Divine
Beingisrightlycalled
intheHoly Qur-tin a mercy to allthenations
”
(21: 107). The great Apostle of the Unity of Godcould not conceive of a
God who was not the Author of all that existed. Such detraction from His
power and knowledgewould have given a death-blow to the very loftiness
and sublimity of the conception of the Divine Being. Thus while Islam, in
commonwithotherreligions,takestheexistence
of Godfor itsbasis,it
differs from others in claiming absolute Unity for the Divine Being, and in
not placing any limitation upon His power and knowledge.

Unity.
The Unity of God is, as I have said, the one great theme
of the Holy
Qur-bn. The laws of nature whichwe find workingin the universe, man’s
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own nature, end the teachings of the prophets of yore,areagainandagain
appealed to as giving clear indications of the Unity of the Maker. Consider
the oreation of the innumerable heavenly bodies: are they not, with their
apparent diversities, all subject to one and the same law ? Think over what
YOU 8ee in the earth itself, its organic and inorganic worlds, the plant and
animal life, the solid earth, the seas and the rivers, the great mountains : is
there n& unity in dl thisdiversity ? Think over your own nature-hom
YO=
oolours and tongues differfrom eachother;yet
in spite of 811
thew d S e r e n w are J ( u not buk a single people ’I Look at the constant
ahaoge whioh everything in theuniverse is undergoing, the making m d
uamaking, the creation and recreation of all things, the couwe of which does
nOb stop for B single iWkn8 : is there not 8 uniform law discernible in this ?
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If, in fact, you clearly observe uniformity in diversity in nature, do yon not
see therein B clear sign of the Unity of the Maker or Evolver 3 Then look
to the incontestable evidegce of humam nature, how, even when believing in
the plurality of gods, it recognizesaunrty
in the very plurality and thus
bearstestimony to theoneness of God.Again, turn overthepages of the
of thegreat
sacredscriptures of any religion, searchouttheteachings
spiritual guldes of all nations: they all testify to the oneness of the Illvine
Being. I n short, the laws of nature, the nature of man, and the testimony
of almost all the religiousteachers of allagesdeclarewithonevoicethe
Unity of God, and this is the cardinal doctrine of the spiritual teachings of
the f d t h of Islam.

Divine reYelation.
Thesecondfundamentalprinciple
of faithintheIslamicreligion
is 8
belief in the Divine revelation-not only a belief in the truth of the revealed
Word of God asfoundinthe
Holy Qllr-&n,buta belief in thetruth of
Divinerevelationinallages
tlnd to all nations of theearth.Divine
revelation is the basis of all revealed religions, but the principle is accepted
to have
subject to variousliwitationfi.Somereligionsconsiderrevelation
been grantedtomankindonlyonce
; others look upon it aslimitedtoa
door of revelationafter a
particularpeople ; whlle stili othersclosethe
certaintime.Withtheadvent
of Islam we find the samebreadth of view
introduced into the ynception of Divine revelation as into the conception of
theDivineBeing.The
Holy Qur-in recognizes no limit of anykind to
Divine revelation, either in respect of time or in respect of the nationality of
the individual to whomitmay be granted. I t regards all people as having
of
atonetimeorotherreceivedDivinerevelation.Withouttheassistance
revelation from God, no people could ever have attained to communion with
God, end hence it was necessary that Almighty God-who, being the Lord of
the wholeworld,suppliedallmenwiththeirphysicalnecessities-should
I n this case too, Islam,
also hove brought to them His spiritual blessings.
whilesharing with other faiths the belief inthefact
of Divinerevelation,
or
refusestoacknowledge
the existence of anylimitationasregardstime
place. Hence it also announces that though
no prophet is needed after the
Holy Prophet Muhammad, as religion and religious laws were made erfecb

inwhichitdllfersfromsomeotherreligions
of the world. I t refusesto
acknowledgethe'incarnation
of the DivineBeing.
Thatthehighestaim
of religion is communion with God isa, fact universally recognized. According
to the holy faith of Islam, this communion is not attained by bringing down
God to man in the sense of incarnation, but by man rising gradually towards
God by spiritual progress and the purification
of his life from allsensu&I
desires and low motives. Tbe perfect one who reveals the face of God to
theworld is not theDivineBemginhumanform,butthehumanbeing
whoseperson has become a manifestation of the Divine atttiributes by hjs
own personality having been consumed in the fire of the love of God. His
example serve8
%n incentive,andis
a model forothers to follow. He
shows by his e x m p l e how a mere mortal can attain
to communion with
God. Hence the broad prinoiple of Ialam that no One is preoluded from
attaining oommnnion with God or from being f e d from the source of Divine
revelation, and h t any one w n &thin it by following the Eloly Word of
God as revealed- in the Holy Qur-8.n.

*
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The life d b r d&h.
Belief in B future life, in one form or another, is de0
to SU
religions of the world, and it is the third fundamental article of 8 Muslim’s
faith. The mystery of thelifeafterdeath
has, however, nowhere been
solved so clearly as inIslam.Theidea
of B life after deathwas so
obscure, as lateasthe appearance of theJewish religion, thatnotonly
ie thereverylittle
of it foundin the Old Teshment,but an important
Jewishsectmtually
denied anysuchstate
of existence. This faotwas,
however, due to the lack of light thrown upon it in earlier revelations. Zbe
belief- in transmigration was also due to the undeveloped mind of man mistakingspiritualrealities
for physicalfacts.
In IsIam theidea re&EeLI its
perfection, as didother important fundamental principles of religion. This
statementmay appem an exaggeration to thosewhohave been taught to
look for nothing but sensuality in Islam ; but the several points estabIished
by the Holy Qur-An with regard to a future life, while nothing is said about ’i’
theminthe
sacred books of otherreligions,bear
ampletestimony to its
truth. Belief in afuture life implies thsaccountability of man in another
life for wtions done in this life. The belief, if properlyunderstood, is no
doubt a most valuable basis for the moral elevation of the world. The Holy
Qur-4n lays particular stress upon the following points :-

The Iife after death is only a oontinnation of this life.
(l),
The gulf that is generally interposed between this life and the lifeafter
death 1s the great obstacle in the solution of the mystery of the hereafter.
Islam makes that g u l f disappear altogether:it makes thenext life only
a continuation of thepresent
one. On thispointtheHoly
Qur-bn is
explicit. Itsayst
Id
And Wehavemadeeveryman’sactionstocling
to hisneck, andWe will bringforthto
him on theresurrection day a
book which he will find wide open ” (17 : 13). And again it says : And
whoever is blind in this, he shall also be blind in the hereafter ” (17 : 78).
And elsewhere we have : I d 0 soul that art at rest ! return to your Lord, well
pleased with Him, well pleasing Him; so enter among My servantsand
enter into My garden ” (89 :27-30). The first of these three verses makes
itclear that the great factswhich will be brought to light on the day of
resurrection will not be anything new, but only a manifestation of what
is here hidden from the physical eye. The life after death is, therefore, not
a newlife, but only a aontinuance of this life, bringing its hidden realities
to Jigha. The other two quotations show that a hellish and a heavenly life
both begin in this world. The blindness of the next life is surely hell, but
accordirlg to the verse quoted, only those who are blind here shall be blind
hereafter, thus making it clear that the spiritual blindness of this life is the
r e d hell, and from here it is taken to the next life. Similarly, it is the soul
that has found perfect peace and rest thst is m d e to enter into paradise at
death, thus showing that the paradise of the next life is only a continuation
of the ewe and rest which a man enjoys s p i r i a l y i n t h i s life. Thus it is
clear &8t, eccording to the Holy Qur-Bn, the nextlife is E continuation
of thie, and death is not an interruption but 8 oonnecting link, a door that
opens upon the hidden realities of thie life.

The date a dhth is an image of the spiritual state in this life.
(9) Nowhere but in Islam hse the moet eignihnt truth with regard to
tk6 n5xk fife been brought taught. No cbttempk at dl hse been m d e in any
religion but Ielam to unveil the eecrets, of. the .hereeMer. No doubt in the
Ohristrb W i n g the oorpore$ and the spirihd are malted bgether--tbe
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weeping and wailing rrnd gnashing of teethandthe
quenchless fire BP
the w i h e n t of the wicked we spaken of in the same h t h with the
kinggom of heaven, $he treesure in heaven, m d the lif0 eternal as the
reward of the righteous, but there is no clear indication as w
' the muroes
of the one or the other. The Holy
Qur-4n, on theotherhand,makes
it
clew that the state &tar death is a oomplete represenbtion, a full and clew
image, of our spiritual shte in,this life. Here the g o d orbadconditions
of the deeds or beliefs of a man are latent wibhin him, and their poison or
pancasta its influence upon him only secretly, but in the life to come
theyshallbecame-manifestandclear
as noonday. The shrtpe which o m
deeds and their consequences assume in this life is not visible to the eye of
man on earth, but in the next life it will be unrolled -and laid open before
and pains of the next life, therefore,
him in all its clearness. The pleasures
thoughspiritualinreality,
will not be hiddenfrom theordinaryeye 8 8
spiritual facts are in this
life. It is for this reason that while,
on the one
hand, the blessings of the next life are mentioned by physical names 88 an
evidence of their clear representation to the eye, they are on the other hand
spoken of in a saying of the Holy Prophet as things which I ' the eye has not
seen, nor has ear heard, nor has it entered into the heart of man to conwive
of them."Thisdescription
of the bleesings of the nextlifeisreally
an
explanationgiven by the Holy T'rophet of the verse of the Qur-An which
says : '' NG soul knows what is in store for them of that. which will refresh
the eyes" (32 : 17).
Tothesame
effect we mayquoteanotherverse
of the Holy Qur-in :
On that day you will see the faithful men and the faithful women, their
" (57 : 12).
This verse
light running before them and on their right hands
shows that the light of faith by which the righteous men and women were
guided in this life, and which could here be seen only with the spiritual eye,
will be clearly seen going before the believers on the day of,resurrection.
As in the case of the blessings of paradise, the punishment of hell is dso
animage of thespiritualtortures
of this life. Hellissaid to be a place
where one shall neither
live nor die (20 : 74). It should be remembered in
this connecticjn that the Word of God describesthosewhowalkinerror
and wickedness asdeadand
lifeless,while the good it callsliving.
The
secret of this is that the means of the life of those who are ignorant of God,
being simply eating and drinking and the satisfaction of physical desires, are
Of spiritual food they have no share,and
entirely cut off at their death.
therefore, while devoid of the true life, they shall be raised again to taste
of the evil consequences of their evil deeds.

The next life ie a life of unlimited progress.
(3) The third 'point of importance which throws light on the mystery of
the life after death is that man is destined to make infinite rogress in that
life. Underlying this is the principle that the developmenk of man's fsculties
&8 it takes place in this life, however unlimited, is not sealed by finality ; but
a muchwider vista of therealmstobetraversedopensout
after death.
Those whohavewastedtheiropporkunity
in this life shall, un&r the
every mantaste of whathehas
done, be
inevitable law whichmakes
eubjected to a course of treatme'nt of the spiritual diseases which they have
bronght abut with their ownhsnds,andwhenthe
of the poisonwhich
vitiated their. system hss
been nnllii&, and they are fit t~ s h r k on the
Onward joume3 b @e great goal, they &all no'rnore be io W. This ie the
reason-why the uni&hment of hell, m r d i n g to the Holj Qur-bn is r+bt
e y ~ r ~ s t i n ~It ~ie meant
. ~ to~clean
" ~a &h
~ bf*
~ ~ ~ ~
W k c h is 8 hmWihce b % i s spiritual progress, and when tb& qbject
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achieved its need vanishes. Nor is peradise place to enjoy the blessings
good deeds, but it is the stctrtiog-point of the develop
merit of the higher faculties of man. Those in paradise shalfnot be idle, but
they sh& be continually exerting themselves to rewh the higher stages. It
is for this reason that they are taught to pray even them to their Lord, I ‘ 0
our b d 1 make perfect for us our light ” (66 : 8). This unceasing desire for
perfection shows cIetbl.Iy thatprogressinparadise
shall be endless.For
when theyshellhaveattainedone
excellence theyshall
a higherstage
of excsflence, end considering that to which theyshallhaveattained
88
imperfect, shall desire the atbainment of thehigher
excellencte. This
oeeselessdesire for perfection shows thattheyshall
be everattaining
higher and higher excellences.
0 ~ of1one’s
~ previous

Belief in angels and its signitlaance.
I havenow brieflyindicatedthethreefundamentalprinciples
of a
Muslim’sfaith,
but I mayfurtheraddthat
belief in theunseen
also
includes a belief in those agencies which we call angels. This belief, though
common to many religions, is not as widely accepted a8 thethreeprinciplesexplainedabove,
and therefore a few remarksrelatingtothetruth
underlying this beliefmill not be out of place here. I n the physical world
we find it as an established law that
we stand in need of external agents,
notwithstandingthe faculties and powers within us. The eye has been
not without the help
given to us to seethings,anditdoesseethem,but
of externallight.Theearreceivesthesound,butindependently
of the
Man, therefore,essentially
agency of airitcannotservethatpurpose.
stands in need of something besides what is within him, andas in the
physical, so also inthespiritual
world. Just as our physicalfaculties are
not by themselves sufficient to enable us to attain any object in the physical
world without the assidance of other agents, so our spiritual powers cannot
by themselves lead us to do good or evil deeds, but here, too, intermediaries
whichhave an existence independent of ourinternalspiritualpowersare
necessary to enable us to do either. I n other words, there are two attractions
placed in the nature of man : the attraction to good, or to rise up to higher
spheres of virtue, and the attraction to evil, or to stoop to a low, bestial life;
but to bringthese attractions into operation external
agencies are needed,
as they are needed in the case of the physical organs of man. Th-e sxtsrnal
agency which brings the attraction to good into work is caNed an angel, ana
that which assists in the working of the attraction to evil is called the devil,
If we respond to the attraction to good me are following the Holy Spirit, and
if we respondtotheattraction
to evil we are following Satan.The
real
signifknee of the belief in angels is, therefore, that we should
follow the
inviterto good, or the attraction to
good which is placed within us.

Signifluue of belief.
The above remarks explain not only the significance of a Muslim’s belief
also themeaningunderlyingthevery
word belief. Belief,
aocording to Islam, isnotonly
a conviction of the truth of a given propoeition,’ but it is essentially the acceptall~eof a proposition as a basis for
aotbn. As h e a d y shown, the proposition of the existence of the devils is
true 8s that Qf the existence of the angels ; but while belief in anpels is again
and s @ l ~mentioned as part of a Muslim’s faith, nowhere rYg w e required
to W e v e in the devils. Both facts are equdy true, add the Holy Qur-hn
spealrs on numerous occasions of the mishdings &nd insinua,tions of the
devils ; but while it requires e belief in angels, it/boes not require a belief
in devils.
belief in angelswere only equivalent to an admission of their

in angels,but
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eisbnce, a belief in d0ds w&o M equd necessity. Bot it is not 80. The
r a w n is that whereaswe are required to ECCept and follow the C& of
the inviter k good, we arenotrequired to follow Bhe aall of the i n v i W
to evil, and therefore, as the former giw us‘& b i a for aotion which the
latter does not, we believe in the angels but not in the devils. On the other
hand, the Holy Qur-Bn requires UE to disbelieve in the devile : I ‘ Therefore
whoeverdisbelieves in the devils and believes in Allah, he indeed has laid
hold on the firmest handle ” (2 : 256).
It will thus be seen that the prinaiples of belief enumerated above, 8s
given intheHoly Qur-tin, are really principles eaoh of which serves as
a basis for action, and no other belief is known to Islam. The Islamic beliefs
are not formulae for repetition, but formuls for action. The word Alhh-the
Arabicword for God-indicates that Beingwho possesses all the perfect
attributes, and when a Muslim is required to believe in Allah he is rally
required to make himself the possessor of all those attributes of perfeation.
H e has to set before himself the highest and the purest ideal that the heart
of man can conceive, and to make his conduct conform to that ideal. The
belief in Divine revelation makes him accept and imitate all the good that is
met with in the lives of righteous men, and the belief in the hereafter is equivalent to the recognition of that most important principle of the responsibility
of man : his accountability for his actions. Thus the Islamic beliefs are really
axiomatic truths upon which are based the moral and spiritualaspects of
the life of man.

Prinoiples gf action.
Next we take the practical side of the faith of Islam. As I have already
said, in Islam actionsare as Bssentially a component part of religion as b6lief.
InthisrespectIslam
occupies a middle positionbetween religions which
have ignored the practical side altogether andthose which bind their followers
to a very minute ritual. I t sees the necessity of developing the faculties of
man by giving general directions, and then leaves ample scope for the individual to exercise his judiciousness. Without a strongpracticalcharacter,.
any religion is likely to pass into mere idealism, and it will cease to exercise
influence on the practical life of man. The precepts of Islam which inculcaite
duties towards God and duties towards man are based on that deep knowledge of human nature which cannot be possessed but by the Author of that
nature. They cover the whole range of the ditferent grades of the development of man, and are thus wonderfully adaptedto the requirements of
differentpeoples.
In theHoly Qur-An are found guiding rules for the
ordinary man of the world as well as for the philosopher, andfor corn.
munities ia the lpwest grade of civilization as well a9 for the highly civilized
nations of the world. Practicability is the key-note of its precepts, and thug
the same universality which marks its principles of faith is t o be met with in
its practical ordinances, suiting as they do therequirements of a11 ages
and nations.
The verses which give us the three fundamental principles of f&h also
contain two fundamental principles of action, vis, the keeping up of pcq.+y
and spending bemvolently out of what one has. These two, in fact, cover &e
whole sphere of man’s actions. Generally speaking, these two principles
may be described as standing for man’s duties towardsGod and mas’s duiies,
towards man. But properly speaking, Lhis distinction is ~uperficial, In the
true sense of the word, every duty of man is a duty towards God, ana hence
it is that the Holy Qur-An, when mentioning the most ordioary duties of man
towards men,follows up itsinjunctions with the words be cwejuL of your duty
to Allah. TOthe same effeot is the Holy Prophet’e saying : T h prwn wko
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uiobks his brother’s right tk noi a belienw i?t the Unity of God. It is ko his
Maker that man is actually responsible in all cases. But in another sense,
every duty of man is either 13 duty towards self or a duty b w d s fellowbein@,and God is over and over again staked to be Qhanb, i.e. Sdf-su.k7atl
above any n
e
& of the worlds. If the whole world is engagedin praying 60 Him,
to His transcendentalglory, and if the whole
it does notaddonewhit
world disbelieves in Him and is ungrateful to Him, it does not detract from
Hisdignityinthe
least. Hence,whataregenerallycalleddutiestowards
God &re in fact duties towards self, or duties which do not affect one’s fellowbeingsbut affectoneself.Theseare,infact,
themeans of man’smoral
advancementandspiritualbetterment,
and the principal duties under this
head me the keeping up of prayer, fasting for one month, and performing
a pilgrimagetoMecca.
Themostimportantduty
of mantowardsman,
whiah is one of the fundamental principles of the practical code of Islam,
is aakdt, or thepaying of the poor-rate, ataxlevied
on the richfor the
benefit of the poor, and this, together with the three principal duties towards
self, form as it were the four pillars of the Islamic faith on its practicd side.
Thesefourarethereforeconsideredfurther
on morefully, though briefly.
As regardsman’sdutiestowardsmaningeneral,a
few remarks will be
sufficient,

Scope of moral teahinge.
The Holy Qur-&n was not meant for one people or one age, and accordingly the scope of its moral teachings is as wide as humanity itself. It is the
Book which offers guidance to all men in all conditions of life, to the ignorant
savage as well as to the wise philosopher, to the manof business as well as to
the recluse, to the rich as well as to the poor. Accordingly, while giving varied
follow the best rules which are
rules of life, it appeals to the individual to
applicable to the circumstances under which he lives. If, on the one hand,
it contains directions which are calculated to raise men in the lowest grades
of civilization and to teach them the crude manners of society, it also, on tho
other, furnishes rules of guidance to men in the highest stages of moral and
spiritual progress. High and ideal moral teachings are
no doubt necessary
for the progress of man, but only those will be able to benefit
by them who
canrealizethosehigh
ideals. Buttothisclassdonotbelongthevast
masses in any nation or community, however high its standardof civilization
may be. Hencethe Qur-tLn contains!rules of guidanceforall
thestages
through which man has to pass in the onward march
from the condition of
the savage to that of the highly spiritual man. They cover
all the branches
of human activity and require the development
of all the faculties of man.
I s 1 9 requires the display of every quality that has been placed in man, and
makesonlyone limitation-vix. that it should be displayedontheproper
occasion. It requires a man to show meekness as well as courage, but each
on itsproperoccasion.
I t teachesforgiveness,butatthesametimeit
requires that when the nature of an offence demands punishment, it should
be administered inproportion to the crime. I t says : Forgivewheuyou
me that forgiveness would be conducive to good. Again, it teaches men to
diqhy high morals under the most adverse circumstances, tobe honest even
when honesty is likely to lead one into complications, to speak truth even
when onek tmthful statement is against those nearest and dearest to one, to
show sympath even at the sacrifice of one’s own interest, to be pstient under
the hardest ddctions, to be good even to those who have done evil. At the
e&metime it W h e s the middle path : it teaches. men to exercise the noble
nsllitiea which have been plat3ed in their nature by God while transwting
own f i r s . IQ does not inonloah severnee from one’s wormy
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mnwtions ; it requires men to be chaste, but not by cashtion ; it requires
them to Beme God, but not as monks : it enjoins them to spend their wealth,
but not in such a rmbllner as.to sit down blamed end straitened in means ” ;
it taches them to in, submissive, buh not by losing self respect: it exhoh
them to forgive, but not in such a mannerastobring
destruction upon
swiety by emboldening culprits ; it allows them to exercise all their rights,
but not 80 as to violate those of others; and, h t of all, it require8 them to
preach theirown religion, but not by abusing the religionof others.

The brotherhood of Islam.
Inthe first pime, Islam abolishes all invidious class distinctions.
Surely the most honourable of you with A l l a h is the one among YOU most
careful of his duty ” sounds a desth-knell to all superiority or inferiority based
on rigid caste or social distinctions. Mankind is but one family, acording
to the Uoly Qur-Bn, which says : 1‘ 0 man, surely We have created you of a
male and a female and made you tribes and families that you may know each
other : surelythe most honourable of you with Allah is the one among you
most careful of his duty ” (49 : 13). Islam thus lays down the basis of a vast
brotherhood in which all men and women-to whatever tribe or nation or
caste they may belong and whatever be their profession or rank in society,
the wealthy and the poor-have equal righta,and in which no onecan
trample upon the right of his brother. In this brotherhood all members
should treat each other as members of the same family. The slave is to be
clothed with the clothing and fed with the food of his master, and be is not
to be treated as a loworvile person. Your wives, says the Holy Qur-Bn,
have Tights against you as you h.ave rights against them. No oneis to
be deprived of any right on the score of caste or profession or sex. And this
great brotherhood did not remain a brotherhood in theory, but became &n
actual living force by the noble example of the Holy Prophet and his worthy
successors and companions. The strict rule of brotherhood is laid down in
the following words in a saying of the Holy Prophet: No one of you
is a believer in God unless he loves for his brother whathe loves for
himself.”
11

Reyereme for authority.
But while thus establishing equality of rights, Islam teaches the highest
reverence for authority. The home is the real nursery in which the moral
training of man begins, and therefore the Holy Q u r - h lays the greatest stress
upon obedience to parents. Here is one of the passages of the Holy Qur-&n:
‘ I And your Lord has commanded that you shall not serve any but Him,
and goodness to your parents. If either or both of them reach old age with
YOU, say not to 8hem 80 much as Ugh,’ nor chide them, and speak to them a
generous word.And make yourself submissively gentle to them with corn.
Pssion, and say, ‘ 0 my Lord 1 have compassion on them, as they brought
me Up when 1was little ’ ” (17 : 23-24). It is elsewhere said that they should
be disobeyed only if they compelled one to serve othersthan God. This
high raverence for parents is the basis from which springs up the hi h moral
of reverence forall authority. And thusthe Holy Qur-4nplainfy says:
‘‘ Obey Allah and obey the Apostle and those in authority from among you ”
(4 :59.) By those in authority are meant not only the actual rulers of e
country, but all those who are in any way entrusted with authority. I t has
been mnarked by theHolyProphet : Everyone of you is a ruler,and
e v q one of ou shall be questioned about those among whom heis in
SaoriQ.” Asrefore, Islam requires dl m0n to obey those whoaxe in
iuudi6te authority over, them, and thus cuts at the root of all kinds sf
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rebeliion and anarohy. The person in authority may belong to any religion,
but he is to be obeyed in the same manner as the parents are to be obeyed,
to a saying of
thoughthey may notbe believers inIslam.According
if a Negro slave is placed in authority he must
the Holy Prophet, even
be obeyed.

Foap fundamental inetitutiona,
The four fundamental institutions of the Muslim faith are noted below at
some length, especially the prayer.
1. SBLLT, OR THE ISLAMIC PRAYER
Prayer is an outpouring of the heart’s sentiments, a devout supplication
to God, and a reverential expression of the soul’s sincerest desires before its
Maker. I n Islam the idea of prayer,likeallotherreligiousideas,findsits
highestdevelopment.Prayer,accordingtotheHolyQur-tin,isthetrue
means of that purification of the heart which is the only way to communion
with God. The Holy Qur-&n says: ‘(Recite that which has
beenrevealed
to you of the Book and keep up prayer ; surely prayer keeps (one) away from
of Allah is the greatest ”
indecency and evil, and certainly the remembrance
(29 : 45). Islam, therefore, enjoins prayer as a means of the moral elevation
of man.Prayerdegeneratinginto
a mereritual,intoalifelessandvapid
ceremony performed with insincerity of heart, is not the prayer enjoined by
Islam. Such prayer is expressly denounced
by the Holv Qur-&n : ‘ I Woe to
the praying ones who are unmindful of their prayers ” (107 : 4 . 5 ) .
With a Muslim his prayer is his spiritual diet, of which he partakes five,
is too often should remember how
times a day, and those who think that it
many times daily they require food for their bodies. Is not spiritual growth
much more essential than physical growth?
Is notthesoulmorevaluable
than the body? If food is needed several times daily to minister to the needs
of the body, is not spiritual refreshment at the same time badly meded? Or
if the body would be starved if it were fed only on the seventh day, has not
the soul been mtually starved by denying to it even the little which it could
getaftersixdays?Thefounder
of Christianity himself emphasizedthis
when he said : ‘ I Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that
proceedeth out of the mouth of God ” (Matt. 4 : 4). What Christ taught in
words has been reduced to a practical form by the Holy Prophet Muhammad.
I t may be noted thatwhile other religions have generally set apart awhole
day for Divine service,on which other work is not to be done, Islam has given
uite a newmeaningtoDivineservice
by introducingprayerintotheeveryj a y affairs of men. A day is not here set apart for prayer, and in this sense
no sabbath is known to Islam. What Islam requires is this, that when most
busy a Muslim should still be abletodisengage himself fromallworldly
occupations and resort to his prayers. Hence it is also that Islam has done
away with all institutions of monkery, which require a ma,n to give up all
worldly occupations for the whole of his life in order to hold communion with
God, It makes communion with God possible even when man is most busy
with his worldly occupations, thus making possible that which was generally
considered impossible before its advent.
But while Islam has givenpermanence to the insfitution of prayer by
requiring its observance at stated times and in a pftrtlcular manner, it has
also left ample scnpe for the individual himself to select what portions of the
Holy Qur.&n he likes and to make what supplications his soul yearns after.
General directions have no doubt been given, and OLI these the whule of the
Muslim world is a eed, for these directions were necessary to secure r e p
Itbrity, method, anfuniformity but in ddition to these, ample scope has
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been left for the individual to give vent to his own feelinga before the great
Maker of the universe. As regards the time snd mode of prayer, the following directions will be mfEcient for the information of the ordinary reader.

Times of prayer.
The saying of prayer is obligatory upon every Muslim, male or female,
who has attained to the age of discretion. It is said five times a day as
follows :1. Sal&-ul-Fajr, orthe morning prayer,issaidafterdawnand
before
sunrise.
2. taldt-uf-fuhr, or theearlyafternoon.prayer,
is saidwhen the sun
begins to decline, and its time extends till the next prayer.
3. @al&t-ul-'Asr, or thelate afternoon prayer, is said whenthe sun is
about midway on its course to setting, and its time extends to a little before
it actually sets.
4. Saldt-ul-Maglwib,or the sunset prayer, is said immediately after the
sun seis.
5. $alat-ul-'Ishd, or the early night prayer, is said when the red glow in
the west disappears, and its time extends to midnight. But it must be said
before going to bed.
Note 1.-When a person is sick, or on a journey (or in case of rain, when
the prayer is said in congregation in a mosque), the early afternoon and the
late afternoon prayers may be said in conjunction, and so also the sunset and
early night prayers. In the case of conjunction the sumzats may be dropped.
Note 2.-Besides these five obligatory prayerstherearetwo
optional
ones. The first of these is the Salcit-zL1-lni1, the tahajjud, or the late night
prayer, which is said after midn'ight, after being refreshed withsleep,and
before dawn. This prayeris specially recommended inthe Holy Qur-An.
Theotheris
known as the $alat-u$-&~hd,andit may be said at about
brettkfast.time. This is the time at which the two 'fd prayers are said.
Note 3.-The service on Fridaytakesthe piace of the early afternoon
prayer.
"

Preparation for prayer.
Before saying prayers it is necessary to wash those part4 of the body
which are generally exposed. This
is
called wu&h, or
ablution.
The
ablution is performed thus :1. The bands are cleansed, washing them up to the wrists.
2. Thenthe mouth is cleansed by means of a tooth-brush or simply
with water.
3. Then the n p e is cleansed within the nostrils with water.
4. Then the face is washed.
5. Thentherightarm,andafterthatthe
lefb arm,is washed up
tothe elbow.
6. The head is then wipsd over withwethands,
thethree fingers
between thelittle
finger and the thumb of both hands heing joined
together.
7. The feet are then washed up to the ankles, the righti foot first and
the left after.
But if there are socks on, and they have been put on after performing
an ablation, it is not necessary to takethem off: the wet handsmay be
passed over them. The $8111-3practice may be resorted t o in case the boots
me oa, but it would be more decent to take off the boots when going into 8
mosque. It is, howeyer, necessary tbat the socks be tsluen off and the 4eet
washed about once in every twenty-four h o w .
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Note 1.-A f
r
e
& ablution is necessary only when

B

man hae answered o

d of nowe or hsa been asleep.
Nuh $.-In o&mof intercourse between husbandand

wife, o totel

ablution or washing of the whole body is necessary.
Note 3.-When B person is sick, or when accew cannot be hod bo woter,
what ie called tqarnmzcns is performedin
p l w of ablution or total
Alation. Tayamunt is p6rformed by touching pure earth with both hands
and then wiping over
the facewiththisonlyonce,and
the backs of the
two hande.

SerYim
The servioe consists ordinarily of two parts, one part, called the
fard,
to be said in congregation, preferably in a mosque, with a n imam leading
the service ; the second part, called sunnat, to be m i d alone, preferably in
one's house. But when a manisunabletosayhisprayersincongregation, the far$ may be saidlike the sunnat, alone.
Each art consists of a certain number of rak'ats, as explained below :The ajr, ormorningprayer,consists
of two rak'ats (sunmt) said
alone, followed by two rak'ats (far$) said in congregation.
a longerserviceconsisting
of
The Zuhr, or ewly afternoonprayer,is
four,or two, rak'ats(sumat) said alone, followed by four rak'ats(far$)
saidincongregation,and
followed again by two rak'ats(sunnat) said
alone.
I n the Friday service held at the time
of +hr, whichtakes the place
of thesabbath of someotherreligions,thefour
rak'ats (far$) saidin
congregationarereducedtotwo,butthese
two rak'ats arepreceded by
a sermon (Khutbah), exhorting the Muslims to goodness and showing them
themeans of theirmoralelevationanddwellingupontheirnationaland
communal welfare.
The ' A p , or thelateafternoonprayer,consists
of four rak'ats (fur@
said in congregation.
The Maghrib, or thesunsetprayer,consists
of three rak'ats (fa$)
saidincongregation, followed by two rak'ats (sunnat) saidalone.
of four rak'ats (fa$) said
The 'Ishd, or earlynightprayer,consists
alone,
again
in
congregation,
followed by two rak'ats (sunmt) said
followed bythree rak'ats (witr) saidalone,the last of these rak'ats containing the well-known prayer known
as qunzlt.
The Tahajjud, or latenightprayer,consists
of eight ruk'ats (sunnat)
a i d in twos.
The Gubd, or the before-noonprayer,mayconsist
of two yak'ats or
four rak'qts.
The 'Id prayerconsists of two rak'ats (sunmt) saidincongregation,
being followed by a sermon or khutbah, the object of which is the same as
the objeot of the sermonin the Friday service.
Note 1.-When a person is journeying, the sunn& is dropped in every
one of theprayersexceptthemorningprayer,andthefour
rak'ats far$
in each of the Tuhr andthe 'Asr and the 'Ishd prayers are reducedto
two. When one is aware thab his stay at a particular place in his journey
will be four days or more, the complete service shouldbe performed there.
Note %-When therearetwo
or more persons, theymayform
a
oongregation, one of themactingasthe
i&,
or theleader;butwhen
a penon ia done,hemayseythe
fard alone,he
does the sunn&.
Two ohief features of the Muslim eongregahonal service are that the
semina m a y be led by any one, the only codtion.being that heshould know
the Qur-bs better than the others, m d that he should excel the others in

$

righteousness and in the perfomen08 of his duties towards && rpld afia
creatures ; the 8eCOnd isthat not the le&
distinotion of 0&&3 or rank
or wealth is to be met with in 8 Muslim congregation : even tho king etaads
shoulder 80 shoulder with the h a t of his subjects.
Note 3.-Everp congregational service muet be preceded by an a&n and
an ipdmat, the formerbeing a call to p y e r said in a sufficiently loud
voice, a d tha latter requiringthoseassembledforthecongregational
if necessary.
Service to stand up in a line, or in several lines
The ardn, or call to prayer, consists of the following sentences, uttered
in a loud voice by the crier, standing with his face to the qiblah, i.e. towards
Mecca,which is the centre of the Muslimworld, and in fact the spiritual
centre of the whole world, with both hands raised
to his ears:-

1.
2.

'xf&T
)&,Y$Jry&?&$

Al&ih-u Akbar, i.e. A h h is the greatest (repeated four times).
A s b W u al-ld-ildha ill-AUdh, i.e. I bem
3

witness that nothing deserves to be worshipped but Allah (repeated twice).

3.
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Ash-hada anna Muhammadar-rash? ulldh,

/

i.e. I bear witness that Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah (repeated twice).

4.

&3,Hayya 'ala;-saldh, i.e. come to prayer (repeated twice,
c

2"&$I

//

turningthefacetotheright).

$M\@ 2 qayya 'alal-faldh,i.e. come to success (repeated twice,
# 0 9

5.

////

turning the faae to the left).
' 0 ) '

&\

6.

9$\

Allah-u Akbar, i.e. Allah is the greatest (repeated twioe).

7.

&\$'(d@

L d ilaha ill-Alldh, i.e. there ie no god but Allah.

call of morningprayerafter

The following sentenceisaddedinthe

,
+.\u';w\
As-saldt-u
'w

No. 5, i.e. before the two final sentences

:

/wI9¶'1

*
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I

khair.unwin-an-naum, i.e. prayer .is better then slee(repeatedtwice).
d e n c e being said only
The iudmat is said in the same words, every
once, and- with the addition of the following sentence repeated twice before
thetwofinalsehtences:

';&5\
&
+
j Qad
&
pdmat+-saldh,
/

/ , 0

i.e. the

prayer has indeed begun.
Both agdn and iqamat aredispensedwith in the case of 'fd prayers.
Instead of .these, A1ldh-u Akbar is repeated seven times in the first rak'at
rand five timesinthesecond
after the takbiT-i-tahrimah. In theFriday
mrvicetherearegenerallytwo
calls, the second being givenwhen the
imh is about to deliver the sermon.
Note 4.-A mosqueis a buildingdedicated to Divineservice,but
service,whether done or in congregation,may be heldanywhere when
n e c e s s q . T h e HolyProphet is reported to havesaidthatthe
whole af
, indicating n X Z l j T G T n o
ale0 h t the true servmb of

-

.

u.
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Derapiption of a rak'at.
One rak'at is completed tu follows :1. Both hands are raised up to the ears in a standing sition, with the
face towerds the piblah, i.e. Mecca,while the words Allarv Akbar (Allah
is .thegreatest
of all) areuttered,
and this is called the Takbir-i-

tabrhah.
2. Then comes Qiydm. Therighthand is placed upon theleft on the
breast, while the standing position is maintained, and the following prayer,
or a part of it, should be recited :-

Transliteration.
Inn4 wajjahtu waj-hiya lillagi fatar-as-sanzdwdt-i wal-arda hanijanwa md
ana min-al-mushrikh. Inna galati wa nusuki wa mahyaya wa mamati lillah-i
rabb-il-'dlamdn,Id sharika lah4 wa bigdlika wnirtzo wa ana min al-Nuslim.tn,
Allahzontma ant-al-malikula iidha z l l a anta,anta rabbi waana'abduka
aalamtu najsi wa'taraftu bi_zanb.tjrtghfirldguntihi janzi'an inmhzi Id y a g h w
uz-guntiba illd anta, tuahdini li-a,hsan-il-akhldqild yahdi li-ahsoniha d l d
anta, wayif ' a m i sayyi'aha Id yasrifu 'a.nni sayyi'ahd illd anta.
Translation.
Surely I have turned myself, being upright, to Him Who originated the
heavens and the earth, and
I am not of the polytheists. Surely my prayer
and my sacrifice and my life and my death are all for Allah, the Lord of the
worlds; no associat'e hes He, and this am I commanded, and I am of those
who submit. 0 Allah 1 Thou art the King, there is no god but Thou; Thou
art my Lord and I am Thy servant; I have been unjust to myself, and I
confess my faults, so grantmeprotectionagainstallmyfaults,fornone
gmnts protection against faults but Thou, and guide me to the best of morals,
for none guides to the best of them but Thou ; and turn away from me the
evil morals, for none o m turn away from me the evil morals but Thou."
The following brief prayer is, howeTer, the one more generally adopted :-
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Trambtiolc.
Glory to Thee, 0 Allah!andThineisthe
praise, and blessed is Thy
Name and exalted is Thy Majesty, ahd fbere is none to be served beside^
Thee. 1 betakemeforrefugetoAllah
against the mcursed devil.
Afterthisthe
position :-

Fdti@h, which runs as follows,isrecited

in the same

Tralzsliteration.
Bismillah-ir Rabmdn-ir Rahim. A l - b a d u lilldh i Rabbil-'dlamin. Arrahman-ir-Ra&inb. Mdlik i-yaunt-id-din Iyyaka na'budu wa vyydka nasta'in.
Ihh.di-nag-sira~-al-mustaqim.$irat-allaginaan'amta'alaihim
gair-a1 m g h (121.6 i 'alaihim wa la&iadllin.
Translation.
I n thename of Allah the Beneficent,theMerciful.
All praise is due
of
toAllah,the Lord of theworlds,theBeneficent,theMerciful;Master
the day of requital.Thee do we serve, aadThee do we beseech for help.
Guide us on therightpath,thepath
of thoseuponwhom
Thou hast
nor
bestowedfavours, not of those upon whom wrathisbroughtdown,
of those who go astray.

At theclose of the aboveissaidAnti9ri.e.Beit
so-and then any
portion of the Qur-Bn which theworshipper
has by heart is recited.
Generallyone of theshorterchaptersattheclose
of the Holy Book is
repeated, and the chapter termed Al-Ikhlh: (Unity) is the one recommended
for those who are unacquainted with the Qur-An. This is as follows ;-

Transliteratzon

Qul huw-alldh Ahad.
W a lam yakul-la& kufuwan

AllCih-u~-~anutd.Lam yalid
walam

@ad.

aw,

Translation.
gay: He, Allah, is one ; Allah is H e of Whom nothing is independent
He begets not, nor is He begotten ; ,and none is like Him.

;

3. Then, saying All&-u Akbar (Allah is the greatest of all), the worshipper iowers his head down, so that the palms of the handsr w h the knees.
In this position, which is called RzLkd,', words expressive of the Divine glory
and majesty are repeated at least three times. They axe the following :-

&&f&..&W
Sub-Mn-a Rabb-iy-al-'Aqim, i.e. Glory to my Lord,
the Qwt.
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The followingwordsmay
above :-

also be sddedordopked

instead of tho
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Sub-jtdvtaka-AEldhumma Rabband

wab&mdika
alldhum-ntaghjr Ed, i.e. Glory to Thee, 0 Allah, our Lord,
snd ‘Thine the praise ; 0 Allah ! grant me proteotion.
.4. After this, tha,standing position is assumed, with the words
#

s,a\z

:-

,

Sami“ Alldh-u liman (mamidah.

Rabband w a - b k - a l - h n d , i.e. A b h accepts him who gives praise to Him;
0 our Lord, Thine is the praise.
. 5. Thentheworshipperprostrateshimself,
the toes of bot,h feet, both
kpees, both hands, and the forehead touching the ground, and the following
words expressing Divine greatness we uttered at least three times
in this
position,which 1s called the Sajdah:-

& ? ~ J 2 L wh b h d n a Rabbiyal-A’la, i.e. GlorytomyLord,the
,*

MostHigh.
The following words mayalso be added to the aboveor adopted instead:-

, :’GI69 ’
&$\~\&&>L,
@\&b
Svbhdna-ka Alldhumma
I

#

Rabba-nd.

wa bi-bmdika AlLdhum-ntaghJir li, i.e. 0 Allah ! Glory to Thee, and Thine is
the prais‘e ; 0 All& I grant me protection.
This is the first sajdah.
6. Thentheworshippersitsdownin
a reverential posture. This is
called jalsah.
7. This is followed by a secondprostration,orthesecond
sajdah, as
describedaboveunder 5 , withtherepetition
of the wordstheregiven.
8. Thisfinishesone rak’at. The worshipperthenrisesandassumes
a
standing position for the second rak’at, which is finished in the same manner
as the first, butinstead of assuming a standingpostureafterthesecond
rak’at, he kneels down ina reverential position calledthe qa’dah, and with the
glorification of the Divine Being combines prayers for the Holy Prophet, for
the faithful, and for himself, called the tahiyyah, which runs as follows :-

Trartslitmdion.
At tahiyydt ?L lilldh k wa+-salawdt u wat-tayyibat u. As-sahm u ’alaika
ayyu)san-?uabiyy u wa robmat-ulldh i wa barakdtuh. As-saldm u ‘alaind wa
’& ’ibdd-illdh-it @binn. W a ash-hudwl-ld ildh a ill-Alldhu wa ash-hadu
anna Mubmmadan ’abdu-hbwa rastihh.

!&anslation.
All prayers and worship rendered through words, Bctions, and weal& ar4
dne to A W . Pescs be on you, 0 Prophet, and the mercy of All& and His
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blessings. Peam be on us and the r i g h h a servants ol Allah. And I bear
ditneSt3 that none deservea bo be ~ervedbut Allah, and I bess witneep thaQ
Muhamlped is His aervant and His Apostle.
9. If the worshipper intends 60 esy more than two rak'ata he a b d e , but
if he hss to SEY only two rak'ats he repeats also the following prayer f
blessings for theProphet(thisprayerandtheonethatfollows
being
always repeated before the find s&m) :4

Transliteration.
Blldhummu gaUi 'at& Mujmmntadin wa 'ald dli Mu(urndin kamd
wlkcita 'ald Ibrdhimawa'ala
dli Ibrdhima innaka HamicZ-zm-ilfajad.
Alldhummo bdrik 'ald Muhammadin wa 'ala ali Mu?mnvmudin kamd bdrakta
'ala Ibrdhfma wa 'alci d l i Ibrcihinza innaka Hamid-um-Majid.
Translation.
0 Allah ! make M u h a m m d and the followers of Muhammad sucoessful,
a8 Thou didst make -4braham and the followers of Abraham sucaessful, for
0 Allah!blessMuhammad
end
surelyThouartpraisedandmagnified.
the followers of Muhammad, as Thou didst bless Abraham and the followers
of Abraham, for surely Thou art praised and magnified.
The following prayer should also be added to this :-

Tramliteration.
Alldhumma inni talamtu n a f s f q u l m n kasiran wa ld yagh.r-ug-qun&a
klld anta, faghfir 11 maghfiratan min 'idika wir&mni innaka a%t-al-Gh+r
ur-Ra&n.
Translation.
0 Allah! I have been greatly unjust to myaelf, and none grants e protection wainst faults but Thou ; thereforeprotect me with a rotection from
Thyself andhavemercy
on me ; surely Thou art theSorgiving,the
Merciful.

Or instead of this the following prayer may be adopted :-
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fimbh.
My Lord ! make me keep up prayer, and my offspring too : Our Lord !

accept the prayer ; Our Lord ! gran’t.Thy protection to me and to my parents
and to the faibhful on the day when f h e reckoning will be taken.

10. This closes the service, which ends with the salam, or the greeting,
being also the greeting of the Muslims to each other. The worshipper turns
his h e d first to the. right and then to the left, saying each time :-

11. Thus the eervice finishes, if the worshipperhad tosayonly
two
rak’ats; but if he had intended three or four rak’ats, then after the qa’dah
(see B), and repeating tahiyyah therein (see a),he takes the standingposition,
egvin ssying, Alldh-u Akbar, and finish.es the remaining one or two rak‘ats
in the same manner (see 1 to 7), thelastact being alwayskneeling in a
reverential mood, saying tahiyyah and prayer of blessings for the Prophet,
etc., and the concluding prayer (see 8 and Y), to be followed by the saldm.
Besides this, the worshipper is at liberty to pray in any position, as the
yearning of his soul leads him to, for the salut, or the litcrgical service of
Islam, is a pmyer throughout. It is to be observed that in first standing up
foc prayer and in chmging from one position to another, the worshipper says
Allaik-c Akbar, or “Allah is the greatesf,” and therefore it is only just that
man should in all positions and places be truly submissive to Him, sitting,
standing, bowing, and prostrating himself when he is called upon to do so
by One Who is the Greatest of all. Only when rising from the rzrk’u (see 3)
he says, Sami’-Allahuli-man humidah, i.e. “Allahaccepts him who gives
praises to Him,” instead of Alldh-u Akbal.
Note.-When the prayer issaid in congregation, th’e coogregation, or those
who follow the imdm, repeatalltheprayers,etc.,andalsothe
Fdtibah,
but not the portions of the Qur-4n following the Fatihah, andwhenthe
i d m , rising from the bowing posture, says, Santi’-Alldh-u liman hamidah,
the congregationsay, Rabbana wa lak-al-bmd (see 4).
12. The prayer known as the qunat is recited after rising from the rukzi’
(see 81, or immediately before assumingthat
position, whenstanding,
genera ly only in the last of the three last rak’ats (witr) of the ’Ishd prayer.
The most well known qundt is the following :-

Translitsrath.
hadagta wa ’@ni f i mala ’dfaita wa tawallani fi
mats kizaallaita wa bd& 16 f4 md a’taita wa pint sharra md qadaita fa-innaka
ta@ wa Id yuqdd ’alaika innah& la yagillu man wdlaita taldrakta Rubband
wa t a ’ h i t .
&l&ummahdin.t

f$

malc

TsarMlatdon.
0 All& 1 guide me among those whom Thou hast guided aright,
and
preserve me among those whom Thou hast preserved,and befriend me
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among those whom Thou hast befrianded, and bless me in what. Thou dost
grant me, and protect me from theevil of what Thou hast judged ; for surely
Thou judgest,andnone
can judgeagainstThee;surelyhewhom
Thou
bfriendest is notdisgraced.Blessedart
Thou, our Lord, and E x & d
Some adbpt instead the following :-

Transliteration.
Allahumnminndmsta’hzuka
wa nastnglafimka wa nu‘minu bika wa
natawakkalz<’alaikawanusni ’alaik-al-khair-awa nashkuru-ka wa Id mkfuruha zca nakhLa’7b wa matruku man yafjzlru-ka.Alldhumma i y y d k a na’budu
wa laka nusalld, wa nasjudu wa ilaika m s ’ d wa nabfidu wa narj4 ra?zmataka
~ c a .nakltsha ’agdbakG inna ’agibaka bil-kufdr-i rnulhiq.
Translation.
0 Allah ! we beseech Thy help, and ask Thy protection

and believe in
Thee, and trust in Thee, and we laud Thee in the best manner, and we thank
Thee, and we are not ungrateful to Thee, and
we cast off and forsake him
who disobeys Thee ! 0 Allah I Thee do we serve, and to Thee do we pray
and make obeisance, and to Thee do .we 5ee, and we are quick, and we hope
for- Thy mercy and we fear Thy Chastisement ; for surely Thy chastisement
overtakestheunbelievers.
The whole of the Muslim prayer is only a declaration of Divine majesty
and Rlory, and Divine holiness and perfection, and of the entire dependence
of man on- hisMaker. As the body assumeseveryposture of humbleness
and adoration, the tongue gives expression to every form of Divine glory and
perfection, andtheheartcannotbut
be full of thedeepest
and purest
emotions. What a spirit of Divine grandeur permeates every word ! What
a great reliance on God ! What a noble expression of obedience to Him and
not of God I What a
willingness to have no concernwiththosewhoare
true fear of theDeity,andfearlessness
of therest 1 Thereis no noble
desire, emotion, or sentiment which hasnot found itsexpression in the
above words.
2. FASTING

Fasting is one of those religious institutions whioh, though universally
recoqized,havehadquite
a newmeaningintroducedintothem
by the
advent of Islam. Fasting was generally resorted to in times
of sorrow and
affliction, probably to appease an angry deity, In Islam, fasting is enjoined
objeot
for the moral elevation of man and for his spiritual betterment. This
1s made clear in the Holy Qur-Bn itself, where fasting is enjoined: Fustistg
i s 1mscribed f o r you . . . so that you may gunrd against evil (2 : 183).
Thus, es in prayer, the object is t h e p u d c s t i o n of the soul, BO thst man may
learn bow to shun evil. The Holy Qur-tLn does not cantent itself with simply
enjoining the doing of good and refraining from evil, but teachtw man $he
ways by walking in which the bndency bo evil in him tmn be suppresd a d
the tendency to go& improved Fsstiog in one of bhose mewas. BeMter
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f d n g in Islsm d m not mean simply abstaining from food, but from every
k i d of evil.
fa&, abstention from food isonly a Btep to make a man
realize-if
hecan,inobedience
a0 Divineinjunctions,ubstainfrom
theb
whioh ig otherwise lawful for him-how much more necessury it is that he
should abstain from evil, the consequences of which must no doubt be evil.
It is, in fwt, lii. B training of the faculties of mun, for as every other f a u l t y
of man requires to be trained to attain its fulkforce, the fscultyof submission
t
a the Divine willkalso requires to be trained, andfastingisone
of the
means by which this is achieved. In addit.on to that, fasting has its physical
advantages, It not only makes man habituatcd
to bear hunger and thirst,
and thus to acoustom himself to a life of hardship, so tbat he mtLy not
be foo much given over to e m , but also exercises a very good effect upon
healthgenerally.
The subject is dealt with
in the Holy Qur-An in the 23rd section of the
2nd chapter. The number of days on which fasts are to be kept is twentynine or thirty, according to the number
of the days of the month of Ramdan.
Food and drink of every kind are prohibited on the fast days from dawn till
sunset. So alsosexualintercourse.Beingalunarmonth,the
Ramdan
falls in different semens indifferentyears,andaccordingly
thedaysare
sometimes too lengthy in some countries for ordinary constitutlons to bear
hunger and thirst during the long interval. The analogy of the sick and the
traveller, who are enjoined to keep fasts during other days
than Ramadan,
l e d s UB to the conclusion that in such exceptional cases the observance
of
the fasts may be transferred to shorter days-say to the season when from
dawn to sunset would be about fifteen hours, being about the longest duration
of the fast in Medina or Mecca.
It may be noted that persons who suffer from constant sickness, men and
women too old to bear the hardship, and women who are in the family way
andthose who give suck, areexcused, but theyshould give away a poor
man’s food every day, if this is within their means. There are sayings of the
Holy Prophet which expressly mention these exceptions.
4

3.

‘I

ZAICliT,” OR THE POOR-RATE

Every religion of the world has preached charity, but,like prayer, we find
here method and regularity given to this institution, so that it has assumed
in Islam a permanencewhichisnotencounteredanywhereelse.Islam
makes charity obligatory and binding upon all those who accept the Muslim
faith. Here we have a brotherhood into which the rich man cannot enter
unless and until he is willing to give part of his possessions for the support
of its poorermembers.Thereisnodoubt
that the richman isnothere
oonfronted with the insuperable difficulty of making the camel pass through
the eye of the needle before he can enter the kingdom of heaven, but he is
subjected to B practical test which not only makes him stand on the same
footing with his poorest brother, but
also requires him to pay a tax-a tax
benefit of thepoor; and thus a real
which is leviedon the richforthe
brotherhoodisestablishedbetweentherich
and thepoor.
The puyment of the poor-rate is an injunction next in i m p o h n c e only to
prayer. In the Holy Qur-&a it is very often mentioned in conjunction with
prayer. The wkat is, amording to a saying of the Holy Prophet, a c b a i h b l e
gifttaken f r o m the rioh for the benefit of the poor. Every p e m n is rkh within
the meaning of this saying who has in his possession silver or other proprty
of the value of approximately h.50,
or gold of the value of about &la. No
aakdt ie, however,payable on jewels, nor on housefurniture,ubn&,
implerns8te, ar &
a
zproperty or live &ook in ordinary
On dl h w & d
d
t
h wit& the above definition whiah has remained in the p
0
s
h

we.
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& h e owner f o r one year, one-fortieth portion is yabh into the bd4d-d,
01: the pnblic t;reasury. In the case of immovab e property, mkdt is paid on
the h m e or rent that w m e s therefrom.
h?
the expenditure of the
income
of aakdt, eight hesds are
menkone In tbe Holy Qur-bn (9 : 60) :1. The poor.
2. The needy.
3. Those in debt.
4. Ransoming of) captives.
5. he wayfarer.
6. The officials appointed in connection with the collection and expenditure
of aakdt.
7. Those whose hearts are m d e to incline to truth.
8. The way of Allah.
A few words may be added to explain the above. As distinguishod from
the poor, the .needy are those who may be .able to earn their livelihood, but
lack themeans, as implements,etc.
A personmay be able tosupport
himself, but if he is in debt, his debts may be paid off from the zakdt fund.
a war. A portion of the
The captives are those who are taken prisoners in
A traveller,thoughinwell-to-do
publicfunds must go for theirrelease.
of helpin a strangeplme
circumstances,maysometimesstandinneed
or country ; hence a part of the zakdt must -also be spent for the wayfarer.
The sixth head of expenditure shows that z a k d must under all circumstances
be collectedanddisbursed
as a publicfund,andtheindividualisnot
at
liberty tospend zakdt as helikes.
Officials must be appointed to collect
wages must be paidout of the
it and manage its expenditure,andtheir
zakdt fund.
of tbe faith. With respect
The last two heads relate to the propagation
to the preaching of a religion, there is always a class which is ready to listen,
but money is needed to enable them to listen. These persons are spoken
of
here as those whose hearts are made to incline to truth. B'i sabdbilldh, or
in the way of Allah, stands, as shown in foot-note 350,for the advancement
of the cause of the religion of Islam or its defence. Under this head, therefore, zakdt may be spent for the propagation of the religion of Islam and to
meet the objections advanced against Islam.
It may be noted that this head
has for the past few centuries been totally neglected by the Muslims, and the
result is that there i s rerely any effort made for the propagation
of the holy
religion of Islam.

p"
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4. PILGRIMAGE

Performance of the pilgrimage to Mema is incumbent upon every Muslim
once in his life,' subjecb to the condition that he has the means to undertake
thejourney t~ well as tomakeprovisionforthosedependent
on him.
Security of life is also a necessarycondition.
The pilgrimage is performed in themonth of Zulhaj, andthepilgrim
must rewh Mecca before the 7th of that month. As regards the formalities
to be observed.during the pilgrimage, every one can easily learn them from
the Mu'dim, a instructor.
The ark&, *principal points in connection with the pilgrimage, are :1. Entering.&pona state of ibrdm, in which the ordinary clothesace put
off and all pilgkhs wear one kind of appFel, consisting of two seamless
sheets, leaving the head uncoverad.
2. Tawdf, or making circuits round the Ka'bs aeven times.
3. Sa'y, or ranning seven t i m a betwean &.,at& and ~ d w atwo
, s d bib.
1. shying in tfre plaia of 'Arafdt.
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I& will meul thsb the state of ibrdm makes all men and women stsnd
upon one plane of equdity, all wearing the same simple dress, and living in
the same simple conditions. All distinctions of rank asd colour, of wealth
end nationality, disappear there, and the klng is there indistinguishable from
thepeasant.The
whole of humanityassumesoneaspect,oneattitude,
of human
before its Maker, andthusthegrandestandthenoblestsight
equality is witnessed in that wonderful desert plain called the 'Arafclf which
truly makes a manlheve a true knowledge of his Creator, the wordbeing
derived from 'arafa, meaning he came to have a knowledge (of thething).
The whole of the world is unable to present another such noble picture
of
real brotherhood and practical equality.
The condition of the pilgrim and the different movements connected with
the pilgrimage, the making of circuits and running to and fro, in fact represent the stage in which the worshipper is imbued with the spirit of true.love
of the Divine Being, That love of God which is so much talked of in other
fire of Divine lovebeingkindled in
religionsbecomes here a reality.The
the heart, the worshipper now,
likea truelover,neglectsallcares
of t'he
body, and finds his highest satisfaction in sacrificing his very heart and soul
for the beloved one's sake, and, like the true lover, he makes circuits round
the house of his beloved one and hastens on from place to place. H e shows,
in fact, that he has given up his own will, and, completely surrendering himself totheDivine
will, has sacrificedall hisinterests for His sake. The
lower connections have all been cut 08,and all the comforts of this world
havolost theirattraction for him.Thepilgrimage,
in fact,representsthe
last stage in spiritual advancement, and
by his outward condition and his
movements the pilgrim only announces to the
wholeworldhowalllower
connectionsmust be cut off toreach thegreat goal of humanperfection,
whichcanonly
be attained by holdingtruecommunionwiththe
Divine
Being.
'be,

11. THE COLLECTION AND ARRANGEMENT O F THE
HOLY QUR-AN

I now come to the second point, viz. the collection and arrangement of
the Holy Qur-An.
The Holy Qur-&n is mentioned by various names in the revelation itself.
It is called Al-Kitab, orthe Book (2 : 2, etc.); AI-Qwr-(in, or whatis or
should be read (2 : 185, etc.) ; Al-Furqdn,orthat which makesaDistinction
between truth and felsehood (25 : .I, etc.) ; Ag-zakr (otherforms of thesame
word used being gikrci and Y'agkirnh), ortheReminder
(15 : 9, etc.) ;
At-TanrBl, orthe Revelation (26 : 192, etc.); Al-Hadiz, ortheSaying
(18:6, etc.) ; A1-Mau'ifah, or the Admonition (10 : 57, etc.) ; Al-Hukm
(other forms of the same word being b i k m t , hakim, muhkam), or the Judgment or Wisdom (13 : 37, eto.) ; Ash-Shifd, or the Healing (10: 57, etc.) ;
81-Hudd, or the Guidance (2 : 2, etc.) : qabL-Ullah, or the Covenant of Allah
(3 : 102); Ar-Ra&aat, or the Mercy (17 : 82); At-Ehnir; or the Goodness
(3 : 103); Ar-Rzib, ortheSpiritorthe
Life (41 : 5 2 ) ; ALBayan, orthe
Explanation (3 : 137) ; An-Nz'mat, or the Favour (93 : 11); Al-Burhdn, or
the Argument (4:175) : AZ-Qayyim, or the Maintainer of Truth (18 : 2) ;
Al-Muhai&n, or the Guardian (of previous revelation) (5 : 48) ; Bn-Ndr, or the
Light (7: 157); A l - 3 q q , or the Truth (17 :81); BL-Z~~briruk,
or the Blessed
(whose blessings are never intercepted) .(a1:50, etc.). It is slso mentioned
by several other namss.
Peins have been taken b non-Muslims to spread the belief .that the Holy
Qur-tin is a book absolute5 devoid of w g e m e n t - t h a t
not only are the
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chapters put together without any regard to hheb subjectm@kr, h , u t $ha&
even the text in the individual s u m is in a perplexed.sta8e. The &eenoe of
mangement in the Holy Qur An has rather become an article of faith with
the Christian writers, so that the different writers on this topic, instead of
giving any serious and important consideration to the question, have blindly
Imitated or copied one another in their unwarranted statements.
For instance, Sale, in his preliminary discourse to his translation of the
Holy Qur-&n,says: After the newpassageshad
been from the Prophet’s
mouthtaken
downinwriting
by hisscribe,theywerepublished
tohis
followers, several of whom took copies for theirprivate
use. , , The
originals, when returned, were put promiscuously into a chest.” And again :
(‘Muhammad left the chapters complete
as wenowhave them, exceptio
ha8
suchpassages as hissuccessormightaddorcorrectfromthosewho
gotten them by heart.”
Palmer, the latest English .translator of the Holy Qur-in, says : ‘ I The
individual portions of the Qur-&n were not always writteu down immediately
after their revelation ” And again : That the Qur-&n was, or that even the
individual suras were, however, arranged in the present order by the Prophet
himself is impossible, both from ir&ernal evidence and that of traditions.”
H e also adds : ‘ I And, lastly, many odd verses appear to have been inserted
into various suras for no other reason than that they suit the rhJme.”
but that the present
And the basis of all thesestatementsisnoother
arrangement of the chapters does not-follow the chronological order of revethat
lation. No critichas, however, given a seriousthoughttothefact
the -chronological order of thewriting
of the various parts of even an
ordiniry book may be quite digerent from its subsequeut arrangement with
reference to the subject-matter. That the arrangement
of the whole and of
theindividualchaptersis
based on itssubject-matter,many
Arabic commentators of the Holy Book have pointed out, but while drawing so much
other material from them, the English translators of the Holy Qur-&n have
always utterly ignored this important point. I t is to give prominence to this
point that I have added an introductory note to each chapter, supplementing
it by an abstract of every section of the chapter. This feature of the present
translation, and occasional references in the foot-notes, will make it clear that
an arrangement based on the subject-matter isobserved not only in the order
in wbich the different verses of a chapter follow each other, but also in the
construction of the suras.
Howthiswrangementwashrought.about
is shown by the following
considerations :1. That the whole of the Holy Qur-4n was written down in the lifetime
of the Holy Prophet by his own direction.
2. Thit the wEole of the Holy Qur-An was committed to memory by the
followers of. the Holy Prophet in his lifetime.
-3. That the arrangement d the verses in each chapter, andof the’cha ters
themselves, was effected in the lifetime and under the direction of the koly
Prophet.
4. That the collection of the Qur-an under the orders of Abu Bakr was no
more than s collection of the difforent writings intoone volume, in accordance
with the’larrangement Qbserved by the Holy Prophet.
5. .Thatthe differences of thereadin s donot e&ct anyimportant
9Ibption in the meaning of the text ‘of t t e Holy Qur-An,
Each. of thesestatementsisborneout
b i n t e n d a s well as extern.4
I briefly consider below un&r eaoh head.
e ~ d e n o e .whioh!
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1. EYidsaas M ta the miting of the Qur-Bs.
The first and themostimportantcircumstance
whichassistedinthe
preservation of the text of the Holy Qur-4n is that every verse of it was put
mto writing in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet before his o w n eyes. Writing
WBB known at Mecca and Medina before the advent of Ielam, rand though the
Arabsgenerallyrelied
upontheir wonderfullyretentivememoriesfor
the
preservation of thousands of verses and long lists of genealogies,yet they
reduced to writing their more importantcompositions, and hung them insome
publicplace wheretheircompatriots couldsee andadmirethem.Hence
their seven famous odes are known as as-sab‘ul-~u’allaqdt-‘~the seven
suspended ones.”, These odeswere so named from thecircumstancethat
they were suspended in the Ka’ba by their authors at the pilgrimage season
as odes of unequalled poetic beauty, and there they remained placarded for
some time. These were seven different odes by seven different famous poets
of the pre-Islamic days, and their being in writing conclusively proves that
the art of writing was not unknown to the Arabs, and that they put their
prizedworks into writing.
Various anecdotes have been reported which show that the whole. of the
formin the lifetime of theHoly
Holy Qur-4n alsoexisted inawritten
is overwhelmingevidence of the Qur-&n havingbeen
Prophet. That there
reduced to writing before the eyes of the Holy Prophet is amply attested by
Sir William Muir, one of the most hostile critics of Islam, who has found it
impossibleto denyitstruth.Hewrites
:‘ I But there is
good reason for believing that many fragmentary copies,
embracing amongst them the whole Qur-An, or nearly the whole, were during
hislifetimemade
by theProphet’s followers. Writing was without doubt
generally known at Mecca long before Muhammad assumed the prophetical
office. And at Medina many of his followers were employed by the Prophet
in writing his letters or despatches. , , . The poorer captives taken at Badr
were offered their release on condition that they taught a certain number
of
Medina citizens to write.
And although the people of Medinawerenot
so
generally educated as those of Mecca, yet many are noticed as having been
Life of Muhammad,
abletowrite
before Islam” (IntroductiontoMuir’s
p. xxviii).
The Holy Qur-4, itself furnishes abundant evidence that it existed in a
written form. I t again and again calls itself ‘ I kitab,” which means a book,
orawritingwhichiscompletein
itself (seefoot-note 13). The Qur-An is
also designated as the &uf, which means written paprs. Thus in 98 : 2
we have : An Apostle from Allah reciting pure pages, wherein are the right
of the Holy Qur-4n, andtheright
books.” The pure pages are the pages
books are its chapters ; for not only is the entire Qur-An called 81-kitab or
tL Book, but its different chapters are alsb called books. Again in 80 : 11-16
we read : Nay ! surely it is a source of eminence-so let him who pleases
mind it-in honoured books, exalted, purified, in the hands of scribes, noble,
virtuous.” The word fabifatfah(plural phufl, which is used here, is the very
word applied to the coilection made by Zaid in the Cali hate of Abu Bakr
and later in that of ’Ueman. Thus we see that the Ro& Qur-4n describes
itself in clear and unmistakable words both as a kitdb and as a fabyah,words
used in the Arabic bmguege to denote a written book, ra f%ct to which every
diotionary of the Arabiclanguagetestifies.
Fromthesameroot
;a&j is
derived the word M q - k j , a name to this day applied to the Holy Qur-411,
whish m e w s a book or avolumeconsisting of a ‘collection of pbqm or
dttcnpcsges (sea Lane’s Lexicon under the root sahaf). The word Qur-dn
is derived from the root &ma‘, which means reading or reciting, and the Holy
Book is called the Qur-dn, &owing that it was meant for reding or reciting.
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Every portion of it was both wrifiten and recited, snd hence it is the Qtbr-&m
well as the Kisi‘tdb.
There &re many other references in the Holy Qur-An showing that its
chapters existed in a written form at an early date. The 56th chapter of the
Holy Book, which is entitled AI!-Wdqi’ah,.or the ‘‘ Great Event,” is among
theearliestchaptersrevealedatMecca,andthefollowingwords
Dccur
therein : $1 Most surely it is an honoured Qur-&n, ina book that is protected :
none shall touch it save the purified
ones” ’77-79). These words establish
two points: firstly, thatthe Qur-An asserted itself to be protected book,
i.e. a book whichnonecould
alter;and secondly, thatit claimed to be
written at that early date, because the impure are forbidden to
touch it. If
it was not found in a written form, it could not be described as B thing which
could be touched. Rodwell gives the following foot-note under this passage :
Thispassageimplies
the existence of copies of portions at least of the
It wasquoted by thesister of ’Umarwhen,at
Qur-An in commonuse.
to takehercopy
of sura 20 intohis hands.
hisconversion,hedesired
Verses 78, 79weredirected
by theCaliphMuhammadAbulQasim
bin
.4bdulla to be inscribed on allcopies of the Qur-An.” The conclusion, of
course,isevident.Thewordsnotonlysignifythattheportionsalready
revealed had been reduced to writing, but they clearly imply
that the whole
must become a written book in time, a book that is protected, and that the
impure shall not touch it.
I t is an admitted fact that every portion
of the
Holy Qur-&n was regarded with equal reverence by the Muslims, and every
word of itwas believed to be the Word of God. It is, therefore,quite
unreasonable to suppose that some portions of the Holy Qur-&n were written
while otherswerenot.Thereisnot
a singlecircumstanceinthewhole
history of Islam which can entitle us to make any such distinction between
the different portions of the Holy Qur-&n, and to suppose that while some
chapterswerewritten,otherswerenotthought
fit to be written,orthat
equalcarewasnottaken
of all thepartsorthatthelaudabledesire
to
preserveeveryword of the Holy &ur-&n was not manifested
by the Holy
Prophetorhisfollowers.TheHolyQur-&nwasa
book ” “writtenin
pure pages,” which none but the pure should touch, and these descriptions
apply to each and every word of the Holy Book.
Again, it is in a chapter revealed and proclaimed at Mecca that we meet
to the unbelievers who looked upon the Holy
with the following challenge
He has forged
Qur-&n as a fabrication of theProphet : Or dotheysay,
like it,and call upon whomyou
it ? Sag,Thenbringtenforgedchapters
can besides Allah if youaretruthful ” (11 : 13). A similarchallenge is
contained in a chapter of a still earlier date : ‘ 1 Say, If men and jinn should
combine together to bring the like of this Qur-&n, they could not bring the
like of it, though some of them were aiders of others”
(17 : 88). And in a
chapter revealed at Medina we have : “ And if you are in doubt as ka the6
which we have revealed to Our servant, then produce a chapter like it, and
Call on your helpers besides Allah, if you are truthful. But if you do it notand never shall you do it-then be On your guard against the fire” (2 : 23,24).
NOW,all these challenges to the opponents to produce one sura or ten suras
like the Qur-An imply that the m r a ~
of the Holy Qur-hn existed in a written
the challenge would
form at the time
of thechallenge,becauseotherwise
have been meaningless, for they could not be challenged to produce ita like
unless they coulQhave access to the written chapters.
TherearenumerousanecdotesshowingthatwhentheHolyPmphet
received a revelation it; was at once reduced to writing, end thus eyery
Verne or ohapter of the Holy Q u r - h , when it wag revealed, was put Into
w i t k g in the presence of the Holy Prophet. Amording k e, report n m a M
Bd
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by Abn DBood, Tirmazi, and Ahmad, the Caliph ’Usmanthus explained the
practice as to the writing of the revelations of the Holy Qur-&n : ‘ 6 It was
customary Kith the Messenger of God (may peace and the blessings of God
be upon him !) that when portions of diffet.ent chapters were revealed to him,
and when any verse was revealed, he called one of those persons who used
to write the Holy Qur-&nand said to him, Write these verses in the chapter
wheresuchandsuchversesoccur.”’Thisreportmentions,notwhatthe
Holy Prophet did on one occasion, but what he always used to do whenever
any verse of theHoly
Qur-4n wasrevealed
to him,Thepersonwho
describes this practice of the Holy Prophet is ’Usman, one of the earliest
we have the
converts to Islam and a son-in-law of the Holy Prophet. Thus
clearesttestimonythateveryverse
of the Divinerevelation was put into
writing by the order and in the presence of the Holy Prophet, while additional care was taken by him to point out the place and chapter
of a verse
when there were two or more unfinished chapters, so that the scribes might
not confuse the verses o f one cbapter with those of another. This evidence
no evidenceto the effect thatany
is conclusive, andthereisahwlutely
portion of the Holy Qur.An was left unwritten.
of ’Usman.
Other reports of the highest authority support the evidence
Thus Bukharee narrates under the heading
The Amantnzlenzes of t h e Prophet,
may peace and the blessings of God be upon hint, the following report from
B a d : ( ‘ W h e n the verse Id yastawi-I-qa’idzhza . . . (4 : 95) was revealed, the
Prophet,may peace andtheblessings
of God beuponhim,said,
‘ Bring
Zaidtome,andlet
him bring the tabletandtheinkstand.’Thenhosaid
to him (Zaid),‘Write Z a yastnwi . . .’ (theverserevealed).”
I n another
report narrated by Bukharee under the mme heading,
Ahu Bakr addresses
Zeid, the same man who was ordered to write the verse in the above report,
in these words : You used to write the revelation for the Messenger of God,
may peaceandthe
blessings of Godbe upon him.”BesidesZaid,
who,
beingthe official scribe,did by farthegreaterpart
of the work of writing
the revelations of the Holy Prophet at Medina,manyotherpersonsare
mentioned whodidthis
work at Mecca, and, in theabsence of Zaid, at
Medina. Among theseare
mentioned Abu Bakr, ’Umar,
’Usman,
’Ali,
’Abdulla bin Sa’d bin Abi Sarh (who became an apostate, but embracedIslam
again after the conquest of Mecca), Zubair son of ’Awam, Khalid and Aban
sons of Sa’id, Ubayy son of Ka’b, Hanzala son of Rabi’,Mu’aiqab son of
Abu Fatima, ’Abdulla son of Arqam, Sharhubail
son
of Hasana,
and
‘Abdulla son of Rawaha.” But it is not to he supposed that these were the
only persons among the companions who could write, or actually transcribed
copies of the Holy Qur-An. These were the men who performed the work of
amanuenses for the Holy Prophet, and whose names have been preserved
to us inreports.
Nor is thelistgiven
above a completelist of allthe
amanuenses.
Besidesthesereports,whichdirectlyestablishthe
fact that every verse
Gf the Holy Qur-tin was written at the time of its raveletion, there are many
other aneodotessupportingthesameconclusion.
For instance, Muslim
narrates B reportaccording . t o which theHolyProphetsaid
Bo hie companions: Do no& write from meanythingexceptthe
Qur-tin.” This
direction, which was meant as a precautionary step against the confasion of
be Holy Qur-Bn with whet the Holy Prophet spoke on other occasions, also
shows clearly that arranpnents had been made by him f$r the writing of
3 d y Qur-4n. The direction takes it for granted that the Holy Qur-An
vma d t h e n . If ih hsd not been the practice to writeeveryverse
and
4i
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chapter of theHoly Qur-An, no objectionwouldhave
been taken tothe
writing of otherwordsuttered
by theHolyProphet.This
couclusion is
furthercorroborated by the circumstance that where there was no danger
of confusion on the part of the writers, the writing of certain reports w a s
also allowed.'::
There is mother report mentioned
by Ibn-i-Hisham, in the story of the
conversion of 'Umar, which shows that written copies of the chapters of the
Holy Qur-An were in common use among the early
Muslim converts at Mecca.
'Umar, with a drawn sword in his hand, one day left his house with the intension of murdering the Holy Prophet. On the way he learnt that his own
sisterandbrother-in-law were secretconvertsto
Ishrn. So heturnedhis
steps to his sister's house.
At that time there was in the house a third man,
Kllabbab son of Art, who had with him a volume in which was written T A E
A
(the 30th chapterof the Holy Qur-an),which he was teaching to 'Umar's sister
and her husband. When they perceived 'Umar coming, Khabbab hid himself
in a corner of the house, and Fatima, 'Umar's sister,took the volume and hid
so farapproachedthemthathe
it underherself.But'Umarhadalready
hadheardthe
voice of KhabbabrecitingtheHoly
Qur-An. So the first
question he asked, when he entered the house, was as to what they were
reading.Theyreplied,
'You havenotheardanything.'
H e said,'Yes,
I have heard, and I have beeninformed that you have followed Muhammad
in hisreligion.'
Thenhecaughthold
of hisbrother-in-law,Sai'd,son
of
Zaid. His sisteradvancedtowardshimtoprotectherhusbandandwas
severely hurt in thestruggle.Then'Umar'ssisterandherhusbandtold
him that they were really converts to Islam and that he might
do what he
liked. When 'Umar saw his sister bleeding, he
v7as sorry for what he had
done, and asked her to let him have the
book which they d e r e reading, so
tha,t he might see what it was that Muhammad had brought to them. 'Umar
himself could read and write.
O n hearing his demand, his sister expressed
the fear that he might destroy the
volume. 'Umar gave her his word, and
swore by his idols that he would return the volume to her after perusing it.
Then she told him that,, being a
Nushrilc (one who set up false gods with
God), he was impure and could not touch the
Qur-An, because there was a
verse inittothe
effect thatnoneshouldtouchitexceptthepure.Then
'Umar washed himself, and his sister handed over to him the
book which
had T A HA written in it. 'Umar read a portion
of it, and began to admire
it and showeda reverenceforthe book. ThereuponKhabbab,seeing t h a t . ,
he was well disposed towards Islam, asked him to accept Islam." This long
quotation, which is a part of the lengthy report of the conversion of 'Umar,
shows conclusively that at that early period copies of the Qur-&n were commonlyusedby the believers. I t i s sometimesarguedthatsuchanecdotes
no
only show that some chapters were written, and that therefore there is
evidence that every verse of the Holy Qur-&n was reduced to writing. But
there is a fallacy in this argument. The statement that the
20th chapter of
the Holy Qur-gn existed in
a written form before the conversion
of 'Umar
is not made for the purpose of giving any importance to that chapter, or to
show that the reporter mentioned it because
of its peculiarity. It is made
incidentally in a narrative reported with quite
a different object, and hence
it is only illustrative of the practice of the Holy Prophet and the Muslims a t
thatearlydate.Even
if therewere no otherevidence of thewriting of the
.
HolyQur-hnexceptthisanecdote,stillweshould
be justifiedindrawing
from it the conclusion that the portions of the Holy Qur-&n revealed up to
that time existed in a written form, and that it was the practice to write the
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revelation. The20thchapterdid
not possess any peculiarity which could
be writtenwhiletheotherchapterswereonlyorally
haveentitleditto
recited. On the other hand, it is
not one of the chapters which are mentioned aB being commonly recited in public prayers, while numerous other
chapters, some of them much louger, are so mentioned, and it can be easily
seen that written copies of chilpters which were commonly recited in prayers
must have been in use to a far greater extent. Hence the existence
of the
a writtenform,andtheusemade
of themanuscript in
20thchapterin
’Umar’s sister’s family, shows that similar use was made of this and other
chapters among the believers ; and that lady’s consciousness that the Holy
Qur-An forbade the touching of its manuscripts by impure hands affords us
the clearest evidence that written copies of every chapter of the Holy Qur-An
existed, even at Mecca, at a time when the converts to Islam were very few
in number.
The above conclusioniscorroboratedbyanotherreportrelatedby
Bukharee. Itrunsthus:We
were forbidden to traveltotheenemy’s
land with the Qur-An.” This report conclusively proves that written copies
of the Holy Qur-An existed in such abundance that it was
found necessary
to issue an order against the taking of such copies to the enemy’s country
for fear lest they should fall into the hands of men who might spitefully treat
themwithdisrespect.
I t isthusclearthattheMuslimsgenerallyhad
written copies of the Qur-4n in their possession.
Thecircumstancesattendingthe
collection of theHolyQur-&n in the
time of Abu Bakr alsoshow that every verse of the revelationhad been
written down inthepresence of the Holy Prophet. Thus
we read of two
verses which, in spite of Zaid’s knowledge that they formed part of the Holy
Qur-An, were net admitted until a written copy of them was found with one
of the companions. This isclearfromthewords
of Zaid, as recorded in
Bukhrlree: So I searched the Qur-An . . , until I found thelastportion
of the chapter entitled Immunity with Abu Khuzaima, one of the Ans4r ” (see
Bukharee,chapter
on the Collection of the Qzw-an). I n explaining the
report,part of which has been quotedhere, thefamouscommentator of
Bukharee, the author of the Fat-jwE-Bard, says : ‘‘ Abu Bakr did not order
the writing of anything (i.e. any verse) which was not already written (i.e. in
the lifetime of theHolyProphet),andit
was for thisreason thatZaid
hesitated to write the concluding portion of the chapter Bard‘at (Immunity)
until he found it written, though it was known to him and to those who are
mentionedwith him.” And a littlefurther on: “Andthe whole Qur-&n
but the manuscripts weredispersed, and Abu
was written in manuscripts,
Bakr collected them in one volume ” (Fat-hul-Bdri,vol. ix. p. 10). Another
report byIbn-i-Abi-Daood is also mentioned,according to which ’Umar
publicly announced (when the collection of the Qur-4, was taken in hand
byAbu Bakr) that whoever possessed any portion of the Qur-&n which he
had directly received from the Messenger of God,maypeaceandthe
blessings of God he uponhim,shouldbring
i t ; andtheyusedtowrite
these on pa r andtabletsandpalmbranchesshorn
of leaves. Nothing
was accepte from anybody until two witnesses bore witness ” ; to which
theauthor of the Fat-Bul-Bdri adds : And thisshowsthatZaiddidnot
deem it sufficient that a verse was written until somebody bore witness who
had heard it directly from the Holy Prophet’s mouth, though Zaid himself
6
’
Thereisanother
remembered it.Thishedidforgreaterprecaution.”
report mentioned by Zohri which says : The Messenger of God, may
peace and the blessingR of God be upon him, died while theQur@was
‘I
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mitten upon palm branches shorn of leaves and skins.* After mentioning
some of these reports the commentator adds : 1‘ And their object was that
nothing should be copied except from what had been written in the presence
of the Prophet, not frommemory only.” t All thewreportspoint to the
certain conclusion that every verse and chapter of the Holy Qur-An had been
written by the direction of the Holy Prophet in hisown presence.
I havealready
given thenemes of several soribes. There were SO
many men among the companions who could write that as many as forty-two
of these are related to have acted as scribes for the Holy Prophet. We have
seen that copies of the different chapters of the Holy Qur-Bn mere in common
the report of ’Umar’s
use among the faithful, a factclearlyborneoutby
conversion. Thisshowsthatthere was no paucity of scribes. Besides the
Holy Qur-An, manyotherthings
were written.Some
of the companions
used to write the words uttered by the Holy Prophet, which were generally
reported only orally.: Letters were written by order of the Holy Prophet to
severalpotentates.
Thetruce at Hudaibiyya was written by’Ali.
Correspondence was also keptupwiththeJewsinHebrew.$Notonlycould
menreadandwrite,
but evenwomen weretaughttheart.
Among the
wires of theHolyProphet,atleast
’Ayesha and H a f p couldreadand
write,asmany
reliable reportsshow.

The Qur-&nmas committed to memory.

2.

Withthe Arabs memory wasthesafest
of repositories. In fact,they
placed so great areliahce upon memory that they took a pride in being called
ummis, i.e. men who did not know reading or writing, and for whom, thereall their poems and
fore, memory served the purpose of writing. They had
long genealogies by heart.Beingpossessors
of wonderfulmemories,every
was
verse of the Qur-4n when revealed was not only reduced to writing but
also preserved in memory.
We learn from numerous reports that whenever
a passage was revealed, it was recited by the Holy Prophet to those who
happened to be present at the time, whether friends or foes, and many of his
followers committed itto memory at once,othersagainlearningit
from
those who heard it from the mouth of the Holy Prophet. The importanoe of
the Holy Qur-An for the companions lay not only in the fact that for them
it was a code of moral and social laws. I t wasnot sufficient for them to
know only its general purport. They
believed everywordandeveryletter
of it to proceed from .no other than the Divine source, and hence every word
of it was for them a heavenly treasure they had on earth, so they secured
it in the securest of places, viz, their hearts. For its sake they
suffered all
kinds of persecution and forsook their friends, their relatives, their properties,
their homes. Every new verse revealed breathed new life into them. Hence
theytriedtheirhtmost
tokeepthemselvesacquaintedwithevery
fresh
revelation. Those among them who followed a trade or a profession spent
a part of thedayinthetransectionoftheiraffairsandtherestinthe
company of the Holy Prophet. Many of them had made special arrangements
amongthemselves to be keptapprised of the new revelations thatcame
t o him.ThesecondCaliph,’Umar,tells
us, accordingto
a report of
Bukharee, that he and one of his neighbours from among the An+ living in
* See Nihaya,by Ibn-ul-Asir, under the root ‘asb.

t

Fat-bul-Bdri, vol. ix. p. 12.
us i n the Kiitdb-ul.’nm that ’Abdulla, 8on .of ’Amru, used to write
rePrts in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet. Some other cases are also mentioned in the
chapter, according to which some reports were reduced t o writing.
This is mentioned in a reportnarrated by Abu D h d under the heading Reports
front the Ahl-i-Kit&
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one of the suburbs of Medina used to go by turns to the Holy Prophet, each
of them remaining in his company for a day while the other did his work.
of
When I went to the Holy Prophet, I returned to bring him the news
that day relating to revelation and other things, and when he went, then
he brought me the news ” (Bukharee). There were also companions who,
after the flight to Medina, had no work to do because of the interruption of
theirbusiness by theirpersecutors.Theypassedtheir
whole timeinthe
mosque, and were eyer ready t.0 commit to memory any fresh revelation that
the Holy Prophet might announce.
TheHolyProphet
himself laid thegreateststressuponthelearning,
reciting, and teaching of theHoly Qur-An. Muslim relatesinhis Sahib a
report from’Aqba bin’Amir,whosaid
thatonedaytheHolyProphet
+fah (anannexe) of the mosque, andhe
cameoutand
we wereinthe
asked, Which of you likes to go every day to Bat-hau or ’Aqiq and bring two
female camels with large humps upon their backs, without doing any wrong
? ’ We replied, 0 Messenger of God, we all
toany body ortoarelative
like it.’ H e said, ‘ Does not one of you come in the morning to the mosque,
and teach or repeat two verses of the Book of God, which is better for him
thantwocamels
?-and
threeversesarebetterthanthreecamels,and
four verses than four camels
: in this way is any number
of verses better
of camels.’ ” Bukhareereports’Uzmanassaying
thanthesamenumber
that the
Holy Prophet said that ‘ the best man among you is he who has
learntthe Qur-Bn andteachesit.”’Otherreportstothesame
effect, and
adjudged to be trustworthy by both Bukharee and Muslim, run as
follows :
‘‘ ’Ayeshs, saysthattheHolyProphetsaid
: Theskilfulinrecitingthe
Qur-Qnareclassedwiththescribes,whoarehonouredandvirtuous;and
he who reiterates in reciting the Qur-An, on account of his inability to recite
it,has adoublereward.’ ” “ Ibn-i.’UmarreportedthattheMessenger
of
God, may peace and the blessings of God be upon him, said : ‘ No one is to
be envied but two persons-one, a man t’o whom God has given the Qur-An,
and he recites it day and night and acts upon it, and the other a man whom
God has given wealth, and he spends it in the way of Allah day and night. ”
Abu Musa Ash’ari reported the following wordsfrom the Holy Prophet :
I The condition
of aMuslim who reads the Qur-Bn islike the fruit of the
so alsois its d o u r ; andtheconorange.tree:itstasteisagreeable,and
dition of a Muslim who does not read the Qur-An is like the date, which has
a sweettastebutnoodour.’
”
Thelastreportcontraststhe
Muslim who
acts upon the injunctions of the Holy Qur-An, but does not recite it, with
him who both acts upon it and recites it
; and thus it shows that it was
not
simply acting upon the Holy Qur-in on which the Holy Prophet laid stress,
but hemadeitssimplerecitationequallyimportant.Therecitationwas
needed not only to guard the text of the Holy Qur-Bn, but also to keep its
injunctionsfreshinthemind.
Various
other
reports
of undoubtedauthenticity,showingthatthe
recitation of the Qur-Bn wasanimportantobligationwhichrested
upon
every Muslim, are contained in the collections of reports. Bukharee has
a
chapter named the Chapter on the istigkar of the Qur-an and its ta’cihud,
that is, reciting the
Qur-An frequently and recurring to it time after time.”
In this chapter various reports are narrated enjoining the frequent recitation
of theHoly Qur-Bn. Thesamerenownedandtrustworthy
collection has
anotherchapterheaded
The teaching of the Qur-dn to children, athird
with the heading, Themost excellent of m n is he tuho recitesandteaches
t b Qur-dn, and afourthwhichisheaded
The reading of t/M Q w - d n
f r m mnzory. For thesake of brevity, I give simplytheheadings of the
by thelearned
chaptersandrefrainfromquotingthereportsnarrated
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collector to prove the various assertions contained in them. These headings
are sufficient to show that committing the Qur-An to memory wm enjoined
by the Holy Prophet upon all his
followers, and it was considered by the
companions to be a duty fraught with greet religious merit. Hence it was
necessary that every one of them should commit to memory at least some
parts of the Holy Book. Though evennow there are thousands of men in
every Muslim country who can repeat thewhole of the Qur-in from memory,
the pehuliar conditions existing in Arabia facilitated the task to a far greater
extent.Thisisadmitted
evenby a hostilecritic : “Passionatelyfond of
poetry, but with0u.t the ready means for committing to writing the effusions
of their bards, the Arabs had long been used to imprint these, as well as the
of the
traditions of genealogical andtribalevents,onthelivingtablets
heart.The
recollective facultywasthuscultivatedtothehighestpitch;
and it was applied, with all the ardour of an awakened spirit, to the Qur-Bn ”
(hluir).
It appears from the above reports that the Holy Prophet de.sired that his
companions should try to excel each other in their knowledge of the Holy
Qur-An. There were other reasons TThich made the companions vie one with
another in committing the Holy Book to memory. The office of inrcimat, or
leading of public prayers, was as a rule bestowed upon the man who had the
greater knowledge of the Holy Qur-&n. All authentic reports establish this
point. One report tells us that in a certain tribe a
boy eight years old used
to lead the prayers because he knew a greater portion of the Holy Qur-Bn
thananyothermember
of that tribe.Thisboy,’Amru
bin Salma,thus
relates his own story : We [;.e. the tribe to which thenarrator belonged]
had alighted in a prace by water, and people who went to the Holy Prophet
passed by us. When they returned they used to repeat to us the revelations
which theyheard from theHolyProphet.
I hada good memory, and so
while there I committed to memory a great portion of the Holy Qur-bn from
these visitors. dfter a time my father also went to the Holy Prophet with
some people of histribetodeclaretheiracceptance
of Islam.TheHoly
Prophet taught them the prayers, and told them that the prayers should be
led by a person who knew more of the Qur-Bn than others. On account of
what I hadalreadycommittedtomemory,
I satisfied thiscondititn.
So
they made me their i m h ” These people were among the later col;verts to
Islam. Bukharee also tells us that the office of imcimut was conferred upon
deservingpersonsirrespective
of theirnationalityor
position insociety.,
The distinction of having the office of imcimat (the leading of public prayers)
knowledge of the
conferredonone was apracticalincentivetoagreater
theman who was
Qur-An. Similarly,when a newtribeacceptedIslam,
chosen to be sent to them to teach them the doctrines and principles of the
new faith was ohe who was most acquainted with the
Qur-An. And these
were not the only ways in which the reciters of the Qur-bn were honoured
in those early days, for there are many reports which show that the reciters
of the Qur-&nwerehighlyhonoured
andrespectedineverywayamong
thecompanions.
These were the reasons which led a great number of the companions of
the Holy Prophet to engrave the words of the Qur-in on the tablets of their
hearts. The Holy Prophet himself set an example in frequently reciting the
Holy Qur-An in public as well as in private. It was not only in prayers that
long portions of the Holy Book were recited. We have on record instances
showing that he recited certain chapters when traveliing
on the back of a
camel,’1:and that he loved to hear others recite the Holy
Word. According
* “ I saw the Megsenger of God, may peace and the blemings of God be upon him, m d
he

reciting the chapter entitled Victory while on the back of his camel.”
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to one report he kept awake on a certain night to listen to a person who was
reciting the Qur-Bn in the mosque (Bukharee, chapter on the “Forgetting of
the Qur-Bn
Another report, also related by Bukharee, represents ’Abdulle
as saying : The Messenger of God, may peace and the blessings of God be
uponhim,saidtome,
I RecitetometheQur-in.’
I replied, ‘ What !
should I recite to you, and to you it has been revealed ? ’ H e said, ‘ I love
to hear others reciteit.’ Thereupon I began to recite the chapter ?titled
’I).

WO??WZ.”

These anecdotes h o w that the Holy Prophet induced his companions by
his ownexample to recite the Holy Qur-hn. These indyements were not
of God intheir
withouttheir effect. TheMuslimstreasureduptheWord
hearts,anditsreadingandteaching
became very common. So common,
indeed, had the recitation of the Qur-Bn become, that when the Holy Prophet
spoke of the disappearance of the knowledge of the Qur-Qn at some future
time, Ziyad, son of Labid, one of the companions, at once cried out : “ How
wouldknowledge
disappear, 0 Messenger of God, when we readthe
Qur-in end teach it to our children, and our children will teach it to their
children, so on till the judgment day? ” This question arose out of a misapprehension of the words of the Holy Prophet, who meant, not that the
words of the Holy Qur-in would disappear, but that people would not act in
accordance with the spirit of those words.
of theHoly
Thereare also reports which showthattheinjunction
Prophet relating to the committing of the Holy Qur-An to memory aud its
frequent recitation were so literally carried out by the companions that he
himself hadto give them directions against a coursewhich might be a
burden to them. In a report recorded in Bukharee (chaprer headed, In how
many days should the Qur-an be read !) it is stated that oneof the companions
of the Holy Prophet, who finished the recitation of the whole of the Qur-Ln
once every night, was expressly enjoined by him to finish it at the least in
three or five or seven days, and was forbidden to go through the whole once
every night.Thisshows
clearly thatthere were cornpanions who could
recite the whole of the Qur-in in a single night, The direction given by the
Holy Prophet that the recitation of the Holy Qur-in should not be finished
in less than three days was meant
to inform them that it should be read
thoughtfully.Similarly,in
a report received through a different chain of
reporters,thesame
companion,’Abdulla, son of ’Amru, is represented as
askingtheHolyProphet
how muchtimehe
should taketo finish one
reading of the Qur-in. The Prophet told him that he should finish it in thirty
days. H e replied that he could do it sooner, whereupon the Holy Prophet
lessened the time byfive days. Thus he continued to express his ability to
finish the Qur-An sooner, and the Holy Prophet went on lessening the limit
everytime by a few days, till hereachedthenumber
five (according to
another report, three) (Darimi). Ibn-i-Mas’ud relates that the Holy Prophet
said : Read the Qur-in in seven days, and do not read itin less than three
days.”According toanotherreport, ’Ayesha said that “the Holy Prophet
did not usually finish the Qur-in in less than three days ” (see Fat-bul-Bdrh,
vol. ix. p. 53j. All thesereportsshowclearlythatthecompanions
vied
with one another in the frequent recitation
of the Qur-An, and that many of
them could recit8e the whole in a single day. In fact, so frequently wm the
mitation of the Holy Qur-in resorted to, that injunctions became necessary
to stop a too rapidrecitation. It isalsoclear from these reports that the
whole of the Qur-An was committed to memory by many of the companions,
otherwise it could not be spoken of as being finished in a stated interval of
time: That it was recited from memory is clear fromthe fact that it was
recited at night.
(I
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These conclusions are further supported by many trustworthy
reports,
which showthattherewerenumerousmenamongthecompanionswho
could recitetheHolyQur-thfrommemory.Thesemenwere
called the
puwd, or the reciters, and they were known to have committed the
Qur-An
to memory.Theauthor
of the Fat-hul-Bdr4 explainsthe word qumd as
meaning persons noted for committing the Qur-in to memory and for teaching it to others." Of course, the word also signiiied persons having L sound
knowledge of the Qur-4n. Seventy
of the quwd were treacherously put to
death at the Bi'r Ma'linah by a tribe of unbelievers. This fact is attested by
the most trustworthy and authentic reports related
by Bukharee and other
reliable collectors. The fact that such a large number of them was murdered
in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet shows that there were hundredsof them
amongthe companions. In the chapter headed, The Qurrd from among the
Companions of the Holy Prophet, Bukharee relates several anecdotes. In the
first of these'Abdulla, son of 'Amru (who, as we havealreadyseen,had
committed the whole of the Qur-in to memory), is reported to have said,
whenspeaking of 'Xbdulla, son of hlas'ud : '' I shall ever love .him, for I
heard the Holy Prophet, may peace and the blessings of God be upon him,
say: ,' Learn the Qur-Qn from four men, from 'Abdulla, son of Mas'ud, Salim,
Mu az, and Ubayy, son of Ka'b.' " This, of course, did not imply inability
00 the part of the other companions to teach the Holy Qur-in, nor did the
words meanthatnone of thecompanions besides thesefourretainedthe
whole of theQur-inintheirmemory.Infact,to
be a good teacher of
the Holy Qur-in, it was not sufficient that a person should be 'de to recite
the Holy Book frommemory. I t wasabsolutelynecessarythatheshould
havea good underst,andingand a soundknowledge of theHoly Qur-An.
The report only shows that the four men named
could teach any and every
chapter of the Holy Qur-in, and hence thiy themselves also knew the whole
of it.Probablythey
were named because theyalwaystriedtolearnthe
of them, 'dbdulla, son of
revelations directly from the Holy Prophet. One
Mas'ud, it is reported, used to say that he received over seventy chapters of
of theHolyProphet.
I t was
theHolyQur-indirectlyfromthemouth
probably on account of some such peculiarity that the Boly Prophet named
fourmenonly,
for otherreportstellusthatthere
were manyother
companionswho could recitethe whole of theQur-Qn from memory.
To take an example, Abu Bakr is not named in the above report, but it
whole of the Qur-An in his memory. I t w a s
is a fact that he retained the
Abu Bakr whom the Holy Prophet appointed on his death-bed to lead the
public prayers.Authenticreports,
as alreadystated,showthattheperson
appointed to lead the prayers was always one who knew more of the Qur.&n
than his congregation. I n cases where several persons had equal knowledge,
as, for instance, when they all knew the whole of the Qur-in by heart, other
testswere applied. Now, itiscertainthatthereweremenamongthe
companions who could recite the whole of the Qur-in from memory. Therefore Abu Bakr could not be appointed to lead the prayers
if his knowledge
of the Qur-An were not as extensive. Hence it follows that Abu Bakr also
could recite the whole of the Qur-in from memory. There are many other
of his house, in
indications, such as the building of a mosque in the yard
which herecitedtheHolyQur-Qneveryday,hisbeingin
daily converse
with the Holy Prophet, etc., all of which assist in showing that Abu Bakr
knew the whole of the Qur-An by heart. Similarly 'Abdulh, son of 'Umar,
finishing its recital every
retained the whole of the Qur-hn in his memory,
night, whereupon the Holy Prophet, learning this fact, told him to finishthe
recital once in a month. I n fact, many persons are mentioned as being able
to recite the whole of the Qur-An from memory in the lifetime of the Holy
'1
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Prophet, among these being the four Caliphs, viz. Abu Bakr, ’Umar, ’UBman,
and ’Ali, andsuchrenownedcon~panions
as Tal&, Sa’d,Ibn-i-hlas’fid,
Salim,AbuHuraira,etc.,
while three women, viz. ’Ayesha,Hafsa,and
Umm-i-Salma, are also named in the same category. Several other persons
as being able to recite the whole of
are also named from among the A+r
the Qur-tin frommemory.Butitisnotto
be supposedthatonlythose
persons were the reciters whose names have been preserved to us in reports.
Seventy of them were killed by treachery in the lifetimeof the Holy Prophet,
and about the same number fell in the battle of Yemamah, which was fought
a few months after his death.
Among thesewasalsoSalim,whosename
is clearly mentioned among those “ho could recite the whole of the Qur-An;
yet when ’Umar made a representation to Abu Bakr for the collection of the
Qur-&n, he did not particularly name Salim,
but only said that death had
takenawaymany
of the qurra (reciters)inthe field of Yemamah.Had
there been none among the slain except
Selim who could recite the whole
of the Qur-Ln from memory, ’Umar would not have spoken of the reciters
generally.
There isonly one report the evidence
of which is considered tobe conflicting
withthatfurnished
by allthereports
cited above. Thisreport,whichis
narrated by Bukharee,runs as follows : AnasreportedthattheHoly
Prophet, may peace and the blessings of God be upon him, died while none
had collected the Qur-&n with the exception
of four men, Abu Darda and
Mu’az, son of Jabal, and Zaid, son of Sibit, and Abfi Zaid.” I n a report to
thesame effect narrated by thesameauthority,thename
of Ubayy, son
of Ka’b,ismentionedintheplace
of AbuDarda.Thisreportapparently
contradicts many other reports, if the collecting ” of the Qur-Ln is taken
to be equivalent to the committing of the whole of the Qur-in to memory
and no limitationisplacedupon
t’he meaning.The
word Jam’a, which
in thereportswithreference
to the
means collecting, isgenerallyapplied
Holy &ur-&n in the sense of collecting digerent manuscripts into a single
of the whole of it in memory.
volume, but it may also mean the retaining
Takingthe word initsordinary
significance, vis. collecting the difTereat
writtenchaptersintoasingle
volume, thereport does notnegativethe
existence of any number of reciters who had memorized the whole of the
Qur-tin. There is no difficultyin acceptingthisinterpretation,exceptthat
when steps were taken for the collection of the Qur-&n in the Caliphate of
Abu Bakr, no collection prepared in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet was
brought forward to facilitate the heavy task before Zaid, who was chosen for
collecting the scattered manuscripts of the Holy Qur-&n into one volume.
But the fact is that
Zaid sought the manuscripts that were written in the
presence and by the direction of the Holy Prophet, and thus the
objection
vanishes.Buteven
if the collection of t’he Qur-8n ” in thereportunder
discussion is taken to mean the recitation of the entire Qur-8n from memory,
there is no difficulty. The meaning is. made clear by another report, which
gives thecircumstancesunderwhichthesewordswerespoken
by Anas.
There were two rival tribes at Medina, the Ichazraj and the
Aus, and Anas
belonged to theformer. Before theadvent of Islamtheirrelations
were
became one. Still, the
hostile,but on their conversion to Islam they both
old feelings of rivalryweresometimesstirredup,anditistoonesuch
on the possesoccasion that the report relates. The Aus prided themselves
sion of certain members, four in number,
who had earned a good fame As
against this the Iihazraj named
four of theirmenwhohad
collected the
H o l y Q u r - h ,or who could recite the whole of it from memory. Accordingly,
of Aus. Thisconclusion
the claim wasmade only againstthesingletribe
is corroborated by the fact that the four men named all belong to the tribe
(i
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of Khezraj, and the exclusienof such famous men as 'Ahdulla,son of Madud,
Salim, and others from among the refugees, shows clearly that the claim
was
advanced only for one tribe as against a rival tribe.
Even if we admit,forthesake
of argument,theexistence
of certain
differencesinthevariousreportsquoted
above, theone conclusion upon
which they all agree is absolutely certain,
viz. that among the companions
of theHolyProphettherewerecertainpersons,
wThether theirnumber
amountedonlytofourortomorethanthat,whoretainedinmemory
the whole of the Qur-&n as taught
by the Holy Prophet, and who at his
deathhadthe
whole of itengravedonthetablets
of theirhearts.Thus
while every companion committed to memory a certain portion of the Holy
Qur-Bn, certaincompanionscommittedtomemorythewhole
of it. The
entire Qur-&n was, therefore, not only guardedby the comparatively few men
lvho could recite the whole of it from memory, hut the wholebody of the
Companions had the whole of it safe in their memories by every one having
memorized a certain portion. A11 this was done in obedience to the injunctions of the Holy Prophet, who
laid greatstressuponthereciting
of the
And these measures to guard
Qur-&n and the committing of it to memory.
It mayalso be
t,he text of theHolyQur-&n were inadditiontowriting.
pointedoutherethatthegradualrevelation
of theQur-&n afforded great
facility in committing it to memory. The interval
between the revelation of
two verses or two chapters afforded the companions an opportunity to repeat
it as often as they liked. The entire Qur-&n was revealed in the long period
of twenty-three years, and if Muslim boys of the age of ten or twelve years
can even now commit the whole Qur-&n to memory within one or two gears,
the Arab possessors of wonderfully retentive memories, to whom the importance of the Qur-An was far greater than to any Muslim of a later age, could
not find it difficult tomemorizeitwithinthelong
period of twenty-three
years,especially whenit was given tothemgradually.
Therecitation of theQur-4nanditscommittaltomemorywerenot,
of public as well as
however, onlyoptional, for theQur-anformedapart
private prayers. Five times
a day had the Muslims to pray publicly,while
prayersinthelatterportion
of thenightwere
of a privatenature.The
recitation of portions of the Holy Qur-an in all these prayers was obligatory,
and thus every Muslim had of necessity to repeat certhin portions of it every
day. Now,it is an established fact thatgenerallyvery long portionswere
recited in the prayers, especially in those said during the latter part
of the ,
night. The Holy Prophet is
bimself related to have often recitedthelong
chapters in the beginning of the Qur-an in the latter part
of the night, i.e.
in the tuhajjud prayers.Hiscompanionsalso
followed his example. Thus
left of him,tohaverecited
in his
onecompanion is said,inananecdote
tahajjud prayers the chapter entitled the Cow, which forms a twelfth part of
the Qur-8n. Even in the public prayers long chapters were recited. There
are many reports from which it appears that such long chapters
as the Cozu
were read in a single rak'at in the morning prayers. The evening prayers
are the least suited for the recitation of the longer chapters, but even in these
theHolyProphetrecited
such chapters as the Ttir, orthe
Mountain,
which containsnearly fifty verses. 'm imitation of theHolyProphet,his
followers, whenevertheyhad
occasion to leadtheprayers,recited
very
long chapters.One
of themrecitedthe
second chapter, i.e. the Cow, in
by one wh,o,
Prayer at the nightfall, and a complaint was made against him
tired by a whole b y ' s labour, wanted to go to rest sooner. I n their private
prayersalsothecompanionsrecited
long chapters. Thus notonly was it
necessarythateveryone
of themshouldcommit
the whole or a certain
portion of the Holy Qur-in to memory, but thepart so committed was always
la*
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kept fresh in the mind by constant recitation in prayers, though, as we have
already seen, theQur-&n was frequentlyrecited by thecompanionseven
outside prayers. Therefore, even if the Holy Qur.&n had never been written,
no verse of it could have been lost, so great was the publicity which every
verse of it received, and so often was it recited by the Holy Prophet and his
oompanions in public as well as in private. One report relates how a certain
chapter was learned by heart by a companion from its frequent recitation in
the prayers. I n fact, if there had been no other means of giving publicity
to the Qur-An, its mere recitation in prayers was
sufficient to give it such a
publication as would have guarded it against any possible alteration or loss.

3. Arrangement of yerses and ohapters.
It has already been shown that the Holy Qur-hu was both written and
also know
committed to memory in the lifetime
of the Holy Prophet. We
that the Q u r h was revealed piecemeal during a long period, extending over
of the chapters were revealed in complete
form,
twenty-three years. Some
but the revelation of many others was fragmentary and extended
over long
periods. I t notinfrequentlyhappenedthatwhileonechapterwasstill
unfinished a new chapter was revealed, and sometimes verses
belonging to
more than two unfinished chapters were revealed at one and the’same
time.
Now, thearrangement of chapters and versesinthe
copies of theHoly
Qur-An e t present in the hands of the Muslims does not follow the order of
revelation. The important question before us now, therefore, is whether the
Holy Prophet himself arranged the verses and chapters in an order different
from that of their revelation, and, if so, whether the present arrangement of
the verses and chapters is the same as that which prevailed in the lifetimeof
the Holy Prophet. In other words, was the Holy
Qur-An left by the Holy
Prophet in the same condition, as regards the arrangement of its verses and
chapters, as that in which: we now find it, or is its present condition different
from that in which the Holy Prophet left it?
Intrinsic and extrinsic evidence both conclusively show that the present
arrangement of the chapters and verses of the Holy Qur-An was effected by
the Holy Prophetundertheguidance
of Divinerevelation.Forintrinsic
evidence on this point I would refer the reader to the introductory notes on
thevariouschaptersandtotheabstracts
of thevarioussections.The
different verses in different chapters, and Bhe chapters themselves, are so well
arranged that no better arrangement is conceivable. It is only ignorance of
the Holy Qur-&n and Arabicidiom which has made some critics remark that
there is no connection between certain verses or that there are some chasms.
A deep reflectionover the Holy Book reveals a close connectionbetween
verseswhichareconsideredbyhastywritersto
be disconnected.Apart
from intrinsic evidence, there is
sufficient extrinsic evidence to prove that
the present arrangement of the verses and chapters of the Holy Qur-in is
not the work of Abu Bakr or Zoid, but that
of the Holy Prophet himself,
of Divinerevelation. Such evidence is not
whodiditundertheguidance
only met with abundantly in reports, but it is also contained in the Holy
18 have : 5‘ Surely on Us (devolves) the collecting
Qur-An. Thus in 75 : 17, we
of it and the reciting of it. Therefore, when
We have recited it, follow its
recitation.”Theseversesclearlyshowthatthe
collection of the -Qur-&n,
J that is, its gathering into one whole, with
an arrangement of itsvarious
parts, was brought about by the guidance of Divine revelation. Arrangement
and collection were, according to this verse, as much the work of Divine
revelation as the reading of a verse to the Holy Prophet, i.e. its revelation.
The Qur-en itself, therefore, asserts not only that it is the Word of God, but
that its oollection and arrangementwerealsobroughtaboutbyDivine
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revelation. It should be borne in mind that the word Jam’a in the above
verse implies both collection and arrayentent, since no oollection could be
brought about without an wrangement. Now, the verseshows thatthis
mrmgement was different from t’he order of the revelation of the verses, It
describes wrangement and collection as a process different from the revelation of [I verse to the Holy Prophet, thus showing that from the first it was
be
meant thatthe verses andthechapters
of theHolyBur-lnshould
arranged in an order different from that of their revelation. If the order in
collection .were to be the same as the order of the reading of the different
verses to the Holy Prophet, i.e. the order of their revelation, collection and
reading would not have been described as two different things in the verse
quoted above.
History bears ample testimony to the truth of the above assertion made
in the Holy Qur-An, and we meet with the clearest proof in authentic and
reliable reports that the Holy Prophet left at his death the complete Qur-Bn
with the same arrangement of the verses and the chapters thatwe have now
in every Arabic Qur-An, We wirl consider thearrangement of verses and
that of chaptersseparately,andin
eachinquiry we shall have to discuss
the following points :1. Wasanyarrangement followed by theProphet himself and by his
companions in his lifetime?
2 Was that arrangement different from the order in which the verses or
the chapters were revealed?
3. Does the present arrangement differ from that followed by, or whioh
existed in the lifetime of, the Holy Prophet?
That such B large book, treating of so many and such varied subjects,
should have been committed to memory and regularly recited in and outside
prayers, and taught by one man to another, without there being any settled
arrangement of itsparts, is a most preposterous proposition, but there is
hardly a Christiancritic of Islam who has not advanced it.Thegrounds
for this assertion are the same in every case. Not the least regard is paid
to historical evidence, and mere supposition that no arrangement is discoverable in the verses and chapters is at present the only ba’sis on which the
proposition rests. Even Muir, who sat down to write his Life of Nuhammad
on a strong historical basis, has in this respect followed the earlier Christian
critics, closing his eyes tothe whole historical evidence. The following
shortparagraph from Nuir’s introduction isnot only illustrative of t h e ,
assertions of Christian critics in general, but it also shows how the author
himself has evaded the historical evidence. He says :‘‘ We are not, however, to assume that the entire Qur-An was at this
period repeated in any fixed order. The present compilation, indeed, is held
by the Muslims tfb follow the arrangement prescribed by Muhammad; and
early tradition might appear to imply some known sequence.* But this cannot
be admitted ; for had any fixed order been observed or sanctioned by the
Prophet, it would unquestibnablyhave been preserved inthe subsequent
collection. Now the Qur-ln,as handed down to our time, follows in the
asposition of its several parts no intelligible arrangement whatever, either
of subjector time; and it is
inconceivable that Muhammadshould have
enjoined its recital invariably in this order, We must even doubt whether
the number of suras, or chapters, was determined by Muhammad as we now
have them. The internal sequence at any rate of the Wntents of the several
sura8 cannot, in most cases, have been that intended by the Prophet.’’
Some of the foot-notes given under this paragraph show the struggle in
the writer’s
mind between historical factsand religious prejudice. Thus,
-~
_ ~ _ ..
~

~

* Italics are mine.
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while denying the existence of any fixed order in the Qur.An in the lifetime

of the Holy Prophet, Muir had to admit that‘‘ we read of certain mompanicas
who w d d repeat the whole Qur-Bn in a given time, which might be held
of the parts.” In another foot-note itis
toimplyaomeusualconnection
admittedthattherewerefouror
five personswhocouldrepeatwith
W ~ U P U ~ ~ accuracy
US
” the whole of the Qur-An, and ‘‘ several others who
eouldverynearlyrepeatthewhole,
before Muhammad’sdeath.”
Again,
while denying that even the number of suras was determined by the Holy
the following
Prophet,for fear of beingcontradictedhecautiouslyadds
foot-nota :‘(But there is reason to believe that the chief s u r a ~including
,
all passages
in most common use, were
fixed and known by name or other distinctive
mark. Somearespoken of, inearlyand well authenticatedtraditions,as
his
having been so referredtobyMuhammadhimself.Thusherecalled
fugitivefollowers atthe discomfiture of Honein by shouting to them as
the men of the sura Baqr ’ (Le. S u m ii.).
Several persons are stated by tradition to have learnt by heart a cwtatak
number of suras inMuhammad’slifetime.Thus
‘Abdulla
bin
Mas’ud
learned seventy sums from the Prophet’s own mouth, and Muhammad on
hisdeath-bedrepeatedseventy
suras, ‘amongwhichwerethesevenlong
ones.’Thesetraditionssignify
a recognizeddivision of atleastsomepart
of the revelationinto suras, if not a usualorder,inrepeatingthe
suras
themselves.
“ The liturgical use of the suras by Muhammad must, no doubt, have in
some measure fixed their form, and probably also their sequence.”
I n connection with the same subject it is said in another foot-note that
thetraditions just citedtothenumber
of suras whichsome of the
oompanionscouldrepeat,andwhichMuhammad
himself repeated on his
death-bed, also imply the existence of such suras in a complete and finished
form.”
I n thismanner,almostkveryremarkmadeintheparagraphquoted
of historical facts met
above is oontradicted in the foot-notes on the basis
in the foot-notes are
with in authentic reports. And though the statements
made raservedly, yet the contradictions are too clear to escape unnoticed by
anycarefulreader,andthestruggleinthewriter’smindcan
be easily
discerned. Inthetextitisassertedthattherewasno
fixed orderor
Errrangement in the verses and chapters of the Holy Qur-An, and historical
evidence is produced in the foot-notes showing that there was a connection.
The text makes the allegation that even the suras were not distinctly marked
out by the Holy Prophet and their number was not determined by him, and
b h e foot-note brings forward historical testimony to the effect that there was
recognized division and that the form of the chapters was no doubt fixed.
The reservations contained in such expressions as “ some part ” and ‘‘ Borne
measure ” mere only natural, considering the allegations in the text. If can
ba emily seen that if seventy suras, including the seven long ones,” existed
‘‘ in e, oompLete and finished form,” as the foot-note admits-and there is no
avidenoe showing that the remaining forty-four short suras, which were, no
doubt,generallyrecitedinprayers,didnotexistinthesame
form-the
presumption will be thah all the suras existed in a complete and finished
form.” Thio conclusion becomes clearer still when it is borne in mind that
bhe same writer has also admitted that there were several companions who
could repeat, not only seventy szmt.s, but the whole Q u r - h , and that too
4’ with wrupulous mcuraey.”
The assertion that no arrangement WES’ followed in the case of single
verses revealed at different times is so absurd on the very face of it that it
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h a r d y requires a refutation.Howwasit
possible for anybody to commit
theHolyQur-&n to memory if there wm no settled order in which the
verseswere read? What order did the differentcopies follow? Or wlbs it
that each copy of the Holy Qur-An current at the time followed a differ&
order ? And every manwhoknewanyportion
of theHolyQur-4n"and
every one of thecompanionsknewsome
portion-followed
a diffexent
? And what
arrangement I Doesany evidence supporttheseassertions
order did the reciters of the Holy Qur-Bn follow P Or did each reciter follow
a different order?What,again,wastheorder
of theverses followed by
those who led the public prayers ? Is it conceivable that book which ww
80 widely committedtomemory,and
which was BO frequently reoikd by
thousands of men, existed in such an orderleas state ?
If t,here were no other evidence to show that the verses in
the different
chapters of the Holy Qur-An followed some arrangement, the mere f a d that
by thecompanions would Le
theHoly Book wascommittedtomemory
sufficient to establish that conclusion. There are many chapters containing
more than a hundred verses each, and unless these were arranged ina settled
order, no one could be said to have committed to memory the
whole of any
chapter. Take the different permutations of only a hundred verses, and you
will see that no two out of a hundred thousand men could have agreed upon
onearrangement.Insuch
a casethere would have been notone Qur-An,
which thecompanions could learn from eachother, buteverybody would
have his own Qur-An, and no one would be certain of the correctnese of whst
hisbrother recited.Moreover,
we learn from authenticreportsthatwhen
any person, while reciting a portion of the Holy Qur-4n from memory, made
e mistake or left out a verse, some one of those who listened to him corrected
the mistake or pointed out the particular verse. Nom, this could not be done
unless the same arrangement of verses was followed by all. I n fact, it was
simply impossible to commit thousands of verses to memory unless there was
some arrangement to be followed.
Considerations such as the above clearly show that some arrangement of
verses wasnecessarily followed. Was it the order of revelation 7 There is
clear historical evidence thattheHolyProphetarrangedtheverses,not
according to their chronological order, but according to matter. There were
no doubt many chapters that were revealed complete, but there were others,
particularly the longer ones, that were revealed by portions. Chronologically,
verses of one chapter were followed by those of another, and hence in the
arrangement of versesinchaptersthe
chronological order could not be
observed. The practice of the Holy Prophet in such cases is dearly stated in
authenticreports. A s 'Usmantells us, in a reportalreadyquoted,
It wa-s
customary with t)e Messenger of God, may peace and the blessings of God
be upon him, when portions of different chapters were revealed to him, that
when any verse was revealed he called one of the amenuenses and said to
occur.' "
him, ' Write these verses in the chapter where such and such verses
F'rom this it appears that the place and chapter for every verse were pointed
out by the'Holy Prophet himself. With such obviously conclusive testimony
before him, no sensible person would deny that the work of the arrangement
of the verses in every chapter was done
by the Holy Prophet himself, and,
astheHoly -Qur-An tells us, itwasdoneundertheguidance
of Divine
revelation, and the arrangement did not follow the chronological order of the
revelation of verses.
If thearrangement
of verseswas
different fromtheorder
of their
revelation, the next question that arises
is, was that arrengernent different
from the one upon which the whole Muslim world is now agreed? We must
answer this question in the negative. The arrangement of the v e r w in the
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Qur-in we havein our hands isnot in accordance with the order
of revelation,
end hence, if there is no traee in the history of the Qur-4n of any change
having been brought about in the arrangement of its verses at any time, the
conclusion that the present arrangementis exactly the same as that followed
final. Now,it
is
bytheHolyProphet
will bs absolutelycertainand
d m i t t e d on all hanas, and the truth of the fact has not been questioned by
the most hostile critic of Islam, that there has not been the slightest change
in any word or letter of the Qur-Bn or in the arrangement of its verses or
chapters since the time of 'Usman, the third of theMuslimCaliphs.Our
copies of the Qur-An are admittedly exact copies, true and authentic in every
way, of the collection made by 'Usman, and hence, to prove that the arrangement of verses and chapters at present i s the same as that followed by the
Holy Prophet, we have only to show that the coilection made by 'Usman
followed the original arrangement. It can easily be seen that at the time of
hismakingthe
collection 'Usmanhad no motive for changingthe fixed
arrangement which up to that time was
followed by the companions of the
Holy Prophet. That an arrangement
different from the order of revelation
was followed bytheHolyProphet,andthatthesamearrangementwas
followed by the companions in the learning and teaching of the Holy Qur-An,
has already been shown. That that arrangement was changed by 'Usman is
forhimtoshowwhomakestheassertion.When'Usman
began tomake
hiscollection,or,morecorrectly,whenhe
began tomake copies of the
Qur-&nfrom Ahu Bakr's collection, thousands of the companions of the Holy
Prophet were still living, and no change in the arrangement of verses could
have remained unnoticed. Moreover, the task of making the required copies
was not in the charge of 'Usman personally, but in thatof several of the most
well-known companions, reputed for their knowledge of the Qur-An, and none
of these can be shown to have had any motive for altering the arrangement
in the
of versesexisting atthetime.Noristheretheslightesttrace
historicalrecord of the time that the arrangement was altered.
No charge
has ever been preferred against 'Usman by any sect of Islam or any individual
that he had changed the arrangement
of the verses in the chapters of the
disallowed
Holy Qur-An. In fact,the only chargeagainsthimisthathe
certain readings, and the nature of this charge I will describe later on. But
of any alteration in the arrangement of verses there is absolutely no mention
whatever in any report, authentic or unauthentic.
Besides the negative proof cited above, which conclusively shows that at
no timeinthehistory
of the Qur-An wasthearrangement
of itsverses
altered in the slightest degree, there ispositive evidence leading to the same
conclusion. This evidence may be gatheredfromincidentalremarksmade
in certainauthenticreports.Undertheheading,
The Excellence of the
chapher entitled At-Baparah, Bukhareerelatesthe following : ' I TheHoly
Prophet, may peace and the blessings of God be upon him, said, ' Whoever
reads the last two verses of the chapter entitled Baparah on any night, they
are sufficientforhim."
Thissaying,whichreportstheexactwords
of the
HolyProphet,showstwothings.Firstly,thatthe
Holy Prophet himseif
followed an arrangement which he had made known to his companions, and
they all followed the same arrangement ; for if such had not been the
case,
he could not have referred to two verses as the last two verses of a certain
chapter. The report unmistakably proves that every verse had
a known end
fixedplace in a chapterwhich no recit,er of the Qur-An could change. I n
the secondplace,itshowsthattheverseswithwhichthechapterentitled tho C02u now ends were also the, concluding verses of that chapter in
t h e time. of the Holy Prophet, and therefore the arrangement in thecopies of
the Qur-bn a t present is the same as that followed by the Holy Prophet. In
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support of this, there is another report in which the concluding versesof the
chapterentitledthe
Cow areidentifiedwiththe285thand286th
verses
of thatchapter as enumeratedinthepresenttranslation
(Fat-buZ-Bdr6).
According to another authentic report, the Holy Prophet told
his followers
t o recitethe"firsttenverses
" of thechapterentitledthe
Cave at the
appearance of the Antichrist. Had there been no arrangement of verses, the
first ten verses " would have been a meaningless phrase, because it would
nothaveindicatedanyparticulartenverses.Thisreportoccursin
the
Sahib Muslim. The first ten verses as in our copies of the Qur-in are plainly
the verses meant, as in these verses the doctrine of the sonship of Jesus, a
doctrine identified with the teaching of the Antichrist by the Holy Qur-in, is
refutedin forciblewords. Thisreportalsoshowsthatthearrangement
of
verses in the time of the Holy Prophet was the sameas it is now.
I n no report is any arrangementof verses other than the one which exists
in the current copies of the Holy Qur-in hinted at. Had the Holy Prophet
leftthe Qur-in in an unarrangedform, different arrangements of verses
would no doubt have been followed by different companions, and in the great
mass of reports there would have been references to some of these arrangements. Butthe absence of anysuchreference
conclusively provesthat
there was only one arrangement
of verses, which was followed by all the
companions,andthatarrangementwasthesame
as wehave now in our
copies of theQur-in,becausethere
is no reference atalltoanychange
having been introduced at any time. There is only one report
which speaks
of 'Ali having made a collection of t h e Q u r - h i n t h e order of its revelation,
but this, if true, only supports the conclusion we have already arrived
at as
tothepresentarrangementbeingtheoneinexistenceatthetime
of the
HolyProphet.Thefact,
if true,ismentionedonlyonaccount
of the
peculiarity of thearrangement,and
by reason of itsdistinctionfrom
the recognized and accepted arrangement. Had there been a third arrangement besides thesetwo, we should also havehad a referencetoit.The
order of revelation, as we have seen, was not followed by the Holy Prophet,
for his arrangement was according to subjoct-matter and not according to
chronology. 'Ali mighthavethought of preservingtheorder of revelation
for historical purposes. I n the time of 'Ugman, when copies of the Qur-8n
were made for distribution, 'Ali was one of the companions who superintended
the copying, and there is no doubt that
if he had looked upon the present
arrangement as inaccurate, he would have either objected to .it or refused to
co-operate in such an arrangement. But, along with the whole
body of the
companions, 'Ali followed anarrangement different fromtheorder of the
revelation,thoughhemightalsohavepreservedthechronologicalorder,
Had he considered the latter arrangement to be the authentic arrangement,
he would no doubthave given currencytoitduringhisCaliphate.But
neither in the timeof the first three Caliphs nor in his own reign did he ever,
privately or publicly, make a statement that the arrangement of verses and
chapters in the current copies of the Holy Qur-io was not foilowed by the
be superseded by a chronological
HolyProphet, and thatitoughtto
of
arrangement.Theseconsiderationsclearlyshowthatthearrangement
verses in the copies made by 'Usman was recognized by all the companions
be thearrangementfollowed
by theHoly
without a singleexceptionto
it not been so, there would have been many differences
Prophet.Had
among them as to arrangement. But as a matter of fact, even Ibn-i-Mas'ud,
whootherwiseexpressed his dissatisfaction with the action of 'Usman in
having disallowed certainreadingswhich
he favoured,neverraisedany
objection to the arrangement of the verses in the copies made by the order
of the Caliph, nor did Ibn-i-ldm'ud ever proposea different arrangement.
$1
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The above considerations proveconclusively thatthe division of the
Holy Qur-&n into chapters and the arrangement
of verses in each chapter
a
wereboth performed underthe direotions of theHolyProphet.When
new verm was revealed,a place was assigned to it
by the Holy Prophet,
and no companion could assignit a place at his own choice. The greater
part of the chapter entitled A-Baqayah, for instance, was revealed during
the early days of the Holy Prophet at Medina, but some verses belonging to
itwere revealed late?. Such were the verses relating to the prohibition of
place
assigned
totheseversesis
u s ~ y ,as some reportsshow.The
speak of aims. Thereason for this
immediately after theverseswhich
arrangementisthat
both injunctions, viz. theinjunctionrelatingtothe
giving of alms and the injunction relating to the prohibition
of usury, were
meant for the benefit of the poor, andthese were twosteps in thesame
direction, thatis,the
amelioration of the poor. Thestate of the society
whose reform the Holy Qur-Bn had in view was such that the two injunctions
could not be given together. I t was necessary that the people to whom the
injunction relating to the prohibition of usury was to be given should be first
prepared to accept that teaching. Hence the two injunctions
--ere revealed
at digerent periods, but the subjects of which they trea,ted were so closely
related that in an arrangement of verses they had to be placed side by side.
The division into chapters was marked by the Holy Prophet himself, and we
find thenames of most of thechapters expressly mentioned in authentic
reports. I n fact,the division of theHoly QurAn intochapters,andthe
arrangement of verses in these chapters, by the Holy Prophet, are such clear
facta that there is no indication that a difference of opinion ever existed on
thesepoints,eitheramongthecompanionsorthelater
Muslims. N o one
can be shown to have ever asserted that a certain verse in a certain chapter
in the collection in our hands belonged to a different chapter, or that a verse
occupyinga certain positionoccupiedadifferentposition
atanytime,
In
many reports references to verses are contained in numbers, and this shows
clearly that the arrangement bf verses was complete in the lifetime of the
Holy Prophet. To add anoher example to thosealresdygiven,there
is a
report which narrates that Ibn-i-Nas'ud recited forty verses
of the chapter
entitled Al-Anjdl in a certain prayer. Thisis narrated in the tahlh Bukharee.
Another reporter, 'Abdul Razzaq, has mentioned the same report through a
different chain of narrators, with this dlfference, that instead of mentioning
the reciting of fortyverses of the chapter, the narrator only says that he
recited up to the verse which ends with such and such words (Fat-hul-Bciri,
vol. ii. p. 212). Now, if we computeforty versesfrom the beginning, as
mentioned by the first narrator, we find themendingwiththe
words
mentioned by the second narrator.Fromthisit
is clearthatthepresent
arrangement of verses was well known in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet.
According to-another report narrated by Bukharee,.the Holy Prophet used to
reoite, when he would wake for his tnhajjud prayers, the last ten verses of
the chapter entitled AZ-i-'Imra?t,and in imitation of him the Muslims still
recite the same ten verses. This fact also proves that the Eame arrangement
of verses w%s followed duringthe lifetime of the HolyProphetthat
is
followed now, and that the division of the Holy Qur-&n into chapters was
distinctly marked at the time.
we havetoconsideristhearrangement
of
Thenextquestionthat
chapters. In the discussion of this question itmay be statedatthe very
outset t h a t a n y m n g e m e nin
t the recitalof chapters in or apartfrom prayers
wee regarded as unnecessary, except when the whole of the Qm-g4was to
he recited. As we have seen in reports alreRdy quoted,thereweremen
among the oompanions who knew the whole of the Qur-&nby heart, and to
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keep it fresh in their memory they used to recite the whole within a stated
time. Indeed, Bukharee has a chapter with the heading, In how much time
shozLEd the recital of the Qur-dn be finished ? Under this heading, as already
stated, reports are mentioned according to which the Holy Prophet forbade
one of his companions to finish the recital of the Qur-An in less than three
days, and forbade another to finish it in less than seven days. These reports
show thepractice of thecompanions of theHolyProphet.
Those among
them who knew the whole of the Q u r b by heart used to repeat it constantly,
and finished the recit,ation of the whole ordinarily in seven days. Indeed, it
would not have been possible to ret’ain such a large book in memory except
by itsconstant recital andrepetition.TheHolyProphet
himself had told
them that they should constantly resort to a recital of the Holy Qur-An, and
that otherwise it could not be retained in memory. Hence they constantly
resorted to its recital. Now, to finish the Qur-&n within a stated time and
to recur to itagain andagain,it
mas necessarythat some arrangement
of chapters should have been observed. hhmad and hbu Daood and others
have narratedthe following report which showsthatthearrangement
of
chapters was also effected by the Holy Prophet. Anas saps : I ‘ I was in the
s n p l f embassyatthetime
of theRaniSaqif’s
conversion toIslam. . .
The Holy Prophet said to us, ‘ My portion of the Holy Qur-An has come to
me unexpectedly, so I do not intend to go out until I finish it,’ Therkupon
we questioned thecompanions of theHolyProphet,may
peace andthe
how they divided the Qur-Bn into
blessings of God be upon him,asto
portions. They said : ‘ We observe the following division intoportions,
threechaptersand
five chapters,and seven chaptersandninechapters,
and eleven chapters and thirteenchapters,and
all theremainingchapters
beginning w t h QciJ which aretermedthe
ntufa&.’”
There is good
reason to believe the authenticity of this report. It divides the Holy Qur-An
into seven portions, each portion to be recited in one day, and the recital of
the whole Qur-An is thus finished in seven days.Fromothertrustworthy
reports we learn that t,he Holy Prophet had enjoined some of his companions
not to finish the Holy Qur-An in less than seven days ; and the two reporfs,
communicated through entirely different channels, corroborating as they do
the testimony of each other, testify to each other’s truth and authenticity.
Moreover, theyare bothaccepted by eminent collectors of reports.Hence
we have no reason to doubt the truth of the reports. Now, the report quoted
above shows clearly an arrangement of chapters, for thedivision into portions
mentioned in this report is observed to this day by the whole Muslim world.
The seven port’ions are called the seven nzanzils, or stages, and they include
the same number of chapters asis mentioned inthereport.The
seventh
portion begins with the chapter entitled @Lf,as stated in the report, and the
total number of chapters contained in the first six portions is forty-eight, as
in the copies of the Qur-Bn in our hands, It should be borne in mind that
in our copies the Qaf is the fiftieth chapter, the difference arising from the
fact that in the report quoted above the Fatibah, or the Opening Chapter, is
not included. This report affords the clearest and most conclusive testimony
that the arrangement of the chapters of the Holy Qur-Bn was brought &bouh
by theHolyProphethimself,likethat
of itsveEes,andtheirpresent
arrangement does not differ in the least from the
original.
I t may perhaps be objected that such an arrangementwas not possible, ES
the Qur-dn was not complete till the death of the Holy Prophet, and verses
andchapters were constantly being revealed. I t is quitetruethatthe
Qur-Bn could not be said to be complete so long as the recipient of the Divine
revelation lived, but this could not interfere with the ttrrangement of verses
and chapters. The word Qur-in ” signified the part of the Qur-4n that had
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been revealed. Now,thereport quoted abovespeaks of theconversion to
Islam of the Bani Baqif, which did nottakeplacetilltheninthyear
of
Hejira, in whichyearthechapterentitled
Inznzwtity, which is looked
upon aa the latest in chronological order, was revealed. Hence,
at the time
of which the report speaks, almost the wholeof the Qur-in had been revealed,
and the division into seven portions, which speaksof the number of chapters
in e w h portion, has in its fsvour the authority of the Holy Prophet himself,
s n d no objection to ikis based on reasonable ground. The verses that were
revealed afterwards were put in their proper place in the chapters to which
(as the
they belonged, and if any short sura was also revealed afterwards
Help), italsofounditsproperplaceinthearrangement
of chapters,and
did not interfere with the enumeration of the chapters contained in the first
six portions.
There isno evidence that the arrangement of chapters existing in the time
of theHolyProphetwasalteredinanywayby
Abu Bakror’Usman.
Against Abu Bakr no onehaseveradvancedsuch
a charge,and’Usman
only followed the collection of $bu Bakr.Thecopiesmadeinthetime
of ’Usman were made
under
the
directions
of the
companions
who
possessed the best knowledge of the Qur-An, and many of them, as Ubayy
bin Ka’b,knewthewhole
of it by heart.Theargumentswhich
I have
advadcedaboveastothearrangement
of versesapply mutatis mutandis
tothearrangement
of chapters.Butassomereportsspeak
of different
arrangements of chapters, I shall consider them before leaving this subject.
Let us takefirstthecha’pterheaded
Tulif-zll-Qur-an inBukharee.
According to the first reportmentioned in this chapter, a manfrom ’IrBq
cameto’Ayeshaandaskedhertoshowhimhercopy
of theQur-in.
On beingquestionedastowhathemeanttodowithit,hesaidthat
no
arrangement was followed in the recital of the Qur-An, and that he wanted
her copy for a right arrangement of the Holy Book. Upon this, the report
tells us, ‘I ’Ayesha rebuked him and accosted him in the
following words :
Whatharmistherewhichisreadfirst?
Verily whatwasrevealed
of
itfirstwas a chapter from among the
nzufassal, speaking of paradise and
hell. ButwhenpeoplebegantoacceptIslam,injunctionswererevealed
aboutthethingslegalandthethingsprohibited.Hadthefirstinjunction
revealed been theprohibition of drinking, they would have said that they
could not give up drinking.’ . . Then she brought out her copyof the Qur-An
and recited verses of some chapters.” In this report we have the objection
of a man from ’Ir&q, not one of the companions but a new convert to Islam,
and the reply of ’Ayesha. I n the reply the objector is rebuked
for saying
that no arrangementwas followed intherecital
of the Qur-An, anditis
explained tohimwhatnecessitatedanarrangementdifferent
from the
chronologicalorder.
I t appearsfromthereplythathisquestionrelated
to the order of revelation, for he was told that there was no harm in plrtcing
a verserevealed before anotherafterit
in thearrangement.Thecopy
of
theQur-tinwhich
‘Ayesha showedthequestionerhadalsoitsarrangement different from the order of revelation, for she is stated to have recited
verses of,different chapters in support of her argument. And the man was
sati&ed with ‘Ayesha’s argument and did not take her copy, which he
would
have certainly done if the arrangement of ’Ayesha’s copy had been different
from the current copiesof the Qur-in.
It should also be borne in mind that the arrangementof chapters to which
we have referred above was observed only in the recital
of the whole Qur-An,
in prayers or outside
and no such arrangement was observed in its recital
prayers, when only certain portions were recited.
In prtayers, for instance,
if m y ohapter or any portion of & chapter was recited in one
rak’at, any
I
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other chspter or portion of a chapter whatever could be recited in the second
There is ample evidence as to thisinreports.
Similarly, twoor
more chapters could be read in e aingle rak’at, and in some cases there were
combinations of such chapters for recital in prayers. In his tahajjud prayers,
for instance, the Holy Prophet used sometimes to recite twenty chapters,
eighteen of which were termed the mufagal, or the shorter chapters, towards
the close of the Qur-An, beginning with Qaf, and two H a Hbw, or chapters
commencing with H d Mim. Thus in each rak’at two of these chapters were
TheHolyProphetmade
recited, thetotalnumber
of rak’ats beingten.
a peculiar combination which has been preserved to us through Ibn-i-Mas’ud,
and accordingly it is known as the tal.lf-i-Ibn-i-Mas’zid,
or the combination
of Ibn-i-Mas’ud Now, this combination has nothing to do with the arrangement of chapters in the Qur-&,, nor was it followed on all occasions. I t was
a combination which, according to Ibn-i-Mas’ud, the Holy Prophet fcll3wed
upon one occasion, or moreoccasions
thanone,inhislatermidnight
prayers; and as authenticreports show that the ordinary arrangement of
chapters was not followed by the Holy Prophet or his companions in prayers,
this peculiar combination does not detract aught from thevalue of the original
arrangement. On the other hand, this
peculiarcombination was preserved
andmentionedonlyonaccount
of its peculiarity anddeparture from the
original a;rrengement of chapters. h’or was this peculiarcombination followed
always,even in tahnjjzd prayers, for thereareotherauthenticreports
showing othercombinationsandthe
recital of otherchapters.Evenin
the public prayers the arrangement of chapters was not followed. On one
occasion theHolyProphetrecitedthefourthchapter,
A~Nisisd,inthe
Al-i-’Irnrcin,
inthe
second, and the
first rak’at andthethirdchapter,
incident has beenpreserved
tousin
a report onlybecausea
deparlure
was madein
thiscase
from the recoguieed arrangement.Manyother
instances of the same kind are on record, and as it was not obligatory to
follow the arrangement of chapters in reciting them in prayers, such cases
furnish only additional testimony to thefact that the arrangement of chapters
as was followed in the recit,al of the whole
followed at present is the same
Qur-An in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet, according to his directions.
The circumstanoe narrated above as to the peculiarcombination of the
twenty chapters termed the mufagal, a combination resorted to by the Holy
Prophet sometimes inhis tuhajjud prayers,has led somementothink
thatIbn-i-Mas’ud’s copy of the Qur-An followed a different arrangement
of chapters.Buttheonlytrustworthy
evidence tosupportthis
is the
of a certain combination of twenty
reportquoted
above, whichspeaks
shortchaptersinthe
tahajjud prayers;andwhenit
is shownthatthe
observance of thearrangement of chapters was notnecessaryinprayers,
the force of thai evidence vanishes altogether. E\ en supposing for the sake .
of argument that Ibn-i-Mas’ud followed a different arrangement of chapters,
and that it was according to that arrangement that the chapterswere written
in his copy of theHolyQur-&u,it does not follow that his w&s the right
arrangement or that the arrangement in Abu Bakr’s or ’Upman’s copy was
thewrong one. None of thecompanions favoured thearrangement
of
Ibn-i-Mas’ud. O n theotherhand,all
of them recognized thearrangement in ’Upman’s copy as the arrangement followed by the Holy Prophet.
Among thecompanions who superintendedthe copying of theQur-&nin
the reign of ’Usman there mere such eminent men as ’Ali, Ubayy bin Ks’b,
Zajd bin gabit,and ofihere. ’Usmanhadchosen, as I will show later on,
twelve of the most eminent compmions, who were distinguished
for their
sound knowledgel of the Qur-An, end they decided all points on which any
dispute &rose. They oould not be unawareoftheparticular
combination
&‘at.
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of chapters which the Holy Prophet followed in his later midnight pmyem,
but they knew that no particulir arrangement was adhered to by the Hnly
Prophet in therecital of chaptersinprayers,and
no arrangementcould
in fact be observed.
It is absurd to suppose that they
mere all ignorant of
P certaincombination,andthatIbn-i-Mas’uddoneknewit.
tiad the
we couldhave
arrangement of chapters been left t o privatejudgment,
supposedIbn-i-Masud’sarraugementto
be therightoneandattributed
the error to the rest of the companions. But the matter was to be decided
by what the Holy Prophet had ordered. Ibn-i-Mas’ud thought that a certain
his tuhaj’ud
arrangement which he had seen the Holy Prophet following in
prayerswastherightarrangement,Buthemadeamistake.Thecompanions knew that the arrangement
followed in prayers was not, and could
not be, the right arrangement. Authentic reports related
by them show that
a portion of one chapter in one m k ’ a t and
the Holy Prophet used to recite
P portion of anotherchapter,whether
before orafterthefirstinactual
a
arrangement, in thesecond rak’at. Theyalsoknewthecaseinwhich
companion who led the prayers in a certain mosque commenced every lak’ut
with the short chapter entitled
Cnity, and then followed it with any other
chapter, and when the Holy Prophet was apprisedof this circumstance he did
not object to it. They knew further that
in bhe morning prayers on Fridays
the Holy Prophet generally recited the chapter As-Scrjrlah, the 32nd chapter,
in the first rak’at, and the chapter Ad-Dahr, the 76th chapter, in the second
ruk’nt ; yet this did not mean that the latter chapter should follow the former
in actual arrangement. They knew the actual arrangement and they followed
it.Ibn-i-Nas’ud barjed hisarrangement on acertaincombination
followed
incertainprayers, and thus made an error in judgment. Yet in the main
evenhisarrangementwasnotdifferentfromthearrangement
followed in
’Usman’s copy. The same longer chapters, the
Ti~ucil,were first in his copy
as in ’UBman’s, with this difference only, that A~z-sVisdpreceded Al-i-’Imrdn,
the order of the third and fourth chapters being thus reversed. The reversal
of this order is also due to the Holy Prophet having once done it in reciting
them in prayers. These are the only two
digeerences as regards the arrangement of chapters that are mentioned to have existed in Ibn-i-Xis’ud’s copy.
So the error is either to be attributed to Ibn-i-Mas’nd or to those who have
supposed that his arrangement of the chapters of the Qur-&ndiffered in these
two points from the recognized arrangement
followedin the official copies
issued by ’Usman. Even the existence of the difference confirms the conclusion that thearrangementof chapters followed by ’Usman was exactly the same
as that followed by the Holy Prophet. There is agreement in the main between
othercompanionsandIbn-i-Mas’ud,andthe
difference arisesonlyout
of
an error of judgment. Now, we ask, if the order of chapters way not fired
bytheHolyProphethimself,whatledIbn-i-Mas’udto
follow thesame
arrangement as was followed by ’Usman and the other companions? Such
an agreement in the arrangement
of 114 chapterswasnotpossibleunless
both were following one and the same authority who had
fixed that order.
As further testimony
Such authority could be none but the Holy Prophet.
that Ibn-i-Mas’ud’s arrangementof chapters was materially the same as was
followed in ’Usman’s copies, and as is followed by us t o this day, we have
a report in BukhareeinwhichIbn-i-Mas’udnamesthe
five chaptersin
the middle of the Qur-&a, Bunt Israil, Al-Kahf, ?
aH d , Maryam, Alzbiya,
in the same order in which they are found in our copies of the Holy Qur-An.
us tothecertainconclusionthatIbn-i-Mas’ud’s
A11 thisevidenceleads
arrangement of chapters was the same as in the copies madeby the order of
’Uaman, that if there was any difference it was very slight and immaterial,
andthatthis
difference aroseout of a misunderstandlng on thepart of
’bn-i. Mas’ud.
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Two other persons are named as having followed a different azrangement
of chapters in the collection of the Qur-On. These are Ubayy bin Ka'b and
'Az, The w e of theformermay be disposed of a t once, as there is no
bestimony worthyfhename which showsthe$Ubayy followed a different
is thathe
arrangement of chapters.Theonlythingstatedabouthim
placed 'the fourth chapter before the third. If that was the only difference
of arrangement,,itisquiteimmaterial,
and theerrormayhave
arisen
as I shall
flvmthesamesourceasinthecase
of Ibn-i-Mas'ud.But,
now show, if Ubayy ever entertained such an opinion, he afterwards gave
itup when hecameto
know thefacts.
'Ali is saidtohave
collected
of revelation,andthere
is a reportstatingthat
thechaptersintheorder
he did not restaftertheHolyProphet's
deat'h untilhehad
collected
the Qur-Ln, arranging its chapters in chronologicalorder. The authenticity
of this report has been questioned, for that Qur-Ln was never banded down
to posterity,though
'Ali reigned as Caliph immediatelyafter
'Ugman.
Moreover, there are reports of a higherauthority whichdo not give to
'Ali suchcredit. According to one(see Fa,t-$ul-Bdri,p. lo), 'Ali himself
said that '<the greatest of men as regards the collection of the Qur-&n is
Abu Bakr; he is the first manwho collected the Qur-An." Therefore
the report which makes 'Ali say that he did not rest after the death of the
Prophet till hehad collected the whole of the Qur-in is contradicted by
those whose evidence is corroborated by other historical facts, one of which
is that even during hisCaliphate
'$li never referred tooraccepted
a
different copy of the Qur-Bn or a different arrangement of its chapters. But,
besides this,thereisanother
considerationwhich shows that neither 'Ali
nor Ubayy followed any arrangement of chapters other than the one which
was followed by 'Usman.Ebayyand
'Ali were amongthemenunder
whose directions the copies of the Qur-in were written, and therefore they
were as greatly concerned in giving us the present arrangement of chapters
as 'Usmanoranyother
companion.
There isone report moren-hichmay be mentioned in connection with
the arrangement of chapters, as from it a contrary conclusion is sometimes
drawn by mistake. Ibn-i-'Abbasthusnarrat'esthisreport:
('1 said to
'Usman,'What
led you toput Al-AqW (theeighthchapter)injuxtaposition with Bard'at, and you did\not write between them the Bisnzillah,
thus classing thesetwochapterswiththeseven
long ones 1 ' Uponthis
question 'Usman gave methe following reply : It wascustomarywith
the Holy Prophet, when manychapters were beingrevealed to him, that
whenany portion of anychapter mas revealed, hesent for one of his
amanuenses and told him to write down those verses in the chapter where
such andsuchthings
werespoken
of. Now Al-Anfd wasone of the
of thelafest
chapters revealed earlyat
Medina, and Rara'at wasone
of these two chapterswas
revealed chapters, and thesubject-matter
identical. Therefore I believed thatthelatterchapterwas
a part of the
former chapter, and the Holy Prophet
died, and he did not distinctly say
to us that it was a part.' " This report, far from ascribing the arrangement
of chapters to the judgment of 'Usman, makes it clear that the arrangement
of chapterswas effected by none other thau the Holy Prophet.
I t shows
in thereport,theHolyProphethad
that, except inthecasementioned
' I distinctly ' I told his companions wherea verse or a chapter was to be placed.
It also shows that the arrangement was effected according to subject-matter
by theHolyProphethimself,foritwastheidentity
of thesubjectmatterwhich decided thattheeighthandtheninthchapters
should be
pleceiii injuxtaposition.
I n fact, leaving the oase of thisonechapter,
via. the ninth, out of question, the report relates in express and clear words,
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notonly that theHolyProphetpointedouttheposition
of everyverse,
but ale0 that he pointed out the position
of every chapter, and distinctly
told his companions which chapter should
follow which in the collection,
to their subjeatand that it was he who arranged the chapters =cording
matter. Now, taking the case of the two chapters mentioned in the report,
gave no
doesit follow fromwhatissaidinitthattheHolyProphet
directions at all as totheirarrangement?
The chapterentitled Bara‘at
tc Immunity ”) was,we know, revealedtotheHolyProphetmorethan
a year before his death, and accordingly it is not right to my that he had no
timeto give distinctdirections as to its place. The fect is that the Holy
Prophet himself desired the two chapters to be thus placed side by side, and
the Bard‘at to be written without Bismillah, the formula with which every
chapter begins. Thetwochapters,although
known undertwo different
names, were really parts of a single chapter. The fist thirty verses of the
Bard‘at (accordingtoothersthirteenorforty),wereproclaimed
to the
assembledhostsinthedays
of pilgrimage,andthiswasthereasonthat
the BaTa‘at W ~ regarded
B
as a different chapter. Hence the Holy Prophet
Bara‘at wasonly a art of
nevertoldhiscompanionsdistinctlythatthe
Al-Anfdl, and it was for this reason that it was
looked upon as a {istinct
chapter. But neither did the Holy Prophet commence it with the opening
a certainsense-thatis,theidentity
of thesubjectformula,becausein
a part of theeighthchapter.Thisiswhat
matter-it wasregardedas
’UsmanexplainedtoIbn-i-’dbbas.
All these circumstances lead us to the certain and undeniable conclusion
that the arrangement of the chapters of the Holy Qur-An and the arrangement of the verses in each chapter were both effected by the Holy Prophet.
Thereisstronginternalevidencetothesame
effect. Thechapters,like
theverses,have
a connectionwitheachother,
as is shownintheintroductorynotesonthe
different chapters.

4. The collection of the our-an.
The next point to be considered is, if the whole of the Qur-An was safe in
and if evenitsversesandchapterswere
writing as well asinmemory,
of theHolyProphet,whatwasmeant
by the
arrangedbeforethedeath
collection of the Qur-An in the time of Abu Bakr or in that of ’Usman.
As I have already remarked, the primary
work of the collection of the
Holy Qur-An was done by the Holy Prophet himself under the guidance of
Divinerevelation,TothistheHoly
Bookitself
refersinthe
following
words : ‘ I Surely on Us devolves the collecting of it and the recital of i t ;
therefore when We have recited it, follow its recitation (75 : 17, 18). O n
another occasion the objection of the unbelievers to the gradual revelation
of theHolyQur-8nisthusmet
: ‘IAndthosewho
disbelieve say : Why
has not the Qur-&n been revealed to him all at once? Thus that We may
establishyourheart
by it,andWehavearrangedit
well inarranging’’
(25 : 32). Here again it is asserted that the putting together and arranging
of partswasthework
of D S n e revelation.Theseversesandthefacts
already mentioned go a long way to show that the primary collection of the
HolyQur-&n was effected by theHolyProphet.Butwehave
seen that
such collection was needed only by those who wished to commit the whole
of the Qur-An to memory, and that it was in reciting the
whole that the
arrangement of chapterswas needed. Hence,thoughthewholeQur-&n
existed in a complete and arranged formin the memories of the companions,
it did not exist in a single volume in a written form. Every verse and every
chRpter was, no doubt, committed to writing as soon as it was revealed, but
so long as the recipied of the Divine revelation lived, the whole could not
”
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be written in a single volume. At any time a verse might be revealed which
middle of a chapter, and hence the very
it was necessary to place in the
circnmstsnces of thecasemade.the
existence of a completevolume impossible. Hence a collection of the Qur-8.5 in a volumewas needed after
thedeath of theHolyProphet,whichshould
be in accordance withthe
as existing in the memories of his
collection made by the Holy Prophet,
companions. Such a collection was also needed to facilitate reference to and
circulation of the Holy Word, and to give it a more permanent form than
was secured to it in being consigned to memory. Fjuch was the object with
which the collection of the Holy Qur-&n was taken in hand by Abu Bakr.
A reference to the report which describes the circumstances necessitating
the collection of theQur-in
confirms thestatementmade
above. The
accountis given by Zaidbin
gabit,theHolyProphet’samanuensisat
Medina, and it has been preserved to us in an authentic report recorded in
the Sahib Blckharee. Soon after the death of the Holy Prophet, Abu Bakr
hadtosendan
expedition againsttheimpostorNusailma.
A battle was
fought at Yemamah, in which great carnage ocourred among theMuslims, and
many of the recitersof the Holy Qur-Bn lost their lives. Since the Holy Qur-in
existed as a whole up to this time only in the memories of the reciters, and
thewrittenfragmentshadnot
been collected in asinglevolume,
’Umar
apprehended a great danger if more reciters fell in some otherbattle. Straightway he went to Abu Bakr and advised him to give immediate orders for the
A great
collection of t,he writtenportions of the Qur-&n into one vdume.
number of the reciters of the Qur-An have been slain inthebattle
of
Yemamah,” he said, and I fear that slaughter may againwax hot among the
reciters of the Qur-Bn in other fields of battle, and that much of the Qur-An
may be losttherefrom.
I n my opinion it is absolutely necessarythatyou
should give immediateorders for the collection of the Qur-An.” Butthe
companions of the Holy Prophet were so faithful to their master that the
doing of a thing which the Holy Prophet had not
doneseemed to them a
departure from thepath which hehadshowntothem.
Howcan I do
a thing,” replied Abu Bakr, “which the Holy Prophet, may
peace and the
blessings of God be upon him, has not done ? ” “ But,” urged ’Umar, ‘ cthat
is the best course under the circumstances.” Abu Bakr was convinced, after
somediscussion, and Zaid wassent for.
You are,” said Abu Bakr to him
when he came, ‘ I a young man and wise, against whom no one amongst us
can cast an imputation of any kind, and you were wont to write the revela,.
tions of theHolyProphet.Searchtherefore(thewrittenportions
of) the
Qur-in and collect it (into one volume) .” The first impulse of Zaid was the
same as that of Abu Bakr.Howcan
youdoa
thing,” said he,“which
theHolyProphet,may
peace and the blessings of God be upon him, has
not d o n e ? ” And so heavy did the task appear to him, that at that time he
thought : ‘i I t would not have been more difficult for me if I had been asked
prevailed upon, and began the
to remove a mountain.” But at last he was
search.
The report quoted above proves several points. Firstly, i t shows that the
whole of theQur-inwas
safe inthe memories of thereciterswhohad
leesned it in the lifetime of theHolyProphet.There
was nothing to be
fewed so long &s the reciters were safe, but if they perished in a battle, then,
it was feared, certain portions of the Holy Qur-An might be lost, because the
manuscripts of different chapters and verses had not been up to that time
collected in one place. Secondly, it appears from it that the collection of the
Qur-An undertaken in the time of Abu Bakr was meant only to supply the
place of the reciters if by some mishap in
a battle they were all lost. The
apprehensions in the mind of ’Umar arose because he feared that, a8 many
‘ I
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reciters had perished in the battle of Yemamah, many others might be lost in
a collection of the Qur-On which
some other battle. Hence he insisted upon
should have nothing to fear from the death of certain persons. From this it
is clear that the original collection of the Qur-On, with an arrangement of its
chapters and veraes, was effected by the Holy Prophet himself, and 'Umar
only desired to supplement the collection
of the Qur-On in memories with
a oollection in writing. The report does not allege t,hat the Qur-ln had not
been collected up to &at time : on the other hand, it asserts that the Qur-Bn
was safe in men's memories, but that a written collection was needed in view
a good
of the possible loss of the reciters in a field of battle. Memory was
repository, no doubt, but such a collection could at any time be entirely lost
by the loss of those who retained the Holy Book in memory. Thirdly, the
report proves that up to the time when Abu Bakr took in hand the collection
of the written Qur-On no portion of it had been lost, and that there were still
many reciters who had it safe in their memories. 'Umar only feared loss
of
portions of the Qur-On by the loss of the remaining reciters in some other
battlethatmightensue.
I t wasonly a contingency:certainreciterswho
were alive at the time at which 'Umar was speaking might
be lost in some
future battle. Nothing had
been lost up to that time, but something might
be lost in the future if immeaiate steps were not taken
for a collectionin
writing. To sum up, the report shows that the entire Qur-Bn was safe in the
memories of the reciters, that 'Umar only desired to make a collection of the
Qur-&n in writing in addition to the collection existing in the memories of
the reciters, and that nothing had been lost from the
collection existing in
theirmemorieswhenthe
collection inwriting wa5 undertaken. These are
threeimportantpointswhichsettlethematt'erthatthecollection
of the
our handsdoesnot
differ inanywayfromthe
Quranicrevelationsin
collection existing in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet, and that nothing was
added to or lost from it at any time. It must also be borne in mind that the
report which disposes of these points is not only one of the most authentic
and trustworthy, but no one has ever questioned its accuracy,
Abu Bakr when he said
We have now to explain what was meant by
that he could not do a thing which had not been done by t,he Holy Prophet.
'Umar's question related, not to the mere
collection of theQur-Bn,but to
the collection of the Qur-&n in rrriting.Now,itisafactadmittedonall
hands that, though the complete Qur-ha with
a perfect arrangement of its
chapters and verses existed in the safest of repositories, the memories of the
companions of the Holy Prophet, the different writings containing different
portions of the Qur-On had never been collected together and arranged, Nor
could this be done so long as the Holy Prophet was alire. For whereas,
as
already pointed out, it was easy for the reciters
to place any verse of any
chapter revealed at a subsequent time in its proper place in that chapter as
of
pointedout by the Holy Prophet, a completevolumecouldnotadmit
such a course. Hence the Holy Prophet did not order the
collection of the
differentwritings.Now,'Umarasked
Abu Bakrtocollectthesewritings,
end this was what the Roly Prophet had not done, and therefore, in the first
It showsonlyhowscrupulousthe
instance, Abu Bakrrefusedtodoit,
companions were not to interfere with the Divine revelation. But 'Umar's
w e was based on strong and sound reasoning, and hence he argued it with
Abu Bakr until the latter was convincedof the truth and advisability of what
he said. Thus there ia nothing in the report to show that the Holy
Qur-An
bed not beencollected u p to the time of the incident. I t only shows that
the different writings hadnotbeencollectedandarranged,andthatthe
completely arranged Qur-On was entrusted only to the memories of men.
is the stateAnother point to be elucidated in the report quoted above
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merit of Zaid as to the great difficulty which he thought he
was likely to
experience intheperformance
of thetaskwithwhichhewasentrusted.
Indeed, he thought t,hat it would not bave been more difficult for him if he
had been askedto remove amountain.What
were his difficulties? A
reportnarrated
by Ibn-i-Bbi-Daoodmakesit
clear. ( I 'Umarroseand
declared that whoever had received anything directly from the Holy Prophet
should bringit (to Zaid),andthey '(Le. thecompanions)usedtowriteit
upon papersandtabletsand
palm branchesinthe
lifetime of the Holy
Prophet, and nothing wa,s accepted from anybody until two witnesses
bore
t,estimony" (Fat-hzdBdri, V O ~ .ix. p, la). Thereport clearlyconfirms the
conclusion already arrived at, that the object of the collertion undertaken in
the time of Abu Bakr was to gather together what had been written in the
presence of theHolyProphet.Zaid's
collection wasmeanttosecurethe
original writings,andthis
v-as thegreat difficulty to whichZaid alluded.
h great portion of the Holy Qur-An had been revealed at Mecca, and even
the portion that wasrevealed at Medina was not TTholly in the possession
of Zaid. Zaid had to search not only writings, but writings which had been
written i?z the presence of the Holy Prophet. H e was chosen for thetask
because he had wrkten the greater portion of the revelation at Rledina, and
was presumed t o have all those copies safeinhis
custody.Butthetask
before him wasa very difficult one. He hadtosearchallthe
original
writings andthen
give themanarrangementinaccordancewiththat
of the verses andchaptersas
followed intherecitation
of theentire
Qur-An from memory,in obedience tothedirections
given by theHoly
Prophet.
That
these
writings
were
safe cannot be doubted.
Everyt,hingrelating toDivine
revelationwaspreserved
withtheutmostcare.
But the task was nodoubt an arduous one, and
required hard labour and
diligent search ; hence Znid, with a true appreciation of the difficulties before
him, said that it v a s equivalent to t'he removing of a mountain.
These are clear considerations showing that the service with rrhich Zaid
was en61ustedwas the collection andarritngement of the originalcopies
of the dlfferent versesandchaptersmadeinthepresence
of theHoly
Prophet.The
object of Bbu Bakrand'Umar
was nottohavea
volume
of the Holy Qur-&n prepared by Zaid witing down the Holy Book as recited
by thereciters, but topreparea
book I'y collecting the original writings.
This is the reason thatthe word collection (Ar. Janz'a) is always used in
connection with this task, not arrangement or compilation. Hence also the
first direction of Bbu Bakr to Zaid was to seawh the Qur-bn and collect it,"
and it iseasy to see that a search had
only to be made for writings, The
words of 'Umar, expressing a fear that much of the Qur-An might be lost if
the reciters fell ip other fields as in that of Yemamah, clearly imply that he
was sure that no portion of the Holy Qur-&n had been lost up to that time,
andaccordingly, if the object of the new collection for which 'Umar contended were simply to reduce the Qur-&n to writing as recited by the experts,
4bu Bakr would not have told Zatd to '6 search the Qur-An and collect it."
Nor would Zaid, in such a case, have considered the task to be as difficult
asthe
removing of mountain.
a
Sufficientaccuracy
could
have
been
obtained by gathering together a few recitcrs, and
Zaid had only to write
out the Holy Qur=bn as dictated by them and approved by the companions.
But 'Umar's object wastogatherthe
original writings,whichhad
been
written according to the directions of the Holy Prophet himself, and thus to
make the accuracy of the text doubly certain. And the report further tells
us that Zaid actually followed this course; for, after being convinced that
Abu Bakr and 'Umar were right, he thus describes what was done : ('Then
I began to sgaroh the Qur-Ln, andto collect itfrompalmbranchesand
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i b i e t s of stone and the hearts of men, until I found the concluding verses
of the ohapter entitled Immunity in the possession of Abu Khuzaima An@,
and I didnotfindtheminthepossession
of anybodyelse.”Thisshows
that Zaid had two things to do : to search the writings and to collect them
in B single volume. Now, collection required a n arrangement of verses and
chepters, for the writings themselves were found
in the possession of different
men, and they could ive no clue to the‘arrangement that was to be followed.
It was for the sake o f arrangement that Zaid had to resort to the reciters,
and it is to this that the words hearts of men” refer in the report quoted
above. Moreover, memory had also to be resorted to, to test the accuracy
of thewritings. I n fact,withoutthehelp
of recitersthe collection of the
writings in the form of a complete volume was not possible. I t was for this
reason that1’Umar urged that the
collection should be commenced whilst a
large number of reciters were still alive, and it
is for this reason that Zaid
mentions that in collecting the writings he had to resort to memory, or the
heasts of men,” as he puts it. The words do not indicate that he sought for
some chapters from writings and for others from memory, for
if he limited
his inquiry to memory in the case of one part
of the revelation, he had no
needtosearchforwritingsfortherest,andthewhole
could havebeen
easily written down from the dictation
of the reciters.
The most important question with regard to the
collection made under
the orders of Abu Bakr is : Did it accord in every respect with the
Qur-Bn
as stored and collected in the memories of the companions, and as repeated
andrecited,publiclyas
well asprivately,inthelifetime
of the Holy
Prophet?Thereisnottheleastreasonto
believe thatitdidnot.
In the
first place, none of the compilers was actuated by any motive to make any
change in the text. The earnest desire
of all those engaged in the task was
tohave a completeandfaithfulreproduction
of whathadbeenrevealed
to the Holy Prophet, and Zaid had only undertaken the task after
a full
appreciation of the difficulties. Secondly,the collectionbegan
only six
months after the death of the Holy Prophet, while almost all of those who
had heard the Qur-&n from his lips were still alive. The Qur-&n as recited
by the Holy Prophet was still fresh in the memories of the companions, and
anytamperingwiththetext
could havebeeneasilybroughttonotice.
Thirdly, we find the companions SO cautious even in reporting the words
of
the Holy Prophet that we cannot imagine that they would tamper with the
Divinerevelationonlysix
months afterhisdeath.TheyheldtheDivine
word in such great awe and reverence that it is impossible they should have
fabricated a word or sanctioned the omission of any part of the Holy Book.
Fourthly, as we have already seen, there were many among them who could
repeatthewhole
of the Qur-$11 frommemory,Therewereotherswho
knewlargeportions,andthesewerekeptfreshinmemorybyconstant
recita,tion in and npart from prayers.
I t was impossible that any variation
from the text as prevalent in the time of the Holy Prophet should have found
its way into the collection in the presence of such men. Fifthly, there were
And
manytranscripts of therevelationcurrentamongthecompanions.
since every verse was written at the time of its revelation, and copies of it
for testing
werethenmadebythecompanions,therewereamplemeans
in the
theaccuracy
of the collection of Zaid.
These
writings
were
possession of different companions, and so they all had a chance to see for
themselves that the collection made by Zaidwas a faithful copy of the
original writings. Moreover, thewritingsinthepossession
of oneman
could becomparedwiththose
in thepossession of another,andthus,
as in the case of recitation, there was no probability of any error creeping
into the text. Memory and writing corroborated the already u f i m p e ~ h e b l e
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testimony afforded by each, and thus pleced beyond the shexiow of a doubt
the m m y of the text of the Holy Qur-An. Sixthly, there is no mention a t
all in any report whatever that anything was left out of the collection made
under the ordere of Abu Bakr, or that anything had been added to it which
wasnot considered to be part of the Divine revelation. As Sir William Muir
says : We hear of no fragments, sentences, or words omitted by the compilers, nor of any that differed from the received edition. Any such would
undoubtedly have been preserved and noticedin those traditional repositories
which treasured up the minutest and most trivial acts and sayings
of the
Prophet."
Thus there are strong and conclusive arguments showing that the
copy
made from the transcripts under the orders
of Abu Bakr agreed in every way,
in text as well as in arrangement,withthe
collection madeunderthe
directions of theHolyProphet
himself andpreservedinmemorybythe
reciters.Unlesstherehadbeen
a completeagreementinthetext
as
received throughthetwosources,memoryandwriting,thecompanions
would neverhave beensatisfied withthecollection.The
copy thus made
remained, we are told, in the possession of -4bu Bakr, and after his death in
that of 'Umar. After thelatter'sdeath,the,copywastransferredtothe
custody of Hafsa, the daughter of 'Umar, and a widow of t'he Holy Prophet.
Thus the c6py of the Holy Qur-in transcribed by the orders of Abu Bakr
came down tothereign
of 'Usmanwithoutanyalterationinitstextor
arrangement. I t ishighlyprobablethatcopiesweremadefromthis
collection by those who needed them, and thus it was
sufficiently circulated.
to the notice of 'Usman,hedeemedit
Butsomecircumstancescoming
necessarytocirculate
official copies,transcribedby
official scribes,and
suppress all those made by private persons, either from the collection of Zaid
or other writings still prevalent among them.
An authentic report narrated
by Bukharee thus describes the circumstances : Anas son of hfilik relates
that there came to 'Usman Huzaifa, who had been fighting with the people
of Syriaintheconquest
of Armeniaandwiththepeople
of Iraqin
Azerbaijan, and who was alarmed at their variations in the modes of reading,
: ' 0 Commander of the Faithful! stop the people
andhesaidto'Usman
before they differ in the Holy Book as the Jews and the Christians differ in
theirScriptures.' So 'UsmansentwordtoHafsa,askinghertosendhim
the Qur-in in her possession, so that they might make other copies of it and
then send the original copy back to her. Thereupon $a@a sent the copy to
'Ugman, and he ordered Zaid bin &bit and Abdulla bin Zubair and Sa'idibn-il-'AS and 'Abdul Rahman bin Haris bin Hisham, and they made copies
from the original copy. 'Usmon also said to the three men who belonged to
the Quraish (Zaid 'only being a Medinite) : ' When you differ with Zaid in
anything concerning the Qur-An, then write it in the languageof the Quraish,
forit
is intheirlanguagethatitwasrevealed.'Theyobeyedthese
of copies from
instructions, and when they had made the required number
the original copy, 'Usman returned the original to Hafsa, and sent to every
quarter one of the copies thus made, andordered all other copies or leaves on
which the Qur-An was written to be burned."
The report states clearly the circumstances which led 'Usman to destroy
all private and substitute in their place official
copies tr&nwribed from the
Collection of Zaid made in the time of Abu Bakr. The Caliph was told by
one of his generals who had been fighting in Armenia and Azerbaijan that
there were variations in the modes
of reading the Qur-&n in such distant
as SyriaandArmenia.
No suchdifferencesare
Partsofthekingdom
pointed out to have existed at Medina or Mecca, or anywhere within Arabia.
I t W a s only in newly oonverted countries, whereArabic was not spoken, that
(1
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these differenceswerenoticed.

As to the nature of thesedifferences,itis
stated in clear words that they were only differences in qiru'at, or the modes
of reading. Nor were they of such a serious nature as those existing among
the Jews and the Christians with regard to their Scriptures, but it was feared
that if nothing was done to put E stop to the slight differences existing at
thattime,theymight,afterthelapse
of a fewgenerations,developinto
serious ones. Whkt the differences exactly were it is difficult for us to say,
but a reference to earlier anecd'otes casts some further light upon their nature.
We are told in authentic reports thatdifferent modes of reading certain words
were allowed by the Holy Prophet himself, and companions unacquainted
with the permission at first severely took to task anybody whom they heard
readinganyword of the Holy Qur-bn in a differentmethod.Thus'Umar
on one occasion heard Hisham pronouncing certain wordsof the Qur-in in a
differentmethod,andingreatwrathdraggedhimintothepresence
of the
Holy
Prophet,
who
approved
Hisham's
reading.
The
reason
for
this
permission was that people belonging to certain tribes could not pronounce
certainwordsintheordinaryway.Thesepeoplewereallowedtoreadthem
in themannerin
which theycouldeasilypronouncethem.
But I do not
wishtoenterintodetailshere,
as I intendtodiscussunderaseparate
headingthesubject
of thevariousreadings.Fromwhat
I havestated
above, it will be seenthatthepermissiontoreadanywordin
a different
methodwasbased
on a necessity.Onlythose
could availthemselves of
thispermissionwho, on account of theirbeingaccustomedfromtheirvery
childhoodtopronouncecertain
wads in a certainmanner,couldnot
pronouncetheminthepuredialect
of theQuraish.ButwhenIslamspread
beyond
Arabia,
the
need
to
read
certain
words
in
different
a
method
disappeared, for the foreigners could pronounce a word in the dialect of the
Quraishwiththesamefacility
as inanyotherdialect.Some
of the
companions,however,stilltaughttheQur-&nadheringtocertainreadings
whichwerenotinaccordancewiththepurestyle
of theQuraish.Some
of
them may have even abused the permission and favoured certain readings,
though they had no need for them. This evil Reems to have spread at Kufa,
and itwastothisthatHuzaifareferredwhenhe
was alarmedatthevariation inthereadings.
According tocertainreportshestronglyreprovedthose
who took topeculiarreadings,somesayingthatthey
followed thereading of
Ibd-i-Mas'ud, others that of Abu Musa, and others still of Ubayy-ibn-i-Ka'b,
whereas they could without any difficulty recite the Qur-in according to the
originalreading,thatis,inthedialect
of theQuraish.
This conclusionis
corroborated by an anecdote
relating
to
a period
earlier
than
the
time
of 'U_sman.'Umar
was toldthatIbn-i-Mas'udread
'attd bin instead of
tLatta bin. Now,inthedidect
of theHuzailandtheSaqeef
hatta was
pronounced 'nttd (seeLane'sLexiconundertheroot
'attci). Ibn-i-Mas'ud
did not belong toeither of thesetribes,buthefavoured
a peculiarreading
whichhad been permittedonlybecausepeoplebelongingtocertaintribes
couldnot.utterthewordotherwise.When'Umar
was toldthatIbn-iMas'udtaught 'attd instead of jmnEtci, theCaliphwrote
t o himthatthe
Qur-An was revealed.in the language of the Quraish, and that he should not
read it in the dialectof the Huzail. The words of 'Umar asgiven in the report
of theQuraishand
are : SurelytheQur-inwasrevealedinthelanguage
not in the dialect of the Hueail,so teach it to the people in the language
of the
Quraish and not in that of the Huzeil." Another evil that had sprung out
of thesevariationsinreadingswasthattbenewconverts,unable
to realize
the need for which they had been permitted, began to attribute heresy one to
another for a difference inthereading
of certainwords.
I t wasthisevil
whioh made Huaifa and 'Usman havegreatapprehensions, as many reports
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&ow, and the only remedy for it was that the variations
forwhich there
now remained no need should be entirely suppressed in reading as well as in
writing, and that the pure language of the Quraish, in which the Qur-An had
been revealed, should be used by all.
The considerations and the anecdotes given above help us'to understand
the nature of the diflerences and the evil at which Huzaifa was alarmed, and
to remove which was the object of 'Usman in destroying all private copies of
the Qur-gn. Theinstruction which 'Usman gave to thesyndicate of the
scribes further supports this conclusion. To the members of the committee
who belonged tothetribes
of theQuraish he gave the directioninplain
words : ('When you differ with Zaid inanything concerning theQur-hn,
then write it in the language of the Quraish, for it is in their language that it
was revealed." This direction, we are told, was obeyed. 'Ugman then went
no further than 'Umar.
Only the variations of readings became more pronounced in his time, and became the source of much evil, and he took a step
which was calculated to wipe off once for all those variations which 'Umar
also Fanted to put a stop to. I t may be asked what was meant by differing
with Zaid in anything concerning theQur-&n.Inanotherreport,
also
related by Bukharee,instead of "When you differ withZaidin
anything
concerning the Qur-in," we have the words, Khen you differ with Zaid in
an 'arabigyat in the 'avabiyyat of the Qur-An," the word ' u m b i y y a t signifying
the Arabic language.The
word cleady implies that by d~fferencein the
report is meant diflerence in the method of pronouncing a word in different
dialects. Zaid, as previously stated, did not belong to thetribe of the
Quraish, and heme, where there wasa difference in the manner of reading or
writing a word, the decision of the Quraishmembers wasto be accepted.
The only example of the difference alluded to has been preserved to us in a
report. On theauthority of Ibn-i-ShahAb,thesamenarratorasinBukharee's report, Tirmazi adds the
following. a,necdote to the report accepted
and narrated by Bukharee : ' I And they differed on that occasion as to tdbz%t
and tdblih. The Quraish menibers said that it was tabzht, and Zaid said that
it was tdbzih. The difference was reported to 'Usman, and he directed them
to write it tdbzit, adding that the Qur-An mas revealed in the dialect.of the
Quraish." This anecdote illustrates t'he nature of the differences at which
Huzaifa was alarmed. I t showsthatthe
differences whoseremoval
mas
aimed at by 'Usman were not ordinarily more serious thnn this. But since
the companions of the Holy Prophet believed every word to proceed from a
Divine source,they could not tolerate even such slight differences. And
since the need for which such variationsin the reading of certain words
were previously permitted ceased to exist,, andthedanger
of differences
being accentuate9 increased with the influx of large numbers of foreigners
into the holy rehgion of Islam, 'Usman thought it expedient to put a stop
to all variations by circulatingcopies of the Holy Qur-An transcribed and
superintended by competent men under his own orders, and suppressing all
privatecopies which contained suchvariations,
Did the copies transcribed under the orders
of 'Usman differ from the
original collection made by Zaid in the time of Abu Bakr ? The report tells
us that when variations of readings in the distant parts of the kingdom were
brought to the notice of 'Usman, the first idea to which he gave expression
was to obtain the copy in the possession of Hafsa, and t o have other copies
transcribed from it for circulation among the Muslims. And from this intention he made no departure. The copies of the Qur-&n transcribed under his
orders were true and faithful copies of the collection of Zaid, which, as we
have seen, was in the custody
of Hafsa after the death of 'Umar. I t was
&id who transcribed the copy in the time of Abu Bakr, and it was Zaid who
((
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wes called upon to make fresh oopiee from it in the time of 'Usman. To
remove any difference of dialect or variation in the mode of reading cert&in
words that might posaibly arise, 'Usman gave, no doubt, the orders that the
r e d i n g of the Quraish should be adopted in preference to m y other rading.
But the only'example of suchvariation that has beenpreserved to us in
reports is that Zaid read a word as tat& and the Quraish read it &B tdbat,
there being a very slight difference as to the manner in which the final letter
of the word was to,.be written, without there being the slightest change in
eignificance ; and such importance was given to this trifling difference that
the matter was reported to 'Usman for decision. There is no mention at all
of any other departure having been made from the writing of Zaid in the
copy of H a f p . Hence we have conclusive testimony in our hands showing
thatthe copies of the Qur-hnmade and circulated undertheorders
of
'Usman wereexact and faithful copies of the original collection of Zaid.
Again, the message of 'Usman to Hafsa was : I ' Send us the copy of the Qur-ba
that we may make copies from it, and then wewill return it to you." In
accordancewith this,the copy of Hafsa wasreturned'afterthe requisite
number of copies had been made. Had there been any difference between
the original and the copies made, it would no doubt have come to light in the
long reign of 'Usman or in that of 'Ali, when the Muslims had been divided
into factions, and that copy was still in the possession of Hafea. The men
who murdered in cold blood the aged and venerable prince ' Usman could not
have failed to bring to light any difference that might have existed between
on
the copy of I;Iafsa andthe copies made by him. But there is nothing
record to show thatany such difference really existed, andthis evidence
further corroborates the conclusion that the copies made by ' U p a n were
true and faithful copies of the original collection made by Zaid in the time
of Abu Bakr.
Had the action of ' U p a n in destroying all private copies of the Holy
Qur-hn been arbitrary or unjustifiable, the companions of the Holy Prophet
would neverhave yielded toit. Butitappearsthattheynot
onlyapproved
of his action, but also assisted him with willingness in the execution of his
desig4s.- Huzaifa, one of the learnedcompanions, had come to him in all
haste from distantSyriatorequestthathe
should take immediate steps
to put a stop to variations in readings, and this he could not do except by
issuing official copies of the Holy.Qur-hn as collected by Abu Bakr and suppressing all private copies, which were perhaps not made with sufficient care
and contained any variation of reading.Nor
did 'Usman take thisstep
without consulting the companions. According to a reortnarrated
by
Ibn-i-Abi-Daood through a chain of narrators which has Keen admitted as
trustworthy (see Fat-hod-Bdrd, vol. ix. p. 16), 'Ali said: ' I Do not say aught
of 'Usman but what is good, for he did not take the step with regard to the
suppression of the private copies of the Qur-tin except after consultation with
us. He spoke to us, saying, * What do you thinkaboutthis
reding? I
have been informed that some of them say to others, My reading is better
than thine." This, I think, may amount to unbelief.' We asked him what
step he thought itadvisable to take in this matter. Hereplied that he thought
it necessary to gather people on one reading. To this we all heartily agreed."
This anecdote shows that it was only after consultation with the general body
of the companions that 'Usman took any step. There we said to have been
twelve members in the syndicate which superintended the transcription of
the copies. Among these were Zaid, Sa'id, Ubayy, Anas bin MU&, 'Abdulla
bin 'Abbas, and others. It appears that originally there were four members
only, as the report in the Bukharee tells us, but that others were added later
on, perhaps because a larger number of copies than that imagined at first was
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required. 'Abdda bin Mas'ad was the only companion noted for his knowledge of the Qur-&n whowas not included in the committee, but his exctlnsion
w&8not due to any prejudice against him, but to his residence a t a aonsiderable distance from Medina.
'Abdullalived a t Kufa, and much delay would
have been caused in the progress of the work if he had been included in the
committee. And as 'Usman began his work after due consultation with the
general body of the oompanions, they approved of his action after its completion. According to a report,Mus'abbinSa'dsaidthathemet
many
companions when 'Usman gave orders for burning all private copies of the
Qur-in, and they were d l pleased with it, and none of them took exception
to it. I n fact, ' U p a n ' s apprehensions and those of the companions, as the
words of 'Ali reported above show, were not due so much to the existence of
variations in readings as to the dilferences resulting from these variations.
Those who had newly entered into Islam were unaware of the circumstances
a result of which the Holy Prophet permitted certain variations in readings,
and adopting the reading of a particular companion, they were severe upon
others who adopted a different reading, and thus the slight variations in the
mode of readingcertainwords
began toleadtogreatcontroversiesand
quarrels. 'Usman and the other companions saw that the
people were falling
into errors and making
a wide departure from what the Holy Prophet intended
to be the use of variations, and they adqt'ed
the bestway of remedying
the evil.
Ibn-i-Mas'ud, for the reason stated above, could not take any part in the
supervision of the transcription of copies made under the orders of 'Ueman,
and he is the only person who in some reports, by no means of the highest
authority, is said to have made certain remarks against Zaid. For instance,
he is reported to have disliked the appointment of Zaid for transcribing the
copies, and to have remarked : ' I What ! the transcription of the Qur-in is
taken away from me and it is ent,rusted to man who was in the hack of an
unbeliever when I was a Muslim,"referringtohisolderageandpriority
in the acceptance of Islam. Either this report
is not true or Ibn-i-Mas'ud,
if heactuallyutteredthesewords,made
a grievouserror.Zaidwasthe
person whohad collected andtranscribedtheQur-&ninthetime
of Abu
Bakr. Abu Bakr and 'Umar could not think of a better man than Zaid, and
theyentrusted t o him the task of collection. When 'UEman felt a similar
need, he inquired of the companions as to who was bestqualified for the task
and who excelled others in the art of writing, and he was told that Zaid was
the man. This was the reason
for his selection of h i d to do the work of
trangcribing, and with him was joined
a syndicate of several other companions
to superintend the work, and it was in accordance with their directions that
hetranscribedthe
copies. Ibn-i-Mas'udwas,therefore,hardlyrightin
speaking of Ztaid'in dispamgingterms, if hespokethose words. But we
may entertain grave doubts as to his having spoken them, for on the earlier
occasion, whenmoreimportantworkwasdonethanmeretranscription,
Ibn-i-Mas'udneverspoke
aword againstZaid.Theremarkswhichheis
said to have made would havebeen more appropriate if they had been uttered
at the time when Zaid was entrusted byAbu Bakr and 'Umar with the work
of oollecting theHolyQur-knfromwritingsinmanuscripts.
It isstrange
to be done
that such remarksshouldhavebeenmadewhennothinghad
except transcription from an earlier original. But if the report be true, then
Its concluding words w e sufficient to show that Ibn-i-Mas'ud was really in
eri'or, forwe me toldthat"themosteminentcompanions
disliked this
remark of Ibn-i-Mas'ud," Moreover, according to this report, Ibn-i-Mas'ud
of very
did not findanyfaultwith'Usman.Therearecertainreports
doubtful authenticity which assert that Ibn-i-Mas'ud had really refused
to
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give up his copy of the Qur-&n or to accept tbat sent by 'Usman, but these
reportshavenot
been accepted by anyreliable collector. Evensupposing
them, for the sake of argument, to be authentic, they do not throw any discredit upon the copies madeundertheorders
of 'Usman.Ibn-i-Mas'ud
read certain words, we are told, in a manner digerent from that in which the
Quraish read them, and even
'TJmar had enjoined him to
give up such readings.
On that ground he may have refused
to give up his copy, but not a single
other companion ever supported his views. They were free to express what
view they liked, but they all, without any exception, sided with 'Usman.
Theseconsiderationscanleavenodoubtthatthe
copies circulated by
'Usman were true and faithful
copies of the collection of Abu Bakr, which
again agreed in ever) word and point with the Qur-Bn as taught by the Holy
of thecompanions
Prophet.When'Usmanissuedhiscopies,thousands
were still living, and many of thesy, such as TJbayy, 'Xbdulla Eon of 'Umar,
and others, were among the men who had committed to memoi'y the whole
of the Qur-An in the lifetime of t,he Holy Prophet, while hundreds of others
might have learnt it by heart after his death, as it was then in circulation.
I t was only thirteen years after the death
of the Holy Prophet that 'Usman
had given orders for making official copies of the Holy-Qur-An, and if t,hese
had in any r a y differed from the original copy or from what had been preserved in memory, the companions would certainly have raised their voices
of theHolyBook.The
Qur-Bn wasstilltheir
againstsuchmaltreatment
most precious treasure, and they could not suffer a n-ot d of it to be changed.
They would rather have given up their lives than permitted any tampering
with the Qur-An. They were not only sincere and earnest in their professions,
to judge the correctness of the copies made
but they had also ample means
under the orders of 'Usman. Anything left out from the Qur-Bn or anything
added to it would at once have been pointed out by hundreds of the companions. But even Ibn-i-Mss'ud, with all the ilLwi11 which he is reputed to
have borne against 'Usman and Zaid, never pointed out a single
word in the
Q u r b that had been either altered, omitted, or added by 'Usman. He only
remonstratedthatheshould
be allowed toretainhispeculiarreading
of
certain words, an example of which has been given in the word hattci, which
he pronounced 'attd, following the dialect of the Huzail.
'Ugman,then,madenoalteration
in the Qur-An asitwas
collected
by Abu Bakrimmediatelyafterthedeath
of theHolyProphet.He
employedthesamescribewhowasemployed
before him by Abu Bakr
and in his lifetime by the Holy Prophet himself. He acted after consultation
of the most eminent who were
with the companions, securing the services
noted lor theirknowledge of the Qur-An to superintend the work of transcription. The copies made by his orders mere recognized as true copies by
the whole Muslimworld.Nor
could any alteration in the copies alter the
text as preserved in the memories of thousands of men. The bitterest
foes
of 'Usman, those who cut off his head while he was reading the Qur-An and
who had the whole pover in their hands, never charged him with having
tamperedwith t,he Qur-Bn, thoughorderingtheburning
of the copies of
the Holy Book was one of their charges against him. But this latter charge
was advanced because the act of burning papers on which the Holy Word
was writtenwasconsideredsacrilegious.Evenduringthereign
of 'Ali
no one pointed out a word which had been omitted by 'Usman, and 'Ali is
himself statedtohavetranscribed
copies of theQur-&nfromthe
official
oopies circulatedby 'Usman.
As r e g a d st h e copies inourhands,it
is admitted by thebitterest
enemies of Islam thatthe copies made by 'Usman have been handed
purity of the text of
downto later generationsentirelyunaltered.The
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the Qur-An is thus conclusively demonstrated. The collection of Abu Bakr
mas a faithfulreproduction of therevelation as reduced to writing in the
presence of theHolyProphet,and
agreedevery whit, in text as well BS
in arrangement, with the Holy Qur-lu as preserved in the memories of the
companions; the copies circulahd by ’Usman were true and faithful copies
of Abu Bakr’s collection, and
these
copies have admittedly remained
unaltered throughthethirteenhundredyearsthat
havesinceelapsed.

5. Differences of readings.
Alleged differences of readingsare said to interfere withthepurity
of the Quranictextin
twoways.
It is alleged thatcertainreadings
ryhich had been permitted by the Holy Prophet were suppressed by ’Usman,
and thus with their loss a portion of the original text was lost. This is one
objection, and the other is that the variety of readings existing at the present
time makes it difficult to decide with any degree of certainty as to which
is the original or the authentic reading. These objections really
arise out of
a misconception of the significance of the word readings ” when used with
regard to the Quranic text, and out of a confusion between the meanings of
harj and q i ~ d ~ awhen
t used to denote “reading,”and, accordingly, it is
necessary to inquire first into the true nature of the differences of readings.”
In the first place it is important to bear inmind that the Arabic word
dialect,
used in thereportstodenote reading is barf. This word meansa
an idiom, or a mode of expression,peculiar
tocertain
of the Arabs,’’
according to Lane’s Lexicon, which is based on the best Arabic authorities.
It is this meaning which the word conveysin the reports speaking of the
variety of readings, as Lane himself adds : “ So in the saying of Muhammad
(Th), the Qur-anhas been revealed according to secen dialects, of the dialects
of the ,4rabs (A‘Obeyd, B e , I As, Q ) : or thismeans, according to seven
modesor manners (Mgh, Alsb) of reading : whence (you say)such an one
reads in themanner of reading of Ibn-i-Mas’ud.”These quotations wouki
ghom that the differences spoken of in certain reports were only those arising
from the variations of dialects, which necessitated the reading or expressing
of certain words in a different manner by various tribes,
Let us now turntothereportsand
see how farthis conclusion is
supported by them.The
following reports bear on thissubject :(1) Bukharee reports from Ibn-i-’dbbas : ( I The Holy Prophet, may peace
and the blessings of God be upon him, said, Gabriel taught me to read the
Qur-ln according to one hayf only. I addressedhimrepeatedly, and asked
him to read it in other dialects also, and this I continued to do until he read
it to me insevendialects.’ ” Muslim gives thesamereport
in thesame
words througha different chain of narrators,the original narrator being
still Ibn-i-’Abbas:but the following words are added : Ibn-i-Shahabsaid,
‘ I t has been brought to my knowledge that seven harjs (dialects) arein
a matter which remains the same (that is to say, reading in any one of these
dialects does not change the meaning), and they give rise to no difference as
to what is lawful and what is forbidden.’ ”
(2) Bukhareereports from Ibn-i-Mas’ud: I heardaman
recite the
Qur-en, and I had heard the Holy Prophet, may
peace and the blessings
of God be upon him, read it differently. So I broughthim tothe Holy
Prophet, may peace and the blessings of God be upon him. When I informed
him of what had happened, I perceived displeasure in his countenance, and
he said, ‘ Both of you read correctly ; therefore do not differ, for surely there
were those before you who differed and they perished.’ ”
(3) Bukhareeand Muslim report from ‘Umar bin Khattab: “ I heard
Hisham bin Hskim bin Hizam read the chapter entitled Fzwqdn in a manner
Ib

&vi
different from that in which I r e d it, and it was the Holy Prophet himself,
may peace and the blessings of God be upon him, who had taught me to read
it thus. 80 I was about to stop him hastily, but I waited and let him read
until he bad finished. Then I threw my mantle round his neck, and brought
him to the Messenger of God, may peace and the blessings of God be upon
him,and I said, 0 Messenger of God, I haveheardthismanrecitethe
you
chapterentitled A l - f u ~ q d nin a manner different fromthatinwhich
taught me to read it.’ The Messenger of God, may peace and the blessings
of God be upon him, ordered me to release Hisham, and then ordered him to
recite the chapter. H e read in a manner in which I had heard him read it.
The Messenger of God, may peace and the blessings of God be uponhim,
said, Thus has it beenrevealed.’ Then he ordered me to read it, and when
I read it he said, Thus bas it been revealed. Surelythis Qur-An has been
revealed in seven dialects; therefore recite it in the manner in
which you
find it easy to do so.’ ”
(4) According to another report by Muslim, Ubayy bin Ka’b heard two
persons read the Qur-An in a manner different from that in which he had
been taught to read it. On his bringing the matter to the notice of the Holy
Prophet, the latter approved of their reading. This perplexed Ubayy, whom
theHolyProphet
satisfied by the following explanation, of which Ubayy
himself is the reporter : 0 Ubayy, the Holy Qur-An was revealed to me to
be readinone
dialect only. I asked for permission to readit in other
be easy for my peop!e to recite it.Thereupon
dialects, so thatitmight
I was permitted to read it in two dialects; and again
I asked for permission
for more, so that it might be easy for my people, aud I was permitted to read
it in seven dialects.”
(5) Muslim reports from Ubayy bin Ka’b to the following effect : i1 The
Prophet of God, may peace and the blessings of God be upon him, was near
the placeknown as the‘pool of theBani-Ghafiir ’ when Gabriel cameto
himandsaid,
‘ Surely God commands you to make your people readthe
Qur-tin in one dialect only.’ The Holy Prophet replied,‘I crave the pardpn of
God and His forgiveness,for my people cannotbearthis.’”Wearethen
for permissionto read ‘the
told thattheHolyProphetcontiouedtoask
Qnr-An in other dialects until he was permitted to read it in seven dialects.
(6) Abu Daood makes JAbir narratethe following words:“TheHoly
us, and we were readingthe Qur-An, among us being
Prophetcameto
Arabians as well as foreigners, and he said, ‘ Keep on reading, for every one’s
readingis good. And there will comecrowds of menwho will readthe
Qur-An straight on (that is to say, with good voices), like as an arrow is made
straight, and they will hasten h e i r reward in t,his life and will not look for it
in the next.’”
(7) Tirmazi reports the following from Ubayy bin Ka’b : 1; The Messenger
of God, may peace and the blessings of God be upon him,was visited by
Gabriel, and he said to him, ‘ 0 Gabriel, surely I have been sent to a people
who are without learning; among them is theold woman and the old man, and
the boy and the girl, and the man who has never read a book,’ Gabriel said,
‘ 0 Nuhammad, surely the Qur-&n hasbeen revealed in seven dialects.’ ”
These are the only important reports dealing with the subject of various
reedingsaspermitted
by the Holy Prophet.Theone
conclusion upon
which they all agree is that the allegeddifferenceswere not differences of
text, but differences in the manner of reading or pronouncing certain words.
To make this point clearer, I would discuss the several points mentioned in
them at 8ome length.Thefirstquestion
is, canthetime
to which these
reports relate be fixed with any degree of certainty ? I n other words, was
&e permission to r e d the Q u r - h in seven dialects granted contemporaneously
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with the commencement of the revelation or at a later time, and in the letter
case, what was the probable date ? Thiscircumstance will serve to throw
light on the question of the nature of the differences, as I will show
inference as to
later on. I t willalso settlethequestion of thetext.One
timecan be drawn from the fifth report given above, whichtells us that
at the time when the permission was granted the Holy Prophet was near the
place known as the ‘ I pool of the Bani-GhafL.” This place, as is well known,
is situated at Medina, and consequently one thing of which we are certain a8
regards thetime of the permission isthatitwasafterthe
flight of the
Holy Prophetto Medina. KO variety of readingswas therefore permitted
at least during the first thirteen years at
Mecca, when Islam wasproperly
limited to the Meccans. There is another point, however,which shows that
the permission to read in different dialects wasnotgranteduntilafterthe
conquest of Mecca ; that is Bo say, about the ninth year of Hejira. In one of
the reports given by Bukharee, Hisham bin Hakim bin Hizam is mentioned
as the person who surprised ’Umar by reading the Qur-hn in a manner or
dialect different from thatin which ’Umar readit.
Now, Hisham did not
of Mecca,’which event
become a converttoIslamuntilaftertheconquest
took place in the eighth year of Hejira, or nearly two years before the death
of the Holy Prophet. The
inference which can be drawn from this circumstance is that the permission as to reading in variousdialects was granted
about this time, for if it had been granted before, a man like ’Umar could not
mode arrangehave remained ignorant of it. ’Umar was the man who had
of the
ments with another companion to remain alternately in the company
Holy Prophet in order to be kept informed of every new revelation and every
new circumstance, and with the close relation which he had with the Holy
Prophet,it is inconsistentthatheshouldhaveremainedignorant
of the
permission to read the Qur-An in dialects other than the pure
idiom of the
a year.
Quraishfor any verylong time-say several months,oratmost
Not one of the reports, moreover, names any of the earlier converts as having
read the Qur-&n in a dialect digerent from the pure idiom of the Quraish in
Tyhich it was revealed originally.
Considerations such as the aboveshow that the permission to read the
Qur-4n in other dialects was granted when many of the Arabian tribes had
embraced Islam, i.e. towards the close of the Holy Prophet’s ministry. And
it is a fact that more than nine-tenths of the Qur-in had been revealed before
the conquest of Mecca, and the whole of that was revealed in the language of
theQuraish.This
also showsthatthe
permission wasmeant originally
forsuchothertribes,andthispointsettles
conclusively thatthetext
of
theHoly
Qur-Ln wasthat
in which
itwas
revealed
originally.
The
differences of thereadings were only such as were naturallynecessitated
hy the influx i n b Islam of unlearned tribes, who spoke an idiom which was
Arabic toallpracticalpurposes,
but which in the pronunciation
of certain
of
words differed slightly from thepure idiom of theQuraish.Examples
these differences have already beengiven. The Quraish say hatta (mertning
zmtii), while the Huzail pronounce the same
word as ’attd, there being no
difference in the significance of the two words. (See Lane’s Lexicon, which
explains ’attd as being a dial.var.
of @ttd of the dial. of Hudheyl
and Thakeef.”)Othervariations
of thesamekindare
tk’lamzin instead
of ta’lamh, as the tribe $I Asad read i t ; yasin inRtead of &sir, in 4 7 : 15 ;
thereading of hamzah (one of the letters of thealphabet) hy theTemim,
where the Quraish did not read it ; and so on.
In support of the above arecertainanecdotes left by earlyauthorities.
Thus Abu Shima reported from one of the earlier authorities (vide Fat-$&
BW, vol. ix. p, 24) that the Holy Bur-hn was first revealed in the hnguage
1‘
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of the Qnraish and such of the Arabs as were in their neighbonrhood and
spoke thechaste Arabic idiom;thenitwaspermitted
to theotherArab
tribeu to read it in their own idioms, to the use of which they were habituated
fromtheir childhood, andthey ditfered(from thepure idiom) inthepronunciation of certainwordsandthevowel-points.Thereforenone
of them
was compelled toleavehisown
idiomfor that of another,because of the
difficulty whichthey would haveexperienced in doing so, and because of
their great regard for ,their own idioms, so that they might easily understand
the significance of whattheyread.
All thiswassubjecttothecondition
that there should be no change in the significmce.”
Most of thereportsgiven
above point out thereasonforwhichthe
permissionwasgranted,and
in eachcase we find thereasonto
be in
accordance with the view of the differences as edvanced above. For instance,
accordingtoone
of thereportstheHolyProphetaskedtheangelto
‘ I make it easy
” for his people, showing that they experienced
adifficulty
in readingitotherwise.
According toanother.he is madetosaythathis
people ‘‘ could not bear it ‘‘-in other words, all the Arab tribes could not
to a third, he pleads for his people,saying
read in one dialect; according
that they were unlearned, and among them were the old woman and the old
man, and the boy and the girl, and the man who had never learned to read
a book. Of course, if they had been educated, they could have easily spoken
theliteraryandchaste
idiom of theQuraish, but asmost of themwere
unlearned,itwasveryhardforthemtoutterevery
wordin themanner
of the Quraish. Hence they were permitted to read certain Kords according
totheirowndialects.Wehavealsoonereportendingwiththewords:
thereforerend it in the manner i n which you. jind it eusy to do so, which
Qur-An in dialect’s other than that
showsthat the permissiontoreadthe
of the Quraish was meant to afford facility to certain people.
Another remarkable circumsta,nce is that among the earlier converts to
mere there
Islam no such dlfferences can be showntohaveexisted,nor
anydigerenoes of readingsamongsucheminentandlearnedcompanions
as, for instance, Abu Bakr and ’Umar or Abu Bakr and ‘Ali. This leads us
to the same conclusion as we have arrived at
above,viz. that the different
readings were not variations of texts, but only different modes of pronouncing
the same ,word in various dialects. I t was, as we have seen, an actual need.
I t wasveryhardfortheuneducatedArabtribes,whosedialectsslightly
varied from the standard of the Quraish-whose idiom was regarded as the
purest and most chaste of all Arabic idioms-to spea.k every word exactly as
theQuraishspokeit.
I t wasnecessary for everypersonwhoembraced
Islam to know and to be able to recite a certnin portion of the Holy Qur-in,
andtheywere
allowed the facility, withDivinepermission,toexpress
a
it hardtoexpress
wordaccording to theirown idiom whentheyfound
or utter it in accordauce with the chaste
idiom of theQuraish.
To what extent the various dialects in which the recitalof the Qur-in was
permitted differed from each other is not a question of much importance, but
there seems to be no doubt, as many instances preserved in reports show,
thatthevariationswereveryslightandgenerallyveryunimportant.But
while holding this on the basis of historical evidence, so far as access can be
had to it, we have no reason for denying that in certain cases a word of one
dialect may have been allowed to be expresseditsequivalentinanother
dialect,wherethelatterdialectdidnotpossesstheoriginal
word. This
is said in certain reports that the expression
of
is what is meant when it
meaning by a synonymous word was allowed in certain cases. Such
a case
is exemplified in one report by the use of any of the words ta’dl, halumnm,
snd aqbil, all meaningcome.”phisisnotanactualcase
of variation
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of reading intheHoly
Qur-An according to different dialects, but the
example isonly given to show the nature of the variationin such cases.
Thisexample showsthatit was only incaseswherethe
ideaexpressed
by a word was SO plain asnot to be mistaken by aman of evenordinary understendingthattheuse
of one word for an equivalent one of
different
dialect
was
permitted.
Other
variations
of reading in these
dialects were of a muchmoreinsignificant
nature,and related to certain
changesin vowel-points. Thus the meaning was in no casealtered. There
were differences in theutterance
of certainwords,but
there was no
difference atallinthe
significance conveyed. This is attested by the
report which tells us that by reading the Qur-An in any one of the seven
allowed and the things
dialects no difference was caused as to the things
prohibited.
It has been objected that, if the differences had been so slight as to have
of certain words by an illlterate people
naturallyarisen intheutterance
speaking different dialects, the companions would not have dealt so harshly
with each other.'Umar
was about, to stopHisham inhis prayers,asthe
report tells us, and at last brought him before the Holy Prophet with his
mantle thrown round his neck, as if he had been gulty of some great
offence.Such a,n incident,it is alle,ced, could not have taken place unless
Hisham were readirlg a text totally dltfering from the text as known to 'Umer.
This is, of course, a mere conjecture. We have produced above the strongest
historical evidence showing thatthe differences of readingsamong
the
companions of the Holy Prophet arose only from the variations of dialects.
But the- companions were so sc~upulousabout every word and every letter
of the Divinerevelation, that the slightestchange inany word or letter
of the Holy Qur-in was to them the greatest of sins. This is a fact which
every right-minded critic must bear wtness to. Henceit was that'Umar
vas so impatient when he heard Hisham reading.
Another objection against t'hevariety of readings being only dialectic
is that Hisham and 'Umar
both belonged to the tribe of the Quraish, and
that hence the dialect of Hisham could nothave been different from that
of 'Umar, whereas the reportshows that t,here was a difference between
them. To understand this point,, it, must be borne in mind that once the
necessity of dialectic variation was recognized and permission was granted,
that permission could not be limited to a particular tribe. The Holy Qur-Bn
Jyas taught by the companions to each other, and hence to a certain extent
the peculiarities of one dialect or tribe found their way into another. Moremer, it was no8 necessary that, if one tribe was unable to utter a certain
word according to the dialect of another tribe, the latter should also be unable
to utter the equivalent tvord of the former. To give en example, the tribe
of Huzail said 'Itttd for battd (meaning urztil), the latter pronunciation being
that of the Quraish, but the Quraish could pronounce it in both ways, and
they hadno &version to either form of the word. Though they ordinarily
said ijlattd, "hey could also pronouncethe word as 'attd, as the case of
Ibn-i-Mas'ud shows, who read 'atta hilt instead of butt6 bin. The Quraish,
in fact, seem to have had the aptitude to speak freely in tho dialects of the
other Arabian tribes,the reason of this probably being thatthousands of
men from every corner of the country flocked every year to the Ka'ba, when,
besides paying a visit to the Holy Temple, they had also literary assemblies
and commercial transactions inwhich the Quraish took pnrt. On account
Of. their being guardians of the Ra'ba, the Quraish' bad to come into contaot
with every tribe, and this intercourse had
become morepermanent by the
establishment of commercialrelations. I t had alsofaciliwtedfor them the
utterance of certain words according to the peculiar modes of other tribes.
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Now, Hisbambecame a Nuslimaftertheconquest
of Mecca,andthia
was thetimewhenmanyArabiantribeswereembracingIslam.
It is
therefore probable that Hisham learned the chapter
AZ-Furqun,which gave
rise to the difference, from the Holy Prophet when the latter was teaching
it to some other tribe, and thus certain ddectic variations found their way
into Hisham's recital.
It mustnot
be thoughtthateveryword
of theHoly
Qur-An was
pronouncedinseven
differentways.
Whatismeantisonlythis,thatthe
variations of readingpermitted
belonged to one or other of theseven
dialects. These variations were very few, for had there been a greater number
of them,authenticreportswouldnodoubthavepreservedtheminlarge
numbera.Theconfusing
of thesedialecticvariationswiththereadings
whicharementionedincertaincommentariesis
a blunder.Thenature
of thesere.~dings I will describelat,eron.
But so far asthedialectic
variations permitted by the Holy Prophet (the snh'at-i-a!zrufof the reports)
areconcerned,therearewonderfully
few traces of theminthereports,
showingthstthey were actuallyvery few. E'oifr
therehadbeen
a large
number of them, there is no reason why reports should not have preserved
a good many. 'Usman's action in not allowing the writing of these variations
in copies of the Holy Qur-An could not bring about their entire extinction,
for the numerous sayings of the Holy Prophet were never written, yet the
us inreliablereports.Indeed,
as
minutestdetailshavecomedownto
I have .&own above,theregularint,ercourse
of theArabtribeswiththe
Quraisb,andtheircommercialrelations,hadleftno
difference of importance
in
their
dialects,
and
the
variations
that
existed
were
very
few andunimportant.Hencethedialecticvariationspermittedinthe
readings of theQur-Snwere
also very few. Thesevendialectsinwhich
the readings were permitted were those which were considered as the most
chaste by the Arabs, and some authorities have named them, while according
is notmeanttoconvey
a definitenumerical
toothersthenumberseven
significance,
but
only
to
express
that
some
dialectic
variations
were
permitted.
The above considerationsclearlyshowthatthevariationsatnotime
formed a part of thetext of the Holy Qur-An, norweretheyevermeant
for permanent retention. The necessity which had given rise to them was
of apurely local andtemporarynature.
Almost the whole of the Qur-An
had been revealed before the time that these variations were permitted. The
more we pouder over them, the more are we convinced that these variations
were only allowed for the facility of certain tribes, and they did not in any
wayalterthetext
of the Holy Qur-4n as it mas originallyrevealed.The
Holy Prophet himself never recited in his public prayers any portion of the
HolyQur-&ninanydialectotherthanthat
of the Quraish, for if he had
five dailyprayers
done so, menlike'UmarandUbayy,whosaidtheir
with the Holy Prophet, would not have found fault with dialectic variations,
as theyarereportedtohavedone.Thepractice
of theHolyProphet,
therefore, shows that the permission to use certain dialectic variations did
not alter the original text of the Holy Qur-&n in the slightest degree. This
wm the text which the Holy Prophet used in his public recitals and public
prayers. Another evidence that the Holy Prophet intended only the dialect
of the Quraish to be re.tained for permanent use, and permitted the variations
only for a temporaryneed,isto
be metwithinthecircumstancethat
the writing of the Qur-An, even after the permission as to dialectic variations,
suffjred no change.Thetextasitwaswrittenwasstillthesame,i.e.in
of theQuraish.Thesetwopoints,
viz. the
conformitywiththedialect
writing of $he Qur-An andtheHolyProphet's
own recital,conclnsively
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show that the dideofic variations permitted towards the
close of the Holy
prophet's ministry did not in any way affect the original text. Perhspll one
of the reasons why Zaid was ordered by Abu Bakr and 'Umar to collect the
Qur-hn from the original writings made in the presence of the Holy Prophet,
and not to trust to memoryalone, was that they knew that the origmals
were all freefrom dialecticvariations, and therefore, to avoid themand
secure thepuretext,the
safestcoursewas
tosearchthosewritingsand
copy them.
We are now in a position to consider the first of the objections stated in
the beginning of this article. I have shown the true nature of the variations
which were permitted by the Holy Prophet himself. I have also shown that
these variations were meant to answer only a temporary need, and that the
Holy Prophet did not order them to be written, nor did he ever use them
when leading the publicprayers.Nor
do we find anytrace of anyscribe
having ever been directed by the Holy Prophet to note any of the variations.
And in spite of the permission to use in oral recitation of the Holy Qur-in
certaindialecticvariations, the Qur-An was generallyspoken of as having
been revealed in the dialect of the Quraishonly, We find 'Umar writing
during his Caliphate to Ibn-i-Mas'ud, who then taught at I h f a , not to teach
the Qur-An according to the dialect of the Huzail, for it was revealed in the
dialect of theQuraish.This
order vias given by 'Umar on hearingthat
Ibn-i-Nas'ud taught the people to read 'atta, a dialecticvariation, as used
by the Huzail, of the word hattd. Again, when 'Usman orderedcopies to
be made from the collection of Zaid, he gave the express direction that when
there wasany difference as to the mode of writing a word,itshould be
written according to the dialect of the Quraish, for the Qur-Qn was revealed
in that dialect. Thus itappearsthatneithertheHolyProphet
himself
nor his eminent companionsevergave
anyimportancetothe
dialectic
variations, nor did they everconsider themto have the effect of altering
the text of the Holy Qur-kn. Just as before the permission, so after it, the
text was regarded as one which remained unaltered during thewhole ministry
of the Holy Prophet and has remained pure and unaflected to this day.
From the above it becomes clear that ' U p a n did not suppress any part
of the text of the Holy Qur-Bn by disallowing the writing of the dialectio
variations, for these werenevera
part of it, Whatever may be said of
'Ugman's action, it cannot be claimed that he suppressed a part of the text
of theHolyQur-in by disallowing certain dialecticalvariations.
Thetext
of the Holy Qur-An. could not suffer anything by losing that which never
formed a part of it. 'Usman only followed the example of the Holy Prophet
and his two predecessors in the Caliphate. The Holy Prophet never ordered
the variations to be written, nor did he ever use them in his public prayers.
In the time 06 Abu Bakr, when the necessity of having a complete copy
of the Qur-Qn was felt, that Caliph gave orders for the search of original
writings, so that no variationshould find its way into the authentic copy.
Coming to 'Umar, we find him writing to Ibn-i-Mas'ud not to
teach the
people the dialecticvariations of theHuzail. 'Ugman, therefore, onlyfollowed in the footsteps of his eminent and worthy predecessors. ' The circumstances which obliged him to take this step have been narrated elsewhere.
and wide beyond Arabia, and people whose motherIslam had spread far
tonguewas not Arabic were embracing Islam in large numbers.TO tench
the Qur-kn to these people was a task different fromteachingit
to the
Arabian tribes. The latter, when they embraced Islam, had special facilities
for learning the Qur.Qn, for it
was in their language. But they had their
special dlfliculties. They wereaccustomed to a particular idiom and particular way of pronouncing certain words from their childhood, and it was
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very diffioult for themtodispensewiththeir
o m idioms. The people of
other countries had,however, to learn Arabic before learning the HolyQur-An,
and hence it was as easy for them to read the original text as the dialectic
variations. I t was,however,brought
to the knowledge of 'Usmanthat
some people were teachingthese dialecticvariations to the new converts,
and as these new converts could not easily understandthetruenature
and significance of suchvariations,diferencesandquarrels
were the
result.'Ugnan's
object wastoput
a stoptosuchquarrels.
I t was for
thisreasonthathe
ordered copies of the Qur-An to be made from the
collection of Zaid, as made in the time of Abu Bakr, and all other copies to
be destroyed. H e knew that the collection made in thetime of Abu Bakr
was madewith
theutmostcare,andthe
originalwritingsmadein
the
presence of the Holy Prophet had all been gathered together after diligent
search, and that, therefore, that was the only copy which contained the pure
and original text of the Holy Qur-An. Individuals teaching in distant centres
were not so careful, and had probably put into writing in their private copies
certain dialectic variations which they vere permitted to recite orally in t,he
lifetime of tho Holy Prophet. Hence it was to secure the purity of t,he text
of the Holy Qur-Bn that other copies were ordered by 'Usman to be destroyed.
It was a most judicious and most necessary step. At all events, Usman only
prevented the writing of the dialectic variations, and we know for a fact that
even theHolyProphet did not ordertheirwriting.'Usman's
action was,
t.herefore, entirely inaccordance with the wishes of the Holy Prophet. By
the suppression of the writings containing dialectic variations the text of the
Holy Qur-in did not lose anything, but had its purity firmly established.
We may now consider the second objection referred to in the beginning
of this article. It is alleged that the existence of certain readings which are
to be met with in certain reports and commentaries makes it uncertain which
is the original and the revealed text, and that thus the purity of the text of
theHolyQur-tln is destroyed. Now, whatever may be thenature of the
readings referred t o above, the one consideration which settles the absolute
purity of the text of the Holy Qur-An, as in our copies of the Holy Book, is
that no different text is met with in any copy of the Holy Q u r h anywhere
inthe world. Duringallthe
ages andin all the countries,withall
the
differences, therehas been only onetext. Not a singleone of the alleged
various readings has ever replaced any word of the current text anywhere in
the Muslim world. Thereare Muslimsin countriessituatedfarthest
off
from eachother,thereare
Muslims who have been .separated from each
otherfor longages, thereare Muslim sects bearing theutmostenmity
towardseachother,yettheyhavedways
followed thesame text of the
Holy Qur-An, and not a single copy can be produced with avaryingtext.
Yet If temporal authority could not or did not interfere with the rec~tel of
these readings, there is no reason to *believe that it could or did interfere
withtheir writingin the text. In fact, temporal authority
could not have
access to whet millions of menpossessed and had in theirhearts.Therefore, if the men to whom those readings are attributed had given them the
same value as -the critics now give, they would certainly haveintroduced
them into their private copies and replaced the text by those readings, and
t o d a y we should have had many such copies in circulation in the Muslim
world. But,strangelyenough,there does not existasingle
copy varying
from the received edition in the slightest degree. The text is in all cases the
same, and thus the variety of readings in no way detracts from the value of
the purity of the Quranic text,.
Let us now consider the nature of the readings. I t should be bornein
mind that the readings of which traces are met with in certain reports and
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commentaries are not identical with the dideotic variations permitted by Bhe
HolyProphet,thoughtheymaycontainsome
of the latter. It is & great
error to confuse the two. But this error has been committed by some, owing
to theconfusionarisingfromthecircumstancethatthevarious
reedings
were consideredto be seven,whichnumbercorrespondedwiththe
seven
dialectic variations.Now,thevariousreadingsmaybedealtwithunder
thefollowingheads.Firstly,therearethedialecticvariations.'Usman
could notstoptheirrecitation.Though,therefore,thesevariationsceased
of
to affect a widercircle,theycouldnotatoncecometoanend.Some
thesemusthave
been preservedinreports
by theadmirers of thosewho
used them, and by others for the sake of curiosity. With a few exceptions,
of theexistingreadings
belong to this
it is difficult tosaynowwhich
class. I t h a s been pointedout by somethatthosereadingswhichdonot
agree with the writing of the Qur-Bn belong, if authentic, to this class, but
this isa mereconjecture.Indeed,itdoesnotconcern
us to know whioh
readings may be brought under this head, for, as we have seen, they have
neverbeen considered parts of the text of the Qur-in. Secondly, there are
differences in the number of wdos (meaning '' and "), and some other such
of oneortwootherletters,not
unimportant differences inthenumber
affectingthemeaningintheslightestdegree.Thirdly,apartfromthe
necessity of dialecticvariationstheremayhave
been somerevelationsin
which an optional reading, differing from the text which has been safely preserved to us, mayhave been permitted.Readings
belonging to thiscLss
can be acceptedonly on the highest authority, and the trustworthiness
of
thereportmust
be clearlyestablished.Therecan
be noobjectiontothe
existence of such readings, bat neither is
it, necessary for a reader of the
Qur-An to knowthem,forthetextiscompleteevenwithoutthem.Such
readings, if tracedwithcertaintytotheHolyProphet,areconsideredto
have the value of an authentic report in explaining the meaning of the text.
Fourthly, a number of readings have been introduced by misapprehension
of an expository word orphraseaspart
of thetext of theHolyQur-hn.
Some companion might have explained a word when reading the Qur-in by
on the margin of his
some other word or phrase, or he might have noted it
copy of the Holy Qur-An, which some hearer of his words or reader of his
copy mistook for an alternativereading.The
copies of the Qur-An we
possess arefreefromallsuchreadings,ashas
been shown above, for
thegreatestcarewastaken
by Abu BakrandUsmaninthe
collection
andcopying of theHolyVolume,andwiththemwereassociatedallthe
othercompanions.Fifthly,therearesaidto
be certainreadingsintroduced after 'Usmm hadsentthe official copies invariousdirections.The
original writingsaresaidtohave
been withoutdotsandwithout
vowelpoints, and this 'is stated to be the reason of certain differences in readings
having arisen in different centres. I t is further asserted that these different
readings were actually followed in reciting the Qur-An by reciters in different
centres,eachonethinkinghisreadingto
be theonlytruereading.There
do notpermit us to
aretwoverystrongobjectionstothistheorywhich
I n thefirstplace, if the Qur-in was publiclyrecited
believe in its truth.
in differentwaysinthe
different centres,andateachcentre
a peculiar
reading was considered to be the only correct reading, and as such actually
thetruetext
of theHolyQur-&n,whywerenotthesereadingsmadeto
supplant at that centre the text
of the Qur-in as we now have it? Why
were not these readings introduced into the copies of the Qur-4n ? Is it not
strange that. the copies of the Qur-Bn made and circulated a t a particular
centre continued to follow the original text, while that text was not followed
in reciting or teaching or learning the
Qur-4u ? What use did the writing
lb'
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s m e in euch a caw, and why did not those very men make their copies of
the Qux-&ntally with their recitd ? Certainly they had nothing to fear from
the authorities, for theauthorities, according to the supposition, did not
interfere with their public -eoita1 of the Qur-Bn and their publicly teaching
it in a differentmanner.
Hencethere was no reason why persons who
believed a certain reading to be the true reading, and followed the same in
their prayers or in teaching the Qur-Bn to others, should not introduce such
reading i n t o their copieq of the Qur-An. But as no copy of the Qur-An with
a text differing from ours is ever known to have existed, we may be sure
that no such readingswere ever publicly promulgated.
The second objection to the above theory is that if at different centres
different readings of the Qur-An had been followed and taught, these differ. ences,at least in oralrecitation, would have become permanent,and we
should have had to-day a different version followed, not only in every different
country, but also in every important city of even a single country; end thus
we should have had to-day no two persons belonging to two different countries
or towns agreeing in the same reading. But do we find this to be the case
as a matter of fact? Not at all. On thecontrary, take any two Muslims
from the most distant places who can recite the Qur-An and they will be
found to be following one and the same text, the text that we have in our
copies. Hence we cannot believe that at some earlier time different readings
were followed by different recitersin different centres. If such differences
had existed, their scope would have widened day by day, and they could not
have vanished all of a sudden. Buttheirutter absence to-day shows that
different readings of this class never existed, or, if they existed, they wers
never considered, even by those who favoured them, to be part of the Divine
revelation to supersede the text, but only as possible alternatives by adopting
which the meaning was not changed.
It should also be borne in mind that writing was not the only means of
preserving the text, and therefore the possible want of dots and vowel-points
in the copies of 'Usman would not have left the text undecided. Memory was
another safe repository in which the text of the Holy Qur-&nwas preserved
with the utmost care, and when recited from memory no uncertainty or doubt
of any kind was left. Therefore, side by side. with 'writing, memory also
guarded the text, and the combined evidence of the two could not leave the
leastdoubt.
There were even in the lifetime of the Holy Prophetmany
reciters of the Qur-An, that is to say, men who could repeat the whole of the
Qur-Bn from memory, and their number fast increased with the spread and
progress of Islam. At every centre of learning there were hundreds of these
reciters, and thus therewas ample means t o decide any moot point concerning
the text if a doubt ever arose.
It should also be noted that the number of readings alleged to have been
reported by earlier authorities was very small,and the great mass of readings,
a very significant
like the greatmass of reports, developed later.Thisis
circumstance, as it shows that the number of authentic readings must be
insignificantly small. The number of companions and tabi'in (immediate
followers of the companions) who are mentioned to have reported readings is
very emall, but after them came a generation who made recitation their profession and multiplied the number of readings. Therefore it is only on the
highesb and most; trustworthy authority that m y reading can be accepted,
and it would then have to be seen to which class that reading belongs. The
mere circumstance that a reading can be trmed with certainty to an earlier
authority or even a companion does not show that it is d,ually an alternative Divine revelation. But the one point which is certain, and which is the
only point which requires practiml settlement, is that, whatever the nature
of a reading, the purity of the text of the Holy Qur-Bn remains unassailed.
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Aa regards the readings of the last class, I think that they mey have been
put forward as possible dternatives which didnot suBstantial1 affect the

i

meaning of the text. This appears tobe the only reasonable conc
usion when
all the circumstances are considered, and especially when it is borne in mind
that these readings never supplanted the text which
WES always followed
when the Holy Qur-4n was recited on any importantoccasion, as, for instance,
in public prayers, or when, by transcribing copies;permanence was mennt to
he given to it.
The abovediscussionconclusively
settlesthetrue
significance of the
word “readings ” when applied to the Holy Qur-4n and tha true nature of
suchreadings. Thetermreading
” does notcarryitsgeneral
application.
The existence of a reading generally makes the text uncertain, but not SO in
the case of the Holy Qur-4n. I n fact, the term reading,”
in this case, has
a signihance totally different from that which it conveys when applied to
other codices, as, for instance, to the codices of the Jewish or the Christian
scriptures. The copies of the Qur-An throughout the world are free from all
differences, errors, imperfections, interpolations, or corruption, and they have
ever remained free from all these defects during the thirteen centuries that
have elapsed since the first promulgation of Islam.

6. Allegations against the purity of the Quranic text.
Thoughthetestimony
produced underthe previous headings of this
important subject is sufficient to convince an intelligent readerof the absolute
purity of the text of the Holy Qur-in, and quiteconclusive as to the fact that
the Holy Book has been handed down to us without hny addition, alteration,
or loss, yet it seems necessary for a comprehensive discussion of the subject
to deal separately and at some length with the few objections which are met
with in Christian writings on.the Muslim religion. These objections may be
briefly summed up as follows :(1) The existence of some passages in a fragmentary form leads to the
logical conclusion that these passages must have
been completeoriginally,
and that some portions must have been lost in the transmission of the Holy
Book.
(2) Thesuppression by ’Usman of somecodices of the Qur-An inthe
possession of the cornDanions must have resulted in the loss of some portions
of the Qur-An,
(3) Certain passages might not have been intended by the Holy Prophet
for Dermanent insertion in the Holv Our-hn. or might have been abrogated,
and“Zaid, on account of hisignoranceof’thechumstances,might-have
retained them in the Holy Book.
(4) The exis,tence of some reportsshowingthatcertainpassages
were
recited in the timeof the Holy Prophet,combined with the circumstance that
those passages are notnow met with in theQur-An, is a proof that the Qur-An
has not been handed down tous complete.
(5) The existence of a Muslim sect (the Shias) holding the belief that the
Qur-ln is not complete leads to the sameconclusion.
This is a brief summary of all the Objections I have been able to gather
from different writingsbyChristian
critics of the Qur-An. Takingthese
objections in the order given above, I shall first wnsider the position of the
criticswho,like
theauthor of thearticle on “Muhammadanism” in the
EmycLopredia Britamzica, assert that ’Usman’s copies of the Holy Qur-An
were not complete because some passages are evidently fragmentary.” An
Intelligent reader will easilysee thatsuch apoor contentionagainstthe
strong historical testimony in supportof the absolute purityof the text Of the
Holy Qur-An must be rejected as absurd, I t is an erroneous conclusion, and
“
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utterly illogical, that because a certain passage appears to a certain reader to
be incomplete and fragmentary, therefore some portion must have been lost,
and the speaker must have uttered it in another form. To apply such a test
to historicalfactsisdangerous
logic. Whenthereisthestrongesthistorical
evidence that among the companions of the Holy Prophet there were many
of the Qur-An tomemory,
menandwomenwhohadcommittedthewhole
and that most of them were still alive when a complete copy was prepared
by Zaid from a collection of the transcripts made in the presenceof the Holy
Prophet, it is a mere delusion to think that some portions might have been
overlooked by him. The report which describes the work
of collectiontells
us that he not only sought out all the manuscriph, but that he also called in
the assistance of the memory of the reciters. And what is the alleged fragmentariness of certain passages but a form of rhetoric, the beauty and force
of which cannot be realized by critics unacquainted with Arabic idiom ? The
so-called fragmentary passages are really expressionsof exquisite beauty, and
it is only a superficial knowledge of Arabic idiom that makes the European
critics think that some portion has been lost.
As if to support the assertion that the fragmentariness of certain passages
Encyclopadia
is evidence of something having been lost, the writer in the
Britannica, whose objection I have quoted above, adds, probably thinking it
a few detachedpiecesarestillextant
to be corroborativetestimony,that
which were originally parts of the Qur-&n, although they have been omitted
byZaid.”Now,thisproperlyrelatestothefourthobjection,wherethe
of thereports
nature of suchdetachedpieces”andthetrustworthiness
no doubt
containing them will be fully inquired into. But the critic would
havegivensomeweighttohisassertion
if he had shown that any
of the
‘ I detached pieces ” which are met with in certain reports
so fit in with any
of the alleged fragmentary passages that the whole may become a complete
sentence.Proceeding
upon thesuppositionthatreliablereportshavepreso preserved
served some of the lost passages, the question is, do the passages
answertotheallegationsmadein
t,he firstandthe
fifth objections?In
in
other words, can they be regarded as parts of some fragmentary passages
the Holy Qur-An, or do they favour the higher pretensions advanced for ’Mi,
of ‘Usman? Theanswertoboththesequestions
theimmediatesuccessor
mustbegiveninthenegative.Whataccording
to thecriticswaslost,
therefore, is nowhere to be found, and what is preserved in someof the reports
was never lost.
Take the second objection now. ’Usman gave orders for the destruction
of allcopies of the Qur-An currentinhistimewiththeexception
of the
original collection made in the time of Abu Bakr, from which his own copies
were made. Of the copies destroyed, or ordered to be destroyed, the greatest
two, that of Ubayyandthat
of Ibn-i-Mas’ud.
importanceisattachedto
Regarding the nature of the differences between these copies and the official
copies of ’Usman, I would take, as representing sane hostile criticism at its
best,theopinion
of theauthor of thearticleMuhammadanism”inthe
Encyclopedia Britannicn. Under the heading “ other editions he writes :I ‘ At the same time, the other forms of the Qur-An did not at once become
extinct, I n particular we have some information about the codex of Ubayy.
If the list which gives the order of its sura8 is correct, it must have contained
substentidly the same materials as our text; in that case, Ubayy must have
med the original collection of Zaid. The same is true
of the codex of Ibn-iMas’ud, of whichwehavealsoacatalogue.
I t appears that the principle
of putting the larger suras before the shorter was more consistently carried
out by him then by Zaid. H e omits I, and the magic formule
of CXIII,
UXIV. Ubayy,onthe
oGher hand,hadembodiedtwoadditionalahort
I’
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prayem which we may regard as Muhammad's. One can
easily understand
that differences of opinionmay haveexisted as towhether and how far
formularies of thiskind belonged to the Bur-An. Some of thedivergent
readings of both these texts have been preserved, as well as a considerabIe
Most of themare
decidedlyinferior
number of theirancientvariants.
tothe received readings, butsome arequiteas good, and a fewdeserve
preference."
To do justice to the author of this article, I may also quote the following
paragaph in which grounds are given for believing 'Usman's text to be the
only valid text. This paragraph immediately follows the one quoted above,
and runs thus :Theonlyman
who appearstohave
seriouslyopposed thegeneral
introduction of 'Usman'stext is Ibn-i-Mas'ud. H e wasone of the oldest
disciples of the Prophet, and had often rendered him personal service ; but
he was a man of contracted views, although he is oneof the pillars of Muslim
theology. His opposition had no effect. Now, when we consider that
at thattimethere
were manyMuslimswhohadheardtheQur-infrom
of the imbecile 'Usman'
the mouth of theProphet,thatothermeasures
.met with
the
most
vehement
resistance
on thepart
of the bigoted
champions of thefaith,thatthese
werestill furtherincitedagainsthim
by some of his ambitious old comrades until at last they murdered him, and,
finally, that in the civil wars after his death the several parties were glad of
any pretext of branding their opponents as infidels;
when we considerall
this, we must regard it as a strong testimony in favour of 'Cgman's Qur-hn
that no party,not even that of 'Mi,foundfaultwith
hisconduct in this
matter, or repudiated the text formed by Zaid, who was one of the most
devoted adherents of 'Ugman and his family."
Two pointsdeserveto
be discussedin this connection. I t isadmitted
thatsubstantiallythe
copies of Ibn-i-Mas'udandUbayy agreed with tho
copy of 'Usmanintextas
well asinarrangement of the verses andthe
of thearticlefrom
which
chapters, so much so, indeed,thatthewriter
the above quotationsaretakenthinksthatthe
collections of Ubayyand
Ibn-i-Mas'ud must have been based on the original collection of Zeid, made
and
in thetime of Abu Bakr. But, as I have alreadyshown,thetext
arrangement were complete in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet, end there
were many companions who could recite the whole of the Qur-An by heart
before the Holy Prophet died.
I t was this fact which made the collections
of Ubayy and Ibn-i-Mas'ud substantially agree with the
copies made by Zaid,
because all drewtheir knowledgefrom thesame source. Thedifferences
of these twocopies frdm the copy of 'Usman were,according to the same
miter, only on two points, viz. : firstly, Ubayy had in his copytwo short
prayers besides the known suras, and Ibn-i-Mas'ud omittedfrom his copy the
last two chapters which are contained in our copies of the Qur-hn, and also
the opening chapter which is called the Fatihah: and secondly, both had
certain number of readings differing from the copy of 'Ugman.
Accordingly, we have only to see whether Ubayy and Ibn-i-Mas'ud had
their own copies, whether they differed from 'Usman's copies in the number
of chaptersand in thevariety of readings, and if so, howfar.Wetake
Ubayy first. There is no reliable report showing that Ubayy had 8 copy of
the Qur-An differing from the ordinary copies in circulation, or that it had
two shortformula of prayeraddedattheend
as two more chapters of
the Holy Qur-hn. Vague reports to this effect are mentioned by Jalal-nd-Din
Sayuti in hisItqdn, but Sayuti is unanimously looked upon as the lastperuon
on whom any reliance can be placed in the matter of the authenticity of
reports. The following remarks of Shah 'Abdul 'Aziz in his ' Ujdlah Ndfi'ah
$6
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am a n echo of the general opinion of dl authorities on the trustworthiness of
reports : '' To the fourth clam belong all those reports of which no t r x e at all
is to be met with in the earlier generations, and which were reportedonly by
people of a later time. With regard to these reports one of two things must
have happened : eitber the earlier collectors, alter inquiry into them, found
them to be unauthentic orfabricat.ed, and therefore they did not report them,
or they did not think them to
be fabricated, but found some of their narrators
to be untrustworthy. Upon whatever supposition we may proceed, it follows
that the reports of this class are not reliable. . . . The whole stock of reports
on which Jalal-ud-Din Sayuti dependsin his mritings and pamphlets belongs
to this class."
From the above, the reader will see how far the Itqdn may be relied upon
when there is nothing to support its conclusions in reliable collections. Nay,
more than this, reliable reports, accredited by Bukharee and others, contradict the Itpdn. There are some reports which clearly state that Ubayy was
one of the men whom 'Ugman had entrusted with the supervision
of the work
of transcriptionwhenheorderedthemaking
of official copies fromthe
.original collection of Zaid.Thereareotherreportswhichshowthateven
in the time of Abu Bakr he assisted in the work of collection. Indeed, even'
the writer in the Encyclopadia. arrives at the conclusion that Ubayy must
on thefirst collection of Zaid. But if wesuppose,
havebasedhiscopy
for the sake of argument, that Ubayy had
a copy of the Qur-An in which
he wrote down two additional chapters containing short formula
of prayer,
even then it does not follow that these two prayers actually formed a part of
the Qur-&n,and that the
copies circulated by 'Usman are defective for omitting
them. Among morethan a hundredthousandcompanions
of theHoly
Prophet there was not a single person who supported Ubayy's views. Even
not
Ibn-i-Mas'ud,withhisstrangeopinionsonsomeotherquestions,did
share Ubayy's views. Now, the Qur-An waR not the property of one or two
individuals, so that any portion of it might have been known to Ubayy alone
of it. Every
and thousands of other companions should never have heard
verse of theHolyQur-&nwas,when
revealed, proclaimedwidelyand
as well as foes. Oneperson
could make an
circulatedamongfriends
error, but this could be immediately rectified by the testimony of hundreds
of others. The one thing which placed the Qur-An beyond the danger of the
loss of any portion of it was that every verse obtained a wide publicity at the
time of its revelation, and thus it had not one guardian or custodian, but
hundreds of them. I t is the collective testimony of thewhole body of
companionsthntsettlesthepoint.
I t isnot a case of difference between
'Uaman and Ubayy, so that a critic might think that the truth might have
been withthispersonorthat,butitis
a case of thesolitary view of
onepersonopposedtothecombmedtestimony
of allthecompanions.
In such a caseandundersuchcircumstances,when
sufficient publicity
was given toeveryverserevealed,itcannotbeadmittedthatthe-two
chapterswerebroughtonlytotheknowledge
of Ubayywhiletheother
companionsremainedignorant of them,andevenopposedhis
views. All
this, of course, is based on the supposition that the report mentioned in the
Itqan is true in fact, which, as I have shown above, is really not the case.
We may,however, make this poinb clearer still by a reference to the words
of the alleged additional chapters in Ubayy's codex. The &dn tells us that
they were only two short formulaof prayer, the first running thus"
: " 0A l l a h !
we beseech Thy help and ask Thy protection, and we laud Thee in the best
manner, and we mst off and forstake him who disobeys Thee! " Aqd the
seeond thus : I' 0 Allah ! Thee do we aerve and to Thee dowe pray and'nralrc
For the original Arabic RW p.
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obeisance, and to Thee do we flee, and we are quick, and we hope for Thy
mercy and we fear Thy chastisement, for surely Thy chmtisementovert&es
the unbelievers ! ”
The Muslim reader will at once see that this is the
du’d-ul-puntit(lit.
the supplication of the standing), which is still repeated by many Muslims in
their prayers, others substituting for it anyof the other prayers taughtby the
Holy Prophet. I may mention only one form of an alternative prayer which
is even more authentic than this. It runs thus : 0 Allah ! guide me among
those whom Thou hast guided, and protect me among those whom Thou hast
protected, and befriend me among those whom Thou hast befriended, and
bless me in what Thou hast granted me, and save me from the evil of what
Thou judgest, for Thou judgest and art not judged; surely he
whom Thou
befriendest is not disgraced : Blessed art Thou, our Lord I and High ” (vide
Mishkat, chapter Wit?). I t is easy to see that the first and thesecond prayers
areboth contained in reports of theHolyProphet,andhavenothingto
do with the Holy Qur-in. Early and later
Muslims all used these formulm
in theirnightlyprayers
called the witr, and Bhe HolyProphettaught
themto
do so. If there is any difference it isthis,thatthe
second
form ismetwithin
morereliable reportsthanthe
former. I t wasnot,
then, only that the companions of the Holy Prophot had never been taught
these words as part of the Qur-&n, but they hadbeen taught, and they knew,
thatthey were notpart of theHoly Qur-Bn. TheHolyProphet
himself
recited this formula in his prayers, as did a,lso his companions. They were
recited notaspart
of the Qur-An following the Fdtzhah, ortheopening
chapter of the Qur-An, but theywere speciallyrecited as prayer formula.
Similarly, other prayer formuls are
recitedin theprayerswhenstanding
not verses of theQur-in. If
or sittingorwhenprostrate,andtheseare
Ubayy actually wrotedown the two formulae inhis copy of the Qur-An,
which we have very strong reasons to doubt, he
made a mistake,
thinking that their recital in prayers entitled them atoplace in tgrobably
e Holy
Qur-An. Butthousands of theothercompanionswhohad
alsoheard the
Holy Prophet reciting the same formulae in his prayers, and who themselves
also recited them, knew that they were not parts of the Divine revelation.
Ubayy was clearly in error and he soon renounced it, for when ’Usman had
the official copies made after consultation with all the companions, Ubeyy,
who was himself one of the supervisors, recognized their authority. I t was
the consensus of opinion of the companions which made Ubayy conscious of
his error, if he was ever guilty of that error, and, having then seen that his
view had neither authorily nor reason on its side, he gave it up.
As regards the variation of certain readings, I have already discussed the
question, and Yill now proceed to deal with the alleged rejection by Ibn-i‘ ~ Mas’ud
of the two concluding chapters, and, as some add, of the opening
chapter also. On thispointBukhareehas,onlythismuch,that
somebody saidtoUbayythat
“ Ibn-i-Mas’ud said so and s o ” with reference
tothe Nu’awwagatdn (thelasttwochapters).Ubayy’sanswertothis
question is reportedtohave
been tothe following effect: “ I asked the
Messenger of God, may peace and the blessings of God be upon him, and
he said to me that they were so read out to him and so he read.” Then he
said: ‘‘ So wa say as the Messenger of God, may peace and the bleeeings of
God be upon him, said.” The wording of t h i s r q o r t is not quite clew, ecd,
accordingly, the concluding wordsareunderstood by sometohave been
to be thewords
spoken by Ibn-i-Mas’ud,and by ,otherstheyaretaken
of Ubeyy. Both opinionshaveotherreportstosupport
them. In the
letter
former case, Ibn-i-Mm’udacceptedUbayy’s
opinion, andinthe
Ubayystatedhis
own belief. But even supposing
that
Ibn-i-Mrta’ud
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enterteineda differentopinion, he was alone in this ca.se; and his opinion
was not supported by a single other companion of the Holy Prophet. This
is not only clear from their support of ’Usman, but we have it also on record
that not a single other companion followed Ibn-i-Mas’ud in this opinion ”
(see Fat-bul-Bdrl underthereportquoted
above).And, as we have seen,
even Ubayy opposed Ibn-i-Xas’ud on this point. It is rather an interesting
circumstance that the two men, who are said to have differed from the other
companions on one or t w o points, did not agreeamong themselves : each
objected to the opinion of the other on the point on which he differed. The
result is, that if they differed at all, neither of them had his views supported
by any other companion on the points in which he diflered, and his solitary
opinion stands condemned by the consensus of opinion of the whole body
of the companions.
Against Ibn-i-hlas’ud’s view thereareothercircumstances
also. I t is
clear from many of thereportsthatthetwochapters
objected to by
Ibn-i-Mas’ud were well knowntothecompanionsaspart
of the Divine
revelation. Therearereports
whichtell usthattheHolyProphet
used
to recite thesetwochapters
in hisprayers.Now,it
is an established
fmtthathealways
follo\ved therecital of the Fcitijznh withsomeother
portion of the Qur-Bn, andsincethese
two chapters were so recited,it
follows conclusively that they were regarded as part of the Qur-An by the
HolyProphet.Ibn-i-Mas’ud
based his opinionon
certaingrounds,but
hewas wrong. Onereport ascribes t o himthe words : SurelytheHoly
Prophet, may peace and the blessings of God be uponhim,said that they
[thetwochapters]taughtmen
how to seek refuge in theLord.”The
referencein these words of Ibn-i-Nas’ud is to 16 : 98 : “ So when you
recitethe Qur-An, seekrefuge with Allah from theaccurseddevil,”
so
thathethoughtthatthetwochapters
were onlymeanttoteach
how to
seek refuge in theLord.Butit
does not follow from thiscommandment
of the Holy Qur-4n that they were not part of the Qur-An, and the mistake
made by Ibn-i-Mas’udthus becomes manifest. It has been suggested by
Qazi Abu BakrBaqalani,and
Qazi ’hyadentertainsthesame
view, that
Ibn-i-Mas’ud did not deny their being part of the Qur-An, but only objected
totheirbeingwritteninthesamecolumn
because hehadnot,
probably,
to be writtendown.
I t may be
heardtheHolyProphetorderingthem
furthermentioned
that; some of thereportsspeaking
of Ibn-i-Mas’ud’s
views withregardtothese
two chapters describe him as L‘blottingthem
o u t ” from his copy, as if it were anafterthought on hispartthatthese
twochaptersshouldnot
be writtenintheQur-&n.Bethatasitmay,
the conclusion is undeniable thatIbn-i-Mas’ud’s view wasnotsupported
by a singleother companion, and accordingly his opinion, standingthus
condemned by theagreement of all thecompanions,isutterly
devoid of
weight, and must be rejected. as erroneous. As regardshis omission from
his copy of the Qur-4n of the Fatihnh, or the opening chapter, no reliable
report bears testimony to it, and the only report which speaks of it belongs
to theunreliable class. If thereport be true,theerrormayhavearisen
FdtiFah was looked uponasakind
of
fromthecircumstancethatthe
abridgment of the whole Qur-An, and therefore Ibn-i-Mas’ud did not write it
withtherest of the Qur-An. I n view of thegreatimportanceuniversally
attached to the F d t i h h , it is impossible to think that any Nuslim should
everhaveentertainedthe
idea, that it didnot form part of the Divine
revelation.
The third objection isa mere conjecture.WhattheHolyProphet
wrote theHoly Qur-4n and
intended,he pointad ou8 tothescribeswho
toothers
of his cornpanions who committed it to memory. Hadthe
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collection of the Qur-An been the work of Zaidalone,unaidedbyany
other companion, there might have
beenroomfor
such doubts as that he
might have overlooked certainpassagesor
embodied others in theHoly
Book which were not meant for insertion. But as the concurrent testimony
of numerousreports received through different channelsshows, Zaid was
assisted on each occasion in the task
of the collection by the wholebody
of companionswhoseassistancewasavailable.
I n suchacaseitwas
impossible, when many of those who knew the whole of the Qur-Bn by heart
\rere stillliving,thatanythingwhichtheHolyProphethadtaughtto
his followers asbeingpart
of theQur-anshouldhave
beenoverlooked,
or anywordsshouldhavefoundtheirway
by mistakeintoitwhichthe
HolyProphethadnotmeanttobeincluded
in theDivinerevelation.
Such an error could have been made by one man, but itcould have been easily
rectified by thetestimony of therecitersand
by themanuscriptswritten
in thepresence of theHolyProphetandthecompanions,whodayand
night heardtheHoly
Qur-Bn recited by theHolyProphetandother
of erroronthepart
of one
reciters. No onewoulddenythepossibility
or two individuals, but the fact is self-evident that there were ample means
of all possible errors.Zaid,who
did notdependupon
forthecorrection
writing alone, sought out the writings chapter
by chapter where complete
chaptershad been revealed,andverse
by versewhereseparateverses
were revealed, and. he had the testimony of the reciters-who had committed
to memory the whole of the Qur-Bn during the lifetime of the Holy Prophet
-to corroborate
that
which
was
supplied
by
the
writings.
To
avoid
mistakes, he did not rely upon one
or two reciters ; but in order to correct
all possible errors,hesoughttheevidence
of manyreciters,comparing
theirrecitalswiththewrittenword,forasaruleeveryverse
of the
Holy Qur-An was reduced to writing immediately after its revelation. These
two mutuallycorroborativemeasuresprecludedall
possibility of anyerror
It
finding itsmayintothe
collection or of anything beingoverlooked.
was the double test which Zaid applied to every
verse of the Qur-Qn t,hat
of his collecting the Qur-Bn fromwriting
he referredtowhenhespoke
and from memory.
1 shall now proceedtoconsiderthefourthobjection,relat’ingto
Bhe
existence of reports which speak of certain passages being recited in the time
of theHolyProphetortheexistence
of the“detached pieces,” asthe
writer inthe Encyclopredia Britannica callsthem.Thattherearesome
reportsshowingtheexistence
of somesuchpassages
I admit,butthey
areneitherauthenticnor
reliable, though I amboundtoaddthatmisof certainwordshas
given rise
conception withregardtothemeaning
t o much misundptandingas to thetrue significance of some of these
reports.Beforeconsideringeach
of thesereportsseparately, I shallmake
some generalremarkswhich
will, I hope,helpthereadertoaclear
understanding of thesubject. To establishthepurity
of thetext of the
: firstly, that, nothing has
been
Holy Qur-An we have to prove two points
added to the original text, and secondly, that nothing has
been omitted. As
regards the first of these points, no report, reliable or unreliable, authentic
or fabricated,makestheassertionthatanythingcontained
in theHoly
Qur-Bn was not part of theDivinerevelationinthelifetime
of the Holy
Prophet, except the solitary report which relates that Ibn-i-hlas’ud
blotted
as containedinour
copies of
outfrom his copy thelasttwochapters
theHoly Qur-An. This I havealreadydiscussed,andhaveclearlyshown
that Ibn-i-Mas’ud was in error, and that the
whole body of the companions
opposed himonthispoint,Ibn-i-Mas’udthoughtthatthesetwochapters
were meant only to be recibed after any portion of the Holy Qur-An was
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reoited, andthat,therefore,they
could not be embodied in thewritten
copy of the Qur-4n ; as some men thought of Bimillah, the opening formula
of everychapter of the Qur-413, thatitwasonlymeantto
begin with,
I t wasexactly inthiswaythat
andwas not a part of everychaptar.
not be written
Ibn-i-Mas'ndthoughtthatthelasttwochaptersshould
dong with the rest of the Divine revelation. But the-opinion
of a solitary
person, espeoially when it is clearlyseento be based on a misconception
of the real facts, can have no weight against the unanimous testimony of all
the other companions, based as that testimony is on their sure and certain
knowledge. But,besidesthis,thereisnootherreportwhatevershowing
thatanythingwhichforms
a part of theQur-4natpresentwasnot
a
part of it in the lifetime
of the Holy Prophet. This circumstance is very
valuableinconsideringthequestionwhetheranypassagewhichisnot
to befoundinour
copies of the Holy Qur-Bn wasatanytime
a part of
it. Only by means of a profound investigation and searching inquiry
could
find its may into
the Holy Qur-6, be so collected thatnothingmight
collection in
itwhich could not be considered a part of it;andasthe
ourhandshas been admittedlysuccessful in thisrespect,it
follows that
such
an
inquiry
was
made.
But
the
same
searching
inquiry
which
successfullykepteverythingout
of theHolyQur-inwhichwasnotpart
of it,mustreasonably
be takentohave
been successfulinembodying
in theHoly Book everythingwhichwas
a part of it.Suchaninquiry
"as possible on account of the presence of many of those who knew the
whole of the Qur-Bn by heart, and whose collective testimony as to whether
anypassage wits orwasnot
a part of theHoly Qur-Bn wasthemost
conclusive andcertain proof that could be obtained.Hadthere
been any
as probablethatanythingshouldhave
been lostas
carelessness,itwas
thatsomethingshouldhave
been added. Buttheabsence
of all proof
astoadditionindirectlyleadstotheconclusionthatnopassage
mas
overlooked.
The next point on which I wish to lay special stress is the wrong method
of drawinginferencesfromcertainreports,
a methodwhichisgenerally
followed by all European critics. I t is not the collective evidence of reports
on whichconclusionsarebasedinallcases,butsometimes,whenthere
is apreconceivedidea,
orwherethere is a pronenesstohostilecriticism,
a solitaryreportismadeto
yielda
conclusionwhichcontradictsthe
strongesthistoricaltestimony,howeverabsurd
on theface of itsuch a
of historicalunreliability
conclusionmay
be. Thereis a largeelement
in many of the reports, and it was only after great patience and diligent
search that the more reliable m d authentic reports were compiled by some
of the collectors. The chief place among these is occupied by the Bukharec,
and,accordingly,itissafesttoresorttoitwheresomereports
give rise
to conflicting evidence.Thefirstrule,then,whichshould
be followed
in interpretingreportsistodistinguishthereliablefromtheunreliable
generally. Without this we can never be safe in drawing
a conclusion from
of
m y report.Thesecondrulewhichshouldbe
followed, inthecase
conflicting testimony afforded by aertainreports,moreorless
reliable,
is to see on which side the weight of evidenoe lies. But the most important
and the surest test of all is, what conclusion is supported by practice?
These tests I shall now apply to the different reports which are relevant
to &e question of the purity of the text of the Holy Qur-An. But before
doing this, I will quote the reports on which the objections are based. They
a r e as follows :(a) In the Sajt4.h Muslim, Kit&-uz-Zakat, 'AbdulAswad
reports the
words of Abu &use Ash'ari,who
mid : '' Surely we usedto recite E,I
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shra whichwe likened in length and warning to the
Burci‘at, but I have
forgotten it except this piece : If there were for the son of man two valleys
of wealth, he would desire a third, and nothing can fill the belly [Le. satisfy
the desire] of the son of man except dust ; and we used torecite a
sdra which we likened to one of the MzLsubbi&t [theshorterchapters
at the end of the Holy Qur-in] , but I have forgotten it, and now remember
only thismuch : 0 you who believe ! why do you saywhat you donot
do; surely thetestimony of thisiswritteninyournecks,and
of this
YOU will be questioned on the day of judgment.”’
(b) In the SaF..th Muslim, &tab-ur-Riqld’, the following is reportedas
having been related by ’Ayesha:“Surely in whatwas
revealed of the
Qur-intherewasthisinjunction,thattenknownacts
of sucklingare
effective in the prohibition of marriage relations, but these were abrogated
and replaced by five acts of suckling,andthe
Messenger of God, may
peace andthe blessings of God be uponhim, died, andthiswasamong
what was recited of the Qur-in.”
(c) I n .the enhiF. Muslim, K i t d b - d - ~ u d t l d , there isa
reportfrom
’Abdulla, son of ’Abbas,who quot,ed the words of ’Umar, son of Khattib,
spoken while he sat in the pulpit : Surely God raised Muhammad, may
peace and the blessings of God be upon him, with truth, and He revealed
to him the Book, andtherewasamongwhatwassent
down upon him
; we
the verse relatingtostoning
[of theadultererandtheadulteress]
read it,andguardedit,andunderstoodit,andthe
Messenger of God,
may peace and the blessings of God be upon him, stoned [the offenders],
and after him we also stone [them]. But
I fear that when time lengthens
with the people, a sayer will say, ‘Surely we do not find stoning in
the Book pf God,’and thus they will go astray by forsaking an injunction
which God has sent down ; and surely stoning is truly in the Book of God
a punishment for thepersonwhocommitsadultery,whethermanor
woman, either after its having been proved by witnesses, or by the woman’s
conception or the confession of theaccused.”
( d ) I n t h e Itqdlz, vol. ii. p. 30, ’Xyesha is reportedto have said that
‘ I there used to be recited two hundred verses in the chapter Al-Ahrub in the
time of the Holy Prophet, but when ’Usman wrote the copies of the Qur-An,
we could not get more of it than what we have now,”
(e) I n the Itqcin, vol. i. p. 81, there isa
report from M&lik saying
that I ‘ when the first part of it [the chapter entitled Immunity] came down,
the Bkmilldh [or theopening formula]also camewithit, fromwhich it
And inthe copy of
appearsthatitwas
like the Bnqrah in itslength.
Ibn-i-hlas’ud there were 112 chapters, for he did not write theMzr’awwagatan
[the last two daptersj , and in the copy of Ubayy there were 116 chapters,
for he wrote at the end two chapters,
gafd and Khala’.”
These are the five reports on the basis of which it is sought to establish
thatsomeverses,passages,
or chapters whichonceformed
part of the
is, Are there
Holy Qur-tin me not now contained in it. The first question
anyreportswhich
contradict- the concluRion thatissoughtto
be drawn
from these? If there are, then the next point to
be settled will be which
set of reports is morereliable,
on whichsidetheweight
of evidence
lies, and whichisthe
conclusionwhich
earlypracticeand
esbablished
historicalfacts confirm. I t is in the Itqun thatthetwolast-mentioned
reportsaremetwith,andthe
Itqdn isthe work of Jalal-ud-DinSayuti,
drawn from
the mcbterial for whose writings, as already shown, is entirely
reports of the lowest value-reports of which no trtace is to be metwith
among the earlier generations. Such reports cannot be depended upon even
( L
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reliability is sufficient tocondemnthem.Thusthereremainthethree
Sahijz Muslim. I n accordancewith
t b e first
reportscontainedinthe
Bukharee andseeif
principle laid down above, let us nowresorttothe
itsupportsany
of thesethreenarratives
of the Muslim, foritmust
be
Bukharee isour best andhighestauthority
on
borne in mindthatthe
reports,and
so the Muslimworld
hasregardedthe
work ever sinceit
became public. The Zahih Bukhdree, according to the unanimous verdict of
alllearnedMuslims,notonlysurpassedinauthorityandreliabilityall
the collections which were made before it, but even the later colleotions do
Nuslim or
notapproachitstrustworthiness.If,then,anyreportinthe
anyother collection contradictsthe
Bukharee, weshouldwithoutany
hesitation reject such a report. In the present case, however, it is not the
testimony of the Bukharee alone which contradicts the three reports quoted
above, but thereisampletestimonyinthe
Muslim itself andother
collections whichisagainstthosereports.
see howfartheycan
Let us takethesethreereportsseparatelyand
be relied upon.Thefirstmentions
an address of Abu Musa Ash’arito
certain reciters of Basrah to the effect that he and the other companions of
the Holy Prophet used to recite two sdras, but that with the exception of
onepassage of each of these sziras hehadforgottenthe
whole. Both
externalandinternalevidencesupplied
by the Xuslinz itself condemns
thetrustworthiness.ofthisreport.Forexternalevidence
we will consider
first the chain of narrators on whose authority Muslim believed the report
of narrators we find Suwaid
to be authentic. On referringtothechain
bin Sa’idto be theimmediateinformer
of Muslim,andmuchdepends
on thecircumstance as tohowfarhecan
be relied upon.The
Mizcin-211I t i d d l by Zahabi is the best andthemostreliable
work whichcriticizes
the narrators. Referring to this
work, we find a long article on Suwaid bin
Sa’id,inwhich a few of the collectors of reportsexpress agood opinion
abouthim,butthemajoritydiscredithim.
I t is,however,agreedupon
blind duringhis
by allthatheattainedto
a very old ageandbecame
latterdays,andinthisconditionhereportedandtaughtreportswhich
were not really his. Bukhareerejected his evidence as absolutely untrustworthy, and so did most of the other collectors. From an anecdote related
of him in the same work it also appears that he had
a tendency towards
Shi’ism, for wearetoldthatwhen
a personcametohimwith
a book
on the excellences of the companions, he placed ’-41i first and then Abu Bakr.
a liar, but there is no doubt
Some have gone so far as to condemn him as
thatwiththe
exception of some two. orthreecollectors,Muslimbeing
one of them,alltheothersagreethatreportsnarrated
by him could
not be accepted. Abu Daoodjudgeshimto
be “worthnothing,” while
us thathewasaccused
of being a zindeeq, orone
Ibn-i-Habbantells
of belief. Muslim’s
who concealed unbelief andmadeanoutwardshow
most
important
and
immediate
informer,
therefore,
possessing
so unenviable a recordforunreliabilityborderingonmendacity,itishardly
necessary to consider the question
of the reliability of the other narrators
of this report.
There is another kind of externalevidencesuppliedbyMuslimwhich
also contradicts the testimony of the report under discussion. Immediately
preceding this report there are recorded in the Muslim four other reports to
the same effect, withthis difference, thattheydescribethewordshere
attributed to Abn Musa Ash’ari by the said Suwaid ‘as being remnants of a
forgotten ohapter of the Bur-Bn, not as portions of the Holy Qur-Bn, but as
words uttered by the Holy Prophet.
Aocording to the first of these, three
men, Yahye bin Yahye, Sa’id bin Mmsur, and Qutaiba bin Sa’id, informed
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Muslim, through a chain of narrators ending with Anas, that the Messenger
blessings of Cod be upon him, said on one
occasion (referring to man’s love of riches) that “if there were two valleys
of wesltb for the son of man,he would stilldesiretopossess
a third,
and nothing but dust can fill the belly of the son of man, and God certainly
repents on him who repents.” It will be seen that the words reported here
as are
to havebeen spoken by theHolyProphetareexactlythesame
of a Sarah in thereport of Suwaid. Of thethree
related tobeaportion
men who vouched the truth and authenticity of this report, two, vie. Sa’id
bin Mansur and Yahya bin Yahya, are expressly mentioned in the critical
work of Zahabi,the iVizdn-ul-Itiddl, as being trustworthy, while of the
third it is related that nothing is known about him. This report, therefore,
stands on e far firmer basis than that under discussion. As against a single
man who has been pronounced a zindeep, liar, untrustworthy, by the almost
unanimous testimony of the collectors, we have here the evidence, furnished
by Muslimhimself, of three men, two of whom at any rate are admitted
to be trustaorthy,thatthe
passage inquestiondidnotformanypart
of the Qur-An, but was only the word of the Holy Prophet himself. Three
other reports are narrated by Muslim, each of which ascribes the utterance
of thesewordstotheHolyProphet,andnoneassertsthatthey
were
portions of chapters of the Qur-An which werequiteforgotten.
In one
of these reports, to Ibn-i-’Abbas, the first narrator in this case, are ascribed
the words thathe was notaware‘[whether
it was orwasnotaportion
of t h e & u s - h , ” but these words are immediately contradicted by a second
narrator,who does notmentionthename
of Ibn-i-’Abbasinconnection
with their utterance.
If we turnto Muslim himself, we find that of allthe five reports
which he has narrated relating to the passage, ‘(If there were two valleys of
wealth for the son of man, he would desire a third,” such being the heading
of hischapter,hehas
given theleastcredittothereportrelated
by
Suwaid bin Sa’id, who makes the passage in question a remnant
of a lost
chapter. H e begins hischapterwiththereportrelated
by thethree
of which
narrators quotedabove, then follows itwiththreeothers,none
makes thepassageinquestion
a portion of the Qur-An, andthenrelates
thereportindispute,which,
by placing itlast,he
himself hints to be
is notamere
theleast credible of allandthe lowest inauthority.This
conjecture, for Muslim himself tells us in the introduction to his collection
that under each heading he
gives the priority in relation
to those reports
which he considers to be the more reliable. His words, literally translated,
runas follows : “ W e havesetthisrule
before ourselves,that we should
mention firstthosereports
which arefreerfrom defects thanothers,and
which onaccount of the reliability andrighteousness of theirnarrators
arepurer. , , , And we follow reports Of thisclasswithotherreports,
amongwhose narratorsare men whocannotbe relied upon to thesame
extentasnarrators
of the first class of reports, because theyarenot
good memory.”
marked by the same degree of truthfulness and the same
These
words
clearly
show
that
Muslim considered
the
report
under
discussion to be theleast reliable of all,andhence we shouldnothave
theleasthesitationincondemningit
as false.
I will now consider the internal evidence afforded by the report itself.
I n the firstplace, thestyle of thepassage is remarkable. Any onewho
hasanyacquaintancewiththe
Arabic language will see thatithas
no
resemblance whatevertothestyle
of theHoly
Qur-Bn, andthis consideration is alone sufficient to show that the passage never formed a part
of the Holy Qur-An. Secondly, thewordsattributed to Abu Musa Ash’ari
of God, may peece andthe
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are E clam evidence of the falsity of.the report. H e is made to say,
"We used to recite e sbra," indicating thathe was nottheonly
men
who could recite the whole of that chapter by heart, but that there
were
others too. I n fact, by I d we" he meansthe companions of the Holy
Prophet.The
alleged chapter, therefore, musthave been well known to
the compenions.Supposing it was possible that Abu MuseAsh'arishould
forget the whole of it with the exception of a single passage, how was it
that all theother companions also forgot itatthesame
time ? None of
the companionsmakes the slightestmention
of such a chapter having
ever formed a part of theQur-4n; none,including Abu Musa Ash'ari,
brought it to the notice of Zaid in the time of Abu Bakr, at the time when
public announcement was made that any one who had received any portion
of the Qur-Bn from theHolyProphet
should bring suchportion, or in
the time of 'Usman, when a large number of companionswereassociated
with Zaid toassisthim in making copies of theHoly Qur-An. No reciter
of the Qur-Bn ever pointed out that such an important chapter was missing
from theHoly
Book. Eventhe
codices of Ibn-i-Mas'udandUhayy,
with their alleged differences, did not contain any trace of such a chapter.
Not a single volce out of thousands of the companions was raised in support
of Abu Musa, if he ever uttered these words. And, wonder of wonders,
no
menwhomade
long journeys for the sake of ordinaryreportsmade
inquiry about these long chapters of the Qur-A, which Abu Musa had
unfortunately forgotten. And how was itthat Abu MUSS himself,who
had forgotten these chapters, did notcare in the least for their recovery?
I n fact, thestatements made inthe report are too absurd to be believed
for a single moment. Thus both externaland
by any sensibleperson
internal evidence clearly show the report to be absolutely false, andnot
a tittle of evidence can be produced in support of its authenticity or truth.
The mere fact that Muslim has recorded it in his collection is no evidence,
for, as I haveshown, even Muslim did not give it any credit.
A detailedcriticalexamination
of the remainingtwo
reports would
perhaps be tiresome, and from what has already been written on one,
thereader can easily see how unreliable reports of this sort are. It will,
therefore, be sufficient to consider briefly theinternal
evidence which
theremainingtworeports
supply. According to one of these, 'Ayeshais
reported tohave said thattherewas a verse in the Holy Qur-Bn plainly
sayingthatten
known acts of suckling were effective in marriageprohibitions;thatthis
injunction was abrogated by another, by which the
number wasreduced to five, andthatthis
wasrecited in the Qur-An at
of theHolyProphet,This
report must have heen wrongly
thedeath
to 'Ayesha in thereport
attributed to 'Ayesha. Thestatementattributed
gives us t o understand clearly that the verse was recited by othersthan
it could not have
herself. In fact, if therehad been any suchverse,
remained
unknown
tothe
companions
generally,
for it contained an
injunction of daily application. On theotherhand,it
would have been
the best known of all verses. I t contained an injunction as to marriage
prohibition, and in a society in which the infants were generallysuckled
by othersthantheirmothers,it
was of theutmostimportancethat
everybody should know which were the women with whom marriqe was
forbidden by reason of fosterrelationship.
Hencethe knowledge of the
The collectors of reports
versecouldnot
be limited to a singleperson.
have laid down a principle that when an event from the very circumstanoes
of the case ought to be known by a large number of people who
&&im
a knowledge of it, this is clearevidence of its fabrication. This principle
is 8 veryreasonable'one,
and it will be easilyseen that, judged by it,
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thereport
rehting t+oacts of sucklingandattributedto'Ayeshs
is a
clear fabrication. As we have
seen,
such
a verse
should
have
been
Up to the death of theHoly
one of bhe mostwell known of allverses.
Prophet,'Ayeshahsdhearditrecited
generally.Six
months d t e r this,
her father, Abu Bakr,orderedthe collection of the Holy Qur-&n, and no
suchverse wasbroughttohisnoticeorthat
of Zaid. 'Ayeshaherself
never toldthe collectors thatanysuchverse
existed. Evenatthetime
S
living, end no such verse
when 'Usman made transcripts, 'Ayesha W ~ still
wa8 pointed outeventhen
by her.How was. itthatshespoke
of such
a verse to 'Urwa yearsafterwardsandhadnothingtosay
of ittoher
own fatherwhen a collection of theHolyQur-dnwas
being made under
his orders? HOWwas it, again, that no one besides 'Ayesha knew anything
of thereportalreadydiscussed,there
of such a verse? As inthecase
is further evidence inthereport
recorded by Muslim himself that no
such verse was ever known to any of the companions of the Holy Prophet.
'Ayesha and other reporters are represented as giving expression to reports
according to which theHolyProphetwas
ondifferentoccasions
asked
as towhetheroneortwoacts
of sucklingwere effective inmarriage
prohibitions. Hadthere existedaverse
plainlystatingthattenor
five
effect, the questionwouldnever
have been
acts of sucklinghadsuchan
asked. Norcanit
be supposedthatthe
verse was revealedon
such
would have clearly
questionsbeingasked,for
insuch a casethereport
stated that such and such
a revelation was received by the Holy Prophet
on the question being asked. Therefore d l considerationspointtothe
fabrioation of the report we are discussing.
The third report that remains may
now be disposed of in a few words.
The conclusion which is drawn from the words of 'Umar is that a passage
regarding thepunishment of adulterersandadulteresseswas
mown to
'Umar an'd the other companions to
he a part of the Qur-An, but that it
was notmetwithintheQur-in.'Umar
is said tohave also related
that that passage was recited and kept in memory and understood, and that
so didhissuccessorsafterhim.
theHolyProphetacteduponitand
Now, it may be asked-"Umar himself being the man who had the greatest
handinthe
collection of theQur-in,andthe
copy made being in his
possession duringhis caliphate-what was it thatledtothe
omission of
thepassage?Withregardtothepassageinquestionthere
can be only
two propositions: (1) 'Umarandtheothercompanions
agreed thatthe
passage was a part of theQur-&n ; (2) 'Umarheldthe
opinion thatit
view.
was a part of theQur-&n, but theothercompanionsrejectedhis
Now, if they all agreed that the passage was
a part of the Qur-in, who
withheld them *from placingit in theHoly Book ? Thefirst proposition
IS, therefore, evidently absurd. As regardsthe secondproposition, there
by any of
is no evidence at all that'Umar'sstatementwascontradicted
the companions. But if it were actually contradicted, 'Umar must himself
have been convinced of hiserror by not finding anysupportfromany
of theothercompanions.Thuseitherthereportmust
be rejected a8
having been wrongly attributed to 'Umar or it should
be taken that there
wasamisconceptionon
the part of 'Umar. Possibly there can be B third
explanation, thatthewords
Book of God " as used in thereportdo
not indicate the Qur-&n, but simply an ordinawe of God, as in the Holy
Qur-An, 4 : 24, where Eitdb-Alldh-i'alaikum means Allah's ordinawe to you.
1 6 will be seenfromthe above that no reliability can be attaohedto
all these reports. But it
will be asked, How was it that fabricated reports
a currencyamongtheMuslimsand
were
derogatory toIslamfound
embodied intheir collections by some well-knowncollectors ? It should
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be borne in mind that the fabrication was
effected at a later period by the
zindeeqs. In thecase of one of these reports, the character of whosefirst
reporter has been laidbare,wehaveseenthathewasaccused
of being
a zindeeq. YetMuslimacceptedhisauthority,thoughhedidnotattach
of this,probably,wasthatatthetime
muchweighttoit.Onereason
whenMuslimwrotehishiddenfeelingshadnot
been seeninto.
I t was
in thiswaythatsomefalsereportsderogatorytothedignity
of Islam
foundcurrencyandgainedcredit.Butinmostcasescriticalinquiry
regardingthenarrators
of reportshassuccessfullysiftedtheunreliable
fromthereliablereports.
And, even if externalevidencedidnotexist,
a criticalstudy of suchreportsisin
itselfsufficient.And
lastly,when
differing statementsclashwithoneanother,wehavetoseeonwhich
of evidencelies.Forinstance,takethereporttraced
sidetheweight
backto Abu MusaAsh’ari.Even
if Muslim himself hadnotdiscredited
it,even if Suwaidwerenotknownto
be a zi?cdeeq, weshouldhave,on
theonehand,theevidence
of Abu MusaAsh’arithattwochapterswere
recitedbythecompanions,butthathehadforgottenthematthetime
whenhementionedthiscircumstance;andontheotherhandwehave
theevidence of allthecompanionsdisclaimingallknowledge
of any such
chapters. No reciter of the Qur-in, no one who possessed any transcription
of %he Holy Book, had ever heard of them. How can the evidence of one
of all
the
man
carry
any
weight
against
the
unanimous
testimony
companions ?--especially whenthatevidencerelatestoacircumstance
the existence of which, if it ever existed, must have come
to the knowledge
of averylargenumber.Hadthere
been theevidence of eventwoor
threecompanions,theremighthavebeencausefordoubtinthemind
of
thehistorian,butsuch
a claim madeontheevidence
of asingleperson,
when negatived by the evidence of thousands of better informed witnesses,
is themostpreposterousclaimthathasever
been made.Anawhat
is
of every other report belonging to the same
true of this one report is true
class. I n eachcase
we havetheevidence
of onlyoneperson,whose
testimony is quite unsupported. Abu Musa Ash’ari is said t o have asserted
; ’Ayesha
that two chapters were lost : there is nobody else to support him
is alleged to have asserted the loss of some verses: she cannot produce the
evidenceofasingleotherwitnessfromamongthousands
of companions;
and so withalltheothers.WhereIbn-i-Mas’udmakesanassertion,
Ubayy’sevidence,alongwiththat
of thewhole
body of companions,
goesagainsthim,andwhereUbayymakesanassertion,Ibn-i-Mas’ud’s
evidence,alongwiththat
of all therest of thecompanions,contradicts
him. I n fact, each of these reports has but a single companion to support
it. I t may be addedthattheevidence
of onewitnesscouldnotprove
thatanyversereally
belonged to theHoly Qur-An, foritisafactborne
of the Qur-Bn waswidely
out by numerousreportsthateveryverse
publishedatthetime
of itsrevelation,andwassecuredinthememories
of many reciters. The anecdote relat,ed at the end
of the report, speaking
of Zaid’s collection inthetime
of Abu Bakr,whichistothe
effect t,hat
B certainverse
of thechapterentitled
Baya‘at wasnotfoundinthe
possession of anybody
except
Abu Khuzaima,
does
not
negative
this
is theverse in writingthat
oonclusion, for, as I havealreadyshown,it
is meant there, as other reports show that there was a considerable number
of men who could recite the whole
of the Qur-&n from memory.
I n short,
theevidence of a singlecompanionasagainsttheunanimoustestimony
of a11 the others is absolutelydevoid of weight.
The third criterion by which such reports may
be judged is to ascertain how
farearlypracticesupports
the conclusionstowhichtheygiverise.The
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(au&, aftertheHolyProphet,wasthemost
valuable thing whioh the
Muslims had in their possession, and every Muslim, no doubt, did his best to
have it preserved and transmitted in all its purity to the next generation.
N ~ W supposing
,
for the sake of argument that 'Usman arbitrarily suppressed
certain copies, was it in his power to destroy erery transcript of every verse
01 chapter in the possession of the widely apread communityof the Nuslims ?
Supposing he could seize the copies of such prominent men as Ibn-i-Mas'ud,
llo\v could he get hold of the numerous transcripts that must have
been made
from Ibu-i-Mas'ud andothers? For the practice of early Muslims shows that
transcripts of the Holy Qur-&nwere extensively made. If any of the Muslims
had therefore considered 'Usman's copy to be defective, and they had in their
possession any transcript substantially
differing from it, theywould experience
110 difficulty inkeepingithiddenduringthe
reign of 'Usman.In
such
a case,however, such copieswould
have become abundantas soon as
'Usman's power declined, or at least during the reign of 'Ali, who could not
have any motive to continue the policy of 'Usman with regard to the suppression of variant copies. During the reign of 'Ah, therefore, many other copies
would hare come into circulation, and even it he had uot the courage to stop
the circulation of 'Usman's copy he would havefavourablyregarded
tlye
circulation of other copies. But; the wonder isthateventhemenwho
murdered 'Usman did notinterferewiththecirculation
of 'Usman's copy
of theHoly Qur-An, nor did theyputintoairculationa
differentedition
or anewchapterorevena
single new verse. Theyneverpointedout
that a single word in the Divinerevelation had been changed by 'Usman.
when 'Ugmaa's powerceased to exist, or when he himself was murdered
in cold blood by theinsurgents,whathindrancewasthere
t,hen tothe
circulation of partswhich'Ugmanmighthavesuppressed?Even
if the
transcripts could by some extraordinary means be all destroyed, the words
imprinted on the living tablets of Muslim hearts could not be blotted out by
any means in the power of a mortal. I t was simply impossible. The end of
'Usman's reign would have seen the circulation of all these parts which, it is
alleged, had been suppressed by him, and such parts would no doubt have
then been embodied inthe copies of the Qur-An. Buthistoryshowsno
all their diflerences,different men and
trace of any such happening. With
different sects have always used one and the same copy of the Qur-in. Had
any difference actually existed, such difference must have appeayed in subsequent copies of the Qur-&n; but the use of the same Qur-in by sects which
have sometimes had the deadliest designs against each other shows clearly
that no difference actually existed,
The recent "discovery " of Dr. Ningana, who has given us Leaves f ~ o m
Three Ancie9at Qwans, has proved fromacriticalpoint
of view as great
a failureinassailingthepurity
of thetext of theHoly Qur-An asthe
unwarrantedassertions of earlier writers.Certain leaves aresaidtohave
been bought by Dr. Agnes Lewisfrom a commercialantiquary,containing threewritingscrossingeachother,the
oldest of thesewritings being
some passages of the Qur-An. When these passages were written and who
wrote them are questions which Dr. Mingana
has not answered. All statements to the effect that they are pre-'Usmanic, or
copies made from pre'Usmanic manuscripts, are simply conjectures, boldly put forward as faots "
toattractpublicattention.
And whaterethe
differences thatare shown
to exist 1 Thatcertainwordsarewritten
in a .different style of writing ;
that there are some variants
(t,hree in all) ; that there are three omissions,
hutoa,kciffah and wa-lakum, in three places, and that there is one addition,
the word Allah.
This "discovery" is, I think, additional proof that the text of the Holy
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Qur-Bn is the one and the =me. and has always remained the same, for
these l a v e s do not show the omission, addition, or variation of any verse
or pa& of a verse, or any change in the orderof a chapter or in the order of
the verses contained in a chapter, nor do they show that EUY verse w w mispleoad. Substantially, the Qur.&n as found in these manuscripts is the same
as that of the received text. If there are any differences, they are such as
would necesssrily arise in the transcriptionof copies by inexperienced hands.
Mistakes would necessarily occur in making transcriptions from other copies,
and it was to guard against such mistakes that 'Usman caused the oficial
copies to be prepared,so that allcopiesmadeshould
be compared with
themand mistakesarising in transcription should thus be corrected. It
is clear that the very few mistakes discovered in these ancient leaves are
the mistakes of transcription by inexperienced hands,asthe
text given
instead of

by Dr. Mingana clearly shows; for instance, writing &o

instead of

gL ;

j\ instead of

\ >\

; and so on.

These are

clear mistakes of transcription, as recognized by Dr. Mingana, andit is
ratheramusingto find himcontesting thepurity of thetext of theHoly
Qur-4n ou the basis of certainstray leaves,containingunknown
and uncultured writing, once obliterated to give place to quite another writing. If
there is an omission in these leaves it is not due to a clerical mistake of
the writer,according
toDr. Mingana, but it is a clear proof thatthe
received textwas interpolated,andthisin
spite of the admission thatit
isuncertain which of the two was writtenfirst.
I t isclear from this
that bias againsttheHoly
Qur-On quite unbalanced the mind of Dr.
Mingana. The"discovery"
of themmuscdpts
onlyshows
thatthere
has always been only one text of the Holy Qur-An. As for the alleged
variations, it may be said, wibhout entering into details, that they are partly
due to a slip of the pen of the scribe, partly to the rubbing off of the vellum
for e second writing, partly to cross super-impositions, and partly, perhaps,
to doubtful reading on the part of Dr. Mingana himself. The smallest variation in the style of writing has been proclaimed to be a variation giving
an entirely different meaning, as in the case o f the word barakna, occurring

ui,

or as
in 17 : 1, which means TVc have blessed, whether written as
the former being the styleadopted bythe Qur-An, the variation

6,

in Dr. Mingene's manuscript onlyomitting
the alif written over the
letter bd.
As regards the fifth objection, viz. that the Shias regard the Qur-in as
incomplete, the following remarks from Muir's Life of Mohammad, which has
raised and answered this question, will be B sufficient answer. H e says :-I' Assuming, then, that we possess unchanged the text of 'Ugman's recension, it remains to inquire whether that text was an honest reproduction of
Zaid's,with
the simplereconcilement of unimportant variations. There
is the fullest ground for believing that it was so. No early or trustworthy
tmditionthrows suspicions upon 'Usman of tampering with the Qur-An
in order to supporthis own claims. TheShias, indeed, of later times
pretend that 'Usman left out certain s t h a s or passages which favoured
'Ali. But this is incredible. When 'Ugman's edition was prepared, no open
breaoh had taken place between the Omeyyads and the 'Alyites. The unity
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ofI&XI was &
innthreatened. ’Ali’s pretensions were as yet undeveloped.
N~ s d c i e n t object can, therefore,be assigned for the perpetrationby ’Usman
of an offence which Muslims would have regarded as one of the blackest die.
Again, at the timeof the recension, there were still multitudesalive who had
learnt the Qur-in by heart as they had heard it
originally delivered; and
copies of any paswges favouring’Ali, if any such passagesever existed, must
have been in the hands of his numerous adherents, both of which sources
would haveproved an effectual checkuponanyattemptatsuppression.
of ’Ali, immediatelyon’Usman’sdeath,assumed
an
Further,theparty
independent attitude,and raised himtothe
Caliphate. Is it conceivable
that,whenthusarrived
at power, they would havetolerated a mutilated
Qur-in,mutilated expressly todestroytheir
leader’s claim? Yet we find
as their opponents and raised
that they continued to use the same Qur-in
not the slightest objection againstit.”
The Shias, however, do not all believe that portions of the Holy Qur-in
have been lost or that passages favouring’Ali’sclaimswereintentionally
omitted by Zaid or ’Ugman. The vast majority of them admit that the Holy
Qur-Bn has been handed down to u s inallitspurity.Suchisthe
belief
of the more learned Shias, while it is largely the ignorant masses that think
that some portions have been lost. I n the T a f s i ~F d f i , animportantShia
commentary on the Holy Qur-in, the author, Mulla Muhsin, thus denounces
the ignorant Shim who taught that certainportions were lost :Certain men from among us and the Hashwiamasses have reported that
the Qur-Bn has suffered loss and alteration. But the true belief of our friends
is against this, and such is the belief of the vast majority. For the Qur-kn is
a miracle of the Holy Prophet and the source of all knowledge relating to law
and all religious injunctions, and the learned Muslimshave taken the utmost
pains for its protection, so that there is nothing relating to its vowel-points,
its recital, its letters, and itsverses,which thoy do not know. With such
strong measures of protection and suchfaithful preservation of the HolyBook
[by the Muslims] it cannot be supposed that any alteration or loss could take
place ” (p. 14).
The learned author goes on to say :I t Surely the Qur-An was collected and arranged in the
lifetime of the Holy
Prophet exactly as it is in our hands. This is inferred from the fact that the
Qur-in was even t’hen recited and committed to
memory as awhole, and
there was a body of thecompanions whose dutyitwastocommititto
memory. It was also recited and read out as a whole to the Holy Prophet
[by the angel]. A large number of the companions, as ’Abdulla bin Mas’ud
and Ubeyy bin Ka’b, had finished the Holy Qur-An in the presence of the
Holy Prophet =vera1 times. A11 these facts show conclusively that the Holy
Qur-An was complete and collected in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet, and
it was not dispersed or scattered. I t h a s been stated that those from among
the Hashwia and Imamia sects [of the Shias] who hold a contrary view are
nothing when compared with the vast majority who hold the right view. I t
should also be borne in mind that the contrary view was held only by some
of the reporters whogave circulation to very weak and unreliable reports.”
of severallearnedShias,
After this, Mu& Muhsinquotestheopinions
honoured and respected by the whole Shia world, who taught in clear words
that “the Qur-An as sent down by God to His Prophet is exMtly what isnow
between the two boards ithat is, in the written volume] and in the hands of
the people.” He EISO quotes a report the trustworthiness of which has never
been questioned by m y Shia. That report also supportsthe conclusion
that the Holy Qur-in has come down to us without the alteration or loss of
a single word or letter.
It
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The above quotations are sufficient to show that learned Shia theologians
m d arrangeagree with dl the other Islamic sects in holding the contents
ment of the Qur-Bn to be exactly in the condition in which the Holy Prophet
leftthem. In fact,itiseasytoseethat
if, as is admitted on allhands,
us fromthetime of ’Usman
the Holy Qur-Bn could be handeddownto
withoutanyalterationor
loss, during a longperiod of nearlythirteen
hundred years, with the Muslims spread in every country and in all corners
of the world, allagreeing upon one and the same
book with no variation,
noteven
so muchas of a letteror a vowel-point,itistheheight
of
absurdity to suppose that alteration or loss could take place in the thirteen
yearsafterthedeath
of theHolyProphet,whentheMuslimswere
all
yet in one place, and when many of those were still living, who had learnt
the whole of the Qur-in by heart direct from the Holy Prophet. The circumstances which contributed to the preservation
of the purity of the text and
arrangement of the Holy Qur-tin after ’Usman were presenteven in a greater
degree in the early hfuslimsociety.
The .companions of the Holy Prophet
andtheearlyMuslimsallknewand
believed thatnothinghad
been lost
or omitted from the Holy Qur-An. Bukharee tells us in a report, the truth
of which has never been questioned, that when Ibn-i-’Abbas and Muhammad
bin Hanfiah (’Ali’sson
by a wife belonging totheHanafitribe)were
asked as to what the Holy Prophet had left behind him, they both replied:
“ H e leftnot,hingbut %-hat iscontainedbetweenthetwoboards,”
Le. in
the copies of the Qur-An ascirculated by ’Usman, forit wastothese
copies that the Tvords v~cibai?z-ad-daffatain,or “what is contained between
thetwoboards,”
were firstapplied.

In conclusion, I shouldliketosaythatmyobject
in dealingatsome
lengthwiththeabovetwopoints,
viz. thesummary
of theteachings
of theHoly Qur-An andits collection andarrangement, is to give the
reader of thisvolumeanideahow
religion hasbeenmadeperfectin
Islam
and
then
guarded
against
every
corruption;
and
thus
I have
established the t F o points which demonstrate Islam to be the final religion
of the world, under the banner of which all the nations may gather together
of humanity.We
know thatnotonly
andformonevastbrotherhood
has no other scripture ever advanced the claim of being a perfect and final
manifestation of theDivine
will, as theQur-inhasdone,butfurther,
thateveryreligiousscripture
revealedbefore the Holy Qur-&n has undergonealterationsinthecourse
of time,andtheHolyQur-inistherefore
theonly Book that can be a trueguide for anever-advancinghumanity.

Chief features of the work.
So much for thesacredwork of which a translationis offered inthis
volume. As regardsthetranslationitself,
I neednotsaymuch.That
a need was feltfor a translation of the Holy Book withfullexplanatory
notes,inspite
of theexistingtranslations,isuniversallyadmitted;that
this translation satisfies that need, only time
willdecide.
I may, however,
say that as regards the translation (as distinguished from the explanatory
notes) I havetriedto
be morefaithfultothe
words of theHolyWrit
thanallexistingtranslationsintheEnglishlanguage,amongwhich
up
Palmerhasremainednearesttothe
words. I have,however,given
theantiquated thou (except whentheDivineBeingisaddressed),but
have in allsuchcases,
and inothercaseswheresense
would have been
sacrificed by a too literalrendering, given theexact significance of the
original in themargin,showingthedeparturebytheuse
of italics. It
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will be noticed that additional words as explaiuing the Bense of the original
havegenerally beenavoided, andwhere necessary-and
thesecases w e
very few-khey
are
given within
brwkets.
Occasionally, alternative
significances of wordshave also been notedinthemargin,theuse
of
italics inthetranslationpointingtotheothersignibcance.Wherever
departurehas been madefromtheordinaryorprimary
significance of
a word, reason for thisdeparturehas
beengiven
in a foot-noteand
authorities have been amplyquoted.
Therearesome
novel featuresinthistranslation.The
Arabic text
has been inserted, the translation and the text occupying opposite columns.
Ea& versebeginswith
a newlinein both thetextandthetranslation,
and verses w e numberedtofacilitate
reference. Necessaryexplanations
are given in foot-notes in running numbers, and generally either authorities
arequoted
orreasons given for the opinionexpressed.
Thismadethe
work verylaborious,but
I haveundertakenthislabourtomakethe
work
a realsource
of satisfaction tothosewhomightotherwise
be inclined
to be scepticalregardingmanystatementswhich
will appearnew
to
theordinaryreader.
I have triedto avoid repetition in theexplanatory
foot-notes by giving
reference
a
inthemarginwhererepetitionwas
necessary, but I must confess thatthese references arefar
from being
exhaustive. Whent'he significance of aword has beenexplained inone
place ithas been thoughtunnecessary,exceptinrarecases,to
makea
reference toit in themargin.Forthereader's
facility I have, however,
added a list of the wordsexplained, and the reader may
refer to it when
necessary. Thislist,
however, contains only those words andphrases
about which thereader is likely t'o feel any difhulty.
Besides thefoot-notes,ampleintroductorynotes
have been given at
thecommencement of each ohapter.Theseintroductorynotes
give the
abstract of eachchapterinsections,atthesametimeshowingthe
sections
and
also
explaining
that of the
diuerent
connection of the
chapterswitheachother.
And atthecommencement
of each section
is added an abstract of that section, whichexplainsthe
connection with
each other of the
verses
of that
section,
being supplemented,
when
in the
foot-notes.
The arrangement of
necessary, by an
explanation
the verses in a chapterandthearrangement
of thechaptersthemselves
is thusmade
clear. Thisfeature
of thetranslationisaltogethernew,
and will, I hope, in course of time, prove of immense service in eradicating
the ideawhich
is so prevalent now thatthereisnoarrangementin
the verses andchapters of theHoly Qur-An. I t is quitetruethatthe
Qur-hu does not classify the different subjectsandtreatthemseparately
in each section ,or chapter,Thereason
of thisisthattheHolyQur-&n
is not a hook of laws, but essentially a book meant for thespiritualand
moral advancement of man, and therefore the power, greatness, grandeur,
and glory of God is its chief theme, the principles of social laws enunciated
therein beingalso meant to promote the moral and spiritual advancement
of man. Butthatthereexists
an arrangement will be cleareventothe*
on thesechapters.
most superficialobserver
of theintroductorynotes
It will be furthernotedthatthe
Meccan andMedinianrevelationsare
beautifullywelded together,andtherearegroups
of chapters belonging
toaboutonetimeandrelatingtoonesubject.,Theintroductory
notes
also show whether a particular chapter was revealed at Mecca or Medina,
and also the probable period to which it belongs. Exact dates and specified
order of therevelation of different chapters&re often mereconjectures,
and therefore I have avoided this useless task. On account of the V S ~ ~ O U S
events
referred
toinMedinarevelation,it
is often easierto
give a
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probable date of the Medinion revelations, but no such
help
being
obtainable in thecase
of the Meccan revelation, I havethough&it
safer to divide the Meooan revelation into three periods, and any chapter
can with a certain degree of probability be referred to one or other of these
the
early
Meccan
period
to
about
the
first
flight
periods. I take
toAbysinnia,the
middleMeccan
periodtofourysarsprevious
to the
of thatperiod I designate as thelast
Hejira, while thelastfouryears
Meccan period.
The referencestotheauthoritiesquotedinthenotesareexplained
in thelist of abbreviations given on p. cxii. Among thecommentators,
I havemadethegreatestuse
of thevoluminouscommentaries
of Imam
Tafsir-i-Kabir,ortheGreatCommentary),
Fakhr-ud-DinRazi(knownas
Bahr-ul-Muj&), and
Imam Asirud Din Abu Hayyan
(known
as
the
Ibn-i-Jarir Tabri, and the shorter
but by no means less valuable commentaries of Zamakhshari (known as Kashshaf), Baidawi and Jdmi’-.zcl-Bayan.
Among the lexicons, the l’aj-ul-’Arh and the Lisan-ul-’Arab are voluminous
standard works andhave
been freelyconsulted,butthesmaller
work
of ImamRaghibIsphhani,known
as the Mufradat fi ghar6b-iE-Qur-dnJ
has afforded immense help, anditundoubtedlyoccupiesthe
first place
so far as theQur-$nis
amongthestandardworks
inArabiclexicology
concerned.Thevaluabledictionary
of Hadees, the Nahiiyah of Ibn-i-Asir,
a moot point. I t
hasalso proved very serviceable inexplainingmany
will,however, be notedthat I havemore often referredtoLane’s ArabicEnglishLexicon,
a work thevalue
of which for theEnglishstudent
of Arabic canhardly
be overestimated;this
has been donepurposely,
so thatthereader
of this volume mayhavethefacilitytorefertoan
easilyaccessiblework.
Besidescommentariesand
lexicons, hisbricaland
other works havealso been consulted.Amongthe
collections of reports,
Bukharee’s 1cita.h-ut-Tujsir,
orchapter on thecommentary of theHoly
Qur-An, has been before methroughout. And lastly, the greatest religious
leader of the present time, hlirza Ghuhm Ahmad
of Qadia.n, has inspired
mewith dl thatis best inthis work. I havedrunkdeep at thefountain
of knowledge which this great reformer-Mujaddid and Mehdi in Islam, of
the present century-and founder of the Ahmadiyya movement, has made to
flow. There is one more person whose name I mustmentioninthisconnection,thelateMaulviHakimNurudDin,whoinhislastlongillness
of the explanatory notes and
patiently went through much the greater part
made many valuable suggestions. To him, indeed, the Muslim world owes
a great debt of gratitude as the leader of the new turn given to the exposition of the Holy Qur-gn. He has done his work and passed away silently,
a factthathespentthewhole
of his life instudyingtheHoly
butitis
Qur-in, and must be ranked with the greatest expositors of the Holy Book.
I t i s a pity that his valuable
Arabic commentary has not yet
beengiven
to the world, but when that manuscript sees the light, it
will reveal that
he was one of the master minds.
Theprinciple
of thegreatestimportance
to which I haveadhered
no word of theHoly
Book
ininterpretingtheHolyQur-inisthat
should be interpreted in such a manner as tomntradicttheplainer
teachings of theHolyQur-in, a principle to which the Holy Word has
itselfcalled the attention ,of its reader in 3 : 6 ; see 387. This rule forms
the basis of my interpretation of the Qur-An, end this is a very sound basis,
if werememberthattheHoly
Qur-hn containsmetaphors,parables, and
allegories sidebysidewithplainteachings.Practice
( s z m t u t ) and sayings
of the Holy Prophet when contained in reliable reports are the best comand I havethereforeattachedthegreatest
mentrary of theHolyWord,
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impodnce tothem. Earlier authorities have slso to be respected, but reports
and comments contradicting the Qur-&nitself cannot but be rejected. I have
also kept before me the rule that the meaning to
be adopted in anycase
should be that which suits the context
best, and the only other limitation
to which I have subjected myself is that the use of that word in that sense is
allowed by thelexiconsor by the Arabic literature.Existingtranslations
I haveadoptedaniuterpretation
only
have renderedmegreathelp,but
afterfullysatisfying
myself and having recourseto original authorities.
by thecommentators
find no
Many of thestoriesgenerallyaccepted
place inmycommentary, except incaseswherethere
is either sufficient
historicalevidence or the corroborative testimony of some reliable saying
of theHolyProphet.Many
of thesestories were, I believe, incorporated
into theIslamicliterature
by the flow of convertsfromJudaismand
Christianity intoIslam.Nor
have I placed much
reliance
upon the
stories of sha'?t-i-nnezil (Le. the occasion on which a particular verse'
was revealed),acceptingtheir
evidencewhen necessaryas
affording an
as
illustration of the significance underlying a verse. A fulldiscussion
totheprinciplesandrules
of interpretation I reserve fora
separate
the presenttendency
of the Muslim
exposition. But I mustaddthat
theologians toregardthecommentaries
of the Middle Ages asthe final
word on theinterpretation
of theHolyQur-&nisveryinjurious,and
of knowledgewhichanexposition
practically shuts out the great treasures
of the Holy Book in thenewlight reveals. A study of the old commentators,to ignorewhose greatlabours would indeed be a sin, also shows
how freely they commented upon the Holy Book. The great service which
of truth would indeedhave been lost to
theyhavedone
tothecause
the world if theyhad
looked upontheir
predecessors asutteringthe
final word on the exposition of theHoly Qur-An, as mosttheologians do
to-day.
I now place before the public has kept me
The laboriousworkwhich
occupied for aboutsevenyears,andhashad,infact,to
be hastened
on account of theimpatience
of the public. I am conscious of the
many defectswhich
will be metwith in thepresent
volume, Rnd only
hope thatwhenthere
is a demand for asecondedition
I shall be able
to revise this work thoroughly. I cannot, however, bring this Preface
to a
close without acknowledging the heavy debt of gratitude I owe tomy
learned friend and brother, the Maulvi Sadr ud Din, B.A., E.T., at present
Imam of the Mosque at Woking (England),whohas, while pressedwith
heavywork in connection withthe Woking Muslim Mission, helpedme
with untiringenergyandzealinbringingoutthis
work. He has not
only thoroughly revised and corrected the proofs, whichworkwould have
been impossible for meatsuch
a distance, but hehas,infact,
been
solely responsible for getting this work through the press, looking carefully
to theminutestdetails
of the work. And lastly,allthosegentlemenare
to be thanked who have assisted the 9hmadiyya Anjuman-i-Isha'at-i-Islam,
Lahore,withgenerousdonations,andthusenabledittobringoutthe
Allah, theLord of
first edition of this work. And allpraiseisdueto
the worlds, who enabled us all to perform ourshareinthis
noble
undertaking.

MUHAMMAD ALI.
AHMADIYYABUILDINGS,
LAHORE,
August 25, 1916.
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TRANSLITERNATION O F ARABIC WORDS
TRANSLITERATION
is rather a difficult task.Many of the sounds of Arabic
letters are unknown to the English language. The system adopted in this
work is explained below.
CONSONANTS

Arabic

Hepre-

Letters.

wanted by

.
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,
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English t )

&

ll

56 (pronouncedlike t h in

.

tkillg)

..

I

.

jim (pronounced like g in g e m )

( ~ (very
l
sharp but smooth guttural aspiratej

2

khb (as c h inScotch loch)

2

d d (softer thanthe'English

4

262 (ae t h in that)

J

mi (same
as

r)

'
J eci (same as z )
#

s i n (the surd s)

cj;

ahin (as

Lp

9

.
tl)

.
.
.
I

(strongly
articulsted

.

8)

&id (aspirated d , somemhat like th in this)

b

yd (stronglrarticulatedpalatal

b

qu'

(stronglyarticulatedpalatal

'sin (strong guttural-not

gtmin (guttural 8 )

0

,

in s l r ~ t t )

E ~ L

fdi (=me as j)

.
.

(E

t)

.

2)

.

a =ere vomsl) .

ld

.

.

t
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TRANSLITERATION OF ARABIC WORDS

VOWELS

The short vowels are represented as follows :
u for

' (jat-Fa), i for , (kasmh), u for

' (Gamntah).

The long vowels are represented &s follow:

ai to express f u t - l u before
a11

E

yd (as a in h a t ) ;

to express fat.lra before a waz, ;

ci for long fut-lta (as a in fdthev);
i for long kasrah (as ee in deep) ;

tl for long damrnah (as

00

in moot).

1-he tartzoin is represented by an or in or

t m , &s

the case may be.

PROPERNAMES
~ L I C A L
propernamesarenottransliterated,buttheirBiblical
form is
adopted;
other
names
are
transliterated,
but
in
this case
the
minor
distinctions are not observed. For instance, d standsfor d c i l as well as
cldd ; E, stands for !zci as well as ha ; s stands for sin,sdd, and !
c
i; t stbnds
for td and !a; and e stands for zci, p i , and &dl ; similarly a, i, and ZL in
their simple form st'nnd for boththeshortand
the long vowels.
The following list shows the Biblical names and their Arabic equiraleuts.
Biblical Same.

Aaron . ,
Abraham .
Adam . .
Amran . ,
Babel . .
Christian ,
I

David.

. .

.
I

. ,
. .
. .
. .
G o g . . .
Goliath . ,
Isaac . , ,.
Ishmael . .
Ezra ,
Elisha
Gabriel
Gospel

Jacob.

. .

. .
Jew , .
Jesus

Hdrzln
, Ibrdhim
Sdnna
. 'Imrdn
. Bhbil

Job .
John .
Jonah

Lot

.

,

,

. .

. 'fsd
. Yahzldi

. , .
. . . ,
. , . .
Joseph .
Korah .

. .
. ,

Egypt . . .
Elies . . , .

Arabic Form.

Biblical Kame

Arabic Form.

.
.
. .
,

. .
.

,

Magog
Mary

.

,

Michael

,

,

Moses
Noah,

.

.
.
.
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
.
, .

.

.
Saul . .
Sheba .
Solomon .
Pharaoh ,

Torah.

I

.

Zacharias

cxv

dyyzlb
Yabya
YJnus

PART I
CHAPTER I

“

THE OPENING
(AZ-Tdtibah)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(7 verses)
Abstract:
bhe Lord of the whole oreation, brings the creation to its goal of completion,
and mercy are exercised both before andafterman
makea
himself deeerving of them. 5. His dealing withman is as that of a masterwithhis
1. ALUR,

2. His lovingbenefioence

servants, and therefore His law of requital is characterized by forgiveness. 4. Man’s
dependence on Him and His assistanoe of man. 5-7. Prayer for being kept always on the
right or the middle path and not to be diverted to either side.
OanuaJ Remarka.
The Fdtibah or the Opening is known under various other names. I t is spoken of as
Sab’an ntinoi Magdni or tlts S e v m Oft-repeated Verses in the Qur-4n itself (15 : 87) because
its aeven verses are constantly repeated by every Muslim in his prayers at least thirty-two
times a day. I t is spoken of as the F&~!~at-uZ-Kildb
or the O p e n i y of the Book in a
saying of t h e Holy Prophet in which it is said that “ No prayer is complete without the
recitation of Fdti&t-ui-Kitdb” (AD, Tr.). Hence it is also called &rat zr? Saldt, i.e. the
chaphr of Prayer, being essential to every prayer whether performed in congregation or in
private. I t is also called Stirat-ud-Du’d, i.e. the chapter of Supplicatiow, because the
entire chapter is a supplication or a prayer to the Great Master, and beoeuse as a prayer
it not only occupigs the highest plaoe among the prayers of other saored books, but also
among those taught by the Holy Qur-8s itself. I t is also called UmmuE-Kitdb,ie. ths
Basti of the Book, beoause it contains the whole of the Qur-tin as it were in a nutshell,
Some of the othernames given to thischapter &re the Praise, the Thanksgiving, the
Foundation, tb Treusure, the Whob, the Suficient, tb Healer, and the Healing.
&-F&i!uah. or Fdtibatul-Kitcib contains seven verses in a single section, and waa
revealed at Mecca, being without doubt one of the earliest revelations. Muir, who divide8
the wholeof the Meccan revelation into five periods, places the Fcttibah in the iirst
period-though he is mistakenin placing i t before even the 96th chapter,for which there is
overwhelmhg evidence as being t h e first revelation. It is, of oourse, impossible to give
the exact date or even the exact order in which the various chapters were revealed, but
the18 is not the least doubt that theF d t i h h must be placed among the earliest revelations.
It ie referred to in 15 :87 88 tk Sewn Oft-lspeated Verses,a name by which this chaptsc
generally known, and the 15thohapter, which is undoubtedly Meccan, can by 110
meam be plscsa emong the latest M e w revelationli. Agaii, it is a faat that the P b t i W
formed IIL eaaential prt of the Muslim prayere from the earliest days when p a y e r ww
2!
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made obligatory for the Muslims, and there is a vsst m s s of evidence showing that this
happened very early after the Prophet’s call. For not only isthe fact referred to in the
earliest revelations, suoh ss the 73rd chapter, but there are also other historical incidents
showing that prayer was observed by the earliest Muslim converts. The Holy Prophet’s
removal to the house of Arqam is a historical fact of undoubted truth, and it occurred a t
the lates6 in the fourth year of his preaching, and this removal was necessitated
by the
trouble8 caused to the Muslims on account of their saying prayers in
places which were
notsafefromthe
interfere& of the unbelievers.Thusthestory
of %’d, who “retired
for prayer with 8 group of believers to a valley near Mecoa,” snd the occurrence
of an
affray with some of his neighbours, as narrated by hfuir, may be taken as a preliminary to
the choice of Arqam’s house so as to avoid interruption.
The chapter is headed by the words Bisnilldh-ir-Rabmdl.t.ir-Ra~int,
which also head
every one of the other 114 chapters of the Holy Qur-bn with the exception of one only,
the ninth, while the same sentence occurs once in the middle of a chapter, viz. in 27 : 30,
thus occurring 114 times in the W l y Qur-&n. The phrase has besides acquired such a wide
usage among the Muslims that it is the first thing which a Muslim child learns, and in
his everyday affairs the Bismilldh is the first word which a Muslim utters.
The Bismilldh is the quintessence of the chapter Futihdh, in the same manuer 8s the
every important affair
latter is thequintessence of theQur-&uitself.Bycommencing
with the Bismilldh the Muslim in fact shows in the midst of his everyday llfo affairs that
the right attitude of the human mind towards the Crest
Mind of the universois that it
should always seek a support in the Mighty One who is the source of all strength, and
thus Divine Unity finds expression in the practical life of man in a manner uuapproached
anywhere else in the history of religion.
Therevelation of the BismiZZdh seems tohave soon followed the first revelation of
the opaning verses of Chapter 96, for it forms a part of even the shortest chapter revealed
t o the Holy Prophet. Moreover, the words of the Bismilldh show a deep connection with
He was in the
the account of the first revelation as given by the Holy Prophet himself.
well-known cave of Hira when the first message came to him. This message was brought
by an angel, who asked the Holy Prophet to read. ‘ I I am not one who can read,” was the
reply. The request and the answer were repeated thrice, when the angel said: ‘ I Read in the
name of your Lord Who created, He created man from a clot ; read and your Lord is most
Honourable ” (Bkh). And as the Prophet, who on the most trustworthy testimony did not
know either reading or writing, was able to read with the help of the Lord, even so is every
Muslim taught t o seek the help of Allah. the Beneficent, the Merciful, in everything that,
he seeka to do. The Bismillbh must thus haveimmedialely followed the very f i a t
revelation.
Besides the word A l l d h , whioh in the Arabic language is the proper name of the Divine
Being,there oocur inthe Bismilldh thetwo chief attributivenames Ar-Rabmdn and
Ar-Rabim, which signify respeotively tho Beneficent One Who exercises His love towards
dl His creatures in providing for them before they come into existence, and the Merciful
One Who dealsmercifullywith His servants in making their humble
deeds bear fruit.
Thus,in ddition to the dependence of man on his Divine Maker, the Bismilldh teaches
the absolute and transcendental Unity of the Divine Being in the use of tho word Allah,
which was never applied to any other object of worship by the Arabs, and His great and
unbounded love and meroy for His creatures in the use of ,the two words AT-Rabm-n and
Ar-RabW. So great is His love that He requires no compensation for its exercise, as the
Christian doctrine of atonement teaches, and so great is His mercy that He can make the
deeds of man bear pn. unbounded fruit, and the gift of His salvation is therefore permanent
and not temporary, as taught by the Vedic religion,
Rodwell’s suggestion that the BismiZldh in the form in which it appears in the Holy
Qur-&nwas first taught to the Quraish by the
poet Umayya of TAif seems to have been
due to somemisconception,forthere
is unimpeachabletestimonyto
show thatthe
Quraiehnot only did not know the name Ar-Elabmdn of the Divine Being, to which they
asserted themselves to be utter strangers (25 : 60),but that they were averse to the use of
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the ~ h i l l d l aitself in the form in which it was taught by the Holy Prophet. For
BO
late as the sixth year of Hejira, when a truce was drawn up between the Muslims and
the Quraish, Guhail ibn-i-’Amru, on behalf of the Quraish, refused to prefix Bisn~illdkir-~abm&ir-Ra~.Inte0 the agreement, saying ‘(1do not know this,” and the agreement
was thereforeheadedby
BisntikaAZZdhumma,
the form in common use among the
Quraish (Tb). That some nationshad some suchformwhichthey
prefixed totheir
writings cannot be denied, but the mere existence among m y other people, as the Jews
or the Sabeans or the Zoroastrians, of any expression which they prefixed to their writings
does not show that the Holy Prophet had borrowed the idea from here or there. It is in
the choice of the words that the real beauty lies, for the real message of Islam WEB the
perfection of religion, and this perfection is made clear in its Bismilldh, in the very first
words withwhich it opens. Islam has never claimed that what it preached
was never
preached to the world before ; on the other hand, it lays claim to purifying and making
perfect the old doctrines(5:3).Eventhewords
Baklzshdiahgar and D d d d r , meaning
respectively the Pardmer andthe Just, make no approachtothebeauty
of the two
fundamental attributes of love and mercy made manifest in the
words Ar-Rahmdn and
Ar-Rab.tm. The choice of these two attributes of love and mercy as the prime attributes
of the Divine Being is sufficient comment on the misstatements of the oarpers at Islam,
who misrepresent the God of Islam as a Cruel and Wrathful Being.
The P’dt.l(~ahhasaspecialimportance
as a prayer, being an essential part of every
prayer, whether offered incongregation
or inprivate.Its
Oft-repeated Sevew Verses
constitute the prayer for guidance of every Muslim at least thirty-two times a day, and
therefore it has a much greater importance for him than the Lord’s prayer for a Christian.
And there is another difference too. The latter is instructed to pray for the coming of
the kingdom of God, whereas tho Muslim is instructed to seek for his right place in that
kingdom, which had already oome, the hint no doubt being that the coming of the Holy
Prophet was reallytheadvent
of the kingdom of God about whose approachJesus
preached to his followers (Mark 1: 15). Thus the prayer is a model prayer taught to the
Muslims, and the objection as to the inconsistency of the form of address adopted here
with the Divineauthorship
of the Book vanishes inthelight
of thesefacts.The
numerousprayerscontainedintheHoly
Qur-tin follow the same ruleandare
never
preceded by the word ‘ I say” or any other word to that effect. Forinstance,compare
the prayer contained in the concluding verse of the 2nd chapter,and also theprayer
contained in 8 : 7, 8 end 3 : 190-193 and elsewhere. That a form of prayer or supplication
is meant for the supplicant is
so clear that any introductory word commanding men to
pray in that form would have been superfluous.
Some hostile critics have suggested that such
a prayer is suited only for blind and
sinful men groping in the dark to find out the way. Surely it is a very distorted view of
the sublime words which express the nature1 yearning of the sincere soul to be kept on the
right way end to (be saved from stumbling. The prayer oontained in this chapter is the
sublimest of all the prayers that exist in any religion, and occupies the first place among
alltheprayerscontainedinthe
Qur-&n itself. A chorus of praisehas gone forth for
it from thegreatestdetraotors of theHoly Qur-&n, andtheyhavebeen
compelled to
“admireitsspirit.”Theentirechapter
is composed of seven verses, the firstthree
Of which speak of the foul chief Divine attributes, viz. providence, beneficence, mercy,
and requital, thus giving expression to the grandeur and praise of the Divine Being, and
the last three lay open before the Great Maker the earnest desire of man’s soul to walk iu
righteousness without stumblingon either side, while the middleone is oxpressive of mm’s
entire’ dependence on Allah. The attributes referred to are those which
disclose Allah’s
dl-encompassing beneficence and care, and His unbounded love for all of His creatures,
and the ideal t o which the soul is m d e to aspire is the highest to which man can rise, the
path of righteousness, the path of grace, and the path in which there is no stumbling.
If,on the one hand, the narrow views which addressed the Divine Being as the Lord cf
a particular nation are sweptofi before the mention of His equal providence and equal love
for all mankind, nay for all the creatures that exist in all the
worlds, and the idea of
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paternnl careandatIection contained in the word Fathsr dwindles i n h inSigni5CSnCb
before t h e &-embracing beneficence and love of the Rabb of dl existence Whoprovides and
regulates the m‘eans of existence, nourishment, and perfection of the creatures long before
they came into existence, thereis, on the other, thehighaspirstion
of the aoul for
an unbounded spiritual rise unhampered by all cansiderations of cares of the body which
craves for the I ‘ daily bread,” and even of solicitude for forgiveness of wrongs done and
injuriesinflictad, for the soul seeka to rise to B placewherewrongsandinjuries
are
not known, It makes the soul aspire to the great apiritual eminenoe to which a1088 thoee
to whom Allah was gracious, the prophets, the truthful, the faithful, and the righteous
(4 : 71) It eats before the eye that high goal, the goal of Divinegracewhereinis
no
displeasure and which is beyond the reach of error. With all its beauty, even the Lord’s
prayer sinks into insignificance before the all-comprehensiveness and majestic glory of the
E’dtihah, and one would in vain turn over the pages of sacred books to find anything
approaching the grand and sublime ideas contained in this chapter
of the Holy QUI-h.
The four attributes of the Divine Being mentioned here are, moreover, a refutation of
the wrong conceptions of the fundamental principles of faith met with in some of the
prominentreligions of the world. Thename Rabb, forinstance,which signifies Divine
providence, indicates that all things in creation are
so made as to attain gradually to
pr
state of perfection within lhcir spheres of capacity, and thus points out the erroneousness
of the doctrine of the ‘‘ Fall of man,” which upholds that an original stateof perfection has
given place to degeneration. The designation
of the Divine Being as Lord of the worZds
gives a death-blow to all narrow
views of the spiritual blessings and their limitation to
certain territorial bounds,raoial distinctions, or particular times, and thus makes clear that
the highest of these blessings, the gift of Divine revelation, could neither be limited to a
particular country nor to a particular nation, nor yet to a particular age. The attribute of
loving beneficence in Ar-Ru!~?~zctn
is a refutation of the doctrines of atonement and sonship,
as it directs attention to the fact that benefits are conferred on man by the Divine Being
without exacting any compensationfrom him, Av-Rahmbn being the Beneficent Lordwhose
manifold blessings are conferred on man without his ever having done anything to deserve
them. The attribute
of mercy in Br-Rahtm points out the error of the Vedic doctrine
which teaches that the Divine Being is unable to give manifold and unlimited reward for
limited acts of man and that therefore his salvation, even when it has
been earned after
going through innumerable states of life, must be shortlived, for Ar-RatLirn signifies the
MercifulBeingWhomultipliesrewardsto
an unlimited extent. And the last attribute,
mastership of the day of repuital, is directed against those doctrines which deny the quality
of forgiveness in the Divine Being, the most prominent of these being the doctrine of the
transmigration of souls, for Mdlik is not the king or the judge whose duty is t b hold the
balanceequally between twoparties,but
He istheMaster,andthosethatareguilty
are only Hiscreatures,whom
He can wholly forgive withoutanyidea
of injustice or
favouritism being attributed to Him.
I have also said that the seven verses of the Fdti!~alzcontain the whole of the Qur-kn
in them. I t is for this reason that in 15 : 87, already quoted, i t is spoken of as the Great
Q w - d n (Bkh). Snd so i n fact i t is, as the name lintm-ul-Qzkr-dn,e name given to it by the
Holy Prophet himself, shows (Bkh). For the Qur-&n isa Book which declares the glory of
All& and teaches the right way
to man, and both these themes find expression in the
Fbtihah. The fundamental principles of faith, the prime attributes of the Divine Being,
which are the basis of all other attributes, the relations which ought to hold between man
and his Creator, are all contained in their essence in the seven short sentences of which
this wonderful chapter is made up. And to crown all, this chapter opens with thc broadest
possible conception of the Lordship (this word is intentionallyadoptedintheplace
of
Fatherhood) of the Divine Being and the brotherhood of men, nay of the oneness of all
creation, for the unity of the creation necessarily follows the unity of the Creator.
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In1 the name of Allah,$ the
Beneficent, the Merciful.8

1
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&A*

1 (AU)4 Praise is due to
Allah, the Lord6 of the Worlds.‘

-

1 I retain the ordinary translation of the particle bd, but I must warn the reader that
the mnse of this partiole is not the game in Arabic 8s the 681188 of the word in in the
signifying on account of,
equimlentphrase in the narne of God, in inthelattermse
whereas the bd in Arabic signifies by, or through, or, to be more exact, with the assistance
,$. The phrase is in fact equivalent to : I seek t h assistant8 of Allah, the Beneficent, th
Mwcifzd (AH).
2 AZZdh, socording to the most correct of the opinions respecting it, is B proper name
applied to the Being Who mists necessarily by Hinselfi comprising all the attributes of
perfection (TA-LL), the al being inseparabk from it, not derived Pfsb-LL). A!-ildh is a
different word, and there is nothing to show that A I b h is e contraction of 81-ikik. The
word Alldk is not applied to any being except the only true God, and oomprises all the
excellent n m e s (TA-LL),and the Srabs never gave the name Allah toany of their
numerous idols. Hence, as being the proper name of the Divine Being, and not having
any equivalent in any other language,I have adopted the originalword in this translation.
3 Ar-Rapmdn and Ar-Ragm areboth derived from rabmat, signifying tenderness
Yepiring the ezercisc of beneficence (Rgh), and thus comprising the idea of love and mercy.
Ar-Rabmdn and A r - R a ~ k are
z both active participle nouns of different measures denoting
intensiveness of significance, the former being of the measure of f a ’ u n and indicating the
greatest preponderance of the quality of mercy, and the latter being of the measure of fa’ii
and being expressive of a constant repetition andmanifestation of the attribute (AH). The
two words have been expiained by the Holy Prophet himseif, and though the words are
different, the ultimate significance is the same as that which is the result of the grammatical consideration. He is reported to have mid : “ Ar-Rahmdn is the Beneficent God Whose
love andmercy are manifeated
in thecreationof thisworld, and Ar-Rabim is theMerciful God
Whose love and mercy are manifested in the state thatcomes after ” (AH), i.e. in the consequences of the deeds of men. Thus the attribute of mercy in Ar-Rabmcin is manifested
before man c o m a into existence in t h e creation of thinga t h a b are necessary for his
lif3 here, and therefore withoul his having
deserved them, while the same attribute in
Ar-P&6m is manifested when man has done something to deserve it. Thus the former
is expressive of t h e utmost degree of love end generosity, the latter of unbounded
and constant favour and mercy. Lexioologiste agree in holding that the former includes
both the believer andthe
unbeliever for iis objects, while thelatterparticulariza
more the believer (LL,Rgh, LA, TA). Hence I render Ar-&ltrnare LLB meaning tho
Beneficent God, &sum the idea d doing good ispredominant in it,though I mast
admit that the English language bok8 Dn equivalent of Ar-Ra&&n even -king an
&Pp&
to giving expression ko +he all-comprehensive love and goodness manifested
in that word.
It may also ba noted that BT-RU@&, though manifesting an attribute, is like a proper
name and applicable only k, the Divine Bsing. The word is, in k t , used as sn nlterna$ive
with Allah, very clearly 80 in 17 : 110. Hence it is n& applied to denote the qualityof meroy
in m a ,though Ar-Rapim is BO applied. The only exception menkioned by the lexicologisb
is that Mllsailma the Liar was c s b d the Ra&ndnoj Yambnah by his foollmers, but snch
use of a proper name has always been considered allowable. As the word Ragmdnba 95 a
name of the Divine Beingwas quib new to t h e Arabs (25 :60), the follwara of the Liar may
have appfied i t to him as L retort to the Muiiiime.
4 The ai in a&&nd-u is f o r ktigb&-ad-jiras,i.e. the u n i v e d indusiun of the pnnr
(*E),lhowing that all kinds of ppaise w e included.
5 The Arabic word Rabb conveys not only the idea offwterinp, bhghg-sp,or noaria&
6, a- next page.
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2 The Beneficent, the Merciful,
3 Master of the day of
requital.
4 Thee do we serveand
Theedo we beseech forhelp.
5 Guide us on the
right
path,
6 Thepath
of those upon
whom Thou hast
bestowed
t&QOUrs,9
1

h g , butalsothat

of regulating,completing,andaccomplishing(TA-LL),
i.e. of the
evolution of things from the crudest state to that of the highest perfection. According to
Rgh, Rabb signifies the fostering of a thing in such amanner
as to make it attain
o m condition after another until it reach8i t s goal of completion. Hence Rnbb is the Author
of all existence, Who has not only given
to the whole creation its meansof nourishment but
has also beforehand ordained for each a sphere of capacity and within that sphere provided
the means by which i t continues to attain gradually to its goal of perfeotion. It will thus
be seen that the word Rabb, which, for want of a better word, I render as Lord, conveys a
far nobler and grander idea than the word ab or father, which has comparatively a very
limitedsignificance.TheMuslimprayerthereforeprefers
the use of the word Rabb or
Lord to that of ab or father in addressing the DivineBeing.
6 The word translated as wwlds is 'dlamin, which is pl. of 'dam (from tho root ' d m ,
meaning to know), indicating literally that by mans of which one knows a thing, and hence
it signifies world or creation, because by it the Creatorisknown.
I n arestrictedsense
it is applied to any class cr division of created beings or of mankind (LL). Hence '62anzin
has been translatedas 1' nations " in 2 : 47 and elsewhere.Theall-comprehensiveness
of the Lordship of Allah in the very first words of the Qur-An is quite in consonance with
the coarnopolitan nature of the religion of Islam, whioh requires an admission of the
truth of theprophets of allnationsandthussubvertsallnarrow
views of religion
and of Godhead.
7 English translations have usually adopted King as the translation of the word Mdlik,
whichisnotstrictlycorrect.
Mdlik and ntalik &re twodifferentwordsfrom
the same
root, the former signifying master and the latter king. According to the rule of forming
dcrivationsin Arabic, an additionalletter (as the alif in Mdlik) gives themeaning a
greater intensity (AH),and hence a master is more than it king. The adoption of the word
rndlik or ntaster is to show that Allah is not guilty of injustice if He forgives His servants,
because He is not a mere king or a mere judge, but more properly a Master.
8 The word y a u m is applied in the Holy Qur-&n to any period of time, from a moment
(55 : 29) to fifty thousand years (70 : 4), and may therefore indicate an indeiinitely small or
indeiinitely large spaceof time. According to LL y a u m i s a time, whether day or night (Msb);
tinu absolutely, whether night or not, little or not : also a day, meaning the period from the
rising of the EUU to its setting, According to Rgh the word y a u m indicates a period of
time, whatever period it m y be, and this is the proper signification. As there are ample
indications in the Qur-An that the Divine law of requital is working every moment, and
Ohere is nothing to support the idea that it will not come into force before a particular
day, the law of requital referred to in this verse is therefore a law which
is oonstantly
at work.
9 Those upon whom favoursare bestowed are according to I'Ab the
four classesmentioned
in 4 :69, vis. theprophets,thetruthful,thefaithful,andtherighteous
(AH). This
h o r n that according to theHoly Qur-An, the favours thatwere bestowed upon the prophets,
the gift of Divine revelation being one of the chief of them, can still be bestowed upon
t h e righteoue who follow the right way.
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7 Not those upon ahorn 0
wrath is brought down, nor ~
those who go astray.10
I /

~ \ ~ ; ~
/-

10 The Holy Prophet is reported to have
said : Those upon whom wrath is brought
down are the Jews and those who go astray are the Christians (AH). Of course the words
are only explanatory and do not limit the significance of the original words used. The
Holy Prophet made the Arabs realize by the case of the two peoples whom they knew well
how men sometimes desert the right or the middle path, leaning to either extreme, the
Jews rejecting Josus Christ, a righteousservant of God, as a liar, while the Christians
went to the other extreme and raised that same mortal to the dignity of Godhead. Islam
inculcated that the middle path was to be followed, neither leaning to the side of hatred
nor being excessive in love, because the former brings down Divine wrath as it did in the
caw of the Jews and the latterloads a man astray as it led the Christians.
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fitla and Snbjact-matter.
of this chapter is taken from.the story narrated in vv. 67-71 regarding &e
of a m. bs this chapter deals chiefly with the Jews, and as cow-w&r&ip, a
shown ia M-not& 84 and LOB, WBe the particular form of idolatry which took a hold
song the Jeata, the impo&ence of that incident seem to have been rightly estimated in
giving t h i $ ohspter the nnmethat it beers.
This chapter Beale mainly with the J e w urd their contentions against Islam, and
hence it is that muoh of the legisle:ion, deb& of which neceaPsrily differ from the Jewish
law, and most of the Jewish objeatlidns to the prophethood of Muhammad-may paoe and
chopter. A p e m a l of the
$he blessings of duah be upon h i m - a r e dealt with in this
malysia of thechapter will &how how the various motions fit into each other,the
allegation of confusedness in the arrangement being.simgly due to want of reflection,
The chapter opeas with a brief ststemenk of B h e fydamenbel principles of Islam, and, I .
after menbioning the cmequenoes (5 their aooeptance or rejection in the first section, and ‘L
dealing wibh lippmfeesiow id the weoond, d r a m an inference of thetruth of those
principles, and morn partioalarly of Divine Unity, by referrin to the work of God in naive
i G M 1 l . a . The €ou~!~!eotidn
p r o w & to show t h 2
is endowed with vast capa- 3
bilities, but suffers the corrseqdehces of wasting his opportunity, and this is illustrated in u.
the story of Adam. Then in the fi&h section the case of the Israelite nation is introduoed, and they aretold how bhe Qur-tin fuWs theprophecies met with in their books, and
the nexb two sections are devotad to Divine f&vourR011 them and their stubbornness, being L., 7
followedby three others which speak of their degeneration, their hard-heartedness, and
their violation of covenants. The eleventh section speaks of their objections to the Holy
Prophet, end the twelfth refers to their great enmity and to their plans against him. The
.
thirteenth states that former scriptures are abrogated and a better and more advanced
code is given in the form of Islam; the religion of entire submisaion, The next section
points out that partial good is met with in all religions, but it is only in Islam that
religion attains to perfection. The fifteenth reminds the Israelites
of the covenant with
Abraham, which required the &sing of a prophet from among the Ishmaaliteri. being
followed by another dealibg with the religion of the great petriarch. The subject of @blah
being transferred to the Ka’ba, thehouse rebuilt by Abreham, is thus introduced, and the
next two seotions, while dealaring
w centre of spiritual activity,
alsogive remons for the change. Thenineteenth warus the Muslims that theymust
’
undergo hard trials before they obtain mastery of the Sacred House, which was henceforth
to be the centre of the Muslims, bhough the idolatry pfevailing therewas certainly deatined
to diseppear, while Unity mnet ultimbtely obtain the triumph, this
being made clear in
the twentieth seotion, Certain minor differences with the Jewish law %rethen introduced
ns against the common principle of the doctrine of Unity, and thus the.laws relating to
foods, retaliation,,transfer of property on decease, fasting,fighting, pilgrimage, wine,
gmbliqg,orphans,marital
obligations, divorce, aud widowhood are d i a o u d in thd
eleven sections that fbllow h e next two make a reversion to the subjeoe Of fighting,
whichwab hedesahty if the Muelime would escapu national death, and illuatrations are
given ffom aha Ismlibe hi3di.y. We are then hold in thathirty-fourth section d the
mighty power of h h b give life $0 the B e d , and the M@ma are told dhat khey bhould
, ~s their opponenZGEGne. t w o r ~ ~ ~ w s
from the history of dbrehem and the other
from the Israelitieh QLtorg,showing how de& hations are raised to life. But ~ b i o d
mwth mil prosperity, we g~ immediatelytold in the thirty-adth abd thirty-seventh
= c t h s , depends on ace of a r i A e e , h
i
3 every pannp npent in the cawe of truth yields
m e n h m d d o l d ead e y w glll~hmore fttlit, The Mu-,
being thus promised &bund*
Of tnealbh 8s b h kesUlt of their w i + 3 c a e , &re warned in the followiqj section ag&t
U S U h n b ddihge dthich bmd an inordihate lam for W t h , for khe amksaing of .ose&lbb
nor the goal of a MWIitn’s life. $hey ere at the w e time told, in the thirty-ninth
mblon, to gclatd t h i t ptoprty righa by the emplbyment of n i i i h g in their t
r
a
n
s
a
c
a
t
i
and muring evidence. In conclusion they are taught a prayer for the ultimate triumph
T ~ name
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of the truth. Thus
we find no break in the continuity
whenever necessary, is introduced quite naturally.

Conneation
preceding with the

.

[PART I,
of the subject, and the

change,

3:

Chapter.

3

There is a clear connection between this chapter and the last one. There in the concludingwordsis
a prayer for beingguided on the right path (1:5 ) , whileherethat
guidance is afforded inthe opening words : “This book, thereis no doubtinit,is
a
gnide”(v. 2). Again,that.prayer
seeks toestablish us in thepath of those who have
received Divine favours (1: 6), and here we are told in v. 5 who are they on the right
directionand who shall be successful.Similarly,whilethatprayercreatesin
us the
yearning to avoid the path of those upon whom wrath has been brought down and those
who go astray (1:7), this one hastens to point out that those who do not care
for the
it (v, 6), have ultimately
Prophet’s warning, neither reflecting upon it nor lending ear to
their very hearts and ears closed against the truth, this grievous punishment being the
form in which wrath is brought down upon them (v. 7), and that those who consider faith
to be only a lip-profession are really
they who go astray, because they buy
error a t t h e
price of rightdirection (v. 16). Any one who has read the Holy Qur-6.n willeasily see
thatnootherchapter
could have so fittingly followed the Fdtihah, and as inthe
beginning, so intheend,thereis
a clearconnectionwith
the openingchapter.
But though this chapter follows the FddtiltaF, it is really the first chapter, because the
Fdtibah is placed at the head, being the essence of the whole of the Qur-An. This affords
very clearevidence of the wisdomdisplayed in the arrangement of the chapters of the
Holy Book. For thischapterfittingly openswithaprelude
BS tothe objectwhichis
aimed at in the revelation of the Holy Qur-An, end contains in its very opening verses the
fundamentalprinciples of theIslamicreligion,whicharealsoinfactthefundamental
principles which can form the basis of the natural religion of man. These principles are
five in number, three of them containing theoret’ical ‘ordinances or articles of belief and
two containingpracticalordinances
or principles of action.Thetheoreticalordinances
well as
are a bolief in the Unseen, i.e. Allah, in Divine revelation to the Holy Prophet as
to the prophets before him, end in the life to come, while on the practical side is men.
tioned prayer, the outpouring of the human heart before the Great Divine Mind, which
is the sourcefromwhichsprings
trueDivinelove,andcharityinitsbroadestsense.
Thereshlt of theacceptance of thesefundamentalprinciplesismentionedin
v. 5 , being
guidanceintherightdirectionandsuccess.Similarly,it
is with a reiteration of the
of the truth that
broad principles of the Islamic faith and with a prayer for the triumph
the chapter ends, and the whole of the chapter is really an illustration of the truth of the
principlesenunciatedinitsbeginning.
If thischapter were removed fromits place,
there is not a singlc other chapter in the whole
of the Qur-&n that could take its place
and serve the purpose of a prelude to the Holy Book.

?r
I

j

Date of Revelation.
There islittledoubt

!h&$&chapter
wasrevealed at Medina,andbelongstothe
eyliest Medin%x&ns.
D o u b t ~ e r t ~ ~ ~ e d ~ o ~
but the-reasons g&exuLe ywy p o r . That all those verses in which the words ‘‘ 0 men ‘ I
oocur.belongto the Meccan revelation, and those in which the words 0 you who believe
occur belong to Medinian revelation, is the unwarranted generalization of some exegetists;
and European students of the Holy Q u r - h have taken it from theItgdn, without caring to
888 that even the Itpdn. does not rely on this test, and without giving any consideration t o
facts. For the 4th chapter, the Woo,nen, undouk&dly belongswholly to theMedinian
revelation. and it opens withthe
words “ 0 men.”Similarly,the22ndchapter,
which is unanimously accepted as belonging to the Meccan period, begins with the words
“ 0 you who believe.”
Hence the criterion on which vv. 21-39 are regarded as belonging
to Meccan revelation fails altogether. As regards the testimony,of the subject matter in
these v e r w , 88 well as in 164-172 and 2 5 6 2 5 8 , doubt being also entertained as to the
Medinian origin of the latter, it ~ ~ e tom me
s to be a mere fancy of the critics, for no hard-

v

~

~
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SECTION 1
E

of Islam

FundamentalPrinciples

1. Omniscience of Allah. 2. Qur-hn B perfectguidance.
3, 4. Fun&.
mentalprinciples. 5-7. Consequences of theiracceptanceanarejection,

In the name of Allah, the
Beneficent, t,he Merciful.

1 I am Allah,
Knower.11

the

best

o)\&qJA
\\&>
bg\
I

/

and-fast line can be drawn a8 to the subjects which are treated
in Meccan or Medinian
a right view
revelations. TholatestEuropeancriticismonthispointinclinesmoreto
than the hasty opinion of earlier critics. I n his '' New ResZarches" Hirschfeld observes :
"If we had no other critical aid, it would frequently bo quite impossible to distinguish
between Medinian and later Meccan revelations. , , . Xedinianaddresses, like the Meccan
ones, abound in declamatory, narrative, and parabolical passages." But
I must add that
many of the unwarranted conclusions of European critics are based on the rash generalizations of Oriental exegetes.
Thedoubtregarding
vv. 295, 286, theconcluding verses of the chapter, is equally
groundless. V. 265 only reiterates the cosmopolitan nature of the reljgion of Islam, which
ha3 already been established in the very beginning in Y. 4 , and then in the middle of the
mentioned as the very
chapter in v. 136, a belief in the truth of all the prophets being
basis of the religion of Islam in all the three places. V. 296 teaches a prayer, about the
Nedinian origin of which it is rather strange that a doubt should have been ent,ertsined.
I do not find any reliable report as to the hfeccsn origin of any portion of this chapter.
I would w r n the reader t o receive i t with caution.
Even if there were any such report,
Tho whole of the 2ndchapterthusbelongs
t o earlierhledinian re~els~tion, andI very
much doubt the reports which refer the injunctions regarding tho prohibition of usury in
sections toaboutthe
closingperiod of the Holy Prophet'slife.
That
theconcluding
portion may have been revealed a t a later period than the rest of the chapter, but in view
of the same prohibition having been revealed in 3 : 129 it could not be so late. An analysis
of the chapter leads one to the conclusion that almost the wholeof i t wasrePealed previous
to the revelation of the next or the 3rd chapter.

11 Theoriginal,wor&are dif, Zdnt, 111.i7n. Translations of the Holy Qur-An generally
leave abbreviations,liketheoneoccurringhere,untranslated.
The combinations of
letters or single letters occurring at the commencement of several chapters of the Holy
Qur-in, 29 inall,arecalled

4

1

u,~l

orsimply

ntuqnfta'bt, and according to

thebest received opinion these letters are abbreviations standing for
used similar letters in their verses, as in

@f standsfor
thein

verse,

waqo$ft-u, Le. I stop (AH). Anotheriustance
c)\

y \$r

words.

a Gd ~
jlr '
W&

+>\YJ %&,
.a.

The Arabs

where the letter

of thesame

is contsined

y-&b

c)\

where

UZ&
evil let there b a , and td' for tasizri', meaning
thoupleasest (AH). And in ordinary conversation you hear a man saying j d ' in answer to
one who says, Tilt t l ~ ~
come?
u
The fd' inthiscasemeans
+jb
i.e.

Id' stands for jasharrun, meaning

&

thou with us (LL). Abbreviations are known to alllranguages, the only peculiarity of
their U98 in Arabic literature being that the letters carry blfferant meanings in different
fhm

.
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places, and the meaning is decided in each case by the context. Such

I’Ab (AH).Both he snd PhId agree in interpreting
the

is the opinion of

combination

.t

(read

&if,ldm, m h ) occurring here, as well e8 at the commencement of the 3rd, 29th, 30th, 31st,

and 32nd chapters of the Holy Qur-in, a8 standing for

“

I $1

b\ i.e. I amAllah, tha

best Knower, alif standing for ana, ldm for Alldh, and mint for a’lamu (AH,
IJ),being
respectively the first, the middle, and the last letter of the words for which they atand.
Others reg& them ES coctractions for some Divine attribute. That they may also sew&
as tho names of chapters ia no ground for supposing that they carry no significance. l ‘ ~ ”
strcmge suggestion of Golius -that alif, Um, mtm stands for amr-li-Muhummad, which is
mid to mean at the wllananrE of Muhammad, is not only devoid of authority but is also
grammatically incorrect, andthe correct Arabic equivalent would be bi-amr-i-Muhammad,
which, however, does not give us the actualletters. Rodwell’s statement, made inhis
comment on the significance of the letter nzln occurring in the beginning of chapter 66,
. that “the meaning of thisand of the similar symbols, throughoutthe
Qur-An, wa8
unknown to the Muhammadans themselves even in the first century,” is equally devoid of
truth, for the significance of these letters can in most cases be traced to $he companions
of the Holy Propha, and henoe the suggestion that these were ‘’ private marks or initial
letters attached by their proprietor to the copies furnished to Zaid, when effecting his
rescension of the text under ‘Usm&n’’ is not even worth consideration, and it is further
opposed to the surest historical testimony, which proves beyond all doubt that these letters
were recited as parts of thesc chapters in the time of the Holy Prophet himself.
12 Palmer translates the word Zlika as that, and thinks that itsrendering as this is an
error, but as LL says : ‘ 6 Like as a person held in mean estimation is indicated by hdgd,
which denohs a thing that is near,
80, on account of its high degree of estimation, 8
thing thet is approved is indicated by gdlika, whereby one indicates a thing that is remote.’’
I n other words gdlika does not refer here to a remote thing, and should not be rendered as
that, but it indicates the high eftinmtiole in which the Qur-An is held.
13 The Qur-An is here called al-kitdb, or the Book. The root-word Kataba means he
wrote and also he brought together (LL) and kitdb, or book, is a writing which is complete
in itself. Thus a letter may also be called a kitdb, and in this sense the word occurs in
27 : 28, 29. The application of the word kitdb to the Holy Qur-&n occurs in very early
revelations, and the use of the word shows clearly that the Qur-&n was from the first
meant to be a cornplste book, and one that existed not only in the memory of men but also
in visible characters on writing material, for otherwise it could not be called al-k&&.
Thus there is conclusive internal evidence in the use of this word that its arrangement,
without which it could not be oalled a book, wllseficted by the Holy Prophet for himself,
endthe copy prepared by Zeid in the time of Ab6 Bakr followed that arrangement.
For the explanation of tho word Qur-dn see foot-note 223.
14 I make E departure here from the rendering of the word muttqi, which English
translators generally render into G o d - f a r i q or pww. The root is waqd, and conveys the
~
8 of 8saving, guarding, or preserving (LL). According toRgh, wipriyah s i g w t&
guarding of a t h i q from thatwhich harms or kjures it. The verb of which mut@i
is the nominative form is ittagd, which means, h a p m e a l or guard& himelf excesdingly.
‘ I In the conventional language of the law,” accordins to LL, “he preserved or gwrded
himetf &!Ce&%glg jknn sk or what would hmm him i n the world to come.” Hence the
word mzltkyi may properly be tmuhted only as OM w b guards himsslf (a&&
euil),OL
o w who u oarsfur (of hir d e ) .

.

j

15 82-ghaib is that which i s unseen or Unprceieable by tke ordinary s w s , such as the
pxistence of Allah, thecertainty of which isobtainedthrough
Divine revelntion. To
render it as mystsries of faith, as Sale has done, is to introduce the Christian formulas
of mysteries into the clear principles of Islam. As regards the acceptance of the unseen,
it must be borne in mind that every science is based on certain fundamental principles, the
truth of which is actually witnessed only in the result.
16 Fafit among the Arabs stood.for supp2iatim or prayer, as A'shA says, speaking of

G,
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i t lo the wind i n its j a r , and he prayed over its jar and petitwned for it (IJ). Similarly in
another verse the same poet says,

Islam Ag-(;albt assumed a regularity and a form, and
became an eatablished institution
The verb used t o indioste the observance of

of religion, for details of which see Preface.
&it

is throughout the Holy Qur-&nuqbma, from

PYI t L i

i.e. he Apt a thing or a n

qfu,irz
li a right state (LL), and kence it is not the mere observance of the form that the
Qur-&n requires, but the keeping of i t in a right state, i.e. being true to the spirit of t h e

prayer. I t should, however, be borne in mind that besides the regular service, which iR
performed five times a day and which is obligatory, there is ample roam for the individual
I t may also be added
in the Muslim gala't for the outpouring of the heart's sentiments.
that prayer, according to the Holy Qur.&n, is t h e true means of the purification of the
heart, for L'prayerkeeps one a m y from indecency and evil" (29: 46).
17 Spending out of what one has been given stands here for charity in its broadest
sense, or the doing of good to all creatures. Like its other institutions useful to humanity,
Islam has given a regularity and a permanence to the ipstitution of charity. No one can
enter into the brotherhood of Islam unless and until he is willing to give annually s part
of his wealth for the support of the poorer members of the brotherhood. The part thus
required to be paid into thepublic funds is called 2
whioh is a kind of tsx, arnmntfng
generally to a fortieth portion of certain poeseesione-a tan vhich is levied on the rich for
the benefit of the poor. The conditions aubject to which $0 is mede obligatory, and other
de-,
will be found inthe Preface.
Besides b b s obligstory p a p e n t , however, the
expression used here includes voluntary charitable acts of e w y kind, from a oomplete
devotion of oneself to the cause of humanity b a smile to one'8 fellow-being ; 6 e 1&
in included in thedefinition of charity sccording to 811 eqress saying of the Holy Prophet.
18 Of all the religions of the world Islam is the only one that laid down the brosd
hasis of faith in all the prophets of the =Id, and th recognitm of truth ia all w l i g i m
i5 its distinctive characteristic. The
words that whieh waa revrmltd bGfWC yott iMhde
revelations e0 all the nations of the "Id,
for we are elsewhere told that '' them is n0t 8
People but a Warner has gone among them '' p6 :84). .The Q w - h does not, how-,
,19, m next w e .
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b.thou.

5 These are on a right course
from their Lord, and these it is
that shall be successful.
6 Surely those who disbelieve,
it being alike to them whether
you warn them
or
do not
warn
them,aOwill not believe.
7 Allah has set a seal upon
theirhearts
and upon their
hearing, andthere iscovering
over their eyes, and there is
great
chastisement
them.21
for
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mentionalltheprophets
by theirnames, for (‘there are some of them that We have
mentioned to you, and there are others whom We have not mentioned to you ” (40: 78).
I t should also be noted that the word anzala (inf. n. i l t d ) ,which occurs here in COnneC.
tion with revelation, is frequently used in the Qur-bn in the simple sense of irscil or i W h ,
i.e. the making a thing attain or arrive at or cmne to a certain pZace, and does not necessarily imply ssnding down. Hence, wherever the word is used in connection with Divine
messages, I have translated it as revealed, because revelation is the form in which Divine
messages are communicated to men.
I t should also be noted that the singular
personal
pronoun kdf has been translated as you, while the exact sense of the original is given in the
margin invariably.
19 A belief in a life after death is the last of the five fundamental principles of Islam
that are stated here.
I t is only this belief that can make the generalit’y of men conscious
of the responsibility of human actions. A life after death, according to Islam, implies a
state of existence which begins with drath, but a complete manifestation of which takes
place later, when the fruits of the actions done in this life take their final shape. I t should
be borne in mind that a belief in Allah and a belief in the hereafter, being respectively the
first and the last of the fundamental prinoiples of Islam as mentioned here, often stand for
a belief in allthe fundementd principles of Islam, as in vv. 6, 65, etc.Thatthe
word
dkhirat does not sig ify the later revelatiou is made clear by a comparison with a similar
use of the word elsewhere, as, for instance, in 12 : 37, where Joseph is made to say: “ Surely
I have forsaken the religion of a people who do not believe in Allah and they are deniers of
the hereafter ”; or in 27 : 3 : “Who keep up prayer and pay the poor-rate, and of the
hereafter they are sure.”
I n fact, it is quite unwarranted to take al-dkhimt as meaning
some particular revelation to be granted after the Holy Prophet, for the door to revelation
is open to all the followers of the Holy Prophet, and thousands have been made to drink
deep at this source.

9

&

20 The passage
JL f \ &>&\J
parenthetical
is
(AH),
and should be translated as such. Theordinary rendering of the passage, which makes the
parenthetical passage an enunciative one, makes the verse meaningless, for it would then
run thus : “ Surely those who disbelieve, it is alike to them whether you warn them or do
not warn them ; they will not believe.” Now this amounts to saying that no one who has
once disbelieved would ever bslieve, a sbtement which is absurd on the face of it. Treating the portion quobed above as parenthetical, the meening is quite clear, vis. disbeiievers
of a particular type, Le. those who pay no heed at all to the Prophet’s warning, cannot
benefit by his preaching. This interpretation makes the passage agree with the spirit of
the Holy Qur-Bu. Otherwise the preaching of the Qur.’h would be meaningless, for as 8
matter of fect it was from among those who diabelieved first that the converts to Islam
were continuslly gained.
21 I t should be noted that only those disbelievers are spoken of here who so hardened
their hearts as not to pay m y heed to the Prophet’s preaching and warning, as clearly
indicated in the previoua verse. It is not on every heart thst tho seal is set, but only en
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SECTION 2
Lip-profession
and mookery.

8-16. Thehypocritesandtheirindulgenceinmischief
17-20. Two parables.

__

8 And there are some people
who say : We believe in Allah
andthelast
day22; andthey
&re not at allbelievers.
9 They
desire
to
deceive
Allah andthosewho
believe,
andthey deceive only themdo notperselvesandthey
~eive.~~
10 There is a disease
in
their hearts, so Allah added to
theirdisease,andtheyshall
have a painful chastisement because they lied.24

that of the reprobatc, the hardened sinners who pay no heed to the call of the reformer.
They refuse to open their hearts to receive the truth, and,& not lend their ears to listen to
it nor use their eyes to distinguish the truth from the
falsehood. This is stated clearly
in 7 : 179 : ’‘ They have hearts with which they do not understand, and they have eyes with
which theydo not see, andtheyhave
ears withwhichthey
do nothear:they
are as
cattle.” And in 4 1 : 5 we have : “ And they say, Our hearts are under coverings from that
to which you call us, and there is a heaviness in our ears and a veil hangs between us and
you.” A comparisonwiththesetwo
verses is sufficient to show that what is indicated
by 1‘ the setting of the seal on tho hearts and hearing ” in the first case is indicated in the
second by the possession of hearts with which theydo not understand, and ears with which
they do not hear,” and in the third by “ their hearts being under coverings and their ears
having a heavinesg inthem.”Thusthesignificance
of (‘ theirheartsbeing sealed ‘’ is
simply this, that they pay no heed to the Prophet’s warning, and refuseto understand and
hear what he says, and so their very refusal becomes the sealing of their hearts and ears.
And as Allahmade themtastethe
consequences of theirheedlessness, He isspoken
of as having sealed their hearts and ears.
22 Belief in Allah and the last day is here equivalent to the profession of the faith of
Islam. .See foot-npte 19. The persons spoken of in this verse are the hypocrites, who were
a source of constant trouble to the Holy Prophet at Medina. Before he came to that city,
Abdulla bin Ubayy was a person of note there, and he expected to become the leader. But
the Holy Prophet’s advent, and his recognition by all the communities of that city as the
head of tbe republic there, robbed Abdulla of those dearly cherished hopes, and he along
with his followers adopted an attitude of hypocrisytowards the Holy Prophet and his
oompanions. Thecase of thehypocritesisdealtwith
atlengthhere,in
3 : 148-180,
4 : 60-162, 9 :38-127, and in the 63rd chapter, and occasionally elsewhere.
23 Khnida’a-hti signifies he strove, edeauoured or desired to deceive him (LL). , ,
One says this of a man when he has not attained his desire,
for many a verb of the

.

measure of ja’ala relates to one only as in the instance of

&\

e G

i,e. I pur-

sued the thief (LA-LL). Ilkdda’a also indicates, when used concerning the Divine Being,
He vepuitsd to hint his deceit (TA-LL). See further foot-notes 27 and 637. But qote that
khddcs’a also means taraka (Q),i.e. he forsook, as in
24,

nee next pege.

d\;&
i.e. hs formok glory

B

11 And whenit is said to
them, Do not make reischief in
the land, they say : We are but
peacemakers.
12 Now surelythey
&hem.
selves are the mischief-makers,
but they do not perceive.25
13 And whenit is said to
them, Believe as the
people
we
believe, bhey say: Shall
believe at4 the foolsbelieve ?
Now surely $hey themselves are
the fools, but they do not know.
14 And when they m& those
who believe, theysay,We
be1,ieve ; end when they are alone
7with their devils,26 theysay:
1surely we are with
you, we were
(mly mocking.
15 Allah shall pay them back
1!heir mockery,27 and H e leaves
t;hem alone in their inordinacy,
Idiadly wandering on.

-

.

(TA-LL), and similarly k W ’ a means he refmimd, as in

3sj

& &J.

d>

~r

(s-LL) *
34 The diaease is the pein in their hearts due i o the advent of the Holy Prophet, toE it
deprived them of leadership. A l l s h ’ ~adding to this disease signifies thattheir pain
bscsme greater BS they witnessed the triumphant progress of Istam. As for attributing
this addition to Allah, compare 71 : 6, where Noah is made to gay : “But my call has
f&?
made them fly the more.” The iwrease in the disease or the aversion was the
result of their own act in each cam, but &s Allah’s raising the Prephet and the triumph
of his OQW
or the invitation of the Prophet became the respective occasions of that act,
Allah or the invitation is spoken of as the effective cause. Similarly in 95 : 5 it is said :
“Then we render him the lowest of the low ” ; whereas the degradation is the result of
man’s own action and the Divine B e i n g ooly brings &bout the consequences of the evil
that man does. Or the clisease here stands for the wveahess of their hearts (AH), for they
had not the courage to deny Islam openly, and this weaknew only became the gEeahr as
the cause of Islam beoame more and more friumpbant.
25 Their idea of making peace was only this, that they mixed with both psrties, but
they were really taking dvantage of this opportunity to sow the seeds of dissension
mischief among the various partiecl. I n fact, they weze (L constant aource of m i s c h i e f , for
whereas outwardly they were with the Muslims, they a l ~ pbtted
~ p againatthem and
e w e hale to their enemies.
26 By their shy@&
or dsvik are meant their evil
phi+
V. 76 : “ And when they mest those who believe they say, We beliere ; & when Qey a r g
d o n e widh one another theysay,” etc. ; where, instead of being & a ~with their &&h, Gey
ern epoken of as being alone with o t k a Pom among thms.dvca IMsd aays that by t m
davils are meant th4r leadars in unbelisf (IJ). This SignScance is given in the margin.
Kf m d &
Bay
I by their sRa@in or W E a a m meant uloss mto d m ?TI.&. ttcmrpslws &&
&I
dcvik in t k i v i W h and reb.slbn In fecb, in the Arabio bpge the m d &&&
(W)SiSnifMa, pe A U b puts it, svsry iaasoht or rabelliow w 1 from
~
at& j h
& ths’rrrcn a d ths kats IRgb). Henae the word is frealy used to in&cste & k t
smb, m p m ) s , U 6.
3’7 The word istikd wourring in
this verm is thus explained by
pas
b,

cumpa&n~~,

the sending dotm of disgraca am! contemptibility, for

the object wltich a mocker has in
to Jsek to hold him wham he mocks in light estimation, and to hwer his condition,
and to bring downcontemptand
disgrace u p m him. The significance of mocking, t h e
equivalent of the Arabic word, which is “treating derisivelyor contemptuously,” lends
support t o the explanation given by Kf. This significance of the word is, however, given
in the margin, while I adopt another which is preferred by the lexicologists, as LA says :
“And it is allowable, and this is regarded as the more preferable explanstion by the

U&W

is

lexicologiste, that the meaning of A

a-.

may be E e willrequite t

h with

punishment u c c o r d i q tu their mockery, and thusthepunishment of an evil is spoken
of in theterms
of that evil, anotherinstance
of which inthe word of Allah is

..

i%L* &y

\ i t (lit., thereward

of an evil is evil like i t ) , where the

second evil is really not a n evil (but punishment).” A comparison with 6 : 10 make5 this
significance still more clear : “And certainly apostles before you were mocked at, but that
which they mocked clt ancompassed the scoffers among them,” where the punishment of
mockery is spoken of as their being overtaken by what they mocked at.. There are many
instances of this in Arabic literature. AH quotes the following verse :

whichwould literell7 mean, wow surdy let nu m act ignorantly againd US,otherwise
too will act ignorantly, with arc ignorance above that of tlw ignorant, where what is
really implied is the punishment of the ignorant. Hence, Allah will pay them bock thew
mockery is the c m m t translation.
28 The right direction was pointed out to them, but they left it for error, hence they
=e spoken d zm buying error at the price of guidance, i.e. ss exchanging the one for
we

the other.
29 The kindler of the fie is the Holy Praphet, who kindled the torch of light. Thus a
ssying of the Holy Prophet is reported which begins thus : ‘(My example is the example

. .”

of a man who kia&ed a f i r e , .
(Bkb). This interpretation of the parable is, moreover,
in accordance with t h e next parable, where the rain: is unanimously agreed upon a8
representing the Divine revelation.
80 The light of their eyes, which alone could m k e them take advanbge of the light
wbich was lit up by the Holy Prophet, was taken away- The act of taking away the
light of their eyes is attribuked to Allah, wha is not the effective but the remote cause of
the dieappemaee of their sight. See foot-notes 21 end 24.
81 The m x d ezklw& is plural of p l m a f ,i.e. darkMs. The plural is used t o den&
tb8 intend$ of t h e dwkness, aa if there were layers of darkness, one above tmather.
Hen= I &e U,#W &wk+wa 88 the egniydent of the plural form.

-
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18 Deaf, dumb, (and) blind,3*
so they will not turn back.
19 Or like abundant
rain
(pouring forth) from the cloud33
inwhich is utter darkness and
thunder and lightning; they put
their fingers into their
ears
because of the thunder-peal, for
fear of death,and
Allah encompasses the unbelievers.
20 The lightning dmost takes
awaytheir sight; whenever it
shines on them chey walk in it,
a n d whenit
becomes darkto
them theystand still ; and if
Allah had pleased H e would
:ertninly have taken away their
2eRring and their sight ; surely
Allall has power over all things.

SECTION 3
Divine Unity
21, 22. TheLordto
be servedalone.
23, 24. Challenge to doubters of
cvelation. 2 5 . Fruits of faith. 26, 27. Parable of false deitiesandthe
Nbjections thereto, 28. Testimony of humannature,
29. Everything is
roated for man’s benefit.

21 0 men ! serveyour Lord
Nho created you and those beoreyou so that34 you may guard
against evil),

..

-

32 Thedescriptionseemstoapplytothosespoken
of in v. 5 , and accordingly the
first parable may apply to them instead
of to the hypocrites; or it may apply to those
hypocrites who persisted in the wrong course and refused to take any advantage
of the
light and guidance brought by the Prophet,
33 Sam6 is literally the higher or the upper,or the highest or the upperntost part of
mything, and it means the sky or the heaven, the clouds or a cloud (TA). I t is a collective
noun and is used both as singular and plural (LL). The rain in the parable represenfs
the Divine revelation, and the darkness and thunder stand
for the trials, distresses, and
afflictions which were s necessary concomitant to the spread of truth, while the lightning
representsthe good that they occasionally metwith even in the midst
of thosedistresses and difficulties. It is to thesetrialsandhardshipsthatreferenceismade
in the words, when it becams davk to them t h y stand still. The same idea is expressed
in 22: 11in the following words : “ And among men is he who serves Allah standing on
the verge, so that if good befalls him he is satisfied therewith, but if a trial afflicts him he
turns back headlong.” The difficulties and distresses which the Muslims experienced in
the early days of Islam greatly obstructed its spread and’held back many of the weakhearted, who, under better circumstances,
would have gladly joined its ranks.
34 La’alla in its original acceptation expresses hope, but in the word of Qod it often
expresses certain& end may be rendered verily ” (LL). According to AH, h’allu signifies
hi,meaning so that. The reason given is that when a great and generous msn gives
he no doubt intends to fulfil it, end thus in his case it really stands fora promise,

hops,
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22 Whomadetheearth
a
resting-place for you andthe
heaven a struct~we,3~
and (Who)
sends down rain from the cloud
subthenbringsforthwithit
sistence for you of the fruits ;
therefore do not set up rivals to
Allah while vou know.
23 And if >ou are in doubt as
to that which We have revealed
to Our servant, then produce a
chapter like it36 and call on your
helpers besides AUahif you are
truthful.3’

19

wufj@gJw;s

35 The word snnzd, as shown in foot-note 33, significs really the higher or the upper
rqioas, and hence it may be rendered as heaven, i.e. the expanse of space surrounding the

earth and appearing above and arounh as a great arch or vault inwhich the sun, themoon,
and the stars seem to be set. The word bind signifies a structure (LL) in its widest sense,
viz. any production or piece of work consisting of parts joined together in some definite
manner.Thus,in
a saying of Solomonthe word bin& isappliedtothehumanbody:

o,& &

+J

.sk r u &

accursed, themeaning, being

&-

i.e. whoever destroys the structure of his Lord is

e.
ch,

&i*

0 i.e.

whoever kills a person

w j u s t l y (IA!). Theheavenisherecalled
a structure because it is the handiwork of
Allah. The word biad is also used tosignify the hoof or the cciliwg of a house,and a8
such it isusedfigurativelytoindicate
the vastblueoverhead.
Itmay
be added,
however, that the word samd is used in variousothersenses,itssignificanceas
cloud
being of very frequent occurrence, and even here it may carry this significance, which
ia
supported by the words that follow it.
36 A similar challenge is contained in 10 : 36, and in 11 : 13 the doubters are challenged
17 : 88 the whole of mankind are declared to
to produce ten chapters like it, while in
be unable to produce a book like the Qur-in. Is it a question of mere style and diction?
The Qur-in itself does not say so, nor does any saying of the Holy Prophet. That theQ u r h
is a unique production of Arabic literature and has ever been regarded 8s the standard of
the purity of that literature goes without saying, but the chief characteristic of the Holy
Rook, in which no other book can claim equality, is the wonderful transformation which
it accomplished, arfd it is to this characteristic that
it lays claim in the very commencement
when it s a p : ‘‘ This Book, there is no doubt in it, is a guide to those who guard against
evil.” That the transformation wrought by it is unparalleled in the history of the world
is admitted on all hands, for if the Holy Prophet was the “most successful of all prophets
andreligiouspersonalities I ’ (En.Br. 11th ed., Art. Koranj, this success W&B due to no
othercause than the Qur-An. Its injunctiona swept off the most deep-rootedevils,like
idolatryanddrunkenness,
so as toleave no trace of them in the Arabianpeninsula,
welded the warring elements of Arabian society into one nation, and made an ignorant
people the foremost torchbearers of knowledge and science.Besides,every
word of the
Qur-An gives expression to Divine majesty and glory ina manner which is not spprowhed
by any other sacred book; hence the challenge
of the Holy Qur-&n remains unanswered
t o this day.
37 The word s h u W , translated as helpers or leaders, is the plural of shahid, meaning
one who givesinf-twn
of what he has witnsssed, or one who knows and declares what hs
knorus, or one possessing much knolvbdge (LL).Shaitzd also mesns an imdm or o Isadsl.
(Re),or it here s i g d e s heZpws (BQ),
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38 The word stones stands for aZ-haj&ah, the plural of (fajar, meaning stone, so called
because it resists by reason of its hardness (the verb!injara signifies heprecented, hindered,
fwbade, etc.) (LL) ; and by stones areheregenerallyunderstood
the idols which the
Arabs worshipped, even unhewnstonesbeingsometimes
the objects of worshipamoog
them. As ndr, or f L m , is a symbol of war among the Arabs, testimony to wbich is borne by
the Qur-Bn itself in the words : Wheneaer they kindle u fire for war, AUqh putsit out ( 5 : 61),
the allusion here m&ybe to both men and idols perishing in their wars against the Holy
Prophet as a proofof thepunishmentawaitingtheminthelifeafterdeath.Butthe
word bijdrah maybearanothersignificance.
According to LA yon say : Suchan one
was assailed with the M a r of the earth " when his assailant is a formidubh man. And
whenMu'aviahnamed'Amar-ibn-'A$as
one of the twoumpirestodecidethequarrel

between himself and'Ali,

Ahnef said to'Ali:

dJ)Jl

J
+
?

w.'

Thou hast had

most exceedingly sagacious and crafty andpolitic mun made t o be an assailant agaiwt thee
(LL). The reference in (tzj'hah may therefore be to the leaders spoken of in the previous

4

perm

S9 Gardenawith rivers flowing beneaththem is theever-recurringdescription of E
future life of the righteousthatoccursinthe
Holy Qur-8n. Elsewherethe pure word
of faith is compared to a tree which gives its fruit in all seasons (14:24). Belief is thus
liko a seed cast into the ground, which grows into a tree and bears fruit when properly
nurtured. The riversrepresent the good deedswhich are necessary to t h e growth of
the seed. There is also a hintatthe
hZuslims' conquests, for which see 2419.
40 Rizp also signifies Wr. or a portion (LL). The fruit8 of the Life after death are
khe consequences of the deeds done in this life,
11 The meaning Beems ta be that whenever the faithful shall be made to tcsb of a
portion of the fruits of their good deeds, in the life to come! they ahall 5 d those fruits
g, muah lesembling the f r u i t s which they tasted spiritually
in this life that they shall
think that the 88918 fruits are given to them agkn, for the fmlts of the next life shall be
like t h e epiritualfruits

of this life, Or

&

&jJ

da\\ j ,

maysignify:

plomised to US before, and tite like of it may signify that the fruits of
tbeir deeds will be W a r to those deeds.
42 The pura m&.s mey be the believing wives of the faithful, a8 elsewhere we h v e :
" Tbey and their
wives &all be in Bbades redining 011 raised couches ' I (36:56). ~ u 6
mom probably the@ are among t h e blessings of the heevenly lifr to Which men and
Ti'& i s

What
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26 Surely Allah is not 8shamed to set forthany parable43-(that of) a gnat or any
thing above that;then w for
thosewho believe, they know
that it is the truth from their
Lord, and as for those who
disbelieve, they say : What is
itthat
Allah means by this
parable ? H e c a u s y many to
err by it andmany He leads
wight by i t ; but He does not
cause to err by it (any) except
the transgressor^,^^

women are equally entitled. The true nature
of these blessings is pointed out elsewhere
under the word bllr in foot-note 2356, but it may be remarked here that all the blessings of
heavenly life are, according to a saying of the Holy Prophet, ‘I things which no eye has
seen and no ear has heard, nor has it entered into the hcvrt of man to conceive of them.”
Thewords in which these blessings are depicted in the Holy Qur-Bo, therefore,should
not be taken too literally.
43 The parables to which reference seems to have been made specially in these words
are the parables speaking of the weakness of the false deities, as the parable of the spider
in 29 : 41 : The parable of those who take guardians besides Allah is as the parable of the
spider that makos for itself a house, and most surely the frailest of the houses is thespider’s
house ” ; and the parable of the fiy in 22 : 73 : 6 ‘ 0 people ! a parable is sot forth, therefore
listen to i t : Surely those whom you call upon besides Allah cannot create a fly though
they should all gather for it, and should the fly carry aught from them, thoy could not
take it back from i t : week are the invoker and the invoked.”
Iustead of the spider and the
fly, however, the gnat ismentionedhere because tho
ba’lidah, or the gnat, is among the Arabs a proverbially weak creature, so that to express
I‘

degree of weakness they say :

theutmost

e&

&\

i.e. weaker than

th-4

gnat.

44 This verse affords a clear explanation as to how it is that Allah causes people to
err. Allah does not lead themastray or show themawrong’pathor
compel themto
walk in error, but it is when a man becomes a transgressor, that is, goes beyond the limits
setforth,that
Allah causeshimtoerr,Allah’s
caising amantoerr
being redly
equivalent to Hiflpronouncing the judgment of being in error against a man, because we
have it plainly stated here that He does not cause any one to err unless he first becomes a
transgressor. The word d a l l a is used in this sense in theArabic language, asin the verse of

&k
.

\ as the context

clearly shows, signifies my friend p r m n u d

m to

bc in eww. I n connection with this subject I t should be further borne in mind, firstly,
any except the transgreseoors,
that as here it is stated that Allah does not cause to err
60 elsewhere it is the unjust (14 :27), the ertiavqunt (40:54), tlu u n b e h ~ (40:
s 74)
who are spoken of as being caused to err by Allah, and secondly, that it is t h e devil
of the people who make
who leads astray (28 :15, otc.), ortheignorantleaders
people ko wak in error (6 : 120, 41: 29, etc.).Henoe
i d l d l , or mwmq lo e,
cannot
be ascribed to Allah in the sense of leading astray, because in that #en@ it is applied
to the devil.

sa
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27 Who break the covenant
of Allah after its confirmation
andcutasunderwhat
Allah
hasordered to be joined, and
make mischief in theland;
these it is that are the losers.
28 How do you deny Allah
He
and you weredeadand
gave you life 1 Again H e will
cause you to die andagain
bring you to life, then you shall
be brought back to Him.
29 He it is who created
for
you all that is in theearth,
and45 He directedHimself to
the heaven, so H e made them
completesevenheavens,48and
H e knows all things.
c

45 summa (renderedhereas
a d ) generallydenotes then or afterwards, andisa
of its use in Arabic in
particle denoting order and delay, but there are many examples
which it impliesneitherordernordelay.
LL, whilementioningthis,quotes
39 : 6,

creation of all men from a single soul was not prior in order to the creation of the mate.
Another example quoted is the ordinary Arab saying
4

La 52

1 / \

?$\

& Lo & \

i.e,. what thou didst t o d a y excited m y wffltdor, the% (Itell thee) what thou didst yesterday was
more wonderful. @ummais used here, though what was done yesterday was prior to what
was dono to-day (LL). The use of iu1n7na in this verse corresponds to its use in this saying,
of order or delay, hence
being Simply a particle of junction without conveying any idea
I render it as and, because thatisthecorrect
significancehere.
According to Akh
andotherauthoriLies,
numnza hasoftenthemeaning
of waw, i.e. and (LL). Forthe
statement that the earth
was madeafter the heavens, see 7 9 : 3 0 .
46 I t is impossible to deal with the subject of the Quranic cosmogony within the limits
of a foot-note. But a
few suggestions may be made here. In the first place it should 58
noted that the word sab'a, which signifies the number seven in the Arabic language, 'is
also used in a vague manner, as meaning seven, or mo?e, several or many, as B4 says in
9 : 80 " (LL). According to LA, the Arabic equivalents of the numbers seven, seventy, and
seven hundred are all used to indicate a large number
by the Arabs: I ' The mention of
seven and seventy and seue?~lzuudred is frequent in the
Qur-An and the sayings of the
HolyProphet,andtheArabs
use themto signify a largenumberandmultiplicity,"
Similarly Az explains the word sab'ina, meaning seventy, as occurring in 9 : 80, as being
used to signify a large number and multiplicity, not indicating exactness in number,"
andthus,hesays,themeaning

of

i;.

e a p;;t"; u\is, 27 youprny

frequently and ask forgivenew for tlu hgp&tes (LA), giving frequelttly in place of seventy
81 conveying the true sense of the word sab'ina. Hence the seven heavens may signify a
large number of heavens. Secondly, the significance of the word s a d , which means only
what we see above us, should not be lost sight of. Rgh makes the meaning very clear
when he says: " Every samci, i.e. b a a e n , is a heaven in relation to what is beneath it and
an earth in relation to whatis above it." Thirdly, in 65 :12 it is affirmed that as there are
seven heavens, so thereis a like number of earths,whichcorroboratestheconclusion
fh sevm ways
drewn above. Fourthly,the seven heavensare on oneoccasioncalled

MAN’S
CAPABILITIES
VAST
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SECTION 4
Yan’r Yaet Capabilities
30. Man’shigh place increation. 31-33. His vast capabilities for knowledge. 34. The powers of goodness andthe powers of evil. 35. He is forbidden to approach the tree. 36. Tempted by evil, he loses peace of mind
andmutualenmity reigns on earth. 37. Repentancebringshim
back to
Divinefavour. 38,39. Those who follow truth shall be in peace,butthose
who waste their opportunity shall
be in torment.
Ar. thy.

Or land.

30 And when your Lord said
to the angels,g7 I am going to
place in the earth48 onewho
shall rule40 (in it), they said :
What! wilt Thou place init
such as shall make mischief in
it andshed
blood,50 and we
celebrate Thy praiseadd extol
Thy holiness?51 H e said : Surely
I know what you do not know.

(23:17), and in this sense the orbit of a planet may be called its heaven. In fact, this
interpretation makes the significance of 65 : 12 very clear, for each of the seven earths will
thus have a heaven for it. The seven earths, together with our earth, would thus make up
the eight major primary planets of the solar system. Or the seven heavens may be taken
t o apply to the whole starry creation, and the reference may in this
case be to the seven
magnitudes of the stars which may be seen by the naked eye.
One point more may be noted here. The samd, or the heauen, is plainly callcd dukhdn
i.e. s m k e or aapour, in 41 : 11.
47 TheArabic word for angels is maldikuh, which is the plural of wzaZak. The word
is said to be derived either from the same root as meaning power, because the angels are
beings that execute the Divine will, being, as it were, in charge of the various powers
working in the universe ; or from alzlkuh (the singular in this case being n d ‘ a k , which
wouldbe an altered form of ma‘lak), meaning riscilat, i.e. bearing messages, because they
are beings thatactasintermediariesbetween
Allah andman (IJ). Both root ideas
thus contain a reference to the principal function ascribed to the angels. The existence
of such intermediaries has been recognized by righteous men in all ages and all countries.
Other points relating to their functions will be discussed in their proper place,
It will also baseen, from what has been said above as to the functions of the angelic
beings, that Allah’s saying to them is really the expression of an intention which is to be
brought intoexecution, It is not a talk, or a conversation, or a oonsultationwiththe
angels, but it is an expression of the Divine will to those intermediary beings
who are
entrusted by the Divine Being with the execution of it. It may also be added that by the
angels here are meant the angels entrusted with this particular affair, and
not all the
angels of the universe (IJ).
48 Ard may mean the earth, or any one land or country in particular. In the latter
sense the word is used elsewhere in the Holy Qur.&n, and here also some understand by it
the Meccan territory (Rz).
49 This shows the high place that men was destined to hold in the whole of creation.
The original word khalifah (from khalaja, meaning he c a m after, or succeeded another
that had perish& or died), meansprimarily a successor, andhence the supreme or tlw
grmtest ruler who supplies the place of him who has beem bejwe him (TA-LL).The
“ Caliph ” of English writers
is the same word, and indicates a successor of tite Holy
Prophet. IMRd and I’Ab explain lchalifah 8 s meaning one who judges avwng, M rules, il?e
6 0 , 51, see next page.
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31 And He gave Adam5s
Irnowledge of all the thiqs,53
then presented
them
to the
angels ; then He said : Tell N e
the names of those if you are
right.@
32 They said : Glory be to
Theel we h&ve no knowledge
but that which Thou hast taught
us ; surely Thou art the Knowing, the Wise.
33 H e said: 0 Adam! inform them of their names.
Thenwhen
he had informed
them of their names, He said :
Did I not say to you that I
surely know what is uoseen in
S

creatures of Allah by His command (IJ). What is stated here is, so far as I can understand, an allegorical description of the preferenoe of man above the whole of the creation
on bhis earth, and then of the election of those righteous servants of Allah f r o m among
men themselvea who lead others into the right path.
One of the significanma kuggesteh
by the commentators is that the wordkhaZ+h
here refers to tha children of Adam (Arr),
i.e. the whola of nkwkind. The correctness of this view is corzoborated by the Qur-ddl
itself, which says, referring to the whole of mankind : “ He it is who has made you rulera
in the earth ” (6 : 166), the word used for rulers being klmldif, plural of khaZifah, Hence
the reference here seems to be to thewhole of mankind. References to Adam are cont&ined
in 2 : 30-39, and in 3 : 58, 4 : 11-25, 15 : 28-44, 17 : 61-65,18 :50, 20 : 115-194, and 38:71-85.
The foot-notes on theso passages may be raferred to for further explanations.
50 The reference in this question is apparently to the darker side of the picture of
humanity. Man’s desire to rule has always led him to make mischief in the land rtnd
shed the blood of fellow-men.
51 Tasbih, or t h e glorification of the Divine Being, stands really for a dsclmatbn th66
He i s free front every imperfection or impurity, or from ecerything d e r o g a h y to His g$ry
(LL),and the angels’ declaration of Divine glory signifies that such an imperfection canaot
be ascribed to Him as that He should make those to be the rulers of the earth who do but
shed blood, and in whom the evil therefore outweighs the good, On the other hand, the
shedding of blood is sometimes necessary to remedy evil and to uproot tyranny.
53 Neitherhere nor anywhere else in the Holy Qur-An is it affirmed that Adam waa the
fitst man, or that there was no creation by God before Adam, nor Ohat Adam lived or mau
w u created, or the earth made,only six thousand years ago.
53 Explaining asmd, which literally signifies n m s (baing plural of icm, m ~ t ~ ~ul i ~ g
TMWW), Rz says :
He taught him the attributes of t h i n e end their descriptions ami their
characteristics, for the attributes of a thing are indicative of ita natare.” Giviug Adam
the knowledge of things therefore signifies the vast capability of Adam end the supedority
of hie knowledge to that of the angels. Or, the reference m y be to ttut feaulty of speech,
which is the real source of the excellence of man above the whole 6f ax&iOh, To this the
Holy Q u r - k refers elsewhere too, see foot-note 2405 on 55 : 3, 4, qhich sap#: 8s Ifr s&atd
man, hught him the mode of expression.”
64 hlan might be a msker of mischief and a shedder of blood, but he pawkwd v b c h
c a w t p for knowledge, and henoe the angels’ estimate of mag, whieh looked Only bo the
darker side of the picture, ww not a rigkt estimate. Evil theM might be in him, baa bke
g o d was preponderant.
Noh that sidq (fit., tnrtk) sometimes si@ifies+awdb, or that which ir p.iyh2, pil k5b pia,
falsehood) enmetihues signifies Izhafid, i.e. that which i s wmg (RE).
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the heavens and the earth end
(that) I know what you manifest
and what you did hide 155
34 And when We said to the
angels, Hake obeisance t o
A ~ Q Q they
~ did
, ~ ~ obeisance,
but IblfsJ7 (did it not)6*: he refused andhewasproud,and
he was one of the unbelievers.59
65 1‘ What you did hide ” refers to those great qualities in man which preponderak the
evil in him, and which remain hidden until they are made manifest through the Divine
gift of knowledge. The immense capability of man for progress remains hidden, while the
evil of shedding blood is manifested in a very primary stage in hisgrowth.
56 Sq’cada is really synonymous with k w a ’ a , i.e. he was lowly or submissive (TA-LL).
In the Muslim prayer the st&id is performed by placing one’s forehead with both hands
and knees on the ground. But in the Holy Qur-an the word is frequently used to signify

slmple submissicm. And you also say

w p t or

to him (Ham-LL).

d L+U

meaning Its saluted him or he paid

It isinthe

sense of paying respect or m a ~ q
submission that the word is used here,
But the Z6m following the verb sometimes means on account of. Thus in a saying of
horn?

the Holy Prophetitis

said,

eLhU *.

d K the signifioanoe being that when

the arrow came in such a manner as to go beyond the butt, paasing over it, b wed to
kwower himelf fo it (LL), Le. towar his h a d onaccount of the amow. Similarly yon say

;b;kJr

Le. tk ship bends or inclines by reason of the wind (TA),

Hence the alternative significance given in the margin.
What is the signi6cance of the angels paying respect or making obeisance to Adam?
No one would suppose that the angels of the universe were all brought before Adam and
made to worship Adam by placing their foreheads on the ground. The angels, as already
stated, are theintermediaries throughwhom the Divinewill is executed. When man attains
to perfection by reason of his knowledge of things Divine, i.e. when he is divinely inspired,
the powers of goodness of which the clngels are in charge aro made submissive to him, but
the powers of evil still continue to oppose him, until after some tribulations and trials
he overcomes them. This is made
clear ontwo occasions, in 15 : 29 and 38 : 72, in the
Qur-itn itself, whde it is said, speaking of Adam: I‘ So when I have made him oomplete, and
breathed into him of M y inspiration, then fall down, making obeisance to him.” Here,
instead of mentioning the giving of the knowledge of things prior to the angels’ making
obeisance, it is stated that Divine inspiration was breathed into Adam, ahich shows that
the two sbtarnenta
sametheaarry
significance.
t
I t may also be added that the Holy Qur-Bn does not always use the word Adam in a
prticulsr sense. It is used in the general sen=$ meaninghumanity,and obeieance of
angel8 to Adam has .Is0 general sipiflcance. As for instance 7 : 10-11 rnn : ‘‘And
Wtainlp We h ~ v eestablished you (man) in the eerth, and made in i t means of livelihood tor you ; litile it is that you give thanks. And certainly We crested p a , then We
fpfhioned you, then We mid to the angels, Make obeisance t o Adam ” (7 : 11). In enother
V W , on a similar ocoasion, the word b a r b (man) ibself has been used:
When your
Lord 6aid to the angels: I am going to create a mortal (basharm)from duet; 80 when I
have made him complete and breathed into him of My inspiration, then fslt down making
Obsiorsaa to him” (38:71-72).
67,68,59, am newlt
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35 And W e said : 0 Adam 1
dwell ZIOU and w a r wife in the
gardei,60 and“eat fromit
a
plenteous (food)61wherever you
wish, and do not approach this
tree,‘j2 forthen you will be of
the unjust.
36 But the devil made them
both fall from it,63 and caused
them to depart from that(stat,e)
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57 Iblis was not one of the angels, as is shown by 19: 50, whioh says that he was ‘ I of
the jinn, so he transgressed.” Of the angels it is eaid in 66 : 6 that I‘ they do not disobey
He commandsthem,and
do as theyarecommanded.’’Hence
IbZis
Allah inwhat
representsthe powers of evil as distinguishedfromthe
powers of goodness. It should
further be borne i n mind that I b l h and Satan (Ar. shaitdn) refertoone and the same
being. The Qur-Sn uses the word l b l i s when the Evil one’s evil is limited t o himself, but
Shaitcin, or Satan, when his evil affects others besides himself, or Iblis is the proud me,
and Satan the deceiver. Thus in the 36th verse he is spoken of by the name of Shaitdn,
because his evil in that oase affects Adam. The word Ib2is is derived from balasa, meaning
he despaired, and shaifdn from shatana, meaning hebecame distant or remote, or from
.&$a, meaning he perished.
58 The thing excepted by means of ill4 (lit., except) is in some cases disunited in kind
fromthatfromwhichtheexceptionismade,andthestatementwhich
follows i l l d is
therefore a new statement altogether cut off from the first. Therefore instead
of adopting
the ordinary rendering, with the ezcqtion of Iblis, I adopt buf Iblis did it not.
59 He was not declared an unbeliever beoause of his having refused to make obeisance
to Adam; but he refused to do obeisancebecausehe was alreadyanunbeliever,which
further corroborates the statement that Iblis or Satan is a being that works evil.
60 It is clear from v. 30 that man was placed on earth, which he was intended to rule.
Theplacinginthegardensignifiesleading
a life of ease and comfortwhichisnot
attended with difficulties and troubles, as is shown by the words that follow : ‘I E a t from
it a plenteous food wherever you wish.” And more clearly still the life
in the garden is
thus described in 20: 117-119: ‘ 6 Thereforelethimnotdrive
you both forth from the
garden, so that you should be unhappy. Surely it is ordained for you that you shall not
be hungry therein nor bare of clothing, and that you shall not be thirsty therein, nor shall
you feel the heat of the sun.” All this shows thatlife in thegardenmeant a life of
comfort,ease,andhappiness
in which there was no difficulty or distress.
61 Raghadan hereeitherqualifies
~ i uunderstoodnoun,andtheconstructionis
1
i.e. a phtfeous food, or it is indicative of the condition of Adam and Eye,

cl;,u/,

for you say, &>
,.Jj’, i.e. people in a state of life ample in its m a n s , or people having
abundance o j the goods, conveniences, and comforts of life (LL),and the words may thus be
rendered: Eat f r m it wherever !iOu wish, having abundance of all things.
62 The tree hsre may stand for evil, because it is evil which degenerates man, and it is
fromapprowhingevilthatalltheprophets
of God haveforbiddenman.The
Qur-dn
itselfagain and again warns man not to approach evil. Thefigurativeuse of the word
shujarah, or tree, is made manifest in 20 : 120, where the devil deceives man by calling him
b the Cree o j imwwtality and a k i n g d m which decays not, this description being no doubt
just the contrary of what it really was, because the statement was made to deceive Adam.
But note that the tree of immortality is the same as th.e king&
which decays not, and
this establishes the figurative use
of the word shajarah.
63 Thedevilwasiqstrumentalinbringingaboutthechangeintheircondition,
From “ i t ” meansfrom the happy condition of life in whichthey were fist placed.
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inwhichtheywere
; and We
said: Get forth,64 some of you
of others,
being theenemies
andthereis
for youinthe
earth an abode and a provision
for a time.a
37 Then Adam received
(some)wordsfrom
HisLord,
so H e turnedtohim
(mercifully)
surely H e i s Oftreturning (to mercy),
the
Merciful.
38 Wesaid: Go forthfrom
this (statel all: so surely there
will ‘come to ‘you agiidance
horn Ne, then whoever follows
My guidance, no fear
shall
nor shell
3ome upon
them,
:heygrieve.
39 And (as to) those who
iisbelieve inandrejectOur
:ommunications,~7 they are the
nmates of the fire,in itthey
shall abide.68

64 Hub[ no doubt means goi?tg down a declivity, or descending f r o m a high place to a
low one, but its more frequent use in literature isaimply in the senseof removing f r o m om

place to anofher, as in

l

y \*\

v. 61, meaning go to, or entar into, a city. It

also signifies simply change in condition. According to LL habata means he came forth
from it and also he became lowered or degraded. And habf further signifies falli?Lg into
evil; or becoming low or abject; or sufering loss or diminution.
65 The new condition in which man is placed is the conditionof the mutual enmity of
one to the other. As opposed to the happy stete of life it is one in which man has to
face distresses and difficulties. It is a state of life which thevirtuousandthe
wicked
must equally pass through.
I n fact, it is only trials and hardships of life that make perfection attainable. The first state of ease is not a state of perfection, as in the child, tbough
it may be a state of ease and comfort, but as man must attain to a state of perfection he
has to pass through the necessary trials. This is made clear in v.
38, where all men are
told to follow Divine guidance if they would attain to a state of freedom from fear and
grief, whioh in the Boly Qur-An always represents the goal of life, or the final state of
perfection so far as this life is
oonoerned.
66 The Arabic word tuubah (repentance) gives us in fact the philosophy of repentance.
T6ba originallymeans he returned, endhencetheprimarymeaning
of thba il-allbh-i
is he returned to Allah, and in thereligiousterminologythe
word taubah comes to
mean the returmiq to astate of obedience. Thus taubah implies B perfect change in
the course of one’s life, and this ia repentance aocording to the Holy Qur-&n. The taubah
does not imply the utterance
of certain words, but an actual change for the better
in
one’s life, Thesame word tdba is used to express the Divine act of theacceptance of
repentance, with reference again to the original meaning of the word, because in .thie case
the Divine,Being deals with man mercifuily.
67 The word @at (plural dyht), which occurs for the first time here, is of very frequent
occurrence intheHolyQur.anand
conveys B number of significancee. The primery
meaning of dyat is am apparent sign or mark (Rgh) by which B thing is known. Henoe it
68, see next page.
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SECTION 5
Fulfilment of Israelite Propheciee in the Holy Qur-An
The covenant with Israelites and its fulfilment in the
of the Prophet. 45, 46. Patience and prayer enjoined.

appoarance

40-44.

40 0 children of Israel I call
to mind My favour
which
I
bestowed on you
faitbful to (your)
withMe,
I will fulfil (My)
oovenantwith you ;69 and of
Me, l i e alone,should you be
afraid.
41 Andbelieve
in what I
haverevealed,verifying
that
which is with you,70 and be not
the first to deny it, neither take
a mean price” in exchange for
My communications ; and Me,
Me should
alone
you fear.72
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oomes t o signify a sign as meaning an idicatiotr or evidence or proof (TA-LL). In this
sensa it signifies what is called a me’jiscck or a mivacbs, instead of which the Holy Qur-an
always use8 the word byat, thus showing that the miracles of which it speaks &re not
wonderu, but aotual e v k h w or proof of the truth of a prophet. But the most frequent use
of the word cigar in theHoly Qur-An is to signify a message or a communicatia, and it is in
this sense that the word is applied to verses of the Holy Qur-irn, i.e. a collection of the
m d a of ths Qur-cincontiaued to its breaking, or a purtiOlt of the Qcr-Jnafter which a
suspensiocc of f h a p e c h i9 approvablc (TA, Msb-LL). 3 u t it generally retains the wider
significance of a sign or a mark, or a Diviw mcssage or a Divine communbatiott.
68 Xkalada signifies originally h4 remined or abode, or revmimi or d o & long, being

synonymous with apdmu or with LC;]\
J
L
b \ (A). Hence you say khwcilid (plural
of kh$%ict), meaning the three stones upon which the oooking-pot is placed, 80 called because
of their remaining for a long time after the standing relics of a house have become e h c e d
(LA-LL). Therefore khdlidain signifies simply abiding, and d m not necessarily convey
the idea of perpetuity.
69 Oompare Deut. 26 :17-19: ‘‘ Thou hast avouched the Lord this day to be thy-God,
m d Q walk in Hi8 ways, and to keep His statutes, and His oommandmenta, and E f i ~
judgment, and to hearken unto His voioe. Ana the Lord hath avouahed thee this day to
be His peollliar people, 88 He hath promised thee, and that thou shouldst keep all His
mmmandments ; and to make thee high above all nations whioh He hath made, in prsise,
wd h rime, and in honour.” The hearkening u n t o the voice of the Lord ” means the
aocepbaoe of the revelation to the promised prophet of Deut. 18 : 18, 88 Deut. 18 : 19
&om alearly : ‘ I And i t shall come to pass that whosoever will not hearken unto My worde
whioh he shell epeak in My nsme, I will require it of him.”
70 The veri5cation referred bo here is dearly thefulfilment of t h e promiae contained in
h a t . 18 : 16-18 : 1‘ The Lon3 thy God will raise up unto thee a prophet from the midst of
thee, of thy brethren, like unto me ; unto him ye shall harken.
I will reb them up
I) pmapbei from among their brethren, like unto thee, and will put My words in his mouth ;
end Be
shall speatr nnto them all that I a h d l command him.” It is nowhere but in the
Hob Qw-h
*et M e ‘ I word of W,”
ea @sed
here,is put into the Prophet’s manth,”
71,72, we next page.
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42 And donot mix upthe
truthwiththe
falsehood, nor
hide the truth while you know
(it).i3
43 And keep up prayer and
pay the poor-rate andbow down
withthose who bow downe7*
44 What I do you enjoin
men to be good and neglect
your own souls while you read
the Book; have you then no
sense ?
45 And
seek
assistance
through 76 patience and prayer,
and most surely it is a hard
thing except for thehumble
ones,
46 Who know76 thatthey
shall meet their Lord and that
they shall return to Him.
and no prophet ever claimed to have come in fulfilment of this prophecy except the Holy
Prophet Muhammad. The whole of the Iscaelitish history after Moses is silent as to the
appearance of the promised prophet of Deuteronomy. Even Jesus Christ
never said that
he came in fulfilment of that prophecy, and the apostles truly felt that
difficulty when
they thought that that prophecy would be fulflled in the second coming of Christ. But
one of the earliest messages of the Holy Prophet was that he was the like of the prophet
sent to Pharaoh (73 : 15), and the claim is often repeated in the HolyQur-An.
71 They rejected the commandments of Allah, fearing to lose their high
position6 ms
temporal and spiritual leaders of the people, and sacrificed truth to the inducementsof this
life, and thus took 1‘ a mean price ’’ for it, for, as it is said in 4 :77, li The provision of this
world’s life is short.”
72 Where the verb i t t a p & occurs with Allah, or with a personal pronoun referring to
Rim,as,its object, as in &\\$\
or $\;
themeaning
is thattheyehonld

guard against the threatened punishment of Allah, or be careful of their duty to Allah.
73 “Mlring up the truth with the falsehood”
signifies their miwing up the prophecy
with thsir own false interpretations of it, and thus making obscure the prophecy itself,
while “ hiding of &he truth ” signifies their coltcealing the pcvphecy itself, for they often
commanded their followers not to disolose to the Muslims those prophecies whioh were
known tothem.
Compare v. 76.
74 Those who bow down are the Muslims, and thus they are told to follow the M u e l i m ~
in their prayers.
75 They ace told tawait patiently because the great distinctive sign of the promised
prophet of Deut. 18 : 18 was that he would utterprophecieswhich
would. prove true.
“And if thou say in thine heart, How shall we know the word which the Lord hath not
spoken? When a prophet spaaketh in the name of the Lord, if the thing follow not nor
come to pass, this is the thing which the Lord hath not spoken, but the prophet hath
spoken it presumptuously:thoushaltnot
be afraid of him,”Deut. 18 :21, 22. The
Q u r - h had, in the prophet’s utter helplessnessst Mecca, and when the Quraiah were day
and night planning to take away his very l i e , uttered forcible predictions of the final
triumph of the Prophet and Islam snd of the venquishment end utter destruction of hi8
opponent#. I n ewordance with the test
of Deut. 18 :11, %a
the
, Israalites could hwe
W U Y men within 8 few years that he wm8 the true prophet.
i
76 g a m nipiflea thuugltt,
or wnjectllss,@ also krunvlsdgr or wf&ty, whioh
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SECTION 6
Diyine Fanom on Israel and their Stubbornness
47, 48. A grievous dayawaitstheIsraelites.

49, 50. Theirdeliverance
fromPharaoh.
51-54. Calf.worship anditspunishment.
5 5 , 56. Elders
stupefied. 57-59. Provision of manna and quails in wilderness, disobedienoe
of the people, and havoc wrought by pestilence.

47 0 children of Israel! cdl
to mind My favour whioh I
bestowed on you and thet I
made you excel the nations.77
48 And be on your guard
against a day whenone soul
shall not avail another in the
neithershallintercession on its behalf be a ~ c e p t e d , ' ~
nor shall any compensation be
taken from it, norshall they
be helped.
I ' is
by considering
with endeavour tounderstand,not
by O C U h perception, or
not suoh as relata8 to an object of sense " ILL).
77 By 6 1 the nations are meant
t h e people contemporaneous with the Israelites in their
,-Jays of triUmpk, or large masses of people (AH). Numerous prophets were raised among
them, and they were made to rule over other nations, and these are the favours of which
Moses also reminds them (5 : 20).
78 The day here spoken of overtook the Israelites in this very life as a preliminary
in
to the grievousness of what was to follow in the hereafter. The Jewish tribes living
Medins oast in their lot with the enemies
of Islam, giving every kind of secret help to
the Meacme and even urging the latter to attack the Muslims, and this notwithstanding
adefensiyealliancewiththem.Thefailure
of the Meccans to crushtheMuslims was
thereforenaturally followed by punishment of thetraitorousJews, and the hypocrites
and the idolaters who had promised to help them did not come forward. These inoidents
are dealt with in the 59th chapter.
79 Shafffat (meaning intercsssion) is derived from the root shaf, which signifies the
muking a thing to be one of a pair (TA-LL) or the adjoining a thing to its like (Rgh-LL),
and hence i t comes t o signify intercession. Thedoctrine of shufd'at, or intercession, is
E well-known doctrine, according to which the prophets and the righteous
will intercede
is based on certain passages of
for thesinners on theday of judgment.Thisdoctrine
the Holy Qur.bn end some sayings of theHolyProphet, which will be dealtwith in
the proper place. But interoession has another significance also, which i s referred to in
4 :85, vie. the institution of a way which another imitates, so that the latter, in fact,
joins himself to his model, and this is really the primary
significance of the doctrine.
Thus shajd'at has a twofold significance, vis. firstly it enables a man to walk in the ways
of righteousness by imitating his model, and, secondly, it affords him a shelter from the
evil consequences of certain weaknesses which he is unable to overcome by himself.
The statement made here, that intercession shall not be accepted on a certain day, is
in reference to those who have not made themselves deserving of intercession by joining
themselves with a righteous servant of God, 80 a8 to take him for their model. As they
fail to realize the primary significance of intercession, its secondary significance cannot
avail them. I t may aIso be noted here that intercession is simply an act of g m , and
CaMOt be claimed by the sinner ; a n a a i s is what is stated here.
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49 And when We delivered
you from
Pharaoh’s
people,
who subjectedyoutosevere
torment,*Okilling your sons and
sparingyour women,*’ andin
was a greattrial
thisthere
from your Lord.
50 And
when
We
parted
the seafor you, so Wesaved
you and drowned the followers
of Pharaohand you watched
by.82

51 And whenWeappointed
a time of forty nights83 with
Moses, then you took the calf
(for a god) 84 after him and you
wereunjust.
52 Then We pardoned you
afterthat so that you might
give thanks.
80 No details of the oppressions to which the Israelites were subjected are given in the
Holy Qur-An. According toExod. 1 : 11, Theydidset over themtaskmasterstoafflict
them with their burdens,’’ and Exod. 1 : 14, ‘‘ And they made their lives bitter with hard
bondage, in mortar and in brick, and in all manner of service in the field : all their service
wherein they made them serve was with rigour.”
81 See Exod. 1: 15-18 and also 1 : 22 : And Pharaoh charged all his people, saying,
Every son that is born ye shall cast into the river, and every daughter ye shall save alive.”
82 The Qur-&ndocs not say how the Israelites were made to pass through the sea or in
of the sea was broughtabout.The
word balw means a sea
what mannertheparting
or a river. If it mas a river, the explanation is simple. The bed may have been practically
in a dry condition when the Israelites passed, but
a tide may have sweptoff Pharaoh’s army
thatpursuedthem.
More probably, however, as the Bible seys, it was thenorthern
extremity of the Red, Sea, and, according to the Bible, “ theLord caused the sea to
go back by a strong east wind all that night ” (Exod. 14 : 21),thus enabling the Israelites
to getthrough,TheMuslimrationalistexplanation
is simplerstill.TheRedSea
is
shown on the basis of ancient geographies to have had
a large number of islands, from
which the conclusion is drawn that at that time it was not the deep sea that it now is.
The crossing happhed at the northern extremityof the left-hand branch, and the shallowness of the sea, combined with theebb, enabled the Israelites to cross it safely, while the tide
drowned the Egyptians (S. A.), See also 1593.
83 ‘(And RIoses went into the midst of the cloud, and got him up into the mount: and
&ses was in the mount fortydays and forty nights” (Exod. 24 : 18).
84 Details are contained in 20 : 86-97. The story of the making of the calf is contained
in the Bible in the 32nd chapter of Exodus. The only important
difIerence is t h i t while
the making of the calf is attributed to Aaron in the Bible, the Holy Qur-&ndeclares that
Prophet to be innocent in the matter, andascribes the leadership in the making of the calf
and its worship to As-Shmiri. The idea of calf or bull worship seems to have been taken
from the Egyptians. In the opinion of Renan, Maspero, and Konig (‘ bull-worship may
have been an imitation of the worship of Apia a t Memphis or of Mendes at Heliopolis ”
(En. Bib. 001. 631). The writer of the article on the golden
calf is, however, of opinion
“adoption from Egypt
is unlikely,” and his chief reason is that ‘I the Egyptians
worshipped onlylivinganimals.”ButtheIsrealitea,
too, seem to havebeensddicted
to *heworship of livinganimalsinthetime
of Moses, as t h e i n d e n t narrated in
pv. 67-71 shows,andthe
calf was only an image of a living animal, and at any rate
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53 And
when
We gave
Mosesthe Book and the Distinctions3 that you might walk
aright.
54 And when Moses said to
his people : 0 m y people ! you
have
surely
been
unjuet
to
yourselves by takingthe calf
to
(for a god),thereforeturn
your
Creator
(penitently),
so
killyourpeople,@thatis
best
; so
for you with your Creator
He turned to you (mercifully),
for surely He is the Oft-returning(tomercy),theMerciful.
55And when you said: 0
Moses ! we will not believe in
you untilwesee
Allah manifestly, so the punishment overtook you while you looked on.*’

four hundred years’ contact with the Egyptians could not have been without its influence,
bull-worship dating from a very remote antiquity in Egypt. I t was for this reason that the
Mosaic law laid groat stress upon the slaughter of cows, and the conlmandment mentioned
in v. 67 seems to have bcen given’ for the same reason. Notwithstanding all that Moses did
of the bull
to uproot this form of idolatryfromamongtheIsraelites,theworshipping
appears to have continued up
to the timc of Hosea, who rails at it in very strong terms
(Hos. 8 : 5 , 10 : 5 ) .
85 The original word is furpin, an infinitive noun from the root fury, which signifies
the making of adistinetion between two things, and furpdn, according to LL, isanything thul
m a k es a separation or distinctio?~between truth and falsity, and hence i t signifies a p o o f or
demonstration and also aid or victory. The furqB?z cr distinction which is here spoken of as
being given to Moses was Pharaoh’s drowning in the sea and the deliverance
of the Israelites.
The battle of Badr afforded the furgdn or distinction in the case of the Holy Prophet, and
hence the battle of Badr is called Yaum-u2-furgdn or the day of the distinction i n 8 : 41.
86 By the people who were ordered t o be killed are apparently meant the leaders in
the calf-worship. According to the Bible, the children of Levi were commandedtoslay
the others, and three thousand men were killed on that day. The Holy Qur-&n does not
say whether the order was actually carried o u t ; on the other hand we are told that the
wrong was forgiven,though the forgiveness mayhave been granted alter thesentence
was executed. I t is, however, strange that Aaron, who, according to the Bible, made the
image and led thepeople to calf-worship, was not at all punished.
87 The only reference tothisstcrycontainedintheBible
is inExod. 19: 16, 17,
And i t came to pass on the third day in the morning, that there
were thunders and
Iightnings, and a thick cloud upon the mount, and the
voice of the trumpet exoeeding
loud ; 80 that all t h e people that was in the camp trembled. And Moses brought forth the
people out of t h e camp tomeetwithGod;andthey
stood at the nether,part of the
mount.” But the Talmud gives thedetails,andthestatement
in the Qur-8n is thua
corroborated.
The pd’+ah, as mentioned here, and translated 8s punishment, is really a cause of death
and not death itself (AH, Zj), and it originally signifies tltunds7 or the sound of thumim,
and hence any vshsntat cry (TA-LL) ; i t a b means any dsstmtive p219LiShtntd (LL).
The same incident ie referred t o in 7 : 166 in the following word6 : ‘ I And Mosea c h m out
of his people seventy men for Our appointment, and when the eerthquake overtook them.”
Thus the qd’ipah of this verm is the =me as the easthquaks in 7 :155, m d thus it here
eignifkas t h e rumbling noise which precedes an earthquake.
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56 Tfiep We. raised yon ‘up
that you may
‘ give thankg.m
67 And.We made the clouds
to give shade over youBg ana
We Pent to you manno aad
1 najla :*Eat of the good things
t at We have given you; and
they did hot’ db Us any harm,
buf they made their own souls
suffer the lose.
58 And when We said :
Enter this oity,g’ then eat from
it a plenteous (food) wherever
you wish, end enterthe gate

: after p u r &upor

1

’ ’

B

88 The word maut does not always mean cessation of Zife,

I t signifies loss of senstsation,

depivationoj i%feZlctuaZfaculties, experienchg great grief amd smrow, sleep, etc. (Rgh,
LL). The maut mentioned in this verw refers to temporary loss of sensation, because on
the same occasion Moses is spoken of as having fallen down in swoon ” (7 : 143), and the
ststamept le followed by the words when he recovered.” A similarfate overtook his
companions, and therefore the word here signifies only loss of sensation or a sworn or
stupor.
89 Accoiding to Exod. 13 :.21and other verses, when the Israelitea departed out 6f
Egypt, CTod gave them e, pillar of cloud to direct them in their march. The
cloud continued always from that time to attend the Israelites in the wilderness. It was clear and
bright during %he night, inorder to give them light when it grew dark, and in the daytime
it was thick and gloomy, the better to defend them from the excessive heat of the Arabian
Desert, through which they performed their journey. The Qur-&n does not speak of any
6uch pillar of cloud giving light by night and shade by day, a very unnatural phenomenon
to continue for forty years, but sirnply,speeks of clouds having given them shade at some
point in theirjourney in the wil&ruesa, when probably a too exoessive heat of the Arabian
Desert might have become unbearable.
90 The nta?tlt m d oa1w6 are the menna and q u i l s of Exodus, 16th chapter. Literally,

?mmis mything which

C O ~ B Sto

man without

-

much. efort (LL),from e)s

ing b bestuwed upm him afazww. I n the saying of the Holy Prophet &\

e mean-

zSd\

the t r u m i s spokep of a8 being malta, LL has the following explanation under the word
turanjjab&%; ‘‘ A kind of manna ; the manna of the bhorny plants called by the Ara’bs the
hdj, and hence by European botanists Alhagi; according to Dr. Royle it is a sweetish juice
which exudes from the Blhctgi maurorum, concretes into small granular masses, and ie
usually distinguished by the name of Persian manna ; a kind of dew that falls mostly in
Khumwm and in MGwara-un-nahr apd in our country, mostly upon the hdj; the best
fiereof is that which is fresh or moist and white(IbnSeena),the
w m or 1)uzltn.a
mentioned in the Q u r - h . ” Some say it was honey. Salwd means“,whateverrenders
one content 8 case of privation.” I t is a certain bird resembling the quail (LL). The
mw ssd the salwd formed the food of the Israelites in the wilderness. According to Zj
it includes ell that Allah bestowed on them as agift in the wilderness and granted to them
fiedy without much exertionon their part (AH).
91 The city is probably Shittim : And they pitched by Jordan, from Beth-Jesimoth
usto dbl-Shittim in theplains of Moab,” or Jericho, which was near by in the same
Puis
33 :4!3, 60). Hare it was that the worst features of the wickedness of Israel
Were displayed : And Israel abode in Shittim, and the people began t 0 oommit whoredom
with the daughters of Moab ’I
25 : I).
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makingobeisan~e,~~and
say’, P u t
down from us ourheavyburd e n ~ , ~ 3 will
W eforgive you your
wrongs and give more to those
who do good (to others).
59 But
those
who
were unjust changdit
for a saying
other than that which had been
spoken to them,” 80 Wesent
upon those whowere unjust a
pestilence from heaven, because
they t r a n s g r e s ~ e d , ~ ~
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SECTION 7
Divine Fanoura on Israel and their Stubbornness

60. Moses prays for drinkingwaterand finds twelve springs. 61. The
Israelites get tired of their food inthe wilderness and are told to settle
in a city. A life bf ease leads to transgression andultimately to ruin.
Ar. t h y .

Or,oommunity.

Ar. their.

60 And when Moses prayed
for drink for his people, We
3aid : Seek with your staff a
way intothem0untain.~6
So
;here flowed from twelve
it
springs;eachtribeknew
its
irinking-placeg7: Eat and drink
)f the provisions of Allah, and
10 not act corruptly in the land,
naking mischief.

92 Entering the gate while making obeisance does not signify that they were commanded to make their entry into the city while their foreheads were on the ground. The
meaning is that they were told to remain submissive while abiding in a city where they
would be able to enjoy all the comforts of life.
98 qilifta-tun (from Mlifta, meaning he p u t it down) is a prayer for th.e putting down
of the hsavy bur&n of sim from one. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said to
his followers: ‘ 1 Say, We ask forgiveness of Allah and turn to Him penitently”; and
thento
have added : This is, to be sure,the
fii$.ta-tun which theIsraelites were
commanded to say”(I,Hsh, oh. Hudaibiyya). Therefore, though some of the commentators
have interpreted it as meaningthe confession of theunity of Allah or the affair of
alighting and abiding in the town, the saying of the Holy Prophet makes it clear that
it is o d y a petition forforgiveness.
94 They acted againstthe law andthe revelation which had been given tothem,
Changing the Divine revelation signifies changing of the form as well as going against
the spirit of the Book. According to the Bible, ‘ I The people began to commit whoredom
withthedaughters
of Moab.And
they called the people untothe sacrifices of their
gods: and the people did eat and boweddown to their gods.And Israel joined himself
unto Baal-peor, and the anger of the Lord wag kindled against Israel ” (Num. 25 : 1-3).
95 When a punishment overtakes a people as a oonsequence of their wicked deeds it
is spoken of as having come from heaven, the significance probably being that it cannot
be averted by ordinary measures. The pestilence spoken of here is referred to in the
Bible in Num. 25 :8, 9, according to which 24,000 men died of the plague. The same
incident is again referred to in 7 : 161, 162.
96,97,Bee next page.
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61 Andwhen you said : 0
Moses! we cannotbearwith
one food,@ therefore pray your
Lordon
our behalf to bring
forth for us out of what the
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stlikethe

isordinarilytranslatedasmeaning

rock

with your staff or rod, but I have adopted a different significance, while another possible
words
significance is : Strike a way into the mountain with your community. The three
forming the phraserequireto be explained. First of all we have darb, theprimary
significance of which is striking or smiting, but according to TA ' I ?arb is used to indicate
all kinds of actions except a few." But darb in the sense of going about or seeking a way
of
is

L;",))\

frequentoccurrence.

he journeyed in theland

+>

or weltt f o r t h or hastened in theland

used in this sense in the well-known report
i.e. theleader

W>>Y\
:

j -+

and >A))\

of thereligion.shallhastento

+> which LA explains

of 'Ali,

+*

(TI-LL). The word is

&A
. . &d\
.. y e ,

go awaythroughtheland.
as meaning

bosh signify,

I sought him

And you say
in

the whole land.

Then there is the word 'ash, the ordinary meaning of which is s t u f or rod, but the primary
significanoe isthe state of combination (TA-LL), andthe word is metaphorically used to
speak of

a contmzknity ;

\

community (of Al-Islam),and

3 means thecontravening
of the khw'drij itissaid,

i.e. they made a schism in the state of combination and union,
Ik1uslims. Heme
the

saying -1

&J>

of thecollective
4

1

body or tits

b\$

~

or in t h oomnaunity of ths

i.e. beware
that
you

are a slayer

or MW beilzg slain in making a schism in the comntunity cf the Zuslims (LA). Similarly

QI

&\

signifies disagreement took place

(LA). v a j r means a rock, andalso

is no access, as explained by Sa'labi as oocurring in a verse of
Firazdaq.Hencethetranslationadopted,as
well as the two alternativesignidcations
given, is correct so far asthe words are oonosrned. , The Bible, of course, does not
contain any contemporaneous record of the events, and what it contains does not render
much help, In Exod. 17 : 1-6 we are told that Moses went with the elders to the rock of
Horeb, and on liis smitingthe rook withhis rod water flowed out,butthereis
no
mention of twelve springs there, and the flowing of water is stated to have been witnessed
the name of
only by seventy elders. But as Marah (Exod. 15 : 23) is nowknownby
'uyJn-i-MtLsd,i.e. th.e springs of Moses (Bib. Dict., Cambridge Press, Art. " Wilderness ' I ) , i t
: 1-6 is correctly reoorded, the
is very doubtful whether the incident referred to in Exod. 17
more so as there isa hopeless confusion about the other incidents related to have occurred
at Rephidim, the scene
of the smiting of the rock.
of tribes. Henoe i t is
97 The number of springsisinaccordancewiththenumber
very probable that the reference in this verse is to the twelve wells at Elim (Exod. 15 : 27),
e0 which place the Israelites had gone from Marah. Moreover, the
twelve tribes, comprisingaboutsixhundredthousand
souls, couldsettle on twelve spri,ngs apart from
each other only if the springs were situated at a distance from esch other and did not
flow from one source. Compare also the next verse, according to which the demand for a
of settling in a town and
Varietyof foods is granted by pointing out the natural course
tilling the ground.
98 '' We remember the fish whioh we did eat in Egypt freely ; the cucumbers and the
melons and the leeks and the onions
and the garlic. But now our soul is dried away:
a mountain to which there

e&h grows, of itsherbe and
ita cucumbers and its garlicQ8
and its lentils and itsonions.
He said: Will you exchange
thatwhich
is better for that
which is worse? Enter a city,lm
so you will have what you ask
and
for. And abasement
humilietion were brought down
upon them, and theybecame
deserving of Allah’swrath ;la
this wag BO becausethey diebelieved in the communications
of Allah and killed the
prophebe unjust1y;lDS this w4s
so because they disobeyed end
exceededthelimits.

..

there is nothingatall
beside this manpa before our eyes.
Theq Mose~heerd $$a
people weep throughout
their
families,
every man
in
tho
door of hie tent”
m u m . 11 : 5-10).
99 The Arabic ward is fiirn, which means both garlic and whscab, but 8s 8 seoapd reading
hss !awn, which is the word f4r garliconly, the word c4nnot bq properly r+?pder+d as
wF.eat.
100Sale’stranslation,Get
ye down into Egypt,” is wroag. The word minr is used
here aq a common noun, and means a city. Hazeroth (Num. 11: 35) wems to pave been
the place referred to here, ‘‘ a station in the desert journey, the second after leaving Sinai,
probably to be identifled with the modern ‘Ailbad-Hudemh, ahaut forty miles N.E. of Jabal
Musa” (Bib. Dict., Cem.).
101 The verse speaks of the ultimate condition to which the Israelites
were reduced
when theypersistedinaettingatnaughttheDivinecommandmentsandindulgedin
imlnaral and depraved practices. The reference is more particularly to the later history of
Israel. A comparisonwith S : 111 wilI show the truth of thisremark, for that verse,
whioh is almost identioal with the one under 4iscussion, clearly refers to the later history
of Israel.
102 As shown %hove, the wardsrefer $0 the later history sf Israel, and $bere i s nq
suaohronisn in the commentator‘s oiting instanessof the murder af John the Baati& and
of Zaoharias, son of Baraohiss, by the Jews. That prsphebs were murdered by the Jew@i~
borne out by the testimony of Jesus, who hnlds them guilty for “411 the rightfigus bl&
shed upon theearth, from the blood af righteous Ab01 unto $he blood of Zwho$gyimlt
(Matt. 25 : 35),and oondemns them for their hgpoaribioel 8ssgrtion th& ‘ I if ~ $ bsd
3
kea
in the days of our fathers, we would not have been partakers with thew ip the bled et
the prophets ’ I (Matt. 23 : 80). There is no doubt an allusion hew to 4hcl Jswieb &sa
pseinst the life of the Holy Prophet Muhammad.
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SECTION 8
Inraelitss’ Degeneration
62. Salvation is notthe monopoly of one nation. 63, 64. Covenant with
Israeland its violation. 65, 66. Sabbathbreakers reduced toabjectness.
67-71. Moses orders the slaughter of a cow as a remedy against cow-worship.

62 Surely those who believe,
and those’who areJews,and
Sathe
Christians,
and
the
bians,103
n - w
I
Allah a n d - d w s
good, they
shall
have
their
reward from theirLord,and
thereis no fear for them,nor
shall they grieve.lo4
63 And when We made Q
oovel~antwit’h you and raised
themountain
above you :lo5
Take hold of what We have
given you withfirmness,and
bear in mind what is in it. so

105 The Sabisns are mentioned in the Holy Bur-&n on three occasions only, here and in
6 :69 along with the Jews and the Christians, and in 22 : 17 with these and the Magians.
According to Em. Br., the Sabians were a semi-Christien sect of Babylonia, closely rosembling the so-called ‘ I Christians of S t . John the Baptist.” The probable derivation of the
name is traaed to an Aramaic root, m d the root meaning is said to be those wku wash thamselves, andthisissaid
to be corroborated by Arab writers applying to themthename
BE-nughtariEah. The idea that the Sabians were star-worshippersisrejected,theerror,
it ia said, being due to the pseudo-Sabians of Harrian, who chose to be known by that name
in the reign of Al-Blamoon, in 830 .LD.,in order to be classed as the ’‘ followers of the Book.”
The commentators hold different opinions regarding them, most of them agreeing that they
arerepwsentatives of B religion between Judaism and Christianity, based on the doctrine of
unity, but d a o maintaining worship of angels. The mjority do not include them in the
Ahl-il-kit& i.e. the followers of tho Book (AH),
104 This v e y strikes at theroot of the idea of a favoured nation whose members alone
m y be entitled to salvation. The subject is introduced here to show that even the Jews,
notwithstanding those transgressions which had made them deserving of Divine wrath,
were entitled to a goodly reward if they believed and did good deeds. It should be borne in
mind thab, 8pi shown in foobnob 9, b$ef in A-&J&eujvAeI&$a_b$kf
ig&p@s!m@g&@n. The statement
made amounts to this, that salvation cannot
be attained by mere lip-profession by the Muslims, nor by any other people unless they
adhere ta e true belief and good wticns. As to those who stick to their own religions, we
BW bld.in 22 : 17 th& ‘ I Allah will judge between them on the day of resurrection.” The
a x k h w e of good men in other religions is not denied by the Holy Qur-hn, but perfect
m e , or the etate of absolute contentment which is indicated by freedom from grief end
fear, is obbinable only in Islam, because Islam alone is the religion of absolute submission
to the Divine Being.
1% “ They stood at the nether part of the mount ’I (Exod. 19 :17). There is nothing
in the words of the Qur-tin to support the baseless story that the mountainwas suspended
in mid-hespan over the heads of the Israelites to frighten them into submission (sea foot.
Bote 957). The umof the word mf4’ is in eooordenoe with the drebia idiom, for it
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64 Then you turned back
after that; so were it not for
the grace of Allah and His
mercy on you, you would certainly have been among the
losers.
65 And certainly you have
known those among you who
exceeded the limits of the
Sabbath.lO6 80 We said to them :
Be (asj apes, despised and
hated.1u7

[PARTI.

,&J=\Z~,&J~.J;
!vayga+,J , e

i

;

I

the rearing or uprearing of a building, or making it high or lofty (Rgh-LL). In this sense
the word is used in v. 127.
106 The root-meaning of sabt (from which Sabt, meaning Sabbath, is derived) is cutting
ofl (Rgh). This is also the opinion of h , who denies that the word sabt conveys the significance of rest (LL). The Sabt or the Sabbath is so called because the Jewsceased tllereon
observed a particular day for religious
froln work (TA).The Jews andtheChristians
worship,andthey were forbiddento do any work on that day. In this sensethere is ,;
DO Sabbath among the Muslims, because in Islam no particular day is set apart for Divine
worship. On the other hand, the Muslim is required to pray in the very midst of his everyday work, and even the Juma’ (Friday) prayers are no exception, for the Qur-bn expressly
allows the doing of work both before and after the Jume’ prayers (see foot-note 2505).
The commandments regarding the observance of the Sabbath by the Jews are manifold,
but we find the Jews so persistently violating them that the later prophets openly reproved
them for it (see foot-note 107).
107 Mjd explains this in the following words : Tlley were not transformed or meta~nwphosed; it is only a parable which Allah has set forth for them, the like oj what He h a s set
j w t h in likening them to mses ( 6 2 : 5 ) , i.e. tlleir harts were transformed, not that they were
m&amorphosed into apes (IJ). The verse that follows lends support to this explanation,
as a monkey could not afford a lesson to the generations that came after the metamorphosis hadtaken place, buttheabjectconditionto
which theIsraelites were reduced
could do so. Rgh observes in explaining this verse : I t is said that He rather m a d e them
morally like apes. Compare also 5 : 60 : I ’ (Worse is he) whom Allah has cursed, and brought
His wrath upon him, and of whom He madeapesandswine,and
he who served the
descripdevil: these are worse in place and more erring from the atraight path.” This
tion of the same people clearly shows that it is men who imitate apes and swine that are
meant. See also 4 : 4 7 : (‘Or(me shall)cursethem as Wecursedtheviolators
of the
Sabbath.” NOW,
inthe case of theHolyProphet’sopponentsfromamongthe
Jews,
who are referred to in the words We s h a l l curse t h m , there was no metamorphosis, but
here it is stated that the same oume must overteke them as overtook the violators of the
Sabbath.AreferencetoDeuteronomy,28thchapter,
will show that the cums which
Moses prophesied for them meant their being scattered among the nations of the earth,
and this was the fate which overtook the Prophet’s enemies from among the Jews. The
etymology of the word qiradah supportsthe above view. Thepreterite form garida
signifies it (wool) fell off by degrses from tlts sheep, a d also, he becants abject, or became
silent by rewon of abjectness (LL). Qiradaah is &he plural of gird, meaning an ape, and

>

among the Arabs the ape is a proverbially incontinent animal.

Arabs say

-,> e

&\

Le. mor6 i m t i m t than ape (LL).Turning to the Bible, we find that t h e Israehtes
became apes in dl the 8enses in which that word is used in the Arabic language by violating
the Divine Commandments :

“

Thou hast despised Mine holy things, and haab profaned

My Sabbath. In thee we men that carry tales to shed blood : and in thee they eat upon

a.
z.
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66 So We made them an example to those who witnessed
it and those who came after it,
and an admonition to those
who guard (against evil).
67 And when Moses said to
his people. Surely Allah commands you that‘you should
sacrifice a cow;~O~theysaid:
Do you ridicule U B ? He said :
I seek the protection of Allah
from being one of the ignorant.
68 They said: Call on your
Lord for our sake to make it
she
is.
plain to ua what
(Moses) said: He says,Surely
she is a, cow neither advanced
in age nor too young, of middle
age between that (and this);
do therefore what you are
commanded.
the mountains ; in the midst of thee they commit lewdness. I n thee hare they discovered
their father’s nakedness : in thee have they humbled her that was set apart for pollution.
And one hathcommittedabominationwithhisneighbour’swife;
and anotherhath
lewdly defiled hisdaughter-in-law;andanotherintheehathhumbledhissister,his
father’s daughter. , . And I will scattertheeamongtheheathen,and
disperse thee
in the oountries ’’ (Eaek. 22 :8-15). Both the Bible and the Holy Qur-Bn call unholy men
dogs, and, bearing this in mind, it is not
difficult to see what is meant by apes when
the words despissd and hated are added to make the sense stillclearer. All the storieB
relating theastualmetamorphosis
of men into apes on a certain morning areabsurd
and without basis. Moses’ prophecy of thefate of the Jewishnationamply bears out
their description as given in the Holy Qur-&n, here andelsewhere : ‘ I And the Lord shall
scatter thee among all people, from the one end of the earth even unto the other.
And among these nations shalt thou find no ease, neither shall the sole of thy foot have
rest ; but the Lord shall give thee there a trembling heart, and failing of eyes and SOTIOW
of mind” (Deut. 28 : 64-65).
108 The slaughter of the cow referred to in this verse has nothing in common with the
slaying of a heiferas an expiation of an uncertainmurder in Deut.21 : 1-9, or the slaughter
of a red heifer, the ashes of which purify one who has touched the dead body of any man
(Num. 19: 1-19), except the fact that as the Israelites held the cow in great honour, and
even worshipped it, as is clear from their worship of the golden calf, they were ordered to
slaughter suoh cows ES were usually let abroad and worshipped as sacred objects-cows not
wrought with, nor drawn in yoke, but let loose to wander abroad, and the oow mentioned
in these verses ia atypieal oow answeringthi description. Thistype of cow is still an
object of special reverence in India, and the s l a b t e r of this perticular typewas especially
enjoined upon the Jews, according to the Bible as well as the Holy Qur-hn, the object
being to root out cow.worship from among them, But whereas theBiblicalinjunction
to slaughter a heifer is a general injunction to be observed whenever an uncertain murder
takes place or an unolean person is to be purified, the injunction, &s contained in the
Qur-h, notwithstandingthemanyabsurdstories
added to it by some commentators,
Points to the slaughter of one particular cow which was probably likely to become an
object of worship. Indeed,thereis
a striking resemblanoe between the colour of the
golden oalf and the cow ordered to be slaughtered. The concluding words of the section
show that, beoause of their reverence for that particolar oow, the Jews were very averse

.
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69 They aaid : Gall on yowr
Lord for our eake to make it
plain to us what her colonr is.
(Mmes) mid: H e saye, Surely
she is a yellow cow ; her colour
is intensely yellow, giving
delightto the behoIdere.
70 They mid: Call on your
Lord forour sake tomske i b
plain to U B what she is, for
surely to us the cow# we all
alike, and if Allah pleme we

thq4.

br. thy.

shaIlsurely

be guided aright.

71 (Moses) said: H e says:
SuroIy she is a cow not made
Jubmissive that she
should
plough theland,nor d m she
irrigatetho tilth, sound, with9ut & blemish in her.They
naid: Now you havebrought
she truth; BO they sacrificed
let-, though they had not the
nind t o do (it).Io9
to slaughter it. As for the description of the red heifer, '' I t Bd a whole treatise tio itself
in the Mishna, where ita qualifications were elsborakd ioslloh a poind that at last R. Nisin
w i d that RO one since the days of Moseshad been &le to find one fit to be slain " (En.
Bib.
001. 846). This remark clearly suggests that in the time of Moses one fit ko be Riain
and answering that descriptionhad been found. See f&n&
84 €or k k e ImelitB8'
worship of cows.
I09 The concluding words of this verse, &a well a8 those of the 69M,&how that th e
o*
which the Israelites were commanded to stsughbr was one specially venereded by them : 3fi
waa delightful in appeazance, and the Israelite were &vase to sfaqhhr it. !Phi8 s b m
that this particular eow was likdy to become 6n objeet of worsh'ip amolrg thm, and Hence
Uosea' preoaution. The directions conbmed in Deut. 21 : 1-9 and dsmkrere in regad
to the daughter of this type of cow &ow fusbx pntorastiona sgshat D simihr tendency of the Israelite mind,
A few words may be added 8s lsgzvds B a r
t
a
n
s
b
l cd B h e condmdhg W w d a of the
v8r6e. Xdda is generaup used to indicEee the neams of an &im(Rgh), iA. t b d B-fb dctiole
was aboui to t a k s p h , Bud hence it is m m fmperstly u ! d in OOnjanOtioa with soma other

verb, and
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almost did

so.

K&

in

ale0

a L/

Hence

signses he was w a r to

owe

L

&
l
a
g sa;

or Its well-nigh or marly or

si@;nises t h q were ltot MY

&yynonpmowwith arMa, hbkr kid (SLL), and

to

ddng it. But
sb'

9igeifiss

ha purposed or intended ao
' ing so (Ls-LLJ ; hence the trpnslation adept&, whicb gives a
oorrwt idee of the original.
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SECTION 9
They grow in Hard-heutednarrs
73, 73. Their designs on the life of a gat man. 74. Their hearts harden.
75. Their pervokion of the Divine revelation. 76-80. Theirignorance and
presumptuousness. 81, 82. Evil and good bear eeoh its own fruit.

OrlgFhia
afaw to.

72 And when you (almost)
Elled a man,110 then you disagreed with respect to that, and
Allah W B ~to bring forththat
which you were going to hide.lll
73 Sa We said : Strike him
with somewhat of it ;I12 thus
Allah brings the dead to life,l13

*@e,&Lqp-?~t

/

>!3

,I

bw
;2~\
J~*)J&,
$a
*'C

*

c

110 T h e story generally narrated by the commentators to explain this
passage is not
based on any saying of the Holy Prophat or of any of his companions, and is not even
met with in the Bible. I t is, moreover, in itself absurd and opposed to the text of the
Holy Qur-itn, for the guilt of murder is here attributed to the whole community and not
to an individual, as in the story
accordingto which a manhad killed hisuncle and
the murderer's name was only discovered by the dead body being quickened when struck
by the flesh of 8 slaughtered cow, which is supposed to be the cow spoken of in the
last section. But there is nothing to
show thisconnection between these two sections.
Another expIanationis thattheincident
refers to
Jewmurdering a hhalim woman
in thetime of the HolyProphet,anincident
which isnarratedinthe
Bkh. But the
very indehiteness of t h e incident is an indication that it refers to some well-known
event inhistory,and as almostallincidents of the stubbornness of theJewishnation
prior to thetime of Jesus have been mentioned,it becomes almostcertainthatthis
incident refers to Jesus himself, as it was with respect to his death that disagreement
took place, and many doubtedhisdeath,Thisinference
becomes stronger when we
compare the incidents narrated here with the same incidents
as narrated in the fourth
chapter in YV. 153-157, where, after enumerating almost all the incidents narrated here
in the three previous sections, the Qur-&n goes on to accuse the Jews in t h e following
words : "And their saying : Surely we have killed the Messiah, Jesus son of Nary, the
apostle of A l l a h ; and they did not kill him nor did they crucify him, but (the matter)
was made dubious t o them, end most surely those who differ therein are only in a doubt
about i t ; they have no knowledge respecting it, but only follow a, conjecture " (4 : 157).
It will be seen khat the incidents of the last three sections are repeated in 4 : 153-155
briefly, andthen comes theirsiuagainst
Jesus in 4 : 157. The part quotedanswers
is omittedhere.Thiscomparison
exitctly t o verse8 72 and 73, only thatthenssle
makes it char th& it is the spprent killing of Jesus that is referred to here.The
words YOU killed (AI. gataltwn) me used because in the j5re.t plsce the Jews asserted
that t h y had killed him, and swndly, because metaphorically a person may be mid to
have been killed when he is mode to appear as if he were dead. Thus in the well-known
saying

not t h e &a8

u L c. I j
man,

,

(lit., .when a de&

dies) the word dead really signifiea

but one who is about fa die. And 'Umar'ssaying,

\h
1
,
G
i

is eXPhked by. LA aa meaning, m5ko him like mu who i~ slain. LA also ~ O W the
S
of the word qat1 for a mume punishmmt in c a w in which the drunkard and the
habitual thief are spoken of as deserving of pat2 in certain sayings of earlyday judges.
111 The Jews waated to do away with Jesus, but Allah had deoided that he should
not die.
llS, 118, see next page.
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andHeshowsyou
His signs
that you mayunderstand.
74 Then your hearts hardened after that, SO that they were
like rocks, rather worse in hardness ; and
surely
there
are
some rocks from which streams
burstforth,andsurelythere
aresome of themwhichsplit
asunder so water issues out of
them,
and
surely
there
are
some of them whichfall down
for fear of Allah, and Allah is
not at all heedless of what you
d0.114

75 Do youthenhopethat
they would believe in you, and
party
a from
among
them
indeedusedtoheartheword
of Allah,thenaltereditafter
they
had
understood
it,
and
theyknow (this).115
112 The
construction

of the
phrase

sf.+\

rather
is

difficult, but a

comparison with 4 : 157 makesthemoaningclear.
?arb, asalreadynoted,
conveys a
number of significations. I t means striking as well as likening, andaninstance of the
lattersignificance
JbQi

,

$\

we find intheQur-bnitself,

where i t is said b\

i.e. thus does Allah compare truth
and

falselwod (13 : 17).

In

ba’@i-lla‘,meaning somewhat of it, the personal pronoun hh, i.e. it, refers to the act of
murder,Theact
of murder was not completed in the case of Jesus, for afterhe was
taken down from tho oross his legs were notbroken,asinthe
case of the thieves. The
mcaning of the sentence is therefore according to t,he signification of @arbthat we adopt:
strike him with partial death, or liken his condition to
that of the partially dead man;
and thus “the matter was madedubious,”as
we havein 4 : 157. Thereisnoother
case of a murderinJewishhistory
in which the whole nationmayhave been guilty
and which might answer to the descriptionof these two verses.
113 This was really a case of giving lifo to the dead, for Jesus Christ was dead t o all
appearance. Those actually dead do not return to life in this world, for which see footnotes 1659, 1731, and 2165.
114 Thehardenedheartsare
l i k e n d to rocks, andthentheyaremetaphorically
spoken of as falling down from the fear of Allah, where really the bowing down of the
hearts from fear of Allah is meant.
115 Themcaning of this verse is that the Muslims in vain hoped that the Jews
would believe in their Prophet, for they were a people who altered even that which they
believed tu be Divine revelafion to make itsuittheir
own ends, so there was little
hope of theirturningpenitentlytoa
new revelation.ThattheIsraelites
did not
preserve their sacred books in theirpurity is aconstantcharge
laid by the Qur-&n
against the Jews, who never disputed its truth, tor if they had, the Qur-&nwould surely
have mentioned their arguments, as i t hasdone in so many other cases. I n fact, the
altaration snd corruption of the various books of the Bible is now proved beyond
doubt,and thus reoentinvestigationhaslaboriouslyarrived
at the conolusion which
was announced by the Holy Qur-An thirtean hundred years ago.
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76 And
when
they
meet
those
who
believe
they
say,
We believe, and when they are
aloneonewithanotherthey
say: Do you talktothem
of
what Allah has disclosed to you
thatthey
may contendwith
you by this before your Lord?
Do you not
then
understand ?1l6 ‘
77 Do theynotknowthat
Allahknowswhattheykeep
secret
and
what
they
make
known 1
78 And there
are
among
them illiterates117 who
know
not the Book but only lies, and
they do but conjecture.
79 Woe,then,tothosewho
write the book with their hands
andthensay,Thisis
from
Allah, so thattheymay
take
for it asmallprice;therefore
woe to themforwhattheir
and woe
handshavewritten,
to them for what they earn.
80 And they say: Fire shall
nottouch
us butfora
few
days.118 Say:
Have
you
reAllah,
ceived apromisefrom
then Allah
will
not
fail
to
perform His promise,
or
do
you speakagainstAllahwhat
you do not know?
81 Yea ! whoeverearnsevil
md
his
sins
beset
him
on
:very side,thesearetheinin itthey
rnntes of thefire:
shajl abide.11g
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SECTION 10
Their Conanant and its Yiolatlon
83.84. T h e covenant made with Israel. 85, 86. t t s v i o M m by them and
the punishment thereof.

83 AndwhenWemade
a
covenant with thechildren of
Israel :Im
You shall not serve
any but Allah’21 and (you shell
do) good to (your) parents,122
and to the near of kin, and to
theorphansandthe
needy,1Z3
andyou
shall speak to men
good up keep nnd
prayer and pay the poor-rate.’a5
Then you turnedbackexcept
a few of you and (now too) you
turn aside.
84 AndwhenWemade
a
covenantwithyou:Youshall
not shed your blood andyou
shall
not
turn
your
people
consequenoes. The inmates of the fire are here stated to be those who earn evil, i.e. those
who devote themselves wholly to the doing of evil, and thus find themselves beset on every
side by their evildeeds. These are the men whogive themselves up to evil, and who,
therefore, ultimately find themselves in the power of evil, which even in this life, but
more palpably in the life after death, assumes the form of a burning fire. I t should be
noted that the man who struggles against evil, however long that struggle may take, to
overcome an evil inolination, is not the man who earns evil, because the earnest struggle
i n which the fighter spinst evil hates and detests evil, and seeks to overoome it, always
ends in a victcry for the good and noble qualities in man’s nature. The Qur-&nmakes this
d e e r by using the words earm evil.
120 Allah’s making a covenant with a people signifies His gtving commandments to
them, Compare Deut. 4 : IS : “And He declared unto you His covenant, which He
commanded you to perform.”
121 Compare Exod. 20 : 3 : “ Thon shalt hrtve no other gods before Me,” and 23 :25 :
i d And ye shall wrve the Lord your God,” and various other placeg.
128 Compare Exod. 90 :12,and Deut. 5 : 16 : “Honour thy father and thy mother.“
128 a m p a r e Deut. 16 : 11 : I‘ Thou shalt open thine hand wide unto thy brother, to
thy poor, to thy needy, in thy land.”
184 The speaking of a good word stands for kind dealing.
1% Oompare Deut. 14 :28, 29: “ A t the end of three years thou shsIt bring forth all
the tithe of thine increase the same year, end shalt lay it up within thy gates. And the
hvite (because he hsth no part nor inheritance with thee), end the stranget, &nd the
fstherless, and the widow, which are within thy gates, shall come, and shall est end be
sstf&ed; that tbe Lord thy God m y bless thee in all the work of thine hand which thou
pOeSt,”
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out of yourcities;then
you
gave
a
promise while you
witnessed.’28
85 Pet you it is who slay
your people andturn a party
from among you out of their
homes, backing eachotherup
againstthem
unlawfully and
exceeding thelimits ; and if
they Bhould come to you a8
captives you would ransom
them-while their very turning
outwas
unlawful f o r you.’ti
Do you then believe in a part
of the Book and disbelievein
the other? Whatthen is the
among
you
reward of such
BS do this but disgrace in the
life of this world, andon the
day of resurrectiontheyshall
be sent hack to the moat
Z r i e v o u s chastisement,
and
Allah is notatall
heedless
3f what youdo.
126 ’‘ Thou shalt not kill” (Exod. 20 : 13) “ Thou shalt notcovet thy neighbour’s house,
thou shalt not covet thy neighbour’s wife, nor his man servant, nor his maid servant, nor
his ox, nor his ass, nor any thing that is thy neighbour’s ” (Exod. 20 : 17). But the refermm here is more probably to the important treaty of mutual obligation in writing which

the Holy Prophet entered into with the Jews when he settled at Medina. By this treaty
the Ymlims snd &e Jews were baud not only not to turn their hands against each other, .
bub rfso te & f a d one another &gainst,B common enemy. I n fsct, this treaty aimed at a
perfect union a m o ~ gthe discordant elements of the population of Medina. I quote a few
alausesta give &fiereader an insight into t h epirit of this treat,y : “ Whosoever is rebellious,
o t se&eR k s p r d enmity and sedibion, the hand of every man shall be against him,
even if he be
. . Whosoever of the Jews followeth UB shall have aid and suocour ;
they shallnot be isjuped, nor shall m y enemy be aided against t,hem. . . The Jewish clans
in al€4eneawith the several tribes of Medioa are one people with the believers. . , . The
J e w win pm€e&bhek religion, the Muslims theirs. Aa wifhthe Jews, EO withtheir
dher&te, No one shall gc forth ta Sar excepting with the permission of Muhammrsd,
but bh%.sht611EO% hinder any from seeking Irswful revenge. The Jews shall be responsible
for Welt w g s n d i b e , t h e Muslims for theirs; but if attacked eech shall come to bhe
sssistaana c# the other. Sfedina shall he mcred and inviolable for d l that join this treaty.
Uontrowtdes aad 8iBpQh&dl be . r e f e d for the decision of Ucd and His Peophet. None
ah& fsin ‘&e men of Meow or their allies, for verily Che engaging parties are bound
hg&her+ngt
ewry one that $&allthrenten Me3ina. W w amdperme &&I be made in
oe,smbn ” .(i(IIfss”nkj.
173 R ie rekiteg deatl %e two Jewish bribes gmraisa and Na&@, living side by Bide
9t &+3b, an allie~oewith A m e a d K h a j , the two rival bribea of Medine,
tespscti+&iy, +ma*ea the lab& fought against each &her, their ellies took part in the
Qhbing, sntd 4 M m e Jewish Bribe s h u g k r d end imprisoned the &her and laid nssb
their 1yaMt&&.q b d &rw&is
coIleobsa subscriptions for the feleese of the Jewbh
pismtms, gi4ng reason fw-thbt% $heir law oommnended them to d e e m bhe primnerd,
*d they fought @n&
+,heir mreligionists fm $he honour of ttreir allies. The reteiea6e
is to thia inconsistent eation on their part (Re). Sale makes 8 mistake in treatkg Am

men. .

.
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86 These arethey who buy
the life of this world for the
hereafter, so their chastisement
shall not be lightened nor shall
they be helped.
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andXhazraj as Jewishtribes,anditis
due tothismistakethathetranslates
a(d4f
wrongly as moaning chiefs, whereas i t means allies. If, however, the reference in the
previous verse be considered to be to the treaty made by the Holy Prophet with the Jews,
the slaying and turning a party out of their homes would be a prophetic reference to the
Jewish attitude towards the Muslims later on, when they joined with the enemies of the
Muslims,andthepunishment
or disgracewhichthey
are threatenedwith at the end
of the verse was witnessed by all the three Jewish tribes
of Medina, the Qainuqh', the
Nadeer, and the Quraiza,
on account of their violation of the treaty.
126Salehasrightlypointedouttheerror
of confounding theHolyGhost
of the
Christianliteraturewiththe
rdb-ul-pudw asthat word is used inthe Holy Q u r - h .
The word rdb, whilesignifying the vital principle of life, or the spirit, also signsea
impiration or Divi7ae revelation (Zj, 'Q-LL)and also mercy, for which see foot-note 653.
Hence rzlb-ul-pudus may be translated either as the holy spirit or as the h l y revelation,
andboththesesignificancesareadopted
by thecommentators (Rz). By ~Jb-ul-qudus
88 aignifying the M y spirit is generally understood the Angel Gabriel, the reason given
being that Gabriel is the angel who communicates the Divine messages to His servants,
messages which are a dOUrce
of
life tomankind,
88 spirit gives life t o the body.
And by rzlb-u1-qudus as signifying the holy revelatia is understood .$L
Gospel, because
it gavespirituallife to Jesus' followers (Rz). Thelattersignifioesoe is the one which
is corroborated by the Qur-An itself, for Divine revelation is plainly called a d b in 16 :2
and 40 :15, where Allah is spoken of as sending the angels *pith the rt& (the only possible
meaning of rzlb there being revelation), while in 42:52 the Q u r - h itself is called a r@,
for there we have, " And thus did We reveal to yon an inspired book by Our command,"
where instead of an impired book we have cab in the original.Nor is the holy spirit
a specid attendant of Jesus Christ, for aooordig to 58: 22 the faithful followers of the

129, see next page.
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88 And they say: Our hearts
are covered.’30 Nay, Allah has
cursed them131 on account of
their unbelief; so littleit
is
that they believe.
89 And when there came
tothem
a Book from Allah
verifying that which they
have,‘ and aforetime they used
to pray for victory againat
those who disbelieved, but
when there came to them that
which they recognized, they
disbelieved in it ; so Allah’s
curse is on the unbelievers.132
90 Evilisthat
for which
they have sold their soulsthatthey
should deny what
Allah has revealed, o u t of e n q
that Allah should send down
3f His grace on whomsoever
Df His servants He pleases ; so
they have
made
themselves
jeserving of wrath upon wrath,
md there is a disgraceful chasjisement for the unbelievers.
I-Ioly Prophet were all strengthened by the Divine spirit, which is t’he same as the holy
spirit. Addressing Hassinbin&bit,
a poet companion,the Holy Prophet is reported
to have said, “And the holy spirit is with you.”
129 The change of tense from the past to the preterite is in allusion
t o the attempts
whichwere then being made on the life of the,HolyProphet. Rz thusexplainsthis
change : Ii For you seek by devices the murder of Muhammad, were it not that I had
protected him from you.”
130 Ghulf is plural of aghlaf, which means encloscd in a covering (LL). Hence, applied
to the heart it means, corered ?row hea~ingawl acceptilzg pullat the prophet says. But ghulf
is also one of the plurals of ghiZdf, which means a covering, a case, or a repository, and
if taken inthat sense the significance would be thattheirhearts
were repositories of
knowledge, and being themselves repositories, conld not accept from others.
131 Curse, as implying an imprecation of evil, is not the exact equivayent of Za’nat,
which implies the banishing and estra~zgingof one f r o m good (LA),though it must necessarily be adopted as such for wsnt of another simple equivalent. As to the meaning of the
verse, the allegation of the Israelites was that, being descendants of prophets, their hearts
were the repositories of knowledge, and being already, as it were, full of knowledge, they
did not stand in neai of more ; and they were told that it wasreallytheir
unbelief
which became the cause of their estrangement from the
good which the Holy Prophet
had brought.
132 The Jews expected that when the prophet spoken of in Deut. 18 : 18 game he would
make themvictorious over their disbelieving opponents. “And it shall come to pass,
if thou shalt hearken diligently unto the
voice of the Lord thy God, to observe and to
do all His commandments which I commanded thee this day, that the Lord thy
God
set thee on high above all nations of the earth : and all these blessings shall come on
thee,andovertakethee,
if thou shalt hearken unto the
voice of the Lord thy God”
(Deut. 28 ; 1-2). Read it along with Deut. 18 : 15-19, sad the signifioance of ‘‘ hearkenk”becomes clear. As t o the fact that the Jews were still waiting for his appearance,
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91 And when it is mid to
them, Believe in what Allah
has revealed, they say: We
believe in that *hich was
revealed to us ;I33 andthey
deny what is besides that, while
it is thetru$h verifying that
which they hive.* Say : Why
then did you kill All&h’s
prophets before (this) if you
were indeed believers?134
92 And most certainly Moses
came to youwithclear
asgurnents, then you took the calfb
(for a god) in. his absence and
you were unjust.
93 And whenWe
made a
:ovenant with you and raised
;he mountain above you” : Take
]old of whatWehave
given
you with firmness
and
be
~ b e d i e n t . ’ ~They
~ said:
We
leer and disobey.’% And they
vere mode to imbibe (the love
Pf) the calf into their hearts on
see John 1: 29, “ Why bgptisest thou then, if thou be no6 the Chris&,nor Elias, neither
that prophet ”; that prophct, aa in John 1 : 23, referring to the promisedprophet of
h u t . 18: 15 and 18. This shows clearly that theywaited for three differest propheta,
Acte3:21-23 also shows that the prophet spoken of in Deut. 18: 18 was sbilI waited for
after the death of Christ.
133 By saying that they believed in what was revealed to them, they asserted that they
could not accept a revelation granted to
another than s n Israelite, the reply to whioh
is given in the words that the revelation of the Holy Prophet is the truthverifying what is
contained in their books, the reference being to the prophecies of the advent of the Holy
Prophet contained in Deut. 15: 15-15 rand other places.
134 They are shown guilty out of their own mouths. Their contention was that they
Israelite prophet. Yak
would believe only in a revelation which was grantedtoan
they killed even Israeliteprophets.
135 The original word is ism’el,meaning primarily haar or Zisfmt, but it may also mean

obey (AH), a meaning given to it in the Qur-An itself in 36 : 25, where

C;)~-W

is inter-

preted an meaning;, “Therefore & ye obey me” (TA). It may also meen m w p d , as in
a*>

h\

(LL). The

881168

of the word

98

used hare is made
clear

by the

similar expression in v. 63, And when We made a covenant with yon and esised the
mountain above you: Take hold of what We have given you with fimessm d
in mind whatis in it.” Instead ot the last words we have here &ma’&.,
henu the
meerting is b o b e d h t or accept.
196 They did not utter these words with their tongues, but it is an esprnsoian of th&
oondititn, for the word gad is wed to denote &t ir q e & e sf f j n w d +f a

&;reg

lhowgh it

(TA).
bZsokrgfkrcsmmero&
~ W W U
(Rob
~

+e)

not

k V 6

uttered the

Kf qhi~
the W

WW&.

O d 98

dl+\

mainp,

v6

&E

means t h s eyer

hba* thr WGV&
aord w
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account of their unbelief.13;
Say:Evil is that whieh your
behef bids you if you &re
believers.
94 say: If the futnre ribode
with &l& is apeoidly for you
to the exclusion of the people,
then invoke death if you we
truthfu1.138

Ar thou
wilt.

95 And they will waver
invoke it on account of what,
theirhandshavesent
on bethe
fore, and Allah knows
nnjnst.
96 And you will most certainly find them thegreediest
of men for life, (greedier) than
even those who are polytbeists ;
one of them loves thsf he
should be granted B life of e
thousand years, and his being
granted a long life will inno
wayremove
himfurther
off
from the chastisement,
and
Allah sees what they
1

187 The story that the Israelites were mtually made to drink of water mired with the
ashes of tbe caif a n n o t be based upon these words, whkh onky signify that they had
imbibed tbe Ioue of tb calf or cow-worship. That t h e EoIy Qar-bn lends no support
to bhs&ory ia s h o w by 20 : 97, for there it h plainly stated h t the ashes of the calf were
scattered by being thrown into the sea. The use of the w o d p&b in the expression
uskibu f qulztbikm does not admit that tha meaning of the word wkriba be taken
li&erally. But according to Ex&. %a: 20 and DeuL 9: 21 k h Iwaelibbs were at&dly
made to drink of the water on which the whes of &e d f were dreved,
135 According to I’Ab, G$\
I$<

signifies invoke death ma the party that lies

is false in ita 0ssertWn (Ia). A similar challenge, but in fuller worh, is amhined
in 3 : 6 0 , I‘ Whoever then dispudea with you in this matbeer after what h8s -a
tS you
d knowledge, th& say: Come I let us 4 1 oar sons and your SOnS, mnd a w Woman sncl
your women, snd our people and your people, ahen let; u9 be earmst in ppayex’ m d pray fm
the curse of Allah 011 the liars.” The challenge is given to the Christians, md the BBme
challenge in fewer words is given here to $he J e w . Or the meaning
Ba h d Chq
should pray that dmth & o d d overtake $he Pm+et, for their p y m whet t+n impwbor,
&8 they conaidered him to be, must no doubt be listened to.
Thie lad mgnifirsenee ie
favoured by Ya’.&lim,which renders al-mut here as meaning my d d , refer*
60
(x

the Prophet.
139 By thepolytheists

are p m b b l y mean6 the h&sb*1%8, pghb, when inoo%iag
a b h i n g 011 my one, pmyd thltt he EHoUM five (L BBousand ~ ~ b r 8Or,
.
lefmnoe
here may be to the arist,imns, baemse $hap ltb hold tke poly&ehsiatia bslief al t k l ~ W t j .
of a mm~. As to the* desire of Eving 14r a dhmand years end ids I,ss indiaatee
hers, we 180%. It w& thna ruean the Iik d a peopk fa prosperity an8 m4
life of

individd.

*
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[PART L

SECTION 12
Their Enmity towards
Prophetthe
97, 98. Theirhatred

of Gabriel. 99-101. Theirtransgressions.
102, 103.
Their evil machinations against the Prophet, which they falsely attribute
to prophets and angels, would end in their
own ruin,

Ar. thy.

a

IO.

97 Say : Whoever is the
enemy of Gabriel140"for surely
he revealed it to your heart by
Allah's command,141 verifying
that
which
is
before itand
a guidance and good news for
the believers.
98 Whoever is theenemy
of Allah and His angelsand
HisapostlesandGabrieland
Michael, so surely Allah is the
enemy of the unbelievers.142
99 And certainly we hare
revealed
to
you clear
communications and none
disbelieve in them
except
the
transgressors.
100 What ! wheneverthey
of
makeacovenant,aparty
them cast it aside? Nay, most
of themdonot
believe.
101 And whentherecame
to them an Apostle from Allah
verifying that
which
they
have,* a party of thosewho

140 Michael w&s regarded by the Jews 11s a friend, the great prince
which standeth
for thechildren of thy people " (Da?. 12: 1). And L!I .y looked uponGsbrielastheir
enemy, because he wasconsidered t3 be 811 avenging angel who brought down Divine
punishment upon,the guilty. But in the Bible,
as in the Holy Qur-An, Gabriel is mentioned its delivering Divine messages to men, as in Dan. 8 : 16 and in Luke 1 : 19 and 26.

According to MuqAtal, the Jews considcred Gabriel as their enemy because they thought
be waschargedto convey the gift of prophecy to the Israelites, and he
conveyed it to
another people, i.e. the Ishmaelitos (Rz). Some commentators look upon both the words
JibriZ and Mikdl as foreign words having no derivation iu Arabic(AH),but others consider
Jibrll w a combination of j a h , meaning a servant, and { I , meaning A l b h , and NikciZ as
madeup of Mik and 61, thotwowordshavingthesamesignificanoe
as jabr and i2
respeotively (IJ).
141 The word ign signifies permission, leave, or concession of liberty to do a thing; and
sometimes Eommam& likewise soiZl ; also knowledge (Lz).
143 The enmity of m a n to Allah and Allah to man is thus explained : In reality there
can be no enmity between Allah and man; as to man's enmity to Allah, it signifies opposition to His commmdments, and as to Allah's enmity to man, it signifies the recompense
for his opposition (AH). Note that Allah is here said to be the enemy of those unbelievers
only who first make themselves the enemies of the apostles of Allah, and hence also of the
angels andtheDivineBeingHimself.Thesamelaw
of thepunishment of an evil
being spoken of in the terms of that e v i l really h
n
d
s an expression here, as is referred
to in foot-note 27.

i.
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were given the Book threw
the Book of Allah behind their
backs as if they knew
nothing.143
102 And they follow whet
the
devils144
fabricated146
against
the
prophethood of
S0lornon,~~6and Solomon did
not disbelieve,147 hut the devils
disbelieved, teaching menenohantment,’4* and it was not
143 The covenant referred to in the previous verse as being oast aside, and the throwing
of t h e Book behind their baoks, both refer to the Israelites paying no heed to the prophecy
of D e u m 8 , which was verified by the advent of the Holy Prophet. So clearly did that
prophecy point to the Holy Prophet that it is again and again
referred to in this chapter as
the most powerful argument against the inimical attitude of the Jews.
114 According to an interpretation accepted by all commentators, by the devils here
are meant human devils, or devils in the form of men (AH, Rz).
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mean such a one lies or says what is

suclz a one (Td-LL). Rz says

means he lied, and
thus
supports what is said above.
146 By the nzzdk of Solomon is here meant his prophethood and his law and what befell
h h t or his time or kilzgdowt [AH, Rz). The Jews attributed Solomon’s glory tooertaiu
devilish crafts, and this is the lie which they are spoken of here as having forged against
Solomon’s prophethood (Rz).
147 I n this respeot the Holy Qur.&u contradicts the Bible, which says that the wives
(1 Xings 11: 4 ) , and that the
of Solomon ‘ 1 turned away hisheartafterothergods”
Lord was angrywith Solomon, because hisheart was turned from the Lord God of
Israel ” (1Kings 11: 9). I t is now established that the statement of the Bible is wrong
in this respect. The Rev. T.
K. Cheyne shows conclusively in the Encyclopadia Biblica
that Solomon was not polytheist,” and, having shown how mistakes crept into the Bible
statement,heconcludes:
“That Solomon hadanumber
of wives, both Israeliteand
non-Israelite,is probable enough,but he did notmakealtars for all of them,nordid
he himself combine the worship of his wives’ gods withthitt of Yahwe” (En.Bib.
col. 4659).
148 According to Jauhari eaery thing of w h b h the origin is subtle is sibr, The primary
significance is tha turning a thing from itsproper mawwr of being to anotherntanwr

false
agaiust

atclmnts or fascinates men by her eye (A) ; and ~-j$

i.e. he caused him to

iNcli?te to him by his soft or elegaltt speech (Nghj. Hence it is applied to skilful eloquence,
and hence also the saying of theProphet:

+\

wq\
r;rc

i.e. verily there

is a k i d of elopmnce thatis e?aclulttnzent. And also sabara-hii means hs deceived or
beguiled Mm (S, Ngh, Q).
And i t k 6 \ \ uysignifies I gilded silver (Ham-LL). 8iF.r is also synonymous with f&d, as is indicated in the TA, thus signifying the act of corrupting, marring,
spoililtg, etc. It is SO the poducing of what is false in ths form of truth, and embellish??tentby f&ificafion a& deceit. Hence the word si$r Carries a very WideBignifiCmCe,
and its use in Arabic is not equivalent to that of scrrcery or mhantnzent in the English
language, though I have been compelled to adopt the latter word in the translation.
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revealed to thetwo angels Harub
and blaruta t Bahel, nor did they
teach (it to) any one, so that’
they should have said, We are
only B trial, therefore do not
disbelieve ;I49 SO they
learn
fromthese .two (so1~rce6)that
by which they make B distinction between a man and
his wife ; end they cannot
hurtwith
it any one except
with Allah’s
permission,
and
theylearnwhatharmsthem
and does not profit them,14yA
andcertainlythey
know that
buys it shall have
he
who
noshare of good in the hereafter, and certainly evil is the
price for which they have sold
their souls: had
they
but
known (this) !
149 According to Sale, the Persian Magi “ mention two rebellious angels of the same
names, now hung up by the feet with their heads downwards, in the territory of Babel,”
for which he refers to Hyde, de Re1. vet. Pers., chap. 1% And he adds : The JEWE
hsw
something like this of the Angel Shamhczai, who, having debauched himself with @omen
repented,and by way of penancehung himself up betweenheaven irod earth.”Upon
these two sbries seem to be based the lengthy fables of some commentatom, but $he more
learned reject them. Not only
does the Qur-&n not contain a word of these stories, but
ib plainly discredits them by denying that sorcery was rewaled to certain angels a t Babel,.
or that angels taught sorcery to men, giving them at the m a time Me warning, a@w8s
the common belief : We w o onZy a trial, therefme do not disbelidve. This h t e n w n t W M
added to the story to wve the character of the engels as penitent. The Ambio lsliicom
give the two words Hdrzlt and M d d t under the roots h&t and mart, and explain hurato.
BB meaning he rent a thing and marata as meaning he. holm a thing.
l49~Thestatementmade
in the Qur-An amonnb to this.The
J m , i n s t e d of
following the word of God, followed certain evil craftswhichthey
falsely attributed
faSolomon and to two angels a t Babel. Solomon is declared f r e e of any such sinfulness
attributed to him, and the story
of the two angels is declared bo be a fabrioabion. But
the Jews are blamed for learning from those two sources, i.e. by their fabrications against
Solomon and the storyof the two angels, things by which they d e a distinction between a:
man a d his wije. The personal pronoun hzlmu (meaning fwo)refers to the two fabrications,
viz. theirfabricationagainst
Solomon andtheirfabrication
of the story of the angels.
The clue to what this w88 is probably contained in what follom : Bzod t h y 6tBtdbt Ttwt
with it any mw exccspt with Alhh’s permission, showing that by this craft they i n t e n k d
to inflict some injury on the Holy Prophet. Similar
words are met with in chapter 58,
where, after denouncing the secret counsels of the enemies of Islam, it is said L 0. IO:,
‘‘ Secret counsels are only the work of the devil that he may catwe to grieve &hose who.
believe., and he cannot hurt them
in the leastexceptwith
Allah’s permission.” It is
evidentthatthe56thchapter
was revealed at Medina,wheresecretcounsels
of the
nature of masonic societies were carried on againstthe Roly Prophetthe
Jews,.bntl
these seoret counselsarestatedto
be the work of’ the devil, the egpressidn’ behg
dosely p a d e l to what is stated in the verse under discussion,where the J m sre q m k m
of as following the devil while asoribhg their eviI doctrines to prophets m d meek. En
68 :10we dd sea that the object of bhese mret counsels w88 ta c a w h n d to the H b b
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SECTION 13
Former Scriptures are abrogated
104, 106. Jewish hatred to the Prophet.
108, 107. Abrogation of previous
laws and theirreplacement
by a better law. 108-110. Thedesire that
Muslims should revert t o polytheism.
submission oan bring salvation.

111, 119. Only the religion of entire

I:
Prophet an

o the Muslims, and the same is stated t,o be the object of the evil machins-
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106 Whatever communication Weabrogate or causeto
be forgotten, We
bring
one
better than it or like it. Do
yox not know that Allah has
power
over
all things ? I s 2
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152 These words are generally considered as forming the basis of what is known the
doctrine of abrogation in the Qur-4n. The very disagreement of all authorities upholding
it as to the actual verses abrogated is sufficient testimony against it, for whilesome accept
no more than five verses to be abrogated, others carry the number to
h l d r e d s . If any
verses that are to be met with in the Holy Qur-&nwere really abrogated, there ought to
have been the same agreement regarding their abrogation as regarding their
being Part of
theDivinerevelation. But the hopeless disagreement on this point of the upholders of
this doctrine shows clearly that the doctrine of abrogation in reference to the Qur-An is
basedon mere conjecture. What happened
was really this, that somebody, being unable
to reconcile one verse with another, pronounced one of them to have been abrogated by
the other, while another was able to effect a reconciliation between them, and therefore
dismissed the idea of abrogation.Theright
course r o u l d have been to produce the
But there is nota single reporttracingtheabrogation
authority of theHolyProphet.
who could be the only authority whose proof a single verse totheHolyProphet,
nouncement regarding the abrogation of a verse could be accepted as final. That is another
reason which discredit8 the doctrine of the abrogation of the Quranic verses.
Reading the verse under discussion in the light of the context, it is clear that the Jews
are addressed here. The two previous sections deal, more or less, with a particular Jewish
objeotion totherevelation
of theHolyProphetMuhammad,
via., that they could not
accept a new revelation which was not granted to an Israelite. This is plainly stated in
vv. 90 and 91 : Evil is that for which they have sold their souls, that they should deny
what Allah has revealed, out of envy that Allah should send down of His grace on whomsoever of €Iis servants He pleases ’’ ; ‘‘ They say : We believe in that which was revealed to
us ; and they deny what is besides that.” The same subject is continued, the Jews
being
addressed throughout.Their
objection was: why was anotherrevelationsent down to
Muhammad,and why was alawcontaining
new commandmentspromulgated?That
is given partlyin v. 105, and partly in the
objection was to be answered.Theanswer
verse under discussion. In the former of these they are told that Allah chooses whom He
Inthelatter,that
if one law (Le. the Jewish law) was
pleases for Hisrevelation.
abrogated, one better than it was given through the Holy Prophet. The
word ciyat, which
means a message or a communicalion, does not signify here an dyat of the Holy Qur-hn,
butthe message or the law given totheJews,
I n tho verse that follows, attentionis
called to the laws of nature as prevailing in the universe, Is it not true that the old order
It was thereforequite
in nature gives place to a new one, the inferior to the better?
natural that the Mosaic law, nrhich was in the main given for a particular people in a
particular age, andsuited only theirrequirements,should
give place to a new and a
universallaw, thelsw of Islam.The
old lawhadbeenpartlyforgotten,andwhat
remained was now abrogated to give place to one better, and in certain matters one like
it. I t will thus be Been that the reference here is to the abrogation of the Jewish law,
the statement being really an answer to the objwtion of the Jews, and there is no mention
of theabrogation of theQuranic verses. See also 16 : 101, which, being a Meccan
revelation, makes it olear that similar words there could only refer to the abrogation of B
previous law, for details of the Muslim law were revealed at Medina, and consequently
there wuld possibly be no abrogation of the Quranic verses at Mecca ; nor is any Mecca
verse considered even by the upholders of the doctrine of abrogation to be among the
It may also he added that in the words like it the
verses whichabrogateothers.
reference may be to the prophecy of Deut. 18: 18.

FORMER SCRIPTUBES ABROGATED
ARE
107 Do you not know that
Allah’s isthe kingdom of the
heavens
and
the
earth,
and
that besides Allah you have no
guardian or helper 1
108 Rather you wish to put
questions to yourApostle, as
Moses was questioned before ;
and whoever adopts unbelief
instead of faith, he indeed has
lost theright direction of the
way.153
109 Many of the followers
of the Book wish thatthey
could turn you back intounbelievers after your faith,out
of envy from themselves, (even)
sfter
the
truth
has become
manifest to them; but pardon
md forgive, so that lS4 All:Lh
His
should bring
about
:ommand ; 155 surely Allah has
!ewer over all things.
110 And keep up prayer and
my thepoor-rate,andwhat?ver good you send before for
:ourselves, you shall find it
with Allah;surely Allah sees
vhat you do.
111 And they say:
Kone
!hall
enter
the
garden
(of
1?aradise)except he who is a
Jew or h e C6ristians.These
aretheir
vaindesires.
Say :
Bring your proof if you are
truthful.
112 Yea ! whoever submits
himself entirelyto Allah and
he’ is the doer of good (to
others), he has his reward from
his Lord, and there is no fear
for him norshall he grieve.158

Ar. NOT.

Ar. them,
b r . they.
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153 The Jews are addressed here, because it is they who vexed Moses with different
demands and different questions. The words whoever adopts unbelief instead of faith do
not signify a change of unbelief for belief, but the adoption of the former instead of the
latter, and therefore thesewords also apply to the Jews.
154 @ttd sometimes signifies do tlwt, in order that, being theequivalent of kai
(1Igh.LL).
155 Allah’s bringing about His command is equivalent to His executing Hitl judgment
Of the punishment which they deserw because of their transgressions. It is a referenoe to
the doom which their evil deeds call for. Or Allah’s command signiiies the establishment
of Muslim rule in the land, If they forgive thew s n ~ m i e sand show meekness, they mill
be &e
to inherit tite t a d .
156 The Jews and the Christians are told that their assertions that only the Jews and
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SECTION 14
Perfect Quidanos ie only In I
o
h
113. No religion is devoid of good. 114, 115. Vanquishment of those
who ruin mosques. 116, 117. To attribute a son to Allah is to deny His
perfcotion. 118, U9. Demand for direct wveletioe 120,121. Islam gives
perfect guidance.

113 And the Jews say, The
ChrieCims do not follow anything (gcmd ,and the Christians
eey, "he ewa do not follow
anything {good),~67
while they
recite the (rarne) Book. Even
thus s a y hho6Je who have no
knowledge, like to whatthey
my ; 80 Allah shall
judge
on the day of
betweenthem
in what they
resurr&ion

1
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the Christians will be saved are groundless. It is entire submission to Allah and the doing
of good to His creatures thatis the true Bource of salvation, and that is what IsZdm means
according ta the Holy Qur-An. In the expression

8,)
-1

t h s word waj-h does notstand

&

e,
&\

for the face, but is used

as

also in

'' for the

Thole, beoeuee it is 6he most noble part " (Jal-LL),or waj-ht signifies my person or myssEf
(TA). Waj-h.also meens c o u w , way, purpose, or object.
From a s h n u , meaning b submitted himelf, is derived the name of the religion
which the Holy Qur-An preaches, i.e. IaMm, signifyingliterally, submitting meself or
rssigning o n e d f (M, Q-LL), and Islam is therefore the religion of entire submission
t o All&. See for f u l l e x p h a t i o n foot-note 4LYJ on the word Isla'm itself.

3
&& *.a

167 The original words are

formi&,

a8

In the

proverb

the word 'atd rignifying insuch

cases can-

$ >U\ which means t& peopk are in

conformity t o , Le. are followers of, t?w ~ e l i g i aof tJei7 kings (LL);while the word
which primarily m e e n s simply a thing, signifies in such o%%B% a thing worth baing
reprvdbd, or a thing of cmy a c e o m 6 or u a k , or angthmg good, LB in the proverb
ski,

p.4

(LL).

158 The Jews and the Christiam are hem blamed for denying all good in esoh other
Uio i g n a t ~ men,
t
notwithshnding that they m both followers of one Book, i.e. the Old
Qur-bn accepts thatthere
is partialtruth
in all
Testament. As againstthis,the
digiona 'phs deolarstion of this mxunop~liten prinoiple bs blam
regar& a substratum of truth underlying dl religions is the more wonderful when it is-borne in
mind th.t I
s
h toot its birth in a counkry which hd BO oonaeotion with the onbide
world, find the principle WBS pronloimed by a man who had not read tha aoripkurm of
any other religion, ot a time when the two most cloaely allied rfdigi0u.y doolered w b

other to be devoid d dl bath,

'
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that His name should be remembered in them, and strives
to ruin them 1 (As for) these,
it was not proper for them that
they should have entered them
eXMpb in fear; they she11 meet
with disgrace in this world, and
they shall have great chastisement in the hereafter.159
115 And Allah’s is the East
and West,
the
therefore
whither you turn,thither
is
Allah’s purpose ; surely Allah
is Ample-giving, Knowing.lGo
116 And they sey: Allah has
taken to Himself a son. Glory
be to Him ; rather, whatever
is in the heavens and the earth
is His; all are obedient to
HiIim.161

169 Thefate
of those who preventedMuslims
from worshipping Allah inthe
mobques is predictedhere,andthefate
of theopponents
of Islam bears ample
testimony to, the truth of this prediction. The Jewish residents
of hledina, who exerted
were either banished in disgrace or
themselva to their utmoet to bring ruin to Islam,
perished intheirstruggletoannihilateIslam.Theidolaters,
or theQuraish, who
prevented BIuslims fromrepairingto
the sacred mosque at Mecca, were also finally
subjugated and had to bow their heads before the very men whom they persecuted for
no other fault than that they
worshipped Allah.
The fulfilment of thefirstpart
of the prophecy, vis. they shall meet with disgrdcs
i n this world, is a conclusive proof of thetruth of the second part, via. they s h d l
have great c l m t i s e m n t in. the hereafter.
160 This verse has no connection with the turning of )he face to one directionor another
while saying prayers, which subject is discussed further on. The mistake arises from not
reading the yerse inthelight of thecontext.The
previous Yerse predicts disgrace for
those who persecuted the Muslims ; this one predicts the Muslim conquests by which the
enemywas to be disgraced. The conoluding words, Allah is AmpZy-giuing, Knowing, also
support this conglusion. The Muslims, who had been deprived of all they possessed and
made utterly destitute, were promised ample gifts. The words w h i t h e y you turn, thither is
Allah’s p u p s e point clearly tothe Divinepromisethatall
obstacles inthepath
of
the Muslims shall be removed andvictoryshall
follow their footsteps. Another interpretation is whichever way you tum$e&ag, those who ruin the mosques being addressed

(AH)
a

The word waj-h occurring here denotes countatawe or face., as well as mrse, ~ U F ~ O SorE ,
object which one is pursuing, or a direction. in which one is going or looking (TA-LL).
According to Rgh it signifies attation or course.
161 The Christian doctrine that God has a son is refuted here, as also the pagan Arab
idea that the angels were the daughters of God. Some Jews paid a like reverence to E m .
The phrase subbdna-ha is always u e d to declare thefreedom of the Divine Being from all
imperfections such as are to be met with in the creatures, and is always mentioned in connection with the doctrineof sonship to show that to attribute a son to the Divine Being in
8 literal sense is to attribute an imperfection’to Him which is met with in human beings.
As regards the metaphorical useof the word, it gives rise to c. misunderstanding, for really
all that is in the heavens and the earth ie His In that sense, all angels and human beiiga
being alike K i s creation, de creaturw they dl equally prooeed out of a t 8 hendr. The
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117 Wonderful Originator162
of theheavensandtheearth,

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou
shalt.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou.

and when H e decrees an affair,
He only says to it, Be, so there
it is.163
118 And those
who
have
no knowledge say : Why does
not Allah speak to us or a sign
Even
thus
come to us ?164
said
those
before them,
the
say ; their
like of whatthey
hearts are all alike. Indeed We
have made the communications
clear
for
people
a who
are
sure.
119 Surely We have
sent
you with the t'ruth as a bearer
of good news and as a Warner,
and you shall not be called
upontoanswer
for the companions of theflaming fire.
120 '4nd theJews will not
be pleased with you, northe
Christians
until
y o z ~ follow
their religion. Say : Surely
is the
Allah'sguidance,that

doctrine of sonship is mentioned here as being opposed to the religion which requires entire
submission from every man and thus dispenses with the necessityof a conciliator.
162 The original word is bad{', which is applicable to the thing made as well as to the
maker. A thing is badi' which is not afterthe siwvilitude of a n y thingpre-existing, and
baas' is also the person who m a k e s or produces or brings into existenca for t h first tima
and not after the similitude of any thing pre-existing (LL).
1G3 d&

is theoft-recurringphraseinwhichAllah'sact

of thecreationand

annihilation of thinga is spoken of in the Holy Qur-&n. It is an answer to those who think,
as the Arya Samajists do, that the creation of things by God is dependent on the previous
existence of matter and soul and the adaptability
of their attributes. But if God could
not make things independently of matter, He could not even hear and see independently of
it. Another argument given here is that man,who stands in need of matter to make things,
also standsin need of a patternafterwhichtomakethem,but
God standsin need
of neither.The verse seemsparticularlytoreferhere,
however, to the revolution that
was to be brought about by the Holy Prophet. It seemed an impossibility to men, but
Allahhaddecreed
it. And, in fact,therevolutionbroughtaboutinArabiabythe
Holy Prophet was so wonderful that the old heaven and earth of the peninsula may be
saidtohavebeenchangedinto
new ones.
164 Theunbelieversrefusedtoacceptthetruth
of IslamunlesseitherAllah
spoke
to them, 60 that they should have a proof that He sends His messages to men, or that
a sign should come to them. The sign which they often demanded was the threatened
punishment, and as here disgrace in this world is predicted for them (v. 114), their demand
is that as an evidence of the Prophet's truth that punishment should overt& them. The
answer to both these demands is contained in v. 119,for as b e w w of good news the Holy
Prophet told them that if they purified themselves by walking in his footsteps Allah would
speak to them, and &8 a warnor he informed them of the ooming wrath if they persisted in
their e v i l ~ e p

COVENANT WITH ABRAHAM
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(true)
guidance.
And if you
followtheirdesiresafterthe
knowledge that has cometo
you, you shall have no guardian
fromAllah,noranyhel~er.16~
121 Those
to
whom
We
Book follow it
havegiventhe
asitought
to be followed.166
These believe in it; and whoever disbelieves in it, these it
is that are the losers.

SECTION 15
Covenant with Abraham
122, 123. Thefate of Israelites, 124. Abraham made a vpiritual leader.
125. Purification of the Ka'ba, and its security.
136-129. Mecca to be made

the centre for a prophet from among Ishmael's descendants.

hr, tlue.

122 0 children of Israel !
call to mind My favour which
I bestowed on
you
and that
I madeyou excel the nations.&
123 And
guard
your
be on
against a daywhennosoul
shall avail anot,her in the leastb
neither shall any compensation
be accepted from it,norshall
intercession profit it," nor shall
they be helped.
124 And whenhis Lord tried
Abraham with certain words,16i
he fulfilled them. Hsea i d :
Surely I will make you a leader
of men.
(Abraham)
said
: And
of myoffspring ? ~y covenant
does not includetheunjust,
said He.168
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125 And when We made the
house e resort for men and 8r
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place

of Abraham. And We

The Jewish and Christian contention that the covenant made with Ishmael w a s simply of
a temporal nature is groundless ; on the other hand, the following arguments shorn that
the covenant included both Ishmael and Isaac. (1) The promise to bless Abraham and his
seed was given long before either Ishmael or Isaac was born : I ‘ And I will make of thee a
great nation, and I will bless thee, and make thy name great, and thou shalt be a blessing.
And intheeshallallfamilies
of theearth be blessed ” (Gen. 12 : 2, 3). (2) The
promise given to Abraham regarding the multiplicity of his seed is the same a8 that given
to Hagar regarding Ishmael when she conceived him : “ And he brought him forth abroad,
and said, Look now toward heaven, and tell the stars,if thou be able to number them : and
he said unto him, So shall thy seed be ” (Gen. 15 : 5).
And the angel of the Lord said
unto her (Le. Hagar), I will multiply thy seed exceedingly, that it shall not be numbered
formultitude ’’ (Gen. 16 : IO). (3) Thecovenant was madeagainwithAbrahamafter
no hope of another son, nor was there a Divine
Ishmael was born, while Abraham hod
pyomiss that a son should be born to him from Sarah, the
promise contained i n Gen. 15 :4 :
6 ‘ But he that shall
come forth out of thine own bowels shall be thine heir ” having been
fulfilled in the birth of Ishmael. This promise is contained
in Gen. 17 : 2-6 : And I will
make my covenant between me and thee, and will multiply thee exceedingly. , , And I
will make thee exceeding fruitful, and I will make nations of thee, and kings shall come
out of thee.”, (4) Thecovenant was renewed withIshmaelafterIsaac
was promised :
‘ 6 And as for Ishmael, I have heard thee ; Behold, I have blessed him, and will make him
fruitful, and will multiply him exceedingly; twelve princes shall he beget, and I will make
him a great nation ” (Gen. 17 :20). I t should also be noted that God’s hearing Abraham
withregard toIshmael refers to Abraham’s prayerinGen.
17: 18: ( ‘ 0 that Ishmael
mightlive before thee,”and shows thatIshmael was righteousin the sight of God.
( 5 ) Thenature of the promisemade
toIshmael does not differ materiallyfrom that
made to Abraham:t,hey are bothto be blessed, bothto be made fruitful, the seed of
both is to be multiplied exceedingly, princes and kings
are promised among the descendants of both of them, and both are promised to be made a great nation. Nothing is said
(6) The covenant on the part of
regarding Abraham that is not said regarding Ishmael.
Abraham’s seed was kept by the children of Isaao as well as of Ishmael. According to
Gen. 17 : 10 : This is 1Iy covenant which ye shall keep between Me and you and thy seed
after thee : Every man child among you shall be circumcised.” New, circumcision has
been a characteristio of the Israelites as well as of the Ishmaelites. Hence God’s covenant
was with both these nations. (7) The fulfilment of the covenant on the part of God has
also been true with regard to both nations. “And
I will give unto thee, and to thy seed
after thee, the land wherein thou art a stranger, ell the land of Canaan,for an werlasting
possession ; and I will be their God ” (Gen. 17 : 8). Now, if the covenant wra only with
Isaac’s children, the promise of an everlasting possession failed with the advent of Islam,
so that even God could not keep His promise. But the fact is that the land of Oanaan
continues to remain as an everlasting possession in the handsof the seed of Abrabam, tor
as soon as the Israelites or their representatives, the Christians, were deemed unfit
e0 hare
the holy land in theirpossession because of their unrighteousness, thatholy land wasgiven
b the Arabs, who were Ishmaelites, and to thisday it remainsin thehsndsaf the Maslimr,
who are the true representatiyes of the house of Ishmael.
169 The commentators have different opinions as to whet the mop.&7&i-fi6hinror tfrs
sfandiy-placs of Abraham is. Some my the pilgrimage is meant, others anderstand one
of the ploces where the Pilgrim8 esaemble ; still othera regard it M the whole ofthe mu-
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tuary. Some say that it is the name of aplaeewithin the sacred mosque which was
knownby that name in the time of the Holy Prophet, and is still
known by that name
(AH, IJ). “ I t i s 8. small building supported by six pillaps about Eft. high, four of which
are surroundedfrom top to bottomby a fine iron railing, while theyleave the space between
the two hind pillars open; within the railing is a frame about 5 ft. square, said to contain
the sacred stone on which Abraham stood when he builtthe Ka’ba” (Rodwell-Burckhardt).
By W Z U @ ~ , i.e. the pEme of prayer, is meant, according to Hasan, the piblah, or the direction facing which prayer is to be said (Rz). The commandment given here thus relates to
the Ka’ba being taken as theqiblah.
170 The injunction to Abraham and, Ishmael to purify
‘‘ My House ” (Ar. Baitl or
Bait-Ullah and the Beth-el of the Bible) for those who visit it and thosa who abide in it
Bait-Wah was there even beforeAbraham,andthis
view
shows thattheKa’baor
is supported by what is stated in
3 : 95 about the Ka’ba as the “First House
” made
on earth for the worship of Allah, a x i t s appellation IC
Ancient House ” stated in 22 : 29
and 93. Sir William Muit. admits the very remote antiquity of the Ka’ba in the Introduction to his Life of Muhammad, and the following lengthy quotation from him is the
testiqony of an adverse oritic to the truth of tho view taken above. He says: “ A very
high antiquitymust be assigned tothemainfeatures
of the religion of Mecca. , . .
Diodorus Siculus, writing @ b u thalf a century before our era, s31ys of Arabis, washed by
the Red Sea, ‘ There is in this oountrg a temple greatly revered by the Arabs.’ These words
must refer to the Holy House of Mecca, for we know of no other which ever commanded
such universalhomage. , , . Traditionrepresents the Ka’baasfromtimeimmemorial
the scene pf pilgrim+ge from all quarters of Arabia : from Yemen and Hadhramaut, from
the shores of the Persian Gulf, the deserts of Syria, and the distant environs of Hira and
Mesopotwia, men yearly flocked to Mecca. So extensiveahomagemusthavehadits
beginnings in an extremelyremoteage.”
ISthis conolusian in any way inconsistent with the popular drab tradition connecting
Ka’blc
thenames of Abraham and Ishmael with the Ka’ba? True, according to it the
existed before Abraham,butthis
does notimplythatAbraham
never visitedit.The
statement made in the Qur.6.n shows that Abraham and Ishmael had purified the House
Of God of idolworship,andtheyalsoraiseditsfoundations
(v. 127). But this would
imply no more than that they rebuilt the edifice, and the connection of their names with
is preserped to this day in a tangible form in the
Muepdm-i-lbrbhim.
theHolyHouse
Moreover, if tradition can prove its antiquity, why not the conneetion
of the names of
it P The one tradition is as authentic and ancient
ES the
Abraham and Ishmael with
was noMuslimfiction,
but thepopular
other. Sir WilliamMuiradmitsthat‘(this
opinion of the Meccans long before the era of Nuhammad, otherwise it could not have
been referred to in the Qur-kn as an acknowledged fact, nor would the names of certain
spots aroundtheKa’bahavebeenconnected,
as we know themto havebeen,with
Abraham and Ishmael.’’Muir‘sdifficultyisonlythis,
that the existence of theHoly
House is trsced to a more remote antiquity than the age of Abraham and Ishmael, but, as
I have stated above, the fact of a remoter antiquity does not disprove the connection of the
names of the patriarchs with the Holy House. The connection
of Ishmael’s name with
Arabia is an incontrovertible faet,fot Kedw (sea ei Ishmael, Oen. 25 : 13) stands throughout
the writing8 of the Old Testament for Arabia (Pa. 120 : 5 , Isa. 42 : 11,60 : 7, etc.).
Moreover, the 8tOrJ’ of Ishmeel and Hagar’s casting forth is substantially true, though
the deeaription of it given in Genesis, viz. Abraham’s aending her forth with bread and
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126 And when
Abraham
said, My Lord,
make
it
a
secure
town
and
provide its
of
people with
fruits,
such
them a8 believe in Allah and
the last day,H e said : And whoI will grant
everdisbelieves,
him enjoyment for a short
while, then I will drivehim
to the chastisement of the fire ;
andit
is an evil destination.
127 And when Abraham and
Ishmael17uAraised thefoundations of the House : Our Lord !
accept from u s ; surelyThou
arttheHearing,theKnowing :
128 Our Lord ! and make us
bothsubmissive
to Thee,and
(raise) from our
ofspring
a
nation
submitting
to Thee,”
and show us
our
ways of
devotion and
us
turn
to
(mercifully),
surely
Thou
art
theOft-returning(to
mercy),
the Merciful :
129 Our Lord! end raise up
in them an Apostle from among
them who shall recite to them
Thy communications and teach
wisthem the Book andthe
3om, and purify them ; surely
Thou art
the
Mighty, the
Wise.
a bottle of water, as if she were going to settle in the next village, cannot be accepted as

true, Sarah could not be satisfiedwithsuchexpulsion
of herrival.The$rabtradition
representing Abraham as coming with Hagar and Ishmael to the place where Mecca now
is, is quite independent of tho Bible statement, and. the two taken together justify us in
drawing the conclusion as to the truth of the Quranic statement. Moreover, the situation
of Mecca on a well-recognized ancient route from Syria to Yemen and the visits from the
deserts of Syria to that “Ancient House ” corroborate this conclusion. Thus there is not
the least reason to reject the popular tradition as a fable, and the facts recorded in the
Qur-&n are borne out by all considerations.
170a Referencesto I s h m ~ lare very frequent inthe Holy Qur-An. For further
referencessee2:133,136,140; 3 : 8 3 ; 4 : 1 6 3 ; 6 : 8 7 ; 1 4 : 3 9 ; 1 9 : 5 4 , 5 5 ; 2 1 : 8 5 ; 3 7 : l O l 107 (where he is not mentioned by name) ; and 38 : 48.
For references t o Issac which are always brief, Bee 2 : 136, 140 ; 3 : 83 ; 4 : 163 ; 6 : 85 ;
1l:’i’l;12:6; 1 4 : 3 9 ; 1 9 : 4 9 ; 21372; 29:27; 37:112,113; 38:45-47.
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SECTION 16
The Religion of Abraham
130-134. Abraham and Jacob bequeath their

religion t o their descendants.

135, Abraham’s religion is thus the basis. 136-138. Islamic baptism requires
a belief in allprophets.
139. Worship of Allah commonbasis of dl religions. 140, 141. Greatancestors of Israelites.

130 And who forsakesthe
religion of Abraham but he
whomakes
himself a f 0 0 1 , ~ ~ 1
and most certainly V e nzade
him p ~ r e ‘ 7in~ this world, and
in thehereafter
he is most
surely among therighteous.
131 When
his
Lord
said
to him, Submit,
he
said: I
submit myself to the Lord of
the worlds.
132 And the
same
did
Abraham enjoin onhis
sons
m d (so did) Jacob : 0 my
3ons ! surely Allah has chosen
Eor you(this)
faith, therefore
lie not unless you are
Muslirus.173
133 Nay I were you witnesses
nhen death visited Jacob, when
le said to his sons : What will
~ o userve
after
m e ? They
;aid : We will serve your God
mdthe God of your fathers,
lbraham and
Ishmael
and
Isaac; one God only, and to
3im do me submit.
171 The phrase ,
I
j& Was originally

&

i.e. he himself or

his m i d was uyowise or destitute of wisdom, etc. ; but when tho reference in the verb was
transferred from nafs (Le. mind) to the person possessing it, what followed the verb was
put in the wcusative case, being its objective complement, for the phrase became identical
in meaning
with

4

i.e. he r n d e himsey tmw/s5, etc. (LL). AH gives

themeaningto be he was unwise in. his m k d ; Zj, he was ignorant o r unreflecting in
his mind. According to I’bb it means he 2ost himself or his owm soul.
172 Istafainci-hu, accordingto
AH, means V e made him pure from all dross.
According to TA, a>L+

&\

sometimes
means

Pure, for it is sometimes by His bringing them into existence

AZlah’s creatiq His servants

clear from the admixture
that is found in others,andsometimes
it is by His choice andjudgment. And +$if6
also signsees the choosing of one thing above anoihor (LL).
173 Compare Gen. 18 : 19 : ( 1 For I know him, that he will command his children and
his household afterhim,andtheyshall
keep the way of the Lord GO do justice and
judgment.”
For further references to Jacob, see 2 : 133, 136, 140 ; 3 : 83, 92 ; 4 : 163 ; 6 : 85 ; 12th
chapter ; 21 : 72,73 ; 38 : 45-47.
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134 This is a people tbat

I:
A;. thee.

have passed away ; they shall
have what they wmed &nd you
shall have what you earn, and
you shall not be called u on
to answer for wh&t they !id.
135 And .they say : Be Jews
orChristians,you
will be on
the right Course. Say:Nay!
(we follow) the religion of
Abmlmm, 6be upright one, and
he was not one of thepolytheists.17*
136 Bey: We believe in
Allah and (in) thatwhichhas
to us, and (in)
beeureveeIed
that
which
was
revealed
to
Abraham
and
Ishmael
and
I s a w and Jaoob and the tribes,
and (in) that wbich was given
bo NosesandJesus,and(in)
was givento the
thbtwhich
prophets from their Lord; tve
makeanydistinction
Iio not
Ibetween any of them, and to
Rim do we bubmit.li5
lS7 If thentheybelieve
as
you believe in Him, theyare
ndeed on the right courBe,
Ind if theyturpback,then
,hey are only ingreatopposi,ion,17860 Allah will suffice you
LgainsC them, and H e is the
gearing, the Kpowing.li7

*_
.

- -

..

174 Hm4f is from the root (uanf, meaning inclirbing or rLscli~ting(LL),Hence if
io ow C ~ i i q ht4 o rkgkt st& or kndoscy (Rgb, TA.LL). The word is often mentioned in

connection with the name of Abraham and the Holy Prophet, and his followers are also
enjoined to be ban{!.In.seems to signify flrmness in dicking t o the righa state, and has,
no doubt, reference to the Inclining toerror on the pact of both the Jews andthe
Chriatians. As opposed b both these professed followers of Abraham, the Mudims are
@joined to remsin firm in the right state, and thus to be the true representatives of the
Abrahamio faith in the world. I t is for this reason that bhe word &nCf is used here
in opposition to the attitude of both the J e w and the Christians. The word was not uaed
in this sense in Arabio before the advent of Islam.
195 This shows the cosmopolitan nabure of a Muslim's belief. Not only la belief in
$be peat prophets of Israel an article of faith with a Muslim, but the words that whkb
was @urn to tk prophts fmrn thsir Lord make the Muslim conception of belief in
prophets an wide as $he world. And it should be noted that this broad conception wan
promulgated at L time when the Jews and the Christianm were exerting themeelves t o the
utmost against the new faith.
176 Ship4 may mmn r e b a l l b e and sqpsrca6ion (14,or it may mean oppositkm (I'Ab)
or eswnity ( h i d ) . It hss a &renee to &heoWosftion of the J e w b the faith of Ialam,
which reoognized their prophete. The meaning ia that their rejecting sueh b r d
prhoipisa of fsikh ie due to their enmity.
177, 888 next w e .
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138 (Receive) the baptism of
Allah, and who is better than
Allah in baptizing? and Him do
we serve.178
139 Say :Do youdispute with
us about Allah, and He is our
Lord and your Lord,and we
shall have our deeds and you
shall have your deeds, and we
are sincere to Himl'7g
140 Nay ! do you saythat
Abraham and
Ishmael
and
Isaac and Jacob and the tribes
were Jews or Christians ? Say :
Are you better knowing or
Allah ? And who is more unjust
thanhe who conceals a testimony that he has from Allah 1
m d Allah is not at all heedless
3f what you do.lSo
141 This is a, people that
have passed away:theyshall
nave what they earned and you
$hall have what you earn, and
you shall not be called upon to
mswer for what they did.

177 The meaning of

h\&&i

or Allah wiE2 szrfice you against them, is that

Allah w i l l guard you againsttheirevilplans
to annihilateyou (AH). This shows that
of Islamatthis
early stage,and
the Jews had become active opposers tothespread
formed plantotakethelife
of the Holy Prophet,
178 Sabgh means dyeing or COlOUli7lg, and also diming or imnzersing in water; hence
~ibgizahindicates baptism, which the Christians effect by immersing in water. The word
is used hereas a hinttotheChristiansthattheDivinebaptismisnotthebaptism
of water,theresult
of whichistherejection
of alltheprophets,butthebaptism
of
the broad principle of faith, which accepts the prophets
of all nations and all
ages. It
is through this baptism that the
new birthis received, because it opens the mind for
the reception of dl truths, and inspires it with love and reverence for all good men.
Divine baptism,therefore,indicates
tiu religion of Allah or the nature according to
wi~ichAllah h
a
s created m n (AH). As the word is used as an objective complement, I
have added the word receive to indicate the fuP sense.
179 A Muslim's ctonception of Allah is very broad. It includes all that is beet in all
other religions, but is free from the limitations they put.
Therefore no one who is true
to'his own religioncandispute
the Muslimconception of the DivineBeing.
180 Theinterrogationindicated
by the word a m in the originalsimply expresses
disapproval. For instance, we have in 7 : 195, ' I Have they feet with which to walk,
or
have theyhandswithwhichtoassault,
or have they eyes withwhichto
Bee, or have
they ears with which to hear? 'I Thin is said of the idols. Gimilarlp, the interrogation,
here is simply t o reprove the Jews and the Christians, when they affirmed respectively
that none could be e, follower of the right way who ww not a Jew or who did not believe in
the Christian scheme of salvation, for their ancestors who were prophets were followem
of neither the one nor the other.Islam
was, in fact,a reversion to the simple faith
of sincerity, the faith of Abraham and his immediate followers anddescendants.
'
1
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PART X I
SECTION 17
Kd'ba

;LII

the Centre

142, 143.The new centre. 144. Ka'baasthecentralmosque,or
qib2ah.
145. Differences of the followers of the Book as t o their own qiblah. 146, 147.
Their knowledge of the Prophet.

142 The fools among
the
people will say:
What
has
turned
them
from their
had?
qib1ahl81 which they
Say : The East and the West
belong only to Allah ;* H e
guides whom H e likes t o the
right path,
143 And thus W e have mado
you an exaltodlE2 nation that
you may be the
bearers
of
witness t o the people and (that)
the Apost'le may be a bearer of
181 Qiblala means the direction or point towards whicla one turns his face as opposed to
dibrah, whichindicates t h o direction M point towards u l ~ i c l zone turns his back (LL).
Literally it simply indicates a direction, not a place,
In its religious usage it means the
directiontowardswhichoneturnshisfacewhensayinghisprayers.Thechangehere
referred to is the change whichtook place at Medina about2kteen mpnths..a#ter.tht-.fl~ht
to t h a t c U B k h ) . It should be noted that while the Holy Prophet was at
Mecca among
the idolaters
o > e " r of
4 .
the holy z p l e at JerusaLeE, b u t
wh2n.-he c a s J p RIedina. where.& Jewish egmLnt was strong sd-powerful,
he w a s
directed by Divine revelation to turn his face to
@'ba.hs. @s gjble." The Jews are
here spoken of in particular (I'Ab-Rz), and the subject is one in oontinuation
of what is
said in the last two sections, for if Abraham's seed was to be blessed in Ishmael's progeny,
it was necessary thatthe new qiblah should be the House purifiedbyAbraham
and
Ishmael, the temple at Jeruwlem
being only the piblah for the Israelites. This change
contained a clearprophecy
that Mecca would be conqueredby
the Muslims, for an
idolatroustemple could not be the piblah in a religion of puremonotheism.Tothis
conquest of hfecca there is also a reference
in the words : the East aNd the West belong
onEy to Allah, and Allah's guiding the Muslims to the right path also includes His directing
them to a path of success and final triumph over lheir enemies,
182 The word in the original is taasn$, which signifies the middle part of amy thing, and
therefore, as baing removed from either extreme, itsignifies the best part of a thing according
"

to LL,who translates L j L \

ES meaning

a just, equitable or good nation,that

i8, O M

not indid?
to&
sithsl.
? &rem.
Or it means tlte best because the middle position can only
be occupied by one, and therefore it has no secondto it. The usual translation "intermediate nation" does not convey the right sense. Thecommentatorsexplain was@ as
mesning equitable and exaEtcd (Ra, AH, Xf), and this sense fiLs in with the context.
By
making the Ks'ba their qiblah, Allah had made it known that they were the people, the
Muslim nation, for whomAbrahamhadprayed
(v. 128), andthereforetheywerethe
inheritors of all those Divine bleseinga whioh had been promised for the seed of Abraham.
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witness to you; 183 and We
did not makethat which yoz~.
toodd haveto be theqiblahls4
disthat
but
might
We
tingz~isP5 him who follows
the Apostle from him mho
turns back upon his heels, and
this was surely hard except for
those whom Allah has guided
aright; and Allah mas not
going to make your faith to
be fruitless ;ISs most surely
Allah isSflectionate,Merciful
to the people.
144 Indeed
We
see the
you^
face to
turning of
heaven,187so We shall surely
turn y o r ~to a qiblah which you
shall like ; turn then your face
towards
the
sacred
mosque,
and
wherever
you are, turn
your
faces
tovards
it,
and
those who have been given the
Book most surely know that it

IS3 One explanation of the word shahid or bearer of witness is given in the following
words: So that you may carry to them what you have learned of the recelatio?t and the faith
as Allah's apostle Ius brought to you (AH, Rz). Therefore t h e bearers of witness are the
persons who carry knowledge t o others,bearingtestimonytoits
truthintheir
own
ptmons ; hence some commentators explain the word as meaning a purifier (AH), But
shahid also signifies ol~epossessingntuch knozuledge, hence Ash-shahid is also a name of the
Divine Being (LL), and it means &!so an irndnz or n leader.
184 Ra explains
the

words

&

&s

meaning

0%

which you had firmly set

your heart that it should be your qiblah. It thus appears that the Holy Prophet longed
that the Ka'ba should
be his qiblah, yet he did not take any step until
he had received
the Divinerevelation. If hisrevelationshad been theoutcome of his own desires, he
wduld not have kaited for sixteen months for a revelation from on high to change the
qiblah.
185 The ordinary meaning of m'lanta would be we might know, but I have followed
AH in translating it as meaning we might distiftguish, leaving the ordinary significance
'ilm is uot followed by milt except when it is used in the sense of
forthemargin,for
distinguishing one thing from another.The
significance given in the margin implies
the knowledge of the event when it has taken
place.
186 By some the word intdn, lit,, faith, is explained as meaning prayer (I'Ab-Bkh).
Adopting theordinarysignificance,the
words would meanthatthefaithfulhadno
hesitation in accepting the change, and thus their faith
bore fruit by keeping them in
the right path.
187 TheProphet'sturningthe
face to heaven signifies his looking up to Allah for
guidance in the matter of the qiblah. The difficulty of the qib2ah hadsrisen
at
Medina, for there it was that in turning his face to Jerusalem he had to turn his back
to Mecca, Medina being situated between Meooa andJerusalem.Hence,the
Prophet
waited for a revelation to guide him in the matter.
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Ar. thou

AI. thy.

Ar. E M t d t
thou.

Ar. thou.
Ar. thee.

Ar. thou
shouWst.

AI. thy.
Ar. thou
ShOULdSt.

Or,
doubtas.
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is the truth from their Lord ;Is8
ana Allah is not at all heedless
of what they do.
145 And even if you bring to
those who have been given the
Book every sign they would not
follow your qiblah, nor can you
he a followbr of their qiblah,
neither are they the followers
of each other's qiblah ;I89 and
if you follow their desires after
the knowledge thathas come
to you, then you shall most
surely be among theunjust.
146 Those whom We have
given the Book recognize him
as they recognize their sons,lg0
and a party of them most surely
conceal thetruth
while they
know (it).
147 Thetruthis
from uour
Lord, therefore you shou1d"not
be of the disputers.

188 There is a report according to which the Holy Prophet speaks of himself as the
p a y e r o j , my juther Abraham." The followers of the Book knew thatnot onlyhad
Abraham prayed for the appearance of 6 prophet from among the sons of Ishmael, but that
God bed also promised a blessing (foot-note 168). The Sacred House which Abraham had
purified with his o w n hands in the place where he left Ishmael must therefore have been
known to the Israelites to be the centre of the exertions and of the future conquests of the
only prophet of Ishmael's seed.
189 Notwithstanding that the Jews and the Christians both looked to the temple at
Jeruselem as their central temple, they were not agreed upon it as their giblah, for the
(Muir). Moreover,thereare
differences amongthe
Christiansturnedtowardstheeast
Jews and the Samaritans, though both
follow the law of Moses.
190 All the prophets of Abraham's seed hadhithertoappearedamongIhechildren
of Israel, and hence as they know their sms is equivalent to as they know tha Israelite
prophets, t h e significance of the whole passage being that the Israelites or theJews
recognized the HolyProphetwhoappearedamongthechildren
of Ishmaelastlfey
recognized theprophets who appearedamong thechildren of Israel.Theyknewthis
not only because blessing hadequallybeenpromised
for bothsons of Abraham,but
also because of the clearprophecy of Moses that a prophet like him would be raised
among thebrethren of theIsraelites, i.e. theIshmaelites, and because no prophet
answering that desoription had appeared among the Israelites.
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SECTION 18
Grounds for making the Ea’ba the Yucllim Oentre
148-150. A centre was necessary. 151,152.TheHouse
sanctified by
Abraham is made the centre
for the Apostle who appeared in fulfilment of
a promise to Abr&am.

.4r. thou
comest.
hr. thy.

Ar. thy.

148 And everyone
has a
direction to which
he
turns
(himself),
therefore
hasten to
I (do) good works ; wherever you
are, Allah will bring you all
together ; surely Allah has
power over
all
things.lD1
149 And’ from whatsoever
place you come forth, turn y a w
face towards
the
sacred
mosque ; andsurelyit
is the
very truth from your Lord, and
is not at allheedless of
I Allah
what you do.
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191 ThQ meaning is that Allah intends t o make all Muslims as one people, therefore
He requires all to turn toone direction, to set one goal before them, and to have one centre
to turnto wherever theymay be. Theunity of the giblah amongthe Muslims redly
stands for their unity ofpurpose
as being a nation which strives after one goal, and forms
the basis on which rests the brotherhood of Islam ; hence the saying of the Prophet : Do
not call those whofollow your giblah unbelievers. But that noble lesson is now almost lost
to the Muslims.
Thus the chief reason given for appointing one giblah for all Muslims, wherever they
may be, is that this should be an ostensible sign of their unity of purpose, the reason why
that honour is given to the Ka’ba being given in v. 151 (see foot-note 193). It may be
added that the Ka’bahas never been supposed by any Xuslim to possess anyDivine
attribute, nor is any petition or prayer ever addressed to it, and hence the strange conclusion drawn by some Christian writers, that the honour thus
given to the Ka’ba is a
remnant of the pre-Islamite Arab polytheism or idolatry, is unworthy of serious attention.
Even the idolatrous Arabs never worshipped the Ka’ba, though they had placed idols in it
which they worshipped. I t should also be borne in mind that the famous black atone was
not one of the+Arebidols, nor can the kissing of it in performingthepilgrimage be
looked upon as a remnant of idolatry. That stone stands
only as a monument : I t The
stone which the builders refused is become the head-stone of the corner” (Pa. 118 : 22).
Ishmael was looked upon as rejeoted, and the covenant. was considered to have been made
with the children of Isaac or Israelites, yet it was that rejected stone, for which the black
stone at &%a, the place where Ishmael was cast, stands as a monument, that was to
become the hed-stone of the corner.” The black stone is unhewn, so it is the stone that
was ‘ I cut out of the mountain without hands” (Dan. 2 : 45). Jesus Christ made this oleo?
in the parable of the husbandmen, when he plainly told the Israelites that the vineyard
(i.e. the kingdom of God) would be taken away from them and given to ‘ I other husbandmen,” i.e. toa non-Israelite people, immediately giving indication of that people in the
words: “Did ye neverread in theScripture,The stone which the buildersrejected,
the same is become the head of the corner 7 ” (Matt. 21:42), and again emphasized his
object in the words : “The kingdom of God shall be taken from you, and given t o a nation
bringing forth the fruits thereof ’‘ (Matt. 21 :43), thus showihg that he was referring to L
rejected nation. Henoe if the black stone is kiased, it ia not kissed as an idol or 88 B god,
but aa a monument of t h e r e p t i o n of B nation whioh was to beoome the oorner-stone is
the

Divine kingdom.
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150 And from
whatsoever
place you come forth, turn your
f w e towards the sacred Mosque;
and
wherever
you are
turn
your facestowardsit,
so that
people
shall
have
plea
no
against yoct, except
such
of
them as are unjust : so do not
fearthem,andfear
Me, that
I may complete N y favour on
you and thatyoumay
walk
on the right cour~e,~Q2
151 EvenasWehavesent
$pestle from
amongyouan
among
you
who
recites
to
you Our communicationsand
purifies you andteaches you
the Book and the wisdom and
teaches you that which you did
not know.103
152 Therefore
remember
Me, I will remember you, and
3e thankfulto Me anddonot
)e ungratefulto Me.104
SECTION 19
Hard Trials necessarytoestablishthatGentre
153, 154. To gaintheobjectpatiencemust
be shownandsacrifice

of

ifc made. 155-157. The
faithful
exhorted
to
remain
unshaken
under
rials. 158. An example of howpatienceisrewarded.
159-162. Fate of
hose whoconceal the truth. 163. ThegrandobjectistoestablishDivine
Jnity.

153 0 you who believe !
assistance
.through
eek
latience andprayer
; surely
illah is with the petient.1Q5
192 By completing of favour is meant the fulfilment of all those promises of blessings
which were made regarding the descendants
of Ishmael. Had the Prophet’s
piblah been
other than the Xa’ba, it would have been an argument against him, for in that case the
prophecy would haveremainedunfulfilledinonepart.Butwhentheprophecyandthe
promisesmadetoAbrahamwere
fulfilled. intheirentirety,nonebuttheunjust
could
now object,
193 The oonnection with the previoua verse is clear : That I m y cmtplets My favour om
you, even as W e havasent antong you an Apostle. The reference is to Abraham’s prayer in
Y. 129,in fulfilment of which the Holy Prophet was raised; because it
was to Abraham
that the injunctionwas given that the Sacred House dedicated to Allah’s worship a t Mecca
should Le purified, so that it mightbe the centre t o which all His true and faithfuldevotees
should turn. Compare the words of Y. 129 regarding the functions of the promised prophet,
which are exactly the same as those mentioned here.
194 Man’s remembrance of Allah is to walk humbly in His ways, and Allah’s remembrance of man is to pour His blessings upon him (IJ). But as the word gikr also means
eminace (LL),
the meaning may therefore be, therefore remrnber Me or glorify Me ; I will
make you eminent.
195 The Sacred Mosque st Mecca w&s in the possession of the idolaters, but by making
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154 And do not speak of
tliose mho are slain in Allah’s
way196 as dead; nay, (they are)
alive, but you do not peroeive.107
155 And We will most
certainlytry you withsomewhat of fearandhunger
and
loss of propertyand lives and
fruits;and give good news to
the patient,
156 Who, when B misfortune befalls them,
say:
Surely me are Allah’s, and to
Him y e shall surely return.*Da
157 Those are they on whom
are blessings and mercy from
theirLord,and
those ara the
followers of the rightcourse.

it the pilitnh of the Muslims, promise was no’doubt given that it would soon be theirs,
purified of idol worship, But to attain this great object they must seek Divine assistance,
which would be granted them if they endured trials with manliness and prayed to Allah.
196 The sacrifice of life which must be undergone in the cause of truth is hinted at in
this passage. The words & I

3- j frequentlyoccurringintheHoly

Qur-Bn signify

!iterally i n the way of AlZak or i n the cause of Allah. As opposed to this occur the words

;;+k~3- 3

i.e. in the way or cause of the devil, regarding the fighting of the

onemies of Is!am (4: 76). The two expressions therefore signify only in ths cause of truth
aud i n tlw cause of fulselzood respectively. Whether the cause of the Muslims was really
the cause of truth, right, and justice, and whether they were compelled to fight to defend
a
the truth or had undertaken wars to compel the unbelievers to accept Islam, is quite
different question, which has been discussed in various places. Here I may only point out
that the Qur.&n has over andover again asserted that the Muslims were compelled to take
up the sword in the cause of truth and justice and in self-defence when they had no other
alternative, and pale’s comment that the
words fhsabil-illdh always “meant war undertaken against, unbelievers for the propagdion of the Muhammadan faith ’’ is a prejudiced
statement, opposed totheQur-initself,whichsaysthatthere
is no compulsion in
religion ’I (v. 256).
197 That thosewho sacrifice their lives in the causeof truth never die is a truth which is
generally recognized. As truth lives andfalsehoodmust die, so those whomake the triumph
of truth the object of their lives do not die, even if they are slain in the cause of truth. It
may be added,however, that the words nmut and Fa@ applyrespectively to grief or
sorroul and freedom from grief or sowow (Rgh), and therefore those who have fdfdled the
object of their lives shall never grieve, this being the oft-recurring description of the state
Of salvation as given in the Holy Qur-in.
Or, thosewhohavesacriiicedtheir
lives in
the cause of truth gain the life eternal, while the dead are really those who are dead in
ignorance.
198 This is the true expression of a Muslim’s resignation under trials : We c m f r o v n
Allah, and Allah is our goal. Therefore no trial or misfortune can disturb the course Of
O W life, whichhas a much higher goal before it than mere comfort. These
Words are
Wered by a Muslimwhen any misfortune befalls him.
Come what may, the content.
merit of his mind is never disturbed.
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166 Surely the $afh and the
Marwahareamongthesigns
appointad by Allah ;1g9 so whoever makes a pilgrimage to the
House or pays a visit. (toit),
thereis no blame on him if
he goes rouhd them both; and
whoever does good spontaneously,
then
surely
Allah
is Bountiful
rewarding,
in
Knowing.am
159 Surelythosewho
oonmaltheclear
proofs andthe
guidance
that
We
revealed
afterWemadeitclearinthe
Book for men, these it is whom
Allah shallcurse,andthose
them
who curse shall curse
(to0),201

160 Except those who repent
snd amend and make manifest
(the truth), these it is to whom
I turn(mercifully),and
I am
;heOft-returning
(to mercy),
;he Merciful.
199 The Saf&and the Marwah are
two mountains near Mecca. They were the scene
fro inquest of water when left alone withIshmaelinthe
wilderness. The two mountains being therefore the scene of her troubles, now serve as
two monuments of the reward which patience brought, and it is as a memorial to Hagar’s
patience that they are now gone round by the pilgrims. This circumstance explains the
connection of this verse with the previous verses.
200 On the Saf4 was an idol called Uskf, and on the Marwah one called Nhilah, which
the pilgrims respectfully touched in the dags of ignorance, and hence the apprehensions
of the Muslims in going roundthem (IJ). According toBkh, however, the people of
Medina were averse to going roundthe S t t f L and theMarwah,though
no reason for
their aversion is given.
201 For the meaning of Za’mat, or curse, see foot-note 181. By “those who curse ” and
the curse of ‘ I Allah and the angels and men ”in v. 161 are meant the curses predicted
for the Israelites by Moses: ‘ I But it shall come to pass, if thou wilt not hearken unto
the voice of the Lord thy God, to observe to do all His commandments and His statutes
which I command thee this day, that all these curses shall come upon thee and overtake
thee : cursed shalt thoube in the city and cursed shalt thoube in the field, cursed shall be
thy basket and thy store. Cursed shall be the fruit of thy body, and the fruit of thy land,
the increase of thy kine, and the flocks of thy sheep. Cursed shalt thou be when thou
comest in, and cursed shaltthou be when thou goest out ” (Deut. 28 : 15-19). After
enumeratingthe curses of theLord,Hissending
upon them“cursing, vexation, and
rebuke,” His making the pestilence ‘I cleave I’ to them, His emiting them with
“ a consumption,and with a fever, and with an inflammation, and with an extreme burning, and
with the sword, andwithblasting . . and bhe botch of Egypt ,
andmadnessand
blindness,” the curses of men are thus spoken of: “Thou shalt go out one way against
them and flee seven wags before them,” I‘ thou shalt be only oppressed and spoiled evermore,” “ thou shalt betroth a wife and another man shall lie with her : thou shalt build an
house and thou shalt not dwell therein,” “ t h y eons snd thy daughters shall be given
unto enother people , , , the fruit of thy land and all thy labours shell 8 nation which
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161Surelythose
who disbelieve and die while they are
disbelievers, theseit is on whom
is thecurse of Allah end the
angels and men all :
162 Abiding in it ; their chastisement shell not be lightened
nor shall they be given respite.
163 And your God is one
God ! there is no god but He ;
H e is the
Beneficent,
the
Merciful.eoz

SECTION 20
Unity must prerailultimately
164. Divine Unitv manifested innature.
equals w i t h k l l a h .
set

UP

164 Most surely in the
creation of theheavensand
theearth and thealternation
of the night and the day, and
theshipsthatrun
in thesea
withthat which profitsmen,
and the water that Allah sends
down from the cloud, then gives
life with it Bo theearth after
its deathandspreads in it all
(kinds of) animals,
and
the
changing of the winds and the
clouds
made
subservient beheaven
and
the
1' tween the
earth,
there
are
signs
for
a
people who understmdM3
165 And there
are
some
among men who take for themselves objects of worship
besides All&,~~4mhom they
love
I

*

165-167. Fate of those mho
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as they l o u Allah-- andthose
who believe are strongeri n love
for AllahY’’5”and 0 that those
who are unjust had seen, when
they see the chastisement, that
the
power
is
wholly
Allah’s
andthatAllah
is severe
in
requiting(evil).
166 Whenthosewhowere
followed shallrenouncethose
who foliowed (them), and they
see the chastisement and their
tiesarecutasunder.
167 And those who followed
shallsay : Had there been for
us n return,then
we would
renouncethemastheyhave
renounced us. Thus \%-illAllah
showthemtheirdeedsto
be
them, and
intense
regret
to
they shall not come forth from
the fire.200

SECTION 2 1
Prohibited Foods
168-171. Injunction to use good andlawfullyacquiredthings
for food.
172, 173. FoodprohibitedforXuslims.
174-17ti. Warningagainstneglecti ng moral injunctions, which amounts to eating
of fire.

’

205 While Allah’s love and affection for His creatures is the ever-recurring theme that
finds expression in the Holy Qur-An, man’s love for Allah, which is the real basis of Islam,
or absolute submission to the Divine Being, is here declared to be stronger than all other
tjes of love and friendship, including that which unites a
man to his idols or other false
deities. The words
give a direct lie to tho allegation that
love of God does not form the
basis of the religion of Islam.
206 The mutual renouncement of the leaders and their followers takes place sometimes
in this very life. The poorer Jews must surely have regretted their blindly following their
leaders in their opposition to the Holy Prophet when the whole community was
at last
banished or otherwise punished on account of their casting their lot with the enemies of
the Muslims.
I t should also be noted that it is the intense regret for the evil deeds done which is here
desatibed as beiug tho fire from whioh there is no escape.
207 The fundamental principle of faith, Divine Unity, having been discussed at full
length, certain secondary rules and regulations are now considered, and among these the
subject of prohibited foods is introducedfirstwith
a twofoldobject.
I n t h e f i s t place
it enjoins that only lawful and good things should be eaten. The lawful things are not
onlythosewhichthelawhasnotdeclaredto
be forbidden,but even unforbidden things
8
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169 H e only
enjoins
you
evilandindecency,andthat
YOU mayspeakagainst
,411ah
what you do notknow.
170 Andwhen it is saidto
them,Followwhat
Allah has
revenled,theysay
: Nay!we
we found our
follow
what
fathers upon.
What ! and
thoughtheirfathershadno
sense at all, nor did they follow
the right way.
171 And the parable of those
who
disbelieve
is
a8 the
parable of onewhocallsout
tothatwhichhearsnomore
a cry;deaf,
than a, callend
so theydo
dumb(and)blind,
notunderstand.20s
172 0 youwhobelieve!eat
of the good
hhings
thatWe
haveprovidedyouwith,and
givethankstoAllah
if Him
it is thatyou
173 H eh a s onlyforbidden
you whatdies
of itself,and
blood, andflesh of swine,and
jhat
over
which
any
other
:name) than (that of) Allah has

-
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been invoked ;*lo butwhoever
isdriventonecessity,notdesiring, nor exoeeding the limit,
nosinshallbe
upon him ;
surely Allah is Forgiving,
Merciful.2i1
174 Surely those who conceal any part of the Book that
Allah hasrevealedandtake
for it e smallprice,theyeat
their
nothing but fire into
bellies,2*2 and Allahwill
not
speaktothem
on theday of
resurrection, nor will H e purify
8
them,andtheyshallhave
painful chastisement.
175 These are they who buy
error for the
right
direction
andchastisementforforgiveness; how bold they are to encounter fire !

210 The Jews objected to certain foods being allowed to Muslims which were forbidden
by the Mosaic law ; see 3 : 92 and foot.note 466. That which dies of itself and that which
was torn by beasts was forbidden by the law of Moses also (Lev. 17 : 15), so was blood
(Lev. 7 : 26), and the flesh of swine (Lev. 11: 7). As for things specially prohibited to Jews
and not prohibited to the Muslims, see 6 : 147 and foot-note 837. The Jews held the swine
in great detestation, and the mentionof the animal in the Gospels shows that Jesus Christ
held it inequalabhorrence, which proves that he too regarded the animal as impure.
Neither does he appear to have broken the Jewish law in this respect.
The same prohibition had already
been revealed while the Holy Prophet was yet at Mecca
in almost identical words in 16 : 116, whereas in C :146 realons are addedfor the prohibition ;
see foot-note 836. And 5 : 3, which was revealed later at Medina, adds several things by
way of explaining what dies of itself, and that over which any other nam6 than that of Allah
hns been invoked. I t is there shown that this last descriptionapplies to animalswhich were
offered to idols. The oommentatorsalsoare of opinion that the referencein that over
which any other name than that of Allah has been invoked is to the animals slaughfeyed by
the worshippers of idols, which fhey used to slaughter as ofererings to their idols (Rz), or to
that over which the name of a n idol i s invoked at the time of its s k t q h B r (Bd), for among
the Arabs the practice was that animals were slaughtered in the nameof &uidol. But the
statement made in the Holy Qur-An is general, snd the invocation of any other name than
that of Allah makes the animal slaughtered unlawful.

211

ii

signifies not desiring to eat it fw the sake of enjoyment, and

b b

y

means not exceeding t)ce bare limit of waat.
212 The physical and the spiritual are beautifully welded together in the Holy Qur-hn.
The prohibition to eat certain impure or injurious foods is followed by a warning against
the sating o f f i e , and thus the oonneotion is establihed. Oaution is always given lest too
much stress should be laid upon the outward ceremonial of the law, and here we are told
thst even mom dangerous than the prohibited foods is the eating of fire, whioh meam the
conceding of what is revealed in the Book. Theooncealmentinthis
case means not
acting upon the teaching of the Book, end though the Jews may serve as an example, the
hlUdimS are equdly Warned of the dsnger Of being BtriQt in extern61 acts of purity while
neglecting internd purity.
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RETALIATION AND BEQUESTS
176 This is because Allah
has revealed the Book with the
truth ; and surely those who go
the Book are in a
great opposition.

SECTION 29
Retaliation and Bequests
177. Righteousnessconsistsnot
in formalities but in accepting broad
principles of faithandsympatheticandequaltreatmont
of fellow-beings.
176,179. Retaliation. 180-182. Bequests.

should believe in Allah and
the last day and the angels214
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is generally rendered as meaning tlwse who disagros

abozct t h e Book, but this Significance does not convey any clear idea as to what is meant.
Rghgives as one significance: tkey do with respect to it, or ilLt70dzlce into it, ZLkd iS
a,pi~ts,ttile Divine revelatioqL. Bd sags i k h t d d f mayinthis
case signify their be2ievi.ng
a part aad rejecting a part, while another significance given by him is, they fa16 short of
the right raau in its ilttelpretation, instead of which we might say t h y fall short of the right
z o n ~i7t a c t i m ~upon it. Hence the best interpretation is going against the Book, and this
is the significance that I have adopted.
213 This is one of the passages whichhaveelicited words of praise even from the
moat hostile critics of the Q u r - h : Thisis one of the noblest verses inthe Qur.Bn.
It clearly distinguishes between a formalandapracticalpiety.
Faithin God and
benevolence towards man is clearly set forth as the essence of religion” (Wh).
While it is true that the uselessness of lifeless ceremonial, to which all nations, and
none more than the Jews, adhered at the time, is poiuted out, and this establishes Ihe
connection of this verse with what precedes and what follows, a comparison with v, 115
and a perusal of foot-note 160 will show that the verse convcys a deeper significance,
which is hinted at in it3 concluding words. In the turning of thc face to the East and the
West thereis aii allusionto the Muslimconquests in theEast and theWest, and
the IIIuslims aretold that it isnot the Divine purpose that they should
be merely a
conquering nation, but that their special oharacteristic as a nation should be that they
propagate the true principles of religion in the world and do good to their fellow-beings.
If they adhered to these principles, conqueshs would follow their footsteps, as is said in
V. 115: “And Allah’s istheEastandtheWest
; thereforewhither you turn, thither
is Allah’a purpoas.”
The essence of the verse is therefore this, that the Muslims should be righfeous first
and conquerors afterwards, so that they may sow the seed .of righteousness in dl countries
which they conquer.
214 A belief in angels, while hinted at in the opening verses of this chapter, is clearly
spcken of here as one of the basio principles of Islam.The
belief in angelsmay noh
be as universsl as a belief inthe DivineBeing,but
it is acceptedgenerally in all
monotheistic religions. -4s in the case of all other principles of faith, Islam has pointed
Cut a certain significance underlying the belief in angels. Just as our physical faculties
are not by themselves sufficient to enable UB to attain auy object in the physical world
without the assistance of other agents-as, for instance, the eye c a n n o t see unlees there is
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and
the
book216 and
the
prophets,
away
give
and
wealth out of love for Him216 to
the near of kin and the orphans
and theneedyandthe
mayfarerandthebeggarsandfor
(the
emancipation
of) the
captives,217 and keep up prayer
poor-rate;
and
and pay the
the performers of their promise
a promise,*]s
whentheymake
and the patient in distress and
affliction and time
in
of
conflict 219-these are t,hey who
(to themselves),and
aretrue
these
are
they
who guard
(against evil).
light-so our spiritual powers cannot by themselves lead us to do good or evil deeds, but
heretoointermediarieswhichhaveanexistenceindependent
of our internalspiritual
powers are necessary to enable
us to do good or evildeeds.Now,
there are two attractions plaoed in man-the attraction to
good or t,o rise up to the higher spheres
of virtue,
and the attraction to
evil or to stoop down to a kind
of low, bostial life; but to bring
these attractions into operation external agencies are needed, as they are needed in the
case of thephysicalpowers
of man.Theexternalagencywhichbringstheattractiou
to good into work is called an awgel, andthatwhichassistsintheworkingofthe
attractionto eviliscalledthe
devil. If we respondtotheattractionfor
good we are
following the Holy Spirit, and if we respond to the attraction
forevil we are folloxing
Satan. Our belief inangelscarries,therefore,thesignificance
that whenever we feela
tendency for the doing of good we should at once obey that call and follow the inviter
t o good. That it doesnotsimplymeanthat
we shouldadmitthatthereareangels
is
clear from thn fact that not only are we not required to believe in devils, whose existence
is as certain AS that of the angels, but we are plainly told that we should disbelieve in
the devils (v. 256). As a disbelief in the devil means that we should repel the attraction
for evil, so a belief in angels means that we should follow the inviter t o good.
215 While a belief inalltheprophets
is stated to be necessary, the Book is spoken
of here in the singular, though clearly the books of all the prophets &re included. The
reason seems to be that elsewhere it is said thatt,he Qur-tin is a Book (' wherein are all the
right books " (98 : 3), so that a belief in the Qur-Bn includes a belief in all these books, and
therefore the Book here signifies the Qur-an.
216 The love of Allahishere,
as inmanyother
places in the Holy Qur-in, stated
to be the true incentive to all deeds
of righteousness.
217 Rigcib is the plural of raqabah, whichliterallysignifies
a m c k , and then comes
tosignify by a synecdoche a slave or a captive

(TA-LL).Hence +K j \

heremeans

t k entarnipation of captives (IJ). No religion in the world other than Islam has told
us
how love for the enemy may be shown in practice. What kind of a conquering nation does
Islam require its followers t o be ? A nation of conquerors who must spend part of their
wealth for setting free those enemies who have been oaptured i n war I No nobler teaching,
no prsotioalordinanceonthispoint,
is met with outside the
pages of the HolyBook,
However noble the teaching, '' Love your enemies," .it did not pass beyond the domain
of d r a m i n C h r i s t i a n i t y ; only a practicalbenefactor of humanitycouldsay:
For the
love of Allah giveaway your wealth in freeing those enemies whom
you have captured
in war.
218,919,nee noxt page.
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178 0 you who believe !
retaliation is prescribed for you
in the matter of the slain: the
free for the free, and the slave
for theslave,andthe
female
for thefemale,2z20but
if any
remission is made to anyone
by his (aggrieved) brother,221
then prosecution (for the bloodwit) should be made according
to usage,andpaymentshould
be made to him in a good
manner; this isan alleviation
from your Lord andamercy;
so whoeverexceeds
the limit
after this, he shall have a painful chastisement,
179 And there is life for you
in (the law of) retaliation, 0
men of understanding, that you
may guard yourselves.22Y

__-

218 ThatisanothercharacteristicwhichshoulddistinguishtheMuslimconquerors.
of individualsas well as of nationsisone of
The performance of promises on the part
the first essentials of the welfare of humanity, and hence the stress laid upon it
by the
Holy Qur-an. Faithlessness to treaties and
pledges on the part of nations has wrought
greater havoc onhumanitythananyothercause.Just
as nosocietycan
prosper until
its individual members are
true to their mutual agresments and promises to each other,
humanityatlarge
will alwaysremaininadegradedconditionunlessanduntilthe
different nations are true to their promises.
And the sufferings which naturally must be
the lot of a conquered nation could be reduced to their minimum if the conquerors should
be true to their promises.
219 The concluding words of the verse, thpatieqtt , , , i n t i w a of conpict, are a clear
indication of what the whole verse aims at, and the coming conflicts with the opponents
of Islam, ultimatelyleadingtothetriumph
of Islam cverthose who were bentupon
extirpatingit,areplainlyhintedat.
220 TheJewishlaw
of retaliationisgreatly
modified inIslam, beinglimitedonly
to cases of murder, while among the Jews it extended to all cases of grievous hurt. But
in Islam " retalbtion is prescribed for you in the matter of the slain," which amounts to
saying that the murderer shall be put t o death, After prcmulgating that law in general
terms, the Qur-an proceeds to describe a particular case,
viz. that if afree man is the
murderer, he himself is to be slain ; if a slave is the murderer, thatslave is to be executed ;
if a woman murdered a man, it was she
t h a t wasto be put to death. The
pre-Islamic
Arabs used in certain cases to insist, when the person killed was
of noble descent, upon
the execution of others besides the murderer ; they were not content with the execution of
the slave or the woman, if one of them happened to be the murderer. The Holy Qur-an
abolished this custom (AH, Re).
221 There may be circumstances which alleviate the guilt : in that case the murderer
may be mads to pay a fine to the relativos of the murdered person. Such money is called
@!/at or bloodzuit. The reference to the alleviation of the guilt is plainly contained tn the
concluding words of the verse : his is an alleviation frmc your Lord. Alleviation from
theLord would n o doubt be anatural consequence of alleviation in the guilt
of the
murderer. A comparison with 4 : 92 makes it clear that when homicide is not intentional,
bloodwit may be paid.
222, BB0 next pege.
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180 Bequest is prescribed
for yon when death approaches
one of you, if he leaves behind
wealth for parentsandnear
relatives, aocording to usage, a
duty
(incumbent)
upon those
who guard .(against evil).223
181 Whoever
then
alters
it
, afterhehasheard
it-the sin
of itthen is onlyuponthose
who alter it ; surely Allah is
Hearing,Knowing.
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222 Hitherto the Muslims had suffered in silence every cxcess against them. Many Of
thcmhad been put to dcath cruelly.
Now theopponents were contemplating an ext’ermination by the sword of all the Xuslims, and the latter are warned that their
life now
dependedonmakingthe
law of retaliation work, while,generallyspeaking,
too, life
cannot be safe unlessthose
who areguilty
of homicidearesentenced
t o capital
punishment.
223 I t is a mistake to think that the injunction contained in this
verse does not hold
good, andthatthe
verse isabrogated.Somecommentatorsholdtheopinion
that the
direction to make a bequest, as contained in this verse, is abrogated by 4 : 11, which fixes
tkeshares of theheirs of the deceased person,whereas 5 perusal of that verse show8
clearly that it recognizee thevalidity of anybequest thatmayhave been made. AS a
further evidence that the law of making a bequest was not abrogated by 4 : 11, see 5 : 106
(the revelation of which is decidedly later than 4 : ll), where the calling of witnesses at the
time of making a bequest is enjoined, I n practice, however, traced to the time of the Holy
Prophet himself, the right to make a will as regards one’s property has been subject to the
condition that not more than a third of the property shall be bequeathed, and that those
who take as heirs shall not he entitled to take under the bequest.
But even this practice
does not show that the verse is abrogated ; on the other hand, itemphasizes the injunction
to make a bequest, and shows, in fact, what bequests are spoken of here, by giving further
directions as to what could make bequests injurious to the rights of the heirs.
All dScultiesin connectionwiththis
verse are overcome if we read the words

e . > y \ c;l.*dt,b meaning f o r the parents om1 tile k i d r e d , with \$
&> u\
meaning if he leaves behind uealth, instead of taking them, as referring
to tk bepusst;
so that the passage stands thus: Bequest is prescribed for you when death upprcuches me of
You if he leaves b e h i d w d l h for parmta and kindred. Thus the bequest is not to be made
for the prents and the kindred, fortheir shares are fixed by 4 : 11, but it is to be made for
charitable Jr otherpurposes.
Thus read,the verse isquiteinaccordance
wibh the
other two verses, 4: 11 and 5 : 106, and with the Holy Prophet’s practice
as recorded in
reports, three of which may be noted here. The first of these, which is recorded by both
BkhandMuslim,
is the statement of Sa’d bin Abi Waqqas: “I fell sick in the year
of the conquest of Mecca with L sicknesswhichalmostmademesure
of death. The
H o b Prophet wme to me, and I told him that I had a largepropertyandhadonly
adslrghter to inherit it, and askedhispermission
tobequeaththewhole
of my
property (evidently for charitable
purposes),but I was permitted only to bequeath onethird.’” That is an abstract of Sa’d’s ahtement. The mention of the year of the conquest
af Mecca showsclearly that the incidentrelatestoa
time whenboth the verse under
discussion and 4 : 11 hadlong been revealed. Hence the making of abequest w5s not
contrary to V. 190, and this verse really speaks of bequests made for charitable or other
purposes, andnot of bequests to heirs. Two otherincidentsare
of a still latez date.
’Ayeshe says that a man intended to make a bequest. She asked him how mu& property
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part of the testator, and effects

b

an agreement between the
parties, there is no blame on
him ; surely Allah is Forgiving,
Mercif~1.~2~
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SECTION 23
Fasting
183, 184. Fastingenjoined, 185. Thomonth of Hamad&n to be observed
as a month of fasting. 186. Acceptance of prayers. 187. Thelimits of
fasts. 188. Rights of property to be respected.

he had, and being told that he had
bequest andtoleave

4,000 Drs. and four heirs, told him not to

theamounttohisheirs,andrecitedthe

words

make

\Is;

B

UI

occurring in this verse as signifying the leaving of a large property as 01 condition for
a bequest (Bd). .
4 similar incident is reported in connection with ’AH, the fourth caliph.
He had freedman possessing 700 Drs., and ’Ali told him not to make a bequest, reciting
the
same
vords,

*I

&I in
support

of his
contention

(Bd). Both
these
inci-

dents, happening after the death of the Prophet, show conclusively ‘(1)that v. 180 was not
regarded as abrogated, because people stillmadebequestsunderit,andboth
’Ayesha
and ’Ali drew inferences from it ; and (2) that the bequests spoken of in this verse were
never meant for those who would inherit under 4 : 11, but for charitable purposes, or in
certain cas08 for those relatives whocould not inherit under 4: 11.
224 Proper advice may be tendered to the testator not toshow undue favour to any onc
or not to exceed the limits of the law to the detriment
of the legal heirs.
225 Fasting is a religious institution almost as universal as prayer, and in Islam it is
one of the four fundamental practical ordinances, the other three being prayer, poor-rate,
and pilgrimage. The words of theQur-in
show thatfasting
was enjoined on all
nations by the prophets who passed before the Holy Prophet Muhammad.
“ Fasting has
in all ages and muon8 all nations been an exercise much in we in times of mourning,
sorrow, and afflictions” (Or. Bib. Con.). Fasting has also been i n vogue among the Hindus.
Even Christians, who think that they have no need of any rcligious exercise OII account Of
Jesus’ atonement, were commanded by’that prophet to keep the fasts : <‘Moreover, when ye
fast, be not as the hypocrites, of a sad countenance.
. . But thou, when thou fastest,
anointthineheadandwashthyface
’I (Matt. 6 : 16, 17).
Again, when the Phsrisees
objected to Jesus’ disciples not keeping the fast as often as John’s, his only answer
that when he will be taken away 6 ‘ then shall they fast i n those dEys ” (Luke 5 : 33-55).
But Islam 11as introduced quite a new meaning into the institution of fssting. Before
Islam, fasting meant the sufferingof some privation in times Of mourning and S O ~ K J W ;in
Islam, itbecomes an institution for the impovement
of the moral and spiritual conditionof
man. This is plainly stated in the concluding words : So that you may guard qairast evil.
The object is that man may learn how he CER shun evil, and hence bsting ia I~hmdoe6

.
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may effect
feeding
a ’.poor
a redemption
m a n ;226 by
so
whoever
does
good spon9
taneouslg it is better for him ;
and that you fast is better for
you if you know.
165 The month of R a r n a d B ~ ~ * ~ ~
is that inwhich the QUr:A11??8
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not mean simply abstaining from food, but
f r o m every kind of evil. In fact, abstention
from food is only a step to make
a man realize that if he can, in obedience to Divine
injunctions, abstain from that which is otherwise lawful,
how much more necessary it is
that he should abstain from the evil ways which are forbidden by God. All the institutions
of Islam arc, in fact, practical steps leading to perfect purification of the soul. But along
withmoral elevation, which is aimed at in fasting, another object seems
to be hinted at.
I n fact, the twofold object is that JIuslims may be able to guard themselves,
(a) morally
and spiritually, against evil, for one who is able to renounce the lawful satisfaction
of his
desires in obedience to Divine commandments certainly acquires the
power to renounce
theirunlawfulgratification
; and (b) physicully againsttheiropponents
by habituating
themselves to suffer tribulations which they must suffer in defence of Islam and Muslims.
2 2 5 ~The number of days is definitely stated in the next
verse as being the twentynine or thirty days of the monbh of Ramadhn. For details of fasting see Preface.
226 The wordfidynh used in this verse is thusexplained by Rgh : That b y means of which
a man saves himself, being thewealth uhielz he spvtds on account of SOW devotion i u
which he has fallen short. The word also indicates the giving away ojproperty b y which
frscdonz of any kind ispurclutsed. By those wlw are able to do it are meant thoso who are
abk to f e e d apoor ma?&. As regards those who cannot keep the fasts on account of constant
or long illness, or who are too old or too weak (including in this class the woman who is
withchildor
who gives suck), the practice has been to
give away the measure of one
man’sfood to a poor man every day during the whole month (Bkh, AD]. Doing good
to others is enjoined in addition to fasting in the month of Ramadhn. We are told that
the Holy Prophet, who was universally recognized
for his abundant charity, was most
charitableinthemonth
of Ranladhn (Bkh).Initsmildest
fom1 theinjunotion is
generally observed by givingaway the measure of a poor man’s feeding at the close of
the month, which iscalled the sadapat-ul-$$r, andwhich is obligatory on everymals,
female, and child, master and servant (Bkh).
227 The revelation of the Holy Qur-An commenced in the month of Ramaddn, which is
the ninth month of the Arabian year (Rz), hence, the month of Hamz$hu is particularly
spoken of as being the month in which the Holy Qur-An was revealed. The root meaning
of Ramaddn is excessiveness of heat ; the month was so called because I ‘ when they ohanged
the nemes of the months from the ancient language, they named them according to the
seasons in which they fell, and this month agreed with the days of excessive heat ” (LL,
BQ). Some say that it is one of the names of Allah, for which, however, there is no reliable
authority.
128 Ai-Qw-(in is thenamebywhichtheHoly
Book revealedtotheProphet
Muhammad-peace and the blessings of Allah be upon him !-is known, anduby this name
the Holy Book is frequently mentioned in the Divine revelation. The word is an infinitive
noun fromtheroot
para-a, which signaes primarily he collecbd together tlls things
(LA, TA-LC). The secondary significanoe of the root-word is reading or veoiting a
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was revealed, a guidance to
menand
clear proofs of the
guidance and
the
distinction ;229 therefore whoever of
you is present in themonth,
shall
hefast
therein,
and
whoever is sick or upon a
journey,then(heshall
fast) Q
(like) number of otherdays;
Ailah desires ease for you, and
H e does
not
desire
for you
difficulty, and (He desires) that
you should complete the
numberandthet
you should
of Allah
exalt the
greatness
for His having guided you and
that you may give thanks.
186 And when My servants
ask you concerning Me,t’hen
surely I am
very
near;
I
answer the prayer of the suppliant when he calls on Me, so
they should answer My call and
believe in Me thattheymay
walk in the right way.2330

book, the word being applied to reading or recitation because in reading letters and words
are joined to each other in a certain order (Rgh).
Tho name Q w - ( i n really refers to both
the root-meanings, for on the one hand it signifies a broic i n tchicR are gathered together
all the Divine Books, a distinction to which the Qur-An itself lays claim in 98 : 3 and elsea book that is or s i ~ o ~ ~be
l d rend, theHoly
where (Rgh) ; on che otheritmeans
Qur-an being the book ‘(that has been truly described asthemost widely read book in
existence” (E?$,BY.). Thecommentators haJ7e pointed out thirty-onedifferentnames
under which the Holy Qur-An is spoken of in the revelation itself, the most important
of
these being Al-Kitdb, or tlze Book, 4nd A!-Zikr, or the Remilader.
229 There are three stittements made here regarding the
Holy Qur-an ; firstly, that it
is a guidance for all men, and that thercfore it contctins teachings which are suitable for
the various classes and grades of men in different countries and ages; secondly, that it
contains oomprehensive arguments of the guidanoe, thus demonstrating the truth of what
it asserts; and thirdly, that in addition
to the arguments it affords a clear distinction,
separating the truth from the falsehood by making the faithful taste the fruits
of faith
of Badr,
andtherejecters the evilconsequences of theirrejection of truth. The battle
which iscalled yaunt-d.furqd?a,or tiw day of distinction, in 8 : 41, also took place in
the month of Ramadkn.
230 The connection of this verse with the previous and the following verses consists in
the fact. that fasting, which includes shunniltg every sort of evil, brings a man nearer t o
the fountain-head of purity, and the more a man is brought near to the Holy One, the
it is related that in
more do his supplications find aoceptance with his Master. Hence,
exerted himself thegreaterinhisprayers
themonth of RamadantheHolyProphet
(Bkh), and induced his followers to do likewise (Muslim).
That the prayer of a devout suppliant is accepted is plainly stated here, but two pointa
In the first place, there is an inlpression
must be noted in connection with this subject.
to practicalmeans
thatthe efficaoy of prayer in some way interfereswithresorting
of men who totally
to attain an object, so that if this impression has produced a class
deny the efficacy of prayer, it hes also led others to think that by resorting to PWer
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187 It is made lawful to you
to go in to your wives on the
night of the fast ; they are an
apparel for you and you are
an apparel for them;231 Allah
knew thatyouactedunfaithfully to y o u r ~ d v e sso
, ~He
~ ~has
turned to you (mercifully) and
removed from you(this burden);
so now be in contact with them
and
seek
what
Allah has
ordained for you, ana eatand
drink unlil t h e whiteness of
the day becomes distinctfrom
the blackness of thenightat
amanmaydispensewithallexternalmeans
for theattainment of hisobject.Both
thcsc views arc wrong, and opposed to the true doctrine of the efficacy of prayer as taught
in Islam. The
fact is that there is an indissoluble connection between practical means
and prayer. Any one who sets before himself the attainment of an object first looks for
the practical means to achieve it, and endeavours to his utmost to find out the agencies
by which he can possibly attain that end. In this search
for means he has to apply all
his faculties to the object before him, and to give his whole attention to the finding of
thosemeanswhich
will securehis object. Thisdeepreflection
or will-power may be
called a prayer in a certain
sense. For when we strive hard in search of what is hidden
from us andunknown t o us, we really seek forguidancefromaHigherPowerfrom
whom nothingishiddeninalanguagewhichisexpressedbyourverycondition.
It
cannot be doubted that when, in search of a thing, the soul stretches
itself out in true
zeal and d o u r to the Giver of all gifts, and finding itself weak and unable to attain the
end by itself, seeks for light from t,he Higher Source,
it is plunged in a prayerful meditation, and its condition then is truly that of one who prays to God. The difference is only
this, that the truly wise, the holy men of God, pray with due respect to Him whom they
recognize to be the Source of all blessings, and their supplications are based upon a clear
knowledge ; while the prayer of those upon whose eyes a veil is cast is like wandering
in darkness, and it takes the form
of meditation and reflection. Thus those
who negleot
prayer in search of means and do not reflect well upon their coarse in a prayerful mood
are as wrong as those who do not resort to practical means on account of their prayers.
Secondly, it should be borng in mind that the efficacy of prayer does not mean that
every object for which E man prays to the Divine Being should be immediately attained.
This is made clear by the Holy QUI-&n itself: “Him you willcallupon, so He clears
away that for which you pray if H e pleases” (6 : 41) ; so that every object prayed for may
not be attained. And again : “And We will mostcertainlytryyouwithsomewhat
of
fear end hunger and loss of property and lives and fruits
” (v. 155) : so thet trials and
hardships must be undergone even by the faithful, and they must be prepared to suffer
every kind of loss. But just as the efficacy of a medicine cannot be denied because it does
not prove efficacious in all cases, so the efficacy of prayer cannot be denied on this’ground.
231 Thisdescription of the mutual relations of husband and wife, and the mutus1
comfort they find in and the protection they afford to each other,is unsurpassed in beauty.
239 AI1 that the reports narratedin connection with thisverse show is that the Muslims
a t first thought that it was illegal to go in to their wives, even E t night-time, on the daye
during which they kept fasts, but this practice, which, according
to AbM, was adopted
from the Christians (Rx), was,, at any rate, accordingto the unanimousopinion of all
commentators, not lwedonanyQuraniorevelation,theonlyrevelation
on this point
being the one given in this verse, which pointed out $he ermr of the 9iew and removed the
rigoar under which the Mnaiims hsd placed themselves.

dawn,433 then complete the fast
till night, and have not contact with them while you keep
to the mosques ;=4 theseare
the limits of Allah, so do not
go near them. Thus does Allah
make clear His communications for men thattheymay
guard (against evil).
1%Ana do not smallow UP
your property among pourselves by false means, neither
seek to gain access thereby to
the judges, so that you may
swallow up a part of the
property of men wrongfully
while you know.235
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933 Khai? originallymeans

t k e a d , butisnotlimited

to that use. The
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(lit,, t h e thread of the w c k ) means the spinal cord of the neck (8, Q-LL). And

e e is also said to signify a tint of the dawn (Tb.LL). Hence you say,
G\ijro
& The night became distinct frmn the day (TA-LL). Hence
f“\

e\
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1 signifies the
whiteness

of the daw% and

.FYI

the blmkltcss of

tile night (LL); so here the break of the dawn is meant, after which no food or drink
should be taken till sunset.
An important question arises here regarding countries inwhich the days are sometimes
very long, where it would be beyond the power of ordinary men to abstain from food from
the breaking of the dawn to sunset. There is a report according to which the companions
to have asked him about their prayers in
a day which
of the Holy Prophet are related
extended to a year or a month, and the Prophet is related to have answered that they
should measure according to the measure of their days (Muslim-RIsh). From this it would
follow that in countries vhere the days &re too long the time of fasting may be measured
in accorbnce with the length of days in Medina, or the measure of & poor man’s feeding
may be given inpharity for every fasting day. But postponing to
days of shorter length,
when that is possible, would be best.
231 By this is meant those who cut themselves off from all worldly connections
during the last ten days of the month of RamdLn, passing day and night in mosques.
This practice is known as I’tikif. But it is voluntaryandnot obligatory.
235 The injunction to abstain from illegally taking other
men’n property is E fitting
sequel to the injunction relatingt o fasting, for by fasting a man abstains from using what
he has a legal right t o , simply in obdience to Divine commandments. Fasting, in fact,
enables a man to control his passions, and onoe the passions are mastered, the greed for
illegally acquiring what belongs to others will also vanish.
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SECTION 24
Fighting in Defence
189. Months
set
apart
for
trade
and
pilgrimage.
190-193. Fighthg
necessary in self-defence andtoestablishreligiousfreedom,
194. Sacred
monthsnot t o b violated. 195. Necessity of raising funds for defence. 196.
Obstacles to pilgrimage.
Ar. tlree.

Ar. he who.

189 They ask you concerning the new moons. S a y ;
for
Theyaretimesappointed
(the benefit of) men,and (for)
t h o pilgrimage;?s6 and it is n o
righteousnessthatyoushould
enter
the
houses
their
at
is
backs,23i butrighteousness
this that o?le should
guard
(againstevil);and go into the
housesbytheir
doors andbe
careful (of your duty) to Bllah,
t.hatyoumay
be successful.
190 And fight in the way of
who fight
Allah with
those
with you, and do not exceed the
limits;surely Allah doesnot
love those who exceed the
lirnits.?38

236 The indefiniteness of the question is removed by the answer. There were certain
months which were observed by the Arabs as sacred,inwhichthebitteresthostilities
ceased and peace was establishedthroughouttheland,andthustrade
was carriedon
peaoefully and without molestation. I t was also during these months that the pilgrimage
to the sacred sanctuary at Mecca was performed. As this section deals with the injunc.
tionsrelatingtofightiug,
the questionrelating to the sacred months, which is made
clearer in v. 217, is appropriately put here, and the answer recognizes the sacred character
of thosemonths,fortheirsacredness
afforded to the people the msterial advantage of
being able to carry on trade and the spiritual benefit of performing the pilgrimage.
237 The Arabs were a very superstitious people. When one of them set before himself
an important object and was unable to attain it, hd would not go into his house by the
door, but entered it by the back and kept ou doing so for a year (Hasan, Asamm-Re).As the
Muslimswere now about to be chargedwith an onerous duty, viz., the establishing of
religious freedom in that land af persecution, which confronted them with the greatest
difficulties, they were told not t o give way to theold superstitious Arab practices. They wera
told on the other hand that their remedy in great difficulties
was sticking t o righteousness.
Some commentators are, however,
of opinion that entering by the back indicates turning
csside from the right
coume, while entering by the doors signifies sticking t o the right
course (Rz). Or the reference may be to the practice prevalent in the days of ignorance of
entering the housesby the back rafter performing the pilgrimage (Bkh).
238 Rabi’andIbn-i-Zaidare
of opinion thatthis verse istheearliestrevelation
regarding the permission to fight (Re), while according t o others 22 : 39 is the earliest (Rs).
Anyhow, it is one of the earliest revelations on the point. The subject is dealt with here
in six verses, closing with v. 195, being againtaken upinthe
following sections. A
remarkable point about th8 injunction to f i g h t in the way of Allah is that it is very often
mentionedinconnectionwiththesubject
of pilgrimage,ashereand
in the 3rdand
22nd chapters. From thiscircumstrmcemay
be concluded whatisclearly
shated
0
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191 And kill them wherever
you find
and drive
them
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mally times, viz., that fighting was permitted or ordained as a measure of self-defence and
t o put 8 stop to religious persecution ; the pilgrimage to Mecca, which is one of the foul
fundamental principles of Islem, being impossible so long as the holy place was in the
hands of unbeliever6 who had driven the Muslims from Mecca by cruel persecutions.
The first restriction to whichfighthg in the way of Allah is made subject is that the
hluslirns should fight only against those "who are fighting with
you." These words so
clearly show that the k h l i m wars were 8 measure of self-defence thattheyneed
no
comment. I t shows thatthe
enemyhadfirsttakenuparmswiththe
object of
extirpatingIslam,andthisfactisborneout
by history;it was afterthatthatthe
Jfuslims were allowed to fight. This restriction further shows that women, children, and
old men who could nottakeuparmsagainsttheMuslims
were notto be molested
(Rz). A similar exception was also made in favour of monks and hermits. And under the
new conditionsthe civil population of townsand villages would be treatedsimilarly,
for only those are to be fought against who actually take part in fighting. The
second
restriction is that the Xuslims shall not exceed the limits of the necessity of war. This
direction was the sore need of a community which had been subjected to the cruellest
persecutions and the severest tortures at the hands of tyrants, who had neither a law nor
any authority over them which Ehould keep themwithinbounds.
The Muslims would
have been quite within their rights if in case of victory they had taken their revenge upon
their persecutors. But they viere warned beforehand that they should not exceed the limit
of the bare necessity of the war.
These directions were faithfully followed by the1Iuslims. They mereby no means
the aggressors. I n the very first important battle they were forced to fight against an army
advancing upon Xedina, which was only three days' journey from that city. And in all
their fighting they only killed or captured the armed foes, and never harmed undefended
women or children or old men, though their own women and children had been merciIf they had done so they would have gone
lessly puttodeath
by theirpersecutors.
beyond the necessity of war and exceeded the previously prcscribed limits.
It should be noted that it is this defensiwe$glrling which is calledfighting in the way of
Allah. Fighting for thepropagation of faith is not once mentioned inthe whole of
the Qur-An, and is solely the product of the inventive brains of Christian missionaries.
The hatred which Islam had for fighting is shown by the fact that the Muslims were not
allowed to fight until the very existence of Islam was in danger. The
excuses for which
wars are undertaken in civilized countries had long existed in the case of the Muslims,
but such excuseswere deemed insufhient.
The injunctions relating to fighting are
given in this chapter in order to show their
lenity ascontrastedwith
theIsraelite lam. Thefirstpoint
of contrastisthatiothe
Israelite law fighting was ordained to turn a people out of f~ land of which they had been
the rightful owners for centuries : it \vas not the enemy that had taken up the sword &st ;
whereas in Islam the Muslims were forbidden to fight except against those who first took
Up thesword,The
second point of contrast lies inthetreatment, of theenemy.The
hluslims were forbidden to go beyond the bare necessity of the war, and thus not only
Women, children, and old men were always safe in their fighting, but even the enmy's
habitations, their gardens and their tillege, and everything else, were equally safe. I n the
Jewish vars, however, men, women, and children were all put to death and cities were
destroyed. Infact,the
Jewish wars were wars of extermination,while the hluglim
Wars were undertaken as a defensive measure against extermination by the enemy.
The wars of some of the Christian nations of Europe are more of the nature of the
Jewish thantheIslamicwars,notwithstandingalltheirpretensionsto
civilization.
239 TO kill the enemy wherever one finds him is nothing strange when a state of war
exists, and yet the critics of Islam draw the most grotesque conclusions from these simple
words. The verse, readtogetherwithshefirst,runs
thus: A d fight with tho% wh4

out fromwhencethey
drove
you$* out, and per~ecut~ion241
is
severer than slaughter; and do
not fight with them et thesacred
mosqueuntiltheyfightwith
you in it,” but if they do fight
you, then&y,them;such
is
the
recompense
of the unbelievers.
192 But if they desist, then
surely Allah is Forgiving,
MercifuLZ43
193 And fight with them
until there is no persecution,
and religion should be only for
Allah ;zU but if theydesist,
then there shouldbe no hostility
except against the 0ppressors.2~~
arefightingwith vou, and kill themwherever you find tiaem. Do the civilized nations
flghtwitheachothertosparetheirenemies?
Rz says:“Andthe
personalpronoun
inthe words kill them refers t o thosewith whom fightingisenjoinedintheprevious
verse.” I n fact,itcannot refer t o anything else, nor t o unbelieversgenerally, who are
nowhere mentioned in the previous verses, not even in the previous section.
240 These words statetheultlmate
object of theMuslimwars:
Amd drivethem
aut from whencetheydrove you out. The persecutors had driven the Muslims out from
their houses in Mecca andfrom the sacredmosquethere,which
was now theMuslim
centre,Thusthe
1\Tuslims were ordered tocarryon
war againsttheirpersecutors
so
long &s they were not dispossessed of that which they had taken possession of by force.
These words further show that the enemy was not to be exterminated, but only to
be
dispossessed of what he had unlawfully taken.
241 The word which I have rendered as persecution is fitnah, which originally means
TU burning with fire,
and then aflictimt, distress, and hardship,slaughter,misleading
or
causing t6 err, and seduction from faith by any meam (LL). The Qur-Bn explains its
use of the word fitnah in v. 217 : ‘ I They ask you concerning the sacred month-about
fighting init.
Say: Fightinginit
is a grave matter; andhindering(men)from
Allah’s way and denying Him and (hindering men from) the sacred mosque and turning
its people out of it is still graver with Allah, and persecution is graver than slaughter,”
where the fitnah is clearlysynonymouswith
hindering rnen from Allah’s way and ths
samed mspw, and delaying Allahandturning
people out of the sacred mosque, thus
clearlyindicatingthepersecution
of theMuslims.Ibn-i.’Umarexplainedthe
word
f i t m h when he said : And there were very few Mudinas, so a m a n used to be persecuted
on account of his religwn:they e i t k r murdered him OT subjected him totorturesuntil
Islam became predominant, then there was 1u) fikzah, i.e. persecution (Bkh). The object is
to state that all those who persecuted the Muslims were to be treated as enemies, because
persecution of the weaker party led to graver consequences than k h t i n g .
942 The ssoredness of the hleccan territory was not to be violated by the Muslims,
notwithstandingtheterrible
afflictions thattheyhad
to suffer there, 80 long a8 the
unbelievers were notthe aggressors inthis respect too andfoughtwiththe
Muslim
within t h e saored territory,
245 Note the clemency of theIslamicfightinginjunctions.TheMuslims
were to
sheathe their swords if theenemydesistedfromfighting.Theunbelievers
took d v a ?
tage of suchdirections inpractisingdewptionontheMuslims:‘LThosewith
whom
yon make an agreement then they break their sgreement every time” ( 8 : 5 6 )
a44,8&, EM next page.
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FIGHTING I N DEFENCE
194 The sacred month for
the sacred month and all sacred
things &re (under the
law
of)
retaliation ; whoever thenacts
aggressively against you, inflict
injury on him according to the
injury he has inflicted on you
- and be careful (of your duty)
to Allah, and know that Allah
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244 The meaning of the word fifttah has dreads been explained in foot-note 241.
mhenpersecution ceases, and men arenot forced to accept or renounceareligion,
oonvincod
but me at libertyto profess any religion of thetruth of whichtheyare
for thesake of Allah, thenthereshould
be no morefighting.The
words that follow
make the sense quite clear : “ B u t if they desist ” from causing distress to the converts
to Islam by their crud perseoution, the Muslimsare a t once t o stopfightingagainst
them, andhostilitiesarenotto
be continuedagaiastanyexceptthose
who continue
to oppress.
A comparisonwith
22 : 40 will show thatthisisthecorrectexplanation.There
the object of the BIuslim fightsisplainlysetforthinthe
following words: ‘‘And had
would havebeen
there not been Allah’srepelling some people byothers,surelythere
and mosques in which Allah’s name
pulled down cloisters and churches and synagogues
is much remembered.” This shows clearly
that the Muslims fought not only in defence
of mosques, but also in that of churchesandsynagogues,and
even of thecloisters of

monks.

The
same
object
is
stated
here
in
the
words

~ J J \

u$.

which
only

no compulsion in
mean that religion should be mcly for Allah, so thatthereremains
thematter of religion (v. 256), andevery one is at libertytoholdanyreligionwhich
he likes. The verse, in fact,laysdownthebroadprinciple
of religiousfreedomfor
which one searcheselsewhere in vain.
I t should also be noted that if we give any other interpretation to the words which
makes themsignifythatfighting
is to be continueduntilthe
religion of Allah or
Islamaloneremains,
all those verses in whichagreementswiththeenemy
and the
enemy’s desistingfromfightingarespoken
of as giving the Muslims cause for ceasing
hostilities become meaningless. Such an interpretation not only openly contradicts other
verses of the IfDly Qur-Bn, but is belied byhistoryitself,
for many a timedidthe
Prophetmake peace withthe unbelievers. A saying of Ibn-i-’Umarcastsfurtherlight
on this point. When he
was asked to join one of the two Muslim parties then fighting
p-ersecution and religion
with one another, he said : L‘Youwish to fight until there is
becomes for others than Allah ” (Bkh). As the fighting forces were both Muslims, there
was no danger of unbelief becomingpredominantwhicheverparty
won, and therefore
the meaning of religia becoming fur others than Allah is nothing but the vanishing of
religious freedona, andhencethe
words religion shwld be for Allah only signify the
establishment of religwus freedom in the country.
245 The word ’udw6n here, and the
word i’tidd usedthrice in tge following verse,
generally indicate an exceeding of the proper lintit, and hence it is applied to WroVfuz Or
unjust educt, but the punishment by which an injury is i d i c t e d on the offender for
wrongful conduct is also called i’tidd, for ‘‘ i t is sometimes in the way of aggression and
sometimes in the way of requital” (LL). Rgh says i’tadzi here means requite o r p m i s h him
according
his wrongful c o ~ & ~ t . To speak of the punishment of an evil in the terms of
lhat evil is an idiom of frequent use in the Holy Qur--h and in Arabic literature. see
furtherfoot-note 27. The words ezcept against the qpressors signifythat hostilities
can only be carried on against the oppressors, so that when they desist from.oPPressh3t
hostilitiesagainstthem
must be stopped.
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is with those who guard (against
evil).248
195 And
spend
in the way
of Allah
castand
not yourselves
to perdition with your own
hands,
and
do
good (to others) :
surely Allail loves the doers of
good.24’
196 rlnd
accomplish
the
pilgrimageandthe visit248 for
Allah,
but
if you
are
prevented,249 (send)whatever offering is easy t o obtain,2j0 and do
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246 This is similar to whatis said in v . 191. If the opponentsviolated thesacred months
in those months, then they,
too, were Permitted to fight
by attacking the Muslims first
’against them in the sacred months. And generally retaliation or requital within the limits
of the original act of aggression is permitted in the case of all sacred objects, for d p n c e i n
that cas0 would be suicidal. This injunction was never abrogated nor ever violated by the
Holy Prophet’s order. See foot-note
278. The following four months wererecognized as
sacred: Rajab, ziqa’d, Eil-hajj, Muharram.
247 For if you withhold monetary aid to your own people when SOU are attacked, your
vcry existence would he in danger, and thus by Jour slackness in helping the cause of the
community you would be really casting yourselves to perdition with your own hands.
248 H a j j and ’unrrah,the latter of which is generally translated as the ?ttinorpiigrimnge.
but which may more correctly be rendered as the cisit, differ slightly. The ’u7nrah may be
performed at any time, while the hajj or tke pilgyimage Y o p e r can only be performed at a
particular time, Of the ceremonies connected with pilgrimage proper, the staying in the
plain of ’ArafBt is dispensed with in the case of the ’U7tWfZh. Thus the principal requirements of the ! q j are A l - i h ~ u ‘ ~making
?~,
circuits round the Ih’ba, running between theSafB
and the Marwah, and staying in the’ArafBt, while that of the ‘untrah are the first three, in
of opinion as to the shaving of the head subseqnently,
both cases there being difference
which indicates only that the pilgrimage is over.
The pilgrimage is the fourth or the last of the fundamental ordinmces of a practical
nature in Islam, and it in fact represents the last stage in the
progress of the spiritual
pilgrim in this life. Of the principal requirements of the pilgrimage, the first, or i(tr&n,
represents the Beverance of all worldly connections. All those costly and fashionable dresses
in which the inner self is so often mistaken for the outward appearance, are cast off, and
the pilgrim has only two seamless wrappers to
cover himself, and thus shows that in his
lovefor his Master he is ready to oast
off all lowerconnections.Theotherimportant
requirement is making circuits round the Ka’ba, called
?uzuif, and running between the
Saf& and the Marwah, called sa’y, and both these are external manifestions of that fire of
Divine love which has been kindled within the heart,so that, like the true lover, he makes
oircnit round the house of his beloved one. He shows, in fact, that he has completely 8 1 1 ~ .
rendered himself to his beloved Master, and sacrificed all his interests for His sake,
To call these movements of a true lover I‘ puerile rit,es and ceremonies,” as Christians
do, is not only to show contempt for the Christ-like appearance of the pilgrim but to deny
that love to Allah is anything but mere talk. That the kissing
of the black stone is not
inconsistent with true monotheism has already been shown in foot-note
191, and as proof of
this I may fdd here ’Umar’s words : ‘ I Verily I know that thou art a stone ; thou dost no
good or harm in the world, and if it was not that I saw the Frophet kiss thee,I would not
kiss thee ” (Msh).
249 Mecca was still in the hsnds of the opponents of Islam, who prevented the &f.IuslimS
from perfowing the pilgrimage. According to I’Ab and many other authorities prevention
here means prevention by the enemy and not by a disease, while according t o others pre-
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I not shave your heads until the
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offering reaches its destination;
but whoever among you is sick
or has an ailment of the head,he
(should effect) acompensation
by fasting or almsor sacrificing ;
thenwhen
you are secure,251
whoever profits by combining
the visit mith the pilgrimage252
(should take) whatever offering
is easy to obtain ; but he who
cannot find (anp offering)
should fast for three
days
duringthe pilgrimage and for
seven days when you return;?j3
these
(make) (days)
ten
complete ; this is for him
whose family is not present in
thesacred
mosque,z>4a,nd be
careful (of your duty) to Allah,
and knon7 that Allah is severe
n
i requiting (evil).

SECTION 25
ThePilgrimage

and the Mischief-makers

197-203. Furtherordinancesrelatingto
pilgrimage. 204-206. Enemies
who work mischief inthegarb
of friends. 207-209. Necessity of perfeot
mbmission. 210. Unbelievers would not cease persecuting until their power
IS completely broken down.
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vention of both sorts is included (1%~).
I see no reason why the verse must be referred to
the year of the Hndaibiyya truce.
250 That is in case of prevention, the offering should be sent to the sacred house, or if
this is not possible, saorificed where detained.
251 This is a prophecy that a time would come when the power of the enemy would be

completely broken down, and the hIuslims would make their pilgrimage to Mecca safe and
6eCUIe, not having to fear detention by him.
252 A oombination of the t i s i t and the pilgrinzage means that after the performance Of
the visit, the pilgrim does not remein in the sta.te of i!~rbm.
253 That is, when returning home after the performance of the pilgrimage.
254 By this are understood those who do not live in Mecca.
255 The well.known months are Shawwdl, Zipa’d, and the first nine days of @hajj.
256 The pilgrimage representsthefinal
stage of spirituel progress, andhence the
pilgrim is enjoined not to speak words which should be a sourue of annoyance t o snybody.
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make provision,257 for
surelythe benefit of provision
is the guarding of oneself, and
be careful (of your duty) to
Me, 0 men of understanding.
198 There is no blame on
you in seeking bounty from
your Lord,258 so when you
hasten on250 from 'ArafiLt, then
remember Allah near the holy
monument,a60 and
remember
3 i ma sH e
has guided you,
though before that you were
certainly of theerring
ones.
199 Thenhastenon
from
the place from which the people
hasten onand
ask the forgiveness of Allah ; surely Allah
is Forgiving, Merciful.261
200 So when you haveperformed your devotions,
then
laud Allah as you laudedyour
!athers,262 rather a greater
lauding. But thereare
some
people who say, Our Lord !
give us in the world,and they
h a l l have no portion inthe
Qereafter.

and

I

-

Raja4 means obscmu or f o d speech or vain words (Ab 'Ubd-Rz). According to
15, Msb, Mgh, i t signifies foul, unseemly, immodest or obscene spoech (LL). Fu&,
according eo* a saying of the Holy Prophet, signifies abusiw (Rz). Jiddl signifies
conhding in am altercation or disputing or litigating (TA-LL).
251 By provision. is meant prouisiom for th journey to Mecca. Some men used to start
for a pilgrimage to Mecca without sufficient means, on the pretence that they had their
trust in God for their sustenance (I'Ab-Rs). This is prohibited by Islam, and every one
who undertakes to perform the pilgrimage is told that he must first provide himself with
the necessary requisites, while in the nextverse heis even permitted to increase his wealth
by trading after hehas performed the pilgrimage. But provision may also mean provisior.
for the nazt Zife, and in that case tnqwd would have its teohnical meaning of guarding
against evil, and the meaning would be that guarding against evil is the bestprouiswn jw
the mxt lije.
258 fl&l here stands for trading (Rz). The word is elsewhere used in this seme in the
Holy Qur-&nin several places, as in 73 : 20. What is meant is that there is no harm in
seeking an increase of wealth by trading in Mecca in the pilgrimage season. Before the
advent of Islsm, fairs were held for trading purposes in the pilgrimage season, the most
The Muslims
well-known of which are the 'Uk& and Lajinnah andZul-mujdz.
thought it a sin to take a pert in this, and they are told that trade was not forbidden to
them even in these days (Bkh).
259 Ijddah signifies the advancing 07 pmssinq rn in journeying with multitude
(Hem-LL).
a60 The Haah'ar-ulpardm, which literally signifies tER holy m u m e f i t , stands for t h e
place known 85 Muzdalda, or the ground bordering on it, where the pilgrims atop for
the night dter their return from 'ArnfBt on the evening of the ninth ZiZ.&&.
261,982, we next pge.

201 And there
are
some
among them who say : Our
Lord ! grantus good in this
world and good in the hereafter,
and save us from the chastisement of the fire !263
202 They shall have (their)
portion of what they have
earned, and Allah is swift in
reckoning.
203 And laud Allah during
the numbereddays
;z64 then
whoever hastens off in two
days, there is no blame on him,
and whoever remains behind,
thereis no blame on him,265
(this is) for him who guards
(against evil), and be careful (of
your duty) to Allah, and know
that you shall be gathered together to Him,
204 And among men is he
whose speech about the life of
this world causes you. to
wonder, and he calls on Allah
to witness as to what is in his
is the most
heart,
yet
he
violent of adversaries.26g
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’ 205 And
when
he
turns
back, he runs along in the land
that he may cause mischief in
it and destroy the tflth and the
stock, and Allah does not love
mischief-making.
206 Andwhenit
is said to
him, Guard against (thepunishment of) Allah, pridecarries
him off tosin ; thereforehell
is sufficient
for
him ; and
certainlvit is an evilrestinrrplace.26i
207 And amongmenishe
whosells himself toseekthe
pleasure of Allah ; and Allah is
Affectionate totheservants.
208 0 you mho believe !
enterinto sdmission one nvd
all, and do not follow the footsteps of the devil ; surelyhe
isyour open enemy.
209 But if you slip
after
clearargumentshave come to
you, thenknowthat
Allah is
Mighty,Wise,
210 They do not wait aught
but that Allah shouldcome to
them intheshadows
of the
:louds along with theangels,
mdthematterhas(already)
been decided; and (all) matters
bre returned to Allah.”*
v

Or,com-

plete
aubmis820%

Ar. aid,

“

267 Mihid means a cradle, and also what a man has prepared for himself (LL). Both
these significances illustrate the nature of hell. I t is a thing which a man prepares for
himself, and for spiritual growth it serves as a cradle for those who retarded that growth
here by their engrossment in the world or by pursuing evil courses.
268 The coming of Allah stands for the execution of His command or the coming of the
(Rz). A verse inthe16thchapter,
which
threatenedpunishmentfortheunbelievers
w&s revealed earlier, explains this : “They do not wait aught, but that the angels should
ccme tothem, or thatthecommandment
of your Lordshould come to pass . . so
the evil consequences of what they do shall afflict them, and that which they mock shall
encompass them I ’ (16 : 33, 31). The first part of this quotation is in almost identical words
with the 5rst partof the verse under discussion, and explains the meaningof the coming of
Allah. The &me phrase is used to indicatethe execution of the Divinepunishment
in 59 : 2, where the Jews, who were ultimately banished on account of their mischiefs, are
spoken of: “They were certain thattheirfortresses mould defend themagainstAllah,
but Allah came to them whence they did not expect.”
In like manner the coming of the angels stands for punishment. Thuq : ‘‘ On the day
when they shall see the angels, there shall be no good news on that day for the guilty ”
(95 :99). Their desire to see the angels WES fulfilled in the battle of Badr, and on that day
the heaven was also madeto ‘ 6 burst asunderwiththeclouds”
(25 : 25), whichis a
metaphorical expression for the coming down of Allah and the angels in the
shadows o f
olonds ” : I ‘ When you sought aid from your Lord so He answered you : Surely I will &@
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SECTION 26
Trials and Tribulationn
913. Unity of mankind and the coming of
prophetstosettle
differences. 214. Success has always followed trialsand
tribulations. 215. Money must be spent for the good of thecommunity.
216. Fighting ordained and the Muslims’ aversion to it.
211, 219. Signs are rejected.

211 Ask theIsraelites
how
many
clear
sign
have
We
given them;
and
whoever
changesthe
favour of Allah
after it has come to him, then
surely Allah is severe in
requiting ( e ~ i l ) . ~ ~ g
212 The life of this world
ismade to seem fair to those
who disbelieve, and they mock
those who believe, andthose
who guard(against evil) shall
be above themon theday of
resurrection : and Allah gives
means of subsistence to whom
He pleases without 1neasure.2io
213 (All) people are a single
nation ;si1 so Allah raised
prophets as bearers of good
news andaswarners,and
He
revealed withthemthe
book
with truth, that it might judge
between people in that inwhich
they differed ; and none but the
very people who were given

-

...

you with a thousmd of the angels following one another
and sent down upon you
water from the clouds ” (8 : 9-11).
269 By the f a v o w of Allah is here meant the revelationof the Aoly Prophet, and its
change implies its rejection. Compare thebuying of error for guidance in v. 16 and
elsewhere. Thedear signswhich were given to the Israelites include the
prophecies of
the advent of the Holy Prophet, which were repeatedly made known to that people through
their prophets, as well as the clear arguments of the truth of the Prophet’s mission, which
were clearly convincing when compared with what arguments they possessed of the truth
of their own prophets.
270 These words give us an image of how the emigrants of Mecca, having left everything
behind and being thus reduced to the last straits of poverty, w0re mocked by the wealthy
Jews, whose trade of lending money a t usurious rates everywhere brought to them the
riches of other people. The mention of the Isrdites in tho previous verse, and reports
showing the connection of this verse with the Jewish chiefs (see Rz),lead us to the mm0
conclusion. The concluding words not only show that moral worth which raised a man
above another did not depend on wealth, but also contain a prophetic refarence to the time
when those who were mocked at on account of their poverty would have abundance even of
the provisions of this life,
271 The word Edna does not necessarily refer to the past, but is often used in the Holy
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it differed about it after clear
argumentshad come to them,
revolting among themselves ;272
so Allah has guided by His
will those who believe to the
truth about which they
differed ;273 and Allah guides
whom H e pleasesto the right
path.
214 Or do you thinkthat
you would enter the garde12‘~
while vetthestate
of those
who hive passedawaybefore
you has not come upon you:
listress
and
affliction befell
;hem andthey
were shaken
violently, so thatthe Apostle
md those who believed with
lim said: When will the help
)f Allah come ? Now surely
;he help of Allah is nigh ! 2 i 5
215 They ask you as to what
#hey should spend.
Say:
Nilatever
wealth
you spend,
t is for theparents and the
lear of kin andtheorphans
,nd the needy andthe wayarer, andwhatever good you
lo, Allah surely knowsit.2i0

972 The significance of this verse hasnot been rightlyunderstood.Thefirstpart
of this verse, as distinguished from the second, which is dealt with in the next note, states

the universal law according to which Allah raised prophets among all nations, becausc all
nations are a single people, as is said i n the opening words of the verse, and therefore
in another. With
i t could not be that prophets should be raised in.one nation and not
every one of these prophets, we are then told, a book was revealed, so that it mightpoint out
the right way to the various contending parties that existed
before the advent of that
prophet, But, as time passed on, the very people to whom the Book was given so that
a prophet had been raised in every
they might follow i t went against it. Thus, though
nation, yeteverynetionhadforsakentheright
way, and acted against the
very direcbeen given toit,
BO differences again
arose,whichnecessitated
tionswhichhad
raise a prophet who should
the advent of another prophet. Hence it was necessary to
show theright way t o all nations, andthis is whatisstatedin
the second part of
the verm.
279 Allah’s guiding those who believe refers to the raising of the Holy Prophet, through
whom the Muslims were guided to the right path, to the truth, regarding which
difference?
had arisen among all people. If a prophet was needed by every nation to settle its own
differences, one was surely now needed to settle the differences of the various nations, for
the truth whichhad been shown todifferentnationsbydifferentprophetshad
again
beoome obsoured. Thus among the different national religions of the world Islam occupies
the position of an international relidon.
974 Entering the garden stands for success against theenemy in this life and salvation
fn the next. The ooncluding words of the verse, Allah‘s help is nigh, make the reference
to the triumphof the mum of truth very dear.
975,976, see next pege.
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216 Fighting is enjoined on
and it is an object of dis-

YOU,

, Pf&/
like to you ; and it may be that 2; +:,9
r, #P, 9 z .*
YOU dislike a thing while it is
,
$
~
~
~
good for you, end it may be ;2 & , d . a ~ , e / r p P . . v / + , ~ M
that you love B thing while it
b $ ! & > ~ ) # ~ ~ ~ J
is evil for you, and Allah knows,
while you do not know.e77
275 This verse inculcates faith and perseverance under the hardest trials and is an
in,jjcation of the Prophet’s own unequalled endurance and faith. I t refers not only to the
great’trids and hardships which the Muslims had alreadysuffered at Mecca, and the privations which they. haa to undergo in their exile, but more particularly to the hardships
whichwere yet in store for them, and whioh they could clearly see in the massing of
all forces that could be used to annihilat? them. As regards the trials and tribulations
of the former prophets, the case of Jesus Christ crying “Eli, Eli, lam sabachhni” on
thecrosswas the mostr recent in the history of prophets.
276 The meaning is that you should spend the wealth that you have for the benefit of
such and such persons. As the fundfor the defence of the Muslim society was ulso utilized
for t,he help of the parents of some and relatives of others, and the fatherle-s children and
the poor men who had not the means to quit their homes, who were stiU being oppressed
at &cca by the unbelievers, and for the wayfarer who had no security, the Muslims are
told that what they spenb on wars was really for the good of their own helpless relatives
and brethren.
277 Let those who think that &heMuslims fought for the booty ponder I They were too
weak to carry on the struggle against the mightyforces that were bent upon their destruction, and di&iked the war. Only a diseased brain could come to the conclusion that the
Prophet “had now determined to resort to the
sword to accomplish what his preaching
had failed to do ’I, (Wh). Where were the military forces with which the Prophet was
going to convert the proud and warring Arabs who had not listened to his word? His firsf
army at Badr, when the Quraish of Mecca were marching upon Medina with a thousand of
their most experienced warriors, was 313, including boys of thirteen years of age. Could
any sensible man say that the Prophetwas now going to convertthe hundreds of thousands
of Arab warriors with his 313 unequipped and inexperienced followers? And do not the
very words of the verse give the lie to this most irrational conolusion?
A picture of the
distresses and afflictions towhich the few converts to Islamwere subject isdrawni n v. 214.
They were few in numbers, poor, exiled, and distreseed, yet it became inevitable that they
should fight in self-defence or they would have been swept off. I t waa their utter weakness
and the enormou85 disparity of numbers that made them dislike the fighting. And I may
add that not a single instance is recorded in the whole of the Prophet’s history showing
the conversion of an unbeliever under the pressure of the sword, not a single oase is met
with of an expedition being undertaksn t o convert a people. If ever in the world’s history
a people were compelled to fight in the defence of a grand cause, no nobler instance of it
could be given than that of the PropheC with his few faithful followers braving the whole
of Arabia in the midst of enemies who hsd taken up the sword to annihilate them for no
other reason than that they were upholders of the cause of Unity (see 22 :40). If ever
there was a just cause for war, therenever wa8 one more just than the cause of humanity
at large, the combined cause of the Christian church, of the Jewish synagogue, of the
Babean’s house of worship, and of the Muslim mosque, which the earlyMudims set
before themselves ( s e e 22 :40). Compare the injunction given here with the permiaaion
contained in v. 190 nnd 28 :39, end the conditions under which this injunctionwas given
will become clear. I t was an injunction to fight against those
who took up the sword
So fight to end
firstandturned the Muslimsout of their homes. It wwinjunction
persecution and to establish religious freedom, and to save the hoaaea of worship of every
religion from king ruined.
6
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SECTION 27

I

HisoellaneoarQuestiona
217. Persecution leading to apostasy. 218. The believers are not led away.
219. Wineendgemblingprohibitedandsavings
t o be spentin defence
220. Orphws. 221. Intermarriages between the Muslims end the idolaters.
Ar, t h .

217 Theyask you concerning the sacred month-about
: Fighting
fighting init.Say
initis
a gravematter;and
hindering(men)
from Allah's
I wayanddenyingHim,and
(hindering
men
from) the
sacred
mosque
and
turning
I
its people out of it,arestill
graver with Allah, and persecutionis graverthanslaughter;
and they will not ceasefighting with you untiltheyturn
you back from your religion, if
they can ;z78 and whoever of
you turns back .from his rejligion, thenhe
dieswhile
an
1unbeliever-these
it iswhose
works shall go for nothingin
1lhis world andthehereafter,
tmd they are the inmates of the
fire : therein they shall abide.279
1

-

the DivineinjunctiontotheMuslimstofightwith B
very powerful enemy.This
one gives thereasonwhichnecessitatedthetakingup
of
the sword, It firstprohibitsfightinginthesacredmonths(thereasonsforwhichare
given in v. 189) except byway of reprisal (see v. 194). I t is an errortosuppose
that
this verse legalizes fighting inthesacredmonths.Thestory
of 'AbdullabinJahsh
of v. 194 was neverviolated.TheHolyProphet'6
clearlyshows thattheinjunction
expresscommandmentstohimweretobringhim
news regardingacaravan
of the
Quraish (RE). Seeing three men at Nakhla, 'Abdulla killed one of them and imprisoned
theother twoThequestionarosewhetherthisoccurredin
a sacredmonthornot,
'Abdulla's explanation was that the man was killed on the last day of Jamb3.i before
evening, and that the new moon of Rajab was seen afterwerds when the sun went down,
After mentioning the exception relating to the sacred months,
the unbelievers, who
made much of this incident, are told that having done all those acts of violence against
the lives andproperty of the helplessconverts of Islamwithinthe
sacred territory,
and never aaring for the sacred months when persecuting the Muslims, they could not
question the legality of what 'Abdulla had done. Why was fighting ordained ? Because
the opponentsindulged in seriouscrimesagainst
theMuslimsand
showed norespect
either for the name of Allah or for the sacred mosque, and continued their persecution
of theMuslims,which
grew dailyinintensityand
was worse thanslsughter.
As
there was no hope now thattheenemy
would ceasepersecution
so long as there
remainedasingleMuslim
in Arabis-notethewords
17uy will not ceaje Pghtivtg with
&OU mtil t h y turn YOU back from your religimz, if they calt-the Moslims were compelled
to take up thesword in self-defence.
9'79 The persons spoken of in this pssage are the apostates, or those who turn back
from their religion."
A wrong impression exists among
non-Muslims, and among some
278 Thc3 1s,stversecontains
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218 Surely those who believed and those who j e d (their
home) and strove hard
in
the way of Allah-these hope
forthemercy
of Allah, and
Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.
919 They ask you about
intoxicants280 and games of
chance.281 S a yI n:
both of
them there 1s a greatsinand
means of profit For men,and
theirsin is greaterthantheir
profit. And they auk you as t.0
what they should spend. Say :
What you can
spare.
Thus
does Allah makeclear to you
the communications, that you
may ponder,
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Muslims as well, that the Holy Qur-An requires those who apostatize from Islam to be
put to death, but this is not true.
Some Christian writers have gone so far as to miscot~struethe word fa-yawzutasmeaning he shall be put to death-although it really
he dies. As the plain words of theQur-&n show, whatisstatedhere
meansthelt
is thattheopponents
of Islamexertedthemselves
to theirutmosttoturn
back the
Iluslims from their faith by their cruel persecutions, and therefore if a Muslim actually
wentback to unbelief he would be a loser in this life as well as in the next, because
the desertion of Islam would notonly deprive him of thespiritualadvantageswhich
hecould obtain by remaininga Muslim, but also of thephysicaladvantageswhich
must accruetothe
Muslims throughthetriumph
of Islam. And neitherhere nor
acywhere else inthe HolyQur-&nisthere
even ahintattheinfliction
of capital
or any other punishment on the apostate.
It should also be noted that thoughthe word i r t i d d d , which is theteohnical word
5 : 54, areturn.to
for apostasy, is used only twice in the Holy Qur-&n, hereandin
unbelief after belief ismentioned several times,andonnota
single oocasion isdeath
stated to be thepunishment for returnto unbelief. The only reportwhich records a
case of death being inflicted on apostasy is that of theparty
of ’ U k l , who,after
professing Islam, feigned that the climate of Mediua was insalubrious,and being told
to go tothe p@ce wheretheherds
of camels belonging tothestate
were grazed,
murdered the keepers and drove theherds along withthem.Butit
will be easily
seen t h a t capital punishment in this<case was not inflicted on change of faith, but on
account of the crime of murderanddacoity.This
oase isgenerallycited by the oomno other
mentatorsunder 5 : 35, which speaks of the punishment of dacoits.Thereis
case showing that the punishment of death was ever inflicted on apostasy from Islam.
It may, however, be added thatafterthe first eighteenmonths of their residence
at Medina the Muslims were in a state of constant warfsre with the Quraish and the
.Arab tribes, and apostasy, under these circumstances, meaut the desertion
of the cawe
so it would have been quitejustifiable for
of the Muslims and joining their enemies,
the Muslim Law to prescribe the punishment of death for thofio traitors. But the Holy
Qur-&n is silent.
280 “Khamr means wine or grape-wine. . . . It hnis a common application to
ildoxicating espessed juice of awy thing (Q, TA) or a%y intoxicathag thing that clouds or
obscures (lit,, covers) tb intellect, as some say (Mgh, Msb) , , and the general application ia the more correct, because khantr was forbidden when there was not in El-Medinah
any khumr o f grapea” (LL). It will thus be seen thatthe word khamr, not on’
281, see next page.
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220 On this world and the
hereafter. And they ask yolb
concerning the
Say: To set right for them
( t h e affrtirs) is good, and if
-yon h o m e oopartners with
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withreferance to its root meaning of cuver&g the intellect but also having
regard to
its w e , , includes ell intoxicatingsubstancee,andtherefore
I make B departure in
trsnaleting it Be Qtnxknts, and not as W or intozkting Zipuura. The prohibition of
intoxiosniq in gonnectirn with the .mention of war shows that Islam wanted to inspire
true c&rege i& lts. a w e r s , and disliked the reckless daring which a man shows under
the ihfluenoe of inbxicat&g liquors and which has so often led to acts of butchery in
wars. A$d the prohibition spoken of here as regards both intoxicating liquors and games
of chance is med8,plainer in 5 :90, 91. Those who think that the verw under discussion
does not w n g n a prohibition only fail to understand the language of the Qur-bn. When
the harm of a h i n g is stated to be greater than its advantage, it is suffioient indication of
its prohibition, fornosensible person would take a course whioh is sure to bring him to a
much greeter loss than any advantage.
The change which these simple words, their sin is greater than their profit,” brought
about in Arabia will always remain a riddle to the social reformer, The constmt fighting
of Arab tribes, one againstanother,hadmadethehabit
of drinka second naturewith
the Arab, and wine was one of the very few objeots which could furnish a topic to the mind
of an Arab poet. Intoxicating liquors were the chief feature of their feasts, and the habit
If drink was not looked upon as an evil, nor had there ever been a temperanoe movement
among them, the Jews and the Christians being themselves addicted to this evil. H ~ E R
experience with regard to the habit of drink is that of all evils it is the most difficult to be
uprooted. Yet but one word of the Holy QUI-An was sufficient to blot out all traoes of it
from among a whole nation, end afterwards from the whole of the country as it came over
to Islam. History cannot present another instance
of a wonderful trensformation of this
magnitudebroughtabout so easilyyet so thoroughly. It may also be added here that
Sale’s remark that I ‘ the moderate use of wine is allowed,” and that only drinking b excess
is prohibited, according to some, is absolutely without a foundation. The companions of
the Holy Prophet never made use of a drop of wine after the prohibition was made known,
and the Holy Prophet is reported to have said: ‘ I A smell quantity of any thing of which a
large
quantity
intoxicating
is
prohibited’’
is
(AD-Rz).
Nor
does Kf say what Sale
attributes to him, for the words which give rise to Sale’s misconoeption des1 with, not
wine, butanotherpreparationregarding
which thereisa
difference of opinion among
the jurists.
281 The original word is misir, derived from yasara, meaning Ite divided afiythirq
intnpark or prtiolts. Maisir was a game of hazard of the Arabs, and in the legal language
of I d a m includesall games of chance. some derive it from yusr, meaning ease, beoeuse
ofthe ease withwhichwealth
could be attained by it. Wine endgambling &re both
declared in I: 91 as causing ‘ I enmity and hatredtospring in your midst,” and B society
the members of which are imbuedwithfeelings of hatredandenmitytowards
esch other
must be a very unfortunate society,especially when it is in e. state of war wibh external foes.
282 In oonsequence of the fighting which was necessitated by the persecutions of the
opponents of Islam sg&inst the helpless Muslims, it was inevitable that many children
wouldbe leftorphans, so aninjunctionregardingthecare
of orphms is sdded here.
But it may be added that the earliest revelations of the Holy Q u r h always speak of the
orph’ans, the needy, end the slave in the kindest words, 8nd lay special stress on helping
and feeding t h e m . One quotation from one of the earliest revektions will suffice here :
‘‘‘Buthe would not attempt the uphill road, and whaC will make you comprehend what
th&.nphill r o d is? It is the setting fm of B slave, or the giving of food in a day &
hunger to an orphan, having relationship,or to the poor manlying in the dust 19 (90: 11-16).
’
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arethey
them,
your
brethren ;as3 and Allah knows
the mischief-maker and the
pewe-maker ; and if Allah had
pleased, H e would certainly
b v e caused you to fall into
a difficult
surely Allah is
Mighty,&e,
231 And do notmarrythe
idolatresses untilthey believe,
and certainly a believing maid
is better
than
an idolatress
woman, even though she should
please you; and do not give
(believing women) in marriage
to idolaters untilthey believe,
and certainly a believing
3ervant is better
than
an
Idolater, even though he should
please you ;284 these invite to the
?re,2E6 and Allah invites to the
prdenandto
forgiveness by
His will, and makes clearHis
:ommunications to men, that
,hey may be mindful.
Injunctions like thesegive one a true insight into the characterof the Holy Prophet as the
greatest benefactor of humanity, with whom actual good to fellow-man was the primary
duty which is always mentioned in conjunction with one's duty toGod.
893, Copartnershipwith an orphanis expressly allowed here, because when strict
injunctions were given regarding the safeguarding of orphans' property, some men thought
it was a sin to have anything to do with it (Rz). It further shows that orphans must be
treated as brethren.
264 The war withtheidolaters, who really now standnot for a people differing in
religious views but for enemies bent upon the destruction of the Muslims, had brought new
conditions into existenoe. Intermarriages with those who were warring upon the Muslims
would have ledtoserioustroublesandnumerouscomplications.
A reference to 6 0 : 10
will show that epen the marital relations already existing with these
people had to be
ended on %count of thewar.Hencetheprohibition
of suchintermarriages.But
a8
idolrtry does not allow the intellect to develop, the prohibition, though introduced on a
particular occasion, becomes permanent. It may, however, be added that all those people
who have been given ascripturearetreateddifferently
(see 5 :5 ) , and hence by the
idolaters herearemeantpartiodarlythe
Arabs, who possessed no scripture for their
guidance. The Jewish law prohibited intermarriages with all other people (Deut. 7 : 8, a),
and even Pad, so liberal in his other views, strictly prohibited intermarriages with all
unbelievers : $ 6 Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers : for what fellowship
hathrighteousness ~ t unrighteousness,
h
and what communion hathlightwithdarkness? " (2 Cor. 6 : 14) The Islamic law offers an improvement on both the Jewish and
the Christian laws, for which see 667.
285 Reason is here given why marriage relations with an idolatrous people who are
enemiee of the Muslims are forbidden. The fire to which they invite stands for destruction
in this life, as the garden stands for 8uccess. The Turks who married Greek, Austrian,
and Frenah ladies, although they knew that those people aimed at their destruction, have
learned a good lesson a t o what thia fir6 is, for the foreign blood thus introduced among
them has sapped the Turkish Empire from within.
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SECTION 28
Dirorce
422. When divorce cannot be pronounced. 223. Thewomanisthe
real
bringcr up of the childand the moulder of itscharacter.
224-2313. The
limits of temporaryseparation. 227,238. Divorce:Period of waiting and
there-establishmen8 of conjugalrelations.

222 And they ask you about
menstruation.286 Say : It is a
little harm@ ;%
therefore
ai
keep
aloof from the womenduring
themenstrualdischargeand
do not go near them until they
have become clean ; then when
they have cleansed themselves,
go in to them as Allahhas
commandedyou;surely
Allah
loves those who turn much (to
Him), and R e loves those who
purifythemselves.
223 Yourwivesare
a tilth
for you, so go in to your tilth
when you like,*R8 and do good
beforehand for yourselves ; and
be cereful (of yourduty)
to
Allah, and know that you will
meet Him, and give good news
to the believers.
286 Thelastsectiondealtwith
some of thequestionsarising
out of astitte of
warfare in which the Muslims atthistime
foundthemselves.
The last of these
questions was about intermarriages with the enemy, and the subject
of marriage having
been introduced, the Qur-An naturally passes on to the question of marital obligations.
There is anotheraspeot,too,
of the relation of thisquestiontothesubject
of war.
Just as war made many children orphans, it made many women widows, and the rights
of the widows as well as thequestion of theirremarriageisdealtwithhere;butas
therights of the divorced women andthe question of theirremarriageare
closely
relatedwithsimilarquestionsrelating
t o widows, thesubjectisintroducedwith
matters relating to divorced women.Thesubject
of the monthly courses isintroduced
as m preliminarytothesubject
of divorce, because any divorce pronounced at such a
time is illegaland does nottake effect (Bkh). In fact, divorce, being a separation,
could nottake place when the menstrual dischargehadalreadybroughtabout
a kind
of separation,sexualintercourse
being forbiddenduringthetime.For
divorce to be
effective acoording to Islam, it is necessary that there should exist between the parties
m s t a h making possible the loving communion of husband and wife, SO that the smaller
frictions of which the marriage relations are not always free may vanish into nothingness
before the ecstasy of mutual love.
987 As6 signifies a sEight evil, slighter than what is termed damr (LL), or anything
that cuwes a sZight harm (Mgh-LL).TheJewishlawcontainsasimilarprohibitionin
Lev. 18 : 19 and 20 : 18, though Jewish practice rendered
it necessary that the separation between husband and wife should be more complete, and should not be limited tot h e cessation of sexual intercourse.
%E Anlrci means either natri, i.e. whan, or kczifa, i.e. h m o (AH). There is nothing
disgusting in them simple words. The Q U I - h containsdirections for thephysical an
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224 And make
not
Allah
because of your swearing (by
Him) an obstacle to your doing
good and
guarding
(against
evil) and making peace between
men, and Allah is Hearing,

225 Allah does not call you
to account for what is vain in

your oaths, but He will call you
to account for what your hearts
have earned,
and
Allah is
Forgiving, Forbearing,ZOO
226 Those whoswearthat
they will not go in totheir
wives291 should wait four
months; BO if they go back,
then Bllah is surely Forgiving,
Merciful.202

well 5s themoralandspiritualwelfare
of man,andit
deals wlththe moat delicate
questions in language unapproached in its purity in any other law dealing with similar
questions. It isamiracle
of the Holy Q u r h that while it was produced inthe
language of a people whose poets took pride in describing the relations of the sexes in
the most indecent words andphrases,the
language of theQur-bnisunsurpassedin
purity, and any one who doubts this statement need only compare the treatment of such
subjects inthe Qur-&n andthe Bible. Many of thephrases dealing withthedelicate
relations of the sexes were introduced by theHolyQur-bnitself,anditsliterature
is
therefore one which brings noshuddertothe
fair reader,unlikemany
of thedescriptions contained in the Bible, The comparison of the woman tothetilth
is simplyto
show that it is she who brings up the child and through
whom is made the character
of the man, and to show that the real object of conjugal relations is not the satisfaction
of carnal desires. As it is theground on which the growth of theplant depends, so
it is the mother on whom depends thegrowth of the man and the building
up of his
character. This shows the importance of the woman inthemaritalrelationand
in sooiety.
289 The meauing is that you should not every now andthen swear by Allah that
YOU will not do such and such a thing,
so that you deprive yourselves of the occasions
of doing good, ah3 at the same time, sinoe you swear by Allah, you allege Him to be
an obstacle inthe way of your doing good, whereas He bids you dogood.
’li’rdah is
a thing that is set as an obstacle in theway of a thing, or t h t is set as a butt like the
butt of archers. Or it signifies intervention with respect to good and evil, and the meaning
is: “ D o notintervene by swearing by Allah every little while, so as notto dogood,
etc., or, Make not Allah an object of your oaths by ordinary and frequent swearing by
Him, or a butt for your oaths like thebutt of archers,in order that, etc. (Bd). Or,
as Some say: Make notthemention
of Allah a means of strengthening your oaths ’’
(LL). As the temporary separation of husband and wife with which the verse following
the next vets3 dealsrested on anoath on thepart of thehusbandtorefrain
from
going intohis
wife, the Holy Qur-&n discourages all oaths of thiskind,i.e.oaths
which would keep a man back from doing good of any kind, the fulfilment of marital
obligations being thus shownto be a good thing,Hencethesubject
of oaths is only
another preliminary to the question of divorce.
290 By vain oaths is meant unintentimml swearing in ordinary conversation, and by
what the hearts have earned is meant an oath intsntwdly taken (Rr).
291, 292, see next page.
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227 And if they have re-solved on' & divorce>m then
All& is surely Hearing, Knowing.
,228 And the divorced women
.should keep themselves in
waiting for three courses
1

,

aSi hi signi5es am oath k

t o& shall not go in to 0?"8 &f6. In the days of ignorance
the Arabs used 60 take Fuch oaths frequently, and as the period of suspension was not
limited, the wife^ was compelled sometimes to pass her whole life in bondage, having
neither the posikion of a wife nor that of a divorced woman free to marry elsewhere, The
law of the Qur-Bn deolams that if thehusband does not reassertconjugalrelations
within four months t h e wUe shall be divorced (Rz).
293 By going beck ismeant the re-establishing of conjugal relations (Rz).
293 T@&Q is an infinitive noun from talagat, said of a woman, meaning she was left free
to go her way or bmme separated from br husband (TA-LL), and signifies the dissolving of
the l n a m s tie (TA-LL). The subject of divorce, which is introduced here, is dealt with
in this ana the following two sections, and further on in the 4th and 65th chapters.
It
may he noted that; the words in which the subject is introduced give a warning against
resorting tothismeasureexceptunderexceptionalcircumstances.
At the conclusion
of the previous verw we are told that if the husband reasserts conjugal relations after
tomporary rieperation heis forgiven, for Allah isForgiving, Merciful. But if he is
determined to divorce, then if he is guilty of an excess againstthe wife he will be
punished, because the epithets Hearing and E?totuing are only mentioned when the act
is either disapproved or highly approved, Le. when either punishment or a reward is to be
given. As reward in such a case is quite out of the question, it is olear that the words
contain a warning in case injustice should be done in divorcing.
Divorca is one of the institutionsof Islam regardingwhich much misconceptionprevails,
so muoh so that even the Islamic law, as administered in the British courts in India,
is not
free from these misconceptions. The chief features of theIslamic lawof divorce, as dealt with
in the Holy Qur-Bn, will be noticed under the particular verses dealing with them. Here
I may state that the Islamic law has many points of advantage as compared with both the
Jewish and Christian laws as formulated in Deuteronomy and Matthew. The chief feature
of improvement is that thewife can claim a divorce according to the Islamic law, neither
Moses nor Christ conferring that righton the woman, though it is tobe regretted that this
very feature is the one that is no6 recognized in India. Another feature of the Islamic law
of divorce is that it is elastic and does not strictly limit the causes of divorce. In fact,
if the civilized nations of Europe and America, who own the same religion, are at the
samestage of advancement,andhavean
d n i t y of feeling on most social andmoral
questions, cmnot agree as to the causes of divorce, how could a universal religion like
Islam, which was meant for all ages and all countries, for people in the lowest grade of
civilization a6 well as those at the top, limitthosecauses, which mustvarywith the
varying conditions of humanity and ~ociety.
It may also be added here that, though divoros is allowed by Islam if sufficient c&uw
exists, geb the right i s to be exercised under exceptional circumstances, The QUI-An itwlf
approves of the Holy Prophet insisting on Zaid not divorcing his wife, notwithstanding a
dimnsion of a su5ciently long stsnding (33 : 37). And the Holy Prophet's memorable'
words, of a l 2 tL thingJ whtkh haw betm permitted
men divorce d the mst hated by
Alloh (AD), will always act w a strong check on any loose interpretation of the words
oj the Holy Q u r - h .
Thereare c a w on record In which heactuallypronounced
divoroe to be illegal (Bkh).
2
' % The perid of waiting,or 'icZdat, forms the firstcondition in the I e M c law
of divorce. But for Qp8BB in w h i Q msrrhge is not consammated no period of waibing ia
n e c o m r y (WQ).

.DIVQEOE

229 Divorce may be (pronounced) twice ;Z98 then keep
(them)
in
good
fellowship
or
Let (them) go withkindness ;299
and it is not lawful for you to
hke any part of what you have
given tl1ern,3~unless both fear
within
cannot
keep
they
that
-
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295 The period of waitingisreally
a period of temporaryseparation,duringwhich
a
conjugal relations may be re-established.This period of temporaryseparationserves
check upon divorce, and it is the second point mentioned by the Holy Qur-&n in connection with the law of divoroe. If there is any love in the union its
pangs would assert
themselves during the period of temporary separation, bringing about a reconciliation, and
the differences would sink into insignificance. This is the best safeguard against a misuse
of divorce, for in this way only such unions would be ended by divorce as really deserve to
be ended, being devoid of the feintest spark of love. A conjugal union without love is a
body without a soul, and the sooner it is ended the better. Thus, while the Islamic law of
divorce makes every possible provision for love to assert itself, it requires the dissolution
of the marriage t i e when it is proved that mutual love is not possible.
296 The rightsof womenqainst their husbands arehere stated
be similar
to
tothose which
the husbands have against their wives. The statement must, no doubt, have caused a stir
i n a society which never.,recognized any rights for the women. The change in this respect
was redly a revolutionizing one, for the Arabs hitherto regarded women as mere chattels,
and now the women were given a position equal in all respects to that of men, for they
were declaredto h w e rightssimilar to thosewhich were exercisedagainstthem.This
declarationbroughtabout
a revolution not only in Arabia but in the whole world,for
the equality of the rights of women with those of men was never previously recognized by
any nation or any reformer; nay, it is not to bhis day recognized among the most civilized
nstious. T h o woman oould no longerbediscarded at the will of her “lord,” but she
wuld either olaim equality as a wife or demand divorce.
297 The statement that men are
a degree above them” does not nullify the rights
asserted in theprevious passee, but refers to quite a different aspect of thequestion, which
is made clear in 4 :34 (see 568).
298, 299, 300, see next page.
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the limits of Allah; then if you
fear that they cannoi keep
within the limits of Allah,
there is no blame on them for
what she give6 up to become
free therebv.30' These arethe
limits of "All&, so do not
exceed them,
and
whoever
exceeds the limits of Allah,
these it is that are the unjust.
~
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296 Thethirdruleregarding
divorce isthatthe
revocable divorce of the previous
verse can be pronouncedonlytwice.
I n t h e days of ignorancea man used to divorce
hiswifeandtakeher
back withintheprescribed'time,eventhough
he might do this
a thousandtimes (Rz). Islamreformedthispractice
by allowinga revocable divorce
twice, so that the period of waiting in each of these two oases might serve as a period
of temporary separation during which conjugal relations could be re-established.
299 Thefourthpointisthatthehusbandmustmakehischoiceafterthesecond
divorce eithertoretainherpermanently
or to bringabout
a finalseparation.The
objeot of a truemarriageunionisindicatedinthesimplewords
keep thew i n good
fellowship. Where theunionischaracterized
by quarrelsanddissensionsinstead
of
good fehwship, and twoexperiences of a temporaryseparation show thatthereisno
real love in the union, and good fellowship is therefore entirely absent, the only remedy
thatremains is toletthewoman
go with kindness. An earnestendeavourhasbeen
made,andhasshownthattheilluminatingspark
of love isnotthere:thereforethe
marriageunionmust
be looked upon as afailure,and
i t isbothintheinterests
of
the husband and the wife and in the interests of society itself that such a union should
so thatthepartiesmay
seek afreshunion.Buteven
be broughttoatermination,
in taking tbis final step the woman must be treated kindly.
300 Thefullpayment of the dowry to the woman is thefifthrulerelating
to tha
Islamic law of divorce, and it serves as a very strong check upon the husband in resorting
to unnecessary divorce. Thedowryisusuallysufficientlylargetomakedivorceastep
which can only be adopted as a last measure.
301 Thisisthesixthrulewithregardtodivorce,andit
gives the wife arightto
claim r divorce. Among the religions of the world i t is one of thedistinguishing
characteristics of Islam that it
gives the wife the s a m e right to claim a divorce as i t
gives the husband to pronounce one, if she is willing to forego the whole or part of her
dowry. The case of Jameelah, wife of @bitbinQais,is
one that is reported in
was the wife who was dissatisfied
numerousreports of thehighestauthority.Hereit
with the marriage. There
was not even a quarrel, as she plainly stated in her complaint
to the Holy Prophet : I ' I donotfindanyfaultwithhimonaccount
of hismorals
(i.e. histreatment) or hisreligion,"Sheonlyhatedhim.
And theHolyProphethad
her divorced on condition that she returned to her husband the garden which he had
made over to her as her
dowry (Bkh). I t is even said that the husband's
love for the
wife was aB intense as her hatred for him (Rz). If, then, a woman could claim a divorce
forno reason other than the unsuitableness
of the match, she had certainly the right
t o claim one if there was ill-treatment on the part of the husband or any other satisfactory w o n , andamongtheearlyMuslims
it was an estsblishedright.Even
now
it is a rightwhich
is maintainedinmanyMuslimcountries.Technicallysuch
a
divorce is cnlled Khula'.
It will be notedthatthoughthisverseformsthebasis
of thelawrelatingto
Khub', the words indicate an unwillingness on the part of both spouses tocontinue
the marriage relation : Unless both fear that they cannot keep within the limits of Allah,
which is explained as meaning their inability to perform towards each other their marital
obligationsand tomaintain good fellowship (Bkh).Thereason
for this,apparently, is
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DIVORCE
230 So if he
lawfultohim
she shall not be divorces
herma
afterwards
until
she
marries
another
husband;
then
if he
divorces her there is no blame
on them both if they return to
(by marriage), if
eachother
they think that they
cankeep
withinthelimits
of Allah ;3”3
and
these
are
the
limits of
Allah which H e makes clear
fora people who know.
231 And when youdivorce
women andthey
reach their
prescribed
time,
then
either
retainthemin
good fellowship
or setthemfree
with liberality,
andthem
retain
do not
for
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that the passage follows one requiring a permanence of relationship that can no more
be broken when thehusbandhasadoptedthis
choice after a second divorce, so that
therelationcan
only be broken if the wife finds it unbearable.Another reason seema
be willingtobreak
up the marriage
to be thatthe woman is usuallythelastto
relationship.
The words if yo% fear evidently refer to the properlyconstitutedauthorities
(Rz),
andthisbrings us to theseventhpointwithregardtothe
law of divorce, via. that
the authorities can interfere in t,he matter, and
cases are actually on record in which
a wrong done by an unjust divorce was mended by the authorities.
302 The words refer to the “putting off with kindness” of the previous verse, and
hence by divorce here is meant the irrevocable divorce pronounced a third time, i.e. after
there has been a divorse and a restitution of conjugal rights twice.
303 After the irrevocable divorce is pronouncedthehusbandcannotremarrythe
divorced wife until she has been married elsewhere and divorced, and this is the eighth
point withregardtotherules
of divorce,The verse abolishes theimmoralcustom of
baldah, or temporary marriage gone through with no other object than that of legalizing
the divorced wife for the first husband, a customprevalentinthedays
of ignorance,
but abolished by the HolyProphet,accordingto
a reportwhichspeaks
of hishaving
cursed those who indulge inthe evil practioe (IRfj-&Ish). Theremust be a genuine
marriageand a genuine divorce.
Thisrestrichonmakesthethirdpronouncement
of divorce very cautious,and,in
fact, very rare, and thus acts as another check against frequent divorce. Muir’s remarks
as. to thehardshipwhichthisrule
involves not only for < ’ t h e innocent wife I ’ but
also for the “innocent children,” for however desirous the husband may be of undoing
for the irrevocable
the wrong, the decision cannot be recalled,” are totally unjustified,
divorce cannot be pronounced until a temporary separation has taken place twice and the
experiences of both have shown that the marriage relationship cannot
be continued, It
should also be notedthatthe
irrevocable divorce cannot be pronounced all at once.
The special checks on divorce have already been mentioned, and it may be added here
thatthethird
or t& irrevocable divorce would be very rare if therulesrelatingto
divorce as given in the .Holy Qur-hn are observed. Cases are on record in whichlong
years elapsed between the pronouncement of thefirstandthe
second divorce. For
instance, the case of Rukhna may be noted, who first divorced his wife in the time of
theHolyProphet,thenremarriedher,then
divorced her a second timeinthetime
of ’Umar, the second Caliph, and finally in thetime of ‘Usmhn, thothirdcaliph
(AD, I h l j , Tr, Dr-Msh).
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injUrJl,”:
so that you
exceed
the lrrm68, snd whoever does
this,heindeed
is unjustto
his own soul; and do not
take Allah’s communications
far a mockery,a06and remember
the favour of Allah upon YOU,
and that whic? he has revealed
to you of the ’Book and
the
Wisdom, admonishing you
thereby ; v d be careful of
(your duty to) All&, and know
that Allah is the Knower of all
things.
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SECTION 30
Remarriage of Dhoroed Women and Widore
83% Divoroedwomen not to be prevented from remarrying. 233. The
giving of suck to children by the divorcedwife. 234. The period of waiting
ror the widows. 235. Remarriage within the prescribed period of weiting is
illegal.

232 And when
you
have
3ivorced women
have
thevand
anded theirterm (of wiiting),
then do not prevent them from
marrying their husbands when
:hey agree
among
themselves
.nlawful
a
manner
with
ihis is admonished
he
among
rou who believes in Allah and
;he last day ; this is more proitable and purer for you ; and
illah knowswhile you do not
mow.
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304 Rence if thehusband is proved to give injury to the wife, hecannotretain
her,and she can claim a divorce. Injury t o the wife may beof
a general nature or
one given with the objeot of compelling .her to remit the
whole or part of her dowry
toobtaina divorce. This practice was resorted to by thepre-Islamite Arabs, and the
words me meant to abolish the evil (Ra). I t is for the judge to see that the husbapd
is not takingundue advantage of his position. On theotherhand,thehusband
is
enjoined to show liberality to the divorced wife, and the judge would no doubt see that
the injunctions of the Holy Book are observed.
305 These words show that divorce is a very serious maiter,andtheinjunctions
given in this respect are not to be tEeated lightly.
906 ‘Phis is the ninth point in therules of divorce. It hasalready been stated
thatthe conjugal relations a n be re-established within the period of waiking.=ere
it ia stated that if the period of waitinghas elapeed, even then the former husband
canremarrythe
divorcedwife, on the first two occasions when the divorce is pronounoed. The case of thesister of W q i l bin Y a d r is well known on this point.
Being divorwd by herhusband,and
the period of waiting having elapsed, thetwo
were again willing t o remarry,but Ms’qil objected, and themarriage waa performed
when the vwse waa revealed (Bkh).
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@3 ,,Ana. the mothers307
ahonl&suckle. their children'for

&. are

caused to

die.

twb whole years for him who
desires .to make complete the
time . o f suckling; and their
maintenance, and their clothing
mu& be borne by thefather
acaording to usage ; no soul
s h d have imposed upon it a
dutybuttotheextent
of its
shall
a
dapacity ; neither
mother be made to suffer harm
on account of her child, nor
a father on account of his
child, and a similar duty
(devolves) on the
(father's)
heir ;30* but if both desire
weaning by mutual
consent
and counsel, there is no blame
on them,and
if you wish to
engagea
wet-nurse for your
children, there is no blame on
you so long as you paywhat
you promised for according to
usage; and be careful of (your
duty to) Allah and know that
Allah sees what you do.
234 And (as for) those of
you who die and leave wives
behind,
they
should
keep
themselves in waitingforfour
;309 then
monthsandtendays
when they have fully attained
is no blame
theirterm,there
on yon for whatthey do for
themselves
inlawful
a
manner ;310 snd Allah is aware
of what you do.
235 And there is no blame
bn'you respecting that which
you speak indirectly in the
asking of (such) women in
narriage or keep
(the
proJosal) concealed within your

The verse also legalizes the remarriage of divorced women in general, and the words
their huebands would in this case signify t k i r prospective husbands.
507 By mothars here are meant in particular, as the context shows, WOW who have
bcm divorced b v i n g childres to w k l a (Rz).
308 In m e the father dieabefore the child is weaned, theheir is b a d t0 pap
the expenses.
309 The period of waiting in the case of a widow is four months and ten days. But in
case a divorced woman or 8 widow ia with child, the period of waiting is extended to the
time of delivery (see 66 : 4).
310 The meaning is that the widow may look out for a husband and remarrg.
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minds ; Allah knows that you
will mention them, but do not
give them a, promiseinsecret
unless you speakin a lawful
manner, and do not confirm the
marriagetieuntilthewriting
is fulfilkd;J11 and know that
Allah knows' what is in your
minds,
therefore
beware
of
Him,andknowthat
Allah is
Forgiving,Forbearing.

SECTION 31
Additional ProYisiona forDirorced

Women and Widows

236, 237. Provision for women divorced before Consummation of marriage.'
238, 239. Prayersshould be observed thoughfacingthe
enemy. 240. Be.
queathal in favour of widows for residence and maintenance for one year.
241, 242. Divorced women are also entitled to maintenance.

236 Thereisnoblameon
you if you divorce.
women
when you have not touched
them or appointedforthem
a portion,
and
make
provisionfor
them,thewealthy
according
to
his
means
and
the straitened in circumstances
according to his means, a provision according to usage ; (this
is) a duty on the doers of good
(to others).312
237 And if you divorce them
before you have touched them
appointed
for
m d you have
bhem a portion,then(payto
;hem) half of what you have
Lppointed, unless
they
reinquish or he should relinquish
n whose hand is the marriage
;ie;313 and it is nearer to right3oumess that
you
should
aelinquish ; and do not neglect
#hegiving of free gifts between
TOU ;314 surely Allah sees what
rou do.
311 The literd significance of the words is given in the margin.
By the. writimg is
meantthe period of waiting written. down for women (Bd),so that amarriage contracted during the period of waiting is illegal.
312 The faridah or the portion is the dowry, BO that even when no dowry has been
agreed upon, and marriage has not been consummated, liberality must be shown to the
divorced wife, and some provision should be made for her, even thoughthehusband
may be i n straitened circumstances,
a13 The husband is theperson in whose hand is the marriage tie (Rz). His relinquishinphis due is equivalent to not claiming the half of the dowry which he is entitled to by
814,Bee next page.
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238 Attend constantly to
prayers
and
to the moat
excellent prityer, and stand up
truly obedient to Allah.316
239 But if you are in
danger, then (say your prayers)
on foot or on horseback;and
when
you
are secure, then
remember Allah as H e has
taught you what you did not
know.316
240 And those of you who
die and leave wives behind,
in favour
(making)abequest
of their wives of maintenance
for year
a without
turning
(them) out, then if they themselves go away,there
is no
blame on you for what they
do of lawful deeds bv themselves, and Allah is highty,
Wise.317

this verse, Note that relinquishing on the part of husbands is here etated to be the more
commendable course : It is nearer to righteousness that you should relinquish.
314 By fadl is meant here the doing of am act of grace or bounty, that which one is
not in duty bound t o do ; and therefore what is implied is the giving of free gifts,
315 As-Saldt-ul-wustd means the best or tlw most emellentpmyer, not themiddle prayer,
be’cause wustd is a comparative degree, and middle does not admit of comparison, hence
the other significance of wasaf, whioh is ercellcnt, and which can admit of comperiso~,
mustbeadopted. I n fact, wusbd could have meant mostmiddle or most ercelknt,but as the
former is meaningless, the latter significanoe is adopted. The later afternoon prayer issaid
to be meanthere (Bkh), butintheface
of seventeen differentconjeotures cs to what
it refers to, I am of opinion that it does not refer to any particular prayer, and that the
injunction simply amounts to this, that we should attend to prayer in the most excellent
form. The very use of the word wustd is an answer to the critics who think that prayer in
Islam is simply the observance of the outward form. The Holy Qur-&n is full of injunotious showing that it is thespirit which Islamisafterandnottheform.TheHoly
Q u r h even pondemns those whose prayers
have
no innermeaning
(107: 4-6).
But If regularityandmethod.hadnot
been adopted, Islam, likeother
religions,
would have passed into mere idealism. I t is strnnge that those who are so strict about
regularitywith regard totheneeds
of the body should be so adverse toregularity
concerning the needs of the soul. It isabsurd on the part of aChristiantopretend
that there is anything like a sincere praying emotion in the vast majority of Christians.
They have neglected the very faculty of prayer, and so it is almost, if not wholly, dead
inthem.Islamrequires
that facultyto be constantly exercised by enjoiningprayer
to be regularly attendedto, even though one should be facing the enemy. For introduction of an injunctionrelating
to prayerintoasubjectto
which it seems quite
foreign, see next foot-note.
316 The reference t o dangeris the danger fromtheenemy,
who mightmakean
onslaught on the Muslims if they neglect their defence when attending to prayer.
There
is thus a reversion here to the subject of fighting, which WES introduced with the question
of the qiblah, and which is reallydealtwiththroughoutthis
chapter; end while the
question of widowhood whichis being dealtwithhereis
closely associated with this
317, see next page.
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241 , A d for the divorc&d
women (too) provision (must
made) aocording to usage;
. . (this. is) a duty on those who
guard (against evil)?18
242 Allah thus makes clear
communications
to yon Hie.
th'at you may understand.
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subject,because sghting was to leavemany widows, itisplainlyrevertedtointhe
next
section.
317 There is nothilrgto show that this verse is abrogated by any other verse of the Holy
Qur-hn, Neither Y. '2% nor 4.~12contains anything contradicting this verse. The former
of these ststes the period of waiting for a widow to be four months and ten days, but here
we have nothing about the.period of waiting; it simply speaks of a year's residence and
maintenance,whilethelatterportion
of the verse plainlysays that if the widow of her
own accord leaves the house , , she is not entitled to any further concession, and there
is no blame on theheirs of the deceasedhusbandforwhat
the widow does of lawful
do&, i.e. if she rema-rries after her waiting period of four months and ten days is over.
As regards 4 : 12, the fourth or eighth part of the property of the deceased husband is hers
in addition to what she obtains under this verse, and
4 : 12 plainly says that any thing
which is to be paid under a will shall have precedenceof the division of property into shares
under that verse. Not being opposed to any other verse, there is nothing to justify us in
considering this as anabrogaked verse, neither is it true that thewidow's share was limited
only to one year's residence and maintenance at first
;this was simply an additional benefit,
andtheverwthat
follows, requiringmaintenanceeven
for divorced women,makes i t
further clear, for they
could not be imagined as claiming maintenance as heirs.
I may add here that, though Bkh has a report showing that 'U!m&n and .Ibn-i-Zub&ir
considered theinjunction as to the widow's maintenance for a year to be abrogsted,
yetthat veryreport shows that even ' U g m h mentioneditashis
own opinion ; and
when he wasasked by Ibn-i-Zubair to leave the verse out he refused, saying that he
could not make any alteration in what the Prophet had left (Bkh). This shows clearly
that the Holy Prophet never said that the
verse was abrogated, and 'UEman was aware
of thisfact.Hence
he didnotdaretomakeanyalteration.
All thatappearsfrom
that report is that ' U q h thought that the year's maintenance
was obligatory, and he
oould not reconcile this.with v. 235. But not only was it not obligatory, as the translation
shows, but even if i t were oonsidered obligatory, theiujunctiondidnotclashwith
that contained in v. 235,as MujBhid's explanation, quoted along with what 'Usm&n said
by
Bkh, cleerly shows. Mujhhid says : Allah gave her (i.e. the widow) the whole of a year,
seven months and twenty days being optional under the bequest ; if she desired she could
stay according to the bequest (i.e. having maintenance and residencefor a year), and if she
desired she could leave the house (and remarry), as the Qur-&nsays : then if they leave of
thew OZMZ accord there i s no blame on you '' (Bkh).
318 Note that this provision is in addition to the dowry which must be paid to them.
This show8 how lenient and just are the injunctions of the Holy Q u r h towards women.
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SECTION 3a
Tho leaassity of Fighting in the Cause of Truth: Illuetratlons
from Jewish Histwy
243.’,Israelitas,refusing to fight were madetotastedeath.
244, 245.
Muslimsenjoinedto
lay down theirlives and wemlth to wve themselves.
246-248. Saul is mmde king of the Israelites, but they demur, and a sign is

given.

Or, cut o$
for Allah
a goodl!,
portzo?~.

Or,
straitma.

243 Have you not considered
thoPe who
went
forth
from
their homes, andthey were s
congregatiom, for fear of death ;
then Allah said to them, Die;
again H e gave them life ; most
surely Allah Gracious
is
to
people, but most people are
not grateful.319
244 4 n d fight intheway
of Allah, and know that Allah
is Hearing,Xnowing.32~
245 Who is it that will ofer
to ,411ah a goodly
so H e
will multiply it to himmanifold, and Allah Yeceivcs and
amplifies,3*2 and you shall be
returned to Him.

319 Uhlf is pluraleither
of aZj, meaning a thusand, or 61if (AH, Ed, Rz), the
meaning in this case being a congregation or i n a s t a t e of unwr, (Bd, Msb-LL).The
congregation referredtointhis
verse isthecongregation
of theIsraelites who left
Egyptwith Moses, the whole body of the Israelites being called acongregation in the
Torah, and the clear mention of tlw c7ddre.n of Israel after Moses in v. 246 corroborates
this.Here
we have a people who lefttheir homes for fear of death,and besides the
Israelites’ exodus from Egypt no incidentinhistoryanswerstothisdescription.
In
fact,the very word khurttj (going forth) containsadirecthint
of the Exodus. And
thousands,
their
number
being over six hundred
thousand
they were no doubt
according toNum. 1 : 46. Thenthereis
no doubt,too,thattheyleftEgypt
for fear
of death, for death would surely have been thefate of thatnation if theyhadnot
emigrated. Not only were orders given by Pharaoh for their male offspring to be kitled,
butthey were also kept in astate of bondage which would soon havebroughtthem
to astate of intellectualandmoraldeath
(compare v. 49). Thenextincideutinthe
history of thatnationas
referred tohereis
the Divinecommandmenttothem,to
“die.” This is morefullystatedin
5 : 21-26. Moses toldthemtoenter
the holy land
“which Allah has prescribed for you,”butthey
refused and were madetowander
about in the wilderness for fortyyears, so that that generation perished. This is also
shown by theirhistoryas
given in the Old Testament : I‘ Your carcases shallfallin
thiswilderness .
doubtless ye shallnot come intotheland ” (Num.14 : 29, 30).
This was their death.
After that, we aretold, AEhh gave them Zije. Thisrefers tothenextgeneration,
which was madetoinheritthepromisedland:“Butyourlittle
ones 8
theyshall
know thelandwhichyehave
despised ’ I (Nnm. 1 4 : 31). The whole is meant ES a
warning for the Muslims, who are told that if they follow the footsteps of those people
death must be theirfate, as it was thefate of amuchgreaternation.Thiswarning
is made clesr in the next verse : And fight in the way of Allah.
320,321, 822, see next page.
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246 Have you not considered
the chiefs of thechildren of
Israel after Moses,when they
said to a prophet of theirs :
Raise up for us a king, (that)
we may fight ir? the way of
Allah.323 H a said : May i t m t
be that you would notfightif
fighting is ordained for you?
They said : And whatreason
have we that we shouldnot
fight in the way of Allah, and
we have indeed been compelled
to abandon our homes and our
children.324 But whenfighting
was ordained for them,they
turned back, except a few of
them,and
Allah. knows the
unjust.

310 A comparisonwith 2 : 190 will clearly show that fightinginthe way of Allah
is equivalent to fightingin defence of thefaithandrights.
321 A misunderstanding as to the conception of those words has led to much carping
a t the Qur-&n. Aprada-hzl. does notoriginallymean
hemade kim a loan, butthe
he cut ‘of f o r him a portion to be requited or compensated for
realsignificanceis,
it (LL). The root word qard also means cutting originally.Hence
the idea of making
aloan is not a primarybut only asecondary Gignificance of the word. Commenting
on this verse, LL says: “ I t means,accordingto
AIS, thegrammarian, whoishe
who will o f e r unto God a good action or gift, or any thing for which
a requital may
be sought, or, as Akh, one of themostfamousgrammarianssays,
w’ho ~ u i l ldoa good
a c t i o n by following and obeyingthe comvnnnd of God” ; and he adds: “The Arabs say,
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to

Jj’ which signifies thouhastdone

me

a good deed which I a m

bound to r e p u i h (TA-LL).” According to Zj, pard signifies any ! h a n g done on which a
reward may be expected, andhencetho

which a good reward is ezpected, and

rewad is ezpected (Ra). And
of this significance :
LIS

SjrV

a

fl

Arabs say

& &3

Lpji

meaning adeed

meaning a deed

09%

on which an evil

verse of U m a y p h bin Salt is an evidence of the truth
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Le. every man will have hisdeeds retuarded to him in a goodly manner or in an evil
manner, and b will be rewarded as he did.
321 ThemeaningiseitherthatAllah
receives the gift that is offered to Him and
then amplifies it, the significancebeing that any sacrifice made in the cause of truth
is amply rewarded by Allah, or it is a general statement indicating that the tightening
of the means of subsistence and their amplification are in the hands
of Allah.
323 Theprophetalluded
to is Samuel : ‘‘ Neverthelessthe people refusedto obey
the voice of Samuel;andtheysaid,Nay;but
we will have a king over us
. that
our king may judge us, and go out before us, and fight our battles ” (1Sam. 8 : 19, 20).
I n the history which follows, the Qur-&n does not show any important
difference with
the Biblenarrative,andtocalltheaccount
given here a garbledrendering of the
Israelitishhistory”is
due to ignoranos. It is quitetrue, however, that the Bible
324, we next page.
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247 And theirprophet said
to them : Surely Allah has
raised Saulto be a king over
you.325 They said : How can
he hold kingship over US while
right
to
we have a greater
kingshipthanhe,andhehas
not been granted an abundance
of wealth ?326 He said : Surely
Allah has chosenhimin
preference to you, andHehas
increased him abundantlyin
knowledge and physique,32?and
Allah grantsHis kingdom to
whom H e pleases, and 911ah is
ilmple-giving,Knowing.
248 And their prophetsaid
tothem : Surelythe sign of
his kingdom is that there shall
come to youin the
which there is tranquility from
your Lordandthe
best329 of
whatthe
followers of Moses
and
the
followers of Aaron
haveleft,
the angelsbearing
is a
it :330 most surelythere
sign in this for you if you are
believers.
itself is neither an absolutely trustworthy authority
nor a full record of the Israelitish
cases that wherethe Qur-indiffersfromthe
history, nor is proof wantinginmany
Bible it corrects some misstatement. See, for instance,foot-note 147.
394 1 Sam. 15 : 33 shows that the dmalekites had killed the children of Israel, while
1 Sam. 17 : 1 shows that they had taken landswhich belonged to Judah.
325 Saul is here called T&t, which is of the measure of jd‘ldt from @a,meaning he or
it was tall, andheis
so called on account of the tallness of hisstature.
It appears
from the Bible narrative that Saul was the tallest of men among his compatriots : ‘(And
when he stood among the people, he was higher than any of the people ” (1Sam. 10 :23).
The proper nBmes used in the Holy Qur-An, while differing slightly from the Hebrew
originals, have a significance of their own, and the change of names is thus a significant
circumstance.
326 The murmtx-ings of the people on Saul’s selection asking, as recordedinthe
Holy Qur-in, have something corresponding to them in the Bible, showing that, though
‘<AndSaul answered andsaid,
the Bible does not record thefact, it is stillafact:
Am not I a Benjamite, of thesmallest of thetribes of Israel?and my family the
least of all the families of the tribe of Benjamin ? ” (1 Sam. 9 : 21). And again : ‘I But
thechildren of Belialsaid, How shall this man save us? And they despised him, and
broughthim no presents” (1 Sam. 10:27). This shows that the fact recorded In the
Holy Qur-$n is essentially true, though omitted by the Bible.
327 Compare 1 Sam. 10 : 94, (‘And Samuel said to all the people, See ye him whom the
Lord hath chosen, that thereiB none like him among all the people.”
325 The tdbzlt mentioned here has given rise to a number of stories, because of its twofold significance. It means a chest or a bm, and it also signifies the bosonb or tlw heart
(LL). Taking the first significance, the reference is said to be to the ark, t o which329, 330,see next page.
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SECTION 33

Neoersity of Fighting in the Cmse of, Truth: Illustration from
Jewish Hlrtory
249-252. T b e israelites’ religione wnr.
$&3. Followers of previous
prophets .fight against new apostles.

249 SO when Saul departed
with the- forcea,
said:
he
Surely Allah .will try you with
L river; whoever then drinks
from it, he is not of me, end
whoever does not taste of it, he
. is surely of me, except he who
takes with his hand as much of
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however, i t isobjected that the ark was restored to the Israelites long before the time
of Saul. But, as I have often shown, we cannot be so certain of the Bible narrative as to
reject asuntrue everythingdifferingfromit.
I prefer, however, thelatter significance, a d the
of the word inthat sense is well known. LL quotesthe proverb

Lid&

& 4 3 us,>\
~
L !,e. I havenot

deposited in nty b o s o m any thing

of knowledgo that I have lost. Rghalsosays that tdbtlt denotes palbor the h a r t , and
he quotes ’Umar8sspeaking of IRfsd.: ‘I A vessel filled upwithknowledge,”referring
evidently tothe heart. Thatthe word is used intheHolyQur-aninthissense
ib:
abundantlyclearfromthedescription
of it that foll.ows. TranquilityfromtheLord
is
not a thing which
is placed in boxes, but the heart is its real repository.
On five other
occasions the coming down of sakinah, or tranquility, is mentioned in the Holy Qur-An,
andeverytimeitis
theheart
of the Prophet or the faithful that is the recipient of
it. For instance, i n 48 : 4 itisplainlysaid:Heitis
who sent down tranquility
iuto the hearts of the believers that they may havemore of faith.” According to LA,
sakinah means also mercy; and he quotes a saying of the Holy Prophet: “There came
down upon them mercy (Ar. sakinah), the angels bearing it.”
By the coming of ‘ I theheartinwhichthere
is tranquility’’ismeantthechange
whichcame over Saulwhen he was madeking.
Thatchangewhichcame
over his
heart is thus clearly spoken of in the Bible : “ And i t was so, that when he had turned
his back to go fromSamuel,
God gave himanotherheart”
(1 Sam. 10:9). This
exactlycorrespondswiththestatementmadeintheQur-an.
And furtherit is said:
‘‘ And the Spirit of God cameupon him and he prophesied” (1 Sam. 10: IO). Thisis
no doubt the best of what the true followers of Moses and Aaron left.
329 The word baqiyyah means both a residue and ezcelbnce or the best of a thing (LL).
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one is of the best of the people (LL).

Holy Qur-tin (11: 116) means persons possessed of ezcelbnce.

(11:86) signifies obedience, or the s t a t e of goodness that remains.

%rice baqiyyah in either 8enw signifies the blessings of the earlie7 days, i.e. propheq.
And thus it became a proverb among the Israelites : Is Saul aLS0 among the prophets 1
(1 Sam. 10: 12).
930 The ark of 1 Samuel 4 :4 waa drawn by bullocks and not by angels; nnd since,
according to the Holy QUI-Bn, the bearers of the fdblit were mgels, it is additional rewon
thaf by tdbrLthere is meant ths heart. But see a saying of the Holy Prophet quoted in
foot-note 328, from which it is clear that “it ” in the verse may refer not to tdbzit
but to s
a
k
i
& and baqiyyyah, and themeaning would thus be that, tranquility and
inspiration were borne by t h e ongels inta the heart of Saul,

it as tills the hand ;331 but with
the exception of a few of them
they drank from it. Bo when
he had crossed it, he and those
who believed with him,they
said: We have today no
power sgsinst GoliathZ3P and
his forces.. Those who were
sure
that
they
would meet
their bard said : How often
has a small party vanquished
e numerous host by Allah’s
permission, and Allah is with
the patient.333
250 And when they went
out against
Goliath
and
his
forces, they said: Our Lord
pour down upon us patience,
m d make our steps firm and
bssist us against the unbelieving people.
331 6 ‘ The story of Saul is here confounded with that of Gideon””such is the judgment
of theChristiancritic,and
for thisthe Qur-hn is called a L‘riidiculousjumble.” Yet,
strange to say, when the same critic reads the New Testment, hie criticalfaculties
are, as it were, quite benumbed, for when he finds Matthew stating that Mary’s husband
Joseph was the son of Jacob, whowas
son of lfatthsn, who was son of Eleazar,
and so on, and reads on theotherhand
Luke statingthat Joseph was the son of
Heli, which was the son of Matthat, which was the son of Levi,and BO on, he fails
to see any ridiculous jumble, aa if Joseph could be the eon of two fathers.
Now I fail to see what confusion there exists in the 0888 of the Quranic narrative. All
that it states is that Saul tried his forces by a river, and the Bible does not say anything
about it. On the other hand, the Bible speaks of a trial of E somewhat similar nature by
Gideon (Judges 7 : 14), while the Qur-An does not speak of Gideon at all. We admit that
the Qur-&n does not undertake to give a full and detailed history of the Israelites, and no
Christian does, I think, hold the bslief that the Bible gives a full and detailed record of the
whole history of the Israelite nation so that it could not have omitted a single incident.
Nor is there anything strangeif history repeated itself in any incident, Is it not a simple
and natural explanation of the statements made in the Holy Qui“& and the Bible that Saul
followed the exdmple of Gideon ? That these are two different incidents is made clear bxthe
fact that while Gideon tried his forces by ‘‘ the well of Harod ” (Judges 7 : l), Saul tried his
forces by a river, as ststed in the Qur-An. I t further appears from the Bible that the river
Jordan was there : ‘‘ Some of the Hebrews went over Jordan to the land of Gad and Gilead ”
(1 Sam. 13 : 7).
332 The Arabicword is jriZdt, of the same measure as rdlzlt, being from the root
(+$\

2 ) J\e mesning ha assailed or assaulted (in the bait&) {LL),and thus instead

of Goliath the Holy Qw-b has adopted a name which expresses his chief characteristic,
vir. thathisaswultsinthe
battlefield could not be met by Saul and hie army. It
may be added here that, according to the Bible, too, Saul led his armies against the

Philistines, and Goliath ma9 one of their chsmpions. Saul, of course, h d to iight many
battles, and the Holy QUI-Qs only speaks of one of them.
333 Compare 1
14 : 6 : ((Forthere is no restraint to the Lord to save by many og
by few.” And on one occasion only six hundred men were left with him (1Sam. 13 :15).
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251 So theyputthem
to
flight by Allah’s permission.
And Davidslew Goliath,and
Allah gave him kingdom3% and
of
wisdom, and
tmght
him
what He plased. And were it
not for Allah’s repellingsome
men with
others,
the
earth
would certainly be in a state
of disorder ;336 but Allah is
Gracious tothecreatures.
252 These are the communications of .Allah : We recite
them to you withtruth;and
most, surely you are (one) of
the apostles.
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253 We have made some of
these apostles
to
excel the
others ;338 among them are they
to whom Allah spoke, and
some of them H e exalted by
(many) degrees of rank ;337 and
We gave clear argumentsto
Jesus son of Mary, and
strengthened him’ with the
holy revelation. And if illlah
had pleased,thoseafter
them
would not have fought
one
with another after clear
argumentshad come to them,
so there
but theydisagreed;
were some of them mho believed and othem who denied;
m d if Allah had pleased they
would not
have
fought one
with another, but Allah brings
about what He intends.

334 That David slew Goliathandafterwards
was made a king ix also statedin
the Bible.
335 Thus the Muslims are told that they have to fight to restore order and establish
peace in the country.
3% The principle ishere recognized that some apostles excel theothers,andit
contains,apparently, B reference to the excellence of the Holy Prophet. The mention
of David end Jesus in particular here is to show that, notwithstanding that these two
propheta represented two d i e r e n t aspects of the advancement of theIsraelitenation,
David standing for their worldly eminence and Jesus for their spiritual eminence, they
both sang praises of the Holy ProphetMuhammad,and
both spoke of his advent as
the advent of God Himself, thus indicating that, looked at from both standpoints, the
excellence of the Holy Prophet over otherprophets was so immeasurable asto have
led two of the most eminent Israelite prophets to speak of him &s the Lord.
557, Bee next page.
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SECTION 34
GompuhioninReligion
forbidden
spend in the way of Allah. 255. All-compre.
hensiveness of Allah’s knowledge. 256. There shall be no compulsion in
religion. 257. Unbelief is utter darkness, while faithislight,
254. Thefaithfulshould

19.

254 0 you who believe !
spend out of what We have
given
before
daythe
comes in which there is no
bargaining, neither any friendship nor intercession,’ and the
unbelievers-they arethe unjust.
255 Allah is He besideswhom
Everthere is no god, the
living, the Self-subsisting by
whom all subsist; slumber does
not overtake Him nor sleep;
whatever is in the heavens and
whatever is in the earthis His ;
who is he thatcan intercede
with Him but by His pernission ?339 He knows what is
Iefore them and what is behind
;hem,andthey
cannot comxehend any thing out
of His
rnowledge except what He
)leases ; His knowledge340
!xtends over the heavens and
,he earth, and the preservation
)f them both tires Him not,
,nd He is the Most High, the
ireat.311

Numerous verses of theHoly Qur-in bear testimonytothegreatness
of the Holy
Prophet.Heis
repeatedly spoken of as being endowed withallthosequalities
of
greatness in tlfe highest degree which toothers were given only partiallyand in a
less degree, It is for this reason that the Holy Prophetis declared to be a mcroy to
all the generations of men (21 : 107),and his followers are called the best of the people
(3 :log), whioh shows that he is the greatest of the prophets.
337 Allah spoke to all the apostles, but as there weresomewhowere
exalted above
others by many degrees, this form is adopted. An instance of this is furnished by
v. 87: “And some of them(theprophets)
yon called liars, while others you slay,”
whereas those that were slain were also oalled liars.
538 Thecarrying on of the struggle for existence againstthenumerous
enemies
of I s h required in the first place the raising of funds and other acts of self.sacrifice;
hence the repeated eshortationstospend.Thesubjectisdealtwith
at lengthinthe
two sections that follow the next.
339 The twofold significance of intercession has been elplained in foot-note 79. The
principle is here recognized thatthere may be intercession withDivine permission.
It is true that Ialm does not recognize the dootrine that man stands in need of any
mediator to reaoncile himwith God, and therefore mediation or interoession B the
940, 341, Bee next page.
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256 There is no compulsion
in religion ;s42 trulythe right
way has becpme clearlydistinct from errm; therefore,
1 whoever disbelieves in the
devil” and believes in Allah,
he indeed has laid hold on the
firmest handle, which shall not
break off,and Allah is Hearing,
Knowing.
257 Allah is the guardian of
those who believe : H e brings
themout of thedarknessinto
the light ;344 and (as to) those
who disbelieve, their guardians
are the devils who takethem
out of the light intothedarkness;theyaretheinmates
of
the fire, in it they shall abide.
I

Dense in which theChristiandoctrineisheldisunknowntoIslam.Butthereis
anotheraspect .of it.TheProphet,
to whom the Divinewillisrevealed,
is the Model
for his people. H C i s perfect,and by pointingoutawayenablesotherstoattainto
perfection. In this sense he is called a s h f i ’ or an Intercessor. See foot-note 79, where
this significance, is referredto,andalsofoot-note
607. ThosewhotaketheProphet
for tfieir model may thus attain to perfection, which is the real, meaning
of salvation
in Islam.Butasallmenare
not equallygifted, nor-h~~ie~~~liill~equal-oocasion
to attain
to a state of perfection, although they have exerted themselvcs to thoir utmost, Divine
mercy will take them by the hand and amends
will be made for such defects through
the intercession of theHolyOnewhohas
served for amodel tohis followers. I t i s
in this sense that Islam recognizes the doctrine of intercession in the life after death.
340 The true significance of kursl here is not throne or chair, but kmwledge (Bkh,
R g h ) ; see alsofoot-noteon 7.: 54.
341 This is a very well-known
verse which goes under the name of dyat-ul-kursi, or
the verse of p w e r or knowledgo, because i t deals with the all-comprehensive knowledge
and power of Allah. Itisan
assurancetotheMuslimsthatAllah,
who knows the
sacrifices they havemadeandthewrongsthattheiropponents
are doing them,and
has power to reward and punish, shall
soon dealwitheach
party as it deserves.
342 To all the nonsense which is being talked about
the Prophet offering Islam and
sword asalternativestothepaganArabs,this
verse is asufficientanswer.Being
assured of success, the Muslims are told that when they hold the power in their hand
theirguidingprincipleshould
be that there should be no compulsion in the matter
of
religion.The verse was no doubt revealed later than that whichhasalreadypreceded
with respeot to fighting in the way of Allah withthosewho.fightfirst,Thepresumption that this passage was directed to the early converts and that it was abrogated lateron
is utterly baseless. The words religion sltould be only for AElah in v. 193, and the words
t h e is m compulsion in religion here, are really two different forms of expressing one and
the s ~ m idea.
e
343 T4hti.t is derived from 8aqh.6, meaning he was inordinate or exorbitant, and is
variouslyexplained
as meaning “the exorbitant k p i d e or cwrvptnsss or disbeZkf
of the popla of the Scriptures (Q),or any head or leader of errw (S, Q), or ha who
turns from the good (Rgh),or the idols or whatever is worshipped to Uze exclusion of
God (Zj, Q,TA), orthedevil”
(LL). As the word &vi2 carriesmost of the si@
ficanoea given to the word pahrlt, I have throughout the translation adopted it 1)8 its
344, see next page.
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Dead Nations are raired to Life

268. Allah causes new nations to live and the old t o die. 259. Rebuilding
of Sezasalem”en illustration. 960. The dead come to life at the Divine
call.
Ar. hast
thou.

258 Have you not considered
him
who
disputed
with
Abrabamabout
his Lord,because Allah had given him the
kingdom
When Abraham
said, . My Lord is H e who
gives life and causes to die, he
cause
said: I give life and
death.346 Abraham said : So
surely Allah causes the sun to
rise from the east,thenmake
it rise west;
from the
347
thus he who disbelieved was
confounded;
and
Allah does
not
guide
aright
the
unjust
people.
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equivalent. Butitis
not a proper name, as it accepts the deflnite article al. I t is
used as plural here, though
it has also a separate plural form, tawdgh4t.
344 Faith is here spoken of as light and unbelief as dnrkmss. The contrast is brought
out to the best advantage in 24 : 3540.
345 The words because Allah had given himthe kingdom ” are taken by the majority of
commentators to refer to Abraham’s opponent, but the view of the minority that the personal pronoun him in theabovequotation refers to Abraham (Rz)appears to be more correct,
being corroborated by 4 : 54 : ‘‘ We have given to Abraham’s children the Book and the
wisdom and We have given themagrand kingdom.” By Abraham in the verse under
discussion are also meant Abraham’s children, because the promise was made to
Abraham, and even in Genesis the promised land is spoken of as being given to Abraham :
“ I am the Lord that brought thee out of Ur of the Chaldees, to give thee this land to
inherit it ’’ (Gen. 1 5 : 7). Moreover, the word 6t6 sometimes signifies notthat
he
actually gave thethingaway,butthat
he promised to give it. Compare v. 233, where
in when you p@ what you promised for, the concluding words convey the true significance of dtrtitwn according to all commentators.
This interpretation, moreover, makes the sense of the verse very clear. The Muslims
are told that just as apromise is given t o them that they will be raised to great eminence
from the state of inaignihance in which they were, which is equivalent to raising thedead
to life, a similar promise was given to Abraham, that promise being in fact the basis of the
present promise to the Holy Prophet, because the kingdom to be given to him was really
in fuliilment of the promise of kingdom to Abraham. It further shows why the question
of raising the dead to life came under discussion, for making a great nation out of one man
was really giving liie to t h e d e d , and it was this which Abraham upheld, having perfect
faith in the Divine promise (v. 260), and which his adversary denld.
346 Both statements relatingla giving life and cawing death are silent aa to what i t was
to which the giving of life or bringing of death relates, but, by putting into the mouth of
the disputant the s m e words as are attributed to the Divine Being, the
Qur-&n make8
itself clear, for quickening into liie in the ordinary sense of the word could not be claimed
bya mortal. Moreover, as the discussion erose out of t h e promise given to Abmham that ha
817, me next page.
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259 Or the like of him who
passed by a town,andithad
fallen down upon its roofs;
he said: When willAllahgive
it life after
its
death
? So
Allah caused him to remain in.
a state of death for a hundred
years,
then
roused
him.
He
said : How long have yow
tarried?
He
said : I have
tarried a day, or a part of a day.
Said H e : Nay! you have
tarried a hundred years ; then
look at your food anddrinkyears have not passed over
it;
and look at your ass; and t,hat
Wemay Iimke you a sign to
men,and
look atthebones,
how We
set
them
together,
thenclothethemwithflesh;
so when it became clear to him,
he said : I know that Allah has
poweroverallthings.34*

should be the falher of a great nation and possess the lands of a flourishing people, who
must therefore be ruined, it is clear that it refers to the life and death of nations, to the
population of desolate plaoos andthedesolation of populous places. I t should be noted
that the words ( f a y i tand ?,taut, literally Zije and death, are as well applicable to nations and
places as to men, animals, and vegetation. Thus

&>’j\

&L

signifies the h z d became

destitute of vegetation a7~d inhabitants(Msb-LL). What is stated here is further illustrated
in the verse that follows by the Divine promise as to the rebuilding
of Jerusalem, where
the &solation of the sacred city is spoken
of as its dcatk and its rebuilding is called its
life. I n faot,the very circumstancethatthe
verse (259) relatingtotherebuilding
of
Jerusalem is an illustration of this verse, is sufficient to sh0.w that it is the population
and desolation of towns ond the life and death
of nations that are meant by bnycit and
maut in this verse.
947 The disputantbelonged to a race of sun.worshippers, and therefore when he claimed
that he could give life and cause death, Abraham advanced an argument which quite confounded his adversary. If he could give life and cause death he could control even his deity,
the sun, for to give life and cause death were the work of the deity and not of the devotee,
and hence he oould make itrise from the opposite direction. The adversarywas confounded,
hecause he saw that he had made an assertion which was opposed to his o w n avowed belief.
The commentators are also of opiuion that, in referring to the course of the sun, the continuity of the argument is not broken by Abraham, but they give s different explanation,
although i t is admitted that Abraham’s opponent was a worshipper of the sun (AH). The
explanation accepted as the correctone by Ra and AH is that, in referring to the course of
the sun, Abraham suggested that his adversary’s assertion that he could
give life and cause
death could not hold, because, admitting for the sake of argument that life and death were
brought about in thisworld through intermediaries, these intermediarieswere subject to the
control of the Divine Being, and not
to that of any human being, citing the sun as an
i n h n c e of these intermediaries.
348 Between the twoincidentsrelatingtoAbrahamin
verses 858 and 260, the
inaertion of the verse (259) relating toan incident in later Isrselitish history mayKern to be
out of plaoe to 8 superficial observer. But a oareful consideration of the three versa will
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260 And when Abraham
said, iKy Lord! show me how
Thou givest life to the dead,
H e said: What! and do yau
not believe? He
said:
Yes,
but that my h e a r t may be at
ease. H e said : Thentake four
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sho\~ that
not only the subject matter of this section fits in with the context, but the three
yersesof thesection itself arebeautifullyarranged.
Verse 258 referstothe
promise
given to Abraham that a great nation should arise out of him, which would inherit the
fertile lands of the powerful nations then living, and to a controversy on that subject held
with the ruler of the land, who is told that Allah had power to give life to a dead nation.
Verse260 relates how Abraham NVLSsatisfied that a dead.nation may be raised to life,
while verse 259, citinganexample
of what is said in verse 258, affords in fact
proofof the assertion made in
that verse, the FiIuslims being referred to a more recent
historical incident so that the reference might carry a greater conviction to their hearts.
That the incident mentioned in thisverse relates to later Israelitish history isclear from
the following considerations :Firstly, from theinterpretations given to this verse it appears that by “ t h e town
which had fallen down upon its roofs ” is meant Jcruselem (Ez, AH) as it was left after its
dosolation by Nebuchadnezzar in 599 B . C .
Secondly, theconcluding words of thisincident,
look at the bones, how We set
them together,thenclothethen1withflesh,”undoubtedly
refer to Ezekiel’s vision
as relatedinEzekiel,ch.
37. Theconcluding verses of thepreviouschapter
of that
book stateexactlywhatisstatedin
verse 258 : ‘I I theLord build theruinedplaces,
and plantthatthat
was desolate; I the Lord have spoken it, and I will do it”
(Ezek. 36 : 36). Thefirstpart
of ch. 37 relates how Ezekiel was taken(ina
vision,
as I will now shorn) “ i nt h e midst of the valley which was full of bones,” and
asked, Son of man,canthese
boues live ? ” and,after a Divine assurance,Ezekiel
is made to witness the scene which is also narratedintheQur-An:
“ t h e bones came
together, bone to his bone,” and
‘‘ the sinews and the flesh came upon them, and the
skin covered them above,” andthen 1 ‘ thebreath came intothem,andtheylived”
(Ezek. 37 : 1-10),
Theidentity of this vision with that narrated in the Holy Qur-Sn
is so clear that
I need not dwell upon itanyfurther.ThatwhatisnarratedinEzekiel,oh.
37,
is a vleicn is clear from the htroductcry words of that chapter: ‘ I The hand of the
Lord mas upon me, and carried me out
in the spirit of the Lord””words always used
to signify a stake of vision. What follows theincidentmakes
it still more clear, for
versa 11 (Ezekiel, oh. 37) goes on to say : “ Son of man,these bones are the whole
house of Israel: behold,theysay, Our bones aredried,and our hope is lost ”; while
verse 12 gives themthe Divine promise, “Behold, 0 My people, I will open your
graves, andcause you to come up out of your graves, andbring you in to the land
of Israel.”This
shows conclusively thatthe bones were only a symbol of thefallen
oondition of the whole house of Israel. I lay sbress upon the word wbEe in Ezekiel
37 : 11, because the actual bones were only of the very few among them who were put
to the sword, by far the greater number being in captivity or held in a slavish condition
in subjugation to the Babylonians. The
words of verses 11 m d 12 are too clear to need
m y further comment.
It being thus establishedt,hat theincident of the bones in Ezekiel, oh. 37, is
a vision of the prophet Ezekiel, it is
only too clear that the identical incident related
in verse (259) now under discussion is also a vision. TheQur-&nusually
dispenses
with words showing m incidentto be a vision when either the context
or the nature
of theincident or a reference toearlierhistorymakes
it clear that it is a vision.
Compare the words in whichJosephnarratedhis
vision to hia father in 12 :4: ‘‘ 0
I‘
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my father I surely 1 saw eleven stars and the s u n and the moon-Isaw
them making
obeisanoe to me,” notmakinganymention
at all that he had
seen this in a
vision.
I n the verse under diecussion, however, it is not only its identity with Ezekiel 37 : 1-10
that shows ehe incident to be a vision, but the insertion of a kdf, signifying likeness,
before the whole is afurtherindication of thesame ; for otherwise the krif wouldbe
redundant, as some commentators have supposed it to be (Rz). If theincidenthad
been a real one, as in the previous verse, the verse should have commenced with the words
or him instead of OT the like of him, the insertion of the kdf giving the incident the colour
of a parable or a vision. Sayed Ahmad Khan
wnsiders
4,

2

as being equivalent to

&j 9 4f djJ\ >\

meaning

‘‘ or

u,$f~\

him who, as it were,

passed by a town.”
Thirdly,the causing the prophet toremain in a state of deathisthus
also an
incident of the vision which, though not narrat,ed in the Bible, is corroborated by facts,
standing symbolically for the death of the Jewish nation, a death of disgrace and sorrow,
or the desolation of Jerusalem, which covered a period of almost a hundred years.
Jerusalem was taken by Nebuchadnezzar in 599 B.C. (2 Kings 24:lO); Cyrus gave
permission to rebuild the temple in 537 B.C. (Ezra 1:2), the house being eventually
finished in 515 B.C. (Ezra 6 : 15). The Bible does not give us the history of the period
from 615 B.c., and even if we are not allowed to conjecture that another fifteen years
may have been taken by the Israelites to settle back in Jerusalem and to
rebuild the
city itself for their own habitation, the period from 599 to 515 B.C. covers almost fully
the whole of the sixth centuryE.C., and hence the hundred years of Ezekiel’s death in the
vision represent the hundred years of the death of the Israelite nation.
I may further add that the reference to the food and drink of theprophet, which
did not show any influence of years, and to his ass, which was still standing by, only
proves that the hundred years’ death which the prophet underwent was only symbolic
death. The mention of the bones has been taken by some commentators to refer to the
ass, but this isan obvious error, for the two statements ere separated by a sentence : ‘ I And
that We may make you a sign to men ” ; and there is also a pause after the word ass,
separating what follows from that which has preceded.
How .was Emkiel a sign to the people ? Because the vision made him a symbol of
the whole Jewish nation, and his symbolical death for a hundred years represented the
BO~TOWS and afllictions of Israel for a similar period, after which they were once more
to be restored to life as the prophet WVBBraised from death.
The only word to be explained in this verse is yatasannnah, which is from

’-E

meaning I a&

with him a year, and one says,

\

w‘

,.._d:_.:i

i.e. tk

palmfree underwat t k lapse of ymrs (S,Msb-LL). The word applied to food and drink
carries a similar significance, meaning it becaw dfered (for the worse) by ths kp-pss
of y w s (LA-E)
Re
. explains the l a p of yeers to be the real meaning of the WO*
for hie explanation is the ysars did mt pass ~ v e rit.
349 This veme is a natural sequel ta v. 258, which speaks of the manjf&ation
of Mlah’e power in the life-anddeath of the netions. Verse 269, as &&y
noted,
hoe been interpDaed to PtIord to the 0 0 ~ p a n i 0of~ the Holy Prophet a proof of

d
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the assertion made in v. 258. I n v. 260 it ismade clear toAbraham,
by means
a parable, howflourishingnations
m y be brought to naught and insignmant
ones made to flourish, referring
in
particular
to
his
own oase. In sen. 15: 8
Abr&am is d e t o say, after receiving a promise of the land of Canaan, “Lord m,
whereby shall I know that I shall inherit it 7 ” The Quranio parallel to this is: $ 1 My
Lord, show me how TkoU givest life to the dead.“ He believed in the Divine promise,
and was SO sure of it that he had even contended with and overcame an mdyermry on
this point. But wbB it noh straage that out of his seed should arise a nation that should
supplant the powarful nationa that ruled the land? The sign given to Abraham according
to Gen. 15 : 9-11 is quite meaningless, not making it clear how Abraham’s seed wag to
inherit the -Jan& He is told to take ‘ I a heifer of three years old, a she goat of three
years old, and B
of three years old and a turtle-dove,and a young pigeon”: he
divided h m in the midst.” “ And when the fowls oame down upon the oarcases,
Bbraham drove them away‘.” How this was a sign of Abrahaminheritingthe Iand of
Canaan is a mystery. It only shows that the text here has bean tampered with,
how as given inthe Qur-bs is a perfectlyintelligible
The mswertoAbraham’s
parable. If he should take four birds and tamethem,they would obey hiscall and
fly tohim even from thedistantmountains.
If the birds, then, obey his call,be
being neither their master nor the author of their existence, would not nations submit
to the call of their Divine MasterandtheAuthor
of theirexistence?
Or ifthe
birds, being only tamed for a short time by a man who had otherwise no control over
them, become BO obedient to their tamer, has not
Allah the power to control all those
causes which govern the life m d death of nations?Whenever He wishes to destroy a
people He brings together the causes of their decline and evil fortune overtakes them,
and when He wishes bo make a people prosperous He creates those causes that bring
about the rise and progress of nations. Thet the word $dir (plural $air as used here), which
signifies a bird, also signifies the cause of good and evil, or misery or halvpilless (TA-LL),
in which sense the word is used in 7 : 131 and elsewhere intheHoly
Qur-An, is a
further indication of the significance of the parable of the birds, through which Abraham
ismadeto
realize how the Almighty controlsthefortunes
of thenations. It is an
error to suppose that Abrahamactually took four birdsandtamedthem.TheQur-&n
does not sap it. It only makes Abraham realize the wonderful manifestation of Divine
powerby a parable.
$4

The Commentators have been at greatpeinstoexplainthe

words

u\f

l

so as to make them signify cut them into pieces, as it is on this interpretation that they
base the puerile story of Abraham having taken four birds and cut them into pieces, which
being afterwards quickened to life, satisfied Abraham that Almighty God had the power
to raise the dzad to life. The words do not suggest m y suchstory.
Sdra-ha and
ecira-hzi, of which sur is an imperative form, signify he made it to incline (8,Msb, Q-LL),
and it is in this sense only that the word is followed by iZ& Thus one says of a man

d \ &&

, meaning

J+

he inclines his neck to the thing (Ls-LL). Agree.

only true significance of the word, the phrase signifies turn
S, M, LLk i.s. t a m e the birds. Even Rz accepts this to be the

ably with this, which is the
them toward you (Akh,

primary meaning, but even then, so fond are the commentators of the story of cutting
the birdsinto pieces, he makes the words cut then &
t
o pieces to be understood. The
other signifiomoe, dissect them or divide t h m into
is accepted on the authority ,
of I’Ab in the verse under dimussion, but it seems to have been an error due to the
fact that g6r4 (aorist, yq6r.u) has twocontrery signnificatfons, viz. hs soparafed or
dkpersed, and he collected (LL, quoting F r e e , who makes the statement onthe
authority of Kit&b-ul-’Add),
the
latter significance being olearly related to the
primary meming of the word as stated above.

piem,

~
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SECTION 36
Bpending Money in the C a w of Truth
261. Money spent in the cause of Islam compared to seed sown in fertile
land. 262, 265. Whatmaydestroythe
effect. 264. Those who spend for
&ow shall notgrosper-a parable.
265,266. Two other parables.

.

350 The words in the way of Allah, aR alreadynoted,standthroughouttheHoly
Qur-&n forthecause
of the Divinefaith
or the defence of Islam. As Rz says, the
words apply exclz*iively to Jihdd (Le. a struggle in the cause of the faith) in the language
of theHoly Qur-fin. This is specially madeclear by 9 : 60, whichmentionstheheads
of expenditure of the legal alms, and in which f i sabil iZl61s (which cannot there signify
anythingbut defence or advalwntent of the faith) isaparticularhead,inadditionto
helping the poor, theindigent,andthewayfarer,thesetting
free of slaves, etc.Hence
the primary object of this and the following section in exhorting the faithful to
spend
money,and
t h e inculcation of charity, is the advancement of the cause of Islam,
thoughotherobjects of charityarealsoincluded.
Some commentatorsthinkthatthe
injunctions are parficularly given only with regard to Jihdd, while others hold that all
charitable objects, including J i l d d , are meant (Rz).
351 The comparison of money spent in the cause of truth to a grain yielding sevenhundredfoldfruitistoshow:
first.ly, that the progress of Islam depended on the
sacrifices which theindividualmembers
of thecommunitymade;and
secondly, that
theespenditure of moneymust be accompaniedwithhardlabour,
as a seed cast on
untilledgrnundunaccompanied by anylabour would not even grow. I t isnoteworthy
that while the Qur-Ln represents the increaseto be seven-hundredfold, or even double
of it, Jesus, in a similar parable-the parable of the sower-promises thirty, sixty, or a t
the mostahundredfoldincrease(Matt.
13 : 2 3 ; Ma& 4 : 8).
\
352 hfann is originally the cmjerring of a benefit or a favour upon one (LL),and is
BO used in the Holy Qur-An frequently;it
alsohas a secondarymeaning, i.e. giving
’ ezpessiola to the good done to anvbody (Rz),or, remimiitzg o w of the favour done to w
by way of reproach, andthisisthemeaninghere.
A& signifies harm or annoyance,
by speaking evilly of one or inflictingslight injury. Gifts, whether given in the cause
of national or individual
suffering,
mustnot
be accompanied by any
interested
motives, hence the donor is forbidden even to mentionthemafterwards,
so as not
to c r a t e t h e impression that hehadlaidanybodyunderan
obligation by that d e 4
or to cause annoyanoe or harm.
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263 Kind speech and forgiveness is betterthancharity
followed by injury;and ,411ah
is Self-sufficient, Forbearing.
264 0 you who believe 1 do
not make your charityworthless by reproach and injury,like
him whospendshisproperty
to be seen of men and does not
believe in Allah andthelast
day;3;3 so his parable is as the
parable of a smoothrockwith
earthuponit,then
a heavy
rain falls upon it, so it leaves it
be able
bare ; theyshallnot
to gain anything of \vhat they
have earned; and Allah does
guide
not
the unbelieving
people.364
265 And the parable of those
who spend theirpropertyto
seek the pleasure of Allah and
for the certainty of their souls
is as the parable of a garden on
m elevated ground, upon which
heavy rain falls so it brings
forth its
fruit
twofold, but
if heavy rain does not fall
upon it,
then
light ~ n i n (is
nifficient) ; and Allah sees what
you do.355
266 Doesone
of you like
;hatheshouldhave
a garden
If palms and vines with streams
iowing beneath it : he has in it
111 kinds of fruits, and old age

353 The exprfssion conveys a very strong disapproval of giving almsto be seon by
men. It does not simply forbid the doing of alms I ‘ before men to be seen of them,” ES
does Jesus Christ in his well-known Sermon on the Mount (Katt. 6 : l),but speaks of this
as being the work of those who do “not believe in Allah and the last day,” thus making
it utterly hateful inthe sight of true believers.
354 The concluding words of the parable show that the Holy Qur-An is speaking of the
efforts of the unbelievers to deal a death-blow to Islam. They were spending their money
to retard the advancement of the cause of Islam, but their efforts, they are told, would
be fruitless. Compare 8 : 3 6 : 1‘ Surely those who disbelieve spend their wealth to hinder
(people) from the way of Allah : so they shall spend it, then it shall be to them a11 intense
regret, then they shall be overcome.” The parable conveys exactly the same significance,
and being followed by the statement t h y shall not be able to gain anything of what t h y
have e a d , leaves no doubt as t o its purport.
355 This is the parable of the believers who will reap the fruits of the sacrsces ohey
make. Theyarespoken of asspending to seek the pleasure of AZhzh, because all their
efforts were lor the upholding of truth, and for the certainty of their souls, every act of
84f-eacrifice being due to their certainty of the ultimate triumph of the truth, which io
its turn made them more certain of it
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SECTION 37
.Spending Money in the Geum of Truth
267. Good things should be given in charity. 268, 269. Charity brings
private acts of charity.
ebundance, not poverty. 270, 271. Publicend
279. Publiccharity needed for self-defence. 273. Persons fit to receive
private charity.

267 0 you who believe !
spend (benevolently) of the good
things that you earnand
of
what We have broughtforth
for you out of the earth, and do
not aim at what is bad that
you may spend (in alms) of it,
while you would nottake
it
yourselves unless you have its
price lowered, and know that
Allah is Self-sufficient, Praise“
worthy.
268 The devil threatens you
vith poverty and enjoins you
io be n i g g a ~ d l y , 3and
~ ~ Allah
?remises you forgiveness from
Kimself and abundance;and
911ah is Ample-giving, Knowng
269 Hegrants
wisdom to
whom He pleases, and whower is granted wisdom, he inieed is given a, great good ;
md nonebutmen
of underhanding mind.
270 And whatever alms you
jve or (whatever) vow
you
‘ow, surely Allah knows it;
,nd theunjustshall
have no
lelpers.
1

356 This parable shows the e v i l effect which reproaching and annoyance may bring to
The gifts of those who give simply to
be seen and praised by others are like seed cast upon hard stones, whicb takes no root
(v. M),but there may be gifts which would have yielded fruit were it not that the
whirlwind of reproach or annoyance had blasted them justwhen about to ripen.
857 Fa&% here signifies niggardlines or tenacicrllsness, being equivalent to bukhl
(% LL).
a gift which would otherwise have yielded fruit.
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271 If you give alms openly,
it is well, and if you hide it
and give ittothe
poor, itis
better for you ;358 and this will
do away with some of your
evil deeds ; and Allah is %ware
of what you do.
278 To mebethem walk in
the right wey is not incumbent
on you, but Allah guides aright
whom He plertses; andwhatever good thing you spend, it
is to your own good ; and you
do not
spend
but to seek
Allah’s pleasure; and whatever
good thing you spend shall be
paid back to you in full, and
you shall not be wronged.a59
273 (Alms are) for the poor
who are confined inthe way
of Allah36O”they cannot go
land
; the
about36* in the
ignorantmanthinks
them to
be rich on acoount of (their)
abstaining (from begging) ; you
can recogniee them by their
do not beg from
mark;they
and
men importunately ;362
whatever good thing you spend,
surely Allah knows it.

-~

a

558 The manifastiv of charity or giving alms 6-penZy is a thing quite different from
biving them 1‘ to be seen of men,” for which see verse 264. By the giving of alms opedy
is meant the giving of subscriptions for works of public utility or for national defence,
or for the advancement of the national or public welfare. The teaching of the Gospels
(Matt. 6 : 1-4) is really defective, because i t lays all the stress upon private acts of charity
andmakes no mention at all of subscriptions for works of public utility and for organized
effortsfor dealidg with the poor, without which nationalgrowth is impossible. The
Quranio teaching is perfect, as it takes into consideration the varying circumstances of
human society and enjoins public as well as private acts of charity, mentioning public
charity first, as that is of greater importance.
359 The reference in this yerm seems to point to the oocesions of publio acts of
charity. The opening words of the verse call attention to the special diBieulties of hfuslim
society, which was required to repel its enemies in the interests of its existence. It 8hows
that the Muslims did not fight to bring the unbelievers into the fold of Islam, for that, the
Prophet is told in plain words, was not his business, but it W ~ for
B
the good of their
people, the defence of the Mudim community, that the Mudims
were required to raim subacriptions in order to be prepared to meet their enemies. And hence what they Epent w8P
for Allah’s pleasure, because it was in the muse of truth. I n the concluding words they
are assured thst for these deeds of sacrifice they will be fully rewarded. Thus publio
oherity must be directed to the national welfare or the amelioration of mankiad in generd,
hports mentioned under this verse by the commentstors show that Muslim chsrity waa
exercised not only for the welfare of their own co-religionists but ala0 for that of the
polptheiats, and thPt Islam did not allow the difiesenos of religion t o be a hindrPnoe k,
the bestowal of cberity upon 8 deserving wrson.
8 ~ 0 MI,
, ma, IBB next

pga.
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360 Verse 271 speaks of two kinds of charity, vie. public charity, the occasions for
which are mentioned in the last
verse, and private charity, which is for the poor. This
verse shows who are the poor who deserve assistance by privateacts of charity.Their
first qualification is that they are confLned in the way ojdllah. Among these are included:
(1) Those mho had to fight in defence of Islam, but had no means of livelihood; (2) those
who could not go forth to trade because of the insecurity of the roads and the constant
raids of the enemy ; (3) those who were wounded in the fighting (Ra).
361 Intradslating

9,))
\
\* as

knockingabout

i n the land,”. Palmerhas

discovered between the
made a seriousmistake,Theunhappysimilaritywhichhe
in a
colloquialEnglishphrase
knock about,”whichmeanstowanderhereandthere
rough, careless, and aimless way,” and one
of the significances of the Arabio word darb,
v i . beating,striking, or smiting, makeshimdrawthepreposterousconclusionthatthe
language of the Qur-&nis really rude and rugged.” Now, t o beat, is not the only s i g n s canoe of the word darb ; nor are beading and knockiltg about necessarily synonymous terms.
On theotherhand,the
word $arb does convey a verylargenumber
of significances.
Palmer would have been nearer the mark if he had said beating the land. But as a matter
of fact the phrasehere used by the Qur-knmeans he jourmyed in tFR land, seeking
SzLStaance and for the purpose of trajic (LL),and not wandering aimlessly, an idea quite
foreign to the Arabic phrase.
362 Here we have another qualification of those who deserve to be assisted by private
acts of charity; these are the men who abstain from begging. This would show that the
Holy Qur-&n does not countenance the practice of begging from door to door. ,
863 It is a prophetic assurance to the Muslims that if they made sacrifices for the
national welfare, the fear of annihilation under which the Muslim community then lived
would be digpelled, and they would not grieve for what they spent,
as i t would yield
abundant fruit, This is, in fact, a prophecy of their 6nd triumph over their enemies, for
the party that ia victorious in a struggle does not grieve for the sacrifices that it makes,
while t h e vanquished party does.
364 Rib6 (literally, an excess or odditwn) means an a d d i t i o n Over andabove the
principal sum that is Eent (Figh, TA-LL),andincludes w u q as well as inbest. The
subject is introduced here very appropriately, for as charity is the broad basis of human
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trading and forbidden usury.SGS
To whomsoever then the admonition has come from his Lord,
thenhedesists,heshallhave
what has already passed,3G6 and
his affair is in thehands of
Allah;
and
whoever
returns
(toit)-these
aretheinmates
of the fire : theyshallabide
in it.
276 Allah
does
not
bless
usury, and H e causes charitable
deeds
to
prosper,
and
Allah
anv unerateful
doesnotlove
sinner.36'
277 Surely they who believe
Bnd do good deeds and keep up
prayer and pay the poor-r&eL
theyshallhavetheirreward
Prom their Lord, and they shall
have no fear, nor shallthey
Zrieve.
"

V

sympathy, usury annihilates all sympathetic affection and leads to the extreme of miserliness, Thus from one point
of view the subject of usury stands in contrast with that of
charity, while from another point of view the connection between these two subjects is, as
pointed out in the two preceding sections and the verse with which this section opens,
that while the Muslims were promisedgreatwealthandprosperity,they
were warned
against an inordinate desire for amassing wealth, to which usury would certainly have led
by the touch of
them. Hence, those who devour usury are compared to those prostrated
the devil, which in this case stands for Mammon. The prohibition of usury in Islam is a
verywide subject, and cannot be discussed within the limits of a foot.note. But it may
be noted in passing that Islam adopts the
golden mean in all cases. I t does not go to
the extreme of the socialistic idea which aims
at the annihilation of all distinctions of
property rights, but it establishes institutions which
give the poor a certain proportion
of theriches of the wealthiermembers of society,Suchistheinstitution
of Z a k d t ,
according to whicE one-fortieth portion of the amassed wealth of every member of society
is taken yearly to be distributed among the poor. I n perfect accordance with that institution, Islam refuses to allow the rich to grow richer by reducing tiie poor to still greeter
poverty, which is
the
real
aim
of usury.
Usury,
moreover,
promotes
habits
of
idleness; but its worst
effect is on morals, as it causes man to be obsessed by selfishness, and thie is, in fact, what is meant
by the devil prostrating a devourer of usury.
on interest,moreover,makemenprofligate,
as similar
Facilitiesforborrowingmoney
facilities have made States and nations profligate
i n these days.
365 TheQur-&ndrawsadistinctionbetweentradingandusury.
I n tradethe
capitalisttakes the risk of loss alongwith the hope of profit, butinlendingmoney
on usury the whole of the loss is suffered by the man who uses his labour, while the
capitalist may count upon his profit even in the case of loss in the actualconcern. Hence
trading stands on quite a differeno footing from usury.
366 Here is a prohibition to receive eny interest on money lent, but if any one had
actually received any interest before the prohibition he was not required to pay it back,
because such a procedure would have hopelessly upset business.
367 Mabaqa signifies,according to Rgh, he took away the bkssing thereof or he
diminished it. I t also signifies the blotting out or annihizating of athing. Usury is
here Condemned, while charitable deeds are commended as being the real aource of the
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278 0 you mho believe! be
careful of (your duty to)Allah
andrelinquishwhatremains
(due) from usury, if you are
believers.368
279 But ,if youdo (it) not,
then be apprised of warfrom
Allah end His Apostle ;363 and
if you repent,then you shall
have your capital; neither shall
youmake(thedebtor)
suffer
loss, nor shall you be made to
suffer I O S S . ~ ~ ~
280 And if (thedebtor)
is
in straitness,thenletthere
be
postponement until (he is in)
ease; andthat you remit(it)
as alms is better for you, if you
kne~.3~~
281 And
guard
yourselves
you
against a dayinwhich
shall be returned to Allah ; then
sverysoul yhall be paidback
~nfull what it has earned, and
they shall not be dealtwith

SECTION 39
Contracts and Eyidence
rtracts to be put down inwritingand
3ecurity may be taken when the debtor cannot

witnesses procured. 283.
be trusted.

prosperity of a nation or of humanity in general. There may also be observed a prophetio
reference tothe general tendency inthe growth of civilization to lessening rates of
interest, so much EO that usurious dealings, in the proper sense of the word, are almost
becoming extinct, while the tendency for publicoharity or personal sacrifice in the
interests of E community, or even humanity in general, is daily gaining ground.
368 The balance of interest which m5y be due at the time when the prohibition WEE
made known must be given up.
369 Going directly against the commandments of Allah i~ herein described as a war
with Allah and Ria Apostle; and from this
we may draw the conclusion that interest
received on deposits in banks may be given away for t h e propagation of Islam, for this is
replly 5 war against the enemiea of Islam.
370 The meaning is that the debtor shall
not be made to pay more than the sum lent,
571 Thin indicstas the kind of sympathy Islam demands a man ehall show t o other
meu. The poor mab is not to be prosecnted and thrown into prison, but payment must be
pltpned till the debtor in oblr 00
or, better rtill, the wh& may be remitted,

pap,
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down $72 and let a scribe write
if down between you with
fairness; and the scribe should
not refuse to write as Allah has
taught
him,
so he should
write ; and let him who owes
the debt dictate, and he should
be careful of (his duty to)
AIlah, his Lord, and not
diminish any thing from i t ; but
if he who owes the debt is
unsound in understanding, or
we&, or (if) he is notable to
dictate himself, let his guardian
dictate withfairness ;373 and
call in to witness from among
your men two witnesses ; but
if there are not two men, then
one manand
two women374
from among those whom you
choose to be witnesses, so
that if one of the two errs, the
second of the two may remind
the other ; 3 i 5 and the witnesses

-

372 The subject of usury, which is connected with the lending and borrowingof money
and trading in general, brings us to the subject of oontracts. If Islam enjoins charitableness and prohibits usury, i t requires at the same time that the greatest precautions must
be taken for safeguarding property rights. A noteworthy thing about thisis that the Arabs
were quite an ignorant people, among whom writing was very rare, so much so that they
took a pride in being called urnmi, or ~ltleurlzedpet>ple. Yet these very Arabs are now
required to put down all their transactions, great or small, in writing, except in hand-tohand dealings. Strange t o say, this injunction was given at a time when hfuslim society
was itself in danger of being swept away. This shows that the Qur-&nWES not the word of
the Prophet, but of the Almighty Being who knew that the Muslims must soon become a
great nation, and that therefore they would need all those instructions of which a welldeveloped civilized society stands in need.
373 Thesewordsform
the basis of the guardian and wardlaw, as theypointout
when a guardianmay be appointed for one who is not able to menage his own property.
The word which I have translated as weak really signifies one too young &e. a minor) or
loo old (Bd.) Thus a guardian may be appointed not only when the owner is a minor, but
also when his understanding is not sound enough to be entrusted with the management of
his property.
374 The home is the propersphere
of thewomen;
as, owing to herdomestic
responsibilities, she appears less in public, she should not be u u c h dragged into courts
of justice.
375 The personal pronoun hum6 may refer either to the testimony of the two witnesses
or the two w m .
The Holy Qur-An does not say that no case should be decided except on the testimony
of two witneeses, but requires ordinarily the callingin of two witnesses at the time of the
transaction, so that the deficiency of one may be rectified by the other. The same reason
holds good for calling in two women in the place of male witness, because ordinarily the
sphere of the woman’stransactionsbeingthehome,shetakesverylittlepartintho
transaction of outside affairs, and is also more likely to
lose her mental balance under
the mvere test of cross-examination than a man, hence, the deficiency in her evidence is
required to be made up by the evidence of another woman.
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shouldnotrefusewhenthey
aresummoned;and
be .not
averse to writing it (whether it
is) small or large, with the time
of its falling due; this is more
equitable in the sight of Allah
greater
accuracy
and assures
i n testimony,andthenearest
(way) that
you
may
not
entertaindoubts(afterwards),
redy
except
when
is it
merchandise
which
you
give
and
take
among
yourselves
from hand to hand, then there
is no blame on you innot
writing
down;
it and
have
witnesses
when
you barter
withoneanother,andletno
or
harm be done to the scribe
to the witness;3'8 and if you do
(it), thensurelyit
will be a
transgressioninyou,and
be
careful of (your duty to) Allah,
m d Allah teaches you, and
Allah knowsallthings.
283 And if you arcupona
iourney and you do not find a
wribe, then
(there
may
be)
t security
takenintoposses;ion;3;; but if one of you trusts
mother, then he who is trusted
lhould deliver his trust,and
him
et
be careful (of his
iuty
to)
Allah,
his
Lord;
tad do not conceal testimony,
tndwhoeveroonceals
it, his
~ e a r it s surely
sinful ; and
lllahknowswhat you do,
~

~-

376 They must not be made to suffer loss in their own business. In other words, their
convenience must be kept in view, and they should be paid.
377 This does not mcsn that a security cannot be taken in any other case. On the
other hand, the words that follow show that security may be taken when the lender dOE8
not trustthe debtor.
*
It further shows that adventage can be derived by the lender from the movable or
immovable property which has been given into his possession as a security for the debt.
Thus landmortgagedfor
8 debtmay
be cultivated, or house-propertymay be rented
or used.

SECTION 40
The Muslims shell be made Yictorioue
284. Kingdomandsovereigntybelongs
to Allah. 285. The broadness of
Muslim faith. 286. Prayer for Divinehelp.

284 Whatever is in the
is in
heavens
and
whatever
the
earth
is Allah’s;
and
whether you manifest what
is in yourmindsorhide
it,
Allah will callyoutoaccount
accordingto it; then He will
forgive whom H e pleasesand
chactise
whom
H e pleases,
and Allah has power
over
all
285 Theapostle believes in
what has been revealed to him
from his Lord, and (so do) the
believers;theyall
believe in
Allah and His angels and His
books andHisapostles
: TF’e
make
no
difference
between
any of His apostles;379 and they
our
say : Wehearandobey,
Lord! Thy forgiveness(do we
crave),
and
to
Thee
is
the
eventual course.
286 Allah does not impose
upon any soul a duty but to
theextent
of itsability;for
it is(the
benefit of) what it
has earned, andupon it (the evil
3f) whatithaswrought:Our
376 This verse has generally been misunderstood, insomuch that some commentators
think it tohavebeenabrogated
by the openingwords
of v. 286, butthis asser-

tion is rejectedby

more learnedcommentators

(Rz).

A\ + & 4, does not

signify Allah will call you to account for it,” but that
“ He will call you to account
according to it,” so that he who hides (Le. keeps under control) his evil inclinations and he
who manifests (Le. gives vent t o them) shall not be dealt with in the same manner, but
according to their deserts, Almost the same statement is contained in 3 : 28, where it is
Faid: ‘ I Say, whether you hide what is in your breasts or manifest it, Allah knows it.”
Evil thoughts are not unpunishable
; but evil inclinations which
a man keeps suppressed, and
which therefore gradually disappear, cannot be included in the category of evil thoughts ;
it is these that are meant here,
I t may be added thatthe Arabic phrase for he called him to accoUnt fOr it i S
A&

A
+

(TA), whereas the form adopted here is

A+

+b

The significance conveyed by the verse is that since kingdom or sovereignty
belongs
will grant it t o a people whom He considers fit for the trust, and thus there
is a prophetio mllwon to the conquests of Islam.
to Allah, He
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THE COW
Lord1 do notpunish us if we
forget or make a mistake ; our
Lord ! donot
lay on us a
burden &s Thou didst lay on
those before us ; our Lord I do
not impose upon us that which
we have no! thestrengthto
bear ; end pardon us and grant
us protection. and havemercy
on us, Thou art our Patron, so
help us against the unbelieving
people.BO
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379 The breadth of the Muslim faith, which has been dealt with in several portions of
this chapter, is again mentioned
in reference to the triumph of the Muslims,for even
if the M u s l i i were triumphent their religion wuld not triumph over other religions
all
unlessestablished on very broad principles which shouldcommendthemselvesto
reasonable persons. Thetriumph of the Muslim religion, i t ishinted, would not be
duetopoliticalsupremacy,but
to the excellence andbreadth of its principles.Hence,
Islam is makingarepidconquest
even inthese days of Muslimpoliticaldecadence,
among their very rulers. This is no doubtdue t o thebreadth of its principles.
380 What B spirit of humility does theHoly Word breathe even in thehour of
triumph I The aspiration of the soul to be led to the promised victory is still subjected
to the holier yearnings.
The end of the okapter nhows that the triumph of Islam ia its real object, and this is
plainly outlined in the opening and olosing eectione of the chapter.

\ , >

CHAPTER TIT
T W BABTkY: RF J " 4 N
(AZ-i-'I?wxd*)

REVEALEDAT MEDINA
(20 sections and 199 verses)
Abatract :
, S M , 1. The Qur-Bn and the previoua revelations, and the rule of interpretahion.
._,See. 2. TheUaity of All& as the clearbasis of all rekigions and its ultimabe
taiusaph.
Reo. B
kingdm of God mustdepartfrom bhe house of Israel.
SBC. 4. The last members of a chosen m e S e a 5. The biz-th of Jesus, w d his ministry.
Seo. 6. Jesus i s cleared from f a h e charges.
S e a 7. Controversy with t h e Jaws and Christians.
Sec. a bfachinatlone to discredif Islam.
Sea. 9, Previous bmks and prophets tesfify to the truth. of Islam.
Sec. 10. An ever-living testimony to the truth of Islqm.
Seo, 11. Muslims me exhorhed to remain united.
Sea 38. Relahiow of the Jews with the Muslims.
Sec. 13. The battle of Uhud.
SBC. 14. How suocess can be achieve&
Seo. 15, Sm&erinp should he met with perseveranoe.
Sw.16. Reepms of the misfortune in the battle of Uhud.
k o . 17. !&e battle of Uhud distimguisbed the faithful from the hgpocrha
Sec. 18. The Uhud trouble was no gain to the enemy.
Sec. 19. Carpings of the followers of the Book.
Sea 20. Ulti-te
tri.umgh of the hithful.

i

Title and. subjeGt-qqatter,
!?HE name of thischapter
is taken from themention of ' h a n ' s f?milT ip.
9%.
The 'Imvdn to whom referencQ is medo is the same W, Amran, the father of M o ~ rapA
s
Aaron, and as thischgpterdealswiththedeparture
of prophethoodfrom the Mo8a.i~
dispensation, the title is most suitable.
The chspter opens with a statement relating to the Diviqe origin of t4e poly Q4r-k
as well as the Torah and the Gospel, thua affoxang~an illustrati,pQ of w b t is s8.id in. : 4
of " that which was reve~led,before you." I t theo gives a rule of intgZqret@ion., ?&ot
of which has led to qumeroqs errors in relidous beliefs. This rule of interpretation, wt+i&
must be borne in mind in interpretmg Divine
books, is that every allegorical stateme@
must be mterpreted in suchE manner that itmag not contradict any of the clear prinoipleg
faid down by Divinerevelation.
As theChristias religion ia based really on th.e Ton$
interpretation of certain allegorical statements, the rule is appropriately laid dqm. p.$
prefidnarg to a discurnion of the Christian religion.
6'
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The preliminary remarks of the first section are followed in the second by an assertion
of the Unity of Allah, which is laid down as the clear basis of all religions, and its ultimate
triumph is predicted. The third section refers to the departure
of the spiritual kingdom
from the house of Israel, and the last members of that chosen race are mentioned in the
fourth. Among these is Jesus, various misconceptions regarding whom necessitate rather
a lengthy discussion inthbtwosectionsthat
follow, Theseventh seotion continues
the controversy with the Jews and Christians, while the eighth deals with their machinationstodiscreditIslam.Theninthspeaks
of thetestimony of previous books and
prophets to the truth of Islam, while the tenth mentions the ever-living testimony afforded
by the Xa’ba, the oentre of Islam. This is
followed by an exhortation in the
following
section to the Muslims to remain united if they would achieve triumph, and in view of the
coming conflicts they are told in the next to have guarded relations with the Jews, who,
whileoutwardlyfriendly,
were inwardlyhostiletotheMuslims.Theincidents
of the
battle of Uhud, the causes of the misfortune experienced in it, and how triumph can be
obhinedarethepoints
discussed from thethirteenthsectiontotheend,withonlya
reference in the lastsection but one to the Jewish carpings.

Connection.
The importance of the connection of this with the preceding chapter may
be judged
fromthefactthattakentogethertheyaretermed
zahrciwbn (meaningthe two bright
and shining ones).Thetwo,infact,may
be treatedasasinglechapter,aseach
2nd chapter opens withacontroversywith
supplementsandexplainstheother.The
theJews, while thelatterportion
deals withthenecessity of, andgeneralinjunctions
in self-defence. The3rd
relating to, fighting inthe cause of truthand justiceaud
chapter opens with a controversy with the Christians,
while its latter portion deals with
the incidents relating to the battle
of Uhud. A more apparent connection in the conclusion of the one and the beginning of the other is, however, to be found in the fact that
whereas the2ndchapterendswithastatementas
to thecosmopolitannature of the
religion of Islam,requiring belief in alltheprophets,this
one opens with a statement
quoting the Torah and the Gospel as an instance of the truth of previous revelation.
As the previous chapter deals at length with the Jews and their contentions, referring
only briefly t o the Christians, this deals mainly with the Christians, referring only briefly
to the Jews.
I n the same light may be taken the fact that that chapter deals particularly with the
necessity to fight against
an enemy who was bent upon the extirpation of Islam, while
this deals with the events of one of the battles v-hich the enemy waged with a view to
of
injureIslamandinwhichhe
was considered to have obtainedacertainmeasure
suooess.

Date of reyelation.
The whole of this chapter was revealed at Medina, and it is generally supposed to be the
second or the third in order
in the Medinian revelation (Itq). The latter portion, from
sea. 13 almost to bhe end,distinctlyrelatestheincidents
of thebattle of U$ud, and
therefore the third year of Hejira may be fired as very probably the date of its revelation.
But the first portion, especially that dealing with the birth and ministry of Jesus, is said
t o have been revealed on the occasion of the visit of a deputation of the Najran Christians
which took place in the tenth year of the Hejira. The commentators generally consider
the first sixty-two or the first eighty-three verses to have been revealed on that occasion,
but probably only verse 60, which speaks of the iUubdhilah, an incident specially relating to
the Najran deputation, was revealed 60 late, and the arguments dealing with the Christian
religion in general were revealed at an earlier date, very probably in the third year of the
Hejira. A consideration of thesubject-matter of thechapterleadstothesameconclugion. It mayfurther be added herethat to ascribe verses 26 and 27 totheMeman
revelation, 88 some Christiancriticshavedone,
shows &n entirelack of knowledge of
&damic history.
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SECTION 1
The Qor-An and thepreyionsReyelation,
Interpretation

and the Rule of

1-5. The Torah and the Gospel afford D guidance to&uranictruth.
Rule of interpretation of doctrines. 7, 8. Prayer for guidance.

In thename
of Allah,the
Beneficent,theMerciful.
111.

Ar. thee
b TO.

1 I am Allah,
the
best
Knower,*
2 Allah,(there
is) no god
but He,
the
Everliving,
the
Self-subsisting
by
whom
all
things subsist.381
3 H eh a s revealedto
you
the Book with truth,382 verifying that which is before it,b and
H e revealed the Torah and the
Gospel383 aforetime, a guidance
for the pe0ple,~g4 end He sent
the Distinction.385 Surelythey
who
disbelieve
in
the
communications of Allah-they
B severe
chastiseshallhave
ment ; and Allah is Mighty,
the Lord of retribution.3J6

6.

6
5
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4 Allah-surely nothingis
hidden from Him in the eerth
or in the heave%.
5 H e it is who shapes you
in the wombs as H e likes ; there
is no god bu’t He, the Mighty,
the Wise.

383 In the d o l e of the previous chapter the Tawdt and the Injil, Le. the Torah and
the Gospel, are not mentioned by name, though frequently referred to, specially the former,
as that which is with you. Taurdt is thename given to the books of Moses, or the
Pentateuch, and hence its correct rendering is the Hebrew word Twah. The Taurdt does
n m e of the whole collection of
not signify the Old Testament, because the latter is the
the books of the Israelite prophets, and iacludes the Tanr&t, the Ztabur, and other books.
! k w h in the Hebrewliteraturesignifies the rt3wbd will @f Gbd. Somecommentators

tracethe

word Taurdt to the root wary, as in

Gj; meaning

lighting, andthus

consider its literal meaning to be Zight. The word kifdb conveys, however, a more general
significance, and signifies sometimes the Old Testament and sometimes the Bible.
The word Injil does not signify,assupposed
by Muirandothers,the
New Testament. According to the Holy Qur-&o no prophet ta whom any book shouldhave been
reveeled appeared among the Israelites (or among the followers of Christ) after the death
of Jesus Christ, who,being the last of the Israelite prophets, was grantedarevelation
called the I j i l , which stands for the Evangel
or the Gospel, and signifies literally good
tidings. Thereason why Jesus’ revelation was called Gospel, or good tidings, is that it
gave the glad news of the advent of the last of the prophets, which is variously described
in Jesus’ metaphorical language as the advent of the kingdom of God (Mark 1 : 15), the
coming of the Lord (Matt. 21 : 40), the appearance of the Comforter (John 1 4 : 16), or the
spirit of Truth (John 14 : 17), etc. Not only are the Acts, the Epistles, and the Book of
Revelation not recognized by the Qur-&nas parts of InjiZ,or the Gospel, but it does not even
recognize the Gospels aecording to Matthew, etc., as the Injil which was revealed to Jesus
Christ,
though
the
current
Gospels
might
contain
fragments
of the
original
teaching.
This view of the Gospel as taken by the Qur-An is now admitted to be the correct one, 8 s
allcriticismpoints.tosomeoriginal
of the synopticswhichisnowentirelylost.The
Qur-&nnowhere suggests that the original InjiZ, the revelation of Jesus Christ, existed a t
the timo of t h e Holy Prophet.
384 The Torah and the Gospel, even as they now exist, contain numerous prophecies
fulfilled in the advent of the Holy Prophet Muhammd, and therefore they are spoken of
88 being 5 guidance for men. But the
wbole sentence “And He revealed the Torah and
the Gospel aforetime ” may be parenthetical, and thus the words a guidance for the people
may only qualify the Book revealed to the Holy Prophet.
385 For an explsnation of the word fwqcia see foot-note 85. The Furgdn is really 5
proof of the truth of the revelation, and the Jews and the Christians are warned that they
should not be hasty in rejecting the truth.
As the Furpdn o r Distinction in the case of
the Holy Prophek m s afforded by the battle of Bsdr, this event is referred to in verse 12
BB a prelude to the actual controversy. Some commentators think that
Puqdn is another
name for the Holy Qur-An, for the Holy Qur-&nis spoken of as having been revealed to
&Istinguish t m t h from falsehood (Rz).
386 Intipdm is derivcdfrom nipnat, wkich, socording to allauthorities,means the
r8MibOttion Of ~ a who
e
is gttilty (Rgh, TR). It oonveys the idea of avenging bat not
of
revenging,
h8 ltQd

6j &\

Ctane, or

signifying I i%flictedpn&lretri6utiwt m hils for that which

Ipunishd him (LL). Rz interprets it similarly.Hence,

an attribute of the Divine Being, signifies the inflictst of retzkbzltime.
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6 H e it is who h a s r e v d e d
&he Book to you: some of its
versesare
decisive, theyare
the basis- of the Book,end
others
are
allegorical ;387 then
as for those in whose
hearts
there is perversity, they follow
the part of it which is allegori.
cal,
seeking
to
misleed, and
seeking to giue it (their own)
inteFpretation;388 none
but
knows itsinterpretation except
Allah, and
those
who
are
firmly
rootea
in knowledge'
say: We believe in it, it is all
from our Lord;3sQ
and
none
do mindexceptthosehaving
understanding.
~

~~~~~

387 The verses of the Holy Book are here stated to
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be partly rnullkam (decisive) and
partly muteshdbih (degorical), whereas'in 11 : 1 the Holy Qur-&n is spoken of as a Book
chose w s e s are mads decisive, and in 39 : 23 it is called kitciban nautashdbikan. A little
considerationwill show that not only is there n o discrepancy in the three statements,
but theyactuallyexplaineachother.Literally,
ntuhkam (from hakama, meaning he
prevented, whence ahkama, i.e.
made a thing firm orstable), is that of which the
meanigg is secured from change and alteratwn, and mutasladbih (from shib-h, meaning
likeness or resemblance) is that which is consimilar or conformable in its carious par&,
and'mutashdbihbt. are therefore things like or resembling m e another, hence sz~scepti6leof
different interpetations ILL). Therefore when it is stated that the whole of the Eook is
muhkam, the meaning is that all its verses a r e decisive, and when the Qur-&n is called
mutashdbih (39 : 23), the meaning is that t h e whole of it is conformable in its various
parts; while in the verse underdiscussion is laid down theimportant principle how
verses susceptible o f differentinterpretationsmay
be interpreted so t h a t a decisive
. B i g n i b may& at-d
to b.
The &nr=tm,
w e m e 3 m e tdd, estsbliehes e e r b i u
principles in clear words which are to be tsken as t h e basis, while there a r e statements
made in allegorical words or susceptible of difIerent meanings, the mterpretation of which
must be in consonmce with the
other parts and the spirit of the Book. In hot, this
is true of every writing. When a certain law is lajd down in a book in nnmishkable words,
anystatement carrying a doubtful signxcance or onewhich ia apprently opposed to
thelaw so h i d down mu& be interpretedsubject to t h e principleenunciated.
The
subjectis very sppropriatelydealt
with here as s prelude to acontroversywiththe
Christians,whoattributedivinity
to Jesus m d aphaldthedoctrine
of atonement by
blood on the .basis of cmtain ambignous words 01 allegoricalstatements,without
heeding thefundamentalprinciplesestabliahed
by the earlierprophets.Thisattitude,
which seeks t o give t o ambiguous and allegorical worda a signscanca opposed tothe
generalprinciples of t h e book it is meant to interpret, is the chief sesson of most
of the wmneaus beliefs prevailing in the world. The same error lies at the root of some
~ r ~ u l C feats
u s attributedtoJesusChrist
by t h e M u s l i p themselves.
888 The f i h h is the m h M g of t h e people (TA-LL), or the sowing of dkssensiolt,
Or O%%etrce
of opiaWn (Q-LL),by givbg to one part an interpretation which is faleified by
*notheher. Ta'wtl (fromad,meaning t o l e t u r n ) is the $mal sequel or the e n d of a thing, or
-@btbn
Of what is & ~ b i g u o uor
s allegorical, such 88 the interpretationof dreams,
hIf explains ta'wila-ha &e as me'aning tL iahpr&.kim which t h y desire, and thia,
' W g
AH, is the s i p h n o e ; hence the additian of their o m within braoketeg
889, see next page.
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”

7 OurLord ! makenotour
hearts to deviateafterThou
hast guided us
aright,
and
grantusfromTheemercy;
most
surely Thou art the
liberalGiver.
8 OurLord ! surelyThou
art the Gatherer of menona
dayaboutwhichthere
is no
doubt;surely
Allah mill not
fail (His)pr0mise.3~

-

SECTION

a

The Unity of Allah &a the Clear Basis of all Religionsand
Ultimate Triumph

ita

9-11. Prophecy of thevanquishment of the unbelievers. 12. A sign in
the battle of Badr. 13-16. Unityisthegreatgoal
of life. 17. I t isthe
:rand basis of allreligions. 18,19. Hence Islam is the
only true religion.

9 (As for)thosewho
dis,elieve, surely
neither
their
,yealth nor their children shall
tvail them in the least against
4llah, and these it is who are
;he fuel of the fire,391
10 Like the striving of the
?eople of Phara0h3~2 and those
Iefore them ; they rejected Our
:ommunications, so 911ah
iestroyedthem on account of
,heirfaults ;393 and Allah is
w e r e inrequiting (evil).
they do not care to seek the real interpretation, which can only ba found by referring to
theprincipleslaiddown
elsewhere. Butthewordsmayalsosignifytheirgivingan
interpretation to an ambiguous verse alone, i.e. without considering it in conjunction with
other consimilar verses or the principles laid down elsewhere.
389 These words afford a clue to the right mode of interpretation. The words it is all
our Lord signify that there is no disagreement between the various portions of the
Holy Book, because the word of the dl-knowing Lord cannotbe self-contradictory. Hence,
the rule of interpretation which they follow is that they refer passages which are susceptible of variousinterpretationstothose
whose meaning is obvious or toconsimilar
passages, and subject particular statements to general principles, and thus reading various
passages in the lightof each other, discover the true significance of ambiguous passsges.
390 There Beems t o be s reference here to the gathering of the hostile forces in the
battles and to Allah’spromiseto
grant victorytothefaithful.Theversesthatfollow
leave no ddubt ; see particularly verse 11.
391 Verses 9-11 containaclearprophecy
of the vanquishment of the opponents of
the Holy Prophet. This prophecy is
no doubt mentioned here to serve a8 a proof of the
truth of the Holy Prophet. Though the Quraish had
s d e r e d a crushing defeet in the
battle of Badr,theycouldyetmusterheavyforcesagainst
the Muslims, who were ye$
d l in numbers, and they had sworn to take €%heir revenge upon them.
It should be
borne in mind thst the Muslims were still too weak for mi attack on their opponents, and
892, 993,see next page.
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11 Say to those who disbelieve :
You
shall
be
c
vanquished,anddriventogether
0 ,,,
,,
,.Q1,,
, c,,,dC
tohell ; and evil is theresting.5bk2bxJ!u,+
place.s94
12 Indeed t,here was a
sign for you inthetwohosts
(which) met
together
in
en09N/
counter: one party fighting in
the
way
of Allah and
the
other unbelieving, whom they
saw twice asmany as them''b$
?
&
selves with thesight
of the
c,c3
,,
eye;3Q5and Allah strengthens
whom
aid
with
His
He pleases ;
c '5
most surelythereis
a lesson .
inthis
for those! who have
sight.
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a clear prediction of the vanquishment of their opponents was therefore quite opposed to
any inference that could be drawn from the comparative strength of the two parties.
392 Da'b signifies striving hard or labouring (from da'aba, meaning he strove or
exerted himself) (T, S, LL). Zj and Asamm consider this to be the significance here (Rz)
inhead of manner or wont, which interpretation is adopted by other commentators. The
former interpretation not only agrees with the original significance of the word, but also
suits the context. The unbelievers are told
that their striving against the Holy Prophet
with their wealth and their men will end in their own destruction, as the striving of the
people of Pharaoh against Moses brought about their destruction.
393 The word f a n b is derived from ganaba, meaning he. followed his tail. Rgh says :
Zanb is originally the taking the tail
of a thing, and it is applied to eaeryact of which
the consepuence i s disagreeable or unwholesome. According to LL, ganb means a sin, a
crime,afault, atransgression, or an act of disobedience. It issaidto differ from inm
in being either intentional or committed through inadvertence, whereas igm is particularly
intentional(Kull-LL). It will thus be seen that ganb isa word whichcarries a wide
significance, and is applicable to all shortcomings resulting from inattention, incapacity, OT
perversity, andeven t o defects or imperfections of whichtheresultmay
be disagreeable.
The use of this word in the Holy Qur-Bn, where it is applied to all shades of shortcomings,
from the grossest transgressions of the wicked to those defects and imperfections of which
wen the most perfeot mortal cannot be free, is quite in accordance with the lexicons.
I
have therefore adopted the word fault as its equivalent, for i t somewhat approaches the
word ganb in the breadth of its significance.
394 This is one of the passages in which the punishment of this life, which is uanquishm w t , is spoken of in the same breath with the punishment
of the hereafter, which is
hell. It isnoteworthythatthevanquishment
of the opponents of the HolyProphet,
though hinted a t frequently in the foregoing chapter, was not mentioned in such clearand
definite words as in this yerse.
395 The reference here is to the battle
of Badr. The meaning is that the Muslims
saw the unbelievers to be twice as many as themselves. The statement does not contradict
that made in 8 : 44 : 4' And vhen He showed them to you, when you met, a8 f e w in your
eyes, and He msde you to appear little in their
eyes." The actual strength of the two
Parties was : unbelievers about l;OM), Muslims 313. The statement ma& in this verse is
that the Muslims saw the unbelievers to be twice as many &s themselves, i.e. about
Therefore they were still fewer in the ayes of the Muslims ES compared with their actual
strength, and this is what is alleged in 8 : 44. As to why they were shown to the Muslims
to be twice ea many 88 themselves, 8 : 66 helps UB to understand : '' If there are a hundred
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13 The love d desires,3BBof
women s
n
l sons and hoarded
treasures of gold and silvex
awil-%redhorses m d cattle and
ti%, is made to seem fair to
men; this is the provision of
, a n d

the life of ;this world ; d
Allah is H e with whom is the
.good g a l (of
14 Say: Shell I tell you of
what is better than these ?
For those who guard (against
evil) are gardens
with
heir
Lord, beneath which rivers
flow, to abide in them, and
pure matesB and Allah’s
plemnre; and Allah we8 the
servants.
~~

~~~~

patient ones of you, they shall overcome two h d r e d , and if thereare a thousand, they
shall overcome t w o thousand.” And &s the Divine purpoee was to bring about an enoounter,
the actma1 strength of the hostile force was not made known to the Muslims, lest the great
&&parity i n numbersshouldmakethem
lose heart.Thepart
of the enemy not seen
by the Muslims was behind a hillock. The battle of Badr was a sign of the truth of tho
Prophet, not only beceuse of the prophecies of victory condined in the Qur-Bn, which
were fdfilled notwithstanding the great strength, e5ciency, and equipment of the enemy
as compered with the weakness, inexperience, a d utter went of a m o u r and equipment of
the Muslims, but also because of bhe clear prophecy in Isaiah, where, after speaking of a
future scene in the land
of Arabia (Isa. 21 : 1$), the prophet goes an to say : “ The
inhabitants of the land of Teme brought weter t o him that was thirsty, they prevented
with their bread him thst fled. Bor they Bed from the swords, from t h e drawn sword and
hornthebent
bow, andfrom the grievousness af war. For thus hath 4he Lord said.
unSo me, Within a year, according to the years af an hireling, a d all the glory of K e d s
shall fail. And the residue of the number of archers, the mighty men of the children a f
Kedar, shall be diminished ” (Isa. 21 :14-17). Keder w w the son of Ishmael (Gen. 25 : 13),
andthe word is used freely inthe Bible for the Arab tribe that sprang from h i
(Pa. 1% :5 ; Song 1 : 5 ; Isa. 49 : 11,60 : 7, etc.). There is only one person in hiistory
whose flighthas become amemorable fact as the Em of Flight(theHejira).
It wes
Muhammad (on whom be peace), who, ettended by but one faithful companion, fled from
the drswn BWO& of &heguard that surrounded &IS house, m d it was cbfter one year from
his Flight that the glory of Kedar departed in the battle of B d r , whieh took place in the
Seoond yew of Hejira. The Jews and the Christians m e tiherefore particularly enjoined
LO witness this sight, which could help them in undershanding the Prophet rightlybeceese
Of ;the fulfilment of prophecies in the Q n r - h m d the Bible. The ;seoond year &er t h e
Flight, from whi& ooun,bs the Mualim era, bad not pet obme to a doae d
e
n t h e p w e r of
Kedar was broken at Badr. Thebattle of Badr was also m eign to &hs Jews .sd the
Christian& because i t indicated that their fatewould be the m e sB th&of the idolatas if
&hey joined them, for (‘whosoever shaU fall on this s t a m shed be broken, but 08
whonwoever it ahall fall, i6 will grind him to ponder”’ (Hatt. 21 : 44).
396 The word desire here stands for the object of ~Eo)+ng, w -&e original shhau&
b r the things &ired (Re). These desired things ate hhao eaume&ed.
397 T h i B vera8 and the one that follows contreat the yearnings of the ungodly +&
’those of the fpikhful. We are here told that though We aqjoyments uf &his iifa have
&heiraterwtiona,yet t h e desire to be wtth Allah ja the goal which him
+&&et
a&
WQ?Bhimsdf.

15 Those
who

say: Our

Lord 1 surely we believe, therefore forgive us our faults and

keep us from Ohe chastisement

of the fire ;
16 The
patient,
and
the
trudhful, and the obedient, and
those who spend (benevolently)
and those who ask forgiveness
in the morning times.
17 Allah bearswitnessthat
thereis no god butHe, end
( s o do) the angels and those
possessed of
being maintainer of justice ;309
thereis no god but He, the
Mighty, the Wise.
18 Surely the (true) religion
with Allah is I ~ l a r n , 4 and
~
thoseto whom the Book had
been given did
not
show
oppositionbut after knowledge
had come to them, out of
envy among themselves;and
whoever
disbelieves
the
in
comrnunicdions of Allah-then
surely Allah is quick in reckon-

Ing.
398 Netare, which is the handiwork of Allah, bears witness to His Unity, and the
angels bear witness by the prophecies of which they are the bearers to the prophets, or
by their working within man, whose nature bears testimony to Divine Unity; and those
who h v e a true krtowkdge of the holy scriTturss of any religion beer u o d o u W
.testimany to the gceak truth of theUnity of Allah. The Unity of Allah is, in fact,
the oomrnon prinoiple lvbich is recognized by all religions. Thusthe whole creation,
the nature of man, and the broad and common principles of all religions are all at one
in declaring the Divine Unity, whereas the Trinity of the Christian faith is but a solitary
doctrine which,does not find any support either in physical nature, the noture of man, or
i n the ael@on of humanity.
399 The words being maintainer of justics may qualify Allah as being the true main,Slaw of justice. But che other meaning of the Arabic phrase is maintaining jutice, and
cohsidering wbat is said in the next verse as to the injustice of those to whom knowledge
been given, i t is more likely that the words qualify only those possessed of knowledge,
the meaning being thatthe possessors of knowldge,to whatever religion they may
belong, besr witness to thwgrand truth of Divine Unity if theymaintainjustice
in
&ring witness.The truth of these words shinasthe more clearly when we find the
edvanced Christ& thinkers of to-day bearing witness to the truth of Divine Unity.
400 81-Iskim (Et., submission), as the name of the religion preached by the Prophet,
does not occur in the last chpter, although derivatives of it are frequently used, BE in
2 : 112, sto. ; an explanation of the word has, however, been already given i n foot.
note 156. It should also be borne in mind that according to the Holy Qur-&a,
Isl&
WRM the religion of all tha prophets : i t is particularly mentioned as the religion of Ab&Mwrd times, snd on one occasion the Israelite prophets who followed Moses are spoken d
a~.&p#v
who
da
m m zlfsdim (lit.,
Not only is Islam the religion of e v e q
prophet, but, aooording to t h e Holy Qur-An, ii is .*-the natarel religion of m
a
n
,88 in

eubRpiued).
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19 But if theydisputewith
you, say : I havesubmitted
myself entirelyto
Allah and
(so) every one who follows me ;
andsaytothosewhohave
beengiven the Book andthe
unlearned people : Do you
submit
yourselves
?401
So if
theysubmit,thenindeedthey
follow therightway;and
if
they turn back, then upon you
is only
the
delivery of the
message
and
Allah sees
the
servants.

SECTION 3
The Kingdom of God mustdepart

from the Houee of Israel

20-24. Theopponents of Islam shall find themselveshelpless.
25, 26. A
leadnationshall
be raisedto life andgrantedhonourandkingdom.
27.
Nuslimsnotto
look for help from theirenemies.
28, 29. Good andevll
nust be followed by theirrespectiveconsequences.

20 Surely (as for) those
who disbelieve in
the
comnunications of Allah andslay
h e prophets unjustly and slay
,hose amongmenwhoenjoin
ustice,announcetothem
a
)aiatul chastisement.4°2
30 : 30 itis described asbeing
“the nature made by Allah inwhichHehasmade
men,” This is corroborated
by a saying of the Holy Prophet : ‘( Every child is born in
Islam : it is his parents that make him a Jewor a Christian.”
The word Isldw does not only signify submission, it also signifies elttering into peace,
from aslama, meaning he e n f e d into peace (Rs). I n fact,theidea
of peace isthe
dominant idea in Islam, and the
goal to which Isiam leads is called
the abode of peace
(10 : 25).
401 By unlmnted people are meant the Arabs (see foot-note 117). The Arabs, as well
as the Jews and the Christians, arespecially addressed here, and invited to accept the religion
of Islam, because it is shown to be based on the broad principles of Abraham’s religion, and
Abraham was accepted as a prophet as well by the Jews and the Christians as the Arabs.
Hence the words aslamturn and aslamti are used here, being the very words used to signify
the religion of Abraham. See 2 : 128, 131. Since all parties were agreed astothe
‘righteousness of Abraham,thebroadprinciples
of his religion alonecouldserve as the
h i s of an understanding among the four parties, the Jews, the Christians, the idolatrous
Arabs, and the followers of the Holy Prophet. Sec. 7 deals with this subject at length.
402 Bmhshara-htl signifies originally Ite announced to him an event which produced a
chunge in t h e m p l e x i o n (Rz); consequently it ismore often used to signify the announcement
of good news, but, as here, it is used in its original sense several times in the Holy Qur-&n,
in
9 : 34 and 84 : 24. The Jews m e specially mentioned as apeople who were guilty of slaying
prophets (2: 61), butthisreferenceseems
to point to their plena for killingtheHoly
Prophet, which were, however, all fmetreted
r

~ rHast
.
thou.

a

118.

I

'

21 Those
are
they
whose
works
shall
become null in
this
world
as
well as
the
hereafter,andtheyshallhave
no h e l p e r ~ . ~ o ~
22 Have you not considered
those who are givena portion
of the Book?464 They
are
invitedtothe
Book of Allah
thatitmight
decidebetween
them,
then
a part of them
turn back and
they
withdraw.405
23 This is because they say:
The fire shall not touch us but
for a few days ;a and what they
have forge: deceives them in
the matter of their religion.
24 Then
how
will it be
whenWe
shell gatherthem
together on a day about which
there is nodoubt,andevery
be fully paidwhat
1itsoulhasshall
earned,andtheyshall
not be dealtwithunjustly?
25 Say : 0 Allah,Master of
thekingdom!Thou
givest the
kingdom to whomsoever Thou
pleasest andtakestawaythe
kingdom from whomsoever
Thou pleasest,
Thou
and
sxaltest whom Thoupleasest
md abasest whom Thou
Ipleasest ; in Thine hand is the
good; surely, Thou hsst power
werallthings.

11

I

403 The meaning is that all their attempts against the Prophet shall be fruitless, and
they themselves shall be reduced to a condition of helplessness. And thus it was.
404 The Jews are spoken of as being given only a portion of the Book, because much of
it was lost long before this period ; they then had but a portion with them.
405 Some commentatorsthinkthatthis
decision was given in a case of adultery;
butthere is nothinginthe
QUI-6u warrantingsuch a limitation. I t is, of course,
remarkable, as Sale lms noticed, that while the law of Moses ES now preserved in Lev. 20 : 10
mentions simply putting to heath as the punishment for adultery, John 8: 5 gives US to
understand that stoning to death was the real punishment, and the Holy Prophet is also
&id to have stated stoning to be the punishment prescribed for adultery by the Jewishlaw,
though the rabbis refused to accept the judgment of their o w n law. I t seems to be a clear
instance of the corruption of the Book.
What is memt here has no reference to a particular criminal case, but to the broad
principles of religion regarding which the Jews, or the Jews and the Christians, differed.
The Book of Allah is the Holy QUI-An, which had given the true judgmenh, and the truth
of which was even then manifest from the scattered prophecies m e t with in the pages
of the Bible.
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26 Thou makest the night
to pass into the day and Thou

As.except
tkt.

makest the day to pass into the
night, m d Thou bringest forth
the living from the dead and
Thou bringest forth the dead
from the living, and Thou
givest sustenance to whom Thou
pleesest without measure.4o6
27 Let not the believers
take the unbelievers for friends
ratherthan
believers ;a7 and
whoever does this, be shall have
nothing of (the guardianship of)
A l b h , but you should guard
yourselves against them, guarding carefully;4’J* and Allah
makes you cautious of (retribution from) Hirnself”8’; and t o
Allah is the eventual coming.

406 This m d the pvious.verae apparently refer to the fact that kingdom and honour
shitll be given now to another nation, whose night shall be made to pass into a day of
triumph. I t is on account of having failed to grzsp their real significance
that Rodwell
thinks that these verses are misplaced here, I ‘ interrupting as theydo the connection of the
preceding and subsequent verses.” The connection is clear.
T h Jews had already been
wrlrned by Jesus that the kingdom of God shall be taken from you, and given to B nation
bringing forth the fruits thereof ” (Matt. 21 : $3). A living nation of Muslim was brought
forth from among the dead Arabs, and the living nation of Israelites was represented now
by apeople who were spiritually dead. Compare 4 : 54, where the Holy Qur-&n says: ‘i But
surely We have given to Abraham’s children the Book and the wisdom, and We have given
them a grand kingdom.” A reference to that very kingdom is contained in verse 25. The
word nulk (kingdom) in Arabic is not limited to temporal rule (Rs).
407 The Muslims, being in a stateof war with the unbelievers,were forbidden to look to
theirenemies to guardtheirinterests
.or forhelp of any‘kind.Theclearstatement
made in G
O
:8, 9 settles the point beyond all doubt: L L Allah does not forbid you respwtk g &me who haw nut n
t
& war @net ycru on mcmmt of your religion and BBve
notdriven you forthfromyourhomes,that
you show them kindnessanddealwith
them justly. Allah onlyforbids you respecting those whomadewar
upon you on
account of your religion and drove you forth from your homes and backed up (others) in
your expulsion, that you make friends with them.” Aubiyb, which I translate as jrdeltds
here, is the plural of d i , whichisderivedfrom
a root meaning h keld oopnmand or
.had *gs
of or superinhukd a thing, and i t accordingly means .%u
7nanagm of a thing
or of the af’irs of amthar, and .theg u m d i m or maintaimR7 of an ~ p k a p 1and
,
the guardian
of a C W ) who
~
givaa her away in marriage. It also mems the ezecutor or heir of a deceagcd
perscm (LL). According to Rgh, it indicates W ~ S S in respect of place, ralatian, mad
redig&, and in m p t of f r i m b h i p and help and belief, etc. The word therefore includes
ell relations of nezrness. A man may also be said to be waEi-UWah, zs meaning one
‘%a A
M or a f r i e d of A l a . The significance of the word.therefore seems to be the
close and intimate relationship in which
one’s interests are entrusted to anohher.
408 This is a new sentence. For this meaning of 4Id, when i t ia used as marking the
.beginning d a statement cut off from the Grst, see foot-note 58. It is 8% if i t were said : Do
trot bok to ikeRi for guard6lcg your intpsts,rather g u a r d yourselw against #em.
4oBa TA.exphim maf8 Bere 84 d
g ’rg&bab,i.e.
-In fsot, m t r i b u k of
evil is 8 requirement of Divine nature. Or the meaning is that Allah warm yea a
@
&
disobedienoe to Himself.
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28 Say:Whether you hida
what is in your hearts or
manifest' it, Alleh knowsit,
end He knows whatever
ie in
, th'e heavens md whatever is in
the earth, cLnd Allah has power
overall things.
29 Onthedaythatevery
soul shall d-ed presentwhat
it h&s done a f good and what
it h a s done of evil, it shall
wish that b&ween it and that
[eviL) $here wece along duration of time; a d Allah makes
you to be cau6bus of (retribution
from)Eirnselfg;
and Allah is
Compassionate to the sarvmbnts.
SECTION 4
The Lwt Idembere of a Chosen Raae
30, 31. How to become the beloved ones of Allah. 32, 33. Divine choice of
of Ammn's
ilbraham's and Amran's family. 34-40. Thelastmembers
iamily.

30 Say : If you love Allah,
:hen follow me, Allah will love
you," and forgive you your
-aults,
and Allah is Forgiving,
Merciful.
31 Sav : Obev Allah and the
kpostle; but if "they turn back,
;hen
surely
Allah does not
ove the unbelievers.
32 Surelv Allah chose Adam
tnd Noah ind the descendants
If Abraham andthedescenla&
of Amran above the
la ti on^,^^^

33 Offspring, one of the
)ther;and Allah isHearing,
3n0wing.~11
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409 The love of Allah isthegreat
goal of life to which Islam leads. Compare
John 14 : 15,16: '6 If ye love me, keep my commandments. And I will pray the Father
and he shall give you another Cornforber, that he may abide with you for ever"; and
John 15 : 10 : ( 1 If you keep my commandments, ye shall abide in my love." This Comforter
appeared in the person of the'Holy Prophet, whom the Jews and the Christians should
therefore have followed. Elsewhere (5 : le) the J e w and the Christians are mentioned as
calling themselves 1' the children of Allah and His beloved ones " ; and so they are here told
that they could only become the beloved ones of dllah by following the Holy Prophet.
410 The 'Imrtift of the Holy Qur-an istherame as the Amran of the Bible. The
descendants of Amran me Moses and Aaron. Moses became the founder of the Israelite
law and Aaron thehead of theIsraelite priesthood. Thelast of this race were John
and Jesus, and their parents are &st
spoken of here, viz. Zacharias and Mary.
411 Noah wns a descendant of Adam, lbrsham a desoendant of Noah, and Amrsn and
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34 When a womm of
Amrandla said : My Lord!
surely I vow toTheewhet is
inmy
womb, to be devoted
(to Thy service); accept therefore from me,wxely Thou art
the Hearing, theKnowing.
35 So whenshebroughtit
forth,
she
said:
My Lord!
surely I have brought it forth
e female--and
Allah knew
best what she brought
forth413
“and the male is not like the
female,end I havenamedit
Mary, and I commend her and
her offspring into Thy
protection
from
accursed
the
devi1.414

his descendants were the offspring of the descendants of Abraham, not a separate race,
The reason for mentioning them separately is twofold : (1) the immediate descendants of
Amran became the founders of a great law in Israel, and the Israelite nation had, in fact,
received a now birth with them, and (2) it was with the descendants of Amran, via. John
and Jesus, that the Mosaic dispensation came to an end.
412 Inwa‘at means u lao?nalz andalso

a wife.

I take d\> ij

ir

as meaning a

womanof the famiZyofAmrun. It should be borne in mind that the nameof a great ancestor
is frequently used to indicate the nation which has sprung from him. Thus Kedar stands
for the Ishmaelites and Israelfor the Israelites. The interpretation of the words as a won~alz
of the tribe of Amran is in perfect accord with what is said in the previous verse as to the
election of the descendants of Amran. The general statement is followed
by a particular
instancerelatingtoone
of thedescendants of Amran:the secondinstance of choice
related here also relates to
one of the descendante of Amran, viz, John the Baptist, who
wasalso of “priestly descent through both parents
” (Bib. Die.,CambridgeUniversity
Press). Though we know very little regarding the parentage
of Mary, yet the fact that
she was, ltccording to the only tradition that
we have about her, devoted to the Temple
from three to twelve years of age, shows clearly that she belonged to the priestly class. I t
is for this reason that she is elsewhere called tile sister of Aaron and not a sister of Moses,
for priesthood was an exclusive prerogative of the descendants of Aaron. I n t h e Semitic
languages the words ab (father), umm (mother), a k h (brother), and ukht (sister) are used
broadly, anddonot
necessarilyimply the very close relations of realmother,father,
brother,andsister.
Thus we haveasaying
of theHolyProphetinwhichhespeaks
of himself as the prayer of my father Abralum Jesus was also addressed as lison
of David.” There is further

E

very strong indication in the

use of

o>~La
&I

or the

sister of Aaron, in 19: 28, that the referonce in bothplaces is tothe old ancestors.
See further foot-note 1542. The only other possible conclusionfor the use of ancestral
namea is that the Holy Qnr-Bn is guilty of anachronism, that it considers Mary the sister
of Moses to be the same woman as Mary the mother
of Jesus, and therefore calls her
the sister of Aaron,andcallsherfatherAmran,
a conclusion so absurd on the face of
it that no one notblinded
by prejudicecouldbring
thischargeagainstthe
Qur-h.
A numbcr of passages may be cited showing that the Holy Qur-h speaks of Moses and
Jesus as two prophets who were separated from each other
by m n y generations.
413 and 414, see next page.
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36 So her Lord accepted her
with a good acceptanceand
made
her
grow up a good
growing, and gave her into the
charge of Zacharias;
whenever Zacharias
entered
the
sanctuary to (see) her,
he
found
with
her
food. H e
said: 0 Mary!whence comes
this to you. ? Shesaid : I t is
from Allah ; surely Allah gives
to whom He pleases without
measure.416
37 There did Zacharias pray
to his Lord;
he
said:
My
Lord!
grant
me
from Thee
good offspring ; surelyThou
arttheHearer
of ~rayer.~18
38 Thenthe
angels
called
to him as he stood praying in
the sanctuary : That Allah
Zives you the good news of
John,417 verifying a word from
andhonourableand
:haste and a prophet from
tmongthe good ones.

413 The words and Allah knew best what she brought forth are parenthetical. She had
vowed the child to be devoted to the service of the Temple, but a female could not do the
priestly work.
414 Rajim is derived from the root rajh, meaning the throwing or casting of stones, and
also reviling,cursing,drivingaway,ezpelling,cutting
of fromfriendly intercourse. I t
therefore signifies accursed or driven a w a y f r o n ~the Divine presence. Thisiswhatis
implied here, and this is apparent from
38 : 78, where Satan is thus
accosted : ‘‘ And
surely My curse is on you till the day of judgment.”Theother
significance of rajint,
Le. one pelted w d h stones, is not applicable here.
I t is noteworthy that Mary’s mother while praying for Mary prays also for her ofspring,
which shows that when she dedicated her daughter to the
Temple she had never an idea
thatshe would remain 8 virgin allher life. On theotherhand,sheentertainedthe
hope that Mary would become a wife and a mother.
415 Mary’s reply to Zacharias’ question, as to whence she got the things which she had,
has been made the basis of a legend which does not find the least support from the words of
thaHoly Qur-Bn or any authentic saying of the Holy Prophet. The
reply that she got
sustenance from Allah is the reply of every devout person who believes that Allah is the
sustainer of all,andthatthereforeall
provision or sustenance comes fromHim.The
Holy Qur-&n itself says : 1‘ And there is not a thing but with Us are the treasures of it, and
We do not send it down but in a known measure ” (15 : 21), where not only is it affirmed
that the treasures of all things &re with Allah, the sameword ‘in& being used here, but it
is further asserted that thosethingsaresent
down by Allah.Hencethereisnothing
atraordinaryinthestatement.She
being attachedtotheTemple,the
worshippers
Would naturally bring gifts to her, and as
it was through Divine grace that she received
these gifts, she said that it was Allah who gave her these things.
At least one commentator holds the same opinion (Rzj.
416,417,and 418,see next page,

1

39 He said: My Lord I
when4Jg shall there be B son
(born) to me, and old age has
already come upon me, snd my
wife is barren? He said :

~

~

..

416 The devoutness of Ymy, notwiWauding the tsademess of her age, raised in
ZachariaR 6 yearning for such virtuous offspxing.
417 The Arabic word is Yahyd (being from the root &/it, ree&ninglife), meaning he
s k l l liw. The Qur-&n elsewhere states that Zachsriw prayefE to God, mying, I fear m y
cousjns after m e , the fear being no doubt due to their leading unrighteous
lives. Hence
the signifioanoe underlying the name Yahyd was that he would mf die in sin like his other
relations. Rgh gives the s a m explanation : He gave him this llame (Pahyd),because sin
was not to king about kis death.
418 The promise given to Zacharias was a word from Allah, and John was the verifier
of that word, beoause his birth brought about the fulfilment
of the prophecy. A word
f r o m BElah, therefore, stands for a Divine prophecy. Somewhat similsr to this explana-

tion is the one givcn by
Ab&
from Allah, becauae (‘one says

‘Ubaida, who interprets

a

&I

Q$

,&JI

as meaninga b o k

(literally, such a one recited a word),

when you mean a lengthy poem” (Rz). The Qur-tin itself never uses the word
kalimah in the very restrictedsensein
which thegrammarianstakeit,
viz, a word
assigtted lo colzvey a simple signi$cance. On the other hand, its w e i
n the Q u .BB~
mear.ing a prophecy is of frequentoccurrence, as “there is no changing @e words of
Allah ” (10: 64), or in ‘‘ there is none to change the words of Allah ” (6: 34), or again “And
the word of your Lord has been accomplished truly and justly; there is none
who can
chinge His wmds ” (6 : 116),in all of which places, ES the context clearly shows, Divine
prophecies are meant. Similar instances are contained in 18 : 27 and elsewhere,
One other significance of the word kalinrah as used inthe
Holy Qur-tin is the
creation of God. Thus in 18 : 109 we have, If thesea were ink for the words of my
Lord, the Rea mould surdy be consumed before the words of my Lord &re exhausted,
to bring the like of t h t (a)
to d d thereta” A s i m i k statement
though Wewere
is made in 31 : 27,and in both places it is clear that the wmds of the LoEd signify His
Cr&Zli#b.

However, B compmiaon with 66 : 12 makes i t quite clear that kalimab in this veM
as well as in verse 44 and in 4 : 171 signifies proplwy, for in 66 : 12, speaking of B b , r g ,
the Holy Q u r - h says : ‘( And she rtccepted the truth of the w o r b of her Lord a d His
books, andshe
was of the obedienb ones.” Jush 88 John is the v e ~ e of
r a word
front AElah, Mary isthe verifier of tlw words of ?UT Lord. & “ t h e W O ~ Eof her
Lord ’’ do not mean Christ in the latter caw, neither in the former do th0y mea*n Chi&,
and the opinion of the commentators that they do so must be rejected in the face of the
olear evidence from theHoly Q u r - h itself. The only meaning that e m be given to
k a l i d t in 66 : 12 is the prophetie wwds of her Lord, i.e. the Divine inspiratioa which
Mary roceived relating to the birth of a Messiah.
Rgh gives prominence to two significances, viz. either kalimah hew signifies t&
ezpsssion of Divine Unity or ths Book of Allah, tho latter agreeing with At& ’ I J k w s
explanation as given above.
419 There is no disbelief on the part of Zaohariss ; his question is simply BD. wp~essiog
of wonder as to when a son shall be born to him, for he had dready reso$%d 8 vary ON
age and had no offspring.

~

THE BIRTH OF JESUS AND HIS MINISTRY
40 ~e
appoint

B

163

said: MY Lord!
sign for me. Said

Be: Your sign is that you
shmId not speaktomen
for
three days except by signs ;420
end remember your Lord much
and glorify Him in the evening and the morning.

SECTION 5
TheBirth

of J e w and His Ministry

41-43. Mary is chosen. 44-47, Announcement of thebirth of a son to
her. 48-50. Jesuspreaches to his people. 51, 52. His disoiples. 53. Plan
against the life of Jesus and its frustration.

41 And when the angels
said : 0 Mary ! surely Allah has
chosen you and purified you
and chosen you above the
women of the world.
42 0 Mary ! keep to
obedience, to your Lord and
humble yourself, and bow doyn
with those who bow.
43 This is of the announceto the
unments
relating
seen421 which We reveal t o y w ;
and you were not with them
when they cast their pens
(to
aecide) which of them should
haveNary in his charge, andyou
weye not with them when they
:ontended one with another.422
420 The Qur-&n does not say that Zacharias becamedumb. According to it he was
only commanded not to talkwithmen
for three days. But he was commandedto
remember Allah much during those three
days, which he could not do if he had been
atruck mute. Rz acceptsthis &a the oorrect explanation of theQuranic words. The
Bible mekes Zacharias mute during the whole period, from the time of the announcement
of the birth of a son to its aotual delivery, and that onlyfor a question which, if it implied
unbelief a t all, was much milder than that of Mary ; compare Luke 1 : 20 and 1 : 34.
421 By the iLunseen” is not meant the past history
of the prophets, which cannot
properly be called unseen. It is somethingwhichisyettohappen
that isreally
I‘ unseen,” and the reference is bo the election of the Eoly Prophet above all others, which
is undoubtedly hinted at in the storyof the election of Mary.
488 The commentators think the reference here is to the priests, who, it is supposed,
Contended with each other regltrding Marg’~charge and at last cast lots, and Z ~ E *
thus had the charge. But compare
38 : 69 : ‘ I I had no knowledge of the exalted chiefs
when theycontendedtogether,”
where ths angelsare spokon of a8 having contended
et theelection of the Holy Prophet;also t,he mention of theelection of Adam as
narrsted in 2 :30, where the angels are spoken of as contending on that occasion. Of
COUTSB, it ia en allegorical contention, but the two referenoes clearly ehow that thecontention spoken of in this verse at the birth of a prophet is of the a m nature. It should
be noted that both in t h a previous md the mhsequent v e r m there is no mention et dl
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1 4 4 Whentheangelssaid:

0 Mary ! surelyAllahgives
you good newswith
a word
from Him423 (of one)
whose
name is theMessiah,Jesus,
son of Mary,@4 worthy of
regard in thi! world and the
hereafter, and of those who are
made near (to Allah) :425
~

of Zacharias or of the priests,but angels are spoken of in both verses as addressing
verse may more probably refer
Mary ; therefore the personal pronouninthemiddle
to angel8 andnot to thepriests, who are nowhere mentioned.The pen is associated
with the fate of men, because fate is represented as being written down. See a quotation in
I p
i.e. the decree has aheady gone forth, and
the TA : 7~ \I I

3

ths pens hare dried. The u6e of the word in the Qur-An, says Ibn-i-Sayyidah, is peculiar
end ‘ $ 1do not know the nature of i t ” (TA).
423 Thephrase

d;r

a>,$1

i&

you good news with a word front

Q\

mightmeaneitherthat

Allah gives

Him or that Allah gives you good news of a word from

Him, but as kalimah means word or prophecy, and as the personal pronoun in ismu-hd
standa for the masculine gender, while kalimah is in the feminine gender and requires the
personal pronoun h 4 , the former meaning is adopted. The goodnewswas given by means
of e prophetic word from theDivineBeing,
Compare 15: 54, 55, where Abraham’s
question

u>&‘ f+

answered thus:

&\

i.e.

I‘

What is it of which you give me good news? ” is

14C; i.e. “They
said,

We give you good news with

truth,’’ where the object is understood, as inthe words underdiscussion, the signiThe two statements
ficance being we give you good M W S (of a son) withtruth.
areparallel,andifthelatter
does notadmit
of any significance otherthan
zue
givs you good news (of a son) withtruth, theformermay
also signify Allah gives
you g d news (of a son) with a word from Him. For furtherexplanation of what is
meant by kalimah, see foot-notes 418 and 2525. One of theexplanations given by Ra,
althoughhetakesit
for grantedthat
by kulimah ismeantJesusChrist,amounts
substantially to what I have stated above, because it holds kalimah as an equivalent of
bmhh-at, i.e. good nezus. Commenting on verse 35, R a observes : ‘ I The announcement
(of Josus’ advent) had been made in the books of the prophets before him, so when he
came it was said, This is that p r q b t i c word, and so he was called a word, according to
this explanation.” In support of this he citesinstances of such phrases as

3; ~ 4 .

3 \$$ s

Le. “ m y word came ” or ‘(my speech came,” which are spoken when
en event foretold by a person happens, the real significance of thephrases being that
which I said or tltat of which I spoke h c m about. Thisexplanation shows that
kaZimah really applies t o the p q h e c y , a fulfilment of which ha8 come about, and hence
the word is rightly rendered hereas meaning a prophetic word.
One of the explanations given by Rgh is that Jesus is here called a kdimah in the =me
8
8
88 the Holy Prophet is called gikr (lit., a reminder) in 65 : 10.
424 Threenames are given for the child-AZ-Mmib, ’fs6, and Ibn-i-Maryam. The
first of these is more e title than a name, being preceded by al. The literal significance
of M d b iseither one who travels w w h or one wiped over with son&e such t h i q as
dl (LL,Rgh, Re,eta.). I t is the slhme word as the Aramaic Messiah, which is said to
mean the aminkd. Jesus Christ is said to have been so called because Ite wed t o travel
much (Rz,Rgh), or becausa hs was a7ldnk.d with a p r e bbssed oiw&ment with which $b
popheki arc awinted (82). Vsrious other explwtions are given. Theformer of these
495, we next page.
end

“

45 And heshell
speak to
the people when in the cradle
of old
age,
and
and
when
(heshall be) one of the -good
6nes.426

Or,horcr.

46 Shesaid
: My Lord !
when shall
there
be a son
(born) to me, and man has
not touched me ? a 7 H e said :
Even so, Allah creates what H e
Dleases:when H e has decreed
matter, H e onlysays to it,

explanations, howevor, cannot be true if Jesus’ mission was limited to a few Syrian towns,
but it is the explanation which finds the foremost acceptance with the commentators as
well as the lexicologists, andlendssupportto
the evidence recently discovered which
shows that Jesus travelled in the East after his unfortunate experience at the hands
of
the Syrian Jews and preached to the lost ten tribes of the Israelites who had settled in the
East, in Afghanistan and Cashmere. I n giving the title Messiah there is a reference to
the prophecies of theadvent of adeliverer,which became definite at the close of the
exile. Earlier prophecies, as those contained in Deut. 18 : 16, were never looked upon by
the Jews as relating to the Messiah, and hence
we have the plain admission that such
prophecies did not have so much effect on Jewish belief about the Messiah as we might
expect” (Bib. Dic., Cam. Press, Art. I‘ Messiah ”).
’Is6 is the Arabic form of the Hebrew Yorhwc, Jesus being the Greek form of the
same name;and
Ibn-i-Muryam, or son of Mary, is asurname, known in Arabic as
kunyut. I t is remarkable that the Qur-An makes no mention at all of Mary’s husband,
and in this respect the circumstances bear a strong resemblance to those connected with
Moses’ birth, for there too no mention at all is made of Moses’ father. The mere fact,
therefore, that thore is no mention of Jesus’ father is not sufficient to show that Jesus had
no father.
425 Those made near are not necessarily the angels, as some have thought. Compare
56 : 7-11, where people are divided intothree classes, one of these being those drawn
nigh, the same word (mugarrubin) being used in both cases. Hence Jesus is here placed
among the foremost line of the righteous servants of the companions of the Holy Prophet.
426 It should be remembered that JesusthroughouttheHoly
Q u r - h is spoken of
as “one of those made near,” 6 ‘ one of the righteous,” thus showing that he is regarded
only as one of tge prophets. As to speaking in the cradle and when of old age, neither
of themcan be considered c miracle.Everyhealthychild
which is notdumb begins
to talkwhenin
thecradle,and
speaking what of old age also shows thatthis
speaking is theordinaryexperience
of every human being who is healthyand lives
toan old age.The
good news consists in thefactthatthe
childannounced
will
be ahealthyohildand
s h d l not die inchildhood.
According to Rz, the reason for
mentioning Jesus speaking in childhood and
old age is to s h o w the change of mrdition,
of Jesus from childhood tu old ag8, while change in the Divine Being is impossible.
Ka$l is, according to Rgh, he i n whose hak hoariness or grey%& has beeoms intermixed.
LL has, on the authority of Msb, TA, and Mgh, that a man is kahl after he has attained
the limit of being a sh&bb, which is variously fixed a t 32, 40,and 51 years. Thesame
authority gives the meaning of ka$E as of mi&% age, or between that age and the period
when his hair has b
m intermired with hoariness. I t would thus appear that, according
to the HolyQ u r - h ,Jesus did not die at thirty-three yecrsof age, but lived to 8 sufficiently
old age.
It is absurd to say that Jesus will attain to old ege in his eeoond advent, for this
427, see next page.
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47 And 3 0 will teach him
the Book and the wisdom and
the Torah and the Gospel ;
48 And (make him) an apostle
ta the children of Israel : That
I have w m e to you with a sign
from your Lord, that I determine
for you aut of dust like the
form of a Bird, then I breathe
into it and it becomes a bird
with Allah’s permission,Qs and
is equivalent to sayingthat he will not undergo any change during several thousand years,

aa all mortals must.
427 The announcement of the birth of a son to any unmarried girlwould draw from her

the words which are here put into the mouthof Mary. But thewords do not show that she
would conceive out of the ordinary course of nature, for there is no doubt that Mary had
other children, which no one supposes to have been conceived out of the ordinary course of
nature. Nor do the words that follow prove anything beyond the simple fact that Mary
must give birth to a son in accordance with the prophecy.
428 To understand the full significance of this passage i t is necessary to bear in mind
that the chief characteristic of Jesus’ speeches is that he spoke in parables end preferred
to clothe his ideas in allegorical language. If this is kept in mind, there is no difficulty in
interpreting this passage. The first of the statements in this passage speaks of the making
of birds and breathing into them. I t is perfectly intelligible if taken as a parable, but quite
incomprehensible as a statement of fact. If on the one hand a prophet’s dignity is much
above auch actions 88 the making of toy birds, on the other the act of creation is not
attributable to any butthe Divine Being. To understandthis parable, however, the
In the passage
several words used may be explainedfirst.

dl

&i!

\*&

tI;lttbJl W & J l

o g

*I&

the four w o r b requiredto be explained are khulq, fin, nafkh, and fair. The primary
(LL); hence
significance of khulp i s measuring, proportioning, synonym
khalq comes tosignify themereact
of tL &termining of a thing. Zuheir gays,

J>_3

&. r,iJ~

s+”

ui; 3 & L
&y,
i.e. And you cut (Le.
whot you havu daturmined and soma of the p q l e determine, then do not
crct. I t L in this sense and not in the sense of oreation that the word is used here (Bd,Kf,
Rs, ebo.), for the aot of khaZg in the wnse of creation cannot be attribubd to any being
exoept
The Qur-&n has laid the greatest stress upon this point. I t again and again
apeaka of the Divine Being 8% ths Clreatm of rvwy thing, 80 that there is nothing of which
any one else may be said to be a orator. Andof those who are taken as gods by any people
it in particular that they do not mu& any thing, while they are thenuelvsswecrted (16:
and 2 5 : 5). This is not affirmed only of idols, but also of men i k e n for gods, 8 8 the use
of aEkz@u in 16 :20 clearly shows. The attribute of‘ Allah as being the sole Creator of all
things is speoialiy &innedin connection with the doctrine of sonship in 6 :102 : How
could H e have a son when He haa no consort and He Himself created every thing? ” It is
therefore o e r t s i that the ‘‘ oreation ” of birds by Jesw is opposed to t h e principle h i d down
in alm words by the Holy Bur-bn.
Then there are thetwo words $in sndwfkh. Man is spoken of a8 being crested from i$n
or dust, which stands for his humbleorigin, but them f k h or breathing into him makeshim
desenlng of respect by the angels. This, while hinted at on various occasions, is olmly
8t.Min 88 : 71, 72 : “When your Lord said to the angele, I am going to owste B
mortalfromdust.
And when I have made him oomplete &nd breathed into him of
Xy inapimtim, then fddown, e
n
gobeirawe to him.” Thue it is by the brestbing of
the Divine Spat into man that he is mode perfect.
ea!&&)

wah.
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I heal the
andthe
leprous, and bring the dead to
life430 with Allah’s permission,
end I inform you of what you
should eat
and
what
you
should store in your houses ;431
most surelythere is a sign in
this for you, if you are believers.
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The word $air or tdir means a bird, but just as the word mad (lit., a Zion) is metaphorically used for a brave man, in a parable it is quite unobjectionable to take the word fatr a8
signifying ma W h o soars into the highr spiritual regions and is mt bent dowr,upon earth or
earthly things. In 6 :38 it is said : “ And there is no animal that walks upon the earth
nor a bird that flies with its two wings but (they are) genera likeyourselves,” the meaning
apparently being that among men there are thosewho only.walk upon the earth and donot
rise above their earthly concerns, while others scar into the higher spiritualregions. Elsewhere (in 7 : 179 and 25 : 44) those who having hearts do not understand, and having ears
do not hear, are likenedtocattle.
So what is meanthereisthatJesus,
by breathing a spirit into mortals, will make them rise above those who are bent low upon the earth,
and the apostles of Jesus, who were all men of humble origin (which is referred to in the
word dust in the parable), whose thoughts had never risen higher than their own humble
cares, left every thing for the master’s sake and went into the world by the command of
the master preaching the truth, Here was,no doubt, mere dust having the form of a bird,
whioh the messenger of God converted into high-soaring birdsby breathing the truth into
them. The fact that a story of Jesus making birds is related in a Gospel of Infancy is in
no way a bar to this explanation, for it is very likely that a parable was misunderstood by
the writer of that Gospel and theQur-&nhas only referred to it to cast light upon the truth.
429 The miraole of Jesus healing the sick has been rationally explained in the Em.
Bib. by the Rev. T. IC. Cheyne, who has shown that all the stories of healing of the siok
have arisen from the spiritual healing of the sick, as in Matt. 9 : 12: ‘ I They that be
whole need not a physician, but they that &re sick ”; and as in Jesus’ message to John the
Baptist: ‘(The blind receive their sight and the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed and
the deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have the Gospel preached to them”
(Matt. 11: 61, the concluding words of which clearly show that the sick. and the lame
and the blind belong to the same category as the poor to whom the Gospel is preached,
being the poor ip heart. Compare also Matt. 13 : 15 : For this people’s heart is waxed
gross, and their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have closed : lest at any time
they should see with their eyes and hear with their ears and should understand with their
hearts, end should be converted, and I should heal them.” Here the
healisg cannot refer
but to healing of the spiritual diseases. The Holy Q u r h gives a similar explanation of
the healing of the sick when, speaking of itself, it says that it is “ a healing for what is in
thebreasts” (lo: 571, i.e. for the spiritual diseases, and it is called a rwidaw and B
h l i n g eleewhere (41: 44). The healing by the prophet ia a spiritual one, not a healing
of the physical diseases. The Qur-&n speaks of the blind rand the deaf frequently, but
it never means thosewho had lost the senees of seeing and hearing.
430 Laat mme those who rare dead. The Qur-&nsays plainly that those who die
not sent baok to thia world : 1 8 AUsh takes the souls at the time of their death, and those
that die not during their deep; $hen He withholds those
on whom He has passed the
dwrb of death, and sends the others b o k till an appointed tbfm ” (39:48). hnd again,
Kpesking of Che dead : ‘1 And before thorn ie S bsrrier until the
day they are r a h d ”
( 9 3 :108). But the uea of the *ord wtd,i.e. the &ad, and of their raising lo tij.4, i8
frequentin the Eoly Qdr.bn in a epiritud sense : (1 fa he who fkas dead then We reised him
t o life , , like .him w W likenMa in that of one in utkt brlnests ” (6 : IS). Bnd
481,see next pmge.
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49 And a verifier of that
which is before me of the
Torah, and that I may allow
you part of that which has
been forbidden you,452 and I
have come to you with a sign
f r o m your Lord, therefore .be
careful of (your duty to) Allah
and obey me.
50 Surely Allah is my Lord
a n d your Lord, therefore serve
H i m ” ; t h i s is the right path.
51 But when J e s u s perceived unbelief on their part,
he said:
Who
will be my
helpersinAllah’sway
dis~iples43~ said :
helpers (in the way)
webelieve
in Allah
witness that we
mitting ones :

1 The

We

are

of Allah :
and bear
are sub-

52 Our Lord ! we believe in
what Thou hast revealed snd
we follow the apostle, so write
US

down withthose

who bear

witness.

53 And theybplanned
and
Allah (dso) ~ l a n n e d , 4 3 ~and
Allah is the best of planners.435
again: 0 youwhobelieve
! answer the call of Allah andHis Apostlewhen he calls
you to that which gives you life ’‘ (8 :24). Similarly we have : I‘ Neither are the living
and the dead alike; surely Allah makes whom He pleases hear, and you cannot make those
hear who are in the graves ” (35 : 22). The prophets are raised only for quickening to life
those who a r e spiritually dead, and it is to this quickening through Jesus Christ thet the
Holy Qur-&nrefers here. It should be noted that three classes of men are spoken of aa being
regenerated, vis. : (1)those who were found in the naturalstate of dust, and who, like dust,
humblysubmitted themselves tothe prophets’ handling,and who were madeto soar
high into the spiritual regions, not caring for their worldly concerns : (2) those who were
spiritually diseased, and they were healed and mode whole, i.e. able towork;and
(3) those who were quite dead and were spiritually quickened. Hence the three different
descriptions.
431 Jesus’ preaching laid special stress upon not having any care for the morrow,”
and hi8 advice to rich men when they came to him was to sell all that they had. He
would have them lay up their treasures in heaven. It is to this aspect of his teaching that
the verse refers, the plain meaning of the words being that he told them of whet they
had lawfully earned, andwhatthey
should storeintheir houses (meaning that they
should notamass riches but should spend them in Allah’s way, andthus lay up for
themselves treasures in heaven). It is remarkable that there is nota single aspect of
Jesus’ teaching that hisfollowers have not gone against directly.
439 The law given by Moses was upheld by all the Israelite propheb, butits deficiencies
were removed and other changes introduced from time to time e0 make it suit theneeds of
new t i m a . These ohanges are particularly marked out in Jesus’ teaching, 4s any one w+
reads apy of the Gospels, and espeoially the Sermon on the Mount, cnn eesily 888.
433, 434,435, sea next page,

SECTION 6
Jesnm ie cleurd from Falae Oharges

AI. thee.

Ar. the4
Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

I

%,$&\?a,
%IJG :l

54 When Allah said: 0
Jesus I I will cause you to
die436 and exalt you in My
presence437 and clear you of
those who disbelieve438 and
make those who follow you
above those who disbelieve to
the day of resurrection ;439 then

cG ,?),e ,,

~+d~(y’$&~$’~

,
’$;G\,$d!!@&d\
#99##,

#

439 The Arabic word is plural of Bawiri, which is thus explained by L L : One who
whitens clothe&y washing and heatiltg thevz (5,h1, Msb, Q). Hence its plural, b w d r i y y J n ,
is spplied to the companions of Jesus, because their trade was to do washing (M, 8 , Msb).”
That seems to be the best explanation, and it is traceable to Sa’id bin Jubair (Rz). Some
commentators, however, suggest that they may have been so called because of the purity
of their hearts (Rz).
434 Malir is explained by Rghas theturning of amthsr withingenuity or skill
from that which he aimsat, and he considersmakr ES of two sorts, a good one and
an eail one. Therefore the best interpretation of the word makara (including both sorts)
is that adopted byTA, vis. h exercised craft, cunning, art, or skill i n t1m managentent
or ordering of affairs with excellent consideratio?%or deliberation,and ability to manage
according to hisown f w e will (LL). The idea of theplan being contrived for an evil
purpose or clandestinely, which is included in the significance of the word, has led many
t o h k e that idea as its exclusive significance, whichisnotthe
case. Makr-ullah may
or requiting for makr (Msb, TA-LL). According to
also signify Allah’srecompensing
of a n a j a i r and its strengthening (Rz).
some, itsoriginalsign@canceisthegathering
All these explanations show thatit istheequivalent
of the word plan, the good or
evil nature of the plan being dependentonthe
object or doer’s intention. Allah is
called here Khair.ul-mcikir.Ir, or the best of planners, thequalifying word khait being
inapplicable toan evil object.
435 The Jew0 planned to put Jesus t o death by crucifixion, and Allah made a plan to
frustrate their plans ; and Allah’s plan was successful, i.e. he was saved from death on the
cross, for which see 436 and 645.

436 Bkh
has
from
IAb
is

r VALE

mwe you to die.

e ,$I++i.e.
And

Q\

a Lj

the significance of mutawafi-ka

does not convey any significance other

than Allah took his sml or mused him to di9. The Qur.&n itself makesthis

&, aLiJ,

mnce clear in 39: 42. LA says (‘YOUsay

6

or, accor+g

t o S,

J‘4;;

btJ

5J

signifi-

when you mean

i.e. He (Allah)took his soul or mused
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to Me shall be your return, SO
1 will decide between you concerning
that
in which you
differedM0
55 Then as to thosewho
disbelieve, I will chastise them
with
severe
chastisement
in
this world andthehereafter,
and
they
shall
have
no
helpers.441
56 And as to
those
who
believe and do good deeds, He
will pay them
fully
their
rewards ; and Allah does not
love the unjust."a
57 ThisWerecite
to you
of the communications and the
wisea reminder.

and BO on (Rz). Butthe word is used here really to show thatthe Jewishplansto
cause Jesus' death on the cross wouldbe frustrated and that he would afterwards die
a natural death (see 645).
437 Raf signifies raising or elevating, and also exalting or making honourable (Rgh,
TA-LL). But where the raf of a man to Allah is spoken of in the Holy Qur-An, or in tha
religious literature of Islam, it is without asingle exception in the latter sense,for raising
a man in his body to Himself implies that the Divine Being is limited to a place. This is
made plain by theprayer which every Muslim repeats several times daily,

&,I

meaning giandexalt me, 0 Lord I " Of course no one supposes this prayer to be for the
raising of the body t o the heavens. Hence even those commentators who are predisposed,
having, no doubt, been misled by Christian traditions, to accept Jesus Christ as having
been raised alive to heaven, have been compelled to admit that the word raf ishere
used not for raising aloft but for ezalting and h?&ouring. And oommenting on the words
Q,J\
j2 2J I
\ 35
3 which follow this
statement, Ra says

,,yf

4

This verse shows that ray here is the exalting in degree and in praise, not inplace and direc.
tion. The m a l t a t h of Jesus is mentioned here as a reply to the Jews, whose object was to
mske him die an accursed and ignominious deathon the cross.
438 Clearing o j t h s e who disbeEisvs signifies olearing Jesus of the false oharges relating
to the alleged illegitimacy of his birth, and so on, charges of which Jesus was cleared by the
Holy Qur-bn (see 644).
439 This verse oontains four promises relating to Jesus'triumph over his enemies
88 against their plana, three of which have elready been noticed, vie. : (1)his being saved
from death on the cross and being madeto die anaturaldeath ; (2) his being made
honourable in theDivine presence, whereas the object of the Jews wa6 to show that he WBB
an accursed person :(3) his being cleared of dl false oharges. And the fowth promise is that
those who follow Jesus shall be made dominant over his rejecters till the day of judgment.
The truthof this four& prophecy ia witnessed to this day in the dominanoeof the Muslirna
and the Christiana over the Jews. I t ii a suffioient proof of the incompleteness of the
ourrent Gospele that these promises ere nat mentioned in them.
440 The differences referred to are the differences that exist between those who accept
Jesus-the broad differenoea of the Muelims and the Uhrietians.
641 The oondition of the Jews be&n testimony ts the fulfilment ef this threat.
462 By uls uqjwS am memo &e OBtiiirtbr, be&wthey have exeae8ed the ifmi&
of justice and deified Jesus.
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58 Surely
the
likeness
of
Jesus is with Allah as the
likeness, of Adam ; He created
to
himfromdust,thensaid
him, Be, and i
x was.44a
59 (This is) thetruthfrom
yowr Lord, so be not of the
disputers.
60 But
whoeter
disputes
with you in this matterafter
what
has
come to you of
knowledge, then say: Come!
Iet uscallour
sons and your
sons and our women and your
women and our people and
your people, thenlet
us be
earnest i n pray&,444andpray
for the curse of. Allah on the
liars.Ms

443 Adam may stand for man generally, because all men are created front dust. Thus
in 18 :37 the believer Says to his non-believing companion : I (Do you disbelieve in Himwho
crested you from dust ? " And in 22 : 5, 30 : 2 0 , and elsewhere, all men are spoken of as
having been created from dust. All that is meant, therefore, is that Jesus is no more than
a mortal, and that it is anerror to take him for a gsd, as the Christians do.
If Adambe taken as a proper name, the chosen one of God mentionedin v. 32,
the meaning would- still be only this, that just as Adam was created from dust and then
chosen or purified by Allah, so was Jesus created from dust, and his election was similar to
the election of Adam, the oommand contained in kun in this case referring to the election
of a righteous servant of Allah. I n either case there is no reference to Jesus being brought
into existence withoutthe agency of a maleparent.The
controversy ishere carried
on with the Christians, and it is their false belief in the divinity of Jesus that is here
condemned.
444 Ibtahala means he humbled or abased himself or addressed himself with earltest
or enesgeh supplicatia (6, Msb, Q-LL). That is the real significance, but some explain
it as meaning matabdhil, in which case the meaning would be let us d l down a c w s e upolt
such of us as is the liar.
445 This chapter starts with a, discussion of the Ohristian doctrinee, in particular. The
persons addressed in particular here are the members of the Christian deputation from
Najran that came in 10 A.H. This deputation, consisting of sixtymen, was headed by
Abdul Masih, the ohief of the Najran Christians (Rs, AH), rtnd the members of the deputation were lodged in the mosque. Thus did the Holy Prophet set an example of freedom
of religious thoughtwhichremainswithout
a paralleltothis
day. TheHoly.Prophet
related to them argumentsshowing that Jesus Christ was not God, bat a man anda, prophet.
After having argued the question fully, and finding them still insisting in their false belief
in the deity of Jesus, they were invited as a last resort to pray earnestly that the curse of
Allah might overtake the party that insistedupon falsehood. They wanted respite for a day
consider the matter, and the next day Abdul Masih and two others came t o the Holy
Prophet and told him that they had decided not to pray against him as suggested. Thereupon they were given a pledge by which they were free to praotiae their religion : " their
authoritiyand righta nhmll not be interfered with, nor anything that is oustomarg amongst
them, XI long as they oondnoted themselves peaceably and uprightly " (Muir).
It i9 s t m a g a to flnd Chrintian writers referring to this aa a strange mode of s e t t l i n g f b .
aFpUb.'' But evidently their Awbisn co.religionietd did not, think BO over 1,300 yeare w o .
brlleved in the efeoMy oi prryer, for such WLS the teaching of Jean& mey
the
7
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61 Most surelythisisthe
true explanation, and there is
no god but Allah;and most
surely Allah-He
is the
Mighty, the Wise.
62 But if they turn back,
thensurely Allah knows the
mischief-makers.

SECTION 7
Controverey with the Jews and the Christisne continued

,

63. TheUnity of Allah as the common basis of allreveded religions.
64-67. Invitation to the faith of Abraham. 68-70. The followers of the Book
reproved.

63 Say: 0 followers of the
Book ! come to
en
equitable
proposition between us
and
you that we shallnot serve any
but Allah and(that) we shall
not associate aught with Him,
and (that) some of usnot
shall
take others for lords besides
Allah ; but if theyturn back,
;hen say : Bear witness that we
we Muslims.4e
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righteousness of the Prophet, and theywere convinced of their own false beliefs and dared
not invoke curses upon themselves with their own tongues, while they knew that the Holy
Prophet W ~ too
S generous to curse them. Therefore they adopted the wise course of not
oalling with their own mouths for destruction to overtake them. Had they considered the
Holy Prophet as an impostor and Antichrist, as their descendants do today, they would
not have had the least fear in accepting the challenge.
As regards the reasonableness of the mode here suggested, a community thatcalled, and
still insists upon calling, the lawof the Holy Prophet ‘‘ a curse ” to humanity cannot
well dispute it. If indeed Jesus was God,and the most righteous of men is condemned
EO long ashe does not believe in his atonement, and any and
every law which aims
at making men righteous, while rejecting the doctrine of atonementasutterly
felse,
is, according totheteaching of the apostle Paul, a curse to humanity, why shoulda
Christian hesitate t o ourse the founder of such a law 7 As regards the alleged lovefor
enemies, enough of it is seen in the abuses that are heaped upon the Holy Prophet to
t h i s day.
446 It WBS exactly in these words that the Prophet wrote a letter to Heracleus in the
year 6 A.E. (Bkh), discovery of a copy of which has furnished proof of the reliability of the
reports relatingt o the Eoly Prophet in general, for the manuscript letter contains thevery
m r d s given by Bkh. This circumstance further shows that this part w&s not revealed 60
late as the year of the Najran deputation. In this verse the Jews and the Christians are
called upon to accept the broad principles of the faith of Abraham, which were also the
basic principles of the faith of Islam, but whioh the Jews had given up in practice for
doutrines of later growth and the Christiansfor the doctrinesof the divinity of a man and
his atonement for sins. The reference in the sentence some of 21s shall not taka othsrs for
lords is not only to the Christian doctrine of the divinity of Jesus Christ, but also to the
the reverenoe due to Allah, 88
dwtrine of the Jews, who revered theirpriestswith
is said elsewhere : 1‘ They have taken their doctors of law and their monks for lords

64 0 followers of the Book !
why
do
you dispute about
Abraham, when the Torah and
the Gospelwere not leveeled
till after him; do you not then
understand?
65 Behold! you are
they
of
who disputed
about
that
which
you
had
knowledge;
why then do you dispute about
that of which
you
have
no
kncwledge ? And Allah knows
while you do not know.447
66 Abrahamwas not a Jew
nor a Christian, but he was (an)
upright(man), a Muslim, and
he was
not
one
of the
polytheists.
67 Most surelythenearest
3f people to Abraham are those'
who follotved him and
this
Prophet and those who believe
(inhim) ; and Allah is the
gunrdian of the believers.
68 A party of thefolloaers
2f the Book desire thatthey
L
ghould lead you astray, and they
1bad not astray but themselves,
Itnd they do not perceive.
69 0 followers of the Book !
Why doyou disbeIieve in the
(!ommunications of Allah while
:jou witness (them) ?
70 0 followers of the Book I
1
Why do
you
confound
the
falsehood and
t,ruthwiththe
truth
while you
1.d e the

I'

ELWW ?

-

besidesAllah '' (9 : 31). The same charge holds good against the Muslims of to-day, who
pay unduereverence to their @irs (spiritual guides), which is the realcause of their
degeneration,
447 The
Christians
held a controversy with the Holy Prophetregarding
Jesus
Christ, of whom they hadsomeknowledge, but aboutAbraham they had no detailed
knowledge.
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SECTION 8
Machinetionr to discredit Islam
71-73. A show of false belief followid by relapse.
dealings withother
people. 77. Theiralteration
Claim t o divinity not attributable to any prophet.

Or, ths h t
tar Nrt.

71 And B party of the
followers of the Book say:
Avow belief in that which has
been revealed to those who
believe, in the first part of the
day,and disbelieve at the end
of it,perhapstheymay
go
beck :448
72 And do not believe but
in him
who
follows your
religion.449 Say,:
Surely
the
(true) guidance 18 the guidance
of Allah-that one maybe given
(by Him) the like of what you
were given;
or
they
would
contendwith you by an mgument before your
Lord?
Say : Surelygrace
is in the
hand of Allah, H e gives it to
whom H e pleases; and Allah is
\rnple-giving, Knowing,*51

74-76. Their dishonest
of scriptures. 78, 79.

,

448 The words would bear two different significances according t o what the personal
pronoun in dkhira-hd refers to, for it may either refer to that which has been revealed or
to the day. Tho meaning in the first case is that the Jews plannedto express a false
belief in theearlierpart
of the revelation and to denythelatterportion,withthe
object of creating doubts in the minds of the believers as to the sincerity of the Prophet.
They would say, for instance,thattheearlier
revelation was no doubt true,butthat
the Prophet aimed at personal aggrandizement in later revelation, a position which is t o
this day adopted by most of the Christian writers who make a show of being fair t o the
claims of Islam. Some understand by t7ut which has been revealed in the first part of
the day the Prophet's adherence to Jernsalem a8 his Qiblah and by the letter portion the
change to the Ka'ba (Re).
If we d o p t t h e other significanoe, the meaning would be thattheyshould
&VOW
a belief in the truth of Islam in themorninganddeny
it in the evening, andthus
perturbtheminds
of those who had gone over to Islam,creating
the impression
thst the religion of Islam waa a fslee religion, otherwise the Jews, who possessed the
scriptures, could not have apostatized after they had embraced Islam (Rz). The sdoption
of this plan is s clear proof that apostates were not put t o death.
449 Themeaningis
that the Jewsshouldnot believe in anyprophet who didnot
follow their law, i.e. the Mosaic law.
450 The contention of the Jews in the beginning of this verae is met with the reply
that a revelation should be given to another prophet like the revelation that hsd been
given to Noses, for the Divine promise to Moses waa : 1' I will raise them up s prophet
from among theirbrethren like unto thee,and will put My words inhismouth
'1
(Dent. 18: 18). This promise must be failed, end the Prophet who wss thus wised,
kiq like unto " Moses,would be the reel guide. This is the menning of $ 6 one shodd
461, see next pap.

Ca. u1.1

MACHINATIONS TO DISCREDIT ISLAM

73 He specielly chooses for
His merc whom H e pleases ;
land A l l d is the Lord of
mighty
74 And among the followers
of the Book thereare
some
such that if you entrust one (of
them) with a heap of wealth,
he shall payit back to you;
end
among
them there
are
some suchthat if you entrust
dina~?53
one (of them) witha
he shall not pay it back to YOU
except. so long as you remain
firm in demanding it ; this is
because they say: There is not
upon us inthematter
of the
unlearned people any way (to
reproach); and they tell a lie
against Allah while they
know.464
75 Yea, whoever fulfils his
(against
promise and guards
evil)-then surely Allah loves
those who guard (against evil).
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76 (As for those who take a
small price or the covenant of
own oatheAllah andtheir
surely
they
shall
have
no
portion inthehereafter,and
Allah will not speak to them,
nor will H e look upon them on
the day of resurrection,
nor
will He purify them, and they
shallhave a painfulchastisement.
77 And most surely there is
a party of them who lie about
the
Book,455
that
you may
consider it to be (a part) of the
Book while it is not (a part) of
the Book, andthey say, It is
from Allah, while it is not from
Allah ; and they tell a lie
against Allah whilst they know.

455 There has beenmuch misconception as to the true significance of # \

&i& because primarily one says

-3

*j

d2,

i.e. I twisted the rope, andmuch

learninghas been spentinexplainingthemeaning
of twistingtheir tongues with the
Book, which significance is adopted from the analogy of the rope. Rgh makes the point
clear i n very few words when he says,

&

d;

u

63

i.e. the tzuisting of the tongue

with such athing implies the lying aboutandforging
of anarration.
He cites as
verse as cited above and
instances of this use of the word the phrase occurring in this

+d

4 L, occurring in 4 : 46.

Boththe

L-4 andthe TA give evariety

of uses of

the word which makes the point further clear. Thus bothagree that laww and Zayy mean the
falsehood and pazctv and bayy mean the truth, end cite the proverb

4 ~
\d .

i.e. such a one doas not recogttisa truth from falsehood. Again, bothexplain

$)\

~

f’@

altered

$\

OT

j asmeaning
\
he turned it (Le. a speech or saying)away fromitsdrift or

changed it altogether.

equivalent to

And again

I infwmd him of it otherwise than

Q;r

-3

it was, and 8+

Ite concealed the i n f m t i o n , according to the same authority.

is, aocoraing to LA,

d$

6 3 means

%z quotes the following
comment on the words of this veise from I’Ab : Wltat i s implied is the reading of the false
book. And he says that in Arabic you use differentwords for a n action according as thegood
or evil of i t is to be expressed, and then cites 2 : 79, which shows that the book which they
reed is not the book revealed by Allah, but one whiqh they had written with their o w n
hands. The conoluding words of this verse also point to the sameconclusion : Ii They
tell a lie against A l l a h . ” Thia shows clearly that the Qur-An considered the Bible to h a w
been already altered.
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78 I t is not meet
for
a
mortalthat Allah should give
himthe Book andthe judgmentandprophethood,then
he
should
say
to men: Be
servants
my rather
than
Allah’s;
but rather
(he
would say):
Be
worshippers
of theLord
because of your
teachingthe
Book and your
reading it).456
79 An neither would he
enjoin
you
that you should
and the
take
angels
the
what
I
prophets for lords;
would he
enjoin
you with
you
are
unbelief
after
Muslims ? 457

6

SECTION 9
Prenious Books and Prophet6 testify to the Truth of Islam
80, 81. A covenant in favour of the Prophet. 89, 83. Islam is the natural
:digion of man, and implies an equal belief in all prophets. 84-90. End of

;hose who turn away from Islam.

80 And when Allah made a
:ovenant through
prophets
the
:
3ertainlywhat
I havegiven
you of Book and wisdom;hen an apostle comes to you
ferifyingthat
which is with
qou, you must believe in him,
Lnd you must aid him. He
3aid: Do you aErm
and
in
lccept My compact this
matter)?Theysaid:We
do
tffirm. He
said:
Then
bear
;itness, and I (too) am of the
learers of witnesswith
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456 RabbbnL, which is the same asribbi (from rabb, or Lord), means one who possesses
a knowledge of the Lord, or one who is a wwshipp,er of tL Lord. According to a saying
of the Holy Prophet, a ribbi is a learned man, a teacher of others) who murisha p e q k
with the small matters of lcmwledge before tk great (LL).
457 This and the previous Verse show that aocording to the Holy Qur-&nno prophetJesus included-ever taught his followers to take him for a god; in other words, any

onewho actually taught shcould not be E prophet of Allah. The angels &re mentioned
because the pagan Arabs worshipped the angels.
458 Several explanations have been given of the words & I
which

;-*

literally signify the covenant of the proplteb, andmay
therefore mean eitherthe
covenant of the prophets with AElah or the covenant of the prophets with their people.
As the worda that follow Ere plainly addresead to the people, the Jews and the Christians
being particularly addressed in the last two verses, I adopt the latter interpretation, and
therefore translate the words as meaning a covenant through the prophets. It is very like
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turns

b m k after this, these it is that
me the transgressors.
82 Is it thenotherthan
Allah’s religion that they seek
(t3 follow), an4 to Him submits
whoever is in the heavens and
the
earth,
willingly or nnwillingly, and
to
Him
shall
they be r e t ~ r n e d . * ~ Q
83 Say : We believe in Allah
and what has been revealed to
us, and what was revealed to
Abraham and
Ishmael
and
Isaac and Jacob and the tribes,
and what was given to Moses
rtnd Jesus and to the prophets
from theirLord ; we do not
make any distinctionbetween
m y of them, and to Him do we
submit.“
84 And whoever desires a
religion other than
it
shall not be accepted from him,
tnd in the hereafter heshall
)e one of the 10sers.~60
what Hf accepts : When Allah d e the covenant which the prophets confirnted with their
peopZcs. As the Jews andtheChristiansarespeciallyaddressedhere
as well as in the
foregoing verses, itis s d c i e n t t o notethatboth
Moses and Jesus speciallylaid an
obligation on their people to accept the prophetaboutwhomtheyprophesied.Thus,
through Moses, Almighty God hadwarnedtheIsraelites,afterpromisingthem
“a
prophet from among their brethren like unto thee,” that ‘ I whosoever will not hearken
unto My words which he shall speak in My name, I will require it of him ” (Deut. 18 : 19).
And Jesus was equally emphaticThen,prophesyingtheadvent
of the Comforter, he
willguide you intoalltruth
: for heshallnotspeak
of himself,but
added : (‘He
whatsoever he shall hear that shall
he speak ” (John 16 : 13). The prophet, however, of
whom Moses speaks inDeut. 18 : 15-19, andwhichdescriptioncannotcpplytoany
prophet except the Holy Prophet Muhammad, had his advent foretold by all the prophets,
of
and we read in Acts 3 : 21-22: “Whomthe heaven must receive untilthetime
restitution’ of all things, which God hath spoken by the mouth of dl His holy prophets
s i w the world began. For Moses truly said unto the fathers, A prophet shall the Lord
your God raise up unto you of your brethren, like unto me: him shall ye hear in all
things whatsoever he shall say unto you.” The covenant referred towas mede through each
the world. And just as alltheprophetsforetold
prophetseparately tu he appeared
the advent of the Holy’Prophet and laidan obligation upon their people to accept him, so
the Holy Prophetalso taught his followers to believe in all the$rophets that had appeared
among different people in d s e r e n t ages,’ andthis is plainlytaught in what follows.
%e v: 83.
6 9 It i S very mwing to h
n
d a Christian annotator of the Q u r - h seeing in these
words ‘ ‘ 8 threat against unbelieving Arabs.” This curious suggestion is too absurd to
need any oomment. Compsre 13 :1 5 , B : 18, eta., where it is said that all those who are
in t h e heevens arrd the wrtb &e obsiaetae to A W L . The v e w , in fsot, show6 thst
460,888 nart page.

85 How shall All&..guide a
people who disbelieved after
their believing. and (after) they
.borne witness $bat the
.&uxBle. was true , a d dear
arguments had come to them;
and Allah -does not guide the
unjust people.4Gl
,as,(& for) these, fheir
- m m d :is .that gpon i h m is
the..qrae" ,of Allah :dad the
~ang4s end . .df men, d l
together:
87 Abiding in i t ; their chas.tisement shall.aot be lightenea
m r sbdl they be respited ;e@
88 .Except fhose who. repent
d t e r 'thatandamend,then
surelv
Allah
is Forgiving,
.Merdf~l.
89 .Surely,,those who disbelieve after
their
believing,
then
increase in unbelief, their
. .
repentance
not
shall
be
aoegpkd, and :these are they
that . g o astray.4G3
90 4mely, those who dhbelieye :anddie while they me
unbelieyers, the .earth full of
gold.sJdl not be accept& from
one af -them, though he should
with
oger to ransomhimself
it ;*theseit is who shall have a
painful .chastisement, and they
shall ,have .no he!pers.

"
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SECTION 10
An Ever-liYing Testimony to the Truth of Islam
91. Necessity of sacrifice. 92-94. Islam possesses main
features
of
Abraham’s religion, 95, 96. Mecca andits security. 97-100. Exhortation
and warning.
%

PART I Y
91 By no means shallyou
until
attain to righteousness
you spend (benevolently) out of
whatyoulove:andwhatever
thingyouspend,Allahsurely
knows it.464
92 All food waslawfulto
the children of Israel466 except
that which Israel had forbidden
to himself
before
the
Torah
: Bring
was
revealed.
Say
then the Torah and read it,
if
youare truthfu1.466
93 Thenwhoeverfabricates
a lieagainst
Allah after this,
these it is that are the unjust.
94 S a y : Allah hasspoken
the truth, therefore follow the
religion of Abraham,
the
uprightone;andhewasnot
one of the polytheists.
95 Most
surely
the
first
house appointed for men is the
one at Beklra,46i blessed and a
guidanceforthenations.468
464 The connection withthelast
verse is clear. No wealth willbuy redemption
for a man ifhe has wasted his opportunity here, and to make the best of that opportunity
e men mustspend here what he loves most. Attention is thus called to tho sacrifices which
it was necessary for the Muslims to make.
465 The Jews objected to the Muslims making use of certain foods which the law
of Moses did not allow. An answer is given here that such foods were lawful for
Abraham and his descendants, andIslam agreed in principle withthe
religion of
Abraham. By all food is thus meant all food which is lawful for the Muslims.
466 What was that fvhich Israel had forbidden to himself before the revelation of the
Torah 1 The commentators say it was camel’s flesh. Camel’s flesh was, no doubt,
forbidden totheIsraelites,as
were several otherthings which were lawful for the
Muslims, andthe
objection of theJews was, as shown in the lastnote,
t o this
departure from theIsraelite law. Thishas been statedearlierin 6: 147, where, after
mentioning the foods prohibited to the Israelites in particular, it is added : This wes
a paniahment We gave them on acoount of their rebellion.” These words explain what
is stated here : that which Israel had forbidden to himself was, in fact, what was made
unlawful for theIsraelitenation
on account of their rebellious attitude towards the
Divine laws. Israel thus stands here
for the Israelitenation,
467 Bekke is the same as Mecca, from tu bbk, meaning the c r m d i y together of m n (Rz).
Others my it is from a root meaning the breaking of tha mck, and the name is given to it
468, see next page.
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96 In it are clear signs : the
standing-place of Abraham,
and whoever enters it shall be
secure, and pilgrimage to the
House is incumbent upon men
for the sake of Allah,4@ (upon)
every one who is able to undertakethe
journey toit ; and
whoever
disbelieves,
then
surely Allah is Self-sufficient,
above any need of the worlds.
97 Say: 0 followers of the
Book! why doyoudisbelieve
in the communications of Allah,
and Allah is a witness of what
you do.
98 Say: 0 followers of the
Book ! why do yon hinder him
who believes from theway of
Allah? you seek (to make) it
crooked,
while
yo!
are
witnesses,
and
Allah 1s not
heedless of what you do.
because whenever a tyrant has forced his way to it, his neck has been broken (Rz). Some
think that Bekka is the name of the mosque or the House itself that is in Mecca. This is
also an answer to the Jews, who objected to the Muslims making the Xa'ba and not the
Temple at, Jerusalem their Qiblah. They are told that the Temple at Jerusalem was erected
long after Abraham, while the Holy House at Mecca was there even before Abraham, and
was, in fact, the first House on earth for the worship of the Divine Being. The subject has
been fully discussed in foot-note 170.
463 If, on the one hand, Mecca is declared to be thefifirst House raised on earth for the
worship of the Divine Baing, it is, on the other, announced to be mubdmk, which word,
though ordinarilyrendered as bkssed, signifies the continuance for ever of the blessilogs
which a thing possesses (Rz),and thus it is the first as well as the last House in which
the nations of the world have found and will
find their true inspiration and guidance.
469 The clear signs
in Mecca, as enumerated here, are three, and these, in fact, are
three prophecies with regardto thefuture of Xeccs.Thefirst
sign is thatit isthe
be theMuslimcentre
standing-place of Abraham,which has alreadybeendeclaredto
(see 169). Hencethefirstprophecy
is thatthe dootrine of theUnity of the Divine
Being shall be proclaimed to the whole morld from thiscentre.The
seoond sign is
that Mecca shall always be secure, i.e. it shall not fall into the hands
of an enemy who
should destroy it, because, we are told, it affords security to those who enter it, which
it could not do if it were not itself secure. There is a saying of the Holy Prophet to the
effect thattheAntichrist(andtheplague)shallneverhave
access t o Mecca. Thus its
securityisassuredbothphysically
andspiritually.
And thethird propheoy is that a
pilgrimage to the SacredHouseshalloontiuue
to be madefor ever, and no power in
the world shallever be abletoput
a stoptoit.Themoststrikingfactaboutthese
prophecies 1s that )they were all announced at a time when the Holy Prophet and his
followers hadapparently been driven away for ever fromthesacred
plaoe, when that
Place was in the exclusive possession of an enemy who didnot allow theMuslimsto
Visit the place even during the sacred months, and when the small Muslim community
WaB in danger of being utterly destroyed by the powerful enemy at any moment. To make
grand and majestic announcements about the
place under such circumstances was
undoubtedly a thing quite beyond the scope of human knowledge,
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99 .O you who believe! if
.yOU .obey a parby from among
those pho, have been given.the
'Book, bhey ,will turn you ,back
as unbelievers after p q &ye

-

~betiagd.~~~
io0 %But how

c.an yop
.di&elj,eye .;while itis . . p . ,to
whom ,thecommunicptips of
Allah .i r e recited, and 4 p ~ o g g
xou 'is :&is Apostle ? And ,vhoever holds ..fast to Allah, he
.inpeed ifi guided to t4eright
,patli.

S;ECpgN 11
.Mllelime are exho9ed to remgin Gitsd
101,.102.The believers ,should be firm in union. 143. Thenecessity of a
,missionary.propaganda. 104-108: E61 consequences of divisionsanddis'igreements.

101 0 you who believe! be
careful o f (your duty to) Allah
'with,thecare which ia dueto
Him,and,donot
die. unless
.
you are Muslims.
102 And hold fast,bythe
,covenant of Allah471'alltogether
and be not
disunited,
and
rememberthefavour of Allah
on you when you .were
enemies,then H e united your
hettrts so by His favour you
became brethren ; and you
were on the brink of a pit of
fire,472 then B e saved you
from it ; thus does Allah make
cletqr to you Hiscommunications th9t you may iollow tihe
right way. '

-

103 And from among- you
there. should be a &"'"y, who
incte to good ah8 e YOin ~ h
is rightand forbid the e o n &
and these it isthat shaH be"
siiCcessful.*73
104 Andbe
not like thosewho bem e divided anddisagreed af a r clear- arguments'
hed come tothein,and
these
it is that shall have a grievous
chastisement;;.
105'.0n' ,the, day when
(some) faces' shaII turn white
and ;(some) fme5 shall turn
blick; then as t o those whose
faces turn black : Did you disbel?eve'after:, you'r believing ?
t i d e thecefore, the cliastisedfsment
because
you
belieye~l:*'~
106 An* a i to *those,whose
fec'es. turn whitd, they shall
be i n Allah's mercy ; in it they
shau,'abide.
107 These ere the communications of Allah which We
recite to',you with truth,',and
desire
any
Aliah .does not
injustice -to the creatures.
10s. And. whatever is 'in the
he'avens 'and whatever is 'in the
earthis Allah's; and to Allah
4t.l things return.
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SECTION 12
Relations of the Jeus Bith the Poslimr
109. The Muslims raised for the welfare of others. 110, 111. 'Phey should
not fear any harm from the Jews.
112-114. The good among them are an
be B failure.
exception. 115, 116. Their strength against the Muslims shall
117-119. Muslims not to take them
for intimate friends,

109 You are the best of the
nations
raised
up
for
(the
benefit of) men : youenjoin
what is rightandforbidthe
wrong and believe in Allah ;475
and.if the followers of the Book
had believed it would have been
better
for
them;
of them
(some)arebelieversandmost
Iof them are transgressors.
110 They shall by no means
1harm
but with a slight
you
Iwil ; and if
theyfightwith
you they
shall
turn
(their)
iDacks toyou,thenshallthey
1aot be helped.476
111 Abasementismadeto
(:leave tothemwhereverthey
EIre found,
a
except
under
C:ovenant
with
Allah and a
C:ovenantwithmen,andthey
1lave become deserving of wrath
f romAllah,andhumiliationis
Inadetocleavetothem
; this
1s becausetheydisbelievedin
t hecommunications
of Allah
aa d slew
the
prophets
unJ ustly ; this is becausethey
diisobeyed and
exceeded
the
1.imits.477

--

-

475 Not only are the Muslims the chosen people of God, who are now called upon to be
the standard-bearers of truth in the world, but they are at the same time declared to be
the best of the people that had ever been chosen for this purpose. This was no doubt due
to the excellence of that Great Teacher who thoroughly purified them of the worst vices

of humanity and made perfect the light within them.
No prophet ever found a people
in a worse condition, and none ever raised his people to such pre-eminence.
476 The Jews in Arabia sided with the enemiesof Islam in their endeavour to extirpate
the new religion, and this notwithstanding their agreement with the Muslims, but they
were not successful in inflicting any serious harm upon the Muslims, and whenever they
openly faced the Muslims they fled. The polytheists, who gave them secret promises of
help, never came to their aid when theywere in distress.
477 Almost the name words (excluding the exception) occur in 2 : 61. The Jews had
already been subjected to the greatest humiliation and disgrace before the appearance of
the Holy Prophet. But with the advent of Islam they could better their condition either
by accepting the covenant of Allah, by which is meant the acceptance of Islam, or by
making a wmpaot of security with such men 88 could give them protection, thus showing
that they would no more be rulers in the world, but would remain subject to others.

112 They are not
all alike ;
of the followers of the Book
there is an upright party : they
recite Allah'e communications
in the
night-time
and
they
adore (Him) :
113They
believe in Allah
andthelast
day, and
they
enjoin what is right and forbid
the wrong, and they strive with
one another in hastening to
good deeds, and those are
among the good.,
114 And whatever good they
do, they shall not be denied it,
and Allah knows those who
guard(against evil).47*
115 (As for)thosewho
disbelieve, surely neither their
wealth nor their children shall
avail them in the least against
are
the
Allah ; and these
inmates of the
fire;
therein
theyshall abide.
116 The likeness of what
theyspendin
the life of this
world is as the likeness of wind
in which isintense cold (that)
smites the seed-produce of a
people who have done injustice
jo their souls and destroys
.t ; and Allah is not unjustto
;hem, but theyareunjustto
ihe~nselves.~'~

478 The opinion has been held, very plausibly indeed, that from v. 112 to this point the
Holy Qur-&nspeaks of the good among the Jews and the Christians, and not of those who
had become converts to Islam, because the JZuslims could not be said to be a party of the
followers of the Book. I t is a fact that the Qur-&n does not deny that there is good in
others, its own eminence over others lying inthefactthatit
makes manattainthe
highest degree of perfection in goodness. I t is for this reason that the description of
the upright party among the followers of the Book concludes with the words, Ana uzchatever
good t h e y do, they shall not be denied it. If on the one hand there were very fewwho
couldbe said t o be upright among the followers of the Boak, as compared with the vast
majority who were transgressors (v, lW),they could not, on theother,attain
perfect
uprightness.
It is noteworthy that this praise of the good among the Jews belongs to a period when
the Jews hadsecretly joined theenemies of the RIuslims, openly ventingtheir feelings
of animosity,This shows how fair was Islam even toitsgreatest enemies. Generally,
however, the commentators are of opinion that the description given here refers to those
Jews and Christians who became converts to Islam (Re).
479 The failure whioh is throughout the Holy Qur-Ln prophesied for the enemies of
Islam is referred to here. The parable is h i l a r to the one given in 68 : 17-33,

.

117 0 you who believe! do
not take for intimatefriends
.from among othersthan your
'own people :w they do not
fall. short of inflicthg loss upon
you ; they love what distresses
-you; vehemknt hatred' has
alreadyappeared from .ou't: of
theirmouths, and whattheir
breasts conceal is greater sfill ;
indeed, We have made
the
communications clear to you,
if you will understand.
118 Eo ! 'you are they who
willlove them while they do
not love
and you believe
in the Book:@) the whole of
it ; andwhenthey
meet you.
they say, We believG, and
wh'en they are alone, they bite
the ends of their fingers in rage
against you. Say : Die inyour
rage; surely AIlah knows what
is .in the breasts.
119 If good befalls you; it
grieves them,and
if an evi,l
aHicts you, they rejoice a t i t ;
2nd if you are
patient
and
p a r d yourselves, their struggla"
will not injure you in any
wag ; surely Allah comprehends
what they do.
480 This injunction against contracting intimate friendship with others than Muslims
s h M be raad alsng with wh& is said in 60 : 8,9 : I ' Allah does not forbid you respecting
those who have not made war against you on account of your religion and have not driven
you forth from your homes, that you
show them kindness and deal with them justly:
surely Allah loves the doers of -justice. Allah only forbids you respecting those who made
war upon you on account of your religion and droveyou forth from your homes and backed
others in your expulsion, that you make friends with them." These two v e r w Iay down
E prinoiple which explains
t h e relations that may exist between
Muslims and "nonh2uslims. As the preceding verses haveshown and as what follows shows, theJews
Muslims, BO theMuslims were
assisted theenemies of Islam to makewaruponthe
warnad ag&lEt close and intimate relationsw
i+ them.
461 This verse dearly indicates the difficulties which the Muslims had in establishing
friendly and loving relations with non+uslims. TheJluslims would .fain proffer friend!
ship, but tho other partywas always on the look-out for some opportunity to icflict loss on"
them, 8ad the candour of the Muslims was repaid with insincerity and treechery.
.
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BECTION: 13
The- Bdtfle of'dhiid'
180. Reparatiofig. 121. Some men lose heart. 122. Divine assistance at
Bsdr. 12S1-136.Significance of Divine assistance with angels. 127, .1PB.
Ailah's .forgivenew;

120 .Andwhen you did go
forth
early
in. the
morning
from you? family, to lodge the
believers inencampments for
wwlr;-ad Allah is Hewing,
Knowing:48o
121 When two parties4B3
from among you had
determined
that
they
should
shuw-cowardice, and Allah was
the gmirdidin of them both, and
in Allah shouldthe believers
tEUSt.484
122 And Allah didwxtainly'
assist; youatBadr
when you
were weak; be careful of (your
duty tb) Allah then,that you
niay give thanks.
123 When you sad to the
suffice
believers : Doesitnot
you that your Lokd should
assist you with thtee thousand
of the angels sent down ?ass
~

482 I t is to the events of the battle of Uhud that this and ,the following sections are
devoted, In the third year of the Hejira, Abu Sufyan marched against Medina at the head
of an army of three thousand and encamped at Uhud, a mountain about -four miles from
Medina. The Prophet at first intended to stay within the town, but afterwards marched
into the open field with a thousand men, one-third of whom, under tke leadership of
Abdulla bin Ubayy, the great hypocrite leader, left him and returnedto hledina. The
enemy were first oompleteky routed, but fifty Muslim archers, who were placed in a'strong
position to cut'off the retreat of the enemy, made a mistake, and in order t o j o i i i n the
pursuit left their position. The enemy fell back upon the Muslims;who.were nm'iri
disorder And had lost their naturally fortified position, and after inflicting s O ~ ~ ~ ~ " U
them, left the field secure from the pursuit of the Muslim force. It w8s neithit %&
vi%$.
fQ1
the Qumish, who thought i t safe to go beck when they found the b1ualime invshe&h
i'
their own troubles, nor for the Muslims, who wem unable t a continue their pUTRlit,
tkough it m s m e d next &y when it was too late. Had- the Qumish'been victori6Us,
they w d d h a w
i t l e d taken som6 prisoners f r o m ' h a n g . the M u s l h , but they hed'nd'
B single prisoner of war, nor had they the oourrrge to attaick M d i n s , their realabjmt iI1.
this expedition; and for which they.get$ered a ~.trong.
f&ue.of' ten tiimeand
exaotlg two gears later.
483 The two tribes of Banu ,Sal& and Banu H&da are meant (Bkh).
484 This bko$e that they did not actually show cowarEce: The 'dektion 'of'"tW
~uslizhfoT&e.-byAbdnlla bin Ubsyy with his three ,hu&&d m'h"mad6 8dfne'of''tM'
b4udims also enbrtain the idea of 'deserting the aatiJv :on sodaunt 'of sdpriok edt6f'
f&,-ht.thq
did 'not after dl desert it., twtb mrUs'ofati&QU+Bn Ol&d$ shoWT
488' Ths'an6mgnurn'bswd only one thoueand +here' one thmsaird a2igels a d '8taW-d'
hanpsbnw t ( 8 2 8)i T b f&Me&t of this p&.
is rsktireil 'inv.3.51.' %@#Si@
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124 Yea ! if you
remain
patient and are on your guard,
and they come upon you in
a
headlongmanner,yourLord
will assist
you
with
five
thousalzd of thehavoc-making
“
angels.4*6
125 And Allah did not make
it but as good news foryou,
and that your hearts might be
at ease thereby, and victory is
onlyfromAllah,theMighty,
theWise,
126 ThatHemaycut
off
a portion fromamongthose
who disbelieve, or abase them
so that they should return disappointed of attaining
what
theydesired.487

the object c)I the coming of the angels? The matter is fully explained in the 8th chapter
in connection with the promise of the coming of angels in the battle of Badr. As here,
it is first stated there that the promise
was given only “ a s a good news, and that your
hearts might be at ease thereby, and victory is
only from Allah” (8: lo), and then the
verse that follows makes the object clearer : ‘ I When He caused calm to fall on you as a
security from Him, and sent down upon you water !rom the clouds that He might thereby
purify you and takeawayfrom
you theuncleanness of thedevil,andthatHemight
fortify your hearts and steady your footsteps thereby.” Hence the object was to strengthen
the Muslims by improving their position in the field of battle and by strengthening their
hearts, and this is given expression to still more clearly further on
: “When your Lord
revealed to the angel8 : I amwithyou,thereforemakefirmthose
who believe; I will
cast terror into the hearts of those who disbelieve” (8 : 12), and the believers being thus
strengthened while terror was cast into the enemy’s heart, the object of sending the augels
was achieved, and the small Muslim force was able to strike off ” the necks and “strike
off every finger-tip ” (8 : 12) of a powerful enemy that outnumbered them by three to one.
486 The word used in the original is musawuiut and not musswwam, and i t is from

&

fr meaning ?L& tkyged his home against the people and made k a z . 0 ~among
them. Hence musawtvinz is m e who mnkes h v o c . Theassistance of the angels stated in
this verse refers to a third occasion, when the enemy came l 4 in a headlong manner,” all
the tribes uniting with the Quraish to crush the Muslims. This happened in the battle
of
Ahzdb, or the Confederates,when tenthousandmensuddenlyattackedMedina,and
the dispersal of such a large army when the Muslims were only absut a thousand strong
was DO doubt due to Divine intervention.
487 Notwithstanding that the object of the unbelievers in their war on the Muslims
was their extirpation, the Muslims are here told that the Divine object in punishing the
unbelievers by war was not to extirpate them, but to cut off a part of them, or their ringleaders and chiefs, The word furafsignifies apart or aporlion of a thing.(Rgh), and hence
i t isapplied to a company of m n , and also the leading men.

d ~ y tas meaning the emlaltad

LL translates 3

or the noble and the learned m n of

\9

1

the earth. When the

leaders of mischief were cut off, the rest would be disappointed of attaining the object of
extirpating Idam, and the persecution would cease. The verses that follow corroborate this
conclusion. The enemy’s descriptionas having returneddisappinted ofattuiKingwhat they
desired in this battle showsclearly that they were not successful or victorious in the
btfle. Their great general Khalid became a convert to Islam on his way back to Mecca.

HOW SUCCESS CAN BE ACHIEVED
127 You have no concern in
theaffairwhetherHeturns, to
them (mercifully) or chastises
them, for surely
they
are
unjust.“d
128 And whatever is in the
heavens and whatever is in the
earth is Allah’s ; H e forgives
whom He pleases andchastises
whom He pleases ; end Allah
is Forgiving, Merciful.489
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SECTION 14
How Success can be achie~ed
129-138. Refraining from usuriousbargains, obedience to the Apostle,
spending liberally in the
cause of religion and mutual forbearance, seeking
Divine protection, studying the
causes of the rise and fall of nations, must
ultimately lead totriumph.
139. Loss already inflicted on theenemy.
140-142. Misfortune at Uhudbroughtabout
a distinction.

129 0 you who believe ! do
not devour usury, making
additions again a d again,4gQ
and be careful of (your duty to)
Allah, that you may be suocessful.
130 And guard yourselves
against the fire which has
been prepared for the unbelievers.

‘90
$J\@b3\+\ad\&eb
’P 0

IC9

,)/?

’

488 Note how mercy has the upper hand throughout the
Holy Qur-An. As a mortal
the Holy Prophet might have sometimes eutertained tho idea that the serious crimes of
his enemies would bring upon them a severe punishmen6 which might extirpate them; but
he is told in plain and simple words that he had no concern in the affair, for Allah might
The reason given for showing mercy is
aswell forgive them, for surely they are ut+&.
really one which calls for punishment, yet so great is the Divine love and mercy for man
that no reason for not showing mercy is too great for Divine mercy to overcome it. The
all-comprehensiveness of the Divine mercy expressed in this verse is unapproached in
sacred literature.
489 Allah’s attribute of mercy is brought in to indicate that though their crimes were
many and serious, deserving punishment, yet
Allah was Merciful, and He would forgive
them.
490 The
original

words are

‘A
G\ which, if

renderedliterally,

would

mean likes or doublesmultiplied or doubled. The ideaunderlying tnd’if is adding to
4 thing until it becomes twofold or manyfold (LL). &’if, being a plural of paucity, is
followed by rnz@d’af& to make the idea more intensive (AH). The Brab practice was that
of compounding the interest, i;e. the interest was, at the end of the term for which the loan
Was given, added to the capital, and thus within a few years the original s u m became
seveml-fold. It may be added here that borrowing money on interest is as rnuoh apainst
the tenets of Islam as lending it on interest ; and perhaps theMuslim kingdoms would no6
have been ruined if’they had notborrowed money on interest from otherpeoples, whioh gave
foreigners the flrst opportunity to interfere in their affairs. This would to some.extent

131 And obey Allah iiid:-tfid-;
Apostle, that yon may bd s h n
mercy.491
132 And' hastin.. to forgi<el'
ness'fromyourLordand
a.
Garden, the, extknsivene$s'. of.
which is (as) the heavens' 'h
!a
the earth'; it is prepdre8'fo'rthose
who
guard
(again&'
I evil) :
133 Those
who
spenc3'
(benevolently) in ease as well
as straitness,
in
and
those
who restrain (theii) 'anger-and
pardon 'me5 ; and -4llah loves
the doers of good (to others
134 And thosd who W en.'
theycommitanindecency
or
do
injustice
to',
their souls.'
remember AIlah'.ana ai& fob:
giveness. for their faults-and:
wko forgives the
faults
but
(who) do not
Allah?
and
knowingly persist in what they
havedone.
135 (As for) these-their
rewird
is
forgiveness from
their
Lord,
gardens
ana
beneath wliioh rivers flqw, to
bbide in them, and excellent is
the reward of thelabourers.

k4Qa

'

'

skioW%e ?elkion of the subject of t~surjit o that of wmrb. But thete is ilio'another re&on
f& mentioning it in connection with wirs, which'is that; notwithstanding the straihed '
reiatioirsbetween the Muslims and the hon:Muslimi, the former still entered-into'usul'iousi
birp-trs wtth the latter, which, in'addition to being.s'large drain upon'the
Bnarices o f the"
Musliin .iiociety, created difficulties in thepoiitickhelations in the st'aie o f wirfir8' on wEbh
the two communities had now entered, the greatmoney-lensing race of the Jews being slsb '
among the opponents of l s l m . Moreover, as'the'chaptei deals in particular with the Jews,'
tiie Mndims~arewarned agbinst a* those evils, of which usub was one, which hardealf'a '
deathblow to the noble qualities of the Jewish race.
491 "he €o& suffered at Uhnd w a s due to disobe8mce inrelittimi to"i bertain pbsition,
which having bean forsaken against the'orders' of the Prophet, the re~rea~ing.Mebcan'*ormjt.'
turned upon the pursuers, among whom disorder had ensued, and several Muslims we%'
&in, the Prophet himself betng tbunded.'
4
F Restraining of anger, pardoning, and doing good t o each other strengthen, thebon!..
ol hiloti which is EO necessdry for kuccess: The verse has o n m&'dfiKc&sioas inspirh %i@'''
noK€&t€honghts:of tcileration'and charita%Teness. Hasan's ke&& hi+g od' o&
t&-i'o boiling ho€d i l on his &aster,.obbaFe8 bis.fibefiy aIb?g kith md?i&~"h&$%~'
vers'e.' Thinking that'he ,+u€&'be puriished t o t hfs' fault, he'
woyG<," !l%ose who rest?ain'their inger.'> Hi&sSi8he-w&nok'angry : ' I And pa&&''
men,"
the servani. HW- said: *'ipardon
"And Aliah l o v e ~ ~ b i & ~ @ % ? ~ ~
of"Gd:'
B.
.- +~61uaid the offehCk"sWe:' "I give-you 'libtihi and four' huhdr&"p&dri','
of Sher;" was' the 'r&*KdeA,' *'A.nomi ' inswee of-'m&i&tibn an& -g&&&fltC
@
.upon &'h6r&

r&&wtbhQ

r & 3 i b g t h ~ a ,

'

136 I n d e e dt h e r eh a v e
been e~arnplqs4~~
:before you ;
thereforetravel
in theeprth
and see what was the end of
the.rsjekters.
,137.,~his:~.a,clear.%tatement
for men, and a guidance end en

@lia,veys.
139 I f ,a wound has ,$Wed
ydu; . a wound like it hw ,,+p
afflicted
the
(unbelieving)
people; .end We bripg t k s e
days to men by turns, and
that Allah 'may know?94 those
who believe and take witnesses
frsm among you ; a-nd A 1 9
does .not lpve the unjust,
440 -Andtthat :He may purge
those who believe and deprive
the unbelievers pf blessings.
141 $Do.you .think .that
will enterthe
garden w de
Allah htis not yet known^ those
who strivohard .frorp amopg
you, .and (He has not) knowp
t h e p t i e n t ?b
142 And certqinly .ppu desired death before you .met it :
Bo il1;leed gou have seen ,it.pnd
you look .(at it).e5

y
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SECTION 15
Snfferingeahonld

be met with Perseverance

149, 144.The Prophet’s death could not make the Muslims turn beck to
evil and idolatrv. 145-147. CornDanions of prophets did not give way before
sufferings.

143 AndMuhammadis
no
more
than
an
apostle;
the
apostleshavealreadypassed
away before him ;496 if then he
dies or is killed, will you turn
back upon
your
heels?
And
whoeverturnsbackuponhis
heels,he will by no means do
;
harmto
Allah intheleast
and Allah
will
reward
the
grateful ;497
144 And a soul will not
of
lie but with the permission
Allah ; the term is fixed ;498 and
whoever desires the reward of
will give him
;hisworld,We
)f it,andwhoeverdesiresthe
:eward of thehereafter,We
ail1give him of i t ;a n dW e
gillrewardthegrateful.
145 And
how
many
a
?rophet has fought with whom
Rere many worshippers of the
Lord ;4eo so theydidnot
be:ome weak-hearted on account
)f what befell them in Allah’s
vay, nor did they weaken, nor
lid they
abase
themselves;
,nd Allah lovesthepatient.
496 The Holy Prophet received severe wounds in the battle of Uhud, insomuch that it
was thought that he was killed. I t is to this that the
verse refers. Even if the Prophet
were killed, Islam was so far superior to all.forms of faith that the Muslims could not go
back to their former religions. Truth was truth, though its advocate might be killed in a
battle, and truth was not to be forsaken ; nor could falsehood and superstition be accepted,
though their advocates might prevail fora time.
While this verse lays stress on the essential truth of Islam, it served another important
purpose at the death of theHolyProphet.Some
of the companionsthoughtthatthe
Prophet was not dead. Abu Bakr went in, and seeing that life had departed, ascended the
pulpit and read this verse, which had a magical effect upon his hearers, all of them being
convinced thattheHolyProphethad
passed away,asallprophetshad
passed away
before him, The prophets were but mortals,andtheirspan
of mortallifemust
no
doubtterminatelikethat
of othermortals.This
verse affords a conclusive proof that
Jesus Christ was elso dead, otherwise Abu Bakr’s arguments could not have silenced the
doubters of the Holy Prophet’s death.
497 The doing of harm to Allah stands for the doing of harm to bhe Divine cause, i.e.
the truth as represented by Islam.
498, 499,
see next page.

CH.111.1 SUFFERINGS TO BE MET WITH PERSEVERANCE 183
146 And their saying no
was
other than that they said: Our
faults
Lord! forgive US our
andour
extravagance inour
affair, and make firm our feet
andhelp
us against the unbelieving people
147 So 411ah gave them the
reward of this world and behter
reward of thehereafter;and
Allah loves those who do good
(to others).
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SECTION 16
Causesof

the Hisfortnne in the Battle of Uhud

148-150. Dread will be castintothehearts
of theopponents.
151.
Delinquency of a part of Muslim troops after victory in fulfilment of Divine
promije. 152. The enemy took advantage of disorder. 153. Tranquility after
the loss andmurmurings of acertain class. 154. Delinquents pardoned.

1

148 0 you who believe ! if
you obey those who disbelieve,
they will turn you back upon
yourheels,
so you will turn
back 10sers.5~"
149 Nay! Allah is your
Patronand H e is the best of
the helpers.
150 We will castterrorinto
thehearts
of those who disbelieve, because they set up
with Allah that for which H e

,
Q&k-jfi,.-a&,$
V/tj//z.?
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498 These words seem to refer t o the death of the Holy Prophet, giving an assurance to
the Muslims that the time of his death had not yet come. They also point to the special
for were it not for Divineprotectionhe could
Divineprotection of theHolyProphet,
not have escaped from death under such critical circumstances (Re).
499 For the meaning of ribbl see foot-note 456. It is a curious coincidence that Sale,
all given a wrong translation of thia verse : I ' How many
Rodwell, andPalmerhave
who hadmanymyriads
of troops." Thisis Sale's
prophetshaveencounteredthose
rendering, and the others are 'similar. I find no commentator lending any support to thia
significance, nor can the words bear this interpretation.
500 'The war was carried on only with the
object of making the Muslims renounce
their religion, and hence they could not think of accepting the unbelievers a8 their rulers,
for obedience on their part was sure to lead t o persecution, which the enemy would not
have stopped until they had made the Muslims renounce their faith.
501 Notwithstanding the great preponderance of their numbers, the Muslims being less
so well equipped as their foes, and in spite of the
than one-fourth of their opponents, and not
disorder into which theMuslim forces h d fallen, the enemy had toflee, leaving the
quib
Muslims in the field, not even making a show of attacking BIedina, which

.161 And certainly ,Allah
made good to you .His
t)ranise,Wa when you d e w them
by His permission, until when
you became weak-hezu-ted and
dispded aboot the affair . m d
disobeyed after H e had shown
.$ou that which you
gf,you n e w . some who d e s i r d
st& .woru, .and of yau were
.s,me :whp ,desiredthe,bereafter ;spa +then,He turned you
away from them
that
He
might try you ;635 and He has
certainlypardonedyou,.and
p
l
l
& i s ,Gracioustothe believers.
152 -When .YOU ran off precipitately, and did not wait for
any one,andthe
Apostle was
calling you from your rear,
so He gave you another sorrow
inste.a,d Qf (your)
sorrpw,
so
t4& you ,might not grieve at
what had escaped you, nor (at)
what befell you; and Allah is
aw,are of what you do.6o6
153 Thenaftersorrow,He
qept down securityupon you,
~~~

,This olearLy
.
. shows that they were terror-stricken even aftertheyhad
idiotad. 6ome.bas upon the Muslims, considering it safer to retreat t o Mecca while the
,
Mu+ips.were yet occupied with their own troubles and were unable to pursue them.
*.The Qromise is contained in v. 123.
503 It clearly shows t4atthe
Musiims had obtained a victory at Uhod,later
incidents depriviqg t , b m ofathe fruits of that victory.
504 Two parties are here spoken of, those who desired this world and those who desired
the hereafter. I t should be remembered that these were.bho-two-parties of bhe-bodyof
erehera(fifty.inn u m b r ) who were p1sGd:in m important,position to out off .the,enemy's
retneqt. W$en.thesnsmy,was appere&ly,routed, some of these archers were led by.the
love. of .plunder to leave their .posibiop, while their chief, Abdulla bin Jubair, +qd only
some ten men stuck to their .pqst.(&). ,Thus the Fords rpfer to the .$w,o p s r t j ~ 8sf the
smaflbbdyof aroherrr.
'
5
Q
.
5
iflhe enemy, ,who w w king,pwsued, .kprned again~t thespursuersenseqing-the
important pcaition.ef the w o b m
I+
-596 It..r&csLta the .Prophet!@~ d l s,t ,y)gm tbe .+dims .now.saw .&e atback of the
enemy was directed. So they did net grieve for llosiqg ,&p .qppozttllpi$y of -pursuing
the enemy, but .far :the dapgwoy positipn ip y&h tJxey.ww thgirPwph&. .TBis is, in
feot,.plainly a b t d -in ~ h s falbwa:
t
".So that you lu,igb;t:nat,griqve &tR b t had a m p @
you,!' i.e.+tip booty whioh 6 4 ~ 7wou,la have b,dby wspuing the &ing me-,
' I nqr&
they thm$elves suffered. A ~ b a h ordimrily
i
what befell you," i.e. the slight.loy
means : h e f m m p m w d him, b u t g g p $ i g a sit.conveys the & of giving o w thing iwtead

,vu~h

Of p#her,

as ip
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q
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which means he gave him a subs-,

fw his &t @).
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CAUSES OF THE MISFORTUNE

5

y0~,*7
a calm and
coming
(there was)
upon
8 party of another
Party whom their Own
had rendered anxioue ;
entertained
about
thoughte of ignorance
unjustly,608 saying : We

'.

,.gc~;$-,,~+

b&%4 ,g&o.&,

9..#

no
surely
hand
affair
the affair.500
is the
whollySay
in
(in:
9%
u? 7 H
the
hands)
of Allah. They 4. ,
,F9 9
,,,
concealwithin their souls what
they would not reveal to you.
They say : Had we any hand
in the affair, we would not
have been slain here.510 Say:
9 / k " ,/7 c
// ,'
Had you remained in your
houses,
those
for
whom
slaughterwasordained
would
oertainly have gone forth to the
would be
placeswherethey
slain.611 andthat Allah might
test k h a t was
your
in breaks
'9L
'7'
'
and that He mightpurgewhat
507 Nu'&, aooording to Rgh, means slight sleep, but after giving this significance he

aoj&&&$yf&!$

&r;,sJgu".huk$
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,

z*>c

adds: It is said that w ' d ~hers implies calm and quiet. I adopt thissignacance,
ifwe
adopt the
because the idea is more in consonanoe with the field of battle.But
first signScance, it must have happened when the enemy departed. The slumber wag
e. sign of security, for no army could have gone to rest while yet in the field of battle if it
had the least anxiety as to its security. Whichever significance may be adopted, it shows
clearly that the enemy had not inflicted a defeat upon theMuslims, for if the Muslims had
been defeated an army of three thousand ought to have succeeded in utterly destroying a
smaIl force of aeven hundred which was now quite disordered. What happened was really
this: seeing the Muslims pursuingthem in disorder, and finding the archers' position
vacated, a party of the enemy directed a severe attack against the Holy Prophet to cover
the retreat of the rest, and when the Muslims became aware of the d a n g r and rallied
round the Prophet, the enemy retreated gecure from pursuit.
508 The persons spoken of here are thedisaffected who hadtaken no part in the
fighting, but some of them might have remained with the Muslims. They now gave vent
to theirhiddenrancowagainstthe
Muslims. The evil thoughts which they entertained about Allah, were, that Allah hadnot helped them &E theProphethad
Said.
@,
means either thoughts of the party of i g m r a w or of the days of
ignorance.
509 Their mumurings were due to the fact that their counsel &E to remainingin
Medina and defending themselves within t h e town ww not acmpted, for the opinion of the
majority WPII in favour of mesting the enemy in the open field.
510 Their. contention wan that the disaster would not have befallen the Muslims if their
advice 88 to remaining within the town h d been awepted.
511 By those for whom daughter was ordained are meant the Muslims, slaughter here
the shughter of, or fighting with, the enemy. The weak-hearted who murmured
are told that even if they had not marched
forth to meet the enemy the true befi8VerS
Wouldsurely h a w come out, and the dssertionof the weak-hearted would not have deterred
the true believers (Re). Or, the m e w may be that the disaster waa the result of digO&c%,
and even if they had remained within bkdina, diaobedienoe would hme
brought about a similar result.
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was in your hearts ; and Allah
knows what is in the
breasts.612
154 (As for) those of youwho
turnedback on the day when
thetwoarmiesmet,onlythe
devil sought
to
cause
them
to make II slip on account of
somedeedstheyhaddone,and
certainly Allah has
pardoned
them;
surely
Allah is Forgiving, Forbearing.
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SECTION 17
The Battle of Uhud dietinguiehedtheFaithful

from the Hypooritee

155-157. Cause of the trouble. 158,159. Necessity of consultation. 160-163.
The Prouhet would not have deurived the archers of their share. for he was
not onlfpure but a purifier of &hers. 164-167. The hypocritesseparated.
168-170. The martyrs.

Ax. thou

daleat.
Ar. hadet

t h .

155 0 youwhobelieve!be
notlikethosewhodisbelieve
and say of their brethren when
they
travel
in
the
earth
or
engageinfighting:Hadthey
been withus,theywouldnot
havedied andtheywouldnot
so Allah
have
been
slain
makesthisto
be anintense
regret in theirhearts ; and
Allah gives life and
causes
death ; and Allah seeswhat
you do.
156 And if youareslainin
theway of Allah oryoudie,
certainly
forgiveness
from
Allah and mercy is better than
what theyamass.
157 And if indeed you die
)r youareslain,certainlyto
Allah shall you be gathered
together.
158 Thus it is due to mercy
?om Allah that vow deal with
h e m gently, and"had you been
rough,
hard-hearted,
they

what is meant by Allah's testing what is in the hearts. He knows it,
512 Thi s explains
and His testing it means making it mssifestothers.
to
513 By ' 6 their brethren " ari meant their relatives who had accepted Islam, and who
were not therefore now'safe when they travelled in the land, or who had to ley down their
lives in defence of their faith. Yet nltiiately they themselves had to regret not having
accepted lelsm.

Ca. 111.1
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__c

AI.
6

thee.

u94.

AI. thou
hast.

AI.

thu.

would certainly havedispersed
from around you;614 pardon
them therefore andaskprotection”
for
them,
and
take
counsel with
them
the
in
affair ;515 so when you have
(thus)determined,then
place
your trust in Allah;516 surely
Allah loves thosewho trust.
159 If Allah assists you, then
there is none thatcan
overcome you, and if H e forsakes
you, who is therethenthat
can
assist
you
after
Him?
And on Allah should the
believers rely.
160 And it is notattributable to a prophet
that
he
end
should
act
unfaithfully;
hewhoacts
unfaithfully shall
bring that in respect of vhich
he has acted unfaithfullyon
theday of resurrection;then
shall everysoul be paid back
and
fully whatithasearned,
theyshallnot
be dealtwith
unjustly.517

514 I t is remarkablethattheHolyQnr-6ncallsattentiontotheProphet’sgentle
dealing with those aroundhim when speaking of his experience inthe field of battle
ES ageneralleadinghismenagainstoverwhelmingforces,
E capacitywhichrequired
himto
be very strictinpunishinganydelinquency,
especially when disobedience to
a heavydisaster.
But no,he was not a mere
express ordershadbroughtaboutsuch
general. His ability in leading his men, in occupying positions of advantage in the field
of battle, and in directing a handful
of men t o face three, four, and sometimes ten times
their o m number, marks him out ES the ablest general the world has ever seen, yet his
gentle manner9 and his practical forbearance
in dealing with his friends as well ES foes
standinremarkablecontrastwithhiscapacity
ES acommander in the field of battle.
I t is related that after the Uhud trouble the Prophet did not speak even a harsh word to
those who were guilty of disobeying his orders (Rz).
The Qur-&n is full of references to the Holy Prophet’s gentleness and kind dealing with
his fellow-men. The following verse gives us an insight into this trait
of his character :
“Certainly an apostle has come to you from among yourselves; grievous to him is
your
fallingintodistress,
excessively solicitousrespecting you, tothe believers he is compassionate, meroiful ” (9 : 128).
515 The Prophet had goneout to meet the enemy ES the result of a council, end against
his own inclination, for he sided withtheminorityintheopinionthattheyshould
not meet the enemy in the open field. Apparently that council had brought about the
presenttrouble,yet
so firm WES hein adheringtosoundprinciplesthatatsuch
B
critical timehe did not waver for a minutefromthe
course of taking oounsel in
importantmatters,andjust
E t this juncture we findDivinerevelationclearly
hying
down the principle of adhering to counsel.
516 It should be noted that trusting in Allah, in the language of the Qur-An, does dot
implyinaction.Everythingnecessary
is to be done,e course of action must be deter51’7, eea next page.
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161 Is then he who follows

the pleasure of Allah like

a

4%

D

494.

him who has made
himself
deserving of displeasure from
Allah, andhis abode is hell;
and it is an evil destination.
162 There
are
(varying)
gradeswith
Allah, and Allah
sees whatthey do.
163 Certainly Allah con.
ferred Q benefit upon the
He raised
believers
when
amongthem an Apostle from
among themselves, reciting
t o them His communications
and purifying them, and teachBook andthe
ing themthe
wisdom, although before that
they were surelyin manifest
error.
164 What I when
misfortune befell you, and you had
certainly affljcted (tge unbelievers) withtwice as much,
YQU began to say:Whenceis
It is from yourthis?Say:
selves ; surely Allah has power
over all thing~.~18
165 And what befell you on
theday when thetwoarmies
metwaswithAllah’sknowledge, and
that
He
might
know“ the believers,
166 And that
He
might
knowb thehypocrites ; andit
was said to them : Come, fight
in Allah’s way, or defend
yourselves.51~ They said : If

mined in the proper manner,andtheninpursuingthat
course trust must be placed
in Allah, which clearly implies that B man should do his utmost andthen leave the
consequences in Allah’s hand; that is, be must be resigned to what follows, taking the
consequences with 8 cool mind.
617 The disaster at Uhud was due to t h e fwt that some of the archers thought they
would be deprived of their share in the booty. They are told that an ordinary commander
might have been guilty of such unfaithfulness tawards his men, but not a prophet, who waa
roised for the pu&iaetion of others (see v. 163).
618 The unbelievers had already sufiered twice at the hands of the Muslims, once in the
6eld of Badr end again in the early stages of the battle of Uhud.
519 If they could not r w h e what was meant by fighting in Allah’s way they could
eesily 888 that they stood in need of defending themselves. In k t , the alternative phrase
ia intrduoed to expbiu the neoesity of fighting to such 88 ware unable to grasp the real
e
@
j c
a
n
c
e of %hting in Allah’s way, or in the cans.9 of truth, for self-defence required thg
community to Q h t for its life.

NO CAIN TO THE ENEMY

189

we knew &~hting,~Wwe would
certainly heve followed you.
Theywere on thatday much
nearer to unbelief then
to
belief. They
say
with
their
mouthswhat is not in their
hearte;and Allah best knows
what they oonceal.
167 Those who said of their
brethren
whilst
they
(themselves) held back:Hadthey
obeyed us, they would not
hevebeen
killed. Say : Then
avert death from yourselves if
you speak the truth.
168 And reckon notthose
who are killed in. Allah's way
asdead;nay,theyare
alive"
(and) are provided sustenance
from their Lord;
169 Rejoicing in what Allah
of His
has given themout
grace, and they rejoice for the
sake of those who,(beingleft)
behind them,
have
not yet
joined them, thak theyshall
nor shall they
havenofear,
grieve.
170 They rejoice on account
of favour from Allah and (His)
grace, and that Allah will not
of the
waste the
reward
believers.
SECTION 18
TheUhnd Trouble was no Oain to the Enemy
171-174. The believers sally forth again fearless of odds. 175-17'7.
J'nbslievers shall not be able t o inflict injury and the respite will add to
,heir ruin. 178-179. The believers shall be separated from hypocrites.

who

171 (As for) those who
Sesponded to the call of Allah
bnd the Apostle
the after
aisjortune had befallen them,
)hose
them among
do
c o d (to others)
and
guard
'against evil) shall h w e a
jreat reward

580 Or the meaning may be, if weknew
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that it was a fight, it being implied that the

Muslims were going, nit to-fight,-but to sure destruction with such a disparity in numbers.
521 The Meccan army was pursued the next day to a place known as @zrnrct-ul-mad,
Under which m m e the expedition is known ; but they dare not encounter the Muslims,
notwithahding their superior numbers. The verm that follow (172-174) refer tothe
expedition known en B u d r - y - p q h r d (the smaller B d r ) undertaken next year because
Abu ,-E
cormnder of the Meaobn army, amomoed, when leaving the field of Uhud,
that he would mML the Maelime bhe following yesr &t Bedr, but notwithstanding its
threats t h e Mwom a m y never marohed forth.
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Ar. the&

Ar. inweaaa
in ran.
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172 Those to whom the
people said: Surely menhave
gathered
against
you, therefore fear them,butthisincreased their faith, andthey
seid : Allah ig sufficient for us
and most excellent is the Protector.
’ 173 So theyreturnedwith
favour from Allah and (His)
grace ; no evil touched them621A
and they followed the pleasure
Iof
Allah ; and Allah isthe
Lord of mighty grace.
174 I t is only the devil
1;hatcauses
you to fear from
1nis friends,
but
do not fear
t;hem,and fear Me if you are
11elievers.522
175 And let not those grieve
/OU who fall into unbelief
lsstily ; surely they can do no
1larmto Allah at all ; Allah
intends
that
H e should not
Efivethemany portion in the
flereafter,andtheyshallhave
a, grievous chastisement.
176 Surely thosewhohave
1:)ought unbelief at the price of
f;aith shall do no harm at all to
Pdlah,andtheyshallhave
a
Plainful chastisement.
177 And letnotthose
who
d.isbelieve think
that
our
granting them respite is better
f cx their souls : We grant them
rlsspite only that they may add
tcI their sins; andtheyshall
h ave a disgraceful chastisenlent.
178 On
no
account will
A.llah leave the believers in the
in
CImdition which you are
U.ntil H e separates
the
evil
fr‘om the good ; nor is Allah
g‘2ing to makeyouacquainted
W,ith
the
uuseen,
but
Allah
cllooses of His apostles whom
R[e pleases ; therefore believe
irI Allah and His apostles ; and
if you believe and
guard
(a gainst evil), then you shall
hrw e a great reward.

:

“

t note. There was no fighting at B&-y-&ghra,
mnoh bene5t by trading in s fair held there at the time;

.

and the Muslims gained
583 888 next page.
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179 And let not those deem,
who aresiggardly
in giving
away that which Allah has
granted them out of His grace,
that it is good for them; nay,
it is worse for them ; they shall
have that whereof they were
niggardly made to cleave to
their necks on the resurrection
day ; and Allah's is the heritage
of the heavens and the earth;
and Allah is aware of what
you d 0 . ~ ~ 3
SECTION 19

(lerpinge of the Followers of the Book
180. Jewish carpings at the Prophet's calling for subscriptions. 181-184.
Their refusal to accept any prophet who did not follow the Mosaiclaw.
185. Muslims will have to suffer loss of property and life and also to
bear with abusive language. 186-188. Covenant to keep the Book intact and
its violation.

I

180 Allah has certainly
heard the saying of those Tho
said : Surely Allah is poor and
we are rich. We will record
what they say, and their killing
the prophets unjustly, and We
will say:Tastethe
chastisement of burning.624
181 This is for whatyour
m n hands havesent
before
tnd because Allah is not in the
.east unjust to the servants.
182 (Those are they) who
Iaid: Surely Allah has enjoined
1s that we should not believe
n any apostle until hebrings
16 an offering which the fire
:onsumes.52~ Say : Indeed,

~~

to spread terror among the Muslims, said to be
Nu'aim, is the devil spoken of here (Rz). At any rate itwas the devil in human form.
523 The same idea, though in more general terms, as to the effect of deeds being bound
to the neok, is expressed in 17 : 13 : ( I And We have made every man's actions to cling to
his neck ; and We willbring forth to him on the resurrection day a book which he will find
wide open,'' Thus every man carries the effect of his deeds with him in this life, but on
the day of resurrection that effect will become clearly visible. Thus is the effect of niggard.
lines8 made to cling to the necks of the niggardly. The verse no doubt gives us a picture
of the holy mind, which hated niggardliness, of one of whom it is said in trustworthy
reports that he never rejected a petitioner and that he was themostcharitable of men.
524 These were certain Jews who ridiculed the poverty of the Muslims and their
borrowings from the Jewish money-lenders. They also ridiculed the raising of funds for
the defence of the faith by subscriptions. Sea 716 and 5 : 64.
626 The reference is to the burnt-offeringe of the Mosaic law, for which sea Lev. 1 :9:
"And the priest shall bum all on the alter, to be a burnt-sacrifice, an offering made by
523 An emissary hired by the Meccans
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bhem came to you apostles
before me with
clear
arguments and with
that
which
you demand ; why then did
you kill them if you we
truthful ? bs
183 But i t theyreject you,
so indeed were rejected bejore
gou apostleswhocamewith
clear arguments and scriptures
and theilluminating book.627
184 Every soul shalltaste
of death, and you shall only be
on the
paidfullyyourreward
resurrection
day;
then
whoever is removed far away from
the fire and is madetoenter
has
the
garden,
he
indeed
attainedtheobject;andthe
life of this world is nothing but
aprovision of vanities.
185 You shallcertainly
be
tried
respecting
your
wealth
and your SOUIS,~and you shall
certainly hear from thosewho
have been given the Book
before you and from those who
are polytheists much annoying
t a l k ; 6 2 d and if youarepatient

fire,’’ and Deut. 33 : 10 where, blessing Israel, Moses says : I‘ They shall put incense before
thee, and whole burnt-saorifice upon thine altar.” Compare also Lev. 8 : 18. The demand
of the Jews that the Holy Prophet should bring to them an offering which the fire should
consume is only a demand for the burnt-offering of the Isrselite law, so that whet they
persisted in was that the promised prophet should be an Israelite and should revive the
Israelite law, forgetting thepromise of Deut. 18 : 18, which only promised a prophet from
among their brethren, i.e. theIshmaelites,and
a prophet like Moses,who could not
therefore be a‘follower of the Mosaic law,
526 The oarpers are here told that they even killed those prophets who followed the
Nossic law, who came with that which you demand,” hence their rejection was due to
the stubbornness of their hearts and not to mnt of proof.
527 The prophet8 are said to have come with three things-with argumelits end with
the subur and the illuminatingbook, and I have translated aubur u meaning the scriptures.
Eubw is the plural of Bubrah, which mean8 a big piece of iron, snd of sablir, which
mgnifies a written thing. Aooording to Rgh mety book which is hard ita writing is celled a
8obzir. Aooording to LL #ab& eignifiea a divine book which it is dificult w bewnne
ucquainfed laith. Zj says every book full of w h h n is a sa& (Rz). The commentstore
ganerdy understand by the m b w r the sacred scriptures of the prophetsand by the
illuminating book the book contsining the Moaaic law, though some would add in the
latter aatsgory the Paalms of Dovid s s d the &pel of Jeans (RB). I am of opinion that by
the wbw are here meant the prophecies or the merely prophetic writings, and by ths
i l W q book the book aontalning the gnid.nce which every prophet brought 40 his
people, so that they should follow those d i n ~ t i o ~ .
~ S mi
B a
never MI true w st the p r e m t tihe. ~ w ’ t h pwt
e
&f&Slim8
have conrtcultly beea tuned oat of their homes, urd Maslim Sb&n have been m p t out ol
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ULTIUATE TRIUMPH OF THE FAITHFUL

193

c

U d guard (against evil), surely
this is one of the affairs (which
should be) determined upon.
186 And when Allah made
covenant
with
those
who
were given the Book : YOU
shall cerbinly make it known
to men and you shall not hide
i t ; but they
cast
it
behind
their backs and took a small
price for it'; SO evil isthat
which they buy.
187 Do not think those who
rejoice for what they have done
and love thatthey should be
praised for what they have
not done-so do by no means
think them to be safe from the
chastisement,
and
they shall
heve painful
a
chastisement.
188 And Allah's the
is
kingdom of the heavens end
the earth, and Allah has power
over allthings.

SECTION 20
Ultimate Triumph of the Faithful
189-193. Preyer of thefaithful for fulfilment of the Divine promis, of
,riumph. 194-198. Acceptance of prayer and triumph predicted. 199. But
,hey must remain firm and.always reedy to meet trouble.

189 -Most surely the
in
:reation of the heavens and the
3arth. and fhe 'alternation of
;henight
and thedaythere
&re signs for' men of underhnding,
$90 Thosa who remember
Allah standingand
sitting and
ying on their sides and reflect
sn the creation of the heavens
md the
earth
: Our Lord!
Thou hast not created this in
vain I glory be to Thee! save
1s then from the chastisement
,f the fire ;
191 Our
Lord!
surely
whomsoever Thou makest enter
;he fire, him Thou hast
brought to disgrace, and there
shall be no helpers for the
'
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urnjust :
hundre$s of thonsands of Muslims heve been killed foe no other offence
the! ? were Muslims. And the abusive language of the Christian p o l i t i d a8 w d i
w missionary Press, and of their imitetore in the Hinddo Prese, h a oUtUtePped ell lhnit8.
8
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194

Ar. 5w

them.

PmT IT.

192OurLord!surelywe
haveheard a preachercalling
to the faith, saying: Believe in
your Lord ; so we did believe ;
Our Lord! forgive us therefore
our faults, .and coverourevil
deedsandmake
us diewith
the righteous.
193 Our Lord ! and grant us
whatThouhastpromised
us
byThyapostlesanddisgrace
us not on the day of resurrection ; surely Thou dost not fail
t o performthe promise.
194 So theirLordaccepted
theirprayer: That I will not
wastethe
work of a worker
amongyou,whethermaleor
female,theone
of you being
from the other; they, therefore,
who fled and wereturnedout
of their homes and persecuted
inMywayandwhofought
andwereslain,
I will most
certainly cover .their evil deeds,
and I will most certainly make
them
enter
gardens
beneath
a reward
whichriversflow:
from Allah, andwith Allah is
yet better r e ~ a r d . ~ z ~
195 Letitnotdeceiveyou
thatthosewho
disbelieve act
in thecities as t h e y p l e a ~ e . ~ ~ 0
196 A brief
enjoyment I
thentheirabodeishell:
and
evil is theresting-plaoe.
197 But as to those who are
Dareful of (their duty to) their
Lord, they shall have gardens
beneath
which
rivers
flow,
hiding in them; an enter;ainment from their Lord,
and
ihat which iswith Allah is best
:or therightgous.
198 And most surely of the
'ollowers of the Book there
tre those who believe in Allah

529 This is a promise whichincludes dl thosecompanions of the Holy Prophet
who fled from their homes, and those who were persecuted,andthose
who fought in
his company. The concluding words of the verse show that the promise to make them
enter gardens relates to this life, and its fulfilment was brought about in the conquest of
Mesopotamia. The reward of the hereafter is spoken of in the words, with A l b h is yet
&et& raroard.
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and (in) that which has been
revealed to you and (in) that
which has been revealed to
them, being lowly before Allah ;
they do not take a small price
for the communications of
Allah;these
it is that have
theirrewardwiththeir
Lord;
surely Allah is quick in
reckoning.
199 0 you
who
believe ! be
patient
and
vie in endurmzce
and remainsteadfast,
and be
careful of (your duty to) Allah,
that you may be successful.
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is translated as meaning corning i?z and going o u t of the

cities in English translations, but its correct meaning is actilzg as one pleases (LL, TA).
The idea is that their apparent mastery will soon be brought to an end.

CHAPTER IV
THN WOMEN
(An-iVisd)

REVEALEDAT MEDINA
(24 sections and 177 verses)
Abntract :
set. 1. Duties of yardians towards their orphan wards.
Seo. 2. Law of inheritsnce.
Sec. 3. Treatment of women.
Soo. 4. What women may be taken in marriage.
Sec. 6 . Women have a right to dispose of their earnings.
Sec. 6. Oases of disagreement between husband and wife.
Sec. 7. External and internal purity.
Sec. 8. Every leaning to injustice and evil to be shunned.
Sac. 9. Hypocrites refuse to accept the Prophet's judgment.
Seo. 10. The believers must defend themselves.
Sec. 11. Attitude of the hypocrites towards the believers.
Sec. 12. How to deal with the wavcrers.
Sec. 13. When and to what extent is a murderer excusable.
Sec. 14. The case of Muslims who remained with the enemy.
Sec. 15. Prayer when fighting.
Sec. 16, 17. Secret counsels of the hypocrites.
'Seo. 18. Idolatry condemned.
Sec. 19. Equitable dealings with orphans and women.
Seo. 20. Equitable dealings with all men and condemnation of Jewish hypocrisy.
Sec, 21. End of the Jewish hypocrites.
Seo. 22. Transgressions of the Jews.
Sec. 23. Previous revelation bears out the truth of the Qur-An.
Sec. 24. Prophethood of Jesus and a reversion to the law of inheritance,

Title and connection.
THISchapter is named the w o m w because it deals chiefly with the rights of women.
Though the concluding words of the last chapter and the opening
words of this are
almost identical, yet the real connection of the two lies in the fact that the latter portion
of the third chapter deals with the battle
of Uhud, while this opens withadiscussion
of the circumstancestowhichthatbattlehad
given rise. For the decimation of the
Muslim force had left a large uumber of orphans and widows to be looked after, and it is
with duties towards these two classes that the chapteropens.

Eubject-matter.
As already stated, this chapter deals chiefly with the ciroumstancss arising out of the
battle of Uhud, pnd thin fact must be borne in mind in considering the question of the
196
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continuity and uniformity of it6 subjeot-mathr. The chief features of the battle of Uhud
were the large number of the Mduslimr killed and the desertion of the hypoorites ; while
following it were ciroumstanoee which brought about B frnsl rapture with the Jewa. The
first of thesecircumstancesnecessitated
a discussion of therights
of orphans and
women, and the first six sections are aceordtnglg taken 1~ with that subject. The opening
section lays down injunctions relating to the duties of p a r d i m s towards bheir orphan
Tbe sewndsection brings womsp to a &atus of equelity with mgn,and lays
down a new law of inheritance, far a m n g the h&bs IL womm had no right to inherit the
property of a deceased relative. The third gec!don deals with the treatment of women in
general and’denounoestha practice of clqibing worqeo a8 P part of inheritance. The
gives
fourth section disclussss what women me, not be taken in marriage, and the fifth
them the right of disposing of their earnings am bhey please; while the sixtb first points
out the remedy when there is L disagreement between the husband and the wlfe and then
inculcates the principle of charity in general, introducing thesubject of hypocrisy towards
ita close.
After having h i d st’ress, intheseventhsndtheeighth
aostions, upon externalas
yell as internal purity, showing how the Jews had neglected the latter of these and how,
for no other reasop than envy of the Muslims, they had sided with the polytheists, and after
having enjoined upon the Nuslims t o be strictly firm in justiae, we are led on in the ninth
section to the dealings of the hypocrites who hed refused to accept the Prophet’s judgment
in going out to meet the enemy, and then
told in the tenth that the question of war was
a questios of life and death for the bKuslims. The elsventh section deals with the atbitude
of bhe hypooritos, and the twelfth shows how witverers are to be dealt with, The thirteenth
states when an6 to whatextentamurderer
of a Muslim is sxeusable, beaause it was
very often by txeachery or hypoorisy that the Muslims were killed; while the fourteenth
shows that those Afuslimswho were compelled to remain with the enemy against their
own wishes were excusable. The fifteenth warns the Muslims against being surprised in
battle when saying their prayers. The sixteent,h and the seventeenth refer ta the secret
counsels of the hypocrites. The eighteenth condemns idolatry, because it is the idolatroue
hrpcrites that are spoken of throughout the previous sections, and the subject is thus
b7ought to a close.
a
Previous to theintroduction of thethird chief suhject of thischapterthereis
revernion in the nineteenth section t o equitable dealings wihh orphans and women, and
the subject is generalized in the twentiebh ; while in the same section the hypocrites from
among the Jews are dealt with.
The next predicts their end,
at the same time showing
that belief in previous prophets could do them no good if they rejected the Holy Prophet.
The twenty-second speaks of their transgressions and of their false allegstions regarding
the death of Jesus on the cross. The twenty-third section tells them that the
whole of
the previous prophecy pointed totheappearance
of the Holy ProphetMuhammad,
while the last ode, efter referring briefly to Christian error in deifying J e s u , doses with
a reversion to thesubject of inheritance,hinting at the passing of theinheritance of
prophethood from the house of Israel to the house of Ishmael.

Date of reyelation.
AS this chapter treats
c1 many of thequestlonsarisingout
of the battle of Uhud,
there seems to be little doubt that it was revealed immediatelyafter that battle. And
thus, as in arrangement so in the order of revelation, it follows the last chapter. The
main portion of it thus belongs to the fourth year of Hejira, while there is no reasm to
deny that some portions may have been revealed towards the olose of the third or the
beginqing of the fifth year. Noeldeke’s suggestion, however, that vv. 115-125 and 130-139
belong to Meccan revelation, based as it is on the merefact that the Jews arethere
“referred t o in a friendly spirit,” is quite wrong, because, as shown in 4’78 and elsewhere,
the Holy Prophet w w fairtothe
Jews evep when they were most inimical to him,
and the verses referred to may t h e f o r e belong to the fourth 0; the fifth year of the
Hejira.
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SECTION 1
Duties of Quardianr towards their Orphan Ward6
1. Respect for tihg of relationship. 2. Property of orphans not to be
wasted. 3, 4. P o l y g h o u s marriagespermittedforthecare
of orphans.
5 , 6. Guardianship o::<?rphans.
7. Inheritanceto devolve on males a8
well a8 females. E, 9. @stant but poor relatives to be treatedcharitably.
10. Warning against embq,;lement

of property of orphans.

I n the name of AllaTi the
Beneficent,theMerciful.

1 0 people I be careful of
(your duty to) your Lord, who
created you from a single being
of the
andcreateditsmate
same (kind)631and spmad from
these
two
many
men
and
women ;632 and be careful of
(your duty to) Allah, by whom
you demand
one
of another
(yourrights),and (to) the ties
cJf yelationship ;533 surely Allah
ever watches over you.
2 Andgive to theorphans
heir
property,
and
do
not
lubstitute worthless (things) for

Ar. wombs.

631 The word nafs has two significances. Abu Ishaq says : “ The word ?ufs is used in
d
the language of the Arabs in twoways, one of whichisyoursaying

*>

where by lucfs is implied rzih or s o d , and according t o the other use the significance of
nafs is the whole of u thing, and its essence” (TA). It is in this latter
sense that the
creation of mates is spoken of in the Holy Q u r . h , and hence the correct rendering of nafs
on such occasions is kind, which implies the essence. This is made clear in 16 : 72 : And
as
Allah has made wives for you from among yourselves,” Le. of the same kind and e~sence
you are. Theoriginal words whicharerenderedin
the verse quoted above as meaning
from among yourselves are min anfusi-kum, which may mean either.from your souls or from
your kind, and it will be seen that the latter significanceis the only one that can be
accepted. Some commentators have taken this to be the significance here, among themIbni-Bahr
and

Abu Muslim,
who
give

the significance

a8

being k > j

i.e. He created its mate of the same kind (AH, Re). Hasanalsoexplainsthe

&
words as

CZ. i.e. of the s a w kilzd (AH on 7 : 189).

meaning

Thus the words declare the unity of the human race and the equality of the male and
the female.
633 I‘ Many men and women ” springfrommarriedpairs.
I do not think that the
~0m0
n~cessarilyrefers t o anyparentpair
of t h e whole of mankind.Theunderlying
significance seems to be to remind meu of the strength of the ties of relationship, an idea
h d i n g clear expression in what follows.
633 The original word is u r ~ mplural
,
of rabim, which means womb or the place of
origin of the young ; hence r e l a t h h i p (by some restricted to relationship by the female
&e.

only) or

kindred, and

tk of relatiaship (TA-LL). Hence
,P”\

rp;‘

F>i&indictates
, kindness to

unkind behavhr to kindred.
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(their) good (ones), and do not
devour theirproperty
(as an
addition) to your own property ;
this is surely a great crime.534
3 And if you fearthatyou
cannotact
equitably towards
orphans,
then
marry
such
women as seem good to you,
two and three and four ;535 but
if you fearthat you will not
do justice” (between them),
then (marry) only one or what
your
right
hands
possess;
this is moreproper, that you
may not deviate from the right
course.536

534 The care of the orphan was one of the very first injunctions which Islam laid down,
and the Holy Prophet had always shown a deep anxiety for the welfare of tha poor and the
orphans, whom he required to be treated in no way beneath other members of society.
See 282 and 283, and also 90 :15, 16, which describe the care of ‘‘ the orphan and the poor
man lying in dust ” as an up.hill task, but one which must be accomplished. The subject
is here introducedindetail on account of the number of orphanshaving been greatly
increased by the war.
555 This passage permits polygamy under certak circumstances: it does not enjoin it
nor ewen permit it unconditionally. I t may be notedhere that the explanation of this
passege as generally understood is based on a report ‘contained in the Huslim, according
to which ‘byesha understood this verse as meaning that if the guardians of orphan girls
feared that by marrying them they would not be able to do justice to them, they should
marry other women. This explanation, even if the report be taken to be authentic, requires
the insertion into the passage of a number of words which the original does not contain,
and as the meaning is muchmore clear, and more in consonance with the context, without
the addition of these words, the interpretation given below is preferable. It is admitted
thatthischapter
was revealed to guide the Nuslims undertheconditionswhich
followed the battle of Uhud, and the last portion of the last chapter deals with that battle.
Now in that battle 70 men out of 700 Muslims had been slain, and this decimation had
largely decreased the number of males, who, being thebreadwinners, were the natural
guardians and supporten of the females. The number was likely to suffer a still greater
diminution in the battles which had yet to be fought, while the number of women would
be increased bgfthe addition of prisoners of war. Thus many orphans wonld be left in the
charge of widows, who would find it difficult to procure the necessary means of support.
Hence in the first verse of this chapter the Muslims are enjoined to respect the ties
of
relationship, and as they all camo from L single anoestor, a breadth is introduced into the
idea of relationship, inasmuch as they are told
that they are all in fact related to
eaoh
other. In the second verse thecare of orphans is particularly enjoined. In the third
verse we are told that if they could not do justice to the orphans, they might marry the
widows, whose children would thus become their o w n children,andas the number of
Women w&8now much greater than the numberof men, they were permitted to marry even
two or three or four women, It would thus be clear that the permission to have more
than one wife was given under the peculiar circumstances of the Muslim sooiety then
existing, and the Prophet’s action in marrying widows, ES well as the example of many
of his companions, corroborates thie statement. Marriage with orphan
girls is also sanctioned in this passage, for there were the same difficulties in the case of orphan girls
in the c8se of widows, m d the words are general. See also 631.
536, aw next page.
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4 And give women their
dowries as, R free gift, but if
they of themselves be pleased
to give up to you aportion of
'it, then eat it. with enjoyment
andwith
wholesome re~ult.~3'
5 And do not give away
your638 prope'rty which Allah
has made for you a (means of)
supp0rt~3~
to .the weak of understanding,endmaintainthem
out of (the profits of) it,5@ and
clothe them end speak'to them
words of honest advice.
6 And test
the
orphans
untiltheyattainpuberty
;541
then if you find in them
maturity of intellect,
make
3ver to themtheirproperty,
not it
snd do consume
3xtravagantly and hastily,lest
they attain to fullage ;542 and
whoever is rich, let him abstain
tltogether,
and
whoever is
?om, let him eat reasonably;543
;hen when you make over to
;hemtheirproperty,
call wit~ e s s e s in theirpresence ; and
illah ia enough as a Reckoner.
I t may be added here that polygamy in Islam is both
in theory and in practice
an
exception, not a rule, and as an exception it is a remedy for many of the evils especially
prevalent in European society. I t is not only the preponderance of females over males that
necessitates polygamy in certain cases, but thereis a variety of other ciroumstances which
require polygamy to be adopted under exceptional circumstances, not only for the moral
but also for thephysical welfare of society.Prostitution,thegreat
evil of civilization,
of bastardy,ispractically
unwhichis a realcanker,withitsconcomitantincrease
known to countries where polygamy is allowed aa E remedial measure.
536 By what your right hands possess aremeantthefemaleswho
were taken
in this verse. As for the
prisoners in war. The Qur-&nsanctionsmarriagewiththem
conditions of that marriage, see 561. I do not find any verse in the Holy Qur-tin, or any
instance in the Prophet's life, sanctioning so-collcd concubinage.
537 I t is necessary that a dowry " should be given to every woman taken inmarriage,
whether she is a free woman, an orphan girl, or B prieoner of mar. So every woman beghs
her married life as the owner of some property, and thus marriage is the means of raising
her status, in many respects elevating herto a plane of eqnality with her husband.
638 By y w p o p e r t y is meant the property of the orphans whichis under ~ G W control
as guardians.The
verse lays down the principle of the Court of Wards. It requiree
guardianship in the case of all who are weak of understanding, whether minors or others,
639 Qidybm is an infinitive noun, snd means a sustenance or that which mailctains or
8 u p t S . As property is the means of support or sustenance, it is called asupport or
austensnce. While on the one hand the Qur-An l a p stress on the transitorinem of this life,
on dheother it t a c h e s t h a twealth is not a thing t o be despised or wasted, because it is the
chief mems of support.
640, 641,642, 648,Bee next p q e .

DUTIEY OF UUARDIANS
7 Men
shall
have
portion
of what the parents and the near
relatives
leave,
and women
shallhave a portion of what
near
the
parents
and
the
relativesleavo,whetherthere
is little or much
of it : a stated
portion.5u
8 And
when
there
are
present
at
the division the
relatives546 and
the
orphans
and
the
needy,
give them
(something)
out
of it and
speak to them
kind
words.
9 Andletthosefearwho,
should they leave behind them
weakly offspring, would fear
on their account; so let them
becareful
of (theirduty
to)
Allah, and let them speak right
words.
10 (As for) thoso who
swallowtheproperty
of the
orphansunjustly,surelythey
I

-

540 According to AH themeaning of
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sustaining themso that you trade with it and make it profitable,soand
that you may be able
to defraytheir expenses from the profit and not
from the capital.”
Rz gives asimilar
: “Trading
explanation. There is also a saying of the Holy Prophet in this connection
should be resorted to with respect to the property of the orphans so that the poor-rate may
not consume i t ” (AH).
541 According to Ab6 Hanifah puberty is attained at eighteen years, which is therefore
the limit of minority, but if at that age maturity of intellect is not attained, the limit may
be extended (Bd, Rz).
542 The meaning is : do not hasten to spend theproperty ofminors with a view to wastilrg
it before they attain their majority.
543 These words allowpayment
of reasonable wages tothemanager
of awards
estate out of a ward’s property i€ the manager is not 8 rich man. The amount charged
must bereasonmhle, taking into consideration the value of the property and the work of
management.
514 Among the Arabs womenandchildrenhad
no shareininheritance, for they
used tosay:“Noneshallinheritbuthe
whosmiteswiththespear”
(Ra). The
Peason i~ to be found in the fact that the normal oondition in Arabia before Islam was a
aontinual s t a b of war, and only those who could go out to fight were taken into eccount.
This great reform, by whiah the stetus of women was raised from the lowest condition to
t h a t of equalitywith man, clearlyindicatedthabpeace
would be established i n the
peninsula.
The principle laid down in this verse is the basis of the Muslim law of inheritance.
Children and near relatives, or failing these, distant relatives, whether males or females,
am the lawful heirs, and the whole of the property does not go to the eldest son. Whatever objection there may be to this principle on the ground of division of property into
ParOeh, there is not the least doubt that the rule is in accordance with thebroad principle
of the brotherhood of man which Islam seeks to establish.
545 BY these are meant
those distant relatives who for any resson are not entitled
to inherit (Rz).
8’

,
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only swallow
fire
bellies and
they
burning fire.
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into
their
shell enter

SECTION 2
Law of Inheritauco
11. Case of children and of parentswith or withoutchildren.
12. Share
of husband or wife with or without children and share of sisters and brothers
when there are no childrcn. 13, 14. Punishment for breaking the law.

11 Allah enjoins you concerning your children : the
maleshallhavetheequal
of
of two females;
the
portion
then if they
are
more
than
two females,54athey shall have
two-thirds of what the deceased
hasleft,and
if thereisone,
she shall have the half; and as
of them
for hisparents,each
shall have the sixth of what he
has left if hehasa child, but
if hehasno
child and (only)
histwoparentsinherithim,
then his mother shall have the
third; but if hehasbrothers,
then
his
mother
shall
have
the sixth after (the payment of)
a bequest
he
may
have
bea debt ;j47 your
queathedor
parents and your children, you
know not which of them is the
in usefulness;
nearer toyou
this is an ordinancefrom Allah :
surely Allah is Knowing, Wise.
1 2 And you shallhare half
of what your
wives
leave if
they have no child, but if they

Ar he.

546 By fe.males are here meent the female children. When the daughters are the
sole
heirs they are entitled to a share of two-thirds. The share of two-thirds to which “more
~

than two” daughters are entitled remains the same even when the daughters aretwo only :
and so in practice they have alwaysbeen judged to be entitled t o two-thirds of the property.
This is further evidentfrow the analogy of two sisters, who are entitled to two-thirdsof the
property when they are th6
sole heirs (see v. 177). As to those different cases in which
there are others who inherit aiong with them, they are also considered in this verse and in
that which follows.
547 This is the second case, and it deals with the question
of inheritance when the
deceased is survived by parents. In thiscase the parents first take their respective shares, and
the residue goes to the children, if there are any, failing which, the share of the parents is
increased. But in case the deceased has brothers the mother receives the same share as
she would have received if the deceased had children.
It may be noted that in all cases the payment of boquests and debts take precedence of
the shares of the heirs.

LAW OF INHERITANCE
have a child,then you shall
have 8 fourth of whatthey
leaveafter(payment
of) any
bequest
they
may
have
bequeathed or a debt ; and they
shallhavethefourth
of what
you leave if you have no child,
but if youhave .a childthen
theyshallhavetheeighth
of
what you leave after (payment
of) a bequestyoumay
have
bequeathed or a debt ;548 and if
a man or a woman
leaves
property
to
be inherited
by
neitherparentsnoroffspring,
and he (or she) has a brother
or a sister,549 then eachof them
twoshallhavethesixth,but
if theyaremoret,hanthat,
they s*hall besharersinthe
of) any
thirdafter(payment
bequestthatmayhavebeen
bequeathed or a debt that does
not harm (others) ; 5 5 0 this is an
ordinance
from
Allah : and
Allah isKnowing,Forbearing.
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13 These we Allah’e limits;
and whoeverobeys Allah and
His Apostle, H e will cause him
to enter gardens beneath which
rivers flow to abide in them; and
this isthegreatachievement.
14 And whoever
disobeys
Allah and His Apostle and goes
beyond Ria limits, H e will
cause him to enter
fire
to
abide in it, and h e shall have
an abasingchastisement.

t

SECTION 3
Treatment of Women.
15, 16. Punishment of women andmenguilty
of immoralconduct.
17, 18. Repentance. 19-22. Women to be treatedkindlyand not as mere
chattel&

15 And as for those who are
guilty of an indecency
from
among
your
women,
call
to
witness
against
them
four
(witnesses)fromamong
you;
then if they bear witness confinethemtothehousesuntil
death
takes
them
away
or
Allah opens
some
way
for
them.551
16 And as for thetwowho
areguilty
of indecency from
amongyou, give themboth st
slight punishment ; then if they
repentandamend,turnaside

AI. it.

I

much likelihood of their burdening the estate with unnecessary debts,
or even admitting
debts that havenotreally
been contracted,and of makingbequests that would leave
nothing for logal heirs,the words without h a m b g others are added to make i t clear
that debts and bequests in such a
case shall not prejudice the rights
of the legal heirs.
551 Al-fcihishah signifies anything exceeding the bounds of rectitude (gross, i ~ ~ ~ ~ d f i s t
lewd, obscene) (Mgh-LL) ; and f&’hisbh, or exuedinq the boulads of rectitude, in womeg
may mean their going out without permission (Msb, Mgh-LLj or their using foul language
(Ashshafa’l-LL).Though the word is no doubt used sometimes as meaning fornication,
the context shows that here i t is used to signify any immoral conduct short of fornication,
for the punishment of fornication is given elsewhere,and the wards of the verse that
follows, referring as theydotothe
same immoral act 8s ismentioned hepe, withthe
indefinite nature of punishment, which in the case of an act short of fornioation could nob
be made definite and ought to
be varied with the nature of the crime, streegtnens this
position. The punishment in the case of women is the curtailing of their liberty, so that
they should not be free to go out of their houses. If they then mend their ways, a way is
opened for them by All&, end they regain their liberty ; if they do not, the curtailment
should be extended till they die. There is no proof for Palmer’s assertion that (1 women
taken in adulterg or fornication were, at the beginning of Islam, literally immured.” See
slso 556.
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Or,bheirs
to women.

from them : surelyAlhh
is
Oft-returning (to mercy), the
M~reifu1.~58
17 Repentance
with
Allah
I is only for those who do evil
ignorance,
in
then ‘turn (to
Allah) mon, 50 these it is to
whom Allah turns (mercifully),
and Allah is ever Knowing,
Wise.
18 And repentance IS not
for those who go on doing evil
deeds, until whm death comes
to one of them, he says : Surely
nom I repent ; nor (for) those
who die while theyare
unbelievers. Thesearethey
for
whom We have prepared a
painful chastisement.553
19 0 you who believe ! it is
notlawful
for you that you
should take women as heritage
against(their) will ;554 and do
1 not straiten them in o d e r
that you may take part of what
!

563 The crime spoken d in this verse is the s m e 8s that in the previous verw. The
committers are two, and though the masculine gender is used, it does not imply that they
L female, and reading it
are both neoessatily males. In fact, it may imply a male and
along withthe previous verse, it is clear that a male and a female areimplied. The
,
means annoying,and might indicate slight puwishpunishment is indicated in d ~ dwhich
mewt or only repnovi+rg with the tongue, according to Qatada and others (AH). That the
punishment for woman is conr,ained inthe previous verse does notpreventthis
verse
from referring toher.The
previous veme deais withthe case in which f o m m a l c m
is guilty; this ope deals with the case in which the husband 8 s well &s the wife mrgr
be guilty.
553 The reference to repentance in connection with the mention of fdcipishah in VV. 15
and 16 is furthq proof that jdjiishah does not here me&nfornication, butsome immmlity
short of that, for fornication is punishable criminally, and penitenoe on the part of those
guilty of i&cannot avert the punishment.
Verses 17 and 18 show that repentance, according to the Holy Qur-in, implies an
actual change in the c o u m of one’s life,not the mere utterance
of words. In fact, the
law stated here shows how repentanoe does away with sins. When the
very course of a
mm’s life is changed in respect of a particular sin, the tendency to that sin is uprooted.
But those who continue their evil courGes until death overtakes them cannot obtain the
benefit of repentance, because there is no time leftfor them to improve themselves.
554 Among the pre-Islamite Arabs, when E man died his elder son or other relations
had a ,right bo pos~esshis widow or widows, marrying them themselves if they pleased
without setkling a dowry upon them, or marrying them to others, or prohibiting them from
marriage altogether(Bkh, Rz). The best authorities agree that the verse remedies this
evil. But some commentatorsadoptthealternativemeaning
given inthemargin,
according t o whichthey wem pmhibitd from reatmitiamg such women from marrying
80 that they might
become heirs to the property which they possessed (Rz), for in the
Cas8 of marriage the new husband would become the heir.
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you have given them,655 unless
they
are
guilty
of manifest
indecency,556 andtreatthem
kindly ; then it you hate them,
it may
be
that
you
dislike
B thing while Allah has placed
abundant good in it.
20 And i f you wish to have
Ar, mf... (one) wife in the placeof another
and you have given one of them
a, heap of gold, then take not
from it any thing; would
you
take it by slandering (her) and
(doing her) manifest wrong ?557
21 And how can you take it
whenone of youhasalready
gone in to the other and they
havemadewith
you a firm
covenant ?
22 Andmarry
not women
whom your
fathers
married,
jxcept
already
what
has
passed; this surely is indecent
m d hateful,and it isanevil
way.5s8
555 This passage remediesanotherevil,
Those husbandswho were dissatisfied with
their wives were wont to give them trouble in order that they should be forced to claim a
divorce and remit the dowry (Rz). This is disallowed. SOthat if the judge finds that the
fault lies actually with the husband, he will not allow the dowry to be remitted in favour
of the husband.
556 Theexceptionis
in referenceto takingpart of thedowry, themeaning being
thatpart of the dowry canonly be taken back if the woman isguilty of indecency.

The
best

received opinion
is

that

&,-.
...

or the manifest
indecmcy

spoken

of here, is hatred altd desertion of the husband, refractoriness, and doing h a m to tha husband
and hi8 famiZy (Rz). In such cases, as the fault is on the part of the woman, she may be
required to return her dowry wholly or i n part.Thismeaning
of fdbishah, where the
significance is intensified by the addition of the qualifying word mubayyinah (i.e. manifest),
corroborates the meaning of fdlqishah adopted in v. 15.
557 Another evil of the time of ignorance is thus described by Rz : “It isnarrated that

-

when a (married) man among them had a desire to marry another wife in place of thefirst,
he used to accuse the latter of adultery or other gross immorality, thus compelling her
sum of money.” The evil isremedied by this
toobtain a divorce by payingalarge
verse. As the previous verse mentions B case in which the divorce may be claimed
when the wife is dissatisfiedwith
thehusband,thismentions
a case in which the
husbandisdissatisfiedanddesiresa
divorce. Having om wife in placs of another
simply signifies tlw divorcing of the firstwife and mamying another.
558 As already pointed out, whena m m died his widows were the property of the eldest
son, and he could marry any of them that he liked. This immoral praotice was abofibed
by this verse.

SECTION 4
m a t Women may be taken in Marriage
23. Blood and foster relations whom it is not lawful to marry. 24. Other
free women. 25. When slave girls could be taken in marriage.

23 Forbidden to you art)
your
mothers
and
your
daughters and your sisters and
yourpaternalauntsand
your
maternalauntsand
brothers’
daughters and sisters’ daughters
and your mothersthat
have
suckledyou
and yourfostersistersandmothers
of your
wives andyourstepdaughters
who are in yourguardianship,
(born) of your wives to whom
you havegone i n ; but if you
in
to
them,
have not gone
there isnoblame
on you (in
marrying them), and the wives
of your sons who are of your
3wn loins, and that you should
have two sisters together,except
what has already passed;
mrely Allah is Forgiving,
Merciful :559 ’

PART Y
24 Bnd all mnwied women
>xcept those whom your right
lands
possess:56u
(this
1s)
illah’s ordinance to you ; and
awful for you are (all women)
lesides those, provided that
TOU seek (them)
Kith
your
wperty,
taking
(them)
in
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559 For prohibited marriage relations in the NOSaiC law see Lev. 16 : 6-18.
560 Al-lliu(qawdtsignifiea both free uomett and married women, and as the previous
verse speaks of women whom it is unlawful to take in marriage, the
second significance

is the one generally adopted here, though, according to ’Umar, free wonzek is the correct
rendering (Ra). According to the rendering adopted generally, the meaning is that even as
it is unlawful for a man to marry a woman within certain degrees of relationship, it is also
unlawful for him to take in marriage one who is already married to another person.
An
exception is made, however, regarding those w h n a your right hands possess, by which
expression are generally meant in the Holy Qur-Bu those who are takenprisoners in n war.
I n the Islamic law prisoners of war were generally set free either on payment of ransom or
simply as an act of kindness,as plainly stated in 47 : 4 : “ So when you meet in battle those
vho disbelieve, then smite the necks until
you have overcome them, then make them
prisoners, and afterwards either set themfree as a favour or let thom ransom themselves.”
But it aometimea happened that those taken prisoners became converts to Islam and
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marriage, not committingfornication.
those
Then
to
whom
you
profit by (by
marrying), give them
their
dowries as. appointed;
and
there is no blame on you about
what you mqtually agree after
what is appointed (of dowry) ;
surely Allah is Knowing, Wise.
25 And whoeveramong you
has
not
within
his
power
ampleness of meanstomarry
free believing women, then (he
of those
whom
may
marry)
your right hands possess from
bmong your believing maidens ;
2nd Allah knows best your
Iaith ; you are (sprung) the one
From the other ; so marry them
with thepermission
of their
nasters,and give themtheir
lowries justly, they being chaste,
lotfornicating,norreceiving
mr&mours; hnd when they are
,aken in marriage, then if they
r e guilty of indecency,they
:hall suffer half thepunishnentwhichis
(inflicted) upon
reewomen.Thisisforhim
,mong youwhofearsfalling
nto evil; and that you abstsin
3 betterforyou,and
Allah is
Corgiving, Merciful.SG1
therefore they could not be sent back. Such women it was lawhl t o take in marriage,
even though they might not have been divorced formally by their former husbands. That
their conversion to Islam was a necessary condition is clear from the fact that wars of this
nature were only carried on with polytheists, and Xuslims were not allowed t o take a polytheistic woman in marriage, for which see 2 : 221. As for the conditions under which such
wornen could be taken in marriage, see the verse t’hat follows.
The words md malakatailncin-u-kum may, however, bear a different significance.
A W n is plural of yamtn, which bears a number of different significances, vis. the right
h a n d , a good ,position, pow@ and strength, and a covenant con$rmed by anoath,
The phrase m i malakat aim&-u-kum is takeu generally as signifying prisoners of war,
because they &re taken by superior power. But it is used in a saying of the Holy Prophet
sa indicating property earned by Eawful means, out of which poor-rate must be paid.
Such is the explanation given by LA of the well-known saying of the Holy Prophet,

&k!

LJ

~&LJI

Hence md malakat
aimdn-u-kum

may also mean

whom you have Zawjtdiy takert in marriage, because lawful possession is clesdy implied in
the word aim& which signifies covenant, marriage also being a covenant. The meaning of
the p8SBsge maytherefore be that all free w o m n areprohibited t o you
those whom.
you have law full^ married, and the sense is in this case oleax. Adopting this significance,
661,sea next p a g e .
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SECTION 5
PPomcn'6 Rights oyer t h e h Earnin@
26-31. Respect for rightd of property end life. 32. Woman has as much
right to her earnings as man.
53. Similar rights in the case of inheritance.

26 Allah desires to explain
to you, and to guideyouinto
the ways of those before you,
and to turn to you (mercifully),
and Allah isKnowing,
Wise.
27 And Allah desires that
H e should turn to you (mercifully),
and
those
who follow
(their)
lusts
desire
that
you
shoulddeviate(with)
a great
deviation.
28 Allah desires that He
should make your
light
burdens,bG2 and man is created
weak.563
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the three verses of this section speak of three classes of women, viz. 7'. 20 of blood and foster
relations, v. 24 of free women in general, v. 25 of prisoners of war. In fact, while V. 28
deals with prohibited degrees, vv. 24 and 25 state respectively how free women and slave
girls are made lawful. Or, the meaning is, all nzanied wonten are prohlbited to you except
those whom you yourselves have lawfully married.
561 This verse lays down the conditions under which those taken prisoners in war may
be takeninmarriage.
I do not find any verse intheHoly
Qur-An- sanctioningwhat
is called concztbilzage. On more occasions than one, when the establishment
of conjugal
takin2 inmarriageisclearlyindicated,
relationswith slave girh ismentioned,their
as in v. 8, v. 24, and this verse.Heremarriagewiththosetakenprisoners
in war is
allowed under certain circumstances, the fir5t of these being that t'hey should be believing
vonlen or Muslims. Even then it is when
person is unable t o find a wifefromamong
free women, and fears to fall into evil, that he is allowed to take a slave girl in marriage.
If, then, even marriage with her is allowed under exceptional circumstances, it is quite
allowed t o have conjugal relations with her
unreasonable to suppose that her master is
without taking her for a wife. She was no doubt placed on B lower level in Arab society
than a free mom&n,but that is all. Perhaps the striotness of the rules regarding marriage
with a female sleve is due to the consideration that hewho seeks her in marriage may first
have her freed from slavery.
But it may be said that this verse speaks of others than the masters of the slave girb,
because it requires the permission of themasters. I do not think that limitation can
reasonably be placed upon the meanings
of the verse, the opening words clearly showing that it is meant for all.Theonlyrightthemastercanreasonablyclaim
is that
of anybodyelse, and probably also thatheneed
he does nob requirethepermission
not pay the dowry, but he must still take her as a wife. He cannot, of course, cohabit
with herwithouttakingherlawfully
as a wife, asotherwiseit mould be fornication,
which is denounced in this very verse.
562 Notonly is the rigour of the Jewish and other prsviouslawsgreatly
modifled
in Islam, but a11 principles of right action are stated with
such completeness, devoid of
unnecessary detcsils, that the real burden of man is actmlly much more lightened in Islam
than in m y other religion. It, moreover, points out the right way for m m ' s freedom from
the h & pof bin, ma bhus redness his M e n , not by fslse kssunmoea, but by ECtUaup
n
@evil ways,
MCt, sse next pgs
saving him from falling i
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29 0 you who believe I do
devour
not your
property
among
yourselves
falsely,
exceptthatit
be tradingby
yourmutualconsent
;5G4
and
do not kill your people; surely
Allah is Merciful to you.
30 And whoeverdoes
this
aggrevsively andunjustly, We
will soon cast him intofire ;
and this is easy to
Allah.
31 If youshunthegreat
things which you are forbidden,
We will doawaywithyour
evil(inclinations)j@andcause
you to enter an honourableplace
of entering.
32 And do not covet that by
which $llah has made some of
you excelothers;menshall
havethe benefit of whatthey
earn
and
women
shall
have
the benefit of what they earn;
Allah of His grace;
andask
surelyAllahknowsallthings.
33 AndtoeveryoneWe
1have appointed heirs506 of what
parents and near
relatives
to thosewith
leave ; andas
whom yourrighthandshave
Iratified agreements, give them
i;heir portion ;867 surely Allah is
Lt witnessoverallthings.

1

-

563 It iis preposterous to take this sentence,and man i s created weak, as excusing man’s
immorality, as someChristiancriticshavedone.Thecontextclearly
shows what is
meant. These verses speak of Allah’s great mercy in having shown mau the way to truth
s s d guidance, for man, being created weak, could not chalk out a way for himself which
was free from error. That is d l that man’s weakness here signifies. If he had prepared a
may for himself, surely he would have laid himself under a heavy burden, but Allah, who
knows the nature of man because He is the Maker, by pointing out the right
way, has
lightened the burden.
564 The meaning of this verse is that all illegal methods arb forbidden, but t h s e e k i v

of gain one from another by trading, which implies mutual consent, is allowed, being a
kgal method. Tijcirah signifies the seeking of gain by selling and buying (Rz-LL). Though
the words aregeneral,the
passage isparticularlydirectedtoguardwomen’srightto
property, because i t was women’s property that was generally devaured aggressively and
unjustly, and aggression and injustice are particularly referred to
in the next verse as
necessary to be gnarded against.
565 Neither this passage nor any other in the Holy Qur-&n supports thd classification ef sin into kab4rah and saghbrah. The actual commission of any sin is a great evil.
There is in man aninclination for evil, a8 there is an inclination for good, and when E man
begins to shun evil, that inclination gradually dies away. Sayyiah OF sa‘ signifies am evil
deed aa well as an evil afection (LL). The context requires the latter significance to be
666,567, see next page.

SECTION 6

I

Dinagreement between Husband and Wife
34. The wife’s desertion. 35. Reconcilement, how effected. 36. Faith.
fulness to one’s duty t o Allah and duty to men inculcated. 37-42. Niggardliness and hypocrisy condemned.

34 Men are the maintainers588
of women, because Allah has
made some of them to excel
othersand because theyspend
out of their property; the
good women are therefore
obedient,569 guardingtheunseen570 ag Allah has guarded;j“
and (as to) those on whose part
you feardesertion,admonish
1 them, and leave them alone in
I thesleeping-places and beat
them; then if they obey you,
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adopted here. All that is meant is that if a man begins to avoid the commission of sins,
the evil inclinations within him begin t o die.
566 Mazc61i is plural of mauld, rvhich conveys a number of significances, such as lord
or chief, a cousin, afreed man, a slave, an heir. The last of these significances is adopted
here by the best authorities (bH), and only this suits the context.
567 In the pre-Islamic days, people were accustomed to enter into covenants one with
one another; and
another, by which they undertook to defend emh other and to inherit
whm one of them died, the other was considered entitled to one-sixth of the property of
the deceased (AH). Whenthe Muslims fled to Medina the HolyProphetmade
every
Mecoan emigrant enter into a close relationship of brotherhood Kith one of the hledina
citizens, so that (under the old custom) one of them would have become an heir to the other
on his decease (Bkh). But any suchshare was not allowed by the Holy Qur-an. This
verse, however, recommends that somethingbe’given.The
words gito the?lt their partion are taken as meaning t h Tendering of assistance in general, d o h g acts of kind?Wss
md ti% g i v i n g of good advice, while something may be settled by testament (Bkh).
565 The significance of qawwdn is thus explained byTA :

mean‘s he maimtained her and managed her a$’&,
hence he is said to be her pawwcim, i.e, maintainer,
of Msb :
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having charge of her affair;

Similarly, LL has, on the authority

f $ i.e. he maintained the orphan or the chiid. Hence by

the men being pawwintdn is only meant that they are the maintainer5 of women, and
the reason given is that All& hasmade some to excel others, i.e. the man excels the
excels themaninbeauty
and
woman in constitution and physique,whilethewoman
delicacy of structure.
569 Obedience here signifies obedience to Allah. This significance Of the word is made
C l ~ mby a comparison with 33 : 31, 33 : 35, and 66 : 5.
570 The guardiwg tile unseen is a euphemism for guarding the h u s b a d s rights.
The two qualifications of a good wife as given here are her piety or obedience to Allah and
chastity, i.e. she must be careful of her duty to Allah and to her husband (Rz).
571 The meaning is that their guarding thehusband’s rights is in reality a favour from
Allah, as it is Allah that really guards them (Rr). Or themeaning may be, bemuse
Allah hcls enjoined it to be guarded.
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do not seek a way a g a i n s t
them ; s u r e l y Allah is H i g h ,
Great.6'2
35 And if you fear a breach
between the two, then appoint
a j u d g e from h i s people and
a judge from her people; if
they both desire agreement,
Allah will effect harmony
between them ; surely AIlah is
K n o w i n g , 9w.are.673
36 And s e r v e Allah and do
not associate any thing with
I

H i m , and be good to the
parents and to the near of kin
snd the o r p h a n s and the needy
a n d the neighbour of (your) kin
and the alien neighb0ur,~'4 and
the companion in a journey and
the w a y f a r e r and those whom
your right hands possess
wrely illlah does not love him
who is proud, boastful :

of the husband's obligation to maintain
t h e wife, the holy
572 Aftcx 1having
- spoken
Word states the wife's obligation not to desert her husband. The
word nzuhzlz, which I
have translated aa desertion, primarily means rising, and as spoken of a woman in connectionwithherhusbanditmeans
h4r rising against herhusband.
ThisisexpIained
in
a number of ways;accordingto
one of theseexplanationsit
means iwr leawbng the
hwband's plaoe and taking up an abode which he does not like (AH). And LL quotes
various
authorities
explaining

t h e phrase

,j

2

;:A\ -$

which
means

tb wife resisted her husband and hated him (S, Q) and deserted him (TA).
The remedy pointed out when the wife's desertion is feared is threefold. At f i r s & she
is onlyto be admonished. If she desists, the mil
is mended, but if ahe persists in tke
wrong course her bed is to be separated. If she still persists, chastisement is permitted
as a last resort (Rz). Regarding this last remedy two
things must, hewever, be borne i n
mind. Firstly, it is a merepermission, and sayings of the Holy Prophet make it clear
that,though
allowed, i t was discouraged in practice.ThustheProphetisreported
to have said, on the complaint of certain women as l o ill-treatment by their hasbands :
I' You willnot
find thesemen as the bestamongyou" (Rz). According to Shafa'i it
of the wife (Rz). In fact, as the injunctions
ispreferablenottoresorttochastisement
of the Qur-An are wide in their scope, the example of the Holy Prophet and his constant
exhortations for kind treatment towards women, so much so that he made a man's good
treatment of hia wife the gauge of his goodness in general-the best o j you is he who is
bsrt to his wife-show clearly that this permission is meant only for that type of men and
women who belong to a low grade of society,Secondly,even
this permissioncannot
tre adopted indiscriminately, for sayings of the Holy Prophet make it quite evident that
chastisement, when resorted to in extreme cases, must be very slight. I'Ab says i t may be
with a tooth-brush or something like i t (AH),
573 There is much food for refleotion in this for those who think that IsIam allows
divorce on the slightest prebext. When B breach occurs the Qazi's first duty is to appoint
jadges m both sides with .the object of effecting a reconciliation; i t is only when judges
f.il to bring about s reconciliation that a divorce is allowed. The wife canobtain B
divorce through the Qazi or the judge who is legally entitledtopronounce
a divorce.
674,675, see next page.
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37 Those who are niggardly
and bid people tr, be niggardly
and hide what Allah has given
themout of His grace; and
We hbw prepared for the unbelievers a disgraceful chastisement :
38 And those who spend
theirproperty {in alms) to be
seen of the people and do nob
believe in Allah nor in the last
day; and as for him whose
associate is the devil, en evil
associate is he !
39 And what (harm) would it
havedone
them if theyhad
believed in Allah andthelast
day and spent (benevolently) of
what Allah had given them ?
I and Allah knows them.
40 Surely Allah does not do
injustice to the weight of an
&tom, and if itis a good deed
He multiplies it and gives from
Himself a great r e ~ a r d . ~ ' ~
4 1 How will it be,
then,
when We bring from every
3eople a witness and bring you.
ts a witness against these ?576A
42 On thatday
will those
lcho disbelieve and disobey the
Ipostle desire thattheearth
Kere levelled withthem,and
#heyshallnot hide any word
rom Allah.

Cases were decided in accordance with the directions contained in this Terse in the early
days of Islalp. See an instance quoted by Rz rogarding Mi's decision in a case of bresch.
The husband was told in plain words that he must abide by the judgment of the judges
&ppointed under this verse.

a.9

674 By
\ 6;
\
gome understand a nsighbour who is a relative andothers
a Muslim neighbour, andsimilarly
by &\
J
~ aI neighbour
notrelated
or a

. . .

neiqhbour of an aZ+n religion (AH). The latter phrase (the qualifying word being derived
fromjanb, meaning u sick) signifies, aocording to lexicologists, the psrson who is om's neighhour but who belongs to another pople (LL). Thus the charity of Islam is not limited to
one's own people or one's o m oo-religionists, but is extended to aliens also.
575 By those whom your right hands possess are meant all tlwse with whose care a man
is entrusted, so that it includes even animals over which a man has control (AH, Rz).
576 Such is the ever-recurring description
of the preponderance of mercy in Divine
of good
nature : good is always multiplied End evil nullified. The constant multiplication
no doubt that good must ultimately preponderate in the
universe, and thus the
is moving towards the
Divine laws working in nature point to the fact that the universe
goal of absolute good.
5 7 6 ~Theprephetsent
to a people is frequently spoken of as being a tuitwt
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SECTION 7
External and Internal Purity
43. Necessity of purification as a preliminm=y t o prayer.
exhortedto obey. 48-50. Gravity of the sin of polytheism.

44. Jews

43 0 you who believe! do
not go nearprayerwhenyou
are intoxicated until you know
(well)
nor you
what
when you are under an obligation to perform a total
are)
a b l u t i ~ n ~ ~ ~ - u n l e s(you
s
travelling on the road579-until
youhavewashedyourselves
;
and if youare sick, or on a
journey,orone
of youcome
from theprivy, or youhave
touched the w~rnen,~"J and you
betake
cannot find water,
yourselves
pure
toearth,581
then wipe your faces and your
hat& ; surely Allah is Pardoning,Forgiving.
(Ar. shahid) againstthem, because, if theyrejectthetruthwhichhebrings
t.0 them,
he bears testimony to their rejection
before Allah.
677 There is some difference of opinion as to what is meant by sukbrd. here. Literally the
singular sakaydn signifies one intoxicated, butwhilesomeconsider
themeaninghere
to
be intosicatedwithdrink,
othersthink it to be intoxicated w i t h sleep (TA-LL, Dk-Rz).
And sakr, no doubt, may be applied in the latter sense, for its literal significance is stoppirig

I;,k

up (LL, Re). Hence we have
the
in
Holy
Qur-An
meaning o w eyes
]lave been covered over or prevented from seeing (15 : 15). The word is alsoapplied
to
confusion of judument (LL).
If the verse be supposed to be a laterrevelationthantheprohibition
of drink, Dk's
rendering would undoubtedly be the correct one ; if not, the injunction would be the first step
towards the total prohibition
of drink, for the necessity 01 going to prayer five times a day
would afford little opportunity for indulgence in drink.
578 The word which I render by this lengthy phrase is ju?tub (from janb, meaning a side).
To renderit asmeaningimpureorgolluted is incorrect, and no lexicologist supports it. It is a
purely technical term, and meansone who is under an obligationt o perform a total ablution or
bathing (LL). The connection with the root-meaning is that the person under such obligation
ir on a side or remote from prayer (Rgh). The idea
of impurity in one who is under such
obligationisnot
met with inthe HolyQur-Snor
any saying of the Holy Prophet.The
necessity to perform a totalablutionarises
in case of sexualintercourse.
579 Or going near prayel' in this case may signify
going into mosques (I'Ab-Rz), and the
meaning of

3- 61.L

I in that case would be unless you pass (throughthe mosques)

as by a way.
580 The touching of women is e, euphemismforsexualintercourse.Many
of the fine
phrases used in the Holy Qur-An to express this delimte relation were unknown to the Arabs
before the revelation of the Holy Qur-An, and while human necessities rendered reference
to such relations necessary, words and forms were adopted which would not shock the most
delichte ears.
681, see next page.
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b 150.
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70.
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(their)
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44 Have you. not considered
those to whom a portion of the
Book has been given 1 They
buyerrorand
desire that you
should go astray from the way :
45 And Allah best knows
your enemies; and’ Allah
and
suffices as a Guardian,
Allah suffices as a Helper.
46 Of those who areJews
(there
are
those
who) alter
words from their places5s~ and
say : Wehaveheardandwe
disobey ;* and: Hear, may you
not be made tohear I and:
B c i ’ i ~ d ,distorting
~
(theword)
with their tongues and taunting
about religion ; and if they had
said (instead): We have heard
and we obey, and hearken, and
~ l n + m d , it
~ would have been
better for them
and
more
upright;but Allah has cursed
them on account of theirunbelief, so they do not believe
butalittle.
47 0 you who have been
given the Book! believe that
which we have revealed,
verifying what you have,d
before We alter faces then
turnthem on their backs, or
cursethem as Wecursedthe
violators of theSabbath,and
thecommand
of Allah shall
be executed.jb‘3

-

581 Sa’td (from qa’ad.a, i.e. he ascended or went u p ) means high or elevated ground, hence
generally land ‘or ground or surface of the earth, whethor i t be dust or ea& or otherwise
(Zj-LL). !Z’ayan~mum,which has now become atechnicalterm(from
amma, meaning he
repaiwd), meant originally only betaking oneself t o a thing, andtechnically it now means
striking both hands on pure earth, or any thing containing pure dust, and then
passing the

or is likely to do
hands over the face and the backs of the hands. When water is not found,
harm, tayarntnutn suffices instead of wuda, or ablution before prayer.
583 The corruption of the previous books is constantly referred to in the Holy Qur-An,and,
ns the words clearly show, it implies I% corruptiop. of the text as well as a false rendering of it.
I t is unreasonable on the partof the apologists of the Bible to deny such corruptionwhen clear
instances of ithave been pointedout.Thesubject
of theperversion of “holywrit” is
specially dealt with in the Holy Qur-An in 2.: 75-79, 5 : 13, 41,and here. The verification
referred to here in v , 47 and eleewhere implies only a verification of the general principles
and particularly of the prophecies contained in those books and bearing witness to the truth
of the previous revelation, and does not in any way negative the corruption and alteration of
the text, which is only too apparent to be seriously contested.
583 Two kinds of punishment are here described I%Sawsiting the Jews. The iirst of these

is expressed inthe

words

b

&

whichliterallysignify

w e obliternte or aZter
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48 Surely
Allah
does
not
forgive
that
any
thing
should
be associatedwith
Him. and

A r.

kast

1hOU.

o r , a Whit.

whoever
associatk
any
.thing
with Allah, he devisesindeed
a great sin.584
49 Have you not
considered
thosewhoattributepurity
to
thcmselves? Nay, illlah purifies
whom H e pleases,andthey
shall not be wronged the husk
7f a date-stone.
50 Seehowthey
forge the
ieagainstAllah,andthis
is
3ufficient as a manifeRt sin.
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SECTION' 8
Eyery Leaning to Injustice and EYil to be ahunned
51-53. Jewspreferidolaters
t o Muslims. 54. I t is Abraham's seed that
beenblessed.
55-57. Recompense of unbeliefandfaith.
58. Judges
,ndjudgment. 59. Obedience to the Apostle andotherauthority.
1as

Ar. hast
thou.

Or,idn2s.
n 343.

[evils,"and say of thosewho
lisbelieve : These
are
better
;uidedinthepaththanthose
vho believe.

faces. But the phrase is evidently
a metaphoricalone,and the alteration of facer signifies
depriving t h e m of g~eatnessand posperity and bringing o n them disgrace and adversity (Bd).

The same idea is intensified in turn them on their backs. The reference here is supposed
to be to their ultimate banishment from Arabia. But the words may carry the
significance
given in the margin, for wujzlh sometimes signifies the chiefs and the 2eaders (Rgh, art. )am8 ;
Rz, Bd).
The second form of punishment is their being overtaken by the curse which overtook the
Sabbath-breakers, for which see 107.
564 The reference to polytheism, or the setting up of gods with Allah, which is called shirk
in the language of the Holy Qur.&n, as the gravest sin of which man can be guilty, is made
way diminishes
morethan once inthe Holy Qur-&n. And thisisnotbecauseinany
the grendeur of the Divine Being, but becau3e it lowers the dignity of human nature. Man ia
made to rule nature itself and all creatures, bnt when he lowers himself before mortals like
himself, or before creatures lower than himself whom he was really msde to rule, he sete et
naught the very purpose of his creation. It s)ould be noted, however, that this only means
that the polytheist, having degraded himself, cannot rise without suffering the consequenoes;
not that his punishment would be everlasting.
685 The original word isjiht, whiah means an idol or idols (LL), or any t h i y wor,qhipp,ped
to the ezcelwion of Allah, or enchanter, or diviner (Rgh), or enchnntrnent (c'alabi-LL). Some
consider it to be the 8ame word as jibs, whioh means a worthless thing (Rz) or a thing in
which them is no good. I t is related that in making a, compact with the Quraish the Jews

LEANING TO INJUSTICE AND EVIL
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52 Those
are
they
whom
Allah hascursed,and
whom.
ever Allah curses, you shall not
find any helper for him.
53 Or have they a sharein
thekingdom?Butthenthey
would not give to people
even the speckin
thedatestone.566
54 Or do
they
envy the
people for what Allah has given
them of His grace ? But indeed
We have given to Abraham’s
children
the
Book and
the
wisdom, andWe
have given
them a grand kingdom.687
55 So of them5dN is he who
believes in him, and of them
is he who turns away from
hirn,ssV and hell is suffioient
to burn.
56 (As for) those who disbelieve in Our communications,
We
shall
make
them
enter
fire; so oft astheir skins are
will
thoroughly burned
We
zhange them for other skins,580
that theymaytastethechasjisement ; surely Allah is
Mighty, Wise.
57 And (as for) thosewho
3elieve and do good deeds, We
xi11 make thementergardens
3eneath whichrivers flow, to
tbide in them for ever;they
$hallhave therein pure mates,B
worshipped the9 idols (Rz), but the words seem to refer to the general debasement of the
Jews, who believed in all kinds of enchantment, divination, and sorcery, and had long bidden
farewell to the pure monotheism of Moses.
586 The meaning is that theyhaveno share in granting a kingdom;
if they had any
such share they would not give even the most trifling thing in it t o any one else. The referwas promised to Abraham’@
ence is apparently to the temporal and spiritual kingdom which
seed, as clearly spoken of in the next verse, and which, the Jews alleged, could not be granted
to any but their own people.
587 The kingdom of heaven, which is the grand kingdom, was still in Abraham’s seed,
but w w now transferred from the descendants of Isrwl to those of Ishmael, in eccordance
with the covenant made with Abraham (see 168).
6SS The children of Abraham, among whom were the Jews, are meant.
589 The personal pronoun is either
for Abrahem or for the Holy Prophet Muhammad.
Holy Prophet wss’equivaIn the fist case, it should be noted that turning away from the
lent to turning away fromAbraham, because he was thetrueexponent
of Abraham’s
religion.
690 The form used signifies the continuance of the torment (Rz), in accordance s i t h the
metaphor of fire.
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and We shall make them enter
(a state of) gleat happimss.691
58 SurelyAllahcommands
you to makeovertrustsSg8to
those worthy of them, and that
when
you
judge
between
people, you judge with justice ;
surelyAllahadmonishesyou
with what is excellent;surely
Allah isSeeing,Hearing.
59 0 you who believe ! obey
Allah and obey the Apostle and
those in authority from among
you ; then if you quarrel about
any thing, refer it to Allah and
theApostle, if you believe in
Allah and the last day ;593 this
is (the)better(part)and
very
good in the end.jQ4
591 The original words are I&!&

from ?ill, meaning shade. But
according
to

Wahidi, ?ill among the Arabs implied
happiness ( R a ) ; and, according to Rgh, gill implies
nightines8 and inaccessibility and also a state of ease ; and according to the same authority
the words are used here in allusion to happiness and pleasantness of life,
592 If the inoident that after the conquest of Mecca the Holy Prophet gave back the key
of the Ka'aba to Othman, its first holder, has any connection with the verse, then it should
afford an illustration of the real significance of the verse. It not only includes the payment
of the trusts of money to their owners, but also the entrusting of the affairs of government to
those who are worthy of handling them properly. The words that follow, requiring judges to
be just,corroboratethissignificance,the
whole verse statingthereciprocalduties
of the
governed to thegovernorsand
of thegovernorstothegoverned.Eventakingthemore
apparent signifioence, the words show the breadth of the Islamic doctrine, which requires its
followers to be true to their trusts, irrespective of the religion or nationality of those on whose
account they are held.
593 The passage lays down a most important rule for the guidance
of Muslims. Above
all authorities with E true Muslim is the authority of Allah and His Apostle, bot those who
are in authority are also to be obeyed. Among those in authority are included the rulers of a
land, though they may
belong to an alienreligion, ES the Holy Prophet's example in his
relationswiththeChristiankingdom
of Abyssinia shows. The words ulul-amr, or those
in authority, have a wide significance, sc that in different matters relating to the life of man
different persons would be in authority. The term also includes the Muslim religious leaders,
but, as the words if you quarrel about any thing, refer it to Allah and the Apostle show, if a
religious leader goes against the teachings of the Holy Qur-&n he should not be obeyed. A
reference to Allah and the Apostle in case of a quarrel-or dispute means a reference to the
directions of the Holy Qur-An and the sayings and practice of the Holy Prophet.
594 Ta'wtl (from &la, i.e. he returned) istheinfinitive

noun of

43'

djT

i.e. he

returned it to him, hence its extensive use to signify interpretation, because the words &re
returned t o that sense. But from the same original sense of returning follows its-use in the
sense o! marja', i.e.jinTE sequel, and 'ciqibat, i.e. issue, end, result (Rz,Bd-LL), and this b t h e
signifioance which suits the context here.

SECTION 9
Hypocrites refuae to accept the Prophet’s Judgment

’

60-64. Hypocrites’leaning t o devil. 65. Prophet’sjudgment
must be
accepted. 6670. Obedience to Allah and theProphetshallbringgreat
reward.
Ar. hast
thou.
Ar. thee.
Ar. thee.

Ar 1ltou
wilt.
Ar. thee.

Au. thee.

60 Have you not considered
bhose who
assert
that
they
believe in what
has
been
I revealed to you and what was
revealed before you? they
desire to summon one another
to the judgment of the deviI,6$5
though they were commanded
to deny
him,
and the devil
desires to lead them
astray
intoa remote error.
61 And when it is said to
them, Come to what Allah has
revealed andtothe
Apostle,
you will see the
hypocrites
you with
turning awayfrom
(utter) aversion.
62 But how will it be when
misfortune befalls them on
account of what theirhands
have sentbefore?Thenthey
mill come to you swearing by
Allah : We did not desire (any
thing) but good and concord.
63 Thesearethey of whom
,411ah knows what is intheir
aside
hearts ; thereforeturn
from them and admonish them,
and
speak
to them effectual
words
concerning
themselves.596
I

595 The reference here is said to be to Ka’b, son of Ashraf, a Jew ; others think it is to
Abu Barda, diviner ; others consider the ldghzit here t o be a particular idol or idol8 generally
to whom disputes were taken to be decided by divination (Rz). Really allthese cases are
included in the original words. The hypocrites in heart inclined to idols, or their diviners,
who, being
inleaders
their
devil-worship, are called devils.
596 A person is said to be baligll (from balagh.a, meaning hc attained the utmost point tO
who is chaste in speech or efective or penetrating in tongue.
which h e diwctedhiscouvse)
Applied to a saying,it also signifies an efectual speech or a speechprodzlcing a n efect
Msb,
Bd-LL).

3;’ j

I

2

msy bear a threefold significance here: (1) l$y

or words pmducing eyectontheir

coming tlwmselves ; (3)

+.

k

minds; (2)

Le. w h a alonewiththem

W e r e , distressful (LL), and severe words
t h a n mild words.

e

1

uc 2

2

i.e. Con-

(Rz). Baldgh also means

to the hypocrites would no doubt be more effective
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PART
v,

64 And We didnotsend
any apostle but that he ehould
be obeyed b Allah’s
permission ; and ad they, when
they were unjust to themselves,
you andasked
forcometo
giveness of Allah and the
Apostlehad
(also) asked forgiveness for them, they would
have found Allah Oft-returning
(tomercy),Merciful.
65 But no ! by your Lord !
they do not believe (in reality)
untiltheymake
you a judge
of thatwhichhas
become a
matter of disagreement among
them,andthendonotfind
hearts
anystraitnessintheir
as towhat
you have decided
andsubmitwithentiresubmission.
66 And if We had
prescribed for them : Lay down
your lives597 or go forth
fromyourhomes,theywould
not have done it except a few
of them ; and if they had done
what they were admonished, it
would
have
certainly
been
better for themand
best in
strengthening (them) ;
67 And
then
We
would
certainly have given them from
Ourselves a greatreward,
68 AndWewouldcertainly
have guided them in the right
path.
69 And whoever obeys Allah
and
the
Apostle,
these
are
withthose upon whom Allah
has
bestowed
favours
from
rtmong theprophetsandthe
truthfulandthefaithfuland
good,
the
and a goodly
:ompany are they !508
70 This is grace from$llah,
tnd sufficient is Allah asthe
Knower.

K

Ar. thee.

Ar. thy.
Ar. thee.

Ar. aoulg.
Ar. thou

hust.

Or,thif
grace 1s.

-

597 The companions of the Prophet had to lay down their lives in defence of their faith,
and had to leave their homes for the sake of their religion. But the hypocrites at Medina
were too weak of heart to undergo such hardships.
598 Those upon whom A&h ,has bestowed favours are spoken of 8 s belonging to four
grades : (1)The prophets. (2) The truthful ; the original word $dig literally means one who
ir alwaya t r u t h j d , and in the religioue language one who ir true in his raying and his beliej,

SECTION 10
The Believer6 must defend Themselyes
71. Believers must remein on their guard.
72, 73. Those who hold back,
74-76. The capse of Allah and $he cause of the devil.

71 0 you who believe ! take
your precaution, then go forth
in detachments or go
- forth in
a body.
72 Ana surely among YOU is
he who would "certainry" h m g
back I If then misfortune
a
befalls you he says: Surely
Allah conferred a benefit on
me that I was
not
present
with them.
73 S n d if grace from Allah
come to you, he would
certainly cry out, as if there
had not been any friendship
betveen you and h i m : Would
that I hadbeen with them,
l i;hen I shouldhaveattaineda
mighty good fortune.
/ I
74 Thereforeletthose
fight
n the way of Bllah who sell
,his Todd's life for the hereLfter ; and whoever fights in
,he way of Allah, then be he
dain or be he victorious, We
;hall grant him a mighty
.eward.
75 And what reasonhave
TOU that you shouldnot
fight
n the may of Allah and of the
veak among the men and the
vomen and the children, (of)
hose whosay
: Our Lord!
and %ho cmt~fi~ms
his truth bg his deed or acting (TA-LL). (3) The faithful, the original word
shuhid not meaning necessarily a martyr or one.who is slain in fighting for his religion, but
one who bears witlaess to the truth of the religion of Alloh (Re) both by his words and deeds,
and one elain in defence of his religion is included because he too gives evidenoe of the
truth of religion by laying dbwn his life. (4)The good. Those who follow the Holy Prophet
therefore receive the favours which were granted to the prophets, the truthful, the faithful,
and the good before them, the highest favour among these being Divine inspiration. Henae
the righteous among the followers of the Holy Prophet are the recipients of Divine revelation.
It should, however, be borne in mind thet no prophet will be raised after the Holy Prophet
Muhammed, according to the plainest teeching of the Holy Q u r h , for perfecb guidance
is contained in the Holy Qur-An, and therefore no prophet is needed. The revelation granted
to the righteous is mlled mubashahar4t, booording toasaying of the Holy Prophet, who
is reprted to have said: 1 1 There remain8 nothing of prophethood except the mubaaiuhardt "
(Bkh). The mwbaohshbrat (lit., good new) amthe prophaciea gented to the faithful,
corroborating the truth of the reliiion of Islam,
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cause us to go forth from this
town, whose people
are
oppressors,
and
give us from
Thee a guardianand give us
from
Thee
a helper !599
76 Those
who
believe fight
inthe way 13Allah, andthose
who disbelieve fight in the way
of the devil. Fighttherefore
against
the
friends
of the
of
devil:surelythestruggle
the devil is weak.600
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SECTION 11
The Attitude of theHypocritestowardsthe

Belie~ere

77-80. Rypocritos’
refusal
to
fight.
81, 82. Their
secret
counsels,
33. Theyspread false reports. 84. Prophet commanded to fight even alone.
35-87. Joining in a good cause recommended.
Ax. hast
thou.

Or,a whtt.

77 Have you not considered
1;hosetowhomitwassaid

:

Withhold your
hands,
and
reep upprayerand
pay the
?oar-rate ; butwhen f i g h t q
s prescribedforthem,
lo ! a
?arty of them fear men as they
mght to havefearedAllah,or
even) with a greater fear, and
lay: Our Lord! why
hast
Chou ordained fighting for us ?
iliherefore didst
Thou
not
;rant us a delayto
a near
?nd1601 Say : The provision of
#hisworld is short, and the here6bfter is better
for
him who
guards(against evil); and you
shall not be wronged t h husk
of a date-stow.

699 This verse explainswhatismeant
by fighting in theway,of Allah. While most
of the believers who had the mema had escaped from Mecca, which is here spoken of aa
thecity whose people are oppt’esaorr, thereremainedthose
who were weak and unable to
undertakeajourney.These
were still persecuted and oppressed by the Meccans, asis
clearlyshown by the words of the verse, and not only men, but\ even women and young
children, were persecuted ; fighting to deliver them from the persecution of the oppressors
WBS really fighting ih the way of Allah. The next verse shows that these very oppressors are
spoken of as fighting in the way of the devil.
600 This is a prophecy that those who are siding with the devil and are fighting against
the Holy Prophet shallbe ultimately vanquished.
601 This verse also affords a clear proof that the injunction to fight was distasteful, and
more partiaularly BO to those who were weak in faith. Had there been any hope of plunder
to animate the ranks of Muslims, those who lcwed this world most (who are here called the
hypocrites) would have been foremost in fighting ; but w they knew that they were fighting
against odds, they considered the execu$ion of this order as equivalent to courting death, and
requested to be granted a respite so that they might meet death naturally.
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cc_

Ar. m e .

Ar.

a SagiW

Ar. thee.
Ar. thee.
Ar. thgsclf.
h r . thee.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thy.
Ar. thou
sayest.

-

78 Wherever you are, death
d l overtake you, though you
are in towers,
raised
high,
And if a benefit comes to them,
they say: This isfrom Allah ;
and if a misfortune befalls
them,they my : This is from
you. Say : All i s from Allah ;
whet
but
is matter
the
withthese
people thatthey
do not make
approach
to
understanding what is told
(them)1
79 Whatever benefit comes
to you (0 man !), it is from
Allah, and
whatever
misfortune befalls you, it is from
yourself;"a and Wehave sent
you (0 Prophet I) tomankind
as an apostle ; and Allah is
sufficient as a witness.
80 Whoever
obeys
the
Apostle, he indeed obeys Allah ;
and whoever turns back, so We
have not sent you as a keeper
over them.
81 And they say: Obedience.
But whenthey
go out from
your presence, a party of them
decide by night upon
doing
you
otherwise than
what
say ;e03 and Allah writes down
what
they
decide by night,
therefore turn aside from them
andtrust in Allah, and Allah
is sufficient a3 a protector.
82 Do they
then
not
meeditate on the Qur-&n? And
if it were from any other than
Allah, they would have found
in it many a discrepancy.6M

602 Good and evil, or benefits and misfortunes, proceed from Allah; but while He sends
benefits from Himself, i.e. out of His beneficence, no evil or misfortune afflicts a man unless
his own hmds have called for it, There is
no discrepancy in the two statements, the one
made at the end of the last verse-say, ,411 i s from Allah-and the other made here. The
previous v e r ~ estates that the hypocrites attributed their misfortunes to the Holy Prophet;
they are told that misfortunes were sent by Allah. This verse tells them that though sent bg
Allah, yet the immediate cmse of these misfortunes was to be found in their own doings.
603 The reference here is to the secret counsels oi the hypocrites, who werealways plotting
sgeinst the Holy Prophet while they kept an appearance of obedience to him.
604 The Qur-An was not written out and given on one occasion, but it continued to be
delivered in small portions during twenty-Lhree years under the most varying circumstances.
From the solitary recluse of the cave of Him, the Prophet had to p s s through such a variety
of circumstances to be the sole monarch and legislator of the whole of Arabia, that the life Of
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AY.

a matter.

Ar. thoe.
Ar, thysdf
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83 And when there comes to
them wws.of security or fear,
they
spread
abroad;
it
and
if theyhadreferred
it tothe
to
in
Apostle and those
authority a m p g them,those
I among themwhocansearch
out the knowledge of itwould
haveknownit,andwereit
not for the grace of Allah upon
you and His mercy, you would
have
certainly
followed the
devil save a few.6O5
84 Fight
then
in
Allah’s
way : this is notimposed on
you except in relation to yourself, and rouse the believers to
ardour;
maybe
Allah
will
restrainthefighting
of those
whodisbelieve,and
Allah is
strongest
prowess
in and
strongest to give an exemplary
punishrnent.eu6
85 Whoever
joins
himself
(to another)in
agood
cause
shallhave a share of it,and
whoever
joins
himself (to
another) in an evil cause shall
have theresponsibility of it ;
2nd Allah controls all things.607

-

no other individual human being affords us such a varying study. It is an error to think that
the Mecoan and the Nedinite suras show any difference, except such as must necessarily have
resultedfromdealing
with thevaryingcircumstances.
I t isquitetrue
thatthe earlier
revelation deals mostly with such problems as Divine Unity and Majesty and the responsibility of human actions in general, while the later revelation had to deal with a large number
of questions rels.ting tothesocialandmoral
well-being of society; but whatstrikes one
throughout the entire revelation is that it keeps up one and the same strain-absolute submission t o Allah, entire trust in Him, perfect confidence of future success, a liberal view of
humanity, an attitude of charity towards all nations and religions, and goodness to all alike,
The spirit of the revelations to the solitary, persecuted, and rejected preacher of Meoca does
hot differ in these and a hundred other particulars from the spirit
of the revelations to the
sole temporal and spiritualmonarch of Arabia,’Thereare
no discrepancies even in the
detaila of narratives-euch, for instance, as are met within the Gospels-and this is s p i a l l y
true of the numerous prophecies which were uttered by him when an absolutely helpless man.
Had they not proceeded from the Omniscient Being, who knows the future &B He knows the
pest, they could oertainly not have been free from numerous diaorepanciea.
605 Divine grace and mercy were manifested by Allah raising a prophet who deliyered
them from the bondtlge of sin and from the slavery of the devil,
606 Thew worda show how g r a t WB the confidence of the Holy Prophet in the n i t h a t e
triumph of the noble OBUW with which he w a entrusted.
~
The primary duty k defend I&m
h y on him alone, &B against all the hosts of Arabia; and this ahowe that he never put any
.$mat in the prowess of b i g followera, but hia oonfidenae WBS b a e d Bolely on Divine help ; and
with no materid resources wo?W the name, he ww 8ure not only that he wodd be &le
807, e
a next page,
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HOW TO DEAL WITH THE HYPOCRITES
86 And when you are
greetedwith a greeting, greeti
with a better (greeting) than iC
or return it ; surely Allah takes
account of all things.605
87 Allah, thereis
no god
but H e " R e will mosC certainlygather you together on
theresurrection day, there is
no doubt in i t ; and who is
more true in word than Allah ?

SECTION 12
How to deal uith the Hypocriter
68-91. Hypocrites to be treated as enemies unless they cease fighting.

88 What is thematter with
you, then,that you have become
m o Darties about the hypo:rites: while Allah has made
;hem return (to unbelief) for
whet they have earned? Do
iou wish to guide him whom
illah has caused to err? and
mhomsoever Allah causes to
r r , you shall by no means
ind a way for him.009
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restrain the fighting of his powerful opponents, but also that they would meet qith condign
puniahment at his hands.
607 Rgh thus explains this passage : The meaning is that he who joinr himself to another
and a d s t s him, and becomes to him us one of a p a i l or an intercessor in doing good or evil,
and thus aids hint and strengthens him, partakes with him the beneftt or the harm of it. It is
aleo held by some that 6hCZJ"Cj'Uh here implies ' I that a certain man should institute for another
& way of good 6k a WE^ of evil, which the other imitates, and thus becomes to him as if he
were ohe of a pair '' (TA-LL). The connection is clear : the Prophet mede himself an example
of good for others to imitate or to aid him. For the meaning of shufci'ah see 79.
608 The words ere general, but they may also contein a reference to the greeting irom the
opponente for the seke of peace, in whiah case the Muslims must make a pehae, a8 in 8 : 61,
"If they incline to pewe, then incline to i t " ; or to B greeting from ah unknown person,
who, aotwithbtanding doubts &B tb his belonging to the enemy, i@to be treated M B fridnd if
he offers s greeting, a9 in v. 34, $ 1 And do not lay to him who offer5 you peace, You w e n6t b
believer."
609 Cleariy those whverers &reimplied here who went bbok to uebelief Lfter they M h P M
Islam, and thus ragain joined the tlnblievers. AS to thelr identity,there We B i t diffefent
conjeotuieb, snd I need not pueale the reader with these. The stetement m d e ill the 688ciudidg words of the verse must be resd in conjunction with 2 : 26,i' He do66 not oBinBe b Ut
by it any except the transgressore." Benoe the words Wlaonc A E M h a d
do mff @e.
rmlly the equivalent of the t~an~gresrcws,
and thud the atmtenient, DO YOU wish 60
him whom Allah h a caused to err? I ' ie really the equivalent 6fi Do YOCC W i l A to g d e
t p W g t e r m r ! 'rhoae who oontlnue to ttandgresa €lib DMne comIliandmefitB &miQI be
aided1 Wh& they eeah to tr&nsgressithey tilid the *By&
0
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89 They desire that you
should disbelieve as they have
disbelieved, so that you might
be (all) alike; therefore take
not from among themfriends
until they fly (their homes) in
Allah’s way; but if theyturn
back, then seize them and kill
them wherever you find them,
and take not from among them
afriend or a helper,
90 Exceptthose who reach
a people between whom and
or
you there is an alliance,
who come to you, their hearts
shrinking from fighting you or
fighting their own people; and
if Allah had pleased, He would
have given t’hem power over
you, so that they should have
certainly fought you ; therefore
if they withdraw from you and
do not fight you and offer you
peace, then Allah has not
given you a way against
them.610
91 You will find others who
desire that they should be safe
from you and secure from their
own people; as often as they
aresent back to the lpischief
they get throwninto it headlong ;Ell therefore if they do
notwithdraw
from you, and
(do not) offer you peace and
restrain their hands, then seize
themand kill them wherever
you find them;andagainst
these We have given you a
clear authority.

610 This verse explains the previous one, showing clearly that even warerers were not to

be killed or fought against if they refrained from fighting, though they may have gone over
to unbelief after accepting Islam. The logic of deducing the punishment of death for apostates from this verse is as absurd as that which seeks to draw a similar conclusion from
2 : 217 ; see 279. The commentators agree that the persons referred to in this verse were
unbelievers and not Muslims, and they are generally supposed to have been the Bani Mudlaj
(Bd). Note also that we have here the clear injunction that if any people offered peace they
were not to be fought against, and the revelation of this verse is clearly later than the revelation of the words occurring in 2 : 193, “ And fight with them until there is no persecution and
the religion should be only for A l l a h , ” thus showing that by religion being onlyfw Allah was
only meant the establishment of religious freedom and the ceasing of persecution, and not
that the whole world should confess the religion of Islam.
611 By miecliiej, orfrtnah, is meant war with the Mwlims (Re). CerteAn tnbes, said to be
Asad and O h s t f h , came to the mu slim^ and showed an itdination to remain at peabe; but

-T
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MURDERER IS EXCUSABLE

m7

SECTION 13
When and to what Extent a Murderer is exoarable
92. Punishment when a believer is killed by mistake. 93. Those who

intentionally murder believers. 94.Caution in treating a man as an enemy,
95, 96. Necessity of fighting.

92 And it does not behove
believer to kill a believer
except byrnistake,G12 and whoever kills a, believer by mis.
take, he should free a believing
slave, and blood-money should
be paid to his people unles's
they remit it as alms; but
if he be from a, tribe hostile to
you endhe is a believer, the
freeing of a, believing slave
(suffices), and if he is from a
tribe between whom and you
there is a, covenant, the bloodmoneyshould
be pasid to his
people along with the freeing
of E believing slave ; but he
who
cannot
find (a slave)
should fast for two months suocessively : a penancefrom Allah,
and Allah is Knowing, R'ise.6'3
93 And whoever kills a
believer
intentionally, his
punishment is hell; he shall
abide in it, and Allah will send
Hiswrath on himandcurse
for him a
himandprepare
painful ohastisement.614
94 0 you who believe ! when
you go to war in Allah'sway,
m a k e investigation, and do not
say to any one
who
offers
you peace ; Yozb are not a
believer. Do you seek goods
a,

br. between
you.

I

Ar.jotmmey.
Or, be aiscerning.

Or, sal&
tatwn.
Ar. t h w
art.
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of this
world’s
life
! But
with Allah there are abundant
gains; you too were such aforetime,
then
Allah
conferred
therefore
a benefit on you;
; surely
make
investigation
Allah is aware of whatyou
d0.61~

95 Theholdersbackfrom
among
believers,
the
not
having any injury,andthose
who strive hard in Allah’s way
withtheirpropertyandtheir
persona,arenotequal:Allah
has
made
the
strivers
with
their property and their persons
a,
toesceltheholdersback
(high)
degree,
and
to each
(class) Allah has
promised
good ; and Allah shall grant to
thestriversabovetheholders
back a mighty reward :
96 (High)
degrees
from
Kim and protection‘ and
nercy, and Allah is Forgiving,
Uerciful.
SECTION 14

97 Surely (as for) those
cause
to
fhom
the
angels
uniustto
d io whilethevore
their souls, thiyshall sLy : IR
whatstatewereyou?They
shall say : Wewereweakin
Theyshallsay
:
the
earth.

GJy.
9’

9’

,#?

#,

$

,p / 9

$ g & y d w bf

615 This shows cleerly that &e Muslims were forbidden to kill a man merely because he
waB an unbeliever. It required the Muslims, who were surrouuded by enemies on all sides, net
to take a man for an enemy on mere suspicion. The concluding words of the verse are very
cleer : You too were such aforetime, then Allah conferred a benqit on you. Now the
Muslims were unbelieversaforetime and Allahconferred a benefit onthem
by making
Compare 49 : 17 : “Rather All& lays you under an obligation by
themNuslims.
is clear : Kill no one because he is an
guiding you tothefaith.”Hencethemeaning
zcnbeltever, a8 you too were unbelievers a short time ago; but make investigation that the man
i s really your enemy. Saldm and salam (the latter being the reading here according to some)
mean peace or safety. The meaning is clear in this case and corroborates what is said above.
But saldm also means a salutation, and in that case the meaning would be that any one who
offered a salutation mhst be dealt with as a friend and not as an enemy, though doubts may
be entertained &s t o thesincerity of his profession. This would be quite a different c&se
from that of the unbelievers who are not to be taken &B enemies. But according to
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Was not Allah’s earth spacious,
that you should have migrated
therain 1 80 these it is whose
abode is hell, and it is an evil
resort
98 Except the weak from
among
the
men and the
women andthechildrenwho
have not in theirpower
the
meaas nor c m they find a
way (to escape) ;
99 So those,
it
may be,
411ah mill pardonthem,and
411ah is Pardoning,Forgiving.
100 -4nd whoever
flies
in
illah’8 way, he will find in the
w t h many a plsce of refuge617
,nd abundantresources;and
vhoever goes forth fromhis
louse flying to Allah and His
ipostle, andthendeathoverjake0 him, his re~vardis indeed
;pith 911ah, and Allah is BorC‘lving, Merciful.
80

SECTION 15
Prayer when fighting
101. Shortening of prayer when trouble is feared.
102, 103. Prayer when
otnallyfighting. 104. Continuedactivity to be observed.

Ar. enemy.

101 Ana when you journey
in the earth, there is no blame
on you if you shorten
the
prayer, if you fearthatthose
who disbelieve will cause you
distress; surely the unbelievers
arp your open. ettenzies.

Re saldm hasanothermeaning.He
s a ~ sthatthemeaning
may be, do not say t o him
tcho withdraasjrom you and doea l t o t j g h t 4 t h you ! You w e not a beliezer, end this is from
8Qkilnat (meaning recurity), for one who withdraws seeks security, Instead of Mu’min, which
means a Belieuer, Kt reads Mu’’nzan,whioh means sectwe, and this further corroborates thefirst
signiflcence of aaldrn.
616 Bg those who were unjnjuat to their rrould %remeanteithermohpersons
88 were
convinoed of the truth of Islam ltnd avowed a belief init, but chose to remainamong
the unbelievers, who did not allow them to give expression to their beliefs, notwithatanding
thet they had the means to join theXuslims and avow Islam openly, or the hypocrites
who professed faithin Islam whentheycame
to theMuslimsand denied It when they
returned to their own tribes (Re).
The question (’In what state were you 1 ” signifies What was you7 state with respect to
Ywr religion

611 Murdgham is derived from & \

i,meaning

i-e- he was humbled, end is used to signify a road or

his nose clove to the earth,

a pZace of refuge t o

which resort
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103 And
when
you are
amongthemandkeepupthe
prayer for them, let a party of
themstandupwith
you, and
let them take their arms ; then
when they have prostrated themselves let thhm go to your rear,
and let another party who have
notprayed oome forwardand
you, andletthem
praywith
take their precautions and their
diswho
those
arms:
believe e w e thatyoumay be
careless of your arms and your
they
may
luggage, so that
then
turn
upon
you with a
sudden
united
attack;
and
if
thereis no blameonyou,
youareannoyedwithrain
or
if youaresick,thatyoulay
down your arms, and take your
precautions ; surely Allah has
prepared a disgraceful chastisementfortheunbelieversSB18
103 Then
when
you
have
finishedtheprayer,remember
Allah standing and sitting and
reclining;butwhen
you are
up
secure(fromdanger)keep
prayer; surely prayeris a timed
ordinance
for
the
believers.619
104 And be not
weakhearted in pursuit of the
cncmy ; if you suffer pain,
thensurelythey
(too) suffer
painasyou
suffer pain,and
you hope
from
Allah what
they do not hope;and Allah
is Knowing,Wise.
may be had (Rgh), either because one does so when one is abased or because the enemy,
who does not wish that one should depart and find a refuge, is abased thereby.
618 This verse and the previous one show the importance of prayer in Islam, which could
not be neglected evenwhenfacingthe
enemy. Thesoldiers of Islam were not men with
whom fighting was a primary occupation ; the chief object of their lives, as these verse8 show,
was to hold communion with the Divine Being, forgetting even their imminent danger when
the time of holding such communion arrived.
619 By kitdbnn matqrltcf, or a timed ordinawe, is meant an ordinanceregulated a6 to
time, or ordained to be perforlned at f i e d times.

.
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SECTION 16
Dishonesty of the Hypocrite6

105-109. Thecause of the dishonestnot
socue innocent persons.

to be takenup.

110-112. They

105 Surely We have revealed the Book to you with
the truth that you may judge
between people by means of
that which Allah hastaught
you; and be not adisputerin
behalf of the treacherous,620
106 And askforgiveness of
Allah;surely Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.621
107 And do not plead on
behalf of those who act unfaithfully to their souls ; surely
Allah does not love him who is
treacherous, sinful ;
108 Theyhide
themselves
from menanddo
not hide
themselves from Allah, and
He is withthem
when they
meditate by night words which
please Him
not,
and
Allah
encompasses whatthey
do.E22
109 Behold I you arethey
who (may)plead for themin
this world’s life,butwho
will
plead forthem with Allah on
the resurrectionday, or who
;hall be their protector?
620 With a little difference in details, the commentatom agree that the occasion of the
revelation of these verses was a dispute between some men who professed Islamandthe
Jews, in whichZhe judgment was given against the Muslims. Ta’ma bin Ubaireq had stolen
a coat of mail, and having hidden it ata Jew’s, afterwards accused the Jew of the theft, while
his tribe supported him. The Holy Prophet, notwithstanding the open enmity of the Jews,
cleared the Jew of thecharge.Thusthese
verses ley down the broad principlethat dishonesty must be punished, notwithstanding that one guilty of it may profess the religion of
Islam and the party injured may be a non-Muslim or even &n enemy of the Muslims. Every
case must be decided on its merita, and the balance of justice must be held equal between
Muslims and non-Muslims and between friends and foes, A slightly less scrupulous person
would have been led away from the strict requirementsof justice by the exigencies of the case,
for it was a time when every Muslim hand was sorely needed for the defence of Islam, and
a verdict against a man supported by his whole tribe meant the entire loss of that tribe. ,
621 The injunction in this as well as the previous verse is meant for every Muslim who ie
WUcd upon to act aa a judge. The asking for forgiveness here enjoined is apparently for the
Party who, being a Muslim, has been guilty of dishonesty. The verse that follows h d s
support to this interpretation. As for the Prophet’s asking forgiveness for himself, 888 2194.
624 Those who supported the guilty man are spoken of here, and dl such persons are
condemned ( b hypocrites.
~
The same anbject is continued in the verse8 that follow.
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110 And whoever
does
evil
$ c,,#.
or acts
unjuetly - to his 60111,
then asks forgiveness of Allah,
heshall find Allah Forgiving,
Merciful.
111 And whoever commits
8
a ainst hissin,
only.
own commits
he
and
it soul;
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Aylah is Knowing,Wise.
119 And whoever commits a
fault or a sin, then accuses si
it one innocent,
he
indeed
takes upon himself the burden
of a calumny and a manifest
sin.agJ
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SECTION 17
Secret Counmeln of the Hypocrites
118. Efforts to destroy the Muslims. 114. Secret counsels of the enemy.
115. Opposition to the Prophet doomed to failure.
Ar. W e .
Ar. thee.

Ar. thm.

k r . thee.

4r. t h e .
AT. tMou
d4.W.

Ar. thee.

,

113 And were
it
not for
Allah's grace upon you and Hia
mercy, a party of themhad
certainly designed to bring you
to perdition,andtheydonot
bring (aught) to perditionbut
their own souls,Gz' andthey
shall not harm you in any way,
and Allah has revealed to you
the Book and the wisdom, and
He hastaught you what you
did not know, and Allah's grace
on you is very great.
114 There i s no good in
most of their seGret counsels
except (in his) who enjoins
charity or goodness or xecon.
oiliation between people ; end
whoever does this, seeking
A l l A ' s pleasure, We will give
Ihim a mighty reward.
115 And
whoever
acts
1nostilely to the Apostle after
1;hat guidance hits become
nanifest to him, and follows

-

m enemy
of I a l q , yet 4 false m a w t i o n , by shomwever made, and sgainst whomawerr mede, ia a
' * d n m n y and a manifest sin." No obhsr religion hys down elloh unbiased rules f~
regulating m d administering justice.
681 A&lZa.h& is the equident of ohEaha-h9,and thus meam &et l14 ebstroysd him or
brought him lo perdition (ILL),
md thia is the meauing k a .
. 628 The Insooent person thus falsely aecused m y b B non-Muslim, even
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L

584,

I

Or,idok

116 Surely Allah does not
forgive that any thing s h d d
be essociafed with Him, and
He forgives what is besides this
b whom He pleases;D
and
whoever associates anything
with Allah, be indeed stray%
off into a remote error.
117 They do not call beaidee
Aim on any thing but
iwaiwaat~ objects,625 and $hey
10 pat call on anything but
4 devil devoid of all good ;62a
118 Alhh has cursed him ;
and he said : Most certainly 1
vi11 take of Thyservantsan
,ppointed portion :
119 A p d most
certainly
I
vi11 leqd them
astra
and
lzcite ip them vain $mires,
,nd bid th,em so that they
, i p , l l
slit the
ears
of the

1:
1 5

ass
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cattle,@7 and most certainly I
will bid them so thatthey
shallalter Allah’screation ;sB
and whoever takesthe
devil
for a guardian
rather
than
Allah, he indeed shall suffer
manifest loss.
120 H e gives them promises
and excites vein desires in
them;andtho
devil does not
promisethem butto deceive.
1 2 1 These arethey
whose
abode ishell, andtheyshall
not find any refuge from it.
122 And (as for)those who
believe and do good, We will
make them enter into gardens
beneathwhich
rivers flow, to
abide therein for ever ; (it is) a
promise of Allah, true (indeed) ;
and who is truer of word
than Allah ?
123 (This) shall not be in
accordance
with
your
vain
desiresszQ
nor
in accordance
with the vaindesires
of the
followers of the Book ; whoever
ioes evil, heshall be requited
with it, and besides Allah he
will find for himself neither 8
p r d i a n nora helper,
627 Theslitting of theear was performed on the bagirah, i.e. ashe-camelthathad
brought forthfive young 01168, the last of which was a male, in which cane her ear was slit, and
she was ezenqted f r o m being ridden, from carrying burden, and from being slaughtered. The
word was also applied to a eme or slLe-goa,t, one that, having brought forth fLce young ones, had
her ear slit (TA-LL). Some think that the reference is to the practice of cutting ob the ears
of cattle as an act of devotion to idols (Rz). The practice of slitting or cutting off the ear
of certain animals was a prevalent form of polytheism in Arabia, for such an animal wae
looked upon as devoted to certain idols. See further 742.
628 A comparison with 30 :30 will show clearly that by Allah’s creation is here meant the
religion o f d l l a h , because the truereligion is the natural religion of man. In 30 : 30 we have :
I ‘ Then set your face upright for religion in the right state
: the nature made by Allah in
which He has made men : there is no altering of Allah’s creation, that is the right religion,
but most peopledo not know.’’ By the devil’s changing the creation of Allah is therefore
meant the changing of the natural religion of man, which requires obedience to Allah and
His laws. Some commentators understand by changing the creation of Allah the w i n g of
His created things f o r a n object other than that jor which they were created, for instance,
worshipping objects such as the sun, etc., which were really created to be subservient to men
(Re). Thus the misuse of any faculty which is created in man is equivalent to a changing
of the creation of Allah.
329 The vain desires of the idohtera, who w e addressed in the words 7wt according to your
vain Besires (Rz),were that they should not be raised after death : “And they say, There is
nothing but our life in this world, and we shall not be raised ” (6 : 2’3). And BS regards the
followers of t h e Book : ‘ I And the Jews and the Christians say, We are the sons of &h end
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124 And whoever does good
deeds, whether male or female,
and he (or she} is a believerthese shallenterthe
garden,
be dealt
andtheyshellnot
with a jotunjustly.
125 And whohas a better
religion thanhe who submits
himself ’entirely to Allah 1 and
he is the doer of good (to
others)and follows thefaith
of Abraham, theupright one,
and Allah took Abraham as a
hiend.
126 And whatever is in the
heavens and whatever is in the
earth is Allah’s ; and Allah
encompassesall things.

IS re&rds

one’s duty eGjoined.

127 And they ask you a
:
lecision about women.Say
Allah makes known to you His
lecisionconcerning them,and
;hat which is recited to you
.n the Book630 concerning
xphans of the women631 whom
rou do not give what is
tppointed for them while you
iesire to marry them, and con:erning the weak among
:Eildren, andthat you should
leal towards orphans
with
iquity ; and whatever good you
lo, Allah surely knows it.
His beloved ones $1 ( 5 : 18). The true lam-the law of nature-is described in what follows,
that evil and good shall each have its own reward.
630 The reference is to the commencement of this ohapter (see Y. 3 and 535). There is
almost a consensus of opinion on this point, the construction being that B deoision hae already
been given there.

631

+m\J L meanB orphans of

w o r n , andthe

significance wphan wosten, or

female orphans, is altogether inadmissible aocording to Basra gammarians, though others
think that it is permissible (Rz). The meaning is clear, for there is an injunction here to do
good to orphans whose mothers have been taken in marriage, and the same is the subject
dealt with in v. 3. Aooording to I’Ab, what is appointedfw them m a u s the shme of inheri.
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woman
fears

Ilf u s q e or desertion632 an the
part of herhusband,thereis
no blame on &em, if they
effeot a reconciliation . b e t w w
them,” a n d , reconciliation
is
better ; andavarice has kea
made to be present
in
the
(paople’a) minds; and if you do
and
guard
g o d (to others)
ainst evil),
then
surely
1 ah is aware of what you do.
129 And you have, i t not
in yourpower
to dojustice
betweenwives,beventhough
you m a y covet (ia), but be not
one) with
disinclined
(from
total
disinclination,
so tha4
youleaveherasitwerein
suspense;and if you effect a
reconciliation
guard
and
(against
evil),
then
eurely
Merciful.
Allah is Forgiving,
130 And if theyseparate,
Allah will renderthemboth
of His
free
from
want
out
ampleness, and Allah is Amplegiving,Wise.
131 And whatever is inthe
heavens
and
whatever
is
in
earth
the
Allah’s,
is and
certainly We enjoined
those
Book
who
were
given
the
before you and (We enjoin)
you too
that
you
should
be
sareful of (your duty to) Allah;
then
snd if you disbelieve,
mrely
whatever
is
in the
heavens
and
whatever
is
in
;he earth is Allah’s, andAllah
is
Self-sufficient,
Praise,
worthy.

H

tanoe to property, which
was not allowed by pagan Arabs (Rz). R u t others think dowry is
meant. The giving of the dowry to such womcn was all the more necessary as it was needed
for the maintenance of orphans. It is also stated that the verse was revealed in connection
with the incident of Umm-i-Kubat, who had orphan children (Rz). As against this, however,
Bkh reports a saying
of ’hyesha, according to whfch-the orphan girls are meant
who were
taken in marriage by their guardians without settling a dowry on them,
639 There are two words, nwkziz and i’&$,
used hem. The former literally’ma&nsrising.

You say

;qJ\

a*

BJJ

meaning

t8e

wife wak or Loanae dZsobsdie?at to her husbaud,

a d esalted lrwself ngainst him,andTesirted him. andhated
spy

@

IIL,$j

him anddeserted htm. And you

meaning kar kwband treated her uctg‘wtty and was unkind to hwz,

ea. IV.]
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133 And wbabwer is in the
heavens and whatever is in the
earth .is Allah's, and Allah is
sufficient as a Protector.
133 If He please, He can
make you pass ahay, 0 people I
and bring others;and
Allah
has the power to 'do this,
134 Til'hoever desires the
reward of this world, then with
Allah is the reward of this
and
world andthehereafter;
Allah is Eearing, ' Seeing.

SECTION 20
Equitable Dealing6with

all Men, and Gondemnation of Jewirrh
Hypocrisy

135. Firmness in justice and truth. 136. Firmness infaithenjoined.
The weak in'faith forsfike truth for the sake of worldly honour.
I :137-141.

135 0 you who believe 1 be
of jusfice, bearers
[If
witness. for Allah's sake,
tihough it may be against your
t)wn selves or (your) parents or
1]ear relatives; if he be rich or
j Imor, M h h is most competest
(to deal) w i t h . .$hem both;633
t herefore do not fcllow (your)
1ow desires, lest you deviate;
a,nd if you swerve or turn
aside,
then
surely Allah is
a,ware of what you do,
136 0 you who believe I
blelieve in Allah' and His
Aipostie andthe Book which
€Ie has revealed to His Apostle
, end the Book mhich He reV eded before; and whoever
disbelieves in Allah and His
angels and His apostles and
the last day, he indeed strays
off into a remote error.
Inaintainers

938
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137 Surely (as, for) those
who believe then disbelieve,
again believe and
again
disbelieve, thenincreaseindisbeliefI63" Allahwill not forgive
themnorguidetheminthe
(right)path.&
138 Announcetothe
hypocritesthattheyshallhave
a
painful chastisernent,"6
139 Those
who
take
the
unbelievers for guardians rather
than believers. Do theyseek
honour
from
them?
Then
surelyallhonouris
forAllah.
140 And indeed Hhea s
revealed toyouinthe
Book
that
when
you hear
Allah's
:ommunications disbelieved in
md mocked at, do not sit with
;hem
until
they
enter
into
some otherdiscourse;surely
;hen you would be like them ;
surely
Allah
will gather to;etherthehypocritesandthe
~nbelievers all in hell ;e37
141
Those
who
wait
for
some misfortune to befall) you ;
hen if you have a victory from
illahtheysay:Were
we not
vith you 1 And if thereis a
lhance for
the
unbelievers,
not acquire
beysay:Didwe
hemasteryoveryouanddeendyoufromthebelievers?
lo Allah shalljudgebetween
'ou on theday
of resurrecion; and Allah will by no
leans
give
the
unbelievers
wayagainstthe believers.
634 The persons spoken of in this verse are the waverers who again and again went over
to unbelief (Re). Some, however, are of opinion that the reference is to the Jews in particular,

who believed in one revelation and denied the other (Rz). The reference to the Book '' which
He revealed before," in v. 136, shows clearly that the Jews are meant, among whom there
were, no doubt, many hypocrites.
635 Allah's not guiding them i..the conquence of their own eotions. They wavered first,
but in the end became firm in disbelief.
696 Tabahtr (related to bushrah, Le. curnpZeze.ion)originally denotes rhe announcing of an
event which produced a change in the cmplezion. In common acceptation it is used vith
regerd to the new8 which rejoices a man, but is sometimes used for the announcement of an m t
which qvimea a ma% (Re-LL).
637 In the sixth chspter of the Holy Qur-Bn, which was reseeled at Mecca, we find this
injunction in v. 68. The Muslims ers told to leave the assembly where truth is mocked at,
for if they do not, they will grow accustarnd to such mookery : Surely then
WW
ba like
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SECTION 21
End of the Hypocritsa
142, 143. Their deceitfulness. 144.Injunctionagainstfriendly
rela.
tionswith foes.145-147.
Theirultimatefate.
148, 149. Abuse prohibited.
150-152. Rejection of apostles amounts to unbelief.

142 Surely
the
hypocrites
strive to deceive ,411ah, and He
shall
requite
their
deceit to
them,"* andwhentheystand
up to prayer,theystandup
sluggishly ; they do it only to
be seen of men and do not
remember 911ah savea little,
143 Wavering between that
(andthis), (belonging) neither
to these nor to those ;63p and
whomsoever Allah causes to
err, you shall not find a way
for him."
144 0 you who believe I do
not takethe
unbelievers for
guardians rather
than
the
oelievers ;b do you desire that
you should give to Allah a
nanifest proof against
yourgelves ?
145 Surely
the
hypocrites
tre in the lowest stage of the
ire,@'J andyou shall not find a
lelper for them.
146 Except those who relent and amend and
hold fast
,o Allah and
are
sincere
in
!heir obediema to Allah ; these
cre with
the
believers, and
41ah will grant the believers a
nightyreward.
them. A Christian annotator draws from these words the strange oonclusion that the Muslims
are prohibited from hearing any critioism of their religion. It does not require more than
common sense to understand that mockery and criticism are not the same thing.
638 For the meaning7of khada'a and khdda'a see 23. It may be added that khddi'uhum
mem6 here the requiter to them of their deceit (TA-LL). In fact, a comparison of this pass8ge
with the similar passage occurring in 2 : 9 makes the meaning perfectly clear. There we
have : $ 1 They desire todeceive Allah and those whobelieve and they deceive only &hemselves." In both cases they are warned of punishpent for their striving to deceive the
believers.
639,Nu@&,
lit., much driven away, ha9 the same signiticanoe as muEabgib, i.e.
mtver'ng orcadlating between two things or afaips (T, 8, M, Q-LL). The reference in
that is to the believers and unbelievers spoken of in the concluding words of V. 141.
640 Insincerity in religion is the worst of all, and hence the hypocrites, or the insinoere
men whose actions are not in amordance with their avowed beiiefs, are spoken of BB being in
the worst condition.

TRANSGRESHONS OP THE JEWS
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SECTION 29
.

Tranegressions of the Jewa

159-165. h
7
a
s violate the covenant. 15E-159. Their aocusations against
f&im ped Mbrg, dnd the truth relating to the oruciiixion of Jesus. 160,161.

Their punishment. 162. Some believe.

153 The followers of the
Book ask you to bring down
bo them E,! book from heaven;
so indeed theydemanded
of
Uosesi a greater
thing
than
khat, for they said : Show u s
Allah manifestly; so the
rumbling overtook them
on
account of their injustice."
took the calf (for
Thenthey
it god): afterclear
signs had
come to them, but We pardoned
bhis ; end Wegave to Moses
clear authorit
154 And &e raised the
mountain above them" at their
covenant,
and
We
said to
them : Enter the door making
obeisance;dandWe
said to
them : Do not exceed the limits
of the Sabbath ;0 and We made
withthem a firm covenant.
155 Therefore
for
their
breaking
their
covenant
and
their disbeliel in 'the communications of Allah and
their
killing the prophets wronglully' andtheir
saying: Our
h a r t s are covered ;g nay !
Allah set a s e d upon them
olving to their unbeiie€,' eo they
have m IaiBh but a little :
1.56 And for their unbelief
and for theirhavinguttered
against Mary e, grievouscalumny
157 And
their
saying:
Surely
we
have
killed the
Messiah,Jesus son of Nary,
the apostle of Altah : and they
did &r kill him nor did they
cizteify34' him, but Ithe matter)

Or, k i m d
him.

was made dubious to themIM6
and those
most surely
who
differ therein ere only in a
doubt about it $47 they have no
knowledge respecting it, but
only follow CI, conjecture, and
they know it not for sure ;648
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is plainly stated in 5 : 117 : And I was a witness of them BO long as I was among them,
but when Thoudidstcause
me to die, Thou wert the watoher over them.” See 752.
The Gospda contain clear testimony showing that Jesus Christ escaped death on the cross.
The following points may be noted: (1) Jesus remained on the cross for a few hours only,
but death by crucifixion was always tardy. (2) The two men crucified with Jesus were still
alive when taken down from the cross, therefore Jesus also might have been alive. (3) The
breaking of legswas
resorted to inthe case of the two criminals, but dispensed with
in the case of Jesus. (4) The side of Jesus being pierced, blood rushed out, and this was a
certain sign of life. (5) EvenPilate did not believe that Jesus actually died in so short a
time (Mark 15 : 44). (6) Jesus was not buried like the two Criminals, but was given into the
charge of a wealthy disciple of his, who lavished care upon him and put him in a spacious
room hewn in the side of a rock. (7) When the tomb was seen on the third day the stone was
found to have been removed from its mouth, which would not have been the case if there had
been a supernatural rising. (8) Mary, when she saw him, took him for the gardener (John
20 : 15), which shows that Jesus had disguised himself as a gardener. (9) Such disguise
would not have been needed if Jesus had risen from the dead.
(IO) It was in the same body
of flesh that the disciples saw Jesus, and the wounds were still there deep enough for a man
to thrust his hand in. (11) He still felt hunger and ate as his disciples ate (Luke 24 : 39-43).
(12) Jesus Christ undertook a journey to Galilee with two of his disciples walking side by side
with him, which shows that he was flying for refuge, for if his object had been to rise to
a journey to Galilee. (13) In all post-crucifixion
heaven he would nothaveundertaken
appearances Jesus is found concealing and hiding himself as if he feared being discovered.
(14) Jesus Christ prayed the whole night before his arrest to be saved from the accursed deeth
on the cross, and he also asked his disciples to priy for him, and it is the Divine law that the
prayers of B righteous man in distress and affliction are always accepted. He seems to have
even received a promise from his Master to be saved, and it was to this promise that he
referred when he cried out on the cross : My God,my God, why hast Thou forsaken me 1 ”
-Heb. 5 : 7 making the matter still more clear, for there it is plainly stated that the prayer
of Jesus was accepted : When he had offered up prayers and supplications with strong crying
and tears unto Him who was able to save him from death, and was heard in that he feared.”
All these testimonies show conclusively that Jesus could not have died on the cross, and
therefore the statement in the Qur-An is perfectly true.
646 The words
I

41

4 &,

may bear two interpretations.

You say

i.e. he made it to be like i t or to resemble it (MA,KL-LL). And also

&

+

i.e. hc Teidered it confused to him, and he rendered i t ambigplotur, dubiow or obscureto him
(MA-LL). As the first significance is only admissible when an object is mentioned which
the thing is made to resemble, the latter remains the only possible meaning. The R * - d
Ma’& adopts this 88 one of the possible eignificanws, and say8 themeaningmay
be
Y 9‘
&I
i.e. the matter became d u b h to them. The
story
that‘some

one &e was made to resemble Jesus is not borne out by the words of the Qnr-Bn, which
~ ~ OBly
d mean,
d
if an object were mentioned, h t Jesus wtu mede to resemble (something).
bnd even if we may supply the object that is 0-mitted, that which he w&8 made to resemble
must be spoken of in the enme ppssege, and whila the resemblance to one crucified is impfied
647,646, we next page.

TRANSGRESSIONS OF THE J E W S
158 Nay I Allah exalted him
in His presence; and Allah is
Mighty,WisenM9
159 And there is notone
of the followers of the Book
but most certainly believes in
this before hisdeath,andon
the day of resurrection
he
shall be a witness
against
them.6s0
160 Wherefore for theiniquity of those who areJews
didWe disallow to themthe
good things which had been
made lawful for them, and for
theirhinderingmany
(people)
from Allah's way,
I
161 And theirtakingusury
"though indeed they were
forbidden it-and
their devouring the property of people
I
falsely ; and We have prepared
for the unbelievers from among
them a painful chastisement.
,162 Butthe firm in knowledge among them and the beI!ievers believe in whet has been
revealed to you and what was
revealed before you, andthose
who keep up prayers and those
who give the poor-rate and the
believers in Allah and the last
day, theseit is to whom We
will give a mightyreward.
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Ar. thee.
A r thee.
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in the statement that they did not crucify him, there is no mention here 01 elsewhere of
any personwho may have been made to, resemble him, or more ProPerb whom he may
hare been made'ia resemble.
647 The circumstances relating to the
crucifixion, far from showing that Jesus died on
the cross, clearly prove that he was taken domn alive.
648
a+'
L. means, according to Rgh, they did not knou With a certain k n w -

e.

ledge hi, having been put to death o n the cross.
649 For the significance of ray see 437. The form here adopted--they did not kill h h
fw awe 011 the cross, but Allah esaEted hint-shows that being exalted in the Divine presence
was opposed to being killed on the cross. Deut. 21 : 23 explains this, for there we have, he
that is hanged is accuraed of God, and aa the accursed one cannot be called honourable
in the Divine presence, hence the negation of Jesus being killed on the cross and the affirmation that he was exalted before the Divine presence4.e. he was not accursed.
650 Both the Jews and the Christians necessarily beiieve in the death of Jesus on the
cross, while according to the Holy Qur-&n they have really no sure knowledge of it. The
Jews reject his claim to Yessiahship-without rejecting whieh theycannot, of course;
remain Jews-on the basis of Deut. 21 : 23 : '' He that is hanged is accursed of God " ;
and their belief is that since Jesus died on the cross he was accursed, and no one who is
accursed of God can be a prophet, Upon quite a different line of argument, the death of
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SECTION 23
PreYioar Reyelation beam oat the Truth of the oar-in
163-166. Revelation of earlier pro hets in relation to the. Prophet’s revela.
tlon. 167-169: T h e rejecters. 170. genial of the Divinity of Jesus.

163 Ehrely We have
re-led
to you as W e reveaied
to Noah and the
prophets
after him, and P?Te revealed
Bo Abraham and Ishmaeland
Isaao and J a o ~ band the tlribes,
m d Jesus and Job and Jonah
m d Aaron andSolomon,and
We gave b David a scripture.
164 And (We sent)apostles
yoa
We
have
mentioned
to
before end a ostlesWehave
not mentionef to you; ana to
&loses Allah addressed His
W O ~ spaking
,
(to him) ;sal
165 (Wesent)apostles
as
h e givers of good news and as
warners, so that people should
lot have a plea against Allah
bfter the (coming of) apostles;
Lnd .411eh is Mighty, Wise.
Jesus upon the arose is the mosk essential principle of s Christian’s faith. He admits the
trhth of Deut. 21 :23, bot he sage thaL unless Jesus were accursed he could not take away the
sins of those khatbelieve inhim. AS in Gisl. 3 : 13: Christ hath redeemed us fromthe
c u m of the law, being made a curse for us; for it is writteh, Cursed is every one that
boegeth on the t r a ” Hence thefundamental principle of t h e belief of both Jewsand
Christians is that Jesus died on the cross, and the meaning of the verse is clear, viz. every
do sure knowledge atall,must
believe
Jew and Christian, notwithstanding thathehas
before hisdeaththatJesus
d i d on the cross. Or the PeIVOhal pronoun his may refer to
Jesus, the meaning in that case being that both the Jews and the Christians base their faith
on Jesus’ death before it actually occurred.
651 Theprophets spoken of hereall belong to theIsraeliterace.Abrahamandhis
itumediabe descendants ere mentioned first; theh follow thethreeprophets
of Ismel
who sufferedgreattribulations, vie. Jesus,Job, andJonah.Thenextgroup
is that of
the four who were buth rnlersandprophets,
via. Moses, Aaron,David,and
Solomon.
But m David and Moaes stend in a special relation to the Holy Prophet, the former singing
hia praires Lhroughont hie Psalms and the latter being his like, they are spoken of separately
at the end. The good news which they brought relates as much to the peme and happiness
which is granted to the righteous 8 s to the sdveniof one who, coming at the end, should unite
the qualifications of all the prophets in his own person, and accordingly make the rIEki0- ot
the earth as one n&ion. I t is for this rewon hhat the Qurhhn is spoken of M ‘ 1 pure pages
wherein a r e all the right books ” (68:2). Th& rrll the prophek had apoken of the adwntof the
Xoly Prophat ie d e a r from dots 3 :21-22 : ‘‘ Whom the heaven must receive unbil the time
of ra&itu&ionot all things whioh Qod had sp&m by the month of dl his holy prophets sinthe world began. For Moses kulg 4 U E &
~ he- fatbra, A prophet shall the Lord
p u r Qod z&im Qlaaato you of g w“rb
lik rmto me.,’
..

-

. ""

166 Btlt Allab bears witnees
by what H e has revealed ta
YQU khat H e has reveded it
with His knowledge, andthe
angels hear witness (also) : and
Allah is suffioient as 8 witness.
167 Surely (as for) thQ80
who disbelieve and hinder
(men) from AlIah's wtay, they
indeed havestrayed off into a
remote error.
168 Surely (as for) those
who disbelieve and
act
unjustly, Allah will not forgive
them nor guide them to 8
path,
169 Except the path of hell,
to abide in it for a long time,'
and this is easy to Allah.
170 0 people!
surely
the
Apostle has aome to you with
the truthfrom your Lord, wherefore believe, (it shall be) good
for you ; and if you disbelieve,
;hen surely whatever is in the
leavens
and
the
earth
is
4llah's ; and Allah is Knowing,
Rise.
1 7 1 0 followers of the
Book! do not exceed the
limits in your religion, and do
pot speak (lies) againstAllah,
9ut (speak) the
truth
; the
Bfessiah, Jesus son of Mary,
an apostle of Allah
word652 which H e
:ommunicated to
Mary
and
rn, inspiration from Him ;653
.

..
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believetherefore in Allah and
H i s apostles,
and
say
not,
better
Three.6M Desist, it is
one
for yon ; Allah isonly
God : far be it from His glory
that He should have a son :
whatever i s h the heavens and
whatever
is
in the
earth
is
His ; and Allah is sufficient for
a Protector.
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SECTION 24
Prophethood of Jesus, and a ReYersion to the Law Of Inheritance
172-174. Jesus a servant of Allah. 175, 176. TheQur-tinistruelight.
177. Law of inheritance Supplemented.

172 The Messiah does by no
meansdisdainthatheshould
be a servant of Allah,nordo
the angelswho are nearto Him ;
and
whoever
disdains
His
service andisproud,
H e will
to
gather
them
all
together
Himself.
173 Thenas for thosemho
believe and do good, He will
paythem
fully theirrewards
and give them more out of His
grace ; and as for thosewho
disdain and are proud, H e will
a painful
chastisethemwith
chastisement.
the word as used here. Sale’s and Rodwell’s conveying inlo Xavy and Palmer’s casting i ~ t o
N a r y , as if the object were a tangible one, are equally foreign to the real sense of the word.
653 The word r d ! ~may convey m y one of the following three significances. Ractlr. and
T @ both mean mercy of Allah,according to Az (LL under T U U ~ ) ,this being the proper
significance of the wordin the passage underdiscussion.
R ~ [ also
L
signifies inspiration
or Diuim reoelatiou (Zj, TA, Q-LL), andtheadoption
of thismeaningexplainswhat
is
said in fmY
Le. His prophecy tohich He connunicnted to Malary, the

3\

o
r

meaning of the whole sentence being that the advent of Jesus WAS inaccordancewith
a
propheoy and an inspiration from theDivine Being. Even if we take spitit to be the meaning
of theword nib, it does in no way carry Jesus &stepbeyond the limits of mortality, for of Adam
also it has been said
than
that,

we have
the

&>,

c;r‘

4&

i.e. I breathed M y spirit into him. Butmore

saying referred to by LL under rauk:

0

u\

I

where the oorrect reading is T J and
~ not raub, meaning, He (God)hasquickenedall
met)
w i t h His spirit. Tfierefore &a
t JJ which could onlymean a spirit f ~ Him,
~ m

is further evidence that even in this sense the word is not exclusively applicable to Jesus,
for he is not the wurd of God and the spirit fromHim, but only a word and a spirit,
and as sll men are declared to be quickened by the spirit of Allah in the proverb quoted
ebove, 811 men, and in fact d l creatures, are declared to be the words of Allah in 18 : 109 :
654, see next page.
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174 And they shall not find
for themselves besides Allah a
guardian or a helper.
176 0 people 1 surelythere
has come to you manifest proof
from your LordandWe have
sent to you clear light.
176 Then as for thosewho
believe in Allah and hold fast
by Him, H e will cause them
t o enterintoHis
mercy and
grwe and guide them to Himself on a right path.
177 They ask you for 8
decision of the law. Say :
Allah gives you a decision concerningthe
person who has
neither parents nor offspring ;
if a man dies (and)he has no
son andhe has a sister,she
shall
have
half of whathe
leaves, and he shall be her heir
if she has no son ; but if there
be two (sisters),
they
shall
have two-thirds of what he
are
leaves; and if there
brethren,
men
and women,
;henthe male shall have the
.ike of the portion of two
iemales ; Allah makes clear to
you, lest you err ; and Allah
mows dl things.6S5
I' Say, If the sea were ink for the words of my Lord, the sea would surely be consumed before
the words of my Lord are exhausted."

654 The doctrine of Trinity is plainly rejected here. Thereare not three persons in
Godhead, but only one: Allah is only one God. The Holy Qur-An nowhere says that the
Christian TriniCp is formed of Jesus, Mary, and God, though it no doubt refers to the
Roman Catholic doctrine of the worship of Mary in 5 : 116, for which see 751.
655 The rule given here aupplements the law of inheritance as given at the commencement
of this chapter, and is said to have been revealed very late. The sisters and brothers spoken
Of here are the red sisters and brothers or half-sisters and half-brothers on the father's side,
those on the mother's side having already been spoken of in v. 12. Reyersion to the law
of inheritance just after speaking of Jesus Christ indicates a deeper meaning. It i s a fact
that no prophet appeared among the Israelites after Jesus Christ, and therefore his death
really left Israel without a spiritual head who should rise to the eminence of prophethood.
Hence, according to this law, the spiritual inheritanca must have gone to the brother tribc
of Ishmael, who reoeived it in the pereon of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, may peace and the
blessings of All& be upon him. Thh would d s o explain t h e words addressed to MOM: ' I Qod
Will raise up onto thee a prophet from the midst of thee, of thy brethren, l i e unto me "
( h u t . 18 : 15), where the spiritual inheritenca is clearly made to devolve on the brethren
of the Israelites, i.e. the Ishmaelites, snd thus from the midst sf thee is ciearlg explained 861
meaning from tb midst of thy 'brethren, as Moses saw that the Isreelites would lose their
title to the inheritance of the spiritual kingdom before the advent of the prophet who
was to be his Ukc.

CHAPTER V

T4E B O W
(ALBldidab}

REVEALEPAT MEDINA

(16 sections

and 120 verses)

&helrrct:
Seo, 1. General obl1g4tions.
1. Duty a f uprightness.
Sec, 4. C o v e n a h with the Jews and the Christians.
SOC. 4. Jsraelitea’ violation of the covenant.
Sec. 5 , Jews wwned of the evil consequences of their plots against the Prophet.
Sec. 6. Puqishment of offenders.
Sec. 7. The Qur-bn in its relation to predoqs scriptures.
Sec. 8. Relations of Muslims with enemies.
6ec. 9. The mockers.
Sec. 10. Christian deviation from the truth.
@ea. 11. Christian nemness to Islam.
See. 12. Muslims warned of the besetting sins of previous people.
Sec. 13. No nation shall succeed in violating the security of the Ra‘ba.
8ec. 14. Further directions for Muslim.#.
Sec. 16. Christian love of this life.
Bee. 16. False doctrines introduced after Jane’ &&h.

Se.

Wtls end aonncation.
THE name of this chapter is token from the meation of a demand for Jaod (m the pert qd
t h e followers of Jesus Chriat, to which reference Is made tomwde the end of this chapter ;
and &a it dede with the Christians in particulm, tbht incident is wq~ertion@bi!ly
m e of itP.
ahief features, although the chapter deals withOhristiane in gmeJ? QpdbilJ sriidah,
nhioh is the Arabic word, is randared as meming IL ktbae, but even taking thnt qlegniqg ts bq
oorrsot, it signifies a tabin for fd only. The adoption of khls n a m tar this ah@&r
be with a view to express the Christian love of the dainties of this Hfe.
This chwpbr stands in almosttha name relatioa ta the k t &B the 3,rd to the 2 d .
Thus, while f i e 4th chapter deala c h i d y with the hypocritea, the 6th deala with th9w
who had aospmd open enmity to I&m, being intersperued here sad #we with diwatiaas ipr
the Muelims. While t h e 4th chaptar deals with the qaestian of Jewioh dimbedienee, t&
gives prominence to the Christian transgress”
due to their inordinate warldly loye, #I&
dietinotion being made plain in the concluding partiom of the two &dbpbrs. Tkro i s &Q 8
plain oosneotion between the end of the 4th and the wmmencemaat of the 6& p h q t a r , .
for while the formar ends with the ChriBtinn dDctrine of the diviaitJ oi JWS, tbq m w w q y
m a l t of which is disregard of the religious law, the 1aiM in it@openieQ Y ~ W Rlays p&iq&#
stmss upon one’a duty to be true to religious laws and covenants.

migu
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Subject-matter.

The contents of this chapter LPG ahiefly aoncerned with the Jewish and Christian vi&tionof their covenants, with an enhertstion to the Muslims to remain true to their own.
Attention to the latter point is drawn in the very opening verse of the chapter : 0 you who
h l i c v e I fulfil your obligations."
This injunction ia followed by certain detalls relating to
the performance of the pilgrimage, t o foods, and to social relations with other people. The
second section, which calls attention to the duty of uprightness, is as it were a caution against
hying tw much strees' upon detrils of the law to the utter neglect of the inner qualities
which make the real man.
The third section speaks of the covenan6a made with the Jews
tbe Christian@,andafterhintingatthe
violation of thecovenant by theChristians
in assigning a Divine dlwity to a meremortal, takes up the Jewish violation of the covenant
ip the fourth aeoblon, at the very outset of their national Me, and polnts out the evil consequences of their disobedience. The fifth seation, openlng mith a lesson to the Jews in Cain's
aggression, plainlypoints towbrds the etld tothepunishment of theJews who were now
engaged inmaking war upon theProphet,andthesubject
of thepunishment of similar
offences is continued in the sixth section. The seventh
speaks of the relation of the Quranic
revelation to previous revelations, and pointsoutthatthisfinalrevelation
is reallythe
fuiameqt and perfection of allthose revelations. The eighth section, however, warnsthe
IfuEiirns of the hostile attitude of the Jews and the Christians and those who apostatize, the
subject being continued in the ninth, which tells of their mockery of the Muslim religion.
The tenth introduces the subject
of Chrlstian deviation from the truth, while the eieventh
proves thattheQur-knis
not unjusttothem on amount of theirenmity towards Islam,
valuing the meekness of monks and priests among them, and recognizing their nearness to
Idam in contrast to the Jews and the polytheists. The threeaections that follow we specially
addressed to the believers, while hinting at Christian disregard of the middle course and of
their aggressjom ageinst the Muelims. Thus the twelfth section, whi!e warning the &$.dims
on the one hand gf such practices &s monkery, which required a man to deprive himself even
of lawful thinga, cautions them on the other against the use of impure drugs, such as intoxicating liquors, and the acquisition of property by illegal means, such a3 in gambling, the two
besetting sine of Christian mtions, end requires obedience and regard of duty to be made the
main prinoiplee of action. The thirteenth section,
opening with an injunction requiring the
Muslims not even to hunt wild animalsand bids during the pilgrimage, laysstress on
the security of theKa'ba,containing probably rln allusion to theattempts of e Christian
pation to demolish it (eee ch. 105), and a prophetia allusion as well p e r b p s to future
designs of more powerful nations. The fourteenth section, containing further directions
for
the Muslims, lays special stress on the gravity of the sin of polytheism, whioh had led the
Christians farthestawayfromthetruth,notwithstandingtheirproximity
to Islam. The
two concluding fictions of the chapter des1 with the Christian religion uore plainly, ettenlion being drawn in the fifteenth to the Christian love of this life, the immediate disciples of
Jesus demanding anabundance of worldly provisions, which 5ndsan echo, perhapa, in
the Lord'sprayeraskingfor
daily bread; while thesixteenth, which is thelestsection,
contains a plaineondemnation of thedoctrine of the divinity of Jesus opt of the mouth
of thBt pfophet himself.

Date of

EaYQhtiOn.

A consideration of the topics dealt with in this chapter,ea well m the opinion6 of different
authorities, Icad UI to the almort eertaiu eonclmioo $$et this chepter followsin the order of
ravelation, aa it docs in arrangemeat,the lest ehytes, md &e MIS portion of it w146
revealed within the years five to seven Hejira. It is only in very rare cases that the ex&
&
d
eof the revelrution of & verge a m be fired with oertainty, and the vtGdous dstee aasigned to
the diflerant versee of a partiaqlm chapter &re in most a a e s mere oonjeoturw, devoid of
awumey. The tendency of Ohriatian eritiaa, for in@ttsece,toracribe veraes condemning
WrGn Jewish or Christisa dwtrinea to L period ahen politiad relatiom with them paode
b
m stmined is to be deprscated, for, DI L mather ol fwt, the Q w k n did not deny $be
EWd in h
s
e rcliioas et my h e , nor did it eyer r g p w ? ~d thoir prrcx% Bor inehaee, it
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SECTION 1
General Obligations
1. Fulfilment of covenants.
2. Obligations
relating
t o pilgrimaFe.
3, 4. Prohibited foods and perfection of faith. 5. Socialrelationswlth

non-Muslims,

In
name
the
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

1 0 you who believe I fulfil
the obligations.666 The
oettle
quadrupeds are allowed to you
except that which is recitedto
you, notviolating the prohibitionagainstgamewhen
you
entering
are
upon the performance of the pilgrimage ;a57
surely Allah orderswhat
He
desires.
2 0 you who believe! do not
violate the
signs
appointed by
AllahB58 nor
the sacred month,
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is in an early Meccan revelation that we find the Christian doctrine of the sonship of Jesus
condemned in the severest terms (19 : 88-92), while it is in a late
Medina revelation that
on account of theirmeekness,whiletheenmity
of both
we find theChristianspraised
Jews and Christians to Islam had already
been clearly recognized in v. 51, where both are
spoken of in the same breath as people with whom the Muslims can no more be friendly.
There is, however, one verse in this chapter which belongs to a much later period than
the main portion of the chapter, the dat.e of the revelation of which can be fixed with the
utmostcertainty.
I t is thethird verse, anditspeaks
of the perfection of thefaith of
Islam. Of its revelation in the Holy Prophet's last pilgrimage to
Mecca iin the year 10 A.H.
there is not the least doubt, and, further, there is the clearest testimony that it was revealed
on the 9th zil Haj in that year, when the Holy Prophet
was in the plain of 'Arafbt. The
importance of its subject, which, speaking of the perfection of the faith of Islam, foretold
preserved tothedays of
theapproachingend of the Prophet, gave itafamewhichwas
theCaliphate of 'Umar(Bkh).
It neednot be denied thatother verses mayhave also
been revealed later than the7thyear
of Hejira, but asthetask
of assigningparticular
datestoparticular verses rests on nothingbutconjecture, I hadbetterrefrainfromthis
fruitlesslabour.
656 The respect for all covenants, contracts, agreements, leaptes, treaties, and engagements,

all of which are included in the significance of the word 'Uqzld (LL), and also of all Divine
ordinances given for the welfare of the individual and society, is the very first necessity of
social relations. According to Zj the word includes the covenants imposed by God as well a8 the
mutual agreements made by men

(LL).

657 The prohibition of gameduringpilgrimage ia mentioned in connectionwith the
security of the Ka'ba in section 13, so that even wild animals &re secure during the time;
88% 735.

658 Sha'dir is plural of sha'srah, which means here ncaeh'irah, i.e. a place where a thing
is known to be, or a place@ thcperformance of a re&gious amice (TA-LL). But 8ha'Lruh and
ahi'drah and ski'& me also explained aa meaning a d g n or a religious pmjormance (LL).
The sha'dir-ul-bj are therefore the rdigWu8perfmancaa that muat be gone through in thc
piJgdmag6; tmd t h a ' d i r - d a h is vnriooslg explained a8 meaning dl the religious s m i e e s
appointed ua sign0 by AUah, or, sooording to Hesen, ths religion of AUah (€25) ; w o r d i n g to
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nor (interfere with) the offerings,
nor
the
victims
with
garlands,65s nor those repairing
to the sacred house seeking the
grace
and
pleasure
of their
Lord;and when youarefree
from the obligations of the
pilgrimage, then hunt, and let
not hatred of a peoplebecause they
hindered
you
from the sacred mosque-incite
you to exceed thelimits,and
helponeanotherin
goodness
and piety, and do not help one
and aggresanother
in
sin
sion ;660 and be careful of (your
duty to) Allah : surely Allah is
severe in requiting (evil),
3 Forbidden to you is that
which dies of itself, and blood,
and flesh of swine, and that on
which anyother
name than
that of Allah has been invoked,
and the stpangled (animal) and
that beaten to death, and that
killed by afall and that killed
by being smitten with the horn,
andthat
which
wild
beasts
haveeaten,exceptwhat
you
sleughter,F61 what
and
is
others it denotes the religious pcrfownances in comection with the pilgdmage, as the halting
at ‘ArafBt and running between SafBand Marwah and the sacrificing of victims (Zj, TA-LL) ;
or the rites and cerenwnies of the pilgrimage and the places where these rites and cerentmies are
performed (Bd-LL). I adopt anythingappointedas
a sign by Allah asthetruemeaning,
which not only conveys €he root-significance of sign, but also includes the various explanations
givenby commentators. In the Holy Qur-Bn the two mountains Saf&and Narwah (2 :158)
m d the offerings (22 : 36) are said to be sha’bir-ullah. Here the places connected with the
performance of the pilgrimage seem to be intended, as the offerings are sepnrately mentioned.
650 The two words had-y and Qaldid both indicate anG~aZsmeant for sacruce during the
pilgrimage. The former is plural of hadyah, and means what is driven (to Mecca), and the
latter is plural of pilbdah, meaning a necklace, or what i s put upon the neck of a 3 ~aninucl that
is brought as an offering to Mecca for sacrifice (LA-LL), and hence also the animal which
is made to wear a garland (Re). The word palbid as a description of such animals is used to
intensif1 respect for them, because they bear a clear mark showing that they are meant to be
sacrificed. It should be noted that only camels are made to wear garlands, while had-y
includes allkinds of animals brought as offering,
660 The principle laid down here as to uprightness of conduct in dealing even with those
whomwe hate is one which is not met with anywhere but in Islam, and the international
law of modern Europe stands sorely in need of such a principle of uprightness. Hence, Islam
alone o m sene aa an international law, requiring equal treatment for all nations.
661 The exception may apply to all the five classes. The infinitive noun t U 2 k i p h means
CQMing thenatzrralheatto
pass forth. Technically,itindicatesaparticular
mode Of
slaughtering (Rgh, TA-LL); andthemeaning
is that if ananimalpartlyeaten
by wild
beasts is found while yet alive, and is slaughtered in the proper manner, its flesh is allowed.

asa
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sacriEced on stonesset
upGB*
(for idols) and that you divide
by thearrows ;663 that is a
transgression. This
dayhave
those who disbelieve despaired
of your religion, BO fearthem
not,
end
fear
Me. This
day
have I perfeoted for you your
religion end completed My
favour on you and chosen for
you Islam &s a religion $84 but
whoever IS compelled by
hunger,notinclining
wilfully
to sin, then
surely
Allah is
Forgiving, Merciful.
4 Theyask you astowhat
isallowed tothem. Say : The
good things are allowed to you,
and what you have taught the
beasts and birds of prey, training them to hunt-you teach
them of what Allah has taught
you-so eat of that which they
catch for you and mention the
name of Allah over i t ; and be
careful of (your duty to) Allah ;
surely Allah is swift in reckoning.866

662 According toIbn-i-Juraijthese were certainstoneswhich were set up aroundthe
Ka’ba over or near which it was customary to kill animals as offerings to certain idols, their
blood being sprinkled and flesh laid on the stones (Re). N a p b also means any stone that is
bet u p and worshipped (Msb-LL).
663 18tapamtu.hzL means, aocordingtoRgh, Iasked him t o divide,and he adds : ‘‘ Thenit
i6 used to signify dividing.” If this significance beadopted, the
azldm (lit. arrows witlzout
a head and without aleather) would mean the headless arrows of the game of hazard. The
on
Arabs played with such arrows for division
of the flesh of a slaughtered camel bought
credit (LL). This significance
is favoured by the context, for it prohibits dividing
flesh of
slaughtered animals by means of certain arrows with which was played the game
of chance
called misir. A comparison with 6 : 146, where slaying in other than Allah’s name is called
a transgression, as here dividing by arrows is called a transgression, also shows this to be the
correct significance, Probably animals devoted to idols were divided by arrows when slain.
Acoording to others, however, istagsama means he Bought t o know what was allotted to him by
mema of the arkim. When any one of them desired to make a journey, or to get married, or
to perform some other great afiair, he drew out arrows, on one of which was written I ‘ My
Lord ha8 commanded me,” on a second, My Lord has forbidden me,’’ while a third arrow
was blank. He did or refrained from doing the desired thing according to the arrow which
out (Rs). Thissignificance i s
cameforth,repeating the operstion if ablankarrowcame
given in the margin.
664 External testimony as to the late revelation of this verse has already been quoted in
theintroductorynotetothischapter.The
very subject-matter of the verse shows that it
must have been reveded towards the close of the Holy Prophet’s life, and hence it is held by
all authoritiesthat no preceptwasrevealedafterthis.TheProphetdiedeighty-one
or
eightrtwo days after its revelation (Rz). This vera8 ig 8 &er twtimopy to the perfection of
666, we next page.
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5 This day (all) the good
things &re allowed to you, and
the food of those who have
been given the Book is lawful
for you end your food is lawful
forthem ;E66 and thechaste
from among the believing
women andthe
chaste from
among those who have been
given the Book before y0u.6~'
(are lawful €or you), when you
have given them lheir dowries,
taking (them) inmarriage, not
I fornicating nor taking them for
paramours in secret ; and whoever denies faith,eB* his work
indeed is of no account,and
in the hereafterheshall
be
3ne of the losers.

-

was
religion in IslrLm, no suchclaim being made by anyother book or religion.Henceit
that Muhammad, may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon him,-was the last of the
prophets, because religion being perfected no prophet was needed after him.
665 Game killed by means of beasts and birds of prey taught to hunt ie allowed. When,
hosever, the beast or the bird is sent after the prey, the nam6 of Allah should be mentioned.
Game killed by an arrow or by a shot is allowed, subject to the same oondition.
In either
hend of thehunter,itshould
be
case, if thegame is not killed beforeitfailsintothe
is, however, a
slaughtered; if itisalreadykilled,
it islawfulin
thst condition.There
difference of opinion when the beast tears up the game and eats part of it. Bome think that
in such a case it is not laurful to est it (Ra).
666 The questlon arlses here whether the food of those who have been given the Book is
lawful even when that food includes what is expressly dealared to be unlawful elsewhere,
as, for instance, in v. 3, et?. The answer to this question must be given in the negatiw.
A thing Ivhich ia clearly prohibited cannot beoome lawful because it is offered by a Jew or a
Christian. But there are no two opinions regarding animals slaughtered by the Jews or the
en animalinthename
of
Christians, except in the case whenaChristianslaughters
to thethreefamousimams,
Ab6
Jesus, for JesusisotherthanAllah,andaccording
an animal is prohibited, while 'Ata,Makhlil,Hasan,
Hanifah,ilftilik,"andShAfa'i,such
Shi'bf,and6a'id allow it as being the food of the followers of the Book (Rz).
667 Both the Jewishand the Christianlaws do not compare well with the Islamia
Ism in thisrespect.
I n Islamintermarriageswithidol-worshippers
&re totallyprohibited
(2:221), butinthe case of 8, people whose religionisbwedon
a revealed book, intermarriages are allowed to the extent that women belonging to a n alien religion may be taken
in marriage. The giving away of Xuslim women in marriage to followers of other religions
is not, however, allowed. Indeed, while women belonging to other religions would be happy
confers on woman,
in 8 Nuslim household, because of the status and rights which Islam
Muslim women in an alienhousehold would be in a oondition of dietress, beaawe they
would lose the rights which they enjoy
ih Muslim gociety. It may be radded that the law
here given is not limited t o the Jews and the Chriatian9, but inoludes the followers
of all
religions based on revelation, Eenoe the law was extended to the Persians by the companions
of the Holy Propbeb.
As for the Jewish law, whioh makes no exception, see Deut. 7: 3' : ((Neiiher shalt thou
make mafriages with thenl ; thy daughter thou shdt not give unto his son, nor his daughter
h a l t h l i take unto thy son." Paul follows (he Jewish law : $ 6 Be ye not unepudly yoked
668, see next page.
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SECTION 9
Duty of Uprightness
7-10, Justice to be adhered to.
preliminarios.

6. Prayer andits
11. Wrongful, conduct of the Jews.

6 0 you who believe I when
youriseuptoprayer,wash
yourfacesandyourhands
as
far as theelbows,andwipe
yourheads,and(wash)your
feettotheankles;and
if you
to
are
under
an
obligation
perform a total ablution,” then
wash (yourselves);and if you
aresick
oron
a journey,or
one of you come from
the
privy, or you have touched the
womens andyoucannotfind
to
water,
betake
yourselves
pure earth and wipe your faces
m d yourhandstherewith
;‘
Allah doesnotdesiretoput
In youany difficulty, but H e
wishes topurifyyouandthat
Be maycompleteHisfavour
)n you, so that youmaybe
pteful.
7 And rememberthefavour
~f Allah on you
and
His
lovenant with which H e bound
‘ou firmly,whenyou
said :
Ne haveheardand we obey;
,nd be careful of (yourduty
0) Allah,surelyAllahknows
h a t is inthebreasts.66Q
8 0 you who believe I he
.prightforAllah,bearers
of
ritnesswithjustice,d
and. let
.othatred of a peopleincite
ou not to act equitably
;‘ act
equitably,
that
nearer
is to
I piety,andbecareful
of (your
dutyto)Allah;surelyAllah
isAware of whatyou do.
together with unbelievers : for what fellowship hath righteousness with unrighteousness ?
And what communion hath light with darkness? ” (2 Cor. 6 : 14).
669 The deniul of fnith is variously explained. Some think it means denial of Allah;
others, dmtiul of the unity of Allah; while others still think that faith stands for the revelation of t h Qur-dn. The meaning in this last case is said to be the laying of stress upon the
injunctionrelating to intermarriages with thosewhohave any scriptures.
669 The reference is generally supposed to be to the oath of fidelity taken by the Medinites
et ’dqnbah, but it is more likely to be to the swearing of allegiance at Hudaibiyyah, a more
recent event, to which the IIcly Q u r h also refers in 48: 10 end 18.

9 Allah has promised to
those who believe and do good
deeds (that)theyshall
have
forgiveness end a mighty
reward.
10 And (as for) thosewho
disbelieve reject
and
our
communications, these are the
companions of the flame.
11 0 you who
believe!
remember
Allah’s
favour
on
you when a people had determined to stretch forth their
hands
towards
you, but H e
withheld their hands from you,
and be careful of (your duty
to) Allah ; andon
Alloh let
the believers rely.870
SECTION 3
Coyenante with the Jeme and the Christia1:n
12,13. Covenant withJews.
14-16. Covonant withChristians.
Jhrist was no more than a mortal.

17-19,

12 And certainly Bllah made
covenant withthechildren
IsraeI,’ and We raised up
twelve ohieftbmong them
t;aim ;G71 and Allah said :
t3urely I am with you; if you
1reep upprayerandpaythe
1?oor-rate and believe in My
I tpostles and assist themand
C)ffer to Allah a goodly gift,b I
Twill most certainly cover your
Enil deeds, and I will most
Crerkainly cause you to enter
into
gardens
beneath
which
r‘ivers flow, but whoever distbelieves from among you after
lose the
t hat,heindeedshall
r ight way.672
cL
cIf

-

670 The occasions on which the enemies of Islam endeavoured to take away the life

of the Prophet or to exterminate the Muslims are too numerous to mention here. This is an
obvious reference to those Quraish and their allies who left no stone unturned to destroy the
Muslim oommunity. The commentators, however, think thatthereis special reference to
the attempt made by the Bani N d i r on the life of the Holy Prophet (Rz).
671 It is strange to find Rodwsll adding a note here that the Prophet “invented these
twelve leaders of tribes,” whereas they are clearly mentioned by name in Num. 1 :5-15, and
in the 16th verse they are oalled princes of the tribes of their fathers ; while in the 44th verse
we have: “And the princes of Isrel, being twelve men.” And further, in Num. 13: 3-15
we again read of twelve heads of the ohildren of Isrsel having been sent to search the land of

Canaan.
672, we next psgc.
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13 But on aocount of their
breaking
their
covenant
We
cursed them andmade
Gheir
heartsherd;theyalteredthe
wordsfromtheirplaces“and
they negleoted a portion of
whattheywerereminded
of;
and you shall always diecover
treacherinthemexcepting
8
few of t e m ; so pardon them
and turnaway;surely
Allah
do good (to
lovesthosewho
others).
14 And with those who say,
We w e Christians. We made a~.
covenant,6773 but they neglected
a portion of whattheywere
We
reminded of, therefore
excited
among
them
enmity
and
hatred
to the
day
of
resurrection ; and Allah uTill
inform them of what
they

i

~

1

~~

did.674

1

15 0 followers of the Book !
indeedOurapostlehascome
you
to you makingclearto
much of what youconcealed
of the Book andpassing over
much ;675 indeed,
there
has
come to you light and a d e a r
book from Allah;6’6

674 The following demiption of that land tv&s given by Joshua and Caleb t o the Israelites :
Lord delight in US, then He will bring-us into this land, and give it us; a land which
floweth with milk and honey ” (Num. 14 : 8).
673 I‘I have yet many things to say to you, but ye cannot hear them now. Bowbeit when
he, the spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you into all truth; for he shall not speak of
himself, but whatsoever he shall hear that shall he speak : and he will show you things to
come” (John 16:12, 13). The kingdom of God so often spoken of in the Gospels is no other
than the spiritual kingdom established by the Holy Prophet, the Gospel being in fact only the
good new8 of his advent.
674 T ~ prophecy
Q
thatthereshall
always be hatredandenmity
between thevarious
Christian people6 has proved true in all ages, and never more clearly than in the great
Europeanwar of our own day. They w i l l find pesoe end oonoord only when they wcept
Islam
671 There were many truths which the Jewa and the Uhristiens had lost, their scriptwee
not having remained free from aorruption. Some of thebe whioh were of permanent vblua
were revealed in the Holy Qur-An, but others which had been given to them to suit on17 the
quirement: of the time when they were given were not now needed, Or the reference may
be kr the prapheaiea of the edven6 of the Hdy Prophet, for th6 Qur-Ln refem to only very few
S f hm,
679 The Prophet is here oalled light h
t
e
ie he le& men into Ught out cf darknew, PB
s b t e d in the next verse. The word may also have a reference t o Jesus’ description ot him :
he will guide you into all truth.

‘‘If the

I

JEWS
-COVENANTS WITH

AND CHRISTIANS

a57

16 With it Allah guides him
who will follow His pleasure
of peace and
intotheways
brings them out of utter darkness into
light
by His will
and guides themtotheright
path.
17 Certainlythey disbelieve
who say : Surely, Allah-He is
the Messiah, sonof Mary. Say :
Whothen could controlanything as against Allah when He
wished to destroy the Messiah
son of Maryandhismother
and all those on the earth ?677
andAllah’s is the kingdom of
the heavens and the earth and
what
is
between them;
He
createswhat H e pleases;and
$llah has power
over
all
things.
18 And the Jewsandthe
: We arethe
Christianssay
sons of Allah and His beloved
ones.
Say,:
Why
does
He
then chestme
you
for your
faults 16’8 Nay, you are mortals
fromamong
those whom H e
has
created
; H e forgives
whom H e pleases and chastises
whom He pleases ;679 and
Allah’s isthe kingdom of the
hearens
and
the
earth
and
what is between them,andto
Him is theeventual
coming.
19 0 followers of the Book !
indeed Our apostle has come to
you explainingto you after a
:essatioo of the (mission of
;he) apostles,680 lest you say :
677 The meaning is that Jesus Christ and his mother Mary, and all those
who were on the
earth, tasted equally of death ; hence Jesus Christ was an ordinary human being and not Ood,
for if he had been Qod he would not have died. I n sometimes signifies i_zor when (Mgh-LL).
678 The Divine law of evil being followed with evil consequences in this world had not
ceased to work at the adventof either Moses or Jesus, hence there was no reason that it should
cease to work in the life afterdeath. Yet if the Jews and the Christians
were indeed ths
beloved ones of God, their sins should not have met with punishment as they did in this very
life, not to say in the life after death, in which they asserted they would not be punished.
The words contain a clear refutation of the doctrine of atonement. In spite of the Christian’s
belief inatonement,whentheDivinelaw
of thepunishment of evil in this life wa8 not
dispensed with for them, how could it have been dispensed with in the life after death?
679 It is in accordance with Divine laws that forgiveness and punishment are exercised,
a d the alleged atonement of Christ had brought about no change in that law.
680 Beveral centuries had elapsed since the appearanceof any prophet in any country when
10
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There came not to us a giver
of good news or a Warner ; so
indeed there has come to you
a giver of g o d newsand a
Warner; end Allah has power
over ell thisge.

SECTION 4
hraeliter’ Yiolation of the Coyenant
20, 21. Moses’ command to march on the Holy Land. 22-24. Refusal of
the people. 25, 26. The punishment.

20 And when Moses said to
his people: 0 my people I
remember the favour of Allah
upon you when He raised
prophets among you and made
you kings and gave you what
H e had not given to any other
among the nations :6*1
21 0 my people!enterthe
holy
land
which Allah has
prescribed for you andturn
not on your backs, for then you
will turn back losers.
22 Theysaid:
0 Moses!
surely there is a strong race in
it, and we will on no account
enter it until they go out from
it, so if they go out from it,
then surely wewill enter.682
the great Arabian Prophet made his appearance. No nation in the world claims the appearmce of any apostle in it between the advent of Jesus Christ and that of the Holy Prophet
Muhammad, may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon him. The world.wes as it were
preparing itself for the advent of the greatest of all prophets, who was to be an apostle to all
the nations of the world, Hence the cessation of prophecy among all people. And moreover
the scriptures of all nations had undergone alterations, so that the advent of the Apostle
Muhammad, may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon him, was preceded by an entire
cessation of the mission of the apostles.
681 There is no anachronism here. The Israelites are here
told that two favourshad
been bestowed upon them : (1) prophets were raised among them ; (2) they were made kings.
The reference need not be totheearlierhistory
of theIsraelites, but totheirhistory as
dating from the time of Moses, for the edvent of Moses had brought about an entire change
both in their spiritual and
political EhtU8. Not only had two prophets, Moses and Aaron,
already appeared among them, batwith the Mosaic law was laid down the basis of a dispensation which gave them promise of numerous prophets appenring among them. And politically
they h d no doubt already emerged as an independent nation, being masters of themselvea
and no more daves of theirEgyptianmasters.Theyhed
aoquired kingahip, and so the
words no doubt contsined E clear prophetic reference to their future career as a ruling nation.
Spiritual dominance combined with political supremacy was manifestly a favour which wag
not bestowed upon any of the other contemporary nations.
689 ‘1 bu the people that we saw in it we men of a great shtnre” (Num, 18 :82). For
the murmuringe of the Israelites and their refussl to go against the enemy, sea Num. 14 :1-4.
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23 Twomen of those who
feared,
upon
both
of whom
Allah had bestowed a favour,
said: Enter upon them by the
gate,
for
when
you have
enteredit you shallsurely be
victorious, and on Allah should
you rely if you are believers.683
24 They said : 0 Moses!
We shall never enter it so long
as they are in i t ; go therefore
you and your Lord, then fight
you both,surely we will here
sit down.“*
25 He
said:
My Lord!
Surely I have no control (upon
any) but my own self and my
brother;
therefore
make
a
separation between us and the
nation of transgressors.
26 He said: So shall
it
surely be forbidden to them for
fortyyears,theyshallwander
about in the land, therefore do
not grievefor
thenation
of
transgressors,6a6

SECTION 5
Jewswarned

of the EYi1 Connepuences of their Plote against the

Prophet
27-31. Cain’s aggression. 32. Warning to Israelites. 33,34.
of those who wage war on the Prophet.

Ar. thee.

683 “ A

Punishment

27 And relatetothemthe
story of the two sons of Adam
with
truth
when
they
both
offered an offering, but it was
agcepted from one of them and
mas not accepted from
the
other. Hesaid: I will most
certainlyslay you. (Theother)
said: Allah onlyacceptsfrom
those who guard
(ageinst
evil) :686
Joshua, the son of Nun and Caleb the aon of Jeuhunneh

. . . spoke unto a11
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28 If you will stretchforth
youy hand towards me to slay

me, 1 amnotonetostretch
you
forth
my
hand
towards
to slay you ; surely I fear
Allah, the Lord of the worlds :
29 Surely‘ I wishthat you
should bear the sin committed
against me and your own
sin,687 and so you would be of
theinmates
of the fire, and
this is therecompense of the
unjust.
30 Then his mind facilitated
to him
the
slaying
of his
brother, so he slew him; then
he became one of the losers.
31 Then Allah sent a crow
so that
digging uptheearth
he might showhim
how he
should cover the dead body
of his brother.688 H e said :
Woe me ! do I lack the
strengththat I should be like
this crow and cover the dead
body of mybrother ? so he
became of those who regret.
32 For thisreason did We
prescribe to
the
children
of
Israel
that
whoever slays a
soul, unless
it
be for manslaughter or for mischief in the
land,it is asthough he slew
d l men ; and whoever keeps
it alive, it is as though he kept
blive all men ;689 and certainly

686 The reference is apparently to the story of Cain and Abel. Compare Gen. 4 : 3-12.
H a a n end Dk are, however, of opinion that the reference is to two men from among the
Israelites, because every man may be spoken of as a son of Adam (Rz). But the whole story
may be taken allegorically to refer to the Jewish
plots against the Holy Prophet, where the
as repreIsraelites may be taken for the Sggressive and sinful brother and the Ishmaelites,
sented by the Holy Prophet, for the righteous one. It may be noted that in v. 11 we have a
referencetotheJewishplotsagainsttheHolyProphet’slife,andthe
two sectionsthat
follow me, as it were, parenthetical, reminding the Jews and the Christians of their covenants
following
and their violation of them, and the subject ofv. 11 is continued in this and the
seotion.
687 Ism$ here means not my sin, but the sin committed against me, i.e. the sin of murder;
while by igmika is meant your sin, i.e. his previous sin on aooount of which his offering was
not accepted.
688 The Bible is silent on this point ; but there is nothing improbable in primitive man
having leernt some things from other creatures.
689 The reference is generally understood to meen the gravity
of the orime of murder,
and the rea8on for its becoming a capital crime requiring the execution of the oriminel. But
by the rbying of a soul may as well be meant the slaying of the prophets who oome to
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Our apostles oame to
them
with clear arguments, but even
after that many of them
certainlyactextravagantlyin
the land.
33 The punishment of those
who wage mar against Allah
and His apostle andstrive to
make mischief intheland690
is only this, that they should be
murdered or crucified or their
hands and their feet should be
cut off 012 opposite sides or they
should be imprisoned ;6g1 this
shall be as a disgrace for them
in this world, and in the hereafter they shall have a grievous
chastisement,
34 Except those who repent
before you have them in your
power ;693 so know that Allah
isForgiving, hxeroiful.
establish righteousness, because the slaying of one of them is indeed equivalent to the slaying
of all men and assisting in the saving
of their lives is surely the same as saving the lives
of all men. The reference is to the Jewish
plots against the life of the Holy Prophet, and
that is the reason for mentioning here the Israelites in particular.
690 The words used here seem to imply originally all those opponents of Islam, including
the Jews, who waged war on the Muslims and made mischief in the land by persecuting Or
slaying innocentJIuslims who fellintotheirhands.Butithasgenerally
been accepted
that dacoits and murderers who cause disorder in a settled state of society may be dealt with
according tothis verse. Thepunishment described is of fourkinds,whichclearly
shows
that the punishment to
be inflicted in any particular case would depend upon the CiroUmstances of the case as well as the time and place where the crime is committed.
If murder
has been committedin the course of dacoity,thepunishmentmustincludetheexecution
of the culprit, which may take t,he form of crucifixion if the offence is SO heinous or the
culprit has causedsuchterrorinthelandthattheleaving
of his body on the cross is
llecessary as @ deterrent. In other oases thepunishmentmay
be imprisonment,where
severer punishment is deemed unnecessary.
691 2 ,
I 0
~ I*.
literallymeans
theyshould
be banished from the earth, but
according to Ab6 Hanifa the meaning here is imprisonment (al-habs), and most 1eliCOlogbtS
accept this (Rs). LA also accepts the interpretation that
t l w should be kept in the PrGOfb.
The reason is apparent. No one can be banished from the whole of the earth unless he is
kept inprison.
Or al-ard maysignify a particular country, and in thatcasethe
words
would imply deportation.
692 The martial law of Islam, as well as its ordinarycriminal law, is subjecttothis
exception. Past Grimes must be forgiven if there is sincere repentance.
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SECTION 6
Rmiehment of OfIendere
85-57. Punishment of the opponents. 38-40. Punishment for thethief,
41-43. Hypocritae and Jews act as spiel.

35 0 you whobelieve!be
careful of (your duty to) A h h
I and seek means
of nearness to
His
I H i m and strivehardin
way that you may be successful.
36 Surely (as for) those who
if they
had
disbelieve,
even
what is in the earth, all
of it,
and the like of it with it, that
theymightransomthemselves
withit from thechastisement
of theday
of resurrection,it
shall
not
be accepted from
them,andtheyshallhavea
painfulchastisement.
37 Theywoulddesireto
go
forthfromthe
fire, andthey
shall not go forth from it, and
they
shall
lasting
have
a
chastisement.
38 And (as for) the man who
steals
and
the
woman
who
steals, cut off their hands as a
1punishment for what they have
Imrned, an exemplarypunishIment from Allah ; and Allah is
Mighty,Wise.693

-

693 The crime of theft, like that of fornication, is one which Islamhasdealt

with
severely, and the punishment, which requires the cutting offof the hand of the thief, must
no doubt have adeterrenteffect.Butasimprisonmenthasalready
been mentioned in
connection withcertain cases of dacoity,theordinary
crime of theft may be punished
similarly, while the cutting off of a hand may be reserved as a punisjment for serious cases
by habitual offenders upon whom imprisonment has no deterrent effect, The considerations
as follows: ( a ) Thepunishmentis
called
which entitle us to makethisdistinctionare
exemplary, and exemplary punishment could only be inflicted where the crime is very serious
or theoffenderis an habitualcriminal. ( b ) Thepunishment is notto be inflicted if the
offender repents and turns from his evil course. The next verse shows that the punishment
of cutting off thehand is only foracriminal who does not reform, i.e. for the habitual
ofendw. Moreover, whatis required is repentanceand r e j m , but no one can affirm that
when an offender repents he will also refcrm.c To give him a chance to reform it is necessary
that he should be given freedom of action before the more serious punishment is inficted.
(e) The punishment of the cutting offof hands has been mentioned in connection with the
more serious crimes spoken of in v. 33, while even those serious crimes may be punished
only with imprisonment, and therefore mere stealing, which is by no means a serious offence
unless it becomes habitual, need not be punished with such extreme severity. ( d ) Various
incidents are related in the early history of Islam in which theft was not punished by the
who
cutting off of hands (19.8. Commentary of the Holy QUI-An). Le) Eventhejurists
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PUNISHMENT OF OFFENDERS
39 But whoever repents
afterhis iniquity and reforms
(himself), then surely Allah
w ~ l lturn to him(mercifully);
surely Allah is Forgiving,
Merciful.
40 Do you not know that
Allah-His is the kingdom of
the heavens and the earth ; He
chastises whom He pleases,
and forgives whom He pleases ;
and Allah has power over all
things.
41 0 apostle ! let not those
grieve you whostrive together
inhasteningto
unbelief from
emong those who say
with
their mouths,We believe, and
bheir hearts do not believe, and
From among those
who
are
Jews ; they are listenersfor the
sake of a lie, listeners for
another people who have not
come to yozb;694 they alter the
words f r o m their places,h saying: If you are given this, take
It, and if you are not given this,
be cautious ; andas for him
whose temptation Allah desires,
you cannot control anything
for himwith Allah. Those are
they for whom Allah does not
desire thatHe
should purify
their hearts;theyshall
have
3isgrace in this world, and they
shall have a grievous ohastisement in the hereafter.
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42 (They are) listeners of a
lie, devourers of what is forbidden ; therefore if they come
t o you, judge betweenthem or
turn asidefrom
them,and if
you t w n aside from them, they
shall not harm you in any way ;
and if you judge, judge between
them with equity; surely Allah
loves those who judgeequitably ,695
43 And how dotheymake
you a judge and they have the
Torahwherein is Allah’s judgment ? yet they turn back after
that,
and
these
are
not
the
believers.696

SECTION 7
The Our-An in itsRelation

to Preyioue scriptures

46, 47. The Gospel and its evidence.
L8-50. The Qur-An fulfils theirpromises,andthereforeitmust
now be

44, 45. The Torah and its evidence.

‘ollowed.

44 SurelyWe revealed the
rorah,
in which
was
guidance
light md
the ;607it with
?rophets who submitted themselves (to Allah)
judged
‘matters) for those who were
masters
of
rews, and the
livine knowledge and
the
ioctors,
because
they were
of
Bequired guard
to (part)

Z~$J:$$&*:
.0*?

‘$\usfi

695 By theagreementdrawn
up between the various nationalities of Medina on the
advent of the Holy Prophetthere (see 126), alldisputes were to be referred to the Holy
Prophet, but the Jews had by this time become so inimical to the Holy Prophet that he is
allowed to refuse to judge between them. I n case he judged between them, he is still told to
judge with equity. To be equitable notwithstanding the severest enmity and notwithstanding
the knowledge that the Jews were always plotting with the enemies of Islam for its extirpation, is that trait in the character
of the Holy Prophet which marks him out as having reached
the highest point of moral rectitude to which man oan attain.
696 The Divine judgment in Torah referred to here may either imply the Divine injunctions in the Torah which the Jews refused to follow, or the prophecies of the advent of the
Holy Prophet which they refused to accept.
697 Verses 44-47 are supposed by Christian critics to be evidence of the purity of the
Torah and the Gospel. How they arrive at that conclusion I am unable to see. There are
to these two books inthese verses, and before we
severalstatementsmadewithregard
consider them it were as well to bear in mind that their true value and the relation in which
they stand to the Holy QUI-Bn is spoken of in v. 48, and therefore 703 should be read along
with these verses. The first statement made here is that the Torah was a Divine revelation
aontaiing lightandguidance.
This isastatement
which no Muslim has ever denied.
What is denied is thatthat light and guidanoe were kept intwt throughout the ages. I t is

cH, v.1
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the Book of 811ah,eQ8snd they
werewitnesses thereof;therefore fearnotthepeopleand
fearMe,and
do nottakea
small price for NY communications ; and whoever did not
judgeby what Allah revealed,
1 thosearetheythatarethe
1 unbelievers.6QQ
45 And We
prescribed
to
them in it that
life is for life,
1 andeyefor eye,and nose for
nose, and ear for ear, and tooth
for tooth,and(thatthere
is)
;700 buthe
reprisalinvounds
who foregoes it, it shall be an
expiation for him ;iO1 and whoever
did
notjudge
by what
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further denied that these tmo books were meant for the whole world and for all ages. They
certainly containedlightandguidance,
but only for one people-the Israelites,and for a
limited time.TheChristiancritics
forget that,notwithstandingtholightandguidance
contbined in the Torah, the Gospel was sent down for the Israelite people, which shows clearly
that the light and guidance contained in the Torah were not oonsidered sufficient even for the
Israelites forallages,obviatingthenecessity
of a freshrevelation.
ThustheQuaranic
view of the Torah is that it contained light and guidance for
one nation for a certain time,
other nationshavinglightandguidancethroughtheir
own revelations.
698 The statement made here is that the masters
of Divine knowledge and the doctors
$ 1 were required to guard part
of the book of Allah,” Le. the Torah. Now this statement by
no means implies that they actually guarded the Book so as to be able to transmit it in all its
it isnowherestatedthattheyhad
purity.They
mere nodoubtrequiredtodoit,but
succeeded in guarding it. As against this, where the guarding of the Qur-Bn is spoken of, it
is not thelearnedamongthe
BIuslims that are required to guardtheHoly Book, buta
protection has been provided for it which is far surer than that of any man, for if men had
in the
been entrusted with the task they
would most probably have failed, as is illustrated
case of the Israelites. Thus with regard to the
Qur-An being guarded we are told : “ Surely
We have revealed the Reminder and We will most surely be its guardian ” (15 : 9).
Another pointworthnoting in thestatementunderdiscussionisthateventhe
dootors
mere required
guard min Kitdb-illah, which signifies a part of the Book of Allah. The
whole is not meant, otherwise the word m i l l , signifying part, would not have been added.
699 The statement made here in conneotion with the Torah is that those
who did not
judge (such being the real significance of the words lam yrabimm) by what Allah revealed are
unbelievers. And there is no doubt that the
people for whom the Torah was meant could
not be called believers in it if they did not judge matters aocording to it. It should further
be borne in mind that by judging is not meant only the judging
of civil or criminal c&sw,
but judging in all matters of religion, so that those who did not judge the revelation of the
Holy Prophet by what was revealed intheTorah
were unbelievers. And note thatthe
adoption of the words what Allah has Teuealed instead of the Topah is not without significance. I t shows that the whole of the Torah as existing then w u not looked upon by the
Holy Qur-&nas being the Divine revelation, otherwise a verse spesking of the Torah would
have ended with the statement whoever judges not by the Torah, instead of what we actually
have, whoever did not judge by what Allah revealed, the difference leading i o the olear
oonclusion thatthe Qur-An consideredtheTorah
to wnbin something whioh . a 6 not
reW&d by Allah.
700, 701, see next psge.
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Allahrevealed,' those are they
thataretheunjust.
46 AndWesentafterthem
son
in
their
footsteps
Jesus
of Mary,verifyingwhat
was
beforehim of theTorah,and
Wegavehi&theGospel,
in
which was guidance and light,
and verifying what was
before
it of the Torah, and a guidance
and an admonitionforthose
who guard (against evil) :7W
47 And thefollowers of the
Gospel
should
have
judged
by whatAllahrevealedinit
;
and
whoever
did
not
judge
by what Allah revealed,those
aretheythatarethetransgrossors.'
48 And We have revealed to
you the Book withthetruth,
verifyingwhatis
before it of
the Bookb and a guardian over
it,703 therefore
judgebetween
thembywhat
Allah hasrevealed, and do not follow their
low desires (to turn away) from
the truth that has come toyou;
foreveryone
of youdid W e
a way,7u
appoint a lawand
700 Compare Exod. 21 : 23-25, Lev. 24 : 19-21.
701 If a man foregoes his right to an act of reprisal against his brother, this shall be an
expiation for any wrong he may have done.
702 The description of the Gospel as containing light and guidance conveys the same
significanoe a8 the similar statement regarding the Torah,
for which see 697. I n addition
it is statedthatthe
Gospel verified theTorah.TheChristiancritics
who are so fond of
showing the existence of differences between the Torah and the
Holy Qur-&n, in order to
disprove thestatementthatthelatter
is a verifier of theformer, should note thatthe
fwt that it introduces
Gospel is also called a verifier of theTorah,notwithstandingthe
many new doctrines in place of those given in the Mosaic law, as in the case of divorce,
the law of reprisal, etc. This description of the Gospel clearly shows that by verification
is meant only corroboration of the general principles and broad doctrines of the faith, such
as the unity of God and equitable dealing with men, or the declaration by one prophet of
the truth of a previous prophet, ES the declaration of the truth of Moses by Jesus and of both
by the Holy Prophet.
703 The Qur-An is called muhuimin or a guardian over all previous revelation,thus
showing that whatever was of permanent value in the previous scriptures ha8 been
preserved inthe Qur-&n, and eeoured fromthecorruption
which it was undergoing in
them. The previous b o o b oontained a lightand guidanoe forthe people for whom they
were meant, and they were commmded to judge by those books, but the Qnr-bn ie now
made the Book which judges all truth, wherever it may have been, and therefore ie the
only h o k which ahould be followed.
704 The appointment of B law and a way for every one refers to the giving of d i e r e n t
before the revehtion
laws to different nations in aocordance with their requirements
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and if Allah hadpleased H e
i would have made you (all) a
single people, but that
He
might try you in what H e gave
therefore strive with
one another
hasten
to to
virtuous deeds ; to Allah is
l your return, of all (of you), so
H e will let youknow that in
1 which you differed ;
jr. t
m
’
49 ,4nd that you should
.lloulr7st.
1 judge between them by what
Allah has revealed, and do not
follow their low desires, and be
cautious of them,
lest
they
.ir. t l l ~ ~ . seduce you from part of what
AT. IMP.
Allah has revealed to you ; but
1 if theyturn back, then know
that Allah desires to afflict
’ them on account of some of
1 theirfaults;and
most surely
1 many of the people aretransI gressors.
50 Is itthenthejudgment
of (the t,imes of) ignorance that
i they desire? and whois better
than Allah to judge for a
people who are sure?
~

~

i

~

~

SECTION 8
Relations of Muslims with Enemles
51-53. Jews andChristians

a

401.

as enemies.

54-56. Apostates.

51 0 you who believe ! do
not take t,he Jews and
the
Christians for friends;”
they
&re friends of each other; and
whoever amongst you takes
them for a friend,thensurely
ho is one of them ; surely Allah
does not guide the
unjust
people.708
I*

of the Holy Qur-An, which fulfilled the requirements of all nations and all

/,

ages. Thus the
Qur-An here recognizes the principle to which it refers frequently,that prophets were
raised among every people, for which sea particularly 10 : 47, 13 : 7, and 35 : 24.
705 Man is placed above the whole of creation in that he has been granted discretionary
powers so that he can choose to follow one path or another, as against the rest of creation,
which must necessarily follow the laws to which it is subject. Hence, led by that discretion,
menfollow different ways, adopting diflerent sects, whereas if mm’s very nature had heen
30 made as to make him unable to use his discretionary powers, his better qualities, which
give him preference over the rest of oreation, would not have been manifested.
706 All non-believers, whatever their own differences, had made common cause against
Idam; therefore the Muslims are warned that they should not expect help or friendship from
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52 B u t you will seethose
inwhoseheartsisadisease,
hasteningtowardsthem,saying:Wefearlestacalamity
should befall us
butitmay
be that Allah mill bringthe
victoryorapunishment
from
Himself, so that they shall be
regrettingonaccount
of what
they hid in their
souls.'"B
53 And thosewho
believe
will say : Are thesetheywho
sworeby Allah withthemost
forcible of their oaths that they
you?
weremostsurelywith
Their deeds shallgo for nothing,
so theyshall become 1osers.i"g
54 0 you who believe ! whoturns
ever
from
among
you
back
from
his
religion,
then
Allahwill bring a people, H e
shall love them and they shall
love Him, lowly before the believers,
mighty
against
the
unbelievers,
they
shall
strive
hardinBllah'swayandshall
notfearthecensure
of any
censurer ; this is Allah's grace,
He gives
it
to whom He
pleases, and Allah is Ampleqiving, Knoming.710
any party of them, whether Jews, Christians, or idolaters (Rz). It would have been wertknzss
of faith in the ultimate triumph of Islam if, from fear of a powerful enemy, they had sought
helpandfriendshiphereandthereamongahostile
people, as thenext
verse shows.
And though the civilized nations
go to-day a step further than the Qnr-an,
yet they must
find faultwiththe
Qur-in forhavingtaughtthiscommon-senseprinciple.When
two
nations are at war,
an individual of one nationhavingfriendlyrelations
with the enemy
nationistreatedas
an enemy;thatis exactlywhat the Qur-An requireswhenit
says:
"And whoever amongst you takesthemfor
a friend,thensurelyhe
is one of them."
707 By hasteningtowardsthemismeanthasteningtomakefriendshipwiththem
or
seeking theirhelp.Thehypocritesdidthis,fearing
B Muslim reverse.
708 By v i c t o ~ yis meant a victory for the Muslims, and by punishment a punishment for
their enemies. The
word amr, as meaning punishment or threatened punishment, is used in
the Holy Qur-&n several times in the phrase amr-ullah, as in 10 : 24, 11 : 40, 1 6 : 1, in all of
which cases the commentators and lexicologists take it as meaning the threatened punishment
ordained by Allah (Zj, TA-LL). The word is clearly used here in the same sense. The
weak
in faith fear the enemy who is indeed powerful, the Jews within and the idolaters without.
They are told that Uah will soon grant a victory to the Holy Prophet or bringdown a punishment upon his opponents. But we may as well take ant7 as conveying its ordinary significance
of contm?ldtne~~t, which
in
case there is a reference here to the government of Islam, which it
was prophesied would soon be established.
709 This was a propheoy that what the hypocriteswere doing in opposition to the Prophet
would prove of no effeot, and they would not be able to achieve the end which they had
in view.
710, see next page.
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55 Only Allah is your
guardianandHisapostleand
those
who
believe, those who
keep
up
prayer
and pay
the
poor-rate,
they
and
bow
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56 And whoever takes -411ah
and His Apostle and those who
believe
for
a guardian, then
surelytheparty
of Allah are
they that shall be triumphant.

SECTIOP; 9
The lockers
57-60. Themockersandtheirfault-finding.
and theirmischiefs.
65, 66. Theyareenjoined
scriptures.

57 0 you who believe ! do
not take for guardians
those
who
take
your
religion for a
i mockery
joke,
and
a
from
I amongthose mho weregiven
the Book beforeyou
andthe
I unbelievers ; and be careful of
duty to) Allah if you are

I

I

61-64. HypocriticalJews
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58 Andwhen
you call to
prayer they make it a mockery
is because
and a joke;this
they are a people who do not
understand.
59 Say: 0 followers of the
Book ! do you find fault713 with
us (foraught) except that we
believe in Allah and in what
has been revealed to us and
what was revealed before, and
that most of you aretransgressors?
60 Say:Shall I inform you
of (him who is) worse than
this in retribution from Allah ?
(worse is he) whom Allah has
oursod and brought His wrath
upon, and of whom He made
apes andswine,andhe
who
served the devil : theseare
worse in place and more erring
from the straight path.714
61 And when they come to
you, theysay : Webelieve;
m d indeed they come in with
unbelief and indeed they go
lorth with it ; and Allah knows
best what they concealed.
62 And you will see many
If them
striving
with
one
mother to hastenin sin and
3xceeding the limits, and their
:ating of whatis
unlawfully
tcquired; certainly evil is that
which they d0.715
63 Why do notthe learned
nenandthedoctors
of law
?rohibit them from their speskng of what is sinful and their

713 Naqama is synonymous with ankara, i.e. he f o w d fault with, disapproved of, or
hated him (Rgh,Ra).
714 I t is clear that those who are here spoken of as having been made apes and swine are
the Jews, Compare 107 and 2 : 65 as explainingthe significance of these words. It is
remarkable thiut though the people spoken of are in both places the same, they are on one
occasion called simply apes and on the other’apes and swine. In addition, the same people
are here spoken of as serving the devil ; and the concluding words that the people who were
thus made ap” and swine and the servants of the devil are ‘<worse in place and more
erring from the straight path,” remove all doubts, establishing the fact that they were still
men, because apes and swine could not be said to be erring from the straight path. Thus this
verse lendsadditionalsupport to the conclusion arrived at in 107. The next verse makes
this plainer, for these very apes and swine are there described as coming to the Apostle with
unbelief and going away with unbelief.
715 Subt signifies any property t&l ia forbidden, not law@ to be gained (Mab, TI-LL).
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eating of what isunlawfully
acquired? Certainlyevil is that
which they work.
64 And theJews say : The
hand of Allah is tied up !
Theirhandsshall
be shackled
andtheyshall
he cursed for
whattheysay.Nay,
both His
are
hands
spread
He
expends as H e pleases;and
what
has
been revealed to
you from your Lord will
certainly make many of them
increase in inordinacy and unbelief;
and
We
have put
enmity and hatred among them
till theday
of resurrection;"
whenever they kindle a fire for
war Allah puts it out, and they
strive to make mischief in the
land; and Allah doesnot love
the mischief-makers.
65 And if the followers of the
Book had believed and guarded
(against evil) We would certainlyhavecovered
their evil
deeds and We would certainly
have made them enter gardens
of bliss,
66 And if they had kept up
the Trh and the G s e l and
to
that %ich
wasrevealed
them from their
Lord,
they
would certainly have eaten
gom above them
and
from
beneaththeirfeet;
theze is a
party of them keeping tothe
moderatecourse, and (as for)
most of them, evil is that
which they d0.I"

It is also applied tc a bribe (Rgh). Hencethereferenceishere
to any unlawfulact of
acquiring property.
716 This reference was levelled at an objection against the raising of subscriptions for
the defence of the Muslim community; the absurd idea ,of the taunting Jews being that &
cause whihh was represented as Divine, or the cause of truth, should not stand in need of
funds raised by the ordinary methods of subscription. Compare 3 : 180 : "Allah is poor and
we arerich,"and 524. Or the meaning may be that the hand of All& i8 withheldfrom
assisting the Muslims because the prophecies of the h a 1 triumph of bhe Muslims over their
opponents had not yet been fulfilled. The answeris aprophecy that they shall find their own
hnnds withheld from assisting the enemies
of the Muslims, and further that they s h d be
cursed, i.e. banished from all good and brought on evil days. The past tense is often used
in the Holy Qor-Bn to indicate certaintyas to the future.
717 By the iqdimst or keeping up of the Torah and the Gospel is meant their preserving
these books in the right state and acting up to them. The eating from above is in referenoe
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SECTION 10
Chrintian Deviation from the Truth
67. Truth to be proclaimed at all costs. 66-71. Followers of Bible do not
actupto

Ar. thee.
Ar. t h y .
Ar. thou
doet.

Ar. thou
haul.
Ar. thee.

a

157.

Ar. thee.
Ar. t h y .

it. 72-77. Christianerrors.

67 0 apostle!deliverwhat
has been revmled to you from
your Lord;and if you do it
not,
then
you have not
delivered His message, and Allah
will protect you from
the
people;surely Allahwill
not
guide the unbelieving people.718
68 S a y : 0 followers of the
Book I you follow no good’ till
you keep up the Torah and the
i s reGospel andthatwhich
vealed to you from your
Lord ;719 and surely that which
has been revealed to yox from
your Lordshallmake‘Deny
If them increase in inordinmy
tnd unbelief ; grieve not thereore for the unbelieving people.
69 Surelythose who believe
md those who areJewsand

toapiritualfood, or receiving of theDivinerevelation,andeatingfrombeneaththeir
feet
signifies the earthly provisions; i.e. they would have abundance of both. But as they failed,
of liberalityadopted by
the door toDivinerevelationwas
closed on them.Theattitude
Islamtowards even the worst forms of religion is unparalleled. Consider, for instance, the
directiongiventoMuslims
: “ D O notabusethose
whom theycallupon
besides Aliah ”
(6 : log), according to which even idols should not be mentioned contemptuouly, and compere it with any direction thbt may be contained in any other sacred
book concerning the
attitude to be adoptedtowardsotherreligions.Thushere,notwithstandingtheirstrong
enmitytoIslam,aparty
of theJewsandtheChristiansis
described as keeping t o the
v d e t a t e conme. The first part of this verse shows that Divine revelation had been tampered
with by the J e w and the Christians.
718 In Mecca thePrqphet’sonlyenemies
were theQuraish.Hisflight
to Medina
increasedthe
difficulties tenfold.TheJews
were apowerfulnation,andalittleplain
speakinghadmadethemthemostdreadfulenemies.Theothertribes
of Arabiahad
also by this time been successfully excited by the Quraish to side with them. The Qur-&n
now not only condemned idolatry, but also the Jewish transgressions
and Christian errors.
Hence we find the Divine revelation promising that the Prophet shall remain under Divine
protection as againsttheinnumerabledangersthatthreatenedfromallquartersandthe
numerous plots against his life.
719 This is a very severe condemnation of the contention of the Jews and the Christians.
Theyhadnot
even preservedtheTorahandtheGospelintheirpurity,andwhatever
remained of theoriginalteachings
of theprophetsthey
did notactupon.Hencetheir
position in a discussion against the Holy Prophet was nothing. If they had held their books
intactandhsdactedaccordingtotheinstructions
of theDivinerevelations as contained
therein, they could not have denied the revelation of the Qur-An, which fulfilled not only the
prophecies of the preBious books but also all the tests of Divine revelation. As they did not
POSWSS t h e 9ivine revelation in it6 purity, they hsd not the least excuse to reject the Qurdn.

b 129.

the Sabeans and the Christians
"whoever believes in Allah
and does
and
the
last
day
good-they shallhaveno fear
norshallthey grieve."
70 Certainly
We
made a
covenantwith the children of
IsraelandWesent
to them
apostles; whenever there came
tothem an apostlewith what
their souls did not desire, some
(of them) did they call liars
and some they slay.b
71 And theythoughtthat
there would be no affliction,rgo
so they became blind and deaf ;
then
illlah
turned
to them
mercifully, butmany of them
became blind and deaf ;g1 and
Allah is well seeing what
they do.
72 Certainly they disbelieve
who say : Surely Allah, H e is
the Messiah, son of Ilfary ; and
the Messiah said: 0 children
of Israel ! serve Allah, my Lord
your
and
Lord.'?2 Surely
whoever
associates
(others)
with Allah, then Allah has forbidden to him the garden, and
his abode is the fire ; and there
shall be no
helpers
for the

t'hird (Gerson) f:

thethree

;i23

720 dlthoughtheyhad
been repeatedly warned of theafiictions which would befall
them, they still $ought that, being a favoured nation, they would not suffer punishment
in this world
for their evil deeds,The word Ptmh is not limited eithertopunishment
or to that in the next, bnt includes both. They were also sore17 afflicted in this life. They
hadbeen subjected to great snfferings at the hands of Xebuohudnazzer and the BRbglonian
rulers who followed him, large nnmbers having been slain and the rest taken prisoners.
721 The reference is said to be to the rising of John the Baptist and Jesus the Christ
among them (Rz). Thus Allah's turning mercifully to them signifies theadvent of Jesus,
find their becoming blind and deaf a second time refers to the Christian error in deifying
J e J W a factclearly indicated in the next verse,
722 "Thoushalt
worship the Lord thy God a n d Him only shaltthou
serve "
(xatt. 4: 10). Compare this severe aondemnation of the Christian doctrine of the Divinity
of Jesus with the plain edmission of their better qualities in v. 82. The Qur-An knows of no
such enmity to B particulsr nation as to condemn even the good that is met wiah in it, nor
of friendship ta a people so ES not to condemn its errors.
723 The Christian doctrine of the Trinity is here plainly referred to. It should be noted
thst the name of Mary is not mentioned in connection with the doetrine of the Trinity. But
8 8 the Christians, especially the Rcmm Catholics, invested Mary with the Divine charaoter
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Ar. nor,

and there is no god butthe
one God, and if they desist not
from what they say,
a painful
chastisement shall befall those
among
them
who
disbelieve.
74 Will they not then turn to
Allah and ask His forgiveness?
and All& is Forgiving, Merciful.
75 The
Messiah,
son of
Mary, is but
an
apostle
;
apostles before him have indeed
passedaway ; and his mother
was a truthfulwoman;they
both used to eat food.724 See
how We make the communicationscleartothem,then
behold,
how
they
ase ,turned
away.
76 Say : DO you sewe besides
Allah that
which
does
not
controlforyou
anyharm, or
anyprofit?and
Allah-He is
theHearing,theKnowing.
77 Say : 0 followers of the
unduly
imBook ! be not
moderate in your religion, and
io not follow the low desires of
?eople who went astray before
tnd led many astray and went
tstrayfromtheright
path.72'*

SECTION 11
ChristianNearneae

to Ielam

76+1. IsraelitescursedbyDavidand
Jesus on account of their t r a m
:resslons. 82. Jewish
hatred
and
Christian
friendship
of Muslims.
33-86. Christian believers in Islam.

78 Those
who
disbelieved
'rom
among
the
children
israel
were
cursed
by
the
iongue of DavidandJesus
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of being the mother of Qod, the Qur-An often mentions her along with Jesus as being an
ordinary mortal.
724 Feeling hungry and partaking of food shows that both Jesus and his mother were
ordinarymortals.
If Jesus had been above mortals he would also hare been above the
needs of mortals, the most essential of which is partaking of food, without which no
human being a m live, but of which the Supreme Being has no need.
724.4 The ghuluww or undue inunoderatioa spoken of here refers trJ the Christian
doctrine raising a mortal to thedignity of godhed.The Christians are here told that
in nuking this doctrine the basis of their religion they have only followed an erroneous
doctrine preached by a people before them. Recent criticism has shown thet the Chrkdims
haw only followed previous idolatous nations in deifying a man.

"
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of Mary ; this was
because
they disobeyed and used to
exceed the limits.726
79 They used notto forbid
each otherthehatefulthings
; certainly
(which) they
did
evilwas that which they did.
80 You will see many of
them befriending those who
disbelieve ; certainly evil is that
which their souls
have
sent
before for them,
that
Allah
became displeased with them,
and in chastisement shall they
abide.
81 And had they believed in
Allah andthe prophet726 and
what was revealed to him, they
would not have taken them for
friends, but most of themare
transgressors.
82 Certainly you will find
the mostviolent of people in
enmity for those who believe
(to be) the Jews and those who
are polytheists, and you will
certainly find thenearest
in
friendship to those who believe
(to be) those who say: We are
Christians;
this
is because
therearepriestsand
monks
among them and because they
do not behaveproudly.727

PART
83 And when they hear what
has been
revealed
the
to
apgstle, you will see their eyes
overflowing with
tears
on
account of the truth that they

Ar. thou

wi2t.

-

I

725 After Moses, DavidandJesus,

who representthehighestachievement
of Israelite
prophethood in temporal and spiritual
glory, spoke of theadvent of the Holy Prophet in
unmistakable terms.The
CUT86 is used here in itsoriginal
sense. Both prophetshad
warned the Jews that their transgressions called for Divine punishment whioh should won
o w t a k e them if they did not mend their ways. The time of both was followed by a great
affliction overtaking the Jews, in the respective depredations of the Babylonian kings and
the destruction wrought by Titus.
726 By the prophet here is meant Moses, who clearly foretold the advent of the Holy
Prophet Muhammad ; therefore the Jews, if they believed in Moses, could not have joined the
opponents of the Holy Prophet in opposition to him.
727 The verae shows the better side of the Christian religion, and it afford8 a oonvinoing
Proof of the cosmopolitan nature of the religion of Islam which did not deprecate goodnese
even thoughmanifested in B people who hed adopted open enmity towards it.
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recognize ; they
say:
Our
Lord ! we believe, so write us
downwiththe,witnesses
(of
truth).'**
84 And what(reason)have
we that we should not
believe
in Allah apd in the truth that
to us, while
we
has
come
earnestly desire that our Lord
shouldcause us to enterwith
the good people ?
85 Therefore Allah rewarded
them, on account of what they
said,
with
gardens
in which
rivers flow to abideinthem;
tnd this is the reward of those
who do good (to others).
86 And(as
for) thosewho
lisbelieve and reject Our comnunications,
these
are
the
:ompanions of theflame.

SECTION 1 2
Maslims warned of the Besetting Sins of PreyiousPeople
87-89. Use and acquisition of lawful things recommend-d. 90, 91. Intoxi.
anta and gambling prohibited.
92, 93. Obedience and regard of duty to be
lademainprinciples of action.

Lot forbid (yourselves) the good

twful
you
for
and
do not
xoeed the limits ; surely Allah
oes not love those who exceed
l e lirnits.729
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728 This refers to theChristians who believed. An important personage belonging to
this class was the Negus of Abyssinia, in whose dominions the Muslims found shelter in the
early days of the Prophet's mission, when compelled to fly from Mecca on aocount of the
severe persecutions of theQuraish.Eventherethey
were followed by adeputation of
the persecutors, who, in order to excite the religious hatred of the Christian monarch against
the homeless Muslims, represented to the Negus that the fugitives not only denounced the
idols of the Meocans but also spoke disparagingly of Jesus Christ. Whereupon, the Muslims
being called upon to anewer the charge, their leaderread out the portion of the chapter Mary "
dealing with Jesus Christ, and the words so impressed the Negus that he wept, and said that
That he
Jesus Christ was not one whit more than what the Qur-An described him to
subsequently became a true convert to Islam is clearly shown by a funeral service having
been held for him by the Holy Prophet when news of his death reached Medina.
729 These words not only denounce suchself-denyingpractices
as those adopted by
the Christian monks, spoken of in the last section, but also the act of depriving oneself of
Divine blessings byfallinginto
evil andslothfulhabits.Thus,
while the Muslims are
told on the one hand not to follow the self-imposed restrictions of the Christians, they are
s t the same time warned thrat they can enjoy Divine blessings only ao long as they strive
arduously for them,

be.
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88 And eat of the lawful and
good (things)that
Allah has
given you, and be careful of
(your duty to) Allah, in whom
you believe.
89 Allah does not call you to
account for what is vain in
your oathR,&but He callsyou
to account for the making of
deliberate oaths; so its expiation730 is the feeding of ten
poor men out of the middling
(food) you feed your families
with, ortheir clothing, orthe
freeing of a neck ; but mhosoever cannot find (means), then
fasting for threedays;this
is
the expiation of your oaths
when you svvear ; and q u a d
your oaths.731 Thus does Allah
make clear to you His communications,that you may be
grateful.
90 0 you who believe !
intoxicantsb
and
games of
chancea and (sacrificing to)
stones set upd and (dividing by)
arrowse are only an uncleanness, the devil's work ; shun it
therefore that you may be
successful.~32
91 The devil onlydesires to
cause enmity
and
hatred
to
spring in your midst by means
730 It is wrong to suppose that this verse sanctione the expiation of all kinds of oaths.
Reading it along with the previous verses shows that the oaths referred t o are in relation to
VOWS, ere., by which one forbids oneself whatisotherwiselawful.
A comparisonKith
2 : 2"G shows that. that verse is also to be read along with the previous verse (Le. 2: 2%),
which forbids thetaking of oaths that prevent one doing some good. And theinjunction
at the end of this verse, guard your oaths, also shows thatoathscannot
be violated
generally, andthereforeexpiationis
only allowed inthe case of oaths by which a man
deprives himself of some lawful thing or of an occasion of virtue. It is further evident that
the Book which lays stress upon the faithful performance of all kinds of engagements could
not allow theviolating of agreementswhichhad been confirmed withoaths.
731 Guard your oaths, i.e. do nottakeoathsunlessthe
necessity isurgent (RE). The
words can also bear the interpretaticn keep your oaths, i,e. be true to oaths when you have
taken tbem.
732 This verse totally prohibitsallintoxicantsandgames
of chanoe; and besides,
by classing them with sporifioes to stones set up for
idols and diciding b y 0 . ~ 7 0 ~subjects
8,
them totheprohibition of V. 3. It is relatedthat when this verse was revealed, a crier
Prochimed in the streets of Medina that vine was prohibited, and in response to this every
jar of wine in a Muslim house was emptied, 80 that wine flowed in the streets (Bkh) Never
in thehistory of the world was such B deep.rooted evil as drink so suddenly yet SO
eradioated.

of intoxicantsand
games of
chance,andtokeep
you off
from the remembrance of Allah
and from prayer : will you then
desist ?733
92 And obey Allah and obey
the apostle and be cautious;
but if you turn back, then
know that only a clear deliverance of the message is (incumbent) on Our apostle.
93 On those who believe
and do good there is no blame
for what they eat,734when they
are careful (of their duty) and
believe and do good deeds,
then theyare careful (of their
duty)and
believe, thenthey
arocareful (of theirduty)and
do good (to others),and Allah
lows thosewhodo
good (to
others).

SECTION 13
No Nation shall succeed in Yiolating theSecurity
94-96. Hunting prohibited during pilgrimage.
security of the Ku'ba.

of theKa'ba

97-100. Prophecy as t o t h e

94 0 you who believe !
Allah will certainly try you
in respect of some game which
your lances
your handsand
can reach,that
,411ah might
know mho fears Him in secret ;
but whoever exceeds the limit
after this, he shall have a painful chastisement.
do
95 0 you whobelieve!
not kill game while you are
3n pilgrimage,'35 and whoever
among you shall kill itintentionally, the compensation (of
733 Only one very clear reason is here given why intoxicants and games of chance are
forbidden.
734 The verse speaks of thorn who died before the prohibition came. But even if it
be taken to refer to all believers, it would not justify our doing what is unlawful, because one
who believes, does god deeds, and is careful of his duty will not approach any prohibited
thing. In thricementioning belief andcarefulness of one's duty, the referenae is tothe
threefold duty of man, v i a to Allah, to himself, and toothers.
735 The prohibition to kill game when on pilgrimage is a token of respect for the security
of the Ka'ba, in nddition to being measure necessary for the safety of life in such a large
gathering, where liberty to hunt would most probably lead to dangerous accidents to human
life and limb.
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it) is the like of what he killed;
from thecattle,
as twojust
persons among you shall judge,
as an offering to be brought to
the Ka’ba, or the expiation (of
it)isthe
feeding of the poor
or the equivalent of it in
fasting, that bemay taste the
unwholesome result of his
deed ; Allah has pardoned what
,is gone b y ; and whoever returns (to it), Allah will inflict
retribution
on him ; and
of ReAllah is Mighty,Lord
tribution.
96 Lawful to you is the
its
game of the sea736 and
f0od,73~a provision for you and
for the travellers, and the game
of the land is forbidden to you
so long RS you are on pilgrimage, and he careful of (your
duty to) Allah, to whom you
shall be gathered.
97 Allah has made the
Ka’ba,738 the sacred house, a
maintenance for the people,739
and the sacred month and the
offerings andthe victimswith
garlandsthis is that you may
know that Allah knows whatever is in theheavensand
whatever isintheearth,and
that Allah is the Knower of all
things.
736 B a a ~is wed here in an extensive sense, and by the game of the sea is meant all water
game, whether sea, river, pond, or lake (Rz).
737 The ta’dm (lit, food) of the sea is here distinguished from its game, and means,
according to the first successor of the Holy Prophet, what i s found, the sea or river having
thrown i t (on dry land), or what is left by the water having receded from i t , for thc catching of
which no struggle is sleeded (Rz).
738 Ka’bah, from Ka’aba, meaning it ewelled or became prominent, is so called because of
ita prominence (Rz), or it is a prophetical name showing that it shall forever have eminence
in the world, It is also called bait-ul-@rdm, or the Sacred House, and among the h b s it
was known &B the bait-ulldh, or the house of Allah. The building proper is 65 feet by 50 feet,
but the whole courtyard in which it stands measures 630 feet by 500 feet.
739 This is a prophetio announoement that the Ka’ba shall forever remain a support or
stay for men,where pilgrims shall foreverflock and shall take animals for sacrifice. The
reference to this prophwy is elucidated in the concluding words: ‘’ This is that youmay
know that Allah h o w s whatever is in the heavens and whtever is in the earth ” : that is,
the ful6lment of this prophecy in dl future ages shall be a sign of the great knowledge
of Allah, who pronoailed it at a time when the Ka’ba was hardlyknown beyond the environs
Of Arabia (see469).
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Ar. thee.
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Allah
is
98 Know
that
severeinrequiting
(evil), and
Forgiving,
Allah
that
is
Merciful.
99 Nothing is (incumbent)
on
the
apostle
but
to
deliver
(the message), and Allah knows
openly
and
what
what you do
youhide.
100 Say : The
bad
and
the
good are
not
equal,
though
the
abundance of bad
the
may
please you; so be careful of
(your duty to) Allah, 0 men
of understanding, that you may
be successful.
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SECTION 14
FurtherDirections

for Muslims

regard
to
details
discouraged.
101, 102. Questions with
in polytheismdenounced.
practicesoriginating
truth of 7vit.neases is doubted.

Or,in.

103-105, All
1013-105. Evidencewhen

101 0 youwhobelieve ! do
not put questions about things
which if declared to you may
trouble you, and if you
question about them when the
Qur-4n isbeingrevealed,they
shall be declared
you;
to
Allah pardonsthis,and
Allah
is Forgiving, Porbearing.i40
102 A people
before
you
indeed asked
such
questions,
snd t’henbecamedisbelievers
??a accozc~zfof thern.j41
103 Allah has not ordained
(themaking of) a bahirah or
5 %saibahor
a
wasilah ora
$ami,but those who disbelieve
labricatealieagainstAllah,
tnd most of them do not
lnderstand.’*2

740 As Islamdiscouragedrigorouspractices,such
as monasticlife,italsoprohibited
on manypointswhich
would requirethisorthatpractice
to
questionsrelatingtodetails
be made obligatory, and much was left to individual will or the circumstances of the time
and place.
741 It does not refer to a particular people. The history of previous nations shows that
the statement is generally true.
7.42 The liberation of certain animals in honour of idols was a practice among the h a b s ,
and as Islam uprooted every vestige of idolatry, this practice is condemned hare, Babirah
(from babara, meaning ke cut or slit) means a she-camel hawing her ear slit. When a &eoemel (acoording to some also a ewe or a .&-goat) had brought forth five (or seven, or ten)
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104 And when itissaid to
them, Come to what Allah has
revealed and.tothe
Apostle,
on which We
theysay:That
found ourfathers is sufficient
for us. What! even though
their fathers knew nothing and
did not follow theright way.
105 0 you who believe! take
care of your souls ; he who
errs cannot hurt you when you
are on the right way ; to Allah
is your return, of all (of you),
so R e will inform you of what
you did.
106 0 you who believe ! call
to witness between you when
death draws nigh to one of
you, at the time of making the
will, two just persons from
among you, or two others from
smong othersthan
~ 0 1 1 , 7 4 3 if
you are travellingin theland
m d the calamity of death beEalls you ; the two(witnesses)
you should
detain
after
the
prayer;
then
if you
doubt
young ones, the last of these, if a male, was slaughtered, but if a female, her ear was slit.
According to others it was the mother: she being also exempted from slaughter and from
carrying burdens (LL).
Sdibuh (from s i b u , which means it Tanof itself) signifies any beast left to pasture without
attention. According to some, it was the mother of a bahirah, or a she-camel which, having
brought forth females at ten successive births, was set at liberty to pasture where she would,
and was not ridden nor was her milk taken (LL).
IVu.:iluh (from ~ a g u l ai.e.
, Ire connected or joined) means a she-goat which brought forth
twins, a male and a female; when themale was brought forthaloneit
was slaughtered
to the idols, the {emale alone being kept : but in the case of the male and the female being
born twins, the male was considered to be joined to the female, and was not therefore sacrificed to the gods (Re).
Hdmi (from hama-hu, i.e. h e prohibited or interdicted it or protected or guarded it) means
u stallion-camel t l u t has prohibited or interdicted his back (to be used for bearing a rider or
any burden) ; that is left ut liberty and not made any
w e of; whoae offspring in the second
degree of descent has been fertile (LL,Rz).
743 The following storyisrelatedinconnectionwiththis
verse. Two brothers,both
Christians, Tamim DBri and 'hdt, were entrusted by their dying Muslim companion Budail, in
Syria, with certain property to be mRde over to his relatives on their return to Medina. The
two brothers, however, stole a onp of silver,making over theremainingproperty;the
relatives found a complete list disclosing the existence of the stolen cup of silwr as being part
of the original property, and thus the evidence of the Christian brothers was shown to be
false.
This story abundantly proves that so late BS the revelbtion of this chapter, which wan
revealed towardsthe close of the Holy Prophet'slife,
Muslim andChristianrelations,
notwithstanding differences of religion, were still friendly. I t further demonstretes that the
evidence of the followers of an alien religion is admissible moording to the Holy Q u r - h .
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(them), theyehall both swear by
Allah, (saying):We
will not
take for it a price,
though
there be a relative, and we will
of
not hide the
testimony
Allah744 for thencertainly we
should be amongthesinners.
107 Then if it becomes
known
that
they
both
have
been. guilty of a sin, two others
shallstandupintheir
place
from among those who have a
olaim againstthem,thetwo
nearest in kin; 80 theytwo
should
swear
by Allah :
Certainly our testimony is truer
than the testimony of those
two, and we have not exceeded
the limit, for then most surely
we should be of theunjust.
108 This is more properin
order that
they
should give
testimony truly745 or fear that
other oaths be given after their
oaths; and be careful of (your
luty to)Allah, andhear;and
Allah does not guide the
jransgressingpeople.

SECTION 15
Christian L o w of this Life
109, 110. Jesus as a mere prophet.
bbundance of provisions of this life.

111-116. His followers demand

109 On thedaywhen Allah
Fill assemble the apostles, then
fay:Whatanswer
were you
;hen ? Theyshallsay
: We
lave no knowledge, surely
Chou art
the
great
Knower
,I the unseen things.i46
744 ‘ 4 The testimony of Allah ’‘ stands for the testimony which Allah had enjoined to be
borne uprightly.
745 You say:

+>

&Jaw&

i.e. there is m truth or co~~eetneaa
in t k y saying

3 +.A\4

(TI-LL), llnd also -2
meaning he related the story i n itr
proper fflanner (LL in art. qat!). Waj-h d s o signifies drift, mode or coume or bewing.
746 The question is, Did those to whom you were sent accept your message and remain
true to it, or was it otherwise’? The answer of the prophets is $hat only Allah knew how
their message was received, because they could not say how far its rejecters were guilty, nor
how far the accepters of the message remained true to it after their death.
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110 Vhen Allah will say :
Jesus son of
Mary I
hr, thae.
remember N y favour on you
Ar, thy.
and on yozw mother,when 1
.tr.thee.
strengthened you with the holy
or,
lp,
spirit. 1 revelation ;* you spoke to the
?.&k?
people inthe cradle and when
speak.
' of old
and mhen 1 taught
:;?:he,
yoz~the Book and
the wisdom
and the Torah and the Gospel ;
Ar. thou
, and when you determined out
$6f&i,~. of clay a thing like the form of
bird by My permission, then
.<r. thou
;OU
bmnthed into
and
it
it
didst
1
byenthe.
' became a bird by My per@/a.
mission,o and you haaled the
.\r. thou
$Idst
blind and
the
leprous
by My
d h429.
ml.
permission ;d and when you
.lr. t l l o l h
1 b r o w h t forththe dead bv Mv
didst
pergissionand
when I witgheld the children of Israel from
you when you came tothem
with clear arguments, but those
who disbelieved among t'hem
said : This is nothing but clear
enchantment.
111 And when I revealed to
the disciples,l saying, Believe in
Me and My aposble, they said:
We believe and bear witness
that we submit (ourselves).
112 When the disciples said:
0 Jesus, son of Mary! will
your Lord ~onsenti4~to send
iown
to
us food from
H e said : Be
leaven ?74*
:areful of (your duty to) Allah
f ypu are believers.
113 Theysaid:We
desire
;hat we should eat of it and
,hatourhearts
should be rtt
.est, andthat we may know
,hat you have indeedspoken
,hetruth to us andthatwe
nay be of the witnesses to it.

0

1

~

1
~

!

~

!

'
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747 I'usta6i'u ma.y have its original meaning, Le. being able to do a thing, or, as Rgh
accepts 8s one of its interpretations : Yasta$i'u and yuti'u have the same significance, and
the meaning is, will he consent to it or comply with the deaile (Rgh, TA-LL).
748 Mdidah is frommdda, which has two meanings : (1)it becam in a state of motion,
and (2) he confmcd a benejt orjavour on him. According to Rgh mdda-ni means he gave me
food, and c Q \
i&L. ij, either food or knmkdge, because knowledge is the
nutrimend for hearts, as f o o d is the nutriment for bodies (Rgh). Mdidah is dso t h e table
with the food upon it, but a table without f o o d is not so &led (81-Fkriaf-LL). Hence both
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[PART
VII.

114 Jesus the son of Mary
said : 0 Allah, our Lord ! send
down to us food from heaven
which should be to UB an everrecurring happiness,74* to the
first of us, andtothelast
of
UB, and a sign from Thee, and
grant US means of subsistence,
and Thou art the best of the
providers.7w
115 Allah said : Surely I will
send it down to you, but whoever shall disbelieve afterwards
from among you, surely I will
chastise him with
a chastisement
withwhich I will not chastise
any one among the nations.
SECTION16
Falee Doctrines introducedafter

Jesus’ Death

116-118. The doctrine of Jesus’ Divinity was introduced after his death.
119,120. Reward of the faithful.

116 And when Allah will
say: 0 Jesus, son of Nary !
did you sayto men,Take me
and my mother for two gods
besides Allah,‘jl he will s a y :
Glory be to Thee,
it
did not
befit me that I should sav
what I had no right to (sayr;
9 I had said it, Thou wouldst

,, ,
&\g)f;&7&u,
G., ,

,.,

>l+J‘!w ,,,,

,

91,

au\Jt‘jJ,
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from the root-meaning and from the use of the word it is clear that nldidah is food, and this
significance is givenby L L on the authority of many lexicologists. Re gives nu’fiyah or xhat
is g i v e n u,s a benpjit or a f a ? o w to be the meaning.
749 According to BP, ’Id means ala ewer-recurritcg happiness or source of enjoyment.
750 This passage seems to refer to the
well-known prayer for daily bread, which Jesus
appears to have included in the famous Lord’s prayer on account of the earthly inclinations
of his disciples. The food of earth has no doubt been granted in abundance to the Christians,
butthishasdeprivedthem
of theheavenly food. Compare the Muslim’sprayerinthe
opening chapter, which craves not for bread but for the right path. The form
of the prayer,
that it should be a n ever-recurring happiness, shows clearly that the prayer was not for a table
laden with provisions, as is generally supposed.
As to its being sent down from heaven, it
should be borne in mind that-in the language of the Holy Qur-h-every thing
is with God
pnd is sent down to men. Compare 15 : 21 : “And there is not a thing but with Us are the
treasures of it, and We do not send it down but in a known measure.”
751 From this description of Mary being taken for a god by the Christians, some Christian
critics of the Qur-&n conclude that the doctrine of the Trinity according to theQur-&n consists
of three persons-God, Jesus, m d Mary. But this is an absolutely unwarrbnted conclusion.
Mary is no doubt spoken of as being taken for an object of worship by the Christians ; but the
doctrine of the Trinity is not mentioned here, while the Divinity of Mary is not mentioned
wherethe Trinity is spoken of, Had Mary not been worshipped by the Christians as the
i4Motherof God,” the conclusion would have been d e that the Qur-Bn mistook Mery for the
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1

722.

indeed haveknown iC; Thou
knowest what is in my mind,
and I do not know whatis
in Thy mind ;751A surely Thou
of the
artthegreatEnower
unseenthings.
117 I did notsay to them
aught save whatThoudidst
enjoin me with : Thatserve
Allah, my Lord and your
I was
a
witness
Lord
and
of them so long as I was
among them, but whenThou
didst causeme
to die, Thou
wert thewatcher over them,
of all
andThouartwitness
tise them, then surely they are
Tliy servants ; and if Thou
shouldst forgive them,
then
surelyThouart
the Mighty,
the Wise.

third person of the Trinity. But the
doctrine and practice of Mariolatry, as it is called by
protestant controversialists, is toowell known. I n the catechism of the Roman Church the
following doctrines are to be found : ‘ I That she is truly the mother of Ciod, and the second
Ere, by whose means we have received blessing and life; that she is the mother of Pity and
verJ specially our advocate ; that her images are of the utmost utility ” (Ency. Rr. 11th ed.,
vol. 17, p. 813). It is also stated that her intercessions are direotly appealed to in the Litany.
And further, that there were certain women in Thrace, Scythia, and Arabia who were in the
habit of worshipping the virgin as a goddess, the offer of a cake being one of the features of
theirworship.
From the time of the council of Ephesus (held in 431 Christian era),” says
the 8 m e writer, to exhibit figures of the virgin and child became the approved expression
of orthodoxy. . , . Of the growth of the Marian cultus, alike in the east and in the west,
after the decision at Epheeus it wouldbe impossible to trace the history.
Justinian in
one of his laws bgspeaks her advocacy for the Empire, and he inscribes the..high altar in the
new church of St. Sophia with her name. Narses looks to her directions on the field of battle.
The Emperor Heracleus bears her image on his banner. John of Damascus speaks of her as
theSovereign lady to whom the whole creation has been made subject by her aon. Peter
Damian recognizes her as the most exalted of all creatures andapostrophizes her as deified and
endowed with a11 power in heaven and in earth, yet not forgetful of our race.” The Christian
world had in fact felt “the need for a mediator to deal with the very mediator,” and thus
Mary was raked to the throne of Divinity along with Jesus.
7511 By what is in my mind, the thinge known t o me are meant, and by what is in Thy mind,
the thing# knwn to Thee.
752 This verse is a oonclusive proof that Jesus died a natural death, md is not now alive
in heaven, according to the theoretic belief of the Christians and the
supposition of many
Muslims ; because here Jesus says that so long as hewas among his followers he was a witnese
of their condition, and he did not find them holding the belief in his Divinity. The logical
conolusion of this statement is that the felse doctrine of his Divinity was introduced into the
Christian faith after his death, after 1‘ Thou didst cause nu to die ’’ (see further 436).
A saying of the Holy Prophet is recorded in Bkh, in which the Holy Prophet s p e k s
concerning himself in the very words which are here put into the mouth of Jesus. He a d d
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119 Allah will say : This is
the day when their truth shall
benefit the truthful ones ; they
shall have gardens
beneath
which rivers flow to abide in
them for ever; Allah is well
pleased withthem
and they
are well pleased with Allah;
this is the mighty achievement.
120 Allah’s is the kingdom
of the heavens and theearth
and what is in them ; and He
has power over all things.
~

that he would be shown on the day of resurrection some men who had gone against his
teachings, and (‘1would say what the righteoua servant said : I WBS a witness of them so
long as I was among them, but when Thou didst cause me to die, Thou
wert the watcher
over them.”
This saying shows clearly that it was after the death of both Jesus and the Holy Prophet
that their followers perverted their teachings.
Compare John 17 : 3, “ And this is life eternal, that they might know Thee, the only true
God, andJesusChrist whom Thouhastsent ’’ ; andJohn 17 : 12, ((WhileI was with them
in the world, I kept them in Thy name.”

:
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CHAPTER VI
T H I CATTLE
(dl-An’dm)

REVEALEDbT

LfECCA

(20 sections and 166 verses)
Abntrtbct:
Sec. 1. Ultimate triumph of Divine Unity.
Sec. 2. Greatness of Divine Mercy.
set. 3. Polytheists witness against themselves.
See. 4. Rejection of the truth.
sec. 5. Consequences of rejection.
Sec. 6. Reward of believers.
Sec. 7, 8. Divine judgment.
See. 9. Necessity of submission to Allah, and Abraham’s reasoning on Divine Unity.
Sec. 10. Prophets who followed in Abraham’s wake.
Sec. 11. Truth of Divine revelation.
Sec. 12. Ultimate triumph of the truth.
Sec. 13. Gradual progress.
Sec. 14. Polytheists’ opposition.
Sec. 15. The chief opponents.
Sec 16. Cptaintyof the threatened punishment.
Sec. 17. Idolaters’ self-imposed prohibitions.
Bec. 18. Prohibited food and idolaters’ vsia excuses.
Sec. 19. Guiding rules of life.
Sec. 20. The goal for the faithful.

THE OATTLE
SECTION 1
Ultimate T d m p h of DiYine Unity
1-9. Divine Unity. 4, 5. Themockers.
Hopelessunbelief.
10. Its consequences.

In thename of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

6. Nationsliveand

0 9 5

die.

7-9.
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1 All praise is due to Allah,
who created the heavens and
Subject-matter.
A perusal of the abstract of the various sections of this chapter will show that its one
continuoustheme is the DivineUnity.TheProphethadpreachedthisnobledoctrine
for
twelve wholeyears,bothnightandday,inthe
Metropolis of Arabiawithoutapparently
causing any great change in the national idol-worship of the people. Among the thousands
and
that had listened to his noble message, less than a hundred had responded to his call,
those few converts had either fled to Abyssinia or were now preparing to leave for Medina.
To an outward observer, therefore, the cause
of the Prophet seemed an utter failure, yet so
marvellous was hisfaithintheultimatetriumph
of DivineUnity that no obstacle, no
apparent failure, had shaken it in the least, and the words with which this chapter
opens
were utteredwithunshakeable
confidence intheultimatetriumph
of hiscause,as if he
had never reoeived the least check in his onward course, and
a8 though the goal was not
onlywithinsight,but
close at hand.
The connection of the various sections, or the internal arrangement of the chapter, is too
clear to need much discussion. Opening with
a forcible declaration of the ultimate triumph
of DivineUnity,andreferringtothegreatness
of Hismercyinthe
second section,the
doctrine of Unity being always combined withthedootrine
of theuniquemercy
of the
Divine Being, it refers in the third to the polytheists’ own evidence against their polytheism,
whichthey no doubtoftenproduceinthis
very life.Therejeotion
of this great truth of
Divine Unity and its consequences are then stated in the fourth and the fifth sections, mentioning incidentally the reward of believers in the sixth section. In the two succeeding sections
t h e Divine judgment is declared to
be imminent. The ninth, while calling attention to the
necessity of submission to the Divine Being-the pith of Abraham’s religion-mentions the
arguments with which Abraham, that great Patriarch,
who may be said to be the father of
monotheism, and who is undoubtedly the father of two of the biggest monotheistic peoples
in the world, convinced his countrymen of the futilityof the worship of any object other than
Allah. Thetenth sectionmentionsthenames
of seventeenotherprophets
who preached
the Unity of the Divine Being, and the Holy Prophet is enjoined to follow in their footsteps.
The eleventh section draws attention to the truth of the Divine revelation of the Qur-An,
which was now the bearer of that noble message of Divine Unity to mankind, and the next
peaks of theultimatetriumph
of that message. Thethirteenth sectionstatesthatthis
triumph would be broughtabout by (b gradualprogress,andthefourteenthreferstothe
polytheists’ opposition. The plans adopted by the chief opponents are then hinted at in the
fifteenth,andtheirfailureprophesiedinthesixteenth
section. The nexttworeferto
the polytheists’ self-imposed butsuperstitiousrestrictionsagainstthe
use of the flesh of
oertain animals,andtheirvainexcuses
for notabjuringtheiridolatrouspractices.The
guidingrules of life are then briefly stated in the nineteenth section, while the chapter
is
closed by drawing attention to the great goal before the faithful ; beoause, undoubtedly, the
adoption of the doctrine of Unity raised &e ideal of human life to 8 very high standard.

Date of reyelation.
The whole of thisohapterissaid
to have been revealed in one portion (I’Ab-Re). Ita
revelation belongs to the Meocrn p e r i o d , end it in genernlly considered to belong to the last
year of the Holy Prophet’s life at Meoca
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ULTIMATE TRIUMPH Ob DIVINE
UNITY'

a89

the
earth
and
made the
darkness
and
the
light;
yet
those
who
disbelieve set up
equalswith their Lord.763
2 H e it is who created you
from
clay,
thenHe
decreed
a term ; andthere is 8 term
named with Him ; still you

or, doubt.

Ar. information
Ar. come to.

k . thee.

dispute.764

3 And He is Allah in the
heavens and in the earth; He
knowsyour
secret(thoughts)
and your open (words), and He
knows what youearn.755
4 And there does not come
to them any communication of
the communications of their
turn
aside
Lord but they
from it.
5 So thev haveindeed
rejected the {ruth whenitcame
to them ; therefore the truth of
what they mocked at will
shine upon them.
6 Do they not consider how
manyageneration
We have
destroyed before them, whom
We had established in
the
We
earth
as
have not
established you, andWesent
the
clouds
pouring
rain on
them inabundance,andWe
made the rivers to flow beneath them, then We destroyed
them on account of their faults
and raised up after them
mother generation.
7 And if We had sent to you
b k i t i n g on a paper, then they
had touched it with their
mnds, oertainly those who dis-

753 The words that Allah is the Maker of the darkness and t h e light are directed against
the dualistic doctrine of the Msgian religion, which holds light and darknew to be two coeternal prinoiples. The religion of Ialam is the purest monotheism, and thus it holds that
the ultimate cause of all things is theGreat Dlaker of the heavens andtheearth.Pure
monotheiem holds out before manthe bright hope that, as goodness is inherent in the
Divine Being, it is also t h e god to which the creation moves on ; while dualism oonsiders
the prevalence of evil tope necessary.
154 The first term is that of life and the wond the reearrection. Or both refer to the
term of lie.
All men are here said to be oreated from clay, and thie shows whet creaiion from clpy or
dust signifies. The same significance must be attached to the creation of Adam from clap.
765 There is L clear reference here to the ultimate triumph of the dootrine of Unity.
11
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believe would have said : This

is nothing but ole= enchant-

I

Ar

th4b.

rner~t.~~~
8 And theysay : Whyhas
not en angel been sent down
to him? And hadWesent
down en ,angel, thematter
would have
certainly
been
decided andthenthey
would
not have been re~pited.7~’
9 And if We had made him
angel, We would oertainly
have made him e man, end We
would certainly
have
made
confused to them whatthey
make confused.758
10 And certainly
apostles
before you were mocked at, but
that which they mocked at encompassed the scoffers among
them.75g

SECTION 2
I

Oreatnesr of Divine Mercy
11. Fate of former people. 12-18. Divine goodness towardscreatures.
19, 20. Appeal to human nature.

11 Say : Travel in the land,
then see what was the end of
the rejecters.
12 Say: To whom belongs
what is in the heavens and the
earth 1 Say : To Allah ; He has
ordained mercy on Himself ;isO

for) those who have lost their
3ouls, they will not believe.

-

‘ I The followers of the Book ask you to bring down to them a book
from heaven.”
767 The coming of the angels is always spoken of in the Qur-An as being synonymous
with the inaiction of the punishment with which the opponents were threatened. Compare
2 :210 : 1‘ They do not wait aught but that Allah should come to them in the
shadows
of the alouds along with the angels, and the matter has already been decided,” and v. 159 :
“They do not w n i b aught but that the
angels should come to them, or that
your Lord
should come, or that some of the signs of your Lord‘shouM come.”
758 “he meaning is thet if an angel were made an apostle to mankind he would doubtless
appearinthe form of man, inasmuch as the human eye cannot see angelsand because
only a human beiig could Berm ea a model for men ; moreover, mankind would have fallen
into the sameconfusion into which ithes now oast i W concerning tbemission of the Prophet,
769 They mocked at the promi- of m c w for the Prophet and the believers, and at the
eventual triumph of the doctrine of Unity over idol-worship, so that the final triumph of
Islsm w88 6 good answer to their mock-,
m d the m d e r s themselves were put in a position
to be ridiculed.
760 This psemge beare e&ence to the dl-encompmhg mercy of the Divine Being.

756 Compare 4 : 153 :

-
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.hr. thou

simddat.

.

.4r. thee.

br.touch
t hte .

Ar. betwean

me.

GBEATNESS OF

DIVINE MERCY

as1

13 And Him
to
belongs
whatever dwells inthenight
andtheday;endHe
is the
Hearing,the Knowing.
14 Say:
Shall
I take a
guardian besides Allah, the
Originator of the heavens and
the earth, and Hefeeds (others)
and is not (Himself) fed. Say :
I amcommandedto
be the
first who submits himself, and
uou should not be of the
iolytheists.
15 Say: Surely I fear, if I
disobey mv Lord, the chastisement & a'grievous day.
16 He from
whom
it
is
averted on that
day,
Allah
indeedhasshownmercyto
him;andthis
isa
manifest
achievement.
17 And if Allah touch you
with affliction, there is none to
take it off but H e ; and if H e
visit you with good, then He
has powerover all things.761
18 And He is the Supreme,
and H e
above Hisservants;
is the Wise, the Aware.
19 Say:Whatthing
is the
weightiest in testimony ? Say:
Allah iswitness betweenyou
and me ; and this Qur-4n has
been revealed to me that with
it I may warn you and whomsoever itrea~hes.7~2 Do you
reallybear witnessthatthere
areother
gods with Allah ?
Say': I do not bearwitness.
Say : H e is only one God, and
surely I am clear of that which
youset up (withHim).
20 Those whom Wehave
given the Book recognize him
asthey recognize tbeir sons;
(as for) thosewhohave
lost
their souls, they will not

Thewords He ha8 ordained mercy on Hint@ imply that mercy is in fact His very nature.
Theevidence of Divine mercy is manifest in the physioalworld : He has created all things
for thebenefit of man. Would He not deal equallymeroifullywith man in his spiritual
needs and send a revelation to guide him ?
761 The form &opted expresses the ideathatAllah,being
All-powerful, will bring
good to you.
763,765,see next page.

SECTION 3
Polytheinta litnemn against Thsmselyem
21. Greatness of the guilt. 22-26. They shalldenypolytheism,to
they now stick. 27-30. Their desire to be sent baok.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thss.

Ar. thee.

which

21 And'who is more unjust
than
he
who
forges a lie
against Allah or (he who) gives
the lie to His communications ;
surelytheunjust
will not be
successful.
22 And on thedaywhen
We
shall
gather
them
all
then
shall
We
say
I together,
to thoee who associated others
(with Allah) : Whereareyour
associates whom you asserted ?
23 Then
their
excusei64
would be nothing
but
that
they would say : By Allah, our
Lord, we were not polytheists.
24 See how they lie against
their own souls,
and
that
which they forged has passed
away from them.
25 And of them is he who
hearkens to you, and We have
cast veils over their hearts lest
they understand it and a heeviness into their ears ; and even
if they
see
every
sign
they
;765 so
will not believe init
much so that when they come
to you theyonlydisputewith
you ; those who disbelieve say :
This is naughtbutthestories
of theancients.

~-

763 This shows clearly that the Holy Prophet did not consider himself as only a prophet
for those whooonld listen to his message, i.e. the Arabs only, but for all people whom the
Qur-&nmay r m h , Le. for the whole world.
763 As the revelation of this ohapter really belongs to the last year of the Holy Prophet's
life at Meooa, there may be a reference here to the respectful attitude of the Jews to the
Prophet's olsim when Islam W ~ Bfirst proclaimed at Medina. As to themeaning of the
words a0 t h y reoognk their sons, see 190.
764 Fitnah, scoording to IJ, means here either answer or ezctwe, the answer or the excuse
being so oalled bemuse of its being a 2ie. According to Bd, it means 'their kufr or unbelief,
which they would see, on the day of reckoning, had no basis. Or the meaning may be : Then
their unbelkf would not remain, but they would ray
765 This and whpt follows shows that veils were oaet over their hearts because they would
not believeeven if they saw all thesigns;they visited t h e Prophet,not for the purpose
of listening to and pondering over whathe a&& but to dispute with him. The casting
of the veils is ascribed to God exaotly in thesame sense astheaddingtotheir
disease
in 2 :10, for which see 24.

...

26 And
they
prohibit
(others)
from
it
and go far
away from it, and they only
bring destruction upon their
own souls while they do not
perceive.
27 And could you see when
they are made to stand before
the fire, thenthey shall say:
Would that we were sent back,
and we would not rejectthe
communications of ourLord
and we would be of the
believers.
28 Nay, what they concealed
before shall become manifest to
them;and if they were sent
back, they Fvould certainly go
back tothat which theyare
forbidden, and most surely
theyare liars.i66
29 4nd they say : There is
nothing but our life of this
world, and we shall not be
raised.
30 And cozdd you see when
they are made to stand before
their Lord. He mill say: Is
not this the truth ? They will
He
say: Yea ! by ourLord.
sill
say:
Taste
then
the
:hastisement because you disIelieved.

SECTION 4
Rejection of the Truth
3 4 3 4 . Rejection of truthis E sure loss. 35-39, They are dead to all
'eesonmg. 40, 41. Yet Allah removes their sufferings.

indeed
31 They are losers
who reject the meeting of
Illah;until when the houri6'
:omes upon them all of a
uddentheyshallsay
: 0 our
;rief for our neglecting it !76*
Lnd theyshall bear their bnrLens on their backs ; now
,urely evil isthat which they
)ear.
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766 The evil oonsequences of their deeds were hidden in this life, but they mill become
manifest inthelife biter death. And since, if they were sent back, the evil connequences
of evil deeds would again be hidden from the physical eye, they would revert to evil deeda.
767 By the hour ia meant their doom, &B well &B the hour of flnaljdgmcnt.
768,see next pQe,
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Ar. thee.
Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.
Ax. thee.
Ar. thou

ca?kst.

Ar. thou

ahouldst.

768

32 And this world’s life is
naught but B play and an idle
sport; and certainly the abode
for
of thehereafterisbetter
those who guard (against evil) ;
do you not thenunderstand ?
33 We know
indeed
that
what they say certainly grieves
you, but surely they do not call
y o u a liar, but the unjust deny
the communications of Allah.769
34 And certainly
apostles
but
before you wererejected,
they were patient on being rejected and persecuted until Our
help came to them ; and there
is none to change the words of
Allah ;770 and certainly there
has come to you some information about the messengers.
35 And if their turning away
is hard on you, then if you Onn
seek an opening(to go domn)
intotheearth
or a ladder (to
ascend up) to heaven so that
you shozdd bring them a sign771
” a n d if Allah had pleased H e
would certainly havegathered
them all on guidance, therefore
be not of the ignorant.
36 Onlythoseacceptwho
!isten;and
(asto)
the dead,
411ah will raise them,thento
Kim theyshall be returned.772

& bj

means he neglected i t , or failed to dowhat

he ought with respectto

it

(TA-LL). “ I t ” refers to the hour.
769 The Prophet was known among them as 81-Amtn, i.e. the jaithfulor the truthful o n e ;
end he was so highly reputed for his truthbecause he was never guilty of having uttered a lie
in his life. It was after he received the Divine revelation that he was called a liar, and hence
it was really a denial of the Divine revelation of which they were guilty and not any denial as
to the truthfulness of the Prophet himself.
770 The context shows clearly that by the words of Allah here are meant the prophecies
promising assistance to His apostles. As help came to the apostles before the Holy Prophet,
so would help come to him, and this was a prophecy which none could change.
771 By the bringing o f a sigltis meant a sign that should bringall to guidance, as is clearly
indicated by what follows.’ Their doom wm pronounced, and that word must be fulfilled, as
affirmed in theprevious verse ; but the demandof the people to be overawed into an immediate
submission to the Prophet by a sign was not in accordance with the Divine Law.
772 Even the spiritually dead, upon whom warnings and admonitionsare wasted, and who
do not listen to the voice of the Apostle, will be raised to life by the powerful hand of Allah.
Those addressed by the Prophet are divided into two classes : (1) those who listen : these
accept the Prophet and become believers ; (2) those who me spiritually dead and are careless
of warnings ; even these are not to be despaired of, for Allah will raise them to life, i.e. they,
bo, will accept the Prophet after some time. That t h e spiritual raising in this life is herein
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37 And they say: Why has
not B sign been sent down to
him from hisLord
1 Say :
Surely Allah is able tosend
down a sign, but most of them
do not know.'73
38 And there is no animal
that walksupon the earth nor
a bird that flies withitstwo
wings but (they
are)
genera
like yourselves;We have not
neglected anything in the Book,
thentotheirLordshallthey
be gathered774
39 And they who reject Our
communications are deaf and
dumb, utter
darkness;
in
whom Allah pleases B e causes
Ito err,aand whom H e pleases
He puts on the right way.
40 Say: Tell me if the
3hastisement of Allah should
or
hour
wertake you the
should come upon you, will
y a u call (on others) besides
kllah, if you are truthful?
41 Nay, Him you call upon,
30 He clears
away
that for
vhich you pray if H e pleases
tnd you forget what you set up
withHim).775

i:

meant may be established by the fact that their being returned t o Btlah, whichstands for their
death, is spoken of as taking place after they were raised to life,
773 The sign spoken of here is the same &s adverted to in v. 35. And Allah did 'send the
very sign demanded, as we find the Arabs submitting to the Holy Prophet elmost in a body
after the conqueltof Mecca, a reference to which is contained in 110 :2 (see 2812) : I ' And you
see men entering the religion of Allah in companies."
774 Other creatures are all provided for by Allah a8 men are, so far as physical needs &re
concerned, And they obey the laws of nature ; therefore, man must also obey the Divine laws.
But man's nature aspires after something higher, and itin to satisfy that spiritual craving that
prophets are sent, This verse, moreover, points as it were to two classes of men-those who,
like b e a ~ t s ,are wholly bound to the earth and cannot rise, and those who
rise like birds,
soaring upward .to the higher spiritual
regions.
775 In dire distress and affliction even the polytheist finds nobody i o call upon but God.
This shows that a belief in the Divine existence and Unity of Godis inherentin humannature.
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SECTION 5
Oonreqaencee of Rejeation
46, 47. Approach of punish.

43-45, How former people were dealt with.
ment. 48-50. Warning given.

42 And certainlyWesent
(apostles) nations
to
before
you, then We seized them with
distressand affliction in order
that they might humble themselves.
43 Yet why did they not,
when
Our
punishment
came
tothem,humble
themselves ?
But their hearts hardened and
the devil madewhatthey
did
fair-seeming to them.
44 But when they neglected
that with which they had been
admonished,
We
opened for
themthe
doors of all t,hings,
until
when
they
rejoiced in
what they were
given
We
; then
aeized themsuddenly
Lo!
they were in utter
le~pair.~’~
45 So the roots of the people
who were unjust were cut off ;
md all praise is due toAllah,
;heLord of the worlds.7i6A
46 Say : Have you con3idered that if Allah takes
twayyour
hearingandyour
gight and sets a seal on your
learts, who is the
god besides
911ah that can bring it to you?
3ee how We
repeat
the
crguments, they
turn
yet
lway.7’7
47 Say: Have you coniidered if theohastisement of
illah
should
overttlke you
,uddenlyoropenly,
will any
)e destroyedbuttheunjust
.)eople ?
776 By opening the doors of all things is meant that all the comforts of life were made
accessible.
776a By cutting off the roots is meant the destruction of the ringleaders in particular.
Ddbir, according to Rz, is the lastman Zeft to look after&airs.
777 Tagrif u1 Aybt, according to L L , signifies thevavying or diwersijyying of the verges
of tlLe QUT-dn by repeating them in d i f e r e n t f o r m , or, the making of the verses of the Qur-dn
diatinct in their waning8 b y repeating and varying them. For the meaning of dyat see W 4
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48 And w e send
not
messengers but as announcers
of good news and givers of
warning;
then
whoever believes
and acts
aright,
they
shall
have no fear,norshellthey

because theytransgressed.
50 Say: I do not say to you,
I have
with
me the
treasures
of Allah, nor do I know the
unseen,nor do I say to you
that I am an
angel;
1 do not
, follow aught save that which is
revealed bo me. Say : Are the
1 blind and the seeing one alike?
1 Do you
reflect?778
then
not
~
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778 Never did a prophet talk in plainer language and witha greater modesty to his people.
Those whom Muhammad-may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon him !-addressed
had for centuries been superstitiousidol-worshippers.HadtheProphet
so wished, he
could have claimedanysupernatural
powers for himself,andthe people would willingly
h w e accepted him.Buthe
was above allfreefrom
every kind of selfishness,and
rrhrttever he said proceeded directfrom a heart devoid of allaffectationandpersonal
considerations. He plainly said, as he is here commanded, that he was but a man ; he had
no treasures, nor did he lay claim for himself as a man to know the secrets of the future, nor
did he profess to be any more than a mortal. For all the good he did, for all theprophecies he
uttered, hedid not like to take the credit
to himself. All glory was due to Allah, he proclaimed.
What distinguished him from the rest of mankind was that Allah revealed His will to him,
andhe faithfully followed and translated into practice everything that he
received from on
High. And as he himself was, so he wanted others to be. It was not his object to make his
followers possessors of treasures or wonder-workers or fortune-tellers, but men fast and lastof life whichhad been
men truetothemselvesandtrue
followers of thehighprinciples
revealed to him, He plainly told the people what was wanted of them, and it is for his plain
speaking that He is frequently called in the Holy Qur-&na plain roamer.
But even hissublimeand
selfless sentimentsandmotives,the
best that purehuman
nature could possess or desire, encounter nothing but carping criticism at the hands of many
Christianwriters.
“ Herehe
declares himself unacquaintedwiththesecrets
of God”
is the remark which the noble words of the above verse draw from a Christian annotator,
and the grotesque conclusion is immediately deduced that ‘ 1 he confesses he does not possess
the gift of prophecy.” But any reasonable man can see thet by t h k verse the gift of reoelation and prophecy has not been denied, but claimed in the clearest words. What is meant
by the verse is that as a man Muhammad was like other men, i.e. he did
not know the
unseen, etc,, hut as a prophet he knew and followed everything revealed to him by Allah.
The unique greatness and nobleness of the Prophet lie in the fact thst he never tried to put
himself hefore people as superhuman. Many were the prophecies of the Qnr-k f u m e d in
his own lifetime, yet he continued to my, ‘‘ Nor do I know the unseen.” Islam triumphed,
get he never said, I ‘ I have the treesnres of Meh.” Every prophecy fulfiUed, everg 8nooess
made, he attributed to the all-powerful, dl-knowing Allah.
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[PART VII,

SECTION 6
R e n a r d of Belieyeru
61-53. Thosewho benefit by the warning. 54, 55. Peaceandmercy
believers.

Ar. Q T t

thou.

Ar. thine.
Ar. thnu

shouldat.

Ar thee.

1

.

for

51 And warnwithitthose
whofearthattheyshallbe
gatheredtotheirLord-there
is noguardianforthem,
nor
any intercessor besides Himthattheymayguard(against
evil).
52 Anddonotdriveaway
those who ca,ll upon their Lord
inthemorningandtheevennis
ing,
they
desire
only
favour;
neither
aye
you
answerable for any reckoning
of theirs, nor are they answerable for m y reckoning of yours,
so that you slwuld drive them
away
and
thus
be
of the
~njust.7~:’
53 And thus do W ter y
some of them by others so that
they say: Are tbese they upon
whom Allah has
conferred
us ?7*0
benefit
from
among
DoesnotAllahbestknowthe
grateful ?
54 And
when
those
who
believe in Our communications
:ome t o you, say: Peace be on
you, yourLordhasordained
mercy onHimself, (so) that if
tnyone
of youdoes
evil in
gnoranoe, then turns after that
He is
tndactsaright,then
Forgiving, Merciful.

779 The commentators agree that this verse was reveded when some leading Quraish
expressed their willingness to acoept the Prophet if the poorer Muslims were not allowed
to remain in his company at the time (Rz). The poor and the rich are here brought to the
same level ; they are all men, they have equal claims to learn and practise the truth.
Nay,
those who had accepted the truth had 8 prior claim on the Prophet’s attention. Truth is
equally acceasible to all; to the religion-I do not say the world-ofIslam*,
no aristocracy
is known. Before the Great ?hater the differences of rank,wealth,and colour sinkinto
insignificance. And a8 the poorest men could hold communion with his Great Master, so
the true servant of that Master could not drive away the poor from his presence because khe
rich objected bo their company. Before Allah’s Apostle, & B before Allah Himself, they m u t
all
upon one level. Every one i s amomable for what he does isthe golden principle
preached by Islam.
780 The simpleand decisive nnswer given above no doubt wounded thepride of the
wealthy Qusaid~who were required to sit dong with the poor slaves whom they never
treated EE human beings, and thus were they tried.

ass

D I V I N E JUDGMENT
55 And thus do We make
distinct
communications
the
and so thatthe
way of the
guilty mey become clear.

~
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SECTION 7
DiPine Judgment

-

56-58. Judgment shall be Dronounced. 59, 60. Allah's all-comprehensive
knowledge.

56 Say: I am forbidden to
serve
those
whom
yon
call
upon besides Allah. Say : I
do not follow your low desires,
for then indeed I shouldhave
gone astrayand I should not
be of those who go aright.
57 Say : Surely I have
manifest proof from myLord
and you call it a lie ; I have
not with methat which you
would hasten;thejudgment
is only Allah's; H e relates the
truthandHeisthe
best of
deciders.
58 Say: If that which you
desire to hasten TTere with me,
the
matter
would
have
certainly been decided
between
youand me ; and Allah best
knows the unjust.
59 And withHimarethe
treasures781 of the unseennone knows them but H e ; and
H e knows what isin the land
andthesea;andthere
falls
npt a leaf but H e knows it, nor
agrain in the darkness of the
earth,noranything
green or
dry but (it is all) inaclear
book.782
60 And H e it is who takes
your souls at night (in sleep),
and
He
knows
what
you
He
acquireintheday,then
raisesyou upthereinthatan
appointed
term
may
be fulfilled ; then to Himis
your
return,thenHe
will
inform
you of what youwere doing.

-

of lniftdb ES well as of maftah, the former meaning key
and the latter repositoy or a treasllre (LL). Hence both significances &readmissible.
782 Evevthing takes place according to the law known to Allah, and the clear book
is the great law of came and effect. The falling of the leaf indicatea that ita power to draw
781 The word majitih is plural
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SECTION 8
DiYinr Judgment
men. 65-67. Judgment must come.

61-64. Allah's mercifuldealingwith
68-70. Mockers to be avoided.

61 And H e istheSupreme,
above His serv~mts, and H e
Bends keepers over you ; until
whendeath
comes toone of
EO", Our messengers cause
Im to die, andtheyarenot
remiss.783
62 Then are they sent
back
to Allah, their Master, the True
one; now surelyHisisthe
judgment and H e is swiftest in
takingaccount.
63 Say:
Who
is that
it
delivers you from the dangers784
of the land and the sea (when)
you call
upon
Him (openly)
humiliating yourselves, and in
secret : If H e delivers US from
this, weshould certainly be of
the gratefulones.
64 Say: Allah delivers you
from them
and
from every
distress,but q a i n you setup
others(withHim).
65 Say:Hehasthe
power
thatHeshouldsend
on you
a chwtisement from above you
or from beneath your feet, or
that H e should throw you
into
confusion,
(making you)
1of
different parties,and make
IBorne of you taste the fighting
3f others. See
how We repeat
t;he communicationsthatthey
Inay understand.786
~

-

nourishmenthas been stopped, snd here signifies theterminstion of the power of the
Qursish.Thegrain
in the dukness of theearthstands for the mission of theProphet,
for that pein was dsstined to sprout forth, growing into a tree of exceptional proportions.
The green '' ihdiolttes those peopIe that prosper and the I ' dry " those that must fall off.
783 T h e dlusion seeme to be to the ultimate sweeping away of all opposition. The next
verse makes it clear. The hafatah are the guardian angels, for which see 1269.
784 gdumbt (plursl d &mat, lit. darkness) here signifies danger, (B& AH, Rz).
hoarding to LL, on the cluthority of M, it meann the trouble#, aflictim, calamities or
hardshtp (of the w ) . Alan a day of much evil (8,TA-LL), or (I day in which one find8
hmdehip or di@dty (Id-LL).
785 The three forme of punishment map be explained as follows : d pultiuhment from
a b r you, mah BB a storm, whioh WM witnesred in the well-known Bat& of thc Allies,
when an
of tenthonsmdatrong,
which could easilyhave destroyed thesmall body

66 And your people call it
a lie and it ia the very h t h .

Say ; I am not placed in charge
of YOU.^^^
67 For every prophecyis a
term,and
you will come to
know (it).787
68 And when you see those
who enter into false discourses
about Our communications,
withdraw from them until they
other
disenter into some
course ;" and if the devil oause
you to forget, then do not sit
after recollection with the unjust people.
69 And nought of the
reckoning of their (deeds) shall
be against
those
who
guard
(against evil), but(theirs)
is
only to remind, haply
they
mayguard.
70 And leave those who
have h k e n their religion for a
play andan
idle sport, and
whom this
world's
life has
ieoeived, andremind(them)
Lhereby lest EL soul should be
;ken
up
to
destruction
for
what ithasearned:
it shall
not have besides Allah any
intercessor,
pardian or an
m d if itshould seek to give
wery
compensation,
shall
it
not be accepted from i t ; these
tre they who shall be given up
io destruction for whatthey
a
3erned;
they
shall
have
irink of boiling waterand a
?sinful chastisement because
hey disbelieved.
of entrenched Muslims, to& to flight merely on account of a great storm ; a punishwlea from
beneath your f e e t , suchasadrought
which brought great affliction upon the people of
Necm for wven pars-referred to in reports as years of drought bike the years of drought
Of Joseph ; and throwing into confusion ea well as making dome taste the jightiag o j other8
clearly signifies the battles which brought about the 6aal disruption of the power of the
Quraish. By the two first-named f o r m some understand a punishment at the handa of the
leaders and a punishment at the hands of the servants (I'Ab-Rz), wit may indicate a punish.
ment making havoc among the wealthy and a punishment making havoc among the poor.
786 The concluding phrase may elso be trendated 89 I am not a d i S @ W 0s your affairs,
the signifimnce in both -8s being that the threatened punishment is not in the hands of
the Prophet-it is Allah who requites men.
787 The meaning adopted here is the one given by LL itl explaining the meaning of
muetaqarr, which means the placc or tiw B g r d which Q t l t i q d o u not pase, hence its &Tm.
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SECTION 9
Nsceeelty of Submimion to Allah and Abraham% Realoning
71-74. Submission to Allahbrings
for DivineUnity.

peace.

75-63. Abraham'sarguments

71 Say:"Shallwecall
on
that besidesAllah, whichdoes
not benefit us nor harm us,
andshallwe
be turned back
on ourheelsafter
Allah has
guided us, like him whom the
Or indevils have made to fall down
fdtuatea.
perplexedintheearth
?'*a he
hascompanionswhocallhim
to the right way, (saying),Come
Say:
Surely
us.to
the
guidance of Allah,that is the
(true) guidance, . a n d weare
commanded
that
we
should
of the
submit
to
the
Lord
worlds :
7 2 And that you should keep
upprayerand
be careful of
(yourduty to) H i m ; a n d E e
it is to whom youshall
be
gathered.
73 And Heitiswhohas
sreatedtheheavensandthe
:arth with truth;and on the
3ay H e says,Be,it is.
74 His word is thetruth,
tnd His is the kingdom on the
Or,
forw~s shall be
laywhenthe
trumpet.
5reathed into ;789 the Knower of
Or, blown.
;heunseenandtheseen;and
BeistheWise,the
Aware.
Naba'a means information, and hence prophecy, which gives informationconcerning the future.
According to Rgh it means an announcement of great utility.
The prophecy of the vanquishment of the powerful opponents of Islam is declared with
even greater emphasis than in the earlier stage of the Prophet's mission, notwithstanding
the apparent triumph of opposition to his cause which had succeeded in scattering the few
men who had been converted toIslam.
788 Istahwat-hu is from the root hawa', which means falling down from a high to a low
place, and hence the word means he made him to fall down (Rz). If the faithful go back to
idolatryit would be likethefalling of O M who hadattained to a greatheight i n k the
depths of errorandsuperstition,Others
consider the word to be derived fromthesame
root with a diiferent meaning, vis. love or desire, and hence take the significanoe to be, he
infatuatedhim.
789 Szlr is said by some to be the plural of yirah, meaning aform N,Q-LL),
but though
the use is rare, the alternative reaxling of +war, mhich is necessarily a plural of farah, lends
support to it. The meaning
is either that .forms will become realities bg being breathed into,
or, BS LL has it on the authority of 9, L,and TA, when the souls shall be Blown into the forms
of the dead., but I prefer the former &a being thesimplerexplanetion,
for the day of

(e,
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Ar. thee.
hr. thy.

75 And when Abrahamsaid
tohissire,
Azar:7w Do you
take idols for gods ? Surely
I see you and your people in
manifesterror.
76 And thus aidWeshow
$braham the kingdom of the
heavens and the earth and that
hemight be of thosewho are
sure.791
77 So when the night overshadowed him, he saw a star;
said h e : Is thismy Lord?7”2
So when it set, he said: I do
not love the setting ones.
78 Then whenhesaw
the
moon rising,hesaid:
Is this
my Lord? So when itset,he
Lord
had
not
said: If my
guided me I should certainly
be of the erring people.
I

resurrection is the day on which the realities underlying all things
will be made manifest.
hnothermeaning of
isthe horn or t h trumpet, andthe blowing of thetrumpet also
stsnds for theday of resurrection,themetaphor
being takenfromthe
blowing of the
trumpet for the purpose of a great gathering.
790 Whether i z a r was the father of Abraham, or his grandfather or uncle, is a much
disputed point. The word a b means u father as well as an awestor (111, LL), and in 2 : 133 it
is also applied to an uncle (because thereIshmaelis
spoken of as an ab of Jacob).The
difficulty arisesfrom two points. In thefirst place Z j saysthatthe
nasscibs agree that
Abraham’s father’sname was Tarah, which is thesameas
T e m h , thename given to
Ahaham’s father in Genesis,
m d Zurqani also gives Tamh as Abraham’sfather’sname.
But this difficulty is easily overcome by the fact that the same name isgiven as Terah in the
Talmud and Athar by Eusebius (and the
dzar quite corresponds with the latter), there
being many examples in which a name transported into another language assumes quite a
different form. The second difficulty is that Abraham’sfather (Ar. wdlid) is spoken of in
14 : 41 as a believer, while the sire (Ar. ab) is elsewhere spoken of as having stuck to idolatry
till his death.Thispointthrowsmuchlighton
what the Qur-tin means by the ab of
Abrahbm, andhence 1 prefer sire as the significance of the word. Some commentators
consider Azar as being the name of an idol, while others still think that it is
not a proper
mukhti, i.e. erring (Rz).
name atall,andmeans
791 Showing Abraham the kingdom of the heavens and the earth signifies granting him
an insight into the Divine laws of nature working in the kingdom of the heavens and the
earth; an insight into which had
convinced him that Allah was the real controller of the
Universe and Supreme above all,whilethesun,themoon,
the starsandotherheavenly
bodies which the Sabeans worshipped were only His creation and subject to His
laws.
792 The words Ldgd rabbi, literally this is my Lord, do not contain Abraham’s conviction,
which is oppo~edto this statement, as shown in the previousverse, because he was a believer
in the Unity. The words are either uttered by way of surprise, as referring to his people’s
by showing thatwhattheycall
E god
belief, who are then made torealizetheirerror
disappears at tim, md therefore does not deserve to be worshipped-these people were
not only idolaters, but also worshippers of theheavenlybodies;
or thephrasemay
be
enpressen
interrogatory, aZif, the letter of interrogation, being omitted,andinterrogation
disapproval (as). I prefer thesecondinterpretation.
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I 79 Thenwhenhesawthe

sun rising, he said : Is this my
Lord? Is thisthegreatest
?
So when it set, he said : 0 my
people I surely I am clear of
what you set up(withAllah).
80 Surely I have turned myself,being
upright, wholly to
Him
who
originated
the
heavensandtheearth,and
I
am not of thepolytheists.
81 And his people disputed
Do you
withhim.
Hesaid:
dispute
with
me
respecting
Allah ? and He has guided me
indeed ; and I do not fear in
any way those that you set
up with Him, unless my Lord
pleases ; my Lord comprehends
all things in Hisknowledge;
will you not then mind?
82 And howshould
I fear
what you havesetup(with
Him), while you donotfear
set
up
with
that you have
Allah that for which He has
1not sent down to you any
Ituthority ; which then of the
1jwo parties is surer of security,
1f you know?
83 Thosewho
believe and
ii o not mix up their faith with
i niquity,thosearethey
who
E:hall
have
the
security
and
t hey arethose who go aright.

SECTION 10

I

AX

thy.

Prophets who followed in AbPaham's Wake
84-90. Other prophets. 91. The Prophet enjoined to walk in the footstcps
0.f previous prophets.

84 And this was Our argument
which
We
gave
to
Abraham
against
his people;
Weexaltindignity
whom We
please;
surely
your Lord is
Wise,Knowing.
85 And We gave to him
IsaacandJacob;each
did We
guide, and Noah did We guide
before, and of his703 descen-
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793 All the prophets namedare the descendme of Abraham, who was a descendant
of Noah, and therefore '' his dewsndante " might man either Abrabm's or Noah's
descendants. The only difficulty in the former c t w is with reference to Lot, who was a
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PROPHETS WHO FOLLOWED IN ABRAHAM'S WAKE 505
dants, David and Solomon and
Job and Joseph and Moses and
Aaron ; and thus do We reward
those who do good (to others) :
86 And Zacharias and John
andJesusandElias;
every
one was of the good ;
87 And IshmaelandElisha
j and Jonah and Lot ; and every
I one We made to excel (in) the
worlds :
88 And from among their
fathersandtheirdescendants
and
their
brethren,
and
We
chose themand guided them
way.
intotheright
89 This is Allah's guidance,
H e guides thereby whom He
1 pleases of Hisservants ; and
if they had set up others (with
Him), certainly what they did
would have become
ineffectual for them.794
90 Thesearethey
to whom
SVe gave t'he book and
the
judgment and the prophecy ; i g a
therefore if these disbelieve in
it W e havealreadyentrusted
I
withit a people who arenot
disbelievers in it.
91 These
are
they
whom
Allah guided,therefore
follow
theirguidance. Say : I do not
ask you for any reward for it ;
it is nothing but a reminder to
the nations.796
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T H E CATTLE
SECTION 11

Dinine Reyelation
of the Prophet’srevelation. 93. Revelation of the Q u r - h is
for all ages. 94, 95. Fate of its opponents.
Truthof

92. Deniers

Ar. papera.

TO.
Ar. thou

myest.

92 And they do not assign
to Allah theattributesdue
to
Him797 whentheysay:
Allah
has not revealed any thing to a
mortal. Say: Who revealed
the Book whioh Moses brought,
a light and a guidance to men,
which you make into scattered
w r i t i n g ~ ~ ~which
g
you show
while you conceal much ? Bnd
you were taught what you did
not know, (neither) you nor
your fathers. Say : Allah ;
then leave them
sporting
in
their vaindiscourses.
93 And this is a Book We
have revealed, blessed, verifyingthat
whichis
before it,”
andthat
you may warnthe
metropolis7ogand those around
her;and
those who believe
in thehereafter believe init,
and
they
attend
‘their
to
prayers constantly.
94 And who is more unjust
than
he
who forges a lie
againstAllah, or says: It has
been revealed to m e ; while

797 The word qadr hasavariety of meanings.I’Abinterpretsthe

3

as meaning they do not honour Allahwith

words

\>,&

L,

the honour due t o H i w ; dbul

’Aliya as they d o not assign t o Allah the attribute8 due t o Him; and Akhfash as they do ?bot
know H i m as t h q ought to have known Him (Re). A denial of God’s power to send revelation
is E denial of the most important of His attributes. The
reference here seems to be to the
Jews, who, while believing B revelation to Moses, denied that to the Holy Prophet.
798 Qardtis is plural of qir.td.8, which means a paper. What is implied is thatit is
written down on scattered papers, some parts being shown, while others am concealed. The
book WRBBnot k q t intact, hence its description as scattered writings.
799 By the ?netropolis is meant the peop& of the metropolis. Umm-uEQurd is the title by
which Mecca is known. Rz says thereis a consensus of opinion that the Umm.uZ-qurd is
Mecca. Those,therefore, who suppose that this andthe previous verse were revealed at
M e d i a are mistaken. With such a clear reference to Mecca in this verse, the mere fact that
the Jews and Moses are spoken of in the previous connecting verse cannot give rise to the
oonaluaion that these versa were revealed at Medina. And to explain Umm-ul-purd aa
menning Medina is a blunder. The reason why Mecca is called Umm-ul-purd, or the metropolis (lit.the mother of the tomu), is not only that it ww both the political and the spiritual
centre of Arabia, but &o because it was destined to be the universal spiritual centre-the real
mother of the whole world.
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nothing has beenrevealed to
him, andhewho says: I can
revealthe like of what Allah
has revealed
and if you had
seen when the unjust shall
be
in the agonies of death and the
angelsshallspreadforththeir
hands: Give upyoursouls;
to-day
shall
you be recompensed with an ignominious
chastisement because you spoke
against Allah otherthanthe
truth and (because) you showed
pride
against
His communications.
95 And certainly you have
come to Us alone as
We
created you at first, and you
have left behind your backs the
things which We gave you,
andWe do not see with you
your intercessors about whom
youassertedthatthey
were
(Allah’s)associates inrespect
you;
tocertainly
the
ties
betweenyou
are now cut off
and what you asserted is gone
from you.*O’

SECTION 12
Ultimate Triumph of the Truth
96100. All growth innature isgradual.
Being.

101. Ascribing sons toDivine

96 Surely Allah causes
the
p
b ,Q
grainandthestonetogerminFwi;d&&%\&\
ate ; He brings forth the living
Hv p * 9 ,
0.
f;om the dead andHe is the
bringer forth
from
dead
of the
”I
the living ; that is Allah ! how
areyouthenturned
a~ay.~~z
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&,$$7$.w\&i
/
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800 Thereis nothing in the words of this verse to show that it refers to Musailma and
other false prophets, who set up, claims towards the close of the Holy Prophet’s oareer, and
that it was therefore revealed late at Medina. The verse expresses only in another form the
truth expressed in this chapter in vv. 21, 145,158 and in 39 : 32. It is to declare the Prophet
free of having forged a lie against Allah ; the words or say : I t has been revealed t o me,
while nothing hag been revealed tohim,” only explain those that precede, via. “Who
forges a lie againstAllah,” while the words ‘‘I can reveal thelike of what Allah has
revealed,’‘ are the words of those who refuse to believe in the truth of Divine revelation, or
“ reject ” the Divine revelation, as is elsewhere said.
801 That is, those whom you asserted to be associates with Allah shall not help PJ
in
any way.
802 The preaching of the Prophet is likened to the sowing of the seed which, though to all
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97 He muses thedawnto
break; and H e has made the
night for rest,andthe
sun
and the moon for reckoning :
this is an arrangement of the
Mighty, the Knowing.s03
98 And H e itiswho
has
madethestars
for you that
you might follow the
right
way thereby in the darkness of
thelandandthe
aea ; truly
We have madeplain the communications for a people who
know.804

99 And H e it is who has
brought you into being from a
single soul, thenthere is (for
you) a resting-place ana a
depository: indeed We
have
made plain
the
communications for a people who understand.805
100 And He it is who sends
down water from the cloud,“
thenWe bring forthwithit
buds of all (plants),thenWe
brkg forth from it green
(foliage), from which We produce grain piled up (in the
ear) ; and of thepalm-tree, of
the sheaths of it, come forth
clusters (of dates) within reach,
snd
gardens
of grapes and
divesandpomegranates, alike
snd unlike; behold thefruit
3f itwhenit
yields thefruit
md theripening of i t ; most
3urely therearesigns
in this
:or a people who believe.
appearance it is bst in the earth, soon springs f d h intp B large Pree. f i e bringing forth of
the living from the dead is the bringing forth of a living people from the spiritually dead
to the spiritual death of
Arabs, and the bringing forth of the dead from the living alludes
those who had been previously granted spiritual life,through Divine revelation.
803 The darkness prevailing in the earth would soon be dispelled, and would give place to
light, even as with the break of the morning darkness gives place to light.
804 In religious literature the stars represent the
leeser lights which guide the people.
The Prophet is likened to the sun, and those who receive light from him and transmit it to
others are likened to the stars. Thus in a saying of the Holy Prophet we have : “ My companions are as stars ; whomsoever of them you follow, you follow the right course.” The
analogy is that he who makes light to guide you physically could not have neglected your
spiritual guidance.
805 Mzlstaparr and mustauda’ are explained variously as meaning the loins of the father
and the womb of the mother, as standing for the male and the female (AH), or, the resting.
place is this Zve, and the depository is the grave, 80 that t h e meaning is that some live and

GRADUAL P R O ~ R E S S
101 And they make the jinn
associates with Allah, while
He created
them,
and
they
falselyattributetoHim
sons
anddaughterswithout
knowledge; glory be to Him,and
highly exalted
is
H e above
they
what
ascribe (to Him),*@6
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SECTION 13
Qradnal Program
102-1C6. Arguments of DivineUnity.
107, 108. Polytheismto be swept
off gradually. 109. False gods not to be abused. 110, 111. Demand for
aigns.

102 Wonderful Originator of
theheavensandtbeearth
I’
How could He have
a
son
when He has no consort, and
He (Himself) created every
thing, and He is the Knower of
d l things !Eou
103 That isAllah, your Lord,
thereis no god but H e ; the
Sreator of all t.hings, therefore
jerve Him, and H e has charge
3f all things.
104 V i s i o n c o m p r e h e n d s
Kim not, and H e comprehends
is the
[all) vision ; andHe
Enower of subtilities, the
Aware.So1
105 Indeed there have come
io you clear proofs from your
Lord ; whoever will therefore
gee, it is for his own soul; and
npoever will be blind, it shall
)e againsthimself;and
I am
lot a, keeperover you.
others die ; or the resting-place is the fcnal abode of bliss and the depository the temporary
wsidenec in thir Uro7td. Or it is an infinitive noun meaning there is abiding, and mtmntment,
the abiding W i g in this life, and the entrustment the return to the Divine Master (AH, Rz).
806 The reference is either to the dualistic doctrine of the Magi, who thought that while
Allah was the creator of good, the devil W ~ the
E
creator of evil, or to the Arab belief that the
jinn had a hand in the transaction of their affairs, or in bringing them good fortune or ill
luck (Rz). Thus the word jinn stands here either for the devil or for the genii. For other
uses of the wordfininn, which occurs only in Meccan revelations, see 822.
8 0 6 ~This verseand those that follow describe the transcendental unityof the Divine Being.
To attribute & Eon to Him is to acknowledge that He had a consort ; otherwise the word don
will have to be taken simply as E metaphor, See 161.
807 The p h e d vision of man,working a8 it does only within narrow limits and being
able only to see bodies, cannot comprehend the In$nitc O w . He is the spirit and o m beBeen
only with the spiritual eye.
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Ar. thosl
hart.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thu.

Ar. thca.

Ar. thou

art.
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106 And thus do We repeat
thecommunicationsandthat
they may say : You hrwe read ;
and that We may make it clear
to a peoplewhoknow.
107 Follow what is revealed
to you from your Lord ; there
is no godbut H e ; and wit'hdrawfromthe
polytheists.B"g
108 And if
Allah
had
pleased,theywouldnothave
set up others (with Him), and
you B
Wehavenotappointed
keeper over them, and you are
notplacedincharge
of them.
10'3 And do not abuse those
whomtheycalluponbesides
Allah,
exceeding
lest the
limits they should abuse
Allah
out of ignorance.Thushave
We made fair-seeming to every
to
people their
deeds;
then
their Lord shall be their return,
30 H e will inform
them
of
whattheydid.8og
110 And
they
swear
by
Allah with
the
strongest
of
;heir oaths, that if s sign came
jo them
they
Tyould most
:ertainly believe in it. Sajg :
3igns are only with Allah ; and
@hatshouldmake
you know
;hatwhen it comesthey will
lot believe.*l'

808 The words are supposed by some to be a commandment to leave Necca.
809 No other religion comes up to the religion of Islam in its tolerance of other religions.

Here the Mnelims are forbidden to abuse even the idols of other people, though their worship
is condemned in the strongest terms. It may be added that the clearing of the &'be of idols
when Mecca fell into the hands of the Holy Prophet does not in any way contradict thisverse,
for to abolish the worship of idols and to abuse them are not the same.
The deeds whichare described ES having been made fair-seeming to men are the
good
deeds which are shown by conscience and reason to be fair, not such deeds as appear
only
under some delusion to be fair while they are not really so. See v, 43 and v. 138.
810 Christian annotators have been at greet pains to prove, from the words
used in this
verse, that the Holy Prophet could not show a sign. The attempt is rather awkward in the
face of the words with which the verse ends: And what should make you know that when i t
(i.e. the sign which they demnnd) comes they will not believe ? I t is a misoonception of t h e
words signs are only with Allah which has led to the distortion of the plain words of the Holy
Q u r - b . The words do indeed mean that it does not rest with the Prophet himself to show
signs, but they do not mean that signs cannot be shown or will not be shown. Signs being
w i t h .4Elah signifies, on the other hand, lhat Allah will show what signs He pleases and when
He pleases. And the words lohm i t come^, moreover. show that the unbelievers' demand was
for a particular sign.
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111 And We will turntheir
heart.s andtheirsights, even as
they did not believe initthe
first
andtime,
We will leave
them
their
inordinacy,
in
blindly wandering on.811
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PART Y I X I
SECTION 14
Polytheists’Opposition
118-114. Everyprophethadenemies.
115-129. Polytheism is opposed
to Islam externrtlly as
well as internally.

hr. thy.

112 ,4nd even if Wehad
sent down to themtheangel?
andthe
dead had spoken to
them and We had brought toeether all things before them.
;hey mould no; believe unless
Allah pleases, but most of them
are ignorant ,R12
113 And thus did Wemake
for everyprophetanenemy,
the devils from among men and
jinn,*13 some of themsuggesting to othersvarnished falsehood to deceive (them),
and
had your Lord pleased they
would not have done it, there[ore leave them and that which
;hey forge :

3wEy3
291

-

811 The turning of their hearts and sights is Allah’s leaving them in their inordinaey, as
explained by the verse itself. And even this is due t o their own action in rejecting the truth

when it first came to them.
When the truth is not rtccepted and an attitude of enmity is
assumed towards it, the heart becomes estranged, and this growing estrangement is termed
the turning away of the heart from it. They wmder on in their inordinacp, they refuse to
believe in the signs ; this amounts to Allah’s turning their hearts and sights.
812 The subject of v. 111 is continued here.There
are alwrtp some men who assume
such an attitude of hostility towards truth that
they turn a deaf ear to every argument.
The sending down of angels is mentioned in various senses in the Holy Qur-An; for instance,
to bear the word of Allah to His prophets, to punish the wicked, to carry out the commandments of Allah, to inspire good ideas into the hearts of men; and the words may here be
taken in any of these senses. But reading them along with v. 159 further on, “They do
not wait aught but that the angels should come to them
” shows the meaning to be
the coming of the angels to execute the decree of their punishment. The speaking
of the
dead refers either to the rising of the spiritually dead to l i e , for which compare what is said
a few verges further on: ‘ I Is he who was dead, then Weraised him tolife
.” (v. 123),or to
the evidence of those who had paased away before the Holy Prophet, being given through
their writings. And lastly, by the bringingtogether of all thingsismeantthe
bringing
together of things relating to their punishment. The meaning is that some of the opponents
are 80 blind that the clearestof signs or proofs would not convince them.
819 By the men and the jinn
here are apparently meant the ordinary men and theledera,
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114 Andthatthehearts
of
those who do not believe in the
hereafter may incline to it and
I
that they may be well pleased
with it and that they may earn
what they are going to earn (of
evil).
115 Shall I then
seek
a
judge other thanAllah ? and He
it iswhohasrevealedto
you
the Book (which is) made
plain;
and
those
whom
We
have given the Book know that
by your Lord
it isrevealed
with
truth,
therefore
you
should not be of the disputers.
116 Andtheword
of yozw
Lord has been accomplished
1jruly and justly ; there is none
7who
can
change
His
words,
tnd H e is theHearing,the
1Knowing.814
117 And if y o u obeymost
will
CIf those in the earth, they
1ead y o u astrayfromAllah’s
Tmy; they follow but conjecture
aInd they only lie.
118 Surely your Lord-He
k)estknowswhogoesastray
f rom Hisway,andHe
best
k:nowsthosewho
follow the
r ightcourse.
119 Therefore
eat
of that
Allah’s
name
has
OIn which
bleen mentioned if you are
blelievers inHiscommunicat ions.816
I
120 Andwhatreasonhave
ou that you should not eat of
hat on
which
Allah’s
name
as been mentioned,and
He
as already made plain to
you
!hat Hhea s
forbidden
to
ou-excepting
whatyouare
3mpelled to ; and most surely

_
_

because the words which follow show it to be these who suggest to each other varnlshbd tales
of fdsehood. The word jinn, like the word shaitdn, is repeatedly used in speaking of men
in the Holy Qnr-An.
814 The word eignifies the prophetic word, because it is spoken of as being accomplished,
m
n
d accomplishment or fulfilment can only be spoken of with regard to prophecies, See
farther 770.
816 The injunction to eat of that on which Allah’s name is mentioned is reallyan
injunction not to eat of thak on which the name of an idol is mentioned, a subject always
introducedin oonneotion with the cabolition of idol-worship. A perusal of v. 12a’makes
thie olear.
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many would
lead
(people)
astray by their low desires out
of ignorance ; surely your
Lord-He
best knows those
who exceed the limits.
121 And abandon open and
secret
sin;
surely
they
who
earn sin shall be recompensed
with what they earned.816
122 And do noteat of that
on which Allah’s name
has
not been mentioned,andthat
is most surely a transgression ;
and most surely
the
devils
suggest totheirfriendsthat
they should contend with you;
znd if you obey them, you
3hall most surely be polytheists.

SECTION 15
TheChiefOpponentr
123, 124. Plans of the leaders of opposition. 125, 126. Theyshallmeet
;vith disgraceandnotachievetheend.
127, 128. Peace for believers.
129, 130. Lsaders and their followers.

123 Is hewhowasdead,
:hen We raised him to life and
m d e for him a light by which
ne walks among the people, like
him whoselikeness isthat of
)ne inutterdarknesswhence
ne cannot come forth ?@I7 Thus
?vhat they did wasmadefairunbelievers.
seeming to the
124 And thus have We made
to
.neverytownthegreatones
leitsguiltyones,thatthey
nay plan
therein
; and
they
i o not planbutagainsttheir
Iwn souls,andthey
do not
?erceive.818
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816 It is a very lowview of morals which considers only sins against society to be
hateful.The Muslim is here commanded to consider open and secret sins to be equally
hateful. This gives us a furtherpicture of theProphet’s holy mind, who detested open
and secret sins alike,
817 These words throw a flood of light on many of the verses which speak of the raising
Of the dead to life through the prophets and theapostles.
818 That is, as the ohief men of Mecca planned against the Prophet’s life, EO the chief
men in every town have been guilty of making plans against their prophets. Powerful men
are given a chance to exert themselves to the utmost to do harm to the prophets, 80 that the
triumph of the truth, notwithstanding their opposition, may ultimately show thet the Divine
hand worked to support it.
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125 And when a communication comes to themtheysay:

Ar. thy.

We will not believe till we are
given the like of what Allah’s
apostlesare given. Allah best
knows where H e places His
message.819 Thereshall befall
thosewhoareguiltyhumiliation from Allah and severe
chastisement because of what
they plsnned.R20
126 Therefore (for) whomsoever $llah intends
that
He
shouldguidehim
aright, H e
expandshisbreast
for Islam,
and (for)
whomsoever
He
intendsthat H e shouldcause
him to err,
He
makes
his
breast strait
and
narrow
as
though
he
were ascending
upwards ; thusdoes Allah lay
uncleannessonthose
who do
not believe.P21
127 And thisisthepath
of
your Lord, (a) right
(path);
indeed We
have
made
the
:ommunications
clear
for a
people who mind.
128 They
shall
have
the
tbode of peace with their Lord,
tndHe is theirguardian be:&use of what they did.

819 Finding themselves unable to answer the convincing arguments of the Holy Qur-&n,
the unbelievers would ask, if Allah really meantto
reveal His message, why was it
not revealed directly to every one of them?Theanswer
is that every one is not fit to
oommunicate with the Divire Being, and Allah is the
best knower of him whom He has
chosen.
820 The words contain a prophecy regarding the fate of the powerful opponents who were
planning to destroy Islam and the Muslims.
821 The words that occur in this verse, Bnd whomsoever He intends that he should
cause
him to err
” are misconstrued as meaning that “the infidels are lost because God has
rendered them ES incapable of believing as they are of ascending up to heaven”; whilein reality

...

they convey no such impression.

L-\\ 3 .r)rslI

signifies ascending upwards. As when

man ascends a height, his breast heaves so that he pants for breath, thus
does the unbeliever
5 d it di5icult to aasimilate truth. He does nut disbelieve because hisbreast is straitened, but
his breast is straitened because he disbelieves, and the concluding words of the verse, ‘ I thus
does Allah lay uncleanness on those who do not believe,” make this clear. They disbelieve
fist end reject the truth, and the ‘I uncleanness which straitens their breasts” follows as a
reault of their disbelief. Allah’s musing a man to err has been fully explained in 44,and
2 : 26 is a conclusive proof of what it means: He causes many to err by it and many He
leads aright by it, but He does not cause to err by it any exoept the transgressors.”
IL
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129 And on the day whenHe
shall gather them all together :
0 assembly of jinn !822 you
took away & great part of mankind. And theirfriendsfrom
among the men shall say: Our
Lord! some of us profited by
othersand
we have reached
our
appointed
term
which
for us.
Thou
didst
appoint
He shall say : The fire is your
abode,to
abide init,except
as Allah pleased;
is
surely
your Lord is Wise, Knowing.823
130 And thus do Wemake
some of theiniquitous to befriend others on account of
wha.t they earned.

822 The use of the word jinn in the Holy Qur-An is not alaays in the sense of beings
mhich may be defined RS spirits divested of bodies that can be touched or seen, which is the
original significance of the word, which is derived from jannu, meaning he covered or concealed or hid or protected. The class of beings that goes under this name stands in the Holy
Qur-&nfor the spirits of evil or the beings that invite man to evil, as opposed to the angels,
who invite himto good, both being alike in being invisible to thehuman eye. But
there is a wider use of the word in Arabic literature, as well asinthe
Qur-&n. One
signification of the word is explained in 2580, and I would refer the reader to that foot-note.
But it may be here noted that the word is also applied in the Qur-An to great potentates or
powedul leaders who, through their importance and detachment
from the masses, do not
mix freely with them, so they remain distant or hidden from their eyes.” There is nothing
strange in this use of the word, when the Holy Qur-&n, as shown in 26 (on 2 : 14),speaks of
men as shaycitin, or devils. I n Arabic literature such a use was permitted. A verse of Mh&

Ibn JBbir G a p

3j 2 ) ~

Lj is thus explained by LL on
the
authority

of Tabrezi on Ham : ‘‘ And m y companions, who were like the jinn, did notpee when

I came to
them and informed them, nor was my tongue,whichislike
the $le, deprived of its rharp
edge,” where the word jinn is translated a3 meaning companions who were l i b the jinn.
And Tabrezi ‘aays further that the Arabslikenaman
who is sharp and clever in flairs
to a jinni and a shaitdn,

and hence they said

a;t

-2

(literally, his jinnjted away),

meaning he became weak and abject. Therefore a man’s companion, without whose help he
wouldbeweak and abject, was called a jinni, or at least the word could be metaphorically
used in Arabic literature to indicate such a helper. It may also be added that jinn, when
qualifying the word youth, signifies the prime or first part or the sprightliness of youth, &B
one say8 &

e

uv

meaning that
was
in

the prime of his youth. For

mother important significance of the word see 2580.
Nowwe have to Bee what is meant by the assembly of jinn here, and by jinn in V. 131.
This is made clear if we read this verse with those following. In this verse jinn are spoken of
a8 friends of men, and v. 130, opening with the word kagdlika (which means l i h i s e or
thus), says that it is only some of the iniquitous who befriend others, so the two vmes read
together clearly show that the friends in both verses are the =me, they k i n g calledjinn in
one case and pilintzn (iniquitous) in the other. Again, in v, 132 those very jinn are spoken
of as beng no others than dwellers of the cities which are destroyed on aooonnt of their E&,
823, aee next page.
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SECTION 16
Oertainty of the threatened Puniuhment
131-134. The
warning.
135, 136. Threatenedpunishmentcannot
avoided. 137-141. Theirsuperstitions and infanticide.

Ar. thy.

Ar. t h y .

Ar. thy.

be

131 0 assembly of jinn and
men!didtherenotcometo
youapostlesfromamongyou,
relating t o you My communicationsandwarningyou
of the
meeting of this day of yours ?e24
They
shall
say:
We
bear
witness against ourselves ; and
this world’s life deceived them,
and
they
shall
bear
witness
againsttheirown
souls that
theywereunbelievers.
132 This is because your
Lord would not destroy towns
unjustly
while
their
people
were negligent.826
133 And
all
have
degrees
do;
wcording
to
what
they
tnd your Lord is not heedless
If what they do.
134 And your Lordisthe
Self-sufficient one, the Lord of
nercy ; if H e pleases, H e m a y
,akeyou off, andmakewhom
He pleases
successors
after
fou, even as H e raised you up
rom
the
seed
of another
Ieople.

and we know that thejinn who dwell in cities are only men. Further light is thrown on this
subject by 14:2 1 : .‘.4nd the weak shall say to those who were proud,Surely we were
your followers,” where the weak followers and the proud leaders stand exactly in the position
respectively of men end j i m in this verse, and by 33 : 67 : ‘ I And they shall say : 0 Lord !
surely we obeyed our leaders and our great men, and they
led us astray from the path,”
where the leaders and the chiefs undoubtedly occupy the position of jinn in the two verses we
are considering, and by similar other verses abounding in the Holy Qur-An, in which the weak
follolvers end the proud leadem stand in the same relation to each. other as do men and jinn in
these verses. It is quite easy to understand that as the word shaydtln, meaning devils, is used
to signify the mischievous leaders in 2 : 14 (see 26), so the word jinn is used to convey a
similarsignificance.Seefurther
824.
823 The words ezcept as Allah i s pleased indicate that those in hell shall after all
be
deliveredfromit.Forafulldiscussion
on thispoint see 1201.
824 Here the jinn and the men are told that apostles had come to them f m m among them,
but as the only apostles known to US in the Qur-&n and other
reliable histories of prophets are
those who belong to mankind, it follows that the j i n n spoken of here must also belong to
mankind, and not to any other class of creation,
826 That ie, while the reminder and the warning had not yet come to them.
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135 Surely
what
you are
threatenedwithmust
come to
pass and you cannotescape
(it).*25*
136 Hey: 0 my people ! act
according to your ability ; I too
amacting; so youwill soon
come toknow, for whom (of
us) will be the (good) end of
theabode;surelytheunjust
shall not be successful.
137 And they set apart a
portionfor Allah out of what
Hehas
created of tilthand
cattle,andsay:Thisis
for
Allah-so they assert-and this
for ourassociates ; thenwhat
is for their
associates,
it
reaches not to Allah, and whatever is (set apart) for Allah, it
reaches to their associates ; evil
is that which they judge.8z2“
138 And thustheir
associate5827 have made fair-seeming
to most of thepolytheiststhe
killing of their children,***that
they may cause them to perish
and obscure for them
their
religion ;829 and if Allah had
pleased, they would not have
lone it, therefore leave them
md that which they forge.
139 And theysay:These
me cattle and tilth prohibited ;
lone shall
eat
them
except

825r Mark ?gain the certainty with which the idolatrous Quraish are told-and through
of truth-inthis
verse andthe one preceding, thattheir
them all theproudopponents
authority in their country would cease to exist and another people would be raised in their
stead. These were the Rfuslims.
826 It was a custom among the Arab idolaters to set apart certain portions of the produce
of their fields and their cattle, one portion for Allah and another portion for the idols. The
portion for idols was always applied to their use, but the portion set apart for Allah, though
ordinarily spent to feed the poor and the needy, was in certain cases, for instance, when the
portion of the idols was somehow or other destroyed, diverted to the use of the idols (I’Ab-Rz),
the portion for the idols being handed over to the priests.
827 By their associates are here meant those whom they took for gods besides Allah, or the
priests or the devils whom they obeyed,
828 This refers to the practice of slaying or burying alive the female children (Rz),and
also to the human sacrifice6 to idols, ag they sometimes vowed that if they had a number of
BOUS they would mcritice one of them to an idol (Kf).
829 By introducing these superstitious and evil custom8 they were making confused and
obscure the true religion-the religion of the serviae of the One God which was preached by
Ishmael (Rz).
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such as We please"*-so
thy
assert-and cattle whose backs
are forbidden,"l and cattle on
which they would not mention
Allah's name83~-forging a lie
against H i m ; H e shall requite
them for whatthey forged.
140 And they say: What is
in the wombs of these cattle is
speciallyfor
our males, and
forbidden to our wives, and if
it be stillborn, thentheyare
all partnersin i t ; H e will reward them for their attributing
(falsehood to Allah) ; surely H e
is Wise, Knowing,
141 They
are
lost
indeed
who kill their children foolishly
without knowledge, andforbid
what Allah has given to them,
forging a lie against Allah ;
they haveindeed gone astray,
and they are not the
followers
of the right course.

-

830 Only devotees of idols and males could eat them, and not females.
831 Such animals are meant as the bahirah, the ebibah, etc. See 742.
832 That is, such a8 were eacrificed in the name of idols. All these along with whet ia
said in t h e next two verses are denounced as being idolatrous practices, and it was,necessary
not only to accept the doctrine of Unity in theory, but also to bring it into practice, giving
ap all those mcient institutions which were based o n idolatry.
833 The word ukul here, BB well sa in 2 : 265 and 13 :35. is equivalent to /amur (TA), and
meens fruit.
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143 And of cattle (He created)
beasts of burden
and
those
which
are
fit for slaughter
only ;834 eat of what Allah has
given youand do not follow
of the
devil;
the
footsteps
aurely h e is your open enemy.
144 Eightin pairs-two of
sheepandtwo of goats. Say :
H aH
se
forbidden the
two
malesorthe
two femalesor
thatwhichthewombs
of the
twofemalescontain?Inform
me with knowledge if you are
truthfu1.835
145 And two of camelsand
: a sH e
two of cows. S a y H
forbidden the two males or the
two females or that which the
wombs of the
two
females
contain?
Or
you
were
witnesses when Allah enjoined
you this?Who,then, is more
unjustthanhewho
forges a
lie against Allah that he should
lead astray
men
without
knowledge ? Surely Allah does
not guide the unjust people.
SECTION 18
Yain Excuser

PpohibitedFoodsandIdolaters’

146. Forbidden foods. 147. What was forbidden toJews.
3xcuses of unbelievers.

146 Say: I donot find in
that which has beenrevealed
ju me
anything
forbidden
for
m eatertoeat
of exceptthat
t be whathas
died of itself.

2,

146-151. Vain

I

wgG\%,’G&&$

834 Farsh (from farasha, i.e. he spread or expanded i r ) means in the &st place what ic
spread of household furniture, or a wide tract of land. But here, according to lexicologists
8 8 well a8 commentators, it signifies animals f i t for slaughter, because they are thrown down

for slaughter (Rz, TA, LL), or beoause a bed is made of their hair or wool. Some, however,
think that by the &amzllnh w e meant the larger animals, and by the farsh the young ones,
such as the young of camels, calves, etc., because the latter are, on woount of their want 6’f
stature, as it were, spread on the ground (Rz).
835 The Arabs’considered those animals which were otherwise lawful for them to be
unlawful in particular asses. These practices, which were all superstitious, resulting from
idol-worship, are here condemned, and the inconsistency of these practices, making lawful in
some owes the very thinga which were considered unlawful in othere, is shown to be a reason
for their denunoiation.

8BI

Ar. thy.

Ar thee.
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unclean-or
that which is a
transgression,otherthan(the
name of) Allah having been invoked on i t ; but ,whoever is
driven to necessity, not desiring
nor exceeding thelimit,then
surely youf Lord is Forgiving,
Mer~iful.83~
147 And to those who were
Jews We made unlawful every
animal having c l a ~ s , ~ 3and
7 of
oxen and sheepWe made unlawful to them the fat of both,838
except such as was on their
backsor theentrails or what
wag mixed with bones ; this was
a punishmentWe gave them
of their rebellion,
onaccount
and We are surely Truthful.
148 But if they give you the
lie, then say : Your Lord is the
lord of all-encompassing mercy ;
and His punishment cannot be
averted
from
the guilty
people.R39
149 Those
who
are polytheists will say : If Allah had
pleased we would not
have
sssociated (aught with Him)

836 This verse is generally thought to be of Medinite origin, on account of the law relating
to forbidden foods which it oontains. But the evidence of 16 : 115, which is a Meccan revelation, combined with the fact that there is a general agreement among authorities
that thewhole
of this chapter was revealed in one portion, shows conclusively that this verse cannot be
Medinite. The reference in ‘‘ I do not find in that which has been revealed to me ’ I seems to
be to 16 : 115, which is an earlier revelation. It also deserves to be noticed that for the prohibition made known here reasons are also given, the reason for the prohibition of what dies
of itself and blood and swine’s flesh being that these things are unclean, while the reason for
the prohibition of animals on which other than Allah’s name is invoked is different, viz.
j s q , or a transgression of the Divine commandment, whioh requires all things to be avoided
which are in any way associated with idolatry. The uncleanness in the case of the h s t three
consists in their pernicious effect upon the intellectual, the physical, and the moral systems
respectively, while the transgression in the case of the last affects the spiritual conditions,
837 According to I’Ab it means only the camel, or the oamel and the ostrich (Re). Rz is
’of opinion that by gujr hereismeant t a b n s and claws. According to Mjd and Qtd the
pi-gufr means every beart and b i d that ha8 not divided toe#, an the camel, ostrich, goose, and
duck (TA-LL). The prohibition of UBhg the camel for food, though a punishment for the
rebellion of the Jews, as statedfurther on, w w a blessing tothem. On account of their
disobedience to Moses they had to remain in the wilderness for a long time, where the oamel
wea of great service to them in their journeys fromplace to place.
838 ‘ I You shsll eat no manner of fat, of ox, or of sheep, or of goat ” (Lev, 7 :23).
839 The all-enoompassing mercy of Allah is mentioned even in speaking of those who
rejeoted the Holy Prophet. I t WM because of the mercy of Allah that the unbelieving netions
were not destroyed immediately ; but as punishing the “ guilty ’’ is in itself a mercy towards
the weak and the oppressed, Alhh warm them that they will not always empe punishment,
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nor our fathers, nor would we
haveforbidden
(to ourselves)
an hing ; even so didthose
be ore them reject until they
teated Ourpunishment.Say
:
Have you any knowledge with
you so you should bring it forth
to us 9 You only follow a conjectureand you only tell lies.
150 Say : Then Allah’s is
the conclusive argument ; so
if H e please, H e would certainly guideyou all.840
151 Say: Bringyour
witnesses who should bear witness
that Allah has forbidden this,
then if they beer witness,
do not bear witness
with
them;
and
follow not
the
low desires of those who reject
Our
communications
and of
those who do not believe in
the hereafter, andtheymake
(others) equal to theirLord.

9”

SECTION 19
Guiding Rules oP Life
152-154. nuties to God, kindred,self,
Moses’ book.

152 Say : Come I I will recite
what your Lordhas forbidden
io you-(remember) that
you
30 not associate anything with
Him and show kindness to
your parents,
and do not
slay
your children for (fear of)
poverty-We providefor
you

and all. 155. Similarrulesin
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840 The previous verse records the statement of the unbelievers : I ‘ If Allah had pleased
we would not have associated aught with Him.” The
reply is that Allah reveals His will
through His chosen messengers, so bring forth any Divine revelation that you possess MDC-

-.

timingidolatry.
On theotherhand,they
are told thatthey only telllies and f o ~ o w
conjectures, and have no certain knowledge with them. The argument is here carried
on
further. Allah does not mislead men, but on the other hand sends His prophets to guide
them into the right path.
His pleasure is therefore that all men
should walk in the right
path and serve only on8 Master. 1s not that a conclusive wgument wainst the false asser.
tion of theidolaterg? And theArabs were allguidedtotheright
course, idolatry being
swept off for ever from their midst, and monotheism established so firmly a6 no more to be
supplanted.
The guidance of Allah is, however, brought through prophets, and men are never oom.
Pelled to accept the right way ; much less could they be compelled to follow the wrong course,
as the idolaters thought.
Man was created with a will free within certain limits to act
&S
he plemes.
12
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a 45.

and for them-and do not draw
nightoindecencies,those
of
themwhich areapparentand
those which are concealed, and
do not kill the soul which Allah
has forbidden except for the requirements of justice; this He
has enjoined you with that you
may understand.
153 And do
not
approach
orphan
the property of the
except inthe
best mannel.841
untilheattainshismaturity;
and give full meesure
and
weight
with
justice-We
do
not impose on any soul a duty
except
to
the
extent
of its
ability;and when you speak,
then be just843 though it be
(against)arelative,
and fulfil
Allah's covenant ; this He has
enjoined you with that you
may be mindful;
154 And (know) that this is
My path, the right one, thereforefollow it,and follow not
(other) ways, for they will lead
you away from His way; this
He has enjoined you with that
you ,may guard (against evil).
155 Again,' We gave the
Book to Moses to complete
'Our blessings) on him who
kould do good (to others), and
nekingplain
all thingsand
I guidance and a mercy, so that
;hey
should
believe the
in
neeting of their Lord.843

841 That is, unless you do it with the object of improving it or making it profitable (Rz).
Wages of the guardian may be paid from it, for which see 4 : 6 and 543.
842 This is not limited to the giving of evidence or pronouncing of judgment, but to every
thingspoken, even includingtheinvitation
to men tothe religion of Islam (Rz). Islam
requires a man to be so upright as not to be led away by the ties of relationship (or, gdqwbd
may signify the Prophet's relatives) where tmcth should be manifested. TTUth is man's ohief
interest, which should never suffer, however greatmay be the loss entailed by anyother
interest.
843 By aU things are meant all those things needed for the guidanee of the Israelites,
including the prophecies relating to the advent of the Holy Prophet,
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SECTION 20
The Goal for the Faithful
156-160. The Qur-in revealed for guidance. 161. Law of requital of good
and evil. 162-165. Thegreat goal. 166.The believers shall be rulers in
the land.

156 And this is a Book We
haverevealed, blessed ; thereguard
fore follow it and
(against evil) that mercy may
be shown to you ;844
157 Lest you saythatthe
Book was only revealed to two
parties before us and We were
truly
unaware
of what
they
read ;945
158 Or (lest)
you
should
say : If the Book had been
revealed to us, we would certainly have been better guided
than
they;
so indeed there
has come to you clear proof
from your Lord, and guidance
and mercy. Who then is more
unjust
than
he
who rejects
L411ah’s communications and
turns away fromthem?We
will reward those
who
turn
m a y from Our communicaions with an evil chastisement
3ecause theyturnedaway.
159 They do not wait aught
>ut
that
the
angels
should
:ome tothem,
or that your
Lord should come,646orthat
;ome of the signs647 of yowr
Lord should
come.
On the
lay when some of the signs of
/OUT Lord shall come, its faith
;hall not profit a soul which
lid not believe before, or earn
:ood throughits
faith. Say :
Nait; we tooare waiting.
844 It should be noted that as the Qur-Bn is mentioned along vith the previous revelations,
the word rnubdrak is added as signifying the continuance for ever of the blessings which a thing
Possesses (Rz). The object is to show that vhereas the blessings of other books come to an
end after a time, the Qur-Bn shall for ever remain a source of blessings to its followers.
845 Because in Arabia there lived only the Jews and the Christians besides the idolaters,
hence only two parties are spoken of.
846 For a similar expression see 2 :210 and 268. Bd understands by the coming of the
angels, the coming of the angels of death, or the coming of angels to execute the decree of
the doom of the opposers (compare 812),and by the coming of t h e Lord, the coming of the
final’judgment,
847 That is, some of the signs relating ta the doom of the people referred

to.
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160 Surely they who divided
their religion into parts and
became sects, you have no
concern with them ; their
affair is only with Allah,@Ethen
He will inform them of what
they did.‘
161 Whoever brings a good
deed, he ehall have ten like
it, end whoever brings an evil
deed, he shall be recompensed
onlywith the like of it,and
theyshellnot
be dealtwith
unjustly.848
162 Say : Surely, (as for) me,
my Lord has guided me to the
right path: (to) a mostright
religion, the faith of Abraham,
the uprightone, andhe was
not of the polytheists.
165Say: Surely my prayer
and my sacrifice andmy life
are
(all) for
and my death
Allah, the Lord of the
worlds
164 No associate has H e ;
and this am I commanded, and
I amthe first of those who
submit.
165 Say: What ! shall I
seek a Lord other than Allah ?
andHe
is theLord
of all
thin s ; and no soul earns
(evil$ but ageinst itself, and no

848 This refers primarily to the Jews and the Christians, but includes sectarians of all
religions who divide their religion into p&rts, accepting one part and rejecting the other.
849 No other sacred book gives such prominence to the preponderance of the quality of
mercy in the Divine Being. While evil must have it5 evil consequenae, it is only its like, but
virtue brings a tenfold reward. According to a saying of the Holy Prophet, evil is pardoned
or recompensed with itslike, while good brings from a tenfold to a seven.hundredfold
reward (Bkh). Thusthe verse mentions only themaximumpunishment of evil and the
minimum rewwd of good.
860 The ideaof entire submission to the Divine Being conveyed in the word Islam finds its
perfsot mbnifeatation in the Holy Prophet, who is the first of the Muslims (v. 164). There
we dwerent motlves, love of one’s self, of one’# wife andchildren, of one’s friends and
relatives, love of one’a country or love of humanity at large, which prompt a man to action ;
and there Is no doubt that the grander, the purer, and the more selfless the objeot, the nobler
is the deed done, but above even the noblest object that a man c a n set for himself BtmdE the
love of the Divine Being. The deed done may be for the welfare of one’# self, or of those
dearest to one, or of one’s country or of humanity in general, but the mainspringof that aotion
must be the love of the Divine Being,for then only is it that perfeat disinterestedness combined with absolute justice to all creatures can be achieved. It is the highest goal of human
life, and it was amply illustrated in the Holy Prophet’s life. His very prayera and sacrifices,
nay, his very life and ddeth, opere for the Qrd of t&e worlds,
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bearer of burden shall bear the
burden of another ;@Jthento
your Lord is your return, BO H e
will inform you of that in which
you differed.
166 And Heitis
who has
made you succesBors in
the
land652and raised some of you
above others by (various)
grades, that He might try you
by what Hehas givenyou ;
surely your Lord is quick to
requite(evil), and H e is most
surely
the
Forgiving, the
Merciful.
851 So bearer of burden shall bear the burden of another ” are the words in which the
Christian doctrine of atonement is rejected by the Holy Qur-An. The Christian is unable to
realize the true significance of these words. TheHoly Q u r - b explains itself elsewhere:
that no bearer of burdenshall bear theburden of another, and that man shdl
have
nothing but what he strives for ” (53 : 38, 39). Every man that is born is called a bearer of
burden, not because he is a sinner, but because he starts life with certain responsibilities of
his own, and having his own responsibilities, cannot bear the responsibilities of another. It
is groundless to assert that Jesus Christ entered into life without any responsibilities of his
own. The study of his life shows him as feeling his own responsibilitiesand as oaring
for them. TheburdenmentionedintheHoly
Qur-bn is thustheburden
of a man’s
lesponsibilities.
852 Each nation in turn is made a successor to another nation. The idolatrous
Meccans
were the suaces~orsof previous people, while in their turn they must now give place to the
Muslime.
18
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CHAPTER VI1
THE

ELEVATED PLACES
(Al-A’rdfl

REVEALED
AT

UECCA

(24 sections and 206 verses)
Abstract :
Sec. 1 . The Prophet’s revelation and the doom of his opponents.
Sec. 2. The devil’soppositionto Adam.
Sec. 3. Warning against the devil’s insinuations.
Sec. 4. The coming of apostles and their rejection.
Sec. 5. Those who accept the message.
Sec. 6. Helplessness of the wicked.
Sec. 7. Therighteousshallprosper.
Sec. 8-11. Illustrations from the histories of Noah, Hhd, Silih, Lot, and Shu’aib.
Sec. 12. Meccans warned of punishment.
Sec. 13-21. The history of hfoses.
Sec. 22. Man’s nature bears evidence to the truth of what revelation upholds.
Sec. 23. The coming of the doom.
Sec. 24. The final word.

Title.
THE title of thischapter is takenfromthemention
of Al-a’rdf or the elevated placrs on
whichstandthoserighteousservants
of Allah who walB perfectlyinthe
of truthand
goodness.

Subject-matter.
Theprominenttheme
of thischapter is thetruth
of Divinerevelation,there
being
occesional references to the doctrine of Divine Unity, because it is that doctrine ahich the
Divine revelation aims at establishing, as illustrations from the histories of previous prophets
clearly indicate.
The chapter opens with a sta.tement of the truth of the Divine revelation as granted to the
Holy Prophet in the Book called the Holy Our-&u, and its truth is emphasized by a prophetic
reference to the doom of those who oppose the propagation of the truth contained therein.
The second section shows that opposition to the Prophet is similar to the devil’s opposition to
the righteous servants of God, whose prototype is Adam ; and is followed in the third section
by a warning to all men against the insinuations
of the devil. The next four sections are
devoted to general statements regarding the advent
of prophets, the fate of those who reject
andilltreatthem,andtheultimatetriumph
of therighteous.Theseare
followed by four
other sections containing illustrations of these general statements as drawn from the histories
of five prophets, whose names, and the prominent incidents of whose lives, were known to the
Ambs, vis. Noah, Hud, S&lih,Lot,andShu’aib-alltheseprophets,thoughbelonging
to
different nations and different countries, being mentioned in the chronological order of their
appearance. These histories are followed in the twelfth section by a warning to the opponents
8%

Connection nrith the preceding chapter.
The connection of this chapter with the lsst becomes clear when the subjectmatter of the
chapters isjointly considered. Thelastchapter deals ohiefly with the doctrine of Divine
Vnity, while this deals with the truth of revelation, and as the two doctrines are closely interrelated, this chapter complements the last one. Even as the olosing section of that chapter
deals with the revelation of the Q u r h , this fittingly opens with an assertionrelatingto
the Divine source of the revelation contained in the Holy Book.
Date of revelation.
Internal as well as external evidence shows this chpter to have been revealed at about the
same time as the last chapter. Hence the date of its revelation may be placed at a period
just prior totheFlight.The
best opinioa among the earliest commentators holds the
whole of ittohave been revealed at Mecca (I’Ab, Hs,Mjd, etc., AH). Asmallminority,
however, hold certain passage8 to have been revealed at Medina : but there being no reliable
evidence, these assertionsmay be regarded as purely conjecturd. Importanoe is, however,
attached by Christian critics to the following reasons regarding the revelation of vv. 157-159
at Medina, via. first,the occurrence in those verses of the word Urnmi andthe words
Torah and Gospel, which it is stated never occur in other than Medinite revelation, and the
occurrence of the words and assist him, whioh are supposed to refer to the helpers or dnfdr
of Medina; and secondly, thatthis passage breaks thethread of thenarrative, which is
otherwise continuous. I take the last reason first. A perusal of vv. 156 and 157 willshow
the two verses to be so closely connected thattheir revelation cannot be referred to two
distinct occasions. V. 156 begins with a prayer by Moses for mercy to be shown to his people
and ends with a Divine promise to show mercy to those of his followers who keep the Divine
Commandments and who believe inthe Divine communications. Thisis supplemented
by v. 157, which opens withthe
words, thoae who jollom the Apostle
being
evidently a part of what is said in the previous verse. Hence, there is no break whatever,
but the closest connection between the two verses, rendering it absolutely impossible to refer
them to two daerent periods. The first argument, based onthe occurrenoe of the words
“ and assist him,” is simply whimsical, the word and its derivatives occurring frequently in
Mecoan revelation in connection with the help afforded to the religion of Islam by the Muslims
at Mecca.As regards the occurrence of the words Tmah and Gospel and the word Ummi,
the evidence carries little weight, for the propheoies uttered by Moses and Jesus are referred
t o frequently in Mecoan revelation, find there is nothing remarkable in the
mention of the
books of those prophets by name in a Meccan revelation. The entire chaptar is one Of the
later Meccan revelations,
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SECTION 1
The Prophrt’r Renebtion and the Doom of hil Opponenb
A book revealed. 4-10, The doom of opponentsand its justice.

1-3.

In thename of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

Ar. thcs.
Ar. thu.

Ar. thou
mayest.

1 I am Allah, the best
Knower,the Truthful.*53
2 A Book revealed to youso let there be no straitness in
your breast on account of
iW-that you may warn thereby and a reminder
to
the
believers.851
3 Follow what has been
revealed to you from your
Lord
and
do not follow
guardians besides Him ; how
littledo you mind.
4 And how many a town
that We destroyed, BO Our
punishment
came
itto
by
night or while theyslept
at
midday.
5 Yet their cry, when Our
punishment came to them, was
said ;
nothing but thatthey
Surely we were unjust.8j6

3 four letters A l i f , E r n , mlm, and acid,
853 Of
. . the first three are the same as at the
commencement of oh. 2, for which see 11; while qbd stands for sddiq, meaning truthJu2,
i.e. the Knowing Allah, whose prophecies would not fail (Tabreei-AH), or for ajfal, Le. the
b u t Decider (I’Ab-AH),or for $ a W , meaning the patient or long-sufering Allah who gives a
respite to the wicked and makes His righteous servants to suffer persecqtion and hardships
at their hands for a time.
854 Sale’s translation of the word &raj &s meaning doubt, and Arnold’s remark based on
thattranslation,that
“the author of the Qur-kn betrays precisely the disquietude and
suspicion which invariably indicate fraud,” are both wrong. gayaraj signifies straitness, and
theparenthetical passage, so let thcre be n o straitness in your breast onaccount of i t , is
introduced to console the Prophet, who at this time encountered the greatest opposition m d
was surrounded on all sides by difficulties, and whose mission so far had made very little
progress. The Qur-&nis full of statements showing that the Holy Prophet never entertained
the least doubt either as to the truth of the Divine revelation or as to its ultimate triumph,
but it was natural that he should be anxious for the spiritual well-being of the rejecters.
855 The Q u r - h is very often called gikr or i i k r b , i.e. a reminder, because, being in
consonance with human nature, it is a reminder of what is imprinted on human nature ; or
gikrci has here the meaning of gikyar, i.e. an honour or eminence, as in 43 : 44: 4 ‘ Surely it is
an honour to you and to your people I ’ (TA-LL), and in 88 :1 : I ‘ By the Qur-hn possessed of
eminence ’ I (S.LL).
856 It was in these verywords that the opponents of the Holy Prophet confessed their
faults on the conquest of Mecca. This shows that the punishment spoken of in the Holy
Qur-&n does not always exclusively “pply to the chastisement after death, but more often
includes the punishment in this life, which is really an indicetion of what the wioked musk

#pier hereafter,
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6 Most certainlythenWe
will questionthosetowhom
(the apostles)were
sent,and
most certainly V e will also
question the apostles
7 ThenmostcertainlyWe
will relate to them
with
knowledge, andWe were not
absent.s58
8 And the measuring out on
that day will be just; then as
for him whose measure (of
good deeds) is heavy, those we
they who shall be successful.s5D
9 And as for him whose
measure (of good deeds) ia
light, those are they who have
madetheir
souls suffer loss
because they disbelieved in
Our communications.860
10 And certainly W e have
establishedyou
intheeart,h
and made in it means of livelihood foryou ; littleit is that
you give thanks.

SECTION 2
The Devil’s Oppoeition to Adam
11-13. The devil’s claim to superiority. 14-18. His determinetion to
mislead men. 19-22. The devil disturbs
man’s
peace. 93-95. Man’s
repentance.

11 And certainlyWecreated
you, thenWefashionedyou,
t‘,henWe said totheangels:
SO
1llake obeisance to Adam:
did
except
t;hey obeisance
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657 Thoae to whom apostles were sent shall be questioned as to how they treated the
apoatles, and the latter as tohow they were received.
666 Allah, being the Knower of all things, will declare to them what they had done ; in
other Fords, the consequences of their actions will become manifest.
669 According to Rgh, wazn means the knowing of the measure of 4 tkiq?. And he
adds thatinthesayingintheQur-&n
&\
b j , .
the allusion is to jwtice in
the reckoning of men. Mjd used to say w o z n here means qa@, or judging (IJ). The
explanation of W U Z ~as meaning justice and judgment, as given by Mjd, Dk,A’mash, and
others, has largely been followed by later commentators (Rz,AH).
EGO Zulm, when made transitive by means of bb, hasthemeaning
of kufr. Thus,
explaining b.+\
in v. 103, LL says : “It is also madetransitive by mesne of
bb, asinthephraseintheQur-&n
(7: 103 and 17:69), because themeaning is ka/ararJ,
i.e. and they disbelieved in them, referring to the signs (M,TA), the verb having this
meaning tropically or by implication, or being thus made transitive because implying the
meaning of tak9b.I’

19.
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_c_.

a

57,B

Ar. thss.
A t . thou

aw.

Ar. tw.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou

art.

AY. thou

art.

Iblis;” hewas not of those who
did obeisance.@l
12 He said : What hindered
you so that you did not make
obeisance when I commanded
you. 1 H e said : I am better
thanhe:
.Thou hastcreated
Thou
me of fire, while him
didstcreate of dust.*@
13 H e said: Thengetforth
from this (state), for it does not
befit you to behave proudly
therefore,
therein. Go forth,
surely you aro of the abject
me
14He
said : Respite
until theday
when theyare
raised up.ss4
15 Hesaid:Surely you aye
of the respited ones.
16 Hesaid : As Thouhast
caused me to remain dissppointed, I will certainly
lie in wait for themin
Thy
straight path :86G

861 That what is stated here of Adam is true of all men is made clear by the words of this
to angelstomake
verse. Nen arecreatedfirst,thenfashioned,thentheorderisgiven
obeisance to Adam, who in this sense typifies man, the verse speaking of men generally in
the opening words, ‘ 4 We created you, then We fashioned you.” It would appear from this
statement that Adam is introduced in the nature
of an allegorical description. It is not, of
course, meant that Adam did not exist.
862 Thecreation of manfromdustisfrequently
referred to in the Holy Qur-hn. Not
only is Adam createdfromdust,butallmenare
spoken of as being similarlycreated
(see 443). As a contrast to man’s creation from dust, the
devil claims to have been created
fromfire.Themeaningmay
be thatthepreponderatingelementinthecreation
of man
is earth, while in that of the devil it is fire. There may be a reference here to the nature
of the temperaments of the two classes, men and devils. The Holy Qur-hn says elsewhere :
‘‘ Man iscreated of haste : nowwill I show to you My signs ; thereforedonot ask Me
to hrtsten them on ’’ (21 : 37). These words explain themselves. Man’s creation of haste
means that he in hasty )In like manner the devil’screation of fire may mean that he is made
of a fiery temperament, while the perfect man is humble and meek, being crmted of dust,
which stands for humility and meekness. Thus the description given here may stand for the
prominent characteristics of the temperaments of the two classes of beings : and the eignifimnce in this case may only be that it is only fiery temperaments that refuse to follow the
perfect man or a righteous prophet.
863 It has always been the punishment of those who oppose the prophets of God, Who
abases those who consider themselves mighty.
864 The devil’s grip continues only so long as man is not spiritually raised to lie. The
raising up here stands for the spiritual resurrection of man.
865 Aghw6-hu (from ghuwd, i.e. he m e d ) ordinarily signifies he caused him to err, but

Sk.
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sometimesalso
indicatea punishing for error ; thus
+x.
df
issaid to mean if Allah. desire to punish you for erring (TA-LL),or, acoording to TA,

,.&

&k

$t.

i.e. that He should, judge againstyou

on account of your error (which

--

THE DEVIL'S OPPOSITION TO ADAM

GH. VI1.J

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou.

Ar. thy.
0

60.

I

17 Then I will certainly
come to them from before
themand frombehind
them,
and from their
right-hand
side andfromtheirleft-hand
side ; and Thou shalt not find
most of them thankful.
18 He
said:
Get
out
of
this (state),
despised,
driven
away: whoever of them will
follow you, I will certainly fill
hell with you all.
19 And (We said) : 0 Adam !
dwell you and your wife in the
garden ;a so eat from where you
desire, but do not go near this
tree, for then you will be of
the unjust.
20 Butthe devil made an
evil suggestion to them that he
mightmake manifest tothem
what hadbeen hidden from them
of their evil inclinations,"6 and
he said : Your Lord has not forbidden you this
tree
except
that you may not both become
two angels or that you may (not)
become of the immortals.
21 And hesworetothem
both: Most surely I am a
aincere adviser to you.
22 Then hecaused themto
iall by deceit; so whenthey
m t e d of the tree, their evil in:linationsbecamemanifest
to
;hem,andthey bothbegan to
:over themselves with theleaves
)f the garden ;sCi and theirLord
d i e d o u t to them : Did I not
orbid you bothfrom that tree
aLnd say to you that the devil is
)Tour open enemy ?

39I

-

is wrongly translated by LL as meaning decree against you your erring), or, according to Rz,
that He should cause you to perish. But ghawd (of which aghw6 is the oauaative form)
means also khdba (TA,LA),i.e. he W M disappointed or failed to attain his desire, and
d S G & & & (LA),i.e. his life became evil to him (which is the correct signi-

.. ..

Zve

ficance of ghawd in 20 : 121), and therefore the meaning here may be, Thou hast made
evil
to me, or Thou hast caused me to remain disappointed.
866 Gau'at signifies s h u m e or parts of the body which it i s necessary t o Cover, and also any
saying or action of which one is ashamed when exposed to v i m , or any evil, abmninable or
UnSeemZy pqperty, quality, cutom, or practice (TA-LL). The devil's suggestions always lead
man to the disclosure of his shame.
867 T h e consciousness of having done something unworthy of one's aelf is the surest way
to the attainment of perfection. The ooverw with the leaves of the garden is the desire to

~
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23 They said: Our Lord I
We have been unjustto ourselves, and if Thou forgive us
not,andhave
(not)mercy on
us, we shall oertainly be of the
lmers.
24 He said: Get forth, some
of you,the enemies of others,
andthere
is for you in the
earth an abode and a provision
for a time.
25 H e (also) said:Therein
shall you live, and thereinshall
you die, and from it shall you
be raisedR8*
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SECTION 3
Warning against the DePil's Inninnations
I

26, 27. Msn is warned. 28-31. Goodness and moderation are enjoined,

clothing thit guards"(against
is the best.si0 This
that evil),
is o f the communications of
Allah that they maybe mindful.
27 0 children of Adam ! let
not the devil cause you t o fall
into affliction as he expelled
your parents from the garden,
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make up by human effort anyfaultthatmayhave
been committed.Theclothing
that
guardsagainst evil, which is spoken of in v. 26 as being thebest clot hi?^^, explainsthe
meaning of covering here. Divine revelation points out to man the true way, enabling him
to cover himself or guard himself against evil. And, further, the statement in v. 27, pulling
o f f r o m themboth their clothing that he might showthem their ezlil .Inclinations, shows that
covering with the leaves of thegardenis an allegorical statement (see 871). Thoughthe
Qur-bn does not neglect to give directions regarding the physical requirements of man, yet
there is even in these en underlying idea of the spiritual elevation of man.
868 This verse proves conclusively that every man must live and die upon this earth.
The story of Jesus having been transplanted to the heavens to pass his life there is opposed
to this verse, and must be rejected.
869 Rlsh means originallyfeathers or plumage, constituting the clothing and ornament of
birds (TA-LL),andisthen
applied to clothing w o m for embellishment (Ra), or superb or
ezcellent clothing (LL), or ornament and beauty (A, TA-LL).
870 Clothing at first simply served to cover shame ; with further progress men sought to
embellish their persons ; but there is yet a third kind of clothing, says the Qur-&njwhioh is
the best, and that is Eibds-ut-tapwb, or the clothing ofpiety, literally the clothing that gwrrds
me against evil. It indicates a further step in the progress of man, for virtue is on embellishment of the mind, and when man has 8-11 the good of embellishing hie p a o n , he will
Boon ba amre of the ueoeaaity of embellishing the mind.

Or,place.

pulling off from them both their
clothing871that he might show
tliemtheir evil inclinations,he
surely sees you, he as well as his
host, from whence you cannot
see them ; surely we have made
the devils to be the guardians of
those who do not believe.8'2
28 And when they commit
say: We
anindecencythey
found ourfathers doing this,
and Allah has enjoined it on
us. Say:
Surely
Allah does
not enjoinindecency ; do you
say against Allah what you do
not know 1873
29 Say: My Lordhasenjoined justice,874and set upright
at every time of
your
faces
prayerand call on Him, being
sincere toHim in obedience;
as H e brought you forth in the
beginning, so shall you also
return.875
30 A parthasHe
guided
bright, and (asfor
another)
part, perditiom is
justly
their
h e ;876 surelythey
took the
levils for guardians beside
Allah, and they think that they
&refollowers of the right way.

I'

Or,error.

I'

Ii
871 Tha
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:he clothine for the bodv is not meant here is clear from the fact that d l men

874 The word pi@ is variously explained as meaning Divine Unity; what
is good and
Tight; truth (Re, AH). All these &re really included in the literal meaning of the word p/s$,
which signifieajustiee in its broadest sense.
875 The meaning is either that you will find life after you have been spiritually dead or
that you will return e0 Allah in the life after death. Or the meaning is explained in the
Verse that follows, i.e. those who do good wiil return to a good life and those who work evil,

to

evil life.
876 \I$

9

meam waj'aba or gokt4 (TA),and, wording to LL, the signifi.
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31 0 children of Adam ! attend
embellishments
your
at
every tim of prayer, andeat
and drink and be not extravagant ; surely H e does not love
the extravagant.81'
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SECTION 4
The Apostles snd theirRejection
32-35. Apostlescometoreform.
message.

3639. F a t e of thosewhorejecttheir

32 Say : Who has prohibited
the embellishment of Allah8'8
which He has brought forth for
His
servants
and
the
good
provisions ? Say : Theseare
for the believers in the life of
thisworld, purely(theirs) on
the resurrectionday ; thus do
We make the communications
clear for a people who know.879
33 Say: My Lordhas only
prohibited indecencies, those of
them that are apparent as well
5s those that are concealed, and
gin and rebellion without justice,
m d that you associate
with
411ah that for which H e has not
came in such cases is that a certain thing has become necessary as suited to the requirements of
justice in hiscase.

And daldlah sometimessignifies

2 \p\
&+

i.e. the punish-

ment for going astray (Rgh), or a state of p c d i t i o n (9, 0-LL). Henceonesignificance

'd\$,d\

e>

of

is, perdition i s justly their due; while if we takethewdinary

significance of the word $aldlah, the meaning would be that going astray or remaining in
error is suitable t o therequirements of justiceintheircase,consequentuponwhatthey
In fact,the words explainthemselves: Error is justlytheirdue
themselveshavedone.
because they have taken the devils f o r their guardians, and he who cont.inues to follow the
devil must surely remain in error.
877 Zinat or embellishment is here generally understood to mean apparel, with reference
t o the practice of going naked round the Ka'brt, but the word itself has a wider significance.
Rgh says : Real e~nbcllishmentis that which does not disgrace or render unseemly a nkan in any
one of his conditions either in the present lije or in that which is to come ; he also says it is of
three kinds, i.e. spiritual, such as knowledge and good beliefs ; bodiEy, such as strength and
we mayregardboth th!
tallness of stature; eztrinsic, suchaswealthanddignity.Hence
spiritual and extrinsic embellishment to be meant here, the former indicating virtue and the
latter clothing.
878 By the embellishment of Allah is meant the embelliskment which Allah haa made lawful;
for men to avail themselves of (Rz).
879 The meaning is that in the lifeof this world the believer and the unbeliever equally
profit by the good things, but in the life after death allgood ahdl be exclusivelyfor those who
have Becepted and scted on the right principles.

THE APOSTLES
AND

CH. VII.]

THEIR REJECTION

sent down any
authority,
and
that you say against Allah what
you do nothnow.
34 And for every nation
there is a doom,880 so when
their doom is come theyshall
notremainbehindtheleast
while,881 nor
shall
they
go
before.SB2
35 0 children of Adam ! if
there come to you apostles
fromamong
you reletingto
you My communications, then
whoever shall guard(against
evil) andact aright-they shall
have no
fear,
nor
shall
they
grieve.
36 And (as for) thosewho
reject Our communications and
turn away from them haughtily
"these are the inmates of the
fire, they shall abide in it.
37 Who is then more unjust
a, lie
than
he
who
forges
His
against Allah orrejects
communications ?
(As for)
those, their
portion
of the
Book883 shall reach them, until
come
I when Ourmessengers
to themcausingthemto
die,
they shall say: Where is that
1 ' which you used to call upon
besides Allah ? They would
gay: They are gone away from
us ; and they shall bear witness
hgainst themselvesthatthey
were unbelievers.
e 3 8 He wiIl say:Enter into
6re amongthenationsthat
have passed away before you
trom amongjinnand
men;
whenever a nation shall enter,
t shall curse its sister,884until
when theyhaveall
come up
with one
another
into
it,
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880 The doom of a nation is the time when it is destroyed or punished for its evil deeda.
The Terse really speaks in generd terms of the doom awaiting the Meccrtns.
881 SB'at means an h o w , '' but used absolutely by the Arabs means a time ; a uhile; a n
indefinite (short) time; a little while (Msb) ; and a Zittk portion of the night andthe
day " (LL).
882 That is, they shall not go until the appointed time of their punishment arrives.
883 That is, the punishment promised in the book shall overtake them ; this is supported

by the ooneluion of the verse.
884 By the sister nation is meant the nation which reeembles it in ita faith.
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the last of them shall say with
regard to the
foremost
of
them :8*& Our Lord!theseled
us astray, therefore give them a
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will saytothelast
of them :
So you have no preference over
us, therefore taste the chastisement for what you earned.

SECTION 5
Those r h o accept the Measage
40, 41. Thedoors of heavenareshutagainstthe
wicked. 43-45. The
righteous. 46, 47. Those who stand on the most elevated places.

40 Surely (as for) those who
reject Our communications and
turnawayfromthemhaughtily, the doors of heavenshall
not be opened for them,nor
shall
they
enter
the
garden
untilthecamelpassthrough
the
eye
of the
needle:
and
thus do reward
We the
guilty.s*;
41 They shall have a bed of
the
hell-fire
and from above
them coverings (of it);
and
thus do We reward the unjust.
42 And (as for) those who
believe and do good-We do
not impose on any soul & duty
of its
3xcept to
the
extent
bbility-they arethedwellers
>f the garden; in it they shall
bbide.
43 And We will remove
rhatever of ill-feeling is in
;heirbreasts;theriversshall
885 By the last and the
foremost are meant here the common people and the leaders,
foremost in
because though the words would bear bobhinterpretations, Le. the last and the
time or the last and the foremost in position (Rz), the latter significance is corroborated by
similar expressions in several other places, such as 2 :166, 14 : 21, 34 : 31-33, 40: 47, etc.
886 The common people would desire that the leaders should suffer a double torment, for
their own sins as well as for having misled others. They are told that if the leaders were
guilty of misleading them, they themselves deserved a double chastisement for having blindly
followed the leaders.
887 That is, they cannot enter into the kingdom of heaven, nor can t.hey rise above the
low earthly desirea, soaring upward to the higher regions of Bpiritud life.

THOSE WHO ACCEPT ‘ T H E MESSAGE
1

337

flow beneaththemandthey
shall say: A11 pmise is due to
Allah who guided us tothis,
and we would not have found
thewayhadit
not been that
Allah ha< guided us ; certainly
of our
Lord
the
apostles
brought the truth ; and it shall
be cried out to them that this
is the garden of which you are
madeheirs for what youdid.
44 And the dwellers of the
garden will call
out
to
the
inmates of the fire: Surely we
have
found
what
our
Lord
promised us to be true; have
you too found what your Lord
promisedto
be true 1 They
will say: Yes. Then a crier
will cryoutamongthemthat
thecurse of Allah is on the
unjust,
45 Who turn away from
Allah’sway and seek to make
it crooked, andtheyare
disbelievers in the hereafter.8ss
46 And between the
two
thereshall be a veil
and on
t,he most elevated
placessg0
thereshall be men who know
all by theirmarks,andthey

888 By seeking to make Allah’s way crooked is meant that they suggest doubts regarding
the truth ~RZ).
889 The veil which here seuarates the wicked from the righteous and on account of which
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BhdI call out to the dwellers of
bhe garden : Pewe be on you ;
they shall not have yet entered
it,thoughthey hope.Bg1
47 Bnd
when
their
eyes
shallbeturnedtowardsthe
inmates of .thefire, they shall
s?y : OurLord ! place us not
with the unjust people.

SECTION 6
Belpleeeneee of the Wicked
49-51. Wealthandnumbersfailto
help. 52, 53. Intercession Would not
avail.

48 And the dwellers of the
mostelevatedplaces shall call
outtomen
whom they mill
recognize by theirmarkssaying : Of no availwere to you
your amassingsand your behaving haughtily :
49 Are these
they
about
whom you sworethat
Allah
will not bestow mercy on
them ? Enter the garden ; YOU
shallhave no fear, nor shell
yougrieve.
50 And theinmates of the
fire
shall
call out
the
to
dwellers of the garden, saying :
Pour on us some water or of that
which Allah has given you.
Theyshallsay:Surely
Allah
has prohibited them both to
theunbelievers,YB2
51 Whotaketheir
religion
for an idle sport and aplay, and
this life's world deceives them ;
so to day We forsake them, as
they neglected the meeting of
this day of theirs and as they
deniedOur communication^.^^^

THE RIGHTEOUS SHALL PROSPER

339

52 And certainlyWe
have
broughtthem
a Book which
We have made clear with
knowledge, aguidance
and a
mercy for a people who believe.
53 Do they waitfor aught
but its final sequel la94 On the
day when its final sequel comes
about, thosewho neglected it
the
before will say: Indeed
apostles of OurLordbrought
thetruth;arethere
for us
thenanyintercessors
BO that
they should intercede on our
behalf? Or could we be sent
back so that we should do
(deeds) other than those which
wedid ? Indeedtheyhave
lost their souls, and that which
they forged has gone
away
from them.

SECTION 7
The Righteous shall prosper
54. Divine control.

raised to life.

55, 56. Approach of mercy.

57, 58. The dead will be
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54 Surely your Lord is Allah,
mho created
the
heavens
the earthin six periods of time,"
andb ~g i s e g ~ - ; 8 9 5
Hethrowsthe veil of night
wertheday, which itpursues
incessantly
created)
(He
; and
the sun and the moon and the
stars, made subservient by His
;ommand;
surely
His is the
:reation and
the
command;
dessed is Allah, theLord of
;he worlds.
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694 By j n a l sequel is meant the ultimate state of the perfect mmifestation of truth by
the fulfilment of the prophecies, the end or the ultimate consequence. he 594.
695 Thephrase
is used inthe Holy Qur-&nhereand
on six

sf'\
2 u+\

other occasions, viz. in 10:3, 13 : 2, 20: 5 , 25 :59, 32 : 4, and 57: 4. 6 reference to these
six places will show that it is invariably used after mentioning the creation of the heavens
and the earth and inrelation to the Divine control of His Creation, and the law and the order
b which the universe is made t o submit by its great Author. The Holy Qur-itn has, in fact,
explained itsell here as elsewhere. For instance, here we have first a statement describing
Allah's creation of the heaven and the earth, and then this phrase,while the verse ends with
e, similar statement, surely His is the creation a d the command. Hence it must convey the
nameidee,

&B

the word cumn~and, Similarly in 10:

a

we have

&+( & S+\ 9
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55 Call on your
Lord
humblyandsecretly
; surely
H e does not love those who
exceed thelimits.
56 And do not make mischief
in the earth after its
reformation, and c d l on Him fearing
and hoping ; surely the mercy
of Allah is nigh to thosewho
do good (to others).8S6
57 And H e it is who sends
forth the windsbearing
good
news before His mercy,897 until,
when they bring up 5 laden
cloud, We drive it to adead
Land, then
We
send
down
water on it,8ggthen bring forth
with it of fruits of all kinds;
thus shallWe bring forththe
lead
that
you may be
58 And as for the good land,
.ts vegetation springs forth

x 4. ' or regulatingtheaffair,

where y))\

$9\

clearly explains

&
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A reference to the other occasions where the phrase occurs will make this more

clear. Turning to the lexicons, we find that 'arsh literally m a n s a thing constructed for shade
(LL) or anything roofed (Rgh). According to the latter authority the court or sitting place of

thesultan
;bjj3\

+ &>

is called 'arsh on account of its eminence. And heedds: )\
d w ? ,i.e. andit is used to indicatemight or power, and authority and

dominion. LL accepts the interpretation of Rgh, who says that the 'arsh of God is one of the
things which mankind know not in reality but only by name, and it is not as the imaginations
of the vulgar hold it to be." In fact, both the words 'arsh and kursi have been misunderstood ES meaning restingplaces for Allah. Bkh has explained the latter to mean knowledge,
and the true significance of the former is power or control of the creation. Regarding istawa',
it signifies, when followed by 'ala', he had the mastery or control of a thing or ascendancy over
i t , being synonymous with istauld [M, K-LL), or he was or became firm (Msb-LL). gumma, as
already shown, does not necessarily indicate delay or order. Themeaning of the verse
is simply this : He created the heavens and the earth, then He it is who holds sway over His
dominion, and He is firm in the exercise of His power and knows no weakness.
896 The feeling which should be entertained towards Allah should be a combination
of fear and hope.of awe as well as love, because the fear of His displeasure ennobles the
mind no less than the hope of His mercy.
897 His mercy represents t h e raininthe
physical world, even as Divine revelation
represents bringing the dead to life in the spiritual world.
898 That is, We send down water on the dead land, or send down water by or from the
clouds, because the personal pronoun may refer to either.
899 The bringing forth of the spiritually dead to life through the revelation of the Qur-An
is always likened to the bringing of the dead earth to life by rain. The wind bearing the
good news was the movement towards I s l a , which was daily beccjming more and more
powerful.

CHAP.

nI.3

HISTORY OF NOAH
(abundantly) by the permission
of its Lord, and (as for) that
whichis inferior, (its herbage)
comes forth but scantily ; thus
do We repeat the communications for a people who give
thank~.~W
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SECTION 8
59. Noahpreeohe@Unity.
drowned.

A r . thee.

iii8tDry of Noah
60-64. Heis
rejected andhis

59 Certainly
WesentNoah
tohis people, so he said: 0
my people ! serve Allah, you
have
no
god other
than
Him ; surely I fear for you the
chastisement of a grievous
day.901
60 The chiefs of his people
said : Most surely we see you
in clear error.

‘

~

peopleare
~

900 Revelation is here likened to the rain and the
good or bad nature of man to good
or inferior land. If some men do not profit by the revelation it is the fault
of the evil in
their nature and not that of the revelation, just as if some lands do not profit by rain it is not
the fault of the rain.
901 Having warned the Quraish of the evil consequences of their oppoaition to the Holy
Prophet, several illustrations are now given from ancient swred history showing how those
people were dealtwith who refusedtolistentothe
voice of thewarners.Itshould
be
borne in mind in reading the histories of the prophets as given in the Holy Q u r h that the
object of the Qur-An is not to narrate history as such, but to bring out certain characteristics
of the histories of different nations, to mention incidents which contained prophetic allusion
to theHolyProphet’s life, illustratingthegeneralwarningsmaderegarding
the ultimate
consequences altendantupontherejection
of truth.TheQur-&n
does notconcernitself
with thedetails of whatmessages a prophet delivered to his people and of how he was
received ; it simply contents itself with the broad facts that every prophet preached Divine
Unity, every prophet laid stress on piety, every prophet was received with severe opposition,
succeeded inestablishingthetruth.This,
and thateach of thesemessengersultimately
with slightvariations, is the sum and substance
of thehistories of the prophets that are
recorded in the Holy Qur-An. It is not, as stated by a Christian critic, ‘‘ the experienoe of
hIuhammad” that isrecorded in the histories of prophets, but it is the
experience of the
prophetscontainingapropheticalallusiontotheexperience
of the Holy Prophet
>his is
clear fromthefactthatthehistories
of theprophetsrelatingthedestruction
of their
opponentsarecontained
chiefly in Meccan revelations,whereas at Nleccs, the opponents
of the Holy Prophet were at the zenith of their power and the cause of the Prophet was
to dl appearance hopeless, while during the Medinite revelations the enemy was vanquished,
so there was not much need to mention the history of earlier prophets and their opposers.
References to Noah and his history are contained in the following places in the Holy
Qur-Bn:”3 : 32, 6 : 85, 7 :59-64, 10 : 71-73, 11: 25-48, 14 : 9, 17 : 3, 2 1 : 76, 77; 23 : 23-29,
2 5 : 37, 26 : 105-122,29
: 14, 15 ; 37 : 75-82, 5 1 : 46, 63 ; 62, 54 : 9-16, 5 7 ; 26, 66: 10,

69: 11-12, 71 : 1-28.
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61 Hesaid: 0 my people !
there is no error in me, but I
am an apostle from theLord
of the worlds :
62 I deliver to you the
messages of my Lord, and
I offer you good advice, and
I know from Allah what you
do not know:
63 What! do you wonder
that a reminder has come to
you from your Lord through a
man from among you, that he
mightwarn you and that you
might guard (againstevil), and
so
thatmercy maybe showntoyou?
64 But they called him a
liar, BO We delivered him and
those with him in:the ark, and
We drowned
those
who
rejected Our communications ;
surely they were a blind
peopleOooa

SECTION 9
The History of H6d
65. H6d preaches Unity.

66-72. He is rejected and punishment

65 And to 'Ad903 (We
sent)
their brother904 Hitd.905 He
kaid : 0 my people I serve Allah,
you have no god other
than
Him ; mill you not then guard
[againstevil),?

follows.
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902 Fuller references to the deluge and the making of the ark are oontained in 11 : 37-48
and 23 : 27-29. It may be noted here, however, that the Holy Qur-4n does not support the
was sent only to his people,
theory of a world deluge, for it plainly states here that Noah
i.e. not toallthenations.The
Holy Qur-An says thatonlythe
people to whom Noah
delivered his message called him a liar, and that only those were drowned who rejected Our
communieatiolzs, i.e. the message of Allah delivered through Noah. Hencethe deluge only
affected t h e territory of Noah's people, notthe whole world, as the Bible would have us
believe. This is one of the many important points in which the Holy Qur-4n differs from the
Bible, and the truth is once more on the side of the Holy Qur-An.
903 The tribe of > i d , with their prophet H6d, are mentioned in the Holy Qur-An in the
following places :-7 : 65-72, 11 : 50-60, 14: 9, 25 : 38, 26 : 123-140, 29 :38, 41 : 13-16,
46 :21-26, 51 : 41-42, 53 :50, 54
: 18-21, 69 :4, 69
: 6-8, 89 : 6-8.
'Ad was the grandson of A m (mentioned in 69 : 7), who was a grandson of Noah, and
the tribe of '.id here spoken of is called the first 'dd (53 ; 50), as distinguished from the tribe
of Samood, which is called the second 'Ad. This tribe lived inthe desert of Al-AhqU
(46 :21), which is marked on the maps of Arabia and extends from Oman to Hadrhmaut(Rz).
Rodwall'a view thst " the two tribes of * i d and Samood-the latter of whom is mentioned
by D i d . Sia. and Ptolerny-lay to the north of Mecca " is wrong in respect of t h e tribe
904, 905, see next page.
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66 The chiefs of those who
disbelieved from among
his
people said : Most surely we
see youinfolly, and most surely
we think you to be of the liars.
67 He said: 0 my people !
there is no folly in me, but I
am anapostle of the Lord of
the worlds :
68 I deliver to you the
messages of my Lord and I am
a faithfuladviser t o you:
69 What! do you wonder
that a reminderhas come to
you from your Lord through a
man fromamong you that he
mightwarn you?And remember
when H e made you successors
after Noah’speoplew6 and increased you in excellence in
respect of make ;goi therefore
remember the benefits of Allah,
that you may be successful.
70 They said: Have you
come to us that we mayserve
Allah alone and give up what
ourfathers
used to serve ?
Then bring to us what you
threaten us with, if you are of
the truthful ones.
71 H e said : Indeed uncleanness and wrath from your Lord
have lighted upon you

$ L\\

means, 0 thou of the tribe of Bekr

”

(Ham-LL).

905 The prophet H6d is the Eber of the Bible, bemuse R6d is said to be the grandson of
Arphaxad, thegrandson of Noah (Rz). Compare Gen. 10 : 24 for Eber’s genealogy. His
son Joktan is said to have established a kingdom in Y6n&n.
906 By making the Arabs khulaf6 or succesaora is meant that they were made e ruling
nation and possessors of a vast kingdom.
907 Some commentrttors have related unfounded legends as to the incredible tallness of
theirstature.The
words used inthe Qur-h signify only that they were a strong and
powerful people.
908 Sticking to their idols and refusing to believe in Allah is here spoken of as uncleanness
and wrath having fallen or lighted upon them from the Lord. Compare 22 : 30, which ~ Y : S
6 ‘ Avoid the uncleanness of
the idoh.” There is also a secondary signifisanoe of the word
7g8, Le. punishment, and in that case thepast tense would indicatethecerteinty
of the
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what! do you disputewithme
X.'' d 9 9 L
about
names
which
you and
your
fathers
have
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Allah hasnotsentanyauthority
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with you will be of those
who
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SECTION 10
History of 881ih and Lot
73, 74. S P i h preachesUnity.
75-79. He is rejeoted and punishment
overtakes the people. 80,81. Lot preachespurity.
82-84. Heis rejected
and punishment overtakes the
people.

73 And to 8amoodQ1l (We
sent)
their
brother. S&lih.gla
H e said : 0 my -people ! serve
Allah, youhave no god other
than Him; clear proof indeed
has come to you from your
Lord; this is (as)Allah'sshecamel for you--a sign,g13therefore leave her alone to pasture
on Allah's
earth,
and
do
not
do her any
harm,
otherwise
painful chastisement will overtake you :
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event, because the punishment is so sure t o come that it may be spoken of as having lighted
upon them.
909 The reference here is to their deities, for which see 903.
910 They were destroyed by a storm blowing on them oontinuously for eight days (69: 7).
Living in e sandy desert, as the name Al-Ahqhf denotes, the storm had a devastating effeot.
911 I have already mentioned that Samood, known as the second ' k l , is often mentioned
in the Holy Qur-An conjointly with the first 'Ad. It is spoken of in the following plmes :7 : 73-79, 11 : 61-68, 14 : 9, 15 : 80-84, 2-51 : 38, 26 : 141-159, 27 :45-53, 29 :38, 41 : 13-14
41 : 17-18, 81 : 43-45, 53
: 51, 54 : 23-31, 69 : 4-5, 89 : 9, 91 : 11-15.
'Ad and Samood, though two nearly related tribes, were separated both as regards time
and place. The tribe of Samood is known after a grandson of Arm, the grandson of Noah.
Historical traces of it are met with in Ptolemy. The tribe flourished more than two hundred
years after 'Ad, and ocoupied the territory known as 81-Hijr or Al-Hajar (15:80) and the
plain known by the name of Whdi-ul-Qurh, which forms the southern boundary of Syria end
the northern one of Arabia (Essays on the Life of Muhammad, by S.S.A.).
912 SW was a descendant in the sixth generation &tar Samood, the greet ancestor of
the tribe, after whom the tribe is known.
913 Neither the Qur-&nnor any reliable saying of the Holy Prophet lends any support t o
the numerous legends regarding the miraculous appearanoe and
prodigious size of the she-oamel.
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74 And rememberwhen He
made
you
successors
after
#Ada andsettled
you inthe
land-you makemansions on
itslainsandhewout
houses
in t e mountains9’4-remember
and
thereforeAllah’sbenefits
do notactcorruptlyinthe
land,making mischief.
75 The chiefs of thosewho
behaved
proudly
among
his
people said to those who were
considered weak, to those who
believed fromamongthem
:
Do you know that S&lih is sent
his
by
Lord?
They
said:
Surely
we
are
believers in
what he has been sentwith.
76 Those who were haughty
said: Surely we are deniers of
whatyou believe in.
77 So they slew theshecamel and revolted against
their
Lord’s
commandment,
and they ssid: 0 Shlih! bring us
what you threatelzed us with,
if you are one of the apostles.
78 Then
the
earthquake
overtook them, so they became
motionless bodies their
in
abode.816

%

-

It was an ordinary she-camel which was given as a sign to a people. Their slaying of it vas
a sign that they would neither accept the truth nor cease persecuting S&lih and his followers.
It may be noted herethatthereisnothingstrangethat
a camelshould be given
as a sign, when even nowwe
can see that a roughlyconstructedhouse
known &S the
Ka’ba is given as a sign tothe whole world, so that whoever tries to destroy it perishes
himself. This ordinary house built of rough stones is a much greater sign than Sklih’s living
she-camel.
914 In his Essays on the LVe of Muhammad, Sir Syed AhmadKhan says: “They
excavated various rocks, andafterhaving
hewn and carved them, took up their abode
therein. These rocks are up to this very day known by the name of Agalib. Almost every
Arab, as well as several foreigners who have travelled in Arabia, can bear
testimony to the
existence of these rock habitations, which stand there at once to satisfy curiosityandto
affordinformation respecting thenations who madethem.Thesehabitations
likewise
corroborate and bear testimony to the truth of that portion of the history of the Samood tribe
which is mentioned in the Holy Qur.&n.”
915 The punishment which overtook Semood is described under different names. Here it
is called rajjah, which means the earthquake. The description of their abodes in 27 : 52 as
being fallen down also shows thatthey were destroyed by an earthquake. In 54 : 31 the
same punishment is referred to as saibah, i.e. a ,ingle cry, and it evidently refers to the
rumbling noise which precedes an earthquake. I n 51 : 44 and elsewhere it is spoken of 88
Wigah, which means any destructive punishment (0,Q-LL), carrying sometimes the same
significance as gaihah. I n 69 : 5 Samood are said to have been destroyed by means of tdg!kiah,
which means an excessively levere punishment, Both of these descriptions bpplp to an
earthquake.
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79 Then
he
turned
away
from themandsaid:
0 my
people! I did certainly deliver
to you the message of my
Lord,and
I gave you good
advice, but you donot
love
those who give good advice.016
80 And (We sent) Lot when
hesaidtohispeople:What!
do you commit an indecency
which anyoneinthe
world
has not done before you ? 917
81 Most surely you come to
males in lust besides females:
nay, you areanextravagant
people.
82 And theanswer
of his
people was no other than that
they said:Turnthemout
of
your town,surelytheyare
a
people who seek to purify
:themselves).

916 This evidently refers to the survivors from the great disaster.
keeps in view, Abraham should have
been mentioned next, but his name is here omitted for two reasons
; firstly, because only
those prophets are mentioned whose enemies were destroyed before their eyes ; and, secondly,
because Abraham’s history has already been dealt with in the last chapter, to which this
forms, as it were, asupplement.Hence,
we come to Lot,Abraham’snephew.Forother
references to Lot in the Holy Qur-An, see 6 : 87, 11
: 77-83, 15 : 61-74, 21
: 74-75, 26
: 160-173,
: 33-37,53: 53-54, 51 : 34-58,66 : 10. Lot is oneof those
27 : 54-58,29 : 32-35, 37 : 133-136, 51
prophets who have been ma,ligned not only in Rabbinical literature but also in the Bible, It
is clear that Lot is considered a righteous servant by Abraham (Gen. 18 : 23), and by saving
Lot, God has shown that He, too, regarded Lot as a righteous m a n ; but a little further on we
are told that Lot was guilty of incestuous intercourse with his daughters, a fact so inconsistent
with righteousness that it mustbe condemned as B manifest lie.
ThequestionwhetherLot
was a, prophetisansweredintheaffirmative
by Sale,but
Wherry denies it. We have seen that the Jews represented Lot in a very unfavourable light,
and their ideas were transported into the Bible.
If Gen. 19 : 30-38 is a faithful record, Lot cannot take hisplace evenamong the righteous;
whereas, his being saved in the destruction of S d o m is clear proof of his righteousness, when
read along with Gen. 18: 23. Sale has, however, produced the additional testimony
of the
apostle Peter, who says : I ‘ And delivered just Lot, vexed with the filthy conversation of the
wicked (forthatrighteousman
dwelling amongthem,inseeingandhearing,
vexed his
righteoussoulfromday
to day with their unlawful deeds)”
(2 Pet. 2: 7,
8). HereLotis
not only spoken of as being just and righteous, whichhe could not have been if Gen. 19 : 30-38
is to be believed, but he is also spoken of as vexing his soul with the wickedness of the people
of Sodom, which can only be true if he was a preacher of righteousness among those people ;
for why should an indifferent settler in the land have vexed himself with the wickedness of
the Sodomites ? And again, why should Lot hare gone, being a just man, to settle among a
wicked people had he not been charged with the duty of reforming them? Nor is it reasonable
to hold that God destroyed a people without wen giving them a warning, and that warning, ii
ever given, wn8 given through Lot,
917 In the chronological order which this chapter
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83 So We delivered him
and
f0110wers,*17* except his
wife:she
was of those who
remainedbehind.
84 And We
rained
upon
them a rain ;SI* consider then
what was the end of the guilty.

1 his

SECTION 11
The History of Shu’rib

I
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85-87. Shu’aibpreachesUnity.
punishment.

88-93. His rejection andthe coming of

85 And to itfidian (We sent)
their
brother
Shu’aib.
He
said : o my people ! serve
Allah, you haveno god other
than Him; clear proof indeed
has come to you from your
Lord, therefore give full
measure a,nd weight and do
not
diminish
to men their
do not make
things,
and
mischief intheland
after its
reform;this is better for you
if you are believers :919

o*pyJ
..
r /

917a The word n ! ~ is
l here interpreted as meaning those who beliezed in hi^^ (Bd). It means
in the first place a man’s family or near relatima, being, in fact, the equivalent of d l , but
with reference to root-meaning both have a
wider significance, including all tkose who bear a
dation t o man, as members t o a head (from the root dia, meaning h e returned or bore a
relation to a man) by religion or p e ~ s u n s i o nor kindred. There is, however, this difference
between 61 and aRl, that the former is used only in relation to eminent men while the latter
may refer to men in general (Rgh).
of doivtg good or evil, according to
918 X a p (lit. raining) is also used inthesense

the object by which
isit

followed, but

h\

\

(which the
isform

used here)

is only used in relation to punishment (Q, TA). The punishment whioh overtook the people
of Lot is frequently called matr or rain, while in 11 : 82 and 15 : 74 stones are said to have been
rained down upon them, and in 54 : 34 it is called a !rL$b, which primarily signifies a thrower
or pelter of stones, but means any punishment. Its description a8 faillah in 15 : 73, combined
with the above facts, shows that it was a volcanic eruption combined with an earthqualte,
because saihah signifies a great vzoise such asprecedes an e a l l l q u a k e , and is used to denote an
earthquake (see 915).
919 References t o Shu’aibarecontained in theHoly Qur-An hereand in 11:84-95,
15 :78-79, 26 : 176-191, and 29 ; 36-37. Shu’aib was E descendant of Abraham in the fifth
generation. Madian or Midian was the name of Abraham’s son by Keturah (Gen. 25 : 2),
and a city of the same name grew up on the Red Sea, south-east of Mount Sinai, where
hisdescendantssettled,andismentioned
by Ptolemy as Modiana.Shu’aibis
generally
supposed to be another name for Jethro.
The injunction do ?tot diminish to qnen thpir tkings stands for not depriving or defrauding
men of their rights (BQ),or not acting wrongfully towards men
in respeot of their things

or dues.
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86 And do not lie in w d t in
every path,
threatening
and
turning away from Allh's way
him who believes in Him and
seeking to makeitcrooked:
and remember when you were
few, thenHe multiplied you,
and consider what was the~.
end
of the mischief-makers :
87 And if there is a party of
YOU who believe in thatwith
which I amsent,andanother
party who do not believe, then
wait patiently
until
Allah
judges between us; and He is
i;he best of the judges,
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88 The chiefs, those who
vere proud from among his
I)eople, said: We will most
C:ertainly
turn you out, 0
f3hu'aib, and (also) thosewho
1)elieve with you, from our
t own,or you shall come back
t o ourfaith. H e said : What !
t hough we dislike (it)?
89 Indeed we shall
have
florged
a lie against Allah if
Vve go back to
your
religion
a,fter Allah has delivered us
f lrom it, and it befits us not that
PTe should go back to it, except
ilE Allah ourLordplease:our
IJord comprehendsall
things
i~1 His knowledge ; in Allah do
PTe trust : ourLord
! decide
between us and our people
TTrith truth;andThouartthe
best of deciders.
90 And the chiefs of those
m rho disbelieved from among
h is people said: If you follow
Shu'aib, you shall then most
81lrely be losers.
91 Then
the
earthquake
0'vertook them, so they beCItme motionless bodies in their
T

Ar. theu.

Ar. thss.

a1boae.940

940 This punishment ie twice referred 60 as rqifah, or the earthquake, m d onw in 11 : 94

aa pibah, ahioh also stands for earthquake.

MECCANS WARNED OF PUNISHMENT
92 Thosewhocalled

Shu’aib
asthoughtheyhad
never
dwelt
therein:
those
who called Shu’aib a liar, they
were the losers.
93 So heturned away from
themand said: 0 my people!
certainly I delivered to you the
I
messages of myLordand
gaveyou
good advice : how
shall I then be sorry for an
unbelieving people ?921
a liarwere

819
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SECTION 12
Meocans warned of Punishment
94,95. Whydistressissent.

96-99. Punishment awaiting the Prophet’s

rejecters.

94 And We didnot send a
prophet
in
a town but We
overtook its people withdistress
and
affliction in order
that they might humble them~elves.~22
95 Then We gave them good
in the place of evil923 until they
I
became manyandsaid:Distress and happiness did indeed
befall ourfathers.ThenWe
took them by surprise while
they did not perceive.
96 And if the people of the
towns had believed and guarded
(against evil) We would certainly have opened up for
bhem blessings from the heaven
theearth,
but theyrejected, BO We overtook them
!or whattheyhadearned,
97 What! do the people of
t;he towns then feel secure from
(3ur punishment coming to
tihem
by
night while they
Edeep ?

921 Notwithstanding a much severer opposition, the Holy Prophet’s attitude towards his
Opponents is thus described : Perhaps you will kill yourself with grief because they would not
believe (28 : 3). But the words, even in Shu’aib’s mouth, mean only this, that he had fully
Warned his people, and it was their own fault that they did not benefit by his good advice.
922 That the histories of the nations are meant a8 a warning to the Quraish is evident. It
isdsoplainthat even afflictions and distress, whensenton people, are meant for their spiritual
improvement, that they might humble themselves. The words may indicate the great famine
which 1s more clearly referred to in 44 : 10, 11.
923 By good and evil are meant here ea6e and dist~etarespeotlvely (Ra).
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98 What ! do thepeople of
the
towns
feel
secure
f r m Our
punishment
coming
to
them
the
morning
in while
they
play ?$a4
99 What ! do they then feel
Becure from',Allah's olan ? But
none feels secure ftom Allah's
plan
except
the
people
who
shall perish.
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SECTION 13
The Hiatoryof

Mouea

10C-102. Fate of previous people affords
warning.
a
103-105. Moses
delivers his message
to
Pharaoh.
106-108, Signs
are
demanded
and
shown.

Ar. t h e .

100 Is itnotclear t o those
who inherit the earth after its
(former)residentsthat
if W e
pleaseWewould
afflict them
onaccount of their faults and
set a seal on theirhearts
so
they would not hear.925
101 These towns-We relate
t o you some of theirstories,
and
certainly
their
apostles
with
clear
came to them
arguments, but they would not
believe in whattheyrejected
at first; thus does
Allah set a
of the
seal
over
the
hearts
unbelievers.
102 And Wedidnot
find
in most of themany(faithfulness
to)
covenant,
and We
found most of them
to
be
certainly transgressors.
103 ThenWe
raisedafter
them Moses with
Our
communications
to
Pharaoh
and

924 ?up&, which is here translated as morning, begins after sunrise, according to some
when the sun is yet low, and according to others when it is somewhat high (TA-LL). It is
derived from @a@,meaning it appeured or becanle appurant,and is thus applied to the time
from when the sun shines brightly to the time when the day is advanced. The playing may
be taken eitherliterally or itmayindicatethe
worldly engagements in whichthey were
occupied totheutterneglect
of higheraspirations.
925 This shows why and when Allah sets a seal on the hearts. It is the commission of
sins on the part of men which calls for an affliction from Allah, and the consequence is the
setting of a -1 on such hearts so that 1' hearing they do not hear." This obtains further
clarityfromthenext
verse. Allah would havemsn
believe, sendingcleararguments
whichtheyreject,adheringtotheir
unbelief. Allah'sseal is therefore only a mark of
their determination not to believe, whatevermighthappen.

THE HISTORY OF MOSES

AK.thou
hat.

Ar. tlmu

art,
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his chiefs, but they disbelieved
in them ;“ consider then what
was theend of the mischiefmak~rs.925~
104 And Moses said : 0
Pharaoh ! surely I am an
apostle from the Lord of the
worlds :
105 (I am)worthy
of not
saying anything about Allah
except the truth : I have come
to you indeed with clear proof
from your Lord, therefore send
with me the children of Israel,
106 Hesaid: If you have
come with a, sign, then bring it,
if you are of the truthful ones.
107 So hethrewhisrod,
then lo! it WGB a clear serpent,
108 And he drew forth his
hand,and lo ! itwas white to
the beholders.926

925a The history of Moses has already been briefly referred to in connection with the
stubbornness of theIsraelites, but here it istakenupingreaterdetail,and
is continued
from here to the end of the 2lst section. The reason for this enlargement is to be found in
the factthatthe Holy Prophethad more in common with Moses thanwithany
other
Drophet, inasmuch as they are compared to each other i n t h e Mosaic prophecies. References
to Moses’ history are contained in the following places in the Holy Qur-in : 2 : 49-71, 4 : 153,
5 : 20-26, 7 : 103-166, 10: 75-92, 11 : 96-99, 17 : 101-104, 18 : 60-82, 19 : 51-52, 20 : 9-98,
23: 45-49, 26 : 10-6e, 27: 7-14, 28 : 3-44, 37 : 114-122, 40 : 23-55, 43 : 46-56, 44 : 17-33,
51:36-40, 61 : 5 , and 79 : 15-26.
926 Here again we have an instance of the correctness of the Quranic statement where
itdiffers with the Bible, showing the incompleteness of the Bible narrative. In the fourth
chapter of Exodus it is clearly stated that two signs were given to Moses-that of his rod
turning into a serpent and that of his hand becoming white when put into his bosom; and
Exod. 4 : 8 clearly states thatMoses was commanded to show both these sigi~sto Pharaoh. But
whenwe read ch: 7, where the performance of those miracles before Pharaoh is recorded, we
find mention only of the miraole of the rod, which was rejected. It is, however, obvious that
Moses must have shown the second sign on the rejection of the first ; for he could not have
disobeyed the Divine commandment, nor was the second miracle given to him in vain.
Another question worth considering hereisastothenature
of these miraoles. As is
stated elsewhere in the Holy Qnr-in,Moses’ rod was an ordinary Staff : “ I recline on it, and I
beat the leaves with it t o make them fallupon my sheep, andI have other uses for it” (20 : 18).
It is nowhere stated in the Holy Qnr-in that whenever he threw it down his rod turned into
a serpent. Even when the Israelites were i n the greatest danger, Moses made no use of it.
Only on two occasions the rod is stated to have turned into 8 serpent, viz. (1) when Moses
held communion with God before going to Pharaoh ; (2) when he first oame before Pharaoh i
and on these two occasions only did the hand turn white.
Now on the first of these occasions it is certain that the rod was seen turning into serpent
by Moses alone, when he was in a state of communion with the Divine Being; and therefore
it wp8s undoubtedly a state of vision-& state in which a person is temporarily transported to E
spiritual sphere. This is the state in which the prophets and other righteous men receive
Divine revelation; and while it ie certainly not a state of sleep, it is equally certain that it is
R State in which the mindrises above the limitationsof physical environment, beholding things
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SECTION 14
The History of Mores
109-119. Pharaoh’s enohantera
Moses.

in opposition to Moms. 120-126.

Enchanters believe in

Ar. thee.

Ar. wilt
thou.

109 The chiefs of Pharaoh’s
people said : Most surely this
isanenchanter
possessed of
knowledge :
110 He intends to turn YOU
out of your land. What counsel
do you then givelsZ7
111 They said: Put him off
and
his
brother,
and send
collectors into the cities :
112 That theymay bring to
you every enchanter possessed
of knowledge.
113 Ana the
enchanters
came toPharaoh(and)said:
We must surely have a reward
if we are the prevailing
114 Hesaid: Yes, and you
shall certainly be of those who
&re near(to me).
115 Theysaid:
0 Moses!
Will you cast, or shall we be
the first to cast 1
116 He said: Cast.
So
when theycast,they deceived
bhe people’s eyes and frightened
bhem, and
they
produced a
mighty enchantment.

which are invisible to the physical eye, and hearing things which the physical ear cannot
otherwise hear. I t is therefore certain that on the first occasion Moses observed the change
whilst in the same state of temporary trsnsportation inwhich he received revelation.
The second occasion is, however, different, because others besides Moses witnessed the
change. I t is a recognized fact that the efIect of inspired vision is sometimes so strong that
others besides the seer partake in it. And since the rod of Moses did not always acquire the
quality of turning into a serpent whenever thrown down, snd this change was witnessed only
on two occasions, the conclnsicn is incontrovertible that the change was wrought under the
peculiar conditions attendant upon reoeptive revelation.
Yet, what was shown was not mere play. The great truth underlying the ’as6 or the rod
turning into a serpent was that the followers of Moses, as represented by his rod, would prevail
over their enemies ; and the significance underlying the whitening of Moses’ hsnd was that
his orguments would shine forth with clearness.
For these interpretation8 of the two occurrences see 1581 and 1582.
927 Amr herecarriesthe
significance of advising or counaelling. One says mur.n$,
meaning counsel me, advise me (A-LL). The words areapparentlyputintoPharaoh’s
mouth.
928 Compare Exod. 7 : 11: ‘ I Then Phsreoh also called the wise men and the sorcerers.”

1

117 And We revealed to
Moses, saying : Cad y ow rod ;
then lo! it devoured the lies
they told.g29
118 So the
truth
was
established, and what they did
became null.
119 Thusthey
were vmquiehed there,and they went
back abased.
120 -4nd the
enchanters
were thrown down, prostrating
(themselves).
121 Theysaid:We
believe
in the Lord of the worlds,
122 The Lord of Moses and
Aaron,g”
123 Pharaohsaid: Do you
believe in Him before I have
given you permission? surely
thisis a plot which you have
secretly devised in this city,
that you may turn out of it
its people, but you shall know :
124 I will certainly cut off
your hends end your feet on
opposite sides, then will I
crucify you all together.
125 They said: Surely to
our Lord shall we go back:
126 And you do nottake
revenge on us except because
we have believed in the oommunications of our Lord when
they came to u s : Our Lord!
pour out upon us petienae
and cause us to die in submission.
929 Compare Exod. 7 :12 : ‘*For they cast every man his rod end they became serpents :
but Aaron’s rod swallowed up their rods.” The description of what the enchanters showed
as the lies they told indicates the real nature
of their enchantment. It was all a lie and a
fahehood. See further 1591.
930 The Bible does not spekk of the magicians aa believers in the Divine mission of Moses
and in the Lordof the Worlds Whom he represented ; but we have mentionof this in Rabbinical
literature, aomding to which aome Egyptians accompanied Moses when he departed from
Egypt, which is corroborated by the Bible narrative : ‘ I And a mixed multitude also went up
with them (Exod. 12 :58). “For the Egyptians, when the time axed for Moses’ descent from
the mountainhadexpired,came
in a body, forty thousand of them, accompanied bytwo
Egyptian magicians, Yanos m d Yambros, the same who imitated Moses in produoing the
pignu and the plawes in Egypt” (JewQA Eney.). The& two magicians w e also mentioned in
2 Tim. 3 : 8, which is a further corroboration of the truth d t h e statement mede In the Qar&
and of tho incompletelwss ot the Bible narrative.
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SECTION 15
The Hi8tory

O f MOW8

127. Renewed persecution of the Israelites.
patience, and promises delivery and triumph.

Ar. doat
thou.

Ar. five.
Ar. thu.

Ar. thou

cament.
Ar. tho%
hast.

128, 1%.

Moses
enjoins

I leave

K o s & i n d his peopli to
make mischief in the land and
to forsake you and your gods 1
H e said : We will Slav their
sonsandsparetheirGomen,
andsurely we aremasters over
them.931
his
128 Moses
to
said
people : Ask help
from
iillah
and be patient : surelytheland
is 911ah's; H e causessuch of
His
servants
to
inherit
it
as
H e pleases, and the end is for
those who guard (against evil).
129 They
said:
We
have
been persecuted before you
came and
us
tosince
you
have come us.
to
He
said:
I t may be that your Lord will
destroyyourenemyandmake
you rulersintheland,then
H e will seehow you acte932
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SECTION 16
Tho History of lose8
i

130-135. Egyptians afflicted with various afflictions. 136, 197. Their
drowning and deliverance of theIsraelites.
138-141. Israelites go alter
idols.

130 And certainly We overtook Pharaoh's people with
droughts
and
diminution
of
fruits"
that
they
may
be
mindful.
131 But when good befell
them they said: This is due to
us ; and
when
evil afflicted
them,theyattributedittothe

# ,#9.
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931 The word translated as master is qdiair, which signifies one who Was overcome,
e o n p v e d , or mbdued another (LL).
932 By the land is meant the Promised land, for thither was Moses taking them, Their
beingmaderulers in the land wasconditions1upon their doing good; this is suggested in

the concluding words of the verse.

THE HISTORY OF MOSES

I

3U6

fortune is only from Allah, but
most of them do not kn0w.9~~
132 And they said:Whatever sign you may bring to US
to charm us with it-wewill
not believe in you.
133 Therefore We sent upon
them widespread de~th,~34
and
the locusts andthe lice and
the frogs andthe blood, clear
signs ;OS5 but they behaved
haughtily and
they
were a
guilty people.
134 And when the plague936
fell uaon them, thev said: 0
Moses’! pray for is to your
Lord as He has promised with
you ; if you remove the plague
from us, we will certainly
believe in you and we will
certainly send away with Y O U
the children of Israel.
135 But when We removed
the plague from them till a
term which they should attain,
lo ! they broke (the promise).937

I

933 The Jews are reported to have attributed certain of their misfortunes to the advent of

the Holy Prophet, saying, “The prices have risen high and the rains have lessened ” (Rz).
Probably this referred to the great famine. The Egyptians, too,
suffered from a famine and
attributed their misfortune to Moses. They are, however, told that the misfortunes which
theF \vere madeto suffer were due to their own evil deeds. The use of the word tn’ir,
literally, aBird, t o indicate ill-luck is significant, and refers to an Arab superstition. I t is
stated that the Arabs used to augur evil from the croaking of the crow and from the birds
going to the left (LL).
934 rafdn, according to Rgh, is originally every accident that besets me?$on all sides, and
hence it ia also applied to j o o d or de2uge. According to TA, ttijdn means death, or quick
and videspreading death ; or death premiling generally (LL). Hence it might mean either
plague causing excessive death or flood. ~ k also
h gives +j
1 a>\
i.e. widespread
death, as the true interpretation of !%fin.
936 The Bible mentionsthe following signs: (1) turning of the water into blood ;
(2) frogs ; (3) lice ; (4) 5ies ; ( 5 ) plque upon beasts rtnd men; (6) hail; (7) locusts;
(8) darkness; (9) plague on the first-born. Of thesethe Q u r h mentions the first, aeoond,
third, and seventh in clear words ; the fourth is included in the third ; the fifth and the ninth
are mentioned together as ctijdu or the widespread d e a t h ; the hail is not mentioned, but the
destruction of fruits which was brought about by it is mentioned in v. 130 ; while instead of
the darkness we have the drought in that verse, which seems to have been the actual affliction,
and of which darkness may ha.ye been a result either metaphorically or actually, becaase of
hurricanes ana storms darkening the land, as is usually the case in time of drought. The
two signs of v. 130, with the five mentioned here, are t h e seven signs which, with the two
signs of the rod and the white hand, make up the nine signsof 17 : 101 and 27 : la.
936 The reference is to the plague mentioned in the previous verse.
937 A reference to Exodus, oh. 8-11, will show thst Pharaoh again and again broke his
Promise to let the children of Israel go-promises which he’made on condition that certain
afiliction should be removed.
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136 Therefore We inflicted
retribution on them
and
drowned them in the sea' be.
cause they rejected Our signs
and were heedless of them.
137 And We made the
people who were deemed weak
to
inherit
the
eastern lands
and the western ones which We
had
blessed:
and
the
good
word of your Lord was fulfilled
in the ahildren of Israel because they bore up (sufferings)
patiently; and We utterly de3troyed what Pharaoh and his
people had wrought and what
bheybuilt.B3*
138 And We
made
the
hildren of Israel to pass the
3ea,b thenthey came upon FI,
?eople who kept to the worship
)f their idols. Theysaid : 0
Koses ! make for us a !god as
;hey
have
(their) gods, He
said : Surely you area people
acting ignorantly :O39
139 (As to) these,
surely
ihat about which they are shall
be brought to naught and that
cvhich they do is vain.
140 He said : What ! shall I
leek for you a god other than
Ulah while He has made you
!xcel (ell) created things 3940
141 And when We delivered
5~ O U from Pharaoh's people
Vvho subjected you to severe
t'orment,' killing your sons and
sparing your women,d and in
tihis there was a great trial
f lrom yourLord.

le

938 The land that was blessed is none other than the Holy Land, for which a Divine
promise Was given to Abrahem. The words that follow show that there is a reference here
to some promise given already : And the good word of your Lord was fuulled in the children
of Iorael. It is the good word contained in (%en. 17 :8. The eastern and the western lands
might signify the eastern and the western tracts of the Holy Land, or the lands on the eashrn
and western sides of the Jordan.
B39 That the Israelites came Bcrom idolatrous natiom in their wanderings in Syria is too
clear i o need any proof. That they dhemselves had idolatrous leanings is shown by
Exod. 32 :1, ' I The people gathered themselves together unto Aaron and said unto him, UP,
make US god6 W h i o h S h e l l gobefore US." Many other anecdotes ahow similar tendency t o
idol-worship.
940 Moses' argument ltgainat idolatry is t h e one to whioh the Holy Qur-Bn repeatedly calls
attention, vir. that m a , being BS it were the lord oi creation under God, and eraelling the
whole of creation, should not take objects lower than himself as his gods.
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SECTION 17
The History of Yonen
142-145. Moses is called and granted the Torah. 146, 147. Fate of those
who reject.

L

E3

Br thou
cn.1st.

AK.wilt
thou.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

142 And W e appointed with
Moses a time of thirtynights
and completed themwithten
(more), so theappointedtime
of his Lord was complete forty
nights,” and Moses said to his
brother Aaron : Take my place
among my people, and act well
and do not follow the way of
the mischief-makers.
143 And whenNosescame
at Our appointed time and his
Lord spoke tohim,hesaid:
My Lord ! show me (Thyself),
SO that I may look upon Thee.
He said: You cawzot (bear to)
see Me, but look the
at
mountain, if it remains firm in
its place,then
will you see
Me ; but when his Lord manifested
His
glory the
to
mountain H e made it crumble
and Moses fell down in swoon :
thenwhenhe
recovered, he
said: Glory be to Thee, I turn
to Thee, and I am the first of
the believers.s41
144 He
said:
0 Moses!
surely I have chosen you above
the people with My messages
andwith My words,therefore
take hold of what I give to you
and be of thegratefulones.
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145 And We ordained942 for
him inthetabletsadmonition
of every kind
and
clear
so
explanation of allthings:
takehold of themwith firmness and enjoin your people to
take hold of what is best thereof: I will show you the abode
of the transgressor^.^^^
146 I will turnawayfrom
My communications those who
are unjustly
proud
the
in
earth ; and if they see every
sign they will not believe in it ;
and if they see theway
of
rectitudetheydo
not take it
for a way, and if they see the
way of error, they take it for &
way;this isbecause theyrejected Our communications and
were heedless of them.
147 And (as to)thosewho
reject Our communications and
themeeting of thehereafter,
their deeds
are
null.
Shall
they be rewardedexcept
for
what they have done ?
SECTION 18
TheHistory

of Moses

148, 149. Imaelites worship the calf. 150, 151. Aaron’sinnocence.

148 And Moses’
people
made of theirornaments a calf
bfter him,‘ a (mere)
which had a hollow sound.
What ! could they not see that
itdid notspeak to themnor
guide them in the way? They
took it (for worship)andthey
were unjust.
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Mount Sinai (which thus crumbled down) andthe ‘‘ secure city” (95: 2, 3), i.e. Mecca,
which was to remain secure so long as the world lasted.
943 X a t a b a m e m e He (God) prercribed, appointedor ordairud (TA-LL) and made obligatory
(Msb-LL). There is nothing here or elmwhere in the Holy Qur-&nto show that Moses had
received written tablets. On the other hand, it appears that Moses wm spoken to by Allah,
words
and therefore he received His commandments by revelation like other prophets. The
ahlonition of every kind and ezplanation of dl things cannot be taken generally, but tare
limited by the requirementa of the Israelitish people, for whom they were meant (Re).
943 The meaning is that
a time will come over theIsraelites when they will become
transgressors, i.e. they will not keep the commandments which are enjoined on them. This
is also stated plainly in the books of Moses.
944 The word jasad means a body, as well m ved or inteqsaly yellow. The former
meming is the one generdly dopted by the commentators, the significance being that the
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. 149 And when
they
repentedM6 and saw thatthey
said :
had gone astray,they
If ourLord show not mercy
to us and forgive us, we shall
certainly be of the losers.
150 And when Moses raturnedto his people, wrathful
(and) in violentgrief, he said:
Evil is itthat you havedone
afterme: did you durn. away
from the bidding of your
Lord ?946 And he threw down
the
tablets
and
seized his
brother by thehead, dragging
him
towards
him.
Hesaid:
Son of my mother ! surely the
people reckoned me weak and
had well-nighslainme,
therefore makenotthe
enemies to
rejoice over me and
count
me not among the unjust
people.
151 H e seid : N y Lord !
fwqiveume and my brother and
cause us to
enter
into
Thy
mercy, and Thou art the most
merciful of the merciful ones.947

calf made was a mere body without a soul.
Yet it was so made that it uttered a voice like
thevoice of a calf. The other meaning also affords a true desaription of the calf made, for
being made of gold ornamentsit wasof e red or an intensely yellow colour.

v,+

3

945
I
phrase
is
a which,
by the COnSeUSUE of opinion
obtaining
among lexicologists and commentators, means they repented or Tepellted grtatly ; because,
it is said, he who repents bites hishandsin
sorrow so thathishandisfallen
upon
by his teeth asthequarry
is seized by a bird of prey (saqala meaning it fell down)
(Zj, Q, etc.-LL).
Thephraseissaidnottohave
been known before theQur-&n (LL).
Or nadm may be uuderstood and the meaning may
be, when regret wad brought before them
(Zj,-Rz). TheIsraelites'repentance,thoughmentionedfirst,
was subsequentto
Moses'
return (2 : 54). I n fact, the order here is not historical, but one connecting the repentance
with the sin, mentioningtheevents which broughtaboutthatrepentanceafterwards.
946 According to Kf
f \
here
isequivalent
to
J'\
and

g2 .$J

he explains yYJ\3
themeaning given to

&.

&E

meaning
as

&

he kft it (i.e the afair) incomplete.

by TA is he turned

aside f r o m

But

hin.or i t , and this is the

meaning I adopt. I t may be added, however, that 'ajila is also used BS a transitive in the
sense of sabapa, and the meaning in thatcase would be, d i d yuu hasten (or hasten with regard
to) the bidding of your Lord! The amr, or bidding, has in the latter case been expLined
variously &B meaning the appointed time (I'Ab), or promise (Hosan), or wrath ('Ata) ; while
Kalbi gives B long explanation,i.e,did you hasten with the womhil) of the calf before the
bidding of your Lord should come to you? (Rz,AH).
947 Aaron's excuse and Moses' ecoeptance of it show clearly that Aaron was quite
innocent, having had a share neither in making the calf nor in worshipping it. The Bible
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SECITION 19
The Bfrtory of Poser
152, 168. Repentance and forgiveness. 154, 3.55. ,Seventyleaders.
157. Meroy promised to t h o s e who acoept the prcrmaad Prophet.

Ar. thy.

87.

156,

152 (As‘for) those who took
the c a l l (for a god), surely
wmth from their Lord and
disgraoe in
this
world’s
life
shall overtahethem, and thus
do We recompense the devisers
of liee.
153 And (as to) thosewho
do evil deeds, then repent d k r
that and believe, your Lord
after that is most surelyForgiving, Merciful.
154 And when Moses’ anger
cdmeddown he took upthe
inwriting
tablets, and the
and
thereof was
guidance
mercy for those who fear for
the sake of their Lord.848
155 Ana Moses chose out
of his people seventymenfor
Our appointment ;949 so when
the earthquake overtook them,‘
he said : My Lord ! if Thou
hadst pleased, Thou hadsk
lestroyed
them
before and
ayself (too} : wilt Thou destroy

account which makes a righteous prophet
of Allah guilty of the most heinous crime must
be rejected as untrue. That forgiveness was not sought for any fault in connection with calfworship irr C l e m from the fact that Moses joins himself with Aaron in the prayer given in this
verse. Forgiveness here, as frequently elsewhere in the Holy Qur-An, is equivaIent to the
Divine protection which every manshould seek againstthefrailtiesandshortcomings
of
human nature, See 2194 for a full explanation of the word ghajr.
948 Accordlng to Exod. 32: 19 Noses ‘’ brake them beneath the mountain ” in his anger,
and Exod. ah. 34 describes how thetablets were renewed. The Qur-&n differs fromthis
narrative. It does not state that the tablets were broken up or renewed, but mentions their
being taken up by Moses after his anger had calmed snd while the writing w a s still on them.
It appears strange, indeed, that a prophet like Moses should have been so overpowered by
m a t h a8 to have broken the tabIets upon which were written d o m Divine communications,
therefore the Bible narrative must. be rejected. Its absurdity is to be found in the fact that
tablets of stone ‘‘ written with the finger of God,” by merely being cast out of his hand, as
t h e Bible says, could not h a m been so broken ES to make the writing illegible; therefore, the
Quranic hatement, whioh contradictsthe Bible’, is the correct one.
949 Exod. 24 : 1 speaks of Moses having taken ap seventy elders of Israel along with him,
though they were forbidden to ‘ I come near the Lord,” and on this occnsion Moses ww in the
mountain forty days and forty nights (Exod. 24 : 18). Ahthough he is also 8poken of in the
Bible a8 having gone into the mountain after the incident of the calf-wcnhip and to have
remained there for forty days and forty nights (Exod. 34 : 2 8 ) , the allusion in the Qur-dn is t o
the firat inaideni; Moses’ second vieit is not mentioned at all in the Qur.kn,
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for what the fools among us
have done?It is naught but
Thy trial, Thou makest
err
with it whom Thoupleasest"
and guidest
whom
Thou
our Guarpleasest:Thouart
dian,therefore forgive us and
havemercyon
us,andThou
artthe best of the forgivers:
156 And ordain for us good
in this world's life and in the
hereafter, for surely we turn
toThee.
H e said : (As for)
My chastisement, I will afflict
with it whom I please, and My
mercy encompasses all things ;
so I will ordain it (specially)
for those who guard(against
evil) andpaythepoor-rate,
and those who believe in Our
communications :MQr
157 Those who follow the
Apostle-Prophet,the Ummi,86Q
whom they find written down
US

9 1 9 ~No attribute of the Divine Being receives such prominence in the Holy Qur-An as the
attribute of mercy. Evil there is in the world, and the evil.doers must receive their due, but
mark thecontrast: And X y mercy encompasses allthings.
Thetruth is that even chastisement isaphase
of Divine mercy, because it seeks nottopunish, but to correct the
evil-doer. Divine mercy isgreatindeed,butit
is specially ordained for those who guard
against evil and who believe inthe Divine communications,the followers of the Holy
Prophet in particular, as the concluding words of this verse read inconjunction with the
next verse show,
950 For ummi, meaning one who neither writes nor reads a writing, 6ee 117. Hence the
Arabs are called an ummi people, and the ummi prophet is either the prophet of the ummi
people (i.e.the Arabs) because he was like them (Le. did not know reading and writing) or
he was ao called because he himself did not know reading and writing (Rgh). But according
to some the Prothet is called ummi because hecamefromthe
umm-ul-Qurd, i.e. Mecca,
which is the Metropolis of Arabia (MB, Rs under 3 : 74). Thus the ummi prophet conveys
any one of the following three signifioances, vis. (1) one who knows not reading or writing;
(2) one from amongtheArabs;and
(3) one coming from Mecca.
The suggestion of Rodwell that the word umms means gentile in the sense of a non-Jewish
or heathen people is not supported by eny rewgnieed authority. See 2 : 78, where the J e w
ummis) who know not the
are called Ummnmi : 1 1 And there are among them illiterates (Ar.
book." LL, itistrue,
gives gentik 8s the signification of ummi, but a reference tothe
authorities he quotes clearly shows that if the word gentile expresses the meaning of ummi,
it does so in the general sense of one belonging to a gene or clan : therefore Lane's conclusion
that in a tropical and secondary aense ummi means heathen is entirely without foundation.
Bd states in 3 : 19 that by umml are meant a people not having a kitdb, but even if kitdb
there means a Book or scripture and not writing, one not having a Book or a revealed scripture
would mean an Arab, because all the people with whom the Arabs came in contact had their
scriptures. Similarly,thecontrast
impIied inLane'sstatementthatthe
Holy Prophet
hluhammadis called an ummi, meaning a gentile, aa distinguishedfrom an Israelite, is
that he was an Arab or an Ishmaelite as distinguished from an Israelite, and the reference
in the adoption of this title is, no doubt, to thy brethren
I ' of Deut, 18 : 18.
As for the fact
18'
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with them inthe
Torah and
the Gospel,Q51(who) enjoins
them good and forbids them
evil, and makes lawful to them
the good things
and
makes
unlawful to them impure things,
and removes from themtheir
burden and the shackles which
mere upon them; so (as for)
thosewho believe inhimand
honourhimand
helpsz2 him,
and follow the light which has
been sent down with him, these
itis
t,hat arethe
successful.

SECTION 20
The History of Moses
158. Universality of the Prophet’s message. 159. The Israelitish religious
party. 160-162. DivinefavoursonIsraelandtheirtransgressions.

158 Say: 0 people ! surely I
am the Apostle of Allah to you
all, of Him whose is the kingdom of the heavens andthe
no god but
earth,g53 thereis
He;He
brings to life and
causes to die, therefore believe
in Allah and His apostle, the
Untmi Prophet who believes in
Allah and
His
words, and
Eollow him so that you may
walk in the right way.
that the Holy Prophet was unable to read or write before revelation came to him, there can
be no two opinions. On this point the Qur-&n is conclusive : “And you did not recite before
it any book, nor did you transcribe one with your right hand ” (29 : 46). There is a difference of opinion, however, as to whether he could read or write after revelation. Without
entering into the details of this controversy I may remark that, while there is ground for
believing that he could read, he still had his letters written by others. I t should be remembered that this description of the Prophet occurs in a chapter which is undoubtedly entirely
Meccan, and hence the suggestion that the word ummi relating to the Prophet does not occur
in any Meccan Sura carries no weight, and there is no reason to believe that this verse was
added at Medina.
951 There are many prophecies regarding the advent of the Holy Prophet both in the Old
and the New Testaments. The Torah and the
Gospel are specially mentioned here because
Moses andJesus were respectively the first andthelast of theIsraelite prophets. Deut.
18 : 15-18 speaks very clearly of the raising of a prophet (who shall be the like of Moses)
from among the brethren of the Israelites, i.e. the Ishmaelites or the Arabs, while Deut. 33: 2
S ~ & S of the shining forth
of the manifestation of the Lord, i.e. his coming in full glory
“from Mount Paran.”The
Gospel is full of the prophecies of theadvent of the Holy
Prophet: Matt. 13 : 31,Matt. 21 : 33-44, Mark 12 :1-11, Luke 20 : 9-18, where the Lord of
the vineyardcomes after t h e m n (Le. Jesus) ia maltreated,John 1: 22, John14 : 16,
John 14 :26 all contain such prophecies.
952, 953,
see next pap.
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159 Aud of Moses’people
was a party
who
guided
(people) withthetruth,and
thereby did they do justke.
160 And We dividea them
into twelve tribes,asnations;
and We revealed to Moses
when his people asked him for
water:Seek with your staff a
way into the mountain ;” so out
flowed from it twelve springs;
eachtribe knew itsdrinking
We
made the
place ;b and
clouds to give shade over themc
and Wesent to themmanna
and quails :d Eat of the good
things
We
have
given
you.
And they did not do Us any
harm,’ but they did injustice to
their own souls.
161 And whenit was said
to them: Reside in this town‘
andeat from itwhereveryou
wish, and say, Put down from
us our heavy burdens ;g and
making
gate
the
enter
obeisance: We will forgive you
your wrongs : W e will give
more to thosewho
do good
(toothers).
-

953 Noldeke’s supposition that there is a reference to the Annil, i.e. the helpers of Medina,

here, and Rodwell’s conclusion that hence the verse must have been added at Medina, are not
entitled to serious considemtion. See introduction to this chapter.
953 We are told here that the Divine kingdom, which is really one, shall have but one law,
SO that all men should again be one. The universality of the Holy Prophet’s mission really
dates from the first message he received, because in the opening chapter, which is undoubtedly
one of the earlipt revelations, Allah is spoken of, not as the Lord of Arabs, but as the Lord
of the whole world and of all nations. In vain would any one search the pages of any other
sacred book to discover a message of this nature by any other prophet in the world. In fact,
every prophot was sent to one people, his mission being limited to the reformation and unification of one nation ; but Muhammad (may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon him)
came to unite all nations into one and to blot out all limitations of nationality and colour.
That he was successful in this mission the history of Islam amply testifies. AS soon as a
main enters the fold of Islam his particular nationality sinks into
insignificance before the
vaster conception of humanity for which Islam opens the mind. It may be said, in fact, that
a Muslim’s nationalityisuniversal,andIslamisthe
religion of all Humanity-not the
religion of a particularnation.Theunlearned
Arab mind could notentertain so vast a
conception of religion ; it was the word of God which caused a revolution in the history of
religion, for no prophet before himhad ever entertainedthe idea of R religion for all
Humanity. Even Christ said to a non-Israelite woman that he was “ not sent but unto the
lost sheep of the house of Israel” (Matt. 15 : 24) ; and being pressed again, only answered
that I‘ It is not meettotakethe
children’s bread and to cast it to dogs” (26). It is
Muhammad’s message alone that speaks of all men alike as the children of the heavenly
father, the Lord of the worlds. The invidious distinction of childrm and dogs is not known
to the religion of Islam.
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162 But those
who
were
unjustamongthemchanged
it for a saying other than that
which had been spoken to
them,. so We sent upon them a
pestilence from heaven because
they were unjustSb
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SECTION 21
The History of M o m
163-168. Transgression of Babbath.
171. How the oovenant was mede.

169, 170. The after generations.

163 And ask them about the
town whichstood by the sea ;
when they exceeded the limits
of the Sabbath, when their fish
I
cametothemonthedayof
their Sabbath, appearing on the
surface of the water, and on the
day on which they did not keep
the Sabbath they did not come
to them;
thus
did
We
try
them because they
transgressed."4
I
164 And when a party of
them
said:
Why do you
admonish a people whom Allah
would destroy or whom H e
would chastise witha
severe
To
chastisement?theysaid:
be free from blame before your
Lord, and that haply they may
guard (against evil).
165 So when they neglected
whattheyhad
been reminded
of,
We
delivered
those who forI 1
bade evil and
We
overtook
those who were unjust with an
evil chastisement because they
transgressed.
166
Therefore
when
they
revoltinglypersistedinwhat
theyhad been forbidden, W e
said to them:Be(as)mes.
despised and hated."
167 And when your Lord
announced
that
H e would
certainly send against them to
theday of resurrectionthose
\

I

L

,

954 The city referred to here is generally recognized as being Ela(Rz), which was situated
on the Red Sea. The incident alluded to is mentioned as an instance of the Jewish violation
of the Sabbath.
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who would subject
them
to
severetorment;
most surely
your Lordis quick to requite
(evil), andmostsurely
H e is
Forgiving,Merciful.
168 And We cut them up on
theearthintoparties,
(some)
of them being righteousand
(others) of them falling short
of that,andWe
tried bhem
with blessings and misfortunes
that they might turn,
169 Thenthere came after
them an evil posterity95who
inherited the Book, taking only
the frail good of this low life
and saying : I t will be forgiven
us. hnd if the like good came
tothem,they
would takeit
(too).gj6 Was not a promise
taken from theminthe Book
that
they
would not
speak
anythingabout Allah buk the
truth, and they have read what
is in it; and the abode oi the
for +hose
hereafter
is
better
whoguard(against
evil). Do
you notthenunderstand?
170 And (as for) thosewho
hold fast by the Book and keep
up prayer,surelyWedo
not
waste the reward of the rightdoers.
171 And when We shook the
mountain over themas if it
were
covering
overhead,
and
they thought that it was going
te fell down upon them : Take
hold of what We have given
you
with firmness, and be mindful
3f what is in it, so thatyou
may guard (against evil).s7
955 Lexicologisds recognize E difterenee beheen kkdf and thaktf, the- f
bsing
applied to w$l aad the latter to p o d , whether s 8on or s genel.lbtion (Q,TA-IJi). Borne
times the two words are inbrchan@;eaHe.
956 Firsttheycommit a crime for thefrail good of this life, sayingthat they .Will be
forgiven, then persisd in their evil mm,and s h t~ similar oocssion sdses, t h y w i n
return Q the old mimes.
957 The stories built upon these simple wordfl by some commentatom must be mjsokd.
The words simply d a t e the experience of the elders oi Israel when tLg ~ b at~the
dfoot of
the mountain which rose dmve them. There m a a severe esrthquake, whioh is referred to
in V. 155, causing them to think thrat the rnounhin would fall down upon them. According
t0 LA, the primary signiilcsme of l ~ ~ tisg sa’za’; which mesns the n c o w k g , agitating,
OT putting a thing into a state of commotion; or any vehement wing,agilsting, 02.

+hake,
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SECTION 22
Man'r Nature bearm Eyidence to the Truth of what Renelation uphold8
17%174. Unity of Divine Being impressed on human nature. 175-175.
parable of those who rejeot. 179, 180. H o w nature is perverted. 181.
people on the right oourse.
Ar. t k y .
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172 And when your Lord
brought forth from the children
of Adam,
from
their
backs,
their
descendants,
and
made
them bear witness against their
own souls: Am I not
your
Lord?
they
said:
Yes!
we
bear witness.Lest you should
say on the day of resurrection :
Surely
we
were
heedless
of
this,g5*
173 Or you should
say:
associated
Only our fathers
others (with Allah)before, and
we were
an
offspring
after
them : wilt Thou then destroy
us for what the vain-doers did?
174 And thusdoWemake
clear the communications, and
that haply they might return.
175 And recitetothemthe
news of himwhomWe
give
Our communications,buthe
withdraws himself from them,
so the devil overtakes959 him,
so he is of those whoperis7~~60

P I $>\ &2j meaning that the wind slwok the tree
(TA-LL). Thus the use of m t a & instead of rfn'nci clearlyexplains that the mountain
was shaken violently by an earthquake while the elders of Israel stood at its foot. IJ also
notes this significance of the word, for hs gives harraka (meaning he shook violently) as the
equivalent of nataqa, in the saying nataga-ni. You also say &3 &L' L meaning he does
n o t shake hisfoot (IJ). X a t q has also mother meaning, viz. taking up f r o m the roots. Even
if that signification be accepted, the use of the word in reference to the mountain does not
show that the whole of the mountain mas taken up from the roots. You say &iC i l y I
i.e. awornan giving birth to many children, or throwhg out child after child, and the use of
the word m t y in reference to themountainseemstocarry
E similarsignificance, i.e. a
volcanic eruption causing it to throw out stones and
fiery matter, along with which there was
an earthquake.
958 There is a report to the effect that the promise referred to was taken from dl the
desoendmts of Adam when he was first created (Rz). Buta
very largenumber
of
commentators have discredited this, because the verse does not mention the bringing forth
of descendants from.Adam, but from the children of Adam, and this seems clearly to refer to
every human being as he comes into existence. The evidence is, therefore,that whioh
human nature itself affords (Rz). I t is, in fact, the same evidence which is elsewhere spoken
of as baing &orded by human nature Ps in &'the nature made by Allah in which He has
made men I ' (30 : SO).
959, 960,8ee next page.
shaking (LL). Hence you say '
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176 .4nd if R e had pleased,
We would certainly haveexalted him thereby ; but he clung
to the earths81 and followed his
low desire, so hisparable
is
as the parable of the dog: if
yozc. attack him he lolls out his
tongue,and if you leave him
alone he lolls out his tongue;
h i s is the parableof the people
who
reject
Our communications ; therefore
relate
the
narrative that they may reflect.
177 Evil is tmhelikeness of
the people who reject Our communications and are unjust to
their own souls.
178 W h o m s o e v e4r 1 1 a h
guides,he is the one who follows the rightway ; and whomsoever H e causes to err, these
are the losers.&
179 And certainly We have
of the
created for hellmany
jinnandthe
men ; they have
hearts with which they do not
understand,
and
they
have
eyes with which they do not
see,andthey
have earswith
which they do not hear ; they
are as cattle, nay, they are in
worse error;
these
are
the
heedless
180 And Allah's are the best
names,Q63therefore call on Him

959 dtba'ahc (from tabi'a, meaning he follo~ued, or cent behind) signifies here h8

ocertook him (TA-LL).

960 Balaam, Umayya bin Abi Salt, Ab6 'Amir, and all the hypocrites, have been respectirely indicated as thepersonsto
whom referenceismade,butthe
best explanation is
supplied by Qatada, who says : It speaks genefatty qf euery one t o whom guidance is brought
but he turns asidefrom it (Rz). This view is corroborated by what is stitted at the conclusion
of theparable in v. 176, this is the parable of the people who reject Our communication$.
Therefore thestatementmadein
v. 175 and in the opening words of Y. 176 isageneral
statement, and does not refer to any particular person.
961 Earth here stands for all that is earthly and mean.
962 The concluding words explain what goes before. Many men and jinn are created for
bell, but they are none other than the heedless ones who do not care for what is said. They
have been given hearts, but they do not uae them to understand the truth ; they heve bean
giren eyes, but they do not employ them to see the truth ; they have been given ears, but
they turn a deaf ear to truth. This has been stated to show that Allah has not created them
differently from, others, but they themselves do not use the faculties whiah Allah has granted
them. It is the misuse of their faculties which brings them to hell.
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thereby, and leavealone those
who violate the sanctity964 of
His names; theyshall be reoompensed for whatthey did.
181 And of those whom We
have
created are a people who
guide with the truth and therejustice.
do
by do they

6
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SECTION 23
The Camlng of the Doom
182-166. The doom isapproaching.

182 And (as to) those who
reject our communications,
We draw themnear
(to destruotion) by degrees from
whencethey know not.
183 And I grant
them
respite ; surely My scheme is
effective.960

167, 188. Questions e,s to the hour,
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Divine Being (Rz). These attributes are mentioned in the Holy Qur-An. By calling on H i m
to be repeated on a rosary; this practice was
thereby is not meantthatthesenamesare
never adopted by the Holy Prophet. All that is meant is that man should always keep the
Divine attributes before his mind, endeavouring to possess those attributes.
964 Yulhicilin is from alhada, meaning he deuiated from the right course with respect to a
thing; hence
I
means, hs desecrated the
baram
and
violated
its
sanctity

,-A2

2

& br dJ&. asinthis verse. According to Rgh,
deviation from the right course with respect to the names of
Allah, or violation of the sanctity of His nameb, and it i s of two kinde: firstly, giving H i m a n
i m p p e r or inaccurate attribute; and secondly, to interpret His attributes in a manner which
does not befit Him. Rz mentions three kinds: (1)giving the holy names of Allah to other
beings; (2) giving Allah names w4ch do not befit Him ; (3) calling on Allah by names of
which the meaning is unknown. Polytheism of every kind is, therefore, a violation of the
sanotity of the Divine names.
965 The significance of the word kaid (translated here as scheme) is much misunderstood,
like that of makr. According to L A , kaid indicates the exercising of art, ingenuity, cunning
or skill in the management or oTderiltg of @airs, with exee&?nt considerationor deliberation, and
ability to manage withsubtility acwrding to his ownfree will (LL). Thus it is used in a good
as well as in a bad sense. But the good signification of the word is made further clear. Thus
LL has kdda (infinitive noun kaid), meaning he contrived, dez;iRed or plotted a thiug, whether
good or b u d (LA). And again kdda (aorist yakidu) meau he worked or lahured at or upon any
thing ; he laboured, tookpains, exerted himself, strove or struggled to do, executed or accom.
plished iny thing; he laboured, strove or struggled with any thing to prevail or overcome or to
&%t
an object (9,LA-LL). The following verse of AL-Ajjaj, quoted by LL, under the word
awr, throws a flood of light on the true meaning of b i d : u 3;’ ~5
>2 j \
J 3s
\ J jt I I which is thus translated : When He (meaning Qod) lvings it (namely
my soul) by His ekilful ordering and His power and it is thm brought
, to a set time and
to thr tSnw qf tho end af my appoiated p&d, Here ths word h i d is, e,nd mud
rfmbred,
(LL).Thismeaning
p

also suits

b \3 z u 1 means

,L.

3
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Ar, thee.

.4r. thee.
Ar thou
wcrt.

Ar. w r .
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184 Do they not reflect that
their companion has not unsoundness in mind : he is only
a plain Warner.
185 Do they not consider
the kingdom of thehavens
andtheearthand
whatever
things Allah hascreated,and
that maybe their doom shall
have drawn
nigh;
what
announcement would they thcn
believe in after this ?
186 W h o m s o e v e rA l l a h
causes to err,p thereis no guide
for him ; and He leaves them
alone in their inordinacy,
blindly wandering on.
187 They ask you about the
hour,966 when will be its taking
place ? Say : The knowledge of
it is only with my Lord ; none
but Heshall
manifest itat
its time : it will be momentous
in the heavens and the ewth;
it will not come on you but of
a sudden.
They
ask you as
if you were solicitous about it.
Say:Its
knowledge is only
I with Allah, but most people
do not know.
188 Say : I do not control
sny benefit or harm for my
own soul except as Allah
I known the
please;andhad
unseen I would have had much
Df good and no evil would have
topched me ; I am nothing
but a Warner and the giver of
Tood news to a people who
believe.Q67

Ii

--~
I

not by stratagem or deceit, but by skiZju2 ordering. The word is also used to signify &T?I or
fight, as in E report \
which means, he did not met with amy&hW.
966 That is, the hour with which they are threatened as being the boom of their doom.
The word 86’at or the hour is used in the Holy Qur-&nto indicate both the doom of the guilty
in thia life and the time when a perfect manifestation of rewards and puni&mmb will take
place in the hereafter.
967 The simplicity and nobility of this statement as indicating the mission of 6 pr-t
is unsarpassed. He gives gladnews of triumph to those who believe, warns the e
p
l
i
k
d
the evil consequences of their acts in this life as well as in the next, but he denies himself
the possession a f the Divine powers. The Arabs were a superstitious people, and if the
Prophet had so desired, a8 I have alrendy pointed out, he could hsve claimed the possession
Of great superqntural posers. Bat truth stated in the
simplest words is the essence Of his
memw. h n p anecdobes are relmhl wherein people would ascribe b him Divine powm,
but he deatroged all suoh vain suggestions by E plain denial, It is h b d thd va kAe der of

ck(3.
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[PART
IX.

SECTION a4
The Find Word
189, 190. Man's
inclination
to
polytheism.
191-193. Inattention t o
Prophet'scall.
194, 195. A challenge. 196-199. Prophet'ssuccess
and
failure of oppbnents. 200-202. Devil'simputations.
203-206. Prayer and
humility enjoined.

a

531.

189 H ei t
iswhocreated
you from a single being, and of
the same (kind)" did He make
his mate, that he might incline
toher ;s6a so whenhecovers
hershebeers
a lightburden,
then moves about with it;
but
when it grows heavy, they both
Allah, theirLord:
callupon
If Thou givest us a good one,
we shall certainly be of the
grateful ones.869
190 But when Hegives then1
a good one,theyset
up with
Him associates in what He has
given them ; but high is Allah
above what they associate (with
Him).
191 What! they
associate
(withHim)thatwhichdoes
not create any thing, while they
we themselves created !
192 And they have no power
;o give them help, nor can they
lelpthemselves.

the death of his son IbrLhim a total eclipse of the sun was witnessed. Some peoplebegan
to whisper that the darkening of the sun was due to the death of the Prophet's son ; but he
was too sincere to allow men to remain under such a delusion, although it was calculated t o
enhance his dignity in the eyes of his followers. He ascended the pulpit and thus addressed
the people : '' Surely the sun and the moon are two signs of Allah ; they do not get eclipsed in
consequence of the death of anybody nor on account of any one's life, so when you see this
then call on Allah, and magnify Him and pray to Him and give alms " (Bkh).

&

968 Sakn originally signifies b e h g still, motionless, or @et, but d 1
means he
trusted to or relied upon it 80 as to be easy or quiet in mind (S,Q-LL), cr he inclined to it, or
he becamefamiliar with it (Msb-LL). Kf and BrJ also concur in this meaning.
969. The story that this veme refers to Adam andEveandtheirnamingtheir
son as
dbdul &iri_s,
being aname of t.he devil, has been rejected by all reliable commentators
Re). Thestrangestthing of all is that @ri_s is a name which is said to be most true,
w o r d i n g to a saying of the Holy Prophet in Ab6 Dhid (Mishkat, Ch. Admi), and therefore
it cannot be a name of the devil. The words of the verse are too general to be transported
into the story of Adam and Eve. I t describes the condition of man in general and refers to
the evidence of his nature, for when in distress he always turns to Allah, but when in ease
he goes after other gods or the low desires of his own soul. The verse clearly blames the
idolatrous Arabs for associating others with A l l a h , a8 is shown by the use of the plural number
in v. 190 and the verses that follow.
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193 And 9f you invitethem
io guidance, they mill not
:ollow you ; it isthesameto
you whether you invitethem
3r you are ~ilent.97~
194 Surely those whom you
sal1 on besides Allah are in a
state of subjugation like yourselves ;971 therefore call on
them, then let them answeryou
d you aretruthful.
195 Have
they
feet with
which they walk, or have they
hands with which they hold, or
have they eyes with which they
see, or havetheyearswith
: Call
which theyhear?Say
your associates, thenmake
a
atruggle (to prevail) against me
and give me no respite.
196 Surely my guardian is
Allah,whorevealed the Book,
and H e befriends the good.
197 Andthose
whom you
call upon besides Him are not
able to help you, nor can they
help themsel~es.~72
198 And if you invitethem
to guidance, they do not hear ;
and you see them looking
towards you, yettheydonot
see.
199 Take to forgiveness and
enjoin good and
turn
aside
:rom the ignorant.
200 And if a falseimputa;iop973 fromthe devil afflict yo%
3eek refuge inAllah;surely
Ae is Hearing, Knowing.

970 Compare this with 2 : 6 and the conclusion is evident that both verses speak of the
hard-hearted ones who are benefited neither by warning nor by admonition.
971 ' I b a is the plural of 'abd, which meens a servant or a slave, and applies to the human
being as being a bondman to his Creator. But as servants is not a designation properly
applicable to idols, I render it asbeing in a state of subjugation.
972 There is B clear propheoy here that not only will the power of the opponents be f r w hated in the coming struggles when they shall find no help from their gods, but those very
gods, i.e. the idols, shall not be able to save themselves and will be annihilated.
973 The primary significance of nuzaghahtl is he censured him and charged him with a Vice
andspoke evil of him (TA). It also signifies the sowing of dissensions, and it is used in this
Sense in 12 : 100. According to Rgh the word signifiesentering uponatl afair with the Object of
corrupting it. I t is also said to mean disquieting, distut'bitlg or agitating (Rz). I prefer the
first signification, taking nmgh as equivalent to false imnputation, the devil in this c a w a s
frequently in the Holy Qur-&n, standingfor the devilish enemies who spread a11 kinds Of false
reports concerning the Holy Prophet,against which he is told & seek refuge in
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Ar. thou

Iningest.

hr. amt
thou.
Or,forge.

Ar: thy.
Ar. thueelJ
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201 Surely those who g u u d
(against evil), when
visitstion974 from the devil a f i o t ~
them
they
beoome mindful,
then lo ! they
202 And their
brethreng76
increase them in error, then
they cease not.
203 And when you bring
themnot
sign,
a
they say:
Vherefore do you not demand
i t ? S a y : I only follow what
from
my
is revealed to me
Lord;theseareclear
proofa
from your Lord and a g u i h n c e
and a mercy for a, people who
believe.
204 And whenthe Qu-r&n
is recited, then listen to it and
remain d e n t , t h a t mercy may
he shown to you.
205 And remember your
Lordwithin
yourself humbly
snd feering and in a voice not
loud inthemorningandthe
Evening, and be not of the
heedless ones.977
206 Surelythosewhoare
with your Lordare
not too
?roud to serve Him, and they
leclare His glory andthrow
hemselves down inhumility
xforeHim.8i8

This significance is quite in consonance with what is said in the previous verse, where the
Prophet is enjoined to take to forgiveness and tarn aside from the ignorant. Or, if agitation
is taken to be the meaning, it may mean the agitation which upsets the mind when a man is
in ranger (Rz).
It should be added here that a saying of the Holy Prophet olesrIy speaks of the devil,
who insinuates evil into the mind, as having submitted BimseIf (Ar. astamaj in his case (Rz).
Hence to interpret naagh here as meaning tk sabggestia or the stirrltcp of the d e d is
incorrect.
974 ydif means a uisitaties (TAqLL),
originally goimg mwd. The v W a t i a of the devil
means the happening of mry grievow lrscident or tk c h g o f a%a f l i c t h from the h n d a of
the devil, or the wicked man acting in opposition b the righteuns. Or the d e l ' s visicstion
may signify mgerwhich blinds aman, for .Mf signifies m d w m of mind, anger 07
ineinuation (Rs).
975 Being endowed with insight, they see their wag mb of t h sBidiOn, 01:the rneming is
that anger does not blind bhem.
978 Tbat is, tke brethren of the devils, or the devil's hummn associsbs.
977 It is I)R error to suppose that the mention d the words m i q q and eum$ttg s h m
that the five times of prfiyer were not yet fixed. The times d pmyw h a long beea settled.
Tke direction is here given in general terms to oontinue to gwify tbe b r 8 at dl t i m .
978 The reoita of this verse is folIowed by an satad p m h l i o a , BO that the physicsf sbte
of the body may be in perfeet agreement with the spiritnal coaditiott of t
h mind.

CHAPTER VI11
THE AQQESSIONS
(dl-Anfdl)

REVEALED
AT MEDINA
(10 sections and 75 verses)
Abatract :
Sec. 1, 2. The battle of Badr.
Sec. 3. The way to success.
Sec. 4. Muslims shall be made guardians of the sacred Mosque.
Sec. 5 . The battle of Badr as a sign of the Prophet’s truth.
Sec. 6. Success did not depend on numbers.
Sec. 7. Enemy’sstrength weakened.
Sec. 8. Peace to be secured by strength.
Sec. 9. Muslims should be prepared to meet overwhelming numbers.
Sec. 10. Relations between Muslims and non-Muslims.
Title and subject-matter.
As this chapter chiefly confines itself to the first battle of the Muslims, the question of what

is acquired from the enemy inwar is settled here, and hence this chaptergoes under the name
of AL-Anfd, which is improperlytranslated as meaning Spoils, but whichreally signifies
accessions or additions; therefore I haveadopted a different titlefromthat
which isin
general use in English translations.
The chapter opens with certain statements necessary to a preparation for the battle, while
section
the second section dealswiththebattle
itself-Le. the battle of Badr.Thethird
points out the way to success, the essence of which is obedience and faithfulness to the Holy
Prophet, which the oompanions unwaveringly exhibited in this battle, under the most trying
circumstances. The fourth section refers to the successful issue of the war. After pointing out
the plans of the opponents against the Prophet, it states that the Muslims shall be made the
guardians of the Sacred Mosque at Mecca, i.e. the Ra’ba, and that unbelievers shall no more
have any access to it. The fifth refers to the great value of the success in the battle of Badr
Muslims were only athird of the
as a sign of theProphet’s truth; for,althoughthe
number of their opponents, they actually marched forth to victory without being armed, and
the efficiency of theirsmall force, which consisted mostly of old menandrawandinexMeccan warriors.
perienced youths, was nothing as compared with the strong and sturdy
The sixth indicates that success did not depend on numbers and weapons ; while the seventh
proceeds to show that the battle had completely undermined the enemy’s strength, referring
in conclusion to the treaties of pewe which the Arab tribes now sought to eshblish with the
Muslims, but which later on they frequently violated. The eighth section directs the Muslims
t o be ready to deal 8 blow and to be well equipped, because they could only hope to secure
peace by strength and readiness. The ninth informs them that they will have to fight against
even ten times their number, and thus really gives them to understand that they must
be
prepared to meet overwhelmhg numbers.
The l w t section expleins how far those Muelims
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SECTION 1

'1

The Battle of Badr
1-4. Instructionspreparatorytothebattle.
5 , 6. Fearsdue
of enemy. 7-10. Divinepromise of helpandvictory.

to strength

Inthe pame of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
Ar. thee.

accessions.
1 They askSay
you: The
aboutaccesthe
sions are for Allah andthe
Apostle.g7g So be careful of
(your duty to) Allah andset
of your differaright
matters
ence, and obey Allah and
His Apostle if you are believers.
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should be assisted mho had chosen to remain with their polytheistic brethren, layingemphasis
on the sacredness of treaties made, even with unbelieving tribes, although believing members
may be the sufferers.

Connection and date of revelation.
The battle of Badr, mhich forms the chief topic of this chapter, is frequently referred to as
thefurqdn or the Distinction in the Holy Qur-hn, and has already been referred to as such in
the third chapter.
In the historical order of events this chapter should have taken its place
after the second chapter; but owing to its peculiar nature as affording proof of the truth of
the Prophet's mission, it finds its proper place after a full discussion of prophethood in the
last chapter, and thus affords an illustration in the Prophet's own life of that discomfiture
which overbkes the opponents of prophets which is illustrated by reference to the histories of
ebrlier prophets in the last chapter. It will thus be seen that in any rational arrangement of
the Holy Qur-An there is no other
place for this chapter, the major portion
of which was
undoubtedly revealed either immediately before or immediately after the battle of Badr, i.e. in
the second year of Hejira ; but the concluding verses of the aeventh section and the eighth
section, containing as they do clear references to the repeated violation of agreements by the
unbelievers, musthave been revealed duringthe period preceding the conquest of Mecca,
or possibly in thatimmediately
following, as these violations ultimately led to the
declaration of immunity which finds expression in the chapter that follows. Verses 30-35,
which are supposed by gome to have been revealed at Mecca, &re really references to past
history, to which attention is called to encourage the Muslims under the new ,difficulties;
moreover, thereis no evidence that they were not revealed at Medina.

979 Anfil is the plural of nu$, which means an additioft or accession t o what i~ due (AH).
According to Zuhri, nafl and nifiifilahindicate what accedes to or exceeds the origiuul (Rz).
TA gives the same significance. Hence it means a uo2untary sift by way of alms or as a
good work or a gyt, or a deed beyond what is incumbent or 06ligatory (LL). There is much
difference of opinion among the oommentators as to what is meant by accessions (anfa.2)here.
The most generally received opinionisthalitmeanspropertyacquiredduringthewar,
being in this sense synonymous with ghantmat (I'Ab, Mjd, 'Ik, Qt, Dk.AH). Some say that
nafl is what k given to the warrior in addition to his share (LL), but even better than that is
mother expl&nation also traced to I'Ab, who says that by anfcil ie meant any thing that
b e m u , Reparated f?om thepoifilytheists (Le. those who fought against the Muslims),faJZing into
the handn of the MtlsEims without fghting, such as an animal, or a slave, or anyproperty (Rz).
This differs f r o m f a i , because, thoughfai is obtained without war, the condition there is that
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2 Those only are
believers
whose
hearts become
full of fear when Allah is
mentioned, and when His comto
munications
are
recited
themtheyincreasethem
in
faith,and
in theirLord
do
they trust,
3 Those who keep up prayer
andspend(benevolently)
out
of what We have given them.
4 These are the believers in
truth;theyshallhave
from
theirLord exalted gradesand
forgiveness and an honourable
sustenance.
5 Even as your Lord caused
you to go forth from yozu
house with the truth, though a
party of the believers were
surelyaverse

it must have been obtained after there has .been preparation for fighting and the enemy has
laid down his arms.
Now, the question is as to what is meant by accessions being f o r Allah and for the
Apostle. According to Bd, the meaning is that the
Apostle shall distribute them as Allah
commands him. If therefore anfdl is taken as synonymous with ghaninUZt, the command of
$llah regarding its distribution is contained in v. 41. And if anfo’l is taken as meaning the
additional share of a warrior, or property acquired in war without any fighting or even any
preparation for khting, the distribution of it would be effected by the Prophet asAllah directs
him under the particular circumstances. And even if the wordsbe taken to mean that such
property was the property of Allah and His Apostle, the moaning would be that it w a s to be
considered as public property, which muld be used in the advanoement of the public cause.
Such property did not become the personal property of the Holy Prophet.
980 Theparticle kamb, meaning as, atthe beginning of the verse has been explained
variously by the commentators, one explanation being that it has reference to what is said in
the opening words of the previous verse (Ra). But a reference to the concluding words of
that verse makes the explanation simpler still. Exalted grades and honourable provision are
promised there to believers, and here we are told that it was to bring about a fulfilment of
that promise that the Prophet was made to go forth to battle.
The circumstances of the battle of Badr have been misunderstood, even by some Muslims.
Christian opinion on the point is summed up in Palmer’s note : “The occasion alluded to
was one when Muhammad had made preparations for attacking an unarmed caravan on its
way from Syria to Mecca, when Ab6 Sufhn, who was in charge of it, sent to Mecca and
obtained an escort of nearly a thousand men ; many of Muhammad’s followers wished to
attack thecaravan only, but theProphetandhis
immediate followers were for throwing
themselves on the escort.”
While the several incidents mentioned here are separately true, there is a misconception
to their relation to each other. It is true that a caravan was returning from Syria, and
an army had marched forthfrom Mecca ; it is also true that some of the Muslims wished that
they should encounter the caravan and not face the Meccan force. Had the Holy Prophet
desired to plunder the caravan, he would have done it long before Abu Sufian could obtain
succour from Mecca. Medina waa situated at a distance of thirteen days’ journey from
Mecca, so that if the Holy Prophet had actually an idea of plundering the caravan when it
approached Medina, succour could not have reached Abu Sufian in less than a month, even
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6 Theydisputedwith
i about
thetruthafter

[PmT1%

you

it had
become clear,(andtheywent
forth) as if theywerebeing
driven
to
death
while
they
saw (it).
7 And when Allah promised
you one of the two parties that
it shall be yours and you loved
that the one not armed should
, ~ ~ ~ desired to
be y ~ u r nand,Allah
manifest the truth of what was
true by His words982 and to cut
off the root of the unbelievers.
8 That He may manifest the
truth of what was true and
showthe
falsehood of what
was false, thoughtheguilty
%diked.
9 When you sought aid from
your Lord, so H e answered
you : I will assist you with a
1bhousand of the angels follow1ng one another.
10 And Allah onlygaveit
Its a good news and that your
1learts might be at ease there1~y; and victory isonlyfrom
1illah ; surely Allah is Mighty,
7
WVi~e.~83

if he had been apprised of the Holy Prophet’s intentions and had sent
for aid from Mecca.
And why should the Prophet have waited all this while and not plundered the caravan before
the help reached Abu Sufian ?
Badr, where the encounter took place, lies at a distance of three days’ journey fromMedina.
Here,marchingtowardseachother,the
two armiesmet,This
shows thatthe Meccan
army had long been on its way to Medina, while the Muslims were as yet quite unprepared.
The enemy had marched forth forten days and the Muslims only for three days when the two
forces encountered each other, which shows clearly that the Muslims had turned out to take
the defensive against an invading force. The Prophet had never any design of plundering
thecaravan,for if he had any such
design he could have carried itout long before the
Meccen force had approached Medina, and his hands would thus have been strengthened to
meet a powerful enemy. I t is quite clear that the Holy Prophet only marched forth when
the enemy had already travelled over three-fourths of the way to Medina, and the caravan had
left Medina far behind. It is also known that a party of the believers were averse to fighting.
They could not have been averse if they had had t o encounter only an unarmed caravan.
Whab is said in the next verse makes it clearer still, theywent forth as if they were being
d & m to death, because they knew that they were going to meet an enemy not only treble in
numbers, but also much more powerful end efficient.
981 The two parties referred to were the unarmed caravan of the Quraish going to Mecca
and the ermed force of the Quraish that had started from
Mecca. Naturally, some of the
Muslims desired that their encounter should take place mith the unarmed Quraish caravan,
which was now long wag from Nedina, and not with the powerful army which was advancing
against Medina.
982 By His words is meant here the fulfilment of His words, because the Prophet had
083, see next page.
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SECJTION 2
The Battle of Bade
11-16. Believersstrengthened.
17, 18. Working of Allah’s handinthe
fight. 19. Unbelievers’prayer for P decision.

11 When H e caused cdm
to fall on you as a security
a

33.

I

from Him and sent down upon
you water from the cloud. that
He might thereby purify ~ 0 ~ 1 , 9 8 4
and
take
away from you the
uncleanness of the devil, and
that He might fortify your
heartsandsteady
(your) footsteps thereby.986
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deolared at :Mecca,. lone- before the fieht actuallytook place, that an encounter would take place
betvwn the Muslims andtheQuraish,in
which the former wouldbe victorious. These
prophecies had hitherto been laughed at by the Meccans, because they could never imagine
that their power could be broken by such an insignificant community. Of tlle many
prophecies which will be noted intheir proper place, I may refer hereto one which the
Holy Prophet himself repeated aloud in the field,
I’Ab says that the Holy Prophet prayed
on the day of Badr, saying : “ 0 Allah ! I beseech Thee to fulfill Thy promise and Thycompact !
0 Allah ! If Thou pleasest (to destroy this body) Thou shalt not be worshipped (on earth) ! ”
On this Abu Bakr held his hand and said : “This is sufficient.” Then the Holy Prophet came
forth and he cried : 6‘ Soon shall the hosts be routed and they shall turn their backs ” (Bkh).
Xom these concluding mords occur in 54 :46, which is one of the earliest Meccan revelations,
and the incident shows that the importance of the battle of Badr lay in the many prophecies
which by their fulfilment bore witness to the truth of the Holy Prophet.
A prophecy regarding this occurs also in Isaiah. Under the heading, The
burden upon
Arabia, inIsa. 21 : 13, me read : ‘ 1 Theinhabitants of theland of Temabrought water
to him that was thirsty ; they prevented with their bread himthat fled. For they fled
from the swords, from thedrawn sword, andfromthe bent bow andfromthe grievousnessof war. For thus hath the Lord said unto me, Within a year, according to the years
of an hireling,and a11 the glory of Kedar shallfail : andthe residue of thenumber of
archers, the mighty men of the children of Kedar, shall be diminished ” (Isa. 21 : 14-17).
The one t h d w , and whose Flight has become the most notable event in history, being
the basis of an era, is no other than the Holy Prophet, and the battle of Badr, fought dter the
first year of Hejira, no doubt dealt a blow to the power of the Qumish and diminished
the number of their archers. In the Holy Q u r h we have, iastead of this, mtting of th
m t of the unklieuers; for here were slain the seven great leaders of the Quraish.
933 Compare 3 : 123,where the coming down of angels in the battle of Uhud is mentioned.
Also see 485, which explains the object of the ooming of the angels. It is nowhere stated in
bheHoly Bur-&nt b t the angelsaotually fought,but here, as in 3 : 1% we are plainly told that
the angsla mre sent down to bear good news of viotory and to ease the hearb of the MusIims.
Here, howmer, we w e further told (v, 11)that, as a result of the coming of the angels, oalm
fell upon the Muslims, their hearts being strengthened and their footsteps being steadied, and
(7. 12) that while the believers were thus made f i r m , terror wan cast into the hearts of the
unbelievers. Hence it is that the numberof angels corresponds with tho strength of the enemy
h e in each CBSB, their number being one thousand in Badr, where the enemy had a like
force. For the other two ocoasions see 485.
984 Compare 25 :25, which is B prophecy about the events of this remarkable battle : ‘ I On
the b y when the heaven shall burst a s u h with the cloud8 aod the angels shall be Sent
down asending.”Therainfall
brought many adyankgee to the Muslims, for which see
next foot-note,
986, nee next page,
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Ar a b m
tiw necks.

12 When your Lord revealed
to the angels: I amwith you,
thereforemake firm those mho
believe. I will castterrorinto
thehearts
of those who disoff
believe. Therefore
strike
their heads and strike off every
finger-tip ofthem.986
13 This
is
because they
acted adversely to Allah and
His Apostle; and whoever acts
His
adversely to Allah and
Apostle-then surely Allah is
severe in requitiug (evil).
14 This-taste it, and (know)
that for the unbelievers is the
chastisement of fire.9*7
15 0 you who believe ! when
you meet those who disbelieve
marching for war, thenturn
not your backs t o them.”*
16 And whoever shall turn
his back to them on that dayunlessheturn
asidefor
the
sake of fighting orwithdraw
to a company-then he, indeed,
becomes deserving of Allah’s
wrath,andhis
abode is hell ;
and an evil destinationshall
it be.

985 Bdore the rain fell the Muslim position was veryweak.
The enemy hnd the command of the water and the Muslims were in a low sandy place. Therefore there were some
who had misgivings, which, asissaidhere,
were due to the devil’s uncleanness. The
enemy having taken possession of thedrinking-water,the
Muslims feared being troubled

u u

by thirst, which is called the devil of the desert-Q, +d
j
p\
Therain
strengthenedthe position of the Muslims and consequently comforted theirhearts.This
was a purification, for aftertherainfalltheyall
became certain of the Divine helpand
SO of their triumph over the enemy.
986 Thelast sentence ia apparently addressed to the fighting believers.

b
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means above the necks, and striking above the luck8 is either the same as striking the necks, or
it signifies the striking of the beads, because what is above the neck is the head. And the
striking of the finger-tips indicetea the striking of the hands which held weapons to kill the
Muslims (Rz). The two phrases respectively signify the killingof the enemyand disablinghim
SO a~ to render him unfit for taking further part in fighting.
987 That is, taste this torment in this life as an indication of the chastisement of 6re in
the next lie.
988 Zagafa originallymeans hc walked or marched little b y little, andappliestothe
crawling along of a child when unable to walk. Then zaWcsme to mean an army or military
force marchinglittle
littk w a r d s thc m m y , or heavily by reason of thiTmultitude
a d force (TA-LL). I t a m e to be applied generally to <cur, asinareport
->\
quoted by TA, which means he ped from war (LL).
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17 So you did not slay them,
but
was
it
Allah who slew
them,end you did notsmite
when you smote (theenemy),
but it wa8 Allah who smote,9s9
and that He might confer upon
the believers a good gift from
Himself ; surely Allah is Hearing, Knowing.9w
18 T h i ~ , ~and
e l that Allah is
the weakener of the struggle of
the unbelievers.
19 If you demanded a judgment,thejudgmenthasthen
indeed come to you ;992 and if
you desist, it mill be better for
you ; and if you turn back (to
fight), We (t’oo) shall turn back,
and your forces shall avail you
nothing,thoughtheymay
be
many, and (know) that Allah is
withthe believers.
989 Ram-y carries a number of significances, thro?oing,$inging, casting, adsailing,smiting,
shooting, goingfoforth,etc. (LL). It is used in connection with fighting, and therefore I adopt
smiting as its equivalent, which, like its original, makes the meaning clear without seeking
an understood object. The first part of the verse refers to the Muslims generally-You did
not d a y them, but it was Allah who slew, the address being in the plural ; and the second part
being in the singular is understood as referring to the Holy Prophet. Otherwise there is no
difference between the two passages. The Muslims slew the enemy, but it is affirmed that
really they did not slay, but it was Allah who slew them ; the meaning apparently being that
Allah’s hand was working in the battle, which is also clear from the fact that three hundred,
mostly raw, young men, equipped with neither horses nor arms, prevailed against a
thousand of the most renowned warriors. The same meaning must be attached to the other
passage relating to the smiting of the enemy. Whether the Prophet actually cast a handful of
pebbles at the enemy, which discomfited the latter, is a different question. It is sufficient to
learn that a powerful enemy was discomfited by about E third of its number, while from the
point of view of efficiency and equipment even ten men from among the Muslims were not
equal to one of the enemy. I t was Allah’e hand that slew them, and it was His hand that
smote them and ultimately put them to rout. That the Prophet actually
cast a handful of
dust at the enemy i s in no way inconsistent with this explanation.
990 IbZ6, though ordinarily meaning trying, and proving, like bald and ibtalci (two other
verbs from the same root), means here, by the unanimous opinion of all commentators, the
covferrhg of a favour (Rz). The lexicons also give it thesame significance. ThusLL

says:

1 \>\

1

k \(TA), or

ha’&

(S), means God d i d to him a good

&2\ 3”,

in the Qur-in (8: 17) L a s7h c L b
(TA), i.e. and tllat He might confer upon the believers a great bewefit, or favour or blesring
(Bd), or a goad giftfrom Him. The good gift or the benefit spoken of here is a victory which
strengthened the foundations of Islam and dealt a death-blow to the evil designs of those who
were determined to exterminate it, as is plainly said in the next verse.
991 T h b here stands for a sentence, via. this was the Di,uiwepzw’ose in bringing about this
encounter.
992 It is related that when the Quraish left Mecca to attack the Muslims, they held to the
deed (TA). And hence itissaid
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SECTION 3
The Way to lnccelie
20-26. Obedience enjoined. 27, 28. Faithfulness

20 0 you who believe! obey
Allah and Bis Apostle and do
not turn back from Him while
you hear.
2 1 And be not like those
who said,Wehear,andthey
didnotobey.”
22 Surely
the
vilest of
animals,gs3 in Allah’s sight, are
who do
the deaf, thedumb,
not understand.
23 And if Allah hadknown
any good in themHe mould
if
havemadethemhear,and
He makes
them
hear
they
would turn back while they
withdraw.
24 0 you who believe !
answer(the call of) Allah and
His Apostle when He calls you
to that which gives you life;Q94
and know that Allah intervenes between manandhis
l1eart,~~5 and that to Him ‘you
shall be gathered.
,

a

135.

to Allah and His Apostle,

,

curtains of the Ka’ba and prayed thus: “ 0 Allah!assistthe
best of the two forces and
the most rightly directed of the two parties and the most honoured of the two groups and the
most excellent of the two religions.” Others say that Abu Jahl prayed in the field of battle,
saying : 0 Allah ! whoever of us is most actuated to cut the ties of relationship and most
wicked, destroy him to-morrow morning ” (R’z). Palmer’s
remerk
in
this
connection, that
theQuraish prayed inthe above-given words ‘ I when they were threatenedwith anattack
from Muhammad,” is opposed to historical facts. Indeed,
it is utterly absurd to speak of
Muhammd threatening the Quraish, when the Muslims did not constitute even a hundredth
part of the whole population of Arabia, which wasnow up wainst them, and the Quraish
were doing everything to deal a death-blow to the muse of Islam.
993 Ddbhah meansliterally anythingthat
walks (or creeps or c r a w l ) upon the earth
(S.LL) ; hence anyanimal, or a beast, or any living thing. Note that the deaf and the
dumb signify those who are spiritually deaf and dumb-those who do not understand.
994 Faith or submission to Allah is Zqe and unbelief is death (Sudi-Rz). By the expression that which gives you Zije some understand the Qur-in is meant, others take it to mean
j i l u d , or exertion inthe cause of truth (Re). A11 theseexplanations really signify one and
the
995 By heart ismeant the desires of the Ireart. TheDivineintervention
is thecutting off
of those deaires (Rs). The faithful are enjoined to be quick in responding to the call of the
Prophet,andnot
to indulgein worldly desirea, for thew may soon be cut off. Orthe
meaning is that they must respond to the oall of the Prophet lest, having deprived themselves of one occasion of doing good, the heart should be hardened, and aa B punishment for
the &Et rejeotion, Allah may so turn it that it may not turn to good at all, but take plessure
in wiokedneel,

i
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25 And fear en affliction
not smitethose 1
which
may
of youinparticularwhoare
unjustand
know that Allah
is severe in requiting (evil).
26 And remember when you
were few, deemed weak in the
lend, fearing lest people might
carryyou off by f ~ r o e but
,~~~
He sheltered
you
and
strengthened you wlth His aid
and gave
you
of the good
things
that
you may give
thanks.
27 0 you who believe! be
noQunfaithful to Allah and the
Apostle, mr be unfaithfulto
your trusts while you know.
28 And know that
your
property and your children &re
a temptation, and that Allah is
H e ' with whom there is a
mighty reward.

SECTION 4
Muslims shall be made Qaardiana of the Beored Mosque
29. A distinction was promised. 30, 31. PlansagainsttheProphet.
32-35. Unbelievers' demand for punishment end prophecy that they shall be
aeprived of the guardianship of the Ka'ba, which shall be made over to the
Muslims. 36, 37. How it should be broughtabout.

29 0 you who believe I If
you are careful of (your duty
to) Allah, H e will grant youa
iistinotionand do awaywith
your evils and forgive you ; and
Allah istheLord
of mighty
grace.
30 And when those who disbelieved devised plans
against
you that
they
might
confine
you or slay you or h i v e you
tway; andthey devised plans
tnd Allah too had
arranged
a
$an ; and Allah is the best of
?lanners.gD8
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996 The referenoe is not to one partioulas inoident, but generdy to all afflictions that
are of suoh a widespread nature as to overtake even others, in addition to those for whom
they a r e primarily intended.
997 The revelation of this verse undoubtedly belongs to a somewhet later period, when
the Mualime were comparatively seoure, 8s it reminds them of an earlier state when they were
perfectly inseoure. Further reference to this aondition is contained in v. 30.
998 The referenoe is to thefinalplans ot theQuraish when, the companions having
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31 And when
Our
communications
are
recited
to
them,
they
say
: We
have
if we pleased
heardindeed;
we could say the like of it ;999
thisisnothingbutthestories
of the ancients.
32 And whentheysaid:
0
Allah I if this is the truth from
Thee, then rain upon us stones
from heaven or inflict on us a
painful chastisement.
33 But Allah was not going
to chastise them while you were
among them, nor is Allah going
to chastise them while yet they
askfor forgiveness.1000
34 And what (excuse) have
they
that
Allah should not
chastise then1 while they hinder
(men) from the sacred Mosque
(fit to be)
andtheyarenot
guardians of it;itsguardians
are
only
those
who
guard
(against evil), but most of them
do not know.1001
35 And theirprayer before
is nothing
but
the
House
of
whistling
and
clapping
hands ; taste then the chastisement, for you disbelieved.
36 Surely
those
who
disbelieve spendtheir wealbh to

emigrated to Medina, theProphet was left alone at Mecca. Variousplans wye suggested
at a great meeting of the Quraish chiefs in their town hall ; the plan ultimately adopted waB
that the Prophet should be slain, a number of youths belonging to different tribes thrusting
their swords into his body at one and t h e same time, so that one man or tribe should not
have the charge laid against him or it. I t was with this object that the Prophet's house was
surrounded, bnt he got away unnoticed (Ib Hsh). The Divine plan
was that the unbelievers
should see the downfall of their power at the hands of the Prophet.
999 That this was an empty boast is confirmed by the fact that, although the Holy Qur-&n
repeatedly challenged them to produce anything like it, they could not produce even the like
of its shortest chapter.
1000 The punishment was to overtake them when the Holy Prophet was no more among
them, i.e. afterhis flight from Mecca. But even then the punishment might be averted if
they asked for forgiveness.
1 0 1 The unbelievers are here declared not to be the true guardians of the Sacred Mosque,
because while that Mosque was an emblem of the pure unity of the Divine Being, its name
having been clearly associated with monotheism since the time of Abraham, the unbelievers
who now posed as its guardians were idolaters. So they &re told that they are unfit to hold
its guardianship, which would henceforth be made over to a people who guard against evil,
i.e. the Muslims. The words contain a prophecy not only as to the deprivation of the unbelieving Quraish of the guardianship of the Ka'ba, but also as to the passingof the guardianship
into the hsnds of the Muslims.
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hinder (people) from the way of
Allah; so theyshallspendit,
an
thenitshall
be tothem
intenseregret,thentheyshall
who
be overcome;andthose
disbelieve shall be driven togetherto hell,
37 That Allah might separate
the impure from the good, and
puttheimpure,
some of it
upon the other, and pile it up
together, then cast it into hell ;
that
these
are
is
the
it
losers.10°2

SECTION 5
TheBattle

of Badr an a Sign of the Prophet'm Truth

38-40,Fighting necessarytoestablishfreedom
of religion. 41. Onefifth of what is aoquired to be devoted to charitable purposes. 42-44. HOW
the encounter served as a sign.

38 Say to those who disdesist,
that
believe if they
which is past shall be forgiven
to them ; and if they return,lW3
to the
then
what
happened
ancients has already passed.loo4
39 And fight with
them
until there is no more persecution and religion should be only
for Allah ; but if theydesist,
thensurely
Allah sees what
they
1002 The moaning is either that the good men might be separated from the wicked, and
,then the nicked should all be cast into hell, or that the good property might be separated
fromtheworthlessproperty
of the unbelievers andthelattershouldall
be wasted in
opposition tothe Muslims withoutbringinganygaintoits
possessors (Re, AH).
1003 Desisting and returning both relate to jghting clgninst the Muslims, not to unbelief,
because the unbelievers could not be said t o return to unbelief. They had gone away from Badr
quite discomfited, andthey were told that if they deeisted fromfightingthey would be
forgiven, but if they returned to fighting they would meet with the doom of former peoples.
Notwithstanding all that the Muslims had suffered, the Prophet was still told to forgive his
enemies if they only desisted from fighting against his followers. This is the one and only
condition of forgiveness.
1004 The meaning is that they could read their
own doom in the doom of those with whom
Allah haddealt previously insimilarcircumstances.
BP interprets &
as being
equivalent to
cj
Compare 18 : 55, which
states
that
the
unbelievers only

&

jy\

wait " that what happened to the ancients should overtake them."
1006 That is, if they desist from fighting, the Muslims must do the same, such being the
Bignificance of &&h aee) what they &o ; for Allah rewards men according to their deeds.
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PARF X
4 1 And know that whatever
thing you acquire
in
wax, a
fifth of it is for Allah and for
new
the Apostle and for the
of kin and
the
orphans
and
the
needy andthe wayfarer, if you
believe in Allah andinthat
whioh We revealed to Our
servant, on the day ol distinction, the dey on which the two
parties met ; and Allah has
power over all things ;1007
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1006 If they return to fight, then Allah will protect the Mudim community, helping them
against their enemy, as He is their Patron and Helper. Vv. 39 and 40 explain what is said
in v. 38.

1007 &L j>\+ 1 i.e. ghunm means acquisition of a lhing (Rz,AH). The
latter quotes two verses in support of this ES the true meaning :-

and
in both of which ghnnimat and ghunm signify achievement, the meaningof the first verse being:
“And I went about on a11 sides until the only achievement with which I was satisfied was
coming back,” and that of the second : ‘ (And the eating of what is eoquired is on the day of
sohievement his food whither he goes, and he who is deprived is deprived.” LL explains
ghanama asmeaning he acquiredathingwithoutdificulty,
andthesameauthoritythus
explains
the

verse

&LJ

1i

Le. when thy turn of good fortune‘

comes, avail thyself of i t (in art. T@). Hence the original meaning of the word ghanamet is
simply acquisition or achievement, and the word is then applied to what is acquired in war
after fighting with the enemy and vanquishing him, and ghanimat is now a technical term for
such property.
The division of what is thus acquired in the war is plainly given in the verae, but there
has been a discussion as to what is meant by for Allah. The most generally accepted opinion
is that one-6fth of the whole property acquired is to be divided again into five parte, the
Prophet, the near of kin, the orphans, the poor, and the wayfarer being equal sharers. Thus
the twenty-fifth part fell to the Prophet’s share, an equal sharewas given over to the Prophet’s
near of kin, all individuals belonging to the tribes of Bani-Hbhim and Bani-Abdul Mu$+lib
being aharers therein, and three twenty.fifths were given to the orphans, the poor, the needy,
and the wayfarers, while four-fifths were divided among those who were oonsidered ES having
taken part in the fight. As to the Prophet’s twenty-Hth, it appears from certain anecdotes
that it was also used for the benefit of the Muslims. Thus, Rz,hsving reised the question of
the diatribution of the 5fth Biter the Prophet’s death, giveathe following wxmer from Shdfa’i’e
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42 When you were on the
nearer side (of the valley) and
they were on the farthest side,
while the caravan wasin a lower
place than you ;lmS and if you
had mutually made an appointment, you
would
certainly
have broken away from the
app0intment,1~0$ b u t 1010 - i n
orderthat
Allah might bring
aboutamatter
which was to
be done,l011 that he who would
perish mightperish
by clear
would live
proof, andhewho
might live by clear proof ;lo12
and most surely Allah is
Hearing, Knowing :
43 When Allah showed
them t.0 you in your dream as
few;and
if He had shown
you as many you
them
to
would certainly have become
weak-heartedand
you would

I
-

point of view: ‘I I t should be divided into five parts, one portion (the same twenty-fifth as in
his lifetime) being for the Apostle of Allah, to be spent as he used to spend it, for the benefit
of the Muslims, as the providing of the warriors with horses and weapons.” Rz also relates
a saying of the Holy Prophetonthe
occasion of thedistribution of what was gained at
Kheibar: F )
&I
> +\
I\ dL i.e. Out of what
Allah
has given
to you nothing i s miwe but a fifth, and t h a t f i f t h i s giwn back to you. These two facts,
combined with the fact of theutmostsimplicity
of theProphet’sdomesticlife,whichis
admitted on all hands, show clearly that the Holy Prophet spent even his own share for the
good of the community.
1008 The position of the three parties, i.e. the party of the Muslims and two parties of the
Quraish,isheremadeclear,
The Muslims were onthenearerside,i.e.
thesidenearer to
uediwa, the main army of the Quraish was on the farthest side, i.e. the side which was nearer
to Mecca and fartkestjrom H e d i m , while the caravan was in a lower phoe, i.e. towards the
sea-coast and farther away from Medina on its was to Mecca (Ra).

3 cjw\

1009 The
heremeans the
faailwe
to
keep the
appointment
on the
part of the Muslims on seeing the strength of the enemy and their own weakness (Rz, AH).
1010 The commentators say there is an ellipsis here, the meaning being, b u t a n enc0unte.r
was brought about without there being an appointment.
1011 The am7 or agair is said t o be ahready done, because Allah had decided to do it. The
use of thepasttensewhentheoccurrenoeiscertain
is frequent in Arabic. Thematter
referred to is the vanquishment of the opponents of Islam, about which prophecies had been
announced at the very commencement of the career of the Holy Prophet.
1012 The affair at Badr afforded a clear proof of the truth of the Holy Prophet’s mission,
because theunbelievershad
been repeatedly told thet as a proof of the truth whiohthe
Prophet brought to them a discomfiture of their pover at the hands of the Holy Prophet
would be brought about in this very life, and their forces and wealth would not then be of
any use to them. As an instance of these prophecies see two of the earlier chapters : “ And
most certainly We will makethemtaste
of thenearerchastisementbefore
.the greater
chastisement, that haply they may turn’’ (39 : 21) ; ‘ 4 Such is the chastisement, and arrbinly
the chastisement of the hereafter is greater, if they but know ” (68 : 33).
14
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havedisputedeboutthematter,
but Allah saved (you) ; surely
H e is theKnower of whet is
in thebreasts.
44 Andwhen
H e showed
them to you, when you met, as
few in yo,ur eyes and H e made
you to appear little in their eyes,
in order that Allah might bring
about a matterwhichwasto
bedone,and
to Allah areall
affairs returned.1013

-

PART
X,

&@;&gds;&s

SECTION 6
Suaoeea did not depend on Numbers

46.46. Firmnessand union enioined. 47, 48. Enemiesmade
their strength.

a show of

45 0 you who believe ! when
you meet a party, then be firm,
and remember Allah much, that
you may be successful.
46 And obey Allah and His
Apostle and do not quarrel, for
then you will be week in hearts
andyourpower
will depart,
and be patient; surely Allah is
with the patient.
47 And bo notlikethose
who
came
forth
from
their
homesingreatexultationand
tobeseen
of men,and (who)
turnawayfromtheway
of
Allah,1014 and Allah comprehends what they do.
48 And whenthe
devil1015
mad0their works foirseeming
to them, and said : No one can
day,
and
overcome you this
surely I am your protector ; but
whenthetwopartiescamein
sight of eachotherheturned
upon his heels, andsaid : Surely
I am clear of you, surely I see
I
whetyou do notsee,surely
fear Allah ; end Allah is severe
in requiting (evil).

--

1013 In the previous verse it isstatedthattheenemy
were shown t o the Prophet in
dream to be few, and here we are told that they were also shown to be few to the Nuslims
when thetwoarmiesmet.The
second point has been fully explainedin 395. AB regards
the Prophet's seeing them few in a vision, it must no doubt be interpreted as signifying their
morel weakness, notwithstanding their great number.
1014 The reference is clearly to the army of the Quraish, which had marched forth in
great exultetion to destroy Medina.
1015,
next see
page.
L
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SECTION 7
Enemy’r Fltrength weakened
I

49-51. Enemy’s trust intheirstrength
and itsfailure.
52-64, Comparisonwithdestruction
of Pharaoh’s people. 55-58. Repeatod violations
of treaties.

49 When the hypocrites and
those in whose hearts
was
disease said:
Their
religion
bas exposed them to perdition ;
and whoever trustsin Allah,
thensurely
Allah isMighty,
Wise.
50 And had you seen when
the angels will cause to die
thosewhodisbelieve,
smiting
their faces and their backs, and
(saying) : Taste the punishment
of burning.
51 Thisis
for whatyour
own hands have sent on before,
and because Allah is not in the
least unjust to the servants;
52 I n themanner
of the
people of Pharaoh and those
before them : they disbelieved
in Allah’s communications,
therefore Allah destroyed them
on account of their
faults;
aurely Allah is strong, severe in
requiting (evil).1o16
53 This is because Allah hhs
never changed a favour which
Be has conferred
upon
a
people until they change their
3wn condition ; and because
All& is Hearing, Knowing :
54 I n themanner
of the
?eople of Pharaohand
those
3efore them ; they rejected the
:ommunications of their Lord,
;herefore We destroyed them
In account of theirfaultsand
We drowned Pharaoh’s people,
md they were all unjust.
55 Surely the vilest of
mimals in Allah’s sight
are
;hose who disbelieve, then they
vould not believe.
1015 The devil in this case was no other than Surdqa bin Melik, son of Ja’sham, who
was of the tribe of Bani Bakr bin K a n h a (Rz). He assured the Quraish of his help.

1016 The mention of the people of Pharaoh here serves to show the Prophet’s likeness ta
h e 8 and foretells the absolute discom6ture of the enemy ultimately.
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PART
X.

56 Those
with
whom
you
make a n agreement, then they
break
their
agreement
every
time and they do not guardI0l7
(against punishment).
57 Therefore if you overtake
theminlighting,thenscatter
by (making an example of) them
thosewhoere
in theirrear,
be mindful.l0l8
thattheymay
58 And if you fear treachery
of a people,then
onthepart
throwback to them on terms
of equality ; surely Allah does
not love the treacherous.101g

SECTION 8
Peace to be secured by Strength
59, 60. Muslims should be ready t o meet alleventualities.
63, 64. Union as a Divine gift.

61, 62. Peace

t o be preferred.

59 And letnotthosewho
disbelievethinkthattheyshall
first;
surely
they
come
in
will
notescape.
60 And
prepare
against
themwhatforceyoucanand
horses
tied
the
atfrontier,
t.0
frightentherebytheenemy
of
Allah
and
your
enemy
and
others besides them, whom you
do not know (but) Allah knows
them ; and whatever thing you
will spendin
Allah’s way,it
fully
will bepaidbacktoyou
and you shall not be dealt with
unjustly.102°
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1017 I t shows horn the opponents of Islam disregarded their responsibility and
violated
theiragreements.The
use of the words every time withregardtotheseviolations
shows
clearly that the Muslims never hesitated in making a new agreement when one was violated,
but the unbelievers did not even then respect their engagements ; hence, as a last resort, the
Muslims are allowed to repudiate unrespected agreements (v. 58).
1018 That is, an exemplary punishment should be inflicted on them, 60 that a stop might
be put to further fighting andbloodshed.
1019 If the other party does not remain faithful bo the agreement of peace, the Muslims
may also repudiate it. The use of the word fear does not indicate that a mere apprehension,
unattendedwithanywtiononthepart
of theotherparty,
is sufficient forrepudiation.
Readitalongwith
v. 62 and 1021, and the meaning is clear.
As Rz remarks under that
verse, ‘ I the fear of treachery is to be entertained when this fear
is strengthened by signs
ahowing treachery.”
1020 Force (Ar. quwwat), according to Rz,.me&ns all those things which shall be a .source
of strength, including all kind8 of implement8 of war and other defemiwe and ofensiwe
qpcrations. TheMuslimshad
won a victory at Badr, though they Were not even well
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61 And if they incline to
peace, then incline to it and
trust in Allah ; surely He is
theEearing,the
Knowing,
62 And if they intend to
deceive you-then surely Allah
is sufbcient for you ; H e itis
who strengthened you with
Hi3 help
and
with the
beIievers,102*
63 And united their hearts ;
had you. spent all thatis in
the earth, .you could not have
united thew hearts, but Allah
united them ; surely He is
Mighty,Wise.
64 0 Prophet ! Allah is
mfficient for you and (for) such
)f the believers as follow you.

SECTION 9
Muslims should be prepared to meet Overwhelmieg Numbem
65, 6 6 . Muslims should not hesitate in meeting double or tenfold numbers.

i'i-69. Warning against committing depredations.

65 0 Prophet! urge the
Ielievers to war ;Imz if therema

1

&&$&&gJ\Qg

dred, and if there are a hundred
of you they ehaIl overcome a
thousand of those who d i s h lieve, because they are L people
who do nok understand.10Z'
a

equipped andhadmade
no preparation for thewar.
Rut they are told that they mwt
in future keep themselves well prepared and avail themselves of .all sources of strength,
SO that the enemy should by their very preparations assume a peaceful attitude, for it wns
evident that the weakness of the Muslims was a temptation for their opponents to attack
them. Peace was to be ssoured by preparing for war.
1021 The deceit is in relation to what hm been said in the previous verse, the meaning
being that if they intend to deceive you under cloak of peace, even in such a caw peace ia to be
accepted, and the Muslims are not to rejeot peace simply for fear of being deceived, for surely
Allah is sufleient.
1022 It ahould be noted that the war to which the Muslims were to be urged waa the
defensive war which the Muslims had to fight to eave themselves and to poteat tho religion
of Islam.The sword had been taken up against them andthey were required to defend
Ishrn. This is made Olear elsewhere: ' I And fight in the way of Allah with those who figkt
with you end do not e x 4 h e limits I ' (2 :190). See 238, where this paint ia fully discussed.
1022~The Muslima were very few ES eompmed to their enemies, and there wns no4 even
one Muslim to ten unbelievers, Thus there is a clear prophecy here that notwithstanding
thefr fewer numbers the MusYims hall be viotorious.
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66 For the present Allah has
madelight
your burden,and
E e knows that there is weakness in you; so if there are a
hundredpatientones
of you
theyshall overcome two hundred,and if there&re a thousandtheyshall overcome two
thousand by Allah’s
permission;and
Allah iswiththe
patie11t.1~23
67 It is not fit for a
prophetthatheshouldtake
captivesunlesshehasfought
andtriumphedintheland;
you desirethefrail
goods of
this world,while Allah desires
(for you) thehereafter;and
Allah is Mighty, Vise.1oz24
1023 This verse is supposed by some to abrogate the previous verse, where it is stated that
twenty patient Muslims shall overcome two hundred unbelievers. This cannot be a correct
view. Firstly, because only an injunction could be said to be abrogated, and not a statcment ;
secondly, because the two statements relate to two different states of the Muslims. The time
of the battle of Badr was one when the armies of the Nuslims,did not deserve to be called
armies. There was no Muslim army in existence. Every man available, young or old, sick
or healthy, had to fight so as to save the very life of the community. This is
referred to in
thewords: He knows that there i s weakness in you. So the Muslim forces as then constituted could at most be a match for double their numbers. But a time did come when they
were a match for ten times their numbers. So both the statements in the QurAn proved true
in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet. In the field of Badr the ,\Iuslims overcame thrice their
numbers;inthebattle
of the Confederates about a thousandMuslimsputtorout
ten
thousand of theenemy.But
even if the words may be taken as an injunotion to the
Muslims to overcome twice and afterwards ten times their numbers, there is
no question
of abrogation.There
are two commandments, one in accordance with thecircumstances
of the Muslim society as it was then, another in accordance with a future state when great
warriors like I<h&lidwere to become Muslims. The gkat feats of KhBlid and other Muslim
warriors inthe wars with PersiaandtheRomanEmpireamply
justified thestatement.
I may also add here that the
two verses only require Muslims to overcome the superiority
of the numbers of their foes by efficiency ; exact numbers are not meant. For instance, in
Badr, one Muslim soldier proved a match for more than three soldiers of the enemy, though
he was required to overcome only two.
1024 On theauthority of certainreportsthecommentatorsare
of opinion that this
verse and the next refer to releasing the prisoners of war taken at Badr after taking ransom
from them, which act, it is said, is here disapproved. But various considerations show that
these verses refer to some other incidents. Firstly, the
condition laid down here for taking
prisoners is that the Prophet should have fought against the
enemy, and that had actually
been done at Badr. In this connection it must be atated that 4 - k h d n does not signify a
general slaughter of the a m y ; it simply means struggling hard against the enemy, or the
making of a vehement $ght, or overcoming the enemy after fighting has actually taken plaee.
LL w y ~ :“&-kham-hti in its primary sense means lae or it rendered it thick,” and hence
he or i t (i.e. a man, R, wound, or a disease) rendered him heavy or weakened him. Rz quotes
Whhidf, who says : “ Is-khdn, in anything, signifies its getting strongand severe; you say

&j

l

when the grip of the diseaee h a grown severe on a man, and therefore

s

1

68 Were not
it
for an
ordinance from Allah that had
already gone forth,1025 surely
there would have befallen you
a greatchastisement for what
you had taken to.1026
69 Eatthen
of the lawful
and good (things) which you
have acquired in war, and be
careful of (your duty to) Allah ;
surely Allah is Forgiving,
Merciful.

+>\J\ (j

means he becomes strong
and
strengthened
and

overcomes ”; and

then adds that many commentators have taken the
word t o mean the making of a seaere
become strong and strengthenedwith
slaughter, on the groundthatkingdomandrule
of general or severe slaughter t o the
slaughter (Rz). Therefore, to attachthemeaning
use of this word on the only other occasion in the pur-&n
word is a mere conjecture. The
also leads to the same conclusion; see 47: 4, “Until when you have overcome them.”
Secondly, the taking of prisoners and their release on this
very occasion is justified in
clear words only two verses farther on, ‘( 0 Prophet ! say to those of the captives who me
in your hands : If Allah knows anything good in your hearts He will give to you better than
verses were
that which hae been takenawayfrom
you ” (v. 70). Thisshowsthatthese
revealed when the prisoners were still in the hands of the Muslims, and that which has been
taken isclearlytheransom,whichmusthavetakenmanydays
to reachMedina. If the
not to release them,
verse had conveyed a Divine commandment to slay the prisoners and
that step could still have been taken. But the very fact that no such step WES taken shows
clearly that the verse conveyed no such Divine commandment.
The legality of the Holy Prophet’s procedure on this occasion is clearly borne out by an
enrlier revelation: ‘‘ So when you meet in battle those who disbelieve, then smite the necks
until you have overcome them, then make them prisoners, and afterwards either set them free
as E favour or let them ransom themselves ” (47: 4). And as the Holy Prophet did not slay
at
those who were taken prisoners after fighting in a single war, it is clear that his action
Badr W ~ never
E
disapproved by Divine revelation.
The question is, what is then hinted at in this verse and in the one that follows? To me
it seems quite clear that the reference in t o the desire (mark the word desire used in the verse)
“ n o t to a n ac,tion already completed-of a party of the Xuslims referred to in
Y. 7, and
you loved that the one w t armed should be yours. They desired to attack and capture the
unarmed catavan, but depredations like those, though committed by unbelievers upon the
Muslims, were not$t for a prophet, He must fight a hard fight in his defence first, and then if
he overcomesthe enemy he may take prisoners. Thus this injunction also declares slavery
to be illegal, and allows only the retaining of those who aretaken prisoners in war. The
f m i l goods of this lqe appropriatelyrefertothecaravananditsmerchandise,
while the
addition of the concluding words in v. 69, eat t h e n of the lawful and good things whkh you
have acqaired i n war, shows that the ransom received on account of. the prisoners is among
the lawful and good things.
1025 That ordinance from Allah is referred to in several places in this chapter ; it w88
to bring about a n encounter with the main ermy of the Quraish at Badr : “ And when Allah
and AUah desired to manifest
promised gou’one of the two parties that it shall be yours
the truth of what was true ” (v. 7) ; and again : “ In order that Buah might bring about
a matter which was to be done’’ (v. 42).

...

1026 You sag \
doing i t

$2

(Lb-u).

meaning he took bo a thing, or set about or cornmeneed
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SECTION 10
Belationn with Puslime and Non-Paslima
70, 71. Prisoners of war to bereleased.
72, 73. Whenhelp of Muslims
is not obligatory. 74. 75. Muslims who were to be treatedasmembers
onecornmiinit<

of

70 0 Prophet! say to those
of the captives who are in your
hands: if Allah knowsanything good in your hearts, H e
willgive
to you betterthan
that
which
has
been taken
away
from
you* and will
forgive you, and Allah is Forgiving,Merciful.
71 And if they intend to act
unfaithfully
towards
you, so
indeed theyactedunfaithfully
1towards Allah before, but H e
Igave (you) mastery over them ;
Im d Allah is Knowing,Wise.
72 Surely
those
who
be1,ieved and fled (theirhomes)
Allah’s
1md struggledhardin
7way with
theirpropertyand
1;heir souls, and those who gave
fjhelterand
helped-these
are
eTuardians of eachother;and
( as for) those who believed and
Clid not fly, not yoursistheir
fly;
until
they
6{uardianship
amd if they seek aidfromyou
in thematter of religion,aid
i s incumbent on you
except
against a people between whom
a,nd you there is
a treaty, and
.!illahseeswhat you d0.1027
73 And (as for) thosewho
dlisbelieve, some of themare
t he guardians of others ; if you
Vvi11 not do it, there
will be in
t:he land persecution and great
naischief.lO%
”

l O n The guardianship alluded to
in this verse has been a matter of much discussion
among the commentators. The meaning aeems to be clear. Those who believed, and having
been persecuted fled from their homes, formed FI community at Medina along with those who
gave shelter and helped them,i.e.the
By67 of Medina. But there were those who chose t o
remain in their homes. The Muslim oommunitg at Medina could notundertaketoguard
the interests of such persons, and this is what is meant by saying pot yours is their guardian8hip. But if they sought help in the matter of religion,it was incumbent on the Muslim
community to give them help, unless there existed a treaty of alliance with the people against
whom such help was sought. This injunction prevents Muslims rebelling against their rulers,
to whatever religion such rulers belong, beceuse there exists an implied agreement of obedience
with the rulere of a country.
1028, see nest pqe.
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74 And (as for) thosewho
believed and fled and struggled
hard in Allah’s way, and those
who gave shelterandhelped,
thesearethe
believers truly;
they shall have forgiveness and
honourable provision.
75 And (as for) thosewho
believed afterwards
and
fled
and struggled hard along with
you, they &re of you; and the
possessors of relationshipsare
nearerto
each other in the
ordinance of Allah;
surely
Allah
k n o w all things.1029
I

1028 If you do nothelp your brethrenin the matter of religion,the unbelievers will
become more daring in their persecutions, in causingmischief and disorder in the land.
1029 There is no such difficulty about the significance of this verse RS some o o m i a e n h t &
have supposed. T h e n even strangers who have accepted Islam and fled from their homes
become “of you,” those who have in additionties of relationship, possess every titleto
haye their interests guarded by the Muslim community.

CHAPTER IX
THBI IMMUNITY
(AZ-Bard‘at)

REVEALEDAT MEDINA
(16 sections and 129 verses)
Abatrsct :
2. Declaration of immunity and its reasons.
Idolaters’ pretensions to service of the Sacred House.
The cause of Islam shall be made triumphant.
Jews and Christians fall off from the truth,
G. The Tabitk exoedition.
7-13. The Hypocrites.
14, 15. The faithful and what they should do.
16. The object effected by revelation.

Sec. 1,
Sec. 3.
Seo. 4.
See. 5.

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Seo.

The Title.
TEE title of this chapter is taken from the opening statement, which contains a declaration
of immunityfromobligationswithsuch
of theidolatroustribes as had repeat,edly broken
theirengagements.Thisdeclaration
is one of themostimportanteventsinthehistory
of
Islam, for hitherto the Muslims had constantlysuffered from the hostility of the unscrupulous
idolatrous tribes who had no regard for their treaties, dealing
a blow at the hluslims whenever theyhadanopportunity
of doing so. As theMuslimshad,inthefirstinstance,to
suffer persecutions for a long time before they were allowed to take up the sword in their
defence, so a second timetheyremainedtruetotheiragreements,notwithstandingthe
enemy’s constant repudiation of their treaties, and immunity
was given to them from their
obligations only after t h e repeated violation of treaties by their foes had produced quite an
is knownundervariousothernames,
Repentimpossiblecondition of things. The chapter
ance being the best known.
Connection with the preceding chapter.
This is not really a new chapter, and this accounts for Bismillah being omitted from the
opening. It is admittedly a part of the lest chapter, while a distinct name has been assigned
to it by reason of theimportance of the declaration of immunity fromwhich ittakesits
name. A reference to the seventh and the eighth sections of the last chapter will show that
theidolatersrepeatedly
broke theagreementswhichboundthemtoremain
on peaceful
terms with the Muslims. This frequent violation ultimately led to the declaration
of immunity, because it was impossible that the Muslims should be bound for ever by the terms of
those agreements, while their enemies
could repudiate them with impunity. Such repudiationshadfrequentlytakenplace,especiallywhentheunbelieversconsideredtheMuslim
power at Medinatohave
been temporarilyweakened as on the occasion of thegreat
expedition to Tab@:
5

.
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gubject-matter and ita arrangement.
Theinternalarrangement
of the verses is too clear to need anylengthycomment. A
declamtion of immunity necessitated by the repeated treaty violations of the idolaters is made
in the first seotion, with two clear exceptions, however ; one in the case of those tribes who
had remainedtrue to their obligations, and a second inthecase of idolaters who sought
protection from the Muslims. These latter were to be conducted safely to their tribes, and
were not to be molested in any way. These two exceptions are a sufficient condemnation of
the hypothetioal picture drawn of t,he Holy Prophet by Christian missionaries, in which he is
accused of inviting people to Islam with the Qur-&n in the one hand and the
sword in the
other. The second section gives the chief reason for freeing the Muslims from the liabilities
of certain agreements, again stating expressly that the Muslims were to stand firm by their
agreements so longastheotherpartyadheredtotheirterms.
In thethird section the
idolaters are told that their pretensions relating to the entertainment of the pilgrims and the
repairing or building of the Sacred House could not now save them from the consequences of
their own deeds, while the conclusion of that section calls attention to the sacrifices which
the Muslims would nowbe
required to makeinthecause
of truth.Thenext
section
naturallyassertstheultimatetriumph
of I s h m , not only aghinsttheidolatroustribes
of
Arabia, but also againstthe powerful Christiannation
which had now stirred itself to
humiliate the growing Muslim power. A reference to the Christians renders it necessary to
deal in the next section with the falling od of both the Jews and the Christians from the pnre
monotheism of theirgreatprophets,the
section being closed with a reference to tho evil
influence which the Jews had exercised on the Arabs by malting them violate the sanctity of
the recognized sacredmonths.Thenceforward
to theend,withthe
exception of thelast
three sections, are contained references to the Tabitk expedition, and particularly to those
nho had been intentionally guilty of a default in joining this expedition-thus the hypocrites
are condemned,andspiritualandtemporal
connections with themarecut off, The hypocrites had made their presence clearly felt among the hfuslims from the time of Ihe battle of
Uhud, in the third yearof the Hejira, and they had been given a chance up to the close of the
ninth year to mend their ways or to openly side with this or that party, and the final word
with regard to them was now urgently needed.
The three concluding sections are a naturai sequel to the subject of hypocrisy. What are
the marks of the truly faithful, and what is
expected of them, is stated respectively in the
fourteenth and the fifteenthsections. Wars were not the aim andobject of Islam, but had really
been forced on it, and the faithful aretold, at the end of a chapter which almost entirely deals
with treatyobligations,ultimatumsandwars,that
they mustmakearrangements for the
propagation of Islam, and that every Muslim community must contribute men for the noble
object of spreading the truth, which was thereal object of Islam.Thelast
section shows
what effect the revelation of the Qur-&n had upon the Muslims and the great anxiety of the
Prophet for their welfare.
b

Date of Reyelation.
Almost aconsensus of opinionexists on the point that the
whole of thischapter was
revealed at Medina, toward the close of the Holy Prophet's life. A careful consideration of
the various verses shows that the whole of this chapter was revealed in the ninth year
of
the Hejira, the opening
verses belonging to the close, and tho majorportiontoaboutthe
middle of that year. Theopening verses were revealed afterthepilgrimshadstarted
for
Mecca in the pilgrimage season of the ninth year, and as they contained
an announcement
which was t o be made known to the pilgrims assembled at hleoca from the various quarters
of Arabia, 'Ali was dispatched with this message after Abu Bskr, who headed the pilgrims.
It would serve no useful purpose to endeavour to settle the exact dates of the various verses,
as the attempt is often misleading ; all that can be said about the main portion of the chapter
is that vv. 29 to the end weze revealed immediately before, during, or after the expedition to
Tabik, which occurred in the Rajab of the ninth year of the Hejira. It is asserted that the
two concluding verses were revealed at Mecca, but the probability is that this happened in the
last pilgrimage to Mecca. At any rate,thereis insufficient evidence to warrantthese two
v e m being disconnected from the rest
of the chapter.
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SECTION 1
Deelaration of Immunity
1 4 . bfuslims freed from liability towards enemy idolaters, except those true
to their engagements, 5 . Those accepting Islam t o be pardoned. 6. Idolaters
t o be given spelter.

1 (This isadeclaration
of)
immunity by- AllahandHis
Apostletowardsthose
of the
idolaters with whom you made
an agreement.1030
2 So go about in the land for
four
months
and
know
that
you cannotweaken Allah and
that Allahwill
bringdisgrace
totheunbelievers.
3 And announcement
an
from Allah and His Apostle to
thepeopleontheday
of the
greater pilgrimagP1 thatAllah
and His Bpostle are free from
liability to the idolaters; therefore if yourepent,it
will be
better for you, and if you turn
back, then know that you
will
notweaken
Allah ; andannounce
painful
chastisement
tothose who disbelieve4 Except those of the idolaterswithwhomyoumade
:’n
agreement, then they have
not
failed you in anything and have
not backed up any one against
you, so fulfil their agreement to
theend of theirterm:surely
”

1030 This verse is to be read along with that whichfollows. The fourth verse makes it clear
that the people meant are those with whom the Muslims made an agreement but they broke
it, bwause those who did not fail in their agreements are clearly excepted in the fourth verse.
It is a fact that tho idolatrous tribes of Arabia broke their agreements with the Muslims again
and again (8 : 56), yet t,he Muslims were enjoined to accept peace if the unbelievers consented
to it, even after repeated violations (8 : 61). But this sbte of things could not long continue,
for it WBB soon found that it was impossible to trust such neighbours. This repudiation
of
agreementsespecially took placewhenthe
Muslims were absentonthe
TabAk expedition
(Rz,AH). The first thirteen verses of this chapter mere publicly proclaimed by ’Ah, on the
occasion of thepilgrimageintheninthyear
of Hejira, and the
following announcemen@
made as the result : (1) that noidolatershallapproach
the Sacred House after this year;
(2) that no one shall go naked round the Ka’ba; and (3) that all agreements shail be fulfilled.
The first and the last of theseannouncementsareplainlycontainedinthese
verses. The
attitude of the tribes to whom this ultimatum was given through ’Ali is well indicated in their
reply : “ 0 ’Ali I deliver this message to your cousin (Le. the Prophet), that we have thrown
theagreementsbehind
our baoks, and there is nosgreement between himand us except
smitingwithspears
and strikingwithswords” (Rz).
1031 Bythe day o j the greater pilgrimage ismeanteithertheninth
or thetenth of
Zulhaj, being the day of the p a t assemblage of the pilgrimage in the plains of ’Arafht end
Mina (Rz).
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DECLARATION OF IWMUNITY

ssa
"

Allah loves those ha &re
careful (of their duty).W3*
5 So when the sacredmonths
have prssedaway,thenslay
the idolaterslonwherever you
find them, and
take
them
captives and besiege them and
lie in wsjt for them inevery
ambush,then
if theyrepent
and keep up prayerandpay
the poor-rate, leave their way
free to tk.em;surely Allah is
Forgiving, Ner~iful."J3~
6 And if one of the idolaters
seek protect,ion from you, grant
him
protection
dill hehears
the word of $llah, then make

1032 Only two tribes, the Banu Dnmra and the Banu Kanma, arerelaled to have adhered
to theirtreaties(AH, sa). One wonders why honestcriticism of Islam is so rareamong
Christian authors. The exception given here mRkes it as clear as anything could be that the
'Muslims were not fighting with the idolaters on account
of their religion, but on account of
their having been untrue to their engagement,s. Yet the comment of a Christian critic on these
yerses is that "they are to be converted to Islam or destroyed by the sword " (Wh). If the
Muslims had been fighting with the idolaters on account of their religion, why should there be
nn exception in favour of those idolaters who had been true to their engagements 1 The cause
of the renewed fighting as political, i.e. the violation of treaties, and henoe only those tribes
If idolatry had been the cause, all
were fought Rgainst who had broken their engagements.
idolaters would have been fought against.
1033 The clear exception of the last verse shows that by the idolatem here are meant, not
all idolaters or polytheists wherever they may be found in the world, nor even all idolaters of
Arabia, but only those idolatrous tribes of Arabia assembled at the pilgrimage who had first
made agreements with the Muslims and then violated them.
1034 The exception here has given rise to much misconception, and it has been made the
basis of an attack upon Islam, itbeing supposed that it offers to the unbelievers the alternative
of the sword or the Qur-kn. Nothing is farther from the truth. The injunction contained
in
the first part of the verse establishes the fact that the whole verse relates to certain idolatrous
Arab tribes who had broken theirengagements with the Muslims and who had now been
apprised of a similar repudiation by the Muslims. The essential fact to be borne in mind is
that all the polytheists of the world, even all the idolaters of Arabia, are not spoken of in the
verse. Thepersons spoken of arethose who hadrepeatedly violated theiragreementsand
inflicted severe losses upon the Xuslims. They, t,hsrefore,
deserved to be killed or besieged
or taken prisonere. Thispunishment was adirect consequence of their previous actions,
They h d so often broken their word that they could no mwre be trusted and must now
of Islamthere
was an
receive theirpunishment.
Yet, if they joined thebrotherhood
absolute change in their aondition, and hence the punishment which they otherwise deserved
could be remitted. I t wasa case of forgivingacriminal
who hadentirelyrepentedand
: I C Allah is Forgiving,
regenerated, heme it is that the
verse concludes withthewords
Merciful." I t shouldalso be noted that a mere confession of thefaithis
not required,
because such a confession may be made to deceive, as were their treahies. What is required is
an absolute change, so that the old criminal no longer remains, but an entirely changed ma^.
Therefore, along withthe oonfessioo of the faith, it is required that theyshouldkeep
pmyw and pay
Ihe
poor-de. The subjecl is furtber clarified in
the
next
Yeme and Miu
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him attain his place
of safety ;
this
because
is
they
are
B
people who do not know.103J
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SECTION 2
Reasons for the Immunity
7-11. Idolaters break treaties.
punishment. ,

lZ-1G. Frequent violation
necessitated

7 How can there be an agreement for the
idolaters
with
I Allah and with His Apostle, except those withwhom you made
an
agreement
at
the
sacred
Mosque ? so as long as they are
trueto you, be truetothem;
surely Allahloves
thosewho
arecareful (of their duty).1036
8 How (can it be) ! while if
theyprevailagainst
you, they
would not pay regard in your
case to ties of relationship, nor
those of covenant ; they please
youwiththeirmouthswhile
;
theirheartsdonotconsent
andmost
of themaretransgressors.
9 Theyhavetaken
a small
pricefor
thecommunications
I 'of Allah, so theyturnaway
Irom His way ; surely evil is
it that they do.
10 They do not payregard
io ties of relationship nor t,hose
If covenantinthecase
of a
Ieliever ; andthesearethey
Rho gobeyond
t h el i m i t ~ . ~ ~ 3 7
1035 This verse leaves no doubt that the idolaters and the non-Muslims
were not to be
slain on account of theirreligion.EvenSaleexplainsthemeaning
of thisto be, ('You
shall give him a safe conduct that he may return home again
securely in case he shall not
think fit to embrace Muhammadanism." It isstated on theauthority of I'Abthatafter
the proclametion by ' A i an idolater asked him whether they would be killed if they went to
the Prophet to get information about the religion of Islam or on some other business, and the
reply was in the negative, in support of which 'Ali quoted this verse (Rz).
1036 Reasonis given here why the Yuslirua were compelled torepudiatetheirtreaty
obligations. This reason, which is here only alluded to by drawing attention to the excep
tion, is made plainer in the next verse, for when it is pointed out that the Muslims must
remaintruetotheiragreements
as regardstribesthatremainedtruetotheircompact,it
ie
made obvious that treaty obligations were repudiated only in the case of tribes that had not
remainedtrue.The
verses that follow throw f u l l light on thesubject.
1037 Note therepeatedassertions
of the Qur-Qn thatthe unbelievers mho are to be
fought against are those who, in the case of B believer on whom they can lay hands, pay
no regardeither to ties of relationshiportotreatyobligations.
No remedy was leftfor
the covert mischief of these people, except that the agreements should be overtly repudiated
and a period put to dl their mischief.
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11 But if theyrepentand
keep upprayerandpaythe
poor-rate,
your
they
are
brethren in faith;
and
We
make the communications clear
for a peoplewho know.
1 2 And if theybreaktheir
oaths
after
their
agreement
and (openly) revileyour religion,
thenfighttheleaders
of unbelief-surely
theiroathsare
nothing-so
that
they
may
desist.1038
13 What ! will you not fight
a people mho broke their oaths
andaimedatthe
expulsion of
the Apostle, and they attacked
you first; do you fear them
? but
Allah ismostdeservingthat
youshouldfearHim,
if you
are believers.
1 4 Fightthem ; Allah will
chastisethem
by yourhands
and bring them to disgrace, and
assist you againstthemand
relieve the hearts of a believing
people,
15 And removetherage
of
their
hearts
$039
and Allah
turns (mercifully) to whom H e
pleases, and Allah is Knowing,
Wise.
16 What ! do you think that
you will be left alone while
Allah has not yet known“ those
of you who
have
struggled
hard snd havenottakenany
one
as
an
adherent
besides
Allah and His Apostle and the
believers ; and Allah isaware
of what you do.

1038 Note, again, that those leaders of unbelief are to be fought against who break their
oaths after t h e h agreement, and further than that, openly revile the religion of Islam ; even
among these, it is the leaders
who are to be particularly punished in fighting. The subject
has been made so clear that one doubts whether lack of honesty or lack of brains is the real
defect of those who seem to think that the Qur-&n is here offering the sword or Islam &s
alternatives.
1039 I t is said to refer to the Khuzh’ah, who, having become Muslims, SUffered Severely
at the hands of Bani Bakr, assisted by the Quraish ; but the reference may as well be to the
Muslims in general, who had suffered theseverest persecutions at the hands of the unbelievers.
The rage was no doubt due to persecutions, and the ultimate punishment of the perseoutom
would no doubt relieve their hearts.

SECTION 3
Iddated Pretensions t o Berxice of the Sacred House
l?, 18. Zdobters cannot be servs.nts of the &wed Uosque. 19-22. Service
of the Sacred House cannot compere with the struggle @propagate truth.

25, 84, Swrifroes zeequired from the Muslims.

17 The idolaters have no
right b visit the mosques of
AZl&hwhile bearing wibness to
unbebf against themaelves ;
h
e ii is whose? doings are
null,' and in the fire shall they
abide.1040
18 Only he shall visit the
mosques of All& who believes
,in Allah and the latter day, and
keeps up prayer and pays the
poor-rake and fearsnone
but
Allah ; so (a.s for) these, it may
be that
they
@re
of the
followers of the right course.
19 What ! do you make (one
who undertakes)the giving of
drink bo $he pilgrims andthe
guarding
of
the Sacred
Mosque1u41 like him who
believes in Allah and the lather
day and strives hard in Allah's
way? Theare not equalwith
Allah ; an Allah does not
guide the unjust people.
20 Those who believed and
fled (their homes), and strove
hard in Allah's way with their
propertyand
their souls, are
much
higher
in
rank with
Allah; and those are they who
are
the
achievers (of their
objects).

I

J

~~

lo@ By the mospues of Allah is meant particularly the Sacred Mosque at Mecca, as being
&e cenke of all the mosques of the world. This is made clear by the use of the words Sawed
Mosque in Y. 19 in the place of the n~ospucsof AZlah. It had long remained in the hands

of the idolaters, who abode therein, visiting and repairing it, having placed
a large number
91 id018 within it, With the conquest of Mecca the Sacred Mqsque was denuded of all idols,
and waa now es, pure an emblem of monotheism as in tbe%ime of Abraham ; there remained
not B single veatige of idol-worship. Hence the idol-worshippers
had nothing to do wiih it
now,, because the help which they sought from their idols could no longer be obtained there.
Wl-worship having been abolished, the connection of idol-worshippers with it was entirely

qui, Q ~ Tsa Long,&a they bore witnbs t o unbelief againstthemselves, i.e. remained idolaters.
1041 It is generally supposed to refer to 'Abbh, the Prophet's uncle,
whose charge w&s
giving drink to pilgrims and guarding the Sacred Mosque ; but really a comparison is drawn
between all such minor acts of chariOy aael &
K
c ttbdibgitnd. the great responsibility of every
individual to exert himself to his utmost to establish the truth.

CAUSE OB ISLAM MADE TRIUMPHANT

I

I

k01

21 %h$r Lordgivm
them
ood gews of meroy from
&imself
bnd (His) good
gleaswe snd gardens, wherein
lasting blessings shall be
BMrs ;
92 Abiding therein for ever ;
surely Allah htls a Mighty
rewardwith Him.
23 Q yab who believe! do
not take your fathers and your
brothers for guardians if they
love unbelief more than belief ;
and whoever of you takes them
for a guardin, these it is that
are the unjust.
24 Say : If your fathers and
your son8 and your brethren
and your mates and your kinsfolk and property which you
have acquired, andtradethe
dullness of which you fear and
dwellings which youlike, are
dearer t o you than Allah and
His Apostle and striving in
His way, then waittill Allah
b n g s about
His
command;
and Allah does not guide the
transgressing people.1042

SECTION 4
The Causa of Islam shall be made Triumphant
25-27. Victory on the day of Hunain. 28. Exglusion of idolahem f t o n
;he SacredHouse.
29. Fightingagainstthe
followers of the Book.

25 Certainly Allah helped you
in many battlefields and on the
day of Hunain,
when
your
great numbers made you vaip,
but they availed you nothing
snd theearth
became strait
io you notwithstanding its
3paclousness, then you turned
Jack retreating.lM3
1042 A

-

e Nuslim may have wealth, m y aarry on
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26 Then Allah sentdown
tranquility
His upon
His
Apostle and upon the believers,
andsent
down hosts
whioh
you did not see, and chastised
those who disbelieved, and that
is the
reward
of the unbelievers.lO44 *
27 Then will Allah after
this turn (mercifully) to whom
H e pleases,and Allah is Forgiving, b f e r o i f ~ 1 . l ~ ~ ~
28 0 you who believe I
theidolatersarenothing
but
unclean,1046so theyshall not
approachtheSacredMosque
year ;Io4' and if
after
this
you fearpoverty,then
Allah
will enrich
you
out of His
grace if H e please ; surely
Allah isKnowing, Wise.lo4s
29 Fightthosewho
do not
oelieve in Allah,norinthe
latter day, nor do they prohibit
what Allah and His Apostle

breasts of the Muslims on account of the idolatrous tribes, who were now likely to join hands
against the believers, hence they are given an assurance of Divine assistance, amply justified
by their previous experience.
The battle of Hunain, fought in the eighth year of Hejira in the valley of Hunain, at about
three miles from Mecca, differed from the other battles inasmuch
as the Muslims here outnumbered the enemy, the tribes of Hawazin and Saqeef being about 4,000 strong, while the
Muslims aresaid to have been asmany as ten or even twelve thousand.Their
excess in
number led them to vanity, with the result that they at first took to flight ; the archers of the
enemy being very good shooters,theMuslims
could not at firstfacethem.TheProphet,
however, led theassault,at
first alone, in face of thearchers, but was soon joined by others
and a victory was obtained, as the next verse shows.
1044 By the hosts which you did not see are meant the angels (Rz). This corroborates what
has been said in the 3rd and the
8th chapters, as to the angels being sent to strengthen the
hearts of the Muslims and to cast terroiintothehearts
of the enemy,Hencetheyare
described a8 hosts which you did not see, bemuse they made themselves
felt in the hearts
and were not visible to the eyes.
1045 The reference may be to the prisoners of the Hawazin, who numbered thousands,
and who were all set free as an act of favour by the Holy Prophet.
1016 Because they indulged in evil practices and went naked round thc Ka'ba. Compare
5 : SO, where idols &redeclared to be unclean.
1047 The year of the proclamation, i.e. the ninth gear of He~lra.
1048 The importance of Mecca as a commercid centre lay in the fact that the whole of
Arabia repaired to it in the season of the pilgrimage, and there carried out important
commercialtransactions.Theprohibitionreferred
t o in the first part
of the verse could have
been & S i b foreseen as affecting the commerce and consequently the prosperity of Mecca, but
worldly or business considerations never interfered with the carryingout of the moral refoms
of Islam. The consideration of the diminution of the prosperity of Mecca, which was now
wholly M U k ,
not to trouble the Muslims, for Allah will enrichthem
out of Hi8
grace."

I
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haveprohibited, nor follow the
' 7 ' / .*/' H I
/ z + / /
religion of truth, out of those
q.'$'&&'u-?dk&%
whohave beengiven the Book,
&",j
untilthey pay the tax
in acknowc
ledgment of superiority and they
arein a state of subjection.1040 .
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SECTION 5
Jews and Chrietians fall off from the Truth
30, 31. Polytheistic beliefs of JewsandChristians.
32,33. Their cfforta
against Islam doomed t o failure. 34, 35. Worldliness of monks and priests.
36, 37. Thechangeinsacredmonths(duetoJewishinfluence)declared
illegal.

30 And the Jews say : Ezra,
isthe son of Allah; andthe
Christians
say
: The
Nessiah
is the son of Allah;
these
are
the
words
of their
mouths;
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1049 The last word on the wars with the idolaters of Arabia having been said, this verse
introduces thesubject of fightingwiththe followers of the Book. Thoughthe Jews had
for a long time assisted the idolatrous Arabians in their struggle to uproot Islam, the great
Christian power of the Roman Empire had only just mobilized its forces for the subjection of
the new religion, and the Tabhk expedition followed, which constitutes the subject-matterof a
large portion of what followsin this chapter, As the object of this Christian power was simply
t'le subjection of the Muslims, the words in which their final vanquishment by the Muslims is
spoken of, are different from those dealing with the final vanquishment of theidolatrous
Arabians. The Qur-An neither required theidolaters to be compelled to accept Islam, nor
was it inany way its object to bring theChristiansintosubjection.They,
on theother
hand,haddetermined to compel the Rluslims to give up Islamandtobringthemunder
subjection. The fate of each was therefore according to what it proposed to do to the Muslims.
The fordjizyah is derived frcmjazd, meaning h e gave satififaction, and means, according to
LL, the tas thuta
i takenfmm the free non-MusZim ,subjects of the Af7tsZin~ Goaernntent zahereby
they ratvy theeompnct that ensures themprotection; or, according to Sldi (AH), because it is
a comfmmztion f o r t h e protection which is gunvanteed them, the non-Xuslim suluects beilrg free

j r m military service. Thephrase

&

has be:n explained variously. The word yad

(literally h m d ) stands for power or superiority, the use of the hand being the real souroe of
the superiority of man to all other animals, and the apparent meaning
of the phrase is i n
acknowledgment of your supe7iority in protecting their lives, etc. Otherexplanations w e :
f o r j u t l o w received in ready money, obediently, etc. (AH). The followers of the Book are
described here as not believing in Allah and the latter day so long as they do not follow the
religion of truth, i.e. Islam, because they do not ascribe to Allah the perfect attributes which
belong to Him, and do not understand the real nature of the life after death. It may also be
added that the permission to fight, ES given to the Muslims, is subject to the condition that the
enemy should first take up the sword, Fight in the way of A l l a h w i t h those who fight with you
(2 :190) ; the Holy Prophet never overstepped this limit. He fought against the Arabs when
they took up the sword t o destroy the Muslims, thnd he ledanexpedition against the Christians
when the Roman Empire first mobilized ita forces with the object of subjugating the Muslims.
And so scrupulous was he, that when he foundthat the enemy hsd not yet trtken the initiative
he did not attack the Roman Empire, but returned without fighting.
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they imitate the saying of those
who disbelieved before ;loJo
A h h destroyed them; how
they are turned away
31 They
have
taken
their
doctors of law and their monks
for Lords besides Allah, and
(also) the Messiah son of Mary;
andtheywereenjoinedthat
they should serve one God
only, there is no god but H e ;
farfrom
His glory be what
theyset up (with Him).1o52
32 They desire to put out the
light of Allah with their mouths,
and Allah will not consent save
to perfect His light, though the
nnbelievers are

1050 That there was a scct among the Jews who raised Ezra to the dignity of godhead,
ur son of god, is shown by Muslim historians. Qasialani says, in tho Kittib-un-Nikdh, tha6
there W ~ aE party of Jews who held this belief.Nor did the Jews deny this allegation. The
Qur-tin, too, mentions it only here in connection with the Christian doctrine, never blaming
the Jews directly in the many controversies with them in tho earlier chapters, and this shows
that the Jewish nation as a whole was not guilty of entertaining this belief.
Another explanation of the statement made here is the
free use of the word son. Elsew b r e the Qur-&n says of the Jews and the Christians that they call themselves the son8 of
Allah and His beloved ones (5 : 18),the meaning only being that they considered themselves
a p d a l javourites of the Divine Being. Hence the belief regarding Ezra may be interpreted
in thesame light, for there is clear evidence thattheTalmudists
used very exaggerated
language concerning him. Among the prophets of Israel, Ezra was specially honoured, In
Habbinical literature Ezra was considered ‘‘ worthy of being the vehicle of the law, had it not
been already given through Moses.” /‘ He is regarded and quoted as the type of person most
competent and learned in the law. The Rabbis associate his name with several important
institutions ” (Jewish Encyclopedia).

1051 The words
b~

&I

,&‘E

are understood br some to mean

imprecation w a n i n g may Allah cume them. But Rghfavours

h l

being

51 +’

as being

the true interpretation, the meaning being Allah has slain or destroyed them, for he says that
though the word qdtala is one of the measure offd’ala, yet, as it refers to the Divine Being,
it signifies qatda. The statement may thus either refer to the fate of previous people who
were destroyed or it may be a prophetical statement.
1052 M06t of the commentators agree that it does not mean that they took them aotuallp
for gods ; the meaning is that they obeyed them in what they enjoined and what they forbade
(Rz),and therefore they are described as having taken them for lords, on account of attwhiag
to them 8 dignity which ought to have been & t b h e d only to Allah. Muslims who accord a
similar position to their pi78 or aainta are guilty of the same error.
1063 This is a prophecy of the ultimate triumph of the principles of Islam in fme of
w e r e opposition fromthe Jews and Christhns. Though the
Jewish opposition died brig
ago, the Christian opposition has been gmwing stronger day by day. The gradual acceptance
by tbs world of t$s prinoiplea of Isl5m ia, howevw, n clear indication of the fulfiLn& oi t h
prophecy.

&I,
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33 H e it iswho
sent His
Apostle with guidance and %
he.
religion of truth, that He might
cause it to prevail over all
religions, though the polytheists
may be averse.lo54
34 0 you who believe! most
surelymany of the doctors of
lawandthe
monks eataway
the propert,y of men falsely, and
turn (them) from Allah's way ;
and (as for) those who hoard
up gold and silver and do not
spend it in Alla,h's way, announce
them
to
painful
a

,

35 On the day when it shall
be heated in the fire of hell,
thentheirforeheads and their
sides andtheir backs shall be
brandedwith i t : This is what
you hoarded up for yourselves,
therefore taste what you
hoarded.1066
36 Surely the
number
of
months with Allah is twelve
months in Allah's ordinance
since the day when He created
the hea,vens andtheearth,
of
these four beingsacred ;" that
is therightreckoning;therefore be not unjust to yourselves
regarding thern,l('j7and fight the

"

1054 Temporary political triumph of the followers of one religion over those of another
does not mean the triumph
of that religion; Set itisfromthepoliticalpredominance
of
ChristiannationsthatsomeChristians
:argue thesuperiority of theirreligion.
It isthe
gradual accepbnce of the principles of Islam by the world at large that is bringing about the
fulfilment of this prophecy, The advent of the Messiah and the Mahdi is specially regarded
(Rz), andtheadoption
of these
a8 thetime of theprevalence of theIslamicprinciples
of the day, notwithstanding their strong
principles by the most advanced Christian nations
prejudice againstIslamitself,nodoubtshowstheinauguration
of that happy Bra. The
doctrine of atonement, and that of the Divinity of Jesus Christ, are dying a natural death,
of Islam are equally advencing
and monotheism is daily gaining ground, while other principles
day by day.
1056 Theacquisition of wealthisnotdisallowed,butthehoarding
of it so tb8 notto
spend it in the cause of truth and for the welfare of humanity is denounced. Nations which
haw hoarded wealth, instead of spending it for the welfare of humanity, have never tisen to
a dignified position.
1056 The punishment of an evil is spoken of throughout the Holy Qur-dn as similar to
the evil. Even in this world, a man feels a torment similar to the nsture of the evil in which
he indulges. Being brandedwith the hoardedwealth is thus a 6t description of the
chastisement of the hoarders.
1057 The allusion here is to the Arab practice of postponing the pilgrimage to a month
other than that in which it fell, for which see the next verse (RE). Whether the objeetma

polytheists all together as they
fight you alltogether ;lo** and
know that Allah iswiththose
who guard (against evil).
37 Postponing (of the sacred
rnonth)1059 is only an addition in
unbelief, wherewiththosewho
disbelieve &?e ledastray, violating it one year and keeping
another, that
they
sacred
it
may
agree
in
the
number
(of
months)that
Allah hasmade
sacred,andthus
violate what
Allah has
made
sacred;
the
evil of theirdoings is madefairseemingtothem ;a and Allah
does not guide the unbelieving
people.

Ar. one

year.
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SECTION 6
The Tabhk Expedition
38, 39. Believerscalleduponto
fight. 40. R f ferenco to theProphet's
flight. 41, 42. Length of the journey t o Tabdk.

i

,

38 0 you
mho
believe!
What (excuse) haveyouthat
when it is said to you, Go forth
in Bllah'sway,you shouldincline
heavily to eart'h ; are you contented with this world's life instead of the hereafter 1 but the
provision of this world's life
compared with the hereafter is
but little.l"GO

intercaletion, in order to makethe soler andlunaryeartally,orwhether
a continuous
cessation of war for a fourth part of the year was too long, is a disputed point; but such
postponement was undoubtedly a great hardship for a majority of the people. The word dZn
here does not mean religion,but reckoning. For this significance of the word, see TA.
1058 Fighting is prohibited in the sacred months, but otherwise the Muslims were told to
fight with the idolaters us the idolaters fought with them ; i.e. since all idolaters united
in
fighting with the Muslims, the latter, too, must deal with them all as belligerents.
1059 According to most of the commentators, nasi means postponement, and refers to the
practice of postponing observance of the sacred months, thus allowing an ordinary month to
be observed as sacredandasacredmonth
to be treatedasordinary
(Ra). Thispractice
interfered with the security of life which was guaranteed in the sacred months, and is, therefore, denounced. According to others, nasi means addition (of a month), and refers
to the
practice of the ictercalation of a month every fourth year. AH prefers the first, and
says
that the three successive months of giqu'd, Zilluqj, and M u k r r a m seemed too long to them
to refrain from their depredations and bloodshed, and therefore they violated the last of these,
keeping sacred instead the next, i.e. Safur.
1060 The reference in what follows is to the expedition of TabGk, which was undertaken in
themiddle of theninthyear of Hejira owing tothethreateningattitude
of theRoman
Emperor. There were many hindrances for the raising
of anarmysuficient to meetthe
strong forces of the Roman Empire. The
chief of these enumerated by Rz are : (1) a great
drought; (2) the length of the journey to the confines of Syria ; (3) the ripening of the fruits,
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39 If you do not go forth,
H e will chastise you with a
painful chastisement and bring
in your place apeople other
than you, and you will do Him
no harm ; and Allah has power
over all things.1m1
40 If you will not aid him,
Allah certainly aided him when
those who disbelieved expelled
of
him,he being thesecond
the two, when they were both
in the cave, whenhesaidto
not,
his companion : Grieve
surely Allah is with ~8.1062
ISo Allah sent down His tranquility and
him
upon
withhosts
I3trengthened him
see, and
which you didnot
1made lowest the word of those
who disbelieved ; and the word
(If Allah, thatisthehighest;
ftnd Allah isMighty, Wise.
41 Go forth
light
and
1.1eavy,1Oc3 andstrivehardin
1illah’s way with your property
(

1

which were now ready to be gathered ; (4) the intensity of the heat and (5) the organization
and power of the Roman army. These
difficulties hindered the hypocrites from joining the
army, but the Muslims cared for none of them, and 30,000 men gathered round the Prophet’s
banner.
1061 The reference inthisandthe
following verses is to certainmen who, while
professing belief, hesitated in accepting theProphet’s call to preparethenselves for the
expedition.
1062 This refers to the Prophet’sflight from Mecca, when he was forced to hide himself in
a cave called the gaur, about three miles from Mecca, with only one cornpanion, Ab6 Bakr.
The believers are told that Allah saved the Prophet from the hands of his enemies when he
had but one companion amidst a whole nation of opponents, for he had his trust in Allah ;
and that All& would not leave him helpless nom.
Ab6 Bakr’s devotion to the Holy Prophet WES so great that he chose him to be his ‘‘ sole
companion,” the second of tL two, as he is called in the Qur-hn, in that most critical hour of
his life. The following account from Muir will explain thereference: ‘(He
himself went
straightway to the house of Ab6 Bakr, and after B short consultation, ventured the plan for
immediate flight, Ab6 Bakr shed tears of joy ; the hour for emigration had at last arrived,
and he was to be the companion of the Prophet’s journey, , , , They crept in the shade
of
the evening through B back window, and escaped unobserved from thesouthernsuburb.
Pursuing their way south, and clambering in the dark up the bare and rugged ascent, they
reached at last the lofty peak of Mount Saw, distant about an hour and a half from the city,
and took refuge ina cavern nearitssummit.
,
The sole companion, or in Arabic
phraseology the secmd of the two, became one of Ab6 Bakr’s most honoured titles. .
Muhammad and his companion felt it no doubt to be a time of jeopardy. Glancing upwards
through a crevice through which the morning light began to break, Abd Bakr whispered:
‘What if one were to look through the chink and see us underneath his very foot ! ’ ‘ Think
not thus, Ab6 Bakr I said the Prophet. ‘ We are two, but God is in the midst a third.’ ”
1063, see next p e e .

..
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Ar. tlree.
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and your persons ; this is better
for you, if you know.
42 Had
it
been a near
advantage and a short journey,
they
would
certainly
have
followed you, butthetedious
journey
was
too
long
for
them ;lo64 andthey sw&t by
Allah: If wehad
been able,
we would certainlyhavegone
forth
with
you;
they
cause
theirownsoulstoperish,and
Allah knows that they me most
surely liars.
SECTION 7
T h e Hypoaritee
43-45. Those who seek permission
to
remain
behind.
4&52. Their
presence would have been a cause of weakness. 53-55. Their spending is not
5 6 , 59. Theirobjections to
tcceptable t o Allah. 5 6 , 57. Theirfalseoaths.
thedistribution of alms.

Ar. thee.
Ar. didst
thou.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou
hadst.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

43 Allah pardon you !IO65
Why did y o z ~give themleave
until those who spoke the truth
had
become
manifestto
you
tnd you had known the liars?
44 They do not ask leave of
you who believe inAllah and
;helatterday(tostayaway)
'rom strivinghardwiththeir
?roperty and their persons, and
4llah knowsthosewhoguard
:against evil).
45 Theyonly
ask leave of
you who do not believe in Allah
tnd thelatterday
and their
learts are in doubt, so in their
I ( ioubt do theywaver.
-

i

11

I'

1064 Thatis,whetherit
is easy or difficult; fur you to proceed, or whether you &re
unarmed or armed (Re).
1064 Tabitk, for which theexpedition was meant,was midway between Medina and
Damascus.The Arabs were accustomed to fighting nearhome;heme,thedistancewas
one of the chief considerations which held back those who were insincere in their professions
of the faith of Islam.

1065 A misunderstanding of the Arabic idiom

&kt

A\ b

trianslbted hete ad

AZEuh pardon you, has led to some
adverse
criticism
as
to
the
sinlessness
of theProphet.
Nothing of this kind is intended. There was no
violation of any Divine commandment, and
in all the previous battles, whenever the hypocrites refrained from joining the Muslim army,
of theirswithforgiveness,andhe
was nevei.
theProphet
passed over thisattitude
reproved. Thephraseis
used hereto
show greaterhonour
and respect tothe person

nddrmed(Rz):

@I

*>)Jl

y @ \ \ b cp &/u& $iThus

actual forgiveness of sins is not at all meant in the w e of this phraae.
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46 And if they had intended
to go forth,
they
would
certainlyhaveprovidedequipment for it, but Allah did not
liketheir
going forth, so H e
I withheld them, and it was said
: Hold
backwith
(tothem)
thosewhoholdback.
47 Had they gone forth with
you,
they
would
not have
oorI addedtoyouaughtsave
ruption,
they
would
and
certainly
have
hurried
about
amongyouseeking(to
sow)
dissension
among
you,
and
among you there are those who
hearkenfortheirsake;and
Allah knowstheunjust.Ios6
48 Certainly they sought (to
sow) dissension before, and they
meditated
plots
against
you
until
the
truth
came,
and
Allah’s commandment prevailed
although
they
were
averse
(from it).
49 And among them there is
he who says : Allow me and do
nottryme.Surelyintotrial
have
they
already
tumbled
down,
and
most
surely
hell
encompassestheunbelievers.
50 If good befalls yoz~, it
grievesthem,and
if hardship
afflicts you, theysay:Indeed
we had taken care of our affair
before ; and they turn beck and
are glad.
I
51 Say : Nothing will afflict
h s save
what
Allah has
ordained for u s : He is our
Patron ; and on Allah letthe
believers rely.
52 Say : Do you await for us
butone of twomostexcellent
things ? And we await for you
that Allah will afflict you with
chastisementfromHimselfor
by our hands. So wait;we
toowill wait with
1
I

Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

~~

1066 These verses were revealed during the journeyto
Tabhk, where most of the
hypocrites themselves were notpresent.
But e, few had accompanied the expedition to
inform others of their party of the happenings on the way.
1067 The two most excellent things E I ‘ ~ , the laying down of life in the muse of t d h , or
being sharer in the ultimate triumph of 6ruth. The Muslims never thought that they could
be defeated. They would either die defending the cause of truth or live end mqaer.
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53 Say:Spend willingly or
not be
unwillingly, shall
it
accepted from you ; surely you
are a transgressing people.
54 And nothing
hinders
their spendings being accepted
from them,,exceptthatthey
disbelieve in Allah and in His
Apostle and they do not come
to prayerbut while theyare
sluggish, and
they
do not
spendbut while theyareunwilling.
55 then
Let
not
their
children
property and their
excite your admiration ; Allah
only wishestochastisethem
withtheseinthis
world's life
and
(that)
their
souls
may
depart while they
are
unbelievers."J68
56 And they swear by Allah
thattheyare
most surely of
you, andtheyarenot
of you,
but they are a people who are
bfraid (of you).
57 If they could find a
refuge or caves or aplaceto
mter into, they would certainly
have turnedthereto,running
tway in allhaste.
58 And of themthereare
;hose
who
blame
you with
:espect to the alms ; so if they
we given
from
they
it are
?leased, and if theyarenot
{iven from it, lo ! they are full
If rage.
59 And if they were content
with what Allah and
His
Ipostle gave them,andhad
laid : Allah is sufficient for us :

The only punishment that the hypocrites received from the hands of the Muslims Was,
they were named and turned out
of the mosque, and were henceforward hewn as being
hypocrites.Otherwisetheirliberty
was not interferedwith.There
is mention of one of
themliving in Medina to the time
of Usman, the third Caliph,
in fullenjoyment of his
rights as a citizen ; the only distinctive treatment mentioned of him is that the poor-rate was
not accepted from him by the Holy Prophet, or by his three immediate successors (Rz,v. 75).
1068 The hypocritee experiencedearthlytortureabouttheirpropertyandchildrenfor
two reasons : (1) because, avowing their belief in Islam, they had to take some share in its
defensive expeditions and thus spend part of their property, unwillingly though
it was, in
the cause of Islam ; (2) the children of many of them were true believers, and they knew
that after their death their property and their children were to become a source of strength
to the very religion which they tried to extirpah;
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Allahwill soon give us (more)
out of His grace
and
His
Apostle too: surelytoAllah
do we make our petition.

SECTION 8
The Hypocrites
60. Disbursement of poor-rate.
62. Attempts to ulease the believers.
ment.
”

61. Hypocrites
molest
the
Prophet,
63-66. Their excuses and their punish-

60 Almsareonlyforthe
poor and
the
needy,
end
the officials (appointed) over
them,andthosewhosehearts
aremadetoincline(totruth)
and the (ransoming of) captives
andthoseindebtandinthe
way of Allnh and the wayfarer : an ordinancefrom Allnh ;
and Allah is Knowing,
61 Andtherearesome
of
themwhomolesttheProphet
and say, H e is one who believes
everythingthathehears
;Ioi0
say : A hearer of good for you
(who) believes in Allah and believes the faithful, and a mercy
for those of you who believe ;
and(asfor)those
who molest
the Apostle of Allah, they shall
have a painful chastisement.

I’

”

1OG9 That by alms isheremeantthe
obligatory al~ns,called the poor-rate, andnot
voluntary alms, is shown by the concluding words of the verse, which calls it a n ordinance
from Allah. The verse defines the objects for which the poor-rate may be spent. Altogether
eight heads of expenditure are recognized. The recognition of paying the wages of collectors
nnd otherservants employed in connectionwith the poor.rate from that fund shows that
the institution was meant for raising a public fund, whose management should entirely be in
the hands of a public body. I t is sad to note that, as B e Qur-&n would have it, the institution
of Z a k d t is entirely neglected by the Muslims.

E
+
,-

;ih”3\

those whose heartsare

lit.means

made t o incline or conciliated.

With respect to the preaching of a religion there is always a class which is ready to listen.
Expenses in connection with the arrangements to
convey the truth to them
are recognized
here as a part of thenecessaryexpenditure
of thepoor-rate. I’Ab’s suggestion that some
Arab chiefs are meant is rejected by Rs. The incident he relates does not at all refer to the
expenditure of the poor-rate, buttothedistribution
of what was acquired inthe battle
of Hunain.

Some limitthesignificance

of

&\ 3- 3

towarriors(fightinginthe

defenoe of

faith and the community), or those who are engaged in propagating the Islamic doctrines,
while others think that the
words aregeneralandinclude
every charitable purpose (Rs).
1070 The word ugun, lit. a n ear, is applied to one who hears and believes everything that
i s said to him, “as though by reason of the excess of his listening he were altogether the
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62 They swear to you by
Allah thattheymightplease
you ; and Allah, as well as His
Apostle, has a greater
right
thatthey shouldplease Him,
if they are believers.1071
63 Do they.. not know that
whoever actsin opposition to
Allah and His Apostle, he shall
surely have the fire of hell to
abide in it? thatis the grievous
abasement.
64 The hypocrites fear lest a
chapter should be sent down to
them telling themplainly
of
what is intheirhearts.Say
:
Go on mocking, surely Allah
will bring forth what you fear.
65 And if you should question them, they would certainly
sey : We were only idly discoursing and sporting. Say :
Was it at Allah and His communications andHis
Apostle
that you mocked 1
66 Do notmake
excuses ;
you have deniedindeed after
you had believed ; if We pardon
a, party of you, We will chastise
(another)party
because they
are guilty.'072
~~

~

organ of hearing, like as a fipy is termed 'ah" (lit. eye) (LL). The hypocrites msde various
things thet he was man
derogatory remarks concerning the Prophet, saying among other
who believed everything that he heard, and they were therefore sure that they would make
him believe their hypocritioal professions ; or they called him an ear for the reason that he
wad oareful &boutwhat wm said, 8s if a prophet should not mre sbout what others said and
did. Rodwell is wrong when he says inhisnote on this word that ugun means injure.
Palmer has SLSo made P mistake here. The error is due to the confusion of the word ugus
s i t h a@, the latter, with a tanwin, sounding as agan.
1071 Though Allah and His Apostle are both mentioned together, yet the duty of tha
faithful is here said to be to please Him, Le. Allah, alone. This shows the sublimity of the
idea of Divine Unity in Islam.
1073 Hietory shows thet most of the hypoarites ultimately repented end sincerely joined
the ranlra of the iaitbful.

OH.IX.]

THE HYPOCRITES
SECTION 9
The
Hypocriter
67-70, A lesson for the hypwrites. 71, 72, Promise for the faithful.

67 The hypocritical men and
the hypocritical women are all
alike ; theyenjoineviland
forbid good and withhold their
have
forsaken
hands ; they
Allah, so He
has
forsaken
them ; surelythehypocrites
arethetransgressors.
68 Allah haspromisedthe
hypocritical men and the hypocriticalwomenandtheunbelievers the fire of hell to abide
therein ; it is enough for them ;
and Allah has cursed them and
theyshallhavelastingchastisement.
69 Likethosebeforeyou:
they were stronger than you in
power andmoreabundant
in
wealthandchildren,
so they
; thus
enjoyed
their
portion
have you enjoyed your portion
asthose
before youenjoyed
their portion ; and you entered
intovaindiscourseslikethe
vain discourses in which entered
those before you. Theseare
in
theywhoseworksarenull
thisworldandthehereafter;
asd these are they who are the
losers.
70 Has not the news of those
before them come to them; of
thepeople of Noah and 'Ada
and Samfd,b and the people of
Abrahamandthedwellers
of
Midirtno and
the
overthrown
cities ;d their apostles came to
them with clear arguments; 80
it was not Allah who should do
theminjustice,buttheywere
unjust to themselves.
71 And (as for) the believing
men and the believing women,
they w e guardians of each
other;theyenjoin
good and
forbid evil and keep up prayer
snd pay the poor-rate, and obey
Allah and His Apostle; (as for)
these, Allah will show meroy to
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greatert.

them;surely Allah is Mighty,
Wise.
72 Allah has promised to the
believing men and the believing
women gardens, beneath which
rivers flow, t o ahide inthem,
and goodly dwellings in gardens
of perpetual abode; and best of
all is Allah’s goodly pleasurethat is the grand achievement.

SECTION 10
The Hypocrites
73, 74. They fail to attain what they desire.
75-78. They fail to perfoim
their promises. 79, 80. Theirmockeryandunbelief.

73 0 Prophet!strivehard
against
the
unbelievers and
the hypocrites and be unyielding tothem;andtheir
abode
ishell,and
evil is thedestination.1073
1078 Jahada signifies he strove or exertedhimself, and jihdd is the u s i n g one’s utmost
power i n contending with an object of disapprobation (Rgh, TA-LL). I t isinasecondary

sense that the
word signifies fighting, butit is repeatedly used inthe Holy Qur-&n in’its
of the occasions whichestablishesthetruth
of this
primarysignificance,andthisisone
beyond all doubt, because those who professed Islam wero never fought against, even though
their professions mayhavemanifestly
been insincere-as onthis
occasion andonthe
occasion of thebattle of Uhud. Ra’s commentonthis
verse issimilar : I ‘ The oorrect
rendering is that jihdd signifies striving, or exerting oneself, and there is nothinginthe
word toindicatethatthis
striving isto be effected by thesword or by thetongueor
by
any other method.”
It shows anutter ignorance of theArabiclanguagetotake
the word jdhid here as
meaning fight with sword. See a similar statement in the 25th chapter, which was revealed
long before fighting was permitted to Muslims : “ And strive against them a mighty striving
with i t ” (25: 52), where it stands for the Qur-An. Rencethereis no change of attitude
towards the opponents, no intolerance ; all that is meant is that the Prophet must continue
to preach forcibly both wainst the unbelievers and the hypocrites.
I t is a faot, as is shown
in 1076 and 1076, that none of the hypocrites were punished with death, or indeed with any
otherpunishment, except thattheirconnectionswiththeMuslims,bothtemporaland
spiritual, were entirely cut oU. Some of the known hypocrites lived in Medina as late as the
reign of Usman.

& I;cf 1
t ~ 2 1i.e.

properly means be firm or hard or invincibleagainstthem,

theseed-produce

&J

from &

became thick or strong (LL). Thusintheinterpretation

occurring further on, LL says, on the
authority

of

of TA: And
let

t h m f i n d in you hardltess or strength or vehemence and superiority infight. So that the Prophet
is, on the one hand, enjoined to preach forcibly against the unbelievers and the hypocrites,
and on the other to be unyielding to them, 80 as not to be under their influence.
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74 They swear by Allah that
they did not speak, and certainly they did speak, the word
of unbelief, and disbelieved
Islam, and
they
after
their
had
determined
upon what
they have not been able to
effect,l074 and they did not find
fault except because Allah and
His Apostle enriched them out
of His grace ;IO75 therefore if
they repent, it will be good for
them;and if theyturn back,
Allah will chastise themwith
a painfulchastisement inthis
world andthe
hereafter, and
they
shall
not
have in the
land any guardian or a helper.
75 And therearethose
of
them who made a covenant
with Allah : If H e give us out
3f His grace, we will certainly
yive alms and we will certainly
be of the good.
76 But when He gave them
>ut of His grace, they became
niggardly of it and they turned
back, andthey withdrew.
77 So H e made hypocrisy to
iollow as a consequence into
iheir hearts till the daywhen
ihey shall meet Him because
;hey failed to perform towards
lllah what they had promised
vith Himandbemusethev
old lies.
78 Do theynot know that
Ulah knows their hidden
houghts
and
their
secret
iounsels, and that Allah is the
;reat Knower of theunseen
hings ?
79 Those who taunt the free
I
:ivers of alms among the
lelievers and them who cannot
md but to the extant of their
lower, so they scoff at them;
d a h will pay them back their
coffing, and they shall have a
1 Plainful chastisement.10'8
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1074 TIhis iIG t h e slaying of the Prophet andthe extirpation of Islam. In faot, the
hypocrites failed in evev-obj'ect they set out to accomplish. 1076 The advent of the Muslims in Medina had enriched its inhabitants. Was it not,
then, a matter for wonder that those men who had gained by Islam should turn against
their very benefaotors?
1076, me next pege.
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80 Ask forgiveness for them
or do not ask forgiveness for
them; even if you ask forseventy
giveness for them
times, Allah will not forgive
them; this is because
they
disbelieve is Allah and His
Apostle, end Allah does not
guide
the
transgressing
pe0ple.lO7~

SECTION 11
T h eH y p o c r i t e s
81-87. Spiritualandtemporalconnectionscut
38, 89. Truebelievers and their sacrifices.

o f f withthe hypocrites.

61 Thosewhowereleft
beof
hind weregladonaccount
their
sitting
behind
Allah's
Apost'le endtheywereaverse
hornstriving
in Allah's may
with theirpropertyandtheir
ersons, and said: Do not go
Lrth in the heat. Say:The
Eire of hell is much
severer
.n heat.
Would
that
they
lnderstood (it).
1076 Whensubscriptions
were solicited forthe expedition to Tabhk,thewealthier
members of the Muslim community gave large donations, while the poorer ones also paid
their mite. The hypocrites taunted both, the former
as making a show of their wealth, the
latter &B bringing in theirsmallsubscriptions
only to be countedamongthesubscribers
(b,
AH). The word sakhira, in this verse, carries exaatly the same signiflcance as the word
yaatahzi'u in 2 : 15. Bee 27.
1077 The spiritual relations with the hypocrites are henceforth cut
off. The mention of
seventy maynotindicatethe
specific numberhere.Forthis
use of the word sab'a and
sab'tht, see
Bkh, however, reoords thereport of an incidenthere which shows that
the Holy Prophet took it literally at the burial service of 'Abdulla bin Ubayy, the recognized
leader of the hypocrites. Thisreport, which comes through Ndfi' bin 'Umar,and through
'Umar himself, filtering through various channels, and must therefore be h e p t e d as true, is
to the following effect : " When 'Abdulla bin Ubayy died, his son came to the Holy Prophet
and requested him to grant him his shirt, so that he might use it as a wrapping-cloth for the
dead body of his father. The Prophet granted his
request. Then he asked him to conduct
the burial ceremony. TheHolyProphet got up, but 'Umar took hold of his garment and
objected on the ground that 'Abdulla was e, hypocrite and that Allah had forbidden the Holy
Prophetto offer prayerforhim.The
Holy Prophet replied that Allah had given him a
choioe (referring to the words of this verse: ask forgiveness for them or do not ask jorgivenesr
/or them), and that he would ask forgiveness for him for over seventy times, if only by his
doing 80 forgivenese could be extended to the dead man. Then he offered prayers for him.
Verse 84 is said t o have been revealed to stop the offering of prayera for those who were
known to be hgpwrites.
The inoident shows how kind and forgiving the Holy Prophet wa6 to his severest enemia
'AMulla bin Uboyy wm the man who had led the hypocritical movement a g e k t him tbr
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89 Therefore
they
shall
laugh
little
end weep
muoh
8s a recompense for what they
eerned.l07*
83 Therefore if Allah bring
you back to a party of them,
then they ask your permission
to go forth, say: By no means
go forth with
shallyouever
me m d by no means shall you
fight an enemy with me ; surely
you chose to sit the first time,
therefore sit (now) withthose
who remain behi11d.10'~
84 And never offer prayer
for any one of tbem who dies
and do not stand by his grave;
surely they disbelieve in Allah
end His Apostle and they shall
die in transgression.1080
whole of his life, and thus was not only one of his worst enemies, but at the game time a
most dangerous one, because he was aware of allthe movements of the Muslims and
Yet the Holy Prophet would have forgiven
deceived them at themostcriticalmoments.
him entirely.
1078 \&&
and \@ 9 would literally
mean
let t h m laugh and let them
weep, but, &s the context shows, these words desoribe the condition to whioh they were to be
reduced.
1079 Thustemporal connections with the hypocrites were cut off. It should be noted
thatthis is the only punishment given tothe hypocrites, viz. thatthey were not allowed
to takepart infuture expeditions againsttheenemies of the Muslims. It is also related
that from one of them, Sa'lba,'whoae story is referred to by the commentators under v. 76,
the Holy Prophet and the three Caliphs
whofollowed him refused to accept the poor.rate
untiltheman
died inUsman'scaliphate.
V. 103 leads us to thesame conclusion. See
109% . These were the only disadvantages, if it is right to call them 80, which the hypocrites
suffered. They werenot looked upon as members of the Muslim community, but as citizens
they enjoyed all the rights of other citizens.
, 1080 The oolnmentators generally relate here the
story of 'Abdulle bin Ubayy, who was
the chief of the Medintl hgpoarites. There we somedeportn to the effeot that when he lay on
his death-bed he requested the Holy Prophet to send him his shirt, so that he might be buried
h i t , and to conduct his burial service. The Prophet accepted the first of these requests and
sent-Bkn his shirt, but refused the other &a being opposed to this Divine injunction (Rz).
But see 1077,which shows that the Holy Prophet oonduoted his burial oeremony and that
therevelation of this verse was later. Elome who shut .their eyes to all historicalfacts
would find fault with the Holy Prophet for his refusal, if he actually refused : but reliable
testimony is opposed to this. On $ h e other hand., the sending of theshirt to one who
all hislife, and had left no stone
had led a secret movement againsttheHolyProphet
Uturned to bringtheNuslimcommunity
t o discomfiture anddisgrace, was an act of
mamanimity unparaBeled in the life of any great man. As for t h e injunction dot to o&t
prayers for hypocrites, the re,ason is given along with theinjunction in the verse : S@y they
disbelhad in Allah and His Apoatle. Thus the Holy Prophet had been informed that ,thep
were unbeU,evers in heart, and therefore shouldnot be treated as Muslims ; the btirial service
Of Idlath Wag only for Muslim8 and not for unbeHepere. It is, further, clear from th9 wQrd8
of t M e verse Chad tho60 who were known to be hypoorites were not punished with death or
1s
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Ar. thy.

85 And let not their property
and their childrenexcite your
admiration ; Allah only wishes
I to chastise them with these in
this world and (that
souls may depart whi 0 their
they
are unbelievers.
86 And whenever a chapter
is revealed, saying : Believe in
Allah and strivehard
along
with His Apostle, those having
ampleness of means ask permission of you and say : Leave
us (behind), that we may be
withthose who sit.
87 They preferred to be with
those whoremained
behind,
and a seal is set on their hearts
so they do not understand.
88 But
the
Apostle and
those who believe with him
strive hard with their property
and their persons ; and these it
is who shall
have
the good
things and these it is who shall
be successful.
89 Allah has prepared for
them gardens beneath which
rivers flow, to abide in them ;
that is the greatachievement.

1‘

Ar. thsr.
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SECTION 12
The Xypoaritee
exou~ea of desert Arabs. 91, 92. Who may be exoused? 9396. Fdse exouse8. 97-99. Two parties of desertArabs,

90. Falae

Or thaw
Wbll
offersa
650U868,

90 And the defauZters10~1
from among the dwellers of
the desert1Ma camethatpermission may be given to them
and they
sat
(at
home) who
lied to Allah andHis Apostle;
a painful chastisement
shall
affliot those of them who
disbelieved.
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killed in fighting, but lived to die a natural death, The case of ’Abdulla bin Ubayy, who died
in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet, and that of Sa’lba, who died in the reign of Usman, are
sufficientto prove this, while there is not a single case on record of any one of them having
been put to death.
Standing by the grave refers to the Prophet’spmtioe o f praying far the deceased standing
hy his grave after the burial (Zj-RE),
The words; therefore, do not prohibii mara standing on the grave, but praying is here,
e l y . forbidden. .
1081,1082,y next page,
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Ar. thee.
Ar. t h o u

mightest.

Ar. t h w
aidst say.
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91 It shall be no ;rim6 in
the weak, nor in the sick,
nor inthose who do not find
whatthey
should
spend
(to
stay behind), so long asthey
&re sincere to Allah and His
Apostle:there is no way (to
blame) against
the
doers of
good ; and Allah is Forgiving,
Merciful ;
92 Nor inthosewho
when
you that you
they came
to
might carrythem, you said:
I cannot find that on which to
zarry you 9 3 they went back
while their
eyes
overflowed
with tears on account of grief
ior not finding that which they
ghould spend.
93 The way (to blame) is
mly against those who ask
3ermission of you though they
we rich ; they havechosen
io be with those who remained
a
~ehind, and Allah hasset
leal upontheir hearts so they
io not know.

PART' X I
94 They will excuse them,elves to you when you go
lack to them. Say: Urge no
!xcuse, by no means will we
lelieve you : indeed Allah has
nformed us of mattersrelating
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1061 The 6ibes of Asad and Qhatfan, according to some, and the family of Amr-ibn-utTufail, aocording to others, are meant here. The word mu'agair'is either the noun form of
'aaiara, meaning he was remisa, wanting, dejcient i n a n a f a i r , ~ e t t i u gup a n excu8e f o r It, or
is a variation of nu'tagir, from i ' t a g r a , meaning he excused himselj or had a n excuse. In
the former case the excuse would be necessarily false, and in the latter it
may be either true
or false (h,
Kf).
1062 AZ-A'ra'b is a collective general noun (said by Az to be plural of a'rbbi, LL) signifying the dwellevs of the desert (of Arabia), who move from place t o place in search of herbage and
Water, whether of Arabs or their freemen, as distinguished from 'Arab, which signifies those
whosedescent can be traced to Arabs &.LA),
And thesameauthorityadds:"It
is not
permissible to call the Muhajirs (those companions of the Prophet who fled from Rleoos. on
a u n t of persecution) and the h s & r(those cornpanions who helped the Prophet at Medina)
A'r6b : they are Arabs because they made their homes in the Arabian towns and settled in
cities.
1083 Apparently, whst they wanted to join the
expedition, and what the Prophet could
not find for them, were beasts to ride upon and to carry theirprovisions and necesswies [AH),
But eome commentators suggest that they asked for provisions, while others say that the?
Wanted "patched boots and s o l d shoes'' for the long journey (AH).
. ,
~
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to yon ;end now Allah asd His
Apostle will see your doings,
then you shall be brought back
to theKnower of theunseen
and the
seen,then
H e will
inform you of what you did.1w
95 They will swear to you
by Allah when you return to
them so that you may turn
aside from them ; 80 do turn
asidefrom them : surelythey
are. unclean and their abode is
hell ; a recompense for whet
they earr1ed.1~~~
96 They will swearto you
that 'you may be pleased with
them ; but if you are pleased
with them, yet surely Allah is
not pleased with the
transgressing people.
97 The dwellers of the
desert &revery herd in unbelief
and hypocrisy, and more disposed not to know the limits of
whet Allah has revealed to His
Apostle ; and Allah is Knowing, Wise.
98 And of the dwellers of
the desertere those who take
what theyspend to be a loss,
and they wait (the befalling
)f) calamities to you : on them
'will be) the evil calamity ; and
illah is Hearing, Knowing.lose

1084 Evidently these verses were revealed when the Prophet was away from Medina, and
the statements made in them are therefore prophetical, being exactly fulfilled on his return to
Medina.
1086 Muqktil etlye thet')Abdulla, son of Ubayy, and the son of Abi Sarh swore that they
would not remain behind in any future expedition (AH).
Their object in begging the Muslims to turn aside from them was that they should not
reprove them for their misconduct (Rz, AH), and the Muslims are enjoined to turn aside from
them in the sense of severing their connection with them (I'Ab-Rz). I t is related that on his
return from Tabhk the Holy Prophet forbade the Muslims to have any intercourse with the
hypocrites, This injunction was in obedience to the revelation which he had received during
the journey, as is clearly shown in vv. 83, 84.
1086 Maghram and ghann ( a thing that must bepaid, LL) mean, according to Rgh, damage
or loss that befalls aman in his property, but not jor anyinjuriousaction
of his. The
hypocrites had to contribute something for the sake of appearance, though they considered
suchcontributions to be no more than a loss. According tosome,apendinghererefere
to
thepayment of thepoor-rate:Thetribes
of Asad,Ghatfan, and Tamem used to give
contributions and pay the poor-rate (AH).
Ddirah m e m s primarily the circuit, and a calamity is no called beceuae it encomprwses a
man on d sidea, or it signifies B turn 01forturn, from ddra, meaning it turned. Ddirdt t~
IOU ia tL calamity d c h befalb aad dsrtroya (Msb-LL). It is a prophetioal announcement.
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99 And .of the dwellers of
the
desert
are
those
who
believe in Allah and the latter
day and take what they spend
to be (means of) thenearness
of Allah and
the
Apostle's
be
prayers;
surely
shall
it
means of ne&rness for them;
Allah will make them
enter
into His mercy ; surely Allah
isForgiving, Merciful.

SECTION 13
The H y p o c r i t e s
100. The good example of those who fled from their homes, and that
of
the helpers. 101. Believers warned. of the hypocrites in and about Medina.
102-10G. Some areexcused on trial. 107-110,Those who builtamosque
for mischief.

hajirs andthe
Ans~ir,~O
and
~~
those who followed them in
goodness, Allah is well pleased
with themand they are well
pleased with Him, andHehas
prepared for them
gardens
beneathwhich
rivers flow, to
abide inthem for ever;that
is themighty achievement.
101 And from among those
you of
who are round
about
the dwellers of the
desert
there
are
hypocrites,loE8 and
from among the people of
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1087 Muh&'irin is plural of muhdjk, meaning literally OW W h o pies from 0 r . f O T ~ ~ s
home, and anph is plural of n d f i ~meaning
,
one who helps. In the history of Islam, the former
word came to signify all those compnions of the Holy Prophet who, having embraced Islam
at Memo, had to fly from their homm either b Abyssinia or io Medina; the latter flight,
including about ell the Meccan Muslims, is known as ths FZiyht, and the Muslim em d a h
from it; the Lttsr word signifies the Medha, Muslims who, having aooepted blam before t h e
Plight, gave shelter to those who Bed from Mecca, But there is a slight difference of opinion;
Ab& M C B and several others E S L ~the description given here indudes all thoee who preyed
towards the two QiMaha (i.e. those who k w m e Muslims before the ohange of Q&bh took
place, which hppened sixMn months after the Flight). 'AtO makea it include dl those who
witnessed the battle of Badr, which took place about &e B & ~ B time aa the change of QibZah,
while Shi'bi conaidera thet all those who took part in the Eai'at-ir-Il$wh, the pledge teken
at Hudiabiyya in the sixth year of ths Flight, are memt (AH, Rr). The opinion generally
lavowed ie that all the companions of t h e Holy Prophet me meant, while by "those W ~ U
followed them in goodneass ere meant the Muslims who wme efbr the cmpnwns and
f o l l ~ w dtheir good deeds (Be).
1088 The kibea of Jhina
A
,d
a
m
, behja', and Gh&forwere encamping Obouh Msdioa a4
this time (Ef).
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Medina
(also);
they
are
stubborn in hypocrisy; you do
not know them ;loss We know
them ; W e will chastisethem
be
twice,lo" thenshallthey
turned
back
to it grievous
ohastiseI4gnt.
102 Andothershaveconfessed
their
faults,lB'
they
have mingled it good. deed and
an evil one ; maybe Allah will
turn
them
to(mercifully);
surely Allah Forgiving,
is
Merciful.
103 Takealmsout
of their
property, you. would cleanse
them and purify them thereby,
and pray for them ; surely your
prayer is a relief to them ; and
Allah isHearing, Knowing.1092
104 Do they not know that
Allah acceptsrepentancefrom
His servants
and
takes
the
alms,
and
that
Allah
is the
Oft-returning(tomercy),the
Merciful ?
105 And
say,
Work
; so
Allah will seeyourworkand
(so will) HisApostleandthe
you shall
be
believers;
and
Drought back to the Knower of
;he unseen and the seen, then
He will informyou
of what
qou did.

1089 The insincerity of the heart could not be known to a mortal, but the secrets of the
heart are known to Allah. Events had, howewr, come to pass which ultimately separated
the hypocrites from the Muslims after they had been mingled with them for a long time.
1090 The hypocrites were punished twice inthis life. Theyhad to take park in all
contributions for the defence of the Muslim community and more or less in the defence itself,
and had to pay the poor-rate, all this against their conviction and unwillingly, and this was,
After having suflered allthistormentfor
nodoubt, a source of greattormenttothem.
the sake of being reckoned Muslims, they were ultimately separated from the Muslims, for
it is reported that the Holy Prophetnamedthem
while addressing a congregation in the
Juma' prayers, and they had to leave the assembly in the sight of the whole congregation,
snd this exposure to public shame was no doubt a great punishment for them (14.
1091 According to diflerent reports, the number of these men varied from three to ten.
1
They were sincere and confessed their fault.
1092 Because they showed sincerity in confessing their faults they are dealt with leniently.
Their a l m s are not to be rejected, and the Prophet is commanded
to take a part of their
property for charitable purposes. The Prophet's acceptawe of d m s from them is here spoken
of &LI purifying them of evil, while his prayer for them is described as bringing peace and
quiet to them, and this is an example of the effectiveness of the Holy Prophet's interoession
for his followers. It also shows that poor-rate waa not acoepted from the hypocrites, as has
slresdy bean etatad.
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106 And others are made to
await
Allah's
command,
whether H e chastisethem or
whether He turn to them
(mercifully) ; and Allah is
Knowing, Wise.1m3
107 And those who built
B mosque to cause harmand
for unbelief and to causedisunion among the believers and
an ambush to him who made
war
against
Allah and
His
Apostle before ; and they will
certainly swear: We did not
desire aught but good ; and
Allah bearswitness thatthey
are mostsurely liars.10'J4
108 Never stand in i t ; certainly a mosque founded on
piety from the very first day
is more deserving that you
s h l d stand in i t ; in it are
men who love that they should
be purified ; and Allah loves
those
who
purify themselves.10e5
109 Is he, therefore,better
who lays his foundation on fear
of Allah and (His) good
pleasure, or he who lays his
foundation on the edge of a
cracking hollowed bank, eo it
broke down with him into the

1093 On theauthority of I'Ab, and several others, this is generally supposed to refer
to three of the believers who held back fromthe expedition, viz. Ka'b-bin-M&lik, Haltilbin-Umayya, andhrtirah-bin-Rabi'.But
some thinkthatit
refers t o the hypocrites
generally ; otbers consider the reference to be to the hypocrites who built the mosque spoken
of in the next verse, or to a tribe of the hypocrites regarding whom no orders were given at
the time (AH).
1094 According to I'Ab and other commentators, twelve men from among the hypocrites
(Rz) of the tribe of Bani Ghanam built 8 mosque at theinstigagon of Abb ' h i r inthe
neightourhood of the mosque of Quba,withthe object of causing harm to that mosque.
Abli 'Amir, who, after fighting against the Holy Prophet for a long time, had fled to Syria
after the battle of Hunain, had mitten to his friend8 et Medina that he was coming with a
fonniqable army to crush the Prophet, and that
they should build a mosque for him, But
Abh 'Amir died in Syria, and the founders desired the Holy Prophet to give it E blessing by
hie presence, which he was forbidden to do by Divine revelation, and the mosque was
demolished (AH, Ra, Kt). By him who made war against Allah and Hie Apostle is meant
not only Abh 'Amir, but all those .who anewered this description, for it was built with the
object of promoting opposition Bgainst Islam.
1096 Somecommentatorsunderstand
by thisthe mosque at Quba, While the greater
nnmber regard the Prophet's mosque at Medine as meant here, while others still consider
that both mosquas map be meant @z). But the words &re so generd that every mosque
reised for the mica of hllah msg be ineluded in this deooription.
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fie of hell ; and All& does
not guide the unjust people.
, 110 Thebuilding which they
‘ have builb will evercontinue to
be source of disquiet in their
hearts, exceptthattheirhearts
get cut into pieoes; and All&
ie Knowing, Wjse.1096
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SECTION 14
1

The Faithful
111, 112. Marks of true believers.
idolaters. 117, 118. Threebelieverswho

Tab6k.

111 Surely Allah h u bought
of the believers theirpereons
andtheirroperfy
for fhis, that
theyshag have thegarden ;
they fight in Allah’s way, 80
$hey slay and are slain; a
promisewhich
is binding on
Him in the Torah and the
Gospel1og7 and Qur-An;
the
and who is morefaithful to his
covenant
then
Allah 1 rejoice
* r , b a r t ~ therefore
in
the
pledge whioh
youhavemade;
and that is
mighty
achievement.
the

113-116. Spiritualreletionswith
did not jointheexpeditionto
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1096 Their hearts could be cutinto pieces either by m e r e regret or by sincere repentance (Rz).
1097 The Christian oritica deolare this to Iw untrue. ’Wherry quotea Brinkmen’s Notes
m Islam, declaring this verse ‘I the greatest u n W h in the whole of the Qur.&n,’* end himself
adds in hie comment on the verse that it hes not only “ n o foondatioion in truth,” but the
tsaching Is diametrimlly o p p e d to dl the doctrines of the Bible. What particular doctrine
the reverend gentleman w a s thinking of when he made this comment is diacnlt to say. The
promise which is said to be binding on Allah, as laid down in the Qur-&n, aa well ld in the
previous books, fs this, that AEEak woill gmnt tb believer8 His bhsings if they Law; thcmre~ves
with their p e m a o as rad1 ad k
l &pzopnC in Hir m y : AIlah hae bosghk uf the beliethelr persons and their property €or thie, that they 1d hove the garden. 18 not tL mne
principle, in different words, n o doubt, laid dorm in the Tomh and bhe Gospel, and still f o u n d
there, notwithstanding the altoretiom they hate uadegone? “If thoa wiP be perf&,” eaid
Jesus ts a wadthy man, l*go and -11 that thou iust and &e to the pwr, and thou nbdt
have treasure in haven: and come and follow ma” (Matt. 19: 31). And w b n Peter reid:
“Behold, we have formken all and Iollwed thee : wihst shall we hem thoreforei”’Jeaargave
them the promise that they should elt upon ‘I helm thrones,“ end added, Every one that
hath forsaken houses, or brethren, or‘ aiskm, M tatger, ot mother, or wife, or children, or
land, for my name’s sake, shall reoeive an hutadredfold m d shell Inherit evdsting lifa”
?dosed teaching contsins W i r promisea. For iaetanm, the promise of God, that p may
increaae mightily in land that flow& with milk and honey,” is mada conditiod cm “thou
&dt love the Lord thy God with dl thy he& and dl tlrg sod and aith dl t h y might”
(Dent. 6 : 8 and 6), which is thr w e a~exetleMu Lo 0119’8 u h w t power in tbe -7 of
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,485

112 They
who
turn (to
Allah), whoserve (Him), who
who
praise (Him), whofast,
bow down, who prostrate themis
selves,
who
enjoin
whet
good andforbidwhat
is evil,
and who keepthelimits
of
Allah:and givegood news to
the believers.
113 It is not (fit) for the
Prophet and those who belie,,
that theyshould ask.forgiveness for thepolytheists,even
though
the
shouId
be near
relatives, a ter it has become
d e a r to them that theyare
inmates of theflaming fire.IOQ*
114 And Abraham’s asking
forgiveness for his sire wasonly
owing to a promisewhichhe
had mado to him ; but when it
becamecleartohimthat
he
was an enemy of Alleh, he
declared himself to be clear of
him ; most surely
Abraham
wasverytender-hearted,
forbearing.
,

T

God with one’s person and property. It should be borne in mind that the
words they f i g h t
in AIZah’s way, so they slay and are slain, are not a part of the promise, but are expressive of
the condition of the companions, which showed that
they were true to their promise. The
promise to spend one’s person and property may be carried out in various ways under different
circumstances, and the companions of the Holy Prophet were as true to this promise during
the thirteen years at Mecca as during the ten years at Medina.
1098 It should be noted that this sersz does not prohibit praying for the forgiveness of the
unbelievers in general, but only such unbelievers about
whom it has become clear that they
are inmates of the flaming fire, and in the next rerse it is made
clear that even Abraham
continued to @SY for his idolatrous sire Until he clearly saw that he had become an enemy of
Allah. The question is, when is E man to be considered, to have become an open enemy of
Allah, or an inmate of the flaming fire? The commentators are generally
of opinion that
either a, revelation from Allah nith regard to a person or his death inunbelief or idolatry alone
settles the point. I n 16 : 61 and 35 : 45 we find in almost identical words that Allah’s punish.
ment is not severe to the extent of the blackness of man’s deeds ; end if Allah had destroyed
I n numerousother
men for their iniquities, He would notleave on it a singlecreature.”
places Allah’s lenient dealings with His creatures are spoken of in plain words. And in 42 : 5
it is said of the angels that they continue to ‘‘ ask forgiveness for those on earth,” where both
the believers and the non.believers areincluded.Butwhen
a prophet is raisedtouproot
errors and establish the truth, there rises in
opposition to him a C~SSSof men. who exert themselves to their utmost in extirpating the
truth. Thus Abrahpm’s sire became an enemy of
Allah, not on the first ocmsion when he refused to forsake idolatry, but when he had spent
every effort to destroy thepreacher of truth. So also abouttheidolaters
of Arabia,the
sentence of incorrigibility did not go forth eyen while they persecuted the
Holy Prophet e t
Mecca, but when it became olear that they massed all their forces to sweep away all traces of
Islam. Their doom was then settled, and it was useless topray for their forgiveness. All
spiritual relations with men of this type had then to be cut off, as they on their part had opt
15’
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THE IMMUNITY

Ar. nor.
Or
MUhdjiV#.
Or,An?&.

PART

XI.

115 It is not (attributable to)
Allah thatHeshouldlead
a
people
astray
after
He has
guided them : H e even makes
clear to them what they should
guard
against;
surely
Allah
knows all t%ings.IOQg
116 Surely
Allah’s
is the
kingdom of theheavensand
the earth; He brings tolife and
causes to die ; and there is not
for
you
besides
Allah
any
Guardian or Helper,
117 Certainly
Allah
has
turned
(mercifully)
the
to
Prophetandthose
who fled
(theirhomes)andthe
Helpers
who followed him in the hour
of straitnessafterthehearts
of a palt of themwereabout
to deviate,then H e turnedto
them
(mercifully);
surely
to
;hem H e is Compassionate,
Nercifu1.1100
118 Andtothethreewho
pere left behind, until the earth
lecsme strait to them notwithhanding its spaciousnessand

them off long before. Under this verse, prayers would not be offered for those who diein
unbelief.
1099 If the idolaters had chosen
a wrong course and gone to such extremes against the
Muslims that the latter were now compelled to cut off even their spiritual relations with them,
theirerror wa3 notascribable to Allah, fur He had not
only sentHisguidance,but
even
verse establishes in clear words that Allah
pointed out what they should guard against. The
never leads a people astray ; and how should He lead astray, says the Holy Qur-Ln, when He
goes to the extent of making clear to them what evil they should guard against ?
1100 Ibn-i-’Atiyya thus explains the meaning of tdha in this verse : “ Taubah on the part
of Allah means His turning to His servant from one state to another which is higher than
it.” Therefore, Allah’s turningmercifully does notindicatethattherehas
been any disobedience. The context, in fact, throws clear light upon this meaning of taubah, for whereas
only a small part of the AnsLr (Helpers) are stated to have, not actually swerved, but to hare
only thought of swerving, Allah’s turning mercifully is
in relation to the Prophet and those
sincere believers who are plainly stated to have followed the Prophet in the hourof straitness,
thus showing that it was in relation to those who were obedient under the severest difficulties,
and not to those who were disobedient; the latter being dealt with in the next verse. The

L

;&I\
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ES

the +;\

isgenemllyexplained

;>$or

as meaningtheexpedition

to Tablik,wh i oh is also

the ezpedition of stvaitwss, because of the excessive

hcat, and scarcity of food and water, so tbat sometimes only E single date had to be divided
between two men,andmen
being parchedwiththirstslaughteredcamelstoquench
it;
there was also D scarcity of animals, so that tenmen h d but E single camel (AH) ; but really,
the whole period of about twenty-one years from the preaching of the Prophet had been one of
the severest difficulties for the Muslims.
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their souls were also straitened
to them ; andtheyknewit
for certainthattherewas
no
refuge from Allah but in Him ;
then He turned
them
to
(mercifully) that
they
might
turn (toHim) ; surely Allah
is the Oft-returning (to mercy),
the Merciful."ol

SECTION 15
Vhat the Faithful shoulddo
119-121. The faithful should remain true to the Prophet,
part from eaoh class should study religion and instruct others.

Ar. nor.
Ar. noT.

122, A certain

119 0 you who believe ! be
careful of (your duty to) Allah
and be with
the
true
ones.
120 I t did not beseem the
people of Medina and those
round about them of the
dwellers of desert
theto
remainbehind
theilpostle of
Allah, nor should they desire
(any thing) forthemselves
in
preference to him ;1102 this is
because there afflicts them not
thirst or fatigue or hunger in
Allah's way, nor do they tread
% path which enragesthe
undievers, nor do theyattain
'rom the enemy what
they

1101 The three men were from among the A n s i r , mhose names have already been given in
1093. The words mere left b e h i d are explained as meaning either left behind at the time o j
the ezpeditiolor left behind with respEt to the CommandTnent of Allah concerning them, being,
it is said, the persons referred to in v. 106, '' And others are made to await Allah's command,
whether He chastise them or whether He turn to them (mercifully)." The latter explanation
was given byKa'bhimself,
one of thethreemen (AH). Theyremainedcut off fromall
intercourse with Muslims, including their wives, for fifty days. Ka'b was a man of importance, and when he received a letter from the king of ahassan offering him a position under
him if he deserted the Holy Prophet, he burned the letter, showing his contempt for the offer,
and gave no reply (Ibn-i-Hisham).
1102 The meaning is that they should neither
desire rest for themselves, comfort, nor
protection, in preference to theProphet; in otherwords,theyshouldaccompanyhim
in
difficulty and distress. The ordinary rendering of this phrase--nor should they prejer their
lives to hid Zife-does not carry the true sense of the original. When the Holy Prophet set out
on the expedition to Tabbk, various oonsiderations withheld some men from joining him,
but
the true believers among these soon Baw their error, and joined the expedition on ita way to
Tabhk. Among the last of these was Ab&Khaismah, who, sitting in his garden in the shade,
thus argued within himself: A cool shade, and ripe dates, and cool drink, and a beautiful wife
"and the A p t k of A l l a h ezpoeed to heat and air; this is not good; and he et onca joined
the Holy Prophet.

-

I

athis,but
a good work is
written
down
them
to
on
account of it;
surely
AUah
does notwastethe
qewwd of
the doers of good ;l103
121 Nordotheyspend
an
thing that‘may be spen$, 8 ~ n a
or great, nor do they traverse
a valley, but it is written down
to their credit, that Allah may
of
rewardthemwiththebest
what they hwe done.
122 And itdoesnot beseem
thebelievers that they should
go forth .all fogether; why
should nob t h e s a company
fromeverypartyfromamong
themgoforththattheymay
apply
themselves
obtain
to
understanding
in
religion,’l“
and that, they may warn their
people when they come back to
them that
they
may
be
cautious 1

E

BECTION 16
TheObject

effected by Reyelation

123-125. Revelation strengthens the faithful and weakens the hypocrites.
128, 129. TheProphet’s zeal and relianoe b n Allah.
ILQ6, 127. Thetrials.

133 0 you
who
believe!
those
of the
unbelievers
f ight
to
and
let
are
near
Tnho
;I106
t,hemfindinyouhardness
EmdknowthatAllahiswith
guard (against
evil).
t,hose who
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1103 BIaying, imprisoning, or defeating the enemy is meant

what they attajn pz,sa).

~j

3\; means

by attaining f r o m the enemy

he haTmed him, and so

523s i;r,

Jk

means he a t t a i ~ s dthc object of his d e s i ~ e f r o mthe enemy (Msb-LL).
1104 The introduction here of this subject of the study of religion shows the aim which
$he Qur-tin has in view. In the midst of the ordinances relating to fighting, i t introduces the
Bubject of tbe preparation of a missionaryform,thusshowingthhtthis
w m the greatest
could be
neaessity of Islam. I t wes only-by means of a missionary propaganda that truth
spread, and the ultimate object was not to he iost sight of, even when the community wae
engaged in L life-and-death struggle against overwhelming forces of the enemy. This is the
reason why the subjectis introduced here.
$106 Here there is e plain injunction to fight only against those unbelievers who are near
to you, because it was t,hey who persecuted the Muslims. The commandment is not general,
end gives us a rule of guidance in interpreting other commandments relating to fighting, for
one part of the Qur-An explains
another.
1106,see next page.
1
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124 And whenever a chapter
isrevealed,therearesome
of
themwhosay:Which
of you
has it strengthenedinfaith?
Then as for those who believe,
it strengthens
them
in
faith
andthey rejoice.
125 And a3 for those in
whosehearts is a disease,” it
addsuncleanness t o their ancleannessandthey
diewhile
theyare unbelievers.11~7
126 Do they not seethat
they are tried once or twice in
every year,yettheydonot
do
they
turn (to Allah) nor
mind.1108
127 And whenever a chapter
is revealed,they cast glances
ht one another : Does any one
see you 1 Then they turn away:
411ah hasturned
away their
a
leauts
because
they
are
?eople who do not understand.
128 Certainly an Apostle has
:ome to you from among yourselves, grievous to him is your
‘alling into distress, excessively
;olicitous respecting you, to
,he believers (heis)compassionate, rnerciful.l1~**
129 But i€ theyturn back,
jay : Allah is sufficient for me,
no god but H e ; on
hereis
Xim do I rely,and H e is the
iord of mighty power.b
1106 So th&t you do not yield to them or regard them as your well-wishers, which they
would persuade you to do.
1107 The uncleanness of their hearts increased with new revelation, because it increased
were more and more hardenedagainsttruth.The
them in stubbornness,andtheirhearts
new revelation became the occasion of their increased infidelity, and was not the effeative
cause ; see 24.
1108 The various misfortunes which befell them or their vanquishment may be meant if
unbelievers aretakenas addressed here. If the hypocrites ere addressed, the trials would
then mean the incidents which distinguished the sincere believers from the hypocrites in the
Prophet’s lifetime.
1108.~This is the true picture of the heart whioh grieved, not for his followers alone, not
for one tribe or country, but for all humanity. He grieves for the burdens of all, and he is
solicitous for the welfare of all, but there is a specisl relation he bears to those who follow
him; to them he ia, in bdditiou, compassion& bnd merciful.

CHAPTER X
JONAH
(Yzinw)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(11 sections and 109 verses)
Abstract:
Sec. 1, 2. Truth of the Revelation.
Sea. 3. Merciful dealing.
Sec. 4. Uniqueness of Divine gifts.
Sec. 5 . The reprobate and their punishment.
Seo. 6. Mercy lakes precedence of punishment.
Sec. 7. Believers and unbelievers.
Sec. 8, 9. A reference to sacred history.
Sec. 10. Those who heed warning will benefit,
Sea. 11. All good is controlled by Allah.
The Title.

ALL that is said in this chapter of Jonah, after whom it is named, is an incidental reference
t o his people having benefited by the warning : And wherefore was there not a town which
should believe so that their belief should have profited them but the people of Jonah? When
they believed, We removed from them the chastisement of disgrace in this world’s life and
We gave them provision till a time” (v. 98). There are more detailed references to Noah
and Moses, but asthesubject-matter
of thechapter deals chiefly withthe precedence of
mercy over punishment,it is more in accord with Jonah’shistory;thename,therefore,
of thatprophethas been fitly chosen as a title.
I‘

Subject-matter.
The chief feature of this chapter is that while it asserts the truth of revelation, it also lays
stress on themercifuldealing of theDivine Being with men. It opens with a statement
of thetruth of Divine revelation inthe Holy Qur-An, proceeding to adisquisition on its
truth in the first two sections. The second section closes with a demand for a sign on the
part of unbelievers, and they are told that judgment is deferred for a while ; the reason being
given in the third section, where it is shown that Divine dealing with men is characterized
by mercy, and therefore He does not hasten punishment, but first shows mercy. The fourth
section tells us that evidence of His mercy exists in nature, for He grants gifts which it is not
in the power of any one else to grant, and as material gifts from Him are characterized
by
uniqueness, so is His gift of revelation, and the like of it cannot be produced by any one else.
The fifth section statesthatthereprobatemustultimatelymeetwiththeirpunishment,
while t h e sixth again calls attention to the preponderance of the quality of mercy in the
DivineBeing, while theseventhcontraststhe
believers withthe unbelievers. The eighth
and ninth sections refer briefly to the histories of Noah and Moses. The tenth states, by
a brief allusion to Jonah, that those who heed the w m i n g will benefit, and the last section
shows that rill good is controlled by the DivineBeing,hence man must turn to Him.
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SECTION 1
T r u t h of Revelation
1-6. Revelationandarguments
ment and their nature.

of its truth. 7-10, Revardandpunish.

Inthe name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

1 I am Allah the Seeing.1108 These are the verses
of the wise Book.111O
2 What I is ita wonder to
the people that We revealed to
a man from among themselves,
saying: Warn the people and
give good news to those who
believe that theirs is a footing
of J i ~ m n o s s withtheir
Lord.
The unbelievers say : This is
most surely a manifest en:hsnter.
Connection with the preceding Chapter.
Thelastchapterdealschieflywiththepunishment
of theguilty,andthusreveals
were
the sterner side of Islam. But the circumstances which necessitated such punishment
broughtabout
by theenemiesthemselves.Whilethere
is noinherentseverityinthe
on theotherhand,theDivineattributetowhichtheHoly
doctrines of Islam,thereis,
Qur.Bn gives the greatest prominence-the attribute of nlercy and compassion in the Divine
of the guilty is immediately followed
Being. Hence a chapter dealing with the punishment
by one having for its theme the quality of mercy in the Divine Being, which takes precedence
of allotherattributes.
Moreover, whilethelastsection
of thelastchapterdealswithlhe
effect of revelation upon the faithful, this opens with the truth of that revelation.

Date of Reyelation.
Theweight of testimony is on the side of thechapter Joltah being entirelya Meccan
revelation.Suggestions,however,bsve
been made on the basis of internaltestimonythat
vv, 94-97 belong to Medina (I'Ab-AH), because these refer to the Jews. But one authority
rejects this opinion and holds v. 40 only to have been revealed at Bfedina, as, in his opinion,
is that from v.40 to the end
that verse speaks of the Jews (Kalbi-AH). Another suggestion
(Alij. All theseare,however,mereconjectures.
I t would be
was revealed atNedina
absurd to deny that references to the Jews and Jewish history are contained in the Meccan
revelation, and as the entire chapter
dealswithonesubject,the
whole isundoubtedly of
Meocan origin and belongs to the last Meccan period.
1109 ALij, k i m , and rd are the three letters which stand at the head of this chapter and
four otherchapters,via. l l t h , 12th, 14th, and lSth, while the 13th chapter has
alif, l6m,
mtm,rd. The abbreviation is of the same form as alif, Idm, mim,,except that rd stands for
R&ee, Le. the seeing, or ar6, i.e. I see, as the mim stands for a'lam, i.e. the beet knower
(see ll),which also explains the abbreviation at the commencement
of the 13th chapter.
1110 The kitdb, or theQur-&n, is called k k i r n (wise) hereeither beoaude it possesses
wisdom, i.e. the quality which dimintinates between truth andfalsehood and right and wrong,
or because it is rnubkam, Le. free from all incongruity or unsoundness, or because it pooseeses
both these qualities (Rgh).

JONAH

[PART
xi.

3 Surely your Lord is Allah,
Whocreatedtheheavensand
andb
theearthinsixperiods,a
H e i sfirm in power,c regulating
no intertheaffair;thereis
cessor
except
after
His
permission
this
Allah,
is your
Lord, therefore
serve
Him;
will you not then mind?
4 To Him is your return, of
all (of you) ; thepromise
of
Allah(made) in truth ; surely
H e beginsthecreationinthe
firstinstance,then
He reproducesit,that
H e maywith
justicerecompensethose
tvho
believe anddo good; and (as
for)thosewhodisbelieve,they
shall have a drink of hot water
andpainfulchastisement
becausetheydisbelieved.
5 H e i t is Who made the sun
s shiningbright'nessandthe
moon a light,l"l andordained
for it mansions that you might
know the computation of yeara
m d thereckoning.Allahdid
not createitbutwithtruth;
Bemakosthesignsmanifest
!or a people who know.1112
6 Most surelyinthevaria;ion of the night and the day,
md what Allah has created in
;he
heavens
and
the
earth,
herearesignsforapeople
Rho guard(againstevil).
7 Surelythosewho
do not
lopeinOurmeetingandare
,leased withthisworld's
life
Lnd arecontentwithit,and
'hose mho areheedless of Our
:ommunications :
8 (As far) those, their abode
s the fire because of what they
larned.

"

1111 Gau, or did, is often considered synonymous with nzlr, but according to some
authoritiea it has a more intensive significance than light (LL); while others maintain that
&u, or d i d , signifies that Eight which subsists by it$eZj, and mar, that whick aubaists through
some other thing (Mf. TA-LL). I t is in this last sense that the moon is called a Eight, because
ita light is borrowed, as contrasted with the sun, which is called a did,
1112 The whole of creation is, notwithstandingitsvariety,subject
to one law, and
clearly bears witness to the unity of its Maker. And just as the visible univerea is subject to
rt lam, there is also R Ixw working in the spiritual and moral worlds.
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9 Surely(as for) those who
believe anddo good, their Lord
will guide
them
by their
flow from
faith;"
there
shall
beneath them rivers in gardens
of b l i ~ s . ~ 1 l ~
10 Their cry in it shall
be:
GlorytoThee,
0 Allah ! and
theirgreeting
in itshallbe:
Peace;
and
the
last
of their
cry
shall
be : Praise
be
to
Allah, Lord
the
of the
worlds.1114
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SECTION 2
Truth of theRevelation
11, 12. Mercy is shownendevilremoved.
13, 14. A losson. 15-17. Truth
of revelation impressed.

18-20, Judgment deferred.

11 And if Allah
should
hasten the evil to men as they
on of
desire
the
hastening
good, theirdoomshouldcertainlyhavebeendecreedfor
them;
but
We
leave
those
alonewhohope
not for Our
meeting
in
their
inordinacy,
blindlywandering on.1115
12 And w h eanm i c t i o n
touches a man, he calls on Us,
whetherlying
on hisside or
sittingorstanding ; butwhen
W e removehis affliction from
him, hepasses on as though
hehadnevercalled
on Us on
account of a n affliction that
touched him; thus that which
theydoismadefairseeming
to the 'extravagant.b
1113 The light of faith, whichisevenhere
a guidingprinciple of man's actions, will
57 : 12, where it is called the
assume a more palpable form in the life after death. Compare
light running before them.
1114 Their first cry is the glorification of the Divine Being and their last His Praise,
their talk with one another is nothing but 6 ' peace '' ; as is elsewhere said : " They shall not
heartherein vain or sinfuldiscourse, except the word Peace,peace" (56: 25, 26). This is
the Muslim paradise, and this description is sufficient to put those t o shame who say that
the picture of the Muslim paradise drawn in Meccan revelation is characterized by sensuality.
1115 People desire and pray fop good things to be hastened on to them, and Allah does
hasten on to them those things in His mercy; but the opponents
of the Holy Prophet Were
foolish enough to pray for the hastening on to them of evil, because they said : '' 0 Allah ! if
this is the truth from Thee, then rain upon us stones from heaven, or inflict on US 8 painful
chastisement" (f
:32)
l ; which, because of His great mercy, Re did not hasten on t o them,
for if He had done BO He .would hayo at once destroyed them all.
"
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P A R T XI.

13 And
certainly
We
did
destroygenerations before you
whentheywereunjust,and
their
apostles
had
come
to
them
with
clear
arguments,
andtheywouldnot
believe ;
thusdo
We. recompensethe
guilty people.
14 Then
We
made
you
(their)successorsintheland
after them so that We may see
how you act.
15 And
when
Our
clear
communicationsarerecitedto
them,thosewhohopenotfor
: Bring a
Our
meeting
say
Qur-Bn other
than
this
or
change it.1116 Say : It does not
beseem
me
that
I should
changeit of myself ; I follow
naught
rewhat
but
is
I fear,
vealed tome:surely
my
Lord,
the
if I disobey
chastisement of a mighty
day.ll17

16 Say : If Allah had desired
(otherwise) I wouldnothave
recited it to you, nor would H e
you: indeed
havetaughtitto
I have lived a lifetimeamong
you before it:
do
you
not
theu understand ? 1116
1116 They desire a revelation which should not condemn their evil
ways and their idolworship, nor containanythreats of theircoming doom,
1117 When I fear the befalling of punishment to me if I should disobey my Lord, why
should I not warn you who have rebelled against sour Lord ? The words do not imply that
the Prophet meant to say that he did not change the Qur-An for fear of punishment. They
show how truehe himself was to revelation,translating
every one of itspreceptsinto
practice.
1118 TheProphet’struthfulnessandhonesty
before he received theDivhe’revelation
were undisputed, and he had earned such renown for these qualities that he was known in the
land as BE-Amin, Le. the f ~ i t h f u lone. The argument is that if,
as they admitted, he had
never told a lie in his lifetime, even for the sake
of apersonaladvantage, how could he,
now that he had passed the age of youth and passions, speak falsely, and that to his
own
detriment?Becausehewasnotthegainer,butasuffererthereby,
on account of the
persecutionswhichhispreachinghadbroughtabout
for him. It
is related that, standing
upon the mount Safh, he summoned one family after another
of his people and asked them,
when they had all assembled,
if they had eyer known him to have spoken
a lie; and the
answer being in the negative, he told them that if they did not mend their ways their doom
would soon overtake them, at which Ab6 Lahab uttered a curse and they all went away;
moreover, a man who had so long refrained from showing any interest in their lives and their
modes of worship, and had all but lived the silent life of a recluse among them, could not,
of his own accord, be imagined to have suddenly changed the course of his life.
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17 Who is then more unjust
than
he
who
forges
a lie
against Allah or (who) gives
the lie to His communications ?
surelytheguiltyshall
not be
successful.
18 And they serve besides
Allah whatcanneitherharm
them nor profit them, and they
say : These are our intercessors
with Allah. Say: Do you
(presume to) inform Allah of
what H e knows not in the
heavens and the earth? Glory
be to Him,
and
supremely
exalted is He above what they
set up (with Him).
19 And people arenaught
butasingle
nation,” so they
disagree ;1119 and hadnot
a,
word alreadygone forth from
your Lord,thematter
would
have certainly been decided
between them
in
respect of
that concerning
which
they
disagree.1120
20 Bud theysay:Whyis
not a sign sent to him from his
Lord?Say : Theunseen
is
only for Allah, therefore wait;
surely I too with you am of
those who wait.1121
1119 The opponents of the,Holy Prophet also disagreed with him or refused to accept him,
just as previous people had rejected their prophets, for all people are but a single nation.
1120 The word that had gone forth is referred to in many places. I may refer the reader
to thefollowing : (‘And they say, When will this threat come to pass, if you &retruthful? Say :
Maybe there may have drawn near to you somewhat of thbt which you seek to hasten on ”
(27: 71, 72). And again: ‘‘ Say : You have the appointment of a day from which you cannot
hold back any while, nor can you bring it on (before its time)” (34 : 30) (see 2037).
1121 It is clear from the coiltext that their demand is for the punishment with ulhich they
are threatened, because they would recognize no other sign ; and the reply is that they must
look forward to it, for even theparticularsign
which they demandedmust come. The
is a refusalhere to show a sign, but the concluding
superficial readermaythinkthere
words are too clear to warrant such B oonclusion; theyare
told to wait for the sign
to come,
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EECTION 3
Merciful DeaIiag
21-24. Divine
mercy
follows afflictions. 25, 26. The righteous
shall
rmnain in peace. 27-30. The wicked must be p n i c b e d .

21 And when We make
peopletaste of mercy after 8t1
aMiction touches them,llae Io !
they devise plansagainst Our
communications.
Say
: Allah
is quicker to plan ; surely Our
messengerswritedownwhat
you plan.
22 H e i t is whomakes you
travel by landandsea;until
when you are in the ships, and
they sei1 on withthem
in a
pleasantbreeze,andtheyrejoice at it, a violent wind overtakes them and the billows
surge
in
on
them
from
all
sides, and they become cer.tain
that
they
are
encompsssed
about, they pray to 911ah, being
sincere to Him in obedience:
If Thoudost deliver ns from
this, we will most certainly be
of the grateful ones.
23 ButwhenHe
delivers
them,
lo!
they
are
unjustly
rebellious in tho earth. 0 men !
your rebellion isagainstyour
own souls-a provision (only)
of this world's life-then to Us
shall be your return, so We will
inform you of whht you did.
24 The
likeness
of this
world's life isonlyaswater
which We send down from the
cloud, then the herbage of the
earth of which men and cattle
eat grows luxuriantly thereby;
puts on
untilwhentheearth
itsgoldenraimentanditbecomes garnished, and its people
thinkthattheyhave
power
over it, Our command comes to
it, by nightor by day, so We
1122 Some think that thereis a reference here to the faminewhich prevailed for seven years
a t Mecca (Rz). For the famine itself see 2269. The statement here may only be a generd
description of ordinary afflictions which befall man, a n instance of which is given in the
next verse.
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render it [LSmpedseed-produce,
as thoughithadnot
been in
existence yesterday; thus do
W e make clear the cornmunia t i o n s for a
e mho refleek.
25 And hk%?nvites
to the
abode of peac~ and guides
whom HE pleases into fbe
rig:; gath.11z3
or thosewho do good
is good (reward) and more
(thanthis);and
blackness or
ignominy shall not cover their
faces;thesearethe
dwellerb
of the garden; in it they shall
ebide.1la
27 And (as for) those who
haveearned evil, thepunishment of an evil isthe like of
it, and abasementshall come
upon them-they
shall have
none to
protect
them
from
Allah-as
if their faces had
been covered with slices of the
dense darkness of night ; these
are the inmafes of the fire, in
it they shall abide,
28 And on the day when We
mill gatherthem all together,
then We mill say to those who
associated others (with Allah) :
Keep where you are, you and
your associates ; then We shall
separate them widely one from
another ana their associates
would say: It mas not us that
you served :
1123 This is another description of the Muslim paradise, which is called the ddruss~Z6m,
&s opposed to the plaoe of the wicked, which is fire. The word saZ6s is
from the same root 8s Isldm. IslBm, in fact, makes even this world an abode of peace for &
true Muslim. Even in this life hemakeshispeaaewith
his Lord, and he lives at peace
with his fellow-men. So prominent is this idea of perfect peace in Islam thatthe Holy Prophet
gave the following definition of L true Muslim: ‘‘ The Muslim is he whose tongue or hand does
not injure anyMuslim.” The peace of the next life, which is again and again called a garden
or pradiae, is, In feot, 8 aontinuation of the peace of mind which 8 Muslim finds in this
very life.
1124 Throughout the Holy Qur-hn the r e a d of virtne is spoken of as being much more
than actual recompense,while evil is eitherspoken ot M being forgiven or as being punished only
with a like punishment. Thus in 42 :26 and 26 : I‘ And He it is who aocepts repentance from
His servants asd pardons the evil deeds, and He knows what; you do. And He answers those
who believe and do good, and gives them more out of His grme.” And in 6 : 161 : “ Whoever
brings a good daed he shall havetenlike
it, end whoever brings an evil deed he shall
of i t ” (see 849).
be recompensed only with the like

or the abode ofpeace,
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29 Therefore
Allah
is sufficient as a witnessbetween
us and you that
we
were
quite
unaware of yourserving (us).
30 There
shall
every
soul
become
acauainted
with
what
it sentbefire,andtheyshall
be broughtbacktoAllah,their
truePatron,andwhatthey
devised shall escape from them.
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SECTION 4
Uniqueness of Divine Gifts
91-34. Uniqueness of Divine gifts in physical nature.
is given by Allah. 37-40. Uniqueness of rcveletion.

Ar. thy.

95, 36. Onidance

31 Say : Who gives you BUStenancefromtheheavenand
theearth ? orwhocontrols
thehearingandthesight
1
and who brings forth the living
from the dead, and brings forth
the dead from the living?
And
who regulates the affair? Then
they will say: Allah. Say
then: Will you not then guard
(against evil) ?
32 ThisthenisAllah,your
trueLord;andwhatisthere
sfter the truth but error: how
?
are you then turned back
33 Thusdoesthe
wTord
of
your Lordprovetrueagainst
those who transgress that they
do notbelie~e.112~
34 Say : Is thereanyone
among your associates who can
bring
existence
into the
creationinthefirstinstance,
then reproduce it ? Say : Allah
bringsthecreationintoexistence in the first instance, then
H e reproduces it : how are you
then turned away?
35 S a y : Is there
any
of
yourassociateswhoguidesto
the truth ? Say : Allah guides
Is He then Who
to the truth.
guides
the
truth
to more
worthy to befollowed,orhe

-

1125 $ 6 The wordoftheLord ” refers either to the sentence of punishment which must
come to pass bemuse they do not believe, or to the fact of theirnotbelieving as a result
of their transgression.
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who himself does not go aright
unless
he
is
guided?
What
thenisthematterwith
you:
how do you judge ?
36 And most of them do not
follow (anything)but
conjecture ; surely
conjecture
will
not
avail
aught
against
the
truth ; surely Allah is cognizant
of what they do.
37 And this Qur-An is not
1 such as could be forged by
those besides Allah, but it is a
1 verification of that which is
before it' and a clear explanation of the book, there is no
doubt init, from theLord of
the worlds.1120
38 Or do they say : He has
Eorged it?Say : Then bring a
2hapter
like
this
and
invite
whom you can besides Allah, if
you are truthfuLb
39 N a y : theyrejectthat
of
which theyhave
no comprehensire knowledge, and the
6nalsequel of it has not yet
:ome to them ;11z7 even thus
lid those before them reject
what
:the truth) ; see then
was theend of the unjust.
40 And of them is he who
Ilelieves in it, and of them is he
7rvho does not
believe in
it,
EInd your Lord bestknows the
rnischief-makers.

I'
5

TO.

I:

b 36.

I'
Ar. thy.

*
1126 The Qur-&n explainsin clear words many of the most important principles of religion
which are left ambiguous or obscure inthe previous books. For instance, the Bible is obscure
on the important principle of resurrection or life after denth ; Jesus himself when questioned
oy theSadduceeshadtoresort
to anargumentinetesd
of quotingchapterand
verse
of the Divine Beingare not explained in
(Matt. 22 : '23, etc.).Similarly,theattributes
is thedoctrine of theDivinity of JesusChrist.
The Q u r h
clear words, andtheresult
fully explainsallsuchpointsand
finally settles d l thesequestions.
1127 For the two significances of tn'wil see 594. By the final sequel here is meant the
consequence of the rejection of the truth. This is clear from what is said in 7 : 53 : '' DOthey
wait for aught but its fine1 sequel? on the day when its final sequel comes about, those who
neglected it before willsay
, Are there for us then any intercessors so that they should
intercede on our behalf?"

..
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SECTION 5
The Reprobate and their Punlahment
41-44. The,reprobate.
Ar. t b .

Ar. t71ee.
Ar. cuilst
thou.
0

Ar. thee.
Ar. canst

thou.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.
45.

4533. Consequences of rejection of truth,

41 And if theycall
you B
liar,say:Myworkisforme
andyourwork
for y o u ; you
areclear of what I doand I
amclear of whatyou do.
42 Andtherearethose
of
themwhohear
you, but can
you make
the
deaf to
hear
though
they
will not understand ?
43 Andtherearethose
of
them who look at you, but can
you show
the
way
to
the
blind though
they
will not
3ee ?llz8
44 Surely Allah does
not
i o anyinjusticetomen,but
menare unjust to themselves.
45 And on thedaywhen
B e will gather them as though
;heyhadnotstayedbutan
lour of the
day,
they
will
mom
each
other.1129 They
vi11 perishindeed who called
,hemeetingwith
Allah tobe
L lie, and they are not followers
If therightdirection.
46 And if We
show
you
;omething of
what
We
heatenthemwith,
orcause
IOU todie,yet
to Us is their
:eturn, and' Allah is the bearer
)f witness to what they d0.113"

1128 Compare 7 : 179 : I ' They have hearts with which they do no6 understand, and they
have eyes with which they do not see, and they have ears with which they do not hear."
See 962.
1129 They will either recognim each other
as they were in the world, of wme of them
will recognize the others who remainedin unbeliof and error m a ) .
1130 The significance of the words " to Us is their return " is that those who are warned
shall be dealt with by Allah as they deserve, and the warning shall prove true. In the first
part of the verse they are told that it is no concern of theirs whether the Prophet
lives to
punishthemwithhis
own hands or that punishment is executed by Allah insomeother
way. The verse, therefore, only lays stress on their approaching doom, and warns them that
they must suffer for their evil ways. That a part of the punishment must come about in the
lifetime of the Prophet is made clear by the next verse.
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47 Ana every nation bsd an
&p0stle;~1~1BO when
their
was
apostlecame,thematter
decided
between
them with
jnstioe and theyshall not be
dealt with unjustly.1132
48 And they say : When will
this threat come about, if you
are truthful?
49 Say : I do not control for
myself any harm, or any
benefit except what Allah
pleases
every nation has 8,
term; when their term
comes,
they
shell
not then
remain
behind for anhour,nor
can
they go before (their time).llS
50 Say: Tell me if His
3hastisement overtakes you by
night or by day ! what then is
;here of it thet the guilty would
lasten on ?I135
51 And whenit
comes t o
lass, will you believe in it ?
What! now (you believe) I and
dready you wished tohave it
~astenedon.
52 Then it shall be said
lo those who were unjust:
;
resteabidingchastisement

ilal Compare 36 :24, ' <And there is not o people but B warner has gone among them."
This is one of the noblest lessons that the Bur-An hss taught, and for which humanity will
Elwaye be under the deepest obligation to the Roly Prophet, See 2055.
1132 The warning that their doom must overtake the opponent8 of the Holy Prophet is
rsasseried in these words. By between them " must be understood the Apostle and those
who charge him with ialsehood, because when an apostle has preached the truth and that
has besn rejected by the people, the issue then is between the preacher and the rejecters,
1133 These ere not the words which a pretender would utter. The words are those of an
honest man who, without assuming any personal pretensions, preaohes truth in all sincerity.
'fie Holy Prophet is repeatedly made to disaleim any mntrol of good and evil, so that he
offers no low temptation to his followers. Truth must be accepted for its o m sake, not for
any hope of worldly gain or fear of worldly loss.
1134 The verse does not teachfatalism. It lays dowh a truth which no historian can
deny. To every nation, &B to every individual, is granted e term of life, and naMons live
and die like individuals. What are the circumstanoes which play a part In the lengthening
out or shortening of that term is a different question, but that every nation must liw its
term of life, and die when that term is finiafied, is an undoubted truth.
1135 The coming of the doom by night or by day signifies it5 coming at a time wben
people are engsgcd in their revelries or occupied with their bosiness transactions, so as to be
utterly inattentive to the, most vital questions on which depends the life of a nation. f i e r e
is a gentle remaustrance conveyed in the words, Whet then 1s there of It that the guilty
would hssten o n ? " The doom approaches; why then should L people hasten on its
approach by their guiltiieaa 7 It also indicates the Prophet's sorrow for their hastening an
'0eir doom.
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you are
not
requited
except
for what you earned I
53 And they ask you: IS
thattrue 9 Say : Aye I by my
Lord I it is most surely. the
truth,
and you will not escape.
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SECTION 6
MercytakesPrecedence

of Punishment

6 4 4 6 . Redemption cannot be bought. 57, 68. The Qur-8n is a mercy and
a grace. 59, 60. Graceandmercyare
a l w a p sent first.

54 And if every soul that
has done injustice had all that
is in the earth, it would offer
it for ransom,andthey
will
manifest1136 regret
whenthey
the
seethechastisement,and
matter shall be decided between
them
with
justice
and
they
shallnot
be dealtwithunjustly.
65 Now surely Allah's is
what is in the heavens and the
earth: now surelv
Allah's
promise istrue,
bu*t most of
them do not know.
56 He gives life andcauses
death, and to Him you shall be
brought back.
57 0 men!therehas
come
to youindeed
anadmonition
from your Lord and a healing
for what isin thebreastsand
a guidance and a mercy for the
believers.l13'
58 Say : In the
grace
of
Allah and in His mercy, in that
they should rejoice; it is better
than that which they gather.I1a8
1196 Asarra ir, one of the words which have contrary meanings. It means he concealed it
well 88 ha manifested it.
1187 This verse andthe next show how theProphet was a mercy to them.They
demanded punishment again and again, but they ere told that Allah has sent to them first
that in which they will find a healing and a guidance and
E mercy for them, via. the Holy
Qur-h. Compare 2 9 : 51, where, in answer to a demandfor a sign which should destroy
them, the unbelievers are told : $ 6 Is it not enough for them that we have revealed to you the
Book which is recited to them? Most surelythere is mercy inthisendareminder
for
B people who believe." The Qur-8n places mercy before punishment.
1138 They courted punishment and gathered everything that was evil for themselves, and
they are told that instead of this they should rejoice in the grace and mercy of Allah which
wa9 vouohsafed to them through the Holy Qur-Bn ; or the menning may be that they reject
8s

CE. X.]

-60 And whet will be the
thought of those who forge lies
against Allah on day
the
of
resurrection? Most surely
Allah is the Lord of grace towards men, but most of them
do not give thanks.
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SECTIOX 7
Protection of theProphet
61-65. Good news for the
faithful.
jectures and tell lies.
Ar.thouart.
Ar. dost
t11ou.

Ar. thy.
Ar. nor.

and the Faithful
66-70. Unbelievers follow con-

61 And you are not (engaged) in any affair, nor do you
reclte concerning it any portion
3f the Qur-An, nor do you do
any work but We are witnesses
wer you when you enter into
It, andthere does not lie con:ealed from y o w Lord
the
weight of an atom in the earth
)r in the heaven, nor any thing
ess than that nor greater,
but
t is in a, clear book.1140
62 Now surely the friends of
Illah-they shall have no fear
lor shall they

what is for their spiritual and moral welfare and gather worldly goods which would be of no
use to them in the life after death.
1139 Just as Allah gave them the means of their physical sustenance, He has also sent
His grace and mercy for theirspiritual welfare through revelation, yet they discard the
latter as unlawful for themselves; or the reference may be to their declaring certain things
to be unlawful for them, out of reverence for their idols.
1140 The clear book mentioned here is not, of course, a collection of written or printed
sheets bound together. It is the book of the Divine law which makes every deed, good or
eFil, great or mall, bring its reward.
1141 They shall have no fear regarding the future, nor shall they grieve for what they
nave already done. It is a prophecy regarding the future triumph of Islam, for when E man
attains his object he does not grieve for the s a ~ r i f he
i ~ has made in a cause. As regarb
fear, there is no doubt that thecondition of Muslims at the time of this revelation was one in
which they feared utter extinction, and there is a promise here that an entire chsnge W O n l d
be brought about in this condition.
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a44

Ar. thee.

[PUT XI.

63 Thbse whu believe and
guarded(against evil).
64 They
shall
have
good
news110 in this world’s life and
inthehereafter;there
is no
changing the words of Allah ; I l l a
that is the mighty achievement.
65 Andlet not their epeeoh
grieve y o u ; surely
might
is
wholly Allah’s; He
the
is
Hearing,theKnowing.
66Now,surely,whateveris
in the heavens and whstever is
in the earth is Allah’~;114~ and
they do not (really) follow any
on others
associates,whocall
besides Allah;
they
do not
confollow (any
thing)
but
jectures, and they only
lie.
67 H ei t is whomadefor
you the nighf that you might
restinit,andtheday
giving
light; most surelythereare
signsinit
for B peoplewho
wouldhear.
68
They
say:
Allah has
son (to Himself) I
taken
a
Glory be to H i m ; H e isthe
Self-sufficient; His iswhatis
intheheavensandwhatis
; you have no
intheearth
authority for this ; do you say
against Allah what you do not
know 1
69 Say:
Those
who
forge
alie
against Allah shall not
be successful.

1142 The Holy Prophet said: ‘‘ A l - b u s b d , or the good news, signifies good visions which
which are shown to others regarding him ” (Rat. Bkh also record#
a saying of the Holy Prophet t o the same effect : ‘‘ There haa remained nothing d prophathood except mubaslhatbt. Asked what is meant by mubmkShani6, he replied, Thc good
$he Muslim s
e
a or

ui8io(u,”

1143 The word8 tharc id na changhg the words of ALL, read with the context, shoat
clearly that the words of Allah here signify the grqahedc,. It is t h e propheoy d the p d
read for ahe futhful that is mentioned immedihly before these words,and the meaning
of there being LW ohange i~ that the prophetio word must be fulfilled. Oompve similar
words used in 6 : 34 and 116 and 18 : 27, End the context in eeoh caw ahow5 dearly that no
other signifimoe can be atinched to the worda.
1144 Thew worda explmin w h t is tmid in the pravioua veree. The Prophet is then tdd
not to be g r i e m d Id what t h e unbelieven said regarding $he suppression of h i 6 misaion, for
surd^ might is wholly AM’s,” and therefore t h e Divine cpme oould mi be bnwght b
e t The 8Lme idea is expressad in the a d ‘‘ Whstevar ie in the h
m
u and d
r
t
e
n
u
is in the earth is Allah’s.”

A REFERENCE TO SACRED HISTORY
70 (It is only) a provision in
this world, then to Us shall
be theirreturn,then
We shall
severe
taste
make
them
chastisement
because
they
disbelieved,
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SECTION 8
A Reference to Sackd History
71-73. Noah and hisenemies. 74. Otherprophets follow. 75-81. Moses'
warning to Pharaoh.

71 And recitetothemthe
story of Noahawhenhesaid
to hispeople: 0 mypeople!
if mystayandmyreminding
(you) by thecommunications
of Allahis hard on you-yet
on Allah do I rely-then
resolveuponyour
affair and
(gather) your associates,then
your affair remain
let
not
dubious to you, thenhaveit
executedagainstmeand
give
me no respite :I145
72 But if you turnback, I
did not ask for anyreward
from you ; my reward is only
with Allah, and I am commandedthat
I should be of
thosewhosubmit.
73 But theyrejectedhim,
BO W e delivered him and those
withhimintheark,andWe
made them rulers and drowned
Our comthosewhorejected
munications ;b see thenwhat
was theend
of the (people)
warned.
74 ThendidWeraise
up
after
him
apostles
to their
people, so theycametothem
with clear arguments, but they
would not believe in what they
llad rejectedbefore;thusitis
thatWcsetsealsuponthe
hearts of those
who
exceed
khe l i m i t ~ . ' l ~ ~
1145 The words of Noah no doubt convey a challenge similar to that thrown out to the
opponents of the Holy Prophet, who are told that their most energetic plans could not do him
the leaat hsrm.
1146 This verse explains how seals are set upon the hearts. It is not that a seal i B set
upon the hearts first, and people thereafter refuse to ecoept the truth owing to their hearte
being already sealed ; they 5rst rejeot, then grow persistent in the rejection of the truth.

JONAH
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75 Then did We send up
after them Moses and Aaron to
Pharaohandhis
chiefs’ with
Oursigns,b but they showed
pride andthey were a guilty
people.
76 So whenthetruthcame
to them from Us theysaid:
This ismost
surely clear enchantment!
77 Moses said: Do you say
(this) of the truth when it has
come toyou? Is itenchantment ? And the enchanters are
not successful.
78 They said : Have you
come to us to turn us away
from what found
we
our
fathers upon, end (that) greatbe for
ness in the land should
you two ? and we are not going
to believe in you.
79 And Pharaoh said : Bring
to me every skilful enchanter.
80 And when the enchanters
:
came, Moses saidtothem
Cast down what you have
tocast.
81 So when they cast down,
Moses said to them: What you
have brought is deception ;
surely Allah will make it
naughtsurely
Allah does not
make
the
work of mischiefmakerstothrive.
82 And Allah will show the
truth tcr be thetruth by His
wor&t, though theguiltymay
be mewe (toit).
They do not ponder over the truth, but having rejected once, go on opposing its progress
without ever reflecting on it, This condition is described as the setting of the seal on the
heart, because the heart, being made for reflection, would no doubt be fitly described as being
seeled when it ceases to reflect. Hence i b is that the seal is said to be set upon the hearts of
those who ezceedthe limits. Thesetting of the seal is thus the consequence of some
previous deeds.

A REFERENCE To 8ACRED
HISTORY
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SECTION 9
A Reference

t o SacredHistory

83-87. Yosee encourages his people and directsthem
89. Pharaoh’sheart is hardened. 90-92. He is drowned.

or, a trial
for.

I

1147

A!

83 But none believed in
Mosesexcept the offspring of
his people, on account of the
fear of Pharaoh
and
their
chiefs, lesthe
shouldpereeand most surely
cutethem;
Pharaoh was lofty in the land ;
and most surely he was of the
extravagant
84 And Moses said : 0 my
people ! if you believe in Allah,
then rely on Him (alone) if you
submit (to ‘Allah).
85 So they said: On Allah
we rely : 0 our Lord I make US
not subject to tk persecution of
the unjust people
86 And do Thou deliver us
by Thy mercy from the unbelieving people.
87 And We revealed to
Moses and his brother, saying :
Take for your people houses
to abide inEgypt
and make
your houses
places
of worship1149 and keep up prayer,
End give good news
to
the
believers,
88 And Moses said: Our
Lord I surely Thou hast given
to Pharaoh and his chiefs
finery and riohes in this world’s
life, tothis end,l1So ourLord,

to pmy. 88,

Or,assault.

[PART XI.
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thatthey lead (people) astray
from Thyway:
our Lord I
destroy their riches end harden
their hearts1151 so thatthey
believe not untilthey see the
painful chastisement.
89 Hesaid:Theprayer
of
you both has indeed been
accepted, therefore continue in
the right way and do not follow
the path of those who do not
know.
90 And We
made
the
children of Israel to DMB
through the sea,’ then Pha;aoh
andhishosts
followed them
for oppression andtyranny ;
until whendrowning overtook
him,hesaid:
I believe that
there is no god but H e in
whom the-children of Israel
believe and I am of those who
submit.1162
- .~
91 What! now! and indeed
you disobeyed before and you
were of the mischief-makers.
92 ButWe
will thisday
deliver you with your body that
you m y be a sign to those
after you, and mostsurely the
majority of the people are
heedless to Our
communicati0ns.11~3
~~~~

Ar. thou
didst aiaobey.
Ar. t h w
waet.

Ar. t k e .
Ar. t h y .
A?. t h w

mavest.

Ar. thee.

-

means he made an assault upon him in war, and shadda-hti also

1151

3

> d l
means he strengthenedhim or bound i t (a thing) j r m l y or fustly. The phrase
n as meaning harden, or bind their heart: BO as to set a seal

of thealternative significance makes the two parallelphrases
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carry‘asimilar significance, theassault-

ing of their hearts being equivalent to the destruction of thethings which were nearat
to their hem&--the finery and riches of this life.
1152 Commenting on Exod. 9 : 16, And in very deed for this cause have I raised thee up
for to show in thee my power,” the Talmud says:
‘‘ Recognize the power of repentance
in the case of Pharaoh, King of Egypt, who rebelled excessively against the Most High i
Whois God that I shouldhearken to His voice 1 (Exod. 5 : 2). But with the same that
sinned he did penance: Who i s l i k e T b ,0 Lord, among the gods ? ” (Rodwell). Whether the
comment is strsnge, as Rodwell thinks, or otherwise, there appears to be no doubt that in the
agonies of death pronounced atheistshave sometimes recognized the existence of Go&
1163 Thst t h e body was really cast ashore, though the Bible does not mention it, ie dew
from the fact that the body of Rsmeses II, who is regarded ea the Pheraoh of MWE, h a
been discovered us preserved among the mummies in E‘gypt (Em.Br. Art. Mummy). Thil
in unother instance of the insuflicienoy of the Bible narrative und of the truth of the Qumnic
statement where it nupplemente the Bible. Surely the discovery now mode could not h
v
e

SECTION 10
Thoae who heed Warning will beneflt
93-95. Truth borne witness to by earlier revelation. 96; 97. People would
see punishment. 98. Jonah’s people heeded warning. 99-103, Onlythose
to be delivered who believe.

Ar. thy.

Ar. thou
art.
Ar. thee.
Ar. thee.

dr. thee.
.4r. thy.
Ar. thou

shouldat.

Or,
doubters.
Ar. thou
ahovldst.
Ar, thou

shouldst.

Ar. thy.

93 And certainly We lodged
the children of Israel
in
a
goodly abode and We provided
themwith
good things;but
they did not
disagree
until
the knowledge had come to
them ;Ila4 surely your Lord will
judge between them on the
resurrection
day
concerning
thatin which they disagreed,
94 But if yozc are in doubt“g6
as towhatWe
haverevealed
t o you, ask those who read the
Book1166 before you ; certainly
the truth has come to you from
your Lord, therefore yozt, should
not be of the disputevs.
95 And you should not be
of thosewho,rejectthe
communications of Allah, (for then
you sltould be one of the osers.
96 Surely
those
against
whom the word of your Lord
has proved true will not believe,

1

been known to theHolyProphet,andhere
we havea clear example of thesupernatural
knowledge containedinthe Holy Qur-Bn.
1164 The occurrence of this passage in a Meccan sura, when the Holy Prophet had not
as yet occasion to addressthe Jews directly nor had they shown theirdisagreement,isa
prophetical announcement as to their later attitude
towards him, when knowledge of the
Prophet’s adtent in accordance with the prophecies andtests f
to them.. The first part of this passage is taken by some to refer
with, and came after, Moses, and by others, among whom is I’Ab
But to whomsoever the reference in that passage may be, the disagreement must be t d e n
to be thedisagreementwith
respect to theHolyProphet.
1155 It should be noted that the person addressed in the Holy Qur-&n is not always the
Holy Prophet, though the form may be singular, a6 here. It is very often the reader. Nor
does the form revealed to you (literally thee) show that the Prophet is meant, for the
Holy
Bur& is in many places spoken of as being revealed to all the people, as, for inetanoe, in
.tlrhat ‘ha#bem Vevealed to w ( 2 : 136), and in
We have revealed to you a Book ” (21:IO).
And the opening words of thenext section makeitclmrthatthereader
is addressed,
beolluse there we have: 1 1 Say, 0 people1 if you are in doubt a8 to my religion.”
ThroughouttheHoly
Qur-Bn the Holy Prophetappears as havingthegreatestcertainty
about the word whioh was revealed to him, so much so thathe never entertainedthe
slightest doubt about the truth of the promises of future success end triumph when to the
material eye thereappearednothingarouhd
but failureanddisappointment.
1156 Thatis,askthem
whether previous revelation does not contain clear prophecies
Of the advent of theProphet.
16
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JONAH

[PART
XI.

“

Ar. thv.

A r wilt

thou.

97 Though every sign should
come
them,
to until
they
witnessthepainfulchastisement.
98 And wherefore was there
not a townwhichshouldbelieve so. that their belief should
have
profited
them
but
the
people of Jonah?Whenthey
believed, We
removed
from
of disthemthechastisement
graceinthisworld’s
life and
W e gavethem
provision
till
a time.1157
99 And if your Lordhad
pleased,surelyallthosewho
&re in theearthwouldhave
believed,all of t’hem ; will you.
then force mentilltheybecome believers ?115*
100 And it is not for a soul
to believe except
by
Allah’s
permission;and Hecastsuncleannessonthosewho
will
not understand.1169
101 Say : Considerwhat is
it thatis in theheavens and
the earth;
and
signs
and
a people
warnersdonotavail
who would not believe.1160
102 Whatdotheywait
for
;henbutthelike
of thedays
3f those who’ passed
away
before them 1 Say : Wait then ;
3urely I too amwithyou
of
;hosewhowait.

1157 Compare &Ah:$ : 10 : “ And God saw their works that they turned from their evil
way, and Qod rep&&&
the evil that He had said that He would do unto them, and He did
it not.” ReferencestoJonaharecontainedintheHolyQUI-&n
in 6: 87, 10:98, 21: 87,
37 : 139-148, 68:48-50. He bears a resemblance tothe Holy Prophet in thathis people

benefited by the warning, as did the Arabs by the warning of the Holy Prophet, though after
much opposition. Jonah is thus thetype of a prophet whose people were dealt with mercifully.
It was in referenoe to this aspect of his character that the Holy Prophet is reported to have
said : ‘I Do not give me preference over Jonah.”
1158 Compare 2 : 2 5 6 : “There is no compulsion in religion.” Thereferenceis to the
great zeal of the Holy Prophet and his over-exerting himself in preaching the truth. Compare
“Maybe you will kill yourself with pief, sorrowing after them, if they believe not in this
announcement” (18: 6).
1159 Those who will not understand the truth will h d uncleanness cast on them. Thai
IS only natural. The word r i j a also means punishment (LL), and adopting this significance,
the meaning of the passage is equally clear, via. those who will not care for the warning and
guard themselves against it must receive the punishment.
1160 That is, there is an abundance of signs in nature itself for the direction of man.
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103 ThenWe
apostles and those
-even so (now),
on Us (that)We
believers.

deliver Our
who believe
it is binding
deliver the
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SECTION 11

Ar. tho71
shouldst.
Ar. thy.
Ar. thou

shouldst.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

Ar thou
dOht.

A r thou

wilt.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

104 Say: 0 people! if you
are in doubt as to my religion,
I do not
then
(know
that)
servethose
whomyouserve
I do serve
besidesAllah,but
Allah, Who will cause you to
die, and I am commanded
that I should be of the beLevers.
105 And that y o u should
keep your coursetowardsthe
religion uprightly ; and you
should not be of the polytheists.
106 And do not call besides
Allah that
on
which
can
neither benefit y o u nor harm
you, for if y o u do thensurely
y o u will in that case be of the
unjust.
107 And if Allah should
afflict y o u with
harm,
then
;here is none to remove it but
H e ; and if Heintends good
:o y o u there is nonetorepel
Ris grace ; H e bringsitto
whom He pleases of His
is the Foraewants;andHe
Ziving, the Merciful.
108 Say : 0 people ! indeed
;here has come to you the
>ruth from yourLord,thereyore whoever goes aright,he
Zoes arightonly for the good
If his ownsoul, and whoever
goes astray, he goes astray
of itJ
mlytothedetriment
md I am not a custodian over
jou.
109 And follow what is
wealed to y o u and be patient
'ill Allah should give judgment,
md He is the best of the
udges.

"
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All Qood is controlled by Allah
104-106. Allah alone t o be served.
109. Judgment approaches.
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CHAPTER X I
HUD

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(10 sectiom and 123 cerses)
Abmtrsot :
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

1. A warning.
2. Truth of revelation.
3-8. Histories of Noah,Hhd,Silih,
Lot, andShu'aib.
9. Punishment of the wicked is a Divine law.
10. The believersshouldshun evil.

The Title.
TEE name of this chapter is taken from that
of the Prophet Hzld, whose history is referred
toherein,becauseheseems
to have been thefirstprophettoapeoplelivingwithinthe
Arabian peninsula.

Subject-matter.
I need not dilate upon its subject-matter. The opponents are warned first, and the truth
of the revelation is most forciblr asserted in the second sectianby challenging them t o produce
tenchapterslikeit,and
by showing that the truth of theQur-&n is bornewitnessto
by
previous prophets. A cruel and persecuting enemy is then warned of the evil fate of previous
people who opposed the well-knovn prophets Noah, Hud, Sklih, Lot, and Shu'aib.
Moses is
only briefly referred to in the ninth section, which really demonstrates the Divine law that
evil must be followed by evil consequences. The last section requires the Holy Prophet and
his followers to rnaishin We firmest attitude in the cause of righteousness and truth.

Context and date of rerelation.
Thechapterseemsto
be a complementtothelast,whichdealsmostlywithabstract
questions relating to the truth of revelation, while this illustrates the truth of those questions
by referring to the histories of former prophets. I t is wholly a Meccan revelation, and must
be placed at aboutthe same period as thelastchapter.Itsconnectionwiththeprevious
ohapter is thus also clear.
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A WARNING
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SECTION 1

A Warning
1-4. Mercyandpunishment.
6. Concealedenmity.
Allah. 8. Punishment, is deferred.

6, 7 . Providence of

Inthename
of Allah, the
Beneficent,the Merciful.

1 I am Allah the Seeing.a
(This is) a book, whoseverses
are made decisive, then are they
made plain, from one Wise
All-aware :
a That you shallnot serve
(any) but Allah, surely I am a
Warner foryou from Him and
a giver of good news,
3 And that ask forgiveness
of your Lord,
then
turn
to
Him ; H e will pyovide you with
a goodly provision to an
appointed term and bestow His
grace on every one endowed
with grace,"61 and if you turn
back, then surely I fear for you
the chastisement of a great, day.
4 To Allah is your return,
tnd H e has power over all
ihings.
5 Now surelythey fold up
;heir breasts11g2that they may
:onceal (their
enmity)
from
Kim: now surely,when Bhey
?ut their garments its acoverng,1163 H e knows whatthey
:onceal andwhattheymake
Iublic ; surely H e knows what
s inthebreasts.
1161 The gt-fadl, lit. a possessor of grace, signifies one on whom Allah bestows His grace,
every one on whom grace is bestowed has that grace bestowed
upon him by Allah. Or the gi.jqZZ is onewhose good is in ezces8 of h i s evil, because fa41
also signifies ezcess.
1162 U ~ J I P
(lit, he f o l d e d his breast or bosotiz) menns he concealed enmity in his
so that the meaning is that

$

breast or bosom (TA.LL), and hencethemeaning

of

FIJ&a ~9~
is they conceal in

their breasts enmity and hatred for the Prophet (JB),or the meaning may
turn their breastsfrom the truth (Kf).
1163 & J

&L&

1

be, they bend or

means hecovered himself with his garment in order that he might

&,%

to Rgh
*\
meens they made their
garments a covering over their ears, and this signijies their holding back from lending an ear, Or
it i e an allusion to their running away.
)tot

see

no?

hear (Q-LL). According

HOD
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[PART
XII.

”

I

PART XI1
6 And there is no animal in
theearthhut
on Allah isthe
sustenance of and
it,
He
knows its resting-place and its
are in
depository;all(things)
E manifest book.
7 And H e it is Who created
theheavensandtheearth
In
six periods“-and
His domlnionb
(extends)
the
on
waterW-that He might m n i fest you, which of you is best
in action,l165 and if you say,
Surely you shall be raised up
after
death,
those
who
disbelieve wouldcertainlysay
:
This is nothing
but
clear
deceit.1166

8 And if W e hold back from
themthechastisementuntila
stated period of time, they will
certainly say:Whatprevents
i t ? Now surely on theday
whenit willcome tothem,it
shall not be averted from them
and that which they scoffed at
shall beset them.IlG7
1164 The meaning of ‘arsh has been explained in 895. As all life is produced from mater,
hence the special mention of the extension of A h h ’ s dominion on the water along with the
creation of heavenandearth,
because withoutwater
life would have been impossible.
Compare 21 : 30, “ And We have made of water every thing living.”
1165 The object of the crention of man and all that has
been brought into existence for
him is that he should do good, because it is goodness that Allah loves. The two words h d i
and ibtild are synonymous according to TA, and signify the manifestation of good qualities
aqld

mean qualities.

1166 The use of the word si!^ here is a clear indication that this word is used in the Holy
Qur.Bn inthe aense of deceit or falsehood, Rz gives threeexplanations of the word s i ! w ,
under this verse, and all three oorroborate this statement. The
first explanation is that of
QafftLl, and that is that it is here equivalent to
khadi’at, or deceit, the significance of the
passage being that by talking of a life after death the Prophet only deceived men so that they
should not enjoy the good things of this life as they desire. The second explanation is that it
means bdtil, i.e. falsehood. The third is that the life after death is called sihr, because it is
8 doctrine upheld by the Qur-&u, which was called sihv, because it fascinated men and was,
as it were, an enchantment.
1167 The stated period of time is thus referred to in 8 : 33 : ‘‘ But Allah vas not going to
ohastise them while you were among them.”

-
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SECTION 2
Truth of Renelstion
9-12. Mercy predominates. 13,14. Uniqueness of revelation. 15, 16. But
only those benefit who act on it. 17. Witnesses to the truth of tha Qur.ds.
18-24. The opponents and the faithful.

Ar.,tkou
WLlt.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thy.

Ar. thou

art.

9 And if We make man taste
mercy from Us, then take it off
from him, most surelyhe is
despairing, ungrateful.
10 And if We make him
taste a favour after distress has
afflicted him, he will certainly
say: The evils are goneaway
Most surelyhe
is
fromme.
exulting, boasting ;
11 Except
those
who are
patient and do good, they shall
haveforgiveness
and a great
reward.
1.2 Then, may it be that you
zoill give uppart
of what is
revealed to you and your’ breast
will become straitened by it
because theysay:Whyhas
not a treasure been sent down
uponhim
or an angel come
with him ? You are only a
Warner ; and Allah is custodian
over all things.116”
13 Or, do they say: He has
forged it. Say:
Then
bring
ten forged chapters like it a r d
c d l upon whom you can besides
Allah, if you are truthful.1168

1167a It should be noted that this passage does not signify, as mey be supposed, that the
Prophet intended to give up any part of the revelation : on the other hand, it is a strong
statementindicatingthathe
could not do it,It
is a peculiar use of the word la’alla.
Re says: “You say of a person wheu you intend to show his remoteness from athing ;
Maybe (AT. la’allaka)you have power to do such a thing.”
1168 This challenge is contained in four different chapters of the Holy Q u r h . (1) I n
17 : 88 : “ Say : If men and jinn should combine together to bring the like of this Qur-in,
they could not bring the like of it though some of them were aiders of others,” where the
like @f the whole of the Q u r h is required to be produced. Then in the verse under discussion the demand is reduced to :en chapters, and lastly in 10 : 38 and 2 : 23 they are required
to m a c e E single chapter like theQur-hn. Another point worth noting is that while in
eome chapters men and jinn are challenged, in others shuhadd, which means their great
or l e a f e d m a , is substitutedfor jdnn, thus showing that j i r m insuch places means
only their great men. The Qur-&n does not call for a like in anyparticular
qualification, but for a like in every characteristio and every qualification of the Holy Book.
See 36.
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Ax. 1oad.er.

ax. thy.
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14 But if they do not answer
you,then know thatit ie revealed by Allah’s knowledge
ie no god but
andthatthere
He : will you then submit ?1leB
15 Whoever
desire
this
world’s 1ife.anditsfinery, We
will pay
them
in
full their
deedstherein,andthey
shell
not be made to suffer loss in
respect of them.
16 These are they for whom
there is nothing but fire in
thehereafter,
and whatthey
wrought shall
in
it
go for
nothing, and vain is what they
d0.1170
17 Is he then who has with
him clear proof from his Lord,
and a witness from Him recites
it and before it (is) the Book of
Moses, e guide and a mercy?
These believe in it : and whoever of the (different) parties
disbelieves in it, the fire is his
promised place ; so be notin
3oubt about it, surely it is the
jruth from your Lord, but most
men do not b e 1 i e ~ e . l ~ ~ ~
18 And who is more unjust
he who forges a lie against
411ah? Theseshall be brought
Iefore their Lord, and the witare
lesses shall say: These
hey
who
lied against
their
iord. Now surely the curse of
Lllah is on the unjustI1172

1169 The unbelievers are addressed here, the meaning being that if the false gods or the
leaders should not answer their devotees when they call on them to assist them in producing
tl like of the Qur-An, then at le& no doubt should be left in their minds that the Qur-An is
not the work of the Prophet, but B revelation from the Divine Being.
1170 That is, their opposition to the Holy Prophet shall be fruitless.
1171 The several statements mhde in ihia verse require to be explained. He who haJ with
him clear p m f f r o n hie Lwd applies to every believer in the truth of the Holy Qur-An, the
worda t h e Bdke in it, occurring farther
on, making this clear. The witness from Allah
who m i t e s it is the Holy Prophet, who is called a witnesa elsewhere, as being a i exempltlr
for the believors. Besides being e dear proof initself, the Holy Qur-An has a further
evidence of its truth in the book of Moses, which is, therefore, c d l d tl guide and a mercy,
beeauee it contains clear propheoiest of the truth of the Holy Prophet. The meaning
of the
whole paasage is: He who, being o believer in the truth of the Holy Qur-An, has clear p r o o f
from his Lord ; who has an exemplar for him in the person of the Holy Prophet, and has
additional hestimony of his truth in the book of Moses : is he like him who loves this world
and does nat care for the truth? The latter statement, being includedinthe
previous
verees, is omitted here.
1172, see next page.
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19 Who turn away from the
to
pabh of -411ah snddesire
make it crooked; and they
me
disbelievers in 6he hereafter.
20 These shall. not escape in
the ewth,”73 nor
shall
they
have m y guardians
besides
Allah ; $he chastisementshall
be^ doubled
for
them;
they
could not bear to hear end they
did not.see.1174
21 These are they who have
lost their souls, and what they
forged is gone from them.
22 Truly
in
the
hereafter
theymethegreatestlosers.
23 Surely (as to) thosewho
believe and
do
good and
humble
themselves
to their
Lord, these me .the dwellers of
the garden, in it theywill abide.
24 Thelikeness of thetwo
parties is as the blind and the
deaf, andthe seeing andthe
hearing ; are they equal in condition ? Will you
not
then
mind?

SECTION 3
History of Noah
25-34. Noahpreaches,is opposed and warns. 35. Opponents of the Holy
Prophet given a .similar warning.

25 And certainlyWesent
Noah” to his people : Surely I
am a plain Warner for you
26 That you shall not serve
m y but Allah, surely I fear for
you the chastisement of a painlul day.
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1172 The witnesses are according ‘to some -the angels, according to others the prophets,
according to othersstill the believers ( R a ) .
1173 They wouldnot escape the chastisement if Allah intended t o punish them in this
world (Kf). Ayaza-ha, of which mu’jiz is a noun-form, may also be translated as he found
him uithout streltgth or ability, or he fruntrated his power.

1174 The phrase @ \

o+&+

\>

\6

does not signify thatthey

were not

gifted with the organs of hearing, nor that thoy were utterly deprived of the power to accept.
It i 6 only to show their great hatred of the truth, so that they could not bear even to hear
what the Prophet said, and ran away when he spoke.
-1176 rn every prophet’s message to his people, the chief points to which attention is
called are always to believe in the Unity of the Divine Being and to mend their ways., It is
those very points on which stress is laid in the message of the Holy Prophet. This hw led
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Ar. tkes.

Ar thW.

27 Butthechiefs
of those
who disbelieved from
among
: Wedonot
hispeoplesaid
consider you but a mortal like
ourselves,andwedonotsee
any
have
followed you but
thosewhoerethemeanest
of
us at first thought, and we do
not see in you anyexcellence
you
over us; nay,wedeem
liars.
28 H e said : 0 mypeople !
tell me if I have with me clear
proof frommyLord,and
He
hasgrantedmemercyfrom
Himself and it has been mede
obscure
to
you;
shall
we
coostrain you to (accept)
it
whileyouareaversefrom
it?
29 And, 0 my people ! I ask
younotforwealthinreturn
for it ; my reward is only with
Allah and I amnotgoingto
drive away those who believe ;
surelythey
Rhall meettheir
Lord, but I consider you
a
people who are ignorant :
30 And, 0 mypeople!who
will help
me
against
Allah
if I drivethemaway?Will
you not then mind ?
31. And I do not say to you
that I havethetreasures
of
Allah ; and I do not know the
I saythat I
unseen,nordo
am anangel;nordo
I say
aboutthosewhomyoureyes
hold in mean estimation (that)
Allah will nevergrantthem
(any) good-Allah knows best
what is in their souls-for then

some Christian critics to think that the Holy Prophet was putting his own experience into the
mouth of others, The fact is, however, whatever may have been the details of the messages
of the prophets of different nations to their people, the broad principles of the preachings of
all of them have always been the Unity of Allah and the brotherhood of man : and as the
Holy Qur-An is not concerned with details, it simply lays Bh.eES upon the broad doctrines
which are common to their preaching, because it was on these two principles that the fust
message of Islam was given to the world, and during the whole of the Meccan period the
Qur-bn mainly dealt with only these broad principles. Similarly, the Holy Qur-bn d m not
enter into details of how each prophet was received by his people, for its objeotis to illuetrste
In the life of each of them the prophesied final triumph of the Holy Prophet and the utter
disoomfiture of his enemies, and therefom prominence is given only to these two points.
The QUI-&nis not a book of hietory, hence there is no renson why it should enter into all
the detds of history.
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most surely I should be of the
unjust.
39 They
said
: 0 Noah!
indeed you have disputed with
us end lengthened dispute with
us, thereforebring to us what
you thyeaten us with, if you are
of the truthful ones.
33 He said: Allah only will
bringittoyou
if He please,
and you will not escape:
34 And if I intendto give
you good advice, my advice
will not profit you if Bllah
intended that H e should cause
you t o perish;” H e is your
Lord, and to Rim shall you be
returned.
35 Or do they say: He has
forged i t S
? ay:
If I have
forgedit, on me is my guilt,
and I am clear of that of which
you are guilty.11T6

SECTION 4
H i s t o r y o f Noah
86-48. Noah’sopponentsaredrowned.
Prophet,’sopponents.

I

49. A likefateawaits

the Holy

36 And itwas
revealed to
Noah : That noneof yozw people
will believe exceptthosewho
have already believed, therefore
do not grieve at what they do :
37 And make the ark before
Our eyes and (accordingto) Our
revelation, and do not rrpeak to
Me in respect.of those who are
unjust : surelytheyshall
be
drowned.
38 And he began tomake
; andwheneverthe
theark
his people
chiefsfromamong
passed by him they laughed at
him,Hesaid:
If youlaugh
at us, surelywe too laugh st
you as yon laugh (at

I
-

shows positively that t h e unbelievers of Mecca aremeant,and
the
reference is to their mlling the Qur-Pn a forgery.
This shows that the histories of prophets are referred to in the Holy Qur-h, not for the
purpose of those histories, but as representing the history of the Holy Prophet himself.
1177 Rodwell quotes Midr Tauohuma : “ They laughed and jeered at him in their words.”
It WBB only nature1 that they should have laughed; it is
the gravest error to think thnl
1176 Thechange
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39 So shall you know who it
is on whom will come a chastisement
which
will disgrace
him, and on whom will lasting
chastisement come down.
40 Until when
Our
command came'. andwater.came
forthfromthe
valley,117* m7e
of all
said:Carryinittwo
things, B ~air,11'~andyourown
family-except
those
against
whom
the
word
has already
gone
forth,
and
those
who
believe.
thereAnd
believed
notwithhimbut
a few.
41 And he said : Embark in
it, in the name of Allah be its
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anything relating to these patriarclts could not have happened that is not found in the Bible,
The laughing of therighteousatthe
wicked is not to be takenliterally.
You laughat a
thing to show your contempt for if; even as the unbelieving people showed their contempt for
the making of the ark, the believer in Divine promise shows his contempt for the unbelief of
the others; the reason
is given in the words as you laughat u s . Kf gives another significance : If you think us ignorant 011 account 0.f what we are doing, we consider you ignorant on
. because yourthinking us ignorant i s due reallyto YOUT own
account of yourunbelid
ignorance.

.

1178 2 9 1 ,L

I

is translated by Saleasmeaning

theoven

poured forthwater,

by

palmer the o w n boiled, and by Rodwell theearth'ssurface boiled np, all three at the same
time adding a note that the word tannzir also signifies a reservoir (Palmer), or a reservoir of
water (Rodwell), or aplace 16hence waters p i n g forth or where they are collected (Sale). It is
therefore strange to find the words transleted as they are, in spite of the translators' knowledge that the word has another significance better suited to the context. But it is,
I think,
more a misconception of the word j d r a which has led to the error, than that
of the word
tanndr. F i r n means it (the water) boiled, or i t (the $re) raged, but neither of these signifioenoes is applicable here, as the oven could not boil, nor could it rage, because tanndr does
not meanfire. But fcira has another significance. LL says : Fdra, said of water, signifies
Elso it urelled or came f o r t h f r o m the earth or ground (Mgh) ; it appeared, spouting f o r t h f r o m
the sprl7lg or source ITA)." Hence also fawudrah signifies a y r i n g or source of water. And
tannzlr,' according to thesameauthority,means
thehighest purt of tlre earth or ground
, . (TA) ; any place.from whjch water poul'6 f o r t h (M, 6 2 ) ; a place where the water of a t a l k y
coElects (M, Q). Now these two significances of the two words fcira and tmwzir so suit each
would appeal even to a man of ordinary
other,and e'ach so suitsthecontext,thatthey
intelligence. We know, from v. 43, where Noah's aon is madetosay:
I ' I will betake
myself for refuge to a mountain," that there must have,been
a valley,andhence,inmy
opinion, it is hhe only reasonable interpretation of the words. Another interpretation is that
given by the Caliph 'Mi, who is said to have interpreted these words as meaning the daybreak
rose. The word tanntir, which also meabns an o w n , has given rise to a number of ridiculous
atories whioh must be rejected.
1179 Each of a pair is called in Arabic E zauj, and hence the dual form zaujain means
I'

.

onIy a pair,

'kd

&\

-9j

wcordinglysignifies one male and one female of each

By aU t h i n g 8 &reapparently meent all things needed by Noah, and not all things
exiding in the world, which wostoo extensivefor NO& to travel over the whole of it,

pair (Re).
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miling and its anchoring ; most
surelymyLordis
Forgiving,
Merciful.
42 And .it moved on with
them amidwaveslike
mountains ;I160 and Noah called out
to his son, and he was aloof ; 0
my son! embarkwith us and
be not with the unbelievers.11sl
43 Hesaid:
I will betake
myself for refuge to a mountain
that shall protect me from the
water.Hesaid
: There is no
protector to day from Allah’s
punishment but H e Whohas
mercy ;l1*2 and a wave inter.vened between them, so he WBS
of the drowned.
44 And it was said : 0 earth,
swallow down your water, and
0 cloud, clear away;andthe
waterwasmade t o abateand
the affair was decided, and the
ark rested on the Judi,1183 and
itwassaid:
Away withthe
unjust people.
1180 It should be borne in mind that the Qur-&n does not give any countenance to the
story that the deluge covered the whole surface of the earth. On the other hand, itrepeatedly
speaks of Noah as having been sent to his people, i.e. to a single tribe, and amording to the
Divine law the punishment must have overtaken merely his people,who not only rejected
the truth, but also sought to destroy Noah andhis followers. Themention of the water
flowing from the valley also shows that it was only a tract of land that was deluged, and not
the entireearth.Thetakingin
of apair of allthings does not mean that Noah had
travelled over the whole earth and taken a pair of every living animal wherever it could be
found : in that case he mould have spent perhaps a thousand years in collecting pairs of all
living creatyes on earth, and then without success. The order is clearly to take in paire of
all those things that he considered necessary for himself and those who were with him in the
ark.The Bible narrative, which makes God “bringa fiood of water upon theearth to
destroy all flesh wherein is h breath of life from under heaven,” and then
makes Noah
collect and lodge in an ark a pair of each of the thousands of animals and birds, cannot be
wcepted by any- reasonable person.
1181 The son referred to here is said to have been the son of Noah’s wife by a former
husband. This is corroborated by a second reding, according to which ’Ali read ibtaa-k6,
i.e. ha. son (Rz). Most of the ear1y”uslima held that view (JB). The m e n t i n of the same
person in v. 45 lends further suppcrt to this conviction, as there he is miled win ah& whiab
may be translated as meaningfrom my wife. Some have held him 40 be. a grandson of Noah,
Can’aan by name, the word ibn being equally applicable to a son and a grandson.
1182 Man rabihiu may either mean R e who has mercy, referring to Allah, the significance
being that only the Merciful One can saw from .the punishment, OP the phr*e may.menn
he on whom He har mercy ; the meaning of the passage in this case is : no one can protect
from the cliastisement sent by Allah, but he only shail- be protected on. wh”Bnah
hibe
. mercy.
1183 The Greek name of this mountain is said.to be Gordyoei, .being, “ one of t l i h
mountains which divide Armenia on thesouth from Mesopotamia”(Sde). Aocording to
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45 And Noah cried out to
his Lord and s d d : My Lord!
surely my son is of my family,
and Thy promise is surely true,
and
. . Thou w t the justestof the
judges.
46 He said : 0 Noah ! surely
he is not of uour familv : surelv
he is (theJoer of) otherthak
good deeds,lls4therefore ask not
of Me that of which you have
no knowledge ; surely I admonish you lest you may be of
the ignorant.
47 Hesaid:
My Lord! I
seek refuge Thee
in
from
askingThee
that of which I
haveno
knowledge ; and if
Thoushouldstnot
forgive me
and have
meray
on me, I
should be of the losers.
46 I t was said: 0 Noah!
descend with peace from Us
and blessings on you and on
%.

Ar. thy.

AI. thou

hast.
Ar. thae.
Ar. thou

maysat.

Ar. thee.

the same authority, 1‘ the tradition which affirms the ark to have rested on those mountains
must have been very ancient, since it is a tradition of the Chaldeans themselves (Beroius,;
apud Joseph) ; the Chaldee paraphrasts consent to their opinion, which obtained very much
formerly, especially amongtheEasternChristians.To
confirm it we are told thatthe
remainders of the ark were to be seen on the Gordyoean mountains. Berosus and Abydenus
of the
bothdeclarethere was such a reportintheirtime,thefirstobservingthatseveral
inhabitants thereabout scraped the pitch off the planks as a rarity, and oarried it about them
for an amulet ; and the latter saying that they
used the wood of the vessel against many
disease6 with wonderful success. The relics of the ark were elso to be seen in the time of
Epiphanius, if we are to believe him (Epiph. Heres, 18) ; we are also told that the Emperor
Heradius went from the town of Thamanin up to the mountain Al-judi, and
saw the place
of theark(Elm&,
I. i. c. 1.). Formerlytherealso
existed a famousmonastery, called
the monastery of the ark, on some of those mountains.” But the word as it stands in Arabic
may simply be E derivative of jzld, meaning ezcellence or approval, the yb being added to
denote the relation.
1164 Themeaning
of
& \ ismadeclear
by the parallel p h a s e

6”. & 2

&\
0 & & I the personalpronoun
hd referring in both casestothesame
person. It should be borne in mind that when it is meent to speak of a person as the very
embodimeni of o oerttlin qwlity, he is designated not as the possessor of4hat quality, but as
that qualityitself. Thus you say of a person
I i.e. surely he is ezcellence, or
\
i.e. s w d y he M charity, meaning he is the very embodiment of excellence or charity. In the

rJ&

Qur-h we have W i I;r‘
I i.e. righteollsnesc w he who believes, etc. (2 : 177), the
m
a
igapperently being that suoh a peraon is the embodiment of righteousness. Therefore

L
tP + Jf

\

mems suwly he i s the embodiment of 0 t h

than good deeds.

A

Reoond readingwhioh a8es the preterite ‘ami&, meaning he d i d , i n a u of theinfinitive
‘amdun, meaning dsed, also corroboratea this signi6cance.
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thenations
from
among
6
e \,b‘b those
w&$j
who axe with you, andthere
shall be,nations whom We will
afford provisions, then a painful
punishment from Us shall
6 f’
afflict them.
o;?:\ub.G
49 These
are
announcementsrelatingtotheunseen
which We reveal to you, yoz~
did not know them-(neither)
you nor your people-before
> /
s / b / \
this ; therefore be patient ;
surely the end is for those who
guard
evil}.1185

$b\$,~&b;.\&&&
d m ,

SECTION 5
Elstory of H u d
50-57. Hdd preaches, is rejectedand

lestroyed.
1933.

b

905.

Ar. thou
hast.

Ar. thy.
Ar. thee.

warns. 58-60. His opponents are

50 And to ’Ad’ (Wesent)
theirbrotherHitdSb H e said :
0 my people! serve Allah,
you have no god otherthan
nothing
but
H e ; you are
forgers (of lies) :
51 0 my people! I do not
ask of you any reward for it ;
myreward is only with Him
who created me : do you not
then understand ?
52 And, 0 my people!ask
forgiveness of your Lord, then
turn to Him, He will send
on you cloudspouringdown
abundance of rain
and
add
strength to your strengtb, and
do not turn back guilty.
53 They said : 0 Hdd ! you
have not brought to us any
clear argument and we are not
goiug to desertour godsfor
your word, and we are not believers in you :

1185 The announcement relating to the unseen is not the history of Noah, but the fate of
the Xleccans opposed to the Holy Prophet, as read in that history. The words that followbe patient-are a clear indication.of what the announcement relating to the unseen was,
for patient waiting was needed for the fate of the Holy Prophet’s opponents, not for anything
relating to Noah’s history. At the end of the last section there was also a similar reference
to the opponents of the Holy Prophet; compare also the 26th chapter, in which the history of
every prophet is concluded with the words : Most surely there is a sign in this, but most
of them will noO believe,” where the fate of the opponents of the Holy Prophet is indicated a8
being identical with the fate of those who opposed earlier prophets.
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54 We cannot
say
aught
but that some of our gods have
smitten you with evil. H e said :
Surely I call Allah to witnws,
anddoyoubearwitness
too,
that I amclear of whatyou
associate(with Allah)
55 Besides Him, therefore
;
soheme sgainst me all together
then give me no respite :
56 Surely I rely on Allah,
my Lord and your Lord : there
He
is no livingcreaturebut
has i t in His contlol; surely
my Lord is on the
right
path.11*6
57 But if you turn b c k ,
then indeed I have delivered to
you the message with which I
have been sent to you, and my
Lord will bring another people
in your. plac-e, and you cannot
do Him any
harm:
surely
m y Lord is thePreserver of
all things.
58 AndwhenOurdecree
came
to
pass,
We
delivered
believed
Hdd and thosewho
with him with. mercy from Us,
and We delivered them from a
hwd chastisement.
59 And thiswas *Ad; they
deniedthecommunications
of
their Lord, and disobeyed His
apostles and followed the
insolent
bidding of svery
opposer (of truth).
60 And they were overtaken
by ours6 in this world' and on
the
resurrection
day;
now
surely 'Addisbelieved in their
Lord; now surely, away with
'Ad, thepeople of Hdd.

1186 The phrase my L o r d i s on the right path signifies that He does not deviate from
juatioe so that He should deetroy the rightems or bha4 &heunjust should escape His punish-

ment (Bd),
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SECTION 6
Hietory o f Sblih
61-64. Shlih preaches and warns. 65-68. His opponents are destroyed.

61 And to Samood' (We
sent)their brotherSBliheb He
said: 0 my people! serve Allah,
you have no god otherthan
He ; H e brought you into
being from the earth, and made
you dwell in it, therefore ask
forgiveness of Him,thenturn
to Him ; surely my Lord is
Nigh, Answering.
62 They said: 0 Silih!
surely you were one amongst us
in whom great expectations
were placed before this : do you
(now) forbid us from worshiping what
our
fathers
worshipped? and as to that which
yw cate us to, most surely we
&re indisquietingdoubt.
63 H e said : 0 my people !
tell me if I have clear proof
from my Lordand
He has
granted
to
me mercy from
Himself-who will thenhelp
me against Bllah if I disobey
Him? Therefore you do not
d d to me other than loss:
64 And, 0 my people!this
will be (as) Allah'sshe-camel
for
a sign, therefore leave
her to pasture on Allah's earth
and do not touch her yith evil,
for then a nearchastisement
will overtake you.
65 But they slew her, so he
mid : Enjoy yourselves in your
&bodefor three days, that is a
promise not to be belied.
66 So when Our decree cbme
io pass, We delivered Salih
tndthose who believed with
lim by mercy from Us, and
'We saved them) from the
hsgrace of that day ; surely
your Lord is theStrong,the
Mighty.
67 And the rumbling overjook those who were unjust,d
30
they became motionless
3odies in their &odes,
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68 As thoughtheyhadnever
dwelt in them ; nowsurelydid
Samood
disbelieve
in
their
Lord ; now
surely,
away with
Samood.

\>$$+&$b&&&g’
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SECTION 7
Hilltory o f L o t
69-76. Birth of a son announced to Abraham, as also fate of Lot’s people.
77-80. Lot’s argument
with
his people. 81, 82. Thuy are
destroyed.
83. Meccaus warned of asimilar fate.

Ar. did not
TtaCh.

69 And c e r t a i nO
l yu r
me~sengers11~~cameto AbraThey
ham with good news.
said:Peace.Peace,saidhe,
and he made no delay in bringing a roasted calf.
70 Butwhenhesawthat
theirhands W E Y ~ ?lot exteltded
towards it,”88 he deemed them
strhngeandconceivedfear
of
them.
They
said:
Fear
not,
surelywe
are sentto
Lot’s
people.
71 And his wife wasstanding (by), so shelaughed,then
Wegaveherthe
goodnema
of Isaac and after Isaac
of (a
son’sson) Jacob.”*Q
72 Shesaid: 0 wonder
shall I bear a son when I am
hn extremelyoldwomanand
this my husband an extremely
is
,Id man?mostsurelythis
L wonderfulthing.

1187 Compare Gen. 18 : 1-7. The Qur-An does not expressly sag that they were angels.
1188 This, however, contradicts the Bible statement (Gen. 18: E), which says that they
ate the roastedcalf and other food provided by Abraham. But the contrary, ssRodwellnotes,
was maintained by the Rabbins, and he directs attention to Is. Baba Meaia, fol. 86 : ‘ I They
made as though they ate.”
1189 Compare Gen. 18 : 10-12. The mention of a son’s son (Jaco$was to show that that
son should have progeny. It should be borne in mind that ward, which ordinarily signifies
behind or before, also means ason’s eon-TA : J J \
\
Hence I have translated

d> 53

it a8 such. And elsewhere theHoly Qur-.4.n says

-&L

u>.

3 where theaddition of

the word ndfilah to Jacob’s name is clearly to show that he was a grandson.
1190 The original words are y6 taailatai, and as wail means ordinarily woe, the meaning
would appear to be T o e id nre I But as these words are expressive of grief.and sorrow, while
the occasion on whioh they are spoken i s one of joy, I render them differently. It should be
remembered, however, that, according to the best euthorities, laail is used to exprees wonder,
whether the oocasion be one of weal or woe. Thus we have in TA : 1‘ And wail
ocmm

doe,

-
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73 They
said:
Do you
wonder at All&’s bidding ? the
mercy of Allah and His blessings are on you, 0 people of
the house,1191 surely H e is
Praised, Glorious.
74 So when fewhad gone
awayfromAbraham and good
news came to him, he began to
plead with Us for Lot’s
people.1192
75 Most surely Abraham
was forbearing, tenderhearted,
oft-returning (to Allah) :
76 0 Abraham ! leave off
this, surely the decree of your
Lord has come to pass, and
surely there
must
come to
them a. chastisement that cannot be averted.
77 And when Our messengers came to Lot; he
was
grieved for them, and he lacked
strength to protect them,1l93and
said : This is a hard day.
78 And his people came to
him, (as if) rushed on towards
him, and already they did evil
deeds. He said : 0 my people !
these are my daughters-they
are purer-for you, SO guard
of)
against (the
punishment
Allah and do notdisgrace me
with regard to my guests ; is
there not among you one rightminded man?1194
in the sense of wonder.” The commentators consider this to be the meaning here (Kf, Bd!.
According t o AH it is a word which is frequently used by women wlten anything causing wonder
occurs to them.

4

1191
I *I
includes the wife of a person : in fact, it is Abraham’s wife that is
primarily addressed here. The same phrase in the case of the Holy Prophet (33 : 33) includes
his wives as well as his children.
1192 Compare Gen. 18 : 21-23.
1193 gar’, which primarily signifies the stretching forth the arm (CL), is used in the

sense of p m e r or ability (TA,TH, Kf, JB),and hencethephrase
k ~ ; 3 L&
means he wad unable to do the thing, or he k c r e d gtrength t i accomplish the afair (Q-LL).
1194 Lot, it appears from Gen. 19 :9, was a stranger in the city : “ This one fellow came
in to sojourn, and he will needs be a judge,” and the messengers being strangers, the townsmen would not allow him to keep them. Lot offered his daughters as hostsges so that he
might be allowed to keep his guests with him, for according to 15 : 70 he had not the p e p i s sion to allow any stranger under his roof: ‘ I Have we not forbidden you from other people 7 ”
i.e. from giving shelter to them, this no doubt being due to the coostsnt danger of tribal
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79 They said : Certainly you
know that we have no claim on
your daughters, and most surely
you know what we desire.
80 H e said : Ah ! that I had
power to repel you, rather I
shall have recourse to a strong
support.1'""
81 Theysaid:
0 Lot ! we
are
the
messengers
of your
Lord ; they shall by no means
reach you; so remove your
followers" in a part of the night
" e n d let none of you turn
back-except your wife,1lg5for
surely whatsoever befalls them
shall befall her ; surelytheir
appointed time is the morning ;
is not the morning nigh?
82 So when
Our
decree
came to pass, We turned them
upside down"Q6 and
rained
down upon them stones,llQ7of
what had been decreed,llBs one
bfter another.
83 Marked (for punishment)
with your Lord; and it is not
far off from the ~ n j u s t . ~ 1 9 ~

fighting. I1 may also be noted that the moregenerally received opinionamongthe com.
mentators is that Lot did not point to his real daughters, but to women of the tribe, because
a prophet would speak of the women of his tribe as his daughters (Rz, JB), and in that case
of man and woman. The answer
of his
he did no more than point to the natural relation
people seems, however, to relate to his daughters.
1194r Allah is the strong support to
whom the righteous haverecoursewhentheyare
introuble,Theparticle
au signifies or, as well as rather, inthelattercase
being the
equivalent of bal (Mglr-LL).
1195 Compare Qen. 19: 26.
1196 It was a severe earthquake,which so ubterly demolishedthecitiesastohave
turned them upside down.
I n 15 : 73 it is called gaihah, i.e. the rumbling that precedes an
earthquake. See 918. The stories of Qabrieltakingupthecitiestoheavenandthen
throwingthem down areentirelybaseless.
1197 The raining down of stones might have been t b e result of a volcanic eruption which
WPS accompanied by an earthquake.
See 918.
1198 The word sijjil is a pure Arabic word and not a corruption of the Peraiansang-i-gil,
aa thought by some lexicologists. It is derived from the root sajala, meaning he poured f o r t h
(water),fromwhich
a largenumber of derivatives has followed, as usual in Arabic: for
instance,the verb forms sajjalq i.e. he wroteapaper
or ascroll, or decided judicially,
of
sajala-hJ, Le. he vied with him forsuperiority in anything, originallyinthedrawingwater, asjala-.hti, Le. he gave him a bucketful, insajala, i.e. it (mater) poured forth, and nouns
such ea sijill, moaning a writing, or a scroll, sajl, meaning a i d 2 bucket, etc. (LL). I n consonance with the original meaning of writing, sijjil means what had been written or decreed
for t h m (8-LL),oraccordingto A 0 manyana hard (LL).
. 1199 As in the previous instances, the concluding words s h w a reversion to the subject
of the puniehment of the Meocan opponents of the Holy Prophet,
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History of
Shn'aib
Shu'aib preaches, is opposed and warns. 94, 95. Punishment
overtakes the people.
84-93.

s 819.
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84 And to Midian (We sent)
their brother Shu'aib." H e said :
0 my people ! serve Allah, you
have no god other than He, and
do not give short measure and
I seeyou
in
weight;surely
prosperity and surely I fear for
of a n
you the
chastisement
all-encompassing day :
85 And, 0 mypeople! give
full measure and weight fairly,
anddefraudnotmen
of their
things, and do not act corruptly
intheland,makingmischief:
86 What remains with Allah
is better for you if youare
I am not a
believers,
and
keeper over you.12oo
87 Theysaid : 0 Shu'aib !
does your prayer enjoin YOU that
weshouldforsakewhatour
fathers worshipped or that we
should not do what we please
?
withregardtoourproperty
forsooth you are the forbearing,
the right-directing one.
88 He said: 0 mypeople!
have you considered if I have
a clear proof frommyLord
and He has given me a goodly
,sustenance from Himself; andI
do not desire that in opposition
toyou I shouldbetake myself
to that which I forbidyou : I
desirenothingbutreform
SO
far as I am able, and with none
but Allah is thedirection
of
myaffairto a rightissue:on
Him do I rely and to Him do I
turn :
89 And, 0 mypeople!let
not opposition to me make you
guilty so that there may befall
you the like of what befell
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the people of Noah,' orthe
people of HhdIb or the people
of SBlih,@norarethe
people
I of Lotd far off fromyou :
1
90 And ask
forgivenesr
of
your Lord, then turn to Him
:
surely my.. Lordis
Merciful,
Loving-kind.
91 They said: 0 Shu'aib 1 we
of
do
not
understand
much
what you say and most surely
we see you to be weak among
us, andwereitnot
for your
family we would surelystone
you, and you are notmighty
against us.
92 H e said : 0 my people ! is
my family moreesteemed
by
you than Allah? andyou neglect
Himas
a thingcast
behind
your back;
surely
my
Lord
encompasseswhat you do:
93 And, 0 my people 1 act
according to your ability, I too
amacting : you willcome t o
know soon who it is on whom
will light the punishment that
will disgrace him and who it is
that is a liar : and watch, burely
I too amwatchingwith
you.
94 And when
Our
decree
came
to
pass
W e delivered
Shu'aib and those who believed
withhim by mercyfrom Us,
and
the
rumbling
overtook
those who were unjust 80 they
became motionless bodies in
their abodes; '
95 As though they had never
now surely
dwelt
in
them:
perdition overtook Midian as
hadperished Samood.
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SECTION 9
Punimhment of the Wicked is a Divine Law
96-102.Iniquity draws punishment on Pharaoh. 103-105. A like fate for
the opponents of the Prophet. 106, 107 Punishment ia only remedialand
not everlasting. 108. Reward of the %ighteous is unceasing. 109. The
Meccans shall rweive punishment.

96 h d certainlyWesent
Moses with Our communications and aclear authority,
97 To Pharaoh
and
his
chiefs, but they followed th6
and
bidding of Pharaoh,
Pharaoh's bidding was
not
right-directing.
98 Heshall lead his people
on the resurrection day,and
bring them down to thefire:
and evil the company byougllt
'

down.

99 And theyare overtaken
by curse inthis (world), and
on theresurrectionday:
evil
the gift which shall be given.
100 This is an account of
(the fate of) the towns which
we relate to you: of them are
some thatstandand(others)
mown down.
101 And We did not do
them injustice,but they were
unjustto themselves, so their
gods whom they called upon
besides Allah did not avail
themaught
when the decree
of your Lord came to pass ; and
they adcted but to their ruin.
102 And such is the punishment of your Lordwhen He
punishes the towns while they
are unjust ; surely His punishment is painful, severe.
103 Most surelythere is a
sign in this for him who fears
thechastisement of the hereafter ; this is a day on which
the people shall be gathered
together and this is a day that
shall be witnessed.
104 And We do not delay
itbut to an appointed term.
105 On theday
when it
shall oome, no soul shall speak
except with
His
permission,
then (some) of them shall be
unhappy and (others) happy.

in

106 So as tothose who are
unhappy,theyshall
be inthe
shall
be sighing
fire ; for them
groaning end
it:
107 Abiding tharein so long
astheheavensandtheearth
Ar. thy.
your Lord
endure,exceptas
please ; surely your Lord is the
Ar. thy.
mighty
doer
of Khat He
intends.l201
108 And as to those.who ere
made happy, they
shall
be in
the garden, abiding in it as long
as the
heavens
and
the
earth
Ar. thy.
endure, except as your Lord
please : a gift which shallnever
be cut 0 f f . ~ ~ " 2
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1201 This limitation on the duration of abiding in hell-escept as your Lord @ea@--is
given twice in the Holy Qur-&n,here and in 6 : 129, and it shows clearly that the punishment of hell is not everlasting. A comparison with the verse that follows makes it clearer.
There, too, we have that those in paradise shall abide there as long &g the heaven and the
earth endure, but the statement is immediately followed by another : a gift which shalE neuer
be cut of, thus showing that in fact there is no limitation upon the eternity of paradise, and
the words eseept as your Lord please have beenused only to express the unbounded power
and greatness of the Divine Being. In the case of hell, however, the words escept as OUT
Lord please are followed by a statement which corroborates the lirhitation thus placed, for
the word fa'cil, as an attribute of the Divine Being, indicates that He does even those things
which seem impossible to others, the word being an intensive form offi'iE, meaning doer.
The same words are in the two cases followed by entirely different statements, showing that
thesame

sense is not to be attached to the words

p

LL yI

in both cases. In

the case of hell it is an actual limitation, because Allah is the great doer, who does what He
intends even though it may appear impossible to men, while in @ecaBeof heaven it is not
a limitation on its eternity-for that is a gift newer to be cut qf, but an expression of Divine
greatness.
Various sayings of the Holy Prophet corroborate the statement made above, For instanae,
the concluding portion of one of these which is met with in One of the most reliable collections
have-alI:in
r u m thus : Then will Allah say : The angels and the prophets and the faithful
their @rn interceded for the sinners, and
now there. remains none to intercede for them
excw' the molit Merciful of all merciful ones. So He wiIl take out a handful from fire and
bring out a people who muel. worked any good " (Mus). There are also othcu sayings in the
Kinc-ul-'Urnm&l: Surely a day %ill ccme over hell when it will be like a field of corn
that has dried up after flourishing for a while " ; and egain, '' Snrely e day will come over
hell when &ere shill not be a single human being in it " ( v d vii. p. 245). There is also a
saying of '.Urn= on record (see Fat-h.ul-Bayb,Fat-h-ul-Barl, Dum-i-hIanioor,andthe
H a - & A m a h of Ibn-i-Qayyum) : :'Even if the dwellers ih hell may .be numberless as the
sands @ the desert a day will surely come when they. will be taken out of it."
' . Oiwqueeion, however, remains to be enswered, and that i
s the use af the word aliad (which
i s genersllg oonsidered as meaning f o r mer). This abidinginihell (abndan)is mentioned
th&ei.n @ie Roly Qw&, in 4 : 169, 33 : 65, and 72 : 23. On ail these three occasions I
rengq ,the words as meaning for a long tim, and this signifioance appears to be correct, in
the&& oJ'+
has been stated above. It must be borne in mind th& &ai! signifies a long
1'

I

>> 3s.

&

31.5

p 3 (Mgh), or as TA says b& \ @ d\
6 dl i.e. a long ti,mwwhichi e not linlited ; it also signifies cinu (in en absolute

timc @LI, ,king synonymous with

1202, see next page.

THE BELIEVERS SHOULD SHUN E V I L
109 Therefore be not in
doubt as towhattheseworship ;
the? do not worshipbut
as
their fathers worshipped before; and most surely We will
pay them back in f u l l their
portion undiminished.
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SECTION 10
The Belieyers should shun E d
110-11S. Believersshould not inclinetowardsthe

unjust. 114-117. Evil

t o be shunned because it must have an evil consequence. 118, 119.
Differences cannot be obliterated. 120. Histories of formerprophets are
given for consolation. 121-123. Theendmust
be waited for,

110 And certainly W e gave
the book to Moses, but it was
gone against ;*a03 and had not
a word gone forth from your
Lord,’ the matter would surely
have
been
decided
between
them ; and surely they are in a
disquieting doubt about it.
111 And your Lord will most
surelypay
back to all their
deeds in full ; surely He is
aware of whattheydo.
112 Continue
then
in
the
right way as you are oommanded, as also hewho has
turned (to Allah) with you, and
be not inordinate (0 men !),
surely He sees what you do.
sensei or time without e n d ; hence eternity. Bot the other significanae of the word ham its
use in Arabic literature, and hence its plural dbdd, which would be meaningless if t h e word
signified nothing but eternity. Rgh elso givea us a clue to the other significance (i.e. ahad
being equivalent to

abad, adding

4

long time), f o r hesays

&_tbij

’
5
3\

$

means the thingremained

for

2- + 9.
) i.e. it i s alsoused to signijy
thatwhich

wnains for c long time. The QUI-bnmakes this use of the word clew by stating in I8 :23
that the unbelievers shall remain in hell for abqbb, i.6. long ages, the word being plural of
buqbak, which m a n s seventy 01 eighty years (see 2645). If abad in the case of hell signified
eternity, the word W b b could not have been used. Hence a long time is the correct rendering of ths word, Thus the Qur-On rejects the doctrine of the eternity of hell.
1202 See note on bhe preceding verse, where t h e words except as your Lordplease are
fully explained, In accordance with what is said here in connection with the heavenly life,
that it is a gift which ahall never be cut off, we have in 15 : 48, “Nor she11 they be ever
ejected from it.”
1203 Ikhtaluja means ale0 kbdefa, i.e. he acted in opposition to, or disagreed with (see
2 1 2 ~for full explanation).
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Or, unjustly.
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113 And do notinclineto
those who are unjust, lest the
fire touch you, and you have no
guardians besidesAllah,
then
you shall not be helped.lsM
114 And keep up preyer in
the two p a h of the day and in
thefirsthours
of thenight;
surely good deedstakeaway
evil deeds ; this is a reminder
to the mindful.1205
115 And be patient, for
surely Allah does not waste the
reward of the good-doers.
116 But why were there not
atnongthegenerations
before
you those
possessing
understanding,1206 whoshouldhave
of misforbidden themaking
chief in the earth, except a few
of thosewhomwedelivered
from among t h e m ? andthose
who were unjnst
went
after
what they were made to enjoy
of plenty, and they were guilty.
117 And it did not beseem
your Lord tohavedestroyed
thet,owns O I L accownt of wrolzg
bdief, while their people acted
we11.12"7

1204 Not only is it forbidden to man to commit any injustice himself, but he should also
refrain from leaning towards those who are guilty of injustice-a very hard rule of conduct
to carry out, no doubt, but the only one thst can keep him upright.
1205 The times of prayer are clearly indicated in this verse, and it is not true that it was
revealed before any time was fixed for prayer. The prayer is
to be said in the two parts of
the day andthefirsthours of the night. In the first part
of the day is the
f a j r , or the
?nunbin!,pl'uyer before sunrise, and in the second part of ihe day the Tuhr, or t l ~ eearly afternoon, and the ' q r , or the later afternoon, prayers. In the first hours of the night we have
the nLaghrib, or the after sunset prayer, and the 'ishd, or the n i g h t prayer, just before going
to bed. It is a remarkable fact that the two afternoon prayers and the two sunset prayers,
which are spoken of together,mayunderexceptionalcircumstances
be saidtogether.
It
should also be noted that though farf means an end or extremity, it also means a quarter, or
u portion, or a part (synonym tdifah) of a thing ( 8 , 0,B.'LL), and it is used in relation to
bodies or material things and to tiu~es,
etc. (Rgh, TA-LL). Hence I prefer the rendering
two parts (of the day) to two elldo., which is not applicable here.
1206 In the phrase ulzi baqiyyah, the word baqiyyah is interpreted in a number of wags.
LL collects all of these in the article on baqy. Some of these are : persons possessed of esc.elknee, orposscssing a relic ofjudgment and intelligence (Bd), or persons of understanding (Q,TA)
unddiscrimimtion (TA), or persons of obedience (TA),or having t k qwllity of preserving
themselves (Az, BQ,Q) from p~c?aishmmat.
1207 f w l m here signifies w r o n g beIief as distinct from guilty conduct. The commentators
almost agree in giving it here the significance of shirk or pol,ythcism (Rz,Bd, JBl. The Holy
Qur-&ngenerallyspeaks of Divine punishment and Divine wrathovertakingmeninthis
world for their inordinacy, or transgression, or grossly immoral conduct, and not for wrong
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A I thy.

Ar. thy.
Ar. thy.

AI*. the&

hr. thy.

Ar. thee,

Ar. thy..

118 And if your Lordhad
pleased He would certainly
have
made
people E single
nation, end they shall continue
to differ,lmE
119 Except thoseon whom
your Lord has mercy ; and for
this did He create them;la09 and
the word of your Lord is fulfiIled: Certainly I will fill hell
with the jinn and the
men, all
together.1210
120 And all We relate to you
3f the accounts of the aposbles
is to
strengthen
yoz~r heart
lherewith ; and in this has
:ome to you the truth and an
tdmonition, and areminder to
;he believers.
121 And say to those who
io not believe : Act according to
Tour state, surely we too are
wtiug :
122 And wait,surely we are
vaiting also.
123 And Allah's is the un,eenin the heavens and tho
:arth,and to Him is returned
he whole of the aflair ; thereore serve Himand
rely on
Tim, and your Lord is not
leedless of what you do.

or erroneous beliefs, which may be compatible with good conduct. Here this is asserted very
plainly. I t should be noted thatthe word p d m . which I havegenerallytranslatedas
injustice, is very broad in its significance. Rgh deals with alltheshades of itsmeaning,
saying that zdhn is of three kinds : (1) as between man and Allah, the greatest o f which is
k n f r or unbelief, and shirk or polytheism; this would, of course, include all wrong beliefs with
regard to the Divine Being; (2) as between man and man, which would include a11 kinds of
immoralities and transgressions involving a violation of the rights of others ; (3) as between
m m and his own self, which would include all kinds of guilty action injurious not to others
but to man's own self, The other meaning is given in the margin.
1208 The meaning is that if it wcre a Divine lrcw to force men to one particular belief,
they wTould have become a single nation, but as it is, He has so created them that they shall
continue to differ, hence, some of them accept the truth and others reject it.
. 1209 Here it isclearlystated that Allah createdallmen to have mercy onthem. By
His mercy He guides some to the right path, while to others, who go over to evil and make
come only afterpunishment.
It is by their
themselves deserving of hell,mercyshall
own hands that they get intodistressand difficulty, while Allah has mercy on themin
extricating them from it.
1210 Because they went against the nays which
Allah had mercifully shown to them,
therefore they must pass through arother ordeal,so that they may be purged of evil and m d e
fit for spiritual Frogrese.

CHAPTER XI1
JOSEPH
(Yhuf)

REVEALEDAT M E C C A
(12 sections and 111 verses)
Abstraot :
Sec. 1. Joseph’s vision.
Sec. 2. Plot gain st Joseph by his brothers,
See. 3. Joseph’sfirmnessundertemptations.
See. 4. Joseph is imprisoned.
Sec. 5 . Joseph’spreachingintheprison.
See. 6. The king’s vision and its interpretation by Joseph.
See. 7. Joseph is cleared of the charge and raised to eminence.
Sec. 8. Josephhelpshisbrothers.
See. 9. Joseph’s youngest brother.
Sec. 10. Joseph discloses his identity to his brothers.
Sec. 11. Israel goes to Egypt.
Sec. 12. A lesson for the Prophet’s opponents in the histories of the former prophets.

Title and Bubject-matter.
Trim chapter receives itstitlefromthestory
with which it deals.Theentirechapter
gives a continuousaccount of thehistory of Joseph,the first three verses andthecon.
cluding section both pointingtothepurpose
which underliesthestory.
It is not,infact,
a mere narrative,but foretells the ultimate triumph of the Holy Prophet, who was being turned
out of his native city, and also the final submission of those who were plotting against his
very life.
The chapter deals with three kinds of visions, viz. the vision of a prophet (Joseph), which
pointed to his ultimate triumph and the triumph
of the truth which he preached (vv. 4 and
100) ; the vision of a king, relating to the measures of the material welfare of those under his
care (vv. 4349),and the visions of ordinary men, relating to their own adversity or prosperity (vv. 36-41). The granderthe purpose, the longer ittakes for itsduefulfilment;
Joseph’s vision took a whole lifetime, the king’s vision fourteen years, while the visions of
ordinary men come to immediate fulfilment. The Holy Prophet
doubtless obtained consolation from these facts, and rss he had before him a very grand object-the reformation first of
the Arabs and then of the whole world-he patiently awaited the realization of these noble
ideals, knowing that it would surely take some time.

Context.
In the arrangementof the chapters, theconnection of this chapter with the one preceding it
is dear. That chepter deals with the histories of several well-known prophets and the fate of
470
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SECTION 1
Joreph'e

1-3. Therevelstion.

Yision
4-6. Joseph's vision.

I n thename of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
a

lloB.

dr. thee.

Ar. thee.
br. thou

zcert.

1 I am Allah the Seeing:
Thesearethe
verses of the
Book that makes (things)
manifest.
2 SurelyWehave
reveeled
it-an Arabic Our-Bn-that vou
may understan"d.
3 We explainto
you with
the best explanation1211by Our
revealing to you this Qur-in,
though before this you were
zertainly of unaware
the
mes.1212

their opponents. This prophetically states that the dealings of the enemies towards the Holy
Prophet, and those of the Holy Prophet towards his enemies, were more in the nature of the
being strict persecution on one side and
mutual dealings of Joseph and his brothers, there
entire forgiveness andmercifuldealing on the other. It will be further seen that the con.
cluding words of the last chapter speak of the accounts of the apostles to strengthen your heart
therewith (11 : 120), and a8 t.his chapter is expressly mentioned to have been revealed to give
solace to the Holy Prophet in his persecution by his enemies (AH)and to comfort him at a
time when that most critical moment of his life was approsching which led to his flight to
Medina, it is a fitting sequel to the eleventh chapter.
Date of revelation.
As to the plaoe of its revelation, there is almost a consenws of opinion that the whole of it
was revealed at Mecca. The conjecture that the first three
verses were revealed at Medina
does not deserve attention, because these are clearly necessary as a preliminary to the chapter
nhich, there is good ground for believing, was reveeled on the eve of the Holy Prophet's
flight to Medin&. Such is the opinion
of Sayooti ; Weil, among the European critics, holds
thesameopinion.
It is an undisputedfact that when theHolyProphetconquered
Mecca
he repeated the very words, vhen forgiving his bitterest enemies, that Joseph h+d
spoken when
forgiving his brothers. Thus no doubt is left that the rerelation of the chapter belongs to the
period when the Holy Prophet'senemies were activelyplottingagainsthim,there
being a
clear reference tothisin
v. 7.
1211 @ I

@\

does not mean the best of the stories, nor does it here refer to the

story of Joseph. Qagag is an inhitive noun,from qagsa, meaning he d a t e d or ezpplained (LL).
And

&\

\

+&&

&

is explained in Q and TA asmeaning we ezphin to

you with the best eqlamtion. It should be noted that the plural of qissah, meaning a story, is

qigas, and not qagag (LL). See also the commentators (Kf, Rz, JB), who consider it as an
infinitive noun. The meaning of the passage is that the revelation of the Qur-An affords the
needs of msn, and also regarding the
best explanetion in regard to the spiritual end moral
future events of the life of theHolyProphet.
1212 The Prophet's ' 1 unevareness " relates to his own future, of whioh this chapter
gives a olear indication in the incidents of Joseph's life, viz. that he shall be expelled from
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4 WhenJoseph said to his
father : 0 my father!surely
I saw eleven starsandthe
sun
and
the
moon-I
saw
them making obeisance to
me.1213
5 H e said : 0 my son ! do
notrelate your vision to your
brothers, lest they devise a
plan against y o u ; surelythe
devil is an open enemy to man.
6 And thus will your Lord
choose you and teach yvu the
interpretation of sayings and
make His favourcomplete to
you and
to
the
children of
Jacob, as H e made it complete
before to your fathers, Abraham
your Lord
andIsaac;surely
is Knowing, Wise.

Ar. t h y .
Ar. t h y .
Ar. thee.
Ar. thy.
Ar. t h e .
Ar. t l u e .
Ar. t h e
Ar. 1 1 1 1 ~ .
Ar. thy.

SECTION 2
Plot sgehst Joseph by hie Brothers
8-20, Plot of Joseph’s brothers and

7. A sign as to the Prophet’s future.
their casting Joseph into
a pit.

I

7 Certainly inJosephand
his brothers there are signs for
the inq~irers.121~
8 Whenthey said : Certainly
Joseph and his brother121s are
(learer to ourfatherthan
we,
1though we are a (stronger)
(:ompany :
most surely our
jiether is in manifest error:
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his home as Joseph was expelled, but that his countrymen shall ultimately come to him in
The Holy
aubmission, askingpardonfortheirfaults,asJoseph’sbrothershaddone.
Prophet’s
reference
to

the reply of Joseph to his
brothers

w$*y

(v. 92),

after the conquest of Mecca, when the Quraish came to him asking pardon for their crimes,
shows clearly that the story of Joseph was uaderstoodto convey thismeaningfromthe
first. But ‘ I unawareness ” here may also refer to all those things that are related in the
Qur-&n,because the Prophet knew nothing of them before the revelation. This is also stated
in 42 : 62.: And thus did We reveal to you an inspired Book by Our command ; you did not
know what the Book was, nor what the faith was, but We made it a light, guiding therebJ
whom We please of Our servants.”
1213 Compare Qen. 37 : 9 : And behold the sun and the moon and the eleven stars made
obeisance to me.” I t should be noted that there is nothing in this verse to show that it was
a vision.
1214 What was hinted at in the first section is now made clearer. At the time of this
revelation the Prophet WBB in the greatest difficulty, for the chief men of Meoca conspired
qainst his life, and therefore people no doubt inquired about his fate. I n answer they are
told that their treatment of him and his treatment of them would be similar to that which
Joseph experienced at the handa of his brothers, and that which they met with from him.
1215 Benjamin, his brother by the same mother, is meant here.

Ca. xr1.1
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AI. hast
thpU.

Ar thou
dost.

Ar. thmr

sh4zt.

9 Slay Joseph or casthim
(forth) into some land, so that
your
father’s
regardmay
be
exclusively for. you, and after
that you may be a righteous
people.1216
10 A speaker from among
them said : Do not slay Joseph,
and cast him down intothe
bottom of the pit if you must
do (it), (so that) some of the
travellers may pick him up.lzli
11 They said : 0 our father !
what reason have you that you
do not trust in us with respect
to Joseph ? and most surely we
are his sincere well-wishers :
12 Sendhimwith
us tomorrow that
he
may
enjoy
himself andsport, and surely
we will guard him well.
13 He said : Surely it grieves
me that youshould takehim
off, and I fear lest the wolf
devour him while
you
are
heedless of him.
14 Theysaid:Surely if the
wolf should devour him notwithstanding
that
we are a
(strong) company, we should
then certainly be losers.
15 So whentheyhad
gone
,ff withhimand agreed that
1;heyshould put him down at
1ihe bottom of the pit, and We
ISevealed to him : You will most
them of this
C:ertainlyinform
t heir affair while they do not
I,erceive.l218

1216 The conspiracy of the Quraish against the Holy Prophet was of a similar nature.
And when those whodisbelieved
devised plans against you, that they might confine you or slay you or drive you away ’’

It is referred to in the Qur-An inthe following words:

(8 : 30).
1227 ( 1 And Reuben said unto them: Shed no blood, but cast him into this pit that is in
the wilderness and lay no hand
upon him ” (Gen. 37: 22).
1218 The essential difference between the two versions of this story, one given in the
Bible and the other in the Qur-An, is this, that while the Bible narrates it as a simple story,
the Holy Qur-&npreserves in it the spiritual element which done can justify its record in a
book meant for the spiritual guidance of man. Here is E child whose age does not exceed
seventwn years, who,t h u g h to all appearance lost for ever, receives a Divine revelation and
promise that he will one day be themaster of hie present oppressors. It isthis circumstance in the life of a prophet which really enables him to face all distresses and difficulties,
vie. the deep oonviotion of the ultimate triumph of truth which is produced by revelation
from on high. By omitting the spiritual significance the Bible narrative divests the story
of all its beauty.
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A l . thou
wilt.
Ar. false
bloodupm

his ahirt.

JOSEPH
16 Andtheycametotheir
fatheratnightfall,weeping.
17 They said : 0 our father !
surely we went off racing and
leftJoseph
by our goods, so
the wolf devoured him, and you
will not believe ua thoughwe
aretruthful.
18 And they broughthis shirt
with false blood upon it. H e
said : Nay, your souls have made
thematterlightfor
you, but
patienceis good, and Allah is
H e Whosehelp is sought for
againstwhatyou
describe.1219
19 And there came travellers
and
they
sent
their
waterdrawerandheletdownhis
bucket. H e said : 0 good
news I thisisayouth
; and
they
concealed
him
aa an
article of merchandise,
and
Allah knew what they did.
20 And they sold himfor
asmallprice,
a few pieces of
no
silver,
and
they
showed
desire for him.12ao

1219 The Qur-&n represents Jacob as doubting from the very first the sincerity of Joseph’s
brothers,butnot
SO the Bible. Again,according to the Holy Qur-An, Josephrelates
his
vision to his father, who is at onceapprehensive of theenvy of his brothers if they are
himself rebukedJosephforhisdream,
apprised of i t ; butaccording to theBible,Jacob
whichbeingtrue,thecircumstancecastsa
reflection uponJacob’spropheticalcharacter.
Besides severaldiscrepancies,theBiblenarrativerepresentsJacobas
an ordinary mortal,
while the Holy Qur-An represents him as a prophet, The former makes him
grieve for the
loss of a beloved son as any other mortal would, but the latter
shows that he had from the
first a hope : ‘ I And Allah is He Whose help is sought for against what you describe.” And
throughout the story this hope is the bright
ray without which the story would be a gloomy
description, devoid of all value as a spiritual lesson. There are traces left still in the Bible
narrative which show that the account as now met with in Genesis does not truly depict the
character of Jacob, for in Gen. 37: 11 we are told : ‘ 6 And his brethren envied him, but his
father observed thesaying,”i.e.keptthe
vision inhisheart, which shows thathewas
convinced of its truth. This
is SO inconsistent with the rest
of the narrative as to Jamb’s
belief in the sincerity of his sons, that there is no alternative left but the admission that the
Quranicnarrativenotonlyfitsinwiththepropheticalcharacter
of Jaoob,but also that
wherever it contradicts the Bible it removes in fact the inconsistencies
of the Bible, which
onlyrecords a distorted version of thestory.
1220 Compare Gen. 37 : 28: I ‘ Then there passed by Midianites, merchantmen, and they
drew and lifted up Joseph outof the pit,and sold Joseph to the Ishmwlites fortwenty pieces of
silver.” Those who sold him were either Joseph’s brothers or the merchants who found him
in the pit; according to the story as related in Genesis, Joseph’s brothers sold him i o the
Midianitea, who wain sold him in Egypt.

SECTION 3
Joseph’sFirmness
21, 22. Joseph
is
brought
innocence.

Or, chosen,

under Temptations

to Egypt. 23, 24. His trial. 25-29. His

21 And the Egyptian who
bought him1221 said to his wife :
Give him an honourable abode,
maybe he will be useful to us,
or we may adopt him
a son.
And thus
did
We
establish
Joseph in thelandandthat
We might teach him the interpretation of sayings ; and Allah
is the master of His affair, but
most people do not know.
22 And when
had
he
attained his maturity, We gave
him wisdom and knowledge;
2nd thus do Werewardthose
mho do good.1222
23 And she in whose house
ne was sought to make himself
yield (to her),1223 and she made
iast the doors and said: Come
iorward.1224 Hesaid:
I seek
4llah’s refuge, surely my Lord
nade good my abode : surely
;heunjustdonotprosper.
24 And certainlyshe
made
‘or him,andhe
would have
nade for her, were it not that
l e had
seen
the
manifest
>videnee of his Lord ; thus (it
pas) that We might turn away
‘rom him evil a d indecency,
;urely
he
was one of Our
iincere servants.lJ2j

purified.

1221 I‘ And the Midianites sold him into Egypt unto Potiphar, an officer of Pharaoh and
a captain of the guard” (Gen. 37 : 36). And Gen. 39 : 1 say3 : ‘ I Bnd Joseph was brought
down to Egypt; and Potiphar, an officer of Pharaoh, captain of the guard, an EgypMm
bought him of the hands of theIshmaelites, which had bronght him thither.”
1222 ii And the Lord was with Joseph, and he was & prosperous man ” (Gen. 39 : 2).
1223 Rdwada-hd means he endeavouved t o turn him f?‘OTtk a thing (LA-LL), end hence
a;j 3 &
literally means rhe sought by blandishment to turn himfrom his disdain

and make him yield lo her (T-LL).
1224 A comparison with (+en. 3 9 : 7-12 will give the reader a true impression of the
purity of the langusge of the Qur-&n.
1225 This does not show that Joseph had the lewt desire for her ; but that the tempt&tion ww 80 strong that if he had not been shrengthened by greet faith in Allah he would have
fallen a prey to mortal weakness.
17
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25 And theybothhastened

Ar. thy.

Ar. thy.
Ax. thou
art.

to the door, andsherenthis
shirt from behind
and
they
metherhusbandatthedoor.
She said: What is the punishment of himwhointendsevil
to your Rifeexceptimprisonment or a paiutul chastisement ?
26 Hesaid:Shesought
to
make me yield (to her) ; and a
witness of her own family bore
is rent
witness: If hisshirt
from front,
she
speaks
the
truth and he is one of the liars :
27 And if hisshirt is rent
from behind, she tells a lie and
he isone of thetruthful.
28 So when he saw his shirt
:
rent
from
behind,
he
said
Surelyitisa
device of you
women:surelyyour
device is
p a t :I226
29 0 Joseph!
turn
aside
From this;and (0 my wife !)
ssk forgiveness for your fault,
3urely you are one of the
wrong-doers.

SECTION 4
Joseph is imprisoned

30 And women in thecity
said : The chief’s1227 wife seeks
herslave to yield himself(to
her), surely he has affected her
deeply1223 with (his) love ; most
surelywe see her in manifest
error.
1226 The vindication of Joseph’s character on this occasion, and the production
of the
evidence of the shirt, are not related in the Bible;
but without it the episode of leaving the
garment becomes meaningless. It seems to be a clear omission. The next section proves
that Joseph was not cast into prison for being guilty of having committed an outrage against
hismaster’s wife. The Holy Book does not allow even an accusation of thisnature to
stand against a prophet.
1227 AL’Az‘lz stands for Potiphar (Kf). ’Aziz really means mighty, pozoerjd, strong, and
might as such be applied to suoh a dignitary as the oaptain of the guard, which rank
W ~
held by Potiphar. AL’Aziz has become associated with the rulers of Egypt as their title, but
the fact that it is not meant here to express that position is clear from the ruler being called
al-Malik, or the king (v. 43), and Joseph himself, who was admittedly not the ruler but
only
the chief dignitary of the empire, being addressed as ’a& in v. 78.
1228 Shaghafa-hd literally means he h a affected he7 80 that the bve of him has entered
beneath the ahighdf, Le. the pericardium of he7 heart.
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31 So whensheheard
of
their device,12B shesent
for
them and prepared for them a
repast,1230 and gave each of
them knife,
a
and
said
(to
Joseph) : Come forth to them.
So whentheysawhim,they
deemed him great, and cut their
hands (in amazement), and said:
Remote is Allah(from imperfection) : this is not & mortal ;
this isbut
B noble ange1.1231
32 She said : This is he with
respectto whom youblamed
me, and certainly I sought his
I yielding himself (to me), but he
abstained,and if he does not
dowhat I bid him,he shall
certainly be imprisoned,
and
heshallcertainly
be of those
who are in a state of ignominy.
33 He said: My Lord!the
prisonhouse is dearertome
than that to which they invite
me ; and if Thou turn not away
their device from me, I will
yearntowardsthemandbeI oome (one) of theignorant.
34 Thereupon his Lordacceptedhisprayerandturned
awaytheir
device from him;
surely He is theHearing,the
Knowing.
35 Then it occurred to them
aftertheyhadseenthesigns
that they should imprison him
till a time.1232
"c

1229 The secret imputation of the women is called here their makr or device (Kf, Bd).

Bome, however, think that she knew that certain women had circulated the news with the
object of getting E chance to see Joseph,and hence it is celled their makr or device.
1230 Muttaka'a means originally a pEace in which one reclines, then that upon which
one veolines in eating, drinking, or talking, and also food, or repast, which last is considered
by TA to be the meaning here (LL). The commentators add that muttaka'a is the particular
food which requires to be cut with a knife (Kf, Rz), and suggest that to be the reason for
handing over knives to them.
1231 TheEgyptians were superstitiousand polytheistic people, andanythingstrange,
or m y human being about whom they witnessed anything wonderful, was considered by
them to be a god. Hence, when they saw Joseph they thought he W ~ Snot a mortal. The
words ,& ,$b are generally spoken to express wonder or admiration.
1282 There is nothing to show that Joseph waa cast into prison on a charge of having
committed an outrage on Potiphar's wife. As he was proved guiltless of thet charge, it is very
likely that some other accusation was brought against him ; and more probably sn autocratic
ruler needed no excuse for putting nn innocent man into prison. By sign, must be understood
the sign8 of Joreph'a innocence.
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Joseph's Reaohing in the Prison
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36 Andtwoyouthsentered
theprisonwith
him.1233 One
of themsaia : I saw myself
pressing wine. Andtheother
said : I saw myself carrying
bread on myhead, of which
us of its
birds
ate.
Inform
interpretation ; surely we see
you to be of
the
doers
of
good.1234
37 H e said : There shall not
come
to
you
the
food with
I will
whichyouarefed,but
informyouboth
of itsinterpretation before it
comes
to
you : this is of what my Lord
hast'aughtme : surely I have
forsaken the religionof a people
who do not believe in Allah,
of the
sndtheyeredeniers
hereafter :
38 And I follow the religion
3f my
fathers,Abrahamand
[saec andJacob : itbeseems
us not that we should associate
mghtwith Allah : thisis by
411ah's graceupon us and on
nankind,but most people do
lot give thanks :
39 0 my two mates of the
Jrison ! are sundry lords better
)r Allah the One, the Supreme?
40 You do not serve besides
9im but names which you have
lamed, you end your fathers ;
lllahhasnotsent
down any
; judgment
uthorityforthem
s onlyAllah's ; IIe has comnanded
that
you shall
not
erveaughtbutHim
; thisis
he
right
religion,
but
most
leople do not know:

1233 For the whole of this section compareGen.40thchapter,whioh,
however, omits
Joseph'sprenching.The
two youths were the butler end thebaker.
1234 It should be noted that in the case of the four dreams mentioned in this chapter,
in v. 4 and Pharaoh'sdream
viz. the two recorded here and Joseph'sdreammentioned
mentioned in v. 43, the word used for seeing a vision is the same word a76 (from rulyat,
meaning to see) a8 is used for the seeing of ordinary things. This consideretion
would help
us in interpreting correctly many verses of the Qur-&n and the sayings of the Holy Prophet.

THE KING’S VISION

CE.XII.]

shall give his lord to drink
wine ; and as for the other, he
shell be crucified, so that the
birdsshalleat from his head:
the matter is decreed concerning which you inquired.
42 And he said to him whom
he knew would be delivered of
thetwo: Rememberme with
your lord ; but the devil caused
him to forget mentioning (it) to
his lord, so he remained in the
prison a few years.123j
SECTION 6
The King’s Yision anditsInterpretation

by Joseph

43 And the king said :I236
Surely I see
seven
fat kine
diich seven lean ones defoured; and sevei~green ea,rs
~ n d(seven) others
dry;
0
:hiefs ! explain to me my
lream, if you can interpret the
lream.
44 They
said:
Confused
[reams,and we do not know
heinterpretation
of dreams.
45 And of the 5\70 (prisoners)
le who had founddeliverance
,nd remembered after a long
ime said : I Gill inform you of
ts interpretation, so let m e go ;
46 Joseph! 0 truthfulone!
xplaiu to us seven fat kine
:hich seven
lean
ones deoured, and sevengreen
ears
nil (seven) othersdry,that I
my go back to the people so
nat theymay know.
47 H e said: You shall sow
)r seven years ns usual, then
hat you reap leave it inits
ar except a. lit’tle of which you
34t.

48 Thenthereshall

come

her that seven years of hard-

nip which shalleat awayall
]at you havebeforehand laid
1235 The word M$ ’is applied to indicate a number from three to ten. Some lexioologists,
however, consider it to be applicable from one to ten (LL).
1236 Compare this section with Gen. 41 : 1-81.
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u p in store for them, except
a
little of what you shallhave
preserved :
49 Then there will oome
after
that
a year
in
which
and in
people
shall
have
rain
which they &all press (grapes).
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SECTION- 7
Joeeph in cleared of theCharge

Ar. t h y .

Or.?nun&
feat.

and raised to Eminence

50 iind the king said: Bring
him to me. So when
the
him, he
messenger
came
to
eaid: Go back to your lord
m d ask him, what is the case
2f thewomenwhocuttheir
hands; surely my Lord knows
;heirdevice.
51 He said: How wasyour
tffair when you sought Joseph
io yield himself (to you) ?I237
Fhey said : Remoteis
Allah
:from imperfection),weknew
)f no evil on his part,. The
:hief's wife said : Now has the
;ruth become established : I
sought him to yield himself (to
ne), and he is mostsurely of
'he truthful ones.
52 Thisisthat
he might
;now that I have not been unaithfultohiminsecretand
hat Allah doesnotguidethe
levice of the unfsithfu1.1238

PART x111
53 And I do not
declare
~yself
free,
most
surely
nan's) self is wonttocomland(himto
do) evil, except
uch as m y Lord
has
had
lercyon : surelymyLordis
'orgiving, Merciful.1239
1237 That is, the king said to the women.
1238 These are the words of Joseph, who explains his conduct in preferring to remain in
prison until hisinnocence was established. But they
may also be attributed to Potiphar's
wife as an assurance to Joseph.
1239 These are generally accepted to be the words of Joseph, though some are inclined to
attribute them to Potiphar's wife. Even taking the first view, there is no objection, for the
prophets of God never attribute any good to themselves, but attribute all good to the Great
Source of Qoodness-God.
Man's self is here called ammdraoh, i.e. one wont to cownland. It
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54 And the king said : Bring
him to me, I will choose him
for myself. So whenhehad
spoken
with
him,
he
said:
Surely you are in our presence
to honourable,
day
an
a,
faithful one.
55 H e said : Placeme (in
tuthority) over thetreasures
3f t'he land, surely I am a good
keeper, knowing well.
56 Andthus
did We give
io Joseph power in the landE had mastery in it wherever
le liked : R7e send down Our
nercyonwhomWe
please,
md We do not waste
the
tevard of thosewho do good.
57 And certainly the reward
)f the hereafter is much better
or those
who
believe and
pard (against evil).

SECTION 8
Joseph helps him Brothere

58 And Joseph's
brothers
.ame and went in to him, and
le knew them, while they did
I:lot recognize him.
59 And whenhefurnished
t hemwiththeirprovision,he
S&id: Bring to me a brother of
5.'ours from your father : do you
tlot see that I give full measure
a,nd that I am thebest of hosts 1
60 But if youdo not bring
h.im to me, you shallhave no
n'leasure (of corn) from me, nor
Shall you come near me.
61 They said : We will strive
his
father
yield in
t c! make
PEspect of him, and we are
61iretodo(it).

~-

is in fact the lowest stage in the spiritual growth of man. His inner self, as it were, again and
&gaincommands him t o do evil, but he refraius from doing it, being involved ES it were in a
great struggle to get out of the poner of evil. The next stage is called the lawwdmah, which
is referred to in 75 : 2 as the self-acewing apivit, when the slightest departure from the path
of rectitude st once rouses thepangs of the conscience. Thethird stage is the stage of
perfection-the mupna'innah, or the soul at rest, where it is in perfect peace, having attained
the goal of perfection. See 2732.
Those who have attained the second stage in the spiritual advancement and those who
haveattainedthe
goal of perfection are spoken of as those on whom the Lord ha8 had
mercy.
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62 And hesaidtohisservants : Put their money1240 into
their bags that they may recognize it whenthey go back to
theirfamily, so that they may
comeback.
63 So when they returned to
theirfather,theysaid
: 0 our
father, the measure is withheld
f4om us, therefore send with us
ourbrother, (so that)wemay
getthemeasure,and
we will
most surely guard him.
64 H e said : I cannottrust
in you withrespecttohim,
except as I trusted in you with
respecttohisbrotherbefore;
but Allah isthe best Keeper,
and H e is the most Merciful of
bhe merciful ones.
65 Andwhent’heyopened
theirgoods,theyfoundtheir
money returned to them. They
mid: 0 our father!
what
{more)canwedesire
? This
.s our property returned to us,
m d we will bring corn for our
Ealnily andguard our brother,
m d will haveinadditionthe
aeasure of a camel-(load) ; this
.s an easy measure.
66 H e said : I mill byno
neans send him with you until
i o u give me a firm covenant in
illah’s namet,hat you mill most
:ertainly bring him back to me,
~ n l e s syou are completely sur,ounded.And Then they gave
lim theircovenant,hesaid:
illah is the one in whom trust
s placed as regardswhatwe
aY.
67 And he said : 0 my sons I
.o not (all)enter by one gate
nd enter by different gates,12*’
nd 1 cannotavail you aught
gainst 911ah : judgment is only
h h ’ s : on Him do I rely, and
are reliant
n Him let those who
3ly.
1240 Bidh’oh nqaus w r e l m l d i s e , or a portio+&of o w ’ 8 property which one send8 for tvajic
biGd’ah, because it is a man’s stock with which he can traffic.
1241 Jacob, it seems, had come to know by Divine revelation that Joseph was there, and
therefore he ordered them to enter by different gates 80 that Joseph might find his brother.

(S,LL). Momy is also called

THE YOUNGEBT BROTHER
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68 And when they had
entered as their
father
had
bidden them, it did notavail
themaughtagainst
Allah,but
(it wasonly) a, desire inthe
soul of Jacob which he
satisfied ; andsurelyhe
was possessed of knowledge
because
We had given him knowledge,
but most people do notknow.1242
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SECTION 9
The Youngest Brother

As. t h y .
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69 And when they went in
to Joseph, he lodged his brother
with himself,
saying
: I am
your brother, therefore grieve
not at \That theydo.
70 So when he
furnished
them with their provisions,
(some one) placed the drinking
cup
in
his brother's bag.1243
Then a criercried
out :124" 0
cmavm ! you. are most surely
thieves.
71 They said while they
nere facing them : What is it
that you miss ?
72 Theysaid:We miss the
king's drinking
cup,
and
he
who shall bring it shall have a

The next verse makes it clear when it s a p : And s w e l y ire was poJscesed of lmowledge because
Tl'e had giucn h i m knozuledge. The statement is corroborated by Mid. Hab and Midr Jalkut.
See Rodwell's note.
1242 The Bible narrative represents Jacob as being quile ignorant in the matter.
1243 Though the Bible narrative ascribes the placing
of the cup to Joseph, the Qur-An
of provisions WES notdonebyJoseph
does notsay so. I t is evidentthatthefurnishing
himself, It wassomebody else whocarried out the ordersandfurnished the provisions ;
fromtheprecedingsectionit
is clear thatJoseph'sservants
did so, and when he had to
return the money he had to give a n order to that eifect to his servents. And therefore it was
by theking'sservantsthatthedrinking-cup(which
belonged to theking)wasplacedin
was done intentionally or wa8
the bag of Joseph's brother. I t is not stated here vhether it
putthere by mistake: the wordsmayimplyeither,buteven
if theservants put it there
intentionallyit ma,y have been doneas m act of specie1 favour to "Benjamin, the wellsuch kindness 88
beloved" brother, seeing that Joseph, on their first visit, treated them with
even to give instructions that their money should
be put into their begs.
1244 IC is another mistake to suppose that the crier was the very person
who had placed
thecupthere, As v. 72 mekesitcleer,it
was the king's drinking-cup-inother
words it
W ~ not
E
Joseph'e p r s o n d property, but the property of the king, or government property ;
and it is clear thst the men who distributed corn were different from those who had charge
of the king'sproperty.
This would show that the cup waa really misp!wed unintentionally.
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camel.load,and I amresponsible for it.
73 Theysaid:ByAllah
!
you know for certainthatwe
havenotcometomakemischief intheland,andweare
not thieves.
74 They ‘mid : Butwhat
of this,
shall be therequital
if you are liars ?
75 Theysaid : Therequital
of thisisthattheperson
in
whose bag itisfound
shall
himself be (held for) the satisfaction
thereof;
thus
do
we
punish the wrongdoers.
76 So hebeganwiththeir
sacks beforethesack
of llis
iJrother,1246thenhebroughtit
out from his
brother’s
sack.
Thus did We plan for the sake
of Joseph ;I246 it was not’(1awful) thatheshouldtakehis
hrotherundertheking’slaw
m l e s s Allah pleased ; We raise
the degrees of whomsoever We
one
please,andaboveevery
possessed of knowledge is the
All-knowing one.
77 Theysaid:
If hesteal,
brother of his
did
indeed
3ted before;1*47 but
Joseph
heart and
kept itsecretinhis
lid not disclose it to the,m. He
said: You areinan
evil conlitionand
Allah knowsbest
#hat you state,
78 Theysaid: 0 chief!he
]as afather, a very old man,

1245 The personal pronoun his refcrs to Joseph. This
was done out of respect for that
brother, for they knew thatJosephhad
lodged him withhimself.
1246 This mslies it clear that this was not
Joseph’s plan, but a Divine plan.
I n other
words, the circumstances were made to assist Joseph to keep his brother with him. Joseph’s
desire,nodoubt,
was to retainhisbrotherBenjaminwhiletheothersreturned;buthe
was unable to do so under the laws of Egypt, as is shown by what follows. Circumstances,
however, enabled him to satisfy his desire.
The Qur-An here tells us how one living under
m aliengovernmentshouldabide
by the laws of that government.
1247 The referenoe is said to be to Joseph’s having taken
away an image belonging to
his mother’s father. Compare
sen. 31 : 19 : “ And Rachel had stolen the images that were
her father’s.” Christian critics
say there is a confusion here between the stories of Joseph
end Reohel. But there is nothing to show that the Qur-bn actually regards Joseph as having
stolen an idol. It is very probable that his brothers made
a false statement to cast a veil
over their own shame. Joseph’s reply
shows that he treated this statement
as a falsehood,
because he spoke of them as being i n an evil condition.
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therefore
retain
one of us in
his d e a d ; surely we see you to
be of the doers of good.
79 H e said : Allah protect us
that we should seize otherthan
him with whom we found our
property, for then most surely
we would be unjust.

b r . thee.
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SECTION 10
Joseph discloses his Identity to his Brothers

80 T h e n w h e n t h e y d e spaired of ‘him,theyretired,

Ax, t h y .

.

conferring privately together.
The eldest of themsaid: Do
you not know that your father
took from you acovenantin
Allah’s name, and how you fell
short of your duty with respect
to Joseph before?therefore I
will by no means depart from
this land until my father permit
me or Allah decide for me,
and He is the best of the
judges :
81 Go back to your fbther
and say : 0 our fsther ! surely
your son committed theft, and
we do not bear witnessexcept
to what we haveknown, and
we could not keep watch over
the unseen :
82 And inquire in the town
in which we were and
the
caravan with which we proceeded, and most surely we are
truthful.
83 He said: Nay, your souls
have madea maiter light for
you, so patience is good : maybe Allah will bring them all
together to me; surely H e
is the KnowTing, the Wise.
84 And he turned away from
them, andsaid: 0 my sorrow
lor Joseph! and his eyes were
611ed1*4*(with tears) on account
Df the grief, and he wa8 a, represser (of grief).

-

1248 Iby@$n and 6ayya$n convey almost identical significance, and under the latter we

find

&cb)\

&“

meaning amln’n-ha,i.e. he$lled the vessel, and bayyada-h?i also signifies

aj?agha.hzl, i.e. he emptied it (TA). LL also gives this significance of the words. I’Ab, too,
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85 They said: By
Allah!
you will not cease1249 to reyou are
memberJosephuntil
a prey to constant diseaselzm or
(until) you are of thosewho
perish.
86 H e said,.: I only complain
of my grief and
sorrow
to
Allah,and I knowfrom 911ah
what you do not know.12jl
87 0 mysons! go andinquire
respecting
Joseph
and
his
brother,
and
despair
not
of Bllah’s mercy ; surely none
despairs of Allah’s
mercy
excepttheunbelievingpeople.
88 So whentheycamein
to him,theysaid:
0 chief!
distress has afflicted us and our
family and we havebrought
scantymoney, so give us full
measureand be charitable to
us: surely Allah rewardsthe
haritable.
89 Hesaid: Do youknow
now youtreatedJosephand
you were
lis
brother
when
gnorant ?
90 They
said:
Are you
ndeed Joseph 1 H e said : I am
roseph and this is my brother;
illah has indeed been gracious
o us ; surelyhewhoguards
against evil) and is patient
is rewarded)forsurely
Allah
of
Loes notwastethereward
hose who dogood.
91 Theysaid:By
Allah I
L O Whas AIlah certainly chosen
IOU over
us,
and
we
were
ertainlysinners.
92 He said: (There shall be)
.o reproof against
youthis
.
ay;lnbs Allah may forgive you,

interpretsthe words as meaning the $11ing of eyes w i t h tears (Rz). Thestory of Jacob
becoming blind in his grief for the loss of Joseph may be rejected, as it has for its basis only
this word.
1249 T a f % a 6here
u
stands for ld tafta‘u, the 16 being omitted (Rz).
1260 Ham4 is, according to Q, a person who is in a disordered and diseased state, so that
he is one from whom good is notexpected, nor is evil fearedfrom him. Hence it isalso
applied to one who i s at the point of death. It also signifies one who fails d o m so that he is
trot able @ rise again (TA), or m e a$ected by constant disease (AZ-LL), which s e e m to be the
meming here.
1251 This shows clearly that he knew by Divine revelation that Joseph w a s alive.
1252 How much the Holy Prophet regarded the story of Joseph ES E prophetic description

ISRAELGOES

TO EGYPT

and He is the most Merciful
of the merciful.
93 Take thismyshirt
and
cast it before my father,lzb3 he
will come to know,*”* and
coma to me with all your
families.
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SECTION 11
Israel goes t o Egypt
94-101. JacobinEgypt.
in the Holy Prophet’s hfe.

102-104. Thehistory

94 And whenthecaravan
had departed, their father said :
Most surely I perceive the
greatness of Joseph,unless you
pronounceme
to be weak in
judgment.1255
95 They said : By Allah, you
are most surely in your old
error.
96 So when
the
bearer
of
good news
came
he cast it
before him,a so became
he
certain? H e said : Did I not
say to you that I know from
Allah what you do not know 1

of Joseph is repeated
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of the events that were to befall him is shown by the following report. I t is related that the
Apostle of Allah, may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon him, took hold of the two
sides of the gate of the Ka’ba on the day of the conquest (of Mecca) and said to the Quraish :
How do you think I will treot y o u ? They said : We hope for good, a noble brother and the
y my brother Joseph said: ‘‘ There shall be no
son of a noble brother. Then he said : I s ~ as
reproof against you this day ’’ (Rz).

1253

L,,-2

3

may eithermeanhforemyfatkr’dfaceor

before myfathe?, forwaj-h,

also means grit, or person, and being themostnoblepart
is used forthewhole.Joseph’s
giving them a shirt was in allusion to their first false statement about marks of blood on his
shirt when they pretended that a wolf had torn him.
1254 The words

lw. i j

do not imply thatJacob

was blindand

recovered his

B q i ~means one mho aces things with the
eyesight when Joseph’s shirt was cast on his face.
eyes, &s well as one eltdolced zoith mental perception or one knmuing (9, M, A, Q, Msb-LL). And

4 w, 6\means

I am knowing msyecting it (Msb-LL]. All that is meant is that when

Jacob saw Joseph’s shirk he would possess certain knowledge of Joseph’s abiding place ; for
though he knew by Divine reveletion that Joseph W&B yet alive, he did not know the actual
plaoe of his habitation.
1266 Whenthecaravaninwhich
were Joseph’s brothersdepartedfromEgypt,
Jacob
again received assurmce from on highabontJoseph,
so he said tc thoseabouthim that
he perceived the power of Joseph, i.e. he aaw that Joseph W’RS a man who possessed power.
The word rill signifies both wind and predominance or power (LL). Hence I render the word
as’meaning greatness.
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97 They said : 0 our father !
ask forgiveness of our faults for
us, surely we were sinners.
98 H e said : I will askfor
you forgiveness from my Lord;
surely He is the Forgiving, the
Merciful.
.
99 Then when they came in
to Joseph, he took his parents
tolodgewithhimandsaid:
Enter safe into Egypt, if Allah
please.lZZ6
100 And he raised his parents
uponthe
throne1237 andthey
made obeisance to12Z8 him, and
he said : 0 my father ! this is
the significance of my vision of
old : my Lord has indeed made
itto
be true:andHewas
indeedkindtomewhen
He
brought
me
forth
from
the
prisonandbrought
you from
thedesertafterthatthe
devil
hadsowndissensionsbetween
me and nty brothers : surely my
Lord is benignant to whom H e
pleases : surely H e is the
Knowing,theWise.
101 My Lord!Thouhast
givenme of thekingdomand
taught me of the interpretation
of sayings:Originator
of the
heavensandtheearth
! Thou
srt my guardian in this world
sndthehereafter;makeme
lie n na?bslim and join me with
the good.
102 This is of the announcementsrelatingtotheunseen
[which)
We
reveal
to you,
tnd you were notwiththem

1266 Leah was Rachel’s elder sister and a wife of Jacob (Gen. 29, 16-28). The fact that
Rachelwasdeadin
nu way contradictsthisstatement,
because Leah would be Joseph’s
motherin both capacities,ashismother’ssisterandashisfather’swife.
1257 Theroyalthroneisnotmeanthere,
for Joseph himself didnotsit
on the royal
throne.Josephraisedhisparents
to his own raised seat; or the meaning may be that he
placed them in a good position. Compare Gen.
47 : 11: ‘ I And Joseph placed his father and
his brethren, and gave them a possession in the land of Egypt, in the best of the lend.”
1258 The words do not definitely state who it was that made obeisance. I t may have been
the people of Egypt who did obeisance to Joseph a8 a mark of his high dignity, for it is not
necesaarg that the number of men m&ing obeisance should
be the same as the number
of
sters in Joseph’s vision. All that t.he vision m e m t was that Joseph would be raised to grest
dignity. Or the meaning may be that when Joseph’s parents and his brothers
saw.tbe great
dignity to which Joseph had attained, they made obeisance to Allah on account of Joseph. ‘
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when they resolved upontheir
affair, and they were
devising
plans.12je
103 And most men will not
believe though you desire it
eagerly.
104 And you do not ask them
areward
for
for this : it isnothing
but a reminder for all mankind.

I

Ar. tho*
desirest.
hr. t h w
dost.
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SECTION 12

A LessonfortheProphet’s
105-109. Unbelievers warned.
111. A lesson.

Opponents in theHistories of the Former
Prophets
110.Divine assistance shall not bo withheld.

105 And how many a sign
the
heavens
and
the
earth
/ iinwhich
theypass by,yet

AI. eXCQ1Jt

that they
associate.

they
turn
fromaside
it.
106 And most of them do
not believe in Allah withoZLt
associating others (with Him).
107 Do theythen feel secure
1 1;hat theremay come to them
tn extensive chastisement from
411ah or Ithat)thehourmav
home to them’suddenly whiG
they do not perceive?
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1259 It is indeed strange to find men like Rodwell and Muir giving vent to their feelings of
hatred of the Holy Prophet on occasions like this. The remark that
‘I Muhammad must
at
this period, while recasting and working up these materials, have entered upon a course of
wilful dissimulation and deceit (although the end would justify to him the means employed)
in claiming inspiration for them ” (Rodwell) is due to crass ignorance if not to deep malice.
It has already been noted how the Qur-an, after relating that which befell the opponents of
a prophet, immediately changes the subject, hinting that the same punishment
was in store
for theopponents of the Holy ProphetMuhammed, and throughout the Holy Q u r h the
anbQ-ul-ghaib, or the announcements relating to the unseen, signify, not the ancient histories of
paat prophets, but a repetition of thosehistories in the life of the Holy Prophet Muhan~mad.
Take this case, for instance. The present history
of Joseph ends in the last verse with his
prayer for being classed with the righteous at his death, and there is a reversion in this verse
to the similar events that befell or must befall the Holy Prophet. It has already been shown
how the events in the lives of the two prophets closely resembled each other. The reference
in (‘When they resolved upon their affair and they were devising plans ” is to the resolution
of the Quraish and their plans of either killing him or banishing h i m or imprisoning h i m (see
8 : 30,where the very word yantkurzln is used for these plans). The
two verses which follow
and the whole of thenext section show stillmoreclearly that the change of subjecthas
already been introduced. The Qur-&n does not relate stories for the sake of giving information of the past, but for the lessons which they afford for the future guidance of man: hence
it omitsmanydetailsand
long portions,andmentionssometimesapparently
itisthat
triflingincidents, when theseminorincidentshavesomebearing
on thefuture, while the
others have not. Compare
421, 1185,and 1212.
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is myway:

I andthose

who follow mebeingcertain,8
and glory be to Allah, and I am
not one of thepolytheists.
109 And Wehavenotsent
men
from
before y o u hut
(among)
the
people
of t,he
towns, to whom We
sent
revelations.
Have
they
not
thentravelledinthelandand
seen what was the end of those
before them? and certainly the
abode of thehereafter is best
for thosewhoguard(against
evil) ; doyounotthenunderstand ?
110 Untilwhentheapostles
t h e people bedespairedand
came
sure
that
they
were
indeed
told
lie,
aOur
help
whom We
cametothemand
pleased was delivered ; and Our
punishment is not averted from
theguilty people.12~0
111 I n theirhistoriesthere
is certainly a lesson for men of
understanding. I t is not
a
1mrrative
which
could
he
forged,
but
verification
a
of
what is before itb and a distinct
explanation of all things and a
guide and a mercy to a people
who believe.

1260 Thepersonalpronouns,
if notrightlyunderstood,quitedistortthesense
of the
so stubbornthatthe
apostles
pnssage. The apostles ‘warn their people, but thelatterare
at length despair of their people benefiting by the varning. The
people, on the other hand,
were sure, on account of the de!ay of the punishment, that what the prophets had spoken to
them about the warning and the conling of the punishment was a lie. Then it is that the
promised help for the prophets a,nd the punishment with which the evildoers are threatened
never despair of Divine assistance coming tothemin
come to them.Thattheprophets
accordance with Divine promise is clear from what has already
been said in Y. 87: ‘ I For
none despairs of Allah’s mercy except the unbelieving people.”

CHAPTER XI11
THE THUNDER
(Al-Ra’d)
REVE.4LED AT %IECC$

(6 sections and 43

zerses)

Abstract :
Sea. 1. Truth of Revelation.
Sec. ?. Demand for punishment.
Sec. 3. Righteousness will bring its reward and transgression its evil consequences.
Sec. 4. Miracles of the Q u r - h .
Sec. 5 . Opposition shall fail.
Sec. 6. Steady progress of truth.

The Title.
THIS chapter is namedthe Thunder fromtheanalogy of therain,whichis
often likened
to rcvelntion in the Holy Qur-An. As the rain is a mercy from “ d , so is revelation, yet as
rain is accompanied with thunder and lightning,
so rerelation is accompanied with warning
of punishment,thoughitsreal
object is to confer benefit.Thusthename
of thischapter
of
gires us a hint as
to its subject-matter. It hasnecessarily to deal with the punishment
the offenders, yet punishment must not be mistaken to be t,he object of revelation.

Context and subject-matter.
I t deals with the truth
of revelation, and a reference
to previous history in the chapter
preceding t l p last is here followed by a discussionas t o the fate of theopponents of the
Holy Prophet. As regardstheinternalarrangement
of the verses of thischapter,it
will
be seen that it opens with a n assertion as to the truth of Divine revelation, and points to the
numeroussigns in physical nature which bear mitness to its truth ; butnotsatisfiedwith
these signs, the unbelievers demand that the punishment with
which they were threatened
asbeingtheirultimatefateshouldovertakethem.Thesecondsectionisareplytothis
demand. There is a law according
to which nations rise and fall, and the fall
of idolaters,
with that bw.
and the rise of the Muslim nation,,were to be brought about in accordance
Here it is that the warning is compared to thunder, revelation
being rain, the suggestion
being that a demand for punishment is a8 foolish as a desire to be struck by lightning instead
are told that there is no
of being benefited by the rain. In the third section the unbelievers
showing of partiality for one or hatred for another in Divine nature,butthatitisin
accordance with Divine laws that righteousness should bring its own reward, while oontinued
transgression must be followed by evil consequences. And why should they again and again
we are told in the fourth
demand a miraclefromwithout?Themuch-talked-ofmiracles,
which the Holy Book brings
section, are miracles which work within man. The satisfaction
to the hearts of the true believers, the great transformntion which it was to bring about in
the world, the moving away of the peat mountains which were obstacles to the spread of
truth, and the quickening of those who were dead in spirit, were the reel miracles which D
407
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SECTION 1
Truth of Reyelation
1-5. Signsinnatureforman’sguidance.

6,7. Demandforpunishment,

Inthename
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

a 13.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thy.

b

896.

1 I a m Allah, the Knowing,
;he Seeing.1261 Thesearethe
terses of the Book ;* and that
which is revealedto you from
your Lord is the truth,but
nost people do not believe.
2 Allah is n e who raised
h e heavens without any pillars
;hat you see, and H e is firm in
sun
and He made the
tnd the moon subservient(to
rou); each
one
pursues
its
:ourse to an appointedtime ;
3 e regulates the affair, making
!dear thecommunicationsthat
~ o umay be certain of meeting
‘our Lord.

heavenly book should work among men ; and this is whet the Qur-8n was destined to do, and
what it had already effected to a remarkable extent. There
was no doubt great opposition,
and mountains of difficulties had risen to obstruct the spread
of truth ; but this opposition,
we are told in the fifth section, was destined to fail because truth must spread in the world
and prevail over falsehood, and the time must come when the righteous should no more
be
mocked at, but shouldprosper, because theprosperity of truth was bound up withtheir
prosperity. The closing section brings in the
evidence of the progress of truth, which, however slow, was certainly steady. Unbelief was already at a discount, for while the ranks
of
the unbelievers continued to be thinned, the number of Muslims was gradually increasing.

Date of revelation.
Thischapter,likethethreesisterchaptersprecedingitand
the two that follow it,
revealed at Mecca, andallsix of them belong to aboutthesameperiod,viz.
to the
period preceding the flighttoMedina,
as does also the16thchapter,all
of themdealing
with and affirming the truth of revelation, and speaking as it mere t h e last word on that
pointpreparetoryto
the flight to Medina. V. 41 clear\y showsthaf, truthwasgradually
gaiuing ground, and tho reference to the curtailing
of the sides in that verse either refers
to the conversions which were made in Medina or to the increasing number of conversions
at Mecca itaelf, which even the severest opposition had not
been abletocheck.Similarly
there is a reference in v. 42, in the word m k r , to the plans of the opponents by which they
sought to deal a final blow to the movement by taking away the life of the Holy Prophet.
W ~ E

’

1261 The letters are alif, standing for nnd and meaning I , lrirn for Allah, mdm’for a’lam,
meaning the Knouting, and ra’ for rd‘ee, i.e. the Seeing.
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3 And H e it is mho spread
the earth and made in it firm
mountainsand rivers, and of
all fruits EIe has madein
it
two kinds ; He makes the night
cover theday ; most surely
for a
therearesignsinthis
people who reflect.
4 And in the earth there are
tracts side by side and gardens
of grapesand corn andpalmtrees having
one
root and
(others) having distinct rootsthey
are
watered with one
water, and We makesome of
themto excel others in fruit;
mostsurely there are signs in
this for a people who understand.1262
5 And if you would wonder,
then wondrous is their saying :
What ! when we are.dust, shall
we then certainly be in a new
creation ? These are they who
disbelieve in their Lord,and
these
have
chains on their
necks, andtheyaretheinmates of thefire; in itthey
shall abide.1263
6 And they
ask
you to
hasten on the evil before the
good, and indeed there have
b eeexne m p l a r y
punishments126' before them : and
most surely yotlr Lordis t,he
Lord of forgiveness to people,

1262 Unity in diversity is observable in the whole of nature, which is a sure sign of the
Gnity of the great Author of all existence. Besides this, BS there is a differenoe in the produce of different tracts, though they are subject to the same laws of nature, even so are the
hearts of men in relation t o the growth of the,seed of virtue which is sown by revelation.
1263 The chains spoken of here are the chains which keep them constrained to evil usages
and wicked courses. Bd's explanation is that they are constrained to e n " , tlteir deEiueranee
cantlot be hoped for. Hfsays it is t o describe their- great persistence in error that this form
is used,like ES the poet says: >Q\
J
!
$ \ &>\
& pkl i.e. thay are kept back
from the right course by chains aud restraints. .4H adds : The chaiw here sig11ify their corrupt
practices, ahich are Eike chains on theiv necks. It should be noted that ES those very invisible
chains which keep E man constrained to an evil course in this life become the visible chains
of thenext life, so also thefire of theheart-burningsarisingfromdisappointmentsand
avarice would become t h e palpable fire of that life. Such is the true nature of the hell of the
next life, which really begins in this very life.
1264 AlapuEdt is the plural of awgkzh which, according to Rgh, means e punishment that
c o w s down upon a man so that he i s made an exaelple by which another is restrained. JB and
Kt translate the word as meaning punishment that ooertook rejecterd like them.
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SECTION 2
Demand for Punishment
8-10, Allah knows good-doers and evil-doers. 11. Rise and fall of nations.
12, 13. He threatens that you maymend.
14-13. Truth willprevail.

8 Allah knowswhatevery
femalebears, and that of which
the wombs fallshort of completionandthatin
which they
increase; and there is a measure
with Him of everything :I267

y&\4&9@E,&s.&

&$;J:\<$E,;~/$\&$
O4q&$>k

&,>g

1265 Swely your Lwd is the Lord of forgiveness to people, notwiths:anding their injusticp,
is a Quranic teaching which one \Tould in vain seek elsewhere. The word FuZm or injustice.
as has been shown elsewhere, includes all kinds of iniquities and wrongs, whether erroneous
beliefs or evil practices.The
Meocans were warnedagainandagainandtheydemanded
that the threatened punishment should overtake them, but they aretold that the Merciful God
would deal with them not according
to their iniquities, but according to His vast and comprehensiveforgiveness.
The sameprincipleisenunciatedindifferent
words in 3 9 : 53:
“ Say : 0 my servants who have acted extravagantly against their
own souls, do not despair
of the mercy of Allah ; surely Allah forgives the faults altogether, surely He is the Forgiving,
the Merciful. ”
But when evil outsteps all bounds, His very mercy, which must be exercised towards His
righteous servants, then requires that the iniquitous should not
be left without punishment.
Hence the Lord is also severe in requiting evil.
1266 The words >b7;

&J

mayrefertotheHolyProphet,as

being a Warner to

the Arabs, who were directly addressed by him and who directly opposed his mission, and as
being a guide for all the nations of the earth, the reference thus being to the universality of
his mission, The commentators generally
consider this phrase to be independent of the first
part of the sentence, thus taking the meaning to be and there i s a guide ,for every people, and
then explain it BS signifFing either that the Holy Prophet was a Warner in the same manner
as there had been before him a guide for every people, being the equivalent of what is said
in 35 : 24, and there is not a people but a Warner hns gone among them ; or that the Prophet
was only a Warner, while it rested with Allah to guide people in the right way, He being the
true Guide (Rz).
1367 By “ t h e fallingshort of wombs of completion ” and by ‘ I their inmesaing ” is
meant respectively the absence of gestation and the completion of gestation ; and by there
being E measure of everythingismeantthateverything
is adapted to a particularend.
The object of this verse is to state that it is known to Allah whether a person will be righteous
or-wicked. This is not only clear from what has been said before, but SIEO from what follows.
It is to apprise the opponents of the Holy Prophet of the fact that their mischiefs are k n o m
to Allah, and the meaning is expressed more clearly i q v. 10, whioh is again followed by the
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9 The Knower of the unseen
andtheseen,theGreat,the
Most High.
10 Alike (to Him) among you
is he who conceals (his) words
and he who speaks them openly,
andhewho
hides himself by
night and (who) goes forth by
&y.'268
11 For his sakethereare
angels following oneanother,
before him andbehindhim,
who guard him by Allah's commandment ;I269 surely Allah
does notchangethe condition
of a people untiltheychange
their own
condition
; and
when Allah intends evil to
apeople,there
is noaverting
it, and besides Him they have
no protector.
12 He it iswho shows you
the lightning causing fear and
hope and (who) bringsupthe
heavy cloud.
13 And the thunder declares
His glory with His praise, and
the angels too for awe of Him ;
and He sends the thunderbolts
andsmiteswiththem
dlom
He pleases, yettheydispute
concerningAllah,
andHe
is
mighty in prowess.
14 To Him is duethetrue
prayer;andthose
whom they
pray to besides Allah give them
no answer,but(they
are)like
,;e who stretches forth his two
nands towardswaterthatit
nay reach hismouth, but it
#ill not
reach
it
; andthe
?rayer of the unbelievers is
mly in error.

still plainer statement that no nation can hope for & good and prosperous future if it does
not forsake the ways of evil.
1268 The reference is no doubt to the secret and open counsels against the Prophet and to
enemies seeking his life by dey and by night. A perusal of the history of his life shows that
those who sought his life sometimes followed him secretly when he went out to pray during
the early hours of the morning, and sometimes openly followed him in the daytime with an
evil purpose.
guwdian angels referred
1269 While the statement is no doubt general and refers to the
vouchsafed to the
to in 6 : 61, there is a deeper allusion to the Divine protection specially
Holy Prophetagainst
the numerousenemiesamongwhomhe
lived dayandnight.
Mu'aqr$b& means following one another andthe guardian angels of man &re so celled
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15 Andwhoever
is inthe
heavensandtheearthmakes
obeisancetoAllahonly,
willingly and unwillingly, and their
shaclows too at morn and eve.'
16 S B ~ Who
:
is the Lord of
the
heavens
and
the
earth?
Say : Alloh. Say : Do you take
then
besides
Him
guardians
whodo not controlanyprofit
or harm for themselves ? Say :
Arethe
blind andtheseeing
alike? Or can
the
darkness
and
the
light
be equal? Or
havetheysetupwith
Allah
associates
who
have
created
creation like His, so that what
is createdbecameconfusedto
them
S a?y :
Allah the
is
Creator of all things,andHe
istheOne,the
Supreme.1"!"^
17 He
sends
down water
from
the
cloud,
then
watercourses flow (with
water)
according to their measure, and
the
torrent
hears
along
the
swellingfoam,andfromwhat
theymeltinthe
fire forthe
sake of makingornaments or
apparatu~12~9 arises
a scum like
i t : thusdoes
Allah compare
truthandfalsehood;thenas
for the scum, it passes away as
worthlessthing ; and as for
that which profits the people, it
tarries in the earth ; thus does
Allah set forth parables.12"
18 For those who respond to
their Lord is good; and (as for)
thosewhodonotrespondto
Him, had they all that is in the

beoause they follow one another during day and night, man being at no moment deprived of
their guardianship.
1269r The verse lays down the principle in the most clear
and emphatic words that all
oreation has been brought into existence
solely by Allah, and that those who are taken as
gods besides Allah(Christ being one of them)havenotcreatedanything.The
words so
tlut what ie created became confused to t l w n signify that the things made by men 0811 never
be so like the oreation of nature that the two should ever beoome mixed up.
1270 X a t d ' includes here all k h d s of t h i n g s necessary for the life o j man, szlch as utenoils,
tools, i m . p l e a e t l t s , and instruments o f w a r (S).
1271 The parable set forth here signifies that the Holy Prophet and
his followers, being
meantforthe good of mankind, will live and prosper; on the other hand, the
worthlegs
umges and customs of the Mecoans, as well &s those who upheld them, shall be swept sway
before the mighty current of truth as rubbish is borne away by a torrent.
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and the like thereof with
! earth
it they would certainly offer it
for a ransom. (As for) those,
a n evil reckoning
shall
be
theirsandtheir agode is hell,
and evil is theresting-place.
I

SECTION, 3
Righteousness will bring its RewardandTransgreEsion
Consequences
19-24. Therighteousandtheirreward.
their end.

ita Evil

25, 26. Thetransgressorsand

19 Is hethenwhoknows
that what has been revealed to
y o u from y o w Lord is the truth
like him mho is blind?Only
those possessed of understanding wfil mind,
20 Those who fulfill the
promise of Allah and do not
break the covenant,
21 And thosewho join that
which Allah has bidden to be
joined";Z m d have awe of their
Lord and fear the evil reckoning.
22 And those who are conjtallt,"" seekingthe piensuw
)f theirLord,andkeepup
?rLyer and spend (benevolently)
)ut of whatWe
have given
;hem secretlyand openly and
:epel evil with good ;1Pi4 as for
;hose,
they
shall
have the
,happy)issue of theabode,
-.
.
". .

-

verse deals withman'sduty
i o his Maker, thistreats of the
'hilt :the previous
relations with His creatures. " What Allah has bidden to-be joined " includes all those ties
of love and relationship which Allah has taught man to observe and keep inviolate.
1273 Patience intrialsand
sufferings is only one of theideas which the word !ah'
conveys. According to Rgh, sabr is the keeping oneseZf constrained to that tuhieh reason or
law requires, or to luithhold f r o m t h a t f r o m which they require to witAhold, which in similar
words may be put a3 being confitant in doinggood and refrailsing from evil.
1274. This passage lays down the noble doctrine of meeting evil with good, which
religion.
Christiansgenerally put forward a8 being taught nowhere butintheChristian
TheQur-&nnot only teachesit but improves upon it, m k i n g it practicable, 80 that its
observance in Islam does notinterferewith law andorder, whereas theoospeldoctrine,
owing to its impracticability, has not been observed to this day. The words used here are

..G\
*-4

~

5

+.2 i.e.

repel evil withgood.

Evi2 is a thing which is by all

means to be repelkd, and hence good f o r evil is recommended only in oases when evil would
be repelled by that good, A society which unconditionallyrequited evil with goodwould
abolishallsafeguards;
evil-doers who received nothingbut
good for every evil they
committed would most assuredly establish a cendition of anarchy by their evil deeds. In a
similar strain the Qur-&n says elsewhere, he whoforgives and amends (thereby) (42: 40).
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23 The gardens of perpetual
abodewhichthey
will enter
along with those who
do good
from
among
their
parents1275
and their spouses1276and their
offspring;andtheangels
will
enter in upon them from every
gate :
24 Peace be on you because
youwereconstant,howexcellentisthentheissue
of the
abode.
25 And those who break the
covenant of Allah after its confirmation and cut asunder that
which Allah has ordered to be
joinedandmake
mischief in
the land; (as for) those,upon
them sh'all be curseandthey
shallhavethe
evil (issue) of
theabode.
26 A l l a ha m p l i f i e sa n d
straitensthemeans of subsistwhom Hepleases;
ence
for
and they rejoice i n this world's
life, and
this
world's
life is
nothing
compared
with
the
enhereafterbutatemporary
joyment.

SECTION 4
Miracles of the Qur-An
The
Qur-&n
gives
true
satisfaction
to
man's
heart.
transformation to be wrought.

31. The

27-30.

.-

27 And those who disbelieve
say : Why
is
not
sign
a sent
down
his
upon
by
him
Lord?12'' B a y : Surely Allah
makes hint who will, go astray,
Or, wlmn
H Ppleases.
Himself
guides
those
to
and
turn
who
(to Him).i278

3$y$\j9354'i'&g5
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1276 A'bb is the plural of abtcni, i.e. parents, and meansfathers and mothers (Kf).
1276 Adistinctstatementthatnot
only shall women enjoy the bliss of paradise for
what they do, but even the righteousness of their husbands shall entitle them to share those
joys. As against the raillery of Gibbon and Muir, I need only remark that azwij is the plural
of zauj, which means either husband or wife, and hence I have rendered it as spouse or mate.
1377 The answer to this question is given in the concluding words of the section : " There
will not cease to afflict them because of what they do a repelling calamity, or it will alight
close by their abodes until the promise of Allah comes about."Thispromiserelated
to
theutterannihilation
of the power of the unbelievers.Thequestion,
mhy is ?tot Q sign
seat down upon h i v ? hereaselsewherein
the Holy Qur-An, is reallyademand
for the
1278, see next page.
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28 Thosewho
believe and
whose hearts are set at rest by
the
remembrance
of Allah;
nowsurelybyAllah’sremembrance are thehearts
set at
rest.
29 (As for) thosewhobelieve and do good, a good final
a
state
shall
be theirs
and
goodly return.1279
30 And thus Wehavesent
yoz~ among a nation
before
which
ot,her
nations
have
passedaway,that
you. ntiglat
recitetothemwhatWehave
(still)
revealed to you and
they deny the Beneficent God.
Say : H e ismyLord,there
is no god but H e : on Him do
I rely
and
to
Him
is
my
return.
31 And even if there were a
Qur-Qnwithwhichthe
mountains were madeto pass away, or
theearthweretravelledover
with it, or the dead were made
to speak
nay!
the
commandment
is
wholly
____.
promised annihilation of their power andtheirvanquishment,andtheanswerisalways
conveyed in somewhat similar terms, stating
first that they should ask
for mercy ; that the
Qor-An has healing power, the condition of the faithful heing a witness to it ; that the fate of
the former generations affords a lesson ; thnt smaller calamities continue to niflict them, and
in these they can see the signs of their ultimate vanquishment ; and that finally, if all those
tokens are rejected, the great calamity will not fail to oyertalre them.
1278 Of the two alternativesignificances the words may bear either. The contrast with
those who t u m to Him makes the meaning adopted preferable. Thus there are
two kinds of
men, those wh; will go astray and those who will turn to Allah. The former are made to
go
astray and the latter are guided. But
even if the meaning given in the margin is adopted,
to walk in the
it is not meant that Allah leads certain men astray though they may desire
right wag. Mark the contrast: I ‘ And guides to Himself those who turn to Him,” and this
of the firstpart : Allahmakes whom He pleases go astray,” for
will explainthemeaning
if He guides those who turn to Him, it follow naturally that those who do not turn to Him
are led astray. Their leading astray by Allah is therefore only equivalent to a pronouncement
of judgment as to their having gone astray. Compare 2 : 26 : ‘‘ He does not cause to err by it
and 14 : 27 : “And
any except thetransgressors who breakthecovenant
of Allah ,
Allah causes the unjust to go astray.”
1270 T u b d , as an infinitive noun (from tdba, meaning it became good), means a good fcnal
state or good jutul’e (LL).
1280 What would havehappened
if there were a Qur-Bn with which themountains
were made
pass
to
alvay not
ismentioned,
Some
commentators
say
the
words

. .”

c;,tA! \ &

da

are understood, Le. t h i s Qur-cin would l ~ a v eannfocred this deSCt,iptintl

(JB), thinklng that there is a reference hore to such demands as removing the mountains and
(or, according to some, cleaving asunder t h e
the cutting short of journeys to dist,ant lands
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Allah's. Have not those
et
who believe known' 1 that if
Allah please H e would
certainlyguideallthepeople?
And
(as for) those
who
disbelieve,
there will not
cease
to afflict
thembecause of whatthey do
a repellingcalamity, or it will
alight close by their
abodes,
until the promise of Allah comes
about ;1z*z surely Allah will not
fail in (His) promise.

2I

Or,you.
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SECTION 5
Opposition shall fail
32-34. Mockers shall be bronght low.
Ar. thee.

Or
"";rdoOk.

35-37. The righteous shall prosper

And apostles before you
I were32 certainly
mocked at, but I

gave respite to thosewhodisbelieved, then I dcstloyed them ;
now then was Ny requital (of

o+yJg=

wil) ?

/

-

I

earth or cutting it up into rivers and canals) and the raising
of the dead. But I think that
theansweriscontainedinwhat
follows andthereis no omission here,Thatthe
Qur.hn
should work great wonders is not here treated as
an impossibility, but rather as a very near
probability, for it is immediately followed by the words the commandment is 7Chdltj Allah's,
which is equivalent to saying that He is by no means unable to do it, rtud that His commandment will soon be established, by which ismeanttheestablishment
of thesuperiority of
Islam. The ' ' mountains," by which are meant thechief opponents of the Holy Prophet in the
spread of Islnm, were made to pass away ; it soon spread in distant countries, and the dead
were no doubt made to speak, for the whole of Arabia, which was quite dead, resounded with
the proclamations of the Unity of Allah. That by the mountains are to be understood great
men is sufficientlyclearfromwhatissaid
in theQ., which explainsthe word jabal

r$\

as meaning
3;-. i.e. the chief of a pcopleand their most learnedman.
And that
the dead signify those spiritually dead is made clear by the Qur-An itself in m a p places ; see,
for instance, 27 : 80 : ( 6 Surely you do not make the dead to hear."
1281 Yai'as does not here convey the significance of despair, but that of knowing, and this
significance is favoured by the majority of commentators (Rz). There are examples of this
use of the word in Arab poetry, as :

dl

+

@L

4 321

~ J ~\L
~ylt- \ + >Jy\> \
i.e. I Kald co tlwm when they imprisoned me m the road, Do you not know that I urn the SOlk of
tlw rider of Zahdam I
1282 The passage is capable of bearing a double significance. The meaning is either that
smaller calamities will continue t o afflict them, or alight near their
abodes, until the final
promise relating to the utter annihilation of their power is accomplished ; or by the calamities
are meant the reverses in battles which the Meccans will, it is prophesied, suffer, and the
Prophet (taking the alternative significance given in the margin) alight close by their abodes,
as happenedinHudaibiyya,untilthetriumphantentryinto
Mecca was broughtabout,
Whatever the significance,itis a grand prophecy relatingtothetriumph
of the helpless
Muslim oommanity, which was now flying to Medina for refuge, and of the utter discomfitare

4
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33 Is H e then who watches
as what
to
if
every
soul
earns ?I283 And yetthey give
associates to Allah I Say : Give
them a name ;lae4 nay, do you
meanto inform Him of what
H e does not know in the earth,
or (do you affirm this) by an
outward saying ?12S5- Rather,
their plans are made to appear
fairseeming to those who disbelieve,’286 and theyarekept
back from the path ; and whom
Allah makes err,l he shall have
no guide.
34 They shall have chastisement in this world’s life, and
thechastisement of the hereafter is certainly more grievous,
and they shall have no protector
bgainst Allah.
35 A likeness of thegarden
w h i c ht h er i g h t e o u sa r e
promised:1287 there flow beneath
:t rivers, its fruits are perpetual

of a powerful enemythathadapparently
sncceeded incrushingIslamanddispersingthe
Uuslims.
1283 The words l i k e him who is not such are Underst,ood, but the omission isplainly
hinted in the sentence that follows, and yet they give associates t o Allah, i.e. notwithstanding
that they know that Allah watches all things, while their associates do not do this.
1284 It is to show the utmost contempt for the alleged associates of the Divine Being
that their worshippers are called upon to give them a name, as if it were said that they ere
not worthy a name (Rz). Or the meaning may be, give them a name expressing any qualification of godhead, such as afinstainer,creat,ot,etc. (JBj.
1285 The pagsage contains an appeal to their inner feelings. The idolater worships the
idol became he thinks it will serve as an intercessor with Allah,
but Allah Himself knows
xhat isintheearth,and
no mediatoris
needed between manandhis
Master. By

J;bl\
& or o u t ~ a r dsaying, is meantanassertion
which has no reality or truth
in it (Ef,JB). In the latter part of the passage they &retold to reflect whether their assertion
as to mediators possesses any reality.
1286 Bs to who makes the evil deeds fairseeming to the wicked, compare 16 : 63, :643
and 29 : 38, in all of which it is plainly stated that it is the devil that makes evil deeds fairseeming to men. The last of these is very similar to what is said here, except that there the
devil is mentioned as the agent: 1‘ And the devil made their deeds fairseeming to them and
kept them back from the path.”
See also concluding portion of 809.
1287 It should be noted that the paradise mentioned here is called only a likeness, as also
in 47 ; 15. The reason is, as a saying of the Holy Prophet makes it clear, that the blessings
of paradise are such as no eye has seen, nor has ear heard, nor hes it entered into the heart
of man to conceive of them. Therefore, what it actually is cannot
be known to man until
he has tasted of its blessings ; the description given in the Qur-An being only a likeness of
what it actually is, for an impression of a thing which is of a nature entirely different from
the things of this world can only be conveyed by giving an example.
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and itsplentiness;lasthis
is
the
requital
of those who
guarded (against evil), and the
the is
requital ofunbelievers
the fire.
36 And
those
to
whom
We
have given' the Book1269 rejoice
inthatwhichhas
been revealed
to ymt., and of the oonfederates
of it.
aresomewhodenyapart
S a y : I amonlycommanded
that I shouldserve $llah and
not
associate
anything
with
E i m : to E i m do I invite (you)
and to Him is my return,
37 And
it,
a
thus
rein
vealed
Arabic, and if yox follow their
low desires
after
what
has
cometo you of knowledge, you
shall not have against Allah
any guardian or a protector.
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SECTION 6
Steady Progress of Truth
38, 39. Every nation has a term.
Ar. thee.

38 And certainly We sent
apostles before you andgave
t'hem wives and children ! end
itisnotin
(Ghe power of) an
apostle
bring
to
a sign except
by Allah'spermission; for every
term
there
is appointan
ment.1Zg0
39 Allah ma'kes t o pass
away
and
establishes
whet
H e pleases,l*glandwithHim
basis
is the
of the Book.1292

I

-~

40-43. Truth is already prevailing,
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1288 The word sill has othermeanings besides shade. According toRghit
signifies
mightiness, inncccssibility, ease, or p l m t y . It also signifies protection (LII). See also 591.
1289 By the Book ismeantthe
Qur-An, asthecontextclearly
shows. Some,however,
take the Book to signify the previous revelation given to the Israelite prophets, and under.
standJewish or Christianconverts ta Islam to be meant here (Bd).
1290The significance is that the sign so oftendemanded will come at the appointed
time. So earlyhadrevelation
prophesied theultimatediscomfiture
of the power of the
Quraish, that even the Meccan period of the Holy Prophet's life seemed to them to be too
long for the fulfilment of the prophecy, and therefore they continued to trouble the Prophet,
requiring the immediate coming
of that sign.
1291 A generalstatementmadewithreference
to the power of theopponents of the
EWE^ andanother power established in itsstead,
hophet, whichmust be madetopass
because it wm the Divinepleasure that truth shouldprevail.
1292 The a m e word, umm-ul-kitdb, occurs in 3 :6, where the verses that are of obviouu
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40 -4nd We will eitherlet
you see part of what
We

dr, itlee,

threatenthem
with or cause
you to die, for only the delivery
of the messageis (incumbent)
Ar. thee.
on you, while calling (them) to
on US.
account is Our (business).
41 Do theynotseethat
We
l are bringing destruction upon
the land by curtailingit of its
I sides?1293 and Allah pronounces
I a doom-there is no repeller of
His decree, and H e is swift to
take account.
42 And those before them
didindeedmake plans, but all
planningisAllah'~;~~9~ Heknows
what every soul earns, and the
unbelievers shall come to know
for whomis the(better)issue
of the abode.
43 And those
who
disbelieve
J;&\-j
say : y o u arenotamessenger.
2
S a y : Allah is sufficient asa
,,/ z , Y / \ ? ,
Ar between
witness
hetween
me and you
e>L,gW
.. / /
yoic.
and whoever has knowledge of
the
thee.

~

1

i

'1

dg

39$;

<,.jic$~
/

import are called the basis of the Book, because allegorical verses must be interpreted with
Divine ordinance to mnihilate the power of theopponents of
reference to them, Here the
the Holy Prophet and to bring about the predominance
of Islam is called the basis of t h e
liook, because the final vanquishment
of the powers of evil, which was previously foretold,
difficulties mouldbe solved by reference to
would be such a clear sign that all doubts and
this plain proof.
1293 A t r i f signifies sides, as indicating the high a n d t h e low or eralted me?^ (LLi. The
reference may be either to some of the exaltedmenhaving
died andtheopposition being
low, by
thus weakened,'or to the diminution of the number of unbelievers,bothhighand
of Islam.
men dailyleavingtheirranksandjoiningtheranks
1294 The meaning is that the plansof Iho enemy need not be feared, for all their planning
is controlled by Allah, or the requital of their plans is in the hands of,411ah.
1305 The Book here stands for previous revelation from iillah, and attention is called to
the fact that all thosewho have any knowledge of pwvious revelations will testify to the truth
of therevelation of the Qur-An, because it fulfilsallprevious prophecies and satisfies the
18: 22, isthe
criteria of atrue revelation-the suresttest of this,asdeclaredinDeut.
fulflment of prophecy.

CHAPTEB XIV
&BRAHAM
(ZbrdMm)

REVEALEDAT

MECCA

(7 sections and 53 verses)
Abatract :
Sec. 1. Revelation dinpels darkness.
Bec. 2. Truth is rejected first.
Sec. 3. Opposition is at last destroyed.
Sec. 4. Truth is confirmed.
Seo. 5 . Man’s injustice in rejecting truth.
Sec. 6. Abraham’#prayer.
Sec, 7. The end of opposition.
TheTitle.
THE name of this chapter is taken from Abraham, whose prayer is mentioned in the sixth
section. As thiic prayerspeaks of thesettling of Ishmael in the wilderness of Paran, the
mention of it is meant to be a reminder to the Arabs of the truth of the Holy Prophet. This
prayer forms the chapter’s distinctive characteristic, distinguishing it from other chapters
of this group.
Subject-matter.
It opens with the sttbtement that the Qur-&n is revealed that men may thereby
be taken
oat of darkness and led into light, and goes on to show that the Mousic revebtion, although
givenwithasimilarobject,
was for a particular people. Thesecondsectionshowsthat
Noses also exhorted his people to accept the truth, hut that all prophets had their message
rejected at &st.Thethirdsectionmaintainsthatinall
cases opposition was atlast
of help to the Prophet being broughttofulfilment
and his
destroyed; the Divine promise
powerfulopponentsrenderedhelpless.
That truth isconfirmedasthenaturalsequelis
affirmed in the next section, and this is followed by one which shows that by rejecting truth
man leads up to his own ruin, for every thing is made subservient to man, which establishes
follows Abraham’s prayer expressing his disavowal
the grand truth of Divine Unity. Here
of polytheism of every sort, with special reference to his descendants through Ishmael,
for
whom he also prayed. In the concluding section is found that the end of opposition to truth
has always been, and shall always be, failure.

Context.
In the group of the seven chapters belonging to the same period and dealing with a similar
is affirmed inthelast
subject,thischapteristhefifth,anditstatesmoreplainlywhat
chapker, via. thst the object of revelstion is to bring men into light, to remove every kind of
polytheism, and that all opposition, however strong and determined, bo such a noble cauw,
which has the welfare of the whole of humanity at heart, is destined to fail.
610
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SECTION 1
Renelation dirpeln Darknsm
1-3. The Qur-An leadsmenintolight.

4-8. All prophetsdidthe

m e .

I n theName of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
n 1109.
r\ r. thee

.&r.thou

mayest.

b

31.

Ar. remote.

1 I am Allah the Seeing.8
(This is) a Book which We
haverevealed to you that you
may bring forth men, by their
Lord’s permission,from
utter
darknessb into light-to
the
I way of the Mighty, the Praised
One,
2 (Of) Allah, Whose is what:ver is in the heavensand
whatever is in the earth ; and
woe the
to
unbelievers on
tccount of the severe chastisenent,
3 (To) those who love this
norld’B life more than
the
lereafter, and turn away from
illah’s
path
and
desire to
Inake it crooked;
these
are
ina great error.
4 And We did not send any
apostle but withtho language
of his people, so that he might
explain to themclearly ;laas then

I

Date of rexdation.
As regards the date of revelation, it may fairly be assumed that it belongs to about the
same period as the sister chapters beginning with alif, Zdm, rd. The clear reference in v. 13
to the unbelievers planning the expulsion of the Prophet, and the reference in v. 46 to their
mighty plans, afford conclusive evidence as to its revelation being about the period preaeding
the Flight.
1296 The statement made here that a
prophet is sent with the language of his people is
far from leading to any ‘ I logical inference ” that “ Muhammad regarded himaalt as merely
the Prophet of the Arabs.” Only a perwrsion of the words, or ignorance an to what is said
elsewhere in the Holy Qur-An, can lead to such a conclusion. In T: 158 we have : ‘ I Say : 0
people ! surely I nm the Apostle of Allah to you all-of Him Whose is the kingdom of the
heavens and the earth.” A similar statement is made in 34 :28: ( 1 And We have not sent you
but to dl the mea as a bearer of good news and as a Warner.” And here (Le. in the verse
under discussion) nothing is said about the extent of the mission of the Holy Prophet. It is
a stetement of a different nature altogether. All that is said here is that eveq prophet is
sent with the language of his people-not that his people, or the nation to which he blonge,
are the only people to whom he is required to deliver the message. And the r w o n for send-

sla
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Allah makes whom He pleases
err.and H e guideswhom H e
pleases, and H e is the Mighty,
the W i ~ e . 1 2 ~ ~
5 And certainly Wesent
Moses withOuroommunications, saying : Bring forth your
people from utter darkness’ into
of the
lightandremindthem
days of 911ah ;Iz98 mostsurely
there are signs in this for every
patient,gratefulone.
6 And when Moses saidto
his people : Call to mind Allah’s
favourtoyouwhen
H e delivered you from Pharaoh’s
people, whosubjectedyou
to
severe torment,b and slew your
sons and spared your women;c
a great
andinthistherewas
trialfromyour
Lord.

SECTION 2
Truth is rejected first
7 , 8. Moses exhorts his people to accept the truth.
message is met with rejection first.

9-12. Every prophet’s

-&

7 And when your Lord made
it known: If you aregrateful,

>.>
,?

I: wouldCertainlygive
to you
more, and if you areungrate311, My chastisementistruly
gevere.
8 And Mosessaid : If YOU
we ungrateful,
you
and
those
In earth
all
together,
most
lurely Allah is Self-sufficient,
Praised :
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ing a prophet with the language of a people is stated to be that he may explain to his people,
because it is his people who are the first recipients of his message. And history tells us that
the opposition to the message of a prophet is strongestamonghis own people, mhile it is
equally true that a prophet is raised when and where he is most needed, and therefore the
condition of the people whom he addresses in the first instance is the worst of all.
1297 The words whom He pleases should not be taken as being synonymouswith
arbitrarily. It is truethatremainingin
error and being guided are both often statedin
it isnowhere
theHolyQur-&nto
be accordingtothepleasure
of the Divine Being.But
stated that His pleasure is exercised arbitrarily. On the other hand, we have it frequently
stated who they are that are led astray and
who they are that are guided. 2 : 26 is oonclusiveon t h e first point : ( i But He does not oause to err by it any exoept the trmegreesors,”
and EO many other verses. Bee 44, 1099. AB regards guidance see 13: 27.

1298
of

rb\ is explained by Mjd

the word in

B similar

as .meaning the favours of Allah (TA).

sense is well-known in Arabic litereture. in which

The use
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9 H a sn o tt h ea c c o u n t
reachedyou
of those before
you, of the people of Noah’ and
’Adb andSamood,candthose
after them ? None knows them
but Allah.12ea Their
apostles
came to them with clear arguments,buttheythrusttheir
hands into their mouths1299 and
said : Surely we deny that with
whichyouaresent,andmost
serious doubt
surely we are in
as to that to which you invite
U6.1300

10 Theirapostlessaid
: Is
theredoubtabout
Allah, the
Maker of the heavens and the
earth ? H e invitesyou to forgive youyourfaultsand
to
respite you till an appointed
You are
term.
They
said:
nothingbutmortals
like 11s;
you wish to turn us away from
what our fathers used to worsome
ship:bringustherefore
clear authority.
11 Their
apostles
said
to
them:
We
are
nothing
but
or the days of the Arabs, is used for the conflicts of the Arabs. Hence, as a conflict is a source
of blessings for the conqueror and a source of distress for the vanquished, the days of Allah
signify His mercifd dealings with the righteous and Hispunishment of the wicked.
1298n This statement deserves to be noted. The Q u r h does not claim to give a history
of the prophets, and as it elsewhere states ( 4 : 164 and 40 : 78), there are apostles that have
not been mentioned in the Holy Qur-An. But.the statement made here is much wider, for it
is claimed tha,t no other book mentions them all ; their number being so great, they areknown
only to Allah. I n fact, the Bible does not contain more than a mangled account of some of
the prophets of a single nation.

1299

\>\

jCg,+.\

mouths. Abu ’Ubaidaand

ed

&

&.“I

\>>J

literally
means

they
thrust

thei?, hand8 into their

e\&\

Akhfash say thatthe Arabs say 2
r;lL &I
i.e. when a man does notreturn an answer(beingunabletodo

\> \
so)

and withholds, he thrusts his hand into his mouth (AH). Or, as the majority of the commentators

agree, thisphrasemay
be equivalent to the more well-known form 3, k! 1 +
i.e. the cutting of$ngers, which is expressive of rage, a form occurring in the Holy Qur.&n in
3 : 118, andthemeaningmaythus
be they bit theirhands (by reason of rage).Orthe
meaning may simply be that the unbelievers put their hands into the mouths of the apostles
to silenoe them.
1300 Thegeneralstatementsmade
with regardtotheapostlesand
the treatment of
their people in this and the following section, while essentilally true with regard to apostles
generally, &reparticularly made in reference to the mission of the Holy Prophet Muhammad,
the determined opposition and enmity of his people, their turning him out
of the city, and
their fins1 disoomfiture.
18
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mortals like yourselves, but
Allah bestows (His) favours on
whom He pleases of His servants, and it is not for us that
we sbould bring you an
authority except by Allah’s
permission; and on Allah should
the believers rely.
12 And what reason have we
that we shouldnotrely
on
Allah ? andHehas
indeed
guided us in ourways ; and
certainly we would bear with
patience
your
persecution
of
u s ; and on Allah should the
reliant rely.

SECTION 3
Opposition is at last destroyed
13-20. Divine promise of helpand its fuElment.
help1es.s.
~

13 And those who disbelieved
said to theirapostles:We
will
most certainly drive you forth
from ourland, or else you shall
come back into our religion.1301
So their Lord revealed to them :
Moat oertainly We will destroy
the unjust:
14 And most certainly We
will settle you in theland after
them: this is for him who fears
standing in MY presence and
who fears My threat.1302
15 And they asked for judgm e n ta n de v e r yi n s o l e n t
opposer was disappointed :

21. Opponentsshall be
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1301 This is no doubt equally a desoription of what the Holy Prophet W&E suffering at the
hands of his enemies.
1302 The prophecy or the final triumph of the Holy Prophet and of the utter discomfiture and overthrow of the power of his opponents is of very frequent occurrence in the Holy
Qur-An, but hereit is expressed in the clearest words. The opponents are told that they
may expel the Prophet, but there was not the least doubt that he would ultimately come back
as a conqueror, and be made therulerinthelandaftertheir
powerwas crushed. This
verse contains, in fact, the clearest prophecy of the flight of the Holy Prophet from Mewe
and of his re-entry intothatcity
a8 a oonqueror andruler,and
following as it does a
chapter in which the seme propheoy is oontained in an allegoricd form, it is sa it were a
clear statement of the meaning of the degory of the 12th chapter. It should be noted that
the words used here aa to the determination of the opponents to expel the Propheb and those
indiostii hia re-entry we expressive of the grestest oertainty.
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16 Hell is before him and he
shall be given to drink of hot
water ;Isoa
17 H e will drink it little by
littleand will not beable to
swallow it agreeably, and distress130* will come to him from
every quarter, but he shall not
die ; andthereshall
be vehement chastisement before him.
18 The parable of those who
disbelieve intheirLord:their
actions are like ashes on which
the wind blows hard on a
stormyday ; theyshall
not
have power over any thing out
of what they have earned ; this
Or remote.
is the great error.
19 Do you not see that Allah
Ar. &at
thou.
I createdtheheavensandthe
earth with truth? if H e please
H e will take you off and bring
a newcreation,
20 And this is not difficult
for Allah.1305
2 1 And theyshallall
come
forth before 911ah, thenthe
weak shall say to thosewho
were proud:Surely we were
yourfollowers, can you therefore avert from us any part of
the ch.astisement of Allah 1
I
They would say : If Allah had
1guided us, we too would have
to
iguided you ; it is the same
us whether we &reimpatient
Ar. w d a r e
(now) or patient, there- is no
8
gat&&.
,,~ place for us to fly to.

’

1303 M 6 - m sadid is translated vwiously as pur, Pithy water, hot OT boiled water. That
fadid means pus is true, but then it cannot be called md-un sadid, and Palmer’s rendering
liquid pus is beyond the mark, for eadid qualifies ma: (Le. water), and water is not used in the
original as B qualifying word for pup, pus being already liquid. Hence Palmer’s translation
as well as his note on thia, as a ‘ I filthy expression,” are hasty. Sadid means hot water, or
water boiled until it thickens (LA,TA),andas mci-un Mmim isthe expression elsewhere
used in the Holy Qur-Bn, this is thecorrect significance here.
1304 The word m u t does not always mean death, and convey8 a number of other signi.
ficances. According to Rgh,themeaning here is the grkj causing distrsss. Themeaning
is thatgrief and distress sufficient to cause death will be experienced by him,but he shall
not die, for death or cesmtion of life implies rest, end this is what he shdl not have. That
is the realhell, i.e. a statein whioh B man is gnowed by grief andcannot find any
comfort.
1305 Vv. 16-20 areagain prophetical. V. 18 states that all the
exertions of the o p p nente against the Holy Prophet shall be useless, while vv. 19 and 20 warn the unbelievers
that their power will come to an end and another people will now take their pleoe and rule
the country.
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[PART
XIII.

SECTION 4
Truth la conflmed
1.Thedevil forsaken his followers. 23., Thefhithfulare in peace. 24,
26. Evil has no basis. 27. Faithful are

25. Truth has a finn basis.

confirmed.

22 And the devil1306 shall
say after the affair is decided :
Surely Allah promised you the
promise of truth,and I gave
ou promises then failed to
to
you,1307and I
ieep them
had no authority over
I except that I calledyou
and
you obeyed me, thereforedo
not blame me but blame yourselves : I cannot be your aider
(now) nor
can
you be my
Or, because
eiders : surely I disbelieved in
0s.
your associating me with Allah
is
it
the
before :I309 surely
unjust that
shall
have
the
painful. chastisement.
23 And thosewho
believe
and do good are made to enter
gardens,beneath whichrivers
%ow, to abide in
them
by
their Lord's permission ; their
greetingtherein is, Peace.
24 Have you not considered
Ar hast
thou.
how Allah sets forth a parable
of a good word(being)like
a
good tree, whoseroot isfirm
ind whose
branches
are
Ar. in
high,1310
heaven.
1306 The devil mentioned in this verse is none other than the proud misleader of the
preoeding one. Compare also 37: 30,where the verywords we had no authority over you
are put into the mouths
of the leaders of evil from among men.
1307 Whenever a person is misled into an evil deed he finds in the end that the promise
of a good consequence for an evil deed was only a deception. Compare 4 : 120 : 'I He gives
them promises and excites vain desires in them, and the devil does not promise them but to
deceive." 8ee also 17 : 64.
1308 It should be noted that here the devil is made to deny having any authority over
the evil.doers. According to the Holy Bur-&n no one is compelled to an evil course: the evil
one points out an evil way, and the evil-doer follows that way.
1309 The denial of being associated with Allah implies the confession that he did not
deserve to beobeyed.
When the evil consequences of an evil deedbecome manifest, the
mggester of the evil course deolares his freedom from having led the evildoer to that oourse.
Compare 36 : 14 : ( 1 If yon call on than they shall not hear your call, and even if they could
hear they shall not answer you, and on the resurrection day they will deny your associating
them (with Allah).'L The words may also convey the significance I dirbelieved became y m
associated me with Allah, the explanation being thatthe leaders disbelieve because their
followera lead them by their flattery to thinkthat they are worehy of being obeyed and
mowed.
1310, see next page.
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25 Yielding fruit
itsin
every season by the permission
of itsLord ? and Allah sets
forth parables for menthat
theymay be mindful.
26 And the parable of an
evil word isasan
evil tree
pulled up from the earth's surface:it has no stabiIity.'311
27 Allah confirms those who
believe withthesure
word in
this world's life andinthe
hereafter, and Allah causes the
unjust t o go astray, and Allah
does what H e pleases.1312
1310 The parable likening a good word to a good tree follows immediately a description
of the final abode of those who do good, which is repeatedly described in the Holy Qur-&n as

being a garden or gardens beneath which rivers flow. This gives us a clue to the real nature
of the paradise of Islam. A good word is like a good tree which gives ita fruit in every season,
m d therefore thefruitswhich
a manshall find inparadise, ever ready andwithinhis
reach, are no other than the fruits
of his own good deeds, and the trees of paradise are in
fact man's own good deeds which have grown intotrees,bearingafruit
which is an
embodiment of thespiritualfruits of the good deeds of this life. It should also be noted
that as good deeds are likened to fruit-bearing trees, faith is
likened to water repeatedly in
the Holy Qur-&n, being the source of physical life. It is for thisreasonthat,just
as the
righteous are always spoken of as being those who believe and do good, paradise is always
described as being a garden in which rivers flow, the rivers corresponding tofaith and the
trees of the garden corresponding to the
good which a man does.
It should also be borne in mind that kalimah (meaning word) is applied to every thing,
whether itisa word thatis spoken or a deed thatis done.Explaining
d
Jl LU J b
Rghsays : By the kalktah(word) ismeant athing, OT anafair or a
matter, because every matter is termed a kalimah, whether it ia a word or a deed.
1311 The evil deed is likened to a tree whose roots do not go down into the earth, and in
whose case, therefore, the process of nutrition must stop. Therefore an
evil deed does not
prosper and cannot bear any fruit.
1312 The clear statement made here explains many a dubious statement.
Allah cause8
only the unjust, and not the innocent, to go astray. In other words, those who &reguilty of
iniquities are made to go astray, their very iniquities leading them astray.
It is equivalent
to the statement that Allah does not allow light to shine upon him who closes all the doors
and windows of a room upon himself. The immediate cause of their going astray is their
iniquity,and Allah only causesthemto
go astray because they &re iniquitous. If they
forsake their iniquities, Allah will not o&use them to go astray.

4~
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SECTION 6
Man% Injutice in rejecting Truth
28-30. Manleads to his o m destruction. 31. Thefaithfulexhorted,
32-34. Everything is madesubservient to man.
Ar. 7uwt
thou.
Or.ungral
julneas.

28 Have you not seen those
who have changedAllah's favour
for unbelief'a'a and made their
people to alight into the abode
of perdition,1314
29 (Into) hell ? they shall
enter into it, and an evil place
it is to settle in.
30 And theysetupequals
with Allah that they may lead
(people) astray from His path.
Say:
Enjoy
yourselves, for
surely your return is to the fire.
31 Say toMy servants who
believe thatthey should keep
up prayer andspend out of what
We have given them secretly
and openly before the coming
of the day in which there shall
be no
bartering
nor mutual
befriending :
32 Allah is H e who created
t,he heavens and the earth and
sent down water from the
clouds, then brought forth with
itfruits
as a sustenance for
you, and H e has. made the
shipssubservient toyou, that
they might run their course in
the sea by His command, and
Hehasmadetheriverssub3ervient to you.1al5
33 And Hehasmade
sub.
3ervient to you the sun and the
noonpursuingtheir
courses,
tnd He hasmade subservient to
yiou the night and the day.

1313 That is, they have rejected Allah's favour, by which is meant the revelation of the

Holy Prophet, which aimed at making them a great and exalted people, and adopted unbelief
in its place. Or the alternative significance given in the margin maybe adopted, the meaning
being, instead of gratitude for Allah's favour, they have become ungrateful.
1314 The statement is prophetical, aa the past tense is often used in prophetical language
as indicating aerhinty about the future.
1316 The whole of oreation is here, and in the next verse, declared to be made subservient
to man, to show his high place in creation. How much then does man degrade himself by
bowing bafore end worshipping thing6 which were made to serve hiin.
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34 And H e gives you of all
that you ask Him ; and if you
count Allah’s favours, you will
not be able to number them;
most surely man is very unjust,
very ungrateful.
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SECTION 6
Abraham’s Prayer
35-11. Abraham’s prayer is a clear testimony to the truth of the Prophet.

35 And when Abraham said :
My Lord ! make this
city
secure, and save me andmy
sons from worshipping idols :I316
36 My Lord ! surelythey
have led many men astray :1317
then whoever follows me, he
issurely of me, and whoever
disobeys me,Thou surely art
Forgiving, Merciful :lala
37 0 ourLord!surely
I
have settled a part of my offspring1319 in a valley unproductive of fruit near Thy Sacred
House,’ ourLord ! thatthey
may keep up prayer;13a0therelore make thehearts of some
people yearn towards them and
provide them with fruits; haply
;heymay be grateful:
38 0 our Lord ! surely Thou
rnowest what we hide and what
r e makepublic, and nothing
n the earth nor any thing
in
leaven is hidden from Allah:
1316 That idolatry received a deathblow from the handsof one of Abraham’s descendants
shows that Abraham’s prayer was not in vain; and that his descendants may have for a short
time gone over to idol-worship does not lend any support to the allegation that the prayer was
not aecepkd.
1317 The idols do not actually lead men astray, but as it is on account of them that
peoplego astray, they are described as causing men to go astray. It is clear from this that
the nominative here is not the active cause.
1318 The prayer of Abraham is in fact the prayer of the Holy Prophet and illustrates the
breadth of his view. Those whofollow him are of course his own, but he does not reject
even those who disobey him,for he prays for Allah’s mercy and protection even for them.
1319 That is, Lhmael and his descendants. Both according to oral Arab tradition and
the Bible, I ~ h m ddescendants
’~
were settled in Arabia.
1320 The plaaing of his descendants in the vicinity of the Sacred House was a guarantee
that they would keep up prayer ; in fact, the only person who has made the institution of
prayer to prosper for ever in the world was a descendant of that son of Abraham who ww
settled cloee to t h e Bacred House.

~

ABRAHAM
39 Praise be to Allah, Who
has given in
me
old age
Ishmael end Isaac : mostsurely
my
Lord
is the
Hearer
of
prayer :
40 My Lord
keep
!me
make
upprayerand
from my offspring(too), 0 our Lord,and
accept my prayer:
41 0 our Lord ! grant
me
protection" and myparents and
the believers on the day when
the reckoningshallcome
to
pass I
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SECTION 7
The End of Opposition
42. A respite. 43-46. All plans shall fail.

47-52. Opponents shall be

xought in disgrace and subjugation.

42 And do not think Allah
be heedless of what
the
lnjustdo:
He only respites
,hem to a day on whichthe
:yes shall be fixedly 0pen,'3~1
43 Hasteningforward,their
leadsupraised,theireyesnot
,everting to
them
and
their
learts vacant.13a2
44 And warnpeople of the
lay when the chastisement shall
lome to them, then those who
vere unjust will say: 0 our
iord!
respite
us
to
a near
erm, (so) we shall respond to
'hy call
and
follow the
,pestles. What! did you not
wear before (that)there will
e no passingawayforyou!
45 And you dwell in the
bodes of thosewhowere un1st tothemselves,anditis
lear toyouhow
Wedealt
rith them and Wehave set
zrth parables to you.
io

1321 The expression indicates a state of intense terror in which one is unableeven to
wink the eye.
1322 The striking terror into the hearta of those who opposed the Prophet WBB witnessed
in this very life whentheProphet advanced on Meace. The vaoancy or blanknees of the
heart ale0 indioatee 8 state of great terror.

THE END OF OPPOSITION
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AY. and.

Ar. thou
Wllt.
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46 And theyhaveindeed
planned their plan,l323 but their
planiswith
Allah,1324 though
theirplanwassuchthatthe
mountainsshouldpassaway
thereby.
47 Thereforedonotthink
Allah (to be one) failing in
Hispromise to Hisapostles ;
surely Allah is
Nighty,
the
Lord of Retribution.
48 On thedaywhenthe
earthshall be changedinto a
diff'erent earth, and the heavens
(as well),1325 and
they
shall
come forth before Allah, the
One,theSupreme.
49 And you will see
the
guiltyonthatdaylinked
together in chains,1326
50 Their
shirts
made
of
pitch,
and
the
fire
covering
their faces,
51 That Allah mayrequite
each soul(according to)what
it has earned; surely
Allah is
swift in reckoning.
52 Thisis
a sufficient exposition for the people and
that they maybe warned thereby, andthattheymayknow
that He is One
Gbd and that
those possessed of understanding- maymind.
-

1323 The words are explained by commentators as meaning their mighty plans in which
t h e y ezerted themselves to their utmost (BP, Kf, JB). The reference is to the most energetic
plans of the Quraish, which they were now making against the Holy Prophet.
1324 The word8 their p l a n i s with AUah signify that their plan is
controlled by Allah,
Who will make it ineffective. Wonderful prophecies indeed in the mouth of E person whose
only chance of saving himself now lay in escaping from his enemies, while they were taking
every precaution not to .allow him to escape, having decided to put him to death.
See 8 : 30
and 998, where these plans are detailed.
1325 The transformation wrought by the Holy Prophet no doubt changed the earth into
a different earth and the heaven into
E new heaven. The
Arabia at the birth of the Holy
Prophet was not the Arabia at his death. Beliefs, usages, and practices which had baffled all
attempts at reformation for centuries were swept away, and the ignorant, superstitious, and
mrring tribes had given place to a single nation, holding aloft the torch of knowledge and
civilization to the whole world. Idolatry was blotted out of existence so completely that no
vestige of it could be found among a people who had remained addicted to it for centuries.
Theverssnodoubtspeaks
of thegreatresurreotion, but it equally suggests in prophetio
language the smaller resurreotion brought about by the advent of the Holy Prophet in this
very lie.
1326 The powerful opponents of theHolyProphet
were brought before him linked
together in chdns in this very life, in the betrle of Badr. These promises were fulfilled in
this life to show that they were equally true as regards the next life.
18'

CHAPTER XV
THB ROCK
(Al-gijr)

REVEALEDAT MECCA

(6 sections and 99 verses)
dbrtract :
Sec. 1. Protection of the Qur-&n.
Sec. 2. Allah controls all things.
Sec. 3. The devil’s opposition to the righteous.
Sec. 4. Mercy for the righteous-an incident from Abraham’s history.
Sec. 5 . Transgressors perish : incidents from Lot’s and Shu’aib’s histories.
Sec. 6. Dwellers of the rock : a warning for the enemies of the Qur-in.

The Title.
THIS, the last of the chapters of the sly, Em, rd group, is named the Rock, because of the
mention of the dwelkre of the Rock in v. 80, whose fate is mentioned as a warning to
those
who contemplated the slayingof theHoly Prophet. Whije promising &complete protection for
the message of truth contained in the Holy Qur-An against all evil designs, it intensifies the
warning contained in the previous chapters against those who were bent on its destruction.

Context and subject-matter.
The last chapter closed by wwning the opponents of the end which they were destined to
meet if they did not abstain from persecuting the truth. The same subject
is continued in
the beginning of thischapter, because the Qur-An, which m s meant for the welfare of
humanity, must be guarded against all evil intentions. Thus it
is in the very first section
that the grand promise is expressly given that the Qur-An shall for ever be guarded against
ell corruption, and, of course, against all attempts to annihilate it. There were many signs of
its truth, yet the reprobate opponents would not benefit by any of them. In the next section
we are told that all things are controlled by Allah, EO that the mischief-makers cannot inflict
any injury on the elect, and the signs of the triumph of truth could already be witnessed. I n
the third section it is shted that the devil has always been opposing the righteous servants,
yet his opposition is devoid of harm.Thenext,
while promisingmercy for the righteous,
refers to an incident in Abraham’s history as to how he was given the good news of the birth
of a son through whom a great nation was to be blessed. The same messengers also bore to
him the news thet Lot’s people were about to be destroyed. because of their great iniquities.
The fifth section, therefore, speaka of the punishment of the guilty people who would not
listen to Lot, closing with a reference to Shu’aib, a h 5 descendant of Abraham. The Arabs,
however, are warned of the f&te of e people nearer home, the Samood, who dwelt in rocks, and
they are told that, all-important as the message of the Qur-An w m , their mockery and oppsition would not go unpunished.
6a!4

PROTECTION OB THE QTJR-.AN

OH. xv.]
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SECTION 1
Proteclon of the Bur-An

1-8. Opponentsshallmeettheir
doom. 9. The Qur-&n shall ever be
guarded. 10-15. No signa would bene& the rejecters.

In the name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

1 I am Allah, the Seeing..
These
are
the
verses of the
Bookb and (of) a Qur-BnOthat
makes (things) manifest.
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PARI! XIY
2 Often will thosewhodis3elieve wish that they had
been
iIuslirns.13~7
3 Leavethemthatthey
may
eatand enjoythemselves and
(that) hope may beguile them,
for they will soon know.
4 And never did We destroy
a town but it had Q term made
known.
5 No people canhasten on
their doom nor can they postpone (it).
6 And they say : 0 you to
whom the Reminder has been
revealed ! you are most surely
insane :
7 Why do you not bring to
us the angels if you are of the
truthfulones ? 8 We do not send the angels
but with truth, and then they
would not be respited.1328
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Ar. he.

Ar. thou
art.

Ar. dost
thou.
Ar. thou

avt.
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Date of reyelation.
That the chapter was revealed at Mecca is.agreed on all hands, but it is generally regarded
tobe earlier than the other chapters of this group. Yet it appears that opposition tothe
Prophet had grown so strong that, were it not for the Divine protection, his message would
have beenswept out of existence. Hence I am inclined to assign it to thelast Meccan
period, i.e, to the period to which the other chapters of this group belong, although it mag
be comparatively earlier.
1327 The passage does not refer only to life after death. The
powerful opponents who
were under the impression that Islam would Boon be annihilated must no doubt have felt in
after life, when the truth of Islam became manifest to them, that it would have been muoh
better for t h m if they had aecepted Islam at the first call of the Prophet and not opposed the
truth.
1328 This yeme, and that preceding, make clear the significance of the coming of angels.
The demand is here M elsewhere : Why are not the angels brought ? the words if YoZC al.8 01

Ar. thee.
Ar. seetc.

9 SurelyWehave
revealed
the
Reminder
and
We
will
m o s t i st subree l y
guardian.132Q
10 And certainly We sent
(apostles) before you among
the nations of yore.
11 And there
never
came
an apostle to thembutthey
mocked him.
12 Thus do We make itto
the hearts of the
enterinto
guilty ;133O
13 They do not believe in it,
and indeed the example of the
former people has
already
passed.
14 And even if We open to
them 0, gateway of the heaven,
so that they ascend into
it all
the while,
15 They would certainly
say : Only our eyes have been
covered over, rather we are an
enchanted pe0ple.~3~~

the truthful ones clessly showing that the coming of angels is demanded in relation to the
fulfilment of propheoies. But the answer makes it still more clear. The words bil-haq (tcith
truth) redly signify in accordance with the requirements of truth, justice, and wisdom (LL), and
the meaning therefore is that the angels willbe sent when they are required to execute the
judgment of the doom of the unbelievers ; and the concluding words, and then they would not
be respited, dispel all doubts on the point, making it clear as daylight that the angels will be
sent to punish the guilty ones.
1329 This is one of the most wonderful propheoies, whose fulfilment is, and shall ever
remain, a standing testimony to the truth of the Holy Qur-&n. The statement is first made
in conneotion with the powerful opposition of the unbelierers, and is then made general, that
the Qur-&n shall for all time be preserved safe from all attacks to destroy it and from every
kind of corruption. The wonderfully clear fulfilment of this prophecy is so evident a fact
that a hostile writer like hfuir is compelled to admit that There is probably in the world no
other book which has remained twelve centuries with so pure a text.” The recent attempt of
Dr. Mingana to prove alteratione in the text of the Holy Qur-An has resulted in miserable
failure, and his discovery has rather set the question at rest, because it was apparently the
most powerful attack made on the purity of the text of the Holy Qur-An during the thirteen
centuries ithas been in existence. Duringthe whole lengthand breadth of theIslamic
world there does not exist a single copy with any variations from the recognized text, and
thus not only was the Qur-4n preserved from destruction against a powerful enemy, but it
has also been preserved from corruption.
1330 Kazdlika, or lhu8, refers to the moakery mentioned inthe previous verse, the
meaning being M they mock the vcvelation, do we cawe it to enter into their hearts that they
do not believe in it. How could they believe in it when they never gave it a serious thought,
but scorned and treated it rather lightly 7 It should be noted that though the act of not
believing in the Divine revelation is described BB being made to enterintohearts
by
Allah, it is into the hearts of those who have made themselves guilty by mocking it, which
is equivalent to seyingthatthis
is duetotheir
mockery, or B consequence of their
mwkery.
1 3 3 1 , next
~ page.
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ALLAH CONTROLS ALL THINGS
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SECTION 2
Allah oontrola All Things
16-18. The devils cennot injure the elect.
2 2 8 5 . Signs of the triumph of truth.

19-21. Law end order in nature.

16 And .certainly We have
made
strongholds
in
the
heavenandWe
have made it
fairseeming tothe
beholders.
17 And We guard it against
every accursed devil,
18 But he who steals a hearing, so there follows him L
vislble flame.1332
19 And the earth-We have
spread it forth and made
in it
firm mountainsandcaused to
grow in it of every suitable
thing.
20 And We have made in it
means of subsistence for you
and for him for whom you are
not the suppliers.
2 1 And there is not B thing
but with Us arethetreasures
of it, andWe do notsendit
down but in a known measure.
22 And Wesendthewinds
fert$iliaing,'333 thensend down
waterfromthe
cloud so W e
give it to you to drink of, nor
is ityou who storeitup.
23 And most surely We
bring to life and cause to die
and m e arethe heirs.1a4

1:

1

1'

1331 Thi's verse and the one preceding it speak of the hardness of their hearts, so that
they have determined to reject the truth, though the clearest evidence of it may be brought
before them.
1332 The three verses speak of the soothsayers and the diviners, who were among the
opponents of the Holy Prophet. They pretended to receive communications from on high,
but they were really driven away from the Divine presence, and therefore could not have any
access tothat source of purity. In speaking of thedivinations 88 being followed
8
visible flame, it is indicated that they meet with failure and disappointment. The description
of spiritual truths in words relating to physical laws prevailing in the
world is of common
occurrence in the Holy Qur-&n. Thus in v. 22 the fertilizing winds stand for the impercept.
ible advance of Isslam (see 1333). For further reference see 210'2, 2108, 2104, 2365, 253%
and 2582. The foilowing verses of the Holy Qnr-&n deai with this subjed: 37 :6, 52 :3 6 ~
67 ; 5 , 72 :8.
1333 The lawciqih, or fertilizing winds, are those which raise a cloud thet gives rain,
or those which makeherbageandplantsfruitful.
The fertilizing w i d 8 , before the
coming of the rains, represent the signs of the progress of Islam before its final triumph.
1334 Ipdrig megns an heir, and therefore one mho remains aflw another haa perishedl
T h e announcement made here is B propheay that the hue worshippers of Allah 8 M be heire

in the lend while the otherr, s h d perish.

THE BOCK
24 And certainly We know
the f o r e m s t anwng you and We
certainly know those who lay
behind.
25 And surely your Lord
will gather
them
together;
surely He 1s Wise, Knowing.1336
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SECTION 3
The DeYil’e Opposition t o the Righteous
26-30. Thoughhumble in origin, man is createdtorule.
cnmity to man. 59-44. He has no authority over man.

Ar. created

him.

Ar. thv.
a 41.

31-38. Devil’s

26 And certainly We created
man of clay that givesforth
sound, of black mud fashioned
in shape.
27 And the jinn We created
before of intensely hot fire.1336
28 And when your Lord said
tothe angels :a Surely I am
going to create a mortal of the
essence of black mud fashioned
in shape.
29 So when I have made him
comulete and breathed intohim

1335 dl-mustuqdim~nare those who are foremost in accepting truth, and dl-mustalkhlrin,
tlwae tuIw Zag behind in accepting it. They will all be gatheredtogether, i.e. ultimately
those who now lag behind will be brought over to the right course. We have here, therefore,
a prophecy that the Holy Prophet should not be disappointed of them. Some understand by
these two words those who have gone before and those who will come afterwards respectively,
in point of time. Themeaning would still be the same.
1336 For an explanation of man’8 creation from dust see 862. In man’s creation from
dust there also seems to be a reference to his low and humble origin and to his temperate
nature, as opposed to another kind of creation of a fiery nature, which is cdled thejinn or
the devil. The two words, jinn and devil, are frequently applied to men of a fiery temperament or rebellious nature, men who lead others into evil. This description of the creation of
men and jinn from dust and j r e respectively is no doubt an allegorical description of the
nature of those who are submissive to Divine laws and those who rebel against them, and the
allegory is carried on further in what is stated of the rebellion of t h e devil against Adam,
the two being taken as prototypes of the two kinds of temperament. The two descriptions of
the origin of nun, his being made from the cby that gives sound end of the mud that is
fashioned in shape, refer to the two great characteristics which give man a superiority over
other animals, there being a reference to the use of lmnguage in the clay that gives aouRd,
end to the perfection of his make in the mud fashioned in shape. Were itnotforthe
nse of language and the perfection of his make, man oould not heve risen above the lower
animels.
1337 This shows that man is made complete when the Divine inspiration, or spirit, is
breathed into him. It should be noted t
h
& the Divine epirit
rdb) does not mean here
the a+timal n o d in man, but the s p i r i t , or word o j AUah, that give4 him perfation.

(Ar.

CH. xv.] THE DEVIL'SOPPOSITION

a57,58

Ar. hnat

tkorl.
Ar. thou

art.

Ar. thou

art.

dr. thee.

Ar. thou

art.
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Or, sincere.

Ar. tlwu

hast.

A?. thee.
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30 So the angels made obeisance, all of them together,
31 But Iblis (did it not.) ; he
refused to be withthosewho
made obeisance.
32 Hesaid: 0 Iblis!what
excuse have you that you are
not with those who make obeisance ?
33 H e stlid : I am not such
that I should makeobeisance
to a mortal whom Thouhast
created of the essence of black
I mud
fashioned in shape.
34 H e said : Then get out of
it, for surely you are driven
away :
35 And surely on you is
curseuntiltheday
of judgmen t .
36 H e said : Mv Lord ! then
respite me till thktimewhen
they are rai~ed.133~
37 Hesaid: So surely you
w e of the respitedones,
38 Till the periodb of the
time made known.
39 He said : My Lord ! because Thou hast made life evil
to me,1339 I will certainly make
on
(evil) fairseeming tothem
'
earth, and I will certainly cause
them ell to deviate,
40 Except Thy servants from
among them, thechosen ones.
41 H e said : This a right way
with Me :
42 Surely,
as
regards
My
servants, you have no authority
over them except those who
follow you of the deviators.lgO
43 And surelyHellisthe
promised place of them all :

I

1338 W hen a man is raised to l i e spiritually, the suggestions and the promptings of the
devil cease to affeot him. But until he finds spiritual life, evil suggestions mislead him nom
&nd then.This is the time made knolan in v. 38.
1339 The meaning has been fully explained in 865. It may be added here that this is a
remarkable instance of what i&l, ighwb, and such other words mean when attributed to
Allah. The devil refuees to make obeisance to Adam of his own accord, and this is expressed

by saying

~

Q

I the meaning clearly being, because Thou hast judged me to be

in error, not caused ne to err.
1340 In a broad sense all men are servants
of Allah. Thst the devil has no authority
Over any man is clear from 14 :22, where the devil says to his followers : " I had no authority
over you except that I called you and you obeyed me."
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SECTION 4
Mercy for the Righteous-an Incident from Abraham's History
46-50. The.faithful 6nd peace end rest. 51-56. Goodness to Abraham.
67-60. Lot's people.

45 Surelythose who guard
(against evil) shall be in the
midst of gardens andfountains :
46 Enter them in peace,
secure.
47 And We will root out
whatever of rancour is in their
breasts-(they
shall be) as
brethren, on raised couches,
face to face.
48 Toil shall not afflict them
in it, nor shall they be ever
ejected from it.1342
49 Inform My servants that
I am the Forgiving, the
Merciful,
50 And that My chastisement-that
is the painful
chastisement.
51 And inform them of the
guests of Abraham:
52 When they entered upon
him, they
said,
Peace.
He
laid : Surely we are afraid of
f0U.

53 They said: Be not afraid,
3urely we give you the good
I ~ W B of a, boy, possessmg
mowledge.
54 H e said: Do you give me
rood news (of a son) when old
g e has come upon me ?"of
vhst then do you give me good
tews I
1341 Hell is mentioned by seven duerent names in the Holy Q u r - h ; (1) jahnnnam, or
hell ; ( 2 ) k + d , or the jaming fire (70: 15); (3) hutamah, or the crushing d i W t e T (104 : 4 ) ;
( 4 ) sa'ir, or the burning fire; (5) saqar, or the scorching $re; (6)jabim, or the & m e &e;
(7) hdwiyah, or the abyss (101: 9). The seven gates mean the seven ways which lead into it,
according to ahioh there are seven different names. But see 46, where it is shown that the
numeral seven in Arabic often stands for a lerge number, so that t h e meaning is that them
ar6 m g a h - o rmany ways leading to it.
184S Tbie is B very b68utiful desaripticm of the Muslim paradise, but one which the
Christina critics pass over without notioa Thaw is absolute pews of mind, parfect eeourity

sa9

TRANSGRESSORS PERISH
55 They said : We give you
good news with fruth,lM3 therefore be not of thedespairing.
56 Hesaid: And whodespairs of the mercy of his Lord
but the erring ones?
57 Hesaid:What
is your
business,
then,
0 messengers ?
58 They
said:
Surely
we
a gu2by
towards
sent
are
people,
59 Except Lot’s. followers :b
We will mostsurelydeliver
themall,
60 Except
his
wife;
We
shall surely
ordainedthatshe
be of those who remain behind.
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SECTION 5
Transgreesors peri6h : lnoidents from Lot’s and Shu’aib’rHintorier
61-72. Lot warnsand
is opposed. 73-77. Punishment overtakes the
transgressors. 78, 79. Shn’aib’s people are t~lsopunished.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thy.
d917~.

Ar. thyseZf.

61 So whenthem&sengew
came to Lot’s followers:
62 He said: Surely you are
an unknown people.
63 They said: Nay, w0 have
come to you withthatabout
which they disputed.
64 And we have come to you
with the truth, and we
are most
surely truthful :
65 Therefore go forth with
your followersd in a part of the
night and yourself follow their
rear,and let notany on0 of
you turnround, and go forth
whither you arecommaded.

from any inclination to eviI or my other U e r (v. 46); there is brotherhood in which no
one conceds any rancour in his heart for his brother, nor has any one a complaint against
another (v. 47) : and lastly, there is neither toil nor fatigue, nor is one to be ever deprived Of
that state of perfect bliss (v, 48). The last verse refutes the Hindu doctrine of a temporarg
salvation, and also establishes: (1) thpt those who are ome made to enter paradise IVB not
sent back to this world ; and (2) that the garden in whioh Adam wa8 at fid PlaCed W W
not the paradise of heavenly life, fol in that a a e he would not have been ejected from it.
1343 (ju! & $, in this verse is exactly parallel t o
(3 : 44).
It is neither the good news of hagg, or truth, in the first case, nor that of kalimah, or word,
in th’e second, but in both oases the meaning is that the good news of a son is given-the
words of a s o n being omitted in both wes-by m w e of (the correct meaning of b6 in these
two instances L by mum o n Divine rmd&iw, whi& ie cdled the truth in the first inSkWw
and a wordfrom Allah in the aeoond.
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to him

of
theseshallbecut
off inthe
morning.
67 And the people of the
towncame rejoicing.
68 H e said : Surely these are
my
guests,
therefore
do
not
disgraceme,
69 And guardagainst(the
punishment of) Allah and do
notputmetoshame.
70 They said : Have we not
Ar. thee.
(other)
forbidden you from
people ?I344
71 H e said : Theseeremy
daughtera, if you will do
I (aught).1345
72 By your life ! they were
Ar. t h y .
in their
blindlywanderingon
Ar. infoxifrenzy.
cntion.
73 So the rumbling*overtook
6 918.
them (while) entering upon the
time of sunrise ;
74 Thus did We turn it upp
sidedown,
and raineddown
upon them stones of what had
b 1167,1198.
been decreedSb
75 Surelyinthisaresigns
for those who examine.l346
76 And surely it is on a road
that still abides.
77 Mostsurelythereis
a sign
in this for the believers.
78 Andthedwellers
of the
surely
most
were
thicket
also
unjust ;I347
79 So W e .inflicted
retribution
arethey
on and
them,
both, indeed,
roadopen
on an
(still) pur~ued.*34~
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1344 Asremarked in 1194, Lot was a stranger among the Sodomites, and, as this verse
shows, he was forbidden by the people to entertain m y stranger as a guest or to give him

shelter, for such is the m e k i n g of

,&b \ & &&’ J J \as given by the com-

mentators (Kf, JB). Hence i t is that when he received his gueets he immediately cried out,
You are an unknown people, i.e. strangera.
1346 He offered his daughters as hostages, as a guarantee that the strangers would not
make any mischief. See further 1194.
1346 Mutawassim is one who ezatnines thifl.gs in order to know the real character of a thing
from outward nigm. And by the mutawassimin here are meant those who take a lessonpr a
warning from the fate of others.
1347 Ths d w e h 8 of the thicket were Shn’aib’s people (Kf, JB, Rz). But whether they
are the same a8 the people of Madian in not agreed npon. Being in all particulars d m o d
identical with thelatter, they may be taken to be the same.
1348,8e8 next psge.
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SECTION 6
The Dwellem of t h e Rock and a Warning for t h e Enemlea of the
Qur-6n
80-84. The dwellers of the Rock. 85, 86. The doom of theProphet's
opponents. 87. Jmportsnce of the Qur-&n. 88-93. Ths Prophet should not
grieve. 94-99. Message to be openly delivered.

80 And the dwellers of the
Rock certainly rejected the
messengers ;ls49
81 And We gave themOur
zommunications, b u t t h e y
burned aside from them ;
82 And they hewedhouses
in themountainsin
security.
83 So the rumbling" overtook
;hem inthemorning;
84 And what theyearned
lidnot avail them.
85 And We did not create
;he heavens and the earth and
#hat is between them two but
n truth ; and the hour is most
iurely coming, so turn away
vith kindly forgiveness.1350
86 Surely your Lord is the
the
?reator of all things,
inowing.
87 And certainlyWehave
liven you seven of the oftepeated
(ver~es)1~51
and
the
:rand Qur-Bn.

.

1348 Imam signifies a road because it is pursued or followed, the root being amma, meaning
he directed his course t o , , , or aimed at (LL,Kf).By
both aremeantthecities
of the
people of Lot as well as those of Shu'aib's people. The road alluded to is the road followed
by caravans from Hijaz to Syria,
1349 The dwellers of the Rock are the people of Samood ; see 911.
1350

means he turned awayfrom him and left him (TA-LL), or he turned away

from his sin or crime, he forgave him (TA-LL). The verse gives us s true insight into the
Holy Prophet's mind, and not only did he act upon this injunction while at Mecca, but he
was equally forgiving inhis conquests. Oneinstanceonly
intheconquest
of Mecca is
sufficient to prove this, when, having captured the city which had most tyrannically driven
him out with his followers, and whose people were guilty of shedding the innocent blood of
theMuslims,he forgave all, although he could havejustlyslainlargenumbera
of them.
There is no doubtareferenceheretothe
Holy Prophet'sflight.The Eour:ot punishment, of the discomfiture of opponents, was drawing nigh, and he must now leave them, as
punishment wa8 delayed so long as he was among them.
1351 The oft-repeated even verses of the opening chapter of the Holy Q u r h are here
spoken of (Bkh), whioh shows that the Fitibah was not only revealed, but also repeat4 in
prayers, long before the reveletion of this chapter. The Fdtibah is mlled the grand Q u r b ,
bweuee it oontains the eeaence of the whole of the Qur-bn.
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88 Do notstrain your eyes
after
what
We
have
given
certain
classes
of them
to
enjoy, anddonot
grieve for
them, and make yourself gentle
to the believers.1352
89 And siy : Surely I am the
plain Warner.
90 Like as We sent down on
the obstructors,
91 Thosewho
declared the
Qur-cinto be a lie,
92 So, by your Lord,We
would mostcertainlyquestion
them all
93 As to what they did.
94 Thereforedeclareopenly
what you are bidden, and turn
aside from the polytheists.
95 Surely We will suffice you
against the scoffers,
96 Those who set up mother
Igod with Allah, so theyshall
soon know.
97 And surely We know that
your breaststrQitens
at what
1they say ;
98 Thereforecelebratethe
1praise of your Lord, and be of
1ihose who make obeisance.
99 And serve your Lord until
I;here comes to you that which
i s oertain.1353

1352 This verse gives us a picture of the holy mind, for which the riches and embellishments of thislifehadnotemptation,andtheunequalledsimplicity
of his life fromthe
time that he married E rich widow to the time that he rnled Arabia may be guessed from the
last scene of his life, when he ordered the last pie in his house to be given away to the poor.
The verse, moreover, draws a picture of the utmost kindness and gentleness which he showed
to his followers. The straining of the eye8 signifies looking desirously.
1353 81-yapln (literally cwtuinty), or that which i d certain, is here generally understood
to mean death (Bkh), because it is the one thing which is certain ta come to every creature.
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CHAPTER XVI
THE BElB
(An-NabZ)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(16 sectiolzs and 128 verses)
Abstract:
Seo. 1. Revelation testified to by nature.
Seo. 2. NatureupholdsUnity.
Seo. 3, 4. Deniers of Divine'Unity and Revelation shall come to disgrace;
Sec. 5 , 6. Prophets are raised to explain to people.
Sec. 7. Human nature revolts against polytheism.
Sec. 8. Iniquity of deniers.
Sec. 9. Parables showing the truth of revelation.
Seo. 10. Selection of the recipient of revelation.
Sec. 11. Punishment withheld.
Seo. 12. Prophets shall testify against their people.
Seo. 13. Revelation enjoins good.
Sec. 14. The Qur-Bn is not a forgery.
Sec. 15. The fate of the Mecoans.
Seo. 16. Horn to become a great nation.

The Title.

,

THIB chapteris very appropriatelynamedthe
Bee, because the bee, guided by instinot,
which is called a revelation in its case (v. 68),gathers together sweet honey from flowers of
allkinds,takingwhatis
best inthem,thus
producing I ' & beverage of many colours in
which there is healing for men," so Divine revelation to the Holy Prophet collected what was
best in the teachings of all the prophets and presented it in the
Holy Qur-Bn, which is also
declared to be a l d i n g (10 : 57) for the spiritual diseases of men.

Connection with the preceding Chapters.
The subject-matter of this chapter is the same as that Of the Preceding six ohaptera Of
the atif, z ~ n t ,76 group, to which it really forms, as it were, a supplement ; for whereas that
groupestablishesthetruth
of revelation mostly by references to thePmthistorp of the
prophets,thischapter
does it by inferencesdrawn from theanalogy of Divine work in
creation,andfurther
shows thetruth of Divine Unitybysimilar
inferenoes. Thusthe
evidence contained in that group of six chapters is supplemented by the evidence drawn from
nature which is given inthisohapter.Thetruth
of revelation isfurther emphasized by
laying stress upon the all-important principle
of Divine Unity, the promulgation
of which
has always been the chief object of revelation.
633
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Sabjeat-matter.
This chapter amplifies the principles laid
down in the last. A warning
was given to the
opponents of the Qur-An, andtheapproach
of the doom ishereannounced.Thenit
is
shown by reference tothegreat
Diviue gifts for thephysical welfare of man that sucha
beneficent Master could not have neglected his spiritual welfare. The first section thus ends
with the important stetement
: B a d upon Allah it restd to slmw the right way. The second
section, still dwelling upon the benefits which the Divine hand has conferred upon man in
physical nature, draws attention to man’s superiority
over the whole of creation, which is
made subservient to him. It thus appeals to man’s self-esteem, admonishing him not to bow
before the created things (v. 20),which he h s , indeed, been created to rule. The next two
sections lead us again into the domain of prophecy by stating that the deniers shall come to
disgrace. These are followed by two sections further explaining the truth
of the statements
m d e above anddealing with some of thefalse excuses of those who rejected thetruth.
Theseventh section shows how human nature revolts againstpolytheism, and the eighth
deals with the iniquities of the deniers, which, however, a Merciful God is slow to punish.
Theninthestablishesthe
necessity of revelation by referencetothe
working of lawin
‘nature, and the tenth shows that all men cannot be the recipients of that revelation, but that
choice is made of the best. The eleventh speaks of the hour when theopponentsshall be
overthrown,thoughthepunishmentis
delayed out of Divine mercy. Thetwelfth section
refers to the evidence of prophets against their people, tho thirteenth shows that it is nothing
but good that is enjoined by revelation, and thus appeals to human instinct not to reject it.
The Qur-An is next plainly stated to be a revelation in substitution for the former revelations,
and not to be the work of a man. The fate of the Meccans, who still persist in rejecting its
Divine truth, is then compared to that of a flourishing town which must be made to suffer
fear and hunger because of the ingratitude of its people.
Andnow that the enemy is punished on account
of transgression and his power broken,
follow in
the chapter is closed by giving the Muslims certaindirectionswhichtheymust
orderto become, and to remain, a greatnation.Abraham,thatgreatpatriarch,honoured
alike by the Jew, the Christian, and the idolatrous Arab, is stated
to be a great exemplar,
who was madegreatinthislife,and
who was a mostrighteousservant
of Allah.He
attained this high position on account of his being a great preacher of Divine Unity, and his
absolute submission to his Maker, andthat was what was now required of the Muslims.
Their religious controversies were to be conducted in a spirit
of utmost mildness and great
wisdom;they were to be a forbearing,not a revengeful nation,forforbearance was the
path to greatness and triumph.

Data of rexeletion.
The revelation of this chapter belongs to the last Meccan period, like that of the group
which it supplements. A clear exposition of the truth of the Divine revelation seems to be
set out et great length in this chapter, as a last argument against the reprobate sinners
of
Mecca. The mention, in vv. 41 and 110, of Muhkjirs, i.e. those who fly from their home,
and the injunction, in v. 115, relating to prohibited foods, have led aome to think that these
verses must have been revealed at Medina. As regardsthe first, it mag be noted that the
first flight of the Nuslims to escape the severe perseoution of the Meocans had taken place
as early as the fifth year of the Holy Prophet’s call ; but it is more probable that the reference
is to the second Muslim exodusfrom Mecca, which took place before theHolyProphet’s
departure from that town. AS regards the latter, it should be borne in mind that the subject
of prohibited foods, having, as it did, a deep connection with idolatry, inasmuch as a11 that
food was prohibited on mhich any other name than that of Allah was mentioned, was dealt
with at Mecca not only in this chapter, but also in the 6th.
So neither the 5 r s t argument
nor the second is reasonable, and the mly conclusion left is that the entire chapter is a late
Meman reveelstion.

SECTION 1
Revelation testified t o by Nature
1, 2. Approach of doom. 3-8. Creation testifies to Divine beneficence

for man. 9. The right way pointed out by Allah.

In thename of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

Ar. that.

Ar. the
cattle, He
created

them.

1 Allah’s commandment has
come, therefore do not desire to
hasten it ;13s4 glory be to Him,
and highly exaltedbe He above
what they associate (with Him).
2 H e sends down the angels
with the in~piration’~5j by His
commandment on
whom
He
saypleases of Hisservants,
ing:1386 Give the warning that
there is no god but Ne, therefore be careful (of your duty) to
Me.
3 H e createdtheheavens
andtheearthwiththetruth,
highly
exalted
be H e above
what they associate (with Him),
4 H e createdman
from a
small life-germ,13sGA
and lo ! he
is an open contender.
5 And H e createdthecattle
for you; you have in them warm
dothing
and
(many)
advan;ages, and of them do you eat.

1364 The first words of this chapter are a fitting sequel to the previous chapters, which
repeatedly give warning of punishment to the wicked opponents of the truth. The anwullah
(lit. Allah’s ‘commandment) signifies thethreatenedpunishment
of Allah, which is here
spoken of as having already come to express the highest degree of certainty as to its advent.
The use of the past tense for the future is of frequent occurrence in Ambic literature, when
great certaintyaboutthefuture is to be expressed. But the unbelievers are asked not to
hasten the punishment,for Allah, Who conferred so ‘many physical benefits on them, is willing
to bestow Hisspiritualgifts, as mercy hasthe foremost place in Divine nature.This is
stated in the verses that follow. .,fVhat that punishment was going to be is expressly stated
at the end of this chapter (v. 112); see 1406.
1356 Rtib here signifies Stspiration or Divine revelation, awh as is imparted by means oj
an angel . , so called because it quickens to life from the death of infidelity (or ungodliness)
, , and theprqhetic commission. It also ,signifies the QUT-dn (LL).
1356 The particle an is usudly rendered by that, but it is frequently used as an explicative
meaning ai (or that i s ) or in the manner of ai, meaning qdilan, or pdilina (Le. gaying), or
some other form of q6la (i.e. he said) (Mgh-LL). For this use of an certain conditiona are
requisite, for which see Mgh.
1 3 5 6 ~The nu$jah signifies originally only pure mater (TA : aZ-m6-ug-gdjl),the word being
applied to 8 very smdl quantity &s well as to a very large volume of it, so that any good
drink is called a nutfah, so nlso is a IM. (TA). The nufijah from which man is stated to be
created is the small life.genn, or the spermtozoon, in the seminelfluid.
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6 And they are pleasing to
you when you drive them back
(to home), and when you send
them forth (to pasture).
7 And they carry your heavy
loads to regions
which
you
could notreach bot with distress of the souls ; most surely
vour Lord is
Compassionate,
hleroiful.
8 And (He madel horses and
mules and asses th&you might
ride upon them and 8s an ornament ; and He creates what you
do not know.
9 And upon Allah it rests to
show the right way, and there
are some deviating (ways) ; and
if He please He would certainly
guide you all aright.13fi7

SECTION 2
Nature upholds Unity
10-19. The whole creation is made subservient t o man. 20, 21. No created
object should be taken for a god.

Ar. from it

is.

10 H e it is who sends down
water from the cloud for you ;
i t gives drink, and by it (grow)
the trees upon which you pasture.
11 He causes to grow for
you thereby herbage, andthe
olives, and the palm-trees, and
the grapes, and of all the fruits;
mostsurely there is a sign in
this for a people who reflect.
12 And B e has made subservient for you the night and
the day andthe sun andthe
moon, andthestars w e made
subservient by His commandment ; mostsurely thereare
signs in this for a people who
ponder ;
13 And what He has created
in theearth of variedhues ;
most surely there is a sign in
this for a, people
who
axe
mindful.

1357 And 80 at last it was that at first Meooa andthenthewhole
of Arab& acoepted
hLm. The verseindicatesthatthekind
and merciful God Who granted man BO many
physical boons could not hsve neglected his spiritus1 requirements.

NATURE UPHOLDS UNITY
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14 And HeitisWho
has
made the sea subservientthat
you may eat fresh flesh from it
and bring forth from itornaments which you wear, and you
see theships cleaving through
it; and that you might seek of
His bounty and that yon may
give thanks.
15 And Hehas castgreat
mountains in theearth lest it
might be convulsed with you,
and rivers and roads that you
may go aright,1368
16 And landmarks ; and by
thestarsthey
find theright
way.
17 Is H e thenWhocreates
like him who does not create ?
Do you not then mind ?
18 And if you would count
Allah’s favours, you will not
be able to number them ; most
;urely Allah is Forgiving, Mer.
:iful.
19 And Allah knows what
you do
. you conceal andwhat
Ipenly.
20 And those whom they
:all on besides Allah have not
xeated anything while they are
ihemselves created;
21 Dead
(are
they),
not
iving, and
they
know not
phen theyshall be raised.’359

I:
I

I:

1358 Whin and how mountains were formed is a subject belonging to the domain of
geology. The words of the Qur-&nseem to point to the great upheavals andthe violent
agitations which led to the formation of the mountains, before man’s existence on earth,
and that having beeneffected, the oonvulsions are now comparatively very insignificant.
The present condition of the earth with man upon it (to this attention is drawn in the words
with you) is therefore one of stability, making life possible. The significance given in the
margin, however, finds support from what is said elsewhere in the Holy Qur-bn : “And the
mountains, He made them firm, a provision for you and your cattle ” (79 :32, 33) ; as mdda
signifies also, he conferred a benest, and mdidah means food. But mdda also means it went
being the equivalent of & J J 3;’ (the particle an inthis case simply
round,

6

meaning that), and the meaning in this case would be, He ha8 cast great mountains in the
earth that they (or it) might rotate with you.
1359 These two verses show conclusively that neither Jesus Christ nor any other person
who is taken for god ever created anything, and secondly, that Jesus Christ was not alive
at the time of the revelation of the Holy Qur-An, bemuse it is steted in clesr words that all
those who are called on besides Allah we dead, not living, and t h e further sbtement that
they do not even know when they shall be rsiaed ehowe that t h e verse speeke of man taken
for gods, and at eny mte includes them.
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[PARTXiV.

SECTION 3
Denierr of .DiPina Unity and Ra~aPalation
2LL-24. Denial of UnityandRevelation.

25. Theyshallbear

,
22 Your Cod is oneGod;
so (as for)those who do not
believe inthe hereafter, their
ignorant andthey
heartsare
are proud.
23 Truly Allah knows what
they hide and what they manifest; surely H e does not love
the proud.
24 And when it is said to
is itthat
your
them,What
Lord has revealed ? they say :
Stories of the ancients ;
25 That they may bear their
burdens entirely on the day of
resurrectionand
also of the
burdens of those whom they
lead astray without knowledge ;
now surely evil iswhatthey
bear.

a double

burden.

SECTION 4
TheYfioked

shall come to DiBgrace

26-29. Those whoplanagainsttruthshallmeetwithdisgrace,
3032. The righteousshall prosper. 33, 34. Final punishment to be awaited
for.

26 Those before them did
indeed devise plans, but Allah
demolished their building from
the foundations, so the roof
fell down on them from above
them,
and
the
chastisement
came to
them
from whence
they didnot perceive.1360
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1860 This is a prophecy relating to the fate of the opponents. They devised plans against
the Prophet, andon the basis of those plans they ereoted a building which, when complete, was
certainly to be destroyed, involving in its destrnction the builders themselves, by the roof
falling upon theirheads. The meaning is thatthey will be given time to complete their
plans, and then these plans and all
that they spent on them will not only be brought to
naught, but also prove a oause of their own ruin. Compare 8 :36 : I ‘ Surely those who disbelieve 8pend their wealth to hinder people f r o m the way of A l l a h : so they ahell spend it,
then it shell be to them an intenee regret, then they shell be overcome.”

0

THE WICKED SHALL
COME

CE.XVI.]

'

TO DISGRACE

639

27 Then on the resurrection
day He will
bring
them
to
disgrace andsay : Whereare
the associates you gave Me, for
whose sakeyou became hostile ?
Those
who
are
given the
knowledge will say : Surely
the disgrace andthe evil are
upon
day
this
the
unbelievers :1361
28 Those whom theangels
1cause to die
while
theyare
1unjust
to themselves. Then
would they offer submission:
We usednotto
do any evil.
Aye : surely Allah knows what
you did.
29 Therefore enter the gates
IJf hell,to
abide therein ; so
(3ertainly evil isthe
dwellingIplace of the proud.
30 And itis said tothose
1who guard (against evil) : What
1s itthat
your Lord has re1realed?Theysay,
Good. For
t;hose who do good in
this
1aorld is good, and certainly the
Ebbode of the hereafter is better;
Ema certainly most excellent is
t he abode of thosewhoguard
(against evil) ;
51 The gardensof perpetuity,
t heyshallenterthem,
rivers
f lowing beneath
them:
they
S#hallhaveinthemwhatthey
I)lease. Thus does Allah reV vard those who guard (against
eIvil),
32 Those whom the angels
0 ause t o die in a good state,
Saying : Peace be on you,
enter the garden for what you
did.
33 Theydonot
wait aught
but
that
the
angels
should
them
or
that
the
C ome to
C ommandment of your Lord
Thus
S.houldcome to pa~s.~3~2

1361 Mark that the punishment of the unbelievers on the resurrection day is described
twice in this verse as being disgrace. This shows that disgrace is E sort of hell-fire which they
had in this very life too,
1362 What is meant by the coming of the angels or the coming of the Lord is made
clear by the next verse : it is the punishment for their evil deeds and ultimately their complete
overthrow that is memt. They w i t that the angels should oome snd the evil consequenoes
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did those before them;
and
Allah was not unjust to them,
but
they
were unjust
to
themselves.
34 So the evil (consequences)
of whatthey
did shall afflict
them and’ that which they
mocked
shall
enoompess
them.1363

[Par XIV.
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SECTION 5
Prophets are raised to explain
35. Falseexcuses.
life after death.

36, 37. Prophetsraisedtoguide.

38-40. Denial of

35 And they who give asso:iates (to Allah) say : If Allah
had pleased, we would not have
served any thing besides Allah,
:neither) we norourfathers,
lor would we haveprohibited
my thing without (order from)
3im.l364 Thus did those before
‘hem; is then aught incumbent
lpon the apostles except a plain
lelivery (of the message) ?
36 And certainly We raised
in every nation an apostle sayang ? Serve Allah and shun the
devil. So there were some of
them whom Allah guided and
there were others against whom
error was due ;I365 therefore
travel in the land, then see what
was the end of the rejecters.
of their deeds afflict them, and they wait that the commandment of the Lord should come to
pass end they should be beset on all sides by that at which they mocked. The coming of the
angels thusstands for the smaller afflictions, such as overtook them in the form of famine and
war, while the coming to pass of the commandment of the Lord indicates the complete overthrow of their power which was brought about by the conquest of Meoca. Compare 268 and
2 : 210.
1363 The past tense, 8s already stated, is frequently used in the Holy Qur-&n to denote
the future, when it is required to express the highest
degree of cerbinty (Rz,vol. 2, p. 242).
The prophecy is an answer to the demand of the previous verse.
1364 The answer to this foolish
excuse is given in the concluding portion of this verse
and continued in the next. All&’s pleasure is not exercised by compelling people to adopt
one way or the other, but by sending His apostles in every age and nation to point out the
right way to the people, and by clear messages through the mouths of His ministers to warn
people to avoid evil.
1366 \
+k 3 means suchthing
a
was suitable
totherequirements
of justice,

a

eta., to take @ect upon him (LL).Hence
u,al\
& signifies thatremaining
in &
o
r waa suitable to the requirements of justice in their case; in other words, they adhered
to error, end there wae no injuetice on the part of Allah in their having remained on earth a

Ar. thou
desirest.

3

163.

37 If you strive for1366 their
guidance, yet surely Allah does
n o tg u i d eh i mw h ol e a d s
a ~ t r a y , l 3nor
~ ~shalltheyhave
any helpers.
38 And they swear by Allah
with the moat energetic of their
oaths: Allah will not raise up
himwho dies. Yea ! it isa
promise binding on Him, quite
true,but
most people do not
know ;
39 So that He mightmake
manifest tothemthatabout
which they differ, and that those
who disbelieve might know that
they were liars.
40 Our word for a thing
when We intend it, is only that
Wesay to it, Be,andit is:

course. The apostles had delivered to them the message and shown them the right way, but
they chose to remain in error. The
words do not mean that
Allah had decreed that they
should remain in error, for then the sending to them
of apostles would have been absurd.
And in the concluding portion of the verse the rejecters of the Holy Prophet are told t o take
a lesson from the fate of the former rejecters of the truth, which would not have been done if
they had been considered as foredoomed to err.
1366 &.c
signifies he strove or laboured or eserted
himself
f o hr i m (Nsb, TALL) ; also, he was erceedingly eager f o ~him (TA-L:).
1367 I think there has been E great misunderstanding in the interpretation of the words
which clearlymean he wholead, (others) astray. The use of a d d l a with-

*.

e

,.$ \*! c
;
i
+ u\

out an objective is permissible, as in
+.
&\
> i.e.
and most surely many would lead (people) astray by their low desires out of ignorance (6 : 120).
The meaning is therefore that those who do not only walk in error themselves, but are even
engaged in lading others astray, cannot be guided BO long as they stick t o this course. But if
it is necessary to make the words ambiguous, by interpreting them as meaning Allah does not
guide him whom He causes to err, it is by no means justifiable to make them contradict the
plain words of the Holy Qur-Bn ; the Q u r - h itself makes it quite clear as to those whom
Allah causes to err. For instance, we have in 2 : 26 : '' But He does not cause to err by it
any except the transgressors," and in 14 : 27, '' And Allah causes the unjust to go astray."
words only mean that the transEven, therefore, ifme adopt the other interpretation, the
gressors andtheunjustare
judges to have gone astray.

not guided, the translation of

*e

being whom He
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SECTION 6
Prophetn ace raised to explain
41, 4% Reward of those who are persecuted. 43, 44. Revelation of Divine
will through man. 45-50. Opponents of truth are always overthrown.

Ar. thee.

a

517.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thou

mayest.

41 And; those who fly for
Allah’s sake
after
they
are
oppressed, We will most certainly give them a good abode
in the world, andthe reward
of thehereafter
is
certainly
muchgreater : did theybut
know ;I366
42 Thosewho
arepatient
and on their
Lord
do they
rely.
43 And We did not send
before you anybut
men
to
whom Wesent revelation-so
ask the followers of theReminder if you do not kn0w-l3~~
44 With clear arguments and
ecriptures and We have revealed to you theReminder
that you. may make clear to
men what has been revealed to
;hem, and that haply they may
:eflect.
45 Do theythen who plan
ftvil hlans) feel secure tof this)
tihat‘kllai may abase ‘them i i
t;he earth or that chastisement
Inay overtake them from whence
t hey do not perceive ?1370

I’
Or, make

them

dtkappear.

,’

1368 This is a most clear prophecy regarding those Muslims who had to fly from their
homes on account of the persecutions of the Quraish. What is promised them is not only a
reward of the hereafter but a goodly abode in this worM too. Whether the reference here is
only to the earlier flight to Abyssinia, or to the later
flight to Medina, which had begun
before the Holy Prophet’s departure, one thing is certain: those who fled their homes in utter
helplessness, and were in danger even of their very lives, were given the clearest promise of
a great future in this life, and this promise proved true notwithstanding the hard struggle
againsta powerful nation,unitedatleastinthedetermination
to exterminateIslam. It is
related,of the Caliph ’Umar that he used to my, when he gave a gift to one of the emigrants :
‘ I Take this-may
Allah bless you ! This is what He promised you in this life, and what is
for you in the hereafter is greater ” (Kf), evidently referring to this verse.

1369 By the

Ja,

*\

(lit. the followers of the Reminder) are generally understood

the Jews and the Christians, to whom it is supposed the Quraish are told torefer the question
whether it is or it is not true that only men and not angels were sent with Divine revelation
before, but the mention in the very next verse of the gikr or the Remind@ having been sent
to the HolyProphet shows thatthe words apply to the Muslims. Some commentstors,
however, take the words generally as meaning learned men.
1370 This verse and the two that follow speak of the punishment in store for those who
invented mischievous plans to kill the Prophet.
The punishment spoken of in this verse is

CH, XVI.]

Ar. above
them.

PROPHETS ARE RAISED TO EXPLAIN

543

46 OrthatHemay
seize
them in the course of their
journeys,thenshalltheynot
escape ;1371
47 Orthat
He may seize
them by causing them to suffer
’ ~ ~your
~ Lord
gradual ~ o s s , for
is most surely Compassionate,
Merciful.
48 Do they
not
consider
svery thing
that
Allah has
zreated ? its (very) shadows
return from right .and left,
naking obeisance to Allah
vhile theyareinutterabasenent.
49 And whatevercreature
,hat is in the hkavens and that
s in the earth makes obeisance
#oAllah (only), and the angels
too), andthey
do not show
ride.
50 Thev fear their Lord
supreme a6d do what they are
commanded:
~~~~

~~~

~

~~~~~

their being swallowed by theearth, which is a metaphorical expression for theutter
annihilation of their power. Khasj, which is ordinarily rendered as cleaving open or
smzZLowing, also means i&il (TA), i.e. bringing to
disgrace.
Hence the meaning of
>>y\
or the earth
swallowing
them up is their being brought to disgrace
in the land. Khas,f also indicates th% disappearance of a thing, as & \
a
,
.
.
& signifies
the eyes sinking, M going away intothehead, meaning itsblinding (S,TA-LL). Hence the
meaning of thephrase

&,\)\

&
”

may be thattheymay

be made to disappear

altogether f~umthe land, being the prophecy of the abaolute diaappearanoe of idolatry and
unbelief fronidrabia. Khasafa also signifies it became defective or sufered loss (8-LL), and
the inwltive noun khasf signifies being vile, abject, or contemptible (ILL-LL), or the lowering,
abasing, or humbling another (Ham, TA-LL), and aocordingly the meming may be He may
make them suffer loss, or abuse them in the earth.
1571 T q a l l u b signifies journeying for t r a m (LL), because for this purpose one has to go and
corne again and again (lit, turning about). The prosperity of the Meccans depended on their
journeying to Syria with their goods, and &E Medina was in the way they suffered by the war
they made upon the Muslims of Medina, because it interrupted their journeys and traffic.
Thus this prophecy was fulfilled by them with their own hands.
1372 Takhawwajd-ha means iu took littte by E i t t k f ~ o mi t (S,Q,LA-LL), and themeaning
is that they shall be diminished gradually until unbelief is utterly annihilated. This was the
form which the punishment of the opponents of the Holy Prophet took. Their annihilation
and the vanishing of their power, spoken of in the two previous verses, were brought about
gradually, not suddenly, so that seeing the prophecy being ful6lled they may accept the truth.
Thug they wwe d d t with kindly and mercifully, BS the two attributes of the Divine Being
brought in at the conclueion of the verse indicate.
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[PmT Xm.

SECTION 7
Human Nature reyoltm againrt Polytheism
61-65, Man turnsto God in aaiction. 56. Polytheistic offerings. 5759. TheyascribedaughterstoAllahwhilehatingthem
for themselves.
Bury\ng girls alive.

60.

Or. be ungrateful

for.

51 And Allah has said : Take
not two gods, H e isonlyone
God : so of Mealoneshould
you be afraid.
52 Andwhatever is inthe
heavensandtheearth
is His,
and to Him
should
obediencebe(rendered)constantly;
will youthenguardagainst
other
than
(the
punishment
of) Allah ?
53 And whateverfavouris
(bestowed) on you itisfrom
Allah, thenwhen
evil afflicts
you, to Him do you cry for aid.
54 Yetwhen
H e removes
the evil fromyou, lo! a party
of youassociateotherswith
their Lord,1373
55 So thatthey may dewy
whatWehave
given them ;
then enjoy yourselves, for soon
will you know.
56 And theysetapart
for
what theydonot
know1374 a
portion of what We have given
ihem.
By
Allah,
you
shall
postcertainly
be questioned
&bout that which you forged.
57 And theyascribedaughiers to Allah, glory be to Him;
md for themselves (they would
lave) what they desire.
58 And when a daughteris
mnounoed to one of them his
ace becomesblack andhe is
ull of wrath.
59 H e hides himself from
he people because of the evil
)f that which is announced to
lim. Shall he keep
it
with
Lisgrace orburyit
(alive) in
be dust? Nowsurelyevilis
vhat they

1373 There is probably a reference here to the minor aflictions, sucha8 famine, etc.
1374 That is, for the idols or their gods whom they ignorantly take for intercessors.
1375 The allusion is tothebarbarouscustom
of buryingdaughters alive which was

”

60 For those who do not believe the
inhereafter
is an
evil attribute, and Allah’s is the
loftiest attribute ; and He is the
Mighty, the Wise.
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BECTION 8
Iniquity of Denlsrr
61. Ever wrong is not punished, 6% They atlcrlbe to Alleh what they
hate for tgem8elves. 63. The devil misleads. 64, 65. Revelation is a
meroy.

Ar. it.
8

2063.

61 And if
Allah had
destroyed menfor their iniquity,
He would not leave on the
earth 8 single creature,nbut He
respites them till an appointed
time ; so when their doom will
come, they shall not be able to
delay (it) an hour, nor can they
bring it) on (before its time).
62 nd they ascribe to Allah
what they (themselves) hate1376
andtheir
tonguesrelate
the
lie thatthey
shallhave
the
good ; there is no avoiding it
fire and
that for themisthe
that they shall be sent before.
63 By Allah, most certainly
We sent (apostles) to nations
before you, but the devil made
their deeds fair-seeming to
1them, so he is their guardian
1io-day, andthey shallhave a
1painful chastisement.
64 And We have not re*
vealed to you the Book except
1;hat you may make clear to
1;hem that about which they
iiffer, and (as) a guidance and
t mercy for a people who
Ielieve.
65 And Allah has sent down
nater
from
the cloud and
,herewith given life to the
mrth after its death ;1377 most
lurely there is a sign in this
or a people who would listen.

a

Ar. thee.

AI.thee.
Ar. t h m

mavest.

1;

~

~

prevalent among the Arabs, especially among their chiefs, and its abolition was one of the
numerous blessings of Islam. With no phyeioal or administrative power behind it to ensure
its enforcement, the word of Allah swept off the deep-rooted custom as with a magician’s
wand, so that not single case of the burial of a living girl has ever been met with since the
mandate came. Attention is drawn to the inconsistency of their .avowed beliefs with their
i n w d convictions in v. 62; see 1376.
1376,
1377,
nee next page.
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SECTION 9

66.

Puabler rhowing Tmth of Revelstion
Parable of milk, 67. Parable of wine. 68, 69. Parable of the bee.

70. Knowledge is gained and lost.

Ar. 4k.

Ar. it.

Ar. thy.
Ar. that.
1956.

Ar. thy.

66 And'most surely there is
a lesson for you in the cattle:
We give you to drink of what
is in their bellies-from betwixt
the faces and the blood-pure
milk,
easy
and agreeable to
swallow for those who drink.
67 And of the fruits of the
palms and
the
grapes-you
obtain from them intoxication
and goodly provision ; most
surely thereis a signin this
for a people who ponder.1378
68 Ana your Lord revealed
to the bee saying Make hives
in themountainsand
in the
trees and in what they build:
69 Then eat of all the fruits
and walk in the ways of your
Lord submissively.
There
comes forth from within it a
beverage of many colours, in

:.

1376 The reference is to theirclscribing daughters to Allah, while they themselves did not
like that any one of them should have a daughter, thus showing how obviously inconsistent
with their inward convictions was their professed belief in the Divine Being,
1377 By the waterfrom the heaven is clearly meant the Diuilu rweZation, as the previous
verse also shows. The death of the earth is its corruption, and the giving of life signifies its
spiritual life, marvelloussigns of which had already appeared in Arabia.
1378 This and the previous verse seem to aim at a comparison between the Divine laws
as manifested innatureandthehandiwork
of man. I t is the working of Divine lawin
nature that produces such a valuable and agreeable diet as pure milk, separating it from the
other elements-blood and dung-to which food is reduced in the belly of a cow, a goat, or
otheranimal. Divine Providence thus most successfully separatesthe pure elements from
excrements, which the hand of man is unable to do. On the other hand, the most agreeable provisions produoad by nature in the form of fruits are turned into such a poisonous
drug as wine by the hand of man. The two illustrations thus point out that just as Divine
laws working in the physicd world produce the purest and most agreeable diets, separating
them from obnoxious elements and useless excrements, so their working in the spiritual world
produces the sublimest and most practicable moral teachings, which aiford to man the purest
and most agreeeblespiritual diet. But the best teachings given by Divine revelation are
likely to be corrupted by the hands of man, as the &st of fruits is turned into such adistlgreeable and obnoxious thing 88 wine, though if it had been p r e s a d in its original condition it
aould hew served 88 an excellent provision. The second illustration, in fact, points out how
man hss oompfed the pure teachings of Divine revelation, and therefore mankind cannot
be trusted to evolve the highest moral and ethicelcode ; it in only Divine law working in the
Bpiritual world, Le. Divine revelation,that gives to man pure moral teachings, noarishing
him spiritually, PB milk nonriehes the human being physically.

THE RECIPIENT OF REVELATION
whichthere is healing for men;
most surely there is a signin
this for a people who reflect.137Q
70 And Alhhhascreated
you, then
He
causes you ta
die, and of you is he who is
brought back to the worst part
of life, 80 that after
having
knowledge he does not know
anything ; surely Allah is
Knowing, Powerful.1380
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SECTION 10
Selection of the Recipient of Revelation
71, 72. Degrees of superiority. 73, 74. Those who set up othar gods.
15, 76, Parables showing that only the good ere fit for selection.

71 And Allah has made some
)f you excel others in the means
)f subsistence, so those who
tre made to excel do not give
twaysustenance
their
to
those
vhom theirright hands possess,
IO thatthey
should be equal
herein; is it then
the
favour
bf Allah which they deny 1'381
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1379 This is another illustration to show that divine revelation brings about an object
which cannot be effected by human exertions. In this case the Divinelews of neture are
shown working in the bee, which gethers the sweet juice of different flowers, making it into
honey. What this small creature dects, working instinctively in obedience to Divine laws,
cannot be effectedby the combined exertions of the whole of humanity. This illustration
from the physical world is introduced to show a similar working of the Divine laws in the
spiritual world, viz. that the Prophet, working as it were instinctively in obedience to the
Divine IawBprevailing in the spiritual and moral worlds, has by Divine revelation collected
all that was best and noblest in any religion or religious teaching and summed it up in the
Holy Qur-tin: a work which could not be effected by the mere exertions of men. Hence it ie
that of the Qur.bn it is said in 98 :3, '' wherein are all the right ordinances." The object is
to show that the Holy Qur-tin,as a collection of d l the highest and noblest moral teachings,
could only be produced by Divine revelation and not by human exertions. And just as honey
is said t o possess the quality of h e 4 h g here, the Qur-bn in 17 :82 and elsewhere is called 4
heding. It should be noted that five kinds of the wa$-y (literally revelation or inspiration)
Of Allah are mentioned in the Holy QUI-gS; vir. fmt, in its relation to inanimate objects, a8
ewU, in 99: 6 ; secondly, in relation to living creatures other than men, as the bee ; thirdly,
in relation to men and women other than prophets, as the apostles of Jesus in 6 : 111 and
the mother of Moses in 28 :7 ; fourthly, in relation to prophets and apostles ; and fifthly, in
relation to angels. It should be borne in mind that all these kinds of wab-y are not of the
same nature, &s, for instance, in the case of the bee, it is its very instinct that is a revelation
to it. The revelation of the prophets is the expression of Divine will for the guidance of men.
1980 h.inthe individual, ao in nations. Those who, before the Holy Prophet, had been
given knowledge of Divine revelation had lost or corrupted it s t the time of his advent ; h e w
the neoessity for a new Divine reveletion.
1381 The verse pointe to the dikenoes in the physioal world and affords an &I18Wer to

,

73 And Allah has made
wives for you from among
yourselves,1382andhas
given
you sons and daughters from
your wives, and has given you
of the good things ; is it then
in the
fdsehood
th&
they
believe while it is in the favour
of Allah that
they
disbelieve ?lJ88
73 And theyserve
besides
Allah that which does not
control for them any sustenance
et all from theheavensend
theearth, nor have they any
power.
74 Therefore do not give a
likeness to Allah ; surely Allah
knows and you do not know.
75 Allah sets forth a parable
a slave, the
“(Consider)
property of another, (who) has
no power over anything,and
one whom We have granted
from Ourselves a goodly BUBtenanoe so hespends from it
secretly and openly ; arethe
two alike ?1384 (All) praiseis
due to Allah!Nay,most
of
them do not know.
the demand of the unbelievers expressly stated elsewhere (6 : 125) : “ W e will not believe
until we are given thelike of what Allah’s apostles aregiven,”claiming an equalright
with the Prophet to receive Divine revelation. I t is therefore pointed outthat as in the
physical world itis seen that some are given greater abundance than others, while there
are even those ‘‘ whom your right hands possess ’ I who do not possess any property and
have to look to others for their maintenance, though working equally hard with them, so too
there are differences in the spiritual world, as dl men are not equally fit to receive the gift
of Divine revelation. I t is to this that the concluding words of the verse allude ; the favour
of Allah, which is the Divine revelation, should not be denied simply because all men are not
equal recipients of it.
1382 The statement made here is that for all men
wives are created from their
anfus
(plural of nafs, meaning sou2 or self) ; no one ever thinks of placing suoh an unnatural
interpretation upon these words aa that which is erroneously placed upon similar words about
Adam, where the r i b is made to take the plaoe of soul or self. I t should be observed that the
words of the Qur-&n do not allow this unnatural interpretation, which is baaedupon the story
of Genesis.
1589 They believe in the Superstition that the idols, which &re inanimate objects, can
intercede with Allah, and deny the favour of Allah being g m t e d to a human being. Hence
the next verse speaks of the idols.
I984 By slave is meant the idol-wdrshipper who, i n h d of being master of idols, stones,
and mob-like objects, &eAllah had crested him to be, chooses to become a slave to them, bows
before them, and considm them more powerful t h m himself. By the master of the goodly
provision reoeived from Allah is meant he who is the recipient of the Divine revelation, Le.
the Holy Prophet. The compsrisonisintroduced to ehow the$theidol-aorshipperr will

PUNISHMENT WITHHELD

Ca 1VI.l

76 And Allah setsforth B
parable of two men: one of
them is dumb,
not
able to do
anything,andhe is a burden to
his master; wherever he sends
him,he brings no good; can he
be held equalwithhim
who
enjoinswhatisjust,andhe
is
on the
right
I Pimself)
path ?la83
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SECTION 11
Punishment withheld
77-79. Allah withholds punishment.
ness of H I S gifts.

I

I

80-83. His mercy m d the manifold-

77 And Allah’s is the unseen
of theheavensandthe
earth;
and the matter of thehour is
but as the twinkling of an eye
or it isnigherstill
; surely
Allah has power
over
all
things.13*6
78 And Allah has brought
you forth from the wombs of
your mothers-you
did not
know anything-and H e gave
you the hearing and the sight
you may
andthehesrtsthat
give thanks.
79 Do they not see the birds,
constrained in the middle of
the sky 7 None withholds them
but Allah;most surely there
wesignsinthis
for a people
who

ultimately find themselves deprived of all power, See the parable of the next verse, which
m P e s it clear. The words of the perable find an echo in the reply of Abu S u f y h , when
the Holy Prophet, who was in the act of entering Mecca as a conqueror, inquired of him:
“Has not the time come when you should know that there is no God but Allah?” Abu
SufyBn replied : I ‘ By Allah, I am now certain that if there had been a God besides Allah, it
would surely have availed me somewhat.”
1385 This parable makes the same compariaon as the previous one. The purport is here
made clearer, The master of the goodly provioion f r m Allah of the previous verse is here
plainly called the enjoiner of what is just and the one who i s on the right path, while the
1dol.worehipper Is the one who is not able t o do anything and who rmaina undwcessftll in
whatever he undertaker-a prophetical allasion tothe
defeat6 and discomfiture of the
idolaters.
1386 By the umeen is meant the knowledge of the unseen, or the knowledge of the eventual
fulfilment of the prophecies ; and by the hour is meant the hour of the d o m of the opponenta
Of the Prophet, the hour
when their power was to be utterly destroyed, They are told that
it would be accomplished sooner than they could imegine, because they considered it to be
hpomibla,
1887, nee next PI&@,
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80 And Allah has given yon
a place to abide in your houses,

and H e has given you tents
of the skins of oattle which you
find light to carry on the day
of your march and on the day
of your halting, m d of their
wool andtheir
fur and their
hair (He has given you) household stuff and a provision for
a time.
81 And Allah has made for
you, of what Hehas created,
shelters, and He has given you
in the mountains places of retreat,and Hehas given you
garments to preserve you from
b e heat13** and coats of mail
bo preserve you in yourfight.ng; even thus does He com?lete His favour upon you, that
mply you may s ~ b m i t , l S ~ ~

1387 Thewithholding of the birds by Allah signifies Hiswithholdingthepunishment
which was to overtake the enemy in the form of battles, which, a5 prophecy clearly indicates,
were to entirely subdue them. Both Arab proverb and Arab poetry bear witness to birds
being.spoken of as attending a victorious a m y to feed upon the corpses of the enemy left on
the bettlefield. Thus we havethe

well-known Arab proverb '+I

u,
a+

i.e.

may thebirdsdisperse
thy pesh, which is a kind of imprecation,meaningmaytheman
die and his flesh may be dispersed and eaten by birds " (Majma'ul Am& by Maidhi, Part 1).
Arab poetry has many references to this, but I cannot quote more than an instance or two.
The famous Nkbighah says :-

i.0. when k g o e s out with the army, flocks of birds, being guided by the companies of the army,
hover over his head. Here the birds are made the attendants of a victorious army, as if they
knew thatthe
army which they followed would slay theenemy,andthatthey
would
of Muhammad bin 1shaq:thus feed on dead bodies. And Abul-Tayyib saysinpraise
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i.e. and when theymeetanarmy,it
becomes certainthatit
shall be wised up from the
bellies of the birde of Tunujah.. Here the opposing army becomes certain of vanquishment
and of being eaten by birds, 60 that, the bellies of the birds serving as their tombs, they should
be raised from these bellies on the day of resurrection.
1388 The mention of one of two contrary things always involves the other; thus when
heat is spoken of, oold is understood,,and when light is apoken of, darkness is understood,
by the preservationfromheat
spoken of here,
and wice wersa (Mubarrad-Re).Hence
preservation from heat and cold alike is meant. Or, a8 Zj says, since w h d preserve8 a man
from he& also preserves him from cold (Rz),therefore the mention of the other would have
been auperfluoua.
1389 As He has given you of the good things of this life, the physical blessings, He now
oompletes thw bleaaings by giving you the greatest of His blessings, Le. Divine revelation.

82 But if they -turn bsck,
then on y m devolves only the
clear deliveranoe (of the message).
83 They recognize the favour
of Allah, yet they deny iti, and
most of them are ungrateful,
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SECTION 12
tentify against their People

84, 85. A witnessagainst every people. 86-88. Denial shall not avail
againstpunishment, 89. Holy Prophet as a witness.

I

84 And on the day when We
will raise up awitness out of
every nation,13w thenshall no
permission be given to those
who disbelieve, norshallthey
be made to solicit favour.
85 And when those who are
unjust shall seethe chastisement, it shall not be lightened
for them,nor
shall they be
respited.
86 And when those
who
wsociate(others
with Allah)
shall Bee their associate-gods,
they shall say : Our Lord ! these
&re ourassociate-gods on whom
we called besides Thee. But
they will give them back the
pelply : Most surely you are
liars.
87 And they shell tender
aubmission to Allah on that
lay; andwhatthey
used to
lorge shalldepart from them.
88 (As for) those who dis3elieve andturn
away from
illah’s way, We will add chas;isemenb to their chastisement
)ece,use they made mischief.
89 And on the day when We
will raise up in every people
I witnessagainst
them from

I’

,
-

1390 In this verse, as well as in the ooncluding verse (v. 89) of this section, the broad
humanitarian doctrine is taught that a prophet has been raised in every nation. A Christian
annotator ‘seems to note with some wonder that “this verse seems to necessitate the belief
of some true prophet having existed in India, China, Japan, etc.,” but certainly it is much
more surprising that those who claim hundreds of prophets for a single nation like the house
of brael should grudge even a single true,prophet to these vast countries and nations. Islam
rejeoka all such nmow views of the spiritual providence of Allah, Who is not the “ Lord God
of hrael,” but the Lord of Sll the nations and worlds.

’

SECTION 13
Re~alationeqjoine Good

90.

~ ~ ~

Good enjoined and evilprohibited. 91-96. Covenants to be fulfilled.
97-100. The faithful live a life of purity.

90 Surely Allah enjoinsthe
doing of justiceandthedoing
of good
(to
others) and the
giving to the
kindred,
and
He forbids indecency
and
evil and rebellion ; H e admonishes you that you mey be
mindfu1.1383
91 Andfulfill theoovenant
of Allah when you have
made
a covenant, and do not
break
the oaths aftermakingthem
fast, and you have indeed mede
Allah a surety for you; surely
Allah knows
what
you do.
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1391 These words should not be misconstrued to mean that the Prophet’s
mission was
to no other people than the Arabians. The Arabians
were the people to whom the Prophet
direotly preached, and therefore they were the first to be judged guilty in rejecting the Holy
Prophet. ThattheProphet’s
message was forall people to whom thetruth was to be
preached by his folloroers is shown by 2 : 143, “ And thus we have m d s you an exalted
nation, that, you may be bearers of witness to other people and that the Prophet may
be
a bearer of witness to you.”
1393 Brinkman’s note that 6 L If the Qur-in explains everything and is a guidance, what
need is there for the sunnah? ” is based on ignoranoe. Sunnah means way or practice, and
by sunnah is meant the practice of the Prophet, as illustrating the precepts of the Qur-An.
Moreover, by everything is meant every basio prinoiple necessary for the spiritual welfare
of man and to decide the disputes of various religions, and not everything that may possibly
exist in the world.
1394 This verse deals comprehensively with the different degrees of goodness and evil.
The lowest form of goodness is that which is called ‘ad1 (literally justice) or Teturning good
for good, and includes not only justice proper, but also the fulfilment of all duties and obligations, &a they all more or less take the form of doing good for good. A higher degree of
goodness is, however, that which is called i k d n , or goodness proper. It is the doing of good
in cases where man has received no benefit. The highest degree of goodness is that which
is called the 391~
5
;
s Q\ or the giving to the kindred, for what a man gives
to his own kindred,to his childrenorparentsorbrothersandsisters,
is given out of a
naturaldesire,andhence
the laststage of goodness isthatin
which a man’snature .
io 80 inclined to good that he has not to make an effort for doing good, but his very nature
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~
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REVELATION ENJOINS GOOD
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92 And be not like her who
unravels her yarn, disintegrating it into pieces after she has
spun it ~trongly.13~~
You make
your oaths
to
be means of
deceit
between
you because
(one) nation is more numerouB
than (another) nati0n.l3~j Allah
only tries you by this ; and He
will most certainlymake clear
to you on the resurrection day
that about which you differed,
93 And if Allah please H e
would certainly make you a
single nation,but
H e causes
to err whom He pleases and
guides whom He pleases; and
most certainly you will be questioned as to what you did.1306
94 And do notmakeyour
oaths a means of deceit between
you, lest a foot should slip after
its
stability
and you should
taste evil because you turned
away from Allah’s
way
and
grievous chastisement be your
(lot).
95 And do not take a small
price in exchange for $llah’s
covenant ; surely what is with
Allah is better for you, did you
but know.
96 What is with you passes
away and what is with Allah is
enduring ; andWe will most
oertainly give to those who are
I ?patient their reward for the
best of whatthey did.
inclines to good. Similarly this verse deals with the three degrees of evil, from the merest
indecency tothewrongfulconduct
which violates therights of individualsandnations.
1394 This is a parable, the meaning of which is explained in what follows.
1396 The opponents of Islam, being more numerous than its adherents, would not
respect theircovenants with thehluslims.
Most commentatorsunderstandthe
words to
be generally true of the Quraish : It being usual with them, when they saw thbenemies
of their confederates to be superior in force, to renounce their league with their old friends.”
But the Verse applies with much greater truth to the
civilized Christian nations who have
not the least regard for their treatie~”especia1lywhen the other party to the treaty is We&in fact, it has beoome a by-word among themthatagreementsaremadeto
be violated.
Rodwell’s note, that ‘ 6 the Arabs, like most half-savige tribes,
used to consider superior mmerice1 strength as entitling them to disregard a treaty,” only needs revision, in view of recent
circumstances, by substituting the words ‘ 6 some civilized naticms I ’ for “ h a l f - s a W e tribes.’’
1596 His pleasure is exercised according to His laws ; it is only the transPssors and the
unjust who go .astray. See verae 104, which makes this verse clear : ‘‘ Surely as for those
who do not believe in Allah’scommunications, Allah does not guide them.” The subject
has been fullyexplainedin 44 andelsewhere; gee 1099, 1297, 1312.
19’
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97 Whoever d o e s g o o d ,
whether male 'or female,1397
andhe is a believer, We will
most certainlymakehim
live
a happy life, and We will most
certainly give themtheir
reward for the best of what they
did.
98 So when you recite the
Qur-&n,seek refuge with Allah
from the accursed devil ;
99 Surely he hasno authority
over those who believe and rely
on their Lord.
100 Hisauthorityis
only
over those who befriend him
and those who associate others
with Him.

SECTION 14
TheQur-64 is not a Forgery
101. The Qur-bn takes the place of formerscriptures. 102-105. It is E
revelation from on high, not a man's work. 106-110. Those who turn
back after belief.

Ar. thozl
art.

101 And when We change
'one) communicath for (anither) communication, and
Allah knows best what
He
:eveals, say:
they
You are only
forger. Nay, most of them do
lot kn0w.13~8
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1397 The Qur-bn here affords another reply to the ignorant statement made in certain
quartersthat according to Islam women haveno souls. Thehappylife,orthe
life in
paradise,isheredistinctly
promised to females as well as males.
1398 I t isabsolutelyunreasonable to arguethedoctrine
of theabrogation of certain
Quranic verses on the basis of this verse. All those verses'which are considered as having
abrogated previously revealed verses-and the number of these is limited to five by the more
learned-belong to the Medina period, because, even admitting for the sake of argument that
there was abrogation, it was not needed until the Holy Prophet had established himself at
Medina and detailed commandments were required fortheguidance of the Muslims. But
this chapter belongs to Mecca, and there does not exist the slightest evidence that any verse
had been abrogated while the Holy Prophet was at Mecca. Moreover, thecontext clearly
shows that it was the revelation of the Qur-hn itsell that was called a forgery, and not an
occasional change that any of its commandments could have undergone, with which change
the unbelievers had, in fact, no concern. What the unbelievers objected to was either the
revelstion of a new book while there was in existence a previous revelation, or the d&ruction
of their OWII customs and usages, which had become sacred to them. The answer in the first
0888 is thatthe
pame Holy Spirit which brought revelation to JesusChrist and other
prophets also brought it to the Holy ProphetMnhammad, and inthe second, thattheir
usages were not founded on Divine revelation, while the Qur-Bn was based on such reyelation.
For a fuller discussion of the doctrine of abrogation EBB 152.
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109 Say : The Holy Spirit1399
has revealed it from your Lord
withthetruth,
thab itmay
establish those who believe and
as a guidance and good news
for thosewhosubmit.
103 And certainly We know
that they say: Only a mortal
teaches him. The tongue of
him whom theyreproachis
barbarous, and this is clear
Arabic t0ngue.14~
104 (As for) thosewho
do
not believe in Allah’s communications, surely Allah will not
guide them, and they shall have
a painful chasti~ernent.~*~1
105 Only they forge the lie
who do not believe in Allah’s
communications, and these are
the liars.
106 H e who disbelieves in
AIlah after his having believed]
not he who is compelled while
his heart is at rest on account
of faith, but he wha opens (his)
breast for disbelief-on these is
thewrath of Allah, andthey
shall have a grievous chastisement.1402

1399 The Holy Spirit is here stated to be the bearer of the revelation to the Holy Prophet,
while elsewhere the same bearer is called the Rllh.ul-amin, or the Faithful Spirit (26 : 193),
and the same is called Gabriel in 2 : 97.
1400 Vatious names have been suggested &B to the person whom the opponents of the
Prophet referred to, These are mostly the names of Christian slaves, Jabr, Yhsir, ’Aishor
Ya’ish, Qais, ’Add&. The name of S a l m h is suggested by Prideaux, which Sale showB to
be an utterly baseless conjecture, as SelmBn came after the Flight. All these slaves were
among the early converts to Islam, and it ww they who were most cruelly persecuted by the
Quraish ; yet they remained firm under the severest tortures. IS it possible to conceive that
they, without being the least gainers, should have thus willingly suffered persecutions for a
oause which they knew to be false?This consideration is alone suflicient to show the
absurdity of the allegation of the Qurrtish and their Christian followers, who attach such
imporhnce to this allegation. The general opinion of the Christians is that it was a Nestoiian monk namedsergius, who is identified with the monk Buhairoh, whom the Holy
Prophet, while yet a boy, met onhis journey to Syria with his uncle Ab6Tblib.
The
absurdity of this view is also expressed by Sale. As regards theChristian slaves, they
certainly cannot be supposed to have been the authors of the sublime themes of the Holy
Bur-An. That the opponents of the Prophet said 60 irr rather a proof of the falsehood of the
assertion than an indication of its truth,; for, unable to meet the arguments of the Holy
Qur-&n, they had to adopt less honest methods of making the Qur-kn unpopulsr.
1401 It is clear from this that believing in Allah’s commandments is equivalent to acting
upon them.
1402, see next page.
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107 This is because they love
this world’s life more then the
hereafter,
and
because Allah
does not guide the unbelieving
people.1403
108 These are they on whose
hearts and their hearingand
their eyes Allah,has set P, seal,
and
these
are
the
heedless
ones.1404
109 No doubt thatin
tlw
hereafter
they
will be the
losers.
110 Yet surely your Lord,
with respect to those who fly1406
after they are persecuted, then
they struggle14O5*hard and are
patient, most surely your Lord
after t h t is Forgiving, Merciful.

1402 Only very rare instances are met with in the early history of Islam in which the
convert8 even under compulsion ever recanted. Being sincere converts, they would not recant
even under hardest trfals. For instance, P b i r and Sumayyah, husband and wife, suffered
death et the hands of the unbelievers because they would not recant, the latter being put
to desth most cruelly, her legs being tied to two camels which were made to run in oppo6ite direction& Their son ’Ammar, however, having been affected by these tortures, was not
so resolute. The cruellest persecutions were inflicted on those slaves who had become converts
to Islam. Muir says: These were seized andimprisoned, or they wereexposed upon the
scorching gravel of the valley to theintense glare of themidday gun. Thetorment was
enhanced by intolerable thirst, until the wretched sufferers hardly knew what they said.”
Yet even under these tryingcircumstances, which would have maddened even the most
resolute man, there were those among these slave-converts who were as firm as a mountain ;
as in the cage ofBilB1,of
whom it is recorded that “in the depth of his anguish the perse.
cutors could force from him but one expression : Ahad ! Ahed ! One ! One 1 (only God).”
1403 How can a people be guided who reject the truth and refuse to act upon i t ?
1404 It is clear from this that Allah does not set seals on the hearts of men and thus
hinder them from accepting the truth; on the other hand, it is they who reject and would
not believe the truth, turning a deaf ear to the preaohing of the Prophet (as the previous
verses show), and thus seals are set on their hearts, etc. Nor is this done permanently, for,
a8 v. 110 shows, even after this Allah forgives them if they repent and showperseverance in
the pursuit of truth and righteousness.
1405 They fly from theplace where theyare persecuted so that they may not again
be aflictad. It appears that some of the believers were now flying to Medin&.
1 4 0 5 ~It should be noted that the Jihdd spoken of here is certainly not in oonnection with
Bghting, for the verae wns revealed at Mecca.
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SECTION 15
The Fate of the Meccanr
111-116. Divine
favours
to Meccans and theirungratefulness.
118. Prohibited foods. 119, Mercy is shown to thepenitent.

117,

111 (Remember)
the
day
wheneverysoulshall
come,
pleading for itself, andevery
soul sha11 be paid in full what
it has done, and they shall not
be dealtwithunjustly.
112 And Allah setsforth a,
parable : (Consider) a town safe
and secure, to which its means
of subsistence come in abundance from every quarter ; but it
became ungratefultoAllah's
favours,therefore Allah made
it to taste the utmost degree of
hunger
and
fear
because of
what they w r o ~ g h t . l ~ " ~
113 And certainly
there
came to them an Apostle from
among them, but they rejected
him, so the chastisement overtook them
while
they
were
unjust.1407
114 Thereforeeat
of what
Allah has given you, lawful and
good (things), and give thanks
for Allah'sfavour
if Him do
you serve.

'

1406 The parable is set forth to depict the state of Mecoe aa it was before the time of the
Holy Prophet and the fate to which it was to be reduced after he was rejected, after i t became
ungrateful for AlZuh's favow. Its first condition was one of great prosperity and influence,
for pilgrimage and trade,picture
of which is
being thecentre to whichalltribescame
drawn in one of (he concluding chapters of the Holy Qur-&n : So let them serve the Lord
of this house, Who feeds them against hunger and gives them security against fear " (106 : 3,
4). Its later st& was, firstly,thatin which, on account of thegreatfaminethat
followed
the curse uttered by the Holy Prophet-" 0 Allah ! overtake them with years of famine like
Joseph's y-8
of famine"-they
ate even bones and corpses (JB) : this was the Eibbsul;izL', or the covering of hunger; and secondly, that it trembled at the advent of en army
of ten th0u-d
Muslims, and this was the lib&-ul.khauf, or covering of fear, being so
called because no blood was shed. The word lib& (literally, covering) used in connection with
hunger and fear indicates the utmost degree of hunger and fear, which, E S it were, covered
them all over.
1407 This makes the prophecy indicated in the previous parable clear. This is the anwuZZah, or the commandment of Allah, the apprcwh of which was snnoonced at the commenoement of this chapter. Thus the end of the chapter states with wonderful exactitude what
that punitihment would be.

'
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115 Hehas onlyforbidden
you what dies of itself and
blood and flesh of swineand
any other
that over
which
namethanthat
of Allah has
been invoked," but whoever is
driven to necessity, not desiring
nor exceeding thelimitIbthen
surely Allah is Forgiving,
Merciful.
116 And, for what
your
tongues describe, do notutter
the lie,(saying) This islawful
and this isunlawful, in order
to forge a lie againstAllah;
surelythose who forge the lie
egainst Allah shall not prosper.
117 A littleenjoymentand
they shall
have
a painful
3hastisement.
118 And for those who were
Jews We prohibited whatWe
have related t o you already,"
md We did them no injustice,
znt they were unjust to themlelves.
119 Yet surely your Lord,
pithremeottothosewho
do
In evil i i ignorance, then turn
dterthatand
make amends,
nostsurely
your Lord
after
,hatisForgiving, Merciful.

SECTION 16
How to become a GreatNation
120-182. How Abraham became great. 123. The Prophet is the new
Lbraham. 124. The Sabbath. 125. Harshness to be avoided in controversy.
126-128. Patience enjoined.

hr.

tlwe.

120 Surely Abraham was an
elxempler, obedient
to
Allah,
Upright, and he was not of the
Plolytheists,
1 2 1 Grateful for His favours ;
II e chose him ctnd guided him
0n the right path.
128 And We gave him good
1n this world, and in the next
kle will most surely be among
t he good.
123 Then
We
reveded
to
5I O U : Follow the faith of Abra,
kLam, theupright one, andhe
Vvas not of the polytheists.

HOW TO BECOME A GREAT NATION
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124 TheSabbathwas
ordained
only
for those who
differed about it, andmost surely
your Lord will judge between
them on the resurrectionday
concerning that about which
they differed.
125 Call to the way of your
Lordwith wisdom and goodly
exhortation, and havedisputationswith
them in the best
manner ;I408 surely your Lord
best knows those who go astray
from His path, and He knows
best those who follow the right
way.
126 And if you take your
turn, then retaliate with the like
of that with which you were
afflicted;’4O9 but if you are
. Datient, it will oertainlv be
best for those who are patl’ent.
127 And be patient and your
patience
is
not but by (the
assistance of) Allah, and grieve
not for them,and do notdistress yourselfat what they plan.
128 Surely ,411ah is with
those who guard (against evil),
and those who do good (to
others).
~

~-

1408 The principle laid down for preaching and religious controversy by the unlearned
Arabian ” has yet to be learned by the most advanced people, whose controversies are carried
on with no other object than that of faultfinding, and whose preaching only aims at carping
at others. *It shows the breadth of mind of the Holy Prophet, more especially when it is
remembered that the injunction was given at a time when theMuslims were being most
severely persecuted and there was the greatest reason for adopting a harsh attitude.
1409 As the context abundantly sets forth, the retaliation spoken of relates only to things
need to
said in controversies, and not to acts of war or bodily injuries, hence there is no
ascribe this verse to the Medina period. But if once the permission to retaliate is given, the
injunction to endure patiently what the opponents say and do is immediately repeated thrice,
and this indicates the true spirit of the Islamic teaching. There is no evidence whatever that
this end the two following yerses were not revealed at Mecca,

CHAPTER XVII
TEE ISRAELITES
(Bani-Isrbeel)

REVEALEDAT MECUA
(12 sections and 111 verses)
Abstract :
Sec. 1. Punishment of theIsraelites.
2. Every deed has aconsequence.
Sec. 3, 4. Moralprecepts.
Sec. 5 . Unbelievers grow harder.
See. 6. Punishmentmust follow.
Sec. 7. The devil’s opposition to the righteous.
Sec. 8. OppositiontotheProphet.
set. 9. Falsehoodshallvanish before truth.
Bec. 10. The Qur-An is a wondrous miracle.
Sec. 11. Trivial excuses.
Sec. 12. A comparison with Moses’ warning.
Sec.

The Title and connection.
THISchapter goes under the name of the Israelites,who, after being made E greatnation
and having risen to power and eminence in the world,
were severely punished and almost
annihilatedonaccount of theirtransgressions.
It opens and ends with E reference to the
history of that nation. The beginning and the end
of this chapter clearly indicate that it is
meant t o be a warning to the Muslims themselves
ES well as to the opponents
of the Holy
Prophet. It speaks of the fate of the Israelites when they became a great nation, and of that
of their opponents when they were yet weak and oppressed ; thus containing clear propheciesof
the fate of the Quraish and of the disasters which were in store for the Muslims after their
riseto power. It will be seen that the punishment of theIsraelitesthemselves is referred
to in the beginning, hence the connection of this chapter with the last is clearly established.
The last chapter endedby showing to the Muslimshow they could become E great nation, while
this begins by calling theirattentiontothefate
of L nation that had risen
to greatness
and then fallen; the reason of the fallbeing that it no more followed those principles whichhad
been the cause of its greatness.

Subject-matter,
The openkg reference is to the
N i ’ d j , or the spiritual Ascension of the Holy Prophet,
whichmust be interpretedasreferringtotheeminencewhichtheHolyProphetwasto
achieve and to the greatness to which Islam WES to rise. Thus, while the last section of the
last chapter gave certain directions to the Muslims, by following which they could become a
great nation, here in the
very commencement we have in the Holy Prophet’sascensiona
clear prophecy of the greatness of the Muslim nation. After this reference, the Muslims are
warned of the fate of the Israelite nation, which had been raised to eminence before them,
but which failed to retain that high
position. The second section establishes the immortal
principle that every deed has a consequence, the univhsal
law of cause and effect, & right
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SECTION 1
Panilmant of the Israelite8
1. The Prophet’s triumph predicted.
8-10, Mercy offered in the Qur-bn.

a-7. The IsraeLites punished twice.

I n thename of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
1 Glory be to HimWho
madeHisservant
to go on P
night fromthe sacred mosque
to the remote mosque of which
We have blessed the precincts,
so that We may show to him
some of Our signs ; surely H e
is theHearing,the
Seeing.1410
understanding of which alone can raise men to the true dignity which befits humanity. The
next two sections contain moral precepts which the Muslims are required to follow. Yet all
these high moral teachings only cause the unbelievers to grow harder, as is shown in the fifth
section, hence the next section deals with their punishment, whilst it enjoins the faithful to
be gentle, even to their opponents. The seventh section refers to the universal law that the
mischief-makers have always stood up in opposition to the righteous, and the eighth speaks
specifically of the opposition to the Holy Prophet. The next section, however, makes it clear
that that opposition would be brought to naught, for falsehood must disappear before the
advance of truth. The advent of the Holy Prophet has been here described as the advent of
truth itself, or of the Spirit of Truth mentioned by John. Thetenth shows how great a
miracle is the Holy Qur-&n in itself, yet the opponents seek other signs. How trivial are the
excuses on which they reject the Holy QUI^ is set forth in the eleventh section,and the
clear. The last section draws attention to Moses’
justice of their retribution is thus made
warning to Pharaoh, the mighty ruler of Egypt, and gives a similar warning through the
Holy Qur-An, ending with a brief mention of the absurdity of the doctrine of ‘‘ sonship,”
which is dealt with at greater length in the two chapters that follow.

Date of revelation.
The whole of this chapter was revealed at Mecca. The verses which speak of the designs
of the Quraish to expel the Holy Prophet (73-76)are regarded by some 88 having been revealed
at Medina, but that conclusion is rather strsnge, as the revelation on the very face of it is
Meccan. The references to the ascension must have been revealed about a year or two before
the Flight, while other portions may have been revealed still earlier. The
principal portion
of it appeers to have been an earlier revelat.ion than the group of the sewn chaptern which
precede it. On the whole it would be safe to place it among the early revelations Of the last
Neccan period.

1410 This journey is generally supposed to refer to the ascension (Ni’i‘rdj)of the Holy
Prophet, for which see 1441, where the nature of the ascension is discussed. If the reference
here is to the mi’rdj, the significance underlying it is the future triumph of the cause of the
Holy Prophet, But the reference may aa well be to the H o b Prophet’s coming FIight t o
Media. It was at nightthatthe
Holy Prophet left hfecca (Ibn-i-Hishkm).The remote
mosque would in this case mean the Prophet’s mosque which was to be built at Medina, Or
Medina itself, as the Sueved Moosqw stands for Mecca. Or it maysignifyJerusalem,the
signifimqce being that the Prophet s h d l inherit ell the blessings of the Israelite Prophets,
including the Holy Land.
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2 And We gave Moses the
Book endmade it a guidance
to
the
children of I s r a e l ,
saying? Do not take a protector besides Me ;I411
3 The offspring of those
whom W e bore with Noah ;
surely h ew a s
a gratefu)
servant.
4 And We
had
decreed
against the children of Israel
in the Divine ordinance: Most
certainly y o u will
make
mischief in thelend twice,1412
and most
certainly
you will
behave insolently
with
great
insolence.
5 So when the promisefor
the first of the twocame, We
sent over you Our servants, of
mightyprowess, so they went
to and fro among the houses,
andit
was e promise to be
accomplished.
6 ThenWe gaveyou back
the turn
to
prevail against
them, a n d a i d e d y o u w i t h
wealth and children and made
you a numerous band.1413
7 If you do good, you will
30 good for yourown SOUlS,
end if you do evil, itshall be
[or them. So when the second
promise c a m(eWrea i s e d
mother people) that they may
wing you to grief andthat
ihey may enter the mosque as
;hey entereditthe
firsttime,
tnd thatthey
might destroy
whatever they gained ascend-

1411 Rdwell says that this verse has no connection with the previous one, but this is not
the cage. The first verse really prophesies a great future for Islam and the Muslims, while
this warns them of the pitfalls of greatness, citing the instance of a nation that had been
made to rise to eminence before them.
1412 Compare 5 : 78 ; ‘‘ Those who disbelieved from among the children of Israel were
cursed by the tongue of David and Jesus son of Mary.” Jerusalem was destroyed twice as a
punishment for the transgressions of the Jews, once by the Babylonians, and again by the
Romans. See Jesus’warningin
Matt. 23: 38:“Behold, your houseisleftunto
you
desolate,”andLuke
21 ; 24; “AndJerusalemshall
be trodden down of the Gentiles,”
and various other like references. The Psalms are alsoreplete with warnings.
1413 Verse 5 relates the destruction of the temple at Jerusalem and the murder, imprison.
ment, and banishment of the Jews by the Babylonians in the year 588 B.c., while v. 6 relates
ta thereturn of the Jews and rebuilding of thetempleunder
Zerubbabel, and to their
e u b q u e n t proeperitp, This is the turn of fortune spoken of here.

cH, xvn.1

EVERY .DEED HAS A CONSEQUENCE
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ancy o v e rw i t hu t t e r
destruction.1*14
8 It may be that your Lord
will have mercy on yon, and
if youagain
return (to disobedience) We too will return
(to punishment),1415 andWe
have made hell a prison for the
unbelievers.
9 Surelythis Qur-An guides
to that which is most upright
and gives gdDd newstothe
believers who do good that they
shall haveagreatreward,
10 And that (as for) those
who do not believe in the hereafter, We have prepared for
them a painful chastisement.

SEUTION 2
Enery Deed has a Coneequenae
11, 12. Man hastens for evil. 13-15. The burden of evil is not transferable.
16, 17. Nations are destroyed when they transgress.
16-20. Every one finds
what he strives after.

11 And man prays for evil as
he ought to pray for good, and
man is ever hasty.
12 And We havemade the
day two signs,
nightandthe
then We have made the sign of
the night to pass away1416and
We have made the sign of the
day manifest, so that you may
seek graoe from your Lord, and
that you
might
know the
numbering of years and the
reckoning ; andWe haveexplained every thing with distinctness.
"

1414 This verse describes the destruction of the temple a second time, vhioh was accomplished by the Romans under Titus. The personal pronouns refer in all cases to the enemy,
whoever he might be, and by no means indicate that the same
enemy who first destroyed the
temple would do so on the second occasion.
1415 This relates to the advent of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, when the Israeliteswere
again given a chance to reform, but they are told that if they return to mischief they will
again be punished. When the
Holy Prophet came to Medina, theJews were at first in a
conciliatory mood, but their enmity increased day by day, until they joined hands with the
enemies of the Holy Prophet, devising plans to take his very life. The result was, they were
punished a8 they had been previously.
1416 Thenightstands
for the darkness of ignoranceand unbelief (see 344), andthe
passing away of the night indicbtes thht ignorance will vanish and the light of Islam will
take ita plaoe.
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13 And We have mede every
man’s aotions to clingto his
neck,1417 and We will bring
forthto him on theresurrmtion day a book which he will
find wide open :
14 Read your book; your own
self is sufficient as a reckoner
against you this da~,14~7*
15 Whoever goes aright, for
his own soul does he go aright ;
and whoever goes astray, to
itsdetriment only does he go
astray ; nor can the bearer of
a burden bear the burden of
another,141snor do we chastise
until We raise an apostle.1419
16 And when We wish to
destroy a town, We send Our
~ornrnandrnent~4~~
to the people
of it who lead easy lives, but
they transgress therein ; thus
the word proves true against
it, so We destroy it with utter
lestruction.

1417 Tdir (lit. bird) means the actiottd of a man, which are, as it were, attached as a
necklace to his neck (8, Msb, Q-LL). Whythis significance was attached to the word
is explained by an Arab superstition. It was a custom of the Arabs to augur good and evil
frombirds, by observing whether E bird flew away of itself or by being roused, whether
it flew to the right or to the left, or directly upwards, and the proposed action was accordingly
deemed good or evil; hence the word came to signify good and evil actiom (Xz). In fact, this
meaning of the word is explained by the concluding portion of the verae and by what follows
in the next. The
verse reveals the principle that every action produces an effect which is
made to cling to a man, and that this very effect will be met with on the resurrection day in
the form of a wide-open book. It is thus by leaving its effect behind that every aotion of man
is recorded, and this very effect constitutes the book of a man’s actions. Clinging t o the neck
indicatestheinseparability of one thingfromanother
(Rz),thusestablishingthe law of
cause and effect.
1417~Note that according to this verse the reckoning of a man’s actions shall be his
own work on the day of resurrection. This statement throws a flood of light on the nature of
that reckoning and the wazn and the mizdn (7 : 8 ; 5 5 : 7), showing clearly that it is nothing
but a complete manifestation of the effects of the deeds done in this life,
1418 This verse strikes at the root of the doctrine of atonement. The burden of the sins
of one man cannot be taken away by another,for, as alreadystated,the
effect of each
man’s actions clings to himself. This is in perfect accordance with the laws of nature. Nor
does the verse contradict what is said in 29 : 13 : ‘‘ And most certainly they shall carry their
own burdens and other burdens with their own burdens,” which refere to those who misIead
others;theyshalltherefore
carry theburden of their own errors ae well astheburden
of misleadingothers,whilethoseothersmustalsoanswerfortheir
own errors.Forthe
signifioance of bearer of burden see 851.
1419 Thechastisement spoken of is that which is a c t e d forbreakingthelaw
that
is given, but only after it has been promulgated.Hence
it isstatedherethat
no one
is chastised unless the truth has
first been preached to him through a prophet.
1420 Themeaning of these words is oftenmisunderstood.
Allah does not commend
people to trenegress, for it is plainly etated in 7 I 28, ‘1 Allah does not enjoin indecency,” and
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17 And howmany
of the
generations did We
destroy
your Lord is
afterNoah!and
sufficient 8s Knowing end Seeing with regard to His servants'
faults.
18 Whoever
desires
this
present life, We hasten to him
thereinwhatWeplease
for
whomsoever We desire, then
We assign to him the hell : he
shallenteritdespised,driven
away.
19 And whoever desires the
hereafterandstrives for it as
he ought to strive andheis
a believer ; (as for) these, their
striving shall be recompensed.
20 All do We aid-these as
well as those-out
of the
bounty of your Lord,and the
bounty of your Lord is not
confined.
21 See how We have made
some of themto excel others,
andcertainlythehereafteris
muchsuperiorinrespect
of
degreesandmuchsuperior
in
respect of excellence.
22 Do not associate with
Allah anyother god, lest you
sit down despised, neglected.
SECTION 3
Moral P r e c e p t s
23-25. Goodness to parents.

Ar. thy.

Ar. thee.

26-30. Kindness to the poor.

23 And your Lord has
commanded that you shall not
serve
(any)
but
Him
and
goodness to your parents.1421 If
eitheror both of themreach
old agewith you, saynotto
" nor
them (so much as) Ugh
chide them, and speak to them
a generous word.

&gain in 16 :8 0 , ' 1 He forbids indecenay and evil snd rebellion." The meaning is olear :
Allah sendsthemcommandments
to do good, pointingouttheright
way through His
prophets, but as they are accustomed to lead easy lives, they transgress those commandments, and are therefore punished.
1421 Obedience to parents ia placed next to submission to Allah, for among fellow-beings
none has a greater claim upon n person than his parents. Moreover, obedience to parents i n
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[PART xv.

24 And make yourself submissively gentle to themwith
compassion, and say: 0 my
L o r d !h a v e
compassion on
them, as theybrought me up
(when I was)little.
25 Your Lord knows best
what is in your minds ; if you
are good, thenHeissurely
Forgiving" to those who turn
(to Him) frequently.
26 And give tothe near of
kin his due a d (to) the needy
and the wayfarer, and do not
squander wastefully.
27 Surely thesquanderers
we the fellows of the devils,
end the devil is ever ungrateful
to his
28 And if you turn away
Erom them to seek mercy from
your Lord which you hope for,
speak to them a gentle ~ o r d . 1 ~ ~ 3
29 And do not make your
9and to be shackled to your
leck nor stretch it forth to the
Itmost (limit) of its stretching
'orth,
lest
you should (afterpards) sit down blamed,
;tripped 0ff.1~2'
30 Surely your Lord makes
Aentiful the
means
of sub,istence for whom He pleases
,nd H e gives according to a
lzeasure ; surely He is ever
Lware of, Seeing, E i s servants.

the seed from which-if the child is properly taught this lesson-springs the great obligation
of obedience to dl oonstituted authority. Hence it is that obedience to parents is given such
an importmt place in the moral code of Islam.

&e\

1422
c;l\+l
signifies the brethren,friends, and jolbwera of the devil, and
means evil-doers. While enjoining charity, the Holy Qur-&nalso draws attention to eoonomy,
thus indicating the golden mean.
1423 The hoping for mercy j T o m the Lord means standing in need of the bounty of the
Lord, i.e. not havingamything to give to the needy. In that case one should still speak t o
him gently and not ohide him with harshness, EO that if the difficulty cannot be relieved,
one's behaviour should at least be kind. A saying of the Holy Prophet declares a gentle
word spoken to a fellow-man to be a deed of charity.
1434 By the shackling o j the hand to the neck is meant being niggardly in one's expenses,
and by atretching it forth to its utmost extent, being 80 profwe a8 to waste away all ~ '
slrbstance. The verse supplies ageneralruleregmdingthemean
to be adopbd in one18
ordinary expenses, and thus inoulcates the duty of economy.

8
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SECTION 4
Morel P r e o e p t r
31-33. Infanticide,
fornication,
and
murder
forbidden. 34. Care of
orphans and fulfilment of obligations enjoined. 35. Honesty to be observed
in dealings. 36-38. Meekness and humility commended. 99-40. Polytheism
condemned.
I

I

31 And
do
not kill your
children for fear of poverty;
We give them sustenance and
yourselves (too) ; surely to kill
them is a great wrong.142b
32 And go not nigh to fornication ; surely it isan indecency
and evil is the way.1426
33 And do not kill any one
whom Allah has forbidden except for a just cause, and whoever is slain unjustly, We have
i n d e e dg i v e nt o
his heir
authority, so let him not exceed
the
just
limits
in
slaying ;
surelyheis aided.1427
34 And draw not near to the
property of the orphan except
in a goodly way till he attains
his
maturity
and
fulfil the
promise ; surely (every) promise
shall be questioned about.
35 And give full
measure
when you measure out, and
weigh with a true
balance;
this isfair and better inthe
end.
36 And follow notthat
of
which you hazre not the knowledge
surely
hearing
the
and the sight and the heart, all
of these,shall
be questioned
about that.

I’
I

-

1425 Infanticide, in the case of daughters, was met with among the Arabe, because the
females could not go out to war and thus procure for themselves, by means of plunder, their
means of subsistence (Rz). But the civilized Christian countries stand more in need of this
admonition than the Arabs of the time of ignorance, because the tendency is growing day by
day among them either to limit the number of children or to totally dispense with offnpring,
and this may be wcomplished by means other than that of strangling or burying children
alive. The decreasing birth-rate of the more civilized countries is a dear sign of this
tendency.
1426 This is another evil which is becoming prevalent with the growth of civilization.
The Qur-&n not only forbids fornication but enjoins men not to go near it, thus avoiding
all ihose opportunities which are likely to tempt one to fall into the evil.
1427 This verse oontains nothing inconsistent with what is said in 2 : 178. The words Ire
i s aided probably indicate thatasthe
government is bound to aid him by bringing the
murderer w i t h i reach of the law, the heir
should not take the law into his own hands.
1428 If this injunction were followed, all society gossip would immedietely cease, thereby
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37 Ana do not go aboutin
the land exultingly, for you can
not cut throughtheearth nor
reach the mountains in height.
38 All this-the evil ofitis hateful in the sightof your
-~
Lord.
39 This is of what ymr Lord
has revealed to you of wisdom,
and do not associate m y other
god with Allah lest you should be
throwninto hell,blamed,cast
away.
40 What ! has then your
Lord preferred to give you
sons, and (for Himself)taken
daughters from among the
angels 7 Most surely you utter
a grievous saying.

SECTION 5
Unbelieners grow h a r d e r
41-47. Unbelievers grow moreaverse.
ieath.

n

895.

48-59. Theirdenial

of lifeafter

41 Ana certainly We have
:epeated (warnings)
in
this
Jur-kn that they may be mind‘ul, but it does not add save to
;heir aver~ion.1~2~
42 Say : If there were with
Tim gods as they say, then
:ertainly they would have been
bble to seek a way to the Lord”
)f p0wer.1~30

relieving many an innocent man and woman of the heart-burnings which he or she suffers on
aooount of evilandunfoundedreports.The
verse also forbidsenteringinto
discussions
withoutaccurate knowledge, or proffering uncertainopinion.
Infact, peace andcontent.
if theinjunction were
ment would reign in sooiety, instead of mutualstrifeandhatred,
observed.
1429 Allah’s purpose in repeating arguments ana signs in the Qur-in is clearly to make
them mindful, but the more they are reminded, the greater is their aversion to it,
so that
every fresh revelation of the Qur.&n, instead of reminding them, becomes the occasion of their
greateraveraion: thus itaddstotheir
aversion. It is really not theactive oause, butthe
proof of the correctness of what
occasion of the increase of their aversion. This is further
is said in 24.
1130 That is, they would have prevailed against the Muslims with the help of their gods,
because they thought that their gods interceded for them with Allah; the Muslims, being the
rejecters of idols, could not have found access to the Divine Being, and accordingly could not
have found help from Him to prevail against their enemy.
Or the reference may be to the
spiritual advantages which &ccess to the Source of purity should bring to a man. If the idols
could indeed give them mcew to the Divine Being,
the idol-worshippers should long before
haverisen above all impurities.

UNBELIEVERS GROW HARDER
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43 Glory be to Himand
exalted be H e inhighexaltationabove what they say.
44 The seven heavens. declweHis glory andtheearth
(too), andthose
who arein
them : and there is not a single
thing butglorifies Him with His
praise,but you do notunderstand their glorifioation ; surely
H e is F o r b e a r i n gF, o r giving.l430*
45 And when you recite the
Qur-tin, We place between you
and those whodo not believe
in the
hereafter
hidden
a
barrier ;I431
46 And We have
placed
coverings on theirheartsand
a heavinessintheirearslest
they understandit,andwhen
you mention your Lord alone
in the Qur-4n they turn their
backs in aversi0n.1~3~
47 We know best what they
listen to when they listen to you,
md when theytake
counsel
iecretly, when the unjust say:
You follow only a man deprived
If reason.
48 See, what they liken you
, o ! So theyhave gone astray
bnd cannot find the way.
49 And theysay:What
I
vhen we shall havebecome

-

1430~The whole universe is here mentioned a9 declaring the glory of Allah. Taghib is
synonymous with tanzih, and means the decEating God to be free from every imperfection and
impurity, or f m m everythingderogatory
to Hi8 dignity (LL). Thisdeclaration need not
be with the tongue and in words ; in fact, the very dependence of the whole creation on the
Creator and its consequent imperfection is a glorification of the Creator.
1431 This hidden barrier is nothing but that erected by their own aversion, as plainly
indicated in v, 41. Allah, according to that verse, sends the Qur-&n ta remind them, but
because of their aversion to it a barrier is imposed between them and it.
1432 The context is alone su5cient to dispel illusion where verses like this are supposed to
indicate that those who reject the Bur-& are compelled to do so by Allah Bimself.The
placing of the coverings on thehearts and heaviness into theears of the unbelievers is
no doubt attributedto Allah as the prime o m s e of all things, but how this covering or
heaviness is directly brought about is plainly indicated in the latter part of tbis very verse.
It is because they do not even listen to the mention of Allah, and fly in aversion from His
word, that there follow a heaviness in their earn and E covering over their hearts. Allah
brings this about, but He brings it about on account of the oondition of their o ~ hearts
n
and
ears. This is made very clear in 7 : 179 : 6 ‘ They have hearts with which they do not underatand and they have eyes with which they do not see and they have eers with which they do

not hem.”
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bonesand
decayed particles,
shall we then
certainly
be
raised up, being a new Creation?
50 Say: Becomestonesor
iron,
51 Or some other creature of
those whichare too hard (to
receive life) in your m i d s !I433
Butthey will say:Who will
return UE ? Say : HeWho
created you at first.Still they
will shaketheirheadsat
you
and say:When
will it be ?
Say : Maybe has
it drawn
nlgh.1434
52 On the day when H e will
call youforth, thenshall you
obey Him, giving Himpraise,
and you will thinkthat
you
tarriedbut B little (while).

SECTION 6
Punishment must follow
53,54. The faithful should be gentle to opponents, 55-60. Punishment of

transgressorsis a Divine law.

53 And say to My servants
(that) they speak that which is
best;
surely
the
devil sow8
d i s s e n s i o n sa m o n gt h e m ;
surely
the
devil isan
open
enemyto ~ a n . 1 ~ ~ ~
1433 The Arabs denied a life afterdeath, giving as an argumentthat they would be
reduced to decayed particles, and that, hence there
was no possibility of their being raised to life
again. They are told that a life after death must follow even if they could change themselves
into stones. And thespiritual life with which they were quickened by the Holy Prophet,
notwithstanding their hard-heartedness, so that they were like rocks, rather worse in hardness ’’ (2 : 74), afforded a clear proof of the fulfilment of the statement made here.
1434 Theshaking of the head is to indicate one’sdisbeliefin
athing.The
answer,
nzuybc it has drawn nigh, refers t o t h e spiritual resuscite,tion of Arabia, which waanow to
be accomplished through the agency of the Holy Prophet, as an indication
of the greater
resurrection relating to the hereafter. The next verse makes it clear: Tllen shall you obey
Him, giving Him paise. Only ten years afterthis the whole of Arabia resounded with
Divine praises.
1436 The Muslim &re here enjoined to be very ‘kind when they speak to the unbelievers.
It is related that when the Muelims complained to the Holy Prophet that they were abused
by the idolaters, they were told to be kind and not to retaliate (JB). The breadth of mind
disclosed in this teaohing is unsurpassed. The believers had suffered the cruellest tortures at
the hands of the unbelievers, including scoffing and abuse. Not content with this treatment,
steps were now being taken to sweep Islam .out of existence. Observe the treatment Islam
enjoins in return for 011 these persecutions end abuses : Say to My servants (Le. the Muslims)
that theyepeak that which i s best. And why? Beeease it was the devil (and t h i s word often
signifies the mimhief-makers) that was ooaeiq theee qumels. The words evidently imply
1‘
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54 Your Lord .knows you
best; He will heve meray on
you if He pleases, or He will
cheetise you if He pleases : and
We have not sent you as being
in charge of them.1436
55 And your Lord best knows
those who areinthe heavens
andtheearth ; and oertainly
We have made some of the prophetsto excel others,l4S7 and
to David We gave a scripture..
56 Say : Call on those whom
you assert besides Him: so
they
shall
not control the
removal of distress from you
nor (its)transference.
57 Those whom they call
upon, themselves seek the
means of access to theirLord
-whoever of them is nearestandthey hope for His mercy
and fear His chastisement ;
s u r e l yt h e
chastisement of
your Lord is thing
a to
be
cautious
58 And there is not a town
but We will destroy it before
the day of resurraction or chastise it with a severe chastisement;this
is written in the
Divine ordinance.1439

that these dissensions were only transient ; the two parties would again become united. Or by
‘ibddi may be meant the opponents (RE), especially the Jews and the Christians, because of
the reference to David and the Psalms in what
follows. The meaning in this case is that
the opponents’should cease reviling Islam, for they would soon have reason to regret this.
1436 It ehould be noted that in this verse, as elsewhere, mercy is mentioned first, thus
showing that Divine mercy has precedence over Divine retribution. The opponents are
therefore given greater hope of mercy than fear of retribution.
’
1437 By saying that some of the prophets are made to excel others, the exoellence of the
Holy Prophet over others is implied, and David is specially mentioned, because, ae stated in
the Psalms, he prayed for the utter destruction of his enemies, whereas the above two verses
show the Holy Prophet was enjoined to dealmercifullywithhis
opponents. Aa regards
David’s invoking curses and destruction o n his enemies, a few examples from the Psalms will
be sufficient: 6‘ Break their teeth, 0 God
let them melt away ES water8 , let them
be out in pieces ,
le4 every one of thempassaway ” (Ps.58: 6-8). ‘‘ Be not merciful
to any wicked transgressore ’’ (Ps. 69 ;6). ‘ I Consume them in wrath, consume them that
they XlUy Dot b ” (PE. 69 : 13).
1438 ThL and tbe previous verse seem to refer to the worship of prophets, saints, and
rabbis by the Christians and the Jews. Explaining the words w h they call upon, JB adds,
a8 the angels and Jeezls and his mother and Ezra. .These divinities, it is argued., themselves
hoped for Divine mercy ssd feared Hi8 retribution ; the nemer a person to the Divine Being,
the greater was his hope of mercy and his fear of chastisement.
1438 It is a hw to which history bears evident teetimony. Popdoue ~ w m
Wd citise of
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Ar. W e .
Ar. t h y .
Ar. thee.

[PART xv.

69 And nothing could have
hindered UB that Weshould
send comwnications except
that
the
ancients
rejected
them ;1440 and
We
gave bo
Samood the she-camel-a manifest mgd-but on her account
they did injustice, end We do
not sendsigns
but to make
(men) fear.
60 And when we said to
y w : Surely your Lord enoompasses men ;144’JA andWe
did not make the vision which
We showed you but a trial for
men1441 and the cursed
in the Qur-bn as well ; and We
cause them to fear, but it only
adds t o their great inordinacy.

one age are the ruins of another. This law which worked in old days operates even now.
Thehand of timecontinues to devastate old habitations, while new ones are erected in
their plece.
1440 This verse has been much misunderstood, but, as in so many other cases, the mis.
understanding arises from careless or ignorant observation. The word byat, as shown in 67,
signifies both a message or a comrnzlnication and a sign, the former significance being the one
that is generallyapplicable unless there is something in the context to indicate that the latter
significance must be adopted. As Divine communications were always rejected at first, that
significance may be adopted here, the meaning being that the only thing which could possibly
be a hindrance In the continuance of Divine Communications to one generation after another
would be the rejection of it by the first generation, but that consideration never hindered the
is the signifiDivine Being from sending communications to a later generation. The same
cance if the alternative meaning given in the margin is adopted. That this
yerse does not
deny the sending of signs is conclusively proved by the fact that it concludes with the statement that signs are sent to make men fear, and by the very next verse affirming in the clearest
language that even now W e c a u ~them to fear, which could not have been done otherwise
than by sending signs. The meaning is plain : If anything could ever have hindered Us from
sending aigns, that would have been their rejection by a former people, but We have always
been Meroiful, and not even rejection by one people of Our signs hindered Us from sending
signs to a later generation.
1440~IG,tah, or encompassing, is used in the Holy Qur-&nin the sense of holding in grasp
as i t were about to deatroy ; and by the people are here evidently meant the opponents of the
Holy Prophet, the prophetical reference being to their utter diecomfiture, which WBB 60 be
brought about by the conquest of Mecca (Rr).
1441 Most commentators agree that the reference here is to the vision of Ascension (Bkh,
Rz),which gave the Holy Prophet promises of great success after his flight, bebanse so the
vision of Ascension to heaven is to be interpreted (see 1410). There hm been a dlfferenoe of
aecension wa8 bodily or ~piritual;
opinion among the learneda8 to whether the Holy Prophet’s
the majority adhere to the first view, but among those who hold the latter view them are
personages of sound opinion, such as ’dyeshah and Mu’hviah. In view of the plain words of
the Qur-An, however, which refer to the &scansion8 8 being the vision which We showed you,
t h e opinion of the majoritymust be rejected. The Qur-Bn on several occasions mentions
even visions without describing them as visions. But when it is pieinly called a vision, not
the least reason exists to question ita natare. The sayinge of the Holy Prophet do not indeed
1449, BBB next

psge.
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SECTION 7
The Devil's Opposition bo the Righteous

61-65. Thedevil'sstruggleagainstman.
66-69. When evil afflicts men
he turns to Qod. 70. Men aremade to excelothercreatures.

61 And when We said to the
angels: Make
obeisance
to
Adam ;* they madeobeisance,
but Iblis (did it not).b He said :
Shall I make obeisance to
himwhomThouhastcreated
of duat?O
62 He said: Tell me, is this
he whom Thou hast honoured
above me ? If Thoushouldst
respite me to the day of resurreotion,d I will mostcertainly
cause his progeny to
perish
except a few.
say whether it was a vision or not, but the circumstances related clearly show it to be a
vision, Thus in a report received through Sharik, it is stated that the angel came to him :
,& qky J,
2 @ J2.Q &+ \
i.e. on another night
when
hisheart saw (things)and his eyes slept but his heart did not sleep; andthe concluding

e fs

e!

words of this report are f \ ) \
Jb >
) i.e. and he awoke
and
he was
in theSacred Jfosque (Bkh, kitdb ul Tauhid). In another report the words describing the
condition in which he was atthetime
of ascension are &lJ&J\>
L\

4

e. &

i.e. whilst I was in a state between that of one sleeping and one awake. In fact, it is quite true
that he was not asleep ; he was in a vision though not in a dream,but at the same time it was
not a corporeal ascension. He was actually carried to the Holy Presence, and he was shown
great wonders, but it was in spirit that he was carried, and it was with the spiritual eye that
he saw those,wonders, not in body and with the physical eye, for things spiritual can only be
seen with the spiritual eye. And this vision had an important significance, He saw it at a
time when his condition was, to human seeming, one of utmost helplessness, and he was
shown thatagreatfuturelay
before him. His opponents, asusual, disbelieved insuch
visions, andlaughed at them.
1449 The cursed tree is the tree of zaqqzlm (Rgh). According to the Holy Qurdn, every
good mtion is a good tree and every evil a c t i n is an evil tree. Tho peculiarity about the
word zaqqzim (for the significance of which see 2111) is thet it is made of the first two and the
2, &I
i; j meaning, Taste, for you to be.
last
letters of the sentence

a\

are the mighty, the generous, with which those inhellshall
be addressed (44 : 49).
One explanetion of the cursed tree being a hial for the unbelievera is given in 3111. But the
statement is made here in contrast with the Prophet's vision, and both in fact have a deeper
significance. As the Prophet's vision signified his future triumph and gave an indiaation of
the greatneaa to which Islam would riee, the stetement madeelaewhere b t the tree of zaqqztm
was the food of sinners (44 :43, 44) oontained a prophay of the discomfiture of the enemies
of Islpm, telling them that a deadly food Was in store for them. It wae theee two prophecies
that the opponenta bughed to morn, hence they were a trial for them. And the reason why
the vision and the statement about the cursed tree are conjoined is thusevident. The triumph
of I h and the discomfitma of the enemy went head in hsnd.
w e
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Ar. thou
canst.

Ar. thy
Ar. thy.

A r thou

hust.

Ar. thy.

63 H e said : Be gone! for
whoever of them will follow
you, then surely hell is your
recompense, a full recompense :
64 And beguile whomsoever
of them ou can with your voice,
and co ectagainst
them1443
your forces riding
and
on
f00t,lU4 andshare withthem
in wealth and children,1445 and
hold out promises tothem;
and
the
devil makes not
Dromises to them but to
aeceive :
65 Surely(asfor)
My servants. u m have no authoritv
over thim ;1446 and your Lor$
is sufficient as a Protector.
66 Your Lordis
He who
speeds the ships for you in the
sea that you may seek of His
grace ; surely He is ever
Merciful t o you.
67 And when distress afflicts
you in the sea, away go those
whom you call on except He ;
but when He brings you safe to
the land, you turnaside;and
man is ever ungrateful.1447

1443 You say

lf

&,

j

&

meaning it thundered
and
then
refrained

from

raining of a coward who threatensandthen
is silent (LL). The devil is therefore here
compared to a coward who comes with a great show but little real force, and who, if shown
theleastresistance,retreats
at every step. According to I’Ab, everyinviter who invites
(othem) to the disobadienee of Allah i s asatunutteringthe
cry (JB).
1444 The forces of the devil are no other than the evil-doers, thoee going quickly into
evil being likened to riders, and. those who walk BlOWly in their evil course being likened to
footmen. According to JB, by t h e devil’s horse and f o o t is meant every fast rider and slow
walker in dieobedience.
1446 The sharing of the devil in wealth signifies everything spent unkzwficlly or acquired
unlawjully ; and sharing in children is inreference to committing fornication, which resultsi n
illegitimatebirths

(JB). It is for this reason thatthe

expression

a

cjJ

(4 : 171),

spoken about Jesus Christ, is translated by some as meaning a soul from Allah, in the sense
that the devil had no share in him, the ultimate significance of the words thus being the
clearance of Mary from the charge of fornication which the Jews brought against her, as is
referred to in the QUI-bn elsewhere in the words : ‘‘ And their uttering a grievous calumny
about Mary” (4: 166).
1446 3 y M y s e w a n t e are to be understood dl men, for as the &il himself is made
to nuknowledge in 14 : !E! : “ I hsd no authority over you.” see 1308.
1447 A true picture is drawn here of human nsture, which turns to Allah in &i&ion bat
forgets Him when relief cornea The words are spoken here in referhce to the Quraish,
who, when the famine and other minor distresses afaicted them, prayed to AlIah alone for
their removal, but went back to their idols when they found themsalrea free from dietion.
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68 What I do you then feel
secure that He will (not) make
ym disappear on a tract of land
or send on you a punishment?'."* Then YOU shallnot
find a protector for yourselveg.
69 Or, do you feel secure
that He will (not) Cake you
back into it another time, then
send on you a fierce gale and
thus drown you on account of
your uvpatefdness ? Then
you shall not find any aider
against Us in the matter.l449
70 And surely We have
dignified the children of Adam,
and We carry them in the land
and the sea,and We have given
them of the good things, and
We have madethem to excel,
by a (high) degree of excellence, most of those whom We
havecreated.

SECTION 8
Opposition to the Prophet
71,72. Men shall be raised according to their deeds. 73-75. Attempts to
make theProphet give up his mission. 76, 77. Attemptsto expel him
from Mecca.

71 (Remember) the day
when We will call every people
with their leader: 1460 then whoweris given his book in his
right hand,theseshallread
;heir book; and they shall not
>e dealt with a whit unustly.14~'

6,)

1448 &i@b primarily means a thrower o r pelter of stones, and
signifies a violent wind that raises pebbles (LL). Hence F@ib comes to mean a punishment
from Allah (TA.LL). The word is also applied to a cloud raining hail.
1449 These two verses remind the opponente of the Holy Prophet in clear worda that
though they may for a while escape the punishment, yet it is certain to overtake them. The
distress is here likened to the sea. The heavy gale of which they are here warned blew on
them on lend and led to the precipitate flight of an army of ten thousand which waa
besieging Medine in what is known as the battle of the Confederates (Ibn-i-HiehBm),because
the Quraish, determined to deal a death-blow to Isltun, hsd aome with all their allies.
1450 The meaning is that the righteous shall follow the righteous leaders and the wicked
shall follow their wicked leaders. The word imcim, or Icader, here, is interpreted in several
other ways, meaning sm$ture, prophet, law, book of daeds. The last of these aignificances
also snits the oontext, as the books of deeds are spoken of in the following worda ; elsewhere,
also, the Holy gar-Ansays : Every nation shuU be called to it8 book (46:28).
1461 This book is the one mantioped in v. 14,i.e. the effeot of one's deeds, which shall be
brought before every one in palpable form on the resurrection day.
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Ar. them.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou
shouldet.
Ar. t h e .

Ar. thee.
AT. tho?&
wouldat.

Ar. thee.
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72 And whoever is blindin
this, heshall
(also) be blind
in the
hereafter,
and
more
erring from the way.1459
73 And surely
they
had
purposed to turn you ~ ~ ~
from th’at which We have
revealed to you, that you
should forge against Us other
than that, and then they would
certainly have tbkeken you for B
friend.
74 And had it not been that
We had already
established
you,you would certainlyhave
been near to incline to them B
little ;
75 In that case We would
oertainly have made you to
taste a double (punishment) in
this life and a, double (punish-

3
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~

~

1452 This verse gives us the guiding rule in determining what hellish life is and when it
begins. We are here told in plain words that those who remain blind to truth in this life
remain blind in the life afterdeath, which shows inthe first place that it is herethat
a hellish life begins withspiritualblindness;and
secondly, that the hell of the next life
is also a blindness. Thisis corroborated by whatissaid
in 57 :13, thatthefaithful
hypocrites shallask for thatlight from them,
shallhave a lightonthatday,andthe
but they shall not be allowed tohave it, and this will be theirtorment.
1453

idw,s v means he wad neardoing

it as well as he purposed or intended

to do it. For the latter significance, which I adopt here as suiting the context, see LL, who
quotes Lth, M, andotherauthorities,inthearticle
Kat&. Theinterpretation adopted by
Rodwell and Palmer, thcy had well-nighbeguiledthee, and a somewhat similar translation
given by Sale, is wrong, 8s it contradicts the statement made in the very next verse, according to which the Holy Prophet had tllready been so firmly established in the path of truth
that he was not even near to inclining to them a little.
The commentators think the allusion to be to 89 incident which happened at Medina long
after the revelation of this chapter. On the contrary, there is a clear and well-lcuthenticated
incident regarding the attemptof the Quraish atMecca which, both as regards the offer of the
Quraish and the firm reply of the Holy Prophet, exactly fits in with the statementof this verse
and the one that follows. The Christian annotators are ever ready to distorb the words, so
as to makethemalludetothe
eupposed “lapse ” of the Holy Prophet, but I leave that
incident for diacnsaion in ita proper place (2382). The incident which I think is alluded to
here is given in Ibn-i-Hishhm. The chief men of the Quraish met inan assembly and invited
the Prophet, saying to him that they were prepared to gather for him wealth or to make him
their king if only he left them and their idols to do aa they liked. The Prophet’s reply was
that he wanted neither of them things, but that it was for their welfare thathe asked them to
give up evil ways. On an earlier occasion, when a deputation of the Quraishwent to Abll TAlib,
the Prophet’s uncle, to prevail
upon him to dissuade the Prophet from speakingof their idols,
and Ab6 Ttilib told the Prophet that he too was unable to defend him against the Quraish,
his reply was : “ If they place the sun in my right hand and the moon in my left and ask me
to give up my mission, I will not give it up until the truth prevails or I myself perish in the
attempt. ’’

FALSEHOOD SHALL VANISH BEFORE TRUTH

CA. XVII.]

ment)
after
death,
then
you
not have found any
helperagainst US.'^^^
76 And surely they purposed
to unsettle you from theland
that
they
might
expel you
from it, end in that cme they
will nottarry behind you but
a, little.1455
77 (This is Our) course with
regard to those of Ourapostles
whom We sent before you, and
you shall not find achange in
Our o o u r ~ e . ~ ~ ~ ~
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SECTION 9
Falsehoodshellvanish

befow Truth

Prophet'sfuture.
81. Falsehood
shall
disappear.
84. Qur-An a
healing. 83. Thearrogantdespair,
84. Every one actsaccordingtohis
nature
78-30

78 Keep up prayer from the
declining of the
sun
-till
the
night
and
darkness of the
the morning recihtion ; surely
themorningrecitationiswitne~sed.1~~~
79 And during a part of the
night,forsake
sleep1458 by it,
beyond what is incumbent on
you; maybe y o w r L o r d mill
raise you t o a position of great
g10ry.l~~

$!&\djx$w&,(

?a&$&,'/.*&\&,
4/'

/

/ /

-

1454 The word i p n (then or i n that case) refers to the oonoluding words of the last versa..
The verge makes it clear that notwithstanding all the attempts
of his opponents the Holy
Prophet never inclined to them in theleast.This
is quite true in the light
of the eventa
narrated above, but, supposing for the sake of argument that there is a
reference here to
the alleged "lapse," the plain words of the Holy Qur-&n negative any lapse, for the lapse
should have beenfollowed by a double punishment, which never happened.
1455 When the opponents failed to make the Prophet swerve from the path of truth, they
planned toexpel him from the land, thoughthey were told beforehand that in that case, i.e. in
o&se they expelled him from Mecca, they themselves should not stay behind him but far a nhorO
time. ThiR prophecy speaks of the conquest of Meccaby the Holy Prophet in self-evident
terms.

1456 It is stated here to be the Divine law, with regard to those who expel their prophets
from their homes, that they themselves are destroyed in their turn. And this law, the verse
stakes, would not be ohanged in the case of the Holy Prophet Muhammad,m6y pewe sod-the
blessings of Allah be upon him I
1457 From the declining of the sun to sunset are two prsyers, i.e. the guhr and ' q r , or the
afternoon and later afternoon preyers, while from sunaet till darkness there are two O a e %
ir.'the maghrib end the 'ish&, oy the sunset. prayer and the p r e p of nightfeu, end the fifth
is themorningprayer, which is Galled herethe Qur-dn.difajr, or thc morning @'f-d* Oe
w i n g vecitation. Thm this verge mentions all the 5ve prayerr.
1458,
page. 1459,see next
.
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80 And say : My Lord I
make me to enter a goodly
entering,and cause me to go
forth a goodly going forth, and
grant me from nearThee
B
power to assist (me).1460
81 An‘d say:Thetruthhas
come and
the
falsehood
vanished ; surely falsehood is
a vanishing (thing).1461
82 And We reveal of the
Qur-&n that which is a healing
and a mercy tothe believers,
anditadds
only tothe perdition of the unjust.146a
83 And when We bestow
favour on man, he turns aside
and behaves proudly; and when
evil afflicts him, he is despairing.
84 Say : Every one acts
according to his manner; but
vour Lord bestknows who is
best guided in the path.1468
~~

1468 Tahajjud is derived from hajada, which means he slept i n the night, and also he was
wakefu2 in the vight (LA-LL). The addition of by i t , meaning by means ofprayer, shows the
latter significance to be the one meant here. I n Islamic religious terminology tahajjud
invariably denotes the prayer said after rising from sleep, usually after midniyht.
1459 Another clear promise that the very man whom the opponents had planned to expel
from their city as a helpless man was to be raised to a position of eminent dignity. As time
passes on theProphet is ever risingto positions of greater andgreater glory, andit is
impossible to conceive of the resplendent glory to which he would rise in the resurrection.
1460 By the entering is meant the entry into the new place, i.e. Medina, after his flight, and
by goingforth, theflight from Mscca (JB,Kf).
1461 The coming of the Prophet is here spoken of as the coming of the Truth, in reference
to the prophecy in John 16 : 13 as to the coming of the ‘ I Spirit of Truth ” to guide men into
dl truth : Howbeit when he, the Spirit of Truth, is come, he will guide you into all truth:
for he shall not speak of himself, but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak ; and he
mill show you things to come.” No one has appeared inthe world afterJesusChrist
Of him the Holy Qur-&n
answering this description except the Holy Prophet Muhammad.
says in one of the earliest chapters : ‘‘ Nor does he speak out
of desire; it is naught but
revelation that is revealed ” (63; 3, 4). And he it was who showed the things to come, his
prophecies affording the clearest evidence of his truth. And wain, he it
WES who claimed
that he was the truth that was to come. And the disappearance of falsehood from Arabir
before his eyes showed the truth of his assertion.
The vanishing of tho falsehood is here spoken of. in the past tenseto indicate the certainty
of its ocourrence. Falsehood h a l l y disappeared from Mecca when the Prophet re-entered it
as a conqueror, and as the House
of the Holy One was cleared of the idols, the Prophet
recited this verse, the truth has come and falsehood vanished (Bkh), thus showing that he
undarstood it to contain the propheoy of the conquest of Mecca.
1462 Because in rejecting it theywere rejeoting the remedy of their diseases and depriving
themselves of the mercy sent through it.
1463 SO He w
limake it clear by bringing about s distinction between the righteous and
the wioked.
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SECTION 10
The Qnr-bn ie a Iondroas Miracle
85-87. TheQur-&nis a Divineinspiration. 85, 89. Its uniqueness. 9033. The changes prophesied by it would come gradually.
Ar. t b a .
Or, spirit.
Or, @?-it.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thou

7L~OUldSt.

85 And they ask you about
the r e v e Z ~ t i o ? t . ~Say:
~~
The
revelation is by the commandment of my Lord, and you are
not given aught of knowledge
but a little.
86 And if We please, We
should certainlytake
. away
thatwhichWe
haverevealed
to you, then you wo7dd not find
for it m y protector
against
US,'4G5

Ar. thy.
Ar. thee.

Ar. t b e 1

87 But on account of mercy
His
from your Lord-surely
grace to you is abundant.
88 Say : If menandjinn
3hould combine
together
to
bring the like of thisQur.&n,
Gheg could not bringthelike
)f it, though some of them were
tiders of others.14E6
89 And certainlyWehave
made distinct for meninthis
2 u r - h everykind of descrip;ion,14e7 but most men do not
:onsent to aughtbutdenying.
90 And theysay:We
will
)y no means believe in you

1464 For the word 748,meaning inspiration or revelation, see 658. Here, before this
vex@ as well as after it, the Qur-&nis the only topic of discussion, and therefore the context
shows clearly that the question of the unbelievers is not about the s o d of man, for which the
proper word is nafs, but about the Qur.&n itself, i.e. the revelation or t h e spirit.
1466 The meaning is that if We take it away there is none who can bring it back to you,
and thus be your protector as against US.
1466 For the uniqueness of the Holy Qur.&n see 36. It may be noted that out of the four
places in which the unbelievers are challenged to produce the like of the Quranic revelation
this is the only one where the jinn and the men are spoken of together ; in all the other
place of the jinn. Now the vTord jin~i
places the shuhadd, or the leaders, takethe
(pluraljinn) is used in Arabic language as signifying a man actillg with penetrative energy
in his afair, as is clearly maintained by Tabrezi on Ham : thus, readiug this verse along
with the other verses bearing the same import, it becomes certain that the w o r d j i m in this
verse conveys the same significance as the word shuhadd in the other ver~es. This settles

conclusively that the word jinn is used in the Holy Q u r h for evil-disposed men.
1467 Ma64Z is synonymous with wag (Rgh),andthus a description of anythingmay
description by way of comparison or a
be called its n q a l , thoughitsapplicationtoa
parable is more general. It is hereaffirmedthatallthatcontributes
to themoraland
spiritual welfare of man is made distinct in the Holy Qur-An.
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[PART XV.

until you cause a fountainto
gushforth from theearthfor
us :I468
91 Or you should have a
gm-den of palms and grapes in
the midst of which you should
cause rivers to flow forth, gushing out :
92 Or you should causethe
heaven t o come down upon us
in pieces as you think, or bring
Allah andtheangelsface
to
face(with us) :
93 Or you
should
have a
house of gold, or you should
ascend
into
heaven,
and
we
will not believe in your ascending until you bring down to us
a book whichwe
may read.
Say : Glory be to my Lord ; am I
aught but a mortal apost’le?1469

SECTION 11
Triyial E x a u s e s
94-96. Whytbeywithhold.

94 And nothing prevented

97-100. Justice of retribution.
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people from believing when the
guidance came to them except
: What!
h a s ~$,,\$&\$\$~;\CJJ$$\
# (d9’
/#11’
#/F
that they said
Allah raised up a mortal to be
,eJ{G/
* / 1 * / /‘
”
m apostle ?
95 Say : Hadthere
been in
;he earth angels walking about
t s settlers,
We would certainly
,2% /I#H
lave sent down to them from
,he
heaven
an
angel
as
an
tpostle.
0
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1468 The signs demanded in this and
t h e following three verses relate to the promises
made for the righteous and the threats of punishment for the wicked, as given in the Qur-hn,
and they were no doubt fulfilled intheirtime.Gardenswithfountains
were given to the
Prophet and his followers in the conquest of Mesopotamia ; the heaven oame down upon the
rejecters, in the form of famine and distresses, the angels oame down in battles and wrought
havoc among them, and lastly, the great Divine manifestation took place in the conquest of
Mecca, whioh is termed the ooming of Allah. The ascension to heaven had also taken place,
and the Prophet had brought to them a book, but all this waB accomplished gradually, as is
the Divinelaw in the case of apostles.
1469 The answer to all the demands
of the unbelievers is that the Prophet w a s only a
mortal apostle, the import of these words baing that all those prophecies which he had made
regsrdiog his own great future or the disoomfiture of his enemies would be brought toful5lment gradually and in their time, and in the manner in which all prophecies are fulfilled,
&wording to what Kea been the Divine law of the fulfilment of prophecies in the case of other
mortalapostles.
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96 Say: Allah suffices as a
witnessbetween me end you:
surely He is Aware of His
servants, Seeing.
97 A.nd whomsoever Allah
guides, he is the follower of the
right way, and whomsoever
H e causes to err,& you shall
not find for him
guardians
besides Him; and We will
gatherthem
together on the
day of resurrection on their
faces, blind and
dumb
and
deaf; their abode is hell ;
whenever it becomes allayed
We will add totheirburning.
98 This is their retribution
because they disbelieved in
3nr communications and said :
What! when we shall
have
3ecome bones and decayed
?articles, shall we then indeed
>e raised up
into
a new
:restmion1
99 Do they not consider
#hat Allah, Who created the
leavens and the earth, is able
t o create their like, and He has
,ppointed for them a doom
t ,bout which there is no doubt ?
u t the unjust do not consent
o aught butdenying.
100 Say: It: you control the
I treasures of the mercy of my
Ilord, then you would withhold
('them) from fear of spending,
and man is niggardly.

!:

SECTION 12
Comparison mith Poses' Warning
101-103. Moses' warning.

104. Isreelites settle and &re afterwards

Punished. 105-111. The Qur-&n gives a similar warning.
I01 And certainly-We gave
I
, ,"
I ,> ,f:
bloses nineclear
signs ;147o so
~ , ~ ~ , ~
,j , c 9 / ,,<-' P
ask the children of Israelwhen
h e cametothem,Pharaohsaid
tc1 him: Most surely I deem
Y a, 0 Moses, tu be a men
deprived of reason.

.,

Ar. theo.

-

!

~ ~ ~ ! d ~ & ! !
&$-aydf&,$JG
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1470 These nine signs &re detailed in 935, where it is ehown that they agree wiih the
signs mentioned in Exodus. These signs are the rod, the shining h n d , t h e drought, the loss
of fruits, the widespread death, the lwusts, the liae, the frogs, end the b l d .

.
THE ISRAELITES
102 B e said : Truly you
k n w tbat none but the Lord of
the heavens end the earth
has
sent down these as clear proofs,
nnd most surely I believe you,
0 Pharaoh, to be given over to
perdition.
103 So he desired to destroy
them out of the carbh, but ST7e
drownedhimandthosewith
him all together ;I471
104 And We said to the
h a e l i t e s afterhim: Abide in
the land,14'9 but when the latter
promise came We brought you
all rolled ur1.1473
. 105 And kith truth-have We
revealed it, and n i t h truth did
it come ; and We have not sent
~ O Z Lbut asthe
giver of good
nelvs and as a ~arner.1~74
106 And it is a Qur-&nwhich
we have ?!lado distinct so that
you mag read it to the people
by slow degrees,
and
We
have revealed it,revealing in
portions.
107 Say: Believe init
or
d i e v e n o t ; surely those v h o
tre given the knowledge before
t fall down on
their
faces,
naking obeisance when it is
.ecited to them,
108 And they say : Glory be
#o ourLordl most surely the
womise of our Lord was to be
ulfilIed.147j
109 And they fall downon
i t lleirjaces weeping, and it adds
o their humility.'

It

[ P U T XV.
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1171 Istajczzza-hJ means he unsettled h i n k , and also he decoiced him so as t o cast him into
destruction, and he slew him (TA-LL). 81-arQ here means theface of the earth, not the land
of Egypt.
1472 By the land is memt the land promised t o the Israelites, to settle in which Noses
asked Pharaoh to allow his people to leave Egypt.
1473 The latter promise here relates to the promise given to Moses for the raising up of
another prophet like him. This is corroborated by what is said in the next verse about the
revelation of 'the Qur-fm, which came with truth, Le. in fulfilment of a true promise. By
the rolling up of theIsraelites is meant that they would make way for another people,
1474 Allah's revertling the Qur-4n with truth indicates His revertling it in fulfilment of
prophecies which He had uttered by the mouths of His prophets ; and the coming with tmth
signifies its ECtUdy fulfilling all those prophecies.
1475 The promise spoken of here is no doubt the promise given to the former prophets
regarding the advent of the Holy Prophet; and by knowledge in the previous verse is also
meant knowledge of the prophecies.
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110 Say: Call
upon
Allah
or call upon the Beneficent
God;1476 whichever you call
upon, He has the best names ;
and do notutter your prayer
with a very raised voice nor be
silentwithregardto
it, and
seek a way between these.1477
111 And say: (All) praise is
due toAllah, Who hasnot taken
a
a son andWhohasnot
partner in the kingdom, and
Who has not a helper, to save
Him from disgrace ; and proclaim His greatness, magnifying
(Him).

1476 The name Rahmbn. or the Beneficent God, seems to have been particularly objectionable to the Arabs, who objected to its use even so late as the truce at Hudaibiygah, when the

Quraish would not allow 'Ali to write

e]\
dl\
dul e.
andinsistedthathe
-4 TheChristians also do

should commence the writing with # \
not
recognize Allah to be Rabmbn, because theattribute of rahmdniyyat signifies that Allah
shows mercy to His creatures without their having done anything to
deserve it, while the
Christian doctrine of atonement is based on the belief that Allah cannot show mercy to His
creatures because He'must be just ; an error due to the misapprehension that Allah cannot
be Just and hlerciful at one and the same time.
No doubt a mere judge may be unable to
show mercy, but Allah is more than a judge. He is a judge and cannot be unjust, but He
is also the Master, and therefore Merciful to the sinners, To show mercy ie not synonymous
with being unjust.
1477 The two extremes with regard to prayer ace its utterance in a very loud voice or
not uttering any word at all with the tongue, which some people do on the assumption that
Allah knows whatisintheirhearts.
The Muslime &re told totakethemiddle
conr8e
between these two extremes.

. -

.CHAPTER XVIII
THE CAYEI
(dl-Kaahf)

REVEALEDA T M E C C A
(12 sections and 110 W C T S C S )
Abstract:
8ec.
Sec.
6ec.
Sec.
Bec;

Sea.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

1. A warningtoChriatiens.
2, 3. Thedwellers of thecave,
4. The Qur-An as a guidance.
5 . A parable.
6. The guilty are brought to judgment.
7. Theirhelplessness.
8. Warningisdisregarded.
9, 10.Noses’travelsinsearch of knowledge.
11. The two-horned one, and the Gog and Magog.
12. Christiannations.

The Title,
IT will be seen from the above abstract that this chapter deals entirely with the Christian
religion and the Christian nations. Not only
is this evident from a perusal of, espmially,
the fist and the last sections of the chapter, but the Holy Prophet is also related to have
wid that the first ten verses, a n d according l o some the last ten verses, should be recited as
E protection against the great tribulation
of the lstter days. Why is this chapter called
t/be
Cave, then 1 The cave has, in fact, much to do with the growth and progress of the Christ.
ianreligion,hecausethedistinctivecharacteristic
of itsearlyhistoryisitsinstitution
of
monkery,whichrequiredforitspracticesuchcorners
of solitudeascaves.Andeventhe
stcry of the Dwellers of the Cave may be interpreted as the story of the Christian religion,
whosefirstcondition
was one of dwellingincaves
in perfectseclusion,cut
off from all
connection with men, but
whose last condition is quite contrary to it,
so much so that its
of their worldly condition,
votaries have now devoted their entire energies to the betterment
whollyneglectingthehereafter.Theythusfollow
a wayentirelyoppositetothat
of the
as it were, gives the
early Fathers of Christianity. And hence it is that this chapter, which,
whole history of Christianity, deals in its beginning with the connection of Christianity with
the cave, i.e. with its institution of monkery, and at its close with its worldly occupations,
which is its ultimate condition. Reference to both these aspects is contained in the epithet
A6bdb-ul-kall~.i-loarrapim, i.e. the fellows of the cave and the inscription (see 1481).

Connection with the prenious chapter.
The last chapter dealt with the Israelites and the punishment which they twice suffered.
The secondoccasionwas the one connected with the rejection
of Jesus Christ, and hence
the last chapter was brought to a close by pointing out the erroneousness of attributing a Eon
to the Divine Being, while that very doctrine
is denounced a t the commencement of this
of the two. Moreover, asChristianity
ohapter,therebydearlyestablishingtheconneotion
ffl

A WARNING -fO TB% CHRISTIANS
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SECTION 1
A Warning to tlta Ghd&iam
1-3. The &ar.Bn warnsand gives good news. 4 , 5 . Doctrine of sonahip
is false. 6. Prophet's s o m w f o r thepromuters of it. 7, 8. $he luxuries
of thislife do notlast for ever. 9. Dwellers of the tun, 10-12. Their
previous history.

i

In the name of Allah, the
BeneGcent, the Merciful.
1 (All) praise is due to
All&, Who reveeled the Book
to His .servant and did not
make in it any crookedness.14'~

is really an outgrowth of theJudaisticreligion,themention
mention of the ouler.

of theonenecessitates

the

Subject-matter.
The chapter opens wibh a plain denunciation of the Christian doctrine of the sonship of
Jesus, and then refers to ,the earthly " embellishments " which hinder the Christian netions
from acceptingthe truth; Tet, we aretold, it was theirancestors who cut off all worldly
second andthethirdsectionsdeal
with a
connections for the sake of theirreligion.The
certain awry of Christian youths who sought refuge in a cave, but the story has evidently
beneath it a deeper significance, and contains prophetical reference to the later history of
Christianity itself. The fourth
section shows that, the day of Christianity being over, true
guidance was now offeredinthe Hob Qur-An. The fifth illustratesinaparablethatthe
Christians shall reject the truth because of their greater power and wealth. The next two
sections deal with the bringing of the guilty to judgment and their ultimate
helplessness,
while the one succeeding indicates how warning is disregarded when first given. The ninth
and tenth sections take us back to the story of Moses, whose travels in search of knowledge
makehim discover aman of God far superiorin knowledge to himself. If thestory be
taken as speaking of the Mi'raj, or ascension, of Moses, it may be interpreted as affording a
contrast between the narrow limik of the Mosaic dispensation and the universal nature and
seetion speaks of Darius 1, the
thehighideal of theIslemicdispensation.Theeleventh
two-horned one of Daniel's vision, and of his great efforts against the two tribes known as
Gog and Magog, the real object being apropheticalallusiontotheirlatter-day
represen.
not only to the basic
tatives. The laat section of the chapter again refers in plain language
dootrine of the Christian religion, but also to the great ingenuity in manufactures
of the
nationsprofessing that religion, whose ZuDour ia lost in this world's lifee,and thus draws a v e q .
true picture of the present oondition of the Christian nations.

Date of reyelation.
The whole of thischapter was revealed at Mecca, and most probably belong8 tothe
Middle Meccan period, which may approximately be taken a8 extending from 4 to 8 B.B.

1478 The followingsaying of h e HolyProphet,which is treated 8s euthentie in the
mmt trustworthy collectiotla of badis, eonclusiuely settles whet LE meant by the 8ppeeWnee
of the hndichtisi in the latter days. The report is lo the following effect : Bbal Ddrdd dated
&hatthe Pnsphet (may pettce ead blessiregs of Allah be upan kin&) &ala : He wlra TeMenbPtr ths
)%st ten twrseb of the chapter enditled the
Cave " ir prodectrd jrm t b trikiadiwa 4f thl
h j j d 2 (dntichn'st). Bhi'ba mentions the last $en verses of the ' 1 Cave " instead of th8 &$t
tan (Mhslim).
20
'I

”

2 Rightly directing,l47@ that
he might give warning of
severe punishmentfromHim
and give good news tothe
believers
who
do good thaf
they shall, have a goody
reward,
3 Staying in it for ever;
4 And warn those who say:
Allah has taken a son.
5 Theyhave no knowledge
of it, nor had their fathers;
a
grievous word it is that comes
out of their mouths; they speak
nothing but a lie.
6 Then maybe you will kill
yourself with grief, sorrowing
after them, if they do not believe in this
7 Surely We have
made
whatever is on theearthan
smbellishment for it, so that
We may
try
them
(as t?)
which of them is best In
works.

Now, according to this saying, the opening or the concluding ten verses
of this chapter
are a specialaafeguardagainsttheAntichrist.
If we nom look forthesubjectspecially
dealt with in these verses, it will be found that both in the first and the last sections of this
chapter the Christian doctrine of the divinity of Jesus is condemned. In the first section a
warning is given t o those who say Allah has taken to Himself a son, in the last to those who
take human beings for gods, and both these doctrines are the fundamental doctrines of the
Christian religion as now preached. The Holy Qur-kn
does not speak of the appearance of
Dajjll, or Antichrist, anywhere, but the Prophet’s saying quoted
above plainly shows that
what is called the Antichrist in the sayings of the Holy Prophet is the same as the erroneous
Christiandoctrine of the sonship and divinity
of Jesus Christ as dealt with in the Holy
Qur-&n. Christianity in its present form,
being opposed to the true teaching
of Christ,is
thus the only Antichrist known to the Qur-An. It may be added that Dajjkl signifies one
who conceals the truth with falsehood (LL), or a liar (TA-LL),or a great deceiver (LL).
1478~The Qur-An is here described as possessing two qualifications. The first refers to
its own perfection in the words, did not m a k e in it any crookedness, so that it is perfect in
itself; and the second speaks of it as a book suited to make others perfect, for it is called
payyim pa meaning one that rightly directs others without making them
swerve to this or
that Bide. Or it iscalled payyim as regulatingtheaffairs
of menor as maintainingthe
spiritual truth, which indeed
would have been entirely lost to the world but for its being
guarded by the Holy Qur-bn.
1479 This verse gives us an insight into the anxiety which
the HolyProphethadon
account of a fallen humanity, an anxiety so great that he is spoken of here as almost killing
him# with grief. His was a life of absolute devotion to the cause of humanity, his only
concern being that man should rise to the true dignity for which God had made him. This
anxiety waa notonly for those who were directlyaddressed by him,but, as the context
shows, it was a8 deep for another people who attributed a son to the Divine Being, and
whom outward finery was to mielead to such an extent as tomakethemstrangers
to
spiritual truth. Reading the next verse along with
this, no doubt is left that the Prophet
w&a shown the ear$hly embellishments which a r e EO great P trial for Christendom today.
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8 And most surely We will
mBke what is on it bareground
without herbage.1480
9 Or, do you thinkthatthe
Fellows of the Cave andthe
Inscription were of Our
wonderful signs
10 When
the
youths sought
refugein the cave, theysaid:
Our Lord ! grant us mercy from
Thee, and provide for U B a
right coursein our affair.
11 So We prevented them
from hearing in the cave for B
number of years,14*2
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The word &adti means new or recent, and hence is applied to a narration or an?louncenlent
which is new or which gives some new information. I t here refers to the Qur-in.
1460 The7thandthe8thversesdirectman’sattentionto
the, factthatthe
finery
of this life does not last for ever. The beautiful tracts of land and the fair cities of one age
are built upon the ruins of another. A dwe!ler of the desert of Arabia, with no sight before
his eyes but that of the sands of the desert and bare and rugged hills, could not imagine the
earth being embellished.Thepicturedrawnhereisevidently
of beautiful cities withall
their attractions and luxuries, which so engross men that they neither pay attention to the
preaching of truth nor to the pursuit 8 righteousness. Yet where there is growth therc
is
decay, and those who indulge in luxuries do not escape ruin; it is their ruin that is indicated
in the words bare g r ~ t without
d
herbage. Earthqufikes and terrible ways laywastemost
beautiful cities, and prophecies in the Qospel as well as in the Holy Qur-&ncleimly point to
a timewhennationshallriseagainstnationandgreatearthquakes
will occur, Tho
powerful hand of God is thus seen clearly working in the history of the world.
1481 Rahfsignifies a care as well as a place of wjuge, m d m q l r n means an inscription or
a tablet with a writing upon it. Now the C W C , as I have already stated in the introduction to
this chapter, stands for that peculiar aspect of the Christian religion which finds manifestation in its institution of monkery, this being the distinctive characteristic which it assumed
illscription? Thisword, I think,contains a
soon after Ys birth.Butwhataboutthe
prophetical reference to another aspect
of the Christian religion quite
opposed to its first
aspect of growth in the cave. Inscription is, in fact, as prominent a feature of the busineas
activities of the Christian nations of to-day as the cave was a feature of theirreligious
Holy Qur-An seemstohavechosentheseepithets
activitiesintheearlydays,andthe
to designate the Christian nations by thus indicating their most prominent characteristics in
their early and latter days. The first and the last conditions of Christianity thus seem to be
y
illto a
hinted at in the cave and the inscription respectively, B r e l i g i o ~of~ m o ~ ~ k e rturned
religim? of business, the cave representing the former and the i~ueriptionthe latter. As for
the story of the dwellers of the cave, see 1483.

1482 Explaining
this

verse, TA says that
the
meaning

of & I

>I

49

is

i.e. me prevented them from hearing. This is Dk’s explanation,and
it is nearest the original sense of the words, for one significance of d a m h a is sadda, Le. he
prevented (TA-LL). Thepreventing from hearing is thenunderstoodto
be equivalent to
causing to sleep, but the original meaning is favoured by the context, the significance being
that these people remained cut off from the rest of the world for a number of years, so as not
to hearmuchaboutwhat
was happeningintheoutside
world. Th&theHoly
Qur-h
neither supports the story of these men remaining in the c&ve for hundreds of years nor of
their being sctually in a condition of sleep all this while,
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12 Then We raked them up
that We might know’ which of
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SECTION 2
The Dwellere of the Cave
13 We relate to you tbeir
story with the truth ; surely
they were youths who believed
in their Lord and We increased
themin guidance.1483

1482n The mising them up might signify raising them up from sleep, as also raising t h e m
off from the world as stated in the
previous verse. What this does mean with reference to the
story itself or with reference to
the history of Christianity is explained in the second and the third sections.
1483 Thememorablestory of the ‘‘ sevensleepers,”withwhomthe
‘ 6 Fellows of
the
R story of thereign
of the Emperor Decius.
Cave andtheInscription”areidentified,is
SeTZen noble youths of Ephesus, it is said,took refuge in a cave to escape Decius’ persecution.
ButtheEmperor,eventuallylearningthis,orderedtheentrance
to the caveto be firmly
secured with a pile of large stones. It is stated that the youths fell asleep as
soon a4 they
were shut up in the cave, andawoke 187 years after thts in the reign of Theodosius, when the
stones were removed by the slaves of one Adolius to supply building material for some edifice.
They then sent one of their number, Jamblicus, to bring food for them from the city, but he
mas taken to the judge on presenting a coin of the reign of Decius, and thus the youths were
himself sawtheirradiantfaces.Thisisthe
discovered. It isrelatedthattheEmperor
account given by Gibbon. But some state that these youths remained in that condition for
315 years.
That there may be a modicum of truth underlying this story is not only most probable,
but almost certain, for the story
could not otherwise have found such
a wideprevalence.
The story BS narrated in the Qur-in does not credit the unnatural incidents
of the above
account. I t only speaks of some men having taken refuge in a dark cave
on account of e,
religious persecution; *where and when it does not state. That is all that is stated in this
section of the story, and apparently it Seems to be continued in the third, while according to
mother view thethird section may be a propheticdescription
of thelatergrowth
of
Christianity itself. Taking, however, the first
view, what is related in the third section
is,
that after they had rested for
E part of a day, they made arrangements to get
tKeir food
from outside, and remained in this condition probably for some years
; but were subsequently
discovered, and an edifice beingbuilt st the month of the cave caused them to perish.
It
mentions conjectures as lo their nnmber and the number of years they remained in the cave,
but does not go beyond saying that they were some men who remained there for xomc years.
There is another very plausible s n g p t i o n that the persons referred i o here mere Joseph
of refuge being GlastonburS in
of Arimathsa and same other early Christians, their plwe
England, which on account of its northern position well answers the description of the cave
a s given in the Qur-&n. Acoording to William of Mdmesbury, Joseph of Arimathma “ wa#
received E small island in Somersetshire,
there
sent to Britain by St. Philip, and having
constructed with twisted twigs the first Christian church in Britain. afterwards to beoome the
sbbey of Glastonburp The legend says that his staff planted in the ground became B thorn
flowering twice a year ” (Zn. Br. Art. ‘‘ Joseph of Arimathma ’I). In the tenth edition of
Itn. Br. Joaeph of Arimethma io said to have ’ 4 wandered into Britain in the year 63.” ‘‘ The
@&tonbury thorn, which is said to be a distinct mriety, was regnlnrly visited by pilgrim6
yp into a conditio?^ of activity, after their remaining cut
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14 And We strengthened
their
hearts
with
patience,
when they stood up and said:
Our Lord is theLord of the
heavens and the earth ; we will
by no means call upon any god
besides Him, for then indeed
we should
have
seid an
extravagant thing :14*3*
15 These our people have
taken gods besides Him: why
do they not produce any clear
authority in their support : who
is then more unjustthanhe
who forges a lie against Allah ?
16 And when you forsake
them and whatthey worship
save Allah, betakeyourselves
your
for refuge to thecave;
Lord will extend to you largely
of His merc and provide for
you a profitdle course in your
affair.
17 And you might see the
sun when it rose decline from
their cave towards theright
hand, and when itset
leave
them behind on the left while
they mere in a wide space
thereof. This is of the signs
3f Allah; whomsoever Allah
pides, he is the rightly guided

untilit waa destroyed about the Reformation times."
Again we find in the En. Br., under
Glastonbury : '' According to the legends which grew up under the case of the monks, the
first church of Glastonbury was a little wattled building erected by Joseph of Arimathsa aa
the leader of-thetwelve apostlea sent over to Britain from Gaul by St. Philip." The legends
of the Holy Grail " agein connect the n a m of Joseph of Arimathsa with Britain. According to one of these the Grail, which was the dish of the last supper, was confided to the care
of Joseph, while acoording to another, ' I theGrailis
said to h a ~ efollowed Joseph to
Britain" (En. Br., Art. ' I Grail"). All these may be legends, but they are certainlynot
without an undercurrent of truth. The connection of the nameof Joseph of A r i m a t h a with
Britain is the strong central fact underlying them dl. What makes it still more significant
ia the f& that Joseph of Arirnathm, n L appears very prominently in the cloaing mnes of
the Gospels, so much so that one Gospel looks upon him as a disciple of Jesus, altogether
digappears from the history of Christianity LS imaged in the exertioaa of tha apostles.
Does this not show thad he had changed the -ne of his exertions? May then Joseph of
h i m a t h a and his companions be taken &a being referred to in the story of the ' 6 F d & of
the Cave and the Inscription " 9 If a n a n s w c d d be found inthe afkrmatiye, $hen
England wdd definitely be said to be the cave referred to in the Holy
and h
+ ~ i p t i ~ nof the cave given in v. 11 well applies to it (see 1484). But evrm if (w +uwwer @
tPqt questioq is in the negativa, the eitself ia not rithonb L beper measing, 4 mora
8teAments -&an ,088 show that there ia a reference to tbq hitlary af 04Uistianity iLPU in.
.. .
,
s t y . . ... . .
1483~This is to show that the early followers of Christi&ity wexe Unitarkus.. .
..
6'
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end
one,
whomsoever H e
causes to err; you shall not
find for him any friend to lead
(him) aright."@ -

a 44,1918,

ek.

Ar. thuu

shalt.
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SECTION 3
I

The Dwellern of the O a ~ e

18 And you might think them
awake while they were asleep,
and We t z ~ n ~ ethem
d
abont to
the right and to the left, while
their dog (lay) outstretching its
paws at theentrance; if you
looked at them you would certainly turn back from them in
flight, and you would certainly
be filled withawe because of
them.14*5

Ar. thou

might&.
Or,wary.

Or,s k g -

?&ant.
turn.

Or,will

Ar. thou.
Ar. thou

Wouldst.

Ar. thou

wouldst.
1

1484 The verse does not speak of any miraculous change in the sun's course ; it does not
speak of any change atall.
It simply describes the position of the cave, which was so
situated that it did not admit sunshine. This
could easily happen in a cave with its mouth
t o the north (situated in the northern hemisphere and above the tropic of Cancer). In fact,
the description applies to anycountryinthenorthernhemispherenorth
of the tropic of
Cancer. I t may be noted thatitis
only in thenorthernhemisphere,andincountries
situated mostly t o the north of Arabia,thattheChristiannationshave
prospered. The
vhole of Europe thus, in one sense, answers the description of the cave.
1485 m a t is related in this section is clearly applicable t o the story of the seven sleepers,
as also to t h j later history of Christianity. Taking the
first view, the meaning is that the
youths who fled for fesr of persecution and betook themselves to a cave slept for some time
with a dog at the door of the cave. The whole scene was rather awe-inspiring ; a dark cave,
in some distant and uninhabited part of the country, with some men sleeping in it and a dog
nt the door, would have inspired awe into the heart of a casual looker-on. Applied to the
history of Christianity the statement is equally true. I n this case it should be borne in mind
that ruqtid also means inactive, or stagnant.
means jS.J

Thus, according to TA,

-i.e. he abstained or held back from the afair ; and

ryl

& ji.,

G d l a&>

isequivalent to a&
i.e. the m r k e t became stagnant or dullwithrespect
to tralfie,
and r@d is infinitive noun of rapada. Similarly aiqbg is plural of yapig, which means a
man vigilant, wary, in a state of caution, or a man havi7lg his attetatiolb much roused (LL).
According to TA you my ~3
meaning tallabbaha-i.e. h e had his attention roused
to the aflair.
The turningabout to the rightand ths left, which signifies an uneasycondition while
sleeping, may be used as expressing the activities of a man or a nation. Thus there may be
a reference here to the lethaigy in which the Christian nations remained for B long time, and
to their subsequent going about in the aorld to the right and to the left, i.e. spreading in all
directions. While there is nothing &ange in the persecuted men having taken a dog with
them to guard them from wild animals, the fact that nowadays Europeans are very fond of
dogs, snd carry them about with them,is very shificant, as 6howing that the reference here
mag nlao .
be t o the later history of 'Christianity. The scene of P modern Euwpean house
is on the whole so impressive, that the description given here of the anve is equally
applicable to it.
9
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19 And thus did W e rouse
themthattheymight
question each other. A speaker
among themsaid : How long
have you tarried ? They said :
We have tarried for a day or a
part of a day. (Others)said :
Your Lord knows best
how
long you have tarried.1486 Now
send one of you with this silver
(coin) of yours to the city, then
let him see which of them has
purest food, so let him bring
you provision from it, and let
him behave with gentleness,
and by no means maka your
case known to any one :1487
20 For surely if they prevail
against you they'wouldstone
you to death or force you back
to their religion, and then you
will never succeed.
21 And thus did We make
(men) to get knowledge of
them,14s8that they might know
that Allah's
promise
is
true
and that as for the hour there
is .no doubt
about
When
they
disputed
among themselves abouttheir
affair and
said : Erect an edifice over
them14""their
Lord
best
knows them. Thosewho prevailed in their affair said : We
will certainlyraise a mosque
* 'over them.1491
1486 The TA gives labs, meaning as i b t d , i.e:being slow or tardy or backwald. The
question and the answer may refer either to the time for which the youths slept or to the
centuries of inactivity or tardiness of the Christian nations. A day of a thousand years is
spoken of in the Holy Qur-bn on more occasions than one (see 22 :47, eto.), and therefore the
word day, applied to the history of a nation, may signify a thousand years.
1487 The circumstances narrated in this passage do not call for any explanation. After
having been refreshed with sleep, which might have been brought on by the fatigue of the
journey, they might have thought of procuring food for themaelves in that solitary care. In
reference to the history of Christianity, the passage may be said to speak of the commercial
aotivities of the Christian nations.
1488 That is, they would have remained hidden had it not been for the necessities of life,
which they had still to procure from the oity. It was their going out to purchase food that
brought them to the knowledge of the outside world. It is not stated how long they continued
in this state : they may have paaaed some days or months or years, but their daily going out
at last made their hiding-place known to others. Compsring this with v. 11,however, we
may say that they pawed several years in this condition, but that they pawed two or three
hundred years is nowhere stated in the Holy Qur-in. The mdalying signifimce 0t these '
words as relating t o the history of the Christian mtions m y be easily @Weed.
1489, 1490, 1491,
888 next page.
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22 (Some) my: (They ar0}
three, the fourth of them being
their dog; sad (others) say :
Five, 6he sixth of thembeing
conjecfures
their dog, maki
ab what i s nn nown ; and
(othersyet)
s a y : Seven, and
the eighth of them is thair
dog. Sa : My Lord
besl
knows tgeir number, none
knows them but a few; therefmcontend not in the matter
of them but with an outward
oontention,anddo
not question concerningthem
any of
them.1a2

9

SECTION 4
The Qur-An ea a Guidance
23, 24. A betterguidance.
25-29. TheQur-&n comes asthetruth.
31. Punishment and reward.

30,

23 And do not say of anything : Surely I will do i6
to-morrow,1493
24 Unless Allah please; and
remember your Lord when you
forget andsay : Maybe my
Lord will guide me to a nearer
couwe to the right than thi~.14~4

-

1484 The result of 'their becoming known is described in words which show that they
w e put to death, because the promise of Allah as to a future stnte of life is fully realized
only after death, The hour often denotes the doom of a people or a, nation in this world,
the t i e of their decay, and sometimes of their annihilation.
1490 These words show how their death was brought a b u i ; it was by closing tbe mouth
of t h e oBve. This is what is m e m t by the ereotion of an edifice over them. Or the words
m y aigoify the erection oi a monument.
1491 The madid, or the mosque, is bhe h o u e of norehip of ihe Muslims in particalw.
1492 Thie verse md vera? 25, coming as they do after the story is finished, s b w that
these are only conjeoturele of the people with regard to them. Their number and the number
of y e m during vhi& they remained in the cave are both matters which are said to be only
know to Allah, I'hb is, howewz, of opinion that the words condemning the first two as
w,ajePkPres &ow that the I ~ ~ s h e n h i ~ nnumber-ie.
ed
seven-is correet.
1493 The direction contsined in these words is of a general nature, with special prophetic
reference to the Prophet's flight and his taking
refuge in a caw. It was not in hie power to
bring about hi^ ~ a a p e ,and ihereiore it wBa not for him to m y that be would do sueh and
saah a thing at suoh m d such a time. He had entirdy to k u s t in A l l a h , Who was to k i n g $b
ab& ES He thought &st for him.
1494 The mmning is that the dBrmbtiea which had to be w p e r i e n d By t h e d w d m d
the case m u l d be. removed from the Prophet's nag. He had te psss only three dicp ia bhe
wd.
h s g h B powerful enemy e
d itself io its Utrrrast, hi6 hidbg-plaoe et only 1
dLD.8or.d &me d e s from the -ai@, w
h
k
i food w88 o o o v q d to him, w l d not be
discovered. 04 &a swspkag h ~~~h~
ob&q gaidaw.
.
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25 And they remained in
their O&YB three hundred years
(some)
and
(another)
add
nine.1485
26 Say: Allah knowsbest
; to
howlongtheymmained
Him are (known)theunseen
things of th.3 heavens and the
earth ; how clear His sight and
how clear His
hearing
!1996
There is none to be a guardian
for them besides Him, and
He
does not makeanyone
Elis
associatein His judgment.
27 And recite what has been
revealed to you, of the Book
of your Lord ; there is none
His words
whocanalter
any
and you shall not find
refugebesides a i m .
28 And Fpithhold yourself
withthosewhocall
on their
Lord
morning
and
evening

1495 There is not the least doubt that this verse is conjoined to v. 22, and the statement
made here is one of the many conjectures regarding the
period of their stay, the words and
they say, occurring in the latter verse, being understood here. The words that follow, say :
Anah k n w s best how long they remained, clearly show thisto be the case. Some of the
earliesteornmenbtors,Qatadaamongthem,haveheldthisopinion
(Rz, JB); andthe
explanatoryreading of Abdulla-and they say they remained .
corroboratesthis view
(Rz,Kf). But if the wordsarenottaken
as such,theremay be a referencetothethree
centuriesduringwhichChristianitywasmore
or lessapersecutedreligionintheRoman
Empire,all persecution of Christiansstoppingwiththeconversion
of Constantine.The
special raenbion of theaddition .of nineyearstothreehundredseemsto
be due totheir
reductionto lunar years, It may be addedthattheNiceneCreed,nhichformulatedthe
doctrine of the Trinity, was promulgated in the year 325 A.D., and thus the Christian religion
may be said to have retained some
of its purity for three centuries, after which the
Trinitarian instead of the Unitarian religion became the state religion, and thus the partisans of
Unity became moreandmoreinsignificant.Thereforetheremainingina
cave for three
hundred years may refer to the time during which Christianity
suffered more or less from
persecution and retained some of its orig~nal purity
before Constantine's conversion.
I496 Palmer is right in noting that both Sale and
Rodwell have translated the words

..

r~
> e ,,+I

wrongly, notunderstmding

the Arabicidiom,

bu'o his own rendering,

y e can see and hem, does not make the aenae of theoriginaldeer.

according to sll Arabicgrammariansand

r\

The we&

signify,

fexicologists,
3 &\
whichEterslly
meam, what a sight he has ! what a heaTilag he hua and the idiomatic expression adogted
ir, my translation is therefore the correct renderiag.
1497 It is absurd to argue from this thet the directions given through revelation
to a
people are unchangeable, in the sense that no man can add to or take away from them
a
word. By kaEimdt are clearlyme~anthere prophec$es, becauseit is the prophecy of the
Prophet'sflight and hisfinaltriumph
over his enemies that isdealtwithhere.These
prophecies, it is claimed, cannot be altered by men, and they must come to pass however great
the opposing forces.

.'
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desiring His goodwill, endlet
not your eyes pass from them,
of this
desiringthebeauties
world’s life ; and do not follow
him
whose
heart
We
have
made
unmindful
to
Our
remembrance,
and
he
follows
his low desires and his case is
oneinwhichdueboundsare
exceeded.
29 And say:Thetruthis
from your Lord, so let him who
please believe, and let him who
please disbelieve;
surely
We
have prepared for the iniquitous
a fire, an. enclosure of which
shallencompassthemabout;
and if they cry for water, they
shall be given water like molten
brass
which
will scald
their
faces; evil thedrinkand
ill
the resting-place.1496
30 Surely (as for)those who
believe and do good, We do not
wastethereward
of himwho
does a good work.
31 These it isforwhom are
gardens of perpetuitybeneath
which riversflow;ornaments
shall be given to them therein
of bracelets of gold,andthey
shall wear green robes of fine
silk and
thick
silk
brocade
interwoven with gold, reclining
therein on raisedcouches ;I499
sxcellent therecompenseand
goodly the resting-place.

1498 Because they will have only the effect of what theydid.The
water of spiritual
life they hadnothadinthis
life, and 90 they shall not have any water in the
life after
death.
1499 It is after these things that men hanker in this
life, but the ornaments and robes of
this life are transitory. The righteous, who in this life desire and struggle for only spiritual
ornamentsandmoralbeauty,shall
find these visible inafter-life. It should, however, be
borne in mind that these prophecies were brought to fulfilment in this very life. The Arabs,
whose only wealth consisted of their camels and horses, andwhose clothes were made of skins
or rough textures, found the treasures of Rome and Persia laid at their feet, and the brhcelets
of gold and silk brocade interwoven with gold, which they had never seen, were now brought to
them in abundance, while the gardens of Mesopotamia and Persia were given to them for B
permanent heritage.
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SECTION 5
A Parable
32 And setforth to them a
parable of two men ; for one of

A L thou.

Ar. dost
thou.
Ar. thee.
862.
b 13.56~.
a

AI. thee.

dr. did&

thou
Ar. thou
didstet&w.
Ar. thy.
Ar. thou
OOlb

sldcrest.

them We made two gardens of
grape-vines, and We surrounded
thembothwithpalms,
and in
the midst of them We made
cornfields.15"
33 Both these gardens yielded
their fruits, andfailed not aught
thereof, and We caused a river
t o gush forth in their midst,
34 And he possessed much
wealth ; so he said to his oompanion, while he disputed with
him : I have greater wealth
than you, and ammightierin
followers.
35 And he entered his garden
while ho was unjust to himself.
Hesaid: I do notthinkthat
this mill everperish,
36 And I do not thinkthe
hour will come, and even if I
am returned to my Lord I will
most certainly find a returningplace better than this.1601
37 His companionsaid
to
him while dihpuhg with him :
Do you disbelieve in Him who
created you from dust,' then
fromasmall
life-germ: then
He made you a perfect man ?
38 But as for me, He, Allah,
is my Lord, and I do not
associate
any
one
with my
Lord :
39 And wherefore did you
not say when you entered your
garden : It is
as
Allah has
pleased, there is no power save
in Allah ? If you consider me

1500 .The parable- it' is clearly called a parable and is not at 011 a story-set forth here
is undoubtedly a parable to illustrate the condition of those possessing abundance of wealth
and the Muslims. The former received an abundance of the wealth of this life, &B is indicatedhy the gardens of the parable,Brhile the latter, thoughpoorer in worldly possessions, were
richer in the heavenly blessings of Allah. The former reject the message of truth-of which
the latter are the bearers-and their vaunt is the same &a that of the wealthy man in the
pamble': I have.greatsr wedth thaw you, and ,ant mightier in f o l h e r a .
1601 By the 'I hour " is meant the hour oi doom which must overtake every people mho
heedlessly reject t h e truth.
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to be inferior to you in wealth
and children :
40 Then
maybe
my Lord
will give me whet is better than
your garden, and send on it a
reckoning from heaven, so that
it shallbecomeevenground
without planb :
41 Or its waters should sink
downintotheground
so that
you are unable t o find it.
42 And his wealthwas destroyed; so hebegan to wring
his hands1502 for whathe had
spent on it, while it lay, having
Fellen down upon its roofs, end
he said: Ah me! would that
1 hadnotassociated
any one
with myLord.
43 And hehadnohostto
d p him besides Allah, nor
:ould hedefendhimself.
44 Rere is protectiononly
illnh's,theTrueOne;IIe
is
Jest in (the @vine of) reward
tnd besb inrequitmg.

SECTION 6
The Guilty are brought to Judgment
45, 46. Transitoriness of the adornments of thislife.

onfrontedwith

47-49. The guilty

whaC they did.

45 Andsetforth
to them
heperable of the life of this
vorld: like water whioh W e
,enddown from thecloud so
herbage
he
of the
earth
,ecomes luxwiant onaccount
I f it,
then
it becomes dry,
broken intopieceswhich
the
vinds scatter; and Allah is
he holder of power over dl
hings.
46 Wealth and childrenare
,n adornment of the life of this
vorld;
and
the
ever-abiding,
he good works, are better with
tour Lord in reward and better
n expectation.
1502 T h e original words are

+$4
literthy meaning

over and oom or upside d w n (Kf). But

&I

he turns his hand8

&
. " "being the nutiom of him n310

is repenting or grieving, the phrase is used in ttie sense of rqatance or g r i e j ; the English
idiom to wring the hands comes nearest to it in form and signldcanoe.
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I 47 And

theday on which
We will causethemountains
to pass away and you wiL1 see
the earth E+ levelled plainand
We will gather them and leave
not any one of them behind.lb’J3
48 And they shall be brought
before your Lord,standing in
ranks : Now certainly you have
come to Us BS We created you
at first. Nay, you thought that
Wehad not appointed ta you
a time of the fulfilment of the
promise.
, 49 And
the Book shall be
placed, then you will seethe
guilty fearing from whatisin
it, and they will say : Ah ! woe
to u s ! whata book ist’his!it
floes not omit a small one nor a
y e a t one, but numbersthem
:all); and what they had done
;hey shall find present (there) ;
md your Lord does notdeal
lnjustly with any one.15M

SECTION 7
Their Helplessneaa

60 And when W e said to the
angels:
Make
obeisance to
Adam;”theymade
obeisance
but Iblis (did it not).b Ho wns
* of the jinn, so he transgressed
the commandment of his Lord.
What! would youthentake
him and his offspring for friends
ratherthan Me, andtheyare
your enemies? evil is
(this)
change for the unjust,15@
1603 Making theearth a levelled plainindicatesthe
removal of all those mighty
obstecies which stood in the way of the Prophet, and these *re the mountains which ahall
be’madeto pass away. See 1604.
1504 This oomprehensiTe book is the same as is spoken of in 17 : 13, 14, I ‘ And We have
made every man’s actions to cling to his neck, and We will bring forth to him on the resur.
~eotion day abook nhioh he will find wide open-Red your book ; your own self is sutficient
ma a reckoner &gainst you this day.” There is not the slightest action, good or bad, which
does not leave its effect behind.
1505 Here Iblfs is plainly declared to bo one of the jinn or the evil spirits, BO it is an
error to take him for an angel or a good spirit. The spirit of evil is always rebellious, and
so that he should resist every evil tendency.
it is against this that man is warned,
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Or cameo
siparatio:n
between
them.
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51 I did
not
make
them
witnesses of the creation of the
heavensandtheearth,nor
of
the creation of their own souls ;
nor could I takethosewho
lead (others) astray for aiders.
52 And‘on the day when H e
ahall say: Call on those whom
you considered to be My assoOD
ciates. So theyshallcall
them, but they shall not answer
them, and We will m k e their
union a pe?,dition.l506
53 And theguiltyshall
see
the fire, then they shall know
that they
are
going
to
fall
iinto it, and they shall not find
t place to which to turn away
1irom it.

SECTION 8
Warnfng is disregarded
64-57. Disregard of warning.

58. Merciful God defers punishment.

ci9. Their doom isappointed.
54 And certainlyWehave
nadedistinct
in thisQur-&n
wery kind of description ; and
nan is most of allgiven
to
:ontention.
55 And nothing prevents men
f rombelieving whentheguidElnce comes to them, and
from
asking forgiveness of their
Lord,excepfthat tohnt happened
to the ancients should overtake
them, or that the chastisement
should come face t o face with
them.
56 And We do not send
apostles but as givers of good
newsandwarning,andthose
who disbelieve make
a
false
contention that they may render
null thereby the truth, and they
take My communicationsand
that with
which
they
are
warnedfora mockery.
v

T
I

Ar. tM.

~ rthy..

57 And who is more unjust
than he who is reminded of the
communications of his Lord,
then he turns away from them
and forgets what his two hands
have sent before?Surely We
have placed veils over their
hearts lest they shouldunderstand it and a heaviness in their
ears; and if you call themto
the guidance, they will not
ever follow the right course in
that case.18o7
58 And your Lord is Forgiving, the Lord of 'Mercy ;
were He to punishthem
for
what they earn, H e would
certainly have hastened the
chastisement for them ; but for
them
there
is an appointed
time from which they shall not
find a refuge.1508
59 And (as for) these towns,
We destroyed them when they
acted unjustly,andWe
have
for their deappointedatime
Istru~tion.1~~9

60 And when Moses said to
Ihis servant :I510 I will not cease
1until I reach thejunction
of
1the two rivers'"'!
or I will go
Ian for years.1512
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1507 How clearly is stated here again when it is that veils are placed over hearts ; it is
when man becomes so iniquitous as to turn away from $he truth and SO callous &S not to care
for the evil that he does. He hardens his heart and refuses to listen ; hence a veil is placed
over his heart and there is aheaviness in his ears.
1508 The appointed time referred to is the battle of Badr, in which the power of the
Quraish was crushed Pf). Or, the reference may be to latter-day opposition.
1509 The personal pronountheir refers to the opponents of the Holy Prophet.
1510 Some reports give his name as Joshua son of N h , being the man who afterwards
appears SO prominently in the historyof Israel. The Qur-hn, however, does not give his name.
Theincidentsnarrated
in theninthandthetenth
sections may be theactual experience of Moses or this journey may simply be an ascension of Moses, like the ascension
of the Holy Prophet referred to in the lwst chapter. What i8 stated in the next section makes
thelatter view more probable, but even takingitto
be anactual journey in search of
knowledge, there is nothing improbable in it. See next foot-note.
1511 The words
\
have been misunderstood generally. I t should be
borne in mind that Moses lived in Egypt for forty years, end the junction of the two rivere
1512, see next psge.
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Ar. did&
thou.

61 So when
they
had
reached the junotion of the two
(rivers), they forgot their fish,
m d it took its way into the em,
going away.1513
62 But when they had gofarther, he said to his servant :
Bring to us oar morning m a l ,
certaialy we have
met
with
fatigue from this our journey.
63 He said: Did yw BBB
whan we too4 refuge on the
rock, then I forgot the fish, and
nothing
made
me
forget $0
epeak of ‘ i t but the devil, m d
it took its way into the river;
whet a wonder! I 8 l 4
64 He said : This is what WB
sought f o r ; sotheyreturned
retracing their footstep.
65 Then
they
found
one
from among
Our
servants
whom We had grantedmercy

is no other than the junction of the two great branches oi the Nile at Khartoum,Oneof which
is cnlled. the Bnbr-d-Abynd or the White AVile and the other the Bakr-u!-Aszoad or the Blue
NiZe. That the story of this journey of Moses is not found in the Bible or even ib Rabbinical
The Rabbinicalliteraturerelateslhings&bout
Moses
literatureisnoargumentagainstit.
which give us strong reason to believe that such a journey was very probably undertaken by
of Egypt was the kingdom of Ethiopia, whose southernboundrryreached
him.South
Khartoum, or the junction of the two Niles, and various accounts met with both in Rabbinical
andHellenisticliterature
(see Jewish EncycZoyredia) agree that Moses went 00 Ethiopia.
According to one of there socounte he becameking of Ethiopia by reason of hisgreat
prowess in having defeated an enemy, and married the king’s
widow. This is eorroborated
to mme extent by the statement in the Bible that ‘‘ Miriam and Aaron spoke against Moses
beoause of the Ethiopian woman whom he had married ” (Nnrn. 12 : 1). Hence % journey to
Kharbum, which w a s near the southern boundary of Ethiopia, made in search of knowledge
not takethewords majma’-uZ-Ba$min
ismost probable. Somecommentators,however,do
literally, and consider the meaning to
be a union o j two persons, who are compared to two
oceans of human and Divineknowledle. I mould, however,suggest that if we accept this
journey in the light of an ascension it would be an indication of the limitatioh of the Mosaic
dispensation. Moses’ going on for years until he reached the Mujma’-uZ-Bu&?ainwould meall
that the Mosaic dispensation would see its termination after a time
; the new dispensation
taking its place being one whichwas to be guided by a prophet who is described here a6 being
the il.laj,,la’-uZ-Bahrain,i.e. the union of the two seas of human and Divirib knowledge, or
‘one in whom thetemporalandthespiritual
would find theirhighestmanifestation,such
being the Holy Prophet Muhammad, may peace and the blessings of A l h h be upon him.
1512 H u p b signifies a long time ( B d ) , or a year or seventy ~ L W S or eighty yeurs.
1513 The loss of the fish was, according to a report, to serve as a sign that the goal had
to show,
been attained (Bkh). There is nothing either
in the Holy Qur-&n or in the report
however, that this was a roasted fish.
1514 The taking of refuge on the rock shows that they were staying at g. place whioh was
Beeing for refuge, forgot to take the fishalong
flooded by the river, and Moses’eompmion, when
with him. The wonder is not expressed et the fishheving gone down into theriver,but
loss to Moses,
because he had forgottentomentionthe
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from Us and whom We had .
taught knowledge
from
Ourselves.
66 Moses said to him ; Shall
I follow y o u on condition that
YOU should
teach me right
knowledge. of what you have
been taught?
’
67 He said : Surely y o u can
not have patience with m e :
68 And how ca.n you have
atience in that o f which y o u
ave not got a comprehensive
knowledge ?
69 H e said : If Allah please,
y o u will find me patient and I
shall uott disobey you in any
matter.
70 H e said; If y o u would
follow me, then do not question
me about
thing
any
until
I
myself speak to y o u about
it.
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SECTION 10
Moses’ Trayele in search of Knowledge

Ar. has:
thou.

Ar thou

hast.

Ar. thou

wilt.

Ar. hast
tho%
1Lr.

thw

hast.

71 So they went (their way)
until when theyembarkedin
the bQat hemade
B hole
in
it. (Moses) said: H w e you
made a, hole in it to drown its
inmates 1 certainly you h u e
done R grievous thing.
72 Hesaid: Did I not say
that y o u will not be able to
have patience with me ?
73 Hesaid: Blame me not
for what I forgot, and do not
constrain me to a difficult thing
in my affair.
74 So theywent
on until,
when they met a boy, he slew
him. (Moses) said: Have you
&in an innocent person otherwise than for manslaughter?
3ertainly yo% haw done an evil
;hing.
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75 He said : Did I not say
io you that y o u will not be able
io have patienos with me3
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Ar. the&
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Ar.
hadst,
thou
Ar. thou

mighteet.

Ar between
thee.
Ar. thee.
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76 H e said: If I ask you
about anything after this, keep
me
not
in your company;
indeed you shall have(then)
found an excuseinmycase.
77 So theywent
on until
when they,came to the peopleof
a town,theyasked
them. for
food, but they refused t o enteras guests.
Then
tain
them
a mall which
theyfoundinit
was on the point of falling, so
heputit
into a rightstate.
(Moses) said: If y o u had
pleased, you might certainly
havetaken
a. recompensefor
it.
78 H e said:Thisshall
be
separation
between
me
and
you. ; now I will inform you of
the significance1516 of that with
which you could not have
patience.
79 As for the boat, it belonged to (some) poor men who
workedontheriver
and I
wished that I should damage it,
and there mas behindthem a
king who seized every boat by
force.

1515 The interpretation of the three' incidents shows a manifestation of Divine wisdom in
whattakes place inthe everyday life of man.Divinelaws
as manifestedinnatureare
really working towards ultimate good, though sometimes they may appear to the outward eye
to be working to thedetriment of somebody. The beneficent hand of Allah that works
innatureisalwaysdirectinghumanity
to the goal of great good, though that goal must
loss. Sometimesthe loss is only apparent,asinthe
necessarily be reachedwithapparent
case of making a hole in the boat : there was no real loss, but the apparent loss served a great
purpose and brought much benefit to the owner. The second instance is that in which there
is real loss to a person, but it is for the good of humanity at large, for life must be sacrificed
for the ultimate good of humanity. The third instance shows that
for the good of humanity
deeds must be done which bring no immediate reward, and that good done by one generation
is not devoid of benefit to the next.
Moses himself had, in fact, t'o undergo the experience of his teacher, and the incidents
seem no more than prophetic allegories of Moses' own life-work. Just like the scuttling of a
boat which causes apprehension as to the safety of its inmates, Moses had to lead his people
to a place where they thought they had
only been brought to be drowned ; but their safe
passage through the water showed that it was for their good. Then he had to order his men
to fight against iniquitous people and to put them to death, but he was not shedding human
blood to no purpose, for it was really a step towards the
evolution of a better race.
And
finally, his laying down his own life for the Israelites-descindants of a righteous mancorresponded to his teacher's building the wall for the orphans without claiming recompense.
Read in this light, the narration is clearly Bn ascension of Mostw, foreshadowing the g r e a t
events whioh were to befall him.

80 And as for the boy, his
parents were believers and we
feared lest he should make disobedience andingratitudeto
come upon them:
81 So we desired thattheir
Lord mighb give them in his
placeone betterthanhim
in
purityandnearerto
having
compassion :
82 And as for the wall, it beI
longed to two orphan boys in
the city, and there was beneath
it a treasure belonging to them,
and their father was a right,eous
man; so your Lord desired
thattheyshouldattaintheir
maturit,y andtakeouttheir
treasure, a mercy from your
Lord, and I did not do it of my
own accord.1616 This is the
significance of that with which
you could not have patience.

SECTION 11
TheTwo-horned
Ar. thee.

One a n d Gog and Magog

83 And they ask you about
Zulqarnain.l517 Say : 1 will
recit’e to you an accountof him.
84 Surely
We
established
himinthelandand
grant,ed
him means of access to every
thing,

1616 Thia shows that it was meant to be only a lesso; for Moses.
1517 The word gulpamain literally means the two-horned one. The reference is to the
two-horned ram of Daniel’s vision (Dan. 8 : 3), which he interpreted as the kingdom of Media
and Pwsin, which were combined into a single kingdom under one ruler, Cyrus, who is erroneously called Darius in the Bible (En. Bib. and Jewish En., Art. Darius ”). The reference
in Daniel’s vision is, however, not to Cyrus but to Darius I Hystaspis (521-485 B.c.), “mho
allowed the Jews to rebuild their temple, ond is referred to in Ezra 4 :5, 24 ; 6 : 5 ; 6 : 1;
Hag. 1: 1; 2: 10; Zech. 1 : 7, and probably in Neh. 12 : 22. His liberality towards the Jews
is in complete accord with what we know otherwise of his general polioy in religious matters
towards the subject nations ’.’ (En.Bib, ‘‘ Darius ’ I ) .
That ‘ I the two.horned ram ” of Daniel’s vision is the king of Media and Persia is made
plain in Daniel’s bsok, where the interpretation of the dream is given in the following words :
“ The ramwhich thou sawest having two horns are the
kings of Media and Persia” (Dan.8 :20).
TIiat the reference in the Qur-bn in the history of !@lqarnain is to Darius I is clear from the
fact that ‘ 6 Darius was the organizer of the Persian Empire. His conquests served to round
out the boundaries of his realm in Armenia, the Caucasus, and India, andalong the Turanian
Steppes andthehighlands
of Central Asio ” (Jewish E D . , ‘’ D a h s I ”). The following
remarlis in the En. Br. strengthen this view : Darius in his inscriptions appears as B fervent
believer in the true religion of Zoroaater. But he waa also a great statesman and organhex.
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85 So he followed e course.
86 Untilwhenhereached
the westernnost point1618 he
found it going down into a black
sea,1519 and found by ita people.
We said : 0 Zulqarnain I either
give them a chastisement or do
them a benefit.
87 He said: As to him who
is unjust,
we
will chastise
him, then shall he be returned
to his Lord, and H e will chastise himwithanexemplary
chastisement :
88 Andasforhimwho
believes anddoes good, he shell
have goodly reward,and
We
will speak to him an easy word
,f Our command.1520
89 Then
he
folloved
(enhher)course.
90 Untilwhenhereached
;heland of therising of the
it rising on a
mu,hefound
?eople to whom We had given
no shelter from it ;15a1
The time .of conquests had come to an end; the wars which Darius undertook, like those of
Augustus, only served thepurpose of gainingstrongnaturalfrontiers
for theempireand
keeping down the barbarous tribes on its borders. Thus Darius subjugated the wild nations
of the Pontic and Armenian mountains, andextended the Persian dominion to the Caucasus;
for the same reason he fought against the Sacm and other Turanian tribes." The references
in this quotation to Darius being E fervent believer in the true religion of Zoroaster, to his
subduing the barbrtrous tribes on the borders, to his gaining strong natural frontiers for the
empire, end to his fighting against the Sacm clearly point him out ES the gulqarnain of the
Qur-&n.
1518 Mughrib-ush-shams, or the place when the 8un wt, signiflea the westernmost point of
his empire, because going towards the west he could not go beyond it, and to him it was the
place where the sun set.

1519 The words in Arabic are ;if3. 6 which literallymean
a bZucE seu, 'uin
meaning an abundaaee of water, or a p k e in which water remainr m d collate ( T A - L L ) ,and
p a m ' a h meaning black mud (TA-LL). The plaoe referred to ie no other than the Black Se&,
as, Armenia being within the kingdom of Persia, the Bleck Sea formed the north-wefitern
boundary of the empire.
1520 Being a true follower of Zoroaster, t h e aell-known Persian prophet, Darius seems to
have invited these tribes to his rewon.
1621 The three journeyealluded to seem to have been undertaken with the objed
of
strengthening the frontiers of the empire, the most irnporknt of these being diracted b the
part of the frontier between the Caapian end the Blaok Bean, where the Cauoadlas afforded E
natural proteotion against the attacks of the fhythima. Dariua goes b t wedtward ko the
Blaok Sea, then eastward,andlastlynorihward
to Mount Csuossoa The description d
the people found here as a people who had no shelter from the sun ia 8 description of the
barbarons h r i g i i a l tribes on t h e shorea of the Caspia. The En. Br. mge in the srtiole on
Media ; The nmea in the Aayrian fnooripYonr prpve b t the tribes in the Zpgros and the

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou
8hoWld8t.

A?. betwean
them.

91 Even so I and We had a
full knowledge of what he had,
92 Thenhe
followed (another) course.
93 Until when he reached ( E
place) between the two mountains, he found on that side of
them a people who could hardly
understand a word.lJa2
94 They said : 0 Zulqarnain!
surely Gog and Magog make
mischief in the land. Shall we
then pay you a tribute on
condition that you should raise
barrier
a
between us and
tkm.lj=3
~~

~-

northern parts of Media were not Iranians nor Indo-Europeans, but an aboriginal population,
like the early inhabitants of Armenia, perhaps connected with the numerous tribes
of the
Caucasus. We can see how the Iranian element gradually became dominant: princes with
Iraniannames occasionally ocour astherulers
of these tribes.ButtheGel=,
Tapuri,
Cadusii, Amardi, Utii, and other tribes in Northern Media and on the shores of the Caspian
were not Iranians.’’
1522 The two mountainsarethemountains
of ArmeniaandAzarbaijan.
The people
settling there spoke a different language and could not understand the Iranian language.
1529 This Terse brings us face to face with an all-important subject-viz. the identity of
Gog and Magog. The Bible references to Gog and ldagog are somewhat loose. In Gen. 10 : 2
and 1 Chron. 1 :5, <‘Magog is mentioned as the second son of Japheth, between Gomer and
Madai, Gomer representing the Cimmerians and Madai the Medes. Magog must be a people
located east of the Cimmerians and west of the Medes. But in the list of nations, Gen. 10,
the term connotes rather the complex of barbarian peoples dwelling at the extreme north and
north.east of the geographical survey covered by that chapter. . . In Ezek. 38 : 2 Magog
occurs a8 the name of a country; in Ezek. 39 : 6 as that of a northern people, the leader of
whom is Gog ‘ I (Jezcish En.,Art. “Qog and Magog”). ‘ I Josephus identifies them with ths
Scythians, a name which amongthe classical writers stands for anumber of unknown
ferocious tribes. According t o Jerome, Magog was situated beyond the Cauoasus nearthe
Caspian Sea’ (Jewish En.). The En. Br. considers the traditional identification of Qog and
Magog with the Scythians to be ‘ I plausible.” In fact, it not only considers the opinion of
Josephus and Jerome identifying Clog and Magog with the Scythians to be plausible, but also
adds that ‘ 1 this plausible opinion has been generally followed,” with this reservation, that
the word may be applied to ( 1 any or all of the numerous but partially known tribes of the
north; aodanyattemptto
assign a more definite localityto Magog can only be very
hesitatinglymade.”
All these writers have, howeyer, not paid sufficient attention to the words Of Ezek. 88 : 2,
“ Gog, the land of Magog, the chief prince of Mesheoh and Tubal.” Tubal and
Mesheoh are
almost always mentioned together, and their identification has been a task of great difficulty,
SO much ao that a renowned Biblical critic suggests the names of certain nations in South
Palestine. Butthisoontradictsthe
views of ancient writers likeJosephus, who settlethe
Magog north of the C ~ U C ~ S UIfS .we go, however, to the north of Caucasus we find Eta two
rivers becring the names of Tobal and Moskoe, on the latter of which is situated the ancient
city of Moscow, and on the former the more recent town of Tobolsk. It seems almost oertain
that these two rivers received their names from thetwo tribes of Ezek. 88 :2, the Tubal and
Mesheoh, end then gave their names to the two above-mentioned cities, thns keeping the
names of thesettibes.This
view is in aocordance with the opinion of Josephno, who
identifles Magog with the 8cfihiana, tor 1‘ throughout classical literature Sogthia generally
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Ar. between

thsm.

95 He sdd: That in which
my Lord has establishedme is
better,thereforeyouonlyhelp
me with workers, I will make a
fortified barrier
between
you
and thent ;
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meant all regions to the north and north.east of the Black Sea, and a Scythian any barbarian
coming from these parts.”
It is clear from the above that the name Magog stasds for tribes which occupied territories
tothenorthandnorth-east
of the Black Sea,tribes which gave theirnames directly or
indirectly to the towns of Tobolsk and Moscow.
There is, however, another point worth considering, and that is the gigantic
effigies of
Gog and Magog inGuildhall,London.
‘ I It is known,”saysthe
En. Br., ‘‘ that effigies
similar to the present existed in London as early as the time of Henry V.” An explanation
of this remarkable circumstance is given by Geoffrey of Monmouth : “ Gaemot or Gaemagot
(either corrupted from or corrupted into
Gog and Magog) w&s a giant who, along with his
brother Gorineus, tyrannized in the western horn of England until slain by foreign invaders ”
(En.Br., Art. ‘ I Gog and Magog ”). I t is very difficult to speak with anything bordering on
accuracy about the early connections
of different races,but the preservationof the effigies of Gog
and Magog in England, which can be traced to a very early period in English history, makesi t
probable that the Angles or the Saxons had in very ancient times some connection with the
of
Scythiaus or other tribes living north of the Caucasus or the Black Sea. The relations
the different nations in early history are very complicated, and it is out of place to enter into
any such discussion here. But it may be noted that the Goths, who are considered to be the
easternmost of the Teutonic races, are saidto have migrated into Scythia (En.
Dr.,“Goths”),
which shows the existenoe of connection between the two races. And again, “ theBatha r m also, who inthethirdcentury
B.C. invadedandsettled‘inthe
regions between the
Carpathinns and the Black Sea, are said by several ancient writers to have been Teutonic bg
origin, though they had largely intermarried with the nativeinhabitants” (En.
Br., “Teutonic
Peoples ”).
Next we come to the statement that the tribes found by Darius between Azertaijan a n d
theArmenianmountains
were oonstantlyharassed
by theirnorthern
neighbours, the
scythians.History
bears evidence to thetruth
of thisstatement.TheScythians,
or,
accordingto some writers,the Sacm, constantlytroubledAsia.
According to Herodotus
the Scythsruled Media fortwentyeightyears
(En. Br., Art. “ Scpthia’I),“About 612
Darius undertook a war against the Scythians.
The purpose of this war can only have
been to attack thenomadio Turanian tribes in the rear, andthus to secure peace on the northern
frontier of the empire ” (En. BT.,
‘‘ Darius ”). The portion which I give in italics shows
that Darius exerted himself to his utmost in securing peace on the northern frontier of his
empire, where the Caucasus, bounded on both sides by the Black and Csspian Seas, afforded
a natural protection.
The barrier referred to in this verse, and described in the verses that follow, is the famous
wall at Derbent (Ar.Darband). An account of this wall is given by Muslim geographers and
historians, for instance,in MarAsid-ul-Ittila’ andIbn-ul-Faqih.The
following account,
however, takenfromthe E ~ ~ c y c l o p a i iBritannica,
a
should be moreconvincing : Derbent
or Darband, a town, of Persia, Caucasia, in the province of Daghestan, on the western shore
of the Caspian. ,
It occupies a narrow strip of land beside the sea, from which it climbs
up the steep heightsinland. , . And to the south lies theseawardextremity
of the
Caucasian wall (50 miles long), otherwise known as Alexander’s Wall,blocking up the narrow
pass of theIronGate
or CaspianGate (Portus Albanre, or Portus Caspce). This, when
entire, had a height of 29 feet and a thickness of about 10 feet, and with Its iron gates and
numerous watch-towers formed a valuable defaw of the Persian frontier.“ (Italics in the
leet sentence are mine, for which see the next foot-note.) The misnomer
AZexaPtder’s WaZZ
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96 Bring
me
blocks of
iron ~ ~ until
2 4 whenhe
h d
filled up the space between the
twomountain
sides,he
said,
Blow; until when he had made
it as) fire, hesaid : Bring me
mo ten brass which I may pour
over it.
97 So they were not able to
scale it nor could thev make a
hole in it.
98 H e said : This is a mercy
from mvLord. butwhen the
promise"of my 'Lord comes to
pass He will make it level with
the ground, and the promise of
my Lord is ever true.
99 And on that day We will
leave a part of them in conEict with another part, and the
;rumpet will be blown, so We
will gather them alltogether ;15z5
100 And We will bring forth
?ell, exposed to view, on that
lay before the unbelievers,
101 They whose eyes were
mder a cover .from my Renot
ninder, and they could
!veri hear.

I
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SECTION 12
Ghriltian Nations
102 What! do then those
,? ?,$ ,
Tvho disbelieve think that they
\ ~ ~ w u \
C#an take My servsnts t o be
;uardians besides Me? Surely
Ne have prepared hell for the
entertainment of the un1:lelievers.1626
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seems to have bsen due to the mistake made by Xuslim historians in supposing ZuZgarnain
to be Alexander.
1524 The blocks of iron wereneeded for the iron gates in the wall, for which gee the
concluding lines of the last note.
1525 The allusion here seems to be to some mighty conflict of the nations, and the words
flo doubt refer to soma catastrophe like that which is predicted in the Gospels in the words:
"For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be
famines, sndpestilences, mde&hquakes, in divers places. All these are beginning of sorrows"
(Mati. 24 : 7, 8).
1526 These words clearly indicllte that the Christians are meant here,
because theire is the
most prominent example of having taken a servant of Allah for their God. Moreover, the lwt
ten verses of this ohapter are, according to a sayingbt the Holy Prophet (narrated in the
Muslim), a protection against the Antichrist,thus showing that they contain 8 bwhing
that is ~n antidote against t h e poison' of the erroneous doctrines of Christianity.

”

103 Say:ShallWeinform
you of thegreatestlosers
in
(their) deeds ?
104 (Theseare)theywhose
labourislostinthisworld’s
life andtheythinktha$they
are well-versedinskill
of the
work of h a n d ~ . ’ ~ Z ~
105 These are they who disbelieve in the communications
of their Lord and His meeting,
so their deeds become null, and
therefore We will not set up a
balanceforthem“
on the day
of resurrection.16B
106 Thusit
is thattheir
recompense
hell,
isbecause
theydisbelievedandheldMy
communications
Myand
apostlesinmockery.
107 Surely (as for) those
who believe and do good deeds,
their
place
of entertainment
shall be gardens
the
of
Paradise,
108 Abidingtherein ; they
shall not desireremoval from
them.
109 S a y : If theseawere
ink for the words of my Lord,
theseawouldsurely
be consumed before the words of m y
Lordare-exh@usted,.though
of
W e weretobringthelike
that (sea) toaddtheret0.1~9~
110 Say : I a m only a mortal
me
likeyou ; it is revealed to
that
your
god is
one
God,
therefore
whoever
hopes
to
meethis
Lord, heshould do
good deeds,andnot
join any
one in the service of his Lord.
P

1527 TIhis is a clear description of the present attitude of the civilized nations to the&
morel and spiritual needs-thei; labour is entirely submerged in this world’s life, and they
cannot give a moment’s considerrttion to the life after death, and their only qualificetion
is that they are well versed in the skillof the work of their hands.
1628 Evil deeds have no weight or estimation in the sight of Allah, though they yield an
evil fruit to the doer of them. Hence those who b y e performed no good deeds shall not have
any 4 ‘ balance set up for them.” By the deeds becoming null is meant that these deede shall
bring them no good in after-life; their exertions being entirely confined to this world, they had
m p e d whataver fruit these exertionscould bring in this very life.
1599 This verw should be speoially noted by thoso who think that the Qur-&n support6 the
doctrine of Jesus’ divinity by oalling him Hie kalimah or wcwd, for here the wwds of Allah 818
mid to be BO numeroue that they cannot be exhausted by writipg down. Hen@, in the kngaege
of the Holy Qur-An, every oreeture of God ia called Hie kaZinmh or wwd. See also 1958.

CHAPTER XIX
M&RY
(Ma7yam)

REVEALEDAT

MECOA

(6 sections and 98 verses)
Abstract
S e c . 1. Zacharias and John.
Sec. 2. Mary and Jesus.

Sea. 8. Abraham.
Sec. 4. Other prophets.
Sec. 6. How the opponents were dealt with.
684. 6. False doctrine of sonship.
The Title and eonneotion.
TBE controversy with Christianity is continued in this chapter, and
the title is taken from
the name of Jesus’ mothar, Mary ; the circumstances connected with her having given birth to
Jesus are narrated here, But while the last chapter deals at greater length with the history of
Christianity than with its doctrines, this devotes considerable space to the falsity of the Christian religioue dogmas, which it shows to be absolute innovations and quite foreign to the
keaohings of till the prophetu.

Bubject-mattep.
The first two sections deal with the last representativesof prophecy in the home of I s r d
vir. John add Jesus. Thefalse doctrines that ‘grew up round thename of the lattar a m
clearly denounced st the end of bhe second seotion ; the history of Abrahaminthe
third, and that of some other prophet8 in the fourth, ate referred to as showing that Allah
always sent men as His prophets to reform the world. Towards the close of the fourth section
it is stated that mere faith unattended with good deeds or righteousness is a8 nothing, and
cannot benefit a, people except when it is translated into praotice. The fifth section deals
with the opponents of the prophets generally, while the sixth brings to a close the discussion
of the Christian religion by outspokenly denouncing the false doctrine of the sonship of Jesus.

Date of rerobtion.
It is quite oertain that the moat important portion of this chapter, vis. that relating ko the
history of Mbry and Jesus, was revmled early at Meooa, most probably about the flfth year of
the Holy Prophet’s mission, because this portion was recited by Ja’far, head of the 6rst batch
of the Muslim immigrants in Ethiopia,
before the Ohristian king
of that country,when a deputatlotl of the Qurnish urged the king to expel the Muslim refugees from his country. This incident oamot be lab? than the sixth year of the Prophet’s miasion, beoause the emigrationtook
pboe In the 5fth year, and the shelter which the Muslims found in a foreign land excited the
jealousy of the Quraish, and they at once sent a deputation to the Negns for the purpose of
misrepresenting the Muslim religion, From this it would appear at how early 3 drat the
21
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SECTION 1
Cacherim and John

In the name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
1 Suffictent (art Thou) as a

0 Knowing, Truthful
I Guide,
One.1530
Ar. thy,

Or,grmun
weary.

2 A mention of themercy
of your LordtoHisservant
Zacharias,
3 When H e called upon His
Lord in a low voice.
4 He said : My Lord ! surely
my bones are weakened and my
head flares with hoariness, and,
myLord I I havenever been
uns,uccessful in myprayer
to
Thee :
5 And surely I fear m y
Icousins after me, and my wife
iis barren,thereforegrantme
1irom Thyself an heir,1531
6 Who should
inherit
me
Im d inherit from thechildren
(,f
Jacob, and makehim, my
Lord, onein whom Thouart
1lvell pleased.’”*

-

Qur-Bn expressed its opinion of the Christian religion,vehemently denouncing its fundamental
doctrines ; They aay : The Benejcent God ha, taken to Himself a son : certainly you have made
an abominable assertion: theheavena may almost be rent &?eat . a d the earth cleave asunder
and the muntains fall down inpieces (vv. 88,90). This quotation is a sufficient answer to the
generality of Christian critics of Islam, who allege that theHoly Prophet’s attitude towards the
Christian religion was changedlater.
As the Qur-An has praieed thevirtues of nations
wtintedly, so it hasopenly denounced their errors, and its attitudetowards all other religions
remained unchanged from the first to the last. This chapter wntains the earliest
notice of
the Christian religion, which does not materially differ from what the latest revelation (for
instance, oh. 6) contains.

1530 I make a slight departure in explaining the abbreviation
at the commencement of
this chapter from the usual interpretation put upon it. I t is said that each of these letters
stends for one of t h e names of the Divine Being, kfif standing for kfifi,i.e. su&ient,’hd for

u,L_\)\“2

hddl, i.e. Guide, y b for
#+. i.e. One whme power i s above aWpower8,
’ain for ’Alim, i.e. Knowing, and sbd for Sddiq, i.e. Truthful (JB,Kf, RB). 1,make E
departureintheinterpretation
of t h e letter yb, interpretingit as a letter of interjection
meaning 0, which is the interpretation unanimously adopted in the cam of the same letter
as occurring at the commencement of the 36th chapter. This appears
to me to be muah
better, for in the abbreviations a letter generally stands for a single
word throughout the
Holy Qup.Bn. With this alight modification the five letters would mean Sumient arb Thou
as a Guide, 0 Knowing, Truthful Lord ! Each letter in this owe stands for n single word.
1531 .His fear was due to their not leading righteous lives, EO that he feared there &ouM
be none to lead people into the wnys of righteousness after him.
1593, 8ee next page.
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7 0 Zacharias I surely W e
give you good news of s boy
whose name
shall
be John:
We have not made before anyone his eq~a1.’~3~
8 Hesaid:
0 myLord
I
when shall I have a son: and
my wife is barren,and I myself bavereachedindeedthe
extreme degree of old age ?
9 Hesaid: So shallitbe;
your Lordsays: It is easy to
Me, andindeed I created yoz~
before, when you were nothing.
10 H e said : My Lord ! give
me a sign. He said : Your sign
is that you should not speak to
the people three nights while in
sound health.1534
11 So hewentforthtohis
people from his place of worship,thenhe
made knownto
themthattheyshould
glorify
(Allah) morningand evening.
12 0 John! take h o l d o f
the Book withst,rength,and
We granted him wisdom while
yet a child,

1632 The inheritance from the children of Jaoob is the inheritance of the Divine blessing
of prophethood which had been promised to Jacob’s children.
1533 Smni means a competitor, or contender .for superiority i n eminence or glory (TA-LL) ;
hence also an equal, or a like (S, h.1, Q, Tb-LL). The word occurs again i n this chapter in
I. 66 and bears the same meaning, not namesake, because there it is spoken about Allah,
It is not of oourse meant that one like John or equal to him was nwer before created in the
world (though Jesus Christ in Matt. 11: 11 seems to hold this view, for he Say5 : ‘ I Verily
I say unto you, Among them that are born of women there hath not risen a greeter than
JohntheBaptist”),butthemeaning
ia that one like him was not born inZacharias’
family, bemuse in the previous verse it was his own relatives about whom Zacharias said
that he feared them, and therefore an assurance was now given to him that the promised
sonwould not be like the other members of his family whom he feared. Or the meaning
may be that one like him had not appeared in thst age.
1534 The word lail, i.e. night, is interpreted asincludingtheday,as
y a m , or day,
includes the night. Moreover, in 3 : 40 the words are three days, thus showing that three
days and three nights are meant. It should also be noted that the Qur-&n does not support
the idea that Zacharias was struck dumb, and seems to contradict the Bible narrative by
saying here plainly that he mas to observe this commandment though in sound health, such
being t h e meaning of sawiyyci. The truth is here evidently on the side of the Q u r - h , and
the writer of the Gospel had clearly some misapprehension, for being struck dumb had no
connection with being granted B son, According to the Holy Qur-h, the object of assuming
silence was to be engaged solely in prayer to the Divine Being, and hence Zacharias told
his people &o to glorify God. The sign was given as an answer to his question, When shall
I have a s o n ? It implies that when he assumed silence,for three days and nights, and glorified
God done during the time, his wife should conceive. See also 420.
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13 And tenderness from Us
andpurity, and he was onewho
guarded
evil),
14 And dutiful to hie parents,
sadhe
wan not insolent, disobedient.lb35
15 And on
peace
him on the
dayhewas born, and on the
dayhe dies,and on the day
he is raised to life.
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SECTION 2
M a r ya n dJ e s u s

16 And mention Mary in the
Book when she drew'asidefrom
her family to an eastern place;
17 So she took a veil (to
screen herself) from them ; then
We sent to her Ourinspiration,
O?,Wdt.
Orit ... ad snd there appeared to her a
a...
well-made man.1536
18 She said : Surely I fly for
refuge from you totheBene&.thee.
A r . t h a r 1 . ficent God, if you are one guarding (against evil).
19 Hesaid:
I am onlya
messenger of your Lord: That
Ar. thy.
I will give you a pure boy.1537
' 20 She said : Whenshall
I
have a boy and no mortal has
8 487.
yet touched me,' nor have I
been unchaste?
A r . thy.
21 H e said : Even so ; your
Lord says: It is easy to ?de :

-

1686 The variousaspects
of thecharacter of Johnshould be pondered over by the
upholders of theexclusiveinnocence
of JesusChrist.John
mas pureandsinlessand
never disobeyed Allah.NowhereisJesusChristpraisedinbetterwords.Thewords,
in
faat, show that every prophet iS pure and sinless and never disobeys
Allah.
1536 This shows that it was in a vision that the angel came, and the conversation that
follows also took place in a vision. The word tama.gaZa used here lends support to this,
for
the word signifies aaaunting the likeness of anothefthing, and this happens only invision.
This irr clear even if the ordinary significance given in the margin is adopted, for the spirit or
angel of God appeam to His chosenonesonlyinvisions,
and angels are not seen by the
physical eye.
1537 I t should be noted that Jesus is called here a ghulbm, i.e. a boy, not kalinlah (Le.
word) or rzlh (i.e. i n T i m t i o n ) , while the prophecy of his birth as announced to Mary is given
in detail. This shows clearly that elsewhere the words
kalimah or nLB only stand for the
prqheey, while Jesus Christ was nothing more than a boy. The words I will give you a pure
boy are the words of the reyelation, and hence the speaker of these words is Allah. For such
8 construction, in which a part of the verse is put into the mouth
of the angel, while the
okher pert gives the word of Allah, see verge 21, where the words, and that W e may make him
a sign, seem t o be spoken apparently by the angel, but are the words of the Divine Being.
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We may malre him
to men and B mercy

from US; andit is a matter
which has been decreed.
22 So she conceived him;
then withdrew herself with him
to e, remote place.
23 And the throes (of childbirth) compelled her to betake
herself to the trunk of e, palmtree.1538 Shesaid: Oh, would
that I had died before this, and
had been thing
a
quite forgotten !I539
24 Then (a voice) called out
to her from beneath her: Grieve
not, surely yozm Lord has made
a stream to flow beneath y o u :
25 And shaketowards you.
thet8runk of thepalm-tree, it
will drop on y o u freshripe
dates :

Ar thou
seest.

Ar. thou
hQ%t.
Or, broiqht
aoinethi?zg
(strange),

aforger of
lien.

26 So eat and drink and refresh the eye. Then if y o u see
any mortal, say: Surely I have
vowed a fast to the Beneficent
God, so I shall not speak to any
man today.
27 And she came to her
people with
him,
carrying
him1640 (withher).They
said :
0 Mary! surely y o u hake done
a strange thing.1641

1538 This shows that Mary gave birth to Jesus while on a journey : hence the reference
to water and food in vv. 24 and 25, such as one can only find in a journey. That she wv&a
going to a distant place is shown by v. 22. She may have had recourse to the trunk of a
palm-tree to find a, support in the throes of childbirth.
1539 This shows that Mary gave birth to Jesus undertheordinarycircumstances
which women experience in giving birth to children.Thethroes
of childbirth were too
severe for her to bear, and hence she
gave utterance to such words. The reference to the
throes of childbirth clearly shows that an ordinary human child was coming into the World,
and thus it bespeaks denial of his divinity. Or there may be B reference to Gen, 3 :16, in
m r o w thou shaEt bring f o r t h children. The object in either case is clearly to show that the
birth of Jesus was not attended with any extraordinary circumstances, and that his mother
brought him forth in the ordinary way, 60 his conception also could not have taken place
otherwise than in the regular course of nature.
1540 The conversation that is relatedtohavetaken
place inthe verses that follow
is done sufficient to make it clear that the coming of Mary to her people with her son,
as statedin this verse, relates to a time when Jesus had grown sufficiently old to have
been raised to the dignity of a prophet, and to have received Divine revelation in the form of
a book (as hespeaka of having been given the book in v. 30). The commentators, merely
because the verse follows one in which the birth of Jesus is spoken of, understand the verae
to relate to B time when Jesus .wea as pet a baby. But it ahodd be noted that the Holy
1541,see next page.
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28 0 sister of Aaron !’&La
your
father was not a bad man, nor
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woman.
was pour mother an unchaste
29 But
she
pointed to him.
They
saiq:
How should we
speak to one mho was a child
in the cradle 115443
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Qur-An does not relate stories in all their details, and often omitsa number of incidents which
are not needed for its purpose. Compare, for instance, the 11th and 12th
verses, the first of
which relates only Zacharias’ receiving the joyful news of a son, while the second asks that
son to take hold of the Book with strength ; and it would be as reasonable to infer from these
two verses that John was born quite a grown-up man (as soon as the prophecywas announced)
as to draw the conclusion from the verses under discussion that Jesus was taken to his people
grew to the age of thirty.
by his mother as soon as he was born, and that he immediately
could only say that he was a
threeyearstodeclarethathe
was made a prophet.Jesus
prophet when he was actually entrusted with the mission
of a prophet, and not before, and
Jesus’ address to his people, as related in vv. 30 and 31, clearly shows that he had already
been entrusted with that mission.
Moreover, it is too unreasonable to suppose that as
soon
as Mary gave birth to the child she took it to her
people to make a show of it. The Qur-&n,
v. 22, states that she was then going to some remote place, and thus the incident related here
But if then it could take place after
could not have taken place immediately after delivery.
of thirty years ? The word carrying does not
the lapse of a year, why not after the lapse
show that she was carrying him in her arms, but it means that he was
being carried on an
animal.Compare
9 : 92, where some of thecompanionsarespoken
of as comingtothe
Prophet that he might carry them, and he is related as saying in reply that he had not that
on which t o carry them.
1541Whileretainingtheordinarytranslation

of the words

L j .w& &

I give another significance of the words in the margin. If the ordinary rendering is adopted,
d o h g (or, bringing) a strangething
may be toherhaving
given
therderenceinnfary’s
of Israel, with a deeper hint
birth to a son who claimed greater authority than the elders
t o thecalumnyagainsther,forwhich
see 644 (4: 156). Butasthe
word f a r i y y clearly
signifies a forger of lies, thealternativesignificancegiveninthemarginbettersuitsthe
context, and in the light
of thisrenderingJesus’reply
is quitereasonable, for whenthe
Jews called him a forger of lies, it was his duty to rebut that oharge, and hence he says
that he is a prophet. It is remwkable that in his reply Jesus does not make a single reference
to the circumstances of his birth. Hence the inference is quite reasonable that
the question,
whichever significance of the words may be taken, was directed against the mission of Jesus
and not against the circumstances relating to his birth.
1542 It is only a limited acquaintance with the Arabic language that has made men like
Rodwell call this an anachronism. As shown in 412, Mary belonged to the priestly class, as
Wherryalsoadmits, I ‘ because she was of theLeviticalrace(as
by herbeingrelatedto
Elizabeth it shouldseem she was),”andthereforeshe
is rightlycalled ukhta H i r a n , or
sister of Aaron, the word ukht being by no means limited to the close blood-relationship like
i t s equivalent in English ; see 412 for further explanation. IJ relates the following incident:
Safiyya (the Prophet’s wife) came to the Apostle of Allah, may peace and the blessings of
Allah be upon him, and said: “The women say to me, A Jewess, daughter of two Jews.” He
said to her : ‘ I Why did you not say : Surely my father is Aaron and my uncle
is Moses
and my husband is Muhammad ? ” This incident shows clearly that a woman belonging to
the Jewish race was spoken of as being immediately related to Baron and Moses.
1543 Old and learned Jews would no doubt speak
of a young man who was born and
‘brought up before their eyes as one who was butyestelday a child in the cmdle, as if
disdaining to address one so young. I t should be noted that they speak of Jesus as one who
wcu (not is) a boy in the cradle.
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30 H e said : Surely I am a
servant of Allah; H e has given
me the Book and mademe a
prophet :If44
31 And H e has made me
blessed wherever I may be, and
H e has enjoined on me prayer
and poor-rate so long as I
live 9 5 4 5
32 And dutiful to my mother,
and He hasnotmademeinsolent,unblessed
33 And peace on me on the
day I was born, and on the dayI
die. and on the dav I am raised
to iife.
34 Such is Jesus son of
Mary; (this is) thesaying of
truth about
which
they dispute.
35 I t beseems not Allah that
H e should taketoHimself
a
son, glory be toHim ; when
He has decreeda
matter He
only says to it ' I Be," and it is."
36 And surely Allah is my
Lord and you'r-,Lord, therefore
serve Him; thi8;is the right
path.1547
37 Butparties from among
them disagreed with each other,
so woe touthose who disbelieve,
because of presence on a great
day.
1544 It is clear that this conversation did not take place when Jesus was an infant in Ihe
cradle, bu? when he had actually been made a prophet, because he speaks of himself as such,
i.e. not as one who would be made a prophet, but one who had actzlaEZy been made a prophet,
!hioh was only when he was a grown man.
1515 It is absurd to suppose that prayers and alms had been enjoined on Jesus while he
was yet a day old and that he really observed these injunctions at that age. In fact, Jesus'
answer clearly shows that he was addressing his people after he had been entrusted with the
mission of prophethood, and he does not say h word about his having been born withoub the
agency of a male parent.
1546 Here only the mother is spoken of, whereaa in a similar case in Y, 14 John is spoken
of as being dutiful to both parents. This mlay be due to the fict that Joseph may not have
been living atthe time when Jesus spoke these words. Joseph was alreadyan old man
when he married Mary, and by the time t h t the ministry of Jesus begine we find no mention
of him even in the Gospels, the mother snd brothers being the only relations mentioned : or
the mother alone is mentioned because the Gospels relate an incident showing that Jesus
was r i d e to his mother (Matt. 12 : 48), and this verse disproves the statement, it being one of
the objects of the Qur-An to clear Jesus of dl false charges.
1547 According to Matthew, when Jesus was tempted of the devil, who asked him to
worship him, Jesus' reply WEE : ( 6 For it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God,
and Him only shelt thou serve I' (Matt. 4 : 10).
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38 How clearly shall they
hearand how clearly shall they
see on the day when they come
to Us; buttheunjustthis
day
are in manifest error.
39 And warn them of the
day of intense regret,‘b‘e when
thematter shall have been de.
oided; and they are(now) in
negligence and they do noti
believe.
40We
Surely
the
inherit
earthand
all those who are
on it, and to Us they shall be
returned.
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SECTION 3
Abraham

41 And mention Abraham in
a

760.

Ar. doet
tllcru.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thes.
Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou
ehouldrt.
Ar. dost
thou.
Ar. thou
doat.

Ar. t h .

&.

thss.
Ar. t b s .
b 9 : 114.

the Book : surely he was a
truthful man, a prophet.
42 When he said to his sire:’
0 my sire ! why do you worship
what neitherbears norsees,
nordoes
it avail you in the
least :
43 0 my sire!
truly
the
knowledge has oome to me
which has not come to you,
therefore follow me, I will
guide you on a right path:
44 0 my sire I serve not the
devil, surely the devil is dis3bedient to the Beneficent
God :
45 0 my sire ! surely I fear
bhat a punishment from the
Beneficent God should afflict
you so that you should be a
iiend of the devil.
46 He said: Do you dislike
ny gods, 0 Abraham ? if you
i o not desist 1 will certainly
revile you, and leave me for a
iime.
47 He said : Peaoe be on
IOU, I will praymy.
Lord to
‘orgiveyou ;b surely He is ever
lffeotionete to me :

1648 Here ahe puniehment which i8 elsewhere called f u e is celled masrat or intense w g w t ,
end tiik ia frequently desoribed in the Holy Qur-An &e b
e
& the lot of the evil.doers.
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48 And I will withdrew from
you and what you call OQ besides Allah, and I will call upon
my Lord I maybe I shall not
remain
unblessed
calliag
in
upon my Lord.
4 9 ' S o when
he
withdrew
from them and what they worshipped besides Allah, We gtave
to him IsaacandJaaob,end
each one of them We madea
pr~phet.'G~~
0
$0 And We granted to them
of Our mercy, and We left (behind them) a truthful mention
of eminence for them ,1560

SECTlON 4
Other Prophet8 arerailed
51-5a. Moses snd Aaron. 54, 5 5 . Ishniael. 56, 51. Idris. 58, 59. b n
evil generation. 60-63. The penitent find eternal life. 64,65. The Prophet's
revelation,

51 Bndmention
Moses in
the Book ; surelyhewasone
purified, and he was an apostle,
a prophet.ljj'
52 And We called to him
fromthe
blessed side of the
mountain, andWe made him
draw nigh, holding- communion
(with Ui).
53 And We gave to him out
of Our mercy hi; brother Aaron,
a prophet.
1549 It ig elsewhere mads clear that Jacob was hisgrandson (11: 71 ; 21 : 78). Nor
should it be supposed that giuing signifies only the giving of a son, for of Moses it is said a
few verses further on, We gace to him hls brother Aaron, a pmphet, though Aaron W&E oldet
thah Moses.
L,

& Lj'clp u u

4

is, Ve made for them
the tongue of truth to be Eofty. As the tongue is the vehicle of expression, therefore
lisilna ;idgin stands for a trutvul Inention, However humblea life aprophet may lead,
he is granted an eminence among later generations, but the distinguishing oharaoteristic of
prophet is that hisrecord of emihence is a truthful one.
1551 Ilasool, or apostle, means One who is 8 e n t 1~'itha meseage for the regeneraition of
men, while ~ b t or, prophet, is one who has the gift of prophecy, i.e. who receives a, mba'
4r information from on high. The elect who ate chosen for the regeneration of man &re
called prophets as redeiving knowledge from Allah, and apostle8 8s delivering to humanity
the message received.
1550 The
literal

significance of

21'
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54 And mention Ishmael in
the Boolr ; surely he was truthful in (his) promise, and he was
an apostle, a prophet .15a2
55 Andheenjoined
on his
family prayer and alms-giving,
and was o ~ ine whom his Lord
was well pleased.
56 And mention Idris in the
Book; surely he was a truthful
man, a prophet,
67 And We raised him to an
elevated state.I5j3
58 These are they on whom
Allah bestosredfavours,from
among the prophets of the seed
of Adam, and of thosewhom
We carried with Noah, and of
the seedof Abraham and Israel,
and of those whom W e guided
and chose ; when the communications of the Beneficent God
were recited to them, they fell
and
down making
obeisance
weeping.“
59 But there came after them
evil generation, who wasted
prayersand followed the sen;rial desires, so they will meet
Jerdition,
60 Exceptsuch
as repent
tnd believe and do good, these
;hall enter the garden, and they
;hall not be dealt with unjustly
n any way:
61 The gardens of perpetuity
vhich the Beneficent God has
Iromised to His servants while

1552 Christialls think that ptophethood was the
exclusive heritage of Isaac and his seed,
but the Bible gives 11s great promises for Ishmael ab: for Isaac. And when Abraham prayed
to the Lord ‘/that Ishmael might live before Thee ” (Gen. 17 : la), the reply was : “ And as for
Ishmael, I have heard thee ” (Gen.17 : ZO), which shows that Ishmael was made a prophet.
See 165 and 170. Inthe HolyQur.&nIshmael
is mentioned by name onthe following
occasions as one of the prophets : 2 : 125, 127-139, 133, 136, 140 ; 6 : 67 ; 19 : 5 4 , 5 5 ; 21 : 85,
and 38 : 45, while he is referred to in 37 : 101-107.
1563 Idris is the same as Enoch (Bd). The word rafu’, which is used of Jesus, is also
used of Enoch, and some commentators therefore misinterpret, the words as indicating that
Enoch was taken up to heaven dive, like Jesus. But the same mistake
is made in both
cases, for mfa’ signifies raising to high dignity. See 437. Themistakeseems
to heve
arisen from what is said of Enoch in the Bible. Thus, in Gen. 5 ; 24: “And Enoch wdked
with God, and he wasnot, for God took him.” The
New Testamentisplainer yet: “By
faith Enoch WRB trsnslnted thnt he shonld n& see death ; snd was not found, because God
had translated him ” (Heb. 11 : 5 ) . Only once a g a h is he mentioned in the Holy Qur-k,
viz. in 21 : 55.

I

I

unseen ; surelyHis
promise
shall come to pass.
62 They shallnot hear therein any vain discourse, but only
LLPeace,”andtheyshallhave
their sustenance therein morning and evening.lJ54
63 This is the garden vhich
We cause those of Our servants
to inheritwhoguard(against

I

64 And we do not descend
but by the command of your
Lord; to Him belongs mhatever is before us and whatever
isbehind us and whatever is
between these,and your Lord
is not forgetful 9 5 5 6
65 The Lord of the heavens
and the earth and what
is between them, so sewe Him and
be patientin His service. Do
you know anyone
equal to
Him ?

AI. t h y .

Ar. thy.

SECTION 5
How the Opponents were dealt with
66, 67. hian’s scepticism. 66-73. The fate of the wicked and the righteous.
74-76. A lesson from the fate of the ancients. 77-80. D o o u is certain. 51,
82. Denial of the leaders of evil.

I

66 And says man:What!
when I amdead shall I truly
be brought forth dive ?
67 Does not man remember
that We created him befora,
when he was nothing?
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1554 Theword .Iluslin~is derivedfrom the same root, S ~ Z ~ J J I meming
,
peace,as saldrn, and
therefore the Muslim is one who is at peace. It is by making peace here with the Creator
and His creatures that one can find pewe hereaEter, and this is the great truth underlyinq
of paradise,for of paradiseit is frequentlystatedinthe
Holy Qur.Bn
theIslamicidea
that there shall be nothing but peace therein.
1555 The state of pedect peace spoken of i n the previoua verse is here called the garden
which the righteous shall inherit.
E56 The words 1 ‘ we do not descend ” are generally understood to refer to the ooming of
angels with Divine revelation. There is no doubt that the
reference here is to the revelation
of the Holy Prophet, the significance being that, a8 the angels brought revelation to previous
prophets, 80 they now bring revelation, by the command of the Lord, to the Holy Prophet
Muhammad. The concluding words of the verse, and ymr Lord i s notforgeffuz, are meant
to signify that the promises and prophecies made by AIM through His prophets could not be
of the previous prophets is concluded with a reference to the
forgotten.Thusanaccount
revelation of the Holy Prophet, and this is the subject dealt with in the remaining eeotions of
the chapter.

68 S0 by your Lord!We
d l 1 most certainly gather them
togetherandthedevils,
then
shell We oertsinly cause tbeni
be
to be presentroundhell
their kmes.15"'
69 Theq We will mostcertainlydrawforthfromevery
lect of them him who is most
exorbitantlyrebellious
egainingt
the Beneficent God.
70 A g h We docertainly
know best thosewhodeaerve
mos6 to be burned therein,
71 Andthere is not one of
youbutshallcometo
it; this
is an unavoidable
decree
of
your ~ 0 r a . 1 ~ *
72 Anda Wewill deliver those
whoguarded(againstevil),16j~
and We will leavetheunjust
thereinontheir
knees.1660
73 And
when
Our
clear
communicationsarerecitedto
them, those who disbelieve say
to thosewhobelieve:Which
2f the twopertie$
i& best in
tbiding
and
best
in
assem3!y ?IMl
74 Andhowmany
of the
Zenerations have We destroyed
Iefore themmhowerebetter
nrespect
of goodsandoutward appearance !
75 Say : -4s forhimwho
,emainsinerror,theBenefi:ent God will EUrely prolong
lis length of days,untilthey
Some, however, think that these are the wordsof the faithful, which theywill speak when
they enter paradise (AbM-RE).
1667 The devils here are clearly those who lead others into evil.
1658 The wicked onlyarespokenof,asthocontextshowsclearly.
Th& the righteous
shall not go to hell is made clear in many places in the Holy Qur-An. See &few verw further
on: 6 ' The day on which We will gather those who guard (against evil) to the Beneficent God
t o reoeive honour, and We will drive $he guilty to hell thirsty " (VY. 85-6). And in aLi 102
we are told Bhat the righteous shall not hear thefaintest sound of helt.
1559 It does not mean, as already shown, that the righteous shall first be brought to hell
end then delivered. Forthemeaning
of summa Bee 45. The word is used tobegin an
altogether new statement.
1660 Compare vi 68, where it is said that the guilty shall
be broughtto hell m,their
kneee, Th0ee who didnot bend theirknees in humility in thislifeshall be madeto bend
&em heresftar.
1561 That is, they are proud of their great wealth and numerous forces.

see what they k e r e threatened
with,eitherthechastisement
or the hour ;Ib62 then they shall
know who is in more evil plight
and weaker in forces.1663
76 And Allah increases in
guidance those who go rtrighb ;
andever-abiding
good works
are with your Lord best in
recompenseand best in yieldipg fruit.1564
77 Have you, then, seen him
who disbelieves inOur
communicationsand says: I shall
certainly be given wealthand
children 71565
78 Has he gained knovledge
of the unseen, or made a covenant with the Beneficent God ?
79 By no means ! We write
down whethesays,andWe
will lengthen to him the length
of the chastisement,
80 And We will inherit of
him what he says, and he shall
come to Us
81 And they have taken gods
besides Allah, that they should
b e t o t h e m a s o u r c e of
strength ;I567
83 By no means ! They shall
soon denytheirworshipping
them,andtheyshall
be adversaries t o them.
1562 The hour signifies the hour of doom, the time when they shall be utterly destroyed,
their power departing from them once for all.The chastisen~ent, in comparisonwiththe
doom, signifies a lighter punishment.
oome when they will find
1563 In these mords it is clearly indirated that the time will
themselvesin an evil condition, and their forces weaker than the foroes of Islam.
1564 You say

>A\i f l

;ttrb

i.e. an estate yielding much revenue (A-LL).

1565 The only desire of the unbelievers is for wealth and children.
1566 The reference is to his saying in verse 7 7 : 1 ‘ I shall certainly be given wealth end
is that the wealthandchildren of whichtheunbelievers are SO
children.” The meaning
proud shall be taken away from them, and Allah (Le, the servants of Allah, or the Pduslims)
shall inherit them. It is foretold that the wealth of the unbelievers shall fmll into the hands
of Muslims and their children shall go over to Islam.
1567 The unbelievers looked to theiridols for aidingthemagainstthe
Muslims. The
reply is given in the next verse : They (Le. their idola) shall not be a pource of strength t0
them, but they shall be their adversaries.
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False Dootrine of Sonehip
I

83-87, The devils mislead.
88-96. Gravity of the sin of attributing a SOU
to Allah. 97, 98. A warning for t,he contentious.

83 Do y k not see thht We
have
sent
the
devils
against
theunbelievers,incitingthem
by incitement ?
84 Therefore be not in haste
againstthem,Weonlynumberouttothem
a number (of
days).l5@
85 The day on which We will
I gather those who guard (against
God to
evil) totheBeneficent
receive honours,l569
86 And We will drivethe
guilty to hell thirsty.1””
87 They
shall
not
control
intercession,savehewho
has
made a covenant
with
the
BeneficentGod.
88 And they say: The Beneficeut God has taken (to Himself) a son.
89 Certainly you have made
an a,bominable assertion :
90 Theheavens may almost
be rentthereat, and theearth
I cleare asunder, and the mountains fd1 down in pieces,
91 That they ascribe a son to
the Beneficent God.
92 And it is not worthy of the
Beneficent God that H e should
Jake (to Himself) a

I
1568 The meaning is that their doom is alresdy decreed, but it

6

c

will overtake them at the
appointed time; and the days of their life will be numbered out to them till that time arrives.
1569 Wafd is a party coming t o a k h g to receive honours (JB); hence the significance.
1570 Wird signifies a coming to or arriving at water (LL) ; henceitsignifies
thirsty,
because thirsty beasts are driven to water.
1571 The five verses 89-92 contain a mostemphaticandclearcondemnation
of the
Christiandoctrine of theGodhead of JesusChrist,anditis
to thisthatthischapter
particularlyrefers.
Itmay be noted thatthischapter
belongs toaboutthefifthyear
of the Holy Prophet’s mission,
as portions of it were read out before the Negus by Ja’far,
who was thehead of theMuslimemigrants
to Abyssinia.ThusIslamhadset
before
itself fromthe
very first thegrandobject
of the reformation of Christianity.The
particular point on which stress is laid in this chapter, as against the fundamental errors
of theChristianreligion,
is the rabmdniyyat or beneficence of the DivineBeing,which
establishes the doctrine that fortheforgiveness
of a sinner God does notrequireto
be
paidanycompensation.
It is for this reason that the name
Ra!mbn, inpreferencetoall
other names of the Divine Being, is mentioned over and over again in this chapter, and the
key to the whole position is contained in v, 92 in the words : It is ?bot loorthy of the Be~~ej’cent
God that He ehodd take to Himelf a son.

GB. XIS.]

Ar. thy.
AI. LhOU
muyest.

AT. dast

thou.
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93 There is noone in the
heavens and the earth
but will
come to the Beneficent God a8
Q servant.
94 Certainly He has a, comprehensive knowledge of them,
and H e hasnumberedthem a,
(comprehensive) numbering.
95 And everyone of them
will come toHim on the day
of resurrection alone.
96 Surely (as for) those who
believe and do good deeds, for
them will Allah bring about
love.lsiz
97 So we have only made it
easy in yozw tongue that you
may give good newsthereby
to those
who
guard(against
evil) andwarntherebya
vehementlycontentious people.
98 ilnd how many a generation have We destroyed before
them ! Do you see any one of
them or hear a sound of them ?

AS has been shown at the very outset,the word Ralmcin, which along with Allah is
mentionedasa
proper name of the Divine Being,and which next bo Allah occurs most
frequently in the Holy Qurdn (with the exception of the name A ~ - R a ( ~ i nwhich
t , is derived
from the same root and oarries a somewhat simi1,zr significance), means the Beneficent God
T h o shows mercy to man Icithout his hauing d m e anything to dcseruc it (3). Thisdirectly
contradictsthedoctrine of atonement, which is the basis of thetheory of thedivinity of
man, if He
Jesus. For if God could forgive sins without requiring any compel~sntion from
could show mercy though man might have done nothing todeserve it, then there was no need
of atonement, and consequently no need of attributing a son to the Divine Being who should
be offered up as a sacrifice. The name Rahnecin shows that Allah does not look for compens5
tion or ktonement, and is merciful to all His creatures,
providing for them beforehand all
that is necessary for them, and thus this one word in f a c t contains a condemnation of all the
errors of the Christian religion.
The Christian faith is self-contradictory. While it denies
the possibility of God showing
mercy to sinners without the atonement by Christ, yet it asks them to seek forgiveness from
God andto expect thatHe will forgive themwithoutexactinganycompensation.
The
well-known Lord's prayer makes this contradiction evident when it asks : ' I And forgive us
our debts as we forgive o w debtors " (Matt. 0 : 12). Now, when is a man said to forgive his
debtor? Only when he remits the debt and does not exact any compensat.ion or return of his
money from him. And the same, according to Christ's plain teaching, WQ should expect of
God, via. that He is able to forgive us our sinswithoutrequiringtheleastcompensation
from US. Thus this prayer leaves no place for the doctrines of atonement and sonship.
1572 It is by right belief and good deeds that true lore for Allah and His creatnres'ia
inspired in the heart. Allah's bringing rsbout love for the righteous meahs that Heloves them
Himself and inspires 8 low for them in the hearts of other people, while they also love Allah
as well as their fellow.beings. The righteous servants of God are not l i e d much st first in
this world, but gradually their goodness prevails and they are loved and admired. There
ii
no doubt a prophetic referenoe hereto the great love with which the heart8 of the enemies Of
the prophet wero to be inepired in the neiu f u t u a

CHAPTER XX

Td H6
REVEALED
A T MECCA
(8 sectiolzs and 135

‘UBWBS)

Abstract :
Sec. 1-6. The history of Moses.
Sec. 6. The Prophet’s opponents shall be brought low.
Sec. 7. The devil’s misleading.
Sec. 8. Punishmentiscertain.

The Title.
THE initial letters of this chapter serve as its title. The greater part
of it is devoted to the
story of Mosss, which is here &en in detail. It will be seen that not only are references to
Moses of much more frequent occurrence in the Holy Qur-kn than references to other prophets,
but thehistory of Moses isalso given inmuchgreaterdetail.Thereasohforthisis
to
be found in the tact that the Holy Prophet came in fulfilment
of the prophecy of Moses,
which foretoldtheadvent
of a prophet who was to be t’helike of Moses. Hencethe
of detail.
frequency of referencesandtheelaboration
Context and subject-matter.
As the last chspter deals a t length with the story of Jesus, this, dealing as it does indetail
of Moses, is placed after. I t opens with acomfortingmessage to theHoly
withthestory
Prophet,tothe
deet thatheshouldnot
be disheartened by thebitter opposition to his
preaching, because hismission would assuredly be crowned with prosperity. The first
five
sections(out of a total of eight)aretaken
up withthe story of Moses, theProphet’s
mission being introduoedtowardsthe
close of the fifth seotion. The remainingthree
qections are taken up withthedescription of the oppdtiQn to the Prophet and the ooneequences of that Opposition.

Data of wnelatioa,
Ifhe revelation of thia ohapter belongs in all probability to the same period ~9 that of the
l&st chapter, because, even BS there is proof of the last chapter being recited by the Muslim
emigrants betore the Negus, thereis also evidenee to show thatthis chtLpter WEB revealed before
thesixthyear
of theProphet’smission.BothIbn-i-Hishamand1bn-i.Sa’d
oonneot this
&appler with the etory of ’Umar’s conversion to Islam, which took place i s t h e sixth year.
They asy that it ww the recital of this chapter by his sister that changed ’Umar’s murderaua
intantion against the Propbet into B feeling of deep low and reverence for him. The mem
oiroumstanae that the aommentcltora havenotnarrated
this incident is no proof againat
its oorrectness, far iQis vouched f o r bytwo of the best historians. The reason of bhc
sommentotors’ rilence is to he found in the iaot thet they do n& enter into L diacuasioa
concerning the exact date of the revelation af L &.pb.r.
684
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SECTION 1
The History of Poses
1-8. Consolation to the Prophet.
mission and sent to Pharaoh.

9-24, M p w entrvstedwithDivine

I n the Dame of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
Or,Be at
vest,
Ar. thee.
Ar. thou

n!ayest.

e. 695.

Ar , thou.

1 0 man. 11573
2 We have not revealed the
Qur-An to you that you may be
unsuccessf~1.~~7~
3 Nay, C
i is a, reminder to
him who fears:
4 A reyelation fromHimWho
created the earth end the high
heavens.lbi5
5 The Beneficent God is Arm
in power.”
6 His i s what is in the
heavens and whatisinthe
earth
and
what
is
between
them two and what is beneath
the
7 And if you utter the saying
aloud, then surely H e knows
the secret,
and
what is yet
marehidden.Ibi7

1573 T d h d , a combination of the two letters $d and A6 of the alphabet, is, according tomost
of the earliest eommentetors, I’Ab, Qtd, Njd, Hasan, Sa’id, etc., a word rneming (according

tosome

some sister-languages)

incertaindialectsandaccordingtoothersin

&J

i.e. 0
(Rz). AH quotes two couplets of the poets of thetribe of ’Akk, showing that
in their dialect ?bh6 is a well-knoan word meaning 0 man, SO that one of them would not
answer you’if you said yd rajulu, but would reply if you said $bhb. The couplets quoted
are

4.J.
u l 3 rJ? -9,

did not awww; and

fr;

i.e. I called out 0 man. I in fighting,
but

;iLbu\& \

+ )&

characteristics, 0 man, The same authority says that

Prophet.

Ef interprets it as meaning

\

k,

he

i.e. surely ?neannea8 is of your

lcihb is one of the names of the Holy

i.e. 0 you.

It is also explained

&B

meaning be at rest (TA-LL), being thus a word of comforttotheHolyProphet.
1574 That is, it could not be that the Prophet, to whom the Q u r - h was revealed, should
remain unsuccessfulin bringing about the transformation for which it was revealed. It is &
ponsolaiion to the Holy Prophet, and at the same time a clear prophecy t h ~ Et mighty transformation will be brought &bout, not only in Arabia, but in the whole of the world, for that W M
the objeot whioh the Holy Qur-8n had set out to accomplish from thefirst.
1576 This verse, andthose that follow it,givethereasonwhythe
Qur-ha omnot be
a failure.Thisisbecauseitis
a manifestation of theFill
of Him who holds: sway
oyer all.
1576 _Sa76 meam moisture of the earth, or moist earth (LL).
1977 The 8 e c ~ e tis that which a man hides in his heart, but what is not yet even in m d s
heart is hidden still more-dl being h e w n alike b Allah.
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AI. thw.

Ar. thy.
AI. thy.
Ar. thou

art.

o r . Tuwd.
Ar. thee.

TA HA

[PART
XVI.

8 Allah-there
is no god
but He ; Ilis are the very best
names.
9 And has the storyof Moses
come to you ?
10 When he saw fire, he said
to his family: Stop,
for surely
I see a fire, haply I may bring
to you therefrom a live coal or
find a guidance at the fire.1578
11 So when he came to it, a
voice was uttered : 0 Moses :
1 2 Surely I am your Lord,
thereforeput
off your shoes,
surely yo?^ aro in thesacred
valley, twice,’679
13 And I have chosen you., so
listen to what is revealed :
14 Surely I am Allah, there
is no god but I, therefore serve
N e and keep up prayer for My
remembrance :
15 Surelythehour
is coming-I
amabouttomakeit
nnanifest1530-”so that every soul
n a y be rewarded as it strives :

1578 As we haveherethe
words he satu fire, so we have in 12 : 4 I Satu eleven stars.
In both cases it was not an actual sight of thephysical eye. In Joseph’s case it was only
adream or avision, Lilt inthe case of Moses it was asight of thespiritual eye which
is granted to the prophets of God, especinl!y on occasions when they receive Divine revelation.
on
Now, asthe verses that follow show clearly that Moses received aDivinerevelation
thesame occasion, thereremainsnottheleastdoubtthathisseeingthe
fire was also a
part of therevelation,andhenceit
was with thespiritual eye thathe saw it.The
Roly
Qur-An has stated elsewhere thatrevelationis
received only inthree whys (42 : 51), and
in each of thesetherecipient is really given particular senses with which to feel and see
things (see 2235).
I t may be added that the fire is a symbol of war, as we have in the Holy Qur-An i t d i :
“Whenever they kindle a fire for war, Allah puts it out ” (5 : 64). Thus in Xoses seeing the
fire there was an allusion to the coming struggle with Pharaoh, or probably to the wars with
the tribes settling in the Holy Land.
1579 Thecommand to put off the shoes is a metaphoricalexpressionfor nzalcin,q the
heartvacant f r o m care for fumily and property (Bd). According to others “ i t is a
command to stay ; like as you say to him whom you desire to stay, Pull off thy garment
m d thy boots and the like” (TA-LL).
I translatetheword $7cwan, or tuwd, a8 meaning twice, the significancebeing twice
blessed, as qualifying the valley,or tmice calkd., referring to Moses’ call. But some think that
Tuw.6 is the name of the valley. Rgh gives a third explanation, saying that the word ,tuw6
(lit. m l l e d up) is spoken in reference to the election of Moses, so that he had not to exert
himself to attain that great goal.

1680 The phrase +\
di is oftenmisunderstood. Ikhfd is one of the words
which convey contrary significances. But that here
it does not mean cowealing i B -de
clear by thecontext. It is t h e ooming of the how and the meting
out of rewards and
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Ar. t h y .

Ar. t h y .
Ar. t k e .

16 Therefore let not him
who believes not in it and follows his low desires turn you
away from it so that you sltould
perish :
17 And what is this in your
right hand, 0 Moses!
18 He said : This is my staff:
I recline on it and I beat the
leaves withit to make them
fall upon m y sheep, and I have
other uses for it.
19 He said : Cast it down, 0
Moses !
20 So hecastit
down, and
lo ! it was a serpent running.1581
21 He said: Take hold of it,
and fear not; We will restore
it to its former state:
29 And press your handto
your side, itshall
come out
white without evil:
another
sign : 1 5 m
23 ThatWe may show you
of Our greater signs :
24 Go to Pharaoh, surely he
5as exceeded all limits.

punishments that the verse deals with, which is clearly renouing of the veil or tnaki?Lg the
hour mar~ifest; for the giving of rewards and punishments takes place when the hour comes.
It should be noted that the hour does not necessarily signify the resurrection; on the other
hand, it very often indicates the doom of a people, the hour of the departure of their glory avid
poicer.
1581 As I have already stated, all this was experienced by Moses in that particular state
in which the recipient of a revelation finds himself at the time of the revelation. I have
explained t\is fully in 926. I may here add that the Q u r h h,are affords evidence that what
was shown to Moses on this occasion had a deeper significance beneath it, and this is clearly
stated in v. 23, where the object of showing these signs is stated to be that Ve may show you
of Our greater signs. Thus the two signs mentioned here were really indications of something
greater. To know this me have to see what 'agb means. This has already been explained in
96, where it isshown that themcrd 'agd stands metaphorically for community,
a
hence the sight
of his staff becoming a running serpentwas shown to him as an indication that his community,
Le. theIsraelite people, who had been reduced to astate of intellectualdeathunder
Pharaoh, would soon become a living nation.
1582 Bearinginmindwhathas
been said above, the yad-i-bnidd, has also a deeper
meaning.

+, lit. a white hand, signifies

u p

e

i.e. an aTgunent

made very clear (TA) ; a d a demonstrating or demonstrated argument or allegation or evidence
(M-LL). The showing of the white hand to Moses signified that he mould be able to afford a
convincing argument, or it implied a revelation from on high that should serve as a light.
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GECTIOW 2
The Bistory of Mosee

Ar. thou

art.
Ar. t h y .

Ar. thee.

Ar. thy.
AI. that.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou

wliilhteet.

25 H e seid: 0 myLord!
expand my breast for m e :
26 And make my affair easy
to me :
27 And loose the knot from
my tongue :I683
28 (That)theymayunder.
stand m y word:
29And give to me an aider
from my family :I554
30 Aaron, my brother:
31Strengthen my back by
him :
33Andassociatehim(with
me) in my affair:
33 So that we should glorify
Thee much :
34 And remember Thee oft:
35 Surely, Thou art seeingus.
36 H e s a i d : You are indeed
;ranted YOW petition, 0 Moses :
37 And
oertainly
We
bestowed on you favour
a at
mother time :
38 V h e nW e
revealed to
/our mother what was revealed
:
39 S a y i n g : Puthim into a
:hest,thencastitdowninta
heriver,thentherivershall
hrow him on the shore; there
,halltakehim
up onewhois
,n enemy to Me and enemy t o
lim;and
I castdown
upon
IOU love from Me, and that WOZL
aiglzt be brought up before kly
,yes :I585

1683 It is to put an unnatural interpretstion on the word8 to searchforthe
k s ~ tor
impediment of thetongueintheburning
of it. &&\
is according to LA

a&

bj

& 1. Le.

the cwrsevess or roughness of i t . And the man who has 'uqdah (Le.

knot) in his tongue is called 'aqid, which is explained by LL as meaning a malt having an
impediment i n his tongue, unable to speak freely.
1564 Vuzdr (from w i n , meaning burden) is literally one who beers burden, and hence an
aider or helper, because he bears the burden of another. C
I may also be rsndered as mirtdstm,
as the word is extensively used as signifying a minister of a king.
1565 This is in accordance with the Bible narrative.
Moses was born at a timewhen
Pharaoh had commanded all malc children horn to the Israelites to be thrown into the Nile.
Moses'mother kept him concealed
for three months, and at last, unable to hide him any
longer, threw him into the riverin an ark of bulrushes, whence he was picked up by Pharaoh's
daughter (Erod. 2 : 1-10).
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Ar.tw.

At. thou

d m t stay

AI. thou
oarneat.
A?. th6e.

AI. thoa.
AI. tlty.

Ar. thy.

AI. thee.

Ax. thy.

40 When your sister went

and said : Shall I direct you to
one who will takecharge
of
him ? 80 We brought y w back
to yo&?' mother,thathereye
migh6 be cooled and she should
hot gri&J6;'586 and you kiLEd a
man, thenWe
delivered you
from the grief, andWetried
2016 with (a Bevere) trying.
Then you stayed for years
amoag the people of Midian ;I687
then otc came hither
as
ordainel o hfoses:
41 And I have chosen you
for Myself :
43 GO you and YOUT brother
with My communicationsand
be not remiss in remembering
Me :
43 Go both t o Pharaoh,
surely he has become iriordinate :
44 Then speak to him
a
gentle word, haply
he
may
mind or fear.
45 Both said: 0 ourLord !
mrely we fear thathemay
lasten
to
do evil to us or
jhat he
may
become inordilate.
46 H e said : Fear not, surely
[ am with you both : I do heor
tnd see:
47 So go you both to him
Lnd say:Surely
we aretwo
tpostles of y o w Lord;there'ore send the children of Israel
pith us and do not torment
,hem ! Indeed we have brought
#o you acommunication frorn
/our Lord,
and
peaoe is on
lim who follows the guidme:
48 Surelyithas
been rerealed to ds that the chastisenent will surely come upon
and turns
lim who
rejects
1ack.1588

1586 See Exod. 2 : 7-9.
1587 'see Exod. 2 :11-15.
1688 phis contains a clear warning to Pharaoh of his end in case of rejection.
Moses and Aaron were directed to convey this message, The whole account of their actual
going to Pharaoh and thedelivery of this message is omitted here, and the next verse givee UE
Pharaoh's reply to their' demand.
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49 (Pharaoh)
said:
And
who is your Lord, 0 Moses ?
50 He mid: Our Lordis
He Who gave to everything its
creation, then guided it (to its
goa1).168S
51 Hesaid:Thenwhatis
the state af the former generations ?
59 H e said: Theknowledge
thereof is with my Lord in a
book : my Lorderrsnot,nor
does He forget:
53 Who madetheearth for
you an expanseandmade
for
you
therein
paths
and
sent
down waterfromthecloud;
then thereby We have brought
of various
forthmanyspecies
herbs :
54
Eat
and
pasture
your
cattle : mostsurelythereare
signs in this for those endowed
withunderstanding.

SECTION 3
The History of Moses

Ar. haat

thou.

Ar thou

nhouldst.
Ar. thv.

Ar. between
the.

Ar. t h o u .

55 From it Wecreated you
I:Lnd into it We
shall send you
1:)ack and from it will We raise
JTOU a secondtime.
56 And truly
We
showed
Ilim Our signs, all of them, but
t18 rejectedandrefused.
57 Said h e : Have you come
t o us that you slaodd turn us
0lut of ourland
by your enC hantment, 0 Moses?
58 SO w0 too will produce
tIefore youenchantmentlike
it, therefore
make
between
L1s and YOU an
appointment,
Fvhich we should not
break,
you, (in)
(neither)wenor
C entral place.
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59 (Moses) 'said: Your appointment is theday
of the
Festival, and let the people be
gatheredtogether in theearly
forenoon.
60 So Pharaohturnedhis
back and Eiettled his plan, then
c~rne.1"O
61 Moses said to them : Woe
toyou ! donot
forge a lie
egninst Allah, lest H e destroy
you by a chastisement, and he
whoforges (a lie) indeed fails
to attain (his desire).
62 So they
disputed
with
oneanother about their affair
andkeptthe
discourse secret.
63 They
said:
These
are
most surely two enchanters
who wish to turn you out from
your land by their enchantment
andtotakeaway
your most
exen~pla7.ywage.
64 Therefore settleyour plan,
thencome
standing in ranks,
and he will prosper indeed this
3ay who overcomes.
65 They said : 0 Moses!
d l you cast,orshall
we be
;hefirst who cast down ?
66 He said : Nay ! cast
lown.
Then
lo! their
cords
tndtheir rods-it was imaged
)O him on account of their enhantment
as
if they were
-unning.lsgl
1590 uj.1

e

sy I

and

his afair ; and accordingly

s

E\

both indicate he determined or resolved upon

d&cmeans he determined

upon or settled

(LL)his

plan. For the meaning of kaid, see 965.
1591 The forces of untruth appear to carry the day for a while, but are soon vanquished.
As to what was the nature of these cords and rods and what is meant by their running, the
Bible does not help us much to understand. The Qur-Bn gives hints in certain places; for
instance,in 7 : 117, where they are described as being the lies they told. Both the words
'a@ and Fabal are used in the Arabic language metaphorically in a number of ways. For
instance, you say

ii.)$\

\sJ.

(literally, he struckhim

with the stag of censure),

whereas the significance is that he exceeded the usual bounds i n censuring him. And you say,

.uv

@. &

(literally, such a one straightens the stag of 6uch a me byturn-

ing i t round over thepre), meadng, such a one manages er regulates the affoirs of such a one.
Likewise -\

-$

literally, Ipeeiedjor him the s t a n signifies I revealed to him

bhat was in my mind. And 'a$ is synonymous with lisbn-Le. the tongue (?!A, LL). SWIlerly babal signifies something more than a merecord; in fact, it means any means .cLf aoce88

67 So Moses conceived i n hid
mind a, fe&r.
68 We said : Fear noti, surely
you shall be the uppermost:
68 And cast down what is in
your right hand : it shall devour
what they have wrought; they
have wrought only the plan
of
an enchanter, andt,he enchanter
shall not be successfulwheresoever he may come from.
70 And the enchanters were
castdownmaking
obeisanoe ;
theysaid:We
believe inthe
Lord of Aaron and Moses.”
71 (Pharaoh)said: You believe inhim before I give you
leave;mostsurelyheisthe
chief of you who taught you
enchantment,therefore I will
certainlycut
off yourhands
and your feet on opposite sides,
and I will certainly crucify you
on the trunks of the palm-trees,
m d certainly
you
will
come
which
of US is the
I to know
more severe
and
the
more
Bbiding in chastising.
74 Theysaid : Wedo
hob
I . prefer you to whathas come
I ito ug of clearargumentsand
1to Him who made us, therefore
Ilecide what you are going to
Ilecide; you can only decide
I &bout this world’s life ;
73 Surely we believe in our
Lord that He may forgive us
()ursinsandtheenohontment
iio which you compelled us ; and
I411ah better
isand
more
Ikbiding.
74 Whoever comes to his
1Lord (being) guilty, for him is
Esurely hell ; heshallnotdie
t,herein,norshall . he
li~e.1~~2
.. .

to a thihg-Rgh

:

4
s &\ &

babal (3 : 102). Therefore, if

and
the

uJ.1 L.

word of God is also called a

or the ties they told, expresses thetruenature

of the cords and the rods, the use of the two words clearly corroborates this conclusion.

this is further supported by thesaying

@ & @ \ ,& u\ explained in

And

148, where

an eloquent speech is called sibr, or ewhantmcnt, the very word used here.
1582 Those in hell shall not live, because life shall be granked only to those who are
reborn in this life, hot shall they die, because death would meanthe cessation of their
bfmbnt.
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75 And whoever comes to
Him B believer (and) hehas
done good deeds indeed, these
it is whoshall have the high
ranks,
76 The
gardens
of perpetuity, beneathwhichrivers
flow, to sbide therein ; and
this is the reward of him who
has purified himself.

SECTION 4
The History of Moses
br. that.
1356.

b 108.
c

80.

Ar. it.

'

77 And certainly We
revealed toMoses, saying :. Travel
by night with My servants, then
make for them a dry pathin the
3ea, not fearing to be overtaken,
nor being afraid.lJ93
78 And Pharaoh followed
;hem with his armies, SO there
:am8 upon them of the sea that
zhich came upon them.
79 And Pharaoh led astray
lis people and he did not guide
'them) aright.
' 80 0
children of Israel!
ndeed We delivered you from
:our enemy,and We madea
:ovenant withyou on theblessed
;ide of the mount&,b and We
lent to you the manna and the
1uails.O
81 Eat of the good things We
1lave given you for sustenance,
a,ad be not inordinate with re9 pect to them, lest My wrath
should be due to you, andto
V vhomsoever M y wrath is due
le shall perish indeed.IsY4
82 And most surely I am
lost Forgiving to him
who
epents and believes and does
ood, then continues to follow
l e right direction.

-

1593 This a hows that therewas at that time B drypath in the 888. It shows also that
there we8 only one path, end the twelve paths of the commentators are not mentioned in t h e
Holy Qur-Bn. See a180 82.
1594 FaUa has the aorist yabillu aa well as yabullu, the infinitive noun in both owes being

&&l,

&&

with yabiltu 6.e t h e aorist meane it became due

to him,

while with

yabulIu as the aorist the meaning is i t alighted or dcrcended upm him (TA.LL). As the word
occurring here is yabillu, snd not yapullzc, therefore, the correct interpretation of the words
'is that dinplelleuw from your Lord should be due to you.

834
h r , tw.

83 And what caused you to
hastenfrom
your people, 0
Moses 1
84 H e said: They are here
on mytrackand
I hastened
on to Thee,
my
Lord,
that
Thou mightest be plessed.
85 He,,said : So surelywe
have tried your people after you,
andtheShmirihasledthem

Ar.thy.

1Lr.
thy.
Ar. thee.

Ar. thss.

86 So Moses returned to his
people wrathful,
sorrowing.
Said he : 0 my people1 did not
your Lord promise you s goodly
promise : did thenthetime
seemlongto
you, or did you
wish that displeasure from your
Lord should be due to you, so
that you broke(your) promise
to m e ?
87 Theysaid:Wedid
not
break (our) promise to you of
3ur ownaccord, but wewere
made to beor theburdens
of
ihe ornaments of the people,
;hen we castthemaway,and
;hus did the SBmiri suggest.1596
88 So hebrougbtforthfor
,hem a calf,
a
(mere) body,
rhichhad a hollow sound, so
'heysaid : Thisisyour
god
hnd the god of Moses,buthe
orgot.1507

I'
If

I

1596 W'bet:her thisSkmiri

was some ancestor of theSamaritans or not need not be
discussed. The verse only shows that some person otherthan Aaron was responsible for
making the mlf. From
Rabbinical literature (see Jelcish En.,Art. Calf ") it appears that
the Egyptians who had come with the Israelites were foremost in demanding the making of
the calf, And 'At&held on the authorit,y of I'Ab that he was an Egyptian who had believed
in Moses and came along with the Israelites (Rz). The opinion that he was of a people who
worshipped the cow is also traceable to I'Ab (Rz).
1596 The Israelites may have borrowed ornaments from the Egyptians, as is affirmed in
Exod. 13:35, and the reference may here be to those ornaments, or the significance may
simply be that the nomadic tribes
of Israel, who were unaccustomed to these things, had
imbibed these habits from the Egyptians, andnow gave up those ornaments at thesuggestion
of the Shmiri. The words 69 \ $1
&regenerallytaken ta meanthatthe
B h i r i also cas0 away the ornments, and though the word alqd means he cast away, yet the
object of a2qd is not mentioned here. The reply of the people states clearly they had not done
t h e thing of t h e i ~r n accord, and hence the reference in the concluding words is to the suggestionscastintotheminds
of the people by the89miri.
And you say
a

u

'd

+&

u\

meaoing &put i t into his mind, or he suggested it (Kull-LL). I t also mema he dictated it,
i.e. s writing (Ysb-LL). The word k q d l i k a , meming t h w , therefore refers to the p r o p d
of the oasting a m y of the ornamente.
1897,ne8 next pege.

CE.

m.1

Ar. saying.
AI. W .
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89 What I could they not sea
that it did not return to them a
reply, and (that) it did not controlany
harm or benefit for
them ?I596

SECTION 5
The History of Moses : The Prophet’s Message

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou

sawest.

Ar. thaw
Aidst.
Ar didst
tholLl

Ar. thou

Rhouldst.
Ar. thou

hast.

Ar. t h y .

90 And cF?rt,ainlyAaron had
said to them
before:
0 my
people! you are only tried by
it, and surely your Lord is the
Beneficent God,therefore follow
me and obey my order.13g3
91 They said : We will by no
means cease to keep
to
its
Forship
until
Moses returns
to us.
92 (Moses)mid : 0 Aaron I
what prevented yoz~,when you
saw them going astray,
93 So that you did not follow
me ? Did you then disobey my
order ?
94 Hesaid: 0 son of my
mother! seize me not by my
beard nor by my head ; surely
I was afraidlest
you should
3ay : You haze causedadivijlon among the children of
tsraelaudnot
waited for my
word.
95 H e said: What was then
your object, 0 SBmiri ?
96 H e said ; I saw what they
lid not see, so I followed only
?artly the way of the apostle,
;hen I cast itaway:thus did
ny soul embellish (it) to

1597 According to I’Ab, it hsd neither a voice nor a soul, but it was only a hollow sound
produced by the air passing through the hollow of the metal of which it was made (JB).
1.598 The argument made use of in this verse shows that the Holy Qur-&n condemns the
worship of all those gods who neit,her return answers to the prayers of their worehippers nor
control their destinies. The logical consequence of this argument is that the true worshipper
of God receives a reply 60 his prayers.
1599 From this it is clear that not only had Aaron no part in making the calf, but he even
enjoined his people t o give up its worship. Tbe Qur-An here differs from the Bible in declaring
a prophet to be free from the sin of associating gods with Allah.
1600 The stories built upon the simple words
y \ r;r.

Jy~s\ 4

do not deserve to be noticed. Su5ce it to say that even Re disoredits them. That the apostle is

686
A r . the4

bt. thse.
Ar. t i w .

Ar. t h y .

Ar. thuu
didat

keep,.

Ar. tlree,

AI. thee.

-

'

Th

HA
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97 H e said : Begonethen,
surely for you it will be in this
life to say, Touch (me)not ; and
surely there is a threat for you,
whichshall
not be madeto
fail to you, and look at your
god to whose worship you kept
(so long); we will certainly
burn it, then we will certainly
scatter it a (wide) scattering in
the sea.1801
98 Your God is onlyAllah,
thereis no godbut
He;He
comprehends all things in (His)
knowledge.
99 Thus do W e relate to you
(some) of the news of what has
gone before ; andindeed
We
havegiven to you a Reminder
fromOurselves.
100 Whoever
turns
aside
from it, heshallsurelybear
aburden on the day of resurrection,
101 Abiding in this(state),
and evilwill it be for them to
bear on the dayof resurrection ;
102 On theday
when the
trumpetshall
be blown,and
W e will gather the guilty, blueeyed, on that day

Gabriel, that he rode on a horse, that by

dry>\ 3 1

(lit. the footprints of the apostle)

is meant footprints of the horse, are conjectures pure and simple, to which the Qur-An does
not lend the least support.
The raszll, or apostle, is evidently Moses himself ; his a8ar sig.
nifies hissztnnah, i.e. hispractices and sayings, a significance to which all authorities agree
(LL),
the word being well known in hfnslim religiousliterature,andthe
pabdatun is taking or
follotcing those practices in part, because qab@tun.denotes a single act of taking, or only a
handful, i.e. a small part of i t . The meaning is thus clear: the man
who madethe calf
asserts that he had a clearer perception of things than the Israelites, that he accepted the
teachings of Moses only partially, and confesses that he now threw off even that part and
made a calf for worship.
1601 This shows that the ashes of the calf were thrown into the sea, and the story of the
Israelites being made to drink of water mixed with the ashes
of the calf is not, therefore,
oredited by the Holy Qur-An (see 137). The punishment given to the Shmiri is that of an
outcast in society, Tho is prohibited from having any intercourse or relations with the Israelite
people.
1601~The word z w q 6 means blue-eyed, and thus it serves as an indication of the nations
r h o are spoken of here as being gathered. According to Bd, blue being the colour of the eyes
of the Ram (i.e. the Greeks or the Romans), who were most hated by the Arabs, thst oolour
was regwded by t h e Arabs as the worst colour for the eye. The word may also signify blind,
in referenoe to t h e guilty being raised up blind on the resurreotion day, for which Bee Y. 124,

n-
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SECTION 6
The Opponente ehallbe

brought low

105-111. Chief opponentsshallbebroughttosubmission.
of believers. 113-115. A warning.

105 And they ask you about
the mountains. Say : My Lord
will carry them away from the
roots,
106 Thenleave
it a plain,

Ar. thee.

Or,chiefs.

smooth
107 You shall not see therein any crookedness or uneven-

Ar. thou
shalt.
Ar. my.
I

Ar. thou

shalt.

112. Triumph

ness.
108 On thatdaytheyshall
follow the inviter,there is no
crookednessin
him, andthe
voices shall be lowbeforethe
Beneficent God so that YOU
shall not hear aught but a soft
s0und.1~05

a

339.79.

109 On thatdayshall
no
intercession
avail”
except
of
him whom the Beneficent God
allowsandwhoseword
H e is
pleased with.

1602 The object of ’ a s h ~ disomitted;but,
as elsewhere the lovers of the world are
described as loving to be granted a ,lije of a thousand years (2 : 96),and they are told that
even their being granted such a long life will in no way remove them further off from the
chastisement, what is apparently indicated here is that they shall have enjoyed ten centuries
of great prosperity. Or, if the word days is understood, the ten days of the life of a nation
would also mean ten centuries.
1603 Because a day is equal to a thousand years. See
22: 47 : ‘I And they ask you to
hasten on the ohastisement, and Allah will by no means fail in His promise, and surely a day
with your Lord is ES E thoussnd years of what you number.” It is the man who reminds
them of this Divine promise that is called thefairest in course.
1604 The word jabal means a mountain, a6 well as the lord or chief of a people
(Q, TA-LL). Thatthelatter significance is intendedhere is shown by the contest; see
in particular v. 108 : ‘‘ On that day they shall follow the inviter.” In the same sense are to
be taken the two verses that follow : they point to the removal of all obstacles that hindered
the propagation of truth.
1606 The inviter in whom there is no crookedness is no other than the Holy Prophet, EB
is clearly stated elsewhere, “ Who revealed the Book to His servant m d did not make in it
(or him) any crookedness”
(18: 1). The whole verse clearlypoints to a time when Islam
should be completely established, and instead of opposition the voices should be low before
the Beneficent God. The lowness of the voice indicates submission.
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’

Or,chi.+,

Ar. thee,

110 H e knows what is before
them and what is behind them,
while they do not comprehend
it in knowledge.
111 Andthe faces shall be
liumbled before the Living, the
Self-subsistent
God,
and
he
whobeaminiquityisindeed
undone,
112 And whoever does good
works and he is B believer, he
shall have no fear of injustice
nor of thewithholding of his
due.
113 And thus have we sent
it down sn Arabic Qur-&n, and
have distincljly set forth therein
of threats that they may guard
(against evil) or thatitmay
produce a reminder for them.
114 Supremely
exalted
is
therefore Allah theKing,the
Truth : and do not make haste
with the Qur-&nbefore its revelation is made complete to you
m d say : 0 my Lord ! increase
me in knowledge.1606
115 Andcertainly W e gave
L commandmenttoAdam
belore, butheforgot
; andWe
3id not find in him any deternination (to disobey).1607
SECTION 7
The Devil’s misleading
116-121. The devil deceivee. 129, 123. ~ l l a his merciful, 184-128. The

piritually blind,

a

68.

b 57,5&

Ar. thee.

Ax. thy.
0

60.

Ar. thou
shouldst.

116Andwhen
We said to
he angels : Make obeisance to
Ldam; theymadeobeisance,
; he rebut Iblis(diditnot)b
used.
117 So W e said : 0 Adam I
his is an enemy to you and to
‘our wife;thereforelethim
lot drive you bothforthfrom
he gardeno so that you should
le unhappy :

1606 The making haste with the Qur-&nsignifies the Holy Prophet’s desire that the
warning to the unbelievers may be given in clem words, so that they may benefit by it. This
Is explained st length in 2614.
1607 This shows that Adam’s fault was not intentional, and hence no sin can be attributed
to him on this ground.
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118 Surely it is (ordained)
for you that you shall not be
nor bare of
hungry
therein
clothing ;
119 And that you shall not
be thirsty therein nor shall you
feel the heat of the sun.1’J08
120 But the devil made &TI
evil suggestion to
him;
he
said: 0 Adam I shall I guide
you to the tree of immortality
and a kingdom which decays
not?
121 Then they both ate of it,
so their evil inclinations became
manifest to them,’ andthey
both began to cover themselves
with leaves of the garden,b and
Adam disobeyed his Lord, so
his life became evil (to him).1608
122 ThenhisLord
chose
him, so He turned to him and
guided (him).
123 He seid : Get forth you
two therefrom, all (of you), one
of you(is) enemytoanother.
So there will surelycome to
you guidance from Me,then
whoever follows My guidance,
he shall not go astraynor be
unhappy ;
1608 The garden of which a picture is given here is an earthly garden in
which all comforts
necessary for a man are made available to him. The
words you shall not be hungry therein
should be read along with what is said elsewhere : And eat fTom i t a pEenteous food wherever
you wish (2 : 35). Allegorically it signifies a state of contentment or rest in which there ia
no yearnink to either good or evil, being as it were a state of inertia, devoid of exertion or
ambition.
1609 Ghawd is explained by Rgh as meaning & &
Le. his life beeam

.. ..

evil to him. It is also interpreted am meaning he wag disuppointed, or he acted ignofantly
(TA-LL).
’ I t should be noted that while in the picture of the garden drawn above in vv. 118 and 119
mention is made of four things, the consequence of getting out of that state is only one,
the becoming nmnifest to them of their evil inclinatio~rsor their shame. An explanation of
this is found in 7 : 26, where it is soid : “ 0 children of Adam ! We have indeed sent down
on you clothingto cover yoyr shameandclothing for beauty ; and clothing that guards
(against evil), that is the best.” Thus it is the clothing that guards against evil that is really
spoken of here, and by the manifestation of the shame is meant the consciousness of having
done something evil. The allegorical nature of what is so often related as the story of Adam
is thus evident. It will be further seen that the remedy pointed out by the Holy Qur-&n is
of B spiritual nature : ‘‘ So surely there will come to you a guidance from Me ; then whoever
follows My guidance no fear shall come upon them, nor shall they grieve” (2 :38). This
shows that the spiritual aspect of man’s life and not the physical one is the real theme of
Adam’s story. This is further made dear by the verses that follow, vis. 123 and 124.
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Ar. t h e .
Ar. thou
didst
negleat.

A r . .halt
thou.

184 And whoever turns away
fromMyreminder,hisshall
surely be a straitened life, and
W e will raise him on the dayof
resurrection, blind.1810
125 He shall say : My Lord I
why hast Thou raised me blind,
and I waa a seeing one indeed?
126 H e will say:Even so:
Ourcommunications came. to
you, but you neglected them ;
even thus shall you be forsaken
this day.
127 And thus do We reoomis extravaganb
pensehimwho
and doos not believe inthe
communications of hisLord;
and certainly the chastisement
of the hereafter is severer and
more lasting.
128 Does it not thendirect
themarighthowmany
of the
generations in whose dwelling
placesthey go aboutWedestroyed before them ? Most
surelytherearesignsinthis
for those endowed with understanding.

SECTION 8
PnnishmenIt i

Ar. thy.

A r . thy.

129 And had there not been
a word (that had) already gone
forthfrom yozw Lordandan
appointed term, it would surely
havebeen made to cleave(to
them).I610*
130 Bear then patiently what
they say, and glorify your Lord
by thepraising of Him before
the rising of the sun and before
its setting,andduringhours
of the night do alsoglorify

Eve

1610 The straitened
is really, rn pointed outabove,%life
of spiritualstraitness,
because it is of the spiritual aspect of man's life that the Holy Qur-&n is speaking here.
1610~Both Rodwell and Palmer are wrong in translating this passage. The meaning is
clear. The unbelievers would havethethreatenedpunishmenthastened.Buttheyhad
been told that so long ES the Holy Prophet was among them they would not be punished.
Thia was the word that had &heady gone forth. The appointed term was the battle of Badr,
which is frequently spoken of in the Holy Qur-&n as being the time when a blowwill be
dealt to the power of E persecutingenemy.
Bee 982.
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(Him) and during parts of the
day,
that
you may be well
pleased.161@'
131 And do not stretch your
eyes after that with which We
have provided different classes
of them, (of) thesplendour of
this world's life, that We may
thereby try them ; and the sustenance (given) by your Lord is
better and more abiding.
132 And enjoinprayer
on
your followers,. and steadily
adhereto i t ; We do not ask
you for subsistence;We
do
give you subsistence,andthe
(good) end for
is
guarding
(against evil).
133 And they
say:
Why
does he not bring to us a sign
from.his Lord? Has not there
come to them a clear evidence
the
previous
of whet is in
books ?lB1oO
134 And hadWedestroyed
them with chastisement before
this, they would certainly have
said: 0 our Lord ! whydidst
Thou not send to us an apostle,
for thenweshould
have followed Thy
communications
before that we met disgrace
andshame.
135 Say: Every one (of us)
is awaiting, therefore do await :
so you will come to know who
is the follower of the even path
and who goes might.
1610~The Holy Prophet, while told to bear patiently the persecutions for a time, is also
told to seek comfort in prayer. Hence the injunction to bear patiently is at onoe followed by
an injunction to pray. And he did find comfort in prayer under the severest persecutions.
" The coolness of my eyes is in prayer," he is
reported to have said. This
verse speaks of
the five obligatory prayers and the two optional ones. Before the rising of the sun is the
morning prayer, before its setting the 'afr prayer. Three prayers, the maghrib, the 'ish6 and
the tahajjud (the last named being optional), occur during hours of the night, while during
parts of the day are the guhw and the dub& the latter again being optional, being a short
prayer .before midday, as the guhur is the after midday prayer.
16100 TheHoly Qur-hn is here called a clear evidence of what is containedinthe
previous books, because it fulfils their prophecies and also adducesarguments tor the
wsertiona made in them.

PARI! X Y X I
CHAPTER XXI
THE PROPHITS
(81-Anbiyd)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(7 sections and 112 zrerw)
Abetract :
See. 1.
Sec. 2.
Sec. 3.
Sec. 4.

Judgment approaches.
Truth has always triumphed.
The truth of revelation.
Allah deals with men mercifully.
See. 5. Abraham’s history.
See. 6. Allah delivers prophets from their enemies.
See. 7. The righteous shall inherit the land.

The Tltle.
THIS chapter deals more with thedeliverance of therighteous thanthepunishment of
the wicked, more with thetriumph of truththantheannihilation
of falsehood,though
the one no doubtimpliestheother.Whileit
is devoted in part to generalstatements
of theircause,and
regardingthedeliverance
of theprophetsandtheultimatetriumph
hence it goes underthename
of Prophets, thehistory of Abraham,thegreatfather
of
numerous prophets, is particularly referred to, as affording an example nearer to the case of
the Holy Prophet than the example of any other prophet.
Connection with preceding chapters.
As regardsthearrangement of chapters, it may be noted thatthesixthandseventh
belong tothe first group of Meccan chaptersand complement eachother.The
second
groupconsists of seven chapters, from the10th to the16thinclusive.Thethird
group,
beginning with chapter 17, also consists of seven chapters. The first chapter
of this group,
while promising Islamagreatfuture,
cites the example of theIsraelitesandinwhat
mannerthey were dealtwith.Thisis
followed by that which deals withthehistory
of
Christianity,then by onegivingprominence to thehistories of John and Jesus, a fourth
dealing chiefly with the history of Moses. Naturally, then, these chapters should have
been
followed by the history of that great patrinrch who is the father of both the Israelites and
theIshmaelites.
Another phase of thischapter is thedeliverance of therighteous, even
BS the punishment of the wicked is the distinguishing characteristic of the four that precede
it, and thus destructionis here followed by construction,
Subject-matter.
The oha.pter begins with the certainty of the punishment of the .Mecoms, and is followed
by a dear deolarstion that the judgmentapproaches m d the reckoningisnigh.
Thie is
a9

JUDGMENT APPROAOHES
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SECTION 1
Judgment approaches
1 4 . Warning is unheeded. 5 . They waver in judgment.
prophets and their opponents.

6-10, Former

I n thename of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

1 Their reckoning has drawn
near to men, and in heedlessnessaretheyturning
aside.
2 There comes nottothem
o new
reminder
from their
Lord but theyhearit
while
they sport,
3 Theirheartstrifline:and
those who areunjust counsel
is
together
secret:
in He
nothing but a mortal like yourselves;what ! will you then
yield to enchantment while you
see 1
4 H e said : My Lord knows
what is spokenin theheaven
andtheearth,andHeisthe
Hearing,the Knowing.
5 Nay ! saythey : Medleys
of dreams ; nay I he has forged
it; nay I he is a poet; so let him
bring to us a sign as the former
(prophets) were sent (with).1611

.,

borne out by thefactthattruthmusttriumph
now as ithas alwap done, andthis is
shown inthe second section. Thethird draws attentiontothetruth
of revelation in
general, and the revelation of the Prophet in particular. The fourth
calls attention to the
predominance of mercy in Divine nature, for merciful deeling was specially to markthe
punishment of the Holy Prophet’s opponents, and in this respect Abraham was to be his
prototype, whose history forms the subject-matter of the next section. The sixth shows how
prophets have alwap been delivered from the hands of their enemies in the most critical
circumstances, and the last adds that the righteous are made to inherit the lend, specially
referring to the Holy Land, which WES now promised to the Muslims as righteousness had
departed from the house of Israel.

Date of rerelation.
As regards the date of revelation, while there is nothing to show that any portion of it
was revealed elsewhere than at Mecca, there me no data which could help us in deciding an
approximately probable date of its revelation. In all probability, however, it belongs to the
middle period of the Holy Prophet’s Meccen career.

1611 The Quraish seem to have been quite puzzled-as the Christian critics of the Qnr-&n
are puzzled to-day-what they could liken the Qur-bn to. They first call it a sib?, Le. skilful
eloquence (TA),because, notwithstanding their opposition to it, it had an attraction for them.
But then there are propheoies which mere eloquence cannot produce, so they call it medleys
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i
Ilr. tm.

6 There
did
not believe
before them any townwhioh
Wedestroyed: will theythen
believe F 2
7 And We did not send
to
before you anybutmen
whomWesentrevelation,
80
askthe
followers of thereminder if 'you do not know.
8 And We did not make them
bodies not eating the food, and
to abide (for
theywerenot
ever).l6I3
9 Then
We
made
Our
promisegood tothem, so W e
delivered them and those whom
We pleased, and We destroyed
the extravagant.
10 Certainly
We
have
revealed to you a book in which
!s your
eminence;what!
do
you not then understand? 1614
SECTION 2
Troth has always triumphed
11-15. The wicked aredestroyed.
16-18. Truth prevails in heavensand
mrth. 19-26. Unity is thegreattruthpreached
by allprophets.
27-29.
ginlessness of prophets.

11 And
how
many
a town
vhich wag iniquitous
did
We
lemolish,andWeraised
up
bfter it another people!
1 2 So whenthey
felt Our
began
to
mriishment, lo I they
it.iy from
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of dreams. Then they think that there is E settled purpose therein, by reason of its asserting
theProphet'striumphandthediscomfiture
of his powerful enemies, so theycall it an
intentionalfoTgery ; and lastly, a8 if to devise one word combining all these, they call him a
poet. Then they.demand a sign the like of which was given to the former prophets, meaning
their destruction end his triumph, because the Qur-&nhad repeatedly called their attention to
the fate of those who had rejected the truth before them.
1612 They are told, inreply to their demand for a sign similar to those given to the former
prophets,thatpersistencein
wickedness and unbelief havealways been punishedwith
destruotion, but they &recalled upon to follow the truth and avoid punishment. They have,
however, been warned that if they would not obey, then what had led to the destruction of
those before them would also lead to theirs.
1813 This shows olearly that every prophet had a mortal body needing food for its support,
and that every one of themtasted of death.ThereforeJesus
also must have had a body
whioh stood in need of food and must have tasted of death. 60 the idea that he is alive in
the heavens ie clearly opposed to the Holy Qur-h. The Qur-tin hasplainlysaidthatall
prophets were mortals, so the prophet Jesus must also have been 8 mortal, and he could not
now be alive, needing no food, as the holders of the belief in his ascent to heaven think.
1614 Whenever the Quraish demanded that the threatened punishment should be inflioted
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cc

Or, take a
son

...

taken.

13 Do not fly (now) and
come back to whatyou were
made to lead easy lives in and
toyour
dwellings, haply you
mill be questioned.
14 They
said:
0 woe to
us ! surely we were unjust.
15 And this ceased not to be
their cry till We made them
cut off, extinct.1615
16 And We did not create
the heaven andtheearthand
what is between them for
sport.1616
17 Had We wished to make
a divwsion, We would have
made it from before Ourselves :
by no means would We do
(it).1617
18 Nay! We cast the truth
against the falsehood, so that
it breaks itshead,and
lo ! it
vanishes ; and woe to you for
what you describe ;I618
19 And whoever isin
the
heavens and the earth is His;
andthose who are withHim
arenotproud
to serve Him,
nor do they grow weary.
20 They glorify (Him) by
night and day : they are never
anguid.
21 Or have they taken gods
irom theearth who raise (the
lead).1619

upon them,the reply always was that the Qur-&n was a blessing and a mercy for them.
Thesametruthis
expressed here.Theydemand
a sign like that of former prophets, but
they are t6d that the Qur-an has been revealed to make them a great and eminent nation in
the world. As for g i k r meaning eminence, fame, ~enolun,honour, see S, Msb, Q, TA and LL.
Also compare 94 : 4, 43 : 44, in all which places gikr has the same meaning.
1615 The metaphor in hasid is taken from seed-produce which is reaped and in kpdmid
from fire which isextinguishedandtheashes
of which areleftsmouldering.
The above
verses contain a clear warning for the Meccans.
1616 It is a continuance of the warning given in the previous verses. They were made
to witness signs of the truth of the Prophet and of the Unity of Allah in heaven and earth,
and they are now told to bear in mind that these signs were not in vain. In nature every
cause has an effect and every end is achieved by means. Everything in nature is serious,
so
man too must take things seriously.
1617 The in is here ndfiyah, i.e. negativing the statement already made. Diversion in this
verse carriesthe &me significance as sporting in the previous verse. Thecommenhtors,
however, add that lahm, in the dialect of Yemen, signifies wife or child, and thus the statement
made in the verse is a refutation of the Christian doctrine that Jesus Christ is the son of God
(Rz,Bd). The meaning in this case would be that God does not take to Himself 8. son.
1618 This statement is the logical sequence of the etatement in the two previous verses:
truth in nature
is always prevailing Qainst feleehood.
1619, see next p&e.
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22 If there had been in them
any gods except Allah, they
would both have certainly been
in a state of disorder ; therefore
glory be to Allah, the Lord of
the dominion; above what they
attribute(to
23 He wnnot be questioned
concerning what H e does and
they shall be questioned.
24 Or, have they taken gods
besides Him ? Say : Bring
your proof : this is the reminder
of those with
me
and
the
reminder of those before me.1621
Nay: most of them do not
know thetruth, so theyturn
aside.
25 And We did not send
before you any apostle but We
revealed to him thatthere is
no god but Me, therefore serve
Me.
26 And they say:
The
Beneficent God hastaken
to
Himself a son ;1c22 glory be to
Him. Nay I they are honoured
sermnts ;I623
27 They do not precede Him
in speech and (only) according
to His commandment do they
BCt.1624

1619 Here we have a ciear statement that those who are taken for gods could not raise
the dead to life, This must
be borne in mind in any discussion about the miracles of Jesus
Christ, whose alleged divinity in particular is the subject matter of these verses.
1620Thisisaconclusiveargumentagainstpolytheism.Thereisorderintheuniverse
becauseonelawpervadesthe
whole of it,endone law clearlypointstooneAuthor
and
Maintainer of that law. Had there been other gods, onelaw could not have governed the
whole of the universe, and disorder and confusion would certainly have been the result. The
unity of law is a clear proof of the Unity of the Maker.
1621 The great and fundamental truth of the Unity of Alleh is common t o all religions.
1622 This is a clear reference to the Christian doctrine of the sonship of Jesus.
1623 The meaning is that they whom they call sons are honoured servants of Allah, the
reference being to prophets, because
it is a prophet whom they call a
son of God. Against
thedoctrinethatJesusChrististheson
of God the Qur-&n does notsaythat
he is an
honoured a e m m z t , but that they a T e honoured servunts, which, whlle negativing the doctrine
of the Eonship of Jesus,adducesanargument;againstit.Thatargumentisinthewords
honowed sewants, forthesewordsdrawourattentiontothefactthatmanymen
were
spoken of as the aons of God, but that the title signified nothing more than that they mere
honoured servants, and that therefore Jesus was son of God exactly in the same sense &E the
others.
1634 This verse gives U B aconclusivetestimonytothesinlessness
of prophets. Vhen
they speak they do not precede Allah in speech, i.e. they speak according
to what He has
taught them,not speaking of their own aocord. And when they act, they act according to
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28 H e knows what is before
them
and
what
is behind
do notinterthem,andthey
cede except for him whom H e
approves, and for fear of Him
they tremble.
29 And whoever of them
should say, Surely I am a god
besides Him,such
a one do
We recompense with hell ;
thus do We recompense the
unjust.
SECTION 3
The Truth of Reyelation
3-35,
Arguments of the truth of revelrtion. 3641. Theirmockery and
its punishment.

Or,that
fheymaght
furninh
themFith

provtston.
a

1358.

30 Do not those whodisbelieve see thattheheavens
and the earth were closed up,
but We have opened them ;Iszs
snd We have made of water1626
wery thingliving ; will they not
then believe?
31 And We have made great
mountainsin theearth Zest it
wight be convulsed with them,a
md We havemadeinit
wide
ways thatthey may follow a
right direction.1627

His commandment. Thus both their speech and their actions are in accordance with Divine
will, and therefore it cannot be said that they commit sin. The context
shows clearly that
the verse speaks of prophets,and not of angels.
1623 The closing up of the heavens and the earth is an allusion to the cessation of Divine
revelation for atime before theadvent of theHolyProphet,which
waa marked by the
absence of a prophet in the world for six hundred years and the prevalence of corruption all
over the world. The opening up of the heavens and the earth
signifies the coming of reve.
Iation, which brought life to the
world. In physical nature we see that the rain opens up
the earth.
1626 While thisstatement reveals a remarkabletruthinthephysical
world, a truth
which science has established only recently, and which was not known to the world generally
at the time of the Holy Prophet, viz. that wate7 i s the source o f a l l Zije, it draws attention to
the equally remarkable spiritual truth that it isonly by Divine revelation, which is again and
again compared to water
in the Holy Qur-An, that life is given to a world otherwise dead
in sin and corruption.Thus,according
to theHoly Qur-An, thisheavenly water always
continues to be rained upon earth, and the door to Divine revelation is not closed upon the
world in any age.
1627 The wide ways arethewayspointedout
by prophets m o n g every nation. By
following these ways they could fmd the right direction, i.e. the truth concerning the Holy
Prophet.
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33 And Wehavemadethe
heaven a guarded canopy and
(yet) thqy turn aside from its
signs.'e*
33 And H e it is who created
the night and the day and the
sun andthe moon: all (orbs)
travel along swiftly in tbeir
celestialspheres.
34 And We did notordain
abiding for anymortal before
you. What!then
if you die,
will they abide ?
35 Every soul must taste of
death; and We try you by evil
and good by way of probation;
and to Us you shall be brought
back.1629
36 And when those who disbelieve see you, they do not
take you but for one to be
scoffed at: Is this
he
who
3peeks of your gods? And
they are deniers at the mention
,f the Beneficent God.'63*
37 Man is created of
1~ a s t e
now will I show
to
you My signs, therefore do
not ask Me to hasten(them)
on.1882

38 And they
say:
When
will this threat come to pass if
you are truthful ?I633
1628 Arabia had its spiritualists, the astrologers and the diviners who pretended to have
a fullexplanation of whioh see 3530. Theyaretold
that theycannothave
any such acoess. Or themeaningmay be that revelation (being
called here heaven) isguardedagainstallattacks.
1629 They were afflioted with smallevils, and the removal of theseagainbrought
to
them a turn of good events. A11 this was byway of probation; the greater punishment
which was to bringabout the h e 1 overthrow of their power was yetinstore for them,
1630 The
being a idolatrous people, would not, like the Christians, call Allah by
the name Ar-Rahmntdn ; henoe the Beneficent God is here spoken of in contrast with the idols,
In practice, too, they denied the beneficence of Allah (the quality of showing mercy t o His
matures withouttheir deserving it), for theyrepeatedly asked forthepunishmentto
be
hastened 60 them, though they were again and again told to seek His meroy. Their scoffing
et the Prophet w&8 also due to the delay of the punishment, because they thought that the
Prophet's warning contrained empty threats.
1631 so prominent i6 the characteristic of haste in man that he may be said to haye
been oreated, &8 it were, of very heste. The expression is explained by what follows : Now
wfU I 8 h W to
My signs, therefore do not ask Me to haste91 them on.
1633 This verse in olear terms refutes those who say that no signs were shown by the
It explains that whenever it is mid that signs are with Allah, the meaning is that
thozo thore eigrcc, not that they will not be shown.
1888, me next page.
&coese to the seorets of hesven,for
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39 Haa those who disbetieve
but known (of the time) when
they ahall not be able to w a d
off the fire from their faces nor
from their backs, nor shall thay
be helped.
40 Nay, it shall c m e OE
them all of a, sudden and muse
them to become confounded,
80 they shell not have the
power to cum6 it, nor &all
they be respited.
41 And Berkainly aposUee
hefore you were SCOW
ab,
then there befell those of them
who scoffed that at whioh th0y
had ~~0ffed?634

SECTION 4
Allah deala with Men mnsroifullj
4g, 43. Divine protection for all. 44-46. Signs elready appearing.
47. There is no injustice. 48. A distinotion grantedl t a M a w . 60. The
Qur-An is a, blessed reminder.

42 Say : Who guards YOU by
nightand
by day from the
Beneficent God ?1635 Nay, they
turn aside at themention of
their Lord.
43 Or,havethey gods who
can defend themagainst Us?
They shall not be able to assist
themselves, nor shall bhey be
defended from Us.
44 Nay, We gave provision
to these and their fatheH until
life w&s prolonged to them.
Do they not then see that We
are visiting the land, curtailing
it of its sides 1" Shall they
then prevail 3
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45 Say : I warn you only by
revelation ; and the deaf do not
hewthe
call whenever they
w e warned.
46 And if a blast of the
chastisement of your Lord were
totouchthem,they
will wrtainly say :O
, woe to us I surely
we were unjust.
47 AndWe will set up a
just balance. on theday
of
resurrection, so no soulshall
be dealtwithunjustly
in the
least; and though there be the
weight of a grain of mustard
seed, (yet) will Webringit,
and Sufficient are We to take
account.
48 And certainly We gave to
Moses and Aaron thedistinction and a light and a reminder
for those
who
would guard
(against evil) ;1636
49 (For) those who fear their
Lord in secretandtheyare
fearful of the hour.
50 And thisis
blessed
a
Reminderb which We have revealed : will you then deny it?

SECTION 5

*W+/&
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Abraham’s History

51 And certainlyWe gave to
Abraham
his
rectitude
before,
and We knew him fully
well.1637
52 When he said to his sireo
and
his
people:
What
are
these images to whose worship
you cleave 1
53 They said : W e found our
fathers worshipping them.
54 H e said : Certainlyyou
have been, (both) you and your
fathers,inmanifesterror.
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1636 The distinction given to Moses WBS that he overthrew m most powerful enemy. The
lost verse of the seotion predicts that a similar sign would be shown in t h e o w of the Holy
Prophet.
1637 The history of Abrahamia contained in vorious ohmptera of the Holy B a r - h , the
difierent portions supplementing eaoh other, there being very little repetition. The following
is L oomplete list of dl referenoes to him: 2 : 124-152, 133, 186, 136, 140, a58, 260; 3 :64-67,
83; 4:126;6:75-8%;9:114;11:69-76;l2:6;14:56-41;16:61-60;16:110423;
I Q : P ~ - ~ Q ; 2 1 : ~ -a7 2a ;: ~ ” ;~ : 6 9 - 8 9 ; % : I S ,17, 24-27; 37:8B-113; 9 8 : 4 6 , 4 6 ;
4 3 : a t m ; 6 1 : ~ 4 ; m : aB6O;: &
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64 Then they turned bo
themselves andsaid : Snrely
yon yoursekes are the unjust;
65 Then they were made to
hsmg down their
heads
:1w
Certainly yo21 k m u ~that they
do not speak.
66 H e said : What 1 do yon
thenservebesides Allah what
brings you not any benefit at
all, nor does it harm you ?
67 Fie on you and on what
yon serve besides Allah ; what !
do you notthenunderstand
?
68 They said: Burn him and
help your gods, if you are going
to do (anything).
69 We
said:
0 fire! be
a,
comfort
peace
and
to
Abraham ;I641
70 And theydesired E war
on him, but We made them the
greatest 10sers.~642
71 AndWedeliveredhim
as we11 as Lot, (removing them)
to
the
land
which
W e had
blessed for allpeople.
72 And We gavehim Isaac,
and Jacob, 8 son’s son, and
Wemade(them)all
good.1643
73 And We
made
them
leaders who guided (people) by
Our command,
and
We revealed t o themthe
doing of

II ’

t h a is this, because it mas ieft unbroken by Abrahsm, and is connected with what foIlows,
the7cfore ask them, i j t h q can speak. The use of the plural in the latter part of the st&tement
is in no way objectionable, as examples of this kind, i.e. of transition from singular to plural,
.we of such frequent occurrence in Arabic literature and in the Holy Qw-hthat I need not

offer an expbnation.

16”

-3,

.I&

may mean eitherthat

they were made t o hang doum their

kab on WXIUD~ of the shame, for their deities had proved so helpleas a to be unable to
name even the person who did them injury, or that they were ttantecd upon their heads upside
down, i.e. they were made to fall iDBck into disputmtion with Abraham after having confessed
their weakness.
1641 This event no doubt kindled the fire of opposition against Abrahmm, but it did no
harm to him and he remained in peace. The next verse shows that this fire wag only a kaid,
or s h w d f t w g g k , lbgainst him, or a wmr of opposition to him.Theymay
hmve reaohed
to bnrn him, bo6 their plan Mled.
See further 1910, 1910~.
1642 Aceording to the Biblical account of Abraham, the patriarch undertook successful
expeditions a g a i n s t Chedorlaomer,king of E l m , s s d hisconfederate kings, Rsbbinical
literature also gives the names of certain kings whom Abraham defeated.
1643 It isa Mecoan Sura, and it
shows clearly that the Qur-in regardsJacob not as
Abraham’s non, but ILI his pramkm, for meh is the significanae of the word a@Jah.
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SECTION -6
Allah delivere P r o p h h

their Eaemieo

W. Noah is delivered

78-82. David 9 s d Solomon are granted
h w l d g e and power. 83, 84. Job is delivered. 85, 86. Ishmael, Idriv and
Zulkifl are taken into
Divme
mercy.
87, 88. Jon& is blivered. 89,
90. Zaaoharias'prayer accepted. 91. Mdary d her ma. 92, 93. All people
are a single nation.
76,

76 A d Noah, when he cried
aforetime, so answered
We
him, and delivered him and
hie followers from thegreat
calamity.
77 And W e helped
him
against the people who rejected
Our
communicatbns;
surely they were an evil people,
so We drowned them all.
78 And David and Solomon
when they gave judgment concerning the field when
the
people's sheeppasturedtherein
by night, and We were bearers
of witnesstotheir judgment.
79 So We made Solomon t o
understand it ; and. t o each one
We gave wiaaom and knowledge ; and m e made
the
mountains,declaring glory (to
Us),and
thebirdslW
subservient
to David ; and We were the
doera
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80 And We taught him the
making of coats of mail for vou,
that tgey might protect yo; in
your wars ; will you then be
gratefulP48
81 And (We made eubeervient) to Solomon the wind
violent, pursuing its
course
blomn\ y ms command to the
land which We had bleesed,
and We are knower of all
things.1M6
82 And of the rebelliow
people there were those who
dived for him and did other
work besides that:and
We
kept guard over them
83 And Job, whenhe cried
to his Lord,(saying) : Harm
has afflicted me, andThou art
the most Merciful of the
merciful.
84 Therefore We responded
to him and
took off what harm
.
he had, and W e gave him his
followers and the like of them
with them: a mercy from Us
reminder
aand
to
the
worshipper^.^^'^
~

,

~~

~~

~-

David. For other references to David see 2 : 251 ; 4 : 163 ; 5 : 78 ; 6 : 85 ; 27 : 15, 16 ; 34 : 1013 ; 38 : 17-30.
1646 It is not herestatedthatthemaking
of coats of mail was notknownbefore
David. He had to fight many battles and against very strong enemies, and there is no doubt
that in these battles he had to equip the armies of Israel in the best possible manner ; and if
hethereforeequippedhistroops
with coats of mail on a largescalefortheirprotection
against the enemy, there is nothing wonderful about it. The story
of iron becoming wax in
his hands is EI pure fable. See further 2023, 2024.
1646 For other references to Solomon see 2 : 102 ; 4 : 163 ; 6 : 85 ; 27 : 15-44 : 34 : 12-14 ;
38 : 30-40. The meaning given inthemargin
conveys thetruesignificance of the words.
Solomon’s fleet did himanimportant
service. According to Biblicalhistory, “withthe
Pheniciens he united in maritime commerce, sending out a
fleet once in three years from
Ezion-geber, at the head of the gulf of Aqaba, to Ophir, presumably on the eastern coast of
the Arabian peninsula. From this distant part and others
on the way he derived fabulous
amounts of gold andtropicalproducts.Theserevenues
gave him almost unlimitedmeans
for inoreasing the glory of his capital city and palace, and for the perfection of his civil and
militaryorganization ” (Jewish Ency.). Also compare 14 : 32 : ‘ I And He madetheships
subservient to you, that they might run their course in the sea by His command,” which is
inexactsccordancewithwh&tisstatedhere.Forwhat
taskhlr, or s u b s e l w i a e e , signifies,
BW 1644.
1647 The shaydpn, i.e. the devils that dived to bring up pearls from the bottom of the Eea,
were not different from the divers of to-day, though they must have been fiercer and stronger
men, because strengthhadto
supply the place of knowledge in thosedays.The
word
shai$bn in Arebio signifies one who i e ezcessively proud, rebellious, or audaciae, whether
a man, or a jinn, or a beast (LL). See further 2027.
1648 hetoring Job’r ahl, Le. foZloweT8 otfumily, doe8 not mean that they were rased to

&I.
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85 And Ishmael and Idrls.
and Zulkifl; all were of the
patient .ones ;1%9
86 And We caused them to
enter into Our mercy ; surely
they were of the good ones.
87 And Jonah,Iew when he
went awayin wrath,’”‘ so he
thought thatWe
would not
straiten him,165a so he aalled
out among sfflictions :1663 There
is no god but Thou, glory be to
Thee;surely
I am of those
who make themselves to suffer

I

I

I

665

1loss.’654
88 So We responded to him

end delivered him from the
pief,and thus do We deliver
!he believers.
89 And Zaoharias,when he
(:ried to his Lord : 0 my Lord !
eave me not alone ; and Thou
trtthe
best of

I:

-

life from among the dead, for when a man is separeted from his friends or family we speak of
his friends or family being restored to him without entertaining the least idea of their being
raised to life from among the dead. See 2144, 2145, and 2146, where is described Job’a
joining his family and friendsafter a long journey accompanied by many difficulties.
1649 The name given here is Zzllkifl, which litemlly means one having aportion that would
suflce (Rgh). The commentators differ in identifying him with one of the Biblical prophets,
Zacharias, Elias, or Joshua (Rz). Rodwell states, on the authority of Travels of Niebuhr,
that the Arabs call Ezekiel by the name of Kg. The suggestion, therefore, that by Zulkifl
is meant the Prophet Ezekiel is more sound. This prophet is mentioned only once again,
as here without any reference to his history, in 38 : 48.
1650 gunntln is another name for Jonah, the Arabic equivalent of the latter being Ytinus,
by which name the prophet is mentioned in 6 : 87, 10 : 98, and 37 : 139. gunnzln literally
signifies kwd of the fcsh, end
a
similar epithet
o b i.e. the companion of
thepsh, isrgiven in 68 : 48. The titleof the prophet is taken from the incident of the fish, for
an explanation of which see 2123.
1651 The Qur-&n is far from teaching that Jonah wa6 wroth with Allah. Evidently he
was wroth with his people because of their stubbornness (Rz). See elso 2121.
1652
1.8.

+ ~ &&j

is, according to commentators, equivakent to

we would not straiten him; and the same is the meaning of

e

&@d

J&

as

given by

the leqicologists. See LL, which quotes several authorities,

1653

d)am

signifies calamities or hardships of

the sea (M-LL); and

di@lty is Compared to darkness because of the inability of B man to find his way when in
diffioulty, as when in darkness.
1654 Jomh’e prayer gives us a Lrue picture of humannatureinafliction.
Man, no
doubt, always makes himaelf the sufferer of loss, and it is Divine grace which takes him by
t h e hand, The 6‘ 1I ’ here stands for I ‘ man.” As for g d m , socording to some its primary
signifio-ce is map (MF, TA), i.e. the making to sufer b S 8 or detriment (LL).
1666 That is, on? who will remain after aU have perished.

90 So We rm onded 40 him
and gsm him Qabn a 4 d e

hi8 wife fit for him ;le56 surely
b y usedtohasten, one with
another, in deeds of goodaess
and to d upon Us, hoping
m d baring; and they were
humble b&om '17s.
91 And &e who g u d d her
&&$,le67
so W e breebhed
into her of Our inspiration* end
made her and. her son a sign
for the nations.
92 Surely
this
ia your
religion, one raligwn (only),
and I am your Lord, thezefare
serve Me.1W
93 And they cut off t h i r
~ B d rbetween
them:
to Us
dull all come back.

SECTION 7
The Righteous shall lnherit 'the L a d

$A.

ryhteons. !%, &ad. do m t return to life. 96C
I
O
.Gag end lneagog end all those who lead astray shall be punished. 101105. The righteous shall inherit the l a d . 106. The Prophet sent as a mercy
tor all. 107-111. Opponentsare sure b be judge&
a w s a d of &e

1G6 Byfsttaess is meant fitness to bear a child, because she was thought to be barren.
1657 Nothing is saidaboutimmaculate
conception herc. The gutmding af chastity,
which is thetmesignitbani%

8f

*>
-1

&ea not preohde tme la,wh1 r a n h af

husband and wife.
1688 Ihe ba& principle Oa d d i g i o n s &=aughtby the prophets has been one pnd the
s m e in all ages and all countries, that Allah is the Lord of all and He alone must be served.
The word urnmat either signifies a community or digion (Rgh), the word being mal in &a
latter sanse elsewhere in the Holy Qur-&n,as in 43 : 22, this being,in fact, the primary sign%c m c e of the word, which means a way or a couIae of acting and also rdigton @I.,). The
basic prinoiples of the religions 01 all the prophets are one and the mme, and thedm ~ l !
propheta themselves form a single community.
1659 By paryah, Le. town, here rqre meant ahti-qaryah, Le. thepeoflle of u t o m , a d b u r &
meane w q i b , Le. binding, esemtial, or due, eooording to Xesfd, I'Ab m n g the mme mmning
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96 Even1680 when Gog &nil
Magog. w e let loose and tdmy
shall break forth from every
I

I

demkd plece.16"
97 And the
true
promise
shalldraw nigh, then 101 &e
eyes of those who d i s t m l i e d
ahdl be fixedly open: 0 WOB
to us1 surely we were in a
sB~teof heedlessness as to &is;
nayv we wem unjust.
98 Surely you and wh& yon
mrahip besides Allah arethe
firewood of hell ; to it p a
shall come.
99 Had these been gods,
they would nothave come to
it and dl s h d abide therein.
100 For themtherein shall
be groaning Eknd therein they
shall not hear.1662
101 Surely (as for) those for
whom thB good has already
gone forth from Us, they shall
be kept b
a
r off from it ;l6Sa
102 They will not hear its
raintest sound, and theyshall
abide in that which their souls
long for.1664

to the word by a slight variation in the reading, and in support of this eigni6oanoe is quoted
a verse of Abdur Rahmm bin J u m n a , a poet of the days of ignorance:
where bardm is evidently equivalent t o wdjiib (Rz). The verse reveals the great truth that
those who are made to taste
of death are not sent back into this world. Nisai and Ibn-iMaja relate a saying of the Holy ProphetaccordingtowhichJ&bir,
son of Abdulla, was
informed by the Prophet that his father Abdulla, who was slain in a battle with the enemies
of Islam, oqbeing asked by the Almighty what he desired most, expressed a wish to go back
into the world and be slain again in the cauee of truth, but received the reply that this could
not be, for ' 1 the word has gone forth from Me that they shall not retuna," where the concluding words are evidently the concluding words of this verse, and therefore the verse, read
along with this saying, settles
conclusively that no one Tho is dead returns to life in this
world. The verse also points out that a nation that is destroyed does not rise again.
1660 The previous verse contains a prohibition against the return to l i e of those who are
dead, or the rise of nations that are once destroyed, This one points out that even Gog tLnd
Magog, notwithstanding their mighty predominance in the worla, win follow the same law.
For @tt&, meaning even, see LL, who quotesMgh.
1661 This shows that a time vi11 come when Gog and Magog shali prevail over the whole
world. The breaking forth from every elevated place signifies tbe taking possession o€ every
position of advantage and of eminence.
1662 Those who turn a deaf ear t o the presching of truth here shall be raised deaf in +&e
life after death.
1663 This verse totallyrefutes the false idea that even the righteous shall first go to
hell. They are here declared to be so far off from it as not even to hear its faintest sound.
1664 It is the bliss of communion with the Divine Being whioh the souls of the righteoue
10118 !or, 80 it ia thst bliee in which they shsll live in the hereafter.
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103 The great fearful event
shall not grieve them, and the
angelsshall meet them:This
d&y which you were
isyour
promised.
104 On the day when We
will roll up heaven like the
rolling up of the scroll for
writings: ws We originated
the first creation, (so) We shall
reproduce it ; a promise (binding) on Us ; surely We will
bring it about.1665
105 And certainly We wrote
in the Book after the reminder
that (as for) the
land,
My
righteous servants shall inherit
it.1666
106 Most surely in this is a
message to a people who serve
(Us).
107 And We have not sent
you but as a mercy to (all)
the nations.*667
108 Say: It is only revealed
to me that your God is one
God: will you then submit?

1665 The rolling up of the heaven and the bringing about of a new creation refer to the
complete transformation which was to be brought about in Arabia by the Prophet’s message,
a transformation so great that, as it were, both earth and heaven were changed. Instead of
the mutual strifes of one tribe with another, leading to endless confusion and disorder in the
land, there was a single united nation marching forth with triumph and enlightenment, and
instead of thechildishfanciesandimpioussuperstitions
of fortune-tellers,diviners,and
star-worshippers, and in place of idolatry which degraded human nature itself, there was an
entire resignation to Divine will and holy communion with the real Source of all Holiness,
This interpretation is corroborated by the verse that follows.
1666 TheQur-&nhadrepeatedly
warned the unbelievers thatIslam would be made
triumphant in Lhe land, and therighteousservants
who were made to suffer persecution
would one day be masters of the land. The words also contain a prophecy of tho possession
of the Holy Land by the Muslims, which was fulfilled in the Caliphate of ’Umar. Compare
Ps. 37 :29.
1667 Whilethe words no doubtcontain a reference to themercifuldealing
with the
Prophet’s opponents, the real significance is that the Prophet’s advent
will prove a mercy
not only to the Arabs by making them a foremost nation in the world, but to the whole of
humanity. And, in fact, the teachings of the Qur-&n have not only benefited its followers,
but even those who still reject its message, for, notwithstanding their rejection of it, they
have wcepted many of its majestic principles. Even European nations will be found to have
prospered to the extent to which they have acted upon the principles of Islam. Islam has,
moreover, proved a memy to the nations on account of having brought back into the world
all those teachings leading to the glory and greatness of man whioh had been quite lost to the
world before its advent, snd of having eradicated numerous superstitious beliefs and dootriies
degreding hummity.
Them words desrly establish the ercellenoe of the Holy Prophet above all other prophets
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109 But if they turn back,
my : I have given you warning
in fairness and I do not know
whether what you are threatenedwith is near or far:
110 Surely H e knows what
is spoken openly and He knows
what you hide:
111 And I do not know if
this may be 8 trial for you and
a provision till a time.
112 Hesaid: 0 my Lord !
judge Thou with truth;and
our Lord is the Beneficent God
Whosehelpissoughtagainst
what you ascribe (to Him).
I

of the world, for whereas every prophet before him wa8 sent as a mercy to a particular people,
he is gent as 8 mercy to the whole world. Through him shall all nations of the earth be
blessed. And there is no doubt that the Cimmerian darkness which prevailed over the whole
world before the advent of the Prophet was dispelled by his advent, and light and learning
have followed the footstep8 of Islam.

CHAPTER X X n

THE PIGURIXUIBE
(AZ- ha^)

REVEALEDA T MECCA
(10 sectiolzs and 78 verses)
Abstract :
Sec. 1. The judgment.
Soc. 2. Certainty of Divine help.
Sec. 3. Believers shall be triumphant.
Sec. 4. The Sacred House.
See. 5 . Sacrifices.
Sec. 6. Believers permitted to fight.
Sec. 7. Opposition to theProphet.
Sec. 8. The faithful shall be established in the land.
8ec. 9. Divine mercy in dealing with men.
Sec. 10. Polytheism shall be uprooted.

The Title and context.
THISisthesixthchapter
of thethird Meccan group, and while thelast ohapter dealt
generally with theultimatetriumph
of truth, this deals particularly
with thetriumph of
the truth proclaimed by the Holy Prophet at Mecca, from whence he was being expelled, and
thiscityisplainly
pronounced herein as being thefuture centre of the Muslims, where
pilgrims from all quarters of the world would resort. Here too the Muslims are permitted
to fight in defence of the Sacred House, which was really a defence of the liberties of all
religions. Thechapter is called The Pilgrimage because theproclamation of pilgrimage
originally made by Abraham was now repeated by the Holy Prophet and addressed to the
whole world, being no longer confined to the borders of Arabia, Thepermanence of the
pilgrimage was really a sign of thepermanence of Islam, hence thetriumph of Islamis
the real signifioance of the proclamation of pilgrimage.

Subject-mstter.
The internal arrangement of the chapter is clear from the abstract. A promise is given
to the righteous at theclose of the last chapter that they shall inherit the land. This implies
the doom of the present masters, consequently they are warned of the approach of judgment
and of the terribleness of their doom intheopening verses of thischapter.The
second
section asserts in the most clear and emphatic worde the certainty of Divine help to the Holy
Prophet, the emphasis being no doubt due to the utter helplessness of the Prophet, against
whom secret plans had been formed, and who was about to flee from his enemies. The next
section asserts the triumphof the believers, who were now fleeing by twos and threes to escape
persecution by their aruel oppressors. Theirtriumph, however, involved the conquest of
Mecca, for without that spiritualcentretheirtriumph
could not be complete, hence the
fourth seotion spe&ke of the S m e d House and the pilgrimage to it. The conneoted subject
gsg
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of sacrifices is dealt with next, and the sacrifices which the Muslims themselvss
were now
required to make, v i Z . the laying down of their lives in the cause of truth, are spoken of
in the sixth section, which intraduaes
the sabjeot of fighting. The opposition
to theHoly
Prophet is mentioned in the seventh, and the eighth clearly states that the faithful shall
be
established intheland
whentheyhavemadegreatsacrifices.Allah’sdealing,however,
with even the opponents of the truth is merciful, and therefore P e pnnishment is withheld
f o r a while. This we are told in the ninth seetion, whieh slso shows that mere differences of
belief arenotpunishedinthis
world. The tenth, which is thelestsection, sums up the
wholeby showing that polytheism shall ultirndely be uprooted.

Date of rerelation.
Thoughitisadmitted
by allauthoritiesthatthemajorportion
of thischapterwas
revertled s t Mecca, doubts have been enteztained as to cerhin vems whiah are said to hrtve
been revealed at Medina. I’Ab is of opinion that vv. 19-22 belong to Medina revelation
(AH), while the rest of the chapter is considered by him to be Meman. BuC his opinion as
to the actual t h e or piwe of the revelation of these verses is not basedon historical information, but is redly due to his interpretation of them. He thinks that the words these are two
adwersaPicS who dispute abwt their Lord refer to the two parties ak Badr, but a reference to
the text will show that the words refer to the believers and unbelievers generally ; and there
is not a wold in these verses indicating that they speak of two fighting armies and not of two
parties controverting elhch other’s religioas views. The texb, on khe other band, favours the
latterinterpretation.
Moreover, the omission of these verses seriouslyinterruptsthecontinuity of ihs aubjeot. Tbe opening words of v. 18 clearly speak of two parties, the believers
and the unbelievers, as is shown byv. 18, where two olassea of people are mentioned, those
who obey Allah and those against whom punishment has become neoessary, and while the
latter are spoken of in w. 19-22, their punishment being clearly indiosted there, the former
are spoken of in vv. 23, 24. Hence vv. 19-22 must have been revealed along with the rest
of this portion of the chapter, and their Mecaan origin is thus established beyond all doubt.
Rodwell is cert&inly wzong in plaoing this chapter among the lsfest Medins revelations ;
he is also in error when he considers it to be 107th in the order of revelation. Muir places
as we11 a8 internal
itatthe
close of the Meccan suras of thefifthperiod,andexternal
evidence tends bo show the correctness of his view. The suggestion that W. 26-41, speaking
of t h e pilgrimage, belong kt Bledina is witbout a faundation. Regarding vv. 39-41,hawever,
I may add that though they speak of permission to fight, it does not follow that they were
revealed at Medina merely because no fighting took place at Mecca. For a full discussion
of this point Bee 1697. It is noteworthy that the oath
of aIlegiance taken by the Medina
converts st ’Aqaba, before the Holy Prophet’s flight, contained
a promise that they would
fight in defence of the Holy Prophet. Such an oath would not have been taken if a revelationpermittingfighting
in self-defence hadnot been received by theHoly Pmphet. AS
regards vv. 58, 54, see 1705, end in the rutbm of v. 67 no ground ie given regarding its
Medim origin.

.

SECTION I
The Judgment
1, 2. Temblenesa of thejudgment,

3, 4. Deniers. 5-7. Thedeadshall
be raised. 8-10, Disgrace in this life aa forerunner of punishment in the
hereafter.

I n thename
Beneficent,the

of Allah,the
Merciful,

1 0 people ! guard against
(the
punishment
from)
your
Lord ; aurelythe
violence166*
of the
hour
is a grievous
2 'bn the day
when
you
woman
shall
see
it, every
giving suckshallquitin
confusion what
she
suckled,
and
every
pregnant
woman
shall
lay down her burden, and you
shall see men intoxicated, and
theyshallnot
be intoxicated
but thechastisement of Allah
will be severe.
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1668 The word zalznlah originally signifies a great motion and a violent agitation
(I'Ab,
d~7)\'d$jmeans an earthguake. Butthe use of the word in

Re), and hence

other senses is extensive. Z a k a l a means originally he put him into a state of commotion or
agitation (LL). And you say
r k meaning he broughtthe
camela,

u$k,&\lb

drivingthemwith
violence (TA). And according to thesameauthority
? - \ J$j
means the people were turned away from the
right course and fear was cast into their heayts. It is
noteworthy that the word is specially used in connection with the enemy's defeat, implying a
casting of terror into its heart. Thus in 33 : 11 and also in a prayer of the Prophet when all
the Arab tribes allied themselves to destroy the small Muslim community at Medina, we find
&$j
J , +121\ fp\
i.e. 0 Allahlputto
Jeightthe combined forces and
a r a k e theirstate of affairsto be unsound (TALL), orrather we maytranslate zalzilhum
ES meaning cast terror
into
their h a r t s (IAs). And according Ibn-i-bnbari
to
?$I
means a condition of a$right befell the people (LL). And

#\

zakizil (which is plural of talzakzh, and is not a plural of an unknown singular, IM LL seems
to think) is plainly given as meaning dificulties, t k b , aflictions (TA-LL). Thus the zaka.
latus sb'at is nothing but the terror or afliction of the hour. Such is also one of the significances adopted by AH.
1669 In the Holy Qur-An the word As-sd'at or tlu hour does not necessarily imply the
day of judgment. I t often impliesthetime of judgmentinthislife,thetime
when the
threatened doom overtakes a people, and this Beems to be the significance here, for the very
next verse depicts that terror in such words a~ are only applicable to this life-there being
neither pregnant women nor those giving suck on the judgment day. Some oonsider that a
severe Bhaking of t h e earth it3 meant 88 a sign of the approach of the greatjudgment, but even
in that 0888 it might imply any terrible calamity, such as a great war.

”

AI. thou
seest.

3 And amongmenthere
is
hewhodisputes
about Allah
without knowledge and follows
every rebellious devil ;I670
4 Against himitiswritten
down that whoever takes him
for a friend, he shall l e d him
astray
and
conduct him
to
thechastisement of theburning fire.
5 0 people ! if you we in
doubt about
the
raising,1671
thensurelyWecreated
you
from dust,1672 then from a small
life-germ, then from a clot,
then from a lump of flesh,
complete in makeand incomplete, that We may make clear
to you p 7 3 and We cause what
We pleese to stay in thewombs
till an
appointed
time, then
We bring you forth as babies,
then that you may attain your
maturity ; and of you is he who
is caused to die, and of you is
he who is brought back to the
worst part of life,167*so thet
after having knowledge he does
not know anything ; and you
see theearthsterileland,but

1670 The words may apply to Abu Jahl or Nadar-bin-Ham, but they might as well apply
to any one else ansuering the description. The devil here is, as very frequently in the Holy
Qur-An, the devil in human form (Rz).
1671 The word ba’s (raising) is used in three senses in the Holy Q u r h : viz. (1)the raising
of the dead to life according to their good or evil deeds on the judgment day, which is the dag
of the great,manifestation of all spiritual realities ; (2) the raising of the spiritually dead to
life by the prophets ; and (3) the raising up of prophets by Allah for the guidance of mankind.
The word as used here may include all three cases, whether it is the denial of the resurrection
or the denial of Allah’s raising a prophet (Le. Muhammad) or the denial of the Prophet’s
raising them to spiritual life. The argument contained in this and the followingverse8 is
equally applicable 60 ell, but it most prominently refers to the spiritualresurrection of the dead.
1672 These words explain the meaning of Adam’s, or man’s, creation from dust, which is
frequently referred to in the Holy Q u r h , for all people are first plainly addressed m d are
subsequently told thet they are all created from dust. But as it is clear that the mmning
here cannot be that their figures are moulded from Clay, we are led to the conclusion that the
reference to Adam’s, or man’a, creation from dust implies simply hie humble origin, or the
ultimate springing of all life from earth.
1673 By the various elements from which man is said to be created here are meant the
various staggea through which every human child passes, the object being to show how humble
is his origin. Or the reference may be to the various Btages of life through which man has
passed in his evolution to the present stege of perfection. Attention is drawn in thb to the
growth and development of spiritual life in man.
1674 By
\
or the worst parr of life is meant dotage and deccrepitudc (Bz).
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when We send down on it the
water, it stirs and swells and
brings forth of every kind a
beautitul herbage.1676
6 This is beoause Allah is
the Truth and because He gives
life to the dead and bemuse
He has powerover all things,
7 And because the hour is
coming, there is no doubt
about it; &nd beoause Allah
shall raise up those who are in
the graves.lGi6
8 .4nd amongmen there is
he who disputes aboub Allah
without knowledge and wikhout
guidance end withoutan illnminsting book,
9 Turning away haughtily1677
that he may lead (others) astray
from the way of Allah ; for
him is disgrace in this world,
s n d on the day of resurreotion
We wiIl make him taste the
punishment of burning :
10 This is due to what your
two hands have sent before,
and because Allah is nob in the
least unjust to the servants.

1676 The stirring andswelling of the earth means its stirring and swelling with the growth
of herbage. Compare 41 : 39 and see 2210. The illustration draws attention to tbe fact that
revelation quickens dead hearts as rain quickens dead earth. The next verse makes it plain :
Because He gives Zife t o the dead and beeawe He has power ocer all things. Sea also whai
folIows here.
1676 To understendwhst is meant by those who are in the gTaves, compare 36 : 2 2 :
$ 6 SureIy ALIeh makes whom He pleases hear, and you cannot make those hear who are in the
graves." Therefore the significance is that even those whom you look upan as incorrigible
wiIl be brought over to the acceptance of truth by Allah.

1677

askf

&je.
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literally foldiag q ,&&tin$, or LwRiwg hi0
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m m i n g the rids of a man f i o m ths bead to the Alp), but the expression is used rnebpharisally
to mgnify behaving proudly (LL) or #urnin9 away ( R h ) . r A b interprets i* M meaning
sho.oiry Aatcghtiness, and Ibn-i-jnraijas w d n g aside frona tAa tractb (AET).
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SECTION a
asrhinty of Dirine Help
11-13, The weak in faith. 14-16. The Prophet shall be helped. 17. Differences of belief to be judgedhereafter.
18-22. Rejecterspunishedwith
disgraceandgrief.

Ar. remote.

Or &&ha

rope to the
ceiling .
die
strangled.

..
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11 And among men is he
who serves Allah (standing) on
the verge,1678so that if good
befalls him he is satisfied
therewith, but if a trial afflicts
him heturns back headlong;
he loses this world as well as
the hereafter; that is a manifest
loss.
12 He calls besides Allah
upon that which does not harm
him and that which does not
profit him;thatisthe
great
straying.
13 He calls upon him whose
harm is nearer than his profit:
evil certainly is the guardian
and evil certainly is the
associate.
14 Surely Allah will cause
those who believe end do good
deeds to enter gardens beneath
which rivers flow ; surely Allah
does what He pleases.
15 Whoever thinks that Allah
will not assist him in this life
and the hereafter, let him m i s e
(himself) by somemeans t o the
heaven, then let him cut (it) of,
then let him see if his struggle
will take away that at which he
is enraged.l"S

1678

3

(lit. on the verge) is variously explained, t,he ultimate significance

being in all cases the same. LL quotes many of these explanations. It either means standing
aloof with respect to religion in asuctuating state, like him who is in the outskirts of the a m y ,
who if sure of victory and spoil standsfirm and otherwisesees (Ef,Bd), or the meaning is,who
serves Allah indoubt or suspense, being unsteady like him who stands on the edge Of a mountain
( Q , Zj); or whoseTves Allah in one ?node of circumstances, Le. when in ampleciTcumatance8
(8, Q). All theseexplanationsindicatetheattitude
of B man who wavers, being ready to
quit the faith on any pretence.
1679 This passage is misconstrued on account of E misconception in connection with the
personal pronoun hu in yawurahu, which refers really tothe Holy Prophet.The
second
difficulty is in connection with the object of yaqta', i.e. cut (it) of, which is understood as
being really the Divine assistance, which theopponentsaretoldmust
come to the H o b
Prophet however hardtheirstruggleagainstthat
Divine assistance, andthis ig cle&'
indicated by the concluding words of the verse. The prophecies of the final triumph of truth
and of the coming of Divine essintenoe to the Holy Prophrt ware rspetltedly declared in the

16 And thushaveWerevealed it, being clew arguments,
and because Allah guides whom
H e intends.
I
17 Surely those who believe
and those who areJews and
the SabeansL and the Christians
I
and the Magiens and those who
associate(otherswith Allah)surely Allah will decide between
them on theday of resurrection ; surely Allah is a witness
over all things.1680
18 Do you not
see
that
Allah is H e whom obeys whoever is intheheavensand
whoever is in the earth, and the
sunandthe
moon andthe
stars,andthemountainsand
the trees, and the
animal6 and
many of the people ; and many
thereareagainst
whom chastisement has become necessary ;
and whomsoever Allah abases,
t'hereisnone
who can make
him honourable;surely Allah
does what He pleases.b1681
19 These are two adversaries1682 who dispute about
their Lord: then (as to) those
who disbelieve, for themare
mt out garments of fire; boilmg water shall be poured over
bheir heads.
20 Withitshall
be melted
what is in their bellies and
:their) skins as well.
Holy Qur-An, andthe unbelievers 'were enraged atthis.Theyare
told thatthe Divine
assistance must come, and that they should leave no stone unturned in their struggle against
it, insomuch that, if they could, they should rise to heaven and cut off all heavenly or Divine
assistance from the Prophet. Or the meaning may be as given in the margin, the significance
being, in that case, that they may carry their anger to the greatest possible extremity and be
driventotheutmostdesperation,yetthey
would be unable to stop the coming of Divine
help. The meaning is in either case that Divine assistance which is promised to the Prophet
shall come to him mostsurely, however hard the strugglemadeagainsthim,
or however
great the disappointment of the opponents.
1680 It is implied that differences in religious beliefs do not call for a punishment in this
life, but that they shall be decided on the day of judgment. I t is the mischievous conduct of
those who oppose the propagation of the truth that calls for punishment in this
life.
1681 The verse contains a clear prophecy that the opponents shall ultimately be brought
low before the Prophet.
lG82 The two adversaries are the believers and the unbelievers. It should be noted that
the enmity of the two parties, whose original difference is only a dispute about t h e i ~L w d , is
now assuming a graver aspect, and the fate of the two in thecomingconflictsisclearly
foretold-of the unbelievers in vv. 19-22 and of the believers in w. 23-25.
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21 And for themarewhips
ofiron.1663
22 Wheneverthey
will de, , sgg’/w ) 0 ,9
siretogoforthfromit,from
grief,leE4
they
shall
be
turned
t
back into it, and taste theO @ ’ Jc +e \/ ~P?\ 7~
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chastisement of burning.
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SIECTION 3
Belia~ersshall be Triumphant
a3, 24. Believers shall be rewarded with conquests.
the Sacred Mosque.

23 Surely Allah willmake
thosewho believe anddo good
deeds
enter
gardens
beneath
whichrivers flow ; theyshall
be adorned therein with bracelets of gold and(with)pearls,
and
their
garments
therein
shall be of silk.168b
24 Andtheyareguidedto
goodly words
and
they
are
of the
guidedintothepath
Praised One.
25 Surely (as for) those
who
disbelieve and
hinder
(men)
from Allah’s way and from the
Sacred Mosque which We have
made equally for all men, (forj
thedwellerthereinand
(for)
the visitor,1686 and
whoever
shallinclinethereintowrong
unjustly, We will makehim
taste of a painful chastisement.

25. They shall possess
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1683 Th% iron whips indicate holding in subjection. Thussays TA
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i.e. pama’ (which is the root from which maqma’, meaning whip, is derived) signifies he held
him in subjection and brought him to submission.
(from grief), being a badal for minhd, explains the natureof the chastise-
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ment in this and the previous verse. It is a grief which will constantly grow and burn their
souls so as to melt them.
1665 There is a reference here to the conquests
of the great neighbouring kingdoms by
the Muslims and the bringing
of the treasures of those kingdoms into the possession of the
Arabs. The following incident,mentioned by Baihaqi,showsthatthecompanions
of the
Prophetunderstoodthesepropheciesinthissense
: The bracelets of Kisrh, thePersian
monbrch, were brought 60 ’Umar,andhecausedSurhqa,
eon of MBlik, towearthem, on
which he praised the Almighty. The reason
for ’Umar causing the bracelets to be worn by
SurBqa is also given by the same authority in another report, according to which the
Holy
Prophet had said t o Surhqa : 4 ‘ Row will you feel when you wear the bracelets of Kisrh ? ”
(“ Khashis-ul-KubrB,” vol. ii., p. 113 ; printed at Hyderabad, Deccan).
1686 Or ‘dkif maysignify t h dweller in Mecca, and bdd, the dwellers in tL desert, or
the two may respectively signify one who dwelEs &nit constantly and me uho comes to it
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[PART XVII.

SECTION 4
The Saared How8
26. Abraham
purifies
the Sacred House.
28-33. Respect of the Sacred House and Unity.

b

1968.

Ar. thee.

21. Pilgrimage proclaimed.

26 And whenWe assigned
toSbrahahthe
place of the
House,saying
Do not associate with Me aught, and purify
My House for those mho make
the circuit andstand to pray
and bow andprostratethemselves.
27 And proclaim among men
I
o
a
i they mill
thePilgrimage :
come to you on foot and on
every lean camel, coming from
every remote path,168s
25 Thattheymaywitness
advantages for them
and
n~ention
the
name
of Allah
duringstateddays
over what
H e has given them of the
cattlequadrupeds,theneat
of
themand
feed thedistressed
one, theneedy.16ng

occasionally. The unbelievers, being then in possession of the Sacred Mosque, prevented the
Muslims from using it. They are
told that this state of things shall be brought to an end,
for itmust be open to all visitors, and that could only be brought about by the hhslims
being made masters of it.
1687 The words are addressed to the Holy Prophet, and contain a mighty prophecy that
Mecca will become the centre to which men shall come for pilgrimage. The grandeur of this
prophecy becomes the greater when it is borne in mind that it was announced just at the
time when the Holy Prophet was being driven away from Mecca by his enemies, whowere
being left the sole masters of the place, .4t the time of this prophecy the Holy Prophet and
his followers had no access to the holy place, asis clearly statedinv.
25. Justunder
circumstances when hfecca seemed to have lost every chance of becoming a Muslim centre,
and when the Muslims themselves werein danger of being entirely swept off, the mighty
prophecy is pronounced in the most forcible words that Islam shall spread to all nations and
hlecca shall become the universal centre to which pilgrims from allnationsshall always
of the Divine
continue to resort.This
one sign is sufficient to demonstratethetruth
message to the Holy Prophet, for no human foresight could ever utter such a grand and
sublime prophecy under such adverse circumstances.
1688 The ddmir, or the lean camel, is particularly mentioned here to indicate the great
distances from which the pilgrims should come.
1689 The subject of sacrifice is one that is specially related to the pilgrimage, because
of sacrifice on this occasion
every pilgrim must sacrifice an animal.Theoutwardact
indicates the reason which has required pilgrimage to he made one of the principles of
Islam. I n faot, it is the lesson of sacn$ce that is taught in both these institutions.The
subject as regards the sacrificing of animals is fully discussed in the next section. Here it
may only be noted that the pilgrimage reguiree all comforts of the body to be aaorificed before
an ordinsnce of Allah, and this is the practioel lesson taught in pilgrimage, without which
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29 Then let them accomplish
their needful acts of shaving
andcleansing,andletthem
fulfil their vows andletthem
go round theAncient House.16"
30 That(shall be so) : and
whoever respects
the
sacred
ordinances of Allah, it is better
for him with his Lord ; and the
cattle are made lawful for you,
except that which is recited to
you, therefore avoid the uncleanness of the idols and avoid
false words,
31 Being uprightfor Allah,
not associating aught
with
H i m ; and whoever associates
(others)with
Allah, it is as
thoughhehad
fallen from on
high, then the birds snatch him
away .or the wind carries him
off to a far-distant place.
32 That(shall be BO): and
of
whoever respectsthesigns
Allah, thissurelyis(theoutcome) of the piety of hearts.
33 You haveadvantagesin
themtill
a fixed time,then
their place of sacrifice isthe
Ancient House.
SECTION 5
Sacriflcen
34-37'. Meaningunderlying

sacrifices.

34 And toeverynationWe
appointed acts of devotion that
they may mentionthename
of Allah on what H e has given
them of cattle
thequadrupeds
;
so your God is One God, therefore to Him should you submit,
and give good newstothe
humble,leQ1

38. Necessity for sacrifice of life.

-,, e aws9/.,.,
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no religion can live and show vitality. Other benefits of the pilgrimage are mentioned
in the following verses. It may be added that the act of the pilgrim finds m echo throughout
the Muslim world, for every Muslim in well-to-do oircumstances sacrifioee an animal on this
occasion, which is known as the 'id ud&~hd.
1690 The mention of the Ka'be a8 the Ancient House, here and in v. 33, shows that it is
so old that it came to be known throughout Arabia by that name, thus pointing to its very
remoteantiquity. See further 170.
1691 The principle of sacrifice is one which is accepted in one form or another by all
nations of the world. Like all other religious principles which are universally recognized, the
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35 (To) those whose hearts
tremble
when
Allah is mentioned, and
those
who are
patient
under
that
which
afflicts them,andthose
who
keep up
prayer,
and
spend
(benevolently)
out
of what
Wehave given them.'eQa
36 And (as for) the camels,
Wehave
made them of the
signs of the religion of Allah
for you $693 for yon therein is
much good ; therefore mention
the name of Allah on them as
they stand in a row,then when
they fall down eat of them and
feed the poor man who is contented and the beggar ;I694 thus
have We made themsubservient to you, that you may
be grateful.
37 There does not reach
Allah their flesh nor
their
blood, but to Him is acceptable
the guarding (against evil) on
principle of sacrifice finds a deeper meaning in Islam.
The outward act is still there as
of
old, but it no more conveys the meaning attached to it in some ancient religions, viz. that of
appeasing an offended Deity, or that of serving as an atonement for sins, but signifies the
sacrifice of the sacrificer himself, and becomes thua an outward symbol of his readiness to lay
down his life if required and to sacrifice all his interests and desires in the cause
of truth.
Hence it is that words introducing the subject of sacrifice are immediately followed by an
injunction to submit oneself entirely to Allah, Who is the one God, i.e. the only Being Who
deserves to be made the true object of one's love and the true goal of one's life. See further
what follows.
1692 It is hy themention of Allah'snamethat
an animalissacrificed,andherethe
Muslims are told that it is not an empzy mention of a word that they make, but the meaning
underlying it is that their own hearts should tremble at the mention of that name, and they
should bear in mind, if they have sacrificed an animal over which they hold control,
how
much more necessary it is that they should lay down their lives in the way of Allah, Who is
notonlytheir Master but also theirCreatorandtheirSustainer,andthus
exercises a far
greater authority over them than they do over animals. Hence a verse speaking of sacrifices
is immediately followed by one which requires the exercise of great patience and endurance
under hard trials by the faithful. I n the sacrifice of animals Islam thus gives a lesson to its
followers of laying down their own lives in the cause of truth.
1693 The meaning conveyed here is the same as that in the previous verse. The camels
whiah are brought for saorifice to Mecca by the pilgrims are here stated t o be only outward
signs of the true religion of Allah, that religion being no other than the religion of entire
submission end of laying down all one has, even one'8 life, in the way of Alhh.
1694 The flesh of the animals saorificed is not to be wasted, but it should serve asfood for
the poor and the needy. Thus, while inwardly laying down one's life in the cause of truth,
it ia to be borne in mind that outwardly a Muslim should
devote himself to the service
of
humanity. The burying of the flesh of the numerous sacrifices at Mecca, on the occasion of
the pilgrimage, is not in accordance with any injunction of the Holy Qur-&n or any saying
of the Holy Prophet. It can be turned to good urn.

CH. XSII.]

BELIEVERS PERMITTED TO FIGHT
your part ;le95 thushasHe
made them subservient to you,
that you maymagnify
Allah
because H e has guided you
aright;
and
give good news
to those
who
do good (to
others).
38 Surely Allah will repel
from those who believe ; surely
Allah does not love any one
who is unfaithful, ~ n g r a t e f u l . ~ ~ ~. 6
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SECTION 6
BelieYsm permittedtoFight
39. Fighting permitted in self-defence. 40, 41. Object of war to establish
freedom of religion. 42-46. People destroyed formerly. 47, 48. Punishment
w
l
l
i not be hastened.

39 Permission(to
fight) is
given to those upon whom war
is made because they are
oppressed,
and
most
surely
Allah is well able to assist
them ;le97
1695 This verse settles conclusively that it is not the outward act of sacrifice which is
acceptable, but the deep meaning of s a w i j c e which underlies it. Those who consider Islam
to be a religion of ceremonial should note these plain words. It should also be borne in mind
that the idea of atonement is quite foreign to the Islamic sacrifices. It is the righteous whom
Islam requires to sacrifice, and this is hinted at in thewords, to Him is acceptable the guarding
(against evil) on your part.
1696 That which shall be repelled from the believers is the mischief of the unbelievers
(Rz). With this verse, which brings this section to a close, is introduced a new subject-the
subject of fighting in the way of Allah, which is dealt with at length in the following section.
This sheds light upon the connection which exists between the two subjects, and, moreover,
serves to illugtrate how apparently unconnected verses are deeply connected with one another,
the connection being sometimes BO deep as to be undiscoverable to a superficial observer. The
connection in this case is that when the true meaning of sacrifice has been taught, the Muslim
has in fact been prepared to bring into practice the theory of the sizcrifioe. Hence he is told
that the time is near
when he shall be required to laydown his very life in thedefence of truth,
which the opponents are striving to exterminate.Therefore,the subject of fightinginthe
cause of truth is a fitting sequel to the subject of sacrifices, as casting further light upon the
inner meaning of sacrifice, and also requiring that doctrine to be carried into practice.
1697 According to authentic reports, this is the earliest permission given to the Muslims
to fight. There is nothing to show that this verse was not revealed at Mecoa. On the other
hand, it is clearly a Meccan revelation, like the rest of this chapter, and it was owing to thia
revelation that in the well-known oath of allegiance taken at 'Aqaba the Holy Prophet
required a promise fromthe Medina deputationthat they would defend himagainst his
enemies even as they would defend their own children. The words in which the permission
is granted show clearly that war was Erst made on the Muslims by their opponents; and
secondly, thatthe Muslims hadalready suffered great oppression atthehands of their
persecutors. It also shows that when permission was given the Muslims wereveryweak,
for they are comforted by the words that Allah is able to help them.The
words of the
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40 Those who have been
expelled
from
their
homes
cause
except
without B just
Our Lord is
thattheysay:
Allah.And had there not been
Allah’s repellingsome
people
by others, certainly there would
have been pulled down cloisters
andchurchesandsynagogues
and mosquesinwhich
Allah’s
name is much
remembered;
and surely Allah will help him
who
helps
Hi;s cause; most
is
Strong,
surely Allah
Mighty :169B
41 Those who, should We
establish them in the land, will
keepupprayerandpaythe
poor-rateandenjoin good and
forbidevil ; and Allah’s is the
end of affairs.
42 And if theyreject
you,
thenalready before them did
the people of Noah and ’Ad and
Samood reject(prophets),
- 4 3 And the people of
Abraham
and
the
people of
Lot,
44 As well as those of
Midian,and
Moses (too) was
rejected,but I gave respiteto
the
unbelievers,
then
did I
overtake them, so how (severe)
was My disapproval.
45 So how many a town did
We destroy while it wasunjust,
so it was fallen down upon its
roofs, and
(how
many
a)
deserted well and palace raised
high.

next verse, those whohave been expelled from their homes, may refer totheimmigration
to Abyasinia, or to the slow exodus to Medina which commenced soon afterthe ’Aqaba
’ allegiance.
1698 Those who callIslam a religion of fanaticism may be remindedhere that the
religious freedom which was established by Islam in a country like Arabia thirteen hundred
years ago has not yet been surpassed by the most civilized and tolerant of nations, while
many of the civilized Christian nations are still as far from upholding this noble principle as
ever they were. I t deserves to be noted that the lives of M ~ s l i mare
~ to be s s c r W not only
to stop their own persecution by their opponents and to save their own mosques, but to save
churohes, synagogues, and oloisters as well-in fact, to establish perfect religious freedom.
The mosques, though they are the places where the name of Allah is remembered most of all,
come in for their share of protection even after the churches and the synagogaes”such is the
tolerantattitude of Islam to other religions. Has any other religious teachertaughtthat
noble prinoiple, or is there a
single direction in the w r e d scriptures of any other religion
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46 Havethey not travelled
in the lend so Wat they should
have
hearts
with whioh to
understmd, or ears with which
to hear 1 for surely it ifl not the
eyesthat me blind, but blind
are the hearts which are in the
breasts.1699
47 And they ask you to
hasten on the chastisement,end
Allah mill by no means fail in
His promise, and surely a day
with your Lard is as B thouof - what you
sand
years
number.1699'
48 And how many a town to
which I gave res ite while it
was unjust, then ?overtook it,
and to Me is the return.

SECTION 7
Opporltion to the Prophet
49-54. Opposition ahall be brought to naught.

decision.

49 say : o people I I am only
plain weaner to you.
50 Then (as for) thosewho
believe and do good, they shall
have forgiveness and &n
honourable sustenance.
51 And (as for) those
who
strive to oppose Our communisations, they
shall
be the
inmates of the flaming fire.170'3

55-57. The day of
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thatits faU
' OWrere should lay down their lives to protect the places of worship of other
religions? Muslims closelyfollowed t h e m direations, and every commmder of an army
had express o d e - to respeot all housee of worship, and even the oloieters of monb,
dong with their inmtes.
1699 The statement mede here affords e conclusive proof that the ailments spoken of in
the Holy Qpr-Bn are not the Wen&
of the body, but spiritual di8eaEes. Mmy UI intrioate
point can be easily eettled if this fact is borne in mind.
1699~Here the Qw-hwema to speak plainly of the punbhmeni of the opponents of truth
who were to oome later. The people spoken of here are B peoplewho have been dowed
to oppose the progress of Ielam lor a thouand yeem.
1700

The phrase which I render 88 atfive to oppose Ow cannccmicath is

3 \F
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1701 The story which is suggested as expl&iningthis verse is absurd and altogetherbaseless.
That the story of the praising of idols and of wcording recognition to any power or privilege
of intercession in their behalf is a pure forgery is shown in 2382. Here I may only note
that d l learned commentators have always rejected it, a8 Re observes : A s regards those who
aim at accuracy and truth they aay that this story is false and aforgery. BQ makes similar
remarks.
The words of the Qur-tin do not, and cannot, mean that when a prophet recites a revelation the devil introduces his own words into his recitation. Apart from the apparent absurdity
of it, we find the Qur-bn negativing any such suggestion. For instance, in 72 :26-28, which
was revealeti before this ohapter, we 6nd the plain statement that the messages of the Lord
am delivered in all their purity : “ H e does not reveal His secrets to any, except to him whom
He chooses as an apostle ; for Purely He makes a guard to march before him and after him, 80
that He may know thet they have truly delivered the messages of their Lord.” Moreover, it
is absolutely inaonaeivable that auoh an important incident 81 the Prophet’s having accepted
the interceasion of idols should have been mentioned inthe Qur-Bn eightyearsafterit
dn-Najm (the 55rd chapter),in
happened. I t is admitted on allhandsthattheohapter
which the change is said to have taken plwe, was revealed about the fifth year after the
Prophet’s preaching, while the portion of thischapterunder
discussion was revealed on
the eve of the Prophet’s departure from Mewe. That more than half the Qur-Qnahould have
been revealed during this long period without a single reference to the alleged story, and that
it should then have been quite unnecessarily referred to in a sura where it is quite out of place,
is alone sufficient to give the lie to the contention of men like Muir that this story is referred
to here. It i n also worthy of note that the form of the worda is 80 general that it of neaeesity
follows (if the reference.b the alleged story may be taken to be implied here) that every
prophet and every apostle must have experienced a similar insertion into hisreveletion at the
a
s
eno single word of the
devil’s suggestion, but this idea must be condemned, not only b
Holy Qnr-&n can be produced in itB support, bat aleo because history falaifles it. For intarnal
evidence as to the falsity of the story BW 2382.
What is the meaning of the wordn then? T o m a d , aooordlng to dl lexicologists, signifies
he h i r e d ; end eoaording to TA,tamanni signi5eu thc dcaire to attain to that which i s liked
by OM. Now, what every prophet desirtur is the establishm in t h e world of the Unity of the
Divine Being md of the truth that is revealed to him, m d i t ia with this desire of every
prophet that the devil, who i8 no other thm h i a leading opponent, interferee, instigating men,
d i n g suggesticnu to them, BP stated here, to oppoee theprophet and the a
p
r
d of the w.
That thia is the true meaning is also shown by the context, which de& with the eet&L&hg
of the truth snd the desire of the opponents of truth to ennihilste i$. 8ee the previous VWM,
which condemns those who fight snd oontset with (he Prophet to renderhim unable to
17oa,1705, aea next page.
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54 And that those who have
been given the knowledge may
know that it is the truth from
your Lord, so they may believe
in it and their hearts may be
lowly before if ; and most
surely Allah is the Guide, of
those who believe, into a right
path.
55 And those who disbelieve
shall not cease to be in doubt
concerning it until the hour
overtakes them
suddenly,
or
there comes on tliem the chastisement of a destructive day.1701
56 The kingdom on that day
shall be Allah's ; He will judge
between them ; so those who
believe and do good will be in
gardens of bliss.
57 And (as for) those who
disbelieve in and reject Our
communications, these isit
who shall have
disgraceful
ohestisement.

'SECTION 8
The Fdthfal r b U be rrtablbhed In the Land
68-81. The persecuted shall be helped.
Bevelation will bring life.

58 And (as for) those who
way1705and
are
die, Allahwill
Imost. oertainly grant them a
i;oodly sustenance, and most
I3urely Allah is the best Giver
)f sustenance.
1By in Allah's
1bhen slain or

62. God is

Truth. 69,

64.
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lish the truth in the world. It is asserted in the words that follow, as it M asserted SO
frequently and plainly inthis chapter and elsewhere in the Qur-An, thatthephns
of
the enemieewillbe frustrsted and truth established in the world.
1702 The devil%strivings ae;ainst the Prophet become a trial for the week, who, unable to
endure the severe perseoutions of their enemies, go bsck t o unbelief.
1703 It should be noted that in theconoluding passage the unjust (gdlimin) me substituted
for the Wl,
end opprition for i&ci or ruggention, thus showing that the dmvil's mggestion is
nothing but the opporition of the cnnniu of truth, being 8 suggestionto the haarts of the enemies
of the Prophet.
1704 '&in, applied to a womb, means barren; applied to wind, it eignifies ruck 61 does
not fnrctifV (TA-U) ; hen\
in 61 : 41 means a h t r u e t i u e wind, and
ed. hem a dcrtncetive &y, i.e. a day bringing no good. This verse, 8s wella8 t h e

e

a\

two following,while explaining those preoeding, state in most clew and forcible lsnguage the
propheq of the eaiablishment of truth-for thet is the kingdom of Allah-and the discomfiture
of the power of evil.
1705, 888 next page
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59 Be will aertainl oanse
to
a p L of
$hem enter
entmnce which theyshall be
well pleased with ; and most
surely A h h is Knowing,
Forbearing.
60 That (shall ' b e so): and
he who follows up (evil) with
the like of that with which he
has been aftlicted and. he has
been oppressed, Allah will most
certainly aid him ; most surely
Allah is P a r d o n i n g , Forgi~ing.~'O~
61 That is because Allah
causes the night toenter into
the day and causes the day
to enterintothenight,
rand
because Allah is Hearing,
Beeing.17Q'
62 That is because Allah is
the Truth, and that what they
call upon besides Him-that is
the falsehood, end because
Allah is the High, the Great.
63 Do you not see that Allah
Isends down water from .the
;loud so the
earth
becomes
s u r eAl yl l a h
is
I:reen?
Benigwnt, Aware.
64 Hisis whatsoever is in
and
whatsoever
I;he heavens
earth';
and
most
is in the
the
Elurely Allah is Self8#ufficisnt,the Praised.

-

1705 The mere occurrence of the word hdjarzi (theyfled) in this verse does not show that
it ww not revealed at Mecca, for aflight of the faithful to Abyesinia had taken place as early
as the fifth gear of the Holy Prophet's preaching. Mcreover, it should be noted that the

Holy Prophet, with Ab6 Bakr and 'Ali,were

the last mento

depart from Mecca on the

occasion of the second flight. A true and generous leader of men, he waited to Bee hie
faithful followers depart before he left, so that their safety might be ensured. There is no
doubt that if he had left his followers behind him they would have encountered E very hard
fate at the hands of an exaaperated enemy. The reference to some being slain after their

flight is clesrly prophetid.
1706 This verse permits the Muslims, who were long persecuted and oppressed;t o F n i s h
their perseciitora, but at the same t i e recommends pardon s n d forgiveness by referring to
those two attributes of the Divine Being in the concluding words of the verse.
170'7 ApparenUy the succession of the day and the night refers hereto t h e turn of fattone
hinted at in the previous verae, becaye an oppressed eommunity.coMd notpapiah Ita perma&rs unless it gained t h e mastery over them.' - The a i m e is indicated in -a!two.&trit&as
of~theDivine'Beingwith which the verse ie closed. .The verses'that follow,con&in hints' to
ate name &&*
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Do g& not see that Allah'
has madesubservient
to you
whatsoever ia in the earth and
the ships running in the sea by
His command? And He withholds the heaven from falling
on theearth except with His
permission ; lriost surely Allah
is Compassionate, Merciful to
men.1708
66 And He it is who has
brought you to life, then He
will cause you to die, then
bring you to life (again) ; most
eurely man ie ungrateful.
67 T o everynation We appainted acts of devotion whioh
they observe,1709therefore they
should not disputewith
you
about thematter and call to
your Lord; most
surely
you
are on .a right way.
68 And if-Qheycontend with
you, say: Allah best knows
WhFt you do.
69 Allah will judge between
you on the dayof resurrection respeoting that in which youdiffer.
70 Do y w not know that
Allah knows what is in the
heaven snd the earth ? surely
this is ip i book; surely this is
easy All&. 71 And theyserve
besides
A11&-thaf- for which He: has
, 6 6 '
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I708 The%st pert of the v e m gives a promise of viotory t o the Muslims, while the latter
part warns the opponents that Allah Hthholds the punishment from them for a time, for He
ie*kindlaadmeraiful to men., The withhdding of the heaven means the withholding of t h e
p n a i s b e n t wkioh the opponents ware told would come down upon them from heaven.
1700 This.
si- ns 8noUwr proof of the~prinoiplesof tolem!~aennd q u d r e l i g i w
M o m to all inoalosted by I e h .

SECTION 10
Polythrinm IhaU be uprooted
73, 74. Helplessnew of false deities. 75, 76. Apostles
are
77, 78. Hard struggles necessary.

successful.

73 0 people I a parable is
set forth, therefore listen to it ;
eurely those whom you call
upon besides Allah cannot
xeate a fly, though they should
dl gather for it, and should the
9y carry off aught from them,
;hey could nottake
it back
'rom i t ; weak are the invoker
md the invoked.1710
74 They havenotestimated
h h with the estimation that
s due to Him; most surely
illah is Strong, Mighty.
75 Allah chooses messen:ers from among theangels
a d from among the men;
urely Allah is Hearing, Seeing.
76 He knows what is before
hem and what is behind them,
nd to Allah are all affairs
urned back.
77 0 you who believe! bow
own and prostrate yourselves
nd serve your Lord, and do
g'ood that you may succeed:
78 And -strive hard in [the
way of) Allah, (such) a striving
a8 isduetoHim
; H e has
chosen you end has not laid

li

1710 The velge, while truly describing the inebilitp of false gods .to oreate the lowest form
of life or to exercise the least wntrol over creation, contains a clear prophecy thet the f&e
deities shall be swept off from the Sacred Hoaw, +nd th6t both the worshippers m d the
worshipped shall beoome helpless.

CE. XXII.)

POLYTHEISM SHALL BE UPROOTED
upon you any hardsbp in
religion; the faith of your
father Abrham ; He named *
you Muslims before end in
this,I7l1 that the Apostle may
be a bearer of witness to you,
m d you may be bearers of
witness to the people therefore
keep
up prayer and pay
the poor-rate and hold fast by
Allah ; He is your Uuardim ;
how excellent the Guardian end
how excellent the Helper !
'
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1711 The true religion of Allah, which has been the religion of all the prophets, is Islam,
or entire submission to Allah. Abraham prayed that from among his descendants there should
arise a nation of Muslims (2 : 128). Abrahamhimself is repeatedlyspoken of in the Holy
Qur-An 8 8 being a Muslim, for he submitted himself to Allah with the oomplete submission
of a true Muslim.
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CHAPTER XXIII
THB

BELIEYERS

(AUfu‘mimh)

REVEALEDAT MECUA
(6 sections and 118 verses)
Abrtraat :
Sec. 1. Success of the faithful.
Sec. 2, 3. Noah and the prophets after him.
Sec. 4. A repetition of the history of prophets.
Seo. 5. Polytheism is self-condemned.
Sec. 6. Regrets of the yicked.
The Title, context, and date
of reyelation.
THIS chapter,whichbringsthethirdgroup
of the Meccan chapters to a close, is known
of The Believers because itdealswiththe
success of the believers. I t is
underthename
rightly regarded by Sayooti as the last Meccan revelation. At any rate there is no difference
of opinionas to itsMeccsnorigin,andthatit
belongs tothelatest
period of the Eoly
Prophet’s Meccan careerisamplyattestedbyinternal
evidence. The concludingsection,
which states how the wicked shall regret their deeds, see”1s to be like a parting word uttered
to a relentless enemy. The opponents were made to taste of torment, end again they were
shown mercy, but punishment and mercy had left them a8 reprobate as ever. Surely there is
clear evidence here of the late revelation of this chapter, and Sayooti’s opinion seems to be
well founded.
Subject-matter.
As the final word of kind advice and as a firm expression of the success of the believers,
of chapters dealing with the
the chapter no doubt forms an appropriate sequel to a group
great and triumphant future of Islam. It seems to continue, in fact, the subject-matter
of
the last chapter, and therefore asserts the succe8s of the believers in clear and forcible words
in the first section, which is followed by two others referring to similar success in the case of
former prophets. The fourth section tells us that the history of the Holy Prophet Muhammad
(may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon him I) is, in fact, a repetition of the history of
previousprophets.ThelastgreatDivinerevelation
was a final blow at polytheism, which
really atanas condemned out of t h e mouths of its own votaries, &s the fifth section shows.
The sixth naturally bringe the subject to a close by showing how the wicked wiU regret what
they indulged in BO freely.
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SECTION 1
Snccesa of the Faithfnl
1-11. True believers and their mccess.
12-14. Spiritual grow&h compared
e0 physical growth. 15, 16. Life after death.
17-22. Divine gifts in nature
a8
I

I

o r are

&vera of
por-rate.

evidence of spiritual gifts.

In thename of Allah, the
Beneficent,the Merciful.

1 Successful indeed am the
believers,17*a
2 Whomehumble
in their
prayers,
3 And who keep aloof from
what is vain,
4 And who act aiming at
puri,fication,1713
5 And who g u a r tdh e i r
1private parts,l7I4
6 Except before theirmates
ix
those whom their right
1hands possess, for they surely
In e not blameable,l715
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1712 The last two chapters opened with a wssning of the approach of judgment. This, as
E fitting sequel, opens with a deolaration of the triumph of the believers, for it was possible
that the wicked should have tasted punishment without resultant good to the faithful. To
dispel all such doubts it is stated that the believers shall be successful even in this life. The

tl &’

past tense

is used to denote thegreatcertainty,

as in

p1

in 16 : 1

regarding thepunishment of the unbelievers, Both thesethings are so certainto come
about that they are again and again spoken of ?s having, as it were, already come to pass.
1713 The words oocurring hereare
\j
whereas throughoutthe
Holy

u$

;r$

Qur-&n, where zakdt in the sense of alms or poor-rate is mentioned, the form
adopted is
u>>-where z a k d t occurs as an objective complement. The Zbm occurring
here is therefore taken as denoting aim and cause (Rgh, TA-LL), and zakdt, carried
back to its literal sense (being derived from zakd, i.e. i t became pure), means purijcation, E significance which is borne by it also elsewhere inthe
Holy Qur-An, ea in
iJs”j
\b in 19 : 13,meaning ‘‘ tenderness from Us and prkty.” But it
should be noted that this significance is preferred simply on account of the construction of
the phrase, and not because, ES is mpposed by some, zakcit (alms or poor-rate) was not
enjoined at Mecca, where thischapter was revealed. SaZbt, or prayer, standing for the
performance of one’s obligations towards Allah, and zakbt, or d m s , standing for the performance of one’s obligations towards one’s fellow-beings, form in early as well 8s inlater
reveiation the two pillars of Islam, and it was only the details of the institution of zakdt that
were given at Medina.
1714 Furq, plural of Furj, indicates the part of a person which it is i?ulecent to expose
(Msb, Q-LL), and hence
L;k means generally the observing of cmtinence.

zy>\
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1716 The words

E$\
k\ & Ld\ of

which a literal
rendering
is

given in

thetranslation, nrmdly indicate semants or slaves. A Muslim, men or woman, is not
allowed to expose, in the presence of others, any part of the body which it is not decent
to expose, but B certain degree of freedom ia allowed to women in the presence of their

23.
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7 But whoeverseeks to go
beyond that,
these
are
they
that exceed the limits;
8 And those who are keepers
of their
trusts
and
their
covenant,
9 And those who keep a
guard on their prayers;
10 These’ arethey who are
the heirs,
11 Who
shall
inherit
the
Paradise;
they
shall
abide
therein.
1 2 And certainly We created
man of an extract of clay,1716
13 ThenWemade
hima
small life-germ in a firm resting-place,
14 ThenWe made the lifegerm a clot. then We made the
hot a lump of flesh, then We
made (in)thelump
of flesh
3ones, then
We
clothed the
)ones
with
flesh,
then We
:aused it to grow into another
creation,so blessed be Allah,
the best of thecreat0rs.~~17
15 Then afterthat you will
most surely die.
16 Thensurely on theday
3f resurrection you shall be
raised.
17 And certainly We made
bbove youseven
ways ; and
lever
are
We
heedless of
:reation.171*
husbands and female servants, and to men in the presence of their wives and male servants.
Acoording to the Islamic ideas of decency, the exposure of such parts of the body as European
ladiesare generally in thehabit of exposing in ballrooms andtheatresis
disallowed, It
should be noted that this chapter is a Meccan revelation, and the conditions under which
slave-girls could be taken as wives were given later at Medina (see 561),so that if the reference
here is to serual relations, the permission regarding those whom their right hands possess
must be read subject to the conditions of 4 : 25. I t may be added that slave-girls when taken
&a wives did not acquire the f u l l status of a free wife, and hence they are spoken of distinctly.
1716 The creation of man is here traced back to earth, as being an extract or essence of
the earth, for the life-germ in sperma is an estract of the food which is drawn from earth in
whatever form it may be. I t should be noted that while t h o first ten verses speak of the
spiritual growth of man, his physical growth is here spoken of, and thus P comparison may
Lx established between the phydwl andt h e spiritual growth.
1717 The several stages in the growth of the human child as given here are quite in
accordanoe with scientific investigation. Only itshould be borne in mindthattheletter
fd, meaning then, aa used in then Ve clothed the b o w s ,
does not always imply order.
Thisisclear
from the context, which s t a b s that there is first B lump of fleah, andthe
nuoleus of the bonm is generated in this flesh.

...
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18 And We send down water
from the cloud according to a
measure,thenWecause
it to
settle in theearth,and
most
surely We are able to carry it
away.
19 Then Wecauseto
grow
therebygardens of palm-trees
and grapes for you; youhave
in them many fruits and
from
them do you e a t ;
20 And a tree that grows out
of Mount Sinai which produces
oil and a condiment for those
who eat.171g
21 And most surely there is
lesson for you in the cattle:
We make you to drink of what
is in their bellies, and you have
in them many advantages and
3f them you eat,
22 And on them and on the
ahips you are borne.

SECTION

a

Noeh’m S a o c e e e
23-29. Noah’s rejection and promise of deliverance. 30-32. Another

?rophet sent with

a

similar message.

I.

23 And certainlyWesent
v I,
’P / /#/e’//
Noah* to his people, andhe
@&&&L$L)\d>
3aid: 0 my people I serve
Allah, you have no god other b(UJJ’ p< & &’ L 9 u I / / I
;ban H i m : will younotthen
guard (against evil) ?
0
24 A n d the chiefs of those
gho disbelieved from among
Js people said : H e is nothing
,ut a mortallike
yourselves
who desiresthathe
may have / G < P + f g p I qpb+s
,uperiority over you, and
if
~U&!$+..X~G
illahhad
pleased, He could s y,, ,,c
Iertoinly have
sent
down
,ngels. We
have
not heard
If this among ourfathers
of
lore :

&’@ST

<,

;.&J.j?f&r~,~b~

~~

1718 Instead of the seven heavens, here we have the seven ways, which are no doubt the
orbite of the mven members of the solar system, excluding the earth. This shows that the
word heaven is used in a variety of ways in the Holy Qur-h. It means what ia overhead :
it m a w the clouds; it means the upper regions; it m a n s the planets of the Bohr system ;
it means their orbits ; it means the whole starry creation &E seen by the eye.
1719 In the tree that grows out of Mount Sinai, and which produces oil, there seame to be
reference to the blesred olive-tree of ‘24 : 55 88 representing the Muslim nation (see 1767).
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b 1179, llso

Ar. t h y .

Ar. thou

art.

Ar. thou.
Ar. thee.
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25 He is only a madman, eo
bear with him for a time.
26 He said: 0 myLord!
helpmeagainsttheircalling
me a liar.
27 So W e revealed tohim,
saying : Maketheark
before
Our eyes and (according to)
Our revelation ; and when Our
command
is
given and
the
valleyoverflows,a takeintoit
of every kind B pair, two,b and
your followers, except
those
among them against whom the
word hasgoneforth,anddo
notspeakto Me inrespect of
thosewhoareunjust;surely
they shall be drowned.
28 And when you arc firmly
seated, you and those with you,
intheark,say:
All praiseis
dueto Allah who delivered us
from the unjust people :
29 And say: 0 my Lord!
musemetoalight
ablessed
llighting, and Thou art the best
to cause to alight.
30 Most surely
there
are
most surely
3igns inthis,and
We are ever trying (men).
31 Then We raised up after
;hem another generation.
32 So We sent among them
tn apostlefromamongthem,
raying:Serve Allah, you have
10 god other than Him
: will you
lot then guard (against evil) ?

SECTION 3
Prophet8 after Noah
8 3 4 1 . Opponents destroyed. 4-4.
Other generations follow their fate.
:5-49. NOWE
and Pharaoh. 50. A refuge given t o Jesus and his mother.

33 And the chiefs of his
)eople who disbelieved and
died the meeting of the herebfter alie, and whom We had
liven plentytoenjoyinthis
vorld’s life, said: This is
lothing but a mortal like your:elves, eating of whatyoueat
rom ana drinking of what you
kink 31720
I

1720 The prophets are rejected because they m e subject t o the snme laws of nature in their
human requirements as other men. The objection would no doubt be valid against any one
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34 And if you obey a mortal
like yourselves, then most
surely you will be losers :
35 What! does hethreaten
you thatwhenyouaredead
and become dust and bones
that you shall then be brought
forth ?
36 Far, far is that which you
are threatened with :
37 There is naughtbut our
life in this world: we die and
we live and we shallnot be
raised again :
38 H e is naught but a man
who has forgedalie
against
I Allah, and we are not going to
believe in him.
39 H e said : 0 myLord!
1
help meagainsttheircalling
1me a liar.
40 He said: I n a little while
1they will most
certainIy
be
Ilepenting.
41 So the punishment over1jook theminjustice,
and We
Inade
them
as
rubbish;
so
unjust people.1721
a..,way with the
42 Then We raised
after
tlhem othergenerations.
43 No people can hasten on
t:heir
doom
nor cm thev
postpone(it).
44 Then
We
sent
Our
apostles
one
after
another;
there
came
to
m {henever
a
apostle,
they
People their
G alled him B h r , so We made

who claimed b be God, but ma propheta a r e human beings theymust be subject to the
laws of nature governing other human beings. And no one can be a model for men who is
not himsell a human being, and who is not subject to the same laws of nature as other men,
for only a man can show men the way by w d d n g in it himself, thereby ahwing how they
can avoid falling m prey to the frailties of human nature. Hence, a Divine incmmtion, or
God in a human body, om no more serve ma a model to men than a man can be model to E
horae or a dog. If Jesus were sinless because he wm God, he cannot be a model for UE who
arenot gods: we went a mortal to show us how to aroid the pitfalls with vhich we 88
mortals are surrounded.
1721 It is the occurrence of the word + a i m in this Terse which has led many to think
that vv. 33-41 of thii section refer to H6d or S&lih. But it shmM be borne in mind that
saibah means punishment (LL),and is equally applicable to punishment by earthquake or by
any other means. In the ohronologioal order of prophebs given in the 7th chapter it is Hlid
who follows Noah, aad his people ’ i d were destroyed by a eandstorm. Hence I tretunleka
the Ford faibah BB measingpnuhnaent,
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some of them follow others
and We m d e themstories;
so away with a people who do
not believe 117B
45 Then We sent Moses and
hisbrother
Aaron, with Our
communications and a d e a r
authority .,
46 To Pharaoh
and
his
chiefs, but they
behaved
an
haughtilyandtheywere
insolent people.
47 And theysaid:What!
shall we believe in two mortals
like ourselves while their
people serve us ?
48 So theyrejectedthem
and became of those who were
destroyed.
49 And certainlyWegave
Moses the Book that they may
follow a rightdirection.
50 And We made the son of
Mary andhismother
a sign,
tnd We gave them a, shelter on
L lofty ground having meadows
tnd springs.1723
1722 The significance of making them stories is that the stories of their evil fate were the
only remembrance of them left after they had perished.
1723 There has been much discussion as to the land spoken of in this verse. Rebwah is
lofty ground, and pa& means cultivated land and n place where water Te8t8 in a meadow
(TA-LL). Neither Jerusdem nor Egypt, nor Pa1est.ine nor Damascus, which are the names
suggested, answers the description, which applies only and exactly to the valley of Cashmere.
Part of the lost ten tribes of Israel is also traced to Cashmere, where a large number of towns
and villages bear the names of the towns and villages of Palestine. The presence of a tomb
known as the tomb of Nabi &bib (Le. theprophet), or Is& SAhib (Le. Jesus), or Y6s Asaf Nabf
(Le. the prophet Y6s h i ) ,in the Khan YBr street in the capital of Cashmere, lends additional
support to this theory. The fact that the chapter deals with the final triumph
of prophets
and their followers and their deliverance from the hands of their enemies also gives us a clue
t o the m y s h y attending the circumstances of the disappearance of Jesus Christ ; for, as has
been shown in 645, Jesus did not die on the cross. This verse tells UB that, being delivered
from the hands of his enemies, he was given shelter at some other plaoe, and the description
of that plaoe as indicated in this verse, along with the fact that Cashmere has a tomb which
every available evidence shows to be the tomb of Jesus himself, leads us to the conclusion
thatCashmere is thelandreferredto
in this verse. As regardsthetomb,the
following
evidence shows that the sacred body of no less a personage than Jesus Christ rests there.
(a) Oral testimony, based on traditions, of the people of Cashmere tells us that the tomb
belongs to one who bore the name of Ylis &sf, who was known as a nab5 (i.e. aprophet), and
who came to Cashmere from the west about 2,000 years ago. (a) The TSrikh-i-A’zd, an
historical work written some two hundred years ago, says, referring to this tomb, on p. 82 :
“ The tomb is generally known as that of
prophet, He was a prince, who came to Cash.
mere from E foreign land.
His name was Y6s h f . ” (c) The Zkmdl-&-Din, an Brattic
work which is a thousand years old, also mentions Yhs h a f as having travelled in s u m
lands. (d) Joseph Jacobs states, on the authority of a very old version of the story of Y b

...
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SECTION 4

A Repetition of the History of Pmphets
51-56. Righteousness of prophets
and
opposition
them.
to
5761. Characteristics of true believers. 62-70. Opposition shall fail. 7174. Acceptance of truth will makethememinent.
75-77. Persistence in
rejection will bring severest punishment.

51 0 apostles!eat
of the
good things
and
do good ;
surely I know whet you do.
52 And surely
this
your
commznrity is one community
and I am your Lord, therefore
be careful (of yourduty)to
Me.
53 Butthey
cut off their
affair among themselvesinto
portions, eachparty rejoicing
in that which is with them.
54 Therefore leave themin
their overwhelming ignorance
tilla time.
55 Do theythinkthat
by
whatWe
aid themwith
of
wealthandchildren,
56 We are hastening to them
of good things?Nay,they do
not perceive.
57 Surelytheywhofrom
fear of their Lord are cautious,
58 And those who believe in
of their
the
communications
Lord,
59 And thosewho
do not
associate (aught)
with
their
Lord,
60 And those who give what
they give (in alms) while their
heartsare full of fearthatto
their Lordtheymustreturn,
h i , that he (Joasaph) at last reached Cashmere, and there died ( I ‘ Barlaam and Josaphet,”
p. cv). This evidence shows that the tomb in Khan Y4r is the tomb of Yzls dsaf. But who
is this YUs a‘saj? That he is called a nabl (prophet) both in ora: tradition and in history

settles thetimein
which he lived, for no prophetis recognized by the Muslims to have
appeared after their Holy Prophet. Again, there is a striking resemblance between the names
Y6s and Yasi~’, the latterbeing the Arabic form of Jesus. There is a striking resemblance in
the teachings of Y6s Asaf and Jesus ; for instance, the parable of the seed-sower occurring in
Matt. 13:3, Mark 4 : 3, andLuke 8 : 5 occurs also in “Barlaam and Josaphet”
(p. cxi).
Another very striking circumstance is that Yas h a f gives the n m e Bushrd (the exact Arabic
word for Gospel) to his teaching, as the following passage from the ‘‘ Ikm$l-nd-Diu ” shows :
“ Then he began to compare the tree to Bushrd, which he preached to the people.” 811 these
circumstances lead us to the conclusion that Jeeus Christ went to Cashmere after the event of
the crucidxion, and that he preached, lived, and died there.
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61 These
hasten
to
good
thingsandthev
we foremost
in(ittaining)them.
62 And W e do not lay on
any soul a burdenexceptto
theextent of its ability, and
with Us is a book which speaks
the truth, and they shall not be
dealt with unjustly.
63 Nay,theirheartsarein
overwhelming ignorancewith
respecttoitandtheyhave
besides this other deeds which
they do.
64 UntilwhenWe overtake
those
who
lead
easy lives
among them with chastisement,
lo! theycry for succour.
65 Cry not for succourthis
day ; surely you shallnot be
given help f y o m Us.
66 My communications were
indeed recited to you, butyou
used to turn back on your
heels,
67 Haughtily
discoursing
aboutit, you withdrew your-

selves t o a distance.
68 Is itthenthatthey

do

not ponder over what is said,

Or,mi-

ncnce.
or.
amd
nence.

br. thou
askast.
AI-.tlrg.

Ar. t?um

fnuiUat.

w is it that there has come to
them that which did not come
to their fathers of old ?
69 Or is itthattheyhave
3ot recognized their Apostle, so
h a t they deny him ?
70 Or do they say : There is
nadness in him ? Nay ! he has
xoughtthemthetruth,and
nost of themareaversefrom
#he truth.
71 And should
the
truth
ollow their low desires. surelv
he heavens and the earth
ill those who are therein w o d d
lave perished. Nay I We have
rought to them their reminder,
,ut from their reminder they
urn aside.
72 Or is it that yo@ask them
I. recompense 1 but
thereompense of your Lord is best,
a d He is the beet of those
rho provide sustenance.
73 And most surelv voib
w i t eto them
(L right wa$

.

I
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74 And mostsurelythose
who do not believe in the hereafteraredeviatingfromthe
way.
75 And if We show mercy to
distress
themandremovethe
theyhave,theywouldpersist
in their
inordinacy,
blindly
wandering on.
76 And already W e overtook
them
with
chastisement,
but
to
theywerenotsubmissive
their Lord, nor do they humble
themselves.17~
77 Until
when
We
open
upon them door
a
of severe
chastisement,lo I they are in
despair at it.172b
SECTION 5
Polytheism in aelf-eondemned
78-83. Unbelievers recognize Allah as the Author of all goodness, but deny
resurrection. 84-89. Allahrecognized as supremeLord.
90-92. Theseadmissions give a deathblow to polytheism.

78 And H e it is Who made
foryoutheearsandtheeyes
and the hearts : little is it that
you give thanks.
79 And He it is Who multipIied you in the earth, and to
Him you shall be gathered.
80 And He it is Who gives
life and ca,uses death, and (in)
His (control) is the alternation
of thenight and the day ; do
you not then understand?
81 Nay, they say the like of
what the ancients said:
82 Theysay:What!when
we are dead and become dust
and bones, shallwethen
be
raised 1
a3 Certainly we are promised
this, and (so were) our fathers
eforetime:thisisnaughtbut
stories of those of old.
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84 Say: Whose is the earth,
and whoever is therein, if you
know ?
85 They will say : Allah's.
Say : Will you not then mind ?
86 Sav : Who is the Lord of
the sevei heavens and the Lord
of the migGty dominion ?"
87 They will say:(This is)
Allah's. Say : Will you not then
guard (against evil) ?
88 Say : Who is it in Whose
handisthe
kingdom of all
things and Who gives succour,
but against Him succow is not
given, if you do but know?
83 They will say: (This is)
Allah's. Say:
From
whence
are you thendeceived?
90 Nay ! Wehavebrought
tothemthetruth,andmost
surelytheyareliars.
91 Neverdid Allah take to
Himselfa son,andneverwas
there with Him any (other) god
-in that case would each god
have certainly taken away what
hecreated,andsome
of them
would certainly
have
overpowered others ; glory be to
Allah above what theydescribe !
92 TheKnower of the unseen and the seen, so may He
be exalted above what
they
associate(withHim).

SECTION 6
Regrete of the Wicked
93-95. Promise to come about. 96. Good t o be returned for evil. 97,
98. Refuge t o be sought in Allah. 99-114. Regrets of the wicked. 115118. Consequences must be s d e r e d .

93 Say : 0 myLord ! ifThou
shouldst
make
me
see what
they are threatened with
:
94 My Lord! then place menot with the unjust.
95 And most surely We are
well able to make you see what
We threatenthem with.1726
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1726 The promise givento the Holy Prophet in these veraea is that t h e power of his
per~e~uto~s
a
h
d be broken in hie lifetime.
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REGRET8 OF THE WICKED
96 Repel evil by what is
We
best;
know best they
what
describe.172'
97 And say: 0 my Lord ! I
seek refuge in Thee from the
evil
suggestions of
the
devils :I728
98 And I seek refuge in
Thee ! 0 myLord ! from their
presence.
99 Untilwhendeath
overtakes one of them,"2@ he says:
Sendmeback, my Lord,send
me b a c k P
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1727 The doing of good in return for evil is the common teaching of all prophets ; it is by
no means a monopoly of the teaching of Christ. But nowhere
is the principle put in such
abeaut,ifulandpracticalformas
in the Qur-bn, and the
whole change is worked by the
simple change of a single word. To return good for evil is only possible under certain circumstances, andnotwithstandingallthesentimentalpraises
of the Gospel doctrine,no
individual or community who hastakenthatteaching
for a guidehasfoundit
possible
in practice to return good for evil in all cases ; some of the latter-day disciples of the greet
teacher have, perhaps because of the impracticability of the original doctrine, adopted rather
the opposite course. The Qur-&n, however, says, repel evil by what is best. Evil isathing
that must be repelzed ; it is not a thing that must be encouraged. But iu repelling it the rule
to be observed is that it must be repelled by what is best. If you can repel an evil by doing
good for it, it is what is recommended ; but if punishment is necessary, and the meekest
folloaer of Christmustadmitthenecessity
of the punishment of evil, that would be the
better course. The aim is to repel evil, and the method of repelling it is to be the best that
is possible in the circumstances. The rule laid down here was the guiding rule of the life of
the Holy Prophet, and is really a true description of his character in requiting the evil of his
enemies.
1728 The evil suggestions of the devils were really the evil suggestions of the nicked one3
who were opposed to the progress of Islam, and the Prophet is here told to look upon Allah
ashisonlysupport.But
even if the words are taken in a general sense there can
be no
objection, for t o seek &ge in the Lord istheheight of goodness. Nowhere has a man
a betterrefuge than in the Source of all strength, and no mortal can aspire to
E higher
honour than having his refuge intheLord.ThecommandtotheProphettosaythisis
really an imwe of the aspiration of his soul, the inmost desire which furnished the guiding
rule of his life. His soul rested in that highest degree of security from all evil suggestions
which is termed the refuge in the L o r d . As he stood on the firmest ground against all evil
suggestions, we do not find any mention of the devil making evil suggestions to him ES he
made to Jesus Christ, for such
no doubt were the three temptations offered to him by the
devil which Matthew speaks of in 4 : 1-10. I ' Then was Jesus led up of the spirit into the
wildernessto be tempted of the devil." And thetemptations offered aredescribed in
the verses that follow. Evidentlythese
were suggestionsintotheheart,whichJesus
rejected like a righteous man.
1729 These words make it quite certain that the devils of the two previous verses are no
other than the wicked opponents of the Holy Prophet, and their evil suggestions are ody
their cruel perseoutions of the Holy Prophet and his followers.
1730 The original has irji'tln, in which irji'tl is in the plural, whereas it should have
been i$' in the singular in accosting the Divine Being. But j n Arabic the plural is sometimes used to denote B repetition of the singular verb, and thus irji'tin is here regarded a s
equivttlent to irji'ni repeatedtwice (BQ),and it is so translated. A well-known example
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’lo0 Haply I maydo good
inthat which I have left. By
no means ! it is a (mere) word
that
he
speaks;
and
before
them
is
a barrier
until
the
day they are raised.1731
101 So when the trumpet is
blown; thereshall be no ties
of relationship between them
on thatday,norshallthey
ask of each other.
102 Thenas for him whose
good deeds are
preponderant,
thesearethe successful.1732
103 Bndas for him whose
good deeds arelight,theseare
they who shall have lost their
souls,abiding in hell.
104 The fire shall
scorch
their faces, andtheytherein
shall be in severe affliction.
105 Were not My communications recited to you ? but you
used to reject them.
106 Theyshall say: 0 our
Lord1 our adversity overcame
us and we were an erring
people :
107 0 ourLord 1 Take us
out of it ; then if we return (to
evil) surely we shall be unjust.
108 H e shall sav: Go away
t*o
into
and
itspiak
not
Me :I733
109 Surely
there
was a
party of My
servants
who
said : 0 our Lord! we believe,

d>

e6

of this is afIorded by the famous verse
3
sJ5
&
where qij6 (the d u d form of the imperative) stands for pif(the
singular imperative form)
repeated twice.
d
1731 That the dead do not return to life is B principle which is reaffirmed here (see 1659).
According to the HolyQur-&nthere we threestates of a man’s Iife, via. his life inthis
world, his life in barzakh, and the great manifestation of all spiritual realities that wiIl take
@am on the day of resurrection ; the stab of barzakh being the intermediate date in which
the mu1 lives after death till the greater resurrection.
Here it is stated in plain words that
no one who has passed into the state of barzekh through death’a door is allowed b go back
into the previous sbb. Seefurther 2165.
1732 Mawdzin is the plural of mawdn, meaning a thing that i s weighed Cgf). As only
good deeds have a weight, and of :he doers of evil it is said that I ‘ We wilI not set up a balance
for them on the day of resurrection ’’ j18 : loa), the word mawcizin is translatedhere as
meaning gwd decda. See also 859 end 1528.
1738 The word i k k a ‘ is need to drive 8 dog back ; hence it indicatea driving caway as
OW aeqire8 ana hatea,
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BO do Thou forgive us and havq
mercy on us, and Thou art the
best of the Merciful ones:
110 But you took themfor
e mockery
until
they
made
you forget
My
remembrance
end you used
to
laugh
at
them
111 Surely I haverewarded
them
this
day
because they
were patient, that they are the
achievers.
112 H e will say; How many
years did you tarry in the
earth ?
113 They will say;
We
tarried a dav or Dart of a
day, but ask "those *who keep
account.
114 H e will say: You did
tarry but a little-had you but
knobn (it) :
115 What I did vou then
think that We had crkated you
in vain and that you shall not
be returned to Us ?I735
116 So exalted be Allah, the
True King ; no god is there but
He, the Lord of the honourable
dominion.'
117 And whoever
invokes
with Allah another god-he
hes no proof of this-his reckoning is only with his Lord;
surely the unbelievers shall not
be successful.
118 And say; 0 my Lord!
forgive andhevemercy,and
Thou
art
the
beat of the
Merciful ones.

1734 Really it W&B not the believers who oeused them to forget the remembrance of their
Lord, but on acconnt of their mocking the believers, the unbelievers forgot their Lord ; henoe
the believers m e here spoken of as hming oeused the unbelievers to forget their Lord.
1735 This verse clearly estebliehes the doctrine of the responsibility of human actions.
Man is not created in vain, hut he shall be returned t o his Lord t o meet the oonsaquences of
what he does in this life.

CHAPTER

xxrv

TEE LIGHT
(An-NtLr)

REVEALEDAT MEDINA
(9 sections alzd 64 verses)
Abstraot :
Sec. 1. Law relating to adultery.
Sec. 2. ’Ayesha’s slanderers.
Seo. 3. Slanderers of women.
Sec. 4. Preventive measures against fornication and slander.
Sec. 6. Manifestation of Divine light in Islam.
Sec. 6. Manifestation of Divine power.
Sec. 7. EstablishFent of the kingdan of Islam.
Sec. 8. Respect for each other’s privacy.
Seo. 9. Matters of state should take precedence of all private affairs.

The Title :
“ L ~ H T , ”the title of this chapter, is taken from the statement made in
sec. 5 , where Islam
is shown to be the most perfect manifestation of Divine light, and is compared to
a most
refined and resplendently brilliant light which shall shine in the East as well as the West.

Context,
Thecontinuity of the Meccan revelation,whichbeginswiththe10thchapter,may
apparently seem to have been abruptly broken by the introduction of a Medinian revelation,
but the reader who has followed the chain of reasoning showing the continuityof the subjectmatter in the present arrangement of chapters cannot fail to observe the deep relation that
exists between the last group of the Meccan chapters and this Medinian revelation. The trend
of the last group of the Meccan ohapters has been t o show the ultimate triumph of Islam. As
already pointed out in the head-note to the last chapter, the group
of the Meccan chapters
beginningwith
the17thandendingwiththe
23rd ohapterdealswiththegreat
and
triumphant future of Islam, and hence it is fittingly followed by a chapter which promises
in the clearest words the establishment of the kingdom of Islam. The principal point dealt
with in this chapter is not really the subject of adultery and its preventives, but the fact that
the light of Islam is the purest ray of Divine light, t h a t i t b a l l never dfe out, that its light
shall not be limited either to the East or to the West, but shall lighten both (v, 35), end that
thekingdom of Islamshall be permanentlyestablished (v. 55). But as the establishment
of a kingdom brings ease and luxury in its train, leading to such social evils a@adultery and
slmder, the undermining evils of society, the latter subject is also dealt with here, along with
the preventive measures calculated to checkthese evils.

Subject-matter.
The chapter begins with acondemnation of sdultery, beasuse it is the
one evil which,
though the least condemned in present-day civilized societies,is the most abhorrent to Islamic
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SECTION 1
Law relating to Adultery

to be
1, 2. Punishment for adultery. 9. Adulterersandadulteresses
socially avoided. 4, 5. Punishment for a false charge of adultery. 6-10.
Accusation of adultery against one's wife.

I n thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

1 (This is) achapter which
We have revealed andmade
obligatory and in which We
have reveaIed clear cornmunications t h a t y o u m a y b e

I

and t'he fornicator, flog each of
them, (giving) hundred
a
stripes,andletnot
pity for
them detain you in the matter
of obedience to Allah, if you believe in Allah and the last day,

civilization. I t is to draw attention to this point that the ordinance relating
to the punishment

of the adulterer and the adulteress is combined with the injunction : Let not p i t y for them
detain you in the matter of obedience t o Allah. In the same section are corelated subjects, such
as false accusationof adultery againstwomen, and the case when the husband,while certain of
the adultery of his wife, is unable to bring forward any evidence. The second section deals
with the gravityof the sin of those who talked slander about a most innocent woman, 'Ayeshe,
the Holy Prophet's wife. This is followed by anotherpardoning 'Ayesha's slanderersand
section deals with measures
condemning theslanderers of women ingeneral.Thefourth
which would serve as a check upon adulterous intercourse. Then follow three sections dealing
with the kindling of Divine light in Nuslim hearts and the manifestation of Divine power in
establishing the kingdom of Islam. The eighth section again refers to the subject-matter of
the opening sections by enjoining respect for each other's privacy, which is calculated to put
section teaches respect for the Prophet's
restraint upon the tongue of slander, and the last
orders, because inhishands lies the decision of allmatters of importance,and because
private matters should not take precedence of matters of state.

Date of revelation.
The whole of this chapter is universally held to be a Medinian revelation (AH), and hence
the attempt of the latest Christian annotator to ascribe vv. 35-45 to Mecca, without assigning
a reason for his assertion, is unworthy of attention. The exact date of the revelation of Bome
portions of the chapter can be ascertained with probable certainty, as that of the verses relating
to 'Ayeshrt's slanderers, which were revealed about a month after the return fromexpedition
the
against the Bani Mustaliq, which took place in the month of Sha'bh in t h e fifth year of
Hejira. The verses immediately preceding, whlah relate to the punishment of adultery, and
those following, dealing with false charges of adultery against innocentwomen, and the preventive measuresgiven further on in sec. 4, as well as those in sec. 8, are dl closely related to the
subject-matter of 880. 2, and therefore must have been revealed about the same time, while
theremainder of thechapter,having a s t i deeper relation to the subject-matter of $he
sections referred to above, mast be taken to belong &o to the fifth year of Hejira. Therefore
the whole of this chapter WEE most probably revsaled in that p a r .
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and let e party of believers witness their chastisement.1736
3 Thefornicatorshellnot
marryany but a fornicatress
(as for) the
oridolatrese,and
fornicatress,none shall marry
her
but
a fornicator
or
an
idolater ; and it is forbidden to
the believerk.173’
4 And those who accuse free
women then do not bring four
witnesses, flog them, (giving)
eighty stripes, and do not admit
any evidence from them ever:
is thatarethe
andtheseit
transgre~sors,~73~
5 Exceptthosewhorepent
and actaright, for
afterthis
surely Allah is Forgiving,
Merciful.
6 And (as for) thosewho
accusetheir
wives andhave
no witnesses except themselves,
theevidence
of one of these
(should be taken)fourtimes,
bearing Allah to witness that he
is mostsurelv of thetruthful
~1185.~73~

7 And the fifth (time)that
the curse of Allah be on him if
he is one of the liars.
1736 Chastity, as avirtue, is not given the first place inmodern civilized society, and
hence, while fornicationisnot
a criminal offence, even adulteryisnot
considered a
SufXoiently serious one to subject the guilty party
to any punishment except the paymenti
of damages to the injured husband. This, indeed, is
E very lowview of sexualmorality.
Materialism has taken such a strong hold of the civilized mind that even chastity, the most
precious jewel in a woman’s crown of virtue, can be compensated for by a few pounds. The
breach of the greatest trnst which can be imposed in a man or a woman, the breach which
ruinsfamilies, destroys household peace, and deprives innocentchildren of their loving
mothers, is not locked upon even as seriously as the breaoh of trust of a few pounds. Hence
the Islamic law seems to be too severe to an easygoing Westerner.
1737 This verse plraoes oneguilty of fornicationunderakind
of interdict. His or her
company is to be shunned, so much so that whores and whoremongers are not allowed to
h8VBUtrimoniEl relations in good Muslim society. This, more than anything else, would
oheck the offence of fornication.
1738 This is an effectual restraintagainstslanderand
gossip, which ea often bring
disaster upon theheads of innocent women. Unlessthere
is theclearest evidence of
adultery against E woman-the evidence of four witnesses-the slanderer is himself to be
punished.
1739 The ordinance relates to the 0888 of husbands who mcuse their wive8 of adultery
and have no evidence. Bee E o m reported in Bkh. In such a case a divorce is effected, the
husband not being puniahable for the tuxusation, though he cannot produce witnesses, and
the wife not being punishable for adultery if ahe denies the oharge in the manner stated.
Compare Num. 6 : 11-31.

'AYESHA'S SLANDERERS

8 Apd it shall
avert
the
oh&stiesmenb from her if she
testify four times, bearing Allah
60 witneae that
is
he
moat
surely one of liars
the
;
9 And the fifth (time) that
the wrath of Allah be on her if
he is one of the truthful.
10 And were not
it
for
Allah's grsoe upon you and His
mercy-and that Allah is Oftreturning (to mercy), Wise I

I
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SECTION 2
lAgenhds Blanderem
I

11 Surely
they
who
concooted the lie are a party from
among y0u.1~40 Do notregard
it an evil to you ;nay, itis good
for ou. Everyman of them
shall have what he has earned
of sin ; and (as for) him who
took upon himself themain
part thereof, heshallhave
s
grievous chastisement.1741
12 Why did not the believing
men and the believing women,
when you heardit, think well
of their own people, and say:
This is anevident falsehood?1742
13 Why did they not bring
four witnesses of i t ? But as
they have not brought
witnesses
they
are
liars
before
Allah.1743

-

1740 The incident referred to in this seotion took place when the Prophet, accompanied
by his wife 'Ayesha, was returning from the expedition against Bani Mustaliq, in the iifth
year of the Hejira. 'Ayesha had gone out on a privata oacssian, but when she returned &e
permived that &e had lost her neaklace, and went back to se.arch.for it. In her abewe.the
attendants, supposing her to be in her hwdah, darted while it wb8 yet dark.; When &e
retuned, finding the camel and the men gone, she sat down thereand was brought to
Medina by S a f w h , who wae coming in the rear. Some mischievous persons from among the
hypocritsa spred fslse reports,slanderingher,and
some of the Muslims d80 aaeociated
themselves with the dander. 'Ayeshe's innooenae was at length established by this reveltion, and those who had haken part in the musation were punished. This is the grievous
punishment referred to in the.conoluding words of the verse.
1741 He who took the main pert thereof upon himself is said to be 'Abdulla bin Uba,yy bin
Salnl, the chief of the hypocrites (Bkh), because he conoocted the lie and circulated the false
report. But according to anothez report it wbs Haesan bin Sabit, the poet, who became blind
in his old age, this being the grievous punishment predicted here (Bkh).
1742 There waB not B single witness nor any circumstanoe that wuld lend a colou' to the
Lolse report.
1748,see next page.
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14 And were it not for Allah’s
gram upon you and His mercy

in this world snd the heresfhfter,
a grievous chaetisement would
aertainly have touched you on

account of the discourse which
you entered into.
15 When you received it with
and spoke with
yourtongues
our mouths what you had no
Lowledge of, and you deemed
it an easy matter while with
Allah it was grievous.
16 And why did you not,
when you heard it,say:
It
does not beseem us that we
should talk of it: glory be to
Thee ! this is a great calumny ?
17 Allah admonishes you
that you shouldnot return to
the like of it ever again if you
are believers.
18 And Allah makes clear to
you the communications ; and
Allah is Knowing, Wise.
19 Surely (as for) those who
love that scandal should circulate respectingthose who be:ieve,they shall have a grievous
:hestisement in this world and
h e hereafter ; and Allah knows,
while you do not know.
20 And were it not for Allah’s
grace on you a n d His mercy,
tnd that Allah is Compaslionate, Merciful.
1743 Severe as the punishment of adultery is in Islam, the evidence of four witnesses is
required to establish the guilt. See v. 4. The allegation of B Christian annotator that this
requirement of the law was simply to shield ‘Ayesha is a base attack on the Holy Prophet’s
gocd faith. All the reports unanimously show that the slander against ’Ayesha was utterly
unfounded, end at least this much is clear, that in her case there was not a single witness.
Why ahonld t h e Prophet then have required four witnesses? If it was to shield ’Ayesha, the
requirement of s single witness would have better s u i M his purpose But the fact is thet
while the Qur-An takes, on the one hend, a very serious view of the crimes against chastity,
it disallows the circulation of $11 reports affecting a woman’s chastity, except those based on
the sweat evidence. Thus even a lighter mcusstion in oonneation with the misoonduct of
women required the evidence of four witnesses.See 4 : M, which was admittedly revealed
long before. This only shows how great e respect Islam has for the virtue of woman.

1

SEOTION 3

N.ndamm of Woman
91.29. Slanderem of 'Avenha to be forgiven. 83-96. Slanderers of nomen

condemned.

!2l 0 you who believe ! do
not follow the foobteps of the
devil ; and whoever follows the
footsteps of the devil, then
surely he bids the doing of inI decency and evil; and were it
not for Allah's grace upon you
I and His mercy, not one of you
pure,
would have . everbeen
but Allah purifies whom H e
pleases;and
Allah isHearing, Knowing.*744
22 And let not those of you
who possessgrace and abundance swearagainst giving to
i 1the near of kin andthe poor
whohave
fled in
Iand those
Allah's way,andthey
should
turn
away. Do
1pardon and
you not love that Allah should
jEorgive you ? and Allah is
Forgiving, M e r c i f ~ 1 . l ~ ~ ~
23 Surelythosewhoaccuse
I:haste believing women, unIswme (of the evil), arecursed
i.n this world and the hereafter,
Itnd they shall have a grievous
C) h a s t i ~ e m e n t , ~ ~ * ~
24 On theday when their
tionguesandtheir hands and their
iieet shall bear witnessagainst
t;hem as towhatthey
did.1747

I.

-

1744 This passage shows that the companions of the Holy Prophet were purified from

sins by ulah's grace, which He manifested through His Prophet. '
1746 Thie is a very important passage. It ie agreed on the basis of most trustworthy
reports that this verae wan revealed in connection with the action of A h B h , who had
sworn not to d o w maintenance to one of his relatives named MlsNh, who had taken a part
in spreading the false reports against 'Ayesha (Bkh). It ahowe in the 6r8t place the broadmindednesa of the Prophet, who d t e r a c t i n g the legal .puniehment upon t h e culprit8 was
required to bear them no ill-will, and hid no mncour in his b r e d even towards the slanderer8
of hie own wife; revelation even required his companions to be kind and forgivbg to them.
Secondly, it mentions Abu Bakr, not by name, but aa one p8we"ing grace and abu-,
t h e former of these words referring to his moral end spiritual superiority and the latier
to abundmae in wealth.
1746 This refera to those who continae to spread evil reporta concerning chests women, the
goaaipmongere in every miety. The slenderera of 'Ayesh8, it m n y 3 noted, were forgiven,
w the previous veme &om.
1747 The evidenoe of the members of the body is sometimes wiheesed in this Vlite
egatnet the doers of evil, in the consequencee of t h e evil done. On the re.ecmrreation b y the

SECITION 4.
Pllsmntke ~ e a e ~ r eagainst
r
Fornioatlon and Blander
27-29.Houses
not t o be entered without permission. 8 0 , 81. Guarded
relation# between males and femdee. 32. A married state bo be preferred t o
singleness. 33, 34. Continence in case of inability t o marry.

27 0 youwho believe1 do
notenterhousesotherthan
until
you
your own houses
have asked
permission
and
salutedtheirinmates ; this is
better for you, that you may be
rnindf~l.l~*~
28 But if you do not find
eny one therein,then do not
snter them until permission is
;iven to you ; and if it is said
10 you, Go back, then go back :
>his is purer for you ; and
illlah .is Cognizant of what
rou do.
29 It is no sin in you that
you enter uninhabitedhouses
wherein you have your neces$arks; ana Allah knows what
gou doopenlyandwhat
you
de.

maeqnences of the evil deeds win assume a palpable form, 88 is &a indicated in the pying
b w k in full of the juet rewarda in the next verse, pnd thas bees witness to the evil done.
This highly developed ides. of the resurrection did not edsf before the Holy Qur-h.
1748 The meaning of this whole passsge is made clear by the conoluding worb, L a n o W i
immpnremn be attrihpd to the pure ones, end they u e free from ahai the impuM on- my.

1749 The Ambe entered 'hansee without permiseion (Bz). This a
a
w custom waa
abolished, and the law revealedin this verse laid down the besie of domestio p
o
e md
&amity d
b
d for an advanid moiety. The law is a k r testbony of the qeet trust
whiaii ~ l l $ i r n a have L their womenfolk. It is dm a preventive meastlre against r l s n d u . .
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1760 The men are enjoined to keep their eym cast down, just as the women are enjoined

to do in the next verse. This injunction is given as a preventive aigainst an evil which deals
a deathblow to d l pure social relations, vie, the evil of fornication. The Qur-hn does not
only forbid evil, but &o points out the way by walking in which man may be able to eschew
it. From this injunction
it appears further that there is no restriction as to women going
out when they-think it necesmry, for if women were totally forbidden to go out of their
houses, men would not have been required to oast down their eyes. In fact, the Holy Qur-An
requires b o k men and women to keep their eyes caet down, so that when they meet each
other, neither nhould men stare at women nor women at men. In a society in which women
never appeared in public, the injnnction to men
to have their looks cast downwouldbe
meaningless, and the similar injunction to women given in the next verm, if they never left
the compounds of their houses, would be equally absurd. AB for the limits of the pardah or
the veil, seethe next foot-note and also 1989.
1751 TO guard the relations betweenmale8 and famslea and to check a too free interminglingof men and women, the Qur-&n now lays down another injunction in addition to
that which requires both wxes to go abroad with their look8 caat down. One part of the
injunction is common to both sexes: both must keep their looks cast down and both must
guard their private parts. But women must observe some further direations. The injunction
which relates to women inparticularis
to keep theirornaments conoealed. Thereisa
difterence of opinion es to whet z h a t or ornament means. According to some it includes
the beauty of the body, while according toothers it is exclusively applied to external
ornaments and adornments (Ra). The use of the B B ~ Eword in the conoluding portion of the
verse, b t them not strike their feet no that wh& they hide of their ornaments may be known,
clearly suppgrts the latter view, a8 the bnly ornaments that can be known by the striking of
the feet are external ornaments. But even acoording to those who include the beauty of the
body in t h e signi5canc.e of einat, it is permissible for a woman to have k r hands and face
uncovered (Rz),aa being allowed underthe exception what appears tkreof, as without
uncovering these it would be impossible for women to take part in any bueiness ; the rest of
the body and the ornaments upon it, whether in the form of tGht clothes or of gold and silver
ornaments, are to be kept conmled by a long head-mvering or, say, an overcoat. According
to Kf ,
&
,
ezceptpt what appears thereof means
~ f l ljL\

L y\

gd&

&

3,w

\ J emept that which it ir ccutomury and natural to umoucr. The

customs of different societies would therefore allow a variation, and one rule cannot be laid
down for all. Aocording to QaffAl the meaning of the words is

i.e. ezcept that which a perton diicloses usually, and in the case of w m n this wan8 tha face
and the two hands @e). Thua a woman when going out should have herselfcovered over
by anexternal wrapper or an overcoat, it being permissible to leave the hands and the flloe
uncovered. The exposure of such parts aa the neck, the bosom, or the arms is forbiaden,

m
them weer their head-coverings
over their b O g 0 m ~ , ~ 7 6 1 *and not
display their ornaments ercept
to their husbands or their
fathers, or the fathers of their
husbands, or their mns, OP the
sons of their husbands, or,their
brothers, q their brother's sons,
or their sister's sons, or Oheir
women, or those whom their
right haads possess,176* or the
male servants not having need
(of women), or the children
who have notattained knowledge of what is hidden of
women; and let them not
striketheir feet so thatwhat
they hide of their ornaments
may be known; and turn to
Allah all of you, 0 believers !
so that you may be successful.
32 And marry those among
you who are single and those
who are fit among your male
slaves and your female slaves ; if
they are needy, Allah will make
them free from want out of His
graoe; and Allah is Amplygiving, Kn0wing.~~63
33 And let those who do not
find a m t c h keep chaste until
All& makesthem
free from
also the display of decorations, whether in the form of ornaments or dress. The display
of ornamente ia allowed only before certain relatives and dependents named in this verse.
1751~
I have already explained what is meant by the wearing of head-coverings 0ve.r the
bosom. The head-coveringas worn in the East conoeels the arms, the neck, and the bosom,
88 also the ornaments worn in the E8rS or on the neck or over the bosom, and the covering
over of these parte is what is required here by the addition of the words over the bosoms.
1752 The inclusion of their women in these exosptions shows that qomea should not take
much liberty with all kmds of women, for indiscriminate familiarity among women
a8

themselves is also a source of evil.

&k.1&L

or t b a e w h ~ mtheir right

h n d r p o r t a r inalade d e and f e d e ~IEVM, for the slave WBB considered as a member of
the family.
1768 The Holy Qnr-bn loolcs upon the married state as t h e normal state, and b
m
e it
enjoins that 80 far as possible those who are single should be married. It also requires both

male and female slaves to be kept in a state of marriage. The keeping of concubines or
unmarried slave-girls is clearly @mx&tent with this. As a religion Islam is against
w l i k y , and mmiders parenthood to be the duty of every human being. In the civilimd
mieQof today most parsons refuse to accept the responsibilities of por&hood, offering LB
an exouas the insufiiency of means to support a family. The Qar-6ndisposes of this false
exause in the simple words, if theg are d y , Allah loiu make them free from want act of
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want out of His grace.17M And
(BS for) thosewho aek f o r a
writing from among
those
whom your right handspossess,
give themthewriting
if you
knowany good inthem,and
of
give them of thewealth
Allah whioh He
has
given
you ;I755 and do not compel
your slave girls to rostilution,
when theydesire to eep chaste,
in order to seek the frail good
of this world's life ; and
whoevercompels
them,then
surelyaftertheir
compulsion
Allah is Forgiving,
Mercifu1.1766
.
34 And certainlyWehave
sent to you clear communications and a description of those
whohavepassedaway
before
to
you, and
an
admonition
those who guard (against evil).
,

i

1754 Marriage thus beoomes an obligatory institution in Islam, only thoee being excused
whodo not find a match or who lack the means to marry. Not only does this injunction
uproot idleness, but it also sftords the surest guarantee for the betterment of the moral tone
of society. In thisrespect, too, Islamhas proved a blessing for the world. No vow of
celibacy has a legal sanction in Islam.
1766 The word kitdb, translated writing, &B used here, stands for muhdtabah, which ie an
infinitive noun of kdtaba, signifying he (a slave) d e ? w i t t e n (or other) contract with him
(his master), that hc (the former) should pay a certain rum ad the price of himself, and on the
payment thereof be free (Q-LL) ; also he (a master) made rueh a contract roith him (his slave).
According to Rz, it was called a kitdb (or wn'ting), because of the obligation which the master
imposed on himself, and themoney wa# paid in two or more instalments. Thus every pomible
faciliQ waa afforded to the slave to earn his freedom. Though the prsotice of the mbster
making such a contract with the slave prevailed before the advent of Islam, the important
reform we8 introduced by Islam that when s slave desired such a contract to be made the
master should not refuse it. Twelve centuries before any attempt was made by any individual
or community to legislate for the liberty of slaves, a dweller of the Arabian desert had laid
down this noble institution, that it a slave asked for a writing of freedom, he W&S not only to
be given that writing by the owner, but he was elso to be provided with money to purchase his
freedom, the only condition being if yuu know any good in them, i.e. if he is fit for work and
able to earn his livelihood. IS there any other religious leader in the world who laid down a
similar law for the liberty of slaves? And, in addition, the duty was imposed upon the state
of-spending a part oi the collections of the poor-rate upon this object, as etated in 9 :80.
1756 It is related that Abdulla bin Ubayy, the leader of the hypocrites, kept six slavegirls for prostitution (Rs). This practice, which seams to have prevailed before the advent o!
Islam in Arabia, is condemned here. But this moet mischievous aurse of society, i.e. prostitution, has obtained an incredible prevalence in the whole of Christendom, and is l e g d i d in
many countrim of Europe as a ncce~raq!mil, while in others it is openly connived at.
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BECTION 5
Yraifatabion of DiPins Light in Idam
85-38. Perfection of Divine light in Islam. 59. Oppotlition to truth gives
fahe hopes like a mirage. 90. Comparison of unbelief to darkness.

Or,nioha
in.

35 Allah is the light of the
heavens and the earth ; a likeness of His iight is as a pillar
on which is a lamp, the lamp is
in a glass, (and) the glass is as
it were B brightly shining star,
lit from a blessed olive-tree,
neither eastern nor western, the
oilwhereof almost gives light
though fire touch it not-light
upon light-Allah
guides to
His light whom He pleases,
and Allah setsforth parables
for men, and Allah is Cognizant
of all things :I767
36 In ,houses which Allah
has permitted to be exalted
endthat
His name may be
remembered in them ;17b8 there
glorify Him
therein
in
the
mornings and the evenings,

1767 N @ , or light, ie that which manifests hidden things, and Allah is called here t h
light of the heavens and the emth, because He has manifested them and brought them into
exiatenoe. This statement is followed by an example of His light, which, if read along with
the connecting verses that follow, makes its own meaning clear, though it has been made a
riddle by neglecting that conneotion.
In the parable that follows, &lam is represented w a likeness of the Divine light, a light
placed high on a pillar so as to illumine the whole world ; B light guarded by being placed in
a glass, so that no puff of wind can put it out ; a light so resplendent that the glass itself in
which it is placed is 811 a brilliant star. I t should be noted that the religion of Islam is
repeatedlyspoken of as the Divine light in t h e HolyQur-An : They desire to put out the
Zighr of Allah with their mouths, but Allah will not consent save to perfect His light, though
the unbelievers are averse 'I (9 :33, 61 :8). Eenoe it ie of Islam that the persble of Divine
light speaks. The blessed olive, from which that light is lit, standshere for a symbol of Islam,
88 the fig stands for a symbol of Judairm (see 2766). The blessed olive, which stands for a
symbol of Ialam, belongs neither to the East nor to the West. Even so is Islam, which must
give light to both the EBst and the West, end which, therefore, does not speoielly belong to any
one of them. The reference seem8 to be to the welding together of the &st and the West in
Islam, a propheoy whichis now approtMhingi b fulfilment in the awakening of the West to the
truth of the principles of Ish.
1768 The Divine light spoken of in the last verse is here stated a~ beingmet with in
oertain houses, the distinctive mark of those houses being that the name of Allah is remem
b e r d i n them, thus ahowing thet these honkma sre t h e hoaree of the Mllslime, and the light
therefore the light of Inlam. These houses, we a r e further told, though humble now, shall be
ezaltcd one dsy,88 Allah has BO ordained. And the d
t
e
t
i
o
n of the humble huts of the Arab
dwellers of the desert to r o p l palaoes is too aleor to need any comment as to the truth of thin
wonderful prophecy.
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37 Menwhom neithermerchandise nor selling diverts
from the remembrance of Allah
andthe keeping up of prayer
and the giving of poor-rate ;17SQ
theyfear a day inwhich the
hearts and the eyes shall turn
about ;
38 That Allah may give
themthe best reward of what
they have done, and give them
more out of His grace;and
Allah gives sustenance to whom
H e pleases without measure.
39 And (as for) thosewho
disbelieve, their deeds are like
themiragein a desert,which
thethirstymandeemsto
be
water; until when he comes to
it he finds it to be naught, and
therehe
finds Allah, so He
pays back to him his reckoning
in full; and Allah isquickin
reckoning :
40 Or like utter darkness in
the deep sea : there covers it a
wave above which is another
wave, above which is acloud,
(layers of) utterdarknessone
above another; when he holds
out his
hand,
he
is
almost
unable to see it ; and to whomsoever Allah does not give light,
he has no light.1760
1769 A further.desoription of these houses makes the reference still more clear. In these
houses Allah is glorified in the morning and theevening, and therefore these canbe the houses
of no othw than Muslims, because the keeping up of prayer and the giving of poor-rate is the
distinguishingcharacteristic of Islam. In these houses there are men
whose business is trading,
because it is stated that merchandise does not divert them from remembering Allah, and hence
these are the companionswho fled from Mecca with the Holy Prophet, because it was they who
carried on trade. The opposition to this light, and theend of that opposition, &redescribed in
the two aoncluding verses of the section.
1160 As the h a t part of the section gives a picture of the brilliant and drzbling Divine
light whioh is given to the believers, the last part describes the utter darkness 01 doubts and
hopes of success are~comparedto 8
ignorance in which the unbelievers are. Their apparent
mirage, and when they are undeceived of these they will find themselves in hdarknesa in
whioh they will not be able to see anything.

THE LIGHT
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SECTION 6
HsnUertstlon of DiYine Power
4144. Eigne of the establiehment of Allah's kingdom. 45, 46. Different
grades of Allah's creation. 47-50. Theweak in faith go back.

41 Do you not see that Allah
is He Whom do glorify all those
who are in the heavens and the
earth, and the (very) birds with
expanded wings 1" He knows
the prayer of each one and its
glorification, and Allah is
Cognizant of whatthey do.
42 And Allah's is the kingdom of the heavens andthe
earth,
and
to
Allah is
the
eventual ~ o m i n g . ~ ? ~ ~
43 Do you not see that Allah
drives along the clouds, then
gathers
them
together,
then
piles them up, so that you see
the
rain
coming forth from
their
midst?
and He sends
down of the clouds thatare
(like) mountains wherein is
hail, afflicting therewith whom
He pleases and turning it away
from whom He pleases ; the
flash of His lightningalmost
takesaway the sight.176e
44 Allah turns over the night
and the day ; most surely there
is a lesson in this for those
who havesight.
45 And
All&
has created
from water
every living
creature:? so of them isthat
which walks upon its belly, and
of them is that which walks
upontwofeet, and of them is
that which walks upon four;
Allah creates what He pleases ;
surely Allah has power over all
things.
46 Certainly
We
have
revealed clear communications,
and Allah guides whom He
pleases to the right way.
1761 This and the previous verse indicate the establishment of the kingdom of Ialam.
1762 This verse oalls attention to the slow and gi-edud progress that Islam was making,
end some of the disasters which the unbelievers had already witnessed, in which they could
we dear signs of t h e 5nd triumph 01 Islun.

47 And they say : We believe
in Allah and in the Anostle end
we obey ; then a par& of them
turn back after this, and these
arenot believers.
48 And when they are called
to Allah and His Apostle that
hemayjudge
between them,
lo ! a party of them turn aside.
49 And if thetruth be on
their side, they come tohim
quickly,obedient.
50 Is thereintheirhearts
a disease,O or are they in doubt,
or do they fear that. Allah and
His Aaostle will act wronefullv
towaras
them?
Nay!
“the;
themselves are the unjust.
SECTION 7
E#tabllshment of the Kingdom of Islam
51, 52. The obedient shall be successful. 53, 54. Obedienceenjoined.
15. Establishment of the kingdom. 56, 57. Unbeliovers shall not weak@,
[slam.

51 The response of the be.ievere,when they are invited to
Allah and His Apostle that he
n a y judge between them, is
mly to say: We hear and we
)bey; and these it is tbat are
;he successful.
52 And he who obeys Allah
md His Apostle, end fearsAllab,
tndiscareful of (his dutyto)
Kim, theseit is thatarethe
mhievers.
53 And they swear by Allah
pith
the
most
energetic
of
;heiroathsthat
if you comnand them theywould certainly
30 forth. Say: Swear not;
,emonable
obedience
(is
de;ired) ; surely Allah is aware
If what you do.
54 Say: Obey Allah and
)bey theApostle;but
if you
,urn back, then on himrests
,hat which is imposed on him
md on you rests that which is
mposed on you; and if you,
)bey him, you are on the right
m y ; and nothing rests on the
ipostle but clear delivering- (of
he message).
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55 Allah -has promised to
those of yon who believe and
do good that He will most certainly make them rulers in the
the
earth
He
made rulers
those before them, and that He
will most certainly establish for
them their religionwhich He
has chosenfor them, and that
H e will mostcertainly,
after
theirfear, give them security
in exchange ; theyshall serve
Me, not associating aught with
Me ; and whoever is ungrateful
afterthis,these i t is who are
the transgressors.1f*3
56 And keep up pra er and
pay the poor-rate and o ey the
Apostle, so that mercy may be
shownto you. .
57 Think notthat those who
disbelieve shallescape in the
earth,andtheir
abode is the
fire ; and certainly evil is
the resort !

l3

1763 This verse not only prophesies the establishment of the kingdom of Islam, but also
its permanence, so that successors will be raised to the Holy Prophet and the Muslims made
a ruling nation on earth. By those kfore them are meant in particular the foEEowers of Moses
(BB). Islam at the time of the revelation of this chapter,or these verses, was still surrounded
by enemies on all sides ; there was still fear for the believers, as the verse clearly shows, and
idol-worship still had the upper hand in Arabia. The triumph
of Islam which is prophesied
in the parable of the Divine light first, and the gradual advent of which is referred to afterw a d s , is here predicted in the’oleareit and most emphatic terms: the believers.shal1 be made
rulers in the promised land, or rulersof the country ; their religipn ahall be firmly established ;
security shall be given to them in place of fear,;.Divine Ueity. .shall rule supreme, no other
gods being worshipped .with the true God. All thesefavoursshall be bestowed upon the
Muslims, for whichtheyshould
be thankful; but if they ace ungratefulafterthatthey
s h d l be dealt
with

&.\

as transgressor#.

6 &&i.e. the denial of

Re explains kufr. here

as

meaning

G.

what i s due t o these ;favours ; or ungratefulness, because

when conveying the mesning of .disbeEief it is generally followed by a b b and the object
of disbelief, But even if the ordinary meaning of kufr be retained, as given in the margin,
the denia2 m e m thedenial of theDivme blessings and not thedenial of therulersor
the successors.
ThoughthepromisecontainedinthisverserefersclearIytotheestablishment
of the
kingdom of Islam and to the Mudims being made saoce&ors to t h e Israelites, LS regards the
promised HolyLand, there maya160 be a reference here to the Divine promise to raise reformers
among the Muslims es. prophete were raised among the Israelites. Such
is the olear promise
contained in a saying of the Holy Prophet : “Surely Allah will raise up for this people (Le. the
Muelims) in the beginning of every century one who shall reform their religion.” The promise
given in the verse m y therefore refer not only to the temporal Bucoe,wors of the Holy Prophet,
bat d s o to his epirituel successors or reformers. The analogy of the Israelites, to which the
veise refera, point8 to the appearance of a Messiah among the Muslims ES B Messiah was
raised among the Israelites, and it W&B on this verse that the claim of the late Mirza Ghulam
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SECTION 8
Respect for each other's Privacy
58,59. Personal privacy. 60. Aged women need not remainin seclusion.
$1. Familiar intercourse in o w e of close relationahip and kiendship.

58 0 you who believe !. let
;hosewhom your righthands
possess and those of you who
nave not attainedtopuberty
tsk permission of youthree
jimes ; before
the
morning
off
prayer, andwhenyouput
your clot,hes at midday in sumof
Imer, andaftertheprayer
the nightfall ; hhese arethree
times of privacy for you ; neither
is it a sin for you nor for them
besides these ; some of you
must go round about (waiting)
upon others ; thusdoes Allah
you thecommakeclearto
munications, and Allah is
I Knowing, Wise.1764
59 Andwhenthechildren
among you haveattained
to
puberty,
let
them
seek
permissionasthose
before them
sought permission ; thusdoes
Allah makeclearto
you His
communications,and Allah is
Knowing, Wise.
60 And (as for)womenadvanced in years17O5 who do not
hope for a marriage, it is no sin
for them if they put off their
clothes without displaying their
ornaments ; and if they restrain
themselves it is better for them;
and Allah is Hearing,Knowing.
I 61 .There is no blame on the
blind man, nor is there blame
on
the lame, nor is there blame on
the sick,1766 nor on yourselves

I/

'i

1
-

Ahmad of Qadirtn, the founder of the Ahmadyya movement, wm b m d . He claimed to be B
reformer for the fourteenth centuryof the Hejira and the Muslim hfessiah.
1764 Rules relating to personal and family privwy are of the utmost importance in
hhe betterment of social relations, and theirnon-obaervmoeleads
to all kinds of false
reports which smdalmangers me EIWE~S
ready to ley hold upon, thereby crating diaaensions in society.
1765 Qd'id (plural gowci'id) Bignisee a woman w h h a c u d (0 b e a ~chiLdrm Crnd to h w s
t h e ' m e ? w t d diachrge (m).
1766 The Arabhad their scrnplea in eating with the biiid, eta. (Rz),in whioh reepeet h y
were like the Jews and aome other people. The Hindas to thi# day eat eeparatelg. Ielem
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that you eat from your houses,
or your
fathers’
houses,
or
your mothers’houses,or your
brothers’
houses,
or your
sisters’houses,or your paternal uncles’ houses,
or
your
paternal aunts’ houses, or your
maternal uncles’ houses,
or
yourmaternalaunts’
houses,
or w h i t you possess thekeys
of, or yourfriend’s(house).
It
is nosinin
you that you eat
together or separately. So when
you enterhouses,
greetyour
people ’with a salutation from
Allah,
blessed
(and)
goodly;
thus does Allah make clearto
you the communications, that
you may understand.

SECTION 9
Patters of State should takePrecedence

of Priyate Affairs

62. Importance of matters of state. 63, 64. Prophet’s call to be strictly
obeyed.

Ar. thy.

Ar. thy.

Ar. thou
plcassst.

62 Only thoseare believers
who believe in Allah and His
Apostle, and
when
they
are
with him on a momentous
affair, they go notawayuntil
they haveasked his permission ;
surely
they
who ask your
permission they
are
who
believe in Allah and
His
Apostle; so when
they
ask
your permission for some affair
of theirs, give permission to
whom you please of them, and
ask forgiveness for them from
Allah ; surely Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.
63 Do not hold the Apostle’s
calling (you) among you to be

lays down a middle rule, and allows the individual a great latitude in this respect. A man
may eat done or with others, he may eat with the maimed, etc., or he may eat from the
houses of near relations and friends. Cut-and-dried rules on these points, like those which
prevailed before Islam, or which prevail in Christian society to this day, are unacceptable to
Islam. Or the negation of blame on the blind and the lame and the sick has reference to the
doctrine which ascribes thesedefects to the sins of a preyions birth, for Islam rejeok
the doctrine of the transmigration of souls. It also lays down n rule which permits
familiar intercourse in certain

caaea.
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likeyourcalling
one tothe
other ;I767 Allah indeedknows
those who steal away from
amongyou,concealing
themselves ; therefore let those bewarewho go against his order
lest a trial afflict them or there
befall them a painfulchastisement.
64 Now surely
Allah's
is
whatever is in the heavens and
theearth ; H e knows indeed
that to which you are conforming yourselves ;1768 and on the
day on which they are returned
to Him, He will inform them
of what they did ; and Allah is
Cognizant of all things.
1767 The significance of this verse has been misunderstood by both Palmer and Rodwell.
It does not indicate how the Prophet is to be addressed, but in what manner his call is to be
respondedto. The context makes it clear. The previous verse states that none is to leave
without the Prophet's permission when they are gathered together for aome important affair
requiring their presence, and the words that follow this passage are to thesame effect. Hence
what is staled here is that the Prophet's call to the believers is to be respected, and not to be
treated as theircalling to one another; becausetheProphet'scallmustrelate
to some
important affair affecting the welfare of the community, while their mutual calling
to eaoh
otherrelates to their own privateaffairs of an Ordinary type.
1768 d
&
\
signifies the state of mind and conduct to which y ~ i con,fonn
l
yourselves, i.e. whether you are eincere or hypocritical.

CHAPTER XXV
THBI DISTINCTION
(81-Fzfrpcin)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(6 sections and 71 vsrscs)
Abstract:
Sec.
Sea.
Sec,
Sec.
Seo.
Sec.

1. A warner for all nations.
2. Truth of the warning.
3. The day of distinction.
4. A lesson in the fate of former people.
5 . h lesson from nature.
6. The transformation wrought.

of reyelation.
The title, context and date
TEIS chapter, which is entitled T h e Dkti?zCtio?~,is, initseniirety,one
of the ar]iey
Mecchn revelations, and it is an error to ascribe vv. 68-70 t o Bledina, as the context clearly
shows. The later prophecies of the last chapter, which clearly promised the establishment of
a Muslim kingdom, are followed by an earlier prophecy as to thegreatday of distimtion,
when truth and falsehood shall be so ciervrly separated that even the superficial eye should
not fail to observe it. Thus it happened in the battle
of Badr, which is called the day of
distinctioninthe Holy Q u r h (8 : dl), and this is the day
referred to in Y. 25.
Subject-matter.
Thechapter opens withthestatement
thatthe HolyProphet’s message was for d l
nations of the world, and, as thelast exposition of thedoctrine of Divine Unity,itmust
unite all the nations and uproot all sorts of polytheism; the Unity of God and the unity of
humanitymust go hand-in-hand.The unbelievers objected to his being FL mortal,andto
this an answer is given in the concluding words of the second section, which asserts the
truth of the warning. The third
section points out that a distinction shall be finally made
between good andevil,andreferstothedag
of distinction.Thesegeneralstatementsare
followed by concrete instances of the fate of previous peoples, some of whioh are very briefly
referred to in the fourth section, and the
Meccans are warned against their persistence
in
error. The fifth section drams attention to some natural phenomena which bear evidence to
the law of gradual growth in nature, showing how merciful dealing characterizes all Divine
laws: laws of which it often became necessary toremindthose
who deridedpunishment
a close by a description of the
intheir opposition totruth.Thechapterisbroughtto
righteous servants of the Beneficent God,being,infact,
an indication of themighty
transformation which hadalready begun to work,

&.
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SECTION 1
A l a m e r for all Nations
1. A message for the whole world. 9, 3. DivineUnity.
4, 5. The Qur-dn
reveals deep knowledge of the future. 7-9. The Prophet is denied end called
a madman:

Inthename
of Allah,the
Beneficent, the hlercifui.

1 Blessed is HeWhosent
down the distinction upon His
servant
that
he
may
be
a
Warner to the nations ;1769
2 He, Whose is the kingdom
of theheavensand
t,he earth,
and Who did not take to Himself a son, and Who hasno
and
associateinthekingdom,
Who created every thing, then
ordainedforita
measure.17‘0
3 Andtheyhavetakenbegods, whodonot
sidesHim
create anything while they are
themselvescreated,andthey
control not for themselves any
and
they
harm or profit,
control
not
death,
nor
life,
nor raising(thedead)
to life.
4 ,4nd thosemho disbelieve
s a y : This is nobhing but a lie
which he has forged, and other
at i t ;
peoplehavehelpedhim
indeed
so they
have
done
injusticeand(uttered) a falsehood.
5 And they say: The stories
of the ancients-he
has got
them written-so
these are
readouttohimmorning
and
evening.
1769 This distinction consiskd in the discomfiture of t h e power of en enemy ah,at the
time when these propheoies were announced, was 80 strong &8 to m11 these proBheoies ‘the
mvings of a madman. The earliest occasion on which the power of the Quraish w&skohea
was the battle of Badr, where their nine mischievous leaders fell, while ita fins1 overthrow
was consummated by the conquest of Mwca. Such & distinctsign of Q e PolyProphet’s
truth, the value of which is in no way diminiehed by the lapse of t i e , no doaM entitlad
him i o be a tme Warner to all thenations of the earth. It should be note3 that the
universality of the Prophet’s message is plainly asserted in this early Metman revelation.
1770 The mission of the Prophet is universal, f o r he is the Apostle of PI King whose
kingdom extends over the entire universe. And by reason of the greahess d His powm €€e
will accomplish the fulfilment of the prophecia which had dready been p m u n a e d . The
verse condemm i n very brief words all kinds of polytlaaism,

24.
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6 S a y :H eh a s
revealedit
Whoknowsthesecretinthe
heavens and the earth ; surely
He is everForgiving,Meroifu1.1771

Ar. thee.

,

7 And they say : What is the
matter with this Apostle that he
eats food and goes about in the
an angel
marts;whyhasnot
been sent down to him, so that
he should have been a Warner
with him
8 Or (why is not) a treasure
sent down to him,or he is made
to have a garden from which he
should eat ?I773 Ana the unjust
say : You do not follow any but
a man deprived of reason.
9 See what likenesses do they
apply to you, so they have gone
astray, therefore they shall not
be able to find a way.1774

SECTION 2
Truth of theWarning
10. Goodnessinstore
for the Prophet.
11-14. Destruction is the end of
the wicked. 15, 16. Reward of thefaithful.
17-19. Falsedeities.
20. All
prophets were mortals.
Ar.

thea.

Ar. the8.

10 Blessed is H e Who, if H e
please, will give you whatis
betterthan this : gardensbeneathwhichrivers
flow, and
H e will give you palaces.1i75
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1771 Hence the truth of his prophecies will be a sure sign of the truth of this revelation
from A l l a h . This isthe reply tothechargescontainedintheprevious
veyses.
1772 TheProphet’slifewasone
of utmostsimplicity.Hedidallhis
work himself.
‘ 6 He sided his
wives in their household duties, mended his clothes, tied
up the goats, and
even cobbled hissandals”(Muir).
Nay, hiskindandgenialnatureoften
led himtodo
others’work.
Once awoman,unable
to work forherself,asked
him to leadher into a
catain street; he accompaniedherthere,
only takingleavewhenher
work wasaccomplished (Mishkht). Therefore unbelievers Bpeakof him as going about in the marts. He WES
a mortal, and partook of the ordinary food of a Rimple Arab. Hence they speak
of him as
mbiwfoo& The amwer to this is given in v. 20, viz. that all prophets were mortal and
subject to human laws, even as the Holy Prophet. This is a clear proof of the continuity
of the subject-matter of the Holy Qur-&n.
1773 Treasures were placed at the feet of the companions of the.Holy Prophet, and they
.were made lords of the fertile lands of Mesopotamia and its gardens, but all this was done in
moordance with Divine law, which requires the fulfilment
of prophecy to be brought aboat
gradually, even a8 it requires all growth to be gradual in the physical world.
1774 It shall be a proof of their having gone astray that they shall not find
a way to
sumem, or B way of escaping from the punishment with which they ere threatened.
1776 The gardens of Mesopotamia, the palaces of Persia and of the Cmsars, were given
to the followers of the Holy Prophet a8 proof of the truth of this prophecy. According to
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11 Bu6 they reject the hour,
and We have prepared a burning fire for him who rejects the
hour.
12 When it shall come into
their sight from a distant place,
theyshallhearitsvehement
raging and roaring.
13 And @hentheyarecast
into narrow pIace in it, bound,
theyshdI
Ghere call out for
aesCnction.
14 Call not this day for one
destruction, but
call
for destructions many.
15 Say : Is this better or the
abiding
garden
which those
who guard
(against
evil) are
promised ? That shall be a rewardand a resort for them.
16 Theyshallhave
t’herein
what they desire abiding (in it) ;
it is a promise
which
it is
proper to- be prayed for from
w o w Lord.’776
“ 17 And on the day when He
shallgatherthem,and
whatever they served besides Allah,
H e shall say : Was it you who
led astraythese My servants,
os did they themselves go
astray from the path ?
18 They shall say: Glory be
to Thee ; it was not beseeming
for us that we should take any
guardians besides Thee, but
Thou didst
make
them
and
their fathers to enjoy unfil they
forsook the reminder, and they
were a peoplo in perdition.1777
19 So they shall indeed give
you the lie inwhat you say,
then you shall
not
be able

7i5

SECTIOPJ 3
The Day of Distinction
21, 22. Demand of punishment.

23, 24. Thewickedandtherighteous
areseparated. 25-29. Signs of the day of distinction. 30,31. Rejection of
the Qur-An andeumity to it. 34. Revelation by portions. 33. A perfect
revelation. 34. E n d of the wicked.

PARI! X I X
21 Andthosewhodonot
fear Ourmeeting,
s a y : Why
have not angels been sent down
upon us, or(why)dowenot
see our Lord? Now certainly
too proud of themtheyare
in
selves and
have
revolted
great revolt.I779
22 On thedaywhenthey
shall bee the angels, there shall
be no good newsonthatday
for theguilty,andtheyshall
say: It is a forbidden thing
totally p,rol~ibited.’7~~
23 And We will proceedto
what they have done
of deeds,
30 We
shallrenderthem
as
scattered motes.1781
1778 This is an injunction to the Muslims to bear the persecutions
of theiropponents
patiently, for these trials mill distinguish the bad from the good. The concluding words are
a solace to them : Pour Lord is Seeing and He will punish the oppressors.
1779 The coming of theangelsandtheLord
signifies the coming of thethrwtened
punishment in the Holy Qur-in, find the aext verse maker it clear. Also see 268.

1780 The words

&&

maybeardifferentinterpretationsaccording

as theyare

taken to be spoken by the angels or by the guilty. In the former case the meaning is that
good news will be a forbidden thing to the guilty, which
is equivalent to saying thai they
shall be punished. 7 n the latter case, the words are a kind of prayer for the coming of an
obstruction between themandtheirpunishment.Thelattersignificance
is given inthe
margin.
1781 All the exertions of the Quraish were brought to naught in the battle of Badr.
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24 The dwellers of the garden
s h d l OR that day be in B better
abiding-place and a better
resting-place.
25 And on h e day when the
heaven shaii burst asunder with
the clouds, and the angele shall
be sent .down a sending.17a
26 The kingdom on that day
shall
rightly
belong to
the
Beneficent God, and a hard day
shall it he for the unbelievers.
87 And thedaywhenthe
unjust one shall bite his hands,
saying: 0 I would that I
had
taken
a way wifh the
Apostle : 1783
28 0 woe is me ! would that
I had not takensuch o one
for a friend !
29 Certainly he led me astray
from the reminder after it had
devit
come to me ; andthe
fails to aid man.
30 Arld the Apostle cried
out : 0 myLord ! surelymy
people have treated this Q w b n
as a foorsaken thina.
3 f .4nd thus hive We made
for every prophetanenemy
from
among
the
guilty,
a d
suficient is y o z ~Lord as a
Guide andaHelper.
32 And those who disbelieve
say: Why has not the Qur-&n
been revealed to
him
all a t
once?
Thus,
that
We may
’ establish yozcr heart by it and
We have arrangedit well in
arranging.’TE4

I782 Thia description of the day of Badr is also given in 8 : 11, where the fall’ing of rain
is clearly mentioned, and on the same occasion is also mentioned the coming of the angel8.
The next verse show that it will be a day of victory for the Muslims, the believers in the
Beneficent God, and a hard day for the unbelievers. In fact, the distress andhardship the
Quraish experienced in the bbttle of Badr were not tasted by them in any of their subsequent
ememtern wirtr the Nuslime,
1.783 ’Lqba is said to be the pereon panticulssly m m t here. He w&5 one of the Quzaish:
chiefs who, to please a friend, spat in the Prophet’s
face (Rz). At Badr Be wasthe only
prisoner to he put to death.
Afier the battle, as the dead bodies of the Quraish chiefs who
fell were being conveyed to a pit to be buried, the Prophet excl’aimed, as he named the chiefs
against whom he had pcayed on account of their severe persecution of the Muslims : I‘ Have
you now found that which your Lord promisea true? Surery r Bave found what my Lord
promised me to be true.” TTx reference was no doubt to these cl’ar and forcible prophecies
date. at
a so eariJ
1784,see next page.
declared
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33 Andtheyshallnotbring
to you any argunrent, but W e
6 ' 4
b
,A':,
/s/,
have brought to you (one) with
in
best
trut'h
and
significan~e.'~~~
0
34 (As for) thosewhoshall
'99t '
, *#,,?9.,'.
'~&~.9>&UJ&V$
be gathered
upon
their
faces
tohell,theyarein
a worse
,
plight
and,
straying
farther
away fromthepath.

h+wb
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SECTION 4

A Lesson in the Fate of Former Peopre
35-39. Variouspeopledestroyedbefore.
40. TheMeccansdonottake
a
warningfromtheirfate.
41-44, Theymock theProphet and persisl in
error'.

8

1584.
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35 AndcertainlyWegave
Moses the Book and We
appointed with him his brother
Aaron an aider:
36 Then We said: Go you
both tothe people whorejected
so W e
Ourcommunications;
destroyed them with utter
destruction.
37 And thepeople of Noah,
whentheyrejectedtheapostles,
We drownedthem,andmade
them
sign
a
for men,andWe
have
prepared
painful
chastisement for the unjust;
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arranged well the component parts of the

speech (LL). Hence the meaning is that the Qur-&n was revealed piecemeal, so that under the
varying circumstances through which the Prophet
passed the Divine revelation might be a
source of strengthtohisheart;andthen,as
it were torefuteany
suggestion thatthe
revelation might remain a disorderly collection of fragments revealed under different circumstances, having no connection with each other, it is added that the entire arrangement was
also Divinely accomplished. The verse contradicts in the clearest terms the false opinion that
the Qur-Bn was arranged by Ab6 Bakr or 'UsrnBn, for its arrangement according to this verse
was a part of the Divine scheme, brought about in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet mho was
the recipient of the Divine revelation.
1785 dlasal signifies a deacription, state, or case, and is metaphorically applied to a state or
c o ~ d i t i o nthat is strange or wonderful (LL),or it means bujjat, i.e. an argument (TA). The
meaning is that they would not bring any strange question (91:
J l y ) or strange
objection (JB:

&! \

34
. -.@ )

4

which has not been amwered in the Holy

Qur-eS wit,h truth, and of which the best significance ia not given therein. The verse lays
down the basis of an importantprinciple, viz. that the Holy Qur4n notonlycontains
answers to all objections against it, but also adduce8 tbrguments of the truth of the assertions
m d e . I t is sufficient toremark that no other religious book of the world satisfies this
requirement, which circumstance alone places the Bur-An above dl scriptures, and points to it
&s n unique revelation capable of satisfying t h e spiritual requirements of dl men in all t
inea

~

~
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Ax. that.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

Ar. hast
thou.

Ar. wilt
thou.

Ar. d a s t
thou.
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38 And 'Ad' and Samoodb
andthe dwellers of the Rass
and many generations between

them.1786

39 And to every one We
gave examplesand every one
did We
destroy
with
utter
destr~otion.17~7
40 And certainlytheyhave
(often) passed by the town on
which
was
rained
an
evil
rain ;I788 did they not then see
it 1 Nay ! they did not hope
to be raised again.
41 And whentheysee
you,
they do not take you fcr aught
but a mockery: Is this he
whom Allah has raised to be
an apostle ?
42 H e had well-nigh led us
astray from our gods had we
not adhered to them patiently !
And they will know, when they
3ee the chastisement,,who
is
3traying farther off from the
path.
43 Have you seenhimwho
bakes his low desiresfor
his
;od ?I789 Will you then be a
protector over him ?
44 Or do you thinkthat
most of them do hear or under3tand?Theyarenothing
but
t s cattle; nay, they are straying
:arther off from the path.

/:

1786 According to Zj, Rass was a country in mhich a part of the tribe of Samood resided ;
others sa; that Rars is the name of a town in Yamama (TA). The word Rass hes several
other meanings, as, for instance, a well, and it is said that they were a people who threw their
prophet into a me11 (JB). Hence the reference may be to Joseph's brothers, who threw him
into a well.
1787 The meaning is that every one of these generations was warned of its doom by means
of thestoriesandexamples
of those who hadpreviouslyperished,but,notheedingthe
warning, was destroyed as the others had been.
1788 This town is Sodom, which was situated on the way to Syria.
1789 This verse shows how broad is the idea of shirk or polytheism according to the Holy
Qur-in. I t isnotsimplyworship
of idols that iscondemned,butblindly
following one's
desires is equally condemned. Many men who consider themselves the servants
of the One
God really bow in submission before thegreatest of theiridols, i.e. their desiree. In no
other religion hpa the monotheistic doctrine been brought to this state of perfection.

45 Have y o u notconqidered
(thework of) your Lord,how
He extends the shade ? And i€
Be b d -pleased H e would
certainly have made it stationthe
4ry ; then We have made
sun an indication of ik;
48 Then We take it to Ourselyes,, taking little by little.1790
47 And H e it is Who made
thenightacovering
for you,
a,nd thesleep a rest, and He
I. 'made the day to rise up again.
48 And H e it is Who sends
the winds as good news before
His mercy ; and We send down
purewaterfromthecloud,
49 ThatWemay
givelife
;hereby to a dead land1791 and
give i t fordrink,out of what
We have created, to catfile and
1.nanv Deode.
50
certainly T V ~have
repeated this to them that they
may be mindful, but the greater
. nymber of men do not aonsent
t o aught except denying.
'
51 And if Wehadpleased
W e would certainly have raised
3. Warner in every town.1792
52 So do not follow the unbelievers,
and
strive
against
them a mightystriyingwith
it.1793

I'

i

d

L

'

1790 This r& the previous verse show that Allah de@ls mercifully with His servmts.
H,e would not destroy them all at once. The sun of righteousness had risen, and there were,
clear indications that the shadows
of darkness would disappear, but, as in physical nature,
they would not disappear uddenly, but gradually, diminishing little by little.
1791 The mercy of Allah, which appesss in the form of rain in physical natuye, is spiritual
in revelation : &s the pure water from the clouds gives life to a. dead land, so does the pura
Q ~osN
revelatiop horn Him raise the spiritually dead to life.
l7,qZ The companions of the Holy Prophet no doubt had this in mind when they Qprea-d
far And wid% -6,
his m e s s q e and warning into every distant town. How
few Mu&im,
there are t o d a y who are inspired with that z e d to prove the truth of every word of the
Qur-hn.
I t should, however, be noted thaa thewzs~dpesut o o h d i c t the statement in 3 5 : 24,
and elsewhere, that a prophet was raised among every nation. Warners have not been raised
in every town, buttheyhave
been raised in every nation.
1793, see next page.
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53 And He itisWhohas
t h e two seas tofiow freely,
one
the
sweet suMues
that
~.
thimt by ibs sweebess,and tha
lnaLzB

Or, ,,,kea,

~
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othersaltthatburns
by ita saltness ; andbetweenthe twa He
has made a barrier and inviolable abstrtrction.1794
54 And He it is Who has
created
man
from
the
water,
fhen Hehas
made for him
blood-relationship
and
marriage-relationship,1795 and y o m
Lord is powerful.
55 Snd thev
serve
besides

¶
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Ar. thee.

I

1793 This verse affords a clear proof of the significance of the wordjihdd, as used in the
H o b Qur-&n. Thischapter, being admittedly Meccan inorigin,contains
no reference to.

fighting. Every exertion to

spread the truth is, according to this verse, ajihad-nay, it is

ghthgin
of d i g i o n received the name
. . *& or t h e greatjihbd, a n d pbecame
oPjihdd, because underthecircumstancesit
necessary for thetruth to live and
cJled

\&\

defence

prosper, and. if fighting had not been permitted, truth would surely have been uprooted. The
comme&ators all accept this Significance OP nheword here. See Bd, R z , AH, etc. It should
be noted that the greatestjihbd which a Muslim can carry out is one by means uf the Qur-dn,
to vhicb thepersonalpronoun it atthe end of the verse unquestionablyrefers,and not with
the sword. *
1294 The two seas undoubtedly refer to the two prties, the believers, who are compared
to the sea of sweet water, and the unbelievers, wko are compared to the salt-vater sea. Both
exist in the world side by side, and so they would continue.
1795 The passage seems to me to hint at the flight to Medina. The Prophet was related
to the hIecoans through his father, and to the
Medina people throughhismother.
As his
blood relations had persecuted him and were bent upon killing him, he is now reminded of
his reI&ionship throughnumiage to another people. Thischapter is an early revelation,
Divine revelation that the Prophet later
and it mas no doubt due to some'such hint in the
people
on began, gn theoccwion of thepilgrimage, to searchforadherentsamongthe
of Medina.
1796 The unbeliever aided the cause of untruth, as against his Lord, B'ho had sent truth
into.the.sorld,bllthe.inreminded~hisdeitiegBloulddo.himnogood.
1797 It should be noted that good news given through the Holy Prophet, being a manifestation of Divine mercy, alwags takes precedence of the warning of punishment, which is a
mapitestation of Divine wrath. It aJso points to the Prophet as being more concerned with
mercy than with the desire to exact vengeance. He gave his enemies practical proof of tbie.
in every field of battle,

'
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58 And rely on theEverliving Who dies not, and celebrateHis praise ; and Suffiicient is He as being aware of
the faults of His ~ervants,~7~*
59 Who created the heavens
and the earth andwhat is between them in six periods, and
He is firm in power
the
Beneficent God: so ask respecting it one aware.17o9
60 And when it is said to
them : Make obeisance tothe
Beneficent God, they say : And
what is the God of beneficence ?
Shall we make obeisance to
what you bid us’?andit adds
totheir aversion.b

;.

SECTION 6
TheTransformationWrought
61. The lesser and the greeter lights.
62. Darknessis followed by light.
63-74. The transformation wrought by the advent of the Prophet : A description of his followers. 75. Their rewvard. 76, 77. Punishment of rejecters.

br.lamp.

61 Blessed is He Who made
the stars in the heavens and
made therein a sun and a
3hining moon.
62 .4nd He it is Whomade
the night and the day to follow
3ach other for him who desires
to be mindful or desires to be
thankful.
63 And theservants of the
Beneficent God are they who
walk on theearth in humbleless,and
when the ignorant
ddress them, they say, Peace.
64 And they who pass the
light
prostrating
themselves
Jefore their Lord and standing.
65 And they who say : 0
)urLord!turn
away from us
ihe chastisement of hell, surely
,he chastisement thereof is a
asting evil

1798 So He knows best when to pnnish and whom to punish.
1799 The One A m r e ie Allah, who is Aware of dl things. Or the words may be
rendered a8 meaning : So ask respecting Him, ow aware ; the one &ware in this O&BB being t h e
Prophet, who possesses true knowledge of the Divine Being.
1800 GhaTdm signifies a thingfrom which om w umblc to free oneaerf.
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66 Surely it is an evil abode
and (evil) place to stay.
67 And they who, when they
spend,areneitherextravagant
norparsimonious,
and (keep)
between these the just mean.
60 And they who d o not call
upon another god with Allah
and do not slay the soul, which
Allah has forbiddenexcept in
the requirements of justice, and
(who) donotcommitfornication ; and he who does this
shall find a requital of sin;
69 The chastisement shall be
doubled tohim on the day of
resurrection, and he shall abide
therein in abasement ;
, 70 Except him mho repents
and believes and does e good
deed; SO these
are
they
of
whom Allah changes the evil
deeds to good ones ; and Allah
is Forgiving, Merciful.
71 And whoever repents and
does good, hesurelyturnsto
Allah a (goodly) turning.
72 And they who do not
bearwitnessto
whatisfalse,
and when they pass by what is
vain, they pass by nobly.
73 And they who, when reminded of the communications
of their Lord, do not fall down
thereat deaf and blind.
74 And they who say : 0 our
wives
Lord ! grantusinour
and our offspring the joy of our
Ieyes, end make us guides t o
evil).
1those who gnerd (against
75 These shall be rewarded
with highpleees because they
ware patient, end shall be mat
therein with
greetings
end
!3alutations,lm1
76 Abiding therein ; goodly
the abode end the resting-piaoe.
77 Srty : My Lord would not
Icare for you
were
it not for
your prayer ; but.YOU have
indeed rejected(the m h ) , 80
1that which shall cleave shall
toome.

1801 The description of the righteous givan hereshows how great was the tra~~sform~tim
wrought by the advent of the Holy Prophet, a people at the depth of degradation being
oonyerked into such righteous servants of God.

CHAPTER XXYI
THE POETS
(Ash-shu’ari)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(11 sections m d 227 verses)
Abstract :
Sec. 1. The Prophetis consoled.
Sec. 2-4. History of Moses.
Sec. 5 . History of Abraham.
Sec. 6-10. Histories of Xoah, Hud, SBlib, Lot, and Shu’aib.
8ec. 11. The Meccans are warned.

The Title.
THEtitle of this chapter, The Poets, is taken from a reference to the poets in v. 224, where it
is‘clearlysuggestedthatthe
Holy Qur-An isnotthe
work of apoet, because itinno
way resemBles the work of poets. It should be noted that one of the fxequent charges
which its bewildered opponents brought against the
Hdq QwBn was that it was a poet’s
work.TheQur-inhasoftenrebuttedthischarge.Thishas
been effectively accomplished
here by showing thatthe Holy Prophet’s work andpreaching were similarindetailto
the work andpreaching of precedingprophets,bearing
no resemblancewhaterertothe
work of poebs.
Subject-matter.
TT’Bile theprophetsmenlionedhereinareidenbicalwiththosein
t h e 7thchapter,
where they appear chronologicdly, their order ih this cha&r is quite different. The reason
of aceording precedence to the narrative of Moses is given below, the objeet. being to dram
attention to a repetition of the history of Moses in the history of Muhammad, may peace and
the blessings of Allah be upon him I In the opening section of t h e ckapter the Holy Prophet
is iiven i~ mmolation, and told not to grieve too mucb on amount of the unbelief of the
Meceans, nor yet t o despair d their reformation, because human nature must eventually
revalf agahst the worship of objectslower than, ar like, h l f (see 18W). The history
seotiam from the time of his message to Pharaoh
of fiIaseu is taken up in the next three
to that d thu monarch’sill-htedend,togetherwithhishods,
in t b e RedSea.
The
fifth m t i o n takes w bad-tw Abraham, because that pratrinroh giws us tha connecting link
between the houeee of lsrael and Ishmael, or behean t h e two greatprophets, Noses and
Muhammad., may peace and the blessings of U a h baupon them 1 93x8 liest five sections are
devated k z the narratives of Noah, Hud, Silib, Let,. amd Sku’aib iq chronological order ; the
fate-of the opponents of emb of hhese prophets being, as it ware,.& wmning to the opponents
of the F b l ~Prophet : this is clearly indicated in blie concladin5 sedinn of the c b p t e r .
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THE PROPHET Is CONSOLED
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SECTION 1
The Prophet is consoled
I,% A c h w Book. 3. The Prophet not to grieve on amount of the unbelief
of the people. 4. A sign h t willbringthem
low. 5.Warnersalways
mocked s t , 6. Consequencea of mockery. 7-9. Signs of truth.

In the name of Allah, the
Beneficent,. the Merciful.

1

undoubtedly wvealed at Mecea. T h e chief point in each ia the story of Moses, with which they
all begin, although the 27th chapter makes only a brief allusion t o it. In each case that story
begins with Moses being called to prophethood at Mount Sinai with a spechl message for
Pharaoh, ending with Pharauh being drowned in the Red Sea ; the later wanderings of the
Isreelites are not referred to in a n y of them. This common thread of the narrative in all three
chapters gives UE a clue to the subject-matter and
to their connection with what has gone
of the f w q d n , or the great distinctive
before. It will be noted that the 25th chapter spoke
sign that was given to the Holy Prophet, and these three chapters really supply t h e , j u r q h or
distinctive sign given to Moses, which, as shown in 84, was the drowning of the Egyptians in
t o an end withthatincident.
the Red S e a ; hence the narrative i a in aiicasesbrought
Moses is the prophet who is again and again referred to in the Holy Qur-An as a prototype of
the great Arabian Prophet, because of his remarkable prophecy contained in Deut. 18 : 15-18,
world otherthanthe
Holy Prophet
whose fulfilmentwasclaimed
by no prophetinthe
Muhammad, may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon him I Attent'ion is drawn to this
point in the last chapter of this group. Thus, while the 25th chapter promises afurqin, or a
sign, that should gnally distinguish truth from falsehood in the cRse of theHoly Prophet, the
three chapbrB that follow show that such a sign was granted to Moses, in whose likeness the
Holy Prophet had come, and that the history of the great Israelite prophet must be repegted in
the g r d IshmaelitsProphetThisgroup
of threechaptersmaytherefore
be called an
illustration of thechapterwhichthey
follow. Anotherpoint
of connection between this
chapterandtheone
preceding itisthatitrebutsthechargementionedinthe
previous
chapter that the Holy Prophet was a poet, it being here shown, as already pointed out, that
of apoet.
his lifework was not the lifework
The four concluding verses of the chapter are supposed by some to have been revenled at
On theotherhand,itclearlyconcludes
Nedina,but no reason is givenforthisassertion.
Qor-An
with arebuttal of the two mostprominentchargesagainsttheHolyQur-bn,The
could be neither
aimed at the purification of the lives of itsfollowers,andthereforeit
the work of the devil, a s were the utterances of the soothsayers, nor the
work of a poet ;
because soothsayers and poets never'attempted the noble object of effecting a transformation
in the lives of men.Thustheconcludingverses,relatingtopoets,are
an essentialpart
of thechapter,andthethread
of reasoningisinoompletewithoutthem.
Moreover, 8s
theseversesfurnishthetitle,itishighlyimprobablethattheyshouldhave
been sepaof thechapter by shout ten or twelve years.
ratedfromthemainpart
1802 The meaning of these letters is not explained by early authorities, and the interpretation that I adoptisbasedontheremark,whichistraceabletotheearliestauthorities,
I take $6
thattheseletters
g e n e r d y %ignify someattribute of theDivineBeing.Rence
asstanding for Zatif, meaning Benignant, sin asstanding for sami', metlning Hearing,
and mim &s standing for ' d i m , meaning Knowing. I may, however, suggest another interof thisgroupopenswiththesameletters,
pretation.Every
one of thethreechapters
s p e di n
only thefinal mim being omitted inthe 27th chapter. And asthesechapters
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wiuilt.

Ar. thyrelj.
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XIX.

2 These are the verses of the
Book thatmakes manifes6.1803
3 Perhaps you will kill yourself with grief because they do
not believe.1a
4 If We please We should
send down uponthem a sign
from the heaven so thattheir
necks should stoop to it.1805
5 And there does not come
to thema new reminder from
the Beneficent God butthey
turn aside from it.
6 So they h a v ei n d e e d
rejected (thetruth), therefore
the news of that which they
mock shall soon come to
them.'*u8
7 Do they not see the earth,
how many of every noble kind
Wehavecaused
to grow in
it ?I807

particular of thecallingup
of Moses at MountSinai, $6 sin maystandfor
T&r-i-Sinb,
or the M o ~ r n tSinai, and mim may stnnd for Moses ; attention is thus called i n these letters
to the tevehtion granted to Moses at Mount Sitmi, which is such a clear proof of thg.revela(ion
of the Qur-An. This is corroborated by the plain statement made in the last chapter
of this
group, that the unbelievers called the revelations of Moses and Muhammad-may peace and
the blessings of Allah be upon them !-two acts of deception. 26 : 46-49 may be specially
noted as showing that the Mosaic revelation was an evidence of the truth of the revelation of
the Holy Prophet.

1803 &\

..

-a

\ is variouslyinterpretedasmeaning

the book that makes

manife8t all that is y e p i r e d , or the Look that makes manifest thetruth as distinguished
from the falsehood. It is thenominativefolmfromthe
verb abrina, whichsignifies he
epoke distittctly or plainly.
1804 Other prophets mag have cursed a generation and warned it of the doom awaiting it,
but none was ever anxious on account of its fate to the same extent as the Holy Prophet
Muhammad, may peace and the blessings of Allah be u p m him I He had been informed by
Divinerevelation of the doom of an evilgeneration,butinstead
of cursing it, he exerted
himself heroicnlly to save his people by bringing about a mighty transformation among them,
a transformation for which hewas so anxious that he is described here as almost killing
himself withgrief.
I t wastheutmostlimit
of sympathyforthesufferings
of humanity,
the practical sympathy of a true reformer, not the
wild or sentimental talk of a dreamer.
1805 Such a sign was sent at Badr and upon the conquest of Mecca. In the former place
their chiefs were laid low and in the latter they accepted submission.
18% It was the prophecies of their O N I I punishment and of the predominance of Islam
which they mocked. By the news of these is meant the reality or truth, vlrich mill be made
manifest in their fnifilment.
1807 Willnotthenmen,whoarethenoblest
of the cre$ion of Allnh, turn to noble
aspirations, and cease to bow before objects of their own invention or those which they are
mesnt to rule ? Butalas for men,thatevenwhentheyseetheirfollyin
bowing down
before inanimate objects they think it wise to bow before humnn beings like themselves, and
when rid of that delusion, still bow before their own desires and the passions which they were
made te rule like all things in natarc.

HISTOBY OF MOSES
8 Most surelythere is a sign
in that, but moat of them will
not believe.
9 And most surely your
Lord- Is t h eM i g h t yt, h e
Meroiful.
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SECTION 2
History of Yosen

:.

10 And when your Lord
called outto Moses, saying
Go to the unjust people,
11 The people of Pharaoh :
Willthey
not guard(against
evil) 1
12 H e said : 0 myLord I
surely I fearthatthey
will
reject m e :
13 And my breast straitens,
and
my
tongue
is not eloquent,'aO?' therefore send Thou
to Aaron (to help me) :b
1 4 And theyhave e, crime
against me, therefore I fear that
they may slay me.1808
15 H e said: Bynomeans,
so go you both with Our signs ;
surely We are with you, hearing :
16 Then come toPharaoh,
m d say : Surely we arethe
messengers of the Lord of the
worlds :1ROg

i.

1 8 0 7 ~Thisiswhat is elsewhere called the knot of the tongue. I n 20 : 27 Moses prays
to God : And loose theknot from my tongue. Here the same idea is expressed by the words
And my tongue i s not eloquerd. See 1583.
1808 The referencc is to the killing of the Egyptian in 28 : 15. It should be noted that
Moses only says that the people of Pharaoh charged him with a crime, not that he was
actually guilty or that he was sinful in the sight of Allah. As shown in 1811 and 1875, Mosea
could not in justice be charged with a crime, but the unjust pe@e of Phamoh wanted to
lay their hands on him under some pretext.
1809 Objection has been taken to the use of the word rasdl in
WJ JYJCI

&

in the singular, whereas there were two. The commentators explain raszit here as meaning
risblat, or message, and then consider the word as being equivalent tozd-risblat, Le. bearer of
the message (Kt). But as LL observes, on the authority of Mgh and TA, raslL1, as meaning
a meaeenger, is like 'aduurw ( f o e ) and !iddip (friend),andis used alike as masculine and
feminine, and singular and dual and plural. And it is so used in Arabic literature, in support
of whichthe following verse of Ab6 Zu'aib is quoted : a:.
I
3
I

1

&'\A
+.&

dy> &

4

\ Le. Be thou my m e s a g e r to heT, and the best of messengers
is the m o s t kw~wingof them i n respect of the b u n d s or limits of the tidings (M-LL) : here the
singular word r ~ Z iisl used for the plural rusul, and is so translated.

dr.thsa,
Ar. t h y .
Ar. t h o u
didst.
Ar. thins.
Ar. thou
didst.
Ar. thou
ICPI.

Ar. thou ?e-

mindest.
Ar. thou
hast.

Ar., thou
mlt.
Ar. thee.
I

17 Tho4 send with us the
children of Israel.
18 (Pharaoh) said:ls10 Did
1
we not bring you u p t1s a child
among ua, and you tarried
&,mopg us f o r (many)years of
your life :
19 And "you did (that,) deed
of yours which you did, and
you are one of the nngmteful.
20 H es a i d : I diditthen
I
while I was of those unable to
see the right course :lSl1
1
21 So I fled from you when
I fearedyou,thenmyLord
granted me wisdom and made
me of the apostles :
22 And is itfavour
a
of
which you remind me that you
have enslavedthechildren
of
[srael ?l*lz
23 Pharaoh said : And what
s the Lord of the worlds?
24 Hesaid:TheLord
of
t he hhavens and the earth and
vvhat isbetweenthem,
if you
V vould besure.
25 (Pharaoh)said
t o those
round him : Do you not hear?
26 He said : Your Lord and
the Lord of your fathers of old.
27 Said he : Most surely your
Apostlewhoissent
to you is
mad.
28 He said: The Lord of the
east and the west and whatbe-is
tween them, if you understand.
29 Said he : If you will take
a god besidesme, I will most
certainly make y o u one of tho
imprisoned.1813
-

1810 The Q u r d n usually omits large portions of the details of stork? which do not serve
its purpose.
1811 One of the significances of dalla is he wa8 perplexed, or confused, and unable to see his
right course. Re's explanation of the word d d l l here is, perplexed, being unable tu know what
wua i?bennthent on him. See also 2766. Moses' taking the law into his own hands to punish
L guilty man WRS owing to his being confused
the moment 8s to the step which he shonld
take, so he struck him with kir j s t (28: 15). Death was r e d l y aocidental, not intentional;
striking with the fist not being ordinarily sufficient to cause the death of a person.
1812 Pharaoh had reminded Moses of bringing him up as a child, and Moses puk him 60
shame by pointing Q the enslavement of the whole nation of the Israelites, thus keeping *em
undersuch a debasing form of subjugationthat all tile highersspirations.hadentirely
disappeared.Being
only employed in menial work by Pharaoh and the Egyptians,they
m e notpermitted to rise to any dignityin the land. It is this subjection which is here
1819,see next page.
called m l m e m e n t .
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30 He said: What i even if
I bring to you something
manifest?
31 Said he : Bring it then, if
you are of the trufhful ones.
32 So he cast down his rod,
and
lo!
itowas
an obvious
serpent,"
33 Anahe
drewforthhis
hand, and lo ! it appeared white
to the onIookers.b

SECTION 3
Hietory o f f o e e s

34 (Pharaoh) said to
the
chiefs around him : Most surely
this is a skilful enchanter,
35 V h o desires to turn you
out of your landwith his enchantment; what is it then
that you advise?
36 They said: Give him and
his brother respiteandsend
heralds into the cities:
37 Thatthey shouldbring
to you every skilful enchanter.
38 So theenchanters
were
gatheredtogether
attheappointed time on the fixed day,
39 And it was said to the
people: Will you gather
bgether ?
40 Haply we may follow
;he enchanters, if they are the
ganquishers.
41 Aud when the enchanters
:ame, they said toPharaoh:
shall we get a reward if we
t r e the vanquishers ?
42 He said: Yes, and surely
mu will then be of those who
Ire made near.
43 Moses said to them:
>aut .+.hatyou
are going to
ast.
1813 The gods of the Egyptians were innumerable. There were the ebstraot gods, the
cosmic gods, -the human gods, and animal gads ; thair god-oolt may be summed up briefly
in the words of the En. Br. (vol. ix. p. 51): '*Truly it might have been said in encient Egypt,
Of the making of gods there is no end." Pharaoh's claim to divinity among a people who
vera willing to deify &ny one W M therefore only natural result of existing conditions. The
alatoment in the Q u r - h does not imply that Pharaoh was really one of the gods of Egypt,
hi only that be s o E d Moses to regard him a a god.
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44 So they cast down their
cords and their rods and said :
By Pharaoh’s power, we shall
most surely be victorious.
45 Then Moses cast down
hisrod, and lo! it swallowed
up the lies they to1d.b
46 And the enchanters were
thrown down prostrate ;o
47 They said : We believe in
the Lord of the worlds :
48 The Lord of Moses and
Aaron.
49 Said he: You believe in
him before I give you permission: most surely he is the
chief of you’ who taught you
theenchantment, so you shall
know: certainly I will cut off
your hands andyour feet 072
opposite sides, and certainly I
will crucify you all.
50 They
said:
No harm:
surely to our Lord we go back :
51 Surely we hope that our
Lord will forgive us our wrongs
becausewe are the first of the
believers.
SECTION 4
H i e t o r y of Hoses
52 And We revea.led to
Xoses, saying Go awaywith
Ny servants travelling by night,
iurely you will be pursued.
53 So Pharaohsent heralds
nto the cities :
54 Most surelytheseare
a
;mall company :
55 And most surely
they
lave enraged u s :
56 And most surely we are a,
,igilant multitude.
57 So We turned them out
If gardens and springs,
58 And treasures and goodly
.wellingal
59 Even so. And We gave
,hem as heritage
a
to the
:hildren of Isrwl.lB14
1814 The pronoun them refers to gardens e n d springs, eta., in general, and not to &e
partioular gardens, eb., from which the Egyptiane were turned oat. The heritege of gsrdens

Ar. t h y .

or, sta6
Or, wave.

Ar. and

AI. thy.
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60 Then they pursued them
at sunrise.
61 So when the two hosts
saw each other, the companions
of Moses cried o u t : Most
surely we are being overtaken.
62 He said : By no means ;
surelv mvLord
iswith
me:
H e Gill ;how me a way out.
63 Then
We
revealed to
Moses : Seek a way into the sea
with your c ~ n t n t u n i t y . So
~ ~ it~ ~
had cloven asunder,and each
pavly was like a huge mound.1s1e
64 And Webrought
near,
there,theothers.
65 And We saved Moses
and those
with
him, all of
them.
66 ThenWe
drowned the
others.
67 Most. surelythere is a,
sign in this. but most of them
do" not believe.
68 And most surely your
Lord is the Mighty, the
Merciful.
SECTION 5
History of Abraham

69 And recite to themthe
story of Abraham.
70 When he said to his sire'
and his people : What,~doYOU
worship ?

,
o~L~~>~$3'i
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and treasures was given to the Israelites in the landof Canaan, thepyomised land flowing with
milk and honey.
9 2 1 is similar to
\ &Le+!
\
1815 The expression

e>

and for the various explanations of it see 96. Elsewhere the eame idea is expressed by saying
d
.
1jW y b A
,,h\; meaning ' 6 thenmake
for them a dry pathin

\*-t.,

..

the sea ' I (20: 77), where the same word, idrib, is used for seeking a loa$. See 82, 1593.
1816 The sea hed cloven asunder and gone back, thus leaving a dry may (20 : 77) for the
$, or rach party, mayeither refer to theEgyptiansand
the
Israelites. Tha

22

Israelites or the several parties into which the large number of I s r d i t e s may have neces.
~
a huge
q i l y been divided. Or, the meaning may be that each wave as it reaeded W B like
m o u n t a i There is nothing to show thatthe sea was divided into severd parts. The
word tau& it may be noted, means a mountain, as well as an e h a t e d or overlooking tract
of land (TA-LL), and is even applied by a post to a camel's hump (LA-LL).
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71 They said:We worship
iaols, so we shall be their
votaries.
79 He said: Do theyhear
you when you call ?
73 Or do they profit you or
ou harm?
Jhey said : Nay, we found
our fathers doin so.
75 He said: save you then
considered what you have been
worshipping :
76 You and your ancient
sires ?
77 Surelythey are enemies
.to me, but not (so) theLord
of theworlds:
78 Who created me, then He
has shown me the way:
79 And He Who gives me to
eat and gives me to drink:
80 And when I am sick, then
H e restores me to health:
81 And He Who will cause
me to die, then give me life:
82 And Who, I hope, will
forgive me my mistakes on the
day of j~dgment.18~~
83 My Lord:
Grant
me
wisdom, and join me with the

"Yr

good :

84 And ordain for me a
goodly m e n t i o n .
among
posterity :
85 And make me of the heirs
of the garden of bliss:
86 A& forgive my sire, for
surely he is of those who have
Igone astray :
87 And disgrace me not on
1the day when they are raised,
88 The day on which
1property will not, avai!, . nor
tmns,
89 Except him who comes
tio Allah with a h e 6 free (from
z%il) .

1817 The prophets, beingalwaysconscious of theirwealmesses,seek Allah's protection.
Expressione like this invariably indioate humen weakness before Divine perfeation, and are
not evidenow of sinfulness. CompareJevne'confession
of w1?8kneae in 8 similar brain:
"Why d e s t thou me good? there ia none good bot One, that is, God" (M8tt. 19: 17). It
does not mean that Jesus was a bad man, but before God, Who is the souroo of all good, he
naturally thought that a mortal had no right to be d
a
d pod.
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Ar. ana.
Ar. thy,

90 And the garden shall be
brought near for those who
guard (againstevil),
91 And the hell
shall
be
made manifest totheerring
ones,1818
92 And itshall
be said to
them: Where are those thab
you used toworship
93Besides Allah: can they
help you oryet
helpthemselves ?
94 So theyshall be thrown
down into it, they and
the
erring ones,
95 And hosts
the
of the
devil, all.
96 They shall
say
while they
contend therein :
97 By Allah ! we were certainly in manifest error,
98 When we made you equal
to the Lord of the worlds :
99 And none but the guilty
led us astray :
100 So we haveinterno
cessors,
101 Nor a true friend :
102 But if we could but once
return, we would be of the
believers.
103 Most surelythere is a
sign in this, but most of them
do not believe. - .
104 'And
surelymost
your
Lord is the Mighty, the Merciful.'
-.
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SECTION 6
H i r t o r y of N o a h

e-

8 901.

105 The people of Noah
jeoted the apostles."
106 When
their
brother
Noah said to &em:will you
not guard (against evil) 1
107 Surely I am a faithful
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[PART XIX.

"

A?. thee.
Ar. thee.

Ar. thou.
Ar. thou
shalt.
Or,those
stoma to
death.

Ar. between
them.

Or,ful21)

fumhhed.
11 : 40.

b

1180.

Ar. and.

Ar. t h y .

109And I donot esk you
any reward for it
: my reward
isonlywiththeLord
of the
worlds :
110 So guardagainst(the
punishment of) Allah and obey
me.
111 Theysaid
: Shallwe
believe in you while the meanest follow you?
112
He
said:
And
what
knowledge have I of what they
do 1
113 Theiraccount
is only
withmyLord,
if youcould
perceive :
114And I amnotgoingto
driveawaythebelievers:
115 I am nought but a plain
Warner.
116 They said: If you desist
not, 0 Noah, you shall most
certainly be of the reviled ones.
117 H es a i d :
My Lord :
surelymypeople give me the
lie :
118 Therefore
judge
Thou
t h e m with a
betweenmeand
(just)
judgment,
and
deliver
me and those who are with me
of the believers.
119 So W e delivered
him
and those
with
him
in the
laden ark.'
120ThenWedrownedthe
restafterwssdsSb
is
121
Most
surely
there
sign in this, but most of them
do not believe.
122Andmostsurely
your
Lord is Mighty,
the the
0
Merciful.

SECTION 7
Hiatory of H 6 d
c

m

123 'Ad gavethelietothe
apostles."
124 When their brother Hdd
said to them : Willyou
not ."
guard (against evil) ?
125Surely I am e faithful
apostle to you:

'

CR.
-
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126 Therefore guard against
(the punishment of) Allah and
obey m e :
127 And I do not ask you
any reward for i t ; surely my
rewardis onlywith theLord
of the worlds:
128 Do you build on every
height a monument: vain is it
that you do :1*19
129 And you makestrong
fortresses that perhaps
you may
abide :
130 And when you lay hands
(on men) you lay hands (like)
tyrants :
131 So guardagainst(the
punishment of) Allah and
obey me:
132 And be careful of (your
dutvto)HimWhohas
eiven
yo; abkndance of what" you
know :
133 He has given you abundance of cattle and children :
134 And gardensand fountains :
135 Surely I fear for you the
chastisement of a grievous day,
136 They
said:
It is the
-rame tous whether you admonsh or are not one of the
dmonishers :
137This
is naught but &
:ustom of the ancients:1820
138 And we are not going to
)e chastised.
139 So they gavehim
the
ie, thenWe destroyed them.
Kost surely there is a sign in
,his, but most of them do not
dieve.
140 And mostsurely
your
Lord is the Mighty,
- . the
~~

Ar. thou.
Ar, art.

Ar. ana.
Ar. thy.

1819 The word dyat, literally a sign, is used here to indioate the lofty buildilLg that should
acquire a renown as a sign of greatness. These lofty buildings were, no doubt, used to terrorize
others, as v. 130 shows that acts. of cruelty and violence were committed by 'Ad while they
considered themselves safe in their fortresses.
1820 That is, all these things have been going on of old.
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SECTION 8
Hietory of SSlig
8

911.

AI. thou

avt.
Ar. t h w

art.

A t . thou

art.

b 813

’

141 Samood8 gave the lie to
the apostles.
142 When their brother @&lib’
said to them : Will you not
guard (against evil) ?
143 Surely I am afaithful
apostle to you :
144 Thereforeguardagainst
(the punishment of) Allah and
obey m e :
145 And I do notask you
any reward for it : my reward
is only withtheLord
of the
worlds :
146 Willyou be left secure
in what is here:
147 I n gardensand
fountsins,
148 And corn-fields and
palm-trees havingfine spadices ?
149 9 n d you hew houses out
of the mountains exultingly :
150 Therefore guardagainst
(the punishment of) Allah and
obey m e :
151 And do not obey the
bidding of the extravagant:
152 Who makemischief
in
the land and do not act aright.
153 They said : You,nre only
of the deluded ones :
154 You are naught.buta
mortal like ourselves : so bring
a sign if you are one of the
truthful.
155 He said : This is a shecamel ;b she shall haveher
portion of water, and you have
yourportioa
of water on an
tbppointed time

1821 Samood are described in v. 149 as hewing houses out of mountains, and,as it appears
from here and 54 : 28, the springs of water seem to have been fe*, and access to these was
probably epecinlly guarded, so that they were open only at particular times. Sdih Beems to
have demanded that the she-camelshould be allowed a drink at suchtimee. See note on 54 :28,
where the words
occur,
meaning
that
every share of the water shall be
attended by the she-camel, or that she shall have &aces8 to water at ell t h e e when a drink
is allowed to others. A similar demand as regards her pasture is contained in 11:64 in the
words, “leave her to pasture on Mhh’s earth,” followed by the same words as those following
this demand for drink: 1 ‘ And do not touch her with evil.”
The word ahirb signifies either an act of drinking, or a share, or pwtion that falls to m ’ a
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Ar. thy.

156 And do not touch
her
with evil, lest the chastisement
of a grievous day should over.
take you.
157Butthey
stabbedher,
then vegretted;
158 So the chastisement
overtook them. Most surely
there is sign
a
inthis,
but
most of them do not believe.
159 And most surely your
the
Lord
is
Mighty, the
Merciful.
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SECTION 9
History of Lot

160 The people of Lot" gave
the lie tothe apostles.
161 When their brother Lot
3aid to them: Will you not
Zuard (against evil) ?
162Surely I am a, faithful
tpostle t o you:
163 Therefore guardagainst
thepunishment of) Allah and
)bey me:
164 And I do not ask you
n v reward for it : mv reward
s "only withthe Lor"d
of
the

a 917

vorlds :

Ar. thou.
Ar. thou

shalt.

165 What ! do you come to
he males
from
among
the
reatures,
166 And leave whatyour
iord hascreated
for you of
your wives ? nay, you are a,
peopleexceeding limits.
167 They said : If you desist
not, 0 Lot ! you shall surely
be of those mho are expelled,
168 Hesaid: Surely I am
of those who utterly
abhor
your doing :
169 My Lord! deliverme
andmy
followers from what
they do.
170 So We delivered him
andhis followers all,
171 Except an old woman,
among those who
remained
behind.182a

lL

lot, of water, or a watering place, or a time of drinkhg. b n d in law it signifies the use ofwater
fer ths watering of sownfilds and of bcaols (LL).
1822 This was Lot's wife,
25

6

918.

Ar.

ma.

Ar. thy.
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172 Then We utterly destroyed tbe others.
173 And We
rained
down
uponthem
a rain; and evil
w a the
~ rain on those warned.
174 Most surelythereis
a
sign in is, but most of them
do not believe.
175 And most surely your
Mighty,
thethe
Lord
is
hferciful.
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SECTION 10
H i s t o r y o fB h u ’ a i b

j

Or, ame.

Ar. thou
art.

Ar. tlwu

art.

Ar. thss.

176 The dwellers of the
thicket gave the lie to the
apostles.523
177 WhenShu’aib
said to
euard
them : Will vou not
v
(against evil) ?
178 Surely I am a faithful
apostle to you :
139 Therefore guardagainst
(the punishment of) Allah and
3bey m e :
180 And I do not ask you any
reward for it : my reward is
mly with
the
Lord
of the
porlds :
181 Give a full measure and
)e not of those who diminish:
182 And weigh (things) with
I right balance :
183 And do not wrong men
)f their things, and do not act
Iorruptly in the earth, making
nischief :
184 And guardagainst(the
mnishment of) Him
Who
,rested you and t h former
latione.’*24
185 They said : You are only
If those deluded :
186 And you are naught bub
mortal like ourselves, and we
now you to be certainly of the
ars :

1823 They a r e the same &B the people of Midian.
1824 The wordjibillat means natute, quality, o r p q e r t y , and is here considered

equivalent to &\

..

UJ;,
Le.

the created things

&B

being

(Kf,Bd, JB). But jibillat is also

synonymous withjibill, snd the lexicologists recognize the two words as conveying t h e 8-e
meaning, vie. a great company of men, or nation, OT people (Q-LL).
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Ar. thmc.

art.

Ar. and.

Ar. t h y .
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187Therefore cause a portion of theheaven
to come
down upon us, if you are one of
the truthful.IB25
188 H e said : My Lord
knows best what you
do.1826
189Buttheycalledhima
liar, so the chastisement of the
day of covering overtook them ;
surely it was the chastisement
of a grievous
190 Mostsurelythereis
a
sign in this, but most of them
do not believe.
your
191 And mostsurely
Lord istheMighty,theMercif ul.

SECTION 11
The Meccana are warned
192-195. TheProphetwarns
Meocans. 196199. Prophecies in earlier
revelations. 200-209. They
hasten
for punishment. 210-223. Invitation
torighteousnessandtruthcannot
be thedevil’s work. 221-227. It is not
thework of apoet.

6m\+y$u‘&\;

Ar. / l q .
h r . thou

mayest.

192 And mostsurelythisis
a revelahion from the
Lord
of
.. /
.* /
the worlds.
193The Faithful Spirithas
descendedwith it,l*2*
that
&&4$\&&;@,@$
194 Upon your heart
you may be of the w a r n e r ~ , ~ * ~ ~

1825 Kisaf means a portion (Rgh), anda portion of the heaven signifies apunishment from
heaven, such as the Midianitea thought they were threatened with by Shu’aib. According to

JB,kisaf meanspunishment.
1826 I t should be noted that the demand for the threatened punishment is always met with
expressions signifying that the matter rests in the hands
of Allah. This is
as much true &s
regards the demands of the opponents of the previous prophets a8 those of the Quraish. Buch
statements are really equivalent to saying that the thing will certainly be accomplished.
1827 +ZZah signifies a shade, or a covering, and the day of punishment is called the d a y OJ
covering bemuse it covered them with punishment.
1828 The Faithful Spirit is the angel Gabriel,
who brought the Divine revelation to the
Holy Prophet ; thus AZ-dmin received the Rtih-ul-Amtn from on high.
1829 The addition of the words upon yorw heart is to indicate that the Prophet’s heart,
being the receptacle of the mighty revelation, was no doubt truly responsive to the great truths
containedinit.Thehighmoralsandthe
broad humanitariantruthswhichtheQur-&n
contains give us a true picture of the great mind and of the high morals which are referred
to in one of the earliest revelations in the words : “ And most surely you conform yourself to
sublime morality ’’ (68 : 4). The pithy but most beautiful statement of that intelligent lady,
’Ayesha, than whom none wm more familiar with the recipieut
of the Quranic reveletion,
remains unsurpassed in depicting the character of the Holy Prophet; when asked about it she
replied:

u { 3 \&u d ,i.e. his

character is the Qur-dn.

She thus inti“

in
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195 I n plain Arabic language.
196 And most surely
the
same is in the scriptures ‘bf the
encients.1830
197 Is it not a sign to them
that the%learnedmen
of the
Israelites know i t ?
198 And if We had revealed
it to any of theforeigners,
199 So thatheshouldhave
mould
recited it to them, they
not have believed therein.1s31
200 Thus have We caused it
to enter into the hearts
of the
guilty.1832
201 They will not believe in
ituntiltheyseethepainful
chastisement ;
203 Andit
shall come
to
them all of a sudden, while they
shall not perceive:
203 Thenthey
will say :
Shall me be respited?
204 What ! do they still seek
to hasten on Our chastisement?
205 Have you thenconsidered
if W e let them enjoy themselves
for years,
206 Then
there
comes
to
them that with which they are
threatened,
207 Thatwhichtheywere
made to enjoy shallnotavail
ohem ?

brief words that all those wonderful pictures
of mors1 sublimity drawn in the Iloly Qur-&n
were pictures of the noble mind to which the Qur-bn was revealed.
1830 The prophecies of the earlier books, especially of the scriptures of the Israelitea, are
olearly referred to here. Some of these prophecies have been quoted in these foot-notes. We
may, however, add one more that is met with in Isa.
54, where ‘‘ the children of the desolate ’’ aregivenpreference
above thechildren of themarried wife.” References to the
Jews and the Christians constantly occur in the Meccan revelations, and there is not the least
ground for the statement of Sayooti and others that the verse, becauseof the mention of l‘the
learned men of the Israelites,” must have been revealed at Rledina.
1831 Because prophecy plainly showed that the Arabs were to be the recipients of the
revelation ; see Isa. 42 : 11: ‘’ Let the wilderness and the cities thereof lift up their voice, the
villages that Kedar doth inhabit.” In the Old Testament, Kedar, the son of Ishmael, stands
for the Arabnation.Henceearlierprophecyrequiredthattheflnalrevelationshould
be
granted to an Arab.
1832 The meaning is that the Qur-kn wa8 made to enter into their hearts by reason of the
aonvinoing proof of its truth, but they rejeoded it, &s the next verse shows, It appsaled to
their hearts and convinced them very often of its truth, as is plainly stated elsewhere in the
Holy Q u r - h , but they would not submit until they saw a sign like that granted to the former
prophets.
L‘
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Ar. thou.

Ar. lower
t h y wzna.
Ar. thee.
Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou
dost stand.
Ar. thv.

208 And W e did not destroy
it had (its)
any
town
but
warners
I
209 To remind,and We are
never unjust.
I
210 And the devils have not
comedownwithit.
211 And it behoves them not,
and they have not the power to
do (it).
21; Most surelythey
are
far removed from thehearing
of it.I833
213 So call not upon another
godwithAllah,lest
you be of
those who arechastised.
214 And warn your nearest
relati0ns,l~~4
215 And be ki?zd to him who
follows you of t h o believers.
216 But if they disobey you,
then say : Surely I am dear of
what you do.
217 And rely on the Mighty,
the
218 Who sees you when you
stand up.

219 And your turningover
those who
and
over
among
lsrostrate
themselves
before
Allah.
220 Surely H e is the Hearing,
the Knowing.

-

1833 The argument here is similar to that advanced by Jesus Christ when he said : “And
if Satan cast out Satan, he is divided against himself ” (Matt. 12 : 26). The evil one eannot

be the s o t p e of the Qur-an, for the Qur-&n calls to righteousness, and the evil-doers do not
even hear its call, Whereas, if it were the devil’s work, none would have accepted it more
greedily than the doers of evil. See also vv. 221-223 and 1836.
1534 When this verse WES revealed, the Holy Prophet, standing on the Mount Safh, invited
every tribe by name, and when the representatives of all the tribes had gathered togetheramong those assembled being also the Quraish and that inveterate enemyof the Holy Prophet,
Abh Lahab-the Holy Prophet thus addressed them : “ Tell me, if I inform you that a great
army in the valley lies in wait to make a raid upon you, would you believe me 7 ” “ Aye 1 ”
was the reply in one voice, L i for we have never found anything but
truth emanating from
your lips.” ‘1 Then,” said the Prophet,
know that I am a Warner to you of an approaching
doom.” 6 ‘ May you perish !” cried out the ill-tempered Ab6 Lahab ; “was it for this that you
called us together? ” (Bkh). It, however, does notmeanthattheHolyProphethadnot
previously warned them. Long
before the revelation of this chapter he had been declared a
Warner to all the nations (25 : 1).
1535 The Prophet is here
told to rely on the Mighty, the Merciful, the
very word8 that
are repeated at the end of almost every section of this chapter, thus showing that the fate of
theopponents of formerprophets was spoken of simply to warn his own opponents. The
attribute of mightiness is used to indicate the power to punish the wicked, while mercy indicates the deliverance and triumphof the righteous.

74q
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221 Shall I inform you (of
him) upon whom the
devils
descend?
222 They descendupon every
lying, sinful one,
223 Theyinclinetheirears,
and most of them are liars.l8S6
224 And' as tothepoets,
go astray follow
those
who
them.
225 Do you not see that they
wander
about
bewildered in
every valley ?183'
236 And thattheysaythat
whichthey do not
227 Except those whobelieve
remember
and do good and
Allah much, and defend themselves
after
they
are
oppressed ;1833 and they who act
unjustlyshall
know towhat
final place of turning they shall
turn back.
1836 The subject of v. 212 is reverted to here, and it corrohorates what is said in 1833.
1837 That is, they pursue an aimless course.
1838 The first suggestion of the unbelievers mas that the Qur-&n is thework of the devil,
That beingshownto
be inconsistentmithitsverynatureandwiththerighteousnessit
prewhes, they make another suggestion, viz. that it is the
work of a poet. As against this
they are told thnt none of the characteristics of a poet's work are tobe met with in the Qur-An.
The poet pursues an aimless course, while the Qur-An has a set purpose before it, via. a pure
transformation in the lives of thosewho follow it. In thesecondplace, the poetssaythe
is not only apreacher of righteousness,
things they do not perform, whereas the Prophet
but also an exemplarwhotranslatedintopracticewhathetaughtintheory.Andthe
poets cannotutterprophecieslikethosewhich
weightiestconsideration of all is that the
calledin thenext verse.
aremetwithintheQur-in.
I t is to thisthatattentionis
1839 The passage gives a desoription of the true believers in general, a new statement
being introduced with ill6 (or ezcept) ; or it may refer particularly to the poets from among
the believers.

CHAPTER XXVII
THBI NAYL
(An-Naml)

REVEALEDAT NECCA
(7 sectiolts and 93 verses)
Abstract :
Sec. 1. The Prophet is called as Noses was called.
Sec. 2, 3. History of Solomon.
Sec. 4. SBlib and Lot.
Sec. 5 , The faithful shall be exalted.
Sec. 6. The spiritual resurrection.
Sea. 7. Passing away of the great opponents.
TheTitle.
THE title of this chapter is taken from the mention of a tribe known aa the Ym7Z in v. 18,
in connection with Solomon’s march against the Queen of Sheba. By the Nand is meant a
tribe of that name, and not mats, ES shown in 1847.
Subject-matter.
As regards the date of the revelation of this chapter and its place in the Qur-An, see headnote to the preceding chapter. The subject-matter, as there pointed out, is almost the same as
thesubject-matter of thelastchapter.TheQur-knisthe
%’old of Allah which the Holy
Prophet recfived from on high, just as Moses received a call at Mount Sinai, and the enemies
of the former would be dealt with even as those of the latter. This is the substance
of the
first section. The second and thirdare devoted toSolomon’shistory,whereinthe
Holy
Prophet’sfuturegreatnessisindicated.
It is really a part of the Mosaic history, for the
Israelite kingdom attained its full glory under Solomon, and, as is well known, Moses passed
away before any Israelite kingdom was established. On the other hand, the Holy Prophet
Muhammad was destined to combine prophetic greatness with kingship, the glory of Solomon
withthepropheticmeekness
of Moses. In hislifetime he was recognized astheking of
Arabia, yet, notwithstanding his
being crowned with kingly glory, he led a life of marked
simplicitywhich even Moses did notpractise,though he passed his life as the head of a
nationwandering in the wilderness. T h e rest of thechapteristakenupwitha
brief
reference, in thefourth section, to thehistories of Enih and Lot, whose opponents were
destroyed, and the 6fth may be regarded as the natural sequel of it, viz. that the faithful
shall be exalted. The sixth section states, however, that the Prophet’s triumph was not to be
marked by the utter destruction of his enemies, as in the case of these prophets, but by the
ultimate spiritual resurrection of those who seemed to be quite deaf, dumb, and dead.
That
none but the great opponentswould pass away is shown in the lastseotion.

.
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SECTION 1
TheProphet

is called a8 Mosea was called

1-3. Qur-&naguidance.
4, 5 . Warningfor evil doers.
13-14. Consequences of his rejection.

In thename
Beneficent,the
8

1m.

b 1803.

Ar. thou

art.

7-12. Moses called.

of Allah,the
Merciful.

1 Benignant, Hearing God I
Thesearetheverses
of the
Qur-iin andthebookthat
makesmanifest,b
2 A guidance and good news
for the believers,
3 Whokeepupprayerand
pay thepoor-rate,and
of the
hereaftertheyaresure.
4 As tothosewho
do not
We
believe inthehereafter,
havesurelymadetheir
deeds
fairseemingtothem,butthey
blindly wander 0n.1540
5 Thesewetheywhoshall
have an evil chastisement, and
in thehereaftertheyshall
be
the greatest losers.1841
6 And mostsurely you are
made to receive the Qur-an
born theWise,the&owing
Sod.

Or, w h a t ever b in.

7 V h e n Moses saidtohis
iamily : Surely I seefire : I
will bring to you from it some
news, or I will bring to you
therefrom aburningfirebrand
so that you maywarmyourselves.
8 So whenhecame
to it
t voice wasuttered,saying
:
Blessed is he who is after the
?re and whatever is about it ;
tnd glory be to Allah, the Lord
)f the worlds : lSa

1840 By their deeds are meant the deeds which they ought to perform, not the mischievous
deeds whioh they were performing. For as to the latter we 6 n d it plainly stated elsewhere:
"And the devil made what they did fairseeming to them " (6 : 43), where instead of t h e b
&e& we have what they d i d . Thua it is clear that mischievous deeds are made fairseeming
to evil-doers by the devil, while aUah commends good deeds. In support of the same we may
quote 49 : 7, where we find : I ' But Allah has endeared the faith to you and hasmade it seemly
in your hearts, and He has made hateful to you unbelief and transgression and disobedience."
1841 The latter part of the verse s h o w that the evil punishment spoken of here is the
punishment which should overtake them in this life : a greater loss being in store for them in
the
1843, see next page.

Ar. thy.
a

926,

1581.

Ar. thy.
Ar. thy.
b 096,1582.
0

935.

9 0 Moses ! surely I am
:
Allah, the Mighty, the Wise
10 And cast down your rod.
So when he sew it in motion as
if it were a serpent,' he turned
back
retreating
and
did
not
return ; 0 Moses ! fear not ;
surelytheapostlesshallnot
fear in My presence :
11 Neither1843 hewhohas
been unjust, then he does good
insteadafter evil, forsurely I
am the Forgiving, the Merciful:
12 And enter your hand into
theopening of your bosom, it
shell come forth white without
evil :b among ninesigns"to
Pharaoh and his people, surely
they are a transgressing people.
13 So whenOurclear
signs
came to them, they said : This
is cl2ar enchantment.
1 4 And
they
denied
them
while
unjustly and proudly
their souls had been convinced
of them ; consider,then,how
I was theend
of themischiefmakers.
"

1842 The words

J U \ & have been explainedin

a number

of ways.

The best

explanation is that in which the
word .fi (lit. i n ) may be rendered as meaning after or in
search of. Thus one of the explanations of the phrase given by AH is he who is in the place
or,foZlows the direction in uhich the fire appears t o him to be burning. Rz says Moses may be
said to hefln-ndr, becrtnse of his nearness to the fire, for he says thst one who is very near a
thing is spoken of as being in i t . The Ttij-ut-TafLir putsthisexplenationin
very lucid
terms, saykng

&

2

(j c ; r o ,

i.e. he who i s in scarck'of it and after it.

Another explanation is that by man is not meant here who but what, and the plaoe where fire
WES

seen byMoses to he burning is meant

(AH, Rz, BQ). By

wp 4,

or zuhatever is

about it, is m e m t the blessed land o j promise, on account of its being the place where many
prophets rose (Bd).
1843 The word ill6 here is equivalent to wao (i.e. and) according to Mughni, who quotes
Akhfash, Farm, and bbh ,Ubaida in support of illd being a simple conjunction. But a# the
negative ld in the previous passage, to which the latter is conjoined, wouldbe regarded ES
understood after wuo, hence the correct translation of illd here is and not or ?&her. Others
consider ill6 here as introducing a new statement (B(1). Or iZld is equivalent to Zbkin, Le. but
(Rz),the meaning being : But as to him who has been unjust, then does good after evil, then
surely I am the Forgiving, the Merciful.

-
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SECTION

a

Hirtory of Solomon
15-19. Vwtnese of Solomon’e kingdom.

Ar. o j every
thing.

Or,hwses.

15 And certainly We gave
know1edge”to David and Solomon, and
they
both
said:
Praise be to Allah, Whohas
made ns to excel many of His
believing servants.
16 And Solomon was David’s
heir, and he said : 0 men I we
have been taught(the significance of) the voices of birds,1844
and we have been granted
abundance
most
surely
this
is manifest grace.
17 And his hosts of the jinn
and
the men and
the birds were

20-31. The queen of Sheba.
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1844 The root word nu$q, fromwhichthe
word mantiq isderived, signifies originally
articulate speech or jointedvoicesutteredbythetongueandkeptbytheears
(Rgh). Its use
with regard to other than human beings is looked upon as a kind of metaphor, and the use
of the word is allowable when one understandsthesignificance,thoughitmaynot
be
of the voices of birds may
articulate speech (Rgh). Solomon’s understanding the significance
imply the use he might have made of birds in conveying messages from one place to another,
so thatthese messages mzymetaphorically be calledthespeech
of thebirds.
Or, itmay
1846,where the meaning of the word
signify any other means of communication. See also
fuir, occurring in v. 17, is explained. The grant
of abundance,sgoken of immediately afterwards shows clearly thst, whatever significance may be takeu, the reference is hereto the great
resources of Solomon’s kingdom in his victorious marches against nearand distant enemies.
1546 $J 3/& is here explained by the commentators as meaning J>\ L.

Zfl

i.e. the abundance of w h a t was gicen to him, the use of kull or all, for kagrah or abudunce,
being looked upon DS n metaphor (Rz). JB gives a similar explanation, for he says : You say
lit. sucha one know everything, thesignificance being that he hasa

2 3 e.

vast or nbundunt knoluledge. Or the meaning may be, of everything pertaining to kingdom.
1846 The hosts of Solomon are here divided into three classes, the jinn, the men, and the
lair. As regardsthejinn,ithas
been shown in 1647 thatthese were menbelonging t o
certain mountain tribes mhom Solomon had subjugated. The question
now is what is meant
by fair. Thegatheringtogether of allthreeclassesendtheirdivisionintogroupsshows
thatallthree
were human beings.The
word $air, or fdir, is derivedfrom $bra, which
indicates i t J e w , and is applied not only to birds, but ‘‘ is also said of other things than those
whichhavewings
’ I (LL).
Tdir signifies a pying thing, and as the root word applies to
other than winged beings, fdir, of which fair (the word used here) is a plural, may also be
appliedto swift animals such as h s e s . Thus f a y y d r , whichis a n intensiveform of fdir,
signifies, when standing alone, a sharp, npirited, vigorous horse that i s alnwst made to J y by
reaaon of t b vehemence of its running (TA-LL). It also means
a company of 7 n e n (0-LLJ.
TayytLr, which is another intensive form of the nominative fbir, signifies a man who is sharp
and quick, as inthe

proverb

,/& v&

returning (Q-LL). Thus the context taken in the light

9

meaning he is sharp’and

quick in

of these explanstions would justify
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HISTORY OF BOLOMON

18 Until when they came to
the valley of the Naml,’847
Namlitesaid: 0 Naml I enter
your houses, (that)Solomon and
his hosts may not crush you
while they do not know.
19 So he smiled,
wondering 1848 at her word, and said :
My Lord ! grant me that I
should be grateful
for
Thy
favour which Thou hest bestowed on me and on my
parents,andthat
I should do
good such as Thou art pleased
with,and makeme enter, by
Thy mercy, into Thy servants,
the good ones.
20 And he reviewed the
birds, then said : How is it I
see not Hudhud, or is it that he
is of the absentees ? I s r s
the conclusion that tair here means houe, i.e. cavalry, because it could be moved quickly.
This is corroborated by the statement regarding Solomon’s love of horses in 38 : 31-33. For
those who would take the words literally, it may be added that the use of birds in conveying
to amilitttry
messsges,particularlyintime
of war,madethebirdsanecessaryadjunct
expedition, while for the birds
following a victorious army see 1387.
1847 Many of the fables regarding Solomon have been due to a misconception of the word

nand, or namlat-un. It should be noted that @ \

G>bcannot be properlytranslated

as the valley ofthe a ~ ~ tfor
s , it is a proper noun, and awording to TA (see under the root wady)

u’?);L-s
J ~2
ea
#I
~ > i.e.b
the valley

of theNnml

issituated between

Jibrin and ’Asqaldn. And Nntrda is the name of a tribe, like Mizin, which literaliy signifies

the eggs of the ants (Tabrizi on Hamasa under the
of the N&,in) ; m d namilmeans

verse

jL 0 .“c;($

6jb 3J
i.e. a clever watk (TA).

i.e. were I one

The name Namlah

used also to be given to a child in whose hands an ant was placed at its birth, because it was
said such a child would be wise and intelligent (TA). And the Na,mlah are plainly spoken of
the
as a tribe in the Qkmhs, which says under

word bnrq

&

8

..

z&yb

i.e. and Abriqa is of the waters of Namlah.
1949 P d B i k means wondering, foraccording t o Rghthe word dihk is used as well for
simple joy as for simple wonder. See also LL,which says datkaka, said of a man, signifiee
also he wondered, a p o n y m ‘ajiba (TA).
1849 By Hudhud is not to be understood the lapwing, bnt a person of that name. Even
if $ai? be taken as meaning birds, the mention of a person named H,udhud may have been due
to a similarity of thename. h every languagemany of the proper names given to men
of a king
will be found to be identical with the names of animals. The Arab writers speak
of Himyar as Huudad (LA), which is almost identical with Hudhud mentioned in the Qur-An.
Tbis showa that there is nothing strange in such a name being given to man. The
verses
that follow show clearly that Solomon was speaking of one .of his own officers : the
as Solomon,
infliction of severe punishmenton a smallbird by suchamightymonarch
of thegreat religiousdoctrine of Unity by thelapwing,are
quite
andtheexposition
incomprehensible.
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21 I wig most certainly ohasfise him with a severe chestiwman$, or kill him, or he shall
bring to me E d e a r plaa
23 And he tarried no$ k
g,
then said: I comprehend th&
which you do not comprehend
ssd I have brought to you& sure
information from Sheba.lsw
a3 Surely I found a woman
ruling over them, and she has
been given abundance* m d s h e
has a mighty throne:
24 I found
her
m d her
people adwing the sun instead
or‘Allah, and the devilhas made
their
deeds
fairseeming
to
bhem and bhus turnedthem
from tha way, EO they do not
go wight:
25 That theydonotmake
obeisance to Allah, Who brings
forthwhatishiddeninthe
heavens
and
the
earth
and
knows what you hide and what
you make manifest :
26Allah,thereisnogod
but H e :H e
istheLord
of
mighty power.b
97 He said : W e willsee
whether y o u have told
the
truth or whether you. are of the
liars :
28 Take this myletterand
hand it over to them, then turn
sway from them and see what
‘answer) theyreturn.
‘ 29 S h es a i d :
0 chiefs!
lurely an honourable letter has
)Ben delivered to m e :
30 Eurely it is fromSolomon,
md surelyitisinthename
)f Allah,theBeneficent,the
derciful :
31 That
exalt
not
yourelves against me and come to
ne in submission.
1850 Baba is the snme as the Sheba
of the Bible. That the storyas given hereisnot
metwithintheBible,thoughknown
to Jewishrabbis,isnoargumentagainst
its truth.
The Bfble speaks of the coming of the queen of Sheba to Solomon with large presents to teat
him. See 1 Kings 10 and 2 Chron. 9. And lateron it speaks of many strange women ms
Solomon’B wives (1Kings 11).

BEGTION 3
5etory of Bolbmon
3 2 4 4 . The queen's submission t o Solomon.

Ar. thine.
Ar. thou

wilt.

+

Ax. thee.
Ar. thou,

Ax. thy.

32 She said: 0 chiefs I give
me advice respecting my affair :
I never decide an affair until
yon are in my presence.
33 They said : We
are
p s e s a m s of strength
and
posseesors of mightyprowess,
and the
command
is
yours,
bherefore see
what
you will
command.
34 She
said:
Surely
the
kings, when they enter a town,
ruin it and make the noblest of
its peopIe to be low, and thus
they(always) do:
35 And surely I am going to
send a presenf to them,and
shall wait to see what (answer)
do the messengers bring back.
36 So when
he
came
to
Solomon, he said.: W h a t ! will
you help me with wealth? But
what Allah has given meis
better than what He has given
you. Nay, you are
exultant
because of your present:
37 Go back to them, so we
will most certainly come to
&hemwithhostswhichthey
shall have no power t o oppose,
md we will mosG certainly
3xpl them therefrom in abrcaement, and theyshall be in a
state of ignominy.
38 He said: 0 chiefs I which
If you can bring to me B throne
:m her before they come to me
'"51
n submission ?
39 One audacious m o n g the
inn mid : I will bring it to you
mfore y w rise up from your
, h e ; and mast surely I am
rtx-ong (and) trusty for it.1852

1851 A s usud, the aamCue here omita the raturn 0f the neaamgets to the qnaen, rmd
ha w&gness t o s d d t t o So1omon on receivkg the thfwt mentioned in the last ve-rea,
h h continues at the point, where Solomon makes preparatiow to receive her. 'Arsha-M
signibs a t k r o m fw ker, being the throw that wtw prqarcd for her by Solomon,not &
her
ak
e in Shebe,
1862 The rising u p f i m the place does not signify his standing up from thesitting posture,
but his marching-m#arfrom the pram dhere he was a t f i e time. Tbe reference to beiag'
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br. thee.
AI. before
t h y eye
r e t u r n s to
thsa.

AI. thy.

~ A B T
x=.

40 One who
had
the
knowledge of the Book said : I
will bring
it
to
you an the
twinkling of an ey0.18~~ Then
when he saw it settledbeside
of
hirn,l864 he said:Thisis
the grace of ’my Lord that H e
I am
may
try
me
whether
grateful
ungrateful;
or
and
whoever
grateful,
is
is
he
grateful only for his own soul,
and whoever is ungrateful, then
is Selfsurely
Lord
my
sufficient, Honoured.
41 H e said: Alter her throne
for h e r ; we will seewhether
she follows the right way or is
of those who do not go aright.
42 So when she came, it was
said: Is y o w throne like this?
She said: It is as itwerethe
a m e , and wewere given the
knowledge before it,andwe
were submissive.
43 And what she worshipped
3esides Allah prevented
her,
5urely she was of an unbelieving
?eople.
44 It was said to her : Enter
,hepalace;butwhenshesaw
tshedeemedit
to be a great
?xpanse of water, and prepared
~erself to meet thedifficulty.18jj

trusty shows that the execution of the work required an honest worker. The audacious jinn
is apparently one of the Amalekitea, who were men of large stature.
1853 The word tarf meansan eye as well a6 a man generous or noble in respect of
awestry (TA-LL). Adopting the first significance, the returning of the eye would mean the
tuinkling of an eye, theidea conveyed being thathe could do itwithoutdelay.Taking
the other significance, the words may be translated as meaning, before you7 noble (messenger)
retun18 to you. One having the knowledge of the Book is an Israelite.
1854 Strange and curious legends are introduced into the simple words of the Qur-An on
the supposition that the events narrated took place in immediate succession. The words so
when he Sam i t settled beside him do not indicate that he saw it settled in the course of the
conversation given intheprevious
passage. It is an altogetherdifferentincident.
1855 The use of the word s6q to signify dificzdty or distresr in manyphrases
is a
commonplace of Arabic literature, and only crass ignorance
of the Arabic language would
make any one adopt the too literal significance of the word sdq (Le. shank) in the face of the

Gw\

3 &I
is a well-known idiomatic
recognized idiomatic uses of the word.
u s q e of the word,andrefers
to a man “when difficulty befalls him
. ; meaning he
prepared hintself for the diflculty, so saysI’hmb ; and hence, he says(TA, in which
a similarexplanation is cited from Isdalso),theymentionthe
sdq whentheymeanto
express the diffioulty of a case or an event,andtotell
of theterroroccasionedthereby
(Q,TA)” (LL).

Thua the statement in 68 : 42

..

GL,

@

4
73, means

a day
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QALIH AND LOT
H e said : Surelyitis
a palace
made smooth
with
glass.1856
She mid: My Lord 1 surely I
have been unjust to myself,
and I submit with Solomon
to Allah, the Lord of the
worlds.1~57
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SECTION 4
$Alih and L o t
45-53. q&liQnnd his opponents. 54-58. Lot’s people are destroyed.
n 911.
b

1356.

AI. thee.
A?. thee

45 And certainly We sent to
Samoodatheirbrother
&ilih,
saying b : Serve Allah ; and lo !
they became two perties contendingwitheachother.
46 H e said : 0 my people!
why do you seek to hasten on
the evil before the good ? Why
do you not ask forgiveness of
Allah so that you may be dealt
with mercifully ?
47 They said : We have met
with ill luck on account of you
and on account of those with
you. Hesaid:Thecause
of
your evil fortune is with Allah ;
nay, you are a people who arc
tried.

uhen dificulty or calamity s1dl Le disclosed (I’Ab, Mjd), And similarly &C

ijL

uL’

+&I

signifies the battle became vehement (Msb-LL), and Jsl explains +&I

&.f

S L & similarly (LL). And cjL\b 3 I-,), d\
in 75 : 29 mean8 and the a . i c .
tion of the present state of ezistence shall be condhed with that of thefinal
Andlikewise

(jL 2

f$\

state

(TA-LL).

w G sig~Q?;fiesthepeople became in a state o f d i s t m r (TA-LL).

There are many other instances of this metaphorical use of the word shq, but the few cited

GL. 4&

which I have
above will suffice to explain thetranslation of
adopted. See also 2546, where it is shown that the commentators attach the same significance to these words.
1856 The Holy Qurdn’s description of the palace, and the purpose which it served, show
Solomon’s wisdom in affording an illustration of the working of t.he Divine hand in nature.
He had built a palace of glass, the floor of which ww also of glass, and underit ran water.
The queen of Sheba mistook the glass €or the water which ran beneath, and when Solomon
drew her attention to it, she at once realized her own error in worshippmg outward object%,
such as the sun, while the real force or the source of life was Allah, whose hand worked in
these objects. It is for this purpose thatthe story is given.
1857 Ip this the Qur.&n contradicts the Bible, the latter holding that Solomon had gone
over to idol-worship on account of his non-Israelite wives, while the Qur-&n states that his
wives were converta to his religion and believers in Divine Unity. Recent investigation be0
shown the correctness of the statement m d e in the QUI-&; see 147.
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[PART
XIX,

48 And therewere
in the
cityninepersonswhomade
mischief inthelandanddid
not act aright.1858
49 They said : Smear to each
other by Allahthatwe
will
certainly make a sudden attack
on him and his family by night,
thenwe will say to hisheir:
W e did not witness the destruction of his family, mnd we are
mostsurely
50 And they planned a plan,
and We planned a planwhile
they perceived not.
51 See,then,how
was t h e
end of their plan that
We
destroyed them and theirpeople,
all (of them).
52 So those are their houses
fallen down because they were
B
unjust; most surely there is
signinthisfor
a peoplewho
know.
53 Afid W e deliveredthose
who believed and who guarded
(against evil).
54 And (We sent) Lot,” when
he said to his people
: What I
lo you commit indecency while
{ou see ?
55 What ! do you indeed
Lpproach menlustfullyrather
#ban women?Nay, you are a
Eople who act ignorantly.
56 Buttheanswer
of his
)eople was no other except that
hey said : Turn o u f Lot’e folowers from your town; surely
heyare a peoplewhowould
:eep pure !

1868 There is no doubt a reference here to the enemies of the Holy Prophet, the chief
of them being nine in number, eight of whom were slain at Badr (the exception being AM
h h a b , who died at Mecca on hearing the news of the defeat at Badr). Their names were
Ab6 Jahl, Mut’im bin ’Adiyy, Shaiba bin Rabi’a, ’Utba bin Rabi’a, Welid bin ‘Utba, Umayya,
bin Ehalf, Nadar bin Al-Hers, ’Aqba bin Abi Mu’ait, and Ab6 Lahab.
1869 There seems to be a prophetical reference here to the plot against the Boly Prophet,
for the8ameplan
WES ultimatelTagreed upon by theQuraish
to do away withhim. It
should be b m e in mind that the revelation of this chapter belongs to m early period ; the
plot against the Prophet’s life was to have been executed in the following manner : one man
from every bribe of the Quraish was seleoted, who should take the Prophet nnewmrds. They
were b t h r n a t their swords into his body simultaneously; so that no particaiar kibe codld be
k l d guilty; this wm agreed upon immediately beiore the Prophet’s ilight to Yedine, and
thus the incident aa relating to 9fi4 is meant LE B prophecy.
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57 But Wedelivered him and
his followersexcept his wife ;
We ordained
toher
be of those
who
behind.
58 And we rainedonthem
a win,p and evil wasfherain
of those who had been warned.

remained

.

.

/D
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SECTION 5
The Faithful ehafl be exalted
59. Peace for chosen ones.

60-66. Power and knowledge of Allah.

59 Say:Praise be to Allah
and
peace
on
His
servants
whom He has chosen : ie Allah
better,
what
orthey
associate
(with Him) ?

s>b$sj,&\d

3 ,1

,e./

o @ $ j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

PART XX
60 Nay, H e E h o created the
heavens
and
the
earth,
and
sent downfor you water from
thecloud;thenWecause
to
grow thereby beautiful gardens;
it is not possible for you that
you should
make
the
trees
a
thereof to grow. Is there
god with
Allah?
Nay! they
are a people who deviate.
61 Or, Who made the earth
a resting-place, and made in it
rivers,andraised on itmountains,and placedbetween
the
Is there a
twoseasabarrierab
god with Allah ? Nay ! most
of them do not know!
62 Or, Who answers the distressed one when he calls upon
Him and removes the evil, and
H e will make you successors
in
the
earth.18eo Is there a
god with Allah ? Little is it
that you mind!
63 Or, Who guides youin
utter darkness of the lend and
sends the
thesea,andWho
winds as good news before His
mercy. Is -there a, god wiib
Allah ? Exalted be Allah

I:
I

-4

1860 How beautifully is prophecy mingled with the statements of the mmifestation of
Divine power in nature ! And‘bbis i s .the r e d object of the Divine word in fheadole of this
%&ion. Bhhe disiressed ones <hs~e
m e no sther &an the Mwlims, w80 wre ‘beii&y
m c l l t e a .at tbi~time.

,
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[PART XX.

associate

(with Him).
64 Or, Who oriiinates the
creation, then reproduces it, and
Who gives you sustenance from
the heaven andtheearth.
Is
there a god with Allah ? Say:
Bring your proof if you are
truthful.
65 Say: No one in the
heavensandtheearthknows
the unseen but Allah ; and they
donot know whentheyshail
be raised.
66 Nay, their knowledge respecting the hereafter is slight
andhasty ;1860A nay,theyare
in doubt about ~ t nay,
; they
are quite blind to it.

SECTION 6
The Spiritual Resurrection
67-69. A lesson in the fate of the formers. 70-72. Time of fulfilment. 73.
Allah's bounty. 74, 75. His knowledge. 7679. A guidance
and
a
judgment. SO-82. The deaf shall hear and the blind see.

67 And those who disbelieve
say:What
! when we have
become dustand our fathers
(too), shall we certainly be
brought forth 1
68 Wehavecertainly
been
promised this, we and
our
fathers
before;
t h e saer e
I .
naught but
stories
of t h e
mcients.
69 Say : Travel in the earth,
1then seehow
was theend of
1the guilty.
70 Andgrieve not for them
because
Im d be notdistressed
I3f what they plan.
71 And they s a y : When
will this threet come to pass, if
you are truthful?
73 S a y : Maybe theremay
1'Lave drawn near to you some1xhat of that which you seek to
1lasten on.1861
1

80

1860~()r t'he words may be translated thus : Nay, h a s their k m l e d g e continued unbroken
M to ezM to the hereafter 1

A

1861
a -r) , according to IAr, means
b > , and Farm gives. the same
signikance when he mys that the introduction of Una, as $ah, makes the meaning to be
+>, i.e. drawn w a r to you. Others my that the meaning is that it d U c o w
to you arftcs I am gone aduy f r o m you (LL).

/ri
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Ar. thy.

Ar. thou
art.

Ar. thou

dORt.
Ar. thou
dost.

Ar. canst
thou.
Ar. thou
camst.

I

THE SPIRITUAL RESURRECTION

155,

73 And surely your Lord is
the Lord of grace to men, but
most of them are not grateful.
74 And .mostsurely
your
Lord knows what their breasts
conceal and what they manifest.
75 And there is nothing
concealed in the heaven and the
earth but it is. in a clear book.
76 Surelythis
Qur-;ln
declares to the children of Israel
most of what they differ in.
77 Andmostsurelyit
is a
guidanceand e mercy for the
believers.
78 Surely your Lord will
judgebetweenthem
by His
judgment,
and
H e is the
Mighty, the Knowing.
79 Therefore rely on Allah;
surely you are on theclear
truth.
80 Surely you do notmake
thedeadtohear,and
you do
not make the deaf to hear the
call
when
t h e y gboa c k
retreating.'*e*
81 Nor can you be a guide
to the blind out of their error;
you can not make to hear (any
one) exceptthosewho
believe
so
Our
incommunications,
they submit.
82 And when the word shall
come to pass against them, We
shallbringforth
for them a
creaturefromtheearththat
shall
wound
them,
because
.people did not believe in Our
~0mrnunications.~~~3

I'

1862 This verse is a clear testimony to what is meant by the Prophet's raising the dead ;
for here me are told that if the deed go back retreating, the Prophet cannot make them
hear. Evidently this verse and the opening words of the following one speak of the reprobates who shut their eyes and close their ears to all truth.
1863 The creature from the earth that
wounds men when they disbelieve stands for the
calamitieswhichovertake men, such as wars,famines, plagues, etc.,andparticulerlythe
last of these, whose bacilli literally wound men by entering into their bodies. The reference
here is to the punishment which is sometimes dealt out to the opponents of truth in this very
life, bewuse they would not allow the truth to live and prosper, or to the transgressors when
their iniquities exceed all limits and virtue is almost entirely swept away. I n such cases the
evildoers me made to t a s k of some punishment in this life. I t is for this rewon that while
many of the prophecies met with in the sayings of the Holy Prophet clearly speak of war&
famines, plagues, and earthquakes in the latter days, one prophecy speaks of punishment
being inacted by means of dbbbat-ul-ar$, or a creature of the earth. Or, ddbbat-ul-ard may
stand for a people bent low upon the earth.

SECTION I
Passing away of the 0-

O p p ~ k

8 3 4 6 . Rejeoters oalled to judgment. 8 3 , 88. Orest opponents shall be
brought low. 89, 90. Recompense of goad and eril. En. 8
4
shall fall into
theProphet'@hand. 92, 93. Warning b opp9sents.

83 And on the day wben We
will gather from every nation a
party from amongthase who
rejected Our communications,
then -they shall be formed inio

groups.
84 Until when they come,
He will say: Did you reject
My communications while you
had no comprehensive knowledge of them ? Or whatwas
it that you did?
85 And the word shall come

Ar. theu
8ee&t.

Ar. thou

tkinlces:.

topassagainstthem
because
they were unjust, so they shall
not speak.
86 Do they not consider that
Wehave made thenightthat
they may rest therein, and the
day to give light ? Most surely
signs in this for a
thereare
people who believe.
87 And on tha day wben the
trwmpt shall be blown; then
those who are intheheavens
and thwe who are in the earfh
shall be terrified except such a s
AUah please, and d l shall come
to Him abased.1R64
8s And you sed. the mountains, you think themto
be
solid, and
they
shall
pass
away asthepassing
away of
thecloud:the
handiwork of
Allah Who has rnsbde every
thing thoroughly ; surely H e is
Awwe of whsbt yon do.1*
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89 Whoever brings good, he
shall have better than it; and
they shall be secure from terror
on that day.
90 And whoever brings evil,
these shall be thrown down on
their faces into the
fire ; shall
you be rewarded (for) aught
except what you did ?
91 I amcommandedonly
that I should serve the Lord of
this city, Who has madeit
s a c r e da, n d
H i s a r ae l l
things :1*66 and I am commanded that I should be of
I 'those whosubmit:
92 And that I shouldrecite
the Qur-An. Therefore whov e r goes aright, he goes aright
lor his own soul, end whoever
Toes astray,thensay
: I am
mly one of thewarners.
93 And say: Praise be to
illah,He will show you His
signs so that you shall recoglizethem;nor
is your Lord
leedless of what you d0.1867

1866 The statement here that the Prophet is commanded to serve the Lord of the city of
Mecca, contains an allusion that theservant of the Lord shall be the lord of thatcity,
because all thing8 are His, and so shall also be the city which is made sacred, inasmuch
as sacred thing8 oannot remaininimpurehands.
1867 Mark the firmness of the tone in which the showing of signs is asserted.

,

CHAPTER XXVIIX
THE NARRATIYB
(ALQqaf)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(9 sections and 88 verses)
Abstract:
Sec. 1-4. History of Moses.
See, 5 . A prophet like Noses.
Sec. G . The truth of revelation.
Sec. 7. Opponents shall be brought lorn.
Sec. 8. Iiorah’s wealth leads him t o ruin.
Sec. 9. The Prophet’s ultimate triumph.

Date of reyelation.
THIS chapter is said by some to have been revealed to
from Meoca 011 his way to Medina, at a place known as Jahfa
however, only v. 85, which predicted a triumphal return of
revealed there(I-Salam-AH).Thelatter
seems to be the
note on the 26th chapter.

the Holy Prophet when fleeing
(I’AB-AH). According to others,
the Holy Prophet toRfecoa, was
correct view. See introductory

Subject-matter.
The likeness to Noses is the chief theme of this chapter, and the revelation of Moses is
here spoken of asa clear evidence of thetruth of the revelation of the Holy Prophet
Muhammad. The first four sections of the chapter are taken up with a recital of the chiefincidents of the life of Moses from the time of his birth to the time that he suocessfully led
the Israelites out of Egypt, together with the drowning of the hosts of Egypt. Many of the
details of this period are to be met with here that are not given elsewherb. Moses’ narrative
is followed by showing that a prophet like him had now appeared, to whose truth the revelation of Moses bore a clear testimony. The sixth seotion upholds the truth of the revelation
of theQur-tin, while theseventh shows thatits opponents shall bc humbled.Theeighth
is a warningtotheQuraish
instancesKorah, whose very wealth led to hisruin,and
against placing too greatfaith upon earthly possessions, or itmay be a warning to the
Muslims against the time when they shall grow rich and powerful. The chapter ends with
E declaration of the ultimate triumph of the Holy Prophet, and of his triumphal entry into
the very city from whence he was now being expelled.
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HISTORY OF MOSES
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II
SECTION 1
Bintory o f Moses
1, 2. A plain-speaking book. 3-6. PharaohpersecutestheIsrsalitea.
713. Moses as a childthrownintoriver,
saved and brought back t o his

1 mother.

In thename of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
B

1802.

b 1803.

Ar. thee.

1 Benignant, Hearing, Knowing God !"
2 These are the verse6 of the
Book that makes manifesLb
3 . We recite to you from the
account of Moses and Pharaoh
with truth for a people who
believe.
4 Surely
Pharaoh
exalted
himself in the land and made
its people into parties, weakening one
party
from among
them
he slaughtered their
sons and let their vomen live ;
surely
he
was
one
of the
mischief-makers.
5 And We desired to bestow
a favour uponthose who were
deemed weak in the land, and
to make them the leaders, and
to make themthe heim,18eg
6 And to grant thempower in
the land, and to make Pharaoh
and Haman and their hosts see
from them what they feared.187o

i'

1868 The two parties were the Israelites and the Egyptians, the latter being made the
task-masters of the former. This refers no doubt tothe persecutions of the Muslims.
The Quraish, the stronger party, wanted to crush the weaker pmty of the Muslims.
1869 By making them heirs is not mesnt that they would be made heirs to Pharaoh's
possessions, but heirs to a kingdom inthe promised land of Canaan. And this refers
also to theestablishment of the kingdom of Islamandthevanquishment
of its pere
secutors.
1870 Pharaoh and his counsellors feared that the Israelites, who were aliens in the land
of Egypt, might one day become powerful and supreme in the land. Hence they oppressed
and persecuted themin various ways.Yet
the Divine intention was t o bring aboutThat
Pharaoh feared, and to make the Israelites hold in subjugation a powerful and ruling nation.
Even such was the Divine intention with regard to the persecuted Muslims. That Abaauerus,
Bible
a king of Persia,hada favourite named Haman, combined with the fact that the
does not mention E minister of Pharaohbearingthatname,
is considered to be a valid
rewon why the Holy Prophet confused Pharaoh with thatPersian king. It is certainly
a curious mode of reasoning. An Egyptian could as well bear the name Hamanas s
Persian.
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Ar. thou

fearest.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

Ar. f o r b a h
sucking t o

him.

:.

7 And We revealed to Moses'
mother,
saying
Give
him
suck,thenwhen
you fear for
him,casthimintotheriver
and do notfearnorgrieve
;
surely W e will bring him back
to you andmake him oneof the
apostles.
8 And Pharaoh'sfollowers
took him up that he might be
m enemy
and
a
grief for
1them
surely
Pharaoh
and
Hamanandtheirhostswere
wrong-doers.
9 AndPharaoh's wife said:
4 refreshment of the eye to me
tnd to you : do not slay him :
1naybe he will be useful to us,
<)r we may take him for a son;
Lnd they did not perceive.
10 And the heart
of Moses'
rnother was free
(from
anxi ety) ;l*:z
s h e would
have
ah o s t disclosed it had We not
S,trengthened her heart
so that
She might be of the believers.
11 And she said to his sister :
I?allow him up. So she watched
hlim from a distance while they
a.id not perceive,
1 2 And We did m t allow him
tr9 suck before, so shesaid:
Elhall I pointouttoyouthe
People of a house who will take
you, and they
C nre of himfor
urill be benevolent to him 1 1 5 7 3
13 So 1T7e gave him back to
h is mother that her eye might
bl5 refreshed,
and
that
she
n:light not grieve, and that she
mtight know that the promise of
A llah is true, but most of them
dc1 not know.1874

1871 This is a very clear instance of the Zdm-aL'dqibah, i.e. the @m used to denote the
end or consequence. It was notthe object of Pharooh's people that the childshould be
their enemy, butthisultimatelyhappened.
1872 Her heart became free from anxiety
on account of the assurance which she had
received throughDivinerevelation;the
words that follow showthatherhearthad
been
strengthenedwithpatience, so itcannot be said to have become devoid of patience. In
faat, fdrigh often, used elliptically, signifies free from care or anziety or disquietude (LL).
1873 N Q i b signifies one who gives advice sincerely, as well as one wiko desires good for
another or one Benevolent (Q-LL).
1874 The referenaa is dearly to the opponents of the Holy Prophet, who did not
know
would provetrue,
that the promise of Allah as given to the faithful

-
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SECTION 2
History of Y o e e l
14-21. Moses kills an Egyptian and is warned of danger.

Ar. this.
Ar. this.

8

W94.

14 And when he attained his
fullmaturity
and
became
grown, We granted him
wisdom
andknowledge;
and thus do
We reward those who do good
(to others).
15 And he went into the city
at a fime of unvigilance on the
part of its people, so he found
therein two menfighting, ona
being of his party and the other
of his foes, and he who was of
his party criedouttohim
for
helpagainsthimwho
was of
hisenemies,soMosesstruck
him wibh his fist and dispatched
This
is on
him. He said:
account of thedevil’sdoing;
surely he is an enemy, openly
leading astray.l*75
16 He said : My Lord ! surely
I haredoneharmtomyself,
so do Thou protect” me. So H e
protected him ; surely He is the
Forgiving, the Merciful.1E76
17 He said: My Lord I
3ecause Thou hast bestowed a
1lavour on me, I shall never be
L backer of the guilty.
18 llndhewasinthecity,
. f :caring, awaiting,whenlo,he
1lvho hadaskedhisassistance

1875 The mord “this,” in Moses’ statement, refers to the punishment which he had given
totheEgyptian,themeaning
being that it WES on account of hisdevilish dead that the
Egyptian had been so punished. The Rabbinical explanation of Exod. 2 : 12, whioh mentions
Moses’ slaying the Egyptian, is that the Egyptian merited death I ’ because he had foroed an
Israelitish moman to commit adultery with him ” (Jewish En., vol. ix. p. 48). The Qur-&n
does not name the offence, but there is no doubt that it calls his offence a devilish deed.
The allegation that Moses calls his assault on the Egyptian with his fist a devilish deed is
untrue : v. 17 shows clearly that Noses did
not consider himself ~ b sone who had done an
unjust deed or helped a guilfy person, See
also 1808.

1876 Moses’ prayer is not evidence of his being guilty, for the words

44

mean, I have caused detriment to myse2f;the primary significance of gulm being naps (TA),
or making to su&r bas or detriment (LL), and this is the meaning adopted in 7 : 160 and
18 : 33. Zalama-hzl also signifies he imposed upon him a burden that was above his power or
ability. The meaning here is that he had risked his own life in giving help to another.
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Ar. thou
art.

A r . dost

thou.

h r . chow

didet k U

Ar. t h o u

ShOtLZdSt.

Ar. thou
aost.

Ax thss.
I

Ai-.thee.

the day before was crying out
tohim for aid.Moses
saidto
him: You are mostsurelyone
erring manifestly.
19 So whenhedesired
to
seizehimwhowasanenemy
both, he
said:
0
to
them
Moses I do you intendto kill
me as you killed a person
yesterday? you desire nothing
but that you should be a tyrant
you do not
intheland,and
desireto be of thosewhoact
aright.
20 And a man came running
fromtheremotestpart
of the
city. Hs ea i d :
0 Moses!
surely the chiefs are consulting
togethertoslay you, therefore
depart(atonce) ; surely I am
of those who wish well to
yozl'.

21 So hewentforth
therefrom,fearing,awaiting,(and)
he said : My Lord! deliver me
from the unjust people.

SECTION 3
Hietory of Moses
22-26. Flight t o Midian. 27, 28. Hismarriage.

22 And when he turned his
face towards Midian, he said
:
Maybe my Lord will guide me
in therightpath.
23 And when he came to the
water of Midian,hefound on
it a group of menwatering,
and he found besides them two
women
keeping
back
(their
flocks). He said: What is the
matterwith you? Theysaid:
We
cannot
water
until
the
shepherds
take
away
sheep) from the water,:?!na
father i s a very old man.
24 So he
watered
(their
then
went
sheep) for them,
back to theshade,andsaid:
My Lord ! surely I stand in
need of whatever good Thou
mayest send down to me.
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Ar. thee,
AI. th-.
AI. thy.

Ar.

thou

RTt.

Ar tho21
caast.

h.
Ilue.
Ai-. thou
shol<Zclst.
Ar. thou.

Ar. thy.

Ar. tllee.
Ar. thou
Wilt.

Ar. between

thee.

25 Then
one
of the
two
womencametohimwalking
My
bashfully.l*77 She
said:
father invites y o u that he may
give you thereward of your
having
watered
for
us. So
when he came to him and gave
tohimtheaccount,hesaid:
Fear not : you are secure from
the unjust people.
26 Said one of them.: 0 m y
father ! employ him, surely the
that
you ea%
best of those
employ is the strong man, the
faithfulone.
27 Hsea i d :
I desire
to
of these t w o
marry
one
daughters of mineto y o u on
condition that you should serve
me for eight years ; but if you
complete ten, it will be of y07u
ownfree
will, and I donot
to you: if
wish
to
be
hard
Allah please, you will find me
one of the good.'*i*
28 H e said: Thisshallbe
(an agreement)
between
me
and you ; whichever of the two
terms I fulfil, there shall be
no wrong-doingtome
; and
Allah is a witness of what we
say.
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BECTION 4
H i s t o r y o f Moses
29-86. Mosea

odled upon.
40-42. Pharaoh is drowned.

a

29 So when Moses had fulfilled the term, andhe journeyed
with his family, he peroeived
on this side of the mountain a
fire. H e said tohisfamily:
Wait, I h a w seen a fire, maybe
I will bring to you from it some
news or a brand of fire, so that
you may warm yourselves:
30 And when he came to it,
I4 voice wasuttered
from the
I:ight side of the valley in the
1Jlessed spot of thebush,saying:b 0 Moses! surely I am
I kllah, the Lord of the worlds.
31 And saying : Castdown
5lour rod. So whenhe saw it
in motion as if were
it
a
Elerpent,” he turnedback retreatand
did not
return.
0
ing,
1doses I come forward and fear
rlot, surely you UTB of those who
a,re secure :
32 Enter you? hand into the
0lpening of your bosom, it will
C ome forth white without evil,d
a,nd contract your side t o yourtwo
Stdf from fear: so these
Shall be twoargumentsfrom
Your Lord 40 Pharaoh and his
C hiefs : surely they i r e a transgressing people.
83 H e said : My Lord ! surely
I killed one of them, so I fear
lest they should slay me :
34 And my brother, Aaron,
he is more eloquent
of tongue
than I, therefore send him with
me as an aider, verifying me :
surely I fearthatthey
would
reject me.
35 He said: We will strengthen your arm with yourbrother,
and We will give you both an
authority, so that they shallnot
reach you:1*79 (go) with Our
signs ; you two and those who
follow you shall be uppermost.

1578.

b 1358.

Ar. thy.
0

36-39. Pharaoh’s contention

926,1581.

Ar. thou
art.
Ar. thy.
Ar. thy.
d 926, 1563.
Ar. thy.
Ar. thyself,

Ar. thy.

A I . thy.
Ar. thy.

I

1879 The meaning is, so that they will not be able t o injure you.

with him.
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36 So when Moses cameto
them with Our clear signs, they
said : This is nothing butforged
enchantment,
and
we
never
i amongst our fathers
h e a d of C
of old.
37 And Moses said : My
Lordknows
best whocomes
withguidancefromHim,and
whose shall be the good end of
the abode ; surelythe unjust
shallnot be successful.
38 And Pharaoh said : 0
chiefs I I do notknow of m y
god for you besides myself;
thereforekindle a fire for me,
0 Haman, on dust, thenprepare for me a lofty building so
that I may obtain knowledge of
Moses’ God, and most surely I
thinkhim
to beone
of the

39 And he was unjustlyproud
in the land, he and his hosts,
and they deemed that they will
not be brought back to US.
40 So We caught hold of him
andhishosts,thenWecast
them into the sea, and see how
was the end of the unjust.
41 And W e made
them*
leaderswhocalltothe
fire,
and on the day of resurrection
they shall not be assigted.laal
42 And W e caused e curt38
to follow theminthisworld,
and on the day of resurrection
they shall be of those removed
from good.
1880 Pharaoh mocka at the idea of the Lord oi the heavens and the earth, and derisively
commands one of his ministers to prepare bricks (such being the significance of kindEing afire
on d w t ) and to erect a lofty building BO that he may here a peep into the hewem t o discover
the Lord of the heavens and the earth.
1881 Pharaoh is thus made a prototype of evil, and the opponents of the Holy Prophet are
warned that walking in Pheraoh’s footstepu they will meet n similar fate.
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SECTION 5
A Prophet like Mole8
43-46. Moses foretold of the Prophet by Divine revelation.
comes in truth.

Ar. thou
wert.

Ar. thou
wert.

Ar. thou
wert.

Ar. thou
wert

.

Ar. thy.
Ar. thou

mayest.

Ar, thee.

47-50. Prophet

43 And-. certainlyWegave
Moses the Book after We had
destroyedtheformergenerations, clear arguments for men
a mercy,
andaguidanceand
that they may be mindful.
44 And you were not on the
western side when We revealed
to Moses thecommandment,
e,nd you were notamongthe
witnesses ;lBsa
45 But We raised up generations, thenlife became prolonged
1to them; and you were not
Idwelling amongthe
people of
Midian, reciting to themOur
Icommunications, but We Fere
1the senders.
46 And you weve not on this
Iaide of the mountain when We
:ailed, but a mercyfrom your
Lord that you may warn a
1?eople to whom no Warner came
13efore you, thatthepmay
be
Inindfu1.1683
47 And were
it
not that
t'here
should
befall them a
clisaster for whattheirhands
0
1lave sent before, then
they
eihould say : OurLord!why
clidst Thou not send to us an
a,pestle so that we should have
f'ollowed Thycommunicafions
a,nd been of the believers I
48 But (now) when the truth
E as come to themfrom
Us,
t hey say: Why is he not given
t he like of what was given to

-

Moses spoke so clewly of the advent of the Holy Prophet 1
Were it not by Divine revelation, Moses could not have spoken 60 clearly of the Holy Prophet
two thousand years before his advent. The repetition of the phrase you were not at such and
such a plaoe in this and the following two verses is simply to lay stress upon the olear fulfilment of the prophecy, which is so clear that one should think Moseswere speaking of one
whose presence at the time made him fullywell known to him.
1883 This verse throws light on the purpose of the foregoing verses : You were not there,
but it was Divine mercy that put a prophecy into the mouth of Moses regarding you. This is
n:de clear by the words a mercy from your Lord that you may warn , . . The people to
whom no wnrner had come before were the Arabs. Compare 32 : 3, 36 : 6.
1882 H o w was it then that

..

-
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Moses ? What I did they not
disbelieveinwhat
Moses was
givenbefore?Theysay
: Two
enchantments backing up each
other; and theysay:Surely
weareunbelieversin
all.1884
49 Say:Thenbringsome
(other) book from Allah which
is a better guide than both
of
them,(that) I may follow it,
if you are truthful.’E*J
50 But if they do not answer
you, then know that they only
follow their low desires;and
who is more erring than he who
follows his low desires without
any
guidance
from
Allah?
Surely Allah does
not
guide
the unjust people.

SECTION 6
The Truth of Reyelation
51-53. Connectionwithpreviousrevelationestablished.
54-57. Believers
must be patient under trials. 58-60. Towns alroady destroyed afford warning.

51 And certainlyWehave
made the Word to have many
:onnections on account of
;hem
maythey
so that
be
mindfu1.1888

&);F&I

1884 The unbelievers did not adopt any one firm position against the Holy Prophet, and
whenever one objection was shown to be erroneous they took refuge in another. At the advent
of the Prophet they said thathe should have received a revelation like the revelationof Moses,
but when the likeness was pointed out to them, and they were told that their fate was to be
like the fate of theopponents of Moses, they arefoundsayingthatboth,
i.e. Moses and
Muhammad-may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon them!-were deceivers who
enchanted people by their eloquence, the one helping the other, and therefore they believed
neither in the one
nor in theother.
1885 The meaning is that if you do not admit the truth of either revelation, you should
show some other revelation existing in the world which should offer better rules of guidanca.
This statement only draws attention to the fact that the revelation granted to Moses and that
granted to the Holy Prophet both occupy a higher position than any other revelation.
And
this is in fact true, for among all the sacred books 01 the world the Bible occupies a position
aecond only to t h e Holy Qur-&n. The words, however, do not signify thatthe Bible
occupies a position equal to the Holy Qur-&n. For theircomparativemerits see 697, 703.
See also 152.
1888 The form fu’ala indicates either intensity (mubdlagka) or eztmiweness ( t a k s i ~in
) the
meaning of the verb, and accordingly w q ( r a h signifies he joined or conmcted much or he made
(6 string) to have many joinings (TA-LL).What is implied here is that the word of Allah, as
contained in the Q u r - h , is made to have many points of connection with previous revelation,
BO that it may be the easier for them to be reminded of its truth. Even if they did not believe
in previous revelation, the broad points of likeness in the principles of two different prophets
appearing at such a distance of time from each other, among entirely different nations, and

Ar. thou

canst.

Ai-. thou

bves t
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Ar. thee.

I

52 (As to)thosewhom
We
gave the Book before it,they
are believers in it.'"'
53 And when it is recited to
them they say : W e believe in
it ; surelyitisthetruthfrom
our Lord;. surely we were submitters before this.
54 Theseshall
be granted
their reward twice, because they
aresteadfastandtheyrepel
evil with good and spend out of
what We have given them.1888
55 And when they hear idle
talk they turn aside from it and
say: We shall have our deeds
and you shall have your deeds :
peace be onyou,
we donot
desiretheignorant.
56 Surely y o u can not guide
whom you love, but Allah guides
whom H e pleases, andH e knows
bestthefollowers
of the right
,ay.'"Q
57 And theysay
: If we
follow theguidancewith
you,
we shall be carried off from our
coontry.What!have
me not
settledtheminasafe,sacred
territory
which
to fruits
of
every kind shall be drawn ?-a
sustenance from U s ; butmost
,of them do not know.Ieg0

-

-

under total:ly cIifferent circumstances, and the fulfilment of the prophecies utteredby one in the
other, afford clonolusive evidence of thetruth of themboth.Thatthereferenceis
to the
oonnection with the previous revelation is also shown by the verse that fOllOWS, where those
who have been given the Book are clearly spoken of.
1887 It is not meant that all those
who have bcen previously given the scripturesbelieve in
the Qur-tin. The verse only draws attention to the fact that all believe in the truth of revelation from Allah, and they cannot deny the points of connection between the two revelations,
thetruth of thefundamentalprinciplesandthefulfilment
of prophecies.Butonlythose
would believe who have submitted themselves alreadyto Allah, as the verse that follows shows.
1888 It is not meant that those who believed in the previous scriptures andnow believe in
the Holy Prophet shall have a double reward for that reason. The reason of a double reward
-which only means a greater reward-is given in the words that follow: Because they are
madfart and they rqel evil with good and spend out of wlaat we have given them. They had
t6 suffer perwutions, and not only did they remain steadfast in these great trials, but repelled
the evil of their persecutors with good, and in addition to all this made greatsacrifices in the
WUBOof truth. See also 1987 on 33 :31 and 2458.
1889 It i n related that when Ab6 TMib was on his death-bed the Holy Prophet asked him
to b6lieve in Divine Unity, Abd Jahl, being by him at the time, dissuaded him from doing
so, mying that he nhould not desert the religion of his fathers. Abli T a b died &nunbeliever,
snd ths aada yozc cannot gwidu whom you bue were a comfort to the Prophet (Bkh).
€890 The #erne epeaks first of the unfounded fears of those who thought that the te&knead
ot the Maellme would remult in the seiaure, death, or expulsion
of those *ho aoaepkd
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Ar. thy.

58 And how many B town
have We destroyed which
exulted in its means of subsistence ; so theseeretheir
not been
abodes:
they
have
dwelt in afterthem
except a
little, end We we
the
inheritors.**91
59 And yoar Lord never destroyed
the
towns
until
He
raised in their metropolis an
apostle,reciting to themOur
communications, and We never
destroyed the
'towns
except
when their people were unjust.
60 And whatever things you
have been given are only a provision of this world's life and
itsadornment,and
whatever
is
with Allah isbetter and more
lasting ; do you not then understand ?
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SECTION 7
Opponents shall be brought low
61-66. Leaders
desert
their
followers. 67-73. Power
and
knowledge
belong toAllah,
74, 75. Helpleasnessbroughthome
to opponents.

O r , word. , ,

proved

true.

61 Is heto whom Wehave
promised a goodly promise
which heshall meet with like
him whom We have provided
with the provisions of this
world's life, then on the day of
resurrection he shall be of
those who are brought up ?18ss
62 And on thedaywhen
He will call themandsay:
Whereare
those whom you
deemed to be My associates ?
63 Thoseagainst whom the
wntence has become confirmed
sill say: Our Lord ! these are

faith of Islam. In reply they are told that the prophecies which declare Mecca to be a safe
andsacredterritory, t o which people will dock in all ages, must
come t o fulfilment,and
Mecca will ultimatelybetheirs
for whose sake thesepropheoiesareuttered.
1891 That is, even now the Divine kingdom will be established, and the true believers
in God shall be msde masters of the country.
1892 There are twoparties spoken of here : theProphetandhisfollowers,
who have
received a gbodly promise from Allah,though weak and oppressed at the time,andthe
powerful enemy, who has all the provisions of life in his possession, but who will One day
be oalled upon to receive the judgment.
26
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they whom we caused
to err ;
wecausedthemtoerr
as we
ourselvesdid err; to Thee we
be clear
declareourselvesto
(of them) : theyneverserved
Us.1893

Ar. t h y .

Ar. thy.

64 And it will be said : Call
So they
your
associate-gods.
will calluponthem,butthey
will not answer them, and they
shall
see
the
chastisement;
wouldthattheyhad
followed
the right way!
65 And on the day when He
shall call them and say : What
you gave to
wastheanswer
the apostles ?
66Thenthepleasshall
becomeobscuretothem
on that
day, so they shall not ask each
other.1894
67 But as to him mho repents
and believes and
does
good,
maybehe
will be amongthe
successful.
68 And your Lordcreates
and chooses whom H e pleases :
tochooseisnottheirs;glory
He
be to Allah, and exalted be
above what they associate (with
Him).
69‘ And your Lordknows
what their breasts conceal and
what they manifest.
70 And H e is Allah, there is
no god but He ! All praiseis
due to Himinthis
(life) and
thehereafter,andHisisthe
judgment, and to H i m you shall
be brought back.
71 Say:Tell
me, if Allah
were
to
make
the
night
to
on you
continue
incessantly
till the day of resurrection, who
is the god besides Allah that
could
bring
you light? Do
you not then hear?

1893 All commentators agree that by those apinst whom the sentence has been confirmed are meant the leaders in unbelief (JB,Kf). Hence tlieir saying they muer sewed or
worshipped u8 shows that these very leaders are spoken of &s the gods whom their followers
worship.
1894 They shall not be able to offer an excuse, for the vanity of the false excuses which
satisfied them here would then become manifest to them. Nor shall they ask each other, for
each shall know the fdsity of the excuses of the others.
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-72 Say : Tell me, if Allah
were tomakethedayto
continueincessantly
on youtill
the day of resurrection, who is
the god besides Allah that could
bring you thenightin
which
Do you not
you takerest?
then see ?
73 And out of His mercy He
has made for you the night and
theday,that
you mayrest
therein, and that you may seek
of His grace, and that you may
give thanks.
74 And on the day when H e
shall call them and say : Where
are those whom you deemed to
be My associates ?
75 And We will drawforth
from among every
nation
a
witnessandsay:Bring
your
proof;thenshallthey
know
thatthetruth
isAllah’s, and
that which they forged shall
depart from them.

SECTION

8

Korah’n Wealth lead8 him t o Ruin
76-60. Horah rebels against Moses and exults in his wealth. 81, 89. His
!uin.

76 Surely Korah was of the
people of Moses, but he rebelled
pgainst them, and We hadgiven
sim of the treasures,SO much so
;hat his hoards of wealth would
:ertainly weigh down a com?any of men possessed of great
Itrength. When
his
people
mid tohim
: Do notexult,
lurely ‘41lah does not love the
Sxultant :1*g6
1895 The story of Korah or Qirtin, his revolt against the leadership of Moses and Aaron,
and his beingswallowed up by the esrth, is given in Num. 16. The only addition of any
importance to the story as given in the Qur-An is the mention of his wealth, a fact noticed
in Rabbinical literature (Jewish E n . ) , according to which the fabulous renown of his wealth
is so great that the keys of his treasures formed a load for three hundred mules. The word
majdtif as ooauning in the Q n r - h is plural of majtaf, which means a hoard, or tremure,
or buriedproperty (TA-LL). It is also plural of miftaf, meaning a key, but kun& (meaninu
Wemure8, singular kanr) beiig in the plural, the personal pronoun in mq/dti@hll doe# not
refer to kunllz but to Korah; aaoordingly m@dti& denotes the tremum.
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77 And seek by means of
what Allah has given you the
future abode, and do not neglect
your portion of this world, and
do good (toothers) as Allah
has done good to you, and do
not seek to make mischief in
the land : surely Allah does not
love the mischief-makers.
78 Hesaid:
I have been
given this only on account of
the knowledge I have. Did
he not know that Allah had
,destroyed before him of the
generations those who were
mi htier in strengththanhe
an greater in assemblage ? And
the guiltyshallnot
be asked
Iabout their faults.1896
79 So he went forth to his
1people in his finery. Those
who desire
this
worlds life
Iaaid: 0 would that we had the
1ike of whatKorahis
given;
Imost surely he is possessed of
fortune.
1mightygood
80 And those who were given
I;he knowledge said: Woe to
you I Allah’s reward isbetter
1:or him who believes and does
I;ood, and none is made to
1:eceive this except the patient.
81 Thus We made the earth
tio swallow up him and his
Ebbode; so hehad
no body of
tlelpers to assisthimagainst
1illah, nor was he of those who
e:an defend t h e m s e ~ ~ e s . ~ ~ ~ ~
82 And those who yearned
f or his place only the daybefore
tmgan to
say
: Ah! (know)
t hat Allah amplifies and straitens
the means of subsistence for
Vvhom H e pleases of His serV a n t s ; had not Allah been
g;racious to us, He would most
Surelyhave
abased us ; ah I
know) that the ungrateful am
Iiever successful.

fi

c

1896 They shall not be asked to give explanstions for their sine, &eAlleh is All-knowing.
1897 The meaning conveyed is that he perished. K W f also signifies abasing, humbling,
or lowdng another, end the verb is khasafa in this case (LLon the authority of Ham, Q,
and TA). I adopt this signifiomoe in the next verae in tranalating &
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SECTION 9
I

The Prophet’s ultimate Triumph
88, 84. The meek shall triumph. 85. Mecca shall be conquered by the

Prophet. 56-88. Prophettoremainsteadfast,

i’

83 (As for) that future abode,
We
assign
it
to those
who
havenodesiretoexaltthemselves in the earth nor to make
mischief; and the good end is
forthosewho
guard (against
evil).
84 Whoever brings good, he
shallhavebetterthanit,
and
whoever brings evil, those who
doevilshallnot
be rewarded
(for) aught except what they did.
85 Most surely He who has
madetheQur-&nbinding
on
you will bring you back to the
destination.’*Q5Say : MyLord
knows b e s th i mw h oh a s
brought the guidance and him
whoisinmanifesterror.
86 And you did notexpect
that the Book would be inspired
to you, but it is a mercy from
your Lord, therefore be not a
backer up of theunbelievers.
87 Andletthem
not turn
you aside
from
the
communications of Allah afterthey
have been revealed to you, and
call(men) t o your Lord and
be not of the polytheists.
88 And callnotwith
Allah
*:any other god ; there is no god
but He; every thing is perishhble but B e ; His is the judgment, and to Him you shall be
brought ba~k.189~
I

I’

Ar. thee.
S r . thee.

Ar. t k .

AX. tht?t?.

Ar. thy.

I

Ar. His face
or His per8on.

i;

1898 The word ma’cid means the ultimate place of one’s returning (from ‘dda, meaning

he returned) (LL).The word ma’cid in

ab3 1

),

&) > \

has been taken tomean Mecca,

according to an interpretation given by I’Ab, and TA accepts thisinterpretation, because
the conquest of it was promised to the Prophet, so that it was the place to which he would
return. 0 gives another reason for Mecca being called nza’dd, viz. because the pilgrims
return to it (LL). According to some this verse was revealed on the Prophet’s departure from
Mecca, i.e. on his way to Medina. At m y rate it contains a clear promise of the Prophet
being brought back to Mecca.
1899 The Prophet being the recipient of the revelation containing the commandments
in this rcnd the previous verse, the commandments really give us apicture of hismind. It is &
distorted imagination which can deduce from commandmentslike this an inclination to pobtheisminthe
Prophet’s mind, So far from ahowing &11inclination of this nattlre, the
Commandments show that his hesrt was entirely free from any such inclination.

CHAPTER XXIX
THE SPIDER
(AZ”Ankab?it)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(7 sections and 69 w m s )
Abetract :
Seo.
Sec.
Sec.
Seo.
Sec.
Sec.

1. Trials purify.
2, 3. Histories of Noah, Abraham, and Lot.
4. Frailty of false beliefs: a lesson in the fate of earlier nations.
b. The Qur-An is a purifier.
6. Unbelievers warned and believers comforted.
7. Triumph of the faithfil.

The n t l e , oontext, and date

of reyelation.

THIS chapterisentitled
The Spider fromthefactthatfalse,idolatrous,andpolytheistic
beliefs areherecomparedtoaspider’s
web : And surely the f railest of the houses is t l w
spider’s house (v. 41). The significance is clear : false beliefs will not stand the test of time,
and they shall be swept away before the strong current of truth. This chapter and the three
following form another group of Meccan revelation,each being headed by the letters d i f ,
kfm, M h t . The present chapter deals
chiefly with the persecutions
of the Muslims and the
trials which they underwent, and hence some have thought that some portionsof this,chapter,
particularly the opening verses, were revealed at Medina and refer to the battles which the
Muslims fought. But to consider that the persecution and the trials
of the Muslims began at
Medinaandwithfightingistoignorethe
whole of theearlierhistory
of Islam.The
Muslims had E very hard time at Mecca, and even if no account of the cruel persecutions of
the early converts to Islam had been left, the earlier flight to Abyssinia and the later
one to
Medina should be sufficient testimony of the great trials which the Muslims suffered a t Mecca.
This chapter speaks of the time when persecution was rife and it comforts the converts to
Islam. Hence, in all probability the chapter belongs to the
close of the early Meccan, or the
beginning of the middle Meccan, period.

aonnection and subject-matter.
Thelastchapter
predicted inplain words atriumphalreturn
of theHolyProphetto
Mecca, thus indicating the triumph of Islam. Here we are told that the great object of the
triumph of truth has never been achieved except by suffering sore afflictions and severe trials
in its cause. Hence trials and persecutions were neceesary. Starting thus, there is
a reference to the persecution of children by their very parents, and the converts to Islam are told
that they must yield to their parents in all other matters,
but must resolutely reject false
doctrines. The second, third, and fourth sections make
brief references to the histories of
Noah, Abraham, Lot, and other prophets, showing how the righteons had always to undergo
trials and how they were subjected to persecutions, but false beliefs had no basis and had
dW~p
bean swept eqay by truth. At the end of the fourth section, false beliefs
a r e com-
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SECTION 1
Trial8 purify
1 4 . Trials are necessary. 6, 7. Striving will bring reward. 8,9.Obedience
to idolatrousparents.
10, 11. Persecutionseparatesthefaithful
from the
hypocrites. 12, 13. Theburden of evil.

In thename of Allah, the
Benefioent, the Merciful.

.

11.

b 484.

Or, hopes.

1 I am Allah, the best
Knower..
2 Do menthinkthatthey
will be left alone on saying, We
believe, andnot be tried?Igo0
3 And certainly
Wetried
those before them, so Allah will
certainly know those who are
He will certainly
true
and
know the liarsnb
4 Or do they who work evil
think that they will escape U S ?
Evilisitthattheyjudge
!Igu1
5 Whoever fears to meet
Allah, the doom appointed by
Allah will then most surely
come ; and He is the Hearing,
theKnowing.
6 And whoever strives hard,
only
for his own
I he strives
soul; most surely Allah is
self-sufficient,, above (need of)
the ~or1d.s.'~~~

I:

pared to a spider's web, thusillustratingtheirextremefrailty.Thefifth
section refers to
-1 ns is met with the
the purifying effect of the Bur-&n, and the repeated demand for more ..'g
simple ansder that the holy word of God was in itself a suficiently clear sign, because it
wrought a trensformation in the lives of those who followed it. The sixth section warns the
unbelievers of the fate in store for them and of the consequences of their tyrannical perseoutions of the Muslims ; it also comforts the latter by stating that their sufferings will soon be
changed into a state of happiness. The seventh section shows that Allah, who deals mercifully even with the unbelievers, will not allow the exertions of the faithful in the cause of
trutL to remain unfruitful, and that those
mho strive hard and earnestly
will be guided in
the right way, which is the way tc success.
1900 By the trials spoken of in these verses is meant the persecution of the believers by
the unbelievers at Mecca. This is made clear in v. 10. A misconception as t.0 the nature of
these trials has led some critics to think that the first ten verses must heve beexreveeled at
Medina.
1901 That is, the persecutors shall not go unpunished.
1902 As has been shown in 1793, the word j i M d occurs in Meccan rel7elation frequently,
and carries its proper significance of striving hard in Allah's way. The suffering of perseouaims and tortures at the hands of their enemies for the sake of their faith was no less ajihdd
of the Muslims at Mecca than their fighting in defence of Islam at Medina.

Ax. the&
Ar. thou

shouldst.

Ar. thou

haat.

Ax. thy.

7 And(as
for) thosewho
believe anddo good, W e will
mostcertainlydoawaytheir
evil deedsand We will most
certainly reward them the best
of what they did.180S
8 And We have enjoined on
mangoodnesstohisparents,
and if theycontendwith
you
that you should associate
of which
(others)
with
Me,
you have no knowledge, do not
obey them ; to Me is your
return, so I will inform you of
what you did.1804
9 And (as for) those who believe and do good, We mill most
surely
cause
them
to
enter
amongthe good.
10 And amongmenishe
who says: We believe in Allah;
but
when
he
persecuted
is
in (the way of) Allah he thinks
the persecution of men to be as
thechastisement of Allah ;I906
and if therecomeassistance
from your Lord,they
would
most certainly say : Surely we
werewith you. What I isnot
Allah the best knower of what
is in the breasts of mankind?

”

1903 The word rendered by do away hereis nukanranna, fromwhichis
derived the
kafh’rah or atonement of theChristiandoctrine.TheQur-hnpoints
out thatthetrue
kaffh’rah or atonement forevil deeds is ihe doing of good deeds, so that the latter, taking
the place of the former, change the whole course of a man’s life. The atonement of sin by
virtue is the true doctrine of nature, while atonement by blood is absolutely unnatural and
incomprehensible.
1904 This verw, while signifying the importance of obedience t o parents, at the same time
warns against attaching over-importance to even t h e filialduty. I t shows that when even
an important duty clashes with e. still higher one, the former is to be sacrificed to the latter.
I t is related that when Sa’d ibn-i-Abi-Waqqas became e. convert to Islam, his mother swore
that she would neither eat nor drink until he reverted to
unbelief, and that this vers- was
revealed on that occasion. If the incident is true, it is a further proof that these verses were
revealed at Mecca, because Sa’d wasone of theearlyconverts.
At anyrate Noldeke’s
argument, that since these verses were revealed at Medina therefore the incident cannot be
true, carries no weight.
It is quite conceivable that such e. verse was more needed for the
‘guidance of early converts at Mecca than the later converts at Medina, for it
WEB at Mecca
that children had to leave their parents on account of their conversion to Islam, &he parents
not allowing them to forsake theirold religion.
1906 The meaning is that those who are weak in faith consider the persecution
by the
unbeIievers whichwasnecessary
to strengthen and purifytheirfaith
&E if it were a
chastisementfromAllahfortheirchange
of faith.Thelatterpart
of the verse is a
propheoy as to whatthe we& in faith will say whentheysee
the assist.ance of Allah
coming to the Mualims snd destrofing the unbeliepers.
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11 And most certainly Allah
believe,
and most certainly
H e will know
the hypocrites:
12 And those who disbelieve
say
to
those
who
believe :
Follow our pathandwe
will
bearyourwrongs.Andnever
shall they be the bearers of any
of theirwrongs;most
surely
they are liars.
13 Andmostcertainlythey
shall carry their own burdens,
andotherburdenswiththeir
own
burdens,
and
most
certainly they shall be questioned
on theresurrectionday
&s to
whet they forged.1906

I will knowthosewho

SEGTION 2
Noah and Abraham
14, 15. Noah.

16-18. AbrAam.

old ones.

I

14 And
certainly
We
sent
Noah to his
people,
so he
remained among them a thousand years
save
fifty
And the deluge overtook them,
whiletheywereunjustSb
15 So W e delivered
him
and
theinmates of theark,and
madeit a signtothenations.
16 And (We sent) Abraham,
when
he
said
to his
people
:
Serve Allah and be careful of

19-22. New nations

take theplace

of
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1906 It should be noted that the Qur-Bn does not anywhere say that the burden of one
shall be takenaway by another.Eachone
is responsiblefor what he does. The"other
burdens I' are really their own burdens in misledding others, and thus the two burdens spoken
of here are the burden of one's own wrong-doing.snd the burden of misleading others.
1907 The Christians, of course, have no objection to the statement mode here as t4 Noah
hsving lived for 960 years, for the Bible gives that to be the age of that patriarch. It is not
improbable that the span of man's life may have been greater in his earlier history than at
present, and Noah may have attained an extraordinary age among his compatriots. But there
are indications that the reference here is to the abiding for 950 yesrs of the law preached by
Noah, his place being then taken by Abraham, who is for this reason mentioned immediately
after Noah. According to the dates given in the Bible, a period of 952 gears & p ~ dbetween
the birth of Noah and that of Abraham, and the referenas may be to these 960 years, &8 the
mention of Abraham immediately afterwards shows. It should be noted that the concluding
words, and the deluge overtook them, are separated by a full stop from the first part
of the
verse, and it is for this reason that the words do
not signify that the deluge overtook the
people after he had dwelt among them 950 years, Or,the jdfh may have here the significance
given in the margin, and the reference may be not to the deluge, but to some later calamity.
For this significance of the word see 934.
26 *
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(your duty to) Him : this is best
for you, if you did but know:
17 You only worshipidols
besides Allah and you create
a lie;surelythey
whom you
serve besides Allah do not
control for y o u any sustenance,
therefore seek thesustenance
from Allah and serve Him and
be grateful to H i m : toHim
you shall be brought back.
18 And if you reject(the
truth),nations before you did
indeed reject(thetruth);and
on the
nothingisincumbent
Apostle butaplain
deljvering
(of the message).
19 What! do they
not
consider how Allah originates
the creation, then reproduces it?
Surely that is easy to Allah.1908
20 Say: Travel in the earth
and see how H e makes the
first creation, thenAllah creates
the latter creation; surely Allah
has power over allthings.lgoS
21 He chastiseswhom
He
pleases and
has
mercy on
whom He pleases, and to Him
you shall be turned back.
22 And you shall not escape
in the earth nor in the heaven,
and you have neither aprobesides
tector nor a helper
Allah.
1908 The law of creation and destruction of things which is constantly working in nature
finds an expression in the lives of nations : a nation is brought into existence, then it is
swept away and a new nation raised in its stead,. I t is to this law that the verse refers a# a
warning to the idolatrous Meocam that the time had now come when their place should be
taken by another nation. This is made oleerer in the verses that follow.
I t should be noted that w. 18-23 are parenthetical, being an address to the opponenta of
the Holy Prophet. The Qur-&n frequently adopts this method of warning in the middle of
another narration, for its object is not to relate a story, but to warn those who opposed the
spread of the truth BS revealed to the Holy Prophet.
1909 Elsewhere, the words trave2 in the earth are always followed by then see witat was
the end of the rejecters, instead of which we have here how He makes thc first creation, t h m
dlkzh createsthelattercreation.
Theapparentidentity
of the significance of thesetwo
statements is thusmade clearer by the comparison, which shows thatwhat ie meant il
the disappearance of one nation to give place to another.

ABRAHAM
LOT
AND
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SECTION 3
Abraham and Lot
23-25. Abraham is persecuted.

30. Lot.

a 1641

26, 27. He flies and is blessed.

28-

23 And (as to)thosewho
disbelieve in thecommunications of Allah and His meeting,
they
have
despaired
of MY
mercy,andtheseitisthat
shallhave a painfulchastisement.
24 So naught waB the
answer of his people except
Slay himor
thattheysaid:
burn him ; then Allah delivered
him from the fire ;L most surely
therearesignsinthis
fora
peoplewho believe.*s10
25 Andhesaid:
You have
only taken for yourselves idols
besides Allah by way of friendship
between
you
this
in
world’s life, then on the resurrectiondaysome of youshall
deny
others,
and
some
of
you
shall
curse
others,
and
your
abode
is
the
fire, and
you shall not have any helpers.
26 And Lot believed in him,
and he said: I am fleeing to my
Lord, surely H e is the Mighty,
the Wi~e.191~~
27 And We
granted
him
IsaacandJacobIhandcaused
the prophethood and the
book
to remain in his seed, and
We
gavehimhisrewardinthis
world, and in the hereafter he
will most surely be among the
good,

1910 As in 21 : 69, BO here, it is not stated that Abraham was actually cast into the f i e .

On the one hand, the expression used here, then Allah delivered him from the&?, shows that
the opponents were unable to cast him into the fire. On the other hand, the plan WBB either
to olav or to burn him, and therefore the >re may only stand for the opposition which these
plans involved.
1910~The words I amfiedng to my Lord indicete his flight to another country whither he
was commanded t o flee by his Lord (Bd). This is more clearly stated in 19 :49 : ‘ I And I
will witbdraw from yon,” beingfollowed by the statement made in 19: 50: “So when he
withdrew from them.” This makes it further clear that his deliverance from the fire was
brollght about by his flight to another country.
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28 And (We sent) Lot when
he said to his people: Most
surely you are guilty of m
indecency which none of the
nationshas
everdone
before

you :

Ar. thmb

art.

29 What I do you come to
the males and commit robbery
o$ the highway, and you
commit
evil
deeds
in your
assemblies ?loll Butpothing
of his people
wastheanswer
except thattheysaid:Bring
on us Allah’s chastisement, if
you are one of the truthful.
30 He said : My Lord !
help
me
against
the misohievous people.

SECTION 4
Frailty of False Beliefs : A Lesson In the Fate of Earlier Nations
31-35. Lot’s people destroyed. 36, 37. People of Shu’aib. 38. )Ad and
Samood. 39. Pharaoh and others. 40. Punishment
in
various forms,
41-44. False beliefs likened to spider’s web.

1187,ll:68.

Ar. t b .

Ar. tW.
A?. tw.

31 And when Our messengers came to Abraham with the
good news,ptheysaid:Surely
Weare going to destroy the
people of thistown,
for its
people areunjust.
32 H e said : Surely in it is
Lot. They said:
We
know
well who is init ; we shall
certainlydeliverhim
andhis
followers, except his wife; she
shall be of those who remain
behind.
33 Andwhen
Our messengers came toLot he wasgrieved
on account of them,andhe
was lacking of strength in their
affair ;I912 and they said: Fear
not, nor grieve; surely we will
deliver you a d your followers,
except your wife ; she shall be
of those who remain behind :

1911 Three evils are wribed to Lot’s people-unnatnral crime, highway robbery, and
openly committing evil deeds in their essemblies. Therafore it is a mistake t o explain all
incidents in oonnection with Lot’s story only with reference to unnatural crime as the sole

evil of which they were guilty.

&
&1 @

is, according t o

Kf, the work of robbers,
6‘

killing men and seizing theh property.” JB adds afterthe words \&$
u&
by way of explaining them, “for they used to murder the passers-by and rob them of their
property.” Other
commentetors give similar explanation@.
1918,see next page.
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34 Surely W e will causeto
come down upon the people of
this town & punishmentfrom
heaven,
because
they
transgressed.
35 AndcertainlyWehave
a
left a clew sign of itfor
peoplewho nnduerstand.l"3
36 And to Midian (We sent)
so he
theirbrotherShu'aib,"
! serve
said : 0 mypeople
AlIah and fear the latter day,
and do not act corruptly in the
land, making mischief.
37 But they rejected him, so
a severeearthquakeovertook
them, and they became motionless bodies in their abode.
38 And (Wedestroyed) 'Ad
from their
andSamood,and
dwellings ( t h i s ) is apparentto
you indeed ; and
the
devil
madetheirdeedsfairseeming
to them, so he kept them beck
from
the
path,
though
they
were endowed with perceptive
faculties of the mind ;
39 And ( W ed e s t r o y e d )
K oar h ba n dP h a r a o ha n d
Haman ;c and certainly Moses
came to them with clear arguments,
but
they
behaved
haughtily
in
the
land;
yet
theycouldnotout,strip
(Us).
40 So each W e punished for
hissin:and
of them was he
on whom
Wesentdown
it
violentstorm,dand
of them
washewhomtherumbling
overtook,e end of them was he
whomWemade
to be swdlowed up by theearth,'and
of themwashewhomWe
did notbe&owned;gandit
seem Allah that
He
should
be unjusttothem,butthey
were unjust to their own souls.

1912 :ur'.un, which signifies literally thestretching forth of the arm, means porcer or
ability or eztent of power ; and

k ~p')i
j G b

means he waa unable to. accomplish

the afuir (TA-LL); or he lacked strength to accomplish bhc affair (Q.LL).
1913 Sotlorn and Gomorrah, the cities destaoyed, ere in the tleighbourhod of tha De&d
8m,on t k e Fmd from Ambia, 88 ie a i d in 16:76: " And aum4 it h on s r o d thrf &a

abides."

THE SPIDER
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41 The parable of t h o s e
who
take
guardians
besides
Allahis as the parable of the
spider
that
makes
for
itself
a house; and most surely the
frailest of thehousesisthe
spider’shouse:didtheybut
know.1914

42 Surely Allah knows whatever
thing
they
call
upon
is the
besides H i m ;a n dH e
Mighty,theWise.
43 And (as for) theseparables, We setthemforthfor
men, and none understand them
but the learned.
44 Allah created the heavens
and the earth with truth ; most
surelythere is a signinthis
for the believers.

SECTION 5
The Bur-An i n a Purifier
45. The Qur-&neffects a release from the bondage of sin. 46. Principle of
controversy, 4 7 4 9 . The Qur.411 contains all religious truths. 50, 51. Transformationwrought by the Qur-&n is a sign of its truth.

PARI!
45 Recite that whichhas
you. of the
been revealedto
Book and
keep
up prayer;
surely prayer keeps (one) away
Erom indecencyandevil,and
of
:ertainly theremembrance
Allah is the greatest, and Allah
knows what you d0.191~
1914 A trust in false deities, which really stands for all false beliefs, is here compared to
a spider’s web to express the nature of its extreme frailty. It ~ a prosper
y
for a time, but no
sooner is the light of criticism and research brought to bear upon it than it vanishes and

leaves no tracebehind,
Or, asthespider’s
web isentirelychangedwhenitis
once
destroyed, so, likethe web, false beliefs donotretaintheiroriginalform,and
every
objection causes a new doctrine to springforth in the place of theold,whichisreally
devoid of solidity and strength.
There may also be a reference here to the plans of the Holy Prophet’s opponents, which
were destined to be brought to ntLughtby reason of their inability to withstand the
overwhelming advance of truth.
1916 This verse invites the followers of the Book to accept the QUI-&n on account of its
purifying effect upon life, whereas their own scriptures had ceased to effect LL release from
the bondage of sin, which is the real object of revelation. The verse also lays down t h e right
principle for getting rid of the bondage of sin in the.words tho remembrance of412ah i s tlte
greatest, La. the most powerful snd effective restraint upon ein. That this is theright
prinoiple is borne out by the testimony of all the prophets and righteous men, end r w n
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46 And do not dispute with
the followers of the Book
except by what is best,1916
exceptthose of them who act
unjustly,1e17 andsay : We believe in that which has been
revealed to us and revealed to
you, andour
God and your
God is One, andtoHim
do
we submit.
47 And thus have We revealed the Book to yozc. So
those whom We have given the
Book believe in it, and of these
therearethosewho
believe

AI.thee

I

"

also leadsustothesame
conclusion. It isa living belief in Divine power, knowledge,
andgoodness.thatrestrainsmanfrom
walking in the ways of His,displeasure,andthis
knowledge that
is whit ii implied in therebembrance of Allah. A sureandcertain
every evil action leads to an esd consequence, that there is a Supreme
Being Who b o w s
whatishidfromhumaneyesand
Whose morallawis
effective where themoralforce
of all goodness and it isthrough good.
of society altogetherfails,thatHeisthesource
ness that man oan have communion with Him, are the only
effective mstraints upon evil.
These are the principles whereinevery fresh revelation inspires a living faith.
It should also be noted that the recitation of the Book, the keeping up of prayer, and the
remembrance of Alhh are really all identical ; for the Qur-Qn is recited in prayers, and the
Qur-An is the best means of the remembrance of Allah: every line of it brings before the mind
of the reader the goodness,power, and knowledge of the Divine Being, while there is no other
book which fulfils this requirement. The Qur-An is neither a book of law, though it contains
the prinoiples of the laws necessary for the guihnce of man, nor a book of sacred history,
though it contains the necessary sacred history, but it is pre-eminently aBook that manifests
the glory, greatness, grandeur, goodness, love, purity, power, and knowledge of the Supreme
Being.
1916 It should be noted that this passage deals only with the mode of controversy to be
adopted in inviting those
who already had scriptures in their hands-which the Arabs had
not-to the truth of Islam and the revelation of the Qur-6.n. The diseased imagination that
discovers srecommendalion for the use of force a1t.ogetherfails to understand the meaning of
the passage, for it is absurd to speak of a religious controversy being carried on by the use of
force. This may be the method khich the Christian missionary of the latter day has found
most effective, but the Qur-An makes its o m meaning quite clear when it explains what it
regards as best, and that it is the broad principles of religion that should demand paramount
of the Divine
consideration.The two fundamentalprinciples of religion aretheexistence
Being and Divine revelation, these being common to all revealed religions. The only differconception of the Divine Being which
enceis that a Muslim's is apurermonotheism,a
giveti the most perfect attributes to Him while declaring Him tobe free from all imperfections
end weaknesses, a conception which cannot reasonably be eriticized by any one who d m i t s a
belief in a Supreme Being. A Muslim's conception of Divine revelation is wider than that of
the follower of any other religion, recognizing, as it does, that Divine revelation is granted in
all ages and to all nations. A Muslim, therefore, admits the truth of all the prophets and
revelations, and the follower of any other religion has nothing to lose but everything to gain
by accepting Islam.
1917 The significance of the words ezcept those wlw act ujuntly is not that controversy i6
to be carried on with these in a different manner, but that the unjust mould not accept tbis
verse that
reasonable interpretation of the principles of religion. This is made clear in the
follows.
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Ax. thy.
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XXI.

in it, and
none
deny
Our
commnnications
except
the
~nbelievers.1~18
48 And you did not recite
hafore it any book, nor did yo%
transoribe one with ymr right
hand, for then could those who
s a uy n t r u e
things have
doubted.1919
49 Nay! t h s e are clear
communications in the breasts
of those who are
granted
know1edge;Igm andnonedeny
Our communications except the
unjust.
50 And theysay:Whyare
nob signs sent down upon him
from his Lord?
Say:
The
signs are only with
Allah, and
I am only a plain warner.1921

-

1918 And thus have W e revealed the Book ; that is, by confirming the truth of all previous
revelation. The rderence in these is to the Arabs, who possessed no sacred scriptures.
1919 The broad principles of religion and the beautiful moral and spiritual truths which
find expreesion in the Qur-An could not have been collected, if such a collection by human
exertion were possible, except by one whc had knowledge of all the previous scriptures ; but,
to say nothing of all the scriptures, the Holy Prophet had not read even a single book. What
might h a w been said against a prophet like Jesus, that he had read the previous scriptures
and collected some beautiful truths from them, could not be said against the Holy Prophet,
for theletter could neitherreadnorwrite,andhisinabilityto
do eitheristhus
a confirmation of his truth. Leaving aside all t h e principles and truths, if we consider the broad
principle that Islam taught with regard to the truth
of Divine revelation in all ages and to
all nations, a truth never taught or recognized by any religionor by any man before the
Holy Prophet, it is remarkable that such
r~ broad truth should have been preached in such
clear and forcible words by one who had never read the scriptures of any religion and who
lived in L country which was almost cut off from all communication with other countries,
That an Arab of the desert should proclaim a truth which it was not vouchsafed to any of the
great prophets to preach, and which after thirteen centuries
of learning and intercommunication of nationsisrecognizedastheessentialtruthofsailreligiouspreaching,isdone
sufficient to show thatihe sourcefromwhich this teaching was drawn was far above the
knowledge possessed by any human being.
1920 While the previous verse asserts that the truths of the religious scriptures, which
were never read by the Holy Prophet, were to be found in the Qur-An, this verse ;roes further,
and claims that not only those truths, but
also others which are not
to be found in any
scripture, and which are only in the breasta of the learned ones, or those that &all ever be
conceived by thelearned ones, are to be seen in the pages of the Holy Qur-An. That what
t h e most progrwive religiousthought
of to-daymnsidersdesirableforthe
basis of
common religion of humanity is met with in Islam is & clear testimony to the truth of this
assertion.
lWl As remarked elsewhere, it should be noted that this expression is not a denial of the
coming of signs, but an assertion that they shall be shown. The Prophet
is a Warner, and
g i v a warning in due time that the signs mre with Allah, whose power to send these signs they
deny. R a d a h o in thisconnection vv. 63-55, whichuphold, in mosiclear m d forcible
language, the Poadng of the punishment-whioh, however, the unblievera would hay<
hastened on-leaving no doubt &s tothemeaning of signs being with Allah.

UNBELIEVERS WARNED

.

51 Is it not enough for them
you
thatWehaverevealedto
the Book which is recitedto
them?
Most
surely
there
is
mercy in this a,nd a reminder
for a people who believe.192S
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SECTION 6
Unbelieners warned and Belienere oomforted
52-55. Certainty of punishmenh. 56-62. Believersshallhaveagreat
reward. ,63. Dead earth shall be restoredtolife.

52 Say: Allah is sufficient
as a witness between meand
you ; H e knows what is in the
heavensandtheearth.
And
(asfor) thosewho believe in
the falsehood and disbelieve in
Allah, theseit is thatarethe
losers.
53 And they
ask
you to
hasten on thechastisement;
andhadnot
a term been appointed, the chastisement
would
certainlyheve come to them ;
and most certainly it will come
I to them all of a sudden while
they will not perceive.
54 They ask you tohasten
<3n the ch'astisement, and most
I3urely hell
encompasses
the
Iunbelievers ;Ig23
55 On thedaywhenthe
(:hastisementshall
cover them
i?om above them,
and
from
their
feet;
and
He
1Ieneath
what
you
* E ihall say : Taste
iiid.19a4
-

1922 This is another reply to those who demanded the sign which involved their own

destruction.The Qur-An is a, mercy: if they would only accept it, and mould their lives
according to its directions, they wouldbe dealt with most mercifully. They could seehow
the Believers h5d benefited by it ; how B wonderful transformationhad been wrought in
their lives. Was it not a sufficient sign for them of the truth of the Holy Qur-An 7 Indeed,
this mas direct evidence of the truth of the holy word, for to effect a pure tra,nsformation in
the lives of those whowobldfollow
it wag its avowed object, while the overthrow of its
enemies w a ~only an indirect testimony.
1923 Eventhepunishment
of this life, which the unbelievers would haeten, is called
a hell. But even if this verse is taken as indicating the punishment of the life after death,
as some commentators think, it is a transition from the one to the other-from the punishment of hhig life b~ thepunishmentafter
death-which is of frequent occurrence inthe
Holy Qur-hn, both being spoken of in sewral places in such conjunction that it is hardly
possible t.o separate the one from the other.
1924 The expression used is simply to indicatetheall-encompassingnature
of the
puniahment, which will not leave them way to escape. Or, thepunishmentfrom
above
is the drought, m d punishment from beneath, the battlee,
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56 0 My servants who h.
lieve! surely My earth is vast,
therefore Me aloneshould you
serve.lga6
57 Every soul must taste of
death, then to Us you shall be
brought back.
58 And (as for) those who
believe and do good, We will
certainly give them abode in
the high
places
in
gardens
beneath which rivers flow,
abiding therein; how good the
reward of the workers:1926
59 Thosewho
arepatient,
and on their Lord do they rely.
60 And how many a living
creature that does not carry its
sustenance : Allah sustainsit
and yourselves ; and He is the
Hearing, the I i n o ~ i n g . ~ ~ ~ ~
61 And if you askthem,
Who created theheavensand
theearthand
made thesun
and
the
moon subservient,
they will certainly say, Allah.
Whencearetheythenturned
away ?
62 Allah makes abundant the
means of subsistence for whom
H e pleases of Hisservants,
andstraitensthem
for whom
(Hepleases);surely
Allah is
Cognizant of all things.
63 And if you ask them
down
Who is itthatsends
water from the clouds, then
gives life totheearth
with it
after itsdeath,they
will certainly say, Allah. Say : All praise
is dueto Allah. Nay, most of
them do not understand.*928

1925 This is to comfort the Muslims agRinst the Revere persecutions by their enemies.
If they are persecuted at Necca, they shall find a refuge elsewhere, where they shall not find
euch hindrauces.
1926 This promise was abundantly fulfilled in this life when the Muslims were given the
grand paaces of the Chosroes and Cmsars to dwell in.
1927 This is a consolation to the Muslims that the giving up of their conoerns and business
at Mecca will not be productive of distress.
1928 Most of them do not understand that the dead earth of Arabia is now about to be
r a i d to life.
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SECTION 7
Triumph of the Faithful
64-66, Divine mercy shown even t o unbelievers.

67. Seourity of Mecca.

68, 69. The believers shall be successful.

I

64 And this life of the world
is nothing but a, sport
and
a play ; and as for the next
abode, that most surely is the
life: did they but know!
65 So when they ride in the
ships
they
call
upon
Allah,
being
sincerely
obedient
to
Him, but when n e brings them
lo ! they
safe t o . theland,
Isssociate others (with Rim);
66 T h utsh ebye c o m e
ungrateful for whatWehave
given them, so thatthey may
mjoy; but they
shall
soon
mow.
67 Do they not see that We
lave madeasacred
territory
;ecure,&whilemen are carried
sff by force from around
;hem ?192** Will theystill beieve in the falsehood and disselieve in the favour of Allah?
68 And whois more unjust
,han one who forges alie against
Illah, or gives the lie to the
,ruth when it has
come to him ?
Will not in hell be the abode of
;he unbelievers ?
69 And (as for) those who
strive hard for Us, We will
nostcertainly guide them in
l u r ways;and Allah is most
Esurely 1vit.h the doers of good.

1928~The am includes the city of Mecca and several miles of territoryaround it.
War is forbidden within these limits. The reference in men being canied of by fwce is to
the great insecurity of life and property in Arabia, while no one dare violate the sacredness
of Meccs. The inviolability of the baram in such E warlike country and among such ignorant
people for long ages WM no doubt s wonderful manifestation of Divine power and knowledge.

CHAPTER X X X
THB ROMANS
(Br-nzim)

REVEALEDAT XECCA
(6 sections and 60 verses)
Abetraot :
Sec. 1. A great prophecy.

Sec. 2.
Sec. 3.
Sec. 4.
Sec. 5.
Sec. 6.

The two parties.
Manifestation of Divine power in nature.
Islam responds to human nature,
A transformation.
Overthrow of opposition,

The Title, context, and d a t e of reyelation.
TEEchapter receives its name fromtheimportantprophecyregardingthe
victory of the
Romans over the Persians, who, at the time of the utterance of this prophecy, had overrun
the whole of the Roman Empire and were almost knocking at the gates of Constantinople.
But the importance of this chapter does not lie in this prophecy alone, but in another and
grander declared along with it. This is the prophecy
of the victory of the Muslims over their
mighty foe, the Quraish ; a circumstance which, in the light
of ell events on which human
inference could be based, was ES clear an impossibility as everexistedinthe
world. This
prophecy saw its fulfilment in the battle of Badr, which took place in the same year as the
victory of theRomans over thePersians.Indeed,the
one thing commontothisgroup
of the four Meccan chapters, 29th, 30th, 31st, end 32nd, which begin with AZij, / d m , min,is
the gmad and majestic utterance that a great nation was about to
be raised from the dead
land of Arabia, m d this prophecy, though clearly mentioned in all these chapters, finds the
clearest expreseion here. The date of revelation of thischapter,whichisunanimously
re.
garded as Meccctn revelation (AH), is put by the best authorities in the sixth or seventh yesr
before the Hejim, and thus in subject-matter as well as in revelation it may be classed with
the leet chapter, being placed in the early middle period of Meoaan revelation

.

Subject-matter.
Thechapter opene with a referencetotheRomanvanquishment,andimmediately
declaresaprophecy
of Rome’striumph over herfoe, andadds 8 prophecy of a great
Muslimvictory over theirpppressors at thesametime.The
second sectionspeaks of the
two parties of believers and unbelievers, stating that their respective conditions will soon be
reversed, the ~ u s l i m sgetting the upper hand. The third section refers to the manifestation
of Divine power in nature as an indicationthat a manifestation of the same power will
bring about thetriumph of I s h . Thefourthsectionshowsthat
the spiritualtriumph
of Islam is B certainty,because,responding
as it does to human nature and answering
Pea
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SECTION 1
A Qreat Prophecy
1-3. Prophecy of vanquiahment of Persiansby Romans. 4-7. Muslims
shallhaveavictory
over unbelievers at the same time. 8-10. Powerful
nations brought low.

I n thename
Beneficent,the
I

*‘lo,

i

of Allah,the
Merciful.

1 I am A l l a h ,t h e
best
Knower.”
2 T h e Romans e r e v a n quished,lDz8
3 In a near lend, andthey,
afterbeingvanquished,shall
over~orne,~~~~
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all the requisites of the natural religion of man, it must ultimately appeal to man’s nature
and be accepted universally. Thistriumph,it
is statedinthenextsection,
was to be
who doubted the
accomplished by & great and wonderful transformation in Arabia. Those
accomplishment of such a revolution, on account of the mighty opposition to the progress of
Islam,are told inthe concluding section that the overthrow of opposition was absolutely
certain.
empire
called themselves
Romans,
and
to
them
Greeki
1929 The people of the
which was synonymouswithheathen, was a term of reproach(Butler’s Arab Conguest of
E g y p t , foot-note,p.141).Hencetherendering
of Rzim into Greeks, generallyadopted by
English translators, does not convey the correct idea.
1930 The struggle between Persia and the Roman Empire had
existed for a long time.
The great struggle, in which Persia was victorious, began in 602 of the Christian era, when
Chosroes I1 of Persia began war with Rome to avenge thedeath of Maurice, who was
murdered by Phoom. i i His armies plundered Syria and
Asia Minor, and in 608 advanced
to Chalcedon. In 613 and 614 Damascus and Jerusslem were taken by the general ShahaHoly Cross was carriedawayintriumph.
Soon after, even Egypt was
baraz,andthe
were torn by internal diaconquered. The Romans could offer but little resistance, as they
sensions aqd pressed by the Avars and Slavs ” (En.Br., Art. I ‘ Chosroes I1 l ’ ) . When the news
of thisconquest rached Mecca theQuraish were jubilant, as theirsympathies were with
the fire-worshipping Perskns more than with the Christians, who, being the followers of the
scriptures, were classed by them with the Muslims. One reason for their joy seems to have
been founded on the belief that this defeat of the Christians foreboded vanquishment for the
Muslims, to whom the Qur-an had repeatedly prophesied success and triumph over themselves. It was in the year 615 or ti16 that the Qur-Ln announced this revelation, containing
two different prophecies, one about the vanquishment
of the victorious Persians, who had
reached the very gates of Constantinople, by theRomans, who were by this time quite
exhausted, m d the other about the vanquisbment
of the powerful Meccans by the handful
of persecuted Muslims.
As to the fulfilment of these two prophecies, which utterly turned the tables against the
powerful Persian Empire and the mighty opponents
of the helpless and homeless Muslims
within the short period of nine years, that being the time-limit given in the
prophecy (the
word bid’.un denoting, according to all authorities, a period from three to nine or ten years),
one need only cast a glance at history in andaftertheyear
624.
In 624 he(Heraolius)
advancedintonorthern
Media, where he destroyed the great fire-temple of Goudzak”
(En. BT., Art.“Chosroes 11”).
In the game year, 313 Muslims, many of whom mere raw, inexperienced youths without
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4 Within a few
years.
Allah’s is the command before
andafter ; and on that day the
believers shall rejoice,
5 With the help of Allah ;I931
He helps whom He pleases;
and H e is the Mighty, the
Merciful ;
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any arms, routed a strong force of about a thousand of the Quraish warriors, killing all the
leaders and dealing a death-blow to the power of the enemy. The successes
of the Muslim
army, on the one hand, and of the Romans on the other, continued until the
Quraish were
utterlycrushed by theconquest of Mecca in 630,while “ t h e PersianEmpire,fromthe
apparentgreatnesswhich
ithad
reached ten yearsago,sankintohopelessanarchy”
( E n . Br,).
I leave it for the unbiased judgment of the reader to consider whether it is possible for
mere political forecast to determine such highly improbable events with such exactness, or
whether there is a single instance in history in
which a political forecast may claim equal
rankwiththetwopropheciescontained
here. When did forecasthavethecourageto
declare that a mighty conqueror that had laid waste another mighty empire, taking province
after province during a long course of years, until its soldiers came to the
door of the vanquished enemy’s capital, would, within a fixed period-aperiod too short to either bring about
ddbhck in the conquering troops or to allow the vanquished and almost annihilated armies
to regain sufficient strength and organization-not only recapture its lost territory, but attack
the very heart of thevictorious country? Or when was forecast ever abletosay that a
handful of men whose numbers did not exceed a hundred, and who were so persecuted and
oppressed that most of them had to take refuge in another country, would within nine years
vanquish a whole nation of warriors ? The Arabians, too, had the gift of forecast with which
Mr. Wherry’s ‘ 1 daily newspapers are gifted,” and they called these prophecies, as a similar
the ravings of a madman. And hereisPalmer’s
prophecy would be called inourday,
opinion, which gives the lie to Wherry’s note : ‘ I The Greeks were so distressed that there
appeared little likelihood of their being able to retrieve their fortune, and in the following
year thePersians proceeded tolay siege toConstantinopleitself.”
Rodmell contrives to mitigate the force of the prophecy
by saying that the vowel-points
were given later, and therefore the prophecy could be read either way, i.e. either as translated
above, And they, after being vanquished, shall overcome,” or reading sayughlablln, And
they, after being vanquished,shall be vanquished.” Apart from the apparent absurdity
of
the words becoming quitemeaningless,what
would be the significance of on that day the
believers shall rejoice? for, adopting Rodwell’s reading, we should have grieve instead of rejoice,
and the vowel-points cannot change yafrapzin into ya&onzln. But there is no doubt that the
aclual ignorance of the manner in which the revelation of the Qur-Bn was propagated is the
only excuse we can offer for such an absurd suggestion. Every portion revealed was committed
to memory by many men and was repeated over and over in prayers in congregation, and the
vowel-points could not be leftundecided. Moreover, thereis clear evidence that whenthis
verse was revealed Ab6 Bakr asserted in a public assembly that the Romans would overcome
(the correct renderingof sa-yaghlihh) their enemies within three years, and Ubayg bin EhaU,
an unbeliever, denied this, and tcn camels were betted on the issue. This coming to the Holy
Prophet’s knowledge, he told Abh Bakr that the time-limit of three gears was not correct, for
bid’-un signified from three to ten yeam The time-limit was accordingly extended and the
bet raised to a hundred camels. This shows
how sure were the companions and the Holy
Prophet himself of the fulfilment of the prophecy (Rz).
1931 The help of Allah is the help that was over and over again promised to the believers
against the idolatrous Meccans. Thus we have here a clear prophecy of the victory of the
Muslims over the Meccans within nine years from the pronouncement of the prophwy. It
was fulfilled in the battle of Badr.
‘6
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6 (This is) Allah’s promise!
Allah will not fail His promise,
but most people do not know.
7 They h o w the outward of
this world’s life, but of the
hereafter they am absolutely
heedless.
8 Do they not reflect within
themselves: Allah did not
create
the
heavens
and
the
earth
and
what
is
between
themtwobut with truth, and
(for) anappointedterm ? And
most surely most of the people
aredeniers of the meeting of
theirLord.
9 Have they not travelled in
the earth and seen how was the
end of those before them?
They were stronger than these
in prowess, anddugupthe
earth,183a and built on itin
greaterabundancethanthese
on it,
and
there
have
built
cametothemtheirapostles
with clear arguments; so it
was not beseeming for Allah
that He should deal with them
unjustly, but they dealt unjustly with their own souls.
10 Then evil was the end of
thosewhodid evi1,1Q33because
they rejected the communioato
tions of Allah and used
mock them.
I

SECTION 2
The two Partier
11-18. me righteoue and the wicked shall each have their rewerd. 19. A
living nation shell be raised from the dead.

.a

11 Allah originates the ore&tion, then reprOdUCeE it,then
toHim you shall be brought
back.
12 Andtheat
time‘ when
the hour shall come the guilty
shall be in despair.
13 And theyshallnothave
anyintercessorsfromamong
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1932 Thedigging of the earthincludes its ploughing for eultivation, its digging for
minerals and the making of rtqaeducts, as also the hying of the fOund&tiOnEof buildings.
1933 How kutifully set out is the law of evil being followed with evil conseqnenoee.
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their associate-gods, andthey
shall be deniers of their associatezgods.
14 And atthe
time. when
the hour shall come, at that
timeb they shall become separated one from theother.
15 Then as tothosewho
believed and did good, they
shall be made happy in a
garden.
16 And as to those who disbelieved and rejected Our communications and the meeting of
the hereafter,
these
shall be
brought over to thechastisement.
1 7 Therefore glory be to
Allah when you enter upon the
time of the evening and when
you enter upon the time of the
morning,
18 And to Him belongs
praise in the heavens end t,he
earth, andir, the after-noon, and
when you are at midday.in34
19 H e brings forth the living
from the dead and brings forth
the deadfrom the living, end
gives life to the earth after its
be
death,and thus shallyou
brought f0rth.~93~*

SECTION 3
Manifestations of Divine Power in Nature
20-25. Various manifestations of Divine power.

26, 27. All submit t o His

power.

21 And one of His signs is
thst He created mates for you
from yourselves that you may
find quiet of mind in them, and
He put between you love and
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compassion ;1935 most surely
thereare signs in this for a,
people who reflect.
22 And one of His signs is
the creation of the heavens and
theearthandthe
diversity of
your tongues and colours ; most
surely there we signs in this for
the learned.
23 And one of His signs is
your sleeping and your seeking
of His grace by night and (by)
day ; most surely thereare
signs in this for a people who
would hear.
24 And one of His signsis
t,hat H e shows you the lightning for fear and for hope, and
sends down water from the
cloud, then gives life therewith
to the earthafter its death;most
surely there aresigns in thisfor
a people who understand.
25 And one of His signs is
that the heaven and the earth
subsist by His command, then
when He calls you with a
(single) call from out the earth,
lo! you come forth.
26 And His is whosoever is
in the heavens and the earth:
all are obedient to Him:
27 And He it is Who originates the creation, then reproduces it, and it is easy to Him ;
andHis
is the most emalted
s t a t e in the heavens andthe
earth,and He is the Mighty,
the Wise.
female (Le. husband and wife) ia
&g to have
misled many to suppose that the act of the physical creation of the female fromthe male is
implied. Bat the Qur-&nexplains itself when it refera to the tiea of love and WmpsmfiOion, and
tu theqnietness of mind rhioh a married peraon finda inhis mate. The verse
UE the
Islamic ideal of the union of husband md wife.

1935 The close relation between themaleandthe

expressed in words whioh indicate the closeness of the union to such an extent
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SECTION 4
Islam responds to Enman Mature
28, 29. Uniby appeals to human nature. 8 0 3 3 . N a t a r d religion of man.
33, 34. Allah is called upon in distress. 35-37. No authority for polytheism.
88-40. Chanty for man and Unity of Allah are the two principles of natural
religion.

28 €€e i e t s forth to you a
parable relating tyoo u r selves :IQ3O Have you among
those whomyour righthands
possess partnersinwhatWe
have given yon for sustenance,
so that with respect to it you
are alike ; you fear them as you
fear each other? Thus
do We
m a k e t h e aommunications
distinct for a p e o p l ew h o
understand.
29 Nay ! those who are unjust follow their low desires
so
without any
knowledge;
who can guide him whom Allah
Imakes err ?’ and they shall have
1no helpers.
30 Then set your face upright
1!or religion in the right stmatet;he naturemade
by Allah in
1Rhich He has made men ; there
is no altering of A l l a h ’ s
that
is the
right
(:reation:
I,eligion, but most people do not
h;now”1937
31 Turning to Him,and be
CIareful of (your duty to) Him,
a,nd keep up prayer and be not
0If the polytheists,

-

his I)arable can be very easily understood by ever&nly, and there can be no doubt
as to its appropriateness. If the master and the slave are not equal, how can inanimateobjects
such as stones from among His oreatares be equal to the Creator, Who is the intelligent cause
and Controller of all ?
1937 Islam according to this verse is the natural religion of man, or E religion Lo the truth
of which human nature bears testimony. Its fundamental principles, the Unity and all.com.
prehensive providence of Allah, the universality of Divine revelation, and the accountability
for all aotions in a life after death, are recognized by all religions and all nations, and their
universal Mceptance is a clear evidence that it is the very nature of man that bears testimony
to their truth. Islam removes all limitations upon these three fundamental doctrines of the
religion of humanity, and gives them as wide a significance as humanity itself. No other
religion in the world has claimed b be the natural religion of man. A saying of the Holy
Prophet to the same effect is reported by Ab6 Huraira : ‘‘ Every child that is born conforms
to the true religion (literally, human nature), then his parents make him a Jew or a Christian
or a Magian, &B a beest is born entire in all its limbs (or without a defect) : do you see one
born maimed and mutilated 1 ” Then he repeated (i.e. in support of what he mid) : ‘ I The
nature made by Allah in which He haa made men ; there is no altering of Allah’s creation :
that is the right religion ’’ (Bkh).
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32 Of those
who
divided
their religion and
became
parties, every sect rejoicing in
what they had with them.
33 And whenharm aiflicts
men, they call upon their Lord,
turning to Him, then when H e
makes
them
taste
of mercy
from Him, lo! some of them
begin to associate (others) with
theirLord,
34 So as to be ungrateful for
what We have given them ; but
enjoy yourselves (for a while),
for you shall soon come to
know.
35 Or, haveWesent
down
upon them an authority so that
it speaks of that which they
associate with Him 1'938
36 And when V e m a k e
people taste of mercy they rejoice in it, and if an evil befall
them for what their hands h v e
dreadywrought,lo!theyare
in despair.
37 Do they
not
see that
Allah makes ample provision for
whom H e pleases, or straitens 1
most surelythereare
signs in
;his for a people who believe.
38 Then give to the near of
iinhisdue,andtotheneedy
tnd the wayfarer ; this is best
:or thosewhodesireAllah's
who
1?leasure,andtheseitis
Itre successful.*g39
39 And whatever you lay out
Lt usury, so that it may increase
n the property of men, it shall
lotincreasewithAllah;and
vhatever you give incharity,

I'
Ar. and.

'

1938 The absence of anyauthority for awociate-gods with theSupreme Being is clear
from the fact that no prophet can be shown to have received a revelation from the Divine
Being setting up creatures on an equal or co-operative plane with the Creator. Every such
doctrine, besides being against the testimony of human nature and reason, stands condemned
because of the absence of any revelation in its support.
1939 Charity to man is the practical outcome of the doctrine of the brotherhood of man,
which is one of the two principles of the natural religion of man, the other, called the Fatherhood of God (according to the Qnr-An, the Lordship of Allah), is reierred to in the conclub&!
verse of this section. As Islam has made the doctrine of the brotherhood of man a praktical
doctrine, therefore it is dways referred to in the Qur-An in words enjoining oharity on man
for his brother-man.
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desiring Allah’s pleasure-it is
these(persons)thatshallget
manifold.1940
40 All& is H e Who created
you, then gave you sustenance,
then He causes you to die, then
brings you. to life. Is there
any of your associate-gods who
does aught of it 7 Glory be to
Him, and exalted be H e above
what they assooiate (with Him),

SECTION 5

A Tranaformation
41, 42. Prevailingcorruption.4345.Rightcowsetobeperseveredin.
46-50. S i p s of the change that must come,
51-53. The dead shall be raised
t o life gradually.

41 Corruptionhasappeared
inthelandendthe
sea, on
account of whatthehands
of
menhavewrought,
that H e
maymakethemtaste
a part
of that which they have done,
so that they may
return.1941
42 S a y : Travelintheland,
of
thenseehowwastheend
those
before:
most
of them
were polytheist~.~~42
1940 This verse lays stress upon the doctrine of charity to our fellow-man. It says that
some men there are who seek to increase their wealth by means of getting interest on money,
i.e. they seek an increase of their wealth at the expense of other men’s property; but t)hat R
Nuslim should seek m increase of his wealth by giving it, for the sake of Allah, to help
his brother-man.
1941 History bears evidence to the truth of these words. Before the advent of the Holy
Prophetcorruption prevailed inallcountries
of the world. The sea may heresignifythe
islands. Darkness prevailed over all countries of the world, affecting the beliefs of men as
well as their deeds. Judaism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, and Zoroastrianism had
long ceased to have any healthy effect on the lives of their votaries, and the followers of
these religions hsd not only ceased to practise virtue, but, worst of all, they had begun to look
upon vice as virtue, and many of them attributed indecent and immoral
practices to their
sages andtheir gods. Christianity, which wa5 the youngest of thethen religions of the
world, had lost all its purity.
‘‘ The Christianity of the seventh century was itself decrepit
and corrupt,”isNuir’s verdict. Such widespread corruptionhadnever previously existed
in the world’s history. No hetavenly lighthadshonein
any corner of the world for six
centuries. With the light of Islam, and through the torch of knowledge and civilization lit
up in Arabia, a new em dawned not only over Arabia, but also over other c o u n t r i e s . Europe
remined the longest in darkness, and it was only after the torch of knowledge was lighted in
Spain br the Muslims that both the Renaissitnce and the Reformation came.
194’2 The doctrino of Unity hed been forgotken by dl nations; even the Jews submitted to
the deaisions of their learned men with 8 rubmission which was only dae to W. That
Christianity had long before forsaken the doctrine of Unity goes without seying.
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43 Thenset yozlrsel upright
to the rightcourse be ore there
come from Allah the day which
cannot be averted : on that day
theyshall become separated.
44 Whoeverdisbelieves,
he
shaU be responsible f o r his
disbelief, and whoever does
good, theyprepare (good) for
their own souls,
45 ThatHe
may r e w a r d
those who believe and do good
out of Hisgrace;
surely H e
does not love the unbelievers.
46 And one of His signs is
that H e sends forth the winds
bearing good news, andthat
H e may make you taste of His
mercy, and that the ships may
run by His command, and that
you may seek of His grace, and
that you may be grateful.1943
47 And certainly Wesent
before you apostles to their
people, so they came tothem
with clear arguments, then We
gave thepunishment tothose
who were guilty;and helping
the believers is ever incumbent
on Us.
48 Allah is HeWhosends
forththe winds so theyraise
a cloud, thenHespreads
it
forth in the sky as He pleases,
andHe breaks it up so that
you see the rain coming forth
from inside i t ; then when He
causesit to fallupon
whom
H e pleases of His servants, 10 !
theyarejoyful,
49 Though they were before
this, before itwassent
down
upon them, confounded in sure
despair.
50 Look then at the signs of
Allah’smercy, how H e gives
life to the earth after its death,
most surely H e is the quickener
of the dead ; andHehas
power over all things.

f

1943 The verse calls attention to the change that wag already corning over the peninsula :
this WV&Ba dear indiostion of khe mighty hnsformation that was ultimately to be brought
about.
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Ar. tlwu

oattet mt
canst not.

Ar. thou

Ar. c a n s t

thou.

Ar. thou

canst not.

THE 80MAN8
51 And if Wesend B wind
andtheyseeitto
be yellow,
they would after that certainly
continue to disbelieve.lw
52 Forsurely
yvou can not
make the dead to hear and you
can not malt8 the deaf to hear
the call, when they turn
back
retreating.
53 Nor can you leadaway
;he blind out of their
error.
You can not make to hewany
t>ut
those
who
believe in Our
C:ommunications so they
shall
eubmit.
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SECTION 6
Overthrow of Opposition
54-57. The mighty shall. be made weak.
610. Truth of the promise.

8.

54 Allah is HeWho created
Y ou from a state of weakness,
tl3en H e gave strength
after
v*eakness,thenordainedweakn ess
and
hoary hair
after
sitrength ;lH6 H e creates
what
E[e pleases,and
H e is the
IIhowing,thePowerful.
55 And atthetime”when
t2.le hour shall come, theguilty
slla11 swear(that)theydidnot
tarrybutanhour;thusare
they ever turned away.
56 And those who are given
knowledge and faith will say :
Certainly you tarried according
totheordinance
of AIlah till
day
the
of resurrection, so this
istheday
of resurrection,but
you did not know.
57 But on that
day
their
excuse
shall
not profit
those
who were unjust, nor shall they
be regarded with goodwill.

68, 59. Persistence in rejection,
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1944 It, inthis verse, refers to the aeed-produce, which is meant by the expression
‘1 gives life to the earth ’’ in the previous verse : the meaning is, the seed-produce may be
rendered yellow or caused to wither away by a blast of the wind. The allusion is to the
disasters whichwould strike a blow at the unbelievers’ plans. It also refers to their per.
sistence in unbelief, in spite of the amiotions which they shall experience, suoh 8 s the great
famine, or the evident signs of the weakening of their power, suoh 88 they saw at Badr and
on other fields of battle.
1945 Thereisa
deeper reference here to the lnw of the rise, growth, and decay of
nations.

GB. aUr.1

Ar. thou
ahouldat.

Ar. thee.

OVERTHROW ’OF OPPOSITION

58 And certJnly We have
set
forth
for
men every kind
of parable in thisQur-dn ; and
if you should bring them a comdismunication,
those
who
believe would certainly
say
:
You are naught but false
claimants.
does
59 Thus
Allah set a
seal on the hearts of those who
do not
60 Therefore be patien&
surely
promise
of Allahmho
is
true, the
and
letnotthose
1 have no certainty hold yozL in
light estimation.1g47
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1946 It is here pointed out in the clearest terms that Allah’s setting a seal over the hearts
really means their own persistence in unbelief, as the-preceding verse shows.
1947 That is, though they mock at you now,atime will come when, the truth
of the
Divine promise being firmly established,theyshall
not any morehold you inlightesti.
mation.

CHAPTER XXXI
GUQMAN
JLupntdn)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(4 sections and 34 verses)
Abmtrsct :
Sec. 1. Believers shall be successful.

Sec. 2. Luqman’s advice to his son.
Sec. 3. areatness of Divine power.
See. 4. The doom comes.

The Title, context, and date of reyelation.
THE name of this chapter is taken from that
of the sage to whose story it refers. Luqmdn
was an Ethiopian, and his mention here testifies to the breadth of the fundamental principles
of Islam alluded to in the last chapter. The reference to
the words of AZZah in v. 27, which
cannot come to an end though all the trees were made into pens and the seas converted into
ink, is also to show that the good and righteous people mere not limited to any one age ot’
country or to any individ.ua1 nation, and that Divine revelation
was granted to all nations,
that the white Jew and the black Ethiopian could equally be the recipients of Divine favours
and Divine revelation. As Jesus was a word of Allah, so was the Ethiopian Luqman, who is
generally identified with the Greek ESOP.
The aim of this chapter is, like its sister chapters,
to ensure the success of the believers. As regards the date of revelation, the subject-matter
makesitclear
thatit
belongs, likeitstwo
predeoessors, to the middle Meccan period,
notwithstanding the diversity of opinion as to some of its verses, or even the major portion
of it, having been revmled at Medina, for which there is no foundation in fact.

Subject-matter.
Thechapterconsists only of four sections.Thefirstassertsinunmistakabletermsthe
success of the Muelims ; the second refers to the advice
of Luqman to his son, which was
now meant for the Muslims ; the third speaks of the greatness of Divine power, which could
bring about such an impossible thing as the triumph of the Muslims over their enemies ; and
the fourth foretells the doom of the mighty opponents.
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BELIEVERS SHALL BE SUCCESSFUL
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SECTION 1
Belienere shall be mcaennf'd
1-5. Who shall be successful.
jecters. 8-11. Believersshallhave

6, 7. A disgmcefulpunishment

bliss.

for re-

I n thename
of Allah,the
Beneficent,theMerciful.

* 11.

1 I am Allah, the best
Knower.g
2 Theseareverses
of the
Book of Wisdom,
3 A guidanceand a mercy
forthedoers of goodness,
4 Those who keep up prayer
and
pay
the
poor-rate
and
theyarecertain
of thehereafter.
5 Theseare on s guidance
from their Lord, and these are
theywhoaresuccessful.
6 And of menishewho
takes
instead
frivolous
discourse
to
lead
astray
from
Allah's path without knowledge,
md to take it for a mockery ;
these shall
have
an
abasing
:hastisement.194*
7 And whenOurcommuni:ations arerecited to him, he
;urns back proudly, as if he had
lot heardthem,asthoughin
lis ears
were
a heaviness,
Jlerefore announce to him a
?sinful chastisement.1949
8 (As for)thosewho
believe
tnd do good, they shall surely
lavegardens of bliss,
9 Abiding itnh e mt h; e
I r o m i s e of Allah: (a) true
promise),
and
H e is t h e
dighty,theWise.

1948 It is a mistaketothinkthat
a particular person is meant here. The concluding
words of the verse show clearly that the statement is general and applies to all those who take
the Qur-&nfor a mockery. Nadr-ibn-ul-Hers, who is said to have learned certain stories in
Persia and tecited these in the assemblies of the Quwish to divert their attention from the
Holy Qur-hn, wa8 only one such person.
1949 This verse makea it clear how a man becomes deaf to truth : he turns back from the
truth proudly, as if he had not heard i6. It is thus by his own action that he becomes desf.
This verse ia of immense importance in explaining those verses in which it is stated that
Allah sets a sed upon the ears and hearts of men.
a7

eoa
Or.that you
can EM.

Or,that
thew
mwht fur.
nlah you
wdth proVision.

1968.

10 H e createdtheheavens
without pillars as you see them,
andputmountains
upon the
earth lest at might convulse
with YOU: and He spread in it
animals sf every kind ; and W e
sent down water from the cloud,
thencausedto
grow therein
(vegetation) of every noble kind.
11 This isAllah’s creation,
butshow
Me whatthose
besidesHimhavecreated.Nay,
the
unjust
are
manifest
in
error.

.

SECTION 2
Laqman’r Adnice to his Son
b

1958.

Ar. thy.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thuu

shollldat.

Ar. thou
haet.

1 2 And certainly W e gave
wisdom t o L ~ q r n a n , saying:b
l~5~
Be grateful
to
Allah.
And
whoever is grateful, he is only
grateful for his own soul; and
whoever ungrateful,
is
then
surely Allah isSelf-sufficient,
Praised.
13 And whenLuqmansaid
to his son while he admonished
him: 0 my s o n ! d on o t
associate
aught
with
Allah;
mostsurelypolytheism
is a
grievousiniquity14 And Wehaveenjoined
maninrespect of hisparents
-his motherbears
him with
faintings upon faintings and his
weaning takes two years-saying : Be grateful to Me and to
both your parents ; to Me is the
eventual coming.1s51
15 And if they contend with
you that you should associate
with Me what
you have no knowledge of, do not obey them,
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Ar. thee
Or, to be
labowed
for.
Ai-. thy.

Ar. thy.
Ar. thy.
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andkeepcompany
with them
inthis
world kindly,196-Qand
of him
who
follow theway
turns to Me, then to Me is s o u r
return, then will I inform you
of. whet you did16 0 my son ! surely if it is
the very weight of the grain o t
a mustard-seed, even though it
of) rock,or
isin(theheart
(high above) inthe heaven or
[deep down) in the earth, Allah
willbring it (tolight) ; surely
Allah is Knower of subtilities,
Aware :I953
17 0 my son I keep up prayer
and enjoin the good and forbid
the evil, and bear patiently that
which befalls you: surelythis
is one of the affairs earnestly

enjoined ;
18 And do not turn your face
away from people in contempt,
land
nor go about in the
exulting overmuch: surely
Allah
does not love any self-conceited
boaster :
19 And pursue
the
right
course in YOUT going about and
lower YOUT voice: surely the
most hateful of voices is braying of the asses.1954

1952 Notwithstanding the great stress that the Holy Qur-&nlays here and elsewhere on the
duty of obedience to parents, it also warns against attaching undue importance to that duty
when the s a p clashes with a still higher duty, viz, one’s duty to one’s Maker. In fact any
duty, however great, must be sacrificed before a higher duty, and one’s duty to one’s Maker is
the highest of all duties.
1953 This was a warning to the Muslims, but they did not profit by it. They indulged in
evil ways and tasted the evil consequences.
1954 Humilityandmeeknessaretaught
in these verses, and the essence of the whole
Sermon on the Mount is given here in a few words to show that Allah has not been partial in
Even an Ethiopian could preach
blessing only a singlenationwithhighmoralteachings.
the meekness and humility of which the most materially dvanced nations of the day may
well feel proud.

BECTION 3
oreatnoan of Divine Porer
20-26. Divine blessings andtheirrejection.
27. Words of Allah will not
come to an end. aB. Arabia to be auickenedto life. 29,SO. Falsehood will
vanish before truth.

20 Do you not
see
that
Allah has made what is in the
heavens andwhat
is inthe
earth subservient to you, and
made
complete
to you His
favours
outwardly
and inwardly? And among men is he
who disputes
in
respect of
Allah though having no knowledge, nor guidance, nor a book
giving light.1966
21 And when itis said to
them, Follow what Allah has
revealed, theysay : Nay, we
follow that on which we found
our fathers. What ! though the
devil calls them to the chastisement of the burning fire !
22 And whoever submits
himself wholly to Allah and
he is the doer of good (to
others), heindeed
hastaken
hold of the firmest thing upon
which one canlayhold;and
of affairs.
Allah'sis
theend
23 And whoever disbelieves,
let not his disbelief grieve
y o u ; to Us is their return, then
will We inform them of what
theydid;surely
Allah is the
the
Knower of what is in
breasts.
24 We give them to enjoy a
little, then will We drive them
to a severe chastisement.
25 And if you ask them
whocreatedtheheavens
and
theearth,they
will certainly
say : Allah. Say : (All) praise
IS due to Allah ; nay ! most of
them do not know.
1955 The words are meant a8 well for the Muslims as for the unbelievers. The Muslims
occupied themselves too much with Greek philosophy, which gave no light to them, andforsook
the Book which gave themlight.
So long as they adhered to the Book giving light they
continued to advance in the world both materially and intellectually, but when other things
occupied their attention to the exclusion of the Book of God, they fell from the height to
which they had risen.

THE DOOM COMES
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26 Whatis in theheavens
and the earth is illlah’s; surely
Allah is the Self-sufficient, the
Praised.
27 And were every tree that
is in the earth (made into) pens
and the sea (to supply it with
ink),withsevenmoreseasto
increase it, the words
of Allah
:
wouldnotcometoanend
surely Allah Mighty,
is
Wine.1956

28Neither your creation nor

your raisingisanythingbut
Ar. aost
thou

asasinglesoul;surely
Allah
isHearing,Seeing.
29 Do you not see that Allah
makesthenighttoenterinto
the day, and H e makes the day
to enter into the night, and H e
has made thesun and the moon
subservient (to you) ; each
pursues
course
its till
an
appointed time ; and that Allah
is Aware of what you do 7
30 Thisisbecause
Allah is
the Truth, and that which they
call uponbesides
Himisthe
falsehood, and that Allah is the
High,theGreat.

.

SECTION 4
T h e D o o m aomem

31, 32. Signs in thesmallerafflictions.
Ar. a d
thou.

31 Do you notseethatthe
ships
run
on in the
sea
by
Allah’sfavour,that
H em a y
show you of His signs 7 Most
surelytherearesignsinthis
for every
patient
endurer,
grateful 0ne.~9~6*

S3, 34. The day of punishment.

G$?$!!&$~l~~$~

1956 I’Ab thinks this verse an3 thetwo that follow belong to Medinian revelation, but there
is nothing to show that they were not revealed at Mecca. It is noteworthy that a man who
himself could not use the pen and who lived in E country where pen and ink were at any rate
scarce,expressessuch
an idea of theabundance of pensandink.Thewordscontain
nn
allusion to the abundant use of pens and ink in transcribing the Holy Qur-An. See also 1629,
where similar words occur, and where it is shown that the words are also directed against the
divinity of Jesus Christ.
1956a The signsfor the patient endwer and the grateful one no doubt contain a hint that
the suffering but grateful Muslims shall one day be made such B great nation that they shell
also have commend of the sea,
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32 And when a wavelike
mountains
covers
them
they
a l l upon Allah, beingsincere
to Him in obedience, but when
H e brings them safe to the land,
some of them follow the middle
opurse ; ahd nonedenies Our
signs but every perfidious,
ungrateful one.
33 0 people!guardagainst
(the punishment of) your Lord
and dresdthedaywhen
a
father
shall
not
make
any
satisfaction
for
his
son,
nor
shall the child be the maker of
any satisfaction for his father;
surelythepromise of Allah is
true,
therefore
let
not
this
world's life deceive you, nor
let
the
arch-deceiver
deceive
of Allah.1967
youinrespect
34 SurelyAllahis
He with
Whom is the knowledge of the
hour, and H e sendsdownthe
rain and H e knows what is in
the wombs; and no one knows
what
he
shall
earn
on the
1morrow; and no one knows in
what land he shall die ; surely
Allah isKnowing, Aware.1g58
1957 Gharzlr, which literally means the great deceiver, stands for the deoil.
1958 By the hour is metLnt the hour of the fulfilment of prophecy and of the downfall of
the Neccans. The verse refers to the transformation that was to be brought about in Arabia:
the sending down of rain signifying the quickening of the spiritually dead ; those that were in
the wombs were ordained to be Muslims.; the opponents of today would prove the supporters
of to-morrow ; and those who turned the Muslims out of their houses would themselves meet
death when away from their habitations, even as they did when fighting against the Muslims.
In a general sense, the knowledge of those in wombs specially refers to a knowledge whether
they shall prove good or evil ; that relating to earning to-morrow implies a knowledge of the
good or the evil deeds which a person should do, and inability to state where a person shall
dieindicatesinabilitytoguesswhetherhisdeathshall
be with the righteous or with the
evil-doers.

CHAPTER XXXII
THE ADORATION
(A#-sajdah)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(3 sectionsand 30 verses)

SECTION 1
A Warning
1-3. A warning. 4-11. Allah, the Creator and Knower of the Universe and
the JIaker of man.

In thename
Beneficent,the

Ar. t h y .
Ar. t h m
mayest.
Ar. thee.

of Allah,the
Merciful.

1 I am Allah, the
best
Knower:
2 The revelation of the Book,
there is no doubt in it, is from
the Lord of theworlds.
3 Or do they say: Hehas
forged it ? Nay ! it is the truth
from your Lord that you m a y
warn a people t o whom no
Warner hascome before you,
that they may follow the right
direction.1-

Abstract :
Sec. 1. A warning.
Bec. 2. The believers and unbelievers.
Sec. 3. The judgment.

General remarke.
regards the subject.mtatter and the date of revelation, this chapter does not differ much
from the three that precede it. Suggestions that this or that verse was revealed at Media
mre no more than conjectures. This is the last of the group of four chapters beginning with
the Wth, and contains as it were their sum and substance, embodying no doubt an allusion to
the future historyof Islnm. The warning is given, the fateof the believers and theunbelievers
is compared, and the judgment is announced, and to these three subjects the three sections
of this chapter are devoted.
A8

1 9 5 8 ~Mecca had not seen a prophet before the advent of the Holy Prophet Muhammad,
who WIU the only prophet raised among the descendants of Ishmael.
801
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4 Allah isHeWhocreated
the heavens and the earth and
whatisbetweentheminsix
periods,
and
H e is firm in
power youhavenotbesides
or any
Him
any
guardian
intercessor ; will you not then
mind ?
5 H e regulates
the
affair
from the heaven to the earth
;
then shall it ascend to R i m in
a day the measure of which is
a thousand years of what you
count.'gje
6 This is the Knower of the
unseen
and
the
seen,
the
Mighty,theMerciful,
7 Who made good everything
that H eh a s created,and H e
began the creation of man from
Iaust.b
8 Then He madehis progeny
IzJf an extract,
of water held in
1light estimation.
9 ThenHemadehimcomplete and breathed into him of
Ris spirit,'"O and made for you
1the ears and the eyes and the
1hearts; little is it that you give
1;hanks.
10 And
they
say:
What!
1ghen we havebecomelostin
t;heearth,shallwethencert)airily beinanewcreation?
Igay! theyaredisbelieversin
t#he meeting of their Lord.
11 Say : The angel of death
7who is given chargeof you shall
C:awe you to die, then to your
Iiord you shall be brought back.

;.

l' l

-

1959 There seems to be a hint here that the amr (translated here as afair, but which also
means comnzandment, and signifies the kingdom of God as represented by Islam) will be first
established firmly on earth, and then it will receive a set-back extending over a period of a
thousand years.Compare 1602, 1603.
1960 Fromthisitappears
that Allah breathes His spiritinto every person whom He
intends to make perfect. Really the
~1J.his the word or inspiration of Allah which makes a
man perfect. At any rate, the breathing of the spirit into man is here spoken of in a general
way and does not refer to any one man in particular. This corroborates what
is amid in 663,
that the rZ1b really stands for Divine inspiration and not for the animal soul.

BELIEVERS AND UNBELIEVERS
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SECTION 2
BelieYera and Unbelieyen
12-20. The guilty and the believers and the recompense of each. 21,22. A
punishment for the guilty in thislife.
.4r. CozLCdSt
thou.

12 And could you but see
when
the
guilty
shall
hang
downtheirheads
before their
Lord : OurLord!Wehave
seen and we have heard, therefore send us back, we will do
good;
surely
(now) we are
certain,
13 And if Wehadpleased
W e would certainly have given
toeverysoulitsguidance,but
the word (which had gone forth)
I will cerfrom Mewasjust:
tainly fill hell with the jinn and
men together.
1 4 So taste,
because
you
neglectedthemeeting
of this
day of yours:surelyWeforsake you ; and taste the abiding
chastisement for what you did.
15 Onlyt,hey believe in Our
communications
xho,
when
they are reminded of them, fall
down
making
obeisance
and
of their
celebrate
the
praise
Lord, and they are not proud.8
16 Theirsidesdrawaway
from (their) beds, they callupon
their Lord in fear and in hope,
andtheyspend(benevolently)
out of whatWehavegiven
them.
1 7 So no soul knows what is
i n store for them of that which
will refresh the eyes : a reward
for what they
18 I s hethenwho is abeliever like him who is
a transgressor ? They are not equal.

I’
978.

I’
Ar. hidden.

-
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Ar. beaides.
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19 As for those who believe
and do good, thegardensare
their abiding-place ; an entertainment for what they did.
20 And as for
those
who
transgress,their abode is the
fire; wheaever they desire to
go forth from it, they shall be
brought back into it, and it will
be said to them : Tastethe
chastisement of the fire which
you called a lie.
21 And most certainlyWe
will make themtaste
of the
nearerchastisement before the
greater chastisement, that haply
they may turn.1B62
22 And who is more unjust
than he who is reminded of the
communications of his Lord,
then he turns away from them ?
Surely Wewill give punishment
to the guilty.

SECTION 3
T h e Judgment
23. Moses' prophecy fulfilled. 24, 25. His followers. 26. Warning from
tho fate of previous people, 27-30. Sioms of the coming jud-pent.

Ar. thy.

23 And certainly We gave
the Book to Moses, so be not in
doubt concerning the receiving
of it, and We made it a guide
for the children of Israel.1g63
24 And We made of them
leaders t o guide by 0 ru
command
when
they were
patient, and they were certain
of Our communications.
25 Surely your Lord will
judge between them on the day
of resurrection concerning that
wherein they differ.
26 Does itnot point out to

.p&,
;
&d.&b . ~1$'4'.. d
-9

7f

9 0

1962 By the ma? chastisement is meant the earthly punishment which might serve &s a
warning egainst the greater punishment of the hereafter.
1963 The meaning of this verse is that a book w&sHiven to Moses containing B clear
propheoy about the Holy Prophet. The bookwhich aooording to that propheaywas to be
given tothe Holy Prophet is referred to in the word it. In fa&, the Holy Prophet is here
oomforted by the bowledge that all the circumstances necessary to establish that likeness
shdl be brought about ; the most importent points in thla likeness being the givhg of s law,
the deliveranoe of his people, snd rsising his followers to the position of a great and
oonquering netion

CH.X X m . 1
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them the right way, how many
of thegenerations,inwhose
abodestheygoabout,
did We
destroy before them ? Most
surely there are signs in this;
will theynotthenhear?
27 Do they not see that We
drive
the
water
to lend
a
havingnoherbage,thenWe
bring
forth
thereby
seedproduce of whichtheircattle
andtheythemselveseat;
will
they not then see 1
28 And they
say:
When
mill thisjudgmenttakeplace,
if you are
29 Say: On the
day
of
judgment
the
faith
of those
who (now)disbelieve will not
profit them,nor will they be
respited.
30 Therefore turn away from
them and wait, surely they too
are waiting.
~-

1964 The question makes it clear that the above verses speak of their punishment, hence
they ask the time when it should come about.

CHAPTEB XXXIII
TEEALLIES
(dl-A&db)

REVEALEDAT MEDINA
(9 sections alzd 73 verses)
Abstract :
Sec. 1. Spiritual and physical relationship.
Sec. 2. The allies’ attack on Medina.
8ec. 3. Allies’ flight : Quraiza punished.
Beo. 4. Prophet’s domestic simplicity.
Sec. 6 . Prophet’s marriage with Zainab.
Sec. 6. Objections against the Prophet’s domestic life.
Sec. 7. Rules of conduct in domestic relations.
Sec. 8. Those who spread evil reports.
Sec. 9. An exhortation to the faithful.

The Title.
THIB chapter goes underthename
of The AZZieo, bywhicharemeant
the Quraish
confederatedwithotheridolatroustribes
and the Jews, both those
who were expelled and
of thelast-mentioned,
thoseremaininginMedina.
All of these,withtheexception
marchedagainst
Medina toadministertotheMuslimscrushing
a
andfinaldefeat.
Thiswassurelythemostpowerfulattackdirectedagainstthehandful
of Muslims
wit,hin thatcity,anditsfailurewasthemostsurprisingthathas
ever been recorded in
history,Thoughitcannot
be said thatthe
Muslims defeated the combined
forces,
numbering more than ten times the available Muslim force, yet the flight of the confederated
host so disheartenedtheenemies
of Islam,thattheyneveragainmustered
sufficient
courage to take the offensive against the Muslims. The battle, therefore, occupying as it does
a most prominent place in the early history
of Islam, richly deserves the importance it has
been scoorded.

Date of reyelation.
Thedate of the revelation of thischapter,whichisentirelyMedinian,can
be easily
ascertained, for the battle of the Allies, or the battle of the Ditch, took place in the ShawwBl
of the fourth year of Hejira (Bkh). Most of the other subjects treated herein, such as those
relating to the Prophet’s marriage with Zainab, and to his marriages in general, might
be
fixed a little later, but they cannot be placed beyond the seventh ymr of Hejira.

Context.
This chapter deals with the two mightiest weapons which have over and over again been
wielded againstIslam.Thefirst
of theseis the employment of bruteforceto
crush the
Muslims, and the second is that of advancing objections against the purity of the domestic
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life of the Holy Prophet. Both these
weapons failed in the early history of Islam, end they
are destined to failagain.The
reason whythischapter
occupies thisplwe
in the
arrangement of thechapters of theQur-&n i s quite obvious. Thelastgroup
of Meccan
a series of mighty prophecies foretellingsubsequent
chapters precedingthisannounces
greatof the Muslims, and here we are shown how the forces employed to crush Islam
were made ineffective, thus pavingthe
way forthe
Muslims to attainthe
promised
greatness.

Subject-matter.
The internal arrangement of the verse8 may be explained in a few words. The chapter
opens with an injunction requiring perfect obedience to Allah without regard to the wishes
or carpings of the hypocrites and unbelievers. The first section deals with the question of
physical andspiritualrelationships to whichthe above injunction is a preliminary. Mere
verbel allegation of relationship was not to be considered after the manner of the Arabs, who
frequently deserted their wives by simply asserting that they were to them as their mothers,
whilst they treated those whom they alleged t o be sons as real sons in all respects. Both these
customs were abolished. Yet there was arelationshipfar above all physical relationships,
and this was the spiritual relationship existing between the Holy Prophet and his followers.
It bad its own sphere, and wss to be respected. Thus what is stated in this section is a preliminary to the matters that are more fully discussed in the chapter. The powerful attack of
the Quraish and their allies on the Muslims, spoken of in the second and third sections, was
redly a resort to brute force made with the object of utterly annihilating Islam. The combined
forces, however, as previously stated, took to flight, and the internal enemies, the Jews, were
punished for their trewhery. The physical force of the enemy being thus broken, the second
matter, which relates to the objections advanced against the Holy Prophet, is then introduced.
The chief objection against the Holy Prophet which has found expression in our own day was
answered by the Holy Qur-An thirteen hundred years ago. Thus all objections against the
Prophet’s domestic life are really refutedinthefourthsection.The
Holy Prophet’sunrivalled simplicity of life is the key to the refutation of all objections, and that simplicity is
shown in his readiness to part with his wives if they insisted on possessing those comforts of
Iife which were being enjoyed by their sisten in the houses
of the companions. The condition of the Nuslim community was now being changed to one of afiluence, and the wives
of the Prophet naturally desired to share in the growing prosperity of the community. But
this was not to be vouchmfed to them. Not only did the Prophet himself retain the utmoat
simplicity of life to his last days, no change coming over him though he had risen to be the
ruler of the whole of Arabia, bnt he would not allow even his wives to depart from that high
standardofssimplicity. To callhimavoluptuary
is thegreatestvillainy.Thesimplicity
of life which heretained mhile actuallyruling a country is unparalleled, and
is notmet
with even in the lives of the noblest men. It was within hie meanstofurnishhis
wives
with every material comfort, bst instead of pandering to their earthly desires he informed
them that if they required such provisions he could not retain them in his household. This
abundantly proves the exalted purity of his motives in contracting all these marriages.
The fifth section dealswiththeProphet’smarriagewithZainab,andrefutesthe
Objections advancedagainsthimonthat
score. Thesixthgeneralizes
on the objections
raised against his domestic life. The seventh draws the attention of the Muslims to certain
rules of conductintheir domestic relations.Theeighth
speaks of those who spread evil
reports, and the ninth closes the chapter with an exhortation to the faithful.
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SECTION 1
Spiritaal and Physical Relationship

1
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L 3 . Hypocrites to be guardedagainst.
6-8. Believers’ relation to the Prophet.

4, 5. Relationshipbyassertion.

I nt h e ..name of Allah,
the
Beneficent,the Merciful.

1 0 Prophet!becareful
of
(your duty to) Allah and do not
comply with
(the
wishes of)
t h eu n b e l i e v e r as n dt h e
hypocrites;
surely
Allah is
Knowing,Wise
2 And follow what is revealed
to you from your Lord ; surely
Allah is Aware of what you d o ;
3 And rely on Allah;and
Allah is sufficient for a Protector.
4 A!lah has notmadefor
two hearts
wit)hin
any
man
him;lQ66 nor has He made your
wives whose backs you liken to
thebacks of your mothers as
your mothers, nor has He made
thosewhomyouassertto
be
your sons your real sons; these
are the words of your mouths;
and Allah speaks the truth and
H e guidestothe way.I9C7

1966 The Prophet is enjoined to sever all connection with unbelievers and hypocrites and
not to comply with their wishes,
for itd’at signifies complying with or conwlting to what is
desired of one (LL). The chapter was revealed
at a time when the powerful and
combined
forces of the Arabian tribes threatened Medina from without and the hypocrites assisted them
from within to crush the Muslims.
I t W&B necessary at such a critical time that the Muslims
(who are really meantby the phrase “ 0 Prophet ”) should not in anyway be compliant to their
deadly enemies, of whose doings it is elsewhere said : ‘ I They do not fall short
of inflicting
loss upon you : they love what distresses you ” (3 : 117).
If we adopt the ordinary translation of the word tuti’ which I have given in the margin,
the meaning would be that the Holy Prophet should not be troubled by his clitics, for their
object was only to carp, and one course of action was as well calculated to give them occasion
for carping as another.
1966 This passage does not relate to what follows (Rs), but sums up what ia said in the
previous verse. ThoProphetisthere
told notto be complianttotheunbelieversandthe
hypocrites, but to trust in Allah alone, because the same heart cannot simultaneously entertain love for Allah and love for His enemies.
1967 This passage abolishes two customs of the days of ignorance. T$e first of these is
whatis called gihdr or muidhirah. It was notdivorce in the true sense of the word. The

eflu

word is derived from gahr, meaning back, and Gi#\
signified lie said to his
3\
&\
i.e. thou art t o me as tlle back ofmy mother. No sooner were the

wife

&&

words pronounced than the relation between husband and wife ended sa by a divorce, but the

5 Assert their relationship to
their
fathers;
this
more
is
equitable with Allah ; but if you
do not know their fathers, then
they are your brethren in faith
and your friends ; md there is
no blameon
you concerning
that
in
which
you made a
mistake,but(concerning)that
which your hearts do purposely
(blamemayrest
on you), and
Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.
6 The Prophet has a greater
claim on the faithful than they
have on themselves, andhis
wives are (as) their mothers ;I968
and the possessors of relationship have thebetter claim in
theordinance of Allah toinheritance,onewithrespectto
another, than (other) believers,
and
(than)
those
who have
fled (their homes), except that
you do some good to
your
friends ;19fi8 thisiswrittenin
the Book.
~

womanwas not at liberty to leave the htisband’s house. She remained in the same house;
she was now treated as a deserted wife, the conjugal relation having ended for ever. The
other custom was that of regarding the adopted son as if he yere a real son. This passage
abolishes both customs on the same ground; E wife cannot be a real mother nor a stranger
a real son. Mere assertion cannot establish the close ties of blood-relationship.
The mischievous statement that one of these customs w&s abolished by tha Prophet to
legalize his marriage with Zaid’a divorced wife is shown to be false by the very combination
of the abolition of two customs of a similar nature on simihr grounds, no interested motive
being possible in either of these cases ; nor is there any proof to show that the passage was
revealed after circumstances had arisen
which led to the Prophet’s marrying the
divorced
wife of Zaid.’ The separate treatment of the two in the Qur-An, on the other hand, shows that
no relation exists between them.
The subject of ~ i h d ris fully discussed in the first section of the 58th chapter.
1968 The Prophet was indeed much more than a father to the believers. He had raised
of savagery, consequently he had a greater
them to the dignity of manhood from a state
claim on themthantheir
own people, andthe tie of love which unitedthe believers to
him was stronger than the ordinaryties of love andfriendship.Thestatementmadein
\

ionly implies that as theProphet

stood inthespiritualreletionship

of fatherhood to the believers, hia wives were to be respected as mothers,theirmarriage
after the Prophet’s death with any of the believers being forbidden further on in v. 58.

1869 Whenthe Muslims first came to Medina a brotherhood was established between
those who fled and the helpers, one of the former becoming E brother of one 01 the latter, sod
each of the two thus united was entitled to a share of inheritance on the death of the other,
acoording to an old Arab custom. The passage abolishes this custom, maintaining only the
brotherhood of Islam in a wider sense, allowing inheritanoe only to actual relativw; The
Islamic brotherhood did not carrythetitle of inheritance,bat a Muslim could assist his
brother in Isbm by a gift or by m d i n g a will in his favour,Thisisthe
significance
of-the words ercept that you do some good to your friends.
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1

son of Mary, andWemade
withthem a strong covenant,1970
8 That, He may question
truthful of their truth, and H e
has prepared for the unbelievers
a painful chastisement.
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SECTION 2
TheAllies'Attack
9-11. A severeattackonallsides.
treachery.

and Allah isSeeingwhatyou
do.

-

on Medins
12-20. Thehypocritesandtheir

Q \%$*L,9&\

1970 Thle covenant referred to here is generally
SUDDOSed
-. to be in relation to the delivery
of the message with which the prophets are entrusted
(Bd), the consequence of its delivery in
each case being that those who followed the truth were rewarded and those who rejected it
were punished. But see 3 : 80, where the making of a covenant with the prophets is spoken
of, and that covenant is, with regard to the advent of the Holy Prophet, referred to in Acts
3 : 21 and elsewhere ; for a full discussion on which see 458. The only difficulty may appear
to be that here a covenant is also spoken of as having been made with the Holy Prophet himself.ThisevidentlyreferstotheProphet'sverifyingallpreviousrevelation,
a Muslim's
article of faith being expressed clearly thus in the Holy Qur-An : " And who believe in that
which has been revealed to you and that which was revealed before you " (2 : 4).
Or the making of the covenant with the prophets may signify raising them to the dignity
of prophethood and giving them books for the guidance of their people. Every prophet had
followers as well as opponents ; and God's way of dealing with these two parties has always
been the same : the faithful have been rewarded and the opponents punished.
In the same
way would the two parties be dealt with now.
1971 The events narrated in this section end a part of the following relate to the siege of
Medina by the combined forces of the Quraish and their allies-viz. the Ghatfen, the 'Ashja'
and Murre, the Fesara, the Suleim, and the Beni Sa'd and Asad, aided by the Jewish tribe of
Bani Nadir and Bani Quraiza, the latter
of whom had made a treaty
of alliance with the
Muslims-the entire forces numbering ten thousand according to
some, while the Muslims
were only about 01 tenth o f that number. The Prophet decided
to remain within the town,
md.a ditch was dug as a protective measure against t h e onrush of the powerful for&. The
battle continued for several days,
the enemy eventually taking to flight
on a stormy night
without being able to inflict any loss upon the Muslims.
1973 'The referenee is to the great hurricane which caused the enemy to fly. Muir "9s :
' I Wearied. and damped in wM, the night set in upon them
cold end tempestuous. Wind
end r&in beat mercilessly on the unprotectedcamp. The storm rose t o a hurricane. Fires
WCVB extiaguished, +
e
.& blown down, cooking veseels esd other equipage overthrown."
1978 The hosts whleh oould nol be seen were ihe angelia holts whieh disheartened the
I
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10 Whenthey
cameupon
you from above you and from
below you,1874andwhenthe
eyes turneddull, and the hearts
rose up to the throats, and you
began to think diverse thoughts
of ~ 1 1 ~ h . 1 ~ 7 5
11 Therethe believers mere
tried and
they
were shaken
with a severe shaking.
1 2 And when the hypocrites
and those in whose hearts was
a disease began to say: Allah
and His Apostle did not promise
us (victory)
but
only to deceive.19'6
13 And when a party of them
said : 0 people of Yasrib P g 7 7
there is no place tostand for
you (here), thereforego back ;1978
and
party
a
of them asked
permission of the Prophet, sayare
ing,
Surely
our
houses
exposed;andthey
were not
exposed : they only desired to
fly away.
14 And if anentry
were
made upon them from the outlying parts of it, then theywere
asked to wage war, they mould
enemy. Thestormalone
would 'nothavemade
anarmy of 10,000 to fly insuch disorder, were it not that they had already
been disheartened by the futility of their attacks
upon the besieged Muslims. The angelic assistance is promised in
3 : 124 in the following
words,whichclearlyrefertothishendlongattack
of the enemy : Yea ! if you remain
patient and m e on your guard and they come upon you in a headlong manner, your Lord will
assist you p i t h five thousand of the havoc.making angels."
1974 The Ghatfm pitched on the east side of the town, on the higher part of the valley,
and the'Quraish on the vest side,
on the lower part of the valley (BP).
1975 Becoming dull of the eyes and the rising of the hearts to the throats indicates the
Muslim fear, which was only natural when such a large army was advancing against a mere
handful of men. The diverse thoughts
signify the fears of the weak-hearted and the hypocrites that Allah's promise would not prove true and that the enemy would certainly destroy
them. As regards the thoughts of the faithful, see v. 22.
186 That the prophecies of the Holy Qur-An regarding the ultimate triumph of Islam
and thevictory of the Muslims were not vague utterances, but clear and emphatic assertions,
isshown by whatthehypocritesarerelatedtohavesaid.There
was an unmistakable
of that
promise of victory,but the circumstances were decidedlyagainstthefulfilment
promise,andhencetheweak-heartedmidthatthepromise
of victory was givenonlyto
deceive them.
It should be noted that the weak-hearted, who did not believe in the nltimbte triumph.of
Islam, are here classed with the hypocrites.
How many of those who profess Islam would
provesincereMuslims if judged by that criterion1
1977 Yaprib was the name by whiuh Idedina w a s known bdom the Prophet's flight to
that city.
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certainly have done it, and they
would not have stayed in it but
a little while.*g79
15 Andcertainlytheyhad
made
covenant
with
Allah’
before, (that)theywouldnot
turn (their) backs ; and Allah’s
covenant sKall be inquired of.
16 Say : Flight shall not do
you any good if you fly from
b a t h or slaughter, and in that
case you will not be allowed to
enjoy yourselves but a little.
17 Say: Who is it that can
withhold you from Allah if H e
intendstodoyouevil,rather
He intends to show you
Lnd they will not dud for
;hemselves besides Allah any
guardian or a helper.
18 Allah knows indeed those
Lmong you who hinder others
Lnd thosewho
say totheir
)rethen, Come to us ; and they
a
come nottothefightbut
little,
19 Beingniggardlywithrespect to you;butwhenfear
zomes, you will see them looking to you, theireyesrolling
like oneswooningbecause
of
leath ; butwhenthefear
is
gone they smite you with sharp
;ongues, being niggardly of the
;ood things.Thesehavenot
Ielieved, therefore Allah has
nade their doings naught ; and
;his is easy to Allah.
20 Theythinkthealliesare
lot gone, and if the allies should
:ome (again) they would fain be
n thedesertswiththedesert
h b s asking for news about
‘ou, and if theywereamong
‘ou they would not fight save a
ittle.

1978 That is, go back to idolatry to save your lives, orbeat a retreat and return to your
housea @a).
1979 Theaeversesdescribe the condition of t h e hypocrites, whoadvanced e x c u m for
not fighting against the opponents of the Muslims. If an enemy had entered into the city
and invited them to join hands with him to fight against the Muslims, they wouldhave
been ready to fight. The concluding wordsshow that they would have even left Medium
Lo attack the Mualims and would not then have cared for the protection of their houses.
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SECTION 3
Allies' Flight: Qoraisa punished
21. TheProphet an exemplar. 32-24. Believers' faithstrengthened by
26, 27. Punishment of the
prophecy. 25. Enemyreturnsunsuccessful.
Bani Quraiea.

21 Certainly you hare in the
Apostle of Allah an excellent
exemplar for him who hopes in
Allah and
the
latter
day
and
remembers Allah rnuch.19~0
22 And when the believers
saw the allies, they
said:
This
is what Allah and His Apostle
promised us, and Allah and His
Apostle spoke the truth ; andit
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1980 This verse points to E most significant truth and a distinguishing characteristic of
t,he Holy Prophet, viz. that he is the best exemplar and the highest model of virtue for the
faithful. The very circumstance which is used as a point of objection by his opponents is
the real beauty of his life. h sentimentalist would tell us that as E persecuted reformer at
Mecca he offered a noble example, but that ES the head of a state at Nedina he fought battles,
contracted marriages, ordered the slaughter of his enemies, and did many ECtSof E similar
nature which were better left undone. But the object of his advent was not to please sentimentalists by giving some moral precepts quite impracticable in the actual lives of men, and
by merely offering E noble example of Steadfastness under severe persecutions, but.rather to
give practicable rules of guidance to men living and working in the world and t o illustrate
them by his noble example, If he had not led armies he could not have served EB E model
for a general leading armies into battle ; if he had not fought pe,rsonally he could not have
been an exemplar to E soldier laying down his life in the cause of truth, justice, andfreedom ;
if he had not made laws for the guidance of his followers he could never have been regarded
as an outstanding example to a legislator ; if he had not decided cases he could not have
served EB E light to judges and magistrates; if he had not married he would have left men
unguided practically in half of their everyday duties and could not have shown how to be E
kind and Gectionate husband and a loving father; if he had not taken revenge on tyrants
for the wrongs inflicted on innocent persons, if he had not overcome his persecuting enemies
and forgiven them, if he had not overlooked the faults of those attached to him, he could not
have been an excellent exemplar and a perfect model, as he is here pronounced to be. Indeed,
it is thedistinguishingcharacteristic of his life,that he not only gave practical rules of
guidance in all walks of life, but gave by his life a practical illustration of d l those rules.
Two more points are worth noting here. In the first place, theProphet's being an
exemplar is a sufficient answer to all those who carp at him, because the very necessity to
guide men under varying mundane circumstances and conditions led him through all those
mm remainin
circumstances. Secondly, themoral
qualities which arelatentwithin
a dormant condition unless they are c d e d into action. Hence no one can claimthe
possession of a high mom1 qadity unless he hashad occasion to display it, acquittlng himself
creditably.
The occasion on which the Prophet's being an exemplar to the faithful is pointed out is
one on which he showed the greatest h n e s s in utmost danger, confidence in Divine
assistance, and steadfastness in the hardest trials, and the believers are told that they must
not lose heart, but follow the example of the Holy Prophet. It is, moreover, a reply to the
oarpings of the enemiea of Islam, which are dealt with further on in this chapter.

1981, B ~ Bnext page.
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23 Of thebelieversaremen
whoaretruetothecovenant
which they made withAllah : so
of them is he who accomplished
his vow, and of them is he who
not
yetwaits,andtheyhave
changed in the 1east;l”Z
24 That’Allahmayreward
the truthful for their truth, and
if H e
chastisethehypocrites
nlease or turn to them fmercifully); surelyAllah is For‘giving,
Mer~iful.1982~
25 AndAllahturned
back
theunbelieversintheirrage;
theydidnotobtainanyadvantage, and Allah sufficed the
believers in fighting ; and Allah
isStrong,Mighty.
26 And H e drove down those
of the followers of the Book
whobackedthemfromtheir
fortresses and H e cast awe into
theirhearts:
some you killed
and you took captiveanother
part.1983

1981 .The referencehere is to the Divinepromise that atime would come when the
combined forces of Arabia would be put to flight. This promise was given long before, and at
a time when the Holy Prophet and his few followers were being severely persecuted at Mecca.
Thesearethe
very words of theprophecy:
A mighty host of thealliesshall
be here
pub toflight ’’ (38 : 11). So when the combined forces attacked Medina, the words of the
prophecy were before the heart of every true Muslim. They rejoiced because they were certain
thet the combined forces of the enemy would be put to flight. I t was only the hypocrites who
had miflgivings, as the last section shows. The battle had, in fact, inspired greater
faith in
the ultimate triumph of Islam, not only by bringing earlier prophecies to fuhilment but also
because it was here that, when the Holy Prophet smashed a big stone with a hammer (a stone
which had proved on obstacle in the digging of the ditch) and a flash of light followed, he
announced the mighty prophecy that that flash of light had revealed to him the palacea of
Kisra and Cesnr, and that he had been informed that his followers would be triumphant over
both these empires.
1982 Some of the believers had become martyrs in the c a u e of truth ; others yet waited,
anxious to lay down their lives in the same cause.
1 9 8 2 ~ I tisclearlystatedhere,asalsoin
Y. 17,thatallthehypocrites
would not be
punished, but that Allah
would be merciful to them,punishing only such ES deserved to
be pnnished. Thus it happened that mostof them becmne afterwards sincere convertsto Islam.
1983 The Bani Quraiza were in alliance with the Holy Prophet, and when the enemy laid
siege to Medina they were bound to repel the attack (see 126). Instead of this they sided
withtheinvestingarmy.
Muir admits that ‘ I itwasagreed that the Quraiza would assist
the Qnrdsh,” and though he doubts whether ‘I they entered on active hostilities,” there is the
surest testimony that they had made an agreement with the Quraish
to attaek the Muslims
fromwithin.
Thus fromalliestheyhadturned
foes. Therefore,when t h e - h i e g i n g m y
took to flight and the Quraiza returned to their fortress, it was besieged by the Holy Prophet,
for to leave mch an internal enemy unpunished w d d have bees e souroe d ever-pzesent
danger to the safety of the Muslim community. They remained besieged for twenty-five days,
I‘
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27 And H e made
yon
heirs
to their land andtheir dwellings

and theirproperty,and
(to) a
land
which
you have not yet
trodden,and Allah has power
over all things.1s84
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SECTION 4
Prophet’s Domestic Simplicity
28, 29. Prophet’s wives to retaintheirsimplicity
of life. 90-92. Purity
enjoined on them. 33, 34. They should not display their h e r y .

’

Ax.t h y .

26 0 Prophet 1 say t o your
wives: If you desire this
world’s life anditsornature,
thencome, I will give you a
provision and allow you
to
depart a goodly departing :19B5
29 A n d if y o u d e s i r e
Allah and His Apostle and the
latter abode, then surely Allah
ha8 prepared for thedoers of
good among you a mighty
reward.

and then expressed their willingness to surrender on condition that they would submit to the
sentence of punishment pronounced by Sa’d bin Mu’az. Had they trusted the Prophet, he
as he gave to the Qainuqa’, viz.
would probably have given themthesamepunishment
emigration, but Sa’d was exasperated by theirtreachery,andhisjudgment
was thatthe
fighting men should be put to death and the rest made captives. Three hundred men suffered
death under this sentence, and their lands fell into the hands of the Muslims. To say that
the Prophet dealt with them harshly is to ignore facts. Such treachery would meet with a
similcu punishment to-day.
1984 The land which you have not yet trodden refers to the foreign lands which are here
promised to the Muslims and which they conquered later.
1985 The introduction of the subject of the Holy Prophet’s simplicity in domestic life is
most f i t h g here. The Muslims werenow growing powerful and wealthier. The victory at
Badr,andthe
possession of thelandsand
property of theQuraiza,hadincreasedtheir
wealth. It was most natural, in the circumstances, that thewives of the Prophet should desire
to be furnished with better necessities of life than they had previously enjoyed. But just at
this time we find LL revelation enjoining &hestrictest simplicity of lifeuponthem.These
strictures could not emanate from an impostor,nor even from a manof t h e world whose power
and wea,lth were increasingdaily. If theProphethad
allowed his wives to shareinthe
general prosperity of the community, there could not have been the least objection. But he
received a revelation which deprived himandthose most nearlyrelatedtohim
of those
material benefits which others could easily acquire. The splendours of this world could be
obtained, and were not forbidden to any Muslim, but such transitory vanities were not to be
admittedwithinthe
household of God’s Prophet. Be he possessed themeans, his wives
would beallowed to depazt with rich and ample gifts if such was their desire. This passage
also throws light on the
object of the Prophet’s marriagas, for if his objeotwere sensual
enjoyment, he could not have been ready to sacrifice the eaae and comforts attendant upon
mere carnal desire to the retentionof that Spartan simplicity enjoined upon his household.
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30 0 wives of the Prophet!
whoever of you commits a n
openindecency,
thechastisement shall be increased to her
iseasy
to
doubly ; andthis
Allrah.lN6

PART
31 And whoever of you is
obedient
to
Allah and
His
Apostle and does good, We
will give toherherreward
doubly, and We have prepared
for her
an
honourable
suste~anoe.'g~~
32 0 wives of the Prophet i
you arenot like anyother of
the women ; if you will be on
your guard, then be not soft in
(your) speech, lest he in whose
heartisa disease yearn ; and
speak a good W O I - ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~
33 And stay in yourhouses
and do not display your finery
like the displaying of the
keep
ignorance of yore;and
up prayer,andpaythe
poorrate,and obey Allah andHis
Apostle ; Allah onlydesires to
take away the mcleannessfrom
you, 0 people of the household!
and
to
purify you a
:thorough) purifying.198Y

sheluld be noted that not only are the Prophet's wives denied the comforts of life
which were available to other Muslim ladies, but any indecency on their part brought double
theordinarypunishment.LettheChristians
ponder. Could this be the work of an
impostor ? In their case the punishment is increased because, being in the Prophet's house,
they had better chance to be guided aright and to pass their lives in the greatest purity.
I t should be noted that there is do actual occurrence of the least indecency on the part of any
of the Prophet's wives.
1987 The double reward spoken of heremeans
only greaterreward, &B the words
Imoumble sustenance show. The greater reward is due to their having denied themselves the
ordinary comforts of life, which they could elsewhere obtain, by remaining in the Prophet's
house. See 1985. See also thelast foot-note, where an inoreased punishment for themis
spoken of in case of ordinary indecenoy. Compare also 1888.
1988 Though the injunotion is given in particular to the wives of the Prophet, it is really
~b rule of life for all Muslim women, and promotes purity of heartandchastityinthe
relations between the sexas. Theyarenot forbidden tu speak to men,but as asaieguard
against possible inclination of the heart to evil thoughts they are told not to indulge in soft
and amorous conversation with the opposite sex.
1989 Themeans of purification are suggested in the previous verses: to observe the
utmost simplicity of life, to avoid every indecency, and not to display their beauty to others.
The uncleanness which Allah will thus take away is the uncleanness of the desire for worldly
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34 Andkeep to mindwhat
is recited in your houses of the
communications of Allah snd
the wisdom; surely Allah is
Knower of subtilities, Aware.
SECTION 5

I

Ar. nor.
I

Prophet's Marriage with Zdnab
35,36.Keeping of Divine ordinances. 37-59. Zainab divorced, and married
by tho Prophet. 40. Muhammad, as the last of the prophets and the most
perfect of them, is the spiritual father of all future generations.

35 Surely
the
men
who
submitandthe
women who
submit, and the believing men
and the believingwomen, and
the obeying men and the obeying women, andthetruthful
menandthetruthful
women,
andthepatientmenandthe
patient women, and the humble
menandthehumblewomen,
andthe
almsgiving menand
the almsgiving women,
and
the fasting men and the fasting
women, and the men who guard
their
private
parts
and
the
women
who
guard,
and
the
men who rememberAllah much
and the woman who remember
"Allah has prepared for them
forgiveness and a mightyreward.
36 And it behoves not a
believing man and abelieving
womanthattheyshouldhave
any choice in their matter when
Allah and His Apostle have
decided a matter ; and whoever
disobeys Allah and His Apostle;
hesurelystrays
off manifest
straying.lg"

riches. As the Prophet himsell was an exemplar to the faithful, 80 W&S his household to
be an example of simplicity and purity to Muslimwomen.
It should also be noted that the Prophet's wives are here addressed as ahl-ul-bait, or the
people of tL household, they being primarily SO, while his children and children's ohildren
may also be included. The use of the phrase ahl-uZ-bait on the only two other occasions in
the Holy Qur-An is to signify the wife, a8 in the case of Abraham's wife (11: 73) and Amren'6
wife or Moses' mother (28 : 12), and this use also shows that it is the wife, who is mistress of
the honse, that is indicated by the phrase ahl-dbait. Thus under this verse the Prophet's
children could only claim a aenctity in which his wives also shared.
1990 All commentators agree that this verse W ~ revealed
B
on the occasion when the Holy
Prophei demanded Zainab, his cousin through his aunt,in marriage for Zaid, his adopted son.
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37 Andwhen
y o u said to
him to,whom Allah had shown
Ax. thou
favourandtowhom
y o u had
hadst.
Ar. thy.
shown a favour:Keep
your
Ar. thysew.
wife to yourself be
and
careful of (your
duty
to)
Ar. thou
concealed
in
Allah; and you
didst C”
ceal.
your soul h h a t Allahwould
hr. thy.
you feared
bringtolight,and
Ar. thou
didnt fear.
men,andAllahhad
a greater
Ar. t h o u
shouldst. 1 :right that y o u sh,ou,ld fear Rim.
But when
Zaid
had
ac:omplished hiswant
of her,
Ar. thee.
We gave her to you as a wife,
30
that
there
should
be no
lifficulty forthebelieversin
.espeot of thewives
of their
tdoptedsons,whentheyhave
their
want
Etccomplished
of
#hem;and
Allah’s
command
$hall be perf0rmed.1~~1
Ar. thou

diclst say.

!

I:

1:

-

Both Zainab and her brother were averse to this match, because Zaid was a freedman, and it
was in obedience to this revelation that their scrupleswere overcome and Zainab accepted Zaid
for her husband (Re, Kf, JB). The verse has no eonnection with the subsequent events which
broughtaboutthe
divorce andZainab’smarriage.withtheHolyProphet,It,moreover,
shows that it w8s the Prophet himself who had arranged this marriage between Zainab and
Zaid, and were it not in deferenee to his wishes, the lady would never have consented to the
alliance.
1991 This verse eonsists of two distinct and separate parts, the first dealing with Zaid’s
divorce of Zainab,andthesecond,beginningwith
but when Zaid had accomplished, etc.,
withtheHolyProphet’smarriagewithZainab.
As Christiancriticismleansinthe
direction of attaching too muchimportance to anythingderogatory to thereputation of
theHolyProphet,afullexplanation
of theeventsinconnectionwiththismarriage
is
necessary.Zaid
belonged to the tribe of Kalb, and wastakenprisonerinchildhoodand
sold as a slave at Mecca, where he was bought by Khadija’s brother, who gave him over to
his sister, and she in her turn pxsented him
to the Holy Prophet, who, a8 was his wont,
liberated h i m ; butZaid
was so muchattachedtotheHolyProphet,thatwhenthe
Prophet gave him the option to accompany his father to his home or to remain with him,
Zaidchose thelatter course. On account of hisgreatattachment,Zaidwas
called the
son of Muhammad, and he wasone of theearlyconvertstoIslam.
It is to theseevents
that the opening words of the verse refer when they speak of Zaid as being one to whom
Allah as well as the Prophet had shown favour.
Zainab was thedaughter
of theProphet’s own aunt,Umaima,daughter
of Abdul
Muttalib; she wasone of the eerlyconvertstoIslam.and
the Holy Prophet proposed to
herbrotherthatsheshould
be given inmarriage to Zaid.Bothbrotherandsister
were
averse to this match, and only yielded under pressure from the Holy Prophet, for which see
the last note. Ii isrelated that they both desired that the Holy Prophet himself should
marry Zainab (Rz), but the Prophet insisted that she should accept
&id.
The marriagewas,however,notahappy
one. Zainab WES harsh of temper, and she
neverlikedZaidonaccount
of thestigma
of slaverywhichattachedtohisname.
Differenoes arose, and Zaidexpressed a desire to the Holy F?ophet-$ divoroingZainab.
The news was grieving for the Prophet, for it was he who had insisted upon the marriage,
and he therefore advised Zaid not to divorce her He feered that people would object that
a marriagewhich h d been anmngedby the Prophet m s unsocaessful. It is to this eircumrtance that the words refer, and, you feared men, and Allah had a greater right that you
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38 “here is no harm in the
Prophet doing that which Allah
has ordained for him :1ew such
has been the course of Allah
with
respect
to those who have
gone before : andthecommand
of Alleh is a decree that is made
absolute :
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shouldfear Him. It is also to the same matter that the words and you concealed in your soul
what Allah would bring t o Eight refer, for the Prophet did not like that the disagreements
between ZainabandZaidshould
become generallyknown.
TheProphet’sinjunctionto
*Zaid not to divorce his wife iscontained in unmistakable terms in the
Holy Qur-An. But
it was all in vain, and Zaid at last divorced Zainab.
After she was divorced the Holy Prophet took her in marriage, that
being the wish of
the lady and her relatives before her marriage with Zaid, and the Prophet was, now that the
marriage arranged by him proved unsuccessful, morolly bound to accept the wishes of the
ladyandherrelatives.
Moreover, the Qur-An haddeclaredagainst
an adoptedson being
a son,and
now there was an opportunitywhenthe
Holy
regarded ae if he were real
Prophet could by his own exampledealadeath-blowtothatcustom.Thisreason
is
plainly given in the second part of the verse : We gave her to you as a w v e , so that there
should be no dificulty for the believers in respect of the zciDes of their adopted sons. The
Qur-&n does not give any other reason for the marriage.
Thissimplestoryismadethebasis
of a meanattack upon theHolyProphet.Itis
stated thattheProphet,having
seen Zainab by chancethrough a half-open door, was
fascinated by her beauty, and that Zaid, havingcome to know of this, divorced her, and then
to mention more ,prejudiced
she became theProphet’s wife, That Muir andArnold,not
writers, accept this,onlyshows how far religious prejudicemaycarry“criticism.”
I t is
admitted that Zainab was the daughter of the Prophet’s real aunt ; it is admitted thct she
was one of the early believers in Islam who fled to Rledina ; it is admitted that the Prophet
himself had arranged the marriage between Zaid and Zainab ; and finally it is admitted that
Zainab desired, as did also her brother, before she was married to Zaid, that she should be
taken in marriage by the Holy Prophet, What was it then which prewnted the Holy Prophet
from marrying her when she was a virgin ? Had he not seen her before? He was SO closely
of it such a suppositionisabsurd.Then,there
was no
related to herthatontheface
seclusion of women before Zainab’s marriage with the Prophet, a fact the truth of which is
attested by,Muir himeelf.Havingnot
only seen the ladywhenshe
was a virgin,but
belief in
knowing her full well on account of her close relationship to him and her early
Islam, while both the lady and her relatives were desirous that the Prophet should take her
so unattractivetohimwhenshe
was a
for a wife, what was itthat madeherbeauty
virgin, while the same beauty
seen through a half-open door at a later date so fascinated
his heart that he ruthlessly disregarded the
close spiritual and friendly relationship existing ’
between Zaidandhimself?Thestory
is BO absurd thatanyman
possessing ordinary .
commonsense would unhesitatinglyrejectit,butChristianprejudiceis
too strong for
even such unblushing calumny.
1992 I t being lawful for the Prophet to marry Zainab, he should not have refrained merely
for fear that some menmight object to it. I n fact, the Prophet’s insisting at first that Zainab
should marry Zaid, and her yielding to it at last only in deference to the Prophet’s wishes,
followed by disagreement and ultimate divorce, had given such a shock to Zainab that the
only way to remove it was that the Prophet himself should yield to that whioh he had at
first rejected, viz. the taking of Zainab in marriage for himself. It was out of sympathy with
Zainab’s feelings, and not from any desire on his own part, that the Prophet married her, for
were against it. But when shehad
his own wishes,previous to hermarriagewithZaid,
shown her submission and faithfulness by accepting a match against her own desires, and it
was Zaid now who would .not retain her, the Prophet could no longer justihbly treat the
l d y h wishes with indifference.
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39 Those who deliver the
messages of Allah and fear
Him, and do not fear any one
butAllah;
and Allah is sufficient t o take aoc0unt.1~93
40 Muhammad is not the
father of anv of voar men. but
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1993 The statement that those entrusted with Divine messages do not fear any one
but
of as fearing men, the
Allah explains the statement
of v. 37, where the Prophet is spoken
significance, as shown in the foot-note, from the circumstances of the case, being t h a t h edid
mot fear m but fov them, lest they should fall into an error.
1994 The word Khbtam means primarily a seal and secondarily the end or the last part
or portion of a thing, the latter being the primary significance of the word khbtim. Though
theHolyProphet
v a s admittedlythelast of theprophets,and
even historyshowsthat no
prophet appeared after him in the world, yet the Holy Qur-bn has adopted the word khdtum,
and not khdtim, because a deeper significance is carried in the phraseseal of the prophets than
merejnality. In fact, it indicatesfinality combined w5t.h the perfection of the attributes of
prophethood, along with a continuance among his followers of certain blessings ofprophethood.
He is the seal of the prophets because with him the object of prophethood, the manifestation of
Divine will in laws which should guide humanity, was
finally accomplished in the revelation
of a perfect law in the Holy Qur-bn, and he is also the seal of the prophets because certain
The office of the
favours bestowed on prophets were f o r ever to continue among his follozoers.
prophet was only necessary to guide men, either
by giving them a law or
by removing the
imperfections of a previously existinglaw,or
by givingcertain new directionstomeet
the requirements of the times, because the circumstances of earlier human society did not
allow the revelation of a perfect law which should suit the requirements of different genera.
tionsindifferent
places. Henceprophets were constantlyraised.ButthroughtheHoly
Prophet a perfect law was given, suiting the requirements of all ages and all countries, and
this law was guarded rtgainst all corruption, and the
office of the prophet was therefore no more
required. But this did not mean
that the Divine favours bestowed on His chosen servants
were to be denied to the chosen ones in future.
Men did not need a new law, because they
had a perfect law with them, but they did stand in need of receiving Divine favours.
The
highest of these favours is Divine inspiration, and it is recognized by Islam that the Divine
Being speaks to His chosen ones now as He spoke in the past, just as He hears and sees as
He heard and saw in the past. Human requirements may be satisfied in one way or another,
but Divine attributes do not cease to work.
What is stated above is corroborated by 5 saying of the Holy Prophet: ;&\
a\+\
))\ i.e. nothing has remained of prophethoodexceptthereceiving
of good news.

e“S-J

Prophethood itself has gone, but one of its blessings remains, and shall exist for ever among
the followers of the Holy Prophet. Hence also he is called their spiritual father, because he
hasmadethemto
be for everheirsto one of the blessings of prophethood.Thus,while
prophethoodterminatedwith
the HolyProphet,aphase
of prophethood wag made to
continuefor ever among the true followers of the Prophet.
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BECTION 6
Objeatione against the Prophet's Domentie Life
41-44. Believerstaken
out of darkness. 45-48. Annoyingtalk
49-52. Prophet'smarriagesand
divorces.

of un-

believers.

Ar. thee.

I

41 0 you who believe I remember Allah, remembering
frequently,lQOfi
42 And glorify Him morning
and evening.
43 H e itiswhosendeHis
(EO do)
blessings onyou,and
His angels, that H e mag bring
you forth out of utter darkness
into
the
light; and H e is
Merciful to the believers.1"6
44 Theirsalutation
on the
day that they meet Him shall
be, Peace, and He has prepared
for them an honourable reward.
45 0 Prophet I surelyWe
have sent you as a witness, and
as a bearer of good newsand
as a Warner,
46 And asoneinvitingto
Allah by Hispermission,and
as a light-giving torch.199'
47 And give to the believers
the good news that they shall
have a great grace from Allah.
48 And be notcompliantto
theunbelieversandthehypocrites,
and
leave unregarded
their
annoying
talk,'gY* and
rely on Allah;and
Allah is
sufficient as a Protector.

1995 As this section dealswiththemarriagesand
divorces of the Holy Prophet, on
account of which his opponents had greatly vilified him, it opens with a statement ascribing
purity to the Divine Being, giving rise to the inference that no impurity can be ascribed $0
His Holy Prophet.
1996 This statement suggests another argnment of the Holy Prophet's purity. I t W&B by
m a n s of the transformation wrought by the Holy Prophet that his companions were led out
of the darkness of ignorance. Could it then be that the man who purified others was himself
impure 7 This argument obtains breadth and lucidity in the verses that follow.
1997 The words clearly imply that one who could give light to others and
raise them
from the depth of vice andimmoralitytotheheight
of purityand perfection could not
himsell be in the darkness of impurity.
1998 That t h e previous verses imply the absurdity of the objections of opponents and critics
on the acore of his marriages is made clear here, for the Prophet is told not to have any
anxiety on account of the annoying talk of his opponents, and to rely on Allah, Who will
gutvrd him from the evil consequences of their fault-baing. Compare 3 : 185.

-

49 0 you who believe ! when
you marry the believing women,

Ar. m e .
Ar. thy.
~ ~ .

hast.
~~~~

t

thendivorcethem
before you
touch them, you haveintheir
case no term which you should
reckon ;19SS so make some provision for them and send them
forth a g o d l y sending forth.
50 0 Prophet ! surelyWe
have made lawful to you your
h ~
wives2000
whom you have given
their dowries, and those whom
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1999 Thereasonforputtingthisordinancehere,inspeaking
of theHolyProphet's
marriages,seemstoapply
to theHolyProphet'smarriagewith
a womannamedAsma,
daughter of Numan Kindi; but before he went in to her she asked for E divorce, and the
Prophet released her as she had desired. It is related that 'Umar decided against her being
regarded as a wife of theProphet.
2000 The marriages of the Holy Prophet have furnished his critics with the
chief implement of attack, and the low-minded missionary has gone so far as to call him a voluptuary,
althoughsome of his own reveredspiritualleaders
were known to possess as many as a
hundred .wives. Therefore I give below full particulars regarding the Prophet's marriages.
Hisfirstmarriagewascontractedwhile
he was twenty-five years of age, andthe widow
It w'as with her,
Khadija whom he married was forty years old, i.e. fifteen years his senior.
and her alone, that he passed all the years of his youth and manhood until she died three
years before theHejira,whenhewasalreadyan
old man of fifty. Thiscircumstance
alone is sufficient to give the lie t o those mean carpers who call him a voluptuary. After
her death, while still at Mecca, he married Sauda and 'Ayesha, the latter
of whom was his
c
only virgin wife.
to the Flight he had to fight many
Then followed the flight to Medina, and subsequent
battleswithhisenemies,theQuraish,orsuchtribes
as sided withtheQuraishandpersecuted the Muslims. Theresult of thesebattles was 8 greatdiscrepancy
between the
number of males and females, and as his favourite followers fell in the field of battle fighting
with hisenemies,thecare
of theirfamilies devolved upontheProphetandhissurviving
companions. In the battle of Badr fell Khunais, son of Huzafa, and the faithful 'Umar's
daughter Hafsa was left a widow. 'Umar offered her to 'Ugman and Abu Bakr in turn, and
of Hejira.
she was at last married by the Holy Prophet in the third year
Abdulla, son of Jahsh, fell a martyr at Uhud,and hi4 widow Zainab,daughter of
Rhuzaima, was taken in marriage by the Prophet in the same year. In the next year Abli
Salma died, and his
widow, Umm-i-Salma, was taken to wife by the Prophet. The events
are narrated in the last section, leading to Zainab's divorce by Zaid ; the Prophet married her
in the fifth year
of Hejira under circumstances already narrated. Umm-i-Habiba
was one
of his devoted followers who fled toAbyssiniawithherhusband'Ubaidulla,
who there
became a Christian, and when he died his
widow found comfort in being taken as a wife
by the Holy Prophet in the seventh year of Hejira.
Besides these widows of his faithful followers whom it fell to his lot to take under his
protection, the Prophet took three widows of his enemies in marriage, and in each case this
step led to the union and pacification of a whole tribe. These three, Juwairiya, Maimoona,
and Safiyga, he married in the years six and seven of Hejira. Regarding one
of these, it is
sufficient to note that when the Prophet took Juwairiya for a wife, over a hundred families
of thetribe of BaniMustalaq, to whichtribeshe
belonged, were at once liberated by the
Nuslims.
Thus it will be seenthat all themarriages of the HolyProphet were dueeitherto
feelings of cornpassion for the widows of his faithful followers or to put a atop to bloodshed
and ensure union with aome tribe. Compare nlso 636, where it is shown that the permiseion
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T your righthand possesses out
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Ar. thse.

Ar. thee.

At. t h o u
mayest.

Ar. thou
pleasest.
AI. thou
mayest.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou

pleaeest.

Ar. tholl
desivest.
AI. thou
hadet.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thou
givest.

of those whom Allah has given
to y o u as prisoners of war, and
the daughters of your paternal
uncle and the daughtersof YOUT
paternal aunts, and the daughI
ters of y o u r maternal uncle and
the daughters of your maternal
aunts who fled with y o u ; and
a believing woman if she gave
herself totheProphet,
if the
Prophet desired to marry herspeciallyfor you, not for the
(rest of) believers ;ZOO1 We know
whatWe
have
ordained
for
them concerning their wives
and
those
whom their
right
hands possess in order that no
blame may attach to you ; and
Allah isForgiving, Merciful.
51 You m a y put off whom you
please of them,and you m y
take to you whom youplease,
and whom youdesire of those
whom you had separatedprovisionally, no blame attaches
to yuu; this is most proper, so
thattheir
eyesmay
becool
and they may not grieve, and
that they should be pleased, all
of them, with what you give
them,2002and Allah knows what
is in your hearts ; and Allah is
Knowing,Forbearing.

for polygamy was given under similar circumstances ; in fact, many of the companions had
to follow the example of the Holy Prophet.Foranotherrewon
see 2007. See also 1986
and 1989.
2001Two interpretations have been given of these words: according to Abu Hanifa, the
meaning is, the taking of E woman in marriage without assigning any dowry, if a woman
offers hersell in marriage to the Prophet, is E special privilege of the Holy Prophet; according
to Bhafa'i the meaning is that a woman married by the Holy Prophet shall not be married
by anyother person (Rz). This, if any, is the only specie1 privilege allowed to the Holy
Prophet. But EB against this the Prophet was not allowed to divorce his wives, while his
followers could divorce theirs if they liked. See 2004.
2002 This verse must be read along with vv. 28 and 29, where a choice is given to the
Prophet's wives to remainwithhim
or to part. A similar choice ie given here to the
Prophet. hnd whenhis wiree preferred to lead simple lives with himratherthan seek
worldly goodsby leaving him, the Prophet was no less considerate for their feelings; for
notwithstanding the choice given to him to retain such of his wives as he liked, he did not
exercise this choice to the diaadvantagb of any one of them, but retained them all, as they
had chosen to remain with him, A reference is, indeed, contained to vv.28 and 29 in the
words that they should bepkaeed, all of them, with what you give them, which indioate that
this WEB altogether E new arrangement in which both parties were given free ohoioe and both
sacrificed all okher considerations to the sanctityof the marriage-tie.

.

THE ALLIEB
Ar. theu.
Ar. thou

clhouddst.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thy.

52 It isnot allowed to you
to take women afterwards,"3
nor that you should change
them for other wives,90°4though
theirbeauty be pleasing to you,
except what your righthand
possesses;2"J5 and Allah ie
Watchful over d l things.
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SECTION 7
Roles of Condnat in Domeetio Relations
53, 54. Prophet's house and separating of female compartments. 55. Near
relations are allowed. 56-58. False chargesagainst the Prophet andbelievers,

53 0 you who believe ! do
not enterthehouses
of the
Prophetunless
permission is
given to you for a meal, not
waitingfor
its cooking being
finished-but
when you are
invited, enter,andwhen
you
have taken the food, then disperse-not seeking to listen to
balk; surely
this
gives the
Prophet trouble, but he forbears
irom you, and Allah does not
iorbear from thetruth,
And
rhen you ask of themany
Toods, ask of them from behind
I curtain ;2006 this is purer for
yourheartsand(for) theirhearts;
Lnd it does not behove you that
rou should give trouble to the
ipostle of Allah,nor that you
2003 When the Prophet's wives chose to remain with him, limitation was placed upon the
Holy Prophet, via. that he should not Lke any other wife. The Prophet did not contract any
marriage after the seventhyear of Hejira, when this veme was revealed.
2004 This is another limitation, via. that it was not after this allowed to the Prophet to
divorce any one of those who had chosen to remain with him.
2005 By those whom your right hand possesses &re indicated the wives of theProphet
whom he had lawfully married.
2006 Christian bigotry discovers personal motives even in these beautiful rules of conduct.
I t must be borne in mind that any rule of conduct to be observed in relation to the Holy
Prophet is really a rule that must be observed by all in social relations. The Q u r - h teaches
not only high morals, but also good manners, for it L meant for all men. In this verse it
disparages the custom of giving trouble to the owner of & house who invites his friende to a
dinner by coming before the appointed time or S b J h g after dinner to indulge in idle talk.
This is L rule which the Muslims were desired to observe towards one another a,e well a8
towards theHolyProphet.Similarly,therulerelating
to strangersspeaking to women
from behind a curtain applies equally to all, and is not to be observed only tonerds the
Prophet's wives.

should merryhis wives d t e r
him ever ;m7 surely this is
grievous in the sight of Allah.
54 If you do a thing openly
or do it insecret, then surely
Allah is Cognizant of ell things.
55 Thereis
no blame on
them in respect of their fathers,
nor their sons, nor their
brothers,
nor
their brothers'
sons, nor their sisters' sons,
northeir own women, nor of
what their right hands possess ;
and be careful of (your duty
to) Allah; surely Allah is a
witness of all things.m8
56 Surely Allah and His
angels bless theProphet;
0
you who believe ! call for
(Dlvine) blessings on him and
salutehim with E (becoming)
saIutati~n.~~~~
57 Surely (as for) those who
speak evil things201°
of
Allah
and His Apostle, Allah has
cursed them in this world and
the hereafter, and He has prepared for them a chastisement
bringing disgrace.
2007 It is diffioult to.see what jealous motive on the Prophet's part lies hidden beneath
thisinjunction.Withthe
exception of 'Ayesha, theProphet's wiveswere
all widows,
Zainab alone being divorced. The respect due to the Prophet is alone a sufficient reason
for the injunction, but a little oonsideration will show that the absence of the injunction
would have led to difficulties. One of the objects which the Prophet's marriages served was
the faithful communication of incidents that play an important part in the life of a man, but
whose knowledge ia only limitedtoaman'sfamily
circle. The remarriage of any of the
Prophet's widows would have surely impaired this object to B great degree, as it would have
had a possible effect upon the independenoe of opinion of the lady who entered into marital
obligations with another man. Buch incidents would have, moreover, given rise to schisms,
which possibility as8umes a high probability when the great schism dividing Islam into the
Sunni and Bhia sects is borne in mind, which was no doubt the result of a partisanship for
the offspring of the Prophet's daughter Fatima.
2008 The verb ittaqina (plural, fern. gen.) shows that the Prophet's wives are addressed.
2009 The invocation of Divine blessings on the Holy Prophet is mentioned in connection
with the fdse imputations against him as regards his marital relations, the implication being
that all such imputations would be brought to naught by the blessings which Allah would
shower on him, showing thatheispureandholds
communion with the. fountain-head
of purity.
2010 The word yu'pin occurring here ie from the root aza, which ocours in V. 48 in this
chapter and in 3 : 186, end means the annoying talk of the unbelievers and the hypocrites
inthe form of false imputationsagainsttheHolyProphet.
This sense of the word is
made very clear in the next
verse, where the m e word is used about the believers, and
is explained inthe
concluding worda of the verae 88 indicating 'a false accusation
againat t h m .

THB ALLIES
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Ar.

bear.

58 And those who speak evil
things of the believing men and
the believing women without
their having earned (it), they
are guilty indeed of a false
accusation and a manifest sin.
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SECTION 8
Thoee who- Bpread EYil Reportm
59. Women to wear an over-garment 8 0 that they may be respected.
62. Punishment of hypocrites. 63-67. Punishment of unbelievers.

Ar. thy.

Ar. t h y

Ar. thee
Ar. thy.

Or,mvued.

Ar. t b
shalt.

Ar. t h .

Ar. thee.

60-

59 0 Prophet ! say to your
wives and your daughters and
the women of the believers that
they let down upon them their
over-garments;
this
will be
more proper, that they may be
known, and thus they will not
be given trouble ; end Allah is
Forgiving, Merciful.2011
60 If the hypocrites and
those in whose hearts is a
disease and
the
agitators
in
the city do not desist, We shall
most
certainly
set you over
them, then theyshall not be
your neighbours in it but for a
little while :
61 Drivel&off: wherever they
are found they shall be seized
and
murdered,
(horrible)
a
murdering.Z0la
62 (Such
has
been) t h e
course of Allah with respect to
those who have gone before;
and y o u shall not find any
change in the course of
~11~h.2013
63 Men ask y o u about the
hour; say : The knowledge of
it is only with Allah, and what
will make you comprehend that
the hour may be nigh.2014

I
-

Boll T h e injunction to wear an over-garment is here given with the object that free
women may be distinguished from slaves, so that they may not be annoyed and followed by

men inolined to evil, who would come to know by this mark of distinction that these were
pure and chaste women who would not tolerate insult or illtreatment (Rz).
2019 This and the following verse relate to hypocrites as well as to certain Jews who
lpresd evil reports concerning the Muslims. Before the Prophet died Medina was cleared of
these mischievous elements.
2018 Euch hse &en the !eta of the Jews all over the world, and suoh wag also the fete of
the'hypooritw who w m turned out of the mosque.
a014 By the hour is meant the hour of their doom BS prophesied in the previous vorma.
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64 Surely Allah hascursed
theunbelieversandhasprepared for them a burning fire,
65 To abidethereinfor
a
long time ;a they shall not find
a protector or E helper.
66Onthedaywhentheir
faces shall be turned back into
the fire, they shdl say:0 would
that we had obeyed
Allah Bud
obeyed the Apostle !
67Andtheyshallsay
: 0
ourLord ! surely we obeyed
our leaders and our great men,
so they led us astray from the
path :
68 0 our Lord ! give them
double chastisement and curse
them with B greatcurse.

SECTION 9
An Exhortation to theFaithful
Rloscs. 70, 71. The way to success.
against
69. False imputations
obey the law.
but
not man. 73. Punishment of
72. Heaven andearth
hypocrites and unbelievers.

69 0 youwhobelieve!be
notlikethosewhospokeevil
but
Allah
things of Moses,
cleared him of what they said,
andhewasworthy
of regard
with Allah.2016
70 0 you who believe!be
careful of (your duty to) Allah
andspeaktherightword,
7 1H e will put yourdeeds
into a right state
for you, and
forgiveyouyourfaults;and
whoeverobeys Allah and His
Apostle,heindeedachievesa
mightysuccess.
72 Surely W e offered the
trusttotheheavensandthe
earthandthemountains,
but
they refused to be unfaithful to
it and feared from it, and man
has
turned
unfaithful
to
it;
surely he is unjust, ignorant
;2016
2015 For e false imputation against Moses by his own people, and even his own sister:
Num. 12. As this chapter deals with faise imputations, the
case of a false imputation
against the prophet in whose likeness the Holy Prophet came is cited, and attentiond risa m
to the fete of those who had taken part in the accusation. The false accusations against the
Holy Prophet are all forged by his opponents, not by his followers, as in the case of Moses.
2016, see next page.
Bee
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hypociitical women and the
polytheisticmen and the polytheistic women, and Allah will
turn (mercifully) tothe believing men .and the believing
woman, and Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.
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m e a 8 he wm unfaithful $0 it (LL). T b explsine ya(milna-hd
meaning takhun”, Le. they w e r e unfaithful to i t , and ul;211
as meaning
&L i.e. man was unfaithful to it. And the reason is thus given by Az,
2016
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d &\i.e.notbearing

the t w t signifies that they paid it back,and everyone who is unfaithful to a trust is said to h a v e
borne i t (TA). The meaning is that nature is true to its laws which bring about its evolution,
but man is not true to the laws on which depends his real happiness.
2017 The ldm is the ld~r~-uZ-’dqibah,
and is hence translated as meaning so or therefore, i.e.
theresult of being unfaithful to the Divine laas is thatmen suffer punishment.The
hypocrites and the unbelievers &re untrue to law and Buffer, while the faithful submit to it
and are happy.

CHAPTER XXXIV
T H 1 SABA
(As-sabd)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(6 sectionsand 54 verses)
Abstract:
Sec.
Sec.
See.
Sec.
Sec.

1. Judgment is certain.
2. Favours followed by retribution.
3. A victory for the Muslims.
4. The leaders of evil.
5. Helplessness of the gods.

Sec. 6. Truth shall prosper.
The Title and context.
THE title of this chapter is taken from that
of acity of the same name, i.e. Saba, which
WIM situatedin Yaman and w&s destroyed by a flood. The warninggiven in this chapter
npplies to all nations that are mede great and prosperous but f d l into luxurious habits. Ease
engendersevil,whichbrings
decay and ruin. Hence it
was awarningtotheQuraish,
no
doubt, but it was equally E warning to the Muslims, who were made masters of the earlh but
fell into the ways of ease and luxury and are now suffering the consequences. The warning
totheQuraishisplacedhereappropriately,becausethepreviouschapterdeals
with their
head struggle, actually oarried on later, to destroy Islam.

Date of rayslation and subject-matter.
It is E Meccan revelation and belongs to the early Meocan period. The first section asserte
the truth of the judgment, a judgment the truth of which shall not be witnessed only in the
lifeafterdeath,butis
clearly seen working inthis very life.Thisjudgmentovertakes
individualsaswellasnationa,and
two instuxes are cited inthe second section of how
prosperous nations are swept out of existence when they fall into evil ways. Judgment shall
therefore overtake the Quraish, and their false deities, we are told in the third section, shall
not avail them in the least, and an encounter shall be brought about between the two parties,
resulting in a victory for the Muslims. The fourth section describes the plight of the leaders
of evil, the leaders and the followers blamins each other. The fifth section states that their
very deities shall then be unable to help them, and that they shall be punished as deniers of
truth have always been punished. The last section asserta that truth shall prosper and false.
hood vanish beIore it.
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SECTION 1
Jadgment is certain
I n thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent,theMerciful.

Ar. w.

Or,on (10COUllt

of

mil mduct.

Ar. t b .
AI. thy.

1 (All) praise is due to Allah,
Whose is what is in the heavens
and what is
in the earth, and
to Him is due(all) praise in the
hereafter ; and He is the Wise,
the Aware.
2 H e knows that which goes
downintotheearthandthat
which comes out of it, and that
whichcomes
down from the
heaven and that which goes up
to it; and He is the Nerciful,
theForgiving.
3 And those who disbelieve
say : The hour shall not come
upon us. Say: Yea ! bymy
Lord,
the
Knower
of the
unseen, it shall certainly come
uponyou;nottheweight
of
anatombecomesabsent
from
Him, in the heavens
or in the
earth, and neither less than that
nor greater,but
(all) is in a
clear book,ZO1*
4 That He may reward those
who believe and do good ; these
it isforwhomisforgiveness
snd an honourable sustenance.
5 And(as
for) those who
3trive hardinopposing
Our
~ ~ r n m u n i c a t i o n sthese
, ~ ~it~is~
lor whom is a painful chastise.
p e n t of an evil kind.2020
6 And those to whomthe
rnowledgehasbeengivensee
ihat whichhasbeenrevealed
;o you from your Lord, that is

2018 The verse s k b the
~ lmmudablelaw that every deed is followed by a consequenoe,
m d nothing should be looked Upon as too small to produce an effeot. The twoverses that
follow are an illustration of this law : good meets with a goodreward and evil aith en evil
punishment.
2019 N u ' d j i z h literally means fLghting and contesting with another to render him unable
to do a thing (LL).
2020 Min rijz-in either quaifies 'addb, the min being baydniyyah, or it gives the reason of
t h e ' e b b , the min being sababiyyah. I give the latter interpretation in the margin. Rgs
literally signifies uncleanneea, hence evil, or mil conduct, or idol-worehip.

FAVOURS FOLLOWED BY RETRIBUTION
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Or, dis-

appear.

Or, a por-
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thetruth,
and it guides into
of %he Mighty, the
thepath
Praised.
7 And those who disbelieve
say : Shall we point out to you
aman who informs you that
when
you
are
scattered
the
yon shall
utmost
scattering
then be most surely (raised) in
(to) a new creation ?
8 He has forged a lie against
Allah orthere is madnessin
him. Nay ! thosewho do not
believe In thehereafterarein
tormentandin great error.
9 Do they not then consider
what is before them and what
is behind them of theheaven
andtheearth ? If Weplease
Zow in
We will make
them
theland or bring downupon
them wha,t w i l l coveT them from
the heaven ; most surely there
is a sign in this for every servant
turning (to Allah).2021
SECTION 2
Fayours followed by Retribution
10-14. How kingdom of David and Solomon was ruined.
lestroyed in ease. 20, 21. Devil leads astray,

10 And certainly We gave
David excellence
from
Us:
3 mountains ! repeatpraises
with him,202a the
and
birds ;a
m d We madethe iron pliant
io him,2"23
50

a

1387.
1

15-19. Saba

Jq$&;J\;Gy&
3 ~3 33

2021 This is tha ever-recurring argument of the Holy Qur-&n. The unbelievers deny t h e
last resurrection, the life after death, the sublime principle of the accountability of human
actions,which form the only basis of high morals, and they are told that, as a
proof of
the truth of the resurrection and of their evil b e d s producing evil consequences,they shall be
punished in this very life for their mischiefs: they will be brought to disgrwe in the Land of
which they are the mastem, and they shall be overtaken by a punishment which will cover
them so effectively that they will not be able to save themselvee from it.
2032 dwwaba literally signifies he r e t u r d (LL), and spplied to a eompny of man, i t
j o u n e y e d by day (LL),and metonymically bba or crwaba signifiee ke w t u m d from
diaobedience to obedience or repeated the praises of God. The phrase
&\

Jki.

is usually interpreted aa meaning 0 muntaine, repeat with him. the paise8 of Allah, by which
some understand the praising of Allah by t h e mountains in the Bense in which all inanimate
nbjeats me stated in t h e Holy Qur-&nto glorify Allah, while others think that the mountains'
echoing of David'slaud pr&wis meant. But the mention of b i d s , the attendants of a
2023, Bee next page.
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11 Saying : X a k e ample
a
(coats of mail), andassign
time to themaking
of coats
of mailand
do good:surely
I am Seeingwhatyou do!o24
12 And (We made) the wind

(subservient) t o S o l o m o n l b
which made a month’s journey
in the morning end
a month’s
journey in the evening,2025 and
IVe wade a n abundance of
moltenbrassto
flow out for
him ;zoze and of the jinn there
mere those who worked before
himbythecommand
of his
Lord ; and
whoever
turned
aside from Our command from
amongthem,Wemadehim
chastisement
of
taste of the
burning.2027
victorious army (see 1387), and i r m along with it shows that the reference is to the conquests
of
of David ; and the singing of praises by the mountains therefore carries the significance
yicldingtoDavid.
Or the j i b d l mayheresignify
m i g h t ym e n (see1604), who arethus
commandedtomarchalongwithhimtoconquertheenemy.
2033 The m n k i ~ l gof the irou plinul to him signifies the extensive use of iron by him in his
battles, and so do the coats of mail in the next verse.
2021 The subject of the previous verse is continued. David is enjoined to prepare himself
and his army for severe battles, hence the necessity of coats of mail to save life. Some think
that the commandment signifies that David should not take anything from the treasury for
his own livelihood, and lhnt he should earn his livelihood by an industry, such as the making
of sn‘bighnh, which is an adjectivemeaning
of coats of mail(Kf). S4OighAt istheplural
nmple or ztast, and is here considered as standing for the noun which it qualifies, for you say

-L

tA>
meaning

anamplecodt

i.e. a conyletc benefit (TA-LL),and

of mail. But you also say

by w b . L

>\

G.L ;b;

may only be meant doperfect

deeds, which I.give in the msrgin. Sard, means coats 0-f mil or their riugs (LL), and qadda,ra
signifies he m a d e i t according l o a measure or proportioned for i t , and also he assigned a
particular time f o r it (0-LL). Rz favoursthelatterinterpretationas
being meanthere,
i.e.,David is conunanded not to employ his
whole time in such occupations, for the real
object is to do good.
2025 The significance is that Solomon’s ships
were made to traverse a month’s journey
in aday by favourablewinds.ForSolomon’snavy,
see 1 Kings 9 : 26. Butitshould be
noted that 7th meansalso power or dominance or c o n g u s t (S, TA-LL), and thereforethe
meaning may be that Solomon’., kingdom was so large that it WEW a month‘s journey in the
east and a month’s journey in the west.
2026 I ‘ Also he made a molten sea of ten cubits from brim to brim ” (2 Chron. 4 :2).
2027 These jinn were no other than the strangers whom Solomon subjected to his rule
and forced into service. See 2 Chron. 2 : 12-18 : ‘‘ And he set threescore and ten thousand of
them to be bearers of burdens, and, fourscore thousand to be hewers in the mountains.” Note
that the jinn of this verse are the shaydtin of 38 : 37, where it is said that ‘ I We subjected
to Solomon the dcwils, every builder and diver,” where the s’haydtin or devils are explained
h&dforced
by the Qur-Bn itself to be no others than the builders and divers whom Solomon
into labour. In the first volume, Tabresi in his commentary on Himasa r e m a r h : ‘ 1 Abu Ula
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13 They made for him what
he pleased of fortressesand
images,and
bowls (large) as
watering-troughsand cookingpotsthat will not move from
theirplace ;zOas give thanks, 0
family of David! and very few
of My servantsaregrateful.
14 But whenWedecreed
death for him, naught showed
a creature
them his death hut
of the earth that ate away his
it fell down,
staff;andwhen
the jinn came to know plainly
that if theyhadknownthe
unseen,they would not have
t a r r i eiadnb a s i nt go r ment.2029
15 Certainly there was a sign
for Saba in theirabode:two
gardens on therightandthe
left;eat of thesustenance of
yourLordand give thanksto
Him: a good l a n da n d
a
Forgiving Lord !
16 But they turned aside, so
Wesentuponthematorrent
of which the rush could not be
withstood, and in place of their
two gardens We gave to them
t w o gardens yielding bitter
fruit
and
(growing)
tamarisk
and a few l o t e - t r e e ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~
says the Arabs speak of the jinn frequently, likening a man who is clever in executing affairs
to the jinnland the shaitdn or devil, and hence they say his
jinn is gone when they mean
that he became weak and abased.” This explanation, along with that which the Qur-&nitself
affords, settles the question of the j i n n and the devils employed by Solomon.
2028 For graving of the cherubims on the walls see 2 Chron. 3 : 7 ; for casting of oxen,
2 Chron. 4 : 3 ; for making of lavers, pots, basins, etc., 2 Chron. 4 : 11, 14.
2029 The reference in t h e cwature of the earth that ate away his staf is to his sank weak
rule, under whom the kingdom of Solomon went to pieces. It appears that Solomon’s successor,
Rehoboam, led a life of luxury and ease, and instead of acting on the advice of the older men,
he yielded to the pleasure-seeking wishes of his companions (1Kings 12 : 13),and it is to his
luxurioushabitsand
easy mode of life that the Holy Qur-&n refers when it calls him a
cseature of the earth, The eating away of his staffsignifies the disruption of the kingdom.
Thejinn, as already remarked, mean the rebellious tribes who had been reduced to subjection
by Solomon, and who remained in subjection to the Israelites for a time, until the kingdom
was shattered.Thisinstance,
as well asthe one following, contained a warning for the
Muslims as to the result of falling into luxury and ease, by which, however, they benefited
little ; the ultimate fate of the respective kingdoms of Umayysds and Abbasidee was the =me
as that of Solomon’s kingdom. See also 2141.
8 2030 Saba was “ a city of Yaman, also called Ha’drab; it was about three days’ journey
from San’aa. Thebursting of the dyke of &’&ab and the destruotion of thecity by B

17 This We requited them
with beoouse they disbelieved ;
ana We do not pyniah any but
the ungrateful.
18 And We madebetween
them and the towns which We
had blessed other towne to be
easilyseen431 a J w e appor$ioned
the
journey
therein:
Travel through them nights and
days,secure.
19 Andthey
said: 0 our
Lord 1 make spaces to be longer
between our journeys ;go32 and
the were unjust to themselvee;
80 $?e made them stories and
an utter
scatteredthemwith
gcattering ; mostsurelythere
are
signs
in
this
for every
patient,gratefulone.
20 And certainlythe
devil
fousd truehisconjectureconso they follow
cerningthem,
him,
except
a party of the
believers.
21 Andhehasnoauthority
over them,butthatWemay
disiinguishhim”whobelieves
in the hereafter from him who
is indoubtconcerning it; and
your Lord is thePreserver of
$11 things.

SECTION 3
A Yictory for the Huelime
22-24, Leaderswill not help. 25-27. A h t t l e and s decision.
?rophot s Warner for all nations. 29, 30. Time of the promise,

25. The

22 Say: Call upon
those
phom you assert besidesAllah ;
,hey do not control the weight
I f an atom in the heavens or in
,heearth,norhavetheyany
has
mrtnershipineither,nor
3eamongthem
any one to
)a& (Him) up.2u33

-

first or second century of our era’’
istor i c d facts,andhappenedineboutthe
(Palmer’snote).
It ie usual to speak of two gardens, f o r large cultivated arem were hounded by a garden
Qn w h aide,
3031 The cities were BO close to eeeh other thst one could be Been from the other, or they
were conspicuous from the road. I t is an indication of the great prosperity of the country,
The “sed toww are the towns of Syria with which they carried on trade.
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Ar. thee.

A VICTORY EY)R THE MUSLIMS

w

23 And infercession will not
availaughtwithHim
save of
himwhom H e permits.' Until
whenfearshallberemoved
fromtheirhearts,theyshall
say : What is it that your Lord
said ? Theyshallsay
: The
truth.
And
H e is the Most
High,theGreat.
24 Say : Who gives you the
sustenancefromtheheavens
: Allah.
andtheearth?Say
And most surely we or you are
on a right may or in manifest
error.2o34
25 Say: You will not be
questioned as towhatweare
guilty of, nor shall we be questioned as to what you do.
26 Say : Our Lord will gather
us together, then will He judge
the
truth;
between us with
and R e is the greatest Judge,
the A11-knowing.203j
27 S a y : Show me
those
whom you havejoinedwith
Him as associates: by no means
(canyou do it).Nay!Heis
Allah,theMighty,theWise.
28 And Wehavenotsent
yo?c buttoallthemenas
a
bearer of good newsandas
a Warner, but most men do not
know.
29 And they say : When will
this
promise
bo (fulfilled) if
you are truthful ?go36

2032 It is not necessary that they should have thus prayed with their
tongues. On the
other hand, it may be E description of their actual condition, Le. they were not grateful for
the blessings and fell into evil ways, which resulted in punishment overtaking them.
Some commentators think that the petition was actually made, the object being that they
might get edvrsnbge from thepoor, mho would be obliged to remain longbr on the road (JB).
Speaking of the trade of Yaman with Syria, Muir says: The commerce assumed great
dimensions and enriched the nation . . and, which is remarkable, the number of stages of
Haghrameut to Ayla, given
as seventy, exactly corresponds with thenumber atthe
present day." The reference in the previous verse to the appointment of the jonrney might
be to these stages.
2033 I t refers to the helplessness of the supposed gods to assist their votaries when distress
overtakes them.
2034 The meaning is (hat as surely as you are in manifest error, &a sure6 we=e in
the right direction.
2035 This is a prophecy which was fulfilled in the first decisive battle whioh crlesdp
deoided the issue between t h e Muslims end the unbelievers.
2036 This shows that the unbelievers realized that t h e above vmaa conbind L propbqq4

...
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SECTION 4
The Leaders of E ~ i l
31-33. Leadersand
evil.

Ar. coulLf
thou.

Or,ccmoeal.

followers blama eachother.

34-36. Easeengenders

31 And those who disbelieve
s a y : By no means will we
believe inthis Qur-Bn, nor in
that which is before it ;2J3a and
could yo26 see when the unjust
shall be madetostandbefore
their Lord, band,ying words
one with mother ! Thosewho
werereckonedweakshallsay
to those who were proud : H a d
it not been for you,wewould
certainlyhavebeenbelievers.
32 Thosewhowereproud
ahall saytothosewhowere
3eerned weak:
Did
we
turn
you away from theguidance
nfter it had come to you? nay,
you (yourselves) were guilty.
33 And those who
were
leemed weak shall say to those
who were proud : Nay, (it myas)
?laming by night and day when
qou told us to disbelieve
in
lllah and to set up likes with
Tim. And theyshall mumjest
*egret when they shall see the
:hastisement ; and We will put
lhaokles on the necks of those
vho disbelieved ; they shall not
,e reguited but what they did.
34 And Weneversent
a
varner to a townbutthose
vho led lives in ease in it said :
Me aresurelydisbelieversin
vhat you are sent with.
(

2037 A {ay is equal to a year in prophetic language. The batee of Badr took place after
the first year of Flight had passed away. Elsewhere the same question is answered by the
words : I ' Maybe part of that which you hasten on will come to you after I a m gone." (see
t h e alternative significance of 27: 72 given in t h e margin,)
2038 They reject not only the Qur-&n but also previous reyelation, because it .contains
prophecies about the appearance of the Holy Prophet.

CE.XXXIv.1

HELPLESSNESS O F THE GODS

35 Andtheysay:Wehave
more wealth and children, and
we shall not be chastised.
36 Say:
Surely
my
Lord
amplifies the means of subsistence for whom He p l a s e s a n d
straitens (for whom H e pleases),
but most men do not know.'038

'843
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SECTION 5
Belplesaness of the Gods
37-39. Hoa is nearness t o Allah attained. 40-42. Their gods denytheir
worshipand
w e unable t o help.
43-45. Rejection of truthisalways
punishid.

37 And not your wealth, nor
yourchildren,arethe
bhings
I whichbringyounear
Us -in
station,butwhoeverbelieves
anddoes, good, theseit is for
whomis a doublereward for
what they do, and they shall be
secure in the highest
38 And (as for) thosewho
striveinopposingOurcommunications,
they
shall
be
causedto
be brought to the
chastisement.
39 Say : SurelymyLord
of sub5mplifies the
means
sistence for whomHe pleases
3f Hisservantsandstraitens
'them) for whom (He pleases),
Ind whatever thing you spend,
Ae exceeds it in reward,2"41 and
I He is tho best of Sustainers.
40 And on the day when H e
vi11 gatherthem all together,
;hen will H e say to the angels :
Did these worship you?
2039 This expression is alwaysused to signify that Allah intends now to give ample means
of subsistence to the poorer party and to strengthen them against the wealthy transgressors.
Because they took pride in their wealth, as the previous verse shows, they are told that even
this shall be taken away from them.
2040 Not only in the highest places in paradise, but also in the highest places in this life,
a truth which finds abundant illustration in the lives of the early Muslims.
2041 Akhkzfa is used in the sense of exceeding or surpassing so as to leave attother t ? h g

behind (from khaZj, meaning behind). You say

&u\

&\

i.e. he (a camel) exceeded

is age the bdzil, which is generally one that has elltered his llinth year (LL). Hence yukhlifuuhd
here signifies that Allah gives him such a great rezcard as to leave b e h i d what he had spent n
i
Hi+ way. What the cornpenions of the Prophet gave in Allah's way was given buck to them
manifold.

41 They shall say: Glory be
to Thee! Thou art our Guardian,
not they; nay! they worshipped
the jinn; most of themwere
believers in them.2042
42 SO on that day OR0 of you
shall not qontrol profit 07 harm
for another, and We will say to
those who were unjust : Taste
the
chastisement
of the fire
whichyou caUed 8 lie.
43 And when Our clear communications &re recited
to them,
they say: This is naught but a
man who desires to turn you
away
from
that
which
your
And they
fathersworshipped.
say : This is naught but a lie
that is forged. And thosewho
disbelieve say of the truth when
it comes to them : This is only
clear enchantment.
44 And Wehave not given
them
any
books which
they
read, nor did We send to them
before you a m ~ a r n e r . 2 ~ ~ ~
45 And those before them rejected (the truth), andthese
wvenotyetattained
a tenth
If what
We
gave
)uttheygavethelietoMy
Lpostles,then how was the maniestation of My disapproval?

6ECTION 6
Truth &all prosper
46-50. Truth shall destroyfalaehaod.

51-56. The Funic.h..nent.

2042 Compare this with the le& section, and it will be clear thpt the very persons p e n timed there as the proud ones are spoken of here as the jinn.
2043 That is, no book was ever given nor any Warner ever raised that should teach polytheism ; or the meaning may be thad whereas wsrners appeared all about Arabia, Mecca, had
not yet seen one.
2044 That is, in power or in maderial prosperity the Qursish do not stsnd comparison
with many of theearly nations.
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Or,casts..
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falsehood)

Ar. not

wiginate.
Ar. reproduce.

Ar e o u 1 d . d

thou.

Or,how.

Ar. betwem

that.
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47 Say: Whatever reward I
have asked of you, that is only
foryourselves ; my reward is
onlywithAllah,and
H e is 8
witness of all things.
48 Say:
Surely
my
Lord
utters the
truth,
the
great
Knower of the unseen.
49 Say : The truth has come,
and the falsehood shall
vanish
andshallnot
come back.2046
50 S a y : If I err, I err only
if I
against my own soul, and
follow a rightdirection,it
is
because of whatmy Lord reveals
to
me;
surely
He
is
Hearing, Nigh.
51 And could you see when
they shall become terrified, but
(then) there shall be no escape
and they shall be seized upon
fromanear
pla~e,2~*~
52 And theyshall ssy: W e
believe in iC. And whence shall
(of faith) be
the
attaining
possible to them from a distant
place ?2M7
53 And they disbelieved in it
before, andtheyutter
conjeatures with regard to the unseen
from a distant plaoe.2048
54 And a barriershallbe
that
placedbetweenthemand
whichtheyde~ire,zO~~aswas
donewiththelikes
of them
before ; surelytheyareina
disquietingdoubt.

2045 The truth may stand for the Unity and the falsehood for polytheism, so that it is
here declared that the doctrine of the Unity shall be established in Mecca and idol-worship
shall never again find access thereto. Or,truth and falsehood carry the ordinary wider significance. The truth of this prophecy shines out in full brilliance during the last thirteen
centuries, and affords a certain evidence of the truth of the revelation of the Qur-An. Compare 17 : 81 : 6 ‘ Say : The truth has
come u d the falsehood vanished, and falsehood
is a vanishing
thing,”
J&.L J
G+J.L is explained variously. Bd says the expression is tsken

&v\

from the annihilation of a people, for when they perish there remains not for them ibda‘,
i.e. originating a thing, nor i’bdah, Le. rcprodwcing a thirrg.
2046 They wen seized upon ~t Badr and again at Meeca.
2047 For death shd1 have then removed them into the other mrId.
‘2048 Their conjectures that the Prophetwill not be mecemful hsve no d o e , sa h y hspb
no access to the unseen.
2049 Indeed, no punidrmmt is greater than failnre &kin that which a m a desires
eagerly. This is the reel h d .
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CHAPTER XXXV
TEB ORIGINATOR
(AZ-F&ir)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(5 sections and 45 verses)
SECTION 1
,

Truth of the Divine Promise

1-4. Allah is theCreator,Giver,andController.
5 . Allah’s ‘promise is
true. 6. Devil’senmity.
7. Good and evil requited.

In the name of Allah, the
Beneficent,the Merciful.
1 (A?) praise is due to Allah,
the Onginator of the
heevens
and theearth,theMaker
of
the angels,messengers
flying
on wings,two,andthree,
and

.:

’/

*,<I

’ I, 9 ‘ 7
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Abstract:
See. 1. Truth of the Divine promise.
Sec. 2. Truth shall prevail.
See. 3. A nev generation will be raised.
Sec. 4. Peace and safety promised to the faithful.
Sea. 5. Punishment is due to evil deeds.

The Title and context.
TEE title of this chapter is taken from the Divine attribute mentioned in its opening verse,
whatisstated
in thechapter being really a, manifestation of thisattribute, because the
Originator of the heavens and the earth sweeps away the old order and generates a new one.
If truth must prosper, as the previous chapter uphords, a new generation must be raised to
propagate
that truth.
.
.

Date of renelation and subject-matter.
The date of the revelation of this chapter is approximately the same as that of the previous
one. In the first section itupholds the truth of t h e Divine promise withwhichthe last
chapterends,andinthe
second reasserts the promisethattruth will prevaiL Thethird
section refers to the rising 01 a new generation, which must take the place of the old generation that has proved itself unfit to promote the cause of truth and justice in the world. The
section that follows promises peace, eafety, success, and ebundanae to t h e believers, While t h e
Laet seotion reiterates the law that punishment is due to evil deeds.
846

OH.xxxv.1

Ar. thee.
Ar. t b .

8

1957.

TRUTgI OF THE DIVINE PROMISE

84p'

four ;zOm He inoreases in creationwhat H e pleases:surely
Allah has power overall things.
2 Whatever Allah grantsto
men of (His)mercy,there
is
.nonetowithholdit,andwhat
H e withholds there is none to
send it forth after that, and H e
is the Mighty, the Wise.
3 0 men 1 call to mind the
favour of Allah on you; is
there
any
Creator
besides
Allahwhogivesyousustenance from the heaven and the
earth ? Thereis no god but
He ; whence
are
you
then
turned away 7
4 And if they call you a liar,
truly apostles before y o u were
called liars, and to Allah are all
affairs returned.
5 0 men I surely the promise
of Allahistrue,thereforelet
not the life of this world deceive
you,
and
let
not
the
archdeceiver deceive you respecting
Allah.
6 Surelythedevil
is your
enemy, so take him for .an
enemy;he
only invites his
party that they may be inmates
of the burning fire.
7 (As for) thosewhodisbelieve, they shall have a severe
chastisement, and (as for) those
who believe and do good, they
a
shallhaveforgivenessand
great reward.

2050 dngels in the Q u r - h as well as in the Bible are the immaterial beings who act as
ministere to execute the orders of Providence or to execute His judgment, and malak is derived
from the root alaka, meaning he commnlaicated a message. The representation of angels as
possessing wings is met with in sacred history, but the ja&$ or wing of on angel by no means
indicates the fore-limbs in a birdwhich fit it forflight. It is a symbol of power enabling
these immeterid beings to execute their functions, and in Arabic the word j a n 4 b stands for

cu\

powel., as you say
-&,+
(Literally, he has the wing clipped), meanipg,
he i s me who lacks strength or power or ability, or he i s impotent (Tb-LL).
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SECTION 2
Mth shall prevail
8. Prophet not to grieve for prevalence of error. 9. Those deed spiritually
will be quiokend. 10. AU plans to destroy truth willperish.
11. Great
things have small beginnings.
12. Good and bad doctrines likened to sweet
and as16 seas:. 13. D a y of truth follows night of ignoranoe. 14. False gods
will not help.

8 What! is he whose evil
deed ismade
fairseeming to
him so much 60 that he considers it good ? Now surely
Allah makes
err
whom H e
pleases* and guides a r i g h t
whom H e pleases, so letnot
your soul waste away in grie€
for them;
surely
Allah is
Cognizant of what they do.
9 And Allah is H e who sends
the winds so they raise a cloud,
then We drive it on to a dead
country,
and
therewith
We
ive life to theearthafterits
ieath ; even ao is the quickening.
10 W h o e v e ; d e s i r e s honour, then to Allah belongs
thehonour
wholly. To H i m
do ascend the goodly words;
md (afor) the goodly deed,
He exalts it ; and (as for) those
who plan evil deeds, they shal.1
have a severe chastisement;
bnd (as for) their plan,
it shall
*
perish.rn51

'

11 And Allah created you of
Idust.b then
of thelife-germVc
1then' H e made you pairs:
and
1no female trearE, n&
does X ~ B
ibring forth, excepk withHis
1
1
1
(

i
i
2051 Theultimate ( r i h p h of troth and thedestruction d falsehood could not be
expressed in clearer words than those used in this verse. I t begins with the statement that
those who wish for honour and not disgrace should turn to Allah ; it then asserts that good
words or doctrines ascend to Him, i.e. prosper and bear fruit, and that good deeds will be
exalted, Bo far as to the triumph oT'truth ana the success oT the faithful. It then states that
those who invent evil plans to destroy the truth shall suEer a severe punishment, and then,
to expel all doubts, adds that all these plans shall perish and prove ineffectual.
2054 The verae first draws attention to the small beginning from which man is made,
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Ar.thieone.

Arthisons.
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A NEW GENERATION WILL BE RAISED
.

640

.

12 And the two seas are noi
alike : the ORB sweet, that sub.
dues
thirst
by its
excessive
d h k;
sweetness,pleasantto
and th other salt,thatburns
j by its salfness ; yet from eaoh
1 of them you eat fresh flesh and
bring forth ornamentswhich
you see the
you
wear;
end
ships cleave through it that you
may seek of His bountyand
that you may be grateful.
13 E e causesthenight
bo
enter in upon the day, and He
causes the day to enter in upon
thenight,and
H eh a s made
subservient(to
you) the sun
and the moon: each one follows
its course to an appointed time;
this is Allah, your Lord, His is
the kingdom ; and those whom
Him do
youcalluponbesides
not control a straw.2053
14 If you call on them they
shall nothearyourcall,and
even if theycouldhearthey
shallnotansweryou;andon
theresurrectiondaythey
will
deny
your
associating
them
; and none oan
(withAllah)
inform you iike the One who is
Aw~,re.~oj4

~

SECTION 3
ii New (iencration will br rained

,

15-18. Therighteousshall
be masters. 19-23. Good and evilcannot
treabedalike.
24-26. How wamersare received.

be

15 0 men ! youarethey
in need 04 Allah,
whostand
and Allah is H ew h o
is
the Self-sufficient, thePraised
One.
thus giving a hint thbt $he aeed of the truth Is sown and generates in a similar m w e r . The
18&r gortian, relating to Divineknowledge of what is borne or brought forth by a female, and
of the lengthening and diminishing of E man’s life, seems to suggest that the children of the
o$pon&ta will be believers in truth, as will be ala0 those from among the opponents themselves whose lives are lengthened.
The concluding words, this is easy to Allah, corroborate
thie ih-pretation.
2053 The Arabic word qitrntr shnds for the whitepoint in the back of a date-stone,
2054 This is d 8 0 a prophecy relating to the eventual helpless state of the unbeliavere md
tF6ir lgaders,
, .
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16 If H e please, He will
takeyou offand bring a new

generation.

AI. we5

tion.

851,1418

Ar. thnu

wamst.

AI. w .
AI. nor.

Ar.

nor.

Ar. thou
C571St.

Ar. thou

art.

Ar thee.

Ar. tw.
I

I

b 581,

17 And this is nothard to
Allah.
18 And a burdened
soul
of
cannot b q r the
burden
another ;& and if pneweighed
down by burden should cry for
(another to carry)itsburden,
nob aught of it shall be carried,
even though he be near of kin.
You warm only those who fear
theirLordinsecretandkeep
up prayer; and whoever purifies himself, he purifies himself
only for (the good of) his own
soul ; and
to
Allah is
the
eventual coming.
19 And *the blind endthe
seeingarenotalike,
20 Nor the daykness and the
light,
2 1 Northeshade
and the
heat,
22 Neither are the living and
thedead
alike. Surely Allah
makes whom He pleases hear,
and you can notmakethose
hear who areinthegraves.
23 You are naughtbut
a
Warner.
2-1 Surely We have sent you
withthetruthes
a bearer of
good news end a Warner; and
a
there is not a peoplebut
warnerhas gone among
thetn.20,56
25 And if theycall
you a
liar, so didthose before them
indeed call (their
apostles)
come
liars:theirapostleshad
to them with clear arguments,
andwithscriptures,andwith
theilluminating book.b
26 Then did I punishthose
who disbelieved, so howwas
of My disthemanifestation
approval 1

among every nation is taught
2055 TIlis broad doctrine that 5 prophet
~. wasraised
repeatedly in the Qur-tin, and, curiously enough, it is met with in the earlier revelation at
Mecca as well as the later revelation at Medina. This great troth, which had remained hidden
for thousends of gears from thewisest men of the world, had shoneupon an unlearned Arabian
who could not have even known what nations thenexisted and what Scriptures thegpmsessed.
This broad doctrine alone could form the basis of the universality of 8 Divine message to the'

851

PEACE AND SAFETY PROMISED

CH. XXXV.]

SECTION 4
Peaw and Safety. promised to the Faithful
27, 28. Differences'among men. 29-35. Believera promisedabundance,
I p e w , and safety. 36, 37. Punishment of the wicked.
Ar. aost

thou.

or, cozours'

Ar. thee.
a 70.

to

27 Do you not see that Allah
sends down water from the
cloud,
then
We
bring
forth
therewith f r u i t s of various
sorts; and in themountains
of
are
streaks,
white
and
red,
va,rious h u ea sn d
(others)
intensely black ?
28 And of menandbeasts
and cattlearevarious
species
of likewise;
it
those
of His
servants only mho are possessed
3f knowledge fear Allah ; surely
Allah is Mighty,
Forgiving.
29 Surely
they
mho recite
;he Book of Allah and
keep
up
?rayer and spend out of what
We hare given them
secretly
tndopenly,hope
fora
gain
Ahich will not perish,2@58
30 That He maypaythem
lack fullytheirrewardsand
;ive them more out of His
pace ; surely H e is Forgiving,
dultiplier of rewards.
31 A nt dh w
a th i cW
he
mve revealed to you of the
jook, that is the truthverifying"
hatwhichis before it ;*j7 most
respect
urely with
His
ervants Allah Aware,
is
leeing.
32 Then We gave the Book
3r an
inheritance
to
those
?horn We chose from
among
)urservants ; but of them.is he
:ho makes
his
soul to suffer Q
)ss, and of them is hewho
t:rkes LL middle course.and of
themishewho
is foremost in .
deeds of goodness by Allah's
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whole of mankind. Only he who had the breadth of mind to recognize truth in sll could
unite all men in one religion and make them pay homage to one Holy Book.
2066 Tij6mh literally signifies a bwying and seZEingfor gain,hence I render the word here
as meaning gain.
2057 Note that as the Holy Qur-&nrecognizes that prophets were raised in every nation,

sa itclaims that previous revelation contains prophecies whichhave

advent of the Holy Prophet. And thia ie an early Meccan revelstion.

been fulfilled in the
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permission ;2Ojs this
the
is
great excellencw
33 Gardens of perpetuity,
theyshallentertherein:they
shall be made to wear therein
bracelets of gold andpearls,
and their *ess therein shall be
silk.2@9
34 9nd they shall say: (All)
praise is due to Allah, Who hats
made grief to depart from us;
most surelyourLordisEorgiving, Nultiplier of reward,z060
35 Whohasmade us alight
in a house abiding for ever out
of IIis grace : toil shallnot
nor
shall
touch us therein,
fatiguetherein afflict ~ 8 . 2 0 6 1
36 And (as for) thosewho
disbelieve, for themisthefire
3f hell ; it shall not be finished
with them entirely so that they
should die, nor shall the chasLisement thereof bd lightened to
them : eventhusdoWeretri hute every ungrateful one.
37 And they shall cry therein
for succour : 0 our Lord ! ttbke
LZSout, we will do good deeds
Ither than those which we used
;o do. Didwenotpreserve
you alivelongenough,
so that
ne who would be mindful in it
ghould mind? and there came
io youtheWarner;therefore
;a&;becauseforthe
unjust,
;here i s no helper.
2058 Among those whoarechosen
to aonvey themessagecontainedintheDivine
revelation to others are three kinds of men ; firstly, those who in following the Book have to
make their soulssuffer loss, because their souls u e not i n c h e d to it, and they have to go
against their inclinations in following the kuth ; meoondly, h o s e who take a middle course ;
and thirdly, those whose very inclinations Iead them to follow the troth.
2059 The promise refers to this life as ad1 as to the next. h e 1685, where it is shown
that the Caliph ’Umar made Snraqa wear Kisra’s bracelets of gold.
2060 Here is drawn ft true picture of paradise: Who has made grief to depart from 118.
This shows thd f r e e d o m from grief and anxiety is t h e r e d bliss a i pradise. The repeated
pramise to the rightenus that they shall hove no f e u MX shall they grieve, BS frequently
stated in the 3oly Qur-An, expresses the same truth.
2061 Note thisfurtherdescription of theMUlim’eparadise,placewherethere
is no
grief, m d where toil end fatigue no more attlict a man ; it is ail peace and satisfaction and
the highest bliss. The idea of a spiritual paradise is expressed here in the cleerest terme.

CH. XXXV.]

PUNISHMENT IS DUE TO EVIL D E E D S
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SECTION 5
Punishment Is doe to EYII Deeds
loss. 40. Polytheism condemned 41. Punish.
38, 39. Unbeliefbrings
m a t withheld. 42-44. Evil plans will bring their own ruin. 45. A respite.

AI. breasts.

I

38 Surely Allah the
is
Knower of whatisunwenin
the
heavens
and
the
earth;
surely He is Cognizant of what
is is the hearts.
39 He it is Whomadeyou
rulersintheland;therefore
his unwhoever
disbelieves,
belief is againsthimself;and
their unbelief does not increase
the disbelievers with their Lord
in anything except hatred ; and
their unbelief does not increase
the
disbelievers
anything
in
except loss.
40 Say:
Have
you consideredyourassociateswhich
youcalluponbesidesAllah?
Show me what part of the earth
they have created, or have they
anyshareintheheavens:or,
have We given them a book SO
thatthey follow aclearargument thereof? Nay, the unjust
do not hold out promises one to
another but only to
deceive.
41 Surely Allah upholdsthe
heavens and the earth lest they
cometonaught;and
if they
should come to naught, there is
none
who
can
uphold
them
afterHim;surelyHeisthe
Forbearing, the Forgiving.
42 And they swore by Allah
of their
with
the
strongest
oathsthat
if therecameto
them a Warner theywouldbe
of the
better guided than any
nations ; but when there came
tothema
Warner itincreased
them in naught but aversion,ao6a
43(In)behavingproudlyin
the land and in planning evil;
andtheevilplansshallnot
beset
any
save
the
authors

2062 I t is as much true of the unbelievers of Arabia as of the Muslims themselves, who
have gradually abandoned the truth as revealed in the Qur-&n, and havewitnessed their own
doom &s othernationswitnessedtheirs
before them. But (1s theQur-hn is theresafeand
intact, they can once more rise togreatness if theyfirmlyadhereto
it.
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of it. Then should they wait
for aught except the way of the
formerpeople ? For you shall
not find anyalterationinthe
course of Allah ; and you shall
not find anychange
in the
courso of qllah.
44 Havetheynot
travelled
in the land and seen how was
theend of those before them
while they were strongerthen
theseinpower?
And Allah is
not such that any thing in the
heavens or in the earth should
escape Him; surely He
is
Knowing,Powerful.
45 And were Allah to punish
men for whattheyearn,
He
would not leave on the back of
i ta n y
creature,20c3 b u tH e
respites them till an appointed
term ; so when their doom
shall come, then surely Allah is
Seeing with respect
to
His
servants.

2063 By creature is here meant either a human being or any living creature, the significance in the latter cam being that all life will come to an endwhen all menperish.

OHAPTER XXXVI
YASfN

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(5 sections and 83 verses)
Abrtcact :
Sec.
Sec.
Seo.
Sec.
Sec.

Truth of the Q u r - h .
Its omfirmation.
Signs of its truth.
The righteous and the wicked.
5. The..kingdom of Islam,
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Title, context, and date of rerrelation.
TEE title of this chapter is taken from the initial letters
Yi,sin, in which the Holy Prophet
is addressed. Likethe two preceding chaptersandthethreethat
follow, thischapter
prophesies that Islam shall be established in the land and triumph over a11 opposition. The
six chapters may be dealt with as forming a single group. The first chapt.er of this group
opens with the words All praise is due to Allah, and the last closes with exactly the same
words, thus showing that Allah is praised for thetriumph of truth.Thischapter
was
decidedly revealed at Mecca, and belongs, if not to the early, at least to the middle Meccan
period; and the opinion of Muir, who considers it to have been revealed about the tenth or
the eleventh year of the mission of the Holy Prophet, must be rejected. Some critics are in
the habit orassigning this or that verse of a Meccan revelation to Medina, merely because
they think that some interpolated or imaginary story must be associated with that verse.
Such opinion i n often unwarranted,and has no testimony to supportit.The
practice of
referring to Medinian revelation one or two verses of a chapter revealed in the early or middle
Meccan period seems to me to be of doubtful accuracy. Similarly, the mere fact that a verse
of a Meccan revelation speah of rakdt, Le. the poor-mte, or of the Jews, does not entitle us
to assign it to Medina.
Subject-matter.
This chapter upholds the truth of the Holy Qur-An, which is asserted in the first section.
The seoond speaks in parable of its confirmation in earlierrevelation.Thethird
draws
attention to certain Bigns of itstruth.The
fourth shows that its accepters and rejecters
shall be dealt with distinctly, so that their reward and requital shall be an evidence of the
truth of the Q u r - h . The fifth andthe
concluding section drawsattentionfirst
to
decrepitude following yotith, thus referring to the deoay of the powerful nation of opponents,
and wncludes by laying stress upon the great power of the Almighty, to Whom belongs the
kingdom of heaven and earth, and Who could at any moment create the like of what He has
already created, the allusion being to the establishment of the kingdom of lalam.
e55
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SECTION 1
Truth of the

9ur-h

1-6. Qur-&n is revelation
a
giving
warning.
7"10.,Unbelievers
indifferent. 11-12. Believersendunbelievers.

are

In thename
of Allah,the
Beneficent;theMerciful,

* ao98.
Ar. thou

a?t.

Ar. thou
mavest.

1 0 man !ZOe*
2 Conside? the Qur-An full
of wisdom;
3 Most surely you are one of
the apostles,
4 On a right way.
5 A revelation of the Mighty,
the Merciful,
6 That you may warn a people
whose fathers were not warned,
so they are heedless.*065
7 Certainly
the
word
has
provedtrue of most of them,
so they do not believe.2066
8 Surely
We
have
placed
chains
on
their
necks,
and
thesereach up to theirchins,
so they have their heads raised
aloft.2C7
9 And We have made before
them a barrierandabarrier
behindthem,thenWehave
covered them over so that they
do not see,2o68

I'

,
-

2064 According to I'Ab, the meaning of @sla in the dialect of Tayy is y6-ins6n-u, i.e.
0 man I or 0 perfect man I Kf and A B cite an instance of 8 similar abbreviation in which
one of the two words is retained, while the other
is represented by one of its prominept

letters, as
for
L&\ meaning anoatk by Allah. Thusyd,
meaning o, retained
is
in full, while the word dnsdn is represented by sin. There is almost a consensus of opinion
that the reference inthis abbreviationisto
theHolyProphethimself;thus
we find it
generrally said : the chapter of YdsEn, on whom be peace and blessings.
2065 The first warning of the Prophet was for the Meccans, who had had no prophet
mmong them. Thrt the Prophet W&S also a warner €or other nations is asserted clearly in
many places ; see, for instance, 25 : 1 : I ' Blessed is He who sent down the Distinction upon
His servant that he may be a warner to the nations."
2066 Sale's suggestion, that the word here signifies a sentence of damnation pronounced'
ah Adsm's fall, is a Christian interpretation of a Muslim doctrine. The 1 ' word which has
proved true" of the Meocane is no other than that which spoke
of their opposition to the
warning, which is frequently referred to in the Qur-&n ; hence it is, as the veme concludes,
that they do not believe.
a067 This is B desaription of the proud attitude of the unbelievers towards the Prophet's
preaobing. As to theresult being attributed a0 Allah, see 44. The chains of prideand
stubbornneaa w e really the t h i n g s which prevent them from listening to and accepting the
mewage of the Prophet. It may be further notad that the unbelievers had chains .wtually~
put on their n ~ inhthe battle of Badr.
2 0 8 8 , me next page.
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them not-: they do not believe."
11 You cav only warn him
who follows thereminder end
fears the
Beneficent
God in
secret; 80 announce to him
forgiveness 'and an honourable
reward.
12 Surely Wegive lite to
thedead,and R e write down
what they have sent
before and
theirfootprints,andWehave
recorded everything in a, d e a r
writing.2069
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SECTION 2
Conflrmetion of the Truth
13-19. A parable of prophets following one another. 20-27. Thebeliever
28-32. Mockers areovertakenwithpunishment.
isrewarded.

town,
when
the
messengers
cameto it.
14 When
We
sent
to
them
two, theyrejeoted both of them,
thenWestrengthened(them)
with a third, so theysaid:
Surelv u'e aremessengersto
you.2&G

v

15 They said :2071 Y o u a r e
naught but mortals like ourselves, norhastheBeneficent

,,7ys/,
b>~$#\@,rcJ$
7 ~ 7 ,
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2068 The barrier before them was the btGrrier which prevented them from going forward
and accepting the truth, and the barrier behind them
was t h e barrier which did not allow
them to go back so as to avoid the punishment.
2059 TYhat they send btfofore are their dm&, and their footprints are the marks they leave
behind for others to follow.
2070 It should he noted that this is called & parable in the previous verse; therefore it is
erpor to name a particular town and three messengers who should have gone together
thereto. The parable ia set forth only to point out the truth of the Holy Prophet. The two
messenger8 sent before are Moses end Jesus, bo& of whom clearly prophesied the advent of
the Holy Prophet, m d bhe third, witb whom they are strengthened, is no other than the Holy
Prophet himself, the fulfilment of prophecy in whose person without doubt strengthened the
truth of previous revehtion. The aonversion of Arabia anditsreclamation from idolatry
had bees tried both by the followers of Pdoaee and Jesus, end both had failed, and e third
messenger was now sent.
$071 The meseage of the prophets to their people is t h e general message of ell prophets,
and the reply of the people is abe genere1 reply of the people, whiah is in conaonenoe
with the pareble.
%VTl Note that b e people hem deny all revdstian ; they rejeoted previous revelstion p8
well a6 the revelation of the Holy Prophet.
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16 They
said:
Oar Lord
knows that we are most surely
messengers to you.
17 And nothing devolves on
us but a cleardeliverance (of
the message).
18 They
said:
Surely
we
augur evil from you :Zo73 if you
do not desist, we will certainly
stone you, and there shall
certainly afflict you a painful
chastisement from UE.
19 They
said:
Your evil
fortuneiswithyou:what
! if
you are reminded !2074 Nay, you
are an extravagant people.
20 And from
the
remote
a
part of thecitytherecame
man running ;2075 he said : 0 my
people ! follow the messengers :
2 1 Follow him who does not
ask you forreward,andthey
of the right
arethefollowers
course :

PARI!
22 And what
reason
have
I that I should not serve Him
Who brought me into existence
?
and to Him you shall be brought
back :
23 What! shall I take besides
Kim godswhoseintercession,
.f theBeneficentGodshould
lesire to afflict me
with
a
larm, shall not avail me aught,
nor shall
they
be able to
ieliver me ?
24 I n t h a t case I shall most
lurely be in clear error :
2073 Distress in one form or otheralwaysovertakesa
people when ra prophetappears
' I And certainly We
amongthem.The
law is elsewhere stated in theHolyQur-&nthus:
sent apostles to nations before you, then We seized them with distress and affliction in order
that theymighthumblethemselves
" (6 : 43).
It is tothisdistressthattherejecters
of
apostles refer.
2074 Theyare told that distress is not due to theProphet'sadvent,
but is theresult
of their own evil deeds, and the Prophet does no more than remind them and warn them of
the consequences of their evil deeds.
2075 This msn representsthe believer in theparable.
Every prophet has testimony
borne to his truth by one from among the people themselves. Thus the Holy Qur-&n speaks
of a believer from among the people of Pharaoh (40 : 28), rand Joseph of Arimathma believed
'in and helped Jesus. The Holy Prophet Muhammad had such a follower in Abfi B&, who
waa the first to believe, while the others rejected.

ca. xxxv1.1
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25 Surely I believe inyour
Lord,thereforehearme.
26 I t was said:Enterthe
g a r d e ~ ~ .He
~ ' ~said : 0 would
that my people had known
27 Of that on account of
which my Lord hasforgiven me
and made me of the honoured
one8 !
28 AndWedidnotsend
down upon
his
people after
himanyhosts
from heaven,
nor do We ever send down.2077
29 I t was naught but a single
cry, and lo! they were still.2d:E
30 Alas for theservants 1
therecomesnottothem
an
apostle but they mock at him.
31 Do they not, consider how
inany of thegenerntionshave
We
destroyed
before them,
becausethey
do not turn to
them ??079
32 And all of them
shall
surely be broughe before Us.

SECTION 3
Signs of its Truth
35-36. Thedeadearthisquickened.
Opponents are dealtwithmercifully.
punishment.

33 And a sign tothem is the
dead earth : We give life toit
and bring forth from it grain so
they eat of it.zu80

37-40. Day follows night. 41-45.
46-50. Buttheyreject,hencetho
4 1 I?/
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2076 It is a promise to the believer that he shall enjoy bliss and be successful. There is
not a word to show that the man is killed. On the other hand, the next verse shows that he
is made to possess honour in the world.
2077 This removes a misconception with regnrd to the coming of punishment. Hosts are
not sent down from above to chastise the wi-ked, but causes are brought into existence on
this very earth.
2078 The oommentators, who must make everything related here to fit in with the story
of the supposed messengers to Antioch, sugge~t that the
punishment of the people of Antioch
WES different from the punishment
accorded to the opponents of the Holy Prophet, a single
cry having been sufficient in the former case, whereas in the latter case hosts came down from
Compare v. 49, wherethe gaihah, or
heaven. But theseare all imaginarydistinctions.
siltgk cry, is the punishment with which the Holy Prophet's opponents are threatened. The
single cry signifies only a sudden punishment.
2079 That is, many generations have been destroyed before them because tdey did not
turn t o the apostles.
2080 Quiokening of the dead earth is again and again compared to the transformation
which was to be brought about by the Holy Qur-&n. How dead the earth, and partioukly
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34 And We make therein
gardens of palmsandgrapevines, and We make springs to
flow forth in it,
35 That they may eat of the
fruitthereof, andtheirhsnds
did not wake it; will they nob
then be grateful ?
36 Glory be toHimWho
createdpairs
of all things, of
whattheearth
grows, and of
their kind and of what they do
not know.2081
37 And a sign to them is the
night: Wedraw forth from it
theday,thenlo!theyarein
the dark ;SO82
38 And the sun runs on to a
termappointed for i t ; that is
the ordinance of the Mighty,
the Kn0wing.20~3
39 And (asfor)
the moon,
We have ordained for it stages
till it becomes again as an old
Idry palm branch.e0s4
40 Neither is it allowable to
the sun that it should overtake
the moon, norcanthenight
Ioutstrip the day
; and all float
I3n in a sphere.2086
41 And sign to them is that
We bear their offspring in the
1laden ship.
42 And We have created for
t;hem the like of it,whatthey
1vi11 ride on.

.

-

Arabia, was at the advent of thaHoly Prophet, it is impossible to describe within the limits of
8 foot-note. If, then, t h e physical world showed the working of the Divine law that life is
restored totheearthafteritsdeath,
why shouldnotthesame
lamwork in the spiritual
world 1
2081 This verse no doubt establishesagreatscientificprinciplethatpairs
exist in all
creation. The Arabs certainly did not know this.
2082 The night of ignorance must now pass away; for as in the physical world night
follows day and day follows night, so in the spiritual world light is followed by the darkness
of ignorance and the latter againgives pIsce to light.
2083 This statement may refer to the sun's apparent orbit in the hetlvens, repreeented on
the earth by the ecliptic that is bounded by the tropics of Oanoer and Capricorn ; or it may
refer to the sun's revolution in space, or t o the time when it maycease to give light.
2084 These words only picture the apparent resemblance of the moon in its slenderness
and curvature to an old dry palm branch. Even such is the case of truth, which mema at
first to be igsignificant, but soon shines forth like a full moon.
2086 Even truth and falsehood have their courses. &s night mu& disappear wfth the
rise of t h e day, so falsehood must vanish before the light of truth. The flotation of the
heavenly bodies in their spheres WBB also 4 statement beyond the ken of gll h a b h of 1300
years ego,
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43 Ana if We phEe, We
can drown them, thenthere
shall be no succourer for them,
nor s h d they be rescued,w86
44 But (by) mercy from Us
and for enjoyment till a, time.
45 And whenit is saidto
them : Guardagainst whet is
before you and what is behind
you, that meroy maybehad
on y0u.208~
46 And therecomes not to
them a communication of the
communications of theirLord
it.
but they turn aside from
47 And whenitissaid
to
them, Spend out of what Allah
has given you,those who disbelieve those
say
towho
believe:
Shall
we feed him
whom, if Allah please, B e could
feed? you are in naughtbut
clear error.2°6n
48 And they
say:
When
mill thisthreat come topass,
if you are truthful?
for aught
49 Theywaitnot
but a single cry which will
overtake them while theyyet
oontend withoneanother.
50 So they shall not be able
to make a bequest,norshall
they return to their families.208g
SECTION 4
Rewud and Punishment
51-54. The
resurrection.
Punislhment of unbelievers.

55-68.

Reward of

the
faithful.

5947.

51 And the forms shall be
5reathed
from
when
lo!
iheir graves they shallhasten
)n to their Lord.
9086 This is a warning of the impending punishment. Drowning in the sea signifies
their destruction wherever it may take place. The word ohoaen to describe the punishment is
one which shows utter helplessness of the sufferers ; for nowhere is man so helpless a9 in the
de&, where, mtwithstandhg all the help that science k s brought to man,he is as helpless in
the Titaptie of to.day ad he wad in the galley or barge of former daye.
2087 What is befom you signifies the punishment which must overtake them id this lifs,
and what& behind you mesns the aonneguences ot mil which they should witness in the
hereafter.
2088 Bo they turned neither to submission to Allah nor to sympathy for tellow-beings.
2089 This ia B prophetioal description of the happenings at B d r .

I

I

I

53 They shall say : 0 woe to
us I who has raised us up from
our sleeping-place ?%* this is
w h at th e
Beneficent God
promised and the apostles told
fhe truth.
53 There would be naught
but a single cry, when lo I they
shall all be brought before Us.
54 So this day no soul shell
be dealtwithunjustly
in the
least;and
you shallnot
be
rewarded aught but that which
you did.
65 Surely the dwellers of the
garden shall on that day be in
an occupation quitehappy.
56 They
and
their
wives
shall be in shades, reclining on
raisedcouches.
57 They shall have fruits
therein,andtheyshallhave
whatever they desire.
58 Peace: a word from a
Merciful Lord.2091
59 And withdrawaside
to
day, 0 uilty ones!
60 Di$ I not charge you, 0
children of Adam 1 that you
shouldnotserve
t h ed e v i l ?
is y o uo rp e n
surely
he
enemy,loOQa
61 And that you should serve
Me;this is the right way.
62 And certainly
he
led
astraynumerous
people from
among you. What I couldyou
not then understand ?
63 This is the hell with
which you were threatened.
64 Enterintoit
this day
because you disbelieveJ.
65 On that day We will set
a seal upon their mouths, and
their hands shall speak to Us,
and their feet shall bear witness
of what they earned.

I
-

2090 The grave is called a sleeping-place even for the unbelievers, because, as compared
with the severer punishment of hell, the grave would be to them a sleeping-place. I t should
be noted that the grave signifies the condition after lifeis ended in this world.
2091 Here we have another picture of the Muslim paradise. After describing the various
blessiugs, it sums them up in asingle word, peace.
2092 This and the two verses that follow establish canclusively that Allah always invited
men to the truth, whereas it is the devil that misleads them.
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66 And if Wpe l e a e
We
wouldcertainly put out their
eyes,thentheywouldstrive
to getfirsttotheway,but
see
should
they
how
?2093
67 And if Weplease
We
would surely transform them in
theirplace,thentheywould
not be ableto go on, nor will
I they return.m*
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SECTION 5
The Kingdom of Islam
68. Decrepitude follows youthandvigour.
69, 70. Prophecyisnotthe
idle talk of a poet. 71-73. BeneGts conferred. 74-76. Theyshallnot
be
helped. 77-85. Powerand kingdom areAllsh'a.

I

Or,ha.

6
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68 And
whomsoever
We
causetolivelong,
W e reduce
(him) to an abject state in constitution; do they
not
then
understand ?SO95
69 And We have not taught
for
himpoetry,norisitmeet
him ;zo96 itisnothingbut
a
reminder and a plain Qur-An,
70 That it maywarnhim
who would have life, and (that)
the word may prove true against
the unbelievers.&
71 Do they not see that We
havecreatedcattle
for them,
out of what Our handshave
wrought, BO they
are
their
masters?

2093 It i4 a punishment for their reprobation. They shut their eyesto the truth with
such persistence that their eyes become blind ; they no longer see even if they would.
2094 Maskh indicates changing from a good to a bad state. Thus masakhahti signifies hc
transfemd him intoa more foul or more ugly shape (LL) ; and ;i3UJI
means hc
rendered the she-camel lean and wounded her back by fatigue anduse (LA, Q-LL). Hence the
meaning of transforming them in their place is taking away their power and rendering them
weak and turning them into an evil plight.
2095 It is a general law of nature that every living thing must deteriorate ; the application
here is to individuals 8 8 well as nations.
2096 Its negation as poetry is meant to convey the seriousness of the propheciesof the Qur-An.
The following anecdote will show how far o f f was the Prophet frombeing a poet. It is related
that one of his companions recited to him the verse : b b P
?'&A)\ >
i.e. old age and Islam are s u w e n t tokeep a man back from evil. The Holy Prophet praised
the verse, but in reading it changed the order of the words thus :
I+%Y~
b\; placing Islam first and old age afterwards. This destroyed the measure.
Upon his attention being drawn to it, he repeated it in the same manner, saorificing the
meamre to the meaning.
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79 And W e havesubjected
them to them, so some of them
upon, and
theyhavetoride
some of themtheyeat.
73 And thereintheyhave
advantqes and drinks; will
theynot\bhen be grateful?
74 And they have taken gods
besides Allah that they mey be
helped.
75 (But)theyshallnot
be
abletoassistthem,andthey
shall be a host
brought
up
before thern.2007
76 Thereforeletnottheir
speech grieve you; surely W e
know whatthey do in secret
and what they do openly.
77 Doesnotman
see that
We have created him from the
small life-germ ?" then lo ! he is
an open disputant.
78 And he strikes out a likeness for Us2098 and forgets his
3wn creation. Sayshe : Who
will give life to the bones when
;hey are rotten ?
79 Say : H e will give life to
>hemWhobroughttheminto
3xistence atfirst,and
H e is
Zognizsnt of allcreation,
80 H e Who has made for you
;he fire
(to
burn) from the
;reen tree, so that with it you
rindlo (fire).m98*
81 Is not H e Who. created
,he heavens and the earth able
,o create the like of them? Peal
md He is the Creator (of dl),
he Knower.
52 His command,when H e
is only to
ntendsanything,
,ay to it, Be, ao it is.'
83 Therefore glory be to
Zim inWhosehand
is the
:ingdom of allthings,and
to
Tim you shell be brought back.
1097 That is, OM6 shall be brought up for punishment before the other and they shall not
receive any help one from another.
2098 The striking out of Z i h r s signifies the setting up of gods with Allah.
2 0 9 8 ~The fuel that producesfiretraces
itself to green trees. Or it may refer to the
phenomenon of resinous trees catching fire through ffictton of their branches camad by w!nd.

CHAPTER XXXVII
THE RANGERS

b"44
REVEALED
AT MECCA
(5 sections and 182 verses)
SECTION 1
Unity $hall p ~ e ~ a i l
1-5. A prophecy of the ultimate triumph of Unity. 6-10. Opposition
soothsayers and diviners. 11-21. Mockers shall be brought low.

I n the name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

1 Consider2O99 those who
out in ranks,
draw
themselves
2 Then
those
who
check,
holding in restraint,
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Abstract :
Sec. 1. Unity shall prevail.
Sec. 2. The judgment.
See. 9. Preaohing of Noah and Abraham.

8eo. 4.*Moses, Elias, andLot.

Bec. 5. Jonah, and the Holy Prophet's triumph.
The Title and d a t e of ra~elation.

TEE title of thischapter, The Rangars, istaken from itg opening, which is devotad to

B

description of the faithful. The date of its revelation is,withoutdoubt, the early Neooan
period. As regards the oontext snd arrangement, see introductory note to the last chapter.

Ilubjeat-matter.
The chapter announces in the first aection a elear prophecy of the ultimata prevalence of
Uniw, and asserts the truth of the judgment in the second : calls attention to the preaohing
of Noah, Abraham, Moses, Elias, Lot, and Jonah in the third, fourth, and fifth 0ections ;
and concludes with a clear prediction of the triumph of the Holy Prophet.
2099 I translate wdw (lit. and) e8 meming conaidcr. The mfzo in such pboes i n
generally rendered by, 88 signifying am oath. It rqust, however, be borne in mind $bet the
asth in suoh c a m simply draws attention to a oertain testimony. Ordinarily when a g e r m
EWO(VI by Allah, he r d y a&
blleh to witness &at he speek8 the truth. The real objeet
in bking ~n oath in to make an assertion mors ooqvinoing. But in the Qur-An, ahen SU&
n
29
865
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3 Thenrecite,
who
those
being
4 Most surely your God is
One :
5 The Lord of the heavens
,,,
,
and
the
earth
and what is & . ~ ~ & ~ \ ; ~ ~
between them, and the Lord of
0.8. /* //
the
lands.a100
&&U\Y),
6 Surely Wehave. adorned u
thenearest
heavenwith
an Qj$j ~ & ? ~ ~ & \ ; ~
;
5'
adornment,thestars,
7 And (there is)asafeguard
against every rebellious
0 "

,.

eastern
Or,ea&.
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form is adopted, the
conviction 'is produced not by mere allegation aa in thecase of an ordinary
oath, but by some clear argument which upholds the truth of the assertion made. sometimes
attention is called in these oaths to obvious laws of nature, as the change of night and day,
etc., to infer spiritual lews from them, and on other occasions the oath reveals a kind of
prophecy, EO that the fulfilment of the prophecy makes the truth of the preaching of the
Prophet to be obvious. Thelatter is the case here.
The description given in the first three verses applies to the believers. The first verse
shows them a8 drawing themselves outin ranks, which the Muslims do five times daily in their
. prayers in congregation, and may prophetically refer to their subsequent drawing themselves
out in ranks in the field of battle against their enemies. The seoond verse describes them as
hokling in festraint their passions, so that a people who were ruled by pssions were so
entirely changed that they became complete masters of their passions. The words, however,
also oontain a prophetical reference to their holding in restraint a powerful enemy bent upon
their extirpation. These
two descriptions are followedby another in the third verse which
makes it clear that only the Muslims are described here : those who recite, being mildful. It
is a special characteristic of the Muslims that even their armies in the fieldof battle are
regulru in their prayers andremember Allah.
This description can only apply to the Nuslim congregation praying five times a day and
holding in restraint their passions and to the Muslim armies fighting against and holding in
restraint their persecutors. Each of these two circumstances bears evidence to the truth Of
the grand message of Islam, the Divine Unity ; for as, in the one case, the wonderful change
brought about in Arabia by the transformation of a nation deeply immersed in immorality
Divine source of that message, intheother,the
was a dear witness of thepurityand
wonderful prophecy of the triumph of the peraeouted believers over their powerful enemies
was no less a clear proof that some powerfulhand was working in support of the Holy
Prophet, and this also demonstrated the truth of Divine Unity.
It may ala0 be noted that though the commentators havesuggested that the description in
the first three verses may apply to angels, they also state that the description is applicable to
the Muslim armies fighting against the enemies of Islam (Rz). Another point worth noting is
that as the final triumph of the doctrine of Unity is announced in the commencement, the
end of the chapter asserts the sameagdn in forcible language (see vv. 171 to the end).
2100 The reference to the eastern lands in rabb-uZ-mash6riq is a prophecy of the early
spread of Ialam in them, while Iahm's conquests in the West seem to have been reserved for
n later age. Mashdrip is the plural of tnashriq, which m a n s the rising-place of the sun, and
is, like ita English equivalent cast, applicable to an eastern land.
2101 The Prophet's preaching was confronted by a twofold opposition from among the
Arabs : the opposition of seaular classes and theopposition of the priestly clsss, the diviners and
the soothmyfirs, the class known as kdhin. It is these soothsayerswho are called the rebellwuo
devils, beoause they thought that they could invoke spirits and answer questions put to them
relating to the future. This phase
of opposition was equally swept away before the forcefnl
Pde of Islemio truth, m d the pl&ssionof
the kdhin dimppewed from Arabie 88 Islam
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UNITY SHALL PREVAIL
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8 Theycannotlisten
to the
exalted assembly and they are
o r , tlkrwm
reproached fromevery side,a102
at.
9 Beingdriven
0 f f , ~ ~ O 3 and
forthem is a perpetualchastisement,
10 Except him who snatches
off but once, then there follows
h i m a b r i g h t lsyh i n i n g
flame.2104
11 Then ask themwhether
they are stronger in creation or
those(others)whom
We have
created.
Surely
We
created
them of firm clay.2105
Ar. tho^
12 Nay ! you wonder while
woulerest. theymock,
13 And whentheyarereminded,theymindnot,
14 And
when
they
see
a
sign they incite one another to
scoff,
15 Andthey
say: Thisis
nothing but clear enchantment:
advanced.This Arab superstitiondisappeared before the light of Islam (see LA under the
word kahn). The mention of heaven and stam intheprevious verse referstothepopular
superstition that the diviners and soothsayers obtained their
knowledge of the future from
the stars. The safeguard against every rebellious devil indicates that they have no access to
Divine secrets. See further 2365, 2530, and 2582.
2102 The reference here is to the conjectures of the soothsayers regarding the future, by
which they maintained their ascendancy over the masses. It is pointed out that they have
no access whatever to the source of propheoy. The exalted assembly signifies those angels to
whom Divine revelation is first made known.
If the other significance of the word yuqgafiLn
given in the margin is adopted, the reference maybe to the eecular opponents of the Prophet,
who, it is ‘here foretold, would be thrown &t from every side, BO that success should not
attend any of their efforts.
2103 This verse and those preceding it describe the state of the soothsayers at the advent
of the Prophet. Before the advent of the Holy Prophet the soothsayers may have been able to
mialead the people to a certain extent by their guesses regarding future events, but after his
advent they were reproached on every side, none of their oracles proving true.
Or, as stated
in the last foobnote, the reference may be to the overthrow af ordinary opposition.
2104 Khatifa signifies he carried of or snatched a u a y , and khatfatun signifies a single act
of carrying of or snatching away. The meaning is, if a soothsayer gets but one opportunity,
there soon follows a flame that pierces through the darkness
; in other words, dispels the
darkness to whichthesoothsayerleadsmen.Theflamedispellingdarkness
signified the
mighty prophecies of the Prophet. It should be noted that shihdb means only a flame (see
LL,and compare 27 : 7, where Noses goes to bring a shihdb), and sdqib means that pierces
t h m g h the darkness or brightly shining (LL).
2105 L&ib is derivedfrom Zazaba, meaning it was or remained $zed, settled, prm, or
-constant (LL) ; hence kieib signifiesjm (8, LL),and so I render it. Those created
of firm
clay are the spiritually perfect men, the prophets. The
verse points to the opposition Of the
sootbayerstotheProphet,andwarnstheformerthat
the Prophet w i l l be triumphant,
because he is made perfect by Allah’s hand.
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16 What I when we are dead
and
have
become
dust
and
bones,shallwethen
oertrtinly
be raised:
17 Orourfathers
of yore ?
18 Say: Aye ! and you shall
be abject.210B
19 So it shall
only
be
a
single chiding, when lo I they
shall see.
20 Andtheyshall
say : 0
woe to us I this is the day of
requital.
2 1 This is theday
of the
o,
judgmentwhichyoucalled
lie.
'

Or,cry.
Or,wait.

2.
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SECTION 2
The Judgment
22-34. Guiltymeetpuuifihment.
35-39. Prophet called mad
a
poet.
40-50. Faithfularerewarded.
51-60. They see theirguiltycompanions
in
hell. , 62-66. The food and drink of the guilty. 69-74. Theydid not heed
warmng.

22 Gather
together
those
,p t 9
9)
9 9 A79
who were
unjust
and
their
>~ebjb\&&hW1
associates, and what they used
to
23 BesidesAllah,thenlead
them to the way to hell.
24 Andstopthem,forthey
shall be questioned :
25 What
is
the
matter
with
Y
9
,,
b,
you that you donothelpeach
0 ~jlp*&).pl8&
other ?
26 Nay I that
on
day
they
0~ j ~ ~ i $ $ j
shall be submissive.
27 And s o n e of them shall 0 /e# P C 9 t f l 9 H 9 P 9 I
advancetowardsothers,questioning each other.
28 They shallsay : Surely you
usedtocome
to us fromthe
right
*/'
29 They shall say : Nay, you
(yourselves) were not believers :
30 And
we
had
no authority
$ > * * !
, / #
# / / /
over you, but you were an in- ~ L . & @ f i ~ ~
ordinate
:
0&$@42J

, ,,

,,-,

u&td\+&i

o$*@~~~$''$$

.

people

"1

2106 That is, you shall not only be mlsed after death to taste of your evil deeds, but even
here you will be made abject.
1107 Though thedewription of the helplessness of the unjust given inthis and the
following verses eppliee to life after death, it equally deaoribes their oondition in this life.

31 So the senhence of oar
Lord has come to pass agtlias6
us : (now) we shall
surely
taste :
32 So we led you astray, for
we ourselves were erring.
33 So they shall on that dag
be sharers in the chastisement
one with another.
34 Surelythus do We &ill
with the guilty.
85 Surelytheyusedto
behave proudly when it was said
is no god but
tothem:There
Allah :
36 And to say: What ! shall
we indeed give up out gods
for the sake of a mad poet?
37 Nay:hehascomewith
the
truth
and
verified the
apostles.2108
38 Most surely you will taste
the painful chastisement.
39 And you shall no8 be rewardedexcept(for)whatyou
did,
40 Save the muantsof Allah,
the purified ones.
41 For
them
is
a known
sustenance,z1o9
42 Fruits, and they shall be
highly honoured,
43 In gardens of pleasure,
44 Onthrones,facingeach
other.
45 A bowl shall be madeto
go round
them
from water
runningout of springs,
46 White, delicious to those
who drink.
47 There shall be no trouble
in it, nor shall they
be exhausted
therewith.2109A
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48 Andwiththem
shall be
eyes,
those who restrainthe
having beautiful eyes ;
49 As if they were eggs mrefully protected.2110
50 Then shall some of them
advance to .others,questioning
eachother.
51 A speakerfromamong
themshall say: Surely I had
a comrade of mine,
Ar art
52 Whosaid
: W h a t ! are
thou.
you indeed of those who accept
(the truth) 1
53 What I when we are dead
I and have
become
dust
and
bones,
shall
we
then
be
certainly
Or,hsld
bmwght to judgvunt ?
u?tder
authority .
54 He shallsay:Will
you
look o n ?
55 Then he looked down and
saw him in the midst of hell.
56 H e shall say : B y Allah !
A r . thou
you had almostcaused
me to
hadat.
perish :
57 And haditnot
been for
;he favour of my Lord, I would
:ertainly have been among those
xought up,
58 I s it then that we are not
;oing to die,
59 Except
our
previous
shall not be
b a t h ? Andwe
:hastisea?
60 Most surely this is the
Inightyachievement.
61 For the like of this then
1 1et the workers work.

I'
I:

sometimes give trouble to mau, producing exhaustion,butsucharenotthedrinks
of the
other life. The name is common, but the nature of the one is not the same as the nature of
the other.
2110 The description of women given here calls attention to the prominent feature of the
character of a good woman. In the first place, they are described as restraining their eyes,
and attention is thus called to the fact that the most valuable virtue of woman is that rare
chestity which is described here as Testmint or freedom of eyes from lust. Then the beauty
of their eyes is praised, the suggestion clearly being that the purity of the eye leads to its
beauty or that the real beauty of the eye consista in its purity.
In the second place, they
are described ns being eggs carefully protected, which alludes to their pure end
unsoiled
character. It should, however, be noted that what is apparently a
description of women is
really a description of the fruits of deeds done in this life, the words adopted being applicable
to both (see the word bzlr in 23563, andthem a r e infactspiritual blessings manifested
physically. The QUI-8n nowhere speaks of conjugalrelations being maintcbied inthe
lifeafterdeath.The
blessings whichit promises, whatever theymay be, areasmuch
meant for men 88 for women;the only thingcertain about them is that their nature i#
m e r e n t from the nature of the physics1 blessings of this life. See also 214th.
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62 Is this
better
as
entertainment or thetree

871

an
of

zaqqlim 73"'
63 Surely We havemade it
to be a trial to the unjust..
64 Surelyitis
a treethat
grows in the bottom of the
hell ;
65 I t s produce is as it were
the heads of the serpents.8112
66 Then most surelythey
shalleat of it and fill (their)
bellies with it.
67 Then most surelythey
of
shallhaveafterittodrink
a mixtureprepared in boiling
water.
68 Then most surelytheir
returnshall be to hell.2113
69 Surelythey found their
fathers going astray,
70 So their
in footsteps
they are being hastened on.
71 And certainly
most
of
the ancients went astray before
them,
72 And certainly We sent
among themwarners.
73 Then see how wasthe
end of those warned,
74 Excepttheservants
of
Allah, the purifiedones.
2111 Zaqqzlm is, according to Bd, a certain tree having small leaves, stinking and bitter,
found in Tihama. TA gives a fuller explanation : I ' AHn says on the authority of an Arab of

the desert that the zaqpim is B dust-coloured tree having small round leaves without t h m .
Et h a s a punght odour and is bitter, and has knots in i t s stems , . the heads of its leaves are
very foul " (LL). But note that zapqzlm also means any deadly food (TA, TH-LL).Z a q q h
also eignifiesfresh butter with dates, and Abb Jahl is said to have scoffed at the idea of eaqqzlm
being the food of those in hell by having prepared a repast of fresh butter with L t e s for a
party of the Quraish chiefs, telling them that, according to the Holy Prophet, such wan the
food that would be given to those who go to hell. Hence it is called a trial for the unjust in
the next verse. But we 1442.

.

&p\

2112 The correct interpretation of
is that adopted in thetext, for the
Arabs apply the name shaitdn to a sort of aerpent huuing a mane, ugly w foul in the head and
face. According to others it is the name of a certain ngly plant (TA-LL).
2113 The words, then , , , their return shall be to hell, are very significenl, as if the food
and drink described above were to be given to them before they went to hell. !Phis is the
reason that it is called an entertainment. It is in fact B description of their evil plight in
thii l i e 88 well a6 in the herdtar, The explanation given in 144% is thus corroborated.
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TEE .EANGERS
SECTION

a

PFeachiag of Noah and Abraham
76-88. Noah is delivered and his enemies perish. 83-96. Abraham
reaches againstidolatry. 97-99. Heis delivered from hie enemies. lo&
El. The eaqifice of Ishmael, 112, 119. He is blensed withanother son,
Isarto.

75 And Noah did certainly
call upon Us, end most excellent
answerer of praersare
We.
76 And Wejeliveredhim
and
his
followers from
the
mightydistress.'
77 And We made his offepring the m i v o r s .
78 And Weperpetuatedto
him(praise)among
the later
generations.
79 Peace on Noah among
the nations.
80 ThusdoWesurely
rewardthedoers of eood.
81 Surely
he
wa's of Our
believing servants.
82 ThenWedrownedthe
others.
83 And mostsurely of his
party was Abraham.
84 Whenhecame
to his
Lord mrith a freeheart,
85 When
he
said
to
his
3ire andhispeople:
What is
.t that you worship:
86 A lie-gods besides Allah
-do you desire?
87 What is thenyouridea
h u t the Lord of the worlds ?
88 Thenhe looked atthe
stars, looking up once,
89 Thenhesaid:Surely
I
am sick (of yourworshipping
these).2114
90 So they went away from
him, turning back.

I

,
!

Or,bear

.pits to.

1114 The pople with whom Abraham aontended were not only worshippers of idols, but
elso worshippers of stars, Hence Abraham looked up to the stars and declared that he could
not bear their worshipping others than Qod. LL gives the following ES one of the explanaMona of the words
on the authority of TA: I Q ~ J Iriek. *of pw wonlhipping what
i s ?tot God. But we also spwk of a person as being sapim when he bears spite against

a\

another. Thus you say

(TA-LL).

+b J&\

&=PLe. kc is ufected with spite against him
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Ar. thee.
Ai-. thou
seest.

Ar. thou
art.
Ar. thou
wilt.

Ar. thou
hast.

PREACIlING OF NOM3 AND ABRAHAM
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91 ‘Then he turned wide to
their gods secretlyandsaid:
N h a t ! do you not eat?elN
92 What is the matter
wiih
you thatyou
do not speak?
83 Then heturned egaiwt
them
-secretly,
smiting
them
with the .right hand.
94 So they advance4 towards
him.,hastening.
95 Said be : W h a t j do you
worship what you hew
out?
96 And Allah hascreated
YQU and what you make.
97 They said : Build for Eg
a building, $hen cast
.ids
$he burning fire. *
98 And theydesired a wars
againsthim,but
We broughf
them low.
99 And he mid : Surely I 0 y
to m v Lord : He will euide me :
106 MY Lord!grlntme
of
the doers of good deeds..
101 So We gave himthe good
news of a boy, possessing f o r bearance.
102 Bnd when he attained to
0
working with him, he said:
my son! surely I have seen in
a dream that I should sacrifice
y.m :2116 consider then what you
see. He said : 0 my father !
do what you ure commanded :
if Allah please, yozc d l find
me. of the patient ones.
103 So when they both submitted ana he’threw him down
u p n hisforehead,
104 And We called outto
him saying, 0 Abraham!
105 You have indeedshown
the truth of thevision;surely
thus doWereward the doers
of good:

-~
2115 Thefd does not show hhat he went to their gods immediatelJdter M s people had
left him.Thisincident
is quitedistinct.
2116 T b dream probably meant that Ishmael would have to be secrificed by being .turned
out of his home and left in a strange land. That the child spoken of here wm Ishmael and
not Isaac is maae clear by v. 112. ’ This no doubt contradicts the Bible statement,
but the

fact that Ishmael’s descendants kept a memorial of this sacrifice i n the annual $grimage to
M e w shows clearly that Ishmael, and not Isaac,
ww the son whom Abraham was commanded to sacrifice ; and that. sacrihe wrm in one sense accomplished by Abraham leaving
‘Ishmael in a strange land in accordance with the wiehes of his wife, Sarah.
29’
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106 Most surelythis
is a
manifest trial.
107 And Weransomedhim
with a great sacrifice.allr
108 And We
perpetuated
(praise) to him among the later
generatiofis.
109 Peace be on Abraham.
110 Thus do We reward the
doers of good.
111 Surelyhewas
one of
Our believing servants.
112 And We gave himthe
good news of Isaac, 8 prophet
amongthe good ones.
113 And Weshowered Our
blessings on him and on
Isaac ;a118 and of their offspring
are
the
doers of good, and
(also) those who are clearly
unjust to their ,own souls.

I

,

SECTION 4
Moeee, Elias, and Lot
114-123. Moses and Aaron are delivered and their enemies perish. 123-132.
Elias is delivered. 133-138. Lot is delivered and his enemies perish.

114 And certainly We conferred a favour on Moses and
2’ ’’ ’ ’ * $ ’ ’ 5 @ O g f l
Aaron .
OWy?JW’~dj
115 And We delivered them
both and their people from the
mighty distress.
116 And We helped them,
so they were thevanquishers.
117 And We gave hhem both
the Book that made
(things)
2. ( 7 / * j
clear.
0

’

’

od\g\mi;
..).

L

2117 Human sacrifice, which was common among most ancient people, prevailed among
the Chaldeans; it also remained in vogue among the Hindoos till a very late date. Abraham’s
seeing in a vision that he, too, was sacrificing his 6011, his preparation to fulfil it literally,
and lastly the Divine commandment to sacrifice an animal in his stead, marked theabolition
of the savage custom of human sacrifice, which may have arisen from some such misunderstanding as would have caused Ishmael to be actually sacrificed if Divine commandment to
sacrifice an animal instead had notbeen communicated to Abraham. And this act of Abraham
abolished human sacrifice from among many nations, and to-day
more than half the world
stands indebted tothatrighteouspatriarchforhis
noble example in uprootinga savage
custom.
2118 Here only Abrahamand Isaac andthedescendants of these two are spoken of.
Ishmael is not mentioned distinctly to show that he a n d his &spring are meant when $he
offspring of Abraham is spoken of. The other branch of Abraham’s offspring is included in
Isaac’s offspring.

CE. X X x w . 1
_c_

a11:s1.

-

MOSEB, ELIAS, AND LOT

118 And We guided them
1both on the right way.
119 And We perpetuahed
I(praise) to them
among
the
Later generations,
120 Peaue be on Moses end
Aaron.
121 Even thus do We reward
the doers of good.
122 Surely they were both of
Our believing servants.
123 And Elias
was
most
surely of the apostles.
124 When hesaid
to his
people: Do you not guard
(against evil) :
125 What I do you call upon
Ba'l2119 and forsake thebest
of the creators,
126 Allah, your Lord and the
Lord of your fathers of yore ?
127 Butthey calledhim
a
Liar, therefore theyshallmost
Isurely be brought up,
128 But not the servants of
Allah, the purifiedones.
129 And We perpetueted to
him (praise) among thelater
generations,
130 Peace be on EIias.2120
131 Even thus do Wereward
I
the doers of good.
132 Surely he was one of Our
believing servants.
133 And Lot was most surely
of the apostles.
134 When We delivered him
and his followers, all135 Exceptan
old woman
(mho was) amongst those who
tarried.'
136 Then We destroyed the
others.
137 And most surely you
pass
by theminthemorning,
I
138 And atnight:
do you
Inot then undorstond 1
I
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SECTION 5
Jonah and the Prophet's Triumph
139-148. Jonahis
delivered
from
distresg.
149-163. Idol-vorship and
demonology of theMeccaqarecondemned.
164-168. Truewarshippers of
Allah. 170-182. Triumph of messengersdeclared to be certain.

139 And Jonahwas
most
surely of theapostles.
140 When.he fled2Q1 to [t
shipcompletelyladen,
141 So he shared (with them),
but was af those who ?re cask
Off.2'22

Or, i t s

belly.

142 So the fish drew him
with its mouth2123 while he did
he
was
blamed.
that for which
143 But
had
it not been
of those
who
that
he
was
glorify (Us),
144 He would certainly have
tarried in his tribe2124 to the
3ay whentheyareraised.
145 ThenWecasthim
on
jo the vacant, surface of the
3arth whilehewassick.
146 And We caused to grow
~p for himagourd-plant.
147 And Wesent'him
to a
lundred thousand, rather they
3xceeded.
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2121 It isquitemeaninglessto
SRY that Jonah fled from God. He was aprophetand
God's kingdom is unlimited. Nor does the
knew that no one could fly fromGod,for
Qur-Bn say thathe fled fromGod.Eventhecommentators
do notacceptthis
(Rz). It
would appearthathe fled fromhis people or fromtheking.See
R h 0 1G51 and 1652.
2122 Sbhama, which is generally rendered as meaning
he cast lots, d s o means he shared
with another, ft kard, i.8. i n such a t h g (LL). All bhat the Qur-&n says about him is that
he w as afterwards cast off.
2123 The Qur-&n does not anywhere stete that Jonah was devoured by the fish, for the
wmd iltaqama, whichis used here, does notnecessarily signify theact of devouring,but
LL, which illustrates the sense of the
simply that of drawing or taking into the mouth. See

word
by

thepying

3ri.;\\

3.bG

.in

which
it
explains

.as meaning he took her

kissing. From 9 sayipg of the Eoly Propbt it appears that only
his heel was dr(twn by the fish into its mouth. This
is rmothgr ciroqmshnoe wherein the
Qur-&n contradicts the Bible.
2124 The word batn means both a tribe (U)
and 6dty. I prefer &e former as expldning
been one of those
the meaning of the words that follow, the significance being, had he not
who glorify Allah he would have remained as s n ordinary man in his tribe and would not
to be belly, bh: pronoun hi would refer to
have been made a prophet. Taking the meaning
the fish ; but even t@en it does not lead $0 the conclusion that he was actually devoured by
the fish, the significance bhg en& t&t he wowld have been devoured if he had not b e e n
mouth uitkin h i s Zips

*0110
1

of thase who glori!y

aUat,l,

.e. thy.

148 Andtheybelieved,
sb
W e gavethemprovision
til1
a time.
149 Then ask them wlether
your Lord has daughters andthey hare sons,
150 Or didWe ere&- the
angels females while they were
witnesses.?
151 Now surely it is of their
own lie that they say:
152 Allah has begotten; and
most surelytheyareliars.
153 H H
ac she o s e n
daughters
preference
in
to
sons ?
154. V h a t is the matter with
you: how is it that you judge?
155 Will you
not
then
mind ?

Ar. betweel i
$lie.

156 Or
have
you
a clear
authority ?
157 Thenbringyour
hook,
if youaretruthful.
158 And
they
assert
a
relationshipbetween Him and
the jinn ; and certainly the jinn
do know that they shall surely
be brought up ;
159 Glory be to Allah (for
Treedom) from
what
they
lescribe ;
160 But not so the servants
If Allah, the purified ones.
161 So surely you and what
fou worship,
, 162 Not against H i m m n
you cause
(any)
to fallinto
;rial,

163 Save him who will go to
Al.
164 And there is none of US
3ut has an assigned place,2124A
165 And most surely we are
;hey who draw themselves out
n ranks,
166 And we are most surely
;hey who declare the glory (of
illah).
167 And surely they used to
lay :
168 Had we a reminder from
;hose of yore,
2124~These words are put into the mouths of the believers.
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169 We would certainly
have been the servants of Allah
" t h e purified ones. .
170 But (now) they disbelieve in it, so they will come to
know.
171 Aqd certainly Our word
has already gone forth
in
respect of Ourservants,the
apostles :
172 Most surelytheyshall
be the assisted ones,
173 And most surely Our
host alone shall be fhe viotorious ones.
. 174 Therefore
turn away
from themtill a
175 And (then) see them, so
they too shall see.
176 What I would they then
chastisement?
hasten on Our
177 But
when
shall
it
descend their
incourt,
evil
shallthen be themorning of
the warnedones.
178 And turn away from
time,a till
them
179 And (then) see, for they
too shall see.
180 Glory be to y o w Lord,
Ar. thy.
of Honour, above
the
Lord
what they describe.
181 And peace be on the
apostles.
182 And all praise is due to
Allah, the Lord of the worlds.
2125 That

is, the t h e of victory (Bd).
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CHAPTER XXXVIII
$AD

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(5 sections and 88 verses)
Ahtract:
8%. 1.
Sec. 2.
Sec. 3.
Sec. 4.
Sec. 5.

A prophecy of the enemy’s discomfiture.
David’s enemies.
Solomon and his enemies.
Job and the triumph of the righteous.
Opposition to prophets.

TheTitle.
THISchapter, which is entitled Sbd from its initial letter, describes the sufferings of prophets
at the hands of their enemies. Even prophets like
Dgtvid and Solomon, who ruled mighty
kingdoms, and like Job, who had been granted abundance, could not escape opposition and
had to suffer at the hands of their enemies, and the Prophet of Arabia oould not be an exception. But as the name of the chapter signifies, Allah WRS a T r u t ~ f God,
d
Who Et the height
of opposition had foretold the discomfiture of the enemy, and the final triumph of truth, and
His promise would be fulfilled, even ES it WES fulfilled in the deliverance of earlier prophets
from the hands of their enemies.
Date of reyelation and subject-matter.
The date of the revelation of this chapter, about, whose Meccan origin no doubt can be
entertained, h a y be fixed at about the same time as that of the preceding one. The opposition
had no doubt grown intense, and the earlier emigration may have already takenplace, or msy
have followed it soou. It should be placed about the close of the early Meccan period. The
first section clearly speaks of the determined opposition of theenemyandprophesiesits
discomfiture ; the second asserts how even a king-prophet like David had his enemies, and
how he was delivered from their hands; the third states that
even Solomon with all his
glory could not escape the Ppposition of enemies, yet it was the grace of Allah,not the
glory of hiskingdom,that
delivered himfromhisenemies.Job’ssufferingsare
spoken
of inthefourthsection,andthetriumph
of therighteous
is plainlystated ; and
thetypical opposition of the devil to theprophet-man forms thesubject-matter of the
concluding section.

880

SECTION 1
A Prophecy of the Enemy's Discomfiture
1-3. A warning. 4-8. Polytheists stick to their gods. 9-11. A prophecy of
the defeat of combined forces. 12-14. Opponents of previous prophets were
destroyed.

I nt h en a m e
of Allah,the
Beneficent,theMerciful.

1 TruthfulGod
12126
Conpossessing
sider&theQur-Bn,
eminen~e.~~z~
2 Nay! those who cEsbe2iev.e
self-exaltation
inare
and
opposition.
3 How many did W8 destroy
before them of the generations,
then they cried while' the time
of escaping had passed away.2128
4 And they wonder that there
hascometothem
a Warner
from
among
themselves,
and
thedisbelieverssay:Thisis
anenchanter,aliar.
5 What ! makes he the gods
a, single
God?
A strange
thing is this,to be sure!
6 Andthe chief persons of
thembreakforth,saying:bGo
andsteadilyadheretoyour
gods : this is mostsurely
a
thing sought after :2129
7 We never heard of this in
the former faith: this is nothing
but 8 fargery :
8 Has the
reminder
been
revealed to him fromamong
us? Nay! theyarein.
d o d
ES to
My
reminder.
Nay
!
theyhavenot
yet tastedMy
chastisement !
2126 $'id, which is also the name of this chapter, stands far A?-Sddiq, meaning Truthfub

Qur-Bn possessing eminence indicates that the truth of the Qur-&n will become manifest by
the eminence to which it will raise those who follow it.
2128 That is, they did not heed the warning, but cried for help and deliverance from the
punishment when it had actually overtaken them and no time for escaping remained.
2129 By a t h h g sought aftw is to be understood either a thing that the Prophet seeks
after but to which he cannot attain, or it is meant that the preachingof the Prophet isa thing
that is decreed by fate. They think it is a misfortune that must befall them because it is BO
decreed by fate (Bd).

~ rthy..

AI. what a

hod.

9 Or is it that they have the
treasures of the:plercy of your
Lord, theMighty,thegreat
Giver ?
10 Or b it that bheirs is the
.kingdom of theheavens
and
the earth and what is between
them ? Thenletthemascend
in the meam.2130
11 A mighty host of the
d i e s shall be here
out
to
flight ,1131
1 2 The people of Noah, and.
'Ad. and Pharooh.thelord
of
Izosts,2132
rejected
(apostles)
before them.
13 And Samood ana the
people of Lot, and the dwellers
of thethicket
:* these
were
the part'ies.
14 There was none of them
but called the apostles Gars, so
just was My retribution.

2130 As theythink themselves to be powerful inthelandand
to be masters of it,
theyshould fitld the best means that would make their power permanent, and prove the
warning of theProphet to be false. Thatthey will not be able to do so, theyare told
in the next verse.
2131 This is a prophecy relatingtothe
absolute discomfiture ead overthrow of the
opponents of Islam at a time when theyshall combine all possible forces againstit.The
Prophet is thus not only enjoined patience.under his present sufferings, bat he is further told.
that the opposition ageinst him will assume yet more formidable proportions. He is comknowledge that the combined foroes of opposition willbe
forted at the same time nith the
utterly routed and overthrown. This happened inthe battle known &8 gihua@mt.uZ-d&zdb,
or t h e battle of the Allies, for-whichsee.1981.
2132 Aut& is the plural of watad, which means literdl3 a peg which is firmly driven into
thegrouni.Butit

is frequently used betaphorimlly.Thus

>\*{

chicfs of the towns, provinces, o i w m t r i e s ('LA-LL). Be interprets

>\a\ ~ignifiest h e

>L3Jj\ +j as meaning

t&\ 25. i.e. lord of many hosts. And generally it is also taken as meaning
+w\ a\
3 5 , i.e. lmd of a strong daminion, and as anmthority for this is
quoted the verse of Aswad, which says ,
C;,)
\ ~k
& 3 i.e. undm theprotection
of a king who isprm in a strong donziniolL (Kfj. k d he a&& that the word autdd is therefore
metaphmicnlly used for t k j i r n m e s s of power and kingdom a d the s t d i l i t y of affairs.

SECTION 2
D a y i d ’ s Enemies
15, 16. Judgment impending over the Meccans. 17-20. A great kingdom
21-25. A plan against him frustrated. 26. His goodnwa and wisdom.
was given to David.

15 Nor do these await aught
but asinglecry,there
being
no delay in itWal33
16 And theysay:
0 our
Lord ! hasten on to us our
portion before the
day
of
reckoning.”34
17 Bear patiently what they
and
say,
remember
Our
possessor
servantDavid,the
of power ;a136 surelyhewas
frequent in returning (to Allah).
18 Surely
We
made the
mountainssubjecttohim,
to
declare the glory” (of Allah) at
the evening andthesunrise,
19 And the birds gathered
together;b all were obedient to
him.
20 And We strengthened his
kingdom and We gave him
wTisdom and a clear judgment.
21 And hasthere
come to
you the story of the adversaries,
when they made an entry into
the private chamber by ascending over the walls 7
22 Whentheyenteredin
upon David and
was
he
frightenedatthem,theysaid:
Fear not : two litigants, of whom
one has actedwrongfully
towards the
other,
therefore
lecide between us with justice,
knd do notactunjustly,and
pide us to therightway:
23 Surely this is my brother :
le hasninety-nine ewes and
: have a singleewe; but he
2133 Falodp is the time betloem two milkings (LL). The she-camel was milked, then left
a little whileforher
young to euck, in order that shemightsubsequentlyyieldher
milk
copiously,after which she was milked again.; andthus falo69 indicates a Eittle delay.
2134 Here we have in plainwords a demand on the part of unbelievers for punishment

suthority $(ad also means authority, ownership, favour, or bew$t.
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said, Make it over
to me, end
he has prevailed against me in
discourse.
24 Hesaid: Surelyhehas
been unjust to you in demanding your ewe(toadd)tohis
ownewes ; endmostsurely
most of the partners act wrongfully towards one another, save
those who believe and do good,
andvery few arethey ; and
Davidwassurethat
We had
so hesoughtthe
triedhim,
protection” of his Lord, and he
fell down bowing andturned
time after time (to
Him).2136
25 Therefore W e rectified for
him this,b end most surely he
had a nearness to Us and an
excellentresort.
26 0 David ! surely We have
made y o u e ruler in the land ;
so judgebetween’menwith
justice and do not follow desire,
lest itshould lead y o u astray
from the path of Allah ; (as for)
ihose who go astray from the
path of Allah, they shall surely
lave a severe
chastisement
3ecause they forgot the day of
.eckoning.

’

2136 The absurd story that is added here by the commentators is utterly opposed to what
the Qur-An says regarding David. The men who thus attacked David by climbing over the
mall-werehisenemies,asthe
Qur-An plainlystates.Theyhadthought
of taking David
unawares and putting him to death. But David, though terrified,
was ready to meet them,
and the two men, finding their plan thus frustrated, madean excuse for coming to him in such
an unusull manner. The
Qur-An does not anywhere say thatthese were angels;the suggestion is, moreover, inconsistent with theirdescription
&S adversaries, and with their
climbing over the walls. The story of David committingadulteryand
two angelshaving
come to him thus to remind him of the sin is a puerile falsehood wherever it may be found.
It has been repudiated by the best Muslim opinion. Ra says : “ Most of the learned and
those who have searched for the truth among them declare this charge false and condemn it
as a lie and a mischievous story.” And the Caliph ’Ai,when he heard the false story, said :
“Whoevershallrelatethe
story of David &s the story-tellersrelateit,
I will give him
160 stripes, and this is the punishment of those who falsely chargetheprophets”
(Rz).
Thewords istaghfara and ghafarnh occurringinthisandthenext
verse by no means
indicate that David had committed a sin,for istighfdr really signifies the seeking ofpvotectdon
(see 2194),and David sought Divine protection when he saw that his enemies had grown so
bold against him; andby ghufapnci in the nextverse is meant therectification of his affair, the
reason given there making this significance clear: “ Most surely he had a neltrness to US
and i n excellent resort.” Thisincident in the career of David is narrated to enable the
Prbphet to realize his own difficultics ; for when a great d e r like David could not s u b m d in
keeping his enemies nnder complete control,. the position of the Prophet was much more
difficult. It mey also be added that a party of the Isreelites themselves WB$ opposed to

34 And certainly We tried
Solomon, and We put on his
throne a (mere) body,g141 so he
tumed ( t o Allah). ’
b B G e 4 4 : My . k d I $0
%ou-fmgim .me.-andgrast -w
8 kingdom which is not fit for
(being inheriked by) spy ow
pfbq .meisla surely Thou art
the great Giver.
36 Then We made the wind
.spbserviapt to him ; it made
his command to run gently
wherever .he desired,
.: 37 And the devils, e v e r y
builder and diver,
.
38 And others fettered in
chains.2143
39 this is Our
free
gift,
therefore give freely or withhold, without reckoning.
40 And most surely he had
a nearnegp to ,Us and an
excellent regort.
I

I

”

~~

the Qur4.n does not at all say that Solomon negleoted anyprayer on seeing the horses,
nor does it say that
he
cut off their legs and necks.
means
.he wiped 4
Bhing ;pith his h a n d , or passed his hand
oyer it, and .horses are alwaysstroked on their
l e e y d qecksafter E r u e . I t wmsimplythisthatSolomondid.Thematerialout
of
whichthestrangestory
is woven is not metwith in the Qur-An. Thewords
,*@ refer to the horses, which had gone BO far in the race that they were hidden from
Solomon’s eyes. T o make the words refer to the sun, of which no mention at all is mads
here or anywhere else in thia ohapter, is surely a distortion of plain words.
2141 I& appears ihat Solomon knsw #at his
8on Rehoboam, the heir-apparent to the
firope, WM unfit to rule, w d therefore, seeing apparent signs
of the disruption of the kingdom,
or being informed of it by Divine revelation, he turned to Illah. By the mere body that was
0~ his throne is meant either hie son Rehabo&m, who lost the allegiance of 911 except a
isingle
-~ .
tribe of IsrFel(1 Kings 12: 17), or Jeroboam,
who led the revolt against the house
of David,
,md on bepoming kiqg of ten tribes set up image-worship in Dan and Beth-el, the two calves
being sipposed to be images of Jehovah (1Kings 12:28), and alsobegan the worship of molten
images (1 Xings 14 : 9). Thus both Rehoboam end Jeroboam answer the description of a bod9
(without r e d life) thrown on Bolomon’s throne. See also 2029.
2142 The prevjous veme epe.aks ,of $he imbecile heirapparent to Solomon’s throne. Hence
we find Bolomon praying here for a spirihal kingdom, for &hat is the only kingdom which is
n o t in danger of &ng spoiled by an hek. The dory of Solomon’s temporal kingdom was not
#ne8
otter his death.
Wd8 The description given hare of fhe L u l l 8 Bbom olmrly &St the design&ion applies to
She men of ioraigi tribes subjwtad rto Sdomon’s rule, bemuse it ww the latter who were
t o w d i&o labour $9 8clornen, andtherefore the words evwy builder and diver make it clear
that the jinn snd devils who are related to have been subjected to Solomon were only humsn
This is further provad by the words fettered i m h i m , beaause the irnmateriel being8
d m o w aa devils pnd j i a a are not iettered in heins. The Cheins are needed to keep in control
makwarigl beings, saafi an men. $seal60 2027.

dreings.
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SECTION 4
Job and the Triumph of the Righteou
41-44. Job rewardedfor his patience. 45-54. All righteousservantswere
rewarded. 55-58. Theiropponents meet with evil. 59-64. Mischief-makers
reproach each other.

Ar. thy.

Or,
followere.

41 And r e m e m bOeur r
servant Job, when
he
called
upon hisLord : Thedevilhas
afflicted
me
w i t ht o i l
and
torment.2144
42 Urge with yozm foot ; here
is a cool washing-placeand a
drink.2145
43 And Wegavehimhis
family andthelike
of them
with thern,2146 as a mercy from
Us, andas a reminder to those
possessed of understanding.
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2144 The story of Job is given here as vel1 as in the
21st chapter, the reference being
more brief there than here. All that the Qur-An states about him is that he WES a righteous
person who suffered some kind of distress, remained patient under trials, and was ultimately
delivered from affliction. All these circumstanoes of his life are disposed of in the space of a
few lines. The dramatic poem of forty-two chapters known as Job's book finds no place in
the Holy Qur-An.
The toil andtorment of which Job complains seem to relate to some journey of his
inadesert,wherehe
finds himself in an evil plight, on acoount of thefatigue of the
journeyandthethirstwhich
afflicts him.There
are manycircumstanceswhichpoint
tothisconclusion.The
use of the word nush, signifying toil or fatigue, is one of them.
Another is that, as a remedy for this, he is led to a place where he finds a cool washing-place
and a drink. A third is the mention of the devil (shaitdn) in connection with his trouble, for,
\ , \
lit. the devil of the desert, signifies thirst (Q-LL). The mention of this

du
..

distressingjourney of Job'scontains,
no doubt,ahint
of theProphet'slongjourney
from Mecca toMedina,which
was to be undertakenunderparticularlydistressingcircumstances.
2145 -3
&J\
literally signifies urge with thy foot, the significance being urge
The word rakada is used especially in connection mith a beast, meaning, as LI,
says, he struck a?Ld hittherewithlikeas
one strikes and hitstherewitha beast (IAs). This
special use ismade clear inall lexicons by furtherexamplesofthe
use of the word.
youv horse.

Thus you say

&">. v$\ 4
i.e.

I urged the horse

h\d\ 4

to m n with my foot

(S, 0 , Msb-LL). And again * y .
i.0. he struck the beast to urge i t with
a foot (LL). Themeaning is therefore urge your horse to go further, andthe resultis
that there he finds a place where he is able to refresh himself both with drink and washing.
He thought that he w w in a waterleas desert, and he complained that he was troubred with
fatigue from the journey and with thirst ; in reply he is told to urge his horse or the besat he
rodeupon to run further on, where he will find rest. It is a lesson not to despairunder
difficulties.
2146 Ahla-hQ may mean either his people or his family. The giving of it to him means
that he C brought baek to than from the 2 0 7 4 j m m y mhich is referred to in the previous
vem. Mi&-hum or the like of them maysignifyeitherthathe
was brought back to hie

$
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44 And take in your hand
somewhat of worldly goods, then
be satisfied with it and do not
incline to what is false ;SI47
surely We found him patient;
most excellenttheservant
!
Surelyhewas
f r e q u e n ti n
returning (to Allah).
45 And rememberOurservantsAbrahamandIsaacand
Jacob,
men
of p o w e ra n d
insight.
46 Surely W e purified them
by a pure quality, the keeping
in mind of the (final) abode.
47 And most s u r e l y t h e y
were with Us, of the elect, the
best.
48 And rememberIshmael
andElishaand
Zulkifl ;a and
theywereall of the best.
8

followers, to even a larger number than he had left, or that he
was given E larger family,
being blessed with more children.
2147 This passage contains three different statements, d l of which have been generally
misunderstood.Thecommentators
follow eachotherinthe
story. Theysaythat Job had
sworn to inflict a hundred stripes on his wife, and that he ultimately fulfilled this oath by
striking her with a bundle of sticks. There is not the slightest vestige of this story in the
Holy Qur-&n or inanyauthenticsaying
of the Holy Prophet.The first statementmade
this
in
passage is &
Now, although dighi does signify a bundle of
twigs, itbearsother
significances as well, and the duty of thetranslator is to Nee which
significance suits the context, and to give the most rational meaning to the words without
inventing a story to explain words at once clearand simple. We find thesame words

s.

occurring in a saying of the Holy Prophet, where La_i.X1\
meaning
J\
i.e. ire who attains
anythiflg

bd\

The same saying is explained by TA: hus:

a\
Gy\

&.r

is explained as

e

of worldly goods (Ibs).

meaning among them

i s he wfw attains somewhat of zuor1dly goods. The very words akh? and dighe occur in the
Holy Qur-An, and the sentence thus bears a simple meaning that Job is given somewhet of

the goods of the world.
The only word to be explained now is

& y.

There is not much difficulty about it,

as barnla is plainly given to mean he inelined from what wa8 t r w to lohat was falee (Q-LL).
The meaning of the passage is that Job is told not to incline to an evil course when he is given
wealth. Thus v. 41 speaks of his distress, v. 42 of the removal of distress, v. 43 of his finding

his femily, and v. 44 of hie finding worldly goods.

49 Thisis a reminder;end
rnosf surely hhere is an axcellent
resortforthose
w h o guard
(against evil),
. 5 0 Tbe grdene, of perpetuity,
.the doors a r ’ ~o p e n e d f o r
them.2w
.’
51 Recliningtherein,calling
therein ior many f r d b apd
drink.
52 And with themshallbe
thoserestraiaingtheireyes,“
eauals in age.z1eA
A53 This & whatyou
axe
promised for t h e d a y o$
reckoning.
54 MGst surelythis is
sustenanee : it ab11 never come
to an end;
55 This (shall be so) ; and
mostsurelythere
is i n evil
resort for the inordinate ones
:
56 Hell : they shall enter it,
6.0 evil is $he resting-place.
57 This (shall be so) ; so let
boiling andin$hemtasteit,
tensely cold(drink).2149
58 Andother(punishment)
of 6he same kind-of
various
sorts.
59 This is an army plunging
inwithoutconsiderationalong
no welcome for
with
you;
them,eurelytheyshallenter

*ma

our

*.

...

..__

you-no weIcome Bo you: you
did profferitto
us, so evilis
the resting-phe.

,%I48T h t is, bbe doors d tbgm gardew am qaai fwthem t u verylife ;or, they a q
always open to them.
214th Wh& is the meaning ,of those restraining their eyes has been explained in 2110, but
here, in addition, they are called equals in age, m showing B a t their growth beg‘m with the
growth of spiritual life in man, thas &odng ulet h 4 y are.t$e fruite .of g,aod hds, whet2ler
done by males or females, who would a.Tl h r v e these kuits equl4y.
2149 The word ghassdq, which is generally rendered & g &to?, is d l y a qdification of
drink (understood, as in the case of @mim, wbich KUB&RS boiiiaqag),end means ipltnuely &old
(I’Ab, I Msd-TA). It also means stinking (5-LL), but being mentioned along with (mntm, or
boiling, the significance adopted suits the context. They shall
be made to consume intensely
hot and intensely cold drink, because theywent to the twoextremesanddidnot
follow
the mean.
2 1 4 9 ~The speakers here are the weak followers, those addressed being the ringleaders.
These followers arespoken
of in the previous verse as an army plunging in without
wmicleratwn along with you.
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61 They shrsll say:

Our
Lord ! whoever prepared it first
for us, addThou
to him B
double chastisement in the fire.
62 And they shall say: Whet
is the matter wvith us that we
do not see men whom we used
to oount among thevicious?
63 Wasitthat
we (only)
took them in scorn, orhaveour
eyes (now) turned
aside
from
them?
surely
64
most
That
is the
truth : the contending one with
mother of theinmates of the
fire.
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8ECTIOM 5
Opposition to Prophets
65-68. The Prophet's
warning.
69, 70. A decision
on
high.
71-85.
DeviI's opposition to Adamasatypicalcase
of opposition toprophets,
Truth of the prophecy will be made apparent.

I36-58.

I

I

Ax. thy.
u 47.

65 Say : I am only a Warner,
and there is no god but Allah,
the One, the Subduer (of all):
66 The Lord of the heavens
is
and
the
earth
and
what
between them, the Mighty, the
mostForgiving.
67 Say : It is amessage of
importence,2150
68 (And)
you
are
turning
aside from i t :
69 I had no knowledge of
theexalted
chiefs whenthey
contended :2151
70 Naught i s revealed to me
save that I am a plain warner.
71 When your Lord said to
the angels :a Burely I am going
to create a, mortal from dust:215a

2150 The mmegeof importance is the prophecy of thentter disoomfiture of the opponents
of the Holy Prophet. But
see also 2640.
2161 The eslted ohlefa are the heavenly beings who come firs%to know of the raising of a
prophet, for every affair is first decided in heaven, and then it comes to pass on earth. What
the contention wm is stated in the verses that foliow.
2152 Note the connection with the previous verse, where the e x a h 8 chiefs are spoken of
L% contending about the appearrenoe of the Holy Prophet, which L, &B it were, explained by
W h a t follows here. The creation of Adam and the submission of theangels typifies the
raising of a prophet and the submission to him of the good and the righteous. The mortd
created from dust is the Prophet Muhammsd (may peaoe and tbe blessings of Allah be upon
him !),the angels that make obeisance we his holy companions, t h e evil spirit who leads people

j
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Ar. the&
Ar. thou
Shou&drt.

Ar. art
thou.
Ar. art

thou.

Ar. thou
art.
Ar. thss.

0

1338.

Ar. tlmu
a7t.

1998.

4

1m.

Ar. tha.

Ar. thss.

I

72 80 when I havemade
him
complete
and
breathed
into himof My inspiration, then
fall
down
making
obeisance
to him:
73 And the a n g e l ds i d
obeisance, all of them,
74 But not Iblis ;b hewas
proudandhewasone
of the
unbelievers.
75 He said: 0 Iblis ! what
prevented you that you should
doobeisance to himwhom I
createdwith My twohands?
Are you proud or are you of the
exalted ones ?
76 Hesaid:
I ambetter
thanhe;Thouhastcreated
me of fire, and him Thou didst
create of dust.2153
77 Hesaid:Thengetout
2f it, for surely you are driven
away :
78 And surelyMy curso is
Dn you. to the day of judgment.
79 He said: My Lord ! then
respite me to the day that they
we raised.O
80 H e said : Surely you are
2f therespitedones,
81 Till theperiod
of the
iime made known.d
82 Hesaid:Then
by Thy
Might I will surely make them
.ive an evil life," all,
83 Except Thy servants from
tmong them, the purified ones.
84 He said: The truth then
s and the truth do I speak :
85 That I will most certainly
ill hell withyou and with those
Lmong them who follow you, all.
86 Say: I do not askyou
or any reward for it ; nor am
: of those who affect :
87 I t is n o t h i n g but SI
teminder to the nations:
88 Andmostcertainlyyou
rillcometoknowaboutit
btter a time.

astray represents the rebellious leaders who had sworn to oppose the Prophet and to mislead
the people, and the day of raising is the day when a great flux into Islam follows the final
discomfiture of opposition.
2153 The oreation from 6 r e is an indication of rebelliousness, of a fiery temper, md the
cmtion from dust signifies eubmissivmesa and meekness. See 862.

CHAPTER XXXIX
THE

COMPANIES
(Az-Zumar)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(8 sectiolzs and 75 vases)
Abstract:

.

Sec. 1. Obedience to Allah.
Sec. 2 . Believers and unbelievers.
Sec. 3. TheQur-bn is a perfect guidance.
Sec. 4. Rejecters shall be abased.
Sec. 5 . Evil shall not he averted.
Sec. 6. Divine mercy.
Sec. 7. The final judgment.
Sec. 8. Each party meets with its desert.

The Title.
THE name of this chapter, The Companies, refers to the two classes, the believere and the
unbelievers, which receive and reject the truth respectively, and the chapter deals with the
fate of each.
Bubject-matter.
The intehal arrangement is clear. Obedience to Allah is required inthefirst section.
Those who obey are the believers, and- those who refuse to obey are the unbelievers, and the
two are spoken of in the next section. The third shows that the Qur-Bn is a perfect guidance,
and the fourth that its rejecters shall he punished. While the fifth emphasizes the punishment of rejecters, by stating that evil shall not be averted from those who persist in rejection,
the sixth calls attention to Divine mercy, which is ever ready to take those by the hand who
repent, and therefore sinners have no reason to despair. The last two sections speak of the
coming of the judgment, when each of the two parties shall be made to taste that which it
deserves.

Data of tenelation.
Although this chapter is mnsiaered by both Mui? and Rodwell to have been a late Meccan
revelation, the opinion is not baaed on reliable data. The prophetical
reference to the Eight
to Abyssinia containedin v. 10 has been misunderstood as being a reference to thelater
flight to Medina, and this errar has
led these critics to assign a late date to thia chapter.
The absence of reference to any plan against the Holy Prophet's life, while it deals with
opposition to his muse, is e conclusive argument of its early revelation, and thus, like the
other chapters of thia group, it belongs to the early Meccan period.
891
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SECTION 1
Obedience to Allah
1-3. Obedience required. 4. Allah has no son. 5 , 6. His manifestation in
Hiscreation. 7. He loves gratefulnessinman.
8. Mancallsupon
Allah
alone in adversity. 9. Believers andunbelievers&renot
equal.

Inthename
of Allah, the
Beneficent,the Merciful.

Ar. the5

1 The revelation of the Book
is from Allah, the Mighty, the
Wise .
2 SurelyWe h w e revealed
to you the Book with the truth,
therefore
serve
Allah, being
sincere t o Him in obedience.
3 Now, surely, sincere obedience is due to Allah (alone), and
(as for) those who take guardians
besides Him,(saying),We
do
not serve them save that they
may make us nearer to Allah,21"4
surely Allah will judge between
theminthatin
which they
differ;surely
Allah does not
guide him aright who is a liar,
ungrateful.
4 If Allah desiretotake
a
son to Himself, H e will surely
choose those H e pleasesfrom
what He has created.2155 Glory
be toHim : B e is Allah, the
One, theSubduer (of aIl).
5 H e has created the heavens
and the earth with the truth;
H e makes
the
night
cover

2154 The Arabs believed thst they could only approach the Divine Being through Bh6
mediation of their idols, and they asserted t h d they worshipped idols on]) to tlbtJn nearness
to the Divine Being. This is condemned by the Holy Qw-Sn a8 a polythelsbic dodrine. But
how many Muslims hold the same belief with reap& to their p i T b (spiritw.1 l W q sin6 yet
consider themselves to be monotheists I
TI55 The Christian commentators thihk &ad the W-&n
docs ncd refer to the 8ootrBw of
Jesus' sonship here. But that is a mist&.
We 5 d the Christian &&im referred 68 and
refuted in very early Meccan chapters, such as the 19th chapter, which
was recited by the
Muslim refugees in Abyssinia before the Negus, in or about the fifth gear of the Prophet's
mission. The Qur-Qn refers to the error of attributing a son to the Divine Being tlltnolrb sw
frepuently 88 40 the doctrine of setting np,idoh w&h Alish. What is po
d
ib
c
r out here is &at
no m e holds a rela+ion of peculihr 8onshi.p to AlIah, b u t thrti it is His ehosen serrmts, o h m
&me others from among His creation, W are metrcphoricelly called Eis ~1118; bemuse in
being manifeshtiom of the Divine attribaCP tbey sttand to f i h m the s1tm &
+
.
t
i
&
t~ B son
&&nds to II father, being images of thoae eltiibntes &s 8 mn is m image of u f d h m . This i#
en6il.dy h nacm&eoe with what ia taught in the Bible, ebwhtely uproding the Christian
dootrine of the sonship of Jeaw, who is
not OJ a atedture, bu4 SB the Oreator-
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OBEDIENCE TO ALLAH
the day andmakes
$he day
overtake the night, and He has
madethe sun andthe moon
subservient ; each one runs on
to an
assigned
term;
now
surely He is bhe Mighty,the
great Forgiver.
6 H e has created you from
a singlebeing,thenmadeits
mate of the same (kind),' and
H e has made for youeight of
the
cattle
in
of
creates you tine wombs He
your mothers--a oreation after
ct creation-in
triple darkness ;
that is Allah yourLord, His
isthe kingdom ; there is no
god but H e ; whenceare you
then turned away?
7 If you are ungrateful, then
surely Allah is Self-sufficient,
above all need of you ; and H e
does not like ungratefulness in
Hisservants; and if you are
grateful, H e likesitinyou;
and no bearer of burdenshall
bear theburden of another;b
your Lord
is
your
then
to
return,
then
will H e inform
you of whatyoudid;surely
HeisCognizant
of whatis
in the breasts.
8 And whendistress afflicts
L man he oalls upon his Lord,
jurning Him
to frequently;
;hen
when
H e makes
him
?assess -a fityour from Him, he
'orgets that for which he called
lpon Him before, and sets up
ivals to Allah thathemay
off from
:&use (men)tostray
Xis path. Say : Enjoy yourself
n your ungratefulness B little,
:urely yw are of theinmates
)f the fire.
,

v.2156

2166 The word unznIa (infinitive noun inzril)is not applied only to the actual sending
TA sage :

down of a thing, but also to making it acceaoible t o m ~ Thus
.
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the sending down of a thing is sometimes i t s actoral esnding down, ami a o m e t i m the pro.
wring Of its maw and the a t t a i w n t of it. It is in this sense that the oattle are spoken
of here 88 bebg rent d o m for am. The eight of the catkle are the four pairs spoken of in
6 : 144. The four animals arementionedparticularly a8 being most useful for
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9 What ! he who is obedient
during
hours
of the
night,
prostrating himself andstanding,
takescare of the hereafter and
hopes for the mercy of his
Lord I Say : Are those who
know and those who do not
know alike? Only the men of
understanding w e mindful.
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SECTION 2
Belienem and Unbe!icYere
10, Good for doers of good. 11-14. Prophet E sincere believer. 15-16.
Loss for unbelievers. 17-20. The pious shall be elevated. 21. A lesson In
the growth and decay witnessed in physicalnature.

10 Say: 0 my servants who
believe I be careful of (your
duty to) your Lord: for those
who do good in this world is
good, and Allah's earth is
spacious ;2157 only thepatient
willbe paid back their reward
in full without measure.
11 Say: I am commanded
that I should serve Allah, being
sincere to Him in obedience,
12 And I am commanded
that I shall be the first of those
who submit.
13 Say: I fear, if I disobey
my Lord, the chastisement of a
grievoue day.
14 Say: Allah (it is Whom)
[ eerve, being sincere to Him
.n my obedience:
15 Serve then what you like
mides Him. Say: The losers
surely are those who shall have
ost themselves. a n dt h e i r
' a m i l i e s on t hdea y
of
nesurrection : now surelythat
s the clear loss.
16 They shall have coverings
)f f i raeb o vteh e m
and
;overings beneath them; with
hat Allah makes His servints
o fear; so be careful of (your
luty to) Me, 0 My servants I
2157 The word8 are
own land, and

Abyseinia.

E comfort for t h e Muslims,who were subjected to suffering8in their
contain, no doubt, a prophetical allusion to the h
s
t flight, Le. the flight to
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Ar. canat
thou.

Ar. d o s t
thou.

O r , cobtlrs
A?. thou
weat.
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17 And (as for) thosewho
keep off from the worship of
the idols and turn toAllah, they
shall have good news, therefore
give good news to My servants,
18 Those who listen tothe
word, then follow the best of
it ;**5* thosearethey
whom
Allah has guided, and those it
is who are the men of understanding.
19 What! asforhim
then
ageinst whom the selztence of
chastisement isdue:What
I
can you save him who is in the
fire ?
20 But (as for) those who
are careful of (their duty to)
their Lord, they shall have high
places, above them
higher
places,a169 built (for them), beneath which flow rivers; (this
is) the promise of Allah : Allah
will not fail in (His) promise.
21 Do you not see that Allah
sends down water from the
cloud, then makes it go along
in theearth insprings,
then
brings forth therewithherbage
of various sorts, then it withers
so that you see it becoming
yellow, then H e makes it a
thing crushed and broken into
piecesl2160 Most surely there is
e reminder in this for the men
3f undershnding.

2158 Attention is here drawn to the teachings
of the Qur-&n by describing them as the
Or, since the Qur-&n is meantforthe whole of
best words to which a mancanlisten.
menkind, and thereforeconbinsteachings for men in every grade of eociety or s h t e of
civilization, the faithful are enjoined to follow the best.
2159 This shows that there is an unceasing progress in the life after death, for the high
places to which the righteous s k l l attain shall have places still higher above them. Thus
the Muslim paradise is not a place for enjoyment, but for an unceasing advancement.
2160 The allusion is to the fate of nations ; they are brought into existence, made to rise,
then decay and are swept out of existence. This is also a solace to the Muslims that their
opponents shall not retain their
power for ever,

THE COMPANIES
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SECTION 3
The Q a d n is a Psrfeot Onidanea
22, 23. The Qtrr-&nis a light. 24-26. Its rejecters shall meet with disgrace.
27, 2s. The Qur.&n 8 perfect book. 29-31. Absolutesubmission to Allah
necesehry.
Ar. breast.

01

44.

22 What! is he whose h a r t
Allah has opened for Islam SO
that he is in 5 light from his
Lord (like thehard-hearted) ?
Nay, woe those
to
whose
hearts
are
hard
against the
remembrance of Allah;those
ere in clear error.
23 Allah has revealed the
best announcement, a book
conformable in its various
parts,a'61 repeating, whereat do
shudder the skins of those who
fear their Lord, then their skins
end their hearts become pliant
to the remembrance of Allah;
this is Allah's guidance, He
guides with
it
whom H e
pleases ; and (as for) him whom
Allah makes err,athere is no
guide for him.
24 Is he then who hasto
guwd himself with his own
personagainst
the evil chastisement on the resurrection
day? And it will be said to
theunjust-:.Tastewhat
you
samed.
25 Those before them
re-.
,ected (prophets),thereforethero
:ame to them the ohastisemelrt:rom whence they perceived not.
26 80 Allah made them teste
;he disgrace in this world's life,
Lnd certainly the chastisement
)f the hereafter is greater: did
,hey but know I

&?=

2161 The Qnr-An is here d e d
L fl i.e. a book eonjormabb in itsvarious
parts. Thisclaim is by no meansinsignificant.The
Qur-&n was reveaIed by portions
during a period of twenty-three years, and during this period the circumstances under which
the Holy Prophet lived were of such a nature that the history
of no other men offers a
similar combination of varying circumsbnces, and yet, through all these vicissitudes, the
QUI-& shows a strict uniformity. The conformability of its various parts, however, signifies
more than n mere uniformity ; it signifies that some parts explain other parts. Mutashdbih,
it should be noted, signifies, according to the best authorities, that some parts o j it verify
other parte. Again, it is called ma&int, because itrepeats over and over again the most
important subjects, especially the doctrine of the Unity of the Divine Being. Bee also 387.
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27 And certainly We have
set forth to men in this Qur-bn
similitudes of every sort that
I they may mind.916P
28 An Arabic Qur-4n without
any crookedness, that they may
guard (against evil).
29 Allah sets forth a ptlrable:
there is a man in whom are
(several) partners differing with
one
another,
end
there
is
another man (devoted) wholly
toa man. Are the twoalike
in condition ? (All) praise is
due toAllah:nay
I most of
them do not know.
30 Surely you shall die and
they (too) shall surely die.
on the day
31Thensurely
of resurrection you will contend
one with another before your
Lord.

Ar. t h o u
shalt.

SECTION’ 4
Rejectere ahsll be abased
32. Rejection of truth. 33-35. Reward of those who accept.36,
is sufficient for His servant. 38-40. An abasingpunishment.
Qnr-&n a true revelation.

37. Allah
41. The

PART! XXIY

I

32 Who is then more unjust
than he who utters a lie against
Blleh and(he who) gives the
lie to the truth when it comes
to him ; is there not in hell an
abode for the unbelievers 7
33 And he who brings the
truthend (he who) accepts it
asthetruth-thesearethey
thatguard (against evil).
34 They shall have
with
their Lord whatthey please ;
that is the reward of the doers
of good;
35 So that Allah will do
%waywith the worst of what
they did and give themtheir
reward for the best of what
;heydo.

”

2162 The Holy Qur-&n repeatedly claims to be a collection of the best teachings for the
moral and spiritual welfare of man. It also claims, in these words, to be a perfect book as
not only containing all the necessary teachings, but also answering all the objections
of its
opponents, See also 1467 and 1785.
SO
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br. the¶.
h

44.

Ar.slwulds
thou.

Ar. thee.

Ar. againrt

it.

Ar. t h o u
art.
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36 Is not Allah sufficient for
Hisservant?
And theyseek
to frighten you with
those
besides Him ;2163 and whomsoever Allah makes err,L there is
no guide for him.
37 And .whomAllah guides,
there is none that can lead him
astray ; isnot Allah Mighty,
the Lord of retribution ?
30 And should you ask them,
Whocreatedtheheavensand
theearth?they
would most
certainly say: Allah. Say:
Have you then considered that
upon besides
what
you
call
Allah, would they, if Allah
desire to afflict me with harm,
be theremovers of His harm,
x (would they), if Allah desire
to show me mercy, be the withholders of Hismercy ? Say :
Allah is sufficientfor me ; on
Kim dothereliantrely.
39 Say : 0 my people ! work
n yourplace,surely
I am a
Morker, so you willcome
to
mow
40 Who it is to whom there
lhall come a chastisement
Rhich will disgracehim,and
,o whom will be due a lasting
:hastisement.8164
41 Surely We have revealed
o you the Book with the truth
orthesake
of men; sowhoit
lver follows therightway,
s for hisown soul, andwho!ver errs,heerrsonly
to i t s
letrimnt; and yozc are not a
,ustodim over them.
~~

2168 The superstitious Arabs no doubt believed that their idols could work harm to men

who did not admit their authority, and it
is to this that reference is made. The stories
of
the breaking of Al-l&t andAI-'Uzz&relate to a much later period, while the revelation of this
chapter beiongs to the early Meccan period.
2164 Two kinds of punishmentareplainly
spoken of, v b . thepunishmentthat
will
bring disgrace, whichis clemly thepunishment of this life, andthelastingpunishment
that the wicked receive in the.life after death. The
first of thesedemonstrates the truth
of the other.

CH.XXXlX.1
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SECTION 5

1

E ~ i lshall not be merted
42. Deadshallnotreturntolife.
4 3 4 8 . Intercessionandredemption
would not avail. 49-52. Unbelievers vill suffer the evil consequeuoes.

42 Allah takesthesouls
at
thetime
of theirdeath,and
chose that die not, during their
sleep ; then H e withholds those
onwhom
H e has passedthe
decree of death2165andsends
the othersback till an appointed
t e , m ; most surelythereare
signs in this fcr a peop!e who
reflect.
43 Or,
have
they
taken
intercessors
.besides
Allah ?
Say : What ! even though they
did not ever have control over
atything,nor do theyunderstand.
44 Sav: Allah’s is the intercessionhtogether ; His is the
kingdom of the heavensand
theearth,thentoHimyou
shallbebroughtback.
45 And when Allah alone is
mentioned, the hearts of those
who do not believe in the hereaftershrink,andwhenthose
besides Him
are
mentioned,
lo! they are
46 Say: 0 Allah ! Originator
of the heavens and the earth,
Knower of the unseen and the
seen ! Thou (only) judgest be1
‘ tween Thy servants as to that
wherein they differ.
47 And hadthosewhoare
unjust all that is
in the earth
and the like of it with it, they

i

I

~.

-

2166 This verse affords R conclusive proof that the Qnr-in does not admit the return to
life inthis world of those who areactuallydead.
I t statesthatthesoul
is takenaway
tither in sleep, in which case it is returned, or at death, in which case it is withheld and is
not allowed to return. ,Thus the soul can only be returned if death has not actually occurred.
This verse completely refutes all stories of the dead mirsoulously returning to life. See also
1659 and 1731.
2166 Thisistruenotonly
of the Meccan unbelievers,but of most of those who Call
themselves believers. ElsewheretheHoly Q u r h says : And most of themdonot believe
in Allah without associating others with Him ” (12 : 106). I t is quite true that even most of
the Muslims are not satisfied if Allah alone is mentioned, and they like
that some of their
saints should ba mentioned d o n g with Allah.

./’
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would
certainly
offer it as
ransom (to be saved) from the
chastisement
on
evil of the
theday of resurrection ; and
whattheyneverthought
of
shall become
plain
to
them
from Allah.?166A
48 And the evil f,~~
consequences) of what they wrought
shall become plain to themF166B
and the very thing they
mocked
at shall beset them.
49 So when harm afflicts a
man hecalls upon Us ; then,
whenWe
give him a favour
from Us, he says: I have been
given it only by means of knowledge.21e7 Nay, it is a trial,
but most of them do not know.
50 Those before themdid
say itindeed, but whatthey
earned availed them not.
51 So there befell themthe
evil (consequences) of what
they earned ; and"(as for) those
from among
who areunjust
these, thereshall befall them
the evil (consequences) of what
they earn,andtheyshallnot
3s~epe.2~~8
52 Do theynotknowthat
411ah makesamplethemeans
If subsistence to whom H e
?leases, andH e straitens ; most
iurely therearesignsinthis
or a people who believe.
~

~~

2 1 6 6 ~What they neve? thought of signifies the overthrow of their power in this life and
the manifestation of the evil consequences of their deeds in the hereafter.
2 1 6 6 ~The fact that the heaven and hell of the next life are only physical manifestbtions
of the spiritual realities of this life is stated here in the most clear and forcible language.
The evil consequences of what they do are hidden from the eye in this life, but they shall
become plain in the next life.
2167 There is no difficulty aboutthe significance of this passage. When a man is
afaicted he ~ 1 upon
1 Allah,
~
but when Allah fevours him he does not attribute it to Allah,
but to his own oleverneaa and knowledge.
2168 Here in another prophecy, in the clearest words, of the distress that shall overtake
the Meooans.
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SECTION 6
Divine Meroy
53. Sinnersshould
requital.

53 Say : 0 My servants!
who have acted extravagantly
againsttheir own souls, do not
despair of the mercy of Allah;
surely Allah forgives the faults
altogether;
surely
He
is the
Forgiving, the Rferciful.2169
54 And return to your Lord
timeaftertimeandsubmitto
’ Him before there comes to you
thechastisement, thenyou shall
not be helped.
55 And follow the best21’0
that has been revealed to you
fromyour
Lord before there
comes to you the chastisement
you do
all of asuddenwhile
not even perceive;
56 Lest asoul should say*
0 woe to me! for what I feli
short of my duty to Allah, and
most surely I was of thosewho
laughed to scorn ;
57 Or it should say:Had
Allah guided me, I would certainlyhave been of thosewho
guard
evil) ;
58 Or itshould say when it
sees thechastisement : Were
there onlya returning for me,
I should be of the doers of
good.
59 Aye ! My communications
came t o you, but you. rejected
them, and y o u w e r e proud end
you w e r e one of the unbelievers.
60 And onthe day of resurrection you shall see those who

1
(against

,

Ar. thpe.
Ar. thou
didstre
iect.thou
wert.
Ar. thou

wert.
*r. thou
shalt.

60-63. The law of

not despair. 64-59. A warning.
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2169 The mercy and 1m.e of Allah, which are much talked of in other religions, find their

true and praotical expression in Islam. No religion gives the solace and comfort which we
find in this verse. It discloses the all-comprehensive mercy of Allah, before which the sins
of men become quite insignificant. He is not
a mere judge who decides between two parties,
but a Master who deals with His servants as He pleases, and therefore He can forgive the
guilty without injustice to anybody.
2170 &sun, or best, stands for the reveIation of the Qur.&n. It is the best revelation, for
the manifestations of Divine love and mercy which find expression in it are not to be met
with anywhere else.
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lied againRt Allah : theirfaces
Is there
shallbeblackened.”
not in hell en abodeforthe
proud ?
61 AndAllah
shalldeliver
those who guard(againstevil)
with
their
achievement:
evil
shall not tonoh them, nor shall
they grieve.
62 Allah is theCreator
of
every thing and He has charge
over every thing.
63 His arethetreasures
of
the heavens and the earth ; and
(as for) thosewhodisbelieve
I n
t h e communications of
Allah, theseit is thatarethe
.osers.

SECTION 7
The Final Judgment
64-67. Polytheismcondemned.
‘ut of rewards.

65-70. Thecall to judgmentandmeting

64 Say : What ! Do youthen
lid me serve
others
than
Allah,

Fork wouldcertainly come to
taught and you wodcl certainly
leof the losers.
66 Nay I but
serve
Bllah
loneand be of thethankful.
67 A n dt h e yh a v en o t
onoured
Allah
with
the
honour
m t isduetoHim
; andthe
rhole earthshallbeinHis
rip on theday of resurrection
ndtheheavensrolledupin
Iis righthand;bglorybeto
[im, and may He
be exalted
bove what they associate (with
rim).
68 And the trumpet shall be
[own,c so
are
those
that
all
‘in
le beavens and all those that
swoon,
*e in theearthshall
weptsuch
as Allahplease;
leu it shall be blown
again.
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EACH PARTY MEETS WITH ITS DESERT

then lo! they ball skand up
awaiting.
69 And the earbh shall beam
with thelight of itsLord,and
the Book shell be laid
down,
and theprophets
and the
witnesses shall be broughtup,
andjudgmentshall
be given
between them with justice, end
theyshallnot
be dealt with
unjustly.
70 And every soulshall be
paid back fully what it has
done, and H e knows best what
they do.
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SECTION 8
Esoh Party meets withits
71, 72. The wicked aredriven
?aradise.

Br. word.

Desert

to hell. 73-75. The good are taken t o

71 And those who dishelieve
shall be driven to hell in com?anies ; until, when they come
;o it, its doors shall be opened,
md the keepers of it shall sag
#o them: Did nottherecorm
o you apostles from among
’ou reciting to you the con]nunications of your Lord and
verning you of the meeting of
his day of yours? They shall
ay : Yea! But the solztelzco of
lunisbmcnt was due
against
he unbelievers.
72 I t shall be said : Enter
he gates of hell to abide
herein ; SO evil is the abode of
he proud.
73 And those who arecareful
f (theirduty to) theirLord
hall be conveyed to the garden
1 companies; until when they
3me to it, and its doors shall
e opened, and the keepersof it
gall say to them : Peace be on
Y‘DU,you shall be happy; therefcr e enter it to abide.
74 And they shall say: (All)
praise is due to Allah, Who has
made good to us His promise,
andHehas
made us inherit
the land; we may abide in the

904

Ar. thou
ahazt.
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workers.
75 And you shall see the
engels going round about the
throne glorifying the p r a i s e of
their Lord : and judgment shell
be givenbetween
them with
justice, and it shall be said:
All praise is due to Allah, the
Lord of the worlds.
~~

2170~Never was prophecy uttered in clearer terms, nor under more adverse circumstances.
The day must come, we are here told, when the believers shall praise God for making them
inherittheland.It
was about twentyyears after thisthatthey were mademasters of the
Holy Land of Palestine and the fertile lands. the garden, of Mesopotamia.

CHAPTER XL
THB BELIEYEB
(AZ-mU'V&in)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(9 sections and 85 verses)
Abatract :
Sec. 1. Protection of the faithful.
Sec. 2. Failure of the opponents.
Sec. 3-5. A warning in Moses' history.
Sec. 6. Apostles are assisted.
Sec. 7. The power of Allah.
Sec. 8, 9. The end of opposition.
The Title, context, and date of revelation.
FROM
this, the 40th to the 46th chapter, another group
of seven chapter8 is formed which
all begin with
mim, and are therefore called ~ w d t - i - @ d m i mi.e.
, the chapters beginning
with H d mim. Theyall belong to the period when opposition totheHolyProphet
was
persistent and determined, and active
persecution of the Muslims had begun, which culminated in their first flight to Abyssinia ; and therefore, like the last group, belong to the close
of the early Meccan period. All these chapters are further akin inasmuch as they all
offer a
solace to the persecuted Muslims, warn the persecutors, and foretell the triumph of truth and
the failure, of opposition. I n fact, the failure of opposing forces is the chief theme of these
chapters ; this is made plain by a saying of the Holy Prophet, for which see 2171. There is
little history of the earlier prophets, with the
exception of Moses and Abraham, and bare
references to others or the fate of their people. The Unity and the
Power of Allah is the
constant theme, and there we frequent appnzls to the unbelievers to take advantage of Divine
mercy.

vi

Subject-matter.
The chapter opens with a statement relating to the Divine plan
for the protection of the
faithful, who rue told that they should not be misled by the power of the opponents, whose
power will soon be broken. The seoond sectioncontinuesthesubject,
only hying greater
stress upon the failure of the opponents and the approach of their doom, when they should
be perfectly helpless. The next three sections repeat the warning with reference
to Moses'
history.Thesixlh
states t h a d theapostles of God m d ' t h e believers inthemare
always
assisted againsttheiropponents,
while theseventh calls attentiontothegreat
powerof
Allah, with Whom nothing is impossible. The last two sections again deal with the end of
opposition, repeatedlywarningthe
unbelievers.
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SECTION 1
Protection of tho Faithful
1, 2. The revelation. 3-6. Power of opponents shell be broken.
Believers shall be protected.

7-9.

In the pame of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
1 Praised, Glorious God P171
2 The revelation of the Book
is from Allah, the Mighty, the
Knowing,
3 The Forgiver of the faults
and the Accepter of repentance,
Severe to punish, Lord of
bounty;2172 there is no god but
H e ; to Himisthe
eventual
coming.
4 None disputeconcerning
of Allah
ihecommunications
but those who disbelieve, therefore let not their going to and
fro in the cities deceive you.
5 The people of Noah and
the parties after them rejected
[prophets) before them,
and
;very nationpurposedagainst
heir apostle to destroyzl73 him,
Lnd they disputed by means of
2171 <lbmim occurs in the beginning of this and the

called the
That
the
letters

six chaptera that follow, which are

signify a name or names of t h e Divine Being

e\.Jsi;".

is made certain by a saying of the Holy Prophet :
y
u\
meaning, if you are attacked by night, say bbmim, they shall not be made victorious (Mgh-LL),
or the meaning of the latter part is 0 God I they shnll not be made victorious (I As, TA-LL).
It is also related that an Arab of the desert questioned the Holy Prophet about bd d m , ea
to whatit waa. The Prophet'a reply waa vp
s b ! , Le. n
a
w a n d @?cg

E ~ J

words of chaptefs (AH). Reading it along withthe first saying, it would appear that by
nantes aremeant names of the Divine Being which are contained as abbreviations in the
letters @mZm, for ( u h i m as one word is not one of the names of the Divine Being. The
most probable suggestion seems to be that the hb stands for Hamid, i.e. the Praised, and the
mim stands for M a f i , i.e. the GEorious, the two napes of the Divine Being which often occur
together, and the significance of the names is quite in conaonance with the signifiaance of the
ssying quoted above. The two letters may ala0 stand for Ar-Rb@mbnand Ar-Ra!ctm, i.e. t h e
Beneficent, t h e Meroiful One, orfor AZ-gayy and AZ-Qayylm, Le. theLivingand Selfsubsistent God.
2173 I t ia noteworthy that, of the four attributes, the 5mt two and the last refer to Divine
forgiveness, mercy, and bounty, while only one refers to punishment of evil, m d thus the
attribute of mercy always preponderates even when punishment k spoken of.
2173 The literal signiticance of akhg is the taking hold of a thing or withholding it. But
ak+a 61so signifies he gained the mastery over a person and kilkd him (Zj,LA-LL), or he
destroyed h i m or extirpated k i n (Msb, Mf-LL), or Irepunirhed or chartired him (LA-LL).
*.
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the falsehood thatthey might
therebyrendernullthetruth,
therefore I destroyed them ;
how was then My.retribution I
6 And thus did the word of
yoz~r Lord prove trueagainst
those who disbelieved that they
are the inmates of the fire.
7 Those who bear the power.
a nt dh o saer o u nEdi m
of their
celebrabthepraise
Lord and believe in Himand
ask protection for those who
! Thou
believe
Our
Lord
embracest all thingsin mercy
and knowledge,2176 t h e r e f o r e
grant protectionb to those who
turn:(to Thee) and follow Thy
way, andsavethemfromthe
chastisement of the hell:
8 Our Lord! and make them
enter the gardens of perpetuity
which Thouhast promised to
them and those who do good of
theirfathers and their wives
and
their
offspring: surely
Thou art the Mighty, the
Wise,2176
9 And keep them from evil
deeds, and whom Thou keepest
from evil deeds this day,
indeed Thouhast
mercy on
him, andthat is the mighty
achievement.

2174 It is clear thaB those who bear the 'arsh or the power are not the bearers
of any
of some responsibility with respect to the Divine power;
materialihing, but the bearers
in other words, the manifestations of the Divine power. These are, in fact, the angels who
are charged with the affairs of the world, while those around Him are the angeIs neareat to
Him, through whom the Divine decrees are made known to those entrusted with the affairs
of the world, For a full discussion on this ward see 2555. The iotkghfd~of angels is really
their asking of protectionfor the dtightscnrs, so that the physical &B well &a the spiritual lawe
prevailing in the world contribute to their prohation against their opponents.
Bee ZlQ4 for
this significance. Bd explains 'aT8h as meaning the d g i n a l ofthe matefial univwre.
2175 Here we are told that Divine mercy is &a comprehensive ES Divine knowledge, and
they both extend over all things. No other religion t&es suoh a broad view of the mercy of
the Divine Being.
2176 The wives andthe
offspring of thefaithful nre here mentioned aa emtaring
paradise along with them. So far as the promise relates to this life, the gardens which the
h d r of MesopotamiP, were given them for a
faithful rere msde to inherit,thefertile
perpetual inheritance, and they aettled in those lends.
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a

F;rilum of thr Opponrnta
10,11. Unbelieversregrettheir
doings. 12-14. God’s kingdom shall be
esbblished.
Their doom is decreed justly.

;6-20.

10 Surely
those
w h o dis.believe shell be cried out to:
Certainly Allah’s hatred (of
you) when you were called
upon to the faith and you rejected, is muchgreater
than
your hatred of yourselves.*177
11 Thev
shall
say:
Our
Lord I twhe didstThbu make
us subject to death, and twice
hast Thou given us life,a17nso
we do confess ourfaults : is
therethen B way to get out?
1 2 That is because when
Allah alone was called upon,
you disbelieved, and when
associates were, given to Him,
you believed ;*17g so judgment
belongs to Allah, the High, the
Great.
13 He it is Who shows you
His signs and sends down for
you sustenance from heaven,2180
andnone mindsbut
he who
again and
turns
(to
Him)
again.
14 Therefore call upon Allah,
being sincere Him
to
in
Dbedience, though the unbelievers are averse :

*/’
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2177 The violent hatred referred to is the hatred of the evildoers for themselves, when
the evil consequences of their evil deeds beoome manifest to them. If those wholoved evil
so violently hate themselves, how much greater mustbe the hatredof Allah, the Founhin-head
of purity, for them when they committed those deeds. How Forbearing and Merciful was He
not to visit them with immediate punishment!
2178 The first death is that which marks the end of life in this world, and the second
death is the spiritual death which is the hell of the next life. The two lives are the natural life
of man and his being raised to taste of the consequences of his deeds. Generally however,
the first state of death is considered to be the state of nothingnesa from which man is brought
into exirtenoe.
4179 And yet how strangeitisthatamanshouldnot
believe inthepureUnity
of
Allah, and that he should
believe that there are associates with Him.
2180 The passage shows what is the significance of sending down a thing f ~ m
heavn.
The meaning is simply that He provides the meam of rurtcnanee, and that sustenance is not
provided by the idols or their associate-gods. Or, the sastenanoe from heaven meansthe
spiritual sustenance.
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15 Exalter of thedegrees,
Lord of power :’ H e makes the
inspiration to light
by
His
command
upon
whom
He
pleases of His servantsJ2l81 that
he may warn (men) of the day
of meeting,
16 (Of) thedaywhenthey
shall come forth ; nothing concerningthemremainshidden
to Allah.e18a To whombelongs
the
kingdom
this
day?
To
Allah, the One, the Subduer (of
all).
17 This day every soul shall
berewardedforwhatithas
earned; no injustice(shallbe
done) this day: surely Allah is
quickinreckoning.
18 Andwarnthem
of the
daythatdraws near,a183 when
hearts
shall
rise
up to
the
throats,grievinginwardly ;Sla
the unjust shall not have any
compassionatefriendnorany
intercessor
who
should
be
obeyed.
19 He knowsthestealthy
looks and
that
which
the
breastsconceal.
20 AndAllah
judgeswith
the
truth;
and
those
whom
they
call
upon
besides Him
cannot
judge
aught;
surely
Hearing,
the
Allah is the
Seeing.
2181 That the word rzih as used in the Holy Qur-&noonveys the meaning of inspi~ation
07

.revelation is settled conclusively by this verse, because the soul is given to every one, while

the r J b is here spoken of as being only granted to the elect, and the object of it is to warn
men ; hence it isthe Divine revelation.
2182 It is implied that the hidden consequencss of the deeds shall be made manifest on
that day, for from Allah nothing is hidden. This is made clearer in the next verse.
2183 AZ-cizijah is from uzufa, meaning it drew ma.r (Nsb, Q-LL), and hence
&j Y \ p>b.ie tke day that dram8 mar. The commentators take everything to apply to
the day of resurrection, whereas the QUI-Bn plainly speaks here of the nearer punishment of
this life, the punishment of the life efter death behg spoken of in the previous verses.
2184 The verse clearly depicts the state of the hearts of the unbelievers on the day of the
conquest of Mecca by the Holy Prophet.
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BECTION 3
A pP.ming in Yolad H i n h y
21, 22. Hok nations met 6heir doom previously. 23,24. Moses' warning to
P h m h snd Korah. 25-27. Pharaoh persecutes the I s d i t e s .

21 Hare $hey not travelled
in the earth and seen how was
theend
of those who were
before them ? Mightier than
these were they in strength and
in fortificationsz18fi in the land,
but Allah destroyedthem for
their sins; andthere wasnot
for them any defenderagainst
Allah.
22 That was because there
came to them their apostles
with clear arguments, but they
rejected them), therefore Allah
rjestroye6 t h e m ; surely He
is -Strong, Severe in retribution.
23 And certainly We sent
Moses with
Our
commuI
nications and clear authority,
24 To Pharaoh and Haman'
and' Korah,a*86 butthey said :
A lying enchanter.
25 So when he brought t o
them the truth from Us, they
said :%I87 S h y the sons of those
who believe with him and keep
their women alive;andthe
struggle of the unbelievers will
mly come to a state of
perdition.
26 And Pharaoh said : Let
1me alone that I may slay Moses
1md let him call upon his Lord ;
he
will
Iwrely I fear that
<hange your religion or that he
1will make mischief to appear
in the land.

-

riT is plural of
_
iB

asar, which means a mark, and also a molmmetrt or memorial of
to signify the p e a t buildiwgs and fortflcations (JB).
2186 The words donot indicate that the message to Pharaoh and Haman and Rorah
ww given at one and the eame time. All that is meant is that these three were the chief
men who did not accept his message and were destroyed. Of these K o r h was an Isrselite
who rejected Mosea' prophethood. See 1895.
2187 It is not meant that dl the three personsmentioned in the previous verse met
Moses with this reply. A perusal of the verses that follow will show that t h e speaker here is
only Pharaoh, BB advised by his chiefs, both he and Haman being mentioned by name, the
letter in v. 96, while no mention is made of Korah.

2186

antiquity. Here-it is considered
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27 And Moses said : Surely I
take refuge with my Lord and 3‘
your Lord from every proud one
who does not believe in the day
of reckoning.
. .
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SECTION 4
A Warning in Yma’ History

28-35. A believer in secret. 36, 37. Pharaoh’s rejection of Moses and his
and Haman’s evil plans.

28 And a believing .man of
-Pharaoh’s people who hid his
faith said: What! will you
slay B man because hesays,
My Lordis Allah, and indeed
he has brought to you clear
arguments from your Lord ?
and if he be a liar, on him will
be his lie, and if he be truthful,
there will befall you some of
that which hethreatens
you
(with):surely Allah doesnot
guide him who is extravagant,
a liar :2IRS
29 0 my people ! yoursis
the kingdom this day, being
masters in theland, but who
will help us against the punishment of Allah if it come to US ?
Pharaoh said: I do ngt show
you aught but that which I see
‘myself), end I do not make you
follow any but the right way.
30 And he who believed said:
3 my people! surely I fear for
vou the like of what befell the
parties :218*
31 The like of what befell
;he people of Noah and ’Ad

THE BELIEVER

Ar. every
heart of a.
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xxm.

and Samood andthoseafter
them, and Allah d o p not desire
injustice for (His)servants:
32 And, 0 my people ! I fear
for you the
day
of calling
OUt,21~
33 Theday on which you
will turn back retreating ; there
shall be no saviourforyou
from Allah, and whomsoever
Allah causesto err,pthereis
no guide for him :2191
34 And certainly Joseph
came to you before with clear
arguments, but you ever remained in doubt as to what
he
brought;
until
when he
died, you said : Allah will never
raise an apostle after him.
Thus does Allah cause him
to err who isextravagant, a
doubter,
35 Those who disputeconcerning the communications of
Allah without
any
authority
that He
has
given them :
greatly hatedis
it by Allah
md by those who believe.
rhus does Allah set a seal over
;he h u r t of every proud,
mughty one.
36 And Pharaoh said : Q
Eaman ! build for me a tower
;hat I may attainthemeans
If access,
37 Themeans of access to
#heheavens,thenreachthe
2od of Moses, and I surely
'hink him to be a liar.2192 And
husthe evil of his deedwas
nadefeirseeming toPharaoh,
,ndhe was turned away from
heway;andthestruggle
of
?hmaoh was not (to end) in
,ught but deshction.
~~

r&

2100 a\..:\\
means the d a y o j calling out to one anotiw, L e . the day of distress
on which one will call out to the other for help, none being able to help himself or another.
Every day of distress is the d a y of calling out, and the description need not be limited to the
day of judgment. On the other hand, the day meant here, as the
next verse also shows, is
clearly the day of the doom which overtook these people in this life.
2191 Who it is whom Allah causes to err is explained in the
very next verse : I ' Thus
does Allah cause him to err who is extravagant, a doubter : those who dispute concerning
the communications of Allah without any authority thLt He has given them."
2192,Bee next page.

-
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SECTION 6
A W6rniag in Yorer’ EMory
38-44. The believer reasserts his warning.

45. Doom

overtakesPharaoh,

4 6 5 0 . The leaders of evil and those who follow them reproach each other.

Ar. what is
the m a t t e ?
with m.

38 And he who believed said :
0 my people ! follow me, I will
guide you to the right course:
39 0 my people ! this life of
the world is onlya(passing)
enjoyment, andsurely the hereafter is the abode to settle :
40 Whoever does an evil, he
shall not be recompensed (with
aught) but the like of it,and
whoever does good, whether
male or female, andhe is a
believer, theseshall enterthe
garden, in which they shall
be given sustenance
without
measure :
41 And, 0 my people ! how is
it that I call you tosalvation
and you call me tothe fire ?
42 You call onme
that I
should disbelieve in Allah and
associate with Him that of
which I have no knowledge,
and I call you to the Mighty,
the most Forgiving:
43 No doubt that what you
call me to has no *title to be
oalled to in this world, nor in
the hereafter, and that our turning back is to Allah, and that
the extravagant are the inmates
3f the fire :
44 So you shallremember
what I say to you, and I entrust
I
Imy affair to Allah : surely Allah
t3ees the servants.
45 So Allah protectedhim
iirom the evil (consequences) of
1what
they planned, andthe
Inost evil chastisement ‘overtook
1Pharaoh’s people :
46 The fire ; they s h d be
1Irought before it (every) morning and evening and on the day
Tvhen the hourshall
come to
I?ass: Make Pharaoh’s people
Ed e r the’severest chastisement.

2192 As Moses spoke of the Lord of the heavens and the earth, Pharaoh mocked the idea

by wggesting that he would build
@*

D

tower to a t t d Moses’ God.
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47 And when theyshall contend one with another in the
fire, then the weak shell say to
those who were proud: Surely
we were your followers ; will
you then
avert
from us a
portion of the fire?
48 Those who were proud
shall say : Surely we are all in
it: .surely Allah hse judged
between the servants.
49 And those who are in the
fire @hallsay to the keepers of
hell : Call upon your Lord that
He may lighten to us one day
of the chastisement.
50 Theyshall say: Did not
your apostles come to you with
clear arguments ? They
shall
say: Yea. They shall say:
Then call. And the call of the
unbelievers is only in error.
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SECTION 6
Apostlw w anrirted
51. Apostles are emiated in this life. 52. Evil end of the unjust. 5355. The Prophet shall be sucoessful like Moses. 5 6 6 0 . Theproud
ones
shall be diagreced.

51 Most surely We help Our
apostles, and those who believe, inthis world’s life and
3n the day when the witnesses
shall stand up,21o3
52 The day on which their
Sxcuse shall not benefit the
unjust, and for them is curse
md for them is the evil abode.
53 And certainly We gave
Moses the guidance, and We
pade the children of Isrtlel
.nherit the Book,
$4 A . guidance and a renindertothe
men of underatanding.
55 Therefore be p a t i e n t ;
;urely the promise of Allah is
,me ; and ask protection for
a183 There is e’mmtemphatic promise here that the apostles 818 assisted in this life, end
however greatly they may be persecuted, they shall be made to triumph over their enemies in
the end.
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j

your fault21* and celebrate
the
praise of your L o r d i n t h e
evening and the morning.
~~

~

~~

~~

.~

2194 The words
j occurring here and repeated in 47 : 19 are considered by a Christian to be the chief reason for rejecting the message of the Holy Prophet,
for the words, it is asserted, show that the Holy Prophet was not sinless, and being himself a
sinful man,he Could notpurifyothersfromsin.is
briefly theChristiancontention
lagainst Islam. The first thing to be borne in mind in this Bonnection is, th& f d y fius times
the Holy m k . @ . d y x i @ , in thob.-.hehgnne_who
purified others from sin,
in 2 : 129,-151_;-3: 163 ; 9 : 1.Q3; d 8 1 . :2, and hence,_if c~~&teney
is ani ieqiirement in
the interprehti0n"of a' book, no word of the Holy Qur-&n can be so interpreted in such a
manner as to contain e significanc_eopposed to theseplainstatements.
In Isht; we
if
turn over the pages of the sacred books of aIl the religions, we do not -find any prophet or
reformer 80 plainly deadbed as a paw@er of-others . w . the Holy Prophet Muhammtd. It is
also worth noting that the description of the Holy Prophet as being a purifier of sins is not
in the nature of a mere assertion, for it occurs only in the Medin& S U r W , when the Holy
Prophet hadpracticallyshown himself to be a purifia of sins. He hadalready purified
many members of a nation that had for centuriesbeen immersed in thegrossest immoralities.
Hence, consistency requires us not to attach a sigllificance to any words of the Holy Qur.&n
opposed to these.plain statements.
Again, the Holy Prophet is repeatedly. spoken of in the HolyQur-tinEB walking in the way
of perfect r i g h t e o u s n m s i o - n , & oAllah. Obedience C the Apostle is gbedience
t o Allah (4: 80); if you love Allah, &en follow me, Allah will love you (3: 30); these and a
hundred other statements of b similar nature clearly prove that the Qur-An does not allow us
to attribute sin to the Holy Prophet. And a perusal of the Holy Book further proves that
the Qur-An does not allow as to attribute sin to any prophet : '' They do not precede Him in
speech, and only according to His commandment do they act" (21 : 27). And the doctrine of
the sinlessness of all the prophets, with very slight differences, is held by all the followers of
the Holy Qnr-An.
Now we takethe
words under discussion. The twowords
occurringinthephrase
-3 *\J
are istighfdr and p b b . Th_e latter of these words has been fully
explained in 393, where it is shown that the word do& not actually mean sin, the exact word
for which in the Awbic language is izm. The word qanb, in fact, includes, as there shown,
all shortcomings resulting from inattention or incapacity, and also defects or imperfection8 of
which theresuJ.t may be disagreeable. Then we come t o istighfdr. I t is of the memure of
istif'dl, and signifies theasking of ghafr or aagh$rah. According to Rgh ghafr means
c;ls.
\ i.e. the covering of a t h i q withthat which willprotect

&d\

&A,w&J

it from dirt. Hence the words ghufvdn and maghfirah on the part of Allah signify, according
tothesameauthority,
His granting protection to His servants against chastisement. And
istaghfara is clearly explained ns meaning he :ought of God covering orforgiveness or pardon
(TA-LL). It will thus be seen that the idea of pmtection is the dominant idea in the word
g h f r and its derivatives, and the word not on9 signifies theforgiveness of sin, but also the
covering of sin, which is really the granting of protection agaimt sin. And LL quotes several

authorities showing that the phrase a;;kj

,,.i I

(lit. he covered the affair with it8

covering) means he rcctifid the affair withthat wherewith it wan requisite that it d w d d
be Tectijed. Thus ghafi. clearly includes two cases : (1)as again& a fault that has been committed, protection from punishment, and (2)as ageinst s fault that may be committed or to
which man is liable, protection from the commieaion of it, which &responds really to rectgcation. And istighfdr therefore includes both covering m d forgivaess, i.e. the seeking of potection against the cmmiesion of a fauEt to which a man is liable and theeeekingof protection
againat the pmishmmt of a fault that h a &en committed.
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56 Surely (as for) those who
dispute &out the aommunications of Allah w i t h o uat n y
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Let US see now howthe word is used intheHolyQur-6n.
Its use inconnection with
some of the prophets may be disputed. But there are occasions where the word clearly carries
a wider significance. For instance, when Moses finds his people guilty of the worship of a
call and accepts the excuse of his brother Aaron showing that he had no part in making the
calf, he prays to Allah, saying,
3
$\ VJi.e. N y Lord 1 grant protection to me

&)l 4

urd my brother (7 : 151),this being the correct significance, for no sin was committed by him
or his brother, and therefore it was a prayer to be protected from committing a sin. Again,
in connection with prohibited foods, where permission is given
to use prohibited food when
compelled by necessity, it is contained in the following words : '' But whoever is driven to
necessity,notdesiring,norexceeding
thelimit, no sinshall be upon h i m : surely Allah
is Forgiving ( G h a j h ) , Merciful" (2:173). It millbe
noted thatthoughitis
expressly
stated here that no sin rests upon D, person in such a case, yet the Divine attribute following
it is ghafiir, i.e. One granting protection, ordinarily rendered as Forgiving'.
, The following instances of the use of ghajr and its derivatives make the sense still clearer.
At theend

of the second chapter is taught a prayerinwhich
occur thewords
meaning, And pardon us andgrant us protectionandhave

3

u;JL;hc\~

\d
WMTCY

on us (2 : 286). The word igh3r can here be rendered only as meaning grant protectim, for if
we render it as forgive the word becomes redundant, there being already the word pardon.
Three distinct things are here prayed for, viz.
(1) pardon for the sins already committed
;
(2) protection from sins to which one is liable ; (3) mercy or favour from God. And the three
supplications are well-arranged, for mercy or favour is shown only when
a man is protected
from the commission of sins, and thisrequires that if any faulthas already been committed its

evil consequences may not overtake a man. Again, we have in 17 : 25

b+

&\J $ d \

b> wv &b

i.e. If you are the doers of good deeds,thenHe is surely the
Granter of protectiofk to those who turn to Him frequently. Here I render Ghafiir not as the
Forgiving, but as the Granter ofprotection, for there is no mention of sinners or sins here,
and consequently no forgiveness of sins. For God to be Ghujdr here, the condition is, if you
are ndli&.
Now, adlib is one who does good deeds ((161ihdt being the word which is throughout the Holy Qur-&nused to signify good deeds, which are again and agEin commended), and it
isfor the doers of good deeds that Allah is said to be ghajzir, the sense being made still clearer
by the ooncluding word awwdMn, Le. thoae who turn to H i m again and. again, a word always
used in connection with the righteous servants. Hence,
Ghafiir, in this case, is clearly the
Granter ofprotection against the commission of sins to which a man is liable.
Another very clear instance of this use of the word is met with in 40 : 7, where the angels
are shown as praying for the righteous in the following words : Grant protection to those who
turn to Thee andfoUow Thy w a y ; where in the original the word ighsr is used, which cannot
here be translated as meaning forgive, for not forgiveness of sins but protectionfrom sins is the
thing required for those who follow the way of Allak. And what follows there shows this to
be the correot significance, for 40 : 9, as it were, explains the mewingwhen it says : And keep
them from evil deeds. The use of the word igh& in 66: 8 is conclusive on this point, for
there those who have entered paradise are mede to my: ' 1 Our Lord 1 make perfect for us
our light, m d grant us protection," the words in the original being igh& land, a prayer for
the forgiveness of sins being quite out of qoestion sfter entry intoparadise.
The meaning of
j)
1 therefore is p7oteetion
ask
f o r your f a u l t , i.e.
&net the imperfections. .~f.lmse~!wture whichmake a man liable to sinunless he
is proteoted by Allah. This is t h e onlysignifimnce w h i c K i i - i h< o n r n u c ew i t h
the
charscte of tha.prophete of God sa depicted in &e Ho1y-Qin-a; .'&other thing
be
borne in mind, hOWeVer, is t h 8 b it is 8 m i s u e to consider the &son addressed when in t h e
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SECTION 7
The Power of Allah
61-64. Allah is the Maker of all things.
67, 68. Creator of man.

I ' Korshipped.

61 Allah is He Whomade for

you the night that you may
rest therein and the day to see ;

i:
I'

most surely Allah is Gracious
GO men,but
most men do not
;ive thanks.
62 That is Allah, your Lord,
h e Creator of every thing;
Bere isno God but He; whence
we you then turned
away
?
63 Thus were turned away
;hose who denied the oommulications of Allah.

65, 66. He alone deserves t o be
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singular to'be always the Holy Prophet himself. Very often in the Qur-bn it is the reader or
any and every person that is addressed, and there is nothing to show that the Holy Prophet
Muhammad is the person addressed here or in 47 : 19, where the =me phmse ocour~again.
For another explnnntiogsee 2307.
2195 By an-na's, or the &n, some understand that ud-dW42, or the Antichrist, is meant
(Ma'alim ut Tnnzil),another indiaation thatAntichrist is not the name of a person. The same
authority adduces the following saying of the Holy Prophet: ' I HishAm bin Amir relates
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64 Allah is He *Who made
the earth a resting-place for
heaven a st%you andthe
tww; and He formed you, then
made goodly your forms, and
He provided you with goodly
thin s; , that is Allah, your
L o r i ; blessed thenis Allah,
theLord of the worlds.
65 ,He is the Living, there is
no -god but He, therefore call
on Him, being sincere to ‘Him
in obedience ; (all) praise is due
to Allah, t h eL o r d
of the
worlds.
66 Say : I am forbidden to
serve
those
whom you call
upon besides Allah when clear
arguments have come to me
from my Lord, and I am commanded that I shouldsubmit
to the Lord of the worlds.
67 He it is Who created you
from dust,b then from a small
life-germ,”then from a clot, then
He brings you forth as a child,
then that you may attain your
maturity, then that you may
beold-and
of you thereare
some who are caused to die
before-and that you may reach
an appointed term, and that you
may understand.
68 Heitis
Who gives life
and brings death, so when H e
decrees an affair, He only says
to it, Be, and it isSd

a

Ar. hast
thou.

69 Have you not seen those
who dispute with respect to the
:ommunications o f A l l a h :
how are they turned away?
70 Those who reject the
Book and that with which We
3avB sent Our Apostle ; but they
3 h d soon come to know,
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Ar. thee.
Ar. t b .

Ar. thee.
AI. thee.

Ar. oome of
them.
Ar. thee.

THE END OF OPPOSITION
'

019

71 When the fetters and the
chains shall be on their neoks :
they shall be d r a g g e d 9 1 @
72 Into hot water, thenin
the &re shall they be burned ;
73 Then shdl it be seid to
them : Where i s that which you
used to seb up
74. Besides Allah ?
They
shall say : They are gone away
from UB,.nay, we used not to
call upon anything before.
Thus does Allah confound the
unbelievers.
75 That is beoauseyou
exulted in the landunjustly
and because you behaved insolently.
76 Enter the gates of hell to
sbide. therein ; evil then is the
tbode of the proud.
77 So be patient, surely the
promise of Allah is true. So
should WB make you see paxt
If what We threaten them with,
)r should We cause you to die,
io Us shall they be returned.211'
78 And certainly Wesent
Lpostles before you: there are
gome of them that We have
nentioned to you end there are
Ithers whom. We have not
nentioned to you ; and it was
lot meet for an apostle that he
:houId bring a sign except with
illah's permission, but when
he commend of Allah came,
udgment was given with truth,
,nd those who treated (it) as a
ie were lost.

having heard the Apostle of Allah saying that from the creation of man to the coming of the
Hour there is no creation greater in temptation than that of the Antichrist." And the
temptntions of B e present age beer testimony to the tmth of these words. But the meaning
is clear if we give awn& its ordinary signifioance.
2196 A party of the Quraish were brought with chains on their neclr~after the battle of
Badr, while another'party, who fell on the field, were dragged into their graves to taste of t h e
punishment of their evil deeds in the life after death.
2197 The statement is made only to impress that they must suffer the evil consequences
of their deeds, whether the Prophet lives to see their punishment or dies before they are
pnnished.
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SECTION 9
The End of Opposition
79,M. Allah’s ,favours. 81-84. A lesson in the fate of previous nations.

85. Punishment 1s not

averted when it wmes.

79 All& is He who made
the cattle for you that you may
ride on some of them, andsome
of them you eat.
80 And there are advantages
for you in them, and that you
may attain thereon a want
which is in your breasts,z197r
and upon them and upon the
ships you are borne.
81 And He shows you His
signs : which then of Allah’s
signs will you deny?
82 Have
they
not then
journeyed in the land and seen
how was the end of those before
them?They
were more (in
numbers) than these and
greater
in strength and in fortifications
in tbe land, butwhatthey
earned did not avail them.
83 Then when their apostles
came to them with clear arguments, they exulted inwhat
theyhad withthem of knowledge, andthere
beset them
that which they used to mock.
84 But when they sawOur
punishment, they said:
We
believe in Allah alone and we
deny what we used to associate
withHim.
85 But their belief was not
going to profit them when they
had seen Our punishment;
(this is) Allah’s law, which has
indeed obtainedin thematter
of His servants, and there the
unbelievers are lost.
2 1 9 7 ~That

is, they are of

one plaae to another.

uae to you in carrying your burdens and yourselves from

CrIXPTER XLI

W A MfM
REVEALED
AT MECCA
(6 sectiolts and 54 verses)
I
I

SECTION 1

I

InvitationtotheTruth
~

1-4. A revelationtoannounce

I 6-5. Believers and unbelievers.
~

I

good news and towarn.

In
the
name
of Allah, the
Beneficent,the Merciful.

09 "v

5. Its rejection.
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Pl'll.

1 Praised,
Glorious
God !"
2 A revelation from the Beneficent, the Merciful God :
3 A Book of which the verses
made
are
plain,
an
Arabic
Qur-An for a, people who
know :

19%

rlu((9

.'I

gl,,j

Abstract:
See. 1. Invitation to the truth.
Sec. 2, The warning.
Sec. 3. Man's evidence against himself.
Sec. 4. Believers strengthened.
Sec. 5 . Effect of the revelation.
Sea. 6. Gradualspread of truth.

-

General remarks.
THISchapter bears the name of its initial letters, but the

word ftcyilat, Le. made plain, is
added to distinguish it from other chapters
of the same group. It is the second ohepter of
the u 6 mim group. As regards its subject-matter, date of revelation, and its connection with
the preceding chapter, the introductory note to the last chapter is suficient. The fist section
contains an invitation to the acceptance of the trutK : the second gives a warning in cem of
persistence in rejection ; the third refers to the evidence of man's own faculties against the
rejection of truth ; the fourth shows that believers are strengthened by inspiration ; the fifth
points to the effect of revelation, which gives life to those who are morallyend spiritually .
dead and heals the spiritual diseases of man. Bat if all these warnings end arguments are
not heeded, the doom is inevitable, the signs of which could be witnessed fn the pdarl
spread of truth.
881
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4 X herald of good news and
wnrner, but mostof them turn
aside so they hear not.
5 And they say : Our hearts
are under coverings from that to
which you call us, and there is
a heavingss in ourears, and
a veilhangsbetween
us and
y o z ~ , z ~ ~sos work,wetooare
working.
6 Say : I am only a mortal
lika you ; itisrevealedtome
is oneGod,
that
your
God
therefore follow the right way
;
to Him and ask His forgiveness
and woe to the polytheists,
7 (To) those who do not give
almsandtheyareunbelievers
inthehereafter.
8 (As for) those who believe
and do good, they shall surely
have a reward never to be cut
01

,AI.thou

oalbat.

AI. betweal

thee.

Off.

SECTION 2
T h e Warning
9-12. Disbelief inthe Creator. 13. Warning like that of 'Ad and Samood.
14-18. How those people were dealt with.

9 Say : What ! do you indeed
disbelieve in Him who created
theearthintwoperiods,and
do you set up equals with Him
:
that is the Lord of the worlds ?
10 And He made in it mountains
above
its
surface,
and
He blessed thereinandmade
;herein
its
f o o d si,nf o u r
?eriods
at lfhioekre
jeekers.22w
.
2198 Note that the coverings of the hearts, the heaviness of the ears, and the hanging of
the veils are used simply to indicate their own determined rejection of the truth; they resolved
neither to open their hearts, lest the truth should enter them, nor
to lend their ears so that
they may even hear the preaching of the Prophet. This being their first attitude towards the
truth, it was only natural that seals should have been set on their hearts and their ears. In
fact, it was their own act which brought-about that consequence.
2199 Most of the commentators regard the four periods here as including the first two, SO
~ n sto make the whole (including the two periods of v. 12) to be six periods, to make the statement M y with the description repeatedly given elsewhere in the Qur-Qnto the effect that the
heavens and the earth were created in six periods. But I regard theae passages in a different
light. That the creation in six p e d s or days does not refer to the time actually taken in
making the heavens and the earth is noted even by the earlier commentators ; for, in the first
3200, Bee nest page.
~~

~~

~~~
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11 Then H e directed
Him4 C'
v *94 '
?/"A
self totheheavenand
it is a
&&&&d~'~
vapour, so H e saidtoitand
<, I , ,//
to the enrth: Come both,
will')err
ingly or unwillingly. They both
come
: We
willingly.2201
said
12 So He ordained
them
"I+
e* I
e ~
0
4
c
~
~
p :c
,
sevenheavensintwoperiods,
andrevealedineveryheaven
&
t
'
~
its affair : andWe adornedthe
5 ,,, ,,66,c 4 0
lower heaven
with
brilliant
etars and (made it) to guard
;@
that is the decree of the
,,'e 9 , P, P
9
Knowing.
the
Mighty,
c
c
13 But if theyturnaside,
?&$
~
;'$~~;~&$
thensay: I havewarned you
of a scourgelikethescourge
of 'Ad and Samood.22'2
14 When their apostles came
t,o them from before them and
from behind them,2203 saying,
Serve
not,hing
b uAtl l a h ,
~4$~,~~~$~&~~@
1 theysaid: If our Lordhad
pleased H e would
certainly
down
angels,
i 1have sent
SO we
d3
H
,,
*
*.
tresurelyunbelieversinthat
with which you are
sent.
'*
15 Then as to 'Ad, they were
Injustly proud in the land, and
,hey said: Who ismightierin
' t3trength than we ?
Did they .rP ? & ~ ; , ~ , Y ~ '~/ !~ ,/ #J , ~ , ~ ,
lot see that Allah V h o created &
L
h
9
.
.
#hem
was
mightier
than they
in
,y,g /
%'.,.e
CItrength,andtheydenied
Our
00 3
g>
e- >
:ommunications ?
.~.~.
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place, the d a y is a partioulm period of time, the extent of which depend3 on certain circumstalms relatiw to the earth and the sun, and it is
those very things that are referred to as
being created in so m a n y days ; and, secondly, because time itself is a created thing (JB). In
fact, the six periods, or the two or four periods spoken of heye, refer to so many stages in
the creation of those things ; and accordingly the creation of the heavens and the earth in six
periods signifies the six stages through which they havepassed ; the same six stages are spoken
of here with regard to the earth, the two pcriods of v. 12 being quite distinct from it.
2200 The meaning of this passage is that the foods whicharemade
in the earth are
equally accessible to all seekers.
2201 The reference here is to the Divine laws
working throughout tho universe and the
whole of nature being subjectto laws.
2202 Thefirstthirteen
verses of thischapter were recited by theHolyProphet
when
rvtba bin Rabi'a came
to himwith a message from the Quraish. The
message was.to the
effect that the Prophet should discontinue speaking ill
of their gods and condemning their
ways, and then they would be willing to make him their chief, or give him the most beautiful
woman in marriage, or collect wealth for him.
When 'Utba had delivered his message the Holy Prophet read these verses, but when he
reached v. 13, warning the Meccans of the fate of 'Ad and Ssmood, 'Utba entreated him to
speak no more,and went back to theQuraishto
make known tothem the Prophet's
reply (Rz).
2203, see next page.
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that We may make them taste
the Chastisement of abasement

chastisement for whet they
earned.
18 And We delivered those
who believed and guarded
(against

evil).
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SECTION 3

I

Man'e Enidence against Himeelf
19-23. Testimony of e m and eyes. 24, 25. Excuses.

19 And on the day that the
enemies of Allah shall be
brought togethertothefire,
then they shall be formed into
groups.
20 Until when they come to
it, their ears and their eyes and
their skinsshallbearwitness
to what they
sgainstthemas

i1

2 1 And theyshallsay
to
skins : Whyhaveyou
Iborne witness against us 1 They
Ishall say : Allah Whomakes
speak
has made
Isverything
1us speak, and H e created you
ID t first,and to Him you shall
Ibe brought back.
1their

-

2203 The coming of the prophets from before and behind signifies their impressing the

truth of their message upon their people in every possible way. Some understand the ooming
of the prophets from near and from far (JB).
2204 The Quraish are warned in these words of an abasing punishment in this life, and
a still more abasing punishment in the hereafter.
By unlucky days are meant the days of

drougHt.
2205 'Amy is metsphoricelly used in relation to the mind, as meaning an erring; the
connection between the two meanings being the not finding or not taking the ?ight way (MSb),
or the being blind in respect of the mind (LL).
2206 The bearing of witness by the ears and the eyes and the skins shows the truth of the
law that t h e consequences of evil deeds shall become manifest in the very parts and faculties
whioh were employed in theirperformmae.
As in thematerial world we see that every

GEL

BELIEVERS STRENGTHENED
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23 And you did
not
veil
and
yourselves lestyourears
your eyes and your
skins
should bear witness
against
you,
but
you
thought t h a t
Allah didnotknow
most of
what YOU did.
23 And that was your (evil)
thought which you entertained
about
your
Lord
t h a th a s
tumbledyou down intoperdition, so are youbecome of the
lost ones.
24 Then if they will endure,
still the fire is their abode, and
if theyask for goodwill, then
are they not of those who shall
be granted goodwill.
25 And We have appointed
I
for themc0mrades22~~ so they
have m a d e fairseeming t o
themwhatis
before themand
what is behind them,andthe
word proved true agaiust them
of the
“among
the
nations
jinn andthementhathave
passed away before them-that
they shallsurely be losers.

I’

SECTION 4

IE

Bslieyrrs strengthened

26-29. Plana of unbelievers t o auppress the Qur-&n.30-32.
itrengthened by sngels.

Believere

26 And those who disbelieve
Do not
listen
to this

mv:

1i
znemies of Allah-the fire ; for
tihem thereinshall be thehouse

long abiding;
reward
for
tiheir denying Our communicat,ions.
CIf

\$gusb&$\:@O
2

faculty which goes against a law suffers the evil consequences, 60 it shall be in the spiritual
world.
2207 These comrades w e wicked companions who make the future punishment of their
evil deeds to be fsirseeming to them.
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29 And those who disbelieve
will say ; Our Lord I show us
thosewholed
us astrayfrom
among the jinn andthemen
that
we
may
trample
them
under our feet so thatthey
may be of the lowest.
30 (As for) thosewhosay,
OurLordis
Allah, thencontinueintherightway,the
angels
descend
upon
them,
not,
nor
be
saying :* Fear
gneved, and receive good news
of the garden which you were
promised.
31 We are your guardians in
thisworld'slifeandinthe
hereafter,and you shallhave
therein what your souls desire
and
you
shall
have
therein
what you ask for :2208
39 An entertainment by the
Forgiving,theMerciful.

SECTION 5
Effect of the Revelation
33-36. Evil to be repelled with good. 37-39. I t brings light rtnd gives life.
4 0 4 3 . Falsehood has no access to it. 44. It is a healing.

33 And
who
speaks
better
thanhewhocallstoAllah
whilehe himself doesgood,and
says : I amsurely of thosewho
submit ?
34 And
not
alike
are
the
good and the
evil.
Repel
(evil)
withwhatisbest,bwhen
lo I
I he between whom and you was
enmity would be as if he were
B warm friend.
35 Andnonearemade
to
receive itbutthosewhoare
patient,andnonearemadeto
receive it but those who have a
mighty good fortune.
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life thatthe
his verse andthe one before it clearly show thatitisinthis
angels descend upon the faithful, giving them the joyful news that they should not have any
fear. It isanerror to think that this coming of the angels relates to the next life. It is
here, when thefaithfulare pereeouted and oppressed, andwhenthe
powers of evil are
apparently in the act of overwhelming the believer, that those assurance8 are most needed,

bd\

3

+u

3

e n d the words
&
;\
j\
clearly show that it was here that they
reoeived theae &ssmnces. The angels' telling them in the life afterdeath that they protected them from their enemies in a previous life is meaningless.

EFFECT O F THE REVELATION
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36 And if an interference of
the devil should cause you mischief, seek refuge in Allah ;?zoo
surely He istheHearing,the
Knowing.
37 And among His signs are
the night and the day and the
sunandthemoon;
do not
sun
make obeisance to the
nor to the moon ; and make
obeisance to Allah Who created
you
them, if Himitisthat
serve.
38 But if they are proud, yet
your Lord glorify
thosewith
Him duringthenight
and the
day, and they arenot tired.’
39 And among His signs is
this, that you see the earth still,
but when We send down on it
the water, it stirs and
swells;2210
most surely H e who gives it
life is the Giver of life tothe
dead;surelyHehas
power
over allthings.
40 Surelythey who deviate
from the right way concerning
Our communications are not
hidden from Us. What ! ishe
then who iscastintothe
fire
better, or he who comes safe
3n the doy of resurrection ?
Do what you like, surelyHe
3ees what you do.
41 Surelythose who disbelieve inthe reminder when it
:omes to them, andmost surely
.t is a Mighty Book :
42 Falsehood shall not come
jo it from before it nor from
3ehind it : a, revelation from the
Wise, thePraised One.

/i

another remedy for evil. Nazgh is according to Rgh

~ S L @y\
Y 2 J+>,

i.e.

intrusion on or interference in an afair for the purpose of causing mischief in i t , and the
word is used inthis Bense in 12 : 100. TheProphet is here told that if his work is

interfered with by the evil-doers he should seek refuge in Allah, and Divine help, which
always comes to the righteous, would remove the interference and make truth triumphant.
2210 The stili earth signifies land dried up and without herbage : its stirring indicates its
moving with life, and its swelling, the producing of herbage. This is entirely metaphorical.
It indicates that when Divine revelation comes to men it fills dead hearts with life.’ Attention is called to this in the words that follow. The effect of rain upon earth is likened to the
effect of the Qur-An upon the hearts of men, and thus attention is drawn to an evidence of
the truth of the Qur-nn. The word dead, in the Giver of life to the dead,” signifies those
who were spiritually dead.

gas
Ar. t h e .
Ar. thee.
Ar. tlky.

" 43
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Naughtissaidto
you
butwhatwassaidindeedto
the apostles before you; surely
your Lord is the Lord
of forgiveness
and
the
Lord
of
painful retribution.
44 And if We had made it a
Qur-Bn in a foreign
tongue,
they would certainly have said :
Why have not its communications been made clear? What !
a foreign
(tongue)
and an
Arabian 12211 Say : It is to those
who believe a guidanceand a
heeling ;2Z12 and (as for)those
whodonotbelieve,thereis
a
heaviness in their ears and it is
Iobscure to them; these shall be
Icalled to from a far-offplace.

SECTION 6
Gradual spread of Truth
45-47. Certainty of the doom. 48. Falsegodswillnothelp.
49. They
tlespairwhen evil afniotsthem. 50. Denial of thehour. 51. Prayer for its
I,emoval. 52-54. Truthgainingground.

Ar. t h y .

45 And certainly
We
gave
t he Book toNoses,butithas
'c)een differed about;andhad
Ilot a wordalreadygoneforth
f rom your Lord,
judgment
Certainly have been
7vould
I? [ivenbetweenthem ; andmost
Surely they are in a disquieting
aloubt aboutit.
46 Whoeverdoesgood,it
ii3 for his ownsoul, andwho;
e ver does evil, it is against it
your
Lord
is
not
in
the
and
unjust
the
servants.
to
least
-
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2211 There seems to be a reference here to the prophecies which spoke of the coming of
an Ishmaelite or an Arabianprophet.Thereferenceto
Moses inthenext verse confirms
this, because Moses spoke plainly of a prophetlike
himself appearingfromamong
the
brethrenoftheIsraelites,whoare
no others than the Ishmaelites.
2212 The Qur-An is here called a heding because it W&B a remedy for thespiritual
diswseswhichprevailedinthe
world. I t is the book which proved itself to be a healing,
because it found a nation affected with the worst possible spiritual and moral diseases, and
within lsss than a, quarter of 8 century cleansed a whole country and a whole nation of all
those diserees. Its healing etiect, however, has not been limited to Arabia, and to-day there
is no people on thesurface of the earth that
does not bear witnesstothegreathealing
power of the Qur-An, which is so far-reaching in its effect that non-Muslims have benefited
by it equally with, rather, in some casea, more than, the Muslims.

GRADUAL SPBEAD OF TRUTH
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47 To Him is referred the
knowledge of the
hour.
And
there come not forthany of the
fruits from their coverings,
nor does a female bear. nor
does she give birth,but’ with
His knowledge ; and on the day
when He shall call out to them,
Whereare(those
whom you
called) My associates 1 they
shall say : We declare to Thee,
none of us is a witness.2213
48 And away from them
shall go what they called upon
before, and they shall know for
certain that there is no escape
for them.
49 Man is never t i r e d of
praying for good, and if evil
touch him, then he is despairing, hopeless.
50 And if We make
him
taste mercy from Us after
distress that has touched him,
he would mostcertainly say :
This is of me,2214and I do not
hour will come to
thinkthe
pass, and if I am sent baok to
myLord,
I shall havewith
Himsuregood:
but We will
most
certainly
inform those
who disbelieved of whatthey
did, and We will most oertainly
make them taste of hard chastisement.
51 And when We show
favour to man, he turns
aside
andwithdrawshimself;and
when evil touches
him,
he
makes lengthy supplications.
52 Say : Tell me, if it is from
Allah, then you disbelieve in
it, who is in greater e r r o r
than he who is in tb prolonged
opposition 1
53 We will soon show them
Our signs in remote regions end
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2213 This signifies their helplessness when punishment is made to alight upon them.

2214 The words indioak man’s ungratefulness forDivine
blessings. He does not
remgdze Divine goodness in those gifts, but ~ t l p ~this is of me,” i.e. 1 have obtdned it
by my o w n exertion and I deserved it. And then he denies the judgment.
81

anwng their own people,2?lj until
it will become quite dear to
them that it is the truth. Is it
bot sufficient as regards your
Lord that He is a witness over
dl things?
54 Now, surely theyare in
doubt as to the meeting of their
Lord; now surely He encompasses all things.
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2815 Eeople were being drawn to Islam from the borders of Arebh as well as from among
the Meccens themselves. This was a clear sign that truth mas advancing, notwithstanding
theseverestopposition,andthat
a n unseenhand W M working insupport of the Holy
Prophet;for,'hadit
nob been so, thestronganddeterminedoppositionitencountered
wonk1 haveutterlyannihilated
Islam. That wns a sign for theMecmns.
But the word
dfdq, meaning borders or eztremities of the earth, or its remote sides, shows the meaning to be
that Islam shall spread t a the most distmt regims of the earth, while anfusi-him denotes
their own people, or the Arabians.WhatisstatedhereisthisthatIslam
will quickly
spread,notonly
in Arabiabut in the remoteregions of the earth, and this
prophecy is
contained in a chapter revealed early at Meoca, when the few Muslims were bcing severely
persecuted andthe meqqage of Islamhadapparentlylittlehope
of findingacceptnncr
anywhere.

-

~
~
~

CHAPTER XLII
THE

QOUNSHL
(Aeh-Shdrd)

REVEALEDAT MEOCA
(5 s e c t w w and 63 a w s e s )
Abakrct :
Sec. 1. Divine mercy in giving a warning.
Sec. 2. A judgment shall be given.
Sec. 3. Allah’s dealing is just,
Sec. 4. Believers should be patient.
Sec. 5.. Revelation guides aright.

The Title.
THIS is the third chapter of the H i mim group, and is known as T k Counsel. The ti!le is
taken from v. 38, which enjoins the Muslims to make it a rule to take counsel in all affairs of
importance. The injunction lays down the basis of government by council or parliamentary
government.

Context and subjeot-matter.
As regards $he date of revelation and the context,
see the introductory note to chapter
40. HavFg spoken of the consequences of the rejection of truth in the lsst chapter, we are
here told that Divine mercy is predominant over all other Divine attributes, and accordingly
the &st section tells us that even the act of warning is a merciful act on the part of the
Divine Being, for He reveals His will through His prophets, while His angels solicit forgiveneBs for men. Thus Allah is the true Protector, and it
is through warning that a party is
drawnintothe
merciful protection of Allah. The second section states thatthe Divine
judgment must be given to settle differences. The third shows that Allah’s dealing with men
is just and none is destroyed unjustly. The fourth
section calls attention to the faot that
even the unjust arenotsuddenlypunished
for their shortcomings, but Allah, being their
Creator, forbears with them and even removes their aflictions , therefore the believers must
wait patiently, and meanwhile do good in aocordance with the directions given them. The
last seotion states that the Qur-tin, being a revelation from the Divine Being, guides aright,
hence those who do not follow its directions will find themselves in an evil plight.
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SECTION 1
Diyine Memy in giiPing

8

warning

1-4. Allah ever reveals His will to Prophets. 5. Angels ask forgiveness for
all on earth. 6. 'Allah watches all. 7. TheProphet warns. 8, 9. Allah isthe
true Protector.

In thename of Allah,the
Beneficent, '.the Merciful.
n 2111.

Ar. thee.
Ar. t71e6.

Ar. thou

hart.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thou
nlayeat.
Ar. t7ro1~
mayeat.

1 Praised, Glorious,'
2 Knowing, Hearing, Powerful God.2216
3 Thus
does
Allah,
the
to
Mighty,
the
Wise,
reveal
you, and(thusHe
revealed)
t o those before you.
4 His
iswhat
is in
the
heavensandwhatisinthe
earth,and
H e istheHigh,
theGreat.
5 Theheavensmayalmost
rend asunder from above them
andtheangelscelebratethe
praise of theirLordandask
on
f o r g i v e n e s sf o rt h o s e
earth ;2217 nowsurely Allah is
theForgiving,theMerciful.
6 And (as for) thosewho
take
guardians
besides
Him,
Allah watchesoverthem,and
you have not charge over them.
7 And thus have We revealed
to you an Arabic Qur-in, that
you may warn the mother city
andthosearoundit,andthat
y o um a y give warning of the
day of gathering
together
wherein
is
no
doubt
;2zlS
a
partyshall
be iin thegarden
and
(another)
party
the
in
burning fire.

2216 The first two lelters are the same as at the commencement of chapter 40. In the
latter three ' a h stands for 'slam or Knowing, sln for sami' or Hearing, q6f for qadir or
PowwjuE.
2217 The significmce is that the wickedness of man calls for immediate punishment, but
the memy of Allah withholds it. The rending asunder of the heaven is elmwhere used to
signify Divine displeasure attheChristiandoctrine
of the divinity of Jesus. The Divine
displeasure at the wickedness of man is very great, but the quality of His mercy supersedes
sll, so that the angels seek man'e forgiveness. The angels' request for f 0 r g i v e a e a - h man
shows that it is Allah Himself who desires to forgive man. The de& d -.dad merit
forgiveness, 6ut forgiveness is the attribute of the Divine Being, and thotDivin8 skilub is
exercised through the solicitude of the angels. The attributes with which the verse conoludea
corroborate this.
2218 The day of the gathering together, t h e yaum-ul-jam', seems to refer here to the first
conflict between the Muslims, who me here called the party i n the garden, or the ~ucces~ful
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0 A d if Allah hadpleased

He wouldsurelyhavemade

Ar. MV.

.

them. a singlenation, but H e ’
makes whom H e pleases enter
into
His
mercy,
and
the
unjust
itisthatshallhavenoguardian
or helper.
9 Or havetheytaken
guardians besides Him? but Allah is
theGuardian,and H e giveslife
to the dead, and H e has power
over allthings..
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SECTION 2
A Judgment shall be given
10-12. Allah judges alldiderences.
13. True religion of the prophets.
14. A term. is appointed. 15. A conflict musttake place. 16. Punishment
of the unbelievers. 17, 18. Thehour is near. 19. Power and Might of Allah.

Ar. t7w.

10 And inwhateverthing
you
disagree,
the
judgment
thereof is (in) Allah’s(hand);
that is Allah, my Lord, on Him
do I rely and to Him do I turn
time after time.
11 The
Originator
of the
heavens
and
the
earth;
He
made
mates
for you
from
among yourselves, andmates
of the cattle too, multiplying
you thereby; nothing is like’a
He is
likeness of Him;and
theHearing,the
Seeing.e219
12 Hisarethetreasures
of
the heavens and the earth ; H e
makes ample and straitens the
means of subsistence for whom
H e pleases ; surely He is Cognizant of allthings.
13 Hehasmadeplain
to
you of the religion whathe
enjoineduponNoahandthat
which W e have revealed toyou,
andthatwhich
We enjoined

-

-

party, and tkle unbelieving Meccans, or theparty in
shall witness failure ; thua-prophesying succesa for the former and defeat for the latter. The
next verse makes it clearer by suggesting that the faithful shall be made to enter into Divine
mercy, which stands for the garden, and that the unjust
Meccans shall be left helpless and
without protection, which condition represents the burning fire.
2219 SOtranscendent is the Divine Being, and so far above all material conceptions, that
a likeness of Him crtnnot; be imagined, even metaphorically, for not only ia nothing like Him,
but, as statedhere, notking is like a likeness of H i m . Such is thetransoendentlypure
conception of the Divine Being in Islani. H a is not only above all material limitations, but
even above the limitatiota of metaphor.
~.

~
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upon Abraham and Moses and
J~SUS,
thatkeep to obedience
and be not divided therein ;2'Jz0
hard to the unbelievers is that
Ar. thou
whioh you call them to ; Allah
calkdt.
chooses for Himself whom He
pleases, and guides to Himself
him who turns (toHim) frequently.
14 And they did not become
divideduntilafterknowledge
had come to them out
of envy
among themselves ; and had not
Ar. thy.
a wordgoneforthfrom
yozr
Lordtill
an appointedterm,
certainly judgment would have
been given betFeeu them ; and
those who were made to inherit
the Book after them are most
surely in disquieting doubt concerning it.2221
15 To thisthen
go oninviting, and go on steadfastly on
the right way as you are comAr. fllou
crvt.
manded, and do not
follow their
low desires, and say : I believe
in what Allahhasrevealed
of
the Book, and I am commanded
to dojusticebetween
you :
Allah is ourLordandyour
I Lord ; we shall have our deeds
and you shall have your deeds :
no pleaneedthere
be (now)
Ar betu~&??~ between us and you : Allah will
VOU.
I@her us together, and to Him
iIS the return.2**2
16 And(asfor)those
who
(lisputeabout
Allah afterthat
(hedience has been rendered to
1Kim, theirpleaisnullwith
I *,heir Lord,and upon lhem is

I

2220 Even so early did the Qur-&n announce that the religion preached by the Prophet
was not a new religion, but, so far as its basic principles were concerned, it was the samereligion
RS was preached by Noah and Abraham and Moses and Jesus. In fact, it is a very conclusive
evidence of the truth of Islam that its basic principles are the basic principles of the common
religion of humanity.
4341 The persona spoken of here are those tu whom theProphet now delivered his
mesaage. The judgment in their case is postponed. The personal pronoun t k m in those wlw
were rnade to inherit the Book after them refers to the prophets.
2222 These word8 point to t h e time when t h e Prophet found them absolutely unwilling to
listen to his premhing, so he now gives them a warning that they WU soon witness the evil
conseguenoes of their deeds on a day when the two parties shall gather, the words clearly
implying a separation first. It is to thid separation that the words 1 ~ pZea
0
w e d there be mu)
betwen UI) and you refer. Hence it is clear that even in this early revelation there is an
obvious prophecy of the Holy Prophet's Flight.
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i
b r . t”.

Ar. remota.

wrath, and for them is severe
chastisement.2m
17 Allah it is Who revealed
theBook.withtruth,andthe
balen~e,2~~4
and w h e t s h e l l
make you know that haply the
hour be nigh.
18 Those who do not believo
in it would hasten iton,and
those who believe are in fear
from it, and they know that it
is the truth. Now most surely
those who disputeobstinately
concerning the hour are in a
great error.
19 Allah is Benignant to His
servants ; He gives sustenance
to whom He pleases ; and H e
is theStrong,the Mighty.

20 Whoever desires the gain
of the hereafter,We will give
him more of thatgain;and
whoever desires the gain of this
world, We give him of it, and
in the hereafter he has no
portion.
21 Or have theyassociates
who have prescribed for them
any religion that Allah does not
sanction ? And were it not for
the word of judgment, decision
would have certainly been given
between them; and surely the
unjust
shall
have a painful
chasti~ernent.~~~
2223 The reference in those who dispute about Allah after that obedicnee has been rende7ed to
Him may be to the followers of earlier revelation, because their books required obedience to
a prophet who should appear afterthem. Or the meaning may be, after people have begun
to enter Islam (Bd).
2224 The construction is, Allah revealed the Book and the balance. The balance signifies
the Eaw (BQ,JB), by which therights and obligations of men we weighed. Mark how
material terms are converted into spiritual usage by the Holy Qur-An. A right realization of
this point removes many of the difficultiesin the study of the Holy Book.
2225 The word of judgment indicates a judgment already pronounced, that a respite shall
be given to the unjust 80 that they may heye an opportunity to reform themselves.
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23 You will seethenojust
fearing on account of what
they have earned, and it must
befell them; andthose
who
believe.and do good shall be in
the meadowa of thegardens ;
they
shall'
have
what
they
please with their Lord: that is
thegreat graoe.
23 That is of which Allah
gives the good news toHis
servants, (to)those who believe
and do good deeds. Say: I do
not ask. of you any reward for
it but love for relatives ;zzzs and
whoever earns good, We give
him
more
of good therein ;
surely Allah is F o r g i v i n g ,
Grateful.
24 Or do they say: He has
forged a lie against Allah ? but
if Allah pleased, H e would seal
your heart ;2227 and Allah will
blot out the falsehood and
confirm the
truth
with His
words ;2228 surely H e is Cognizant of what is in the breasts.
25 And He it is Who accepts
repentance from. Hisservants
I and pardons-the evil deeds, and
He knows what you do ;
26 And H e . answers those
who believe and do good deeds,
and gives them more out of
His grace ; and (as for) the unbelievers, they
shall
have
a
severe chastisement.

2286 Commentators generally think that the love enjoined here in respect of relationship
signifies loving the relatives of the Prophet, but there is nothing in the words which entitles
us to place that limitation upon the words, and the meaning is rejected by I'Ab (Bkh). The
misunderstanding is due to a misconception of the meaning of iEki (see 59). The meaning is
notthatlore for relativesisarewardwhich
theProphet aska forhimself.
The correct
significanoe of the mords is that I do not ask of you any reward at all; what I ask you is to
&ve your own relatives. The Arabs, closely related as they were toeachother, were in a
state of constant warfare. They are
told to give up mutual warfare and to
love each other.
Or themeaningmay
be thattheProphetaskedthemto
cease theirpersecution of him
and to regard him with the
love of a relative, ES all the tribes were relatedtoeach other
(I'Ab-Bkh).
2227 The sealing of the Prophet's heart does not imply its being sealed against the truth
which was revealed to him, but the making of it secure against their abuses, for they abused
the Prophet and called him an impostor (Bd).
This significance is, moreover, in accordance
with the context, for by blotting out the falsehood and confirming the truth, the abuses would
be stopped, and thus his heart would be made secure against them.
2238 The wordshere imply the prophecies whose fulfilment would firmly establish the
truth.
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27 And if A l l a hs h o u l d
amplifytheprovisionforHis
servantstheywouldcertainly
revoltintheearth;but
He
to a
sendsitdownaccording
measure as H e pleases ; surely
He isAware
of, Seeing, His
servants.
28 And He it is Who sends
downtherainaftertheyhave
despaired, and H e unfolds His
mercy ; and Heis the Guardian,
the Praised One.
29 And one of His signsis
the creation of the heavens and
theearthandwhatHehas
spread forth in both of them of
He
livingbeings ; andwhen
pleases H e isall-powerfulto
gatherthemtogether.

SECTION 4
Believers should be Patient
30-36. Divine
dealingwithmenischaracterized
by mercy. 37, 38.
Believersshouldavoidevil
and be guided by counsel. 39-43. They have a
right to defend themselves,
but patience is better.

Ar ?tor.

~

I

30 And whateverafiictjon
befalls you, it is on account of
what your hands have wrought,
and (yet) H e pardons most (of
your faults).
31 And you cannot escape in
theearth,and
you shallnot
haveaGuardian
OY a Helper
besides Bllah.
32 And among His signs are
the ships the
in
sea
like
mountains.
33 If H e pleases, H e causes
the wind to become still so that
they lie motionless on its back;
mostsurelythereare
signs in
this for everypatient,grateful
one,
34 OrHemaymakethem
founder for mhat
they
have
e a r n ead(ne,dvtehne n )
pardon most ;zzzs

-

2229 The ship in these two verses is the ship of the affairs of the unbelieving Meccans,

which is ultimately to be wrecked, yet Allah deals ytith them mercifully by pardoning most of
the wicked thingsthatthey
do. The next verse makesthis significance clear by drawing
tcttention to the fact that the statementis a. warning to those who dispute about tha communieatiow of Allah, Le. the Meccsns, that they shd] find no refuge when their ship is wrecked.
31 *
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35 And (that) those who dispute
about
Our
oommunications may know;there is no
place of refugeforthem.
36 So whateverthing
you
aregiven,thatisonly
a provision of this world’s life, and
what is withAllah is better and
more
lasting
for those
who
be1iev.e and rely on their Lord.
37 And those who shun the
great sins and indecenoies, and
whenever they are angry they
forgive.
38 Andthosewhorespond
to
their
Lord
and
keep
up
prayer, and their rule is to take
counsel among themselves, and
out of whatWe
whospend
have given them.2230
39 And those
who,
when
greatwrong afflicts them,defend themselves.2231
40 And therecompense
of
evil is punishnzelzt likeit,but
whoever forgives andamends,
he shall have his reward from
Allah ; surely H e does not love
the unjust.2232

2230 Theoccurrenceinanearly
Meccan revelation of the words their d e i s t o tuke
counsel among themselves is very significant. It should be noted that these early revelations

contain the clearest prophecies of a conflict between the mighty forces of the Quraish and the
few Muslims, and of thekingdom of Islam being establishedas a result of that conflict.
This is one of the verses affording clear testimony of the latter statement. The Muslims are
here enjoined as usual to observe prayer and to spend from what Allah has given them. Yet
between these two injunctions, which alwaysgo together in the Holy Qur-&n, isplsced a third :
dnd their ncie is to take cownsel among themselves. It is clear that at this early
period the
Muslims had no important matters to decide for which they might have
stood in need of
counsel, yet between two injunctions which are the basis
of a true Islamic life a third is
inserted enjoining that, as a rule, counsel should be taken. The injunction is clearly meant
to prepare them for transacting the momentous affairs of state and all matters connected with
national wed or woe. In fact, the word amr, which I have translated w
. rule, means command; and amr-uGAlkzh, or Allah’s command, often signifies theestablishment
of the
kingdom of God, which stands for an Islamic kingdom.
The use of the word amr therefore
here refers to the Islamic kingdom, the sfIairs of which must be transacted by counsel. The
words mean that the Muslims shall be governed by counsel, because they are told that that
which should be taken by them as a command should be 8 matter that has been settled by
counsel. In this Islam haslaid the basis of government by parliaments, m d the idea found a
clear practical expression in the early days of the Caliphate, when the Khal’lfa had to refer
every important affair to a Majlas-i-ShJra (council), and it is strange indeed that government:
by parliament is now looked upon by Europeans 88 an institution which is quite foreign to
Islam and unsuited for the Muslim people.
2231 Inwara alone signifies Ire defended himself against his injurer (TA-LL) ; followed by
min, it signiass the taking of rtvntgc. The first meaning is applicable bare, as it isnot tollowed
by min.
2232, Bee next page.
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41 And whoever defends himself afterhisbeingoppressed,
these it is against whom there
blame).(to
is no way
42 Theway(toblame)
is
only
against
those
who
oppressmenandrevoltinthe
earthunjustly;theseshallhave
chastisement.
a painful
43 And whoever is patient
and forgiving, that most surely
is of t h e affairs the doing of
which should be determined
upon.
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SECTION

5

Revelationguidesaright
44-47. Evil plight of the unjust. 48. Man’s ungratefulness. 49, 50. Allah
:&uses to multiply. 51. How revelationisgranted.
5 3 , 53. The Qur.&n is a
light.
a 44.

.4r tltmb

shalt.

Ar. thazb
sl1nZt.

44 And whomsoever
Allah
makes err,B he has no guardian
lfterHim ; and you shall see
:he unjust,whentheyseethe
:hastisement, saying : Is there
m y way to return?
45 And you shall seethem
xought
before
humbling
it
of t h e
;hemselves
because
tbasement,lookingwith
a faint
;lance.?233
those And
who
~elieve
shall say: Surely
the
osers are they who havelost
hemselves
their
and
followers
)n theresurrectionday.Now
,urely t h e iniquitous
shall
emain in lasting chastisement.
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2232 A goldenrule relating to forgiveness of evil is given here. The rule laid down is
that evil must be requited by punishment proportionate thereto. Note here that punishment
which is meted out for an evil is called a sayyiah or an evil, because the Arabs speak of the
requital of an evil in terms of that evil (see 27). Also note that the punishment must be proportionate to the evil. A very just and necessary restriction. And this beautiful maxim is
given by a man whose people were in the habit of slaughtering whole tribes for the most
trifling fault of one member. Again, forgiveness isnot negleoted, nor premhed in such
L
manner as to make it impracticable. There is in Islam neither the one extreme of tooth for
tooth nor the opposite one of turnin.q the left cheek when t k right is smitten or giving away
the cloak to one who has alTeady wrongjully taken the coat of his brother ; it is the golden and
beautiful mean that forgiveness may be exercised if forgiveness will mend the matter and
do good to the wrongdoer himself. The object to be kept in vie* is to amend, whether it may
be attsined by giving proportionate punishment or by exercising forgiveness.
2233 Note that abewment is again and again identified with the punishment of hell.
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46 Andtheyshallhave

n 44

Ar. thee.
Ar. thee.

Ar. females.
Ar. n a d e s .

no
friendstohelpthem
besides
Allah ; and whomsoever Allah
makes err,'he shall haveno way.
47 HearkentoyourLord
before there comes the day from
Allah for which there shall be
no averting ; you shall have no
refugeonthatdag,norshall
it be yourstomakeadenial.
48 But if theyturnaside,
Wehavenotsent
you as a
watcher over them; on you is
only to deliver(themessage) ;
and surely when We make man
taste mercy fromUs, he rejoices
thereat ; and if anevil affficts
them on account of what their
hands have already done, then
surelymanisungrateful,
49 Allah's is the kingdom of
the heavens and the earth; He
createswhatHepleases
; He
whom H e pleases
grants
to
daughters and grants to whom
H e pleases sons,
50 OrHemakesthem
of
bothsorts,maleandfemale
;
and Hemakes whom H e pleases
barren; surely H e is the Knowing, the Powerfu1.2234
51 Anditisnot
for any
mortal that Allah should speak
to him except by revelation or
frombehindveil,or
by sending FL messenger and revealing
He
by His permissionwhat
pleases ;zzasurely H e is High,
Wise.

2234 The birth of a daughter was looked upon by the Arabs as a calamity, this being due
to the low position which women held in their society. The wonderful change brought about
by Islam in the status of woman is clearly foreshadowed in this early
Meccan revelation,
mhere the daughter has the precedence over the son-the mention of daughters before the
sons clearly implying that the grant of a daughter was as great a Divine favour ns that of a
of Arabia before theHolyProphet :
son, if notgreater.
Cont.rast thiswiththecondition
I ' And when a daughter is announced to one of them, his face becomes black and he is full of
wrath. He hides himself from the people because of the evil of that which is announced
to
him. Shall he keep it alive with disgrace or bury it alive in the dust? '' (16: 5 5 , 59).
2235 This verse showw how Allah speaks to a person or makcs known His will to him.
Three modes of this are stated. (1) By taa!ty, which word is generally translated as meening

k&\

revelation. Theprimary
significance of the word wahy is, however,
f>L;y\
i.e. a kast?/ suggestion (Rgh), and since the diflerent kindsof revelation are spoken of here, the
meaningintendedmust be the primnry significance of the word. Hencetheinspired word
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52 And thus2236 did Wereveal to you an inspired b00k2236*
by
Our
command.
You did
notknowwhatthe
Bookwas,
nor (what) the faith (was), but
Wemadeitalight,guiding
therebywhomWeplease
of
Ourservants ; and most surely
YOU show the way to the right
1 path:
53 The path of Allah, Whose
is whatsoever is intheheavens
andwhatsoever is in theearth :
now surely to Allah do all
affairs eventually come.
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which enters the hearts of the prophets and of the righteous is called w n ( q or Tezelation,
because it is like a hasty suggestion madedirectlyto the heart of theinspired one (Rgh:

fJJ\j~ u i )I t .isinthissensethat

a revelation is spoken of

ES

being granied to

the mother of Moses (28 : 7) and to the apostles
of Jesus who were not prophets (5: 111).
Visions may be included in this, ( 2 ) The second mode of Allah’s spehking to His servants is
t8hat Hespenlrs from behind a veil, i.e. the words are heard by the person spoken to as from
behind a veil. A voice is heard, hut the utterer of the voice is not seen. 13) The third form
of revelation is that in which an apostle-an angel-is chosen by the Almighty to deliver IIis
message to the person to whom He wishes to speak. This is the surest and clearest form
of
revelation, and such is the revelation of the Qur-an as granted to the Holy Prophet, being
recited by Gabriel.Thisis

called

&a

2~or

revelation that is recited.

Thisrevela-

tion is granted only to prophets, while the other two
may also be granted to the righteous
who are not raised t o the dignity of prophethood. It should, however, he borne in mind that
He observes
in all these oases the recipient of the reva!ation is granted certain other senses.
what others do not see and he hears words which others do not hear. It is, therefore, with
what may be called the spiritual senses that he hears and sess and feeis things which others
do not hear, see, or feel.
2236 Thus refersto the last mode of grantingrevelation, becauae the Holy Qur-Ln is
repeatedlyspoken of as having been brought by the j”uithj”u2 spirit or the Angel Gabriel
( 2 : 97, 26: 193).
2236a The use of the word ~ 7 1 1as~ meaning ilaspiration, andnotthe
soul, is conclusive
17 : 85, andtheuse
of the words
here. The rzib here is theQur-an.Comparewiththis
nmr-w-abbi (by the command of my Lord) there with amr-i.~td(by Our command) here, and
there remains uot tho shadow of a doubt that lib in 17 : 85 means the Qur-an.

CIlAPTER XLIII
THB EMBQLLIBHBTENT
(As-Zukhruf)

REVEALED
AT &fEOCA
(7 sections and 89 uerses)
Abstract:

.

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

1. Divine Unity.
2. Polytheism condemned.
3. Allah’s choice of a prophet.
4. A means of raising to eminence.

5 . Pharaoh’s opposition to Moses.

6. Jesus as a plophet.
7. The t w o parties.

The Title.
‘ I THEE m E L L r s H x E w ” is the fourth chapter of the !
Ti minb group, and is so named from the
mention of zukh7?f in v. 35, where i t isstatedthatthe
embeZZisic.mc?~ts of lower life keep
men bnck from the truth. The subject-matterand the date of revelation have been discussed
in the iutroductorg note to chapter 40.

Subject-matter.
Thechapter opens n-ithadeclaration
of the revelation of theHoly Q u r h fromthe
Almighty God, as do all the chapters of this group. It then states that notwithstanding the
‘‘ extravagance ” of the Arabs&hereminderisnotwithheldfromthem.Divine
Unity is
thendeclared. because it isthe chief objectwhichDivinerevelationmustestablish.
The
second section is devoted to a oondemnation of the various sorts of polytheism. The third
begins withamention
of Abraham, the Mher of manyachosen
one of God,andafter
referring to the Prophet’s rejection, answers the objection as to why an influential man was
not chosen to convey the Divine messnge. The fourth follows, stating that the Qur-b will
make the nation rise to greatness, and, therefore, those who,
being misled by evil companions,
denyit,shallregrettheir
deeds. The fifth shows how agreatrulerlikePharaoh
was
destroyed when he opposed Moses, and the sixth refers to Jesus’ prophethood and theidolaters’
objection to it, and they are told that Jesus mas only a prophet and his position affords no
justificationfcrtheiridolatry.Thelestsectioncontraststhefate
of the two parties,the
believers and the unbelievers.
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SECTION 1
Dirins Unity
1-4. An ArabicQur-An.
5. Reminder is notwithheld from
extravagant
people. 6-8. Formernationa
mocked their apostles and were destroyed.
9-15. Unity of Allah infensd from His creation and His favour8 on man.

In thename of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
1 Praised, Glorious God;
2 Considerb the Book that
makes manifest :
3 SurelyWehave
made it
an Arabic Qur-in that you may
understand.
4 And surelyit
is in the
original of the Book with
Us, truly elevated, full of
misdom.2237
5 What I shall
We
then
turnawaythe
reminder from
you altogether because you are
an extravagant people 12238
6 And how many a prophet
have We
sent
among
the
tncients.
7 And therecamenot
to
;hem a prophet
but
they
Pocked athim.
8 Then We destroyed those
iyho were strongerthanthese
n prowess, and the case of the
mcients i s e f l e ~ t u a l . ~ ~ ~ ~
9 And if you should ask them,
Rhocreatedtheheavensand
#he earth1 they would most cerainlysay : TheMighty,the
Inowing One,
has
created
hem :
2237 Un~m-111-kitdBlitcrally signifies nmthcr or ofigi?iaZ of the Book, and the opening
chapter of the Qur-Bn is also known by this name, because, in its essence, it contains thewhole
of the QUI-An. But here it signifiea the original source from which the Bur-&ncomes, and
the mesning is that the Qar-&ncannot be destroyed because it exists in Divine Knowledge.
The words, in fact, contain a prophecy, uttered at s time when the Prophet W&S alone and
helpless, thattheQur-&nshall be exalted in the world, for that is its position in Divine
&owledge. Another explanation of the words is that they refer to the clear prophecies of the
advent of the Holy Prophet as stated in the
Bible-for instance, Deut. 18 : 15-18, which
indicates the advent of the Holy Prophet, to whom alone it applies.
2238 Zikr may be translated hfre as meaningeitherthe
reminder or eminence. The
meaning in the first case is that Alfsb would not refrain from admonishing a people who have
become extravagant,and in the second oase that He intends to raise people to eminence
who are so ‘‘ extravagant ” that there is no hope for their regeneration.
2239 J$\ @ means the saying was effectual (LL). Theordinary significance is
given in the margin.
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[PART
xxv.

10 H e W h o made tbe earth
a resting-place for you,
and
madeinit
ways for you that
you may go aright :
11 And He Who sends down
water from the cloud racording
to a measure, then We raise to
life thereby a deadcountry :
even thus shall you be brought
forth :2240
12 And H e W h ocreated pairs
of all things, and made for you
of the ships and the cattle what
you ride on,
13 Thatyoumayfirmlysit
on their backs, then remember
the favour of your Lord ,when
youarefirmlyseatedthereon,
i n d say : Glory be to Him Who
made this subservient to us and
we were not able t o do it,
14 And surc!y toourLord
we must return.
15 And they assign to Him a,
part of His servants;man,to
be sure, is clearly ungrateful.

SECTION 2
Polytheismcondemned
16-19. Theyascribedaughters
t o Allah. 20-23. Followingtheir
fathers, 24,25. Fate of thosewhorejectthetruth.

16 What!
has
He
taken
Himselfdaughters
to
of what
He Himself creates and chosen
8 1316. have you to
sons ?"
17 Andwhenone
of them
is given news of that of which
he
sets
up
likeness
a
for the
Beneficent
God,
his face
becomes black and
he
full
is
of
rage.
18 What!
that
which
is
made in ornaments and which
in contention is unable to make
plain speech !2241
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2240 Attention is called here to the laws prevailing in the physical
world to impress the
need of similarlawsinthespiritual
world. As raindescendingfromheavenquickensa
dead earth, so Divine revelation would regenerate or raise to life the Arabians, who, sunk in
ignorance and superstitions, were spiritually, morally, and intellectually a dead people.
2241 The reference in this verse is to the idols which
were bedecked withornaments.
Theinability of the idols to speakisadduced
by Abraham ES anargumentagainsttheir
divinity (21: 63), and the same inability of the idols to answer the prayersof their devotees is
advanced as an argument against the divinity of the golden celf (20 : SO).
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19 And they make the angels
-them who are theservants
of the Beneficent God-female
(divinities)." What I didthey
witnesstheircreation ? Their
evidence shall be written down
andtheyshallbequestioned.
20 And
they
say:
If the
pleased,
Beneficent God had
we
should
never
have
worshippedthem.Theyhave
no
knowledge of this;theyonly
lie.
21 Or haveWegiventhem
a book before it so thatthey
hold fasf to i t ?
22 Nay ! they say : We found
ourfathersonacourse,and
surelyweareguided
by their
footsteps.
23 And thus, Wedidnot
send before you any warner in
a town, but those who led easy
lives in it said : Surely we found
ourfathers
on acourse,and
surely me are followers of their
footsteps.
24 (The warner) said : What
even if I bring to you a better
you
guide than that on which
found your fathers ? They said:
Surelyweareunbelieversin
you aresent.
thatwithwhich
25 So W e inflictedretribution on them, then see how was
theend of therejecters.
SECTION 3
Allah's Choice of a Prophet
26-28. Abraham'spreaching. 29, 30. Denial of theProphet.

31-35. Why

choice did not fall upon some renowned 1,eader.

26 And
when
Abraham
said

to his
sire
and
his people :
Surely I am clear of what you
worship,
27 Save
Him
Who
created
me, for surelyH e will guide me.
28 And
he
made
it
a word
to
continue
in
his
posterity
that they may return.2242
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xxv.

Nay I I gavethemand
T their29fathers
to
enjoy
until

Ar. thu.

Ar. thy.

Or,t l u
lower.
Ar. thy.

therecame to themthetruth
and an Apostle making manifest
(the truth).
30 And when there came to
them the t u t b they said : This
is enchantment, and surely we
are disbelievers in it.
31 And they say : Why was
notthisQur-4nrevealedto
a
man of importance in the two
towns ?=NO
32 Willtheydistributethe
mercy of your Lord ? We distribute among them their livelihood in the life of this world,
andWehaveexaltedsome
of
them above othersindegrees,
thatsome of themmaytake
others in subjection;andthe
mercy of yo‘ur Lordisbetter
than what they amass.2244
33 And were itnotthatall
people had been a single nation,
We mould certainlyhave
assigned to those who disbelieve
in the Beneficent God (to make)
of silver
the
roofs
of their
houses and the stairs by which
they ascend,2”*3
34 And thedoors
of their
houses and
the
couches
on
which theyrecline,
35 And (other) embellishnents; and all this
is naught
)ut provision of this world’s
ife, andthehereafteriswith
lour Lordonly for those who
;uard (against evil).

2243 The two towns referred to are Mecca and TLif [Bd). They would not follow any but
au important man of the world. They could bow before men of the world, but not before a
m a n of God. So low and earthly were their desires that moral greatness possessed no value
in their eyes,
2244 That is, as there are differences intheexternal
oonditions of men, so thereare
differences in their spiritual and moral qualifications, andAllah’s choice for prophethood does
not depend on wealth, but on internal worth. Their criterion of greatness was wealth, but
God’s criterion was moral worth.
2246 Gold and silver have no worth or value in the sight of Allah, and He would grant
these things only to unbelievers in full abundance, were it not that most people would be
misled by these worldly temptations.

SECTION 4

A Mean8 of raising

to Eminantre
36, 37. Evil associates. 38, 39. Their regret. 40. They ayedeaf and blind.
41,42. The evil cohsequences. 43. TheProphet to hold fast to revelation.
44. It &hall raise the Arabs to eminence. 45. All prophets preached Unity.

Ar. between
tke.

Ar. eanst
Lhou.

At.

thee.

.4r. thee.

Ar. thee.
h.
t7kOU
art.

36 Andwhoever turns himself away from the
remembrance of the BeneficentGod,
We appoint for him a devil, so
he becomes his associate.22'6
37 And most surely they turn
them away from the path, and
they
think
t h atth e y
are
guided aright :
38 Until Rhen he comes to
Us, he says: 0 would that between me and you. there were
1Lhe distnnce of theEastand
the West ;1247 so evil is the
mociate !
39 And since you were uniust, it will not profit you this
lay that you are sharers in the
:hastisement.
40 What ! can you then make
#he deaf tohear or guide the
dind a r d himwho is inclear
irror ?
41 But if Weshouldtake
IOU away, still We shall inflict
etribution on them ;
42 Rather We will certainly
S how you that which We have
Ftromised2248 them ; for surely
T;Ve arethe possessors of full
Plower over them.
43 Therefore hold fast to that
lhich has been
revealed
to
OIL; surely you are on
the
ight path.

2246 As the words that follow show, the devil here is no other than the evil oompanion of
man who leads him to evil.
2247 The word which I translate the East u r d the V e s t is mashriqain, which would
iiterally signify the two Easts. But the dual number in such cases often denotes the thing
mentioned with its opposite. Thus mashriqain means the p h c e of sunrise and the place of
sunset (M, 0-LL).
2248 The clear promise of punishment overtaking the opponents of the Holy Prophet in
his lifetime is here asaerted in forcible language. The first verse only describes the general
law of the punishment of the wicked ; even if the Prophet dies, the wicked shall meet their
doom. But thatthegeneralstatementshouldnot
give rise to any misconception, we are
immediately told that the Prophet would see thediscomfiture of his enemies with his own
eyes. I translate uu, in the commencement of this verse, as meaning rather, for uu is
equivalent to baE in a case of amplification of speech (T, 9, Mughnee, Q). See LL.
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XXV.

44 And m o d tlurely it is an
emimnce for you. and your
people,2249and you shall soon
bequestioned.
45 And askthose
of Our
apostles whom We sent
before
you : DidWe ever appoint gods
to be worshipped besides the
Beneficent God 1

SECTION 5
Pharaoh's Opposition to Moses
46, 47. Pharaohandhis
people mock Moses' message.
shown, but invain.
55, 56. They are drowned.

br. thy.
br.tim.

48-54. Signs are

46 And certainlyWesent
MoseswithOurcommunications to Pharaoh and his chiefs,
so hesaid:Surely
I amthe
apostle of the
Lord
of the
worlds.
47 Butwhenhecameto
them with Our signs,
lo I they
laughed at them.
48 And Wedidnotshow
them a s i g nb uitw
t as
greater2250 than
its
like,
and
Weovertookthemwithchastisement that they may turn.
49 And theysaid : 0 enchanter I call on your Lord for
our sake, as H e h a s made the
you; weshall
covenantwith
surely be the followers of the
right way.2261
50 But whenWeremoved
from themthechastisement,
lo I they broke the pledge.
51 And Pharaohproclaimed
bmongst h i s people : 0 m y
people I is not the kingdom of
Egypt mine 1 And these rivers
Bow beneath m e ; doyounot
bhen see ?

2249 Themeaning
is that the Qur-An shallraisetheProphet's
people to
skate of
eminence ; for Sikr means eminence (LL).
2250 The manning is that great signs were shown, each sign being greater than the one
which preceded it.
B 5 1 The covenant made mas t h t punishment would only be inflicted if the truth was
rejected. See Exod. oh. 8, from which it appears that every time a sign was shown Pharaoh
entreated Moses to pray for the removal of the punishment, promising that he would not in
that case oppose him.
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52 Nay I I ambetterthan
this fellow, who is contemptible, and who can hardly speak
distinctly :
53 But why have not bracelets of gold
been
put
upon
him,2252 or why have there not
come with him angels as companions ?2253
54 So heincited his people
to levity and they obeyed him :
surely they were a transgressing
people.
55 Then when they
displeased Us, We inflicted retribut,ion on them, so W e drowned
them all together,
56 And Wemadethema
to the
precedentandexample
later generations.

SECTION 6
Jesne a6 a Prophet
57-60. Meccens’ objection to Jesus.
61, 62. Jesus as a s i p of the end of
Jewish dispensation. G3-65. Jesus’preaching and itsreception. 66, 67. The
Hour.

Ar. thy.

Ax. thee.

57 And when a description
of the son of Mary is given, lo I
your people raise a clamour
thereat.2254
58 And theysay: Are our
I gods better, or is he ? They do
not set it forth to you save by
way of disputation; nay, they
are a contentious people.
59 H e was
naught
but
a
servant on whom We bestowed
favour,andWemadehiman
of
example
for
the
children
Israe1.22”5
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60 And if We please, We
could makeamong you angels
to be successorsintheland.
61 And most surelyit is a
knowledge of the hour,22j6therefore have no doubt about it and
follow me<: this is theright
path.
62 And let not the devil prevent you ; surelyheisfour
openenemy.
63 And when Jesuscame
with clear arguments, he said :
I have come to you indeed
with wisdom, andthat I may
make clear to you part of what
you differ in ; so be careful of
(your duty to) Allah and obey
me :
64 Surely Allah is my Lord
and your Lord, therefore serve
EIim this is therightpath
:
65 Butparties from among
them differed, so woe tothose
who were unjust because of the
chastisement of apainful day.
66 Do they wait for aught
but the hour,2S5‘ that it should
come upon them allof a sudden
while they do not perceive ?
67 The friends shall on that
day be enemies one to another,
except those who guard (against
evil).

2255 This verse containsthe answer tothe objection of theQuraish.
Jesus was not
honoured for being the god of a people, but because he was a righteous servant of Allah on
whom He had bestowed favours. Not only was Jesus the recipient of Divine favours, bnt he
was also an ezampple o j virtue for the Israelites to whom he was sent as a prophet, a model
whom they could inlitatein
rig’ateousness. Theidolworshippers,ontheother
haad,
As an instance, one may cast a
represented even their great men as sunkinimmorality.
cursory glance at the Puranas of the Hindus, and it will be found that even suoh Hindu gods
as Shiva are represented as so deeply sunk in immorality as to cause the ordinary man to
Bhudder in disgust.
2256 The hour signifies the hour of the depwture of prophethood from the house of Israel.
Such is the olear signifioance of the parable of the vineyard in Matt. 21 : 33, Mark 12 : 1, and
Luke 20 : 9, which ends with these remarkable words : 1‘ Therefore I say unto you, The kingdom
of God shall be taken from you and given to anation bringing forth the fruits thereof”
(Matt. 21 :43). Prophethood had long remained in the house of’Israe1, and, as history shows
Jesus was thelastprophet of the Mosaic dispsnsation. Is it not strsnge that
a nation in
whioh prophet after prophet had appeared should witness such an entire change with the
advent of Jesus, after whom no single prophet eppeared? I t is in this sense that Jesus is a
knowledge of t h e hour, to? the hour signifies the doom of a people, snd in this case it was
th? doom of the Israelites.
2257 This hour signifies the doom of the Qureih.
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SECTION 7
The two Psrtlrr
68-73. Reward of the believers. 74-78. Punishment of evil, 79, 80.
Their deoision. El, 82. Denial of sonship. 83-56. The doom. 87-89.
Prophet should wait.

68 0 My servants I there is
no fear foryou thisday,nor
shall you grieve.
69 Thosewho
believed in
Our communications and were
submissive :
70 Enterthegarden,you
and your W ~ V O Syou
; ~ shall
~ ~ ~ be
made happy.
7 1 There shall be sent round
to them golden bowls and
Irinking-cups, and therein shall
be what their souls yearn after
Lnd (wherein)theeyesshall
lelight,,and
you s h d l abide
;herein.
72 And thisisthegarden
which you are given as an
nheritance on account of what
you did.2259
73 For you therein are many
'ruits of which you shalleat.
74 Surelytheguiltyshall
bbide inthechastisement
of
lell.
75 I t shallnot
be abated
rom them and they shall theren be despairing.
76 And Wearenotunjust
o them,buttheythemselves
vere unjust.
77 And they shall call out :
) Malik 12260 let your
Lord
of us. He shall
aakeanend
ay : Surely you shall tarry.
70 C e r t a i n l yW eh a v e
rought you the truth,but most
f you are averse to the truth.
79 Orhavetheysettledan
ffair ? then surely we are the
ettlers.2261
"

2268 It is with their wives that the faithful are told to enter paradise, and yet Islam is
said todeny a soul to woman. The word zauj also signifies a like, a fellow, an aesociate,

or a comrade (LL).
2269 The aompanions were msde to inheritgardensinthis
life as a proof that the
promise of gardens in the next life W&B true.
2260 Mdlik means literally MM~w. Here it signifies the engel appointed over thoee in
hell.
2261,see next page.
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80 Or do they think that We
do not hear what they conceal
and
their
secret
discourses?
Aye ! and Our messengers with
them write down.2262
81 S a y : If theBeneficent
God has a son, I am the foremost of thosewhoserve.2263
82 Glory to the Lord of the
heavens
and
the
earth,
the
Lord of power, from what t,hey
describe.
83 So leavethemplunging
into false discourses and sportinguntiltheymeettheirday
which they are threatened with.
84 And He it is Who is God
in
the
heavens
and
God in
the earth ; and He is the Wise,
theKnowing.
85 And blessed is He Whose
is the kingdom of the heavens
and the &rth and what
is betweenthem,and
with Himis
the knowledge of the hour, and
you bebrought
toHimshall
back.
86 And .bhose whomthey
call upon besides Him have no
authorityforintercession,but
he whobearswitness
of the
truth and they know
(him).2284

[PART XXV.

2261 Theunbellekepare
told thattheyshould
not thinkthtlttheyhavesettledthe
affair of the .Holy Prophet by their plans to kill him, for it is Allah who really settles all
affairs.
3262 The words contain a clear reference to the plots against the Holy Prophet.
2263. The significance of this verse has been much misunderstood. It does not mean that
if God had a son the Prophet would be the foremost of those who serve that son. It states
thatwhen a man serves God he ismetaphorically called a son of God,andthereforethe
Holy Prophet, being the foremost of those who serve, would be a son inthatsense.This
verse should in fact be read along with 39 :4, where it is said : / ‘ If Allah desire to take a son
to Hiniself, .He should surely choose those He pleases from what He has created.” Thus the
reIation of sonshipto God isreallytherelation
of achosenservant
to themaster.
If
therefore God had a son, the Prophet had the foremost claim to that dignity. In a literal
sense, or in the sense in which the Christians and others attributed a son t o God, God had no
a chosenservant of God could be calledHisson.See
also 2156.
son,butmetaphorically
Or, the in may be here n i j y a h , the meaning being : ‘ 1 The Beneficent God has no son, so I
am , .
Thusthe ver7 use of the word Ra!mdn herenegativesHishaving
a son,for
which see 1571.
2264 The bearer of the w~tnesj of truth is nootherthantheHolyProphet,andthey
know him well, for he R P B the A m e m who hadnever told a lie. They had seenalso the
fulfilment of his prophecies.
The verse tells us that P clew proof of the intercession of the Holy Prophet shall be given
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87 Ana if you should ask
themwhocreated
them, they
would
certainly
say:
Allah.
Whencearetheythenturned
back ?
88 Consider” his cry : 0 my
Lord ! surely they are a people
whodo not b e I i e ~ e . ~ ~ 6 ~
89 So turn away from them
and say,Peace, for theyshall
soon come to know.a266
by raising his followers to dignity while his enemies are discomfited, their idols being unable
It affirms in clear words the intercession of the Holy Prophet
on behalf of his followers. For the meaning of intercession and its object see 79,339, and 667.
2265 After years of hard work among them and after
being subjected to every kind of
persecution, and lastly finding them planning against his very life, the Holy Prophet still
praystoAllahnotto
inflict punishmentuponhisopponents.
He, however,unburdenshis
mind in the mildest
possible terms : ‘‘ 0 my Lord ! surely they are a people who do not
believe.” One would in vain search for another such example of heroic fortitude under trials
and loving sympathy for fellow.men.
2266 The turning away from them and saying Peace ” nre clear prophecies of the Flight,
It should be noted that early Meccan revelationcontainsundeniableprophecies
of all the
of the Holy Prophet ; the fact that a particular
event is
important later events in the life
proyhesied inacertainrevelation
does notsettlethedate
of that revelation. It may even
be that this turning away. did notmeanactuallydeparting
from Mecca, but leavingthe
opponentsin the condition they were in.
to intercede on their behalf.
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CHAPTER XLIV
THE DROUGHT
(Ad-DUkhd?l)

REVEALEDAT

MECCA

(3 sections a d 59

GETSCS)

SECTION 1
LighterPunishmentfollowed

by Severer

1-5. A decision. 6-9. A mercifulLord. 10-15. Prophecy of thefamine
andtheirprayerforitsremoval.
16. Theyreturnto
wickedness and
a greater punishment follows. 17-29. Pharaoh and his people were drowned
for not listening to warning.

Inthename
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
IJ

9111.

b 2099.

ever

1 Praised,
Glorious
God !*
2 Considerb the Book that
truth).
manifest
(the
makes
3 SurelyWerevealedit
on
e, blessed night”67-surely
We
are
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Abstract :
See. 1. Lighter punishment followed by severer.
Sec. 2, 3. Good and evil rewarded.

General remarkr.
THIBis the fifth chapter of t h e q d mim group. It is known as T h e Drought, from the prophecy
of the drought contained in v. 10. This prophecy is followedby another indicat,ing that a
severer punishment wouldfollow if the unbelievers didnotrepent.The
case of Pharaoh,
who was drowned because he hardened his heart, is then cited. The remaining two sections
of the chapter are devoted to a description of the condition of the righteous and the wicked,
wherein we find it stated that each is rewarded as he deserves. The chapter is, as it were,
an explanation of what was meant by the doom of the Quraish, which WES spoken of at the
close of thelastchapter.The
famine was thelighterpunishment, while the mO6l v i o h t
srking ofv.
16 was a prophecy relatingtotheutter
discomfiture of theQuraish to be
accomplished during the conflicts which followed the Flight to Medina.
2267 The revelation ot the Holy Qur-hn on a bletsed night has a deeper meaning beneath
it thsn the mere fact that the revelation began on the blessed night which is elsewhere called
Id&-ul-qadr (97 : 1)-one of thelast ten nightsinthemonth
of Ramnu$cin. The night
stands for a time of darkness,andhence a time of ignorance, when true knowledge had

w
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4 Thereinevery \vise affair
k made distinct,aM
5 A command from Us ;
Ar. thv.

.

.

surely We are the senders (of
apostles),
6 A mercy from your Lord ;
surely
~. He is the Hearing, the
Knowing,
7 The. Lord of the heavens
and the.earthand
what is
between them, if you would be
sure.
8 There is no god but He ;
He. gives life and causes death,
your Lord aud the Lord of
your fathers of yore.
9 Nay,they
are in doubt,
theysport.
10 Therefore keep waiting
for the daywhen the heaven
shall bring a clear drought,2269
11 That shall overtake men ;
this is a painful chastisement.
1 2 Our Lord! remove from
us the chastisement ; surely we
are believers.

disappeared from the world. A prophet’s advent is always preceded by such darknew. nnd
when the Holy Prophet Muhammad (may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon him I )
made hisappearance,suchdarkness
prevailed inallcountries.Thisnight
is called a
blessed night because in it the world received the greatest manifestation of Divine light,
2268 Because Divine revelation distinguishestruth from falsehood and reveals the
treasures of’wisdom to men. According to some, Zailat-ul-qaclr signifies the whole period
during which a prophet is engaged inpreachingthetruth
revealed to him by Allah.
See 2778.
2269 Dukhdn has other meanings than s r w k e , a d the commentators agree on the bssis of
highly trustwprthy reporta that its meaning hereis drought. According toTA, dukhdnmeans
al-jadab, ins.dearth or drought, and el-jti’ or hzmger, for (the droughtbrought on such misery
that) the hungry manbeheld smoke between him and the sky, superinduced by the severity of
hunger. Others, however, say the real reason why hunger is called dukhkn is that because
of the dry enrth in E drought dust rises, creating a dusty atmosphere which is likened to
smoke, and for this reason a year of hungerordrought is called a dusty year or dusty
hunger. See also LL, where, however, the words thehungry once saw a smoke between
him and the sky ’’ are a wrong translation of the original words. The chapter, as the whole
tenor of it shows, belongs to the early Mecoan period. The suggestion that this verse and those
that follow, up to the 16th, or according to some only vv. 15 and 16, belong to Medina,
is sntirely without a foundation. The statements made in these
verses are all prophetical.
and such is also the statement of v. 15, We will remove t h e punishment a little, because the
removal of the drought was followed by the ‘‘ violent seizing ” which brought on the conquest of Mecca. Bkh has the following reference to it: ‘‘ When the Quraish opposed the
Holy Prophet (maypeace and theblessings of Allah be upon him I) he prayed that they might
be overtaken by years of drought like the years of Joseph (i.e. wven years) ; so famine and
distress overtook them until they ste bones and dead bodies, and a rnm used to look to
heaven,andheww
between him and it something like smoke on account of hard
affliction.”

956

13 How shallthey
be rcminded,
and
there
came
to
them en Apostle making deer
(thetruth),
14
Yet
they
turned
their
backs on himandsaid:One
taught (by others), a madman.
16 SurelyWe
will remove
thechastisement a little, (but)
you will surely return (to evil).
16 On thedaywhenWe
will seize (them) with the most
violent seizing : surely W e will
inflict retribution.2270
17 And certainlyWe , tried
before
them
the
people of
Pharaoh,andtherecameto
them a noble apostle,
18 Saying:B Deliver tome
the servants of Allah,*2" surely
I am a faithful apostle to you,
19 And thatdonotexalt
yourselves against Allah, surely
I will bringtoyou
a clear
authority :
20 And surely I take refuge
withmyLordandyourLord
that you should slay me :
21 And if you do not believe
in me, then leave me alone.
22 Then he called uponhis
Lord : These
are
a guilty
people.
23 So go forth
with
My
servants by night:eurelyyou
will be pursued:
24 And leavethesea intervening ;Z272k surelytheyare
a
host that shall be drowned.
'2270 The prophecy here seems to refer to the oonatant defeats in battle that were to be
suffered by the Quraish,%eginning with the battle of Badr, and resulting in the final overthrow
of their power by the seizure of Mecca. Ibn-i-Nas'ud says that by violent seisww is meant
the day of Badr (Bkh). It is true that the discomfiture of the power of the Quraieh beglrn with
B d r , and that power was utterly broken with the conquest of Mecca.
2271 Note that according to the Qur-Bn the first message of Moses to Pharwh w a s to
allow the Israelites to leave Egypt with him. But a prophet could not remain indifferent to
the ead moral condition of the Egyptians, hence Moses' invihtion to them to give up their
superstitious beliefs and to accept the one true God.
2272 R a h w has several significances. I t means an intervening space b e t w e n two things
(TA),the sea or the river in this w e being an intervening space between the Ieraelitea and
the Egyptians. It also means culm (TA),
it being implied that there {vas no storm in the sea
when it was leftby the Israelites,80 that the Egyptians,finding it calm and motionless, followed
the Isreelites. Or rahwa may signify mowing along euiiy, referring to the Israelites going
dong without fear of being overtaken,
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25 How many of the gardens
End fountains have they left!
26 And cornfields and noble
places !
27 And goodly things wherein they rejoiced ;
28 Thus (itwas),
and We
gave
them
as heritage
a
to
another people.”
29 So the heaven andthe
earth did not weep for them,
nor were they respited.927a

SECTION 2
flood and EYil Rewarded
30-33. Israelites delivered from
Pharaoh.
34-36. The
Quraish
deny
responsibility for actions. 37. Destruction of Tubba”s people. 3842.
Certainty of the judgment.

-

30 And certainly We delivered the children of Israel
from the abasing chastisement,
31 From Pharaoh ; surely he
was haughty, (and) one of the
extravagant.
32 And certainly We chose
them, having knowledge, above
the nations.
33 And We gave them of
the communications
wherein
wasclear blessing.
34 ,Most surely
these
do
say :
35 Thereisnaught
but our
first death and we shall not be
raised again,
36 So bring o u r f a t h e r s
(back), if you aretruthful.
37 Are theybetter
or the
people of T ~ b b a ’ 2 ~and
~ 4 those
before them?
We
destroyed
they
were
them, for surely
guilty.
38 And- We did notcreate
the heavens and the earth
and
what 1s between them in port.

2273 The weeping for a-dead man signifies the remembering of his good qualities or
aotions, which often bring teara to the eyes. The meaning of the heaven and the earth not
weeping for them is that they neither had relatione with the Divine Being nor had they done
anything for the good of men, no thet their good qualities should have bean remembered
either in heaven or on earth.
9274 The kings of the Hamgarites bore the title Tnbbs’ (Kf,JB).
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39 We
did
not
create them
both but with truth,
the
but
most of them do not know.
40 Surely the day of separation is their appointed term, of
all of them ;
41 T h e d a y o n which a
friend dhell not avail (his)
friend aught, nor shall
they
be helped,
42 Save
those
o n whom
Allah shall have mercy ; surely
He is the Mighty, the Merciful.
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SECTION 3
Qood and EYil Rewarded
43-50. Guffering of the evildoers.
58, 59. The end to be waited for.

43 Surely thetree
of the
Zaqqum," '
44 Is the food of the sinful,
45 Like dregs of oil ; it shall
boil in (their) bellies,
46 Like the boiling of hot
water.
47 Seize him, then drag him
down intothe middle of the
hell ;
48 Then pour above his head
of the tormeut of the boiling
water :
49 Taste; you forsooth are
the mighty, the honourable :227D
50 Surely thisiswhat
you
disputed about.
51 Surely those who guard
(against evil) are in a secure
place,
52 In gardens and springs ;
53 Thev shall wear of fino
md thick"silk, (sitting) face to
!ace ;
54 Thus (shall it be), and
We will unite them with pure,
3eautiful ones.b
55 They shall c d therein foy
lvery fruit in security ;
2275 The above verses depict the inhrnal condition of those who, being mighty end
honourable in the land, ere made to stoop before those whom they despised and opprasaed.
This is fully explained in 1442.

CHAPTER XLV
T H EK N E E L I N G
(A-Jdgiyah)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(4 sections and 37 verses)

SECTION 1
Denial of Revelation

1, 2. Rsvelation of the Qur-An. 3-6. Revelation of Allah inHis
7-11. Deniers shall be punished,

works.

In thename
of Allah,the
Beneficent,theMerciful.
a

rill.

Glorious
1 Praised,
God."
2 Therevelation of theBook
is fromAllah,theMighty,the
Wise.
3 Most surely in the heavens
andtheearththerearesigns
for thebelievers.
4 Andin your (own)creation
and in whatHespreadsabroad
of animals there are signs for a
people that are sure;
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Abntract :
Sec. 1. Denial of revelation.
Sec. 2. Truth of the revelation of the Qur-hn.
Seo. 3. Denial of judgment.
Seo. 4. The doom.

General remarkr.

.

Tms is thesixthchapter
of the B d mhgroup.Its
title is taken from v, 28, which
speaks of every nation being brought to its knee8 before the mighty power of Gqd, according
to ita deserving. The first two sections speak of revelation. The revelation isfrom E
Mighty, Wise God, and there are many signs of ita truth, but the unbelievers still reject it.
The signs of its truth are mentioned in the second section, amongthese being the promise of
conquests to those whowouldfollow
itandthefulfilment
of earlier prophecy respecting
it.Thethird
section refers to judgmentandthe unbelievers' denial of it, because of the
hardness of their hearts. The fourth speaks of the doom of the unbelievers and of the wb.
stitation of the believers in their p l m a .
880
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Ar. thee.

b 4Oa.

5. And (in) thevariation of
the night and the day, and (in)
what Allah sends down of SUBtenancefromthecloud,then
gives life thereby to the earth
(in) the
afteritsdeath,and
changing of thewinds,there
are signs
for
a people
who
understand."
6 These are the communications of Allah which We recite
to you withtruth ; then in
what announcement would they
believe after
Allah
and
His
communications ?
7 Woe to every sinful liar,
8 Whohearsthecommunications of Allah recited to him,
I then persists proudly as though
he had not heard them ; so announceb to him a painful chastisement.
9 And whenhecomes
to
know of any of Our communizations, he takes it for a jest ;
these it is that shall have abasing chastisement.
10 Beforethem is hell, and
there shall not avail them aught
,f what they earned, nor those
whom they tookfor guardians
oesides Allah,andtheyshall
lave a grievouschastisement.
11 This is guidance; and (as
:or) those who disbelieve in the
:ommunications of their Lord,
;hey shall have a painful chas,isement on account of uncleanless.

SECTION 2
Truth of theReyelation

of t h e gur-kn

12-15. Conquests promised to believers. 16, 17. Prophecies of the
,dvent. 18-21. The Qur-&nis a true guidance.

12 Allah is H e whomade
bubservient to you the sea that
,heshipsmayrunthereinby
YOU
3iscommand,andthat
nayseek
of His grace,and
,hat you ma give thanks.
13 And
has made submrvient to you whatsoeveris
n the heavens and whatsoever

d
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is in the earth, all, from Himself ; most surely
there
are
d
',
signs in this for a people who
reflect.
14 Say to
those
who believe
,,,H ,
, ,
(that)they
forgive those who
not
do
fear the
days
of
1 / w,sPrr
Allah2276 that H e may reward
E people for what they earn.
15 Whoever does good, it is
0
,19
99 '
for his own soul, and whoever
9 r0t'
9#< , r
does evil, it is against himself ;
then you shall be braaght back
to your Lord.
16 And certainlyWe
gave
,"e<"
the Book andthe wisdom and
the prophecy
theto
children of
1 I&d>
Israel,andWe-gavethem
of
6 , 491?<~/0dt& ,
w\p#J>>
g&')l>
the goodly things,andWe
made them excel the nations..
17 And We gave them clear
,09
,* I ~ c ~ )
arguments in the affair,2277 but 3 ,,
they did not differ until after \
~
\
~
~
$
&
knowledge had come to them
out of envyb among
themselves
;
surely your Lord will judge bedayofresur* ~ 9 0 9 9 / ~9 / '%//
tween them on the
rection concerning that wherein
they differed.
18 Then We have made you
'' '0fm
follow acourse inthe affair, / G < 9" / *
"
therefore follow it,and do not
follow the low desires of those
who do not know.
"
*/
19 Surely theyshallnot avail 5
I
9/ a t ? % 7
' 9)
you intheleastagainst Allah ;
m d surely
the
unjust
are
9 1 / c . ~ / ,~
# * s ,t v / 7 '
friends of each other, and &\3 @&bl
guardian
411ah
the is
of those
0
vho guard (against evil).
",
20 These are clear proofsfor (?,<
' 9 /'/I
nen,
and
guidance
a
and a
nercy fora
people who are
< ,9...& 9 3
G U&2&,
me.
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Ar. thee.
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2276 The days of Allah are the contests in which the righteous shall be made successful
(see 1298). These words make it clear that there is an assurance given to the faithful in the
two previous verses that they shall be triumphant in this world, and rule the lend as well
&B the sea.
2217 The affair or amr here signifies the prophethood of Muhammad, regarding which the
Isreelites were given the most direct prophecies (Bd). See the next verse, where the Holy
h o p h e t Muhammad(may peace andthe blessings of Allah k+ upon him !) is pldnly
addressed as having been given thisafair,
where the law given to him is oalled
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P
#*’
Twrought
31 Nay! do those who have
evildeeds thinkthat
&&$~’kk
We will make them like those
<I

flew

who believe and do good-that
their life and their death shall
be equal ?a278 Evil it is that
I they judge.

SECTION 3
Denial of Judgment
22. Justice prevails in the universe. 23. Thereprobate.
judgment.

24-26. Denial of

23 And Allah created the
heavens andtheearthwith
bruth and that every soul may
be rewarded for whatithas
be
m n e d and theyshallnot
wronged.
23 Have you then considered
him who takeshis low desire
!or his god, and Allah has made
3im erre having knowledge2279
tnd has set a seal upon his ear
tnd his heart and put
a covering
lpon his eye.b Who can then
Will
pidehimafterAllah?
TOU not then be mindful ?
24 And theysay:There
is
lothing butour
life inthis
vorld; we live and die and
lothing destroys us but time,
,nd they have no knowledge of
hat; they onlyconjecture.
25 And when Our clear comnuhations arerecited to them,
heir argument is no other than
hat they say : Bring our fathers
mck) if you aretruthful.
26 Say : Allah gives you life,
3en H e makes you die, then
d l He gather you to the day
f resurrection wherein is no
oubt,butmost people do not

!1

now.

-

2278 The meaning may be, either that the righteous are not like the wicked in their life
or in their death ; or, that the wicked shall not find themselves in death (after death) in a
state of ease resembling that which they enjoy in this life (Bd). Or, belief and the doing of
good is here compared to life, and the doing of evil to death, because good deeds give life to
man and evil deeds muse his spiritual death ; therefore the meaning is, that theperformance
of good or evil cannot receive similar treatment, inasmuohas there is no resemblance between
life and death.
2279 The words having knowledge imply that Allah knows the heart and mentsl attitudeof
men of low desires, and the consequence of their evil deeds is that they go astray.

FABT
xxv.

IWEELING THE
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8ECTION 4
The Doom
27-99, Every netion has a doom. 30. Believers shall be made sucoersfd.
51-55, Unbelievers ohall meet their doom. 56, 87, Divine glory shall be

esteblirhed.

Ar. t h o n
shalt.

27 And Allah's is thekingdom of theheavensandthe
earth; and on the day when the
on
hourshallcometopass,
that day shall they perish who
say false things.
28 And you. shall see every
nationkneelingdown;every
to its
nationshallbecalled
book :2280 to-dayyoushallbe
rewarded for what you did.
29 Thisis
Our Book that
;
speaks against you with justice
surely We wrote what you did.
30 Then as to those who believed and did good, their Lord
will make them enter into His
mercy ; that is themanifest
achievement.
those
who
dis31 As to
believed : What I were not My
communications recited to you?
and you
butyouwereproud
were a guiltypeople,
32 Andwhenitwassaid,
IBurely the promise
of Allahis
1true and a5 for the hour, there
1,s no doubt about it, you said:
We do not know what the hour
i.s ; we do not think (that it will
(:ome topass)save
a passing
tjhought, and we are not at all
Elure.
33 Andtheevil(consepences) of what they did shall
aoomemanifesttothemand
t hatwhichtheymockedshall
Emompass them.
34 And it shall be said: Toalay Weforsakeyou
as you
L:teglected themeeting
of this
db y of yours and your abode is
t:hefire, andtherearenotfor
Y'OU any helpers :

;

-

'2280 The

book signifies the book o j &&E. That every mtion shell have a book shown
that nations are elso judged aooording to theirdeeds ; the law that applies bo the oaae of
indiridada dm applies to nations. Nations are judged in thin life, therefore the day on
whichevery nation k aalled to itcl book I s L e day of itm doom.
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35 That is because
you took
the
communications
of Allah
for a jestandthe
life of this
world deceived you. So on that
day they shall not be brought
forthfromit,norshalltheybe
granted goodwill.
36 Thereforeto Allah is due
(all) praise,theLord
of the
of the
heavensandtheLord
earth, the Lord of the worlds.
37 And t o H i m belongs
heavens
and
the
greatness
in
the
earth,
and
He is the
Mighty,the Wise.
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CHAPTER XLVI
THE S A N D H I L L S
(AJ-Akdfl

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(4 sections and 35 verses)

SECTION 1
Truth of Reyelation
1, 2. The Qur-&n is Divine revelation,
8-6. Polytheism has no argument.
7 , 8. Revelation is not forgery. 9, 10. A warning.

PART X X Y I
Inthename
Beneficent,the

1
I

'

of Allah, the
Merciful.

1 Praised, Glorious God :'
2 The revelation of the Book

is from Allah, the Mighty, the
Wise.
3 We did not
create
the
heavens
and
the
earth
and
what is between them t ~ v osave
with
truth
and
(for) an
appointed term;2281 and those who
disbelieve turn aside from what
theyarewarned
of:

Abstract:
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

1. Truth of revelation.
2. Witness of truth.
3. The fate of 'Ad.
4. A warning.

General rernarke.
Tars is the last chapter of the q d min group, and is entitled the Sandhills, the title being
taken from the tracts of sand which contributed to the destruction of the tribe of 'Ad (v. 21).
The ftwt is mentioned to warn the Arabs that when the fate of a nation is sealed, it may be
brought about by aea, as in the case of Pharaoh and his hosts, or in sand, as in the case of
the tribe of 'Ad.
The chapter continues the subject-matter of the last chapter, dealing with the truth of
revelation in the first section and withthe witness of truth in the seoond. The last two
sections, after referring to the fate of 'Ad, contain a warning for those who reject the truth.
2281, sw next page.
6%
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4 Say : Have you c o n d e r e d
what you
call
upon
besides
Allah ? Show me what they
havecreated of theearth,or
have t h e y a share i nt h e
heavens? Bring me a book
before this or traces of knowledge, if you are truthful.
6 And who is in
error than he who calls
Allah upon those that will not
answer him
till
the
day
of
resurrection and they are heedless of their call ?
6 An'd w h e m
n e anr e
gathered
together
they
shall
be their enemies, and shall
be deniers of their worshipping
(them).
7 And when
Our
clear
communications are recited to
them, those who disbelieve say
with regard to the truth when
it comes to them : This is
clear enchantment.
8 Nay I they say: Hehas
forged it. Say : If I have
forged it, you do not control
anything for me from Allah ;2282
H e knows best what you utter
concerning it:Heis
enough
as a witness between me and
you, and He is the
Forgiving,
the Merciful.zz8Y
9 Say : I am not the first of
the apostles,2284 and I do not
know what will be done with
me or with you: I do not
follow any thing but that which
is revealed to me, and I am
nothing but a plain wamer.2283

fzgi

2281 According to the Holy Qur-An the universe had a beginning and it will also have

an end.
e
2282 That is, you cannot avert the punishment that Allah sends upon one who forges a
revelation (Bd, JB).
2288 I t is noteworthy that whenever the punishment of the opponents is alluded to, as in
tlie statement He is enough a8 a witness between m and. you, the Divine attribute of mercy
and forgiveness is also mentioned to indicate that mercy always predominates in the Divine
nature.
2264 Bid'zm signifies a novelty, or a thing existing for thefLrst time (Q-LL). And you say
\)le,
\j, j
&
;meaning such a one is the fCmt doer in this afa'air; t h e f L r ~ t

e+

wzDh0 hus d m it (Msb-LL).

The words, that he was not the first of the apostles, &reput into
Holy Prophet's mouth to direct attention to the fact that he must be judged in the m m w r
in which thetruth of the previous prophets ww reoognized.
2285; see next page.
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10 Say: Have you considered
if it is from Allah, and you disbelieve in it, and a witness
from among the children of
Israel has borne wiinese of one
like him,22*6 so he believed,
whileyou are big with pride:
surely All& does not guide the
unjust people.

SECTION 2
Witness of Truth
11, 12. Moses’ testimony,
truth in their lives.

b 70.

13-20. Believers andunbelieversshallwitness

11 And those who disbelieve
s a y concerning t h o s ew h o
it
been a
believe: If had
good, they would not have gone
ahead of us therein. And as
they do not seek to be rightly
directed thereby,theysay:
It
is an old lie.
12 And before it the Book of
Moses w a s EX guide and a
mercy;endthis
is a Book
verifying‘ (it) in the Arabic
language2287 thatit may warn
thosewho areunjustand
as
good news for the doers of
good.

13 Surelvthose

who sav.

Our Lord is Allah, thenthly

oontinue on the right way, they
shall have no fear nor shall
they grieve.
14 These are the dwellers of
bhe garden, abiding therein : a
reward for what they did,
2285 While on the one hand thegrophet is msxle to denyany knowledge as to the
ultimate end of one or the other party, he is made to assert, on the other, his being a plain
Warner. Hence, not knowing simply signifies m t having the knowledge of the details only.
2286 The witness from among the children of Israel who bore witness of one like him is
Moses : “ I will raisethem up a prophet from amongtheirbrethren, like unto thee.
And it shall come to pass that whosoever will not hearken unto My Word which he ahall speak
in My Name, I will require it of him ” (Deut. 18 : 18, 19). I t is to the concluding statement
in the above quotation that attention is called in the words : have you considered if it i s from
Allah and you disbelieve in it.
2287 The words refer to the subject-matter of v. 10, which speaks of Moses’ prophecy.
The Qur-An is here declared a8 fulfilling that prophecy, and the reference to its being m t h e
Arabic language signifies the coming of the Prophet from among the Ishmeelitee, who spoke
that l a n g u a g e 4 toat mentioned in Moaes’ prophecy.
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15 And We haveenjoined on
man the doing of goodto his
parents ; with t.rouble didhis
mother
bear
him
and
with
trouble d i d she bring h i m
of him
forth;andthebearing
andtheweaning
of himwas
thirtymonths;untilwhenhe
'attains his maturity and reaches
forty years,2Z87* hesays : My
Lord ! grant me thatI may give
thanks"forThyfavour
&hYich
Thou hast bestowed on me and
on my parents, and that I may
do good whichpleasesThee
and do good to me in respect of
my offspring : surely I turn to
Thee, and sorely I am-of those
whosubmit.
16 These a r et h e yf r o m
of
whomWeacceptthebest
what they have done and pass
over their evil deeds,among
the dwellers of the garden; the
promise of truthwhichthey
werepromised.
1 7 And he who says. to his
parents : Fie on you ! do you
I shell be
threatenmethat
brought forth when generations
have
already
passed a w a y
before me ? And they both call
for Allah'said : Woe to you !
believe, surelythepromise
of
Allah istrue.Buthesays
:
This is nothing b u t stories of
theancients.
18 Thesearetheyagainst
whom the word hasproved
true among nations of the jinn
snd the men that have already
passed a w a y before t h e m ;
gurely theyarelosers.
19 Andfor all aredegrees
tccording to what they did,and
jhat H e maypaythemback
'ully their deeds and they shdl
lot bewronged.
20 Andonthedaywhen
#hosewho disbelieve shallbe

;bGyu,$&!$&G
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4r. thee.

2 2 8 7 ~It would appear from thie that the spiritual matutity of man usually takes p h a
at the age of forty. Evidence of this is also found in the faat that the Eoly Prophet
Yohnmmad, may peaoe and the blessings of Allah be upon him, received the Divine

message for theregeneration of mankind at the age of forty.
38 *
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PART
=VI.

THE SANDHILLS
brought before thefire: You
didawaywithyour good things
your
in
life of the
world
and
you enjoyed them for a while,
so to-day you shall be rewarded
with the chastisement of abasement becauseyou were unjustly
proud in the land and
because
you transgressed.

9f&"'
&,&f$$i$@
,
c.

e**.

SECTION 3
The Fate of 'Ad
L

wn.

b 803.

Ar. haat
thou.

Ar. thuu
dost.

Ax. thotl
art.

21, And mention the brotheld
of 'Ad ;b when he warned his
people in the sandyplains,--228s
andindeedwarnerscame
before him and after
him-saying :
Serve none but Allah : Surely I
fear for youthechastisement
of a grievousday.
22 Theysaid:
H a v e you
come to us toturn us away
us
from ourgods;thenbring
what you threaten us with, if
you are of the truthful ones.
23 He said: The knowledge
is only with Allah, and I deliver toyou t,he messagewith
which I am sent, but I see you
are a people who are ignorant.
24 So whentheysaw it as
acloud appearinginthesky
advancing towards theirvalleys,
theysaid : This is a c l o u d
which will give us rain. Nay 1
it is what you sought to hasten
on, a blast of wind in which is
a painful chastisement,
25 Destroying every thing by
thecommand of itsLord; so
they became such that naught
could be seen except their dwellings. Thus do We reward the
guilty people.
26 And certainly We had
sstablishedthem in what We

2288 The brother of a people signifies their prophet, Hdd being the prophet sent to 'Ad.
is plural of biqf, which signifies a heap or h i 2 2 of sand that has assumed a Bowed f o r m
(TA-LL),and uZ-u&~%fapplies particularly to certain oblong tracts of sand in the region of
Esh-Shihr (TA-LL). Rodwell and Muir locate the Adites in the country round about Thif;
others in Hadramaut. The latter opinion is the correct one, 98 maps of Arabia plainly show
Al-A&cif to be situated in Hadrameut.

A WABNINU
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havenotestablished
you in,
and We had given themears
and eyes and hearts, but neither
c PG
‘
9 /r,
theirears,northeireyes,nor
~ $ % ~ J ~ ~ \ J ! &
theirheartsavailedthemaught,
99’/‘I 9 9 H
c-9 I)/
since
they
denied
the
cornmunications of Allah, and that
* I ‘* 19” ‘:aOA7 *
which
they
mocked encom- 9 4 * J J M W > \ W U
passed them.
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SECTION 4
A Yarning
27, 28. A lesson in the fate of those living on the borders of Arabia. 9-33.
Some believers. 33-35. Punishmentmust overtake opponents.

Ar. thee

a TO

27 And certainly
We
destroyedthetownswhichare
around YOU,^%^ and We repeat
thecommunicationsthatthey
might turn.’ .
28 Whydidnotthenthose
help them whom they took for
gods besides Allah to
draw
(them)nigh (to Him) ? Nay I
they were losttothem;and
thiswastheirlieandwhat
they forged.
29 And when We turned towards yo% a party of the
jinn2290 who
listened,
to
the
Qur-An; so whentheycame
toit,theysaid:Besilent;
then when it was finished, they
turned back totheir
people ,
warning(them).
30 They said: 0 our people,
wehavelistenedto
Book
a
revealedafter Mosesverifying
that which is before it,’ guiding
tothetruth
and to a right
path :
31 0 our people ! accept the
Divine
caller
and believe in
Him,He will forgive you of
your faults
and
protect
you
from a painfulchastisement.

2289 The cities of ‘dd, Samood, and Sheba lay on the borders of Arabia ; thus the people
living in the metropolis are told how those living around them were aforetime destroyed, and
they should tske a lesson from their fate.
>
2290 The jinn spoken of here seem to be the leders of certain Jewish tribes, because they
me spoken of in the next verse m believers in Moses. In fact, they &re of the same class 88
those spoken of in 72 :1. For full explanation see 2580.
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32 And whoever does not
caller,
he
wcept the Divine
shall not escape in theearth
and he shall not have guerdians
besldes Eim: these are in
manifesterror.
8.3 Have they not considered
that All&& Who created &e
heavens and the earth and was
not tired by their creation, is
able to give life tothedead?
Aye ! He has surdy pow= m e r
all things.
34 And on the day when
those who disbelieve shall be
brought before the fire: Is it
not true ? They shall say : Aye !
by our LordlHe
will say:
Thentastethe
chastisement,
beoause you disbelieved.
35 T h e r e f o rbee a r
up
patiently au did the apostles
endowed withconstancy bear
up withpatience
and do not
seek to hasten for them (their
doom). On the day thatthey
shall
see
what they are
promised they shall be as if
they had not tarried save an
hour of the day. A sufficient
exposition ! Shall then any be
destroyed
save
transthe
gressing people ?

CHAPTER XLVII
MUHAMYIP

REVEALEDAT MEDINA
(4 sections and 38 verses)
Abetrsct :
Sec. 1. Oppownte shall perish in wws.
Sec. S. Oppressors shall be brought low.
Seo. 3. The wwk-hearted ones.
Sea 4. An exhort8tion.

The Title and emtext.
THISchapter is entitled ilZuhammad, and also Qitdl or w m . The first title is due to the fact
that this chapter foretells the material improvement in the condition of those who believe in
the Holy Prophet Nuhammad. They were in a very helpless condition at the time of its
revelation, Laving fled from their homes for the safety of their lives, and being threatened
by a powerful enemy in their new home, The other title is due to the fact that this chapter
shows that the punishwntwith which the unbelievers were threatened mould be brought about
by warn in which their ringleaderswould perish ; others will be made prisoners, or vanquished
and h o w h t low. This very eipeumstame gives U B Bhe key to the oouneobion of this chapter
with the concluding one of the last group. In that chapter we have only a repeated warning
of the impending doom of the opponents, while we are clearly told herein what form that
punishment will take.

Subject-matter.
The chapter is divided into four sections. Opening with the statement thst the exerhiona
of those who prevent people from accepting the truth shall be utterly fruitless, while the
believers shall soon enjoy an improvement in their condition, it then states that this altered
condition Bhall be aocomplished by wars, and proceeds to give a direction regarding prisoners
of war. The second section is mainly devoted to the game subject, and further states that
Mecoa shall be subjugated, the unbelievers shall be brought low, and the believers shall be
triumphant. The third section refers to those who regarded this, the most righteous war in
history, as a calamity, and who therefore, assuming an attitude of hypocrisy, slowly returaed
to unbelief. The fourth section states that a separat,ion shall occur between the truiy faithful
and the hypwrites. In concluding, it also exhorts the Muslims to exert themselves to their
utmost in the cause of truth, for if they tailed, another people would be raised to supplant
them.

The date of revelation.

The revelation of this chapter undoubtedly belongs to B period when war with the Q d s h
had not yet begun, but whes circumstances had miseo which showed vu to be inevitable.
Therefore, some of the earlier authorities haveconsidered it a Meeasn revelstion (Dk,IJubair,
Sudp-AH), but this view is certeinlg erroneous, for v. 13 dearly speaks of $lie Meocans having
already expelled the Prophet from Mecoa ; and moreover, though the permission to fight is M
doubt met with ip Mewanrevelation (oh. 22), the plain i ~ u a o t i o n sgiven here, anrl the:
mention of those who showed weaknesa of heart and went b+ck to unbdid( b e c a m a hmaari818
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SECTION I
Opponents shall pepish in Warm.
1-3. Exertions of opponents shall be fruitless, and condition
of believers
shall be bettered. 4. Unbelievers shall be vanquished in battles. 6 7 . Help
and success for believers. 8-11. Destruction swaiting unbelievers.

I n the‘name of Allah,the
Beneficent,theMerciful.

1 (As
for)
those who disbelieve
and
turn
away
from
Allah’sway,
H e shall render
theirworks ineffective.2291
2 And(as
for) thosewho
believeanddogood,andbelieve in what has been revealed
is the
toMuhammad,andit
very truth from their Lord, H e
will remove
their
evil
from
them and improve their condition.2292
3 That is because those who
disbelieve follow falsehood, and
thosewho
believefollow
the
truthfromtheirLord
; thus
doesAllahsetforth
to men
their examples.
(see. 3), ig clear testimony of its being an early Medina revelation ; and such it is considered
to be by the majority of the Muslimauthorities.Portions
of the chapter may hiive been
revealed during the Holy Prophet’s flight from
Mecca, as held by some authorities, but as a
whole, it may be assigned to the first year of the Plight, and therefore it is to be placed before
the battle of Badr. This is also the time assigned to it by Muir.

2291 Ac$aZla-hzl is synonymous with ahlaka-hti (TA)or add’ahzl (S, TA), the first meaning
he destroyed him or caused him to perish, and the second he wasted it or made it inefective.
The works which this verse foretells will be made ineffective are hinted at in the description :
whodisbelieve and turn men f r o m Allah’s w a y , i.e. their works of disbelief, such as asking
helpfrom.theiridolsandtheirexertionstoturnmenawayfromIslam.Thusthe
verse
contains n clear prediction that while the unbelievers themselves shall he left helpless, Islam
and the Muslims will prosper and the exertions of the unbelievers against the truth shall be
brought to naught.
As this chapter was revealed at a time when the enemies of Islam were
at theheight of their power, andhadapparently
uprooted Islamfrom Mecca, and were
preparing to give it a death-blow at Nedina, the verse contains one of the most wonderful
prophecies.
2292 This is another prophecy, a counterpa’rt of the one contained in the previous yeme.
The Muslims, whose condition, it is here announced, will be bettered, were in a most helpless
condition at the time. The majority
of them had just fled from their homes, almost penniless, to save their lives end to settle down at Medina, where, however, they were not left alone,
the enemy being determined to crush them by force. They are told that not
only will the
exertions of their opponents be brought to naught, but also that their
o w n condition would
soon be greatly improved.

CH. XLVII.]
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4 So whenyou.meet
in
battle2293 those who disbelieve,
then
smite
the
necks
until
when you have overcome them,
then make (them) prisoners, and
afterwards either set them free
as a favour or let them ransom
(themselves) until tho war terminutes.2294 That (shall be BO) ;
and if Allah had pleased H e
would certainlyhave infiictod
wtribution on them,butthat
H e may try some of you by
means of others ;2295 and (as
for) those who are slain in the
way of Allah, H e will by no
means allow their
deeds
to
perish.
5 H e will guide them and
improve their condition.
6 And causethemtoenter
the garden which H e has made
known to
2293 The wordused is Znqitum, which is from Zip6, and signifies, according to Kf, barb,
i.e. meeting in battle.
2294 The word aqkhana occurring in this passage has been fully explained in 1024. This
passage mentions the only case in which prlsoners of war can be taken, and thus condemns
the practice of slavery, according to which men could be seized everywhere and sold into
slavery. Here we are told that prisoners of war can only be taken after meeting an enemy in
regular battle, and even in that case they must be set free, either as a favour or after taking
Holy Prophtt adopted in most
ransom. It was the former of t.hcse alternativesthatthe
oases; for instance, in the case of the prisoners of the Bani Mustaliq, in which a hundred
families were set at liberty, and in the case of Haxazin, in which fully six thousand prisoners
of warwere released merely as an act of favour. In the case of the seventy prisoners taken
at Badr alone there i s mention of redemption having been taken, but this was when Islam
was very p a k and the powerful enemy was determined to crush it. Even
in this case the
taking of slaves was to cease when war tennituted, which shows clearly that the injunction
given in the beginning of the verse was due to the fact that a state of warfare existed when
this injunction was given, though no encounter had yet taken place, and that it was to apply
only so long a war lasted.
2295 IntaFara min-hu signifies ht inflicted retribution on him (LA), or he ezacted his due
completely f r o m him (TA-LL). The meaning in the first case is that if Allah had pleased He
would havepunishedthe
enemies of Islam otherwise than by war6, but as Hemeans to
punish them by the hands of the Muslims, therefore battles must be fought. If the meaning
given in the margin is adopted, the reference may be to the injunction to release prisoners ;
because, if the Muslims had given them the punishment which they deserved on account of
the cruelties to which they subjected the Muslims, they could have justly slain them. But
Allah wanted, because of His great mercy, to show a favour to the unbelievers, and that from
the hands of the Muslims.
2296 The garden of the next life is made known to the righteous in this life by granting
them a triumph over their enemies, thus making them
taste the fruit of h e i r deeds even
here. It has already been noted that the promise of gardens in this life stands for SUcCeBB,
while t h e garden of the next life is the fruit of the good deeds done here.
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7 0 you who believe I if you
help (thecause of) Allah, H e
will help you sndmake firm
your feet.
8 And (as for) thosewho
disbelieve,for them is destruotion, and He hss madetheir
deeds ineffective.
9 That i$ beaause they hated
what Allah revealed, so He rendered their deeds null.
10 Have they not then journeyed in the land and seen how
was theend
of thosebefore
them : Allah brought down destructionuponthem,andthe
unbelieversshallhavethelike
of it.
11'That is because Allah is
the Protector of those who believe,andbecausetheunbelievers shall have no protector
for them.
SECTION 2
Oppressors shall be brought low
12, 13. Mecca, to be subjugated.
unbelieverscontrasted.

14-19. Condition of believers and

1 2 Surely Allahwill
make
those who believe and do good
entergardensbeneathwhich
rivers flow; and
those
who
disbelieve enjoy themselves and
eat as thebeastseat,andthe
fire is theirabode.
13 And howmauy a town
whichwasfarmorepowerful
of yours whic,h
thenthetown
hasdriven
yo'u out:Wedejtroyedthem so there was no
helperfor them.22Y'
14 What I ishewhohasa
dearargumentfromhisLord
like him to whom the evil of
2297 The town which had driven away the Holy Prophet
was Mecca, and the overthrow
of its power is here foretold in the clearest words. It will be seen that the Meccans were not
destroyed when their find overthrow came, nor did the Holy Prophet punish them for their
Muslims ; they were dealtwith
very mercifully-so
crimes and tyranniesagainstthe
of such
mercifully, indeed, that the history of the world does not present another instance
meraiful treatment of E conquered nation of oppressors where the oppressed were the con.
quaronr, Nevertheless, the .Meocans did not go unpunished;their overthrow atthehand
of .the Muslims brought about the fulfilment of the earlier prophecies.
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his work is made fairseeming ;
and
they
follow their low
desires.
15 A parable of thegarden
whichthoseguarding(against
evil) w e promised : Therein are
rivers of water that does not
alter,andrivers
of milk the
taste whereof does not change,
and. rivers of wine delicious to
those who drink, and rivers
of
honey clarified ;2z9* and for
them therein are all fruits and
protection from their lord.^^**
(Are these) like those who abide
inthe fire andwhoaremade
to drink boiling water so it
rendstheir bowels asunder.
16 And therearethose
of
them who seek to listen to you,
until a h e n they go forth from
you, theysaytothosewho
have been given the knowledge :
What mas it that he said
just
now ? Thesearetheyupon
whose hearts Allah hasset a
seals and they follow their low
lesires.
17 And (as for) those who,
Eollow therightdirection,
He
increases them
guidance
in
m d gives them their guarding
:against evil).
16 Do theythen
wait for
tught
but
the
hour
that
it
rhould cometothemall
of a
; u d d e nN
? o wi n d e e tdh e
;okens of it have (already) come,

I.
a 21.

2298 Note that the description given does not mention the actual blessings of paradise, ,for
they are blessings “urhich no eye has seen, nor has any ear heard, nor has it entered into the
heart of man to oonceive of them,” but it is only a parable, and an example which shows
whattheyarelike,Theparablenot
only describes to them the blessings of the life after
death, but a1w gives them a description of the fertile land which they were to inherit in this
very life-the garden of Eden of Gen. 2 : 8, where there is abundance of all things, so that the
Muslims were promised the Holy Land i n addition to Mecca.
2 2 9 6 ~Hereisanotherinstance
of the use of the word maghfirat in the Holy Qur-&n,
showing that it does notmean forgiveness of sins, but protection againstthefrailties
of
human nature. Among the various blessings of paradise, which its inmates shall find after
admission is maghfLrat, and it is clear that this maghjirat cannot be forgiveness, for forgiveness would require that there should be sinning ip paradise, an idea diametrically opposed to
t h e description of paradise as given in the Holy Qur-&n.The fact, as repeatedly stated,
is that there is no sinning in paradise, and hence maghfirat in paradiw signifies protection.
from sins.
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but how shall they
have
their
reminder
when
it comes on
them ?2m9
19 So know that there is no
god but Allah, end ask protection for y o w fault’ andforthe
believing men and the believing
women ;2wsand Allah knows
the place of your returning and
the place of your abiding.2301
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SECTION 3
The weak-hearted Ones
2 0 . Weak-hearted
are
averse
to
fighting.
23-28, They go back to unbelief.

Ar thuu
8eebt.

Ar. thse.

Or w a r .

21, 22. Necessity of war.

20 And thosewho
believe
say:Whyhasnot
a chapter
beenrevealed ?2302 Butwhen
a decisivechapterisrevealed,
and
fighting
mentioned
is
therein, you see those in whose
hearts is a disease look to you
withthe look of onefainting
because of death. Woe to them
then !
21Obedienceand
a gentle
word(wasproper) ; butwhen
the affair becomes settled, then
if they remain true to Allah it
wouldcertainlybebetterfor
them.
22 B u t if you
held
command, you were sure tomake
mischief in the land and out off
the ties of kinship P303

2299 By the hour is to be understood the hour of their doom, of the overthrow of their
power, which is clearly spoken of in the previous verses. Tokens of it had already sppeared,
for they had seen how Islam was daily advancing, andhow all theirefforts to check its progress
had ended in failure.
2300 Since a conquest is promised here to the Muslims, and conquests are necessarily
attended with difficulties, the Prophet is told to ask Divine protection for his shortcomings
and those of his companions. See 2194 for further explanation. Or themeaningisas
pointed out in 2307.
2301 Allah’s knowing thereturning place andtheabiding place of the faithful is an
allusion to their new abode andtheirre-entryintoMecca;
or, the Mutaqallab refers to
the going to and fro of the unbelievers in their plans to destroy Islam.
2302 The Muslims had been persecuted beyond all measure ; they had been oppressed,
,slain,andturnedoat
of their houses. Hencetheynaturally desired that they should be
allowed to defend themselves. By a chapter is meant a revelation allowing them to fight.
2303 Unbelievers are addressed hera
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23 Thoseitiswhom
Allah
hascursed, so Hehasmade
them deaf and blinded their
eye~.~3W
24 Do they not then reflect
on theQur-4n ? Nay, on the
hearts are their locks.
25 Surely (as for) those who
return on their backs after that
guidance has become manifest
ko them, the devil has made it
a light matter to them; and He
gives them respite.
26 That is because they say
tothosewhohatewhat
Allah
has revealed : We willobey
you in some of the affairs ; and
Allah knows their secrets.
27 But how will it be when
theangelscausethemtodie
smitingtheirfacesandtheir
backs.
28 That is because
they
follow what is displeasingto
Allah andareaversetoHis
pleasure, thereforeHe has made
null their deeds.

SECTION 4
A n Exhortation
29-31. The hypocrites and the faithful shall be separated. 32. Unbelievers
shall not harm Muslims. 33-38. Believers exhorted to exert themselves.
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Ar. thee.
Ar. thou

wouldst.

Ar. thou
oanat.

.

29 Or do those
whose
in
heartsis
a disease
think
that
Allah will not bring forth their
spite ?
30 And if W e please W e
would havamade
yw know
them so that you wozdd certainlyhaverecognisedthem
by their marks; and most certainly you can reoognise them
bythe intentof (their) speech;23O5
and Allah knows your deeds.
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2304 Note that Allah blinds the eyes of and makes deaf those who would not turn to the
right way. The next yerse makes it clear by saying that they do not reflect on the Qur-Qn,88
if there mere locks on their hearts.
2305 Labn signifies the meaning of speech, its intended aense or import, intent (TA, LL).
The Prophet is here told that he can easily recognize the hypocrites by their oblique or
ambiguous mode of speech, which is B clear indication of their intention.
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Ar. caaw.

31 And most certainly We!
will try you until We hwe
known' those among you whg
exert themselves herd, and the
patient,endmadeyour
mstl
manifest.
32 Surely
those
who
disbelieve and,turnaw&y
from
Allah's
way
and oppose the
Apostle after that guidance bae
becomecleartothemcannot
harm Allah in any way,and
He will make null their deeds.
33 0 you who believe I obey
AllahandobeytheApostle,
and do not make your deeds of
no effect.
34 Surelv
those
who
disbelieve aniturnaway
from
Allah's
way,
then
they
die
while
they
are
unbelievers,
Allah will by no means forgive
them.
35 And be not slack so as to
cry for peace and you have the
i s with
upper hand, and Allah
you,and
H e will notbring
your deeds to nought.
36 The life of thisworldis
only idle sport and play, and if
you believe and guard (against
evil) H e will give
you
your
of
rewards,and
will notask
you your possessions.
37 If H e should ask you for
itandurge
you, you will be
niggardly,and H e will bring
forth your malice.
38 Behold ! youarethose
upon tospend
whoarecalled
in Allah's way, but among you
arethosewhoareniggardly,
andwhoeverisniggardly
is
niggardly against his own soul ;
and Allab is Self-sufficient and
you have need (of Him), and if
you turn back H e will bring in
your place another people, then
they will no6 be like you.

CHAPTER XLVIII
TEE YICTORY
(Alfat-b)

REVEALED
AT MEDINA
(4 sections and 29 verses)
Abstract :
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

1. The Hudaibiyya truce was a victory.
2. The defaulters.
3. More victories for Islam.
4. The triumph of Islam over all other religione.

The Title and context.
THISchapterisentitled
The Victory, a very appropriatename, beoause it deals with the
conquests of Islam, from the great moral victory gained at Hudaibiyya (see 2306) mentioned
in the opening verse, to the find triumphof Islam over all other religions of the world (v. 28).
The wordfat-$ itself occurs several times in this chapter. It is remarkable that although the
Muslims had already been victorious in several battles, not one of those victories but a truce,
apparentlydisadvantageoustothe
Muslims, ismadethebasis
of thetriumphant career
of Islam. There is no doubt an indication in this that though war mas forced on Islam, and
the Muslims had been victorious, yet its real triumph lay in its moral conquests ; the first of
these after the Flight being the apparent disadvantage, but the real moral conquest, gained
at Hudaibiyya. There was no fighting there, but a truce was concluded which, although not
allowing the Muslims to retain any Muslim refugee from Mecca, nevertheless opened the way
for peogle, by layingasidehostilities,
to reflect on thebeauties of Islam.Thetruceat
Hudaibiyya was thus rt moral victory, and, regarded,as it is, as thebasis of the future conquests
of Islam, is a clear indication that moral conquestswere looked upon as the real conquestsof
Islam. Even the importance of the conquest of Mecca lies in the conquest of hearts which the
Holy Prophet made by showing an example of forgiveness unparalleled in the history of the
hums race.
The connection of this chapter with the last is clear. Whilst the last chapter speaks of the
overthrow of the opponents of Islam in wars, and of the betterment of the condition of the
Muslims, here we are told how that improved condition in Muslim affairs was accomplished.
Victory in battle was, no doubt, the immediate causeof the overthrow of an enemy who wished
to destroy Islam by physical force, but the real B U C C ~ S Sof Islam lay in its moralconquests.

Date of rewlation and subjeot-matter.
AS regards the date of revelation of this chapter, there can be no two opinions. We have
'Umar's teatimony on record that the Holy Prophet recited it for the Grst time when returning from Hudaibiyya (Bkh), and hence its revelation belongs to the sixth year of the Hejira.
The chapter opens by declaring the Hubibiyya truce bo be a real victory, end after referring to the disappointment
of the hypocrites and the idolaters, conaludea with n reterenoe
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THE VICTORY
SECTION 1
The Hudaibiyya Truce wan a Yiatory
1-5. A greatvictorycompletesDivinefavours
on the Prophet and the
faithful. 6. A punishment for hypocrites and idolaters.
7-10. Believers’ aid
andallegiance to the Prophet.

In the name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

~ rm .a
Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.
Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.

.

1 SurelyWe have g6ven to
you a clear victory,2306
2 That Allah may rectify for
you that which has gone before
of the
faults
attributed
to you
and
that
which remains behind,2307 and complete H i s
favour to you and guide you on
a right way,2308
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to theaidandallegiancewhichthefaithfulrenderedtotheHolyProphet.The
second
section deals with the false excuses of the hypocrites, and separates them from the faithfulby
notallowingthemto
join the Muslimsintheirexpeditions.
The third sectionprophesies
more victories in battles-that at Khaibar and the conquest of Mecca being clearly hinted at.
The fourth sectionbrings the chapter to a close by making the important announcement
that Islam shall be made triumphant over allotherreligions of the world.
2306 The victory referred to here is no other than that gained by the truce at Hudaibiyya
(Bkh). The fact that there was no actual fighting at Hudaibiyya has led many to think that
the words contain a prophecy about the conquest of Mecca, which, however, is referred tolater
was surely a realvictory for the
on in the third sectionof this chapter. The truce at Hudaibiyyn,
Muslims, because it opened the way for the propagation of Islam among the unbelievers, and
by putting a stop to hostilities gave the opponentsan occasion to ponder over the merits of the
religion against which they had hitherto struggled in vain in the field of battle. As n result
of t.his truce large numbers came over to Ishm, and the words are thus prophetical, and their
truth was demonstrated long after their revelation.
It may be added here that’Umar had some misgivings
as to the gooi of the truce concluded
at Hudaibiyp ; he lhought that the truce was not honourable for the Muslims, for the conditions to which they yielded were disadvantageous to them. Thus one of the conditions of the
truce was that if any one from among the Meccans came over to the Holy Prophet he would
return him to the Quraish, though he were a Muslim. The Muslims felt it very hard that one
of their brethren should be returned to suffer persecution at the hands of the unbelievers; but
as the Quraish refused to make a truce unless this condition was included, the Holy Prbphet
iccepted it. ImmediatelyafterwardsDivinerevelationdispelledallthosemisgivings,and
deckredthetruceto
be a greatvictoryleadingtogloriousresults,
aa itactually proved
to be.
2307 The second verse beginning with a Zdm, meaning that, enumerates the consequences
of the victory whichwasgained by the Muslims in the truce
of Hudaibiyya, and so does

#.

the third.
The
first
of these j t L J
f3;j. L
&
has been
muchmisunderstood.Theforgiveness
of faultscannot be the result of the gaining of
ta victory. On the other hand, as explained in the previous note, a state of hostilities having
continued for a long time, the people had never had occasion to reflect on the beauties of
Islam, and only a dark picture of it was present to their minda. Hence qanbi-ka here signifies
2308, see next page.
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3 And that Allah might help
you with a mighty. help.2309
4 H e it is who sent down
tranquilityintothehearts
of
the believers thattheymight
have more of faithaddedto
their faith-and Allah's are the
hosts of theheavensendthe
earth,and Allah is Knowing,
W'me5 That ;He maycause
the
believing men and the believing
bewomen to entergardens
neath which rivers flow to
abide therein and remove from
them their evil ; and that is a
grand achievement with Allah ;
6 And (that) Hemay chastise
the hypocriticalmen andthe
hypocritical
women,
andthe
polytheistic men and the polytheistic women, the entertainers
3f evil thoughts about Allah.
On themisthe
evil turn, and
Allah is wrothwith them and
nas cursed them and prepared
ne11 for them,and evil is the
:esort.
7 And Allah's are the hosts
3f the heavens and the earth;
m d Allah is Mighty, Wise.
the shortcomings and failureswhich the opponents attributed to the Prophet, to the removal
of which the truce at Hudaibiyya had opened the way, for it was after that that the brighter
side of the picture was brought before their eyes. For a similar expression see 687, where it
has been shown that ismi, literally meaning my sin, really signifies the sin committed against
m e . The meaning of ghafr has been fully explained in 2194, where it has been shown that

p.' means he Teetifced tL agair. A perusal of that footnote is necessary tounderstand what is said here. The truce opened the way for the removal of all misunderstandings,
many of them disappearing immediately by the propagation of Islam, and the rest being
swept away by the conquest of Mecca, to which the truce at Hudaibiyya hadopened the way.
There is also E referencehere to thatwhich rcmaitts behind. By thisismeantthe
Eatel
only withthe
carpings of the enemies of Islam. As I have stated, this chapter deals not
immediate triumph of Islam, but prophesies also its ultimate triumph over the whole world.
Hence there is B promise here that not only those misunderstandings will be corrected which
already exist, but even those thatremainbehind,
and will be spread at a laterdate by
the enemies of Islam, will also be dispelled, andIslam will thus shine in its full lustre
not only in Arabia but in the whole of the world.
2308 The two consequences of the truce made at Hodaibiyya, which are described in the
concluding words of the verae, can be easily conceived. The completion of favours wa8
accomplished by the spread of Islam, and the guiding on the right way signified the right
way to success.
2309 Largenumbers becoming converts to Islam proved L mighty help inits cause.
m i l e proeeeding to Hudaibiyya the Holy Prophet
was accompanied by 1,500 men ; two
years later, when advancingon Meooa, 10,000 menmarched under hisbanner.
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8 Surely We have sent pozc
as a witness and as a bearer of
good news and as B Warner,
9 Thatyoumay
believe in
Allah and His Apostle and may
aidhim Bnd reverehim ; and
(that)you,maydeclareHis
glory,morningandevening.
10 Surelythosewhoswear
allegiance to you do but swear
allegianoe to Allah ; the hand of
Allah is above their
hands.
Thereforewhoeverbreaks(his
faith), he breaks it only to the
injury of his own soul, and
whoever fulfils whathehas
covenanted with Allah, H e will
grant him a mighty rewhiard.2310

SECTION 2
The Defaulters
11-14. Excuses offered by defaulters. 15, 16. Theyshallnotaccompany
MuJim expeditionstilllateron.
17. Whomay be excused.

Ar. thee.

11 Those of thedwellers of
the desert who were leftbehind
will say to you :2311 Ourproperty and our families kept us
busy, so ask forgiveness for us.
Theysay
wit,h theirtongues
what is notintheirhearts.
Say : Thenwhocancontrol
you from Allah
anythingfor
if He intends to do you harm
or if Heintends to do you
good : nay, Allah isAware of
what you d o :

2310 The swearing of allegiance referred io here took place before the truce was concluded.
The Holy Prophet had started with his men with the object of performing a pilgrimage, but
when hereachedHudaibiyya,
the Meccans opposed hisentryinto
Mecca. Thereuponthe
companions of the Holy Prophet swore allegiance to him (under a tree as stated in v. 18),that
they would defend him at all costs and die fighting at his side (Bkh). The necessity for this
seems to have arisen from the fact that the Quraish advanced to fight the Muslims, who had
startedunprepared, because theyintended only to perform the pilgrimage. It appears that
Ab6 Bakr requested the Holy Prophet to go forth prepared for a w&r, for the Quraish were
likely to oppose him, bat the Holy Prophet did not approve of this (Bkh).
It may be noted here that the companions of the Holy Prophet swore allegiance to him on
three different occasions; vie. twice at Mecca before the Flight-the swearers
being in both
cases thecitizens of Medina.Boththeseareknown
by thename of Bai’at-uZ-’Byaba. I n
the first of these twelve men only were present, and the swearing of their allegiance implied
only their belief in the truth of Islam, the promise given being : We will not serve any one
2311, see next page.
‘I
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12 Nay! you rather thought
thattheApostleandthe
believers
would
not
return
to
their families ever,231a and that
was made fairseeming to your
hearts and you thought an evil
thought and you were a people
doomed to pen&

13 And whoever
does
not
believe in Allah and His
Apostle,thensurelyWehave
preparedburningfireforthe
unbelievers.
14 And Allah’s isthekingdom of theheavensandthe
e a r t h ;H e forgiveswhom H e
Dleases and chastises whom H e
$eases, and Allah is Forgiving,
Merciful.
15 Those who are left behind
will saywhenyousetforth
for the gaining of acquisitions :
Allow us (that) we may follow
you.
They
desire
to change
theword
of Allah. S a y :B y
no means shall you follow U B :
thusdid
Allah say bef0re.23~3
But they will say : Nay ! you
arejealous of us. Nay!they
do not understand but a little.
16 Say to those of the
desert
who
dwellers of the
wereleftbehind
: You shall
soon
be
invited
( tfoi g h t )
against
people
a possessing
mighty prowess ; you will fight
against them until they submit;
then if youobey,Allah
will
grant you a good reward ; and
if you turn back as you turned
but Allah ; we will not steal, we will not commit adultery, we will not kill our children, we
will not slander, and we will not disobey the Prophet in anything that is right.” The second
pledge at ’Aqabawas given by seventy-three Mediuites who undertooktodefend the Holy
Prophet, ‘ 1 as we defend our own backs.” The third occasion on which an oathof allegiance
was taken was the Hudaibiyya, and this is known as the Bai’at-i-ridwdn (see v. 18). Women
8wore allegiance on one occasion, for which see 2493.
2311 The reference is to those who lagged behind in the Hudaibiyya, expedition.
2312 Even so late as the sixth year of Hejira the Muslims were so weak, as compared with
their enemies, that whenever they had to
go into the field, the weak-hearted thought that
the Muslims were going into the very mouth
of death.
2313 The reference here is not to 9 : 83, which is a much later revelation.
I t appears
that an order similar to that contained in 9 :,83 was given by the Holy Prophet to the laggards
on the oocssion of the Hudaibigys,
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SECTION 3
More Yiotoriea for Islam
18-20, Victory at Khaibar. 21. Conquest of Mecca. 22,23. Unbelievers
would give back if they fight. 24. Withheld from fighting in the valley of
Mecca. 25, 26. TheypreventtheMuslimsfromgoingtothesacred
znosque.

Ar. thea.

I

15 Certainly Allah was well
pleased with the believers when
you
;heysworeallegianceto
mder the tree,231jand He knew
what was in their hearts, so He
;ent down tranquility on them
md rewarded them with a near
rictory,2316
19 Andmanyacquisitions
vhich they will t a k e : and
Illah is Mighty, Wise.2317
20 Allah promised you many
,cquisitions which youwill take,
hen H e hastened on this one
x you and held back the hands
f meufromyou,andthatit
nay be a sign for the believers
nd that He may guide you on
right patt1,~~~8

-~
2314 The power of the Meccan enemy was now broken, as wfs proved by the advance on
Mecca two years later. Hence, the defaulters are
told that they wouldbe called on to join
powerful enemy.Thismay
refer to the expedition to
the forces of Islamagainstanother
Tabitk, or to the wars againsttheRomanandPersianempires
in the time of theearly
Caliphs.
2315 I t should be noted that the 1,500 men who swore allegiance at Hudaibiyya are here
declared to be those with whom Allah is well pleased; these words should set at rest the
doubts of the adherents of a great schism in Islam as to the sincerity of the companions of
the Holy Prophet.
2316 The near victory prophesied here was obtained et Khaibar, soon after t h e return
from Hudaibiypa.
2317 These many acquisitions predict the later conquests of the Muslims, among which
the conquest of Mecca oocupies the fist place, and is referred to in the next verse.
2318, see next page.
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2 1 Andotherswhich
you
have
not
yet
been
ableto
achieve, A l l a hh a s surely
encompassedthem,and
Allah
has power over ell
things.2319
22 And if thosewhodisbelieve fightwithyou,they
would
certainly
turn
(their)
backs, then they would not find
any protector or a helper.
23 Such has been the course
of Allahthathasindeedrun
before, and you shall not find a,
change in Allah'scourse.
24 And H e i t is whoheld
back their hands from you and
yourhandsfromtheminthe
valley of Meccaafter H e had
given you victoryover t h e m ;
snd Allah is Seeingwhat you
10.2320

25 I t is they who disbelieved
tnd turned you away from the
;acred
Mosque
and
(turned
)E) the offering withheld from
rrivingatitsdestinedplace;
tnd were it not for the believing
nen and the believing women,
vhom, not having known, you
night have trodden down, and
hussomethinghatefulmight
laveafflicted youontheirac,aunt without knowledge-so
hat Allah maycausetoenter
nto His
mercy
whomsoever
I e pleases;
had
they
been
videly separated
one
from
nother, W e would surely have
hastised those who disbelieved
rom among them with a painul chastisement.2321
2318 What was hastened on was the conquest of Mecca. There was no fighting there, and
it is to this that the holding back of the hands of men refers.
2319 This reference is to the great Muslim conquests under the successors of the Holy
Prophet. The vanquishment of the enemy is plainly spoken of in the next verse.
2320 I t is stated that about seventy or eighty men (thirty according to mother report)
madearaid upon the Muslims, but they were capturedandafterwards
set free (Muslim,
Naaai-JB).The
holding back of thehandsinthe
valley of Mecca may refer to the
arrangement of the truce between the two parties, or to the conquest of Mecca.
2321 Theterms of thetruce m d e at Hudaibiyye were dissatisfying to the "Oslim~.
Authentic reports state clearly that 'Umar openly gave vent to his injured feelings (Bkh).
The chief terms of the agreementwere : (1)That t h e Muslims should return withoutperforming
a pilgrimage. (2) That they should be allowed to perform a pilgrimage next year, but should
not stay for more than three days. (3) That if an unbeliever, being converted. went over tothe

THE VICTORY
26 When
those
who
disbelieved harboured in their
hearts (feelings of) disdain, the
disdain of (the daysof) ignorance, but Allah sent down Hie
tranquility on His Apostle and
on the believers end made them
keep
the
word of guarding
(against evil), andthey were
entitled to it and worthy of i t ;
and Allah isCognizant of all
things.
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of Islam oyer all other Religione
28. Thefinaltriumph.29.Gradualgrowth.

27 Certainly Allah had shown
to His Apostle the vision with
truth : you shall most certainly
enter
the
sacred
Mosque, if
Allah pleases, in s e c u r i t y ,
(some) having
their
heads
shaved
(others)
and having
theirhair
cut, you shallnot
fear,but H e knowswhatyou
do not know, so H e brought
about a near victory before
that.2322
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Muslims he should be returned, but if a Muslim went over to the unbelievers he should not be
given back to the Muslims. The last term of the agreement was specially diasatisfying to the
Muslims; but it shows the strong conviction which the Holy Prophet had in the truth
of
Islam, for he was confident that none of his companions would go over to unbelief and join
theQuraish;and also that those who became converts toIslam would not desert it on
account of peraecution, or because they were not given shelter by the Muslims. And thus it
happened that the converts to Islam from among the Meccans, not being allowed to settle at
Medina, formed an independent colony of their own, proving thereby the genuineness of their
convictions and the strength of their faith.
One of the reasons given here for the trucewas to be found in thefact that thewelfare of the
Muslims demanded it, inasmuch as there were Muslims at Mecca who were unknown even to
their brethren at Medina, and that if a battle had taken plaoe, they would have suffered along
with the enemy. This shows how Islam was makingsilent progress & Meoca itself, even
without the guidance of a preacher.
2322 The Holy Prophet's journey to Mecca to perform a pilgrimage with from 1,200 to
1,500 of his companions was undertaken on the basis of the vieion stated here. In a vision,
he had seen himself and his companions performing a pilgrimage; convinced of the truth of
his vision, he set out with the objeet of performing B pilgrimage. The Meccam, however,
opposed him at Hudaibiyya, and a truce was there arranged according to which the Holy
Prophet had to return without performing a pilgrimage. The truth of the vision is therefore
assertsd here. It is made clear that the Prophet's return did not falsify the vision which
had to be, and was, f u m e d in the next year. This waa the answar whioh t h e Holy Prophet
gmve to 'Umm when he objected to returning without performing a pilgrimage (Bkh).
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28 HeitiswhosentHis
Apostle with the guidance and
the true religion that He may
allthe
make it prevailover
religions;and Allah is enough
for a witness.2323
29 Muhammad is theApostle
of Allah, andthosewith
him
are firm of heartagainstthe
unbelievers,2324 compassionate
among themselves; you will see
them bowing down, prostrating
themselves, seeking grace from
Allah and pleasure; their marks
areintheir
facesbecause
of
the effect of prostration ; that
is their description in the Torah
and their description in
the
Gospel; like as seed-produce
that puts forth its sprout, then
strengthensit, so it becomes
stoutandstands
firmly on its
atem, delighting the sowers
unthat He mayenragethe
believers on account of them;
Allah has promised those among
them who believe and do good,
forgiveness and a great reward.

2323 Thisprophecy of theprevalence of Islam over allotherreligionsisaprophecy
which extends into the distant future. Arabia had
seen its fulfilment in the lifetime
of the
Holy Prophet. The meaning of the prevalence of Islam is not, however, to be found in the
political supremacy of its adherents at all times, nor
does the prophecy signify that other
religions would at any time entirely disappear ; it only indicates that the superiority
of the
religion of Islam to allotherreligions
will at last be established,andIslam
will be
the religion of themajority of thenations of theearth.
No otherscriptureprophesies
the triumph of the religion it preaches in such unmistakable terms.
2324 Ashidda is plural of shadid, which means ordinarilyfirm, stvong, powerful (LA-LL),
but also brave, firm of heart (LA, Q-LL). Shiddat, the root word, also signifies firmness of
heart according to TA.
The translation &me, or vehement, adopted in English tranalstions
is not wrreot here.

CHAPTER XLIX
THE

aHAMBER8
(Al-Hujurht)

REVEALEDA T MEDINA
(2 sections and 18 verses)
Abstract:
See. 1. Respect for the Prophet.
Sec. 2. Respect for each other.

The Title.
T ~ chapter
E
takes its title from v. 4, which enjoins the Muslims not to call out to the Prophet
from behind the private chambers. As this chapter was revealed when large masses began to
enter Islam and deputation after deputation came to Medina, it was necessary to teach these
masses good manners as well as good morals, and herein we find a lesson in respeot not only
for the privaoy of the Holy Prophet, but also for the privacy to be observed among Muslims.
The Holy Prophet was not only the spiritual head of a people ; he was also a prophet
who
had to directhis people intheir religiousandtemporalaffairs.Hehadtoteachthem
manners as well as morals ; to decide their cases and to make laws for them ; to lead them
to prayer,to bow before God, and into the field tofightagainst a powerful enemy: and,
therefore, it wasnecessarythatthe
new converts to Islam should appreciate the
value of
his time.

Date of reyelation, context, and subject-matter.
The chapter was revealed
at Medina in the year
9 A.E. The opening verses are unani.
monsly referred to the time of the visit of the deputation of Bani Tamim. As the previous
chapter speaks of victories for the Muslims, and as victory brings ease, this chapter denounces
the vices of B civilized society living in ease and comfort. The first
five verses teach whet
mannersmust be observed towardstheHolyProphet,thenextthreerequireallmatters
of importance to be referred to him, and the section is concluded with a statement requiring
theMuslimstomake
peaoe between two Mualim parties who fightwitheachother.This
last injunotion is also based on respect for the Prophet, for all Muslims are spiritually his
children;andtherefore to make peace between themreallyshowsrespectfulnessforhim
who laid the basis of the brotherhood of t h t different nations end tribes of the world. The
second section teaches the Muslims some of the social virtues, and enjoins them to avoid
certain vioes whicharethebane
of society, as theevilpropensitiesdeal
a death-blowtothe
loving affection which the principle of the common brotherhood of man established by Islam
requires : a brotherhood which is not based on the distinctions of tribes and families, but on
piety and righteousness, so that the most righteous shall be the most respected. The section
concludeswith thestatementthatmendo
not layIslamunderobligation
by joiningits
brotherhood, but that Islam is a real blessing to them, and in failing to recognize this they
aannot reep the dvsntagea attendant
upon joining the brotherhood of Islam.
gal
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SECTION 1
Respect for the Prophet
1 6 . Believers should be respectful to theProphet.
6 - 8 . All matters of
9, 10. Peace-making between believers.
importance to be referred tohim.

In thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
Or d o m t
aAt*pats
(any
matter).

Ar. thee.

Ar. thaw

b r . a trans-

gresaur.

1 0 you who believe I be not
forward in
the
presence of
Allah andHis
Apostle, and
be careful of (your duty to)
Allah ; surely Allah is Hearing,
Kn0wing.23~~
2 0 you who believe 1 do not
raise your voices above the
voice of theProphet,and
do
not speak loud tohim as you
speak loud to one another, lest
yourdeeds become null while
you do not perceive.2326
3 Surelythosewho
lower
their voices before Allah's
Apostle are they whose hearts
I
Allah has proved for guarding
(against evil) ; they shall have
forgiveness and a great reward.
4 (As for) those who call out
to you from behind the private
chambers, surely most of them
do not ~nderstand.2~~7
5 And if they wait patiently
until you come out to them, it
would certainly be better for
them,and Allah is Forgiving,
Merciful.
6 0 you who believe I if an
unrighteous man comes to you
with a report, look carefully
into it, lest you harm a people
in ignorance, then be sorry for
what you have done.2328

2325 Tuqaddimti is hereequivalent to tataqaddamzi (Rz). Theordinaryrendering
is
given in the margin, because it requires an understood object, do not anticipate any matter.
The presence of Allah meansthe presence of Hiscommandments.The
words imply the
utmost obedience.
2326 The Q u r h not only inculcateshighmoralsbut
also regulates social conduct,
because its teachings are intended for all grades of men. When large numbers of men began
to enterIslamsuchdirections
became necessary,and they will always beneeded by the
masses in any society. A loud voice is expressive of arrogance or resentment.
2327 As already pointed cut, when the masse8 began to enter Islam many of them were
ignorant even of the ordinary social rules,andthey called out to theProphetwithloud
voices while he was within his house. The practice is deprecated because it meant disrespect
to
Holy Prophet.
2328, see next page.
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7 And know that among you
isAllah'sApostle;shouldhe
in many a matter,
obeyyou
you would surely fall into distress,butAllahhasendeared
the faith to you and has made
itseemly in yourhearts,and
Hehasmadehatefultoyou
unbelief and transgression and
disobedience;theseit
is that
are the followersof a right way,
8 B y gracefromAllahand
as a favour ; and
Allah
is
Knowing,Wise.
9 And if twoparties of the
believersquarrel,makepeace
between them;but
if one of
themactswrongfullytowards
the other, fight that which acts
wrongfullyuntilitreturnsto
Allah'scommand;then
if it
returns,makepeacebetween
them
with
justice
and
act
equitably ; surely Allahloves
those who act equitably.2329
10 The
believers
are
but
brethren, therefore make peace
betweenyourbrethrenandbe
careful of (your duty to) Allah
that mercy may be had on you.
2328 Such a direction

W&B expedient when E

condition of war necessitated prompt action
even the exigencies of war were to be carried out with
the utmost carefulness, so that uninimical people should not suffer loss.
2329 It is related that the occasion of the revelation of this verse was E quarrel between
Aus and Khazraj, the two chief tribes of Medina, which led to some blows being exchanged
(Rf) ; but this does not mean that the verse applied only to that case. The verse, in fact,
requires the Muslims not to be indifferent when one party of them quarrels with another.
I n such cases they must bring
every kind of pressure within their reach
to bear upon the
partyin error. HadtheMuslims
followed thisinjunction,their
power would not have
departed nor would the Muslim community have been at the mercy of a few mischief-makers
who sowed disunion. An attitude of indifference towardsfatwas of kufr, directed against their
own brethren by ignorant Mullas, has dealt a fatal blow to the union of the Muslim brotherhood, and if the Muslims do not in one mass raise their
voice against these fatwas they
must never hope to make any progress towards real
union.

to be taken against the enemy. But
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SECTION 2
Ba&ped for each other
11, 12. Muslims enjoined to avoid what leads
Principle of the brobherhood of men laid down.

to another’s iliarespect. 15.
1&18. Novices in Islam.

11 0 you who believe I let
not (one) people laugh at
(another) people, perchanoa
they m y be better than they,
nor let women (laugh)at (other)
women, perchance thay may be
betterthanthey;anddonot
find fault with your own people
nor call oneanother by nicknames ; evil is a bad name
afterfaith,and
whoever does
not turn,theseitisthatare
the unjust.2330
12 0 you who believe ! avoid
most of suspicion, for surely
suspicionin some cases is a
sin,anddonotspynor
lek
some of you backbite others.
Does one of ou like to eat the
flesh of his lead brother? But
you abhor it ; and be careful of
(your duty to)
Allah,
surely
Allah is Oft-returning
(to
mercy),Merciful.
13 0 you men! surely W e
have created you of a male and
9 female, and made you tribes
md families that
you
may
know eachother;surelythe
most honourable of you with
rlllah istheoneamong
you
nost ‘careful (of hisduty) ;
urely Allah is Knowing,
4~vare.~3~~
14 The dwellers of the desert
lay : We believe. Say: You
io not believe butsay,We
2330 This verse and those that follow deal with some of the evils which are moat rampant
in civilized societies, and which corrupt a society to its core. Ttede evils mostly arise with
wealth, for, living in ease, people are most concerned with seeking each other’s faults, and
thus mutual hatred takes the
place of brotherly love and friendly ooncord.
2331 The principle of the brotherhood of man laid down here is on the broadest basis.
The address here is not to believers, as in the two previous verses, but to men in general, who
are told that they are all, as it were, members of one family, and their divisions into nations,
tribes, and families should not lead toestrangementfrom,but
to a better knowledge of,
eachother.Superiority
of one over another in this vast brobherhood does not depend on
nationality, wealth, or rank, but on the careful obeervanoe of duty-mors1 greatness.
a3
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submit ; and faith has not yet
entered into your he&s ; and
if you obey Allah andHis
Apostle, H e will notdiminish
aught of your deeds;surely
Allah is Forgiving Merciful.232
15 The believers are only
those who.believe in Allah and
His Apostle thenthey doubt
not and struggle hard with
their wealth and their lives in
the way of Allah ; they are the
truthful ones.
16 Say: Do you apprise
Allah of your religion, and
Allah knows what is in the
is in the
heavens andwhat
earth; and Allah is Cognisant
of all things.
17 They think that they lay
you under
an
obligation by
becoming Muslims. Say: Lay
me not under obligation by your
Islam:rather Allah lays you
under an obligation by guiding
you to thefaith
if you are
;ruthful.
18 Surely Allah knows the
lnseenthings of the heavens
Lnd the earth ; and Allah sees
Khat you do.
’

br.thee.

2332 Herethe Muslims areenjoined to deal kindly and leniently, even with those who,
being novioes, were not yet really grounded in the faith, though they weremembers of the
Muelim brotherhood.

CHAPTER L

OAF
REVEALEDAT MHCCA
(3 sections and 45 verses)
~

SECTION 1
The Resurrection
1-5. The unbelievers wonder. 611. Nature testifies tothetruth
resurrection. 12-15. A lesson in thefate of former peoples.

of

In the name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the' Merciful.
'

1 Almighty God2333and the
glorious Qur-dn !2334
Abstract:
Sec. 1-3. The Resurrection.

The Title and subject-matter.
THISchapter, which is entitled the Qdj, from its initial letter calling attention to the greetness
of the power of the Divine Being, deals with the resurrection. The first section draws attention to the testimony of nature, and to there being a lesson in the fate of former peoples ;
the second shows that every action has a consequence, and these consequences shall be made
manifest oh the day of judgment ; and the third states that the good and the bed must each
receive their due, and that the judgment must be brought about in this life &B well 8 8 in the
hereafter. In fact, the judgment of this life is inseparably mingled with the judgment of the
next throughout thia chapter.

Context and date of renelation.
The last chapter dealt with certain manners and morals which me the necessary concomitants of a stste of ease.And,
as it is this state of ease that contributes to neglect
of the hereafter-and the judgment that overtakes men here as well a8 hereafter is entirely
overlooked when this condition obtains-the connection of this chapter with the one preceding
it is clear. The chapter is unanimously regarded 88 a Meccan revelation, and may be assigned
to the early Meccan period.
2333 The letter q6f stands either for the name Qdddir, or Qadir, of the DivineBeing,

4,

i.e.
the
afair (meaning the
meaning AZmighty God, or for the phrase
doom) ie decreed (Rz).
2334 An expression of wonder at the unbelief of Meocans. The whole of the Qur-&n is
spoken of as one book even at this eerly period.
866
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2 Nay I they wonder that
there
has
come to
them
a
Warner from among themselves,
so the unbelievers say : This is
a wonderful thing :
3 What I when we are dead
and have become dust?That
is a far (frmprobable) return.
4 We know indeed what the
earth diminishes of them, and
with Us is a writing that
5 Nay, they rejeoted the
truth when it came to them, so
theyare (now) in a state of
conf~sion.~~~~
6 Do they not then look up
to heaven above them how We
have made itand adorned it
and it has no gaps.
7 And theearth,Wehave
made it plain andcastinit
mountains and We havemade
to grow therein of all beauttful
kinds,
8 To give sight and as a
reminder to every servant who
turns frequently (to Allah).
9 And We send down from
the cloud water abounding in
good, thenWe causeto grow
thereby gardens and the
grain
that is reaped,
10 And the tall palm-trees
having
spadices
closely set
one above another,
11 A sustenance for the
servants,
and
We
give life
thereby to a dead land ; thus is
the rising.2337
1 2 (Others) before themrejected (prophets) : the peop'le
of Noah and the dwellers of
Ar-Rass8 and Samood,b
13 And 'Ado andPharaoh
and Lot's brethren,
2335 This refers to e record of the consequences of one's actions, what is necessary for
a life after death being preserved in its entirety.
2336 They are said to be in a state of confusion as not knowing how to treat it, They
had Eby this time that their first opinion about it was wrong, and the truth of it was
becoming clear day by day. Buthaving rejected it once, theyfoundit difficult toadmit
its truth.
2337 This is a reference to the regeneration to be effected by the Qur-An.
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THE RESUWRECTION
14 Ana tbe dwellers of the
grovea and
the
people of
a lr le j e c t etdh e
apostles, 80 My t h r m t oam
t o pass. . .
15-Weree '% ,then fatigued
with the first creation ? Yet &re
to
theyindoubtwithregard
a, new a r e a t i ~ n . ~ ~ ~
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SECTION 2
T h e Rerurreation
16-18. Every word andaction of man is preserved.
veiI. 2E-29. Thedisclosuro of hell.

Ar. thou

didstahwn.

0

789.

Ar. thou

wert.

Ar. thpe.
Ar thy.

A I . thy.

19-22. Removal of

16 And certainly We created
man,end We knowwhathis
mind suggests to. him, and We
are nearer to him than his lifevein.
17 Whenthe t w o receivers
receive, sitting on the right and
on the left.
18 H e utters not a word b u t
there is by him a watcherat
hand.2339
19 And bhe stupor of death
will come in truth ; that is what
you shunned.
20 And the trumpet shall be
blown ;O that is the day of the
threatening.
21 And every soul shall
come, withit a driver md a
~itness.2~~~
22 Certainly you were heedless of it, but now V e have
removed from you your veil, SO
YOU7 sight to-day is sharp.aal

2338 Themeaningis
that Allah did not lsck power in dealing with the former
generations so thattheyshould
doubt His power indealingwith
a new one. Or, khe
first creation i g t h e physicalcreation
of man, and the second oreation his spiritual
regeneration.
2339 The three verses impress on man that all hisdeeds and words bear fruit, that nothing
is said or done in vain. The yamtn, or the right side, represents the good, and the shimdl, or
the left side, the evil (TA).
2340 The driver signifies the impeller t o evil, and the w i t ~ e s sthe callel. to truth. Some
otherexplanationsare also given (Bd).
2341 This verse s h o w clearly that the consequences of evil actions which remain hidden
from the eye of man in this life shall be made manifest after death. This is the significance
of the sight being made sharp, so that he shall then see what he is unable to see here. Such
is hell,according to theteachings
of the B u r - h , vis.thehidden
conseguenoes of evil
deeds, Then made manifest to a man, become his hell.
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23 And his companion shall
say: This is what is ready
with me.
24 Do castinto hellevery
ungrateful, rebellious one,am
25 Forbidder of good, exceeder of limits,doubter,
26 Who sets up another god
with Allah, so do cast him into
severe chastisement.
27 His companion will say:
Our Lord ! I did not lead him
into inordinacy but he himself
was in a great error’.
28 EIe will say: Do ,not
quarrel in My presence, and
indeed I gave you the threatening beforehand :
29 N y word shall not be
:hanged, nor am I in the least
uujust to the servants.
2342 The word in the original which I translate as do cast is alqiyb, the form used being
dual, and the same word is repeated in v. 26. Some think that two angels are addressed, but
more learned opinion favours E different explanation, Kf, Bd, Rz and others hold that it is
allowable to take the person addressed as being only one person, though the form used is
dual, because this’is allowed by Arab idiom. Kf gives two reasons. The first reason is that
given by Mubarrad: the making of the nominative dual, stands f o r the repetition of the verb,
because of their onene88, and t h w thedual form may stand for alp-i alp-i
(Le. cast, cast),
indicating force. The other reason is that the Arabs have a custom that most often one of
them would have two companions on a journey, so that the use of the dual became frequent
among them, and one of them would say, myfriend and my cornpanion, and stay ye two, and
be ye two happy, so that they would use the dual even when addressing one man. Thus of

Hajjsj it is reported that he used to say : & L b,\
hi8 neck, using the dual idriba instead of idrib.

La
where thedud

e\
&&

forms

p

U\J+2>\
dLs

dk> and

b,,Le. 0 m y guurd : do strike

Bd.quotee a verse

ei &+
- Ji

,Jb & are used, while only thesingular

is

meant. And the same authority adds thet it
is permissible that the alif (in alqiyd, which
n t h of tdkid (Le. intensiveness), and this
gives the verb a dual form) may stand for the
explanation, he s a p , is supported by areading of Hasan, who read alqiyan instead of
a2qiyd. It is undisputed that the variety of reading affords an explanation of the meaning
of the wiginel word, and hence I think the dual formalpiyd is properly rendered by do cast,
which gives an idea of the force of the original.
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SECTION 3
The Resurrection
good each receive their recompense. 36, 37. A
warrung. 38. The power of Allah. 99, 40. Patience is necassary. 4145.
The destructive cry.
30;35. The evil andthe

Ar. a?t
t h .

Ar. thy.

Ar.pros.

irations.

30 On the day that We will
say to hell : Are you filled up 1
And ib will say : Are there any
more ?
31 And thegardenshall be
brought near
to
those
who
guara (against evil), not far off:
32 This is what you were
promised, (it is) for every one
who turns frequently (to Allah),
keeps (His limits) ;
33 Who fears the Beneficent
3od in secret and comes with a
penitent heart :
34 Enter it in peace, that is
;he day of abiding.
35 They havetherein what
Us is
jhey wish and
with
nore
36 And how many a genera;ion did We destroy before them
lvho mere mightier in prow35s thanthey,
so theywent
tbout and about in the lands :
s there a place of refuge?
37 Most surely there is a reninder in this for him who has
I heart or he gives ear and is a
vitness.
38 And certainly We created
he heavens and the earth and
vhat is between them in six
)eriods andthere touched Us
lot any fatigue.2343A
39 Therefore be patient of
vhat theysay, and celebrate
he praise of your Lord before
he rising of the sun and before
he setting.
40 And glorify Him in the
ight and after the prayers.

2343 Mazld, or more, here signifies the sight of the Divine Being, which shall be the
highest bliss of those in paradise (Rz).
2 3 4 3 ~The Bible says : ‘ 6 And He rested on the seventh day from all His work which He
hed made’’ (Gen.2 :2). The act of taking rest applies to one who is tired, and heme the
Qur-An negatives any such idea in relation to God, W h o does not stand in need of rest ; hence
it
: there touched Ua not any fatigue.

At. thou

art.

41 And listen on the day
when the crier shall cry from
a near place,
42 The day when they shall
hem the cry in truth; that is
the day of coming forth.
43 Surely We givelife and
cause to die, and to Us is the
eventual coming ;
44 The day on whioh the
earth
shall
cleave asunder
underthem,they
will make
haste; that is e, gathering together easy to Us.
45 We know best what they
my,and you a70 not on0 to
compel them ; therefore remind
him by means of the Qur-An
who fears My threat.

CHAPTER LI
THH BOATTBBERS
(8g.Zdriybt)

REVEAL- AT MECU
(3 sections and 60 verses)

SECTION 1
Falsehood Is doomed
1-6. Blanifestevidence of the coming of the judgmeht.
7-9. Evidence of
nature. 10-14. Punishment of those who lie. 15-19. Reward of the good.
20-23. Signs of the truth of judgment.

In thename
Beneficent,the

of Allah, the
Merciful.

1 Consider"those scattering
broad-cast,
2 Then those bearing
the
load,

a 2099.

I

Abstract:
Sec. 1. Falsehood is doomed.
Sec. 2. The fate of previous nations.
Bea. 3. The Memans shall be judged.

The Ti@

and subject-matter.

TEE title of this chapter is taken from the mention
of the Scatterers of truth in the 5mt
verse. It deals with the faot that the Meccans who reject the h t h shall be judged, attantion
being drawn in the first section to the gradualadvancement of truth, whioh was, quite
naturally, daily gaining ground, end the whole section lays StrePe upon the oertainty of the
judgment;the second section,openingwith theannouncement of the birth of a son tn
Abraham (from whom descended the greatest of the prophets), deda with the fate of SOprevious nations who were judged because of their evil deeds ; end the third &g&i, afbr an
eirhortation to seek a refuge in Allah-because the service of Allah is t h e object of the armtiop
of man-warns the Meocans that their turn of good fortune is about to be ended and they
s h J l be judged even as those before them.

CIontezt and date of revelation.
While the last chapt.er dealt with the resurreotion-the resurreotion of the deed in a lite
a8 well es the raurrection of those who were spiritalclly dead-the
one under
consideration states that those who give the lie to this lruth shall be judged aooording to u l o i r
evil deeds. The chapter ia undoubtedly an eerly Meocen revelation end may without hositation be assigned to the esrly Mecaan period.

after death

33'
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[PART =VI.

3 Then those running easily,
4 Thenthose
dividing the
affair ;
5 What you arethreatened
with is most surely true,
6 And the judgment must
mostsurely come about.2”4
7 Considerb the heaven full
of ways,23*~
8 Most surely you are at
variancewith
each other in
what you say,
9 He is turned away from it
who would be turned away.2348
10 Cursed be the liars
11 Who &re in a gulf (of
ignorance) neglectful ;
1 2 They ask: When is the
day of judgment?
13 (It is) the day on which
they
shall
be tried at
the
fire.2347
14 Taste yourpersecution !
this is what you would hasten
3n.2348
*
2344-In.thefirst four verses of this chapter attention is called to certain facts by means
of what is generally understood to be an oath, for which see 2099, while the two verses that
follow indicale the conclusion to which those facts lead. It is generally considered that by
the ’‘ broadcast scatterers ” are meant the winds that raise up dust before the coming of a
cloud. The bearers of the load are the clouds that carry rain ; the easy runners are the winds
that carry the clouds along, and the dividers are the winds that distribute the rain : attention
being drawn in this description to a similar arrangementin the spiritual world by which truth
gradually advances. But we may as well say that attention is herein drawn to more manifest
facts, to the scatteringof truth broadcast through the Holy Prophet and his faithfulfollowers,
which led to some bearing the load of it as if they had become pregnant with truth, while
others ran easily towards the acceptance of truth. Others there
were who were termed the
dividers of the affair-those who are elsewhere called muqtasimin, i.e. dividers, because they
divided the Qur-An into portions, admitting one part and rejecting another (15: 90). Ln the
existence of these three classes, of which the first two increased day by day, while the third
was gradually but dowly diminishing, there was a clear sign that the triumph of Islam would
won be established in the land. Or, again, the reference may be to the battles which were
ultimetely intended to accomplish the overthrow of the Meccans.
%46 The description of heaven as fuU of ways is one which an ordinarg Arab of 1,300
years ago oould not give. I t is, however, in perfect agreement with the most recent scientific
discoveries, which show every star to be the centre about which planets revolve, even as our
own sun is the centre around which the earth and several other planets revolve, The ways in
the havens are the orbits of the various planets.
2346 Note the clear statement that only those are turned away from the truth who themeelves turn away.
2347 The fire in thi world stande forthebattles
which broughtdestruction upon

them.
2348 Fitnatakum or your pemecution signifies their persecution of the Mwlim, for which
they are threatened with a punishment which they will have to taste.
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15 Surely those who guard
(gainst evil) shall be in gardene
a s d fountains,
16 Taking whattheirLord
gives- them; surely they ware
before that the doers of good.
17 They used tosleep but
little in the night.
18 And in the morning they
asked forgiveness.
19 And in their property was
a portion due to
him
who
begs end to him who is denied
(good).8349

20 And in theearththere
are signs for those who aye
sure,
21 And in your own souls
(too) ; will you not then see ?2350
22 And in the heaven is your
sustenance and whatyou are
threatened
23 And by theLord of the
! it is
heavens andtheearth
most surely thetruth,justas
you do ~ p e a k . ~ ~ @ J
SECTION 2
The Fate of previous Nations
24-37. A son anno,unced t o Abrahamand Lot's peopledestroyed.
Pharaoh. 41, 43. 'Ad. 43-45. Somocd. 46. Noah's people,

24 Hasthere come to you
information about the honoured
guests of Abraham ?
25 When they entered upon
him, theysaid: Peace.Peace,
said he, strange people.
26 Then he turned aside to
his family secretly and brought
a fat (roasted) calf;
27 80 hebrought
itnear
said: What! will
theld
He
you not eat ?b

38-40.
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23i9 The word mabnlm is understood by some to mean a poor lnan who doe8 mt beg (Kf),
and by others, one who hae mt thefaculty of speech, like the dog and the cat (Ear-LL).
23.50 That is, signa hawing that truth waa gaining ground.
2351 That is, Allah has both a goodly sustenance and a punishment in store for you and
He will give you what yo,u deserve.
2362 Note the high degree of certainty, the unshakable faith in the altimte triumph of
the

?ruth st tbie eprly period.

2004

them..Theysaid:Fearnot.
And hey gave himthe g d
news of a 'boy possessing
knowledge.
29 Then his wife came up in
greet grief, Smd she struck her
frtce and "naid :An old barren
woman f
30 They said: Thus BEYS
o u r ,Lord : Surely He is the
%Vise, the Knowing.

Ar. thg.

PAR'I:
31 H e said: What is your
affair then, 0 messengers !
32 They said : Surely We
are sent to a guiltypeople
33 That we may senddown
upon fhem stones of clay,
34 Sent forth from your Lord
for the extravagant..
35 Then V e brought forth
suchas
were therein of the
believers.
36 But
We
did not find
therein save a (single) house of
those who submitted.
37 And We left therein a
sign for those who fear the
painfulchastisement.
35 And in Moses : When We
'sent him to Pharaoh with clear
authority.
39 But he turned away with
hisformsandsaid:
An enchanter or a mad man.
40 So We seized him and his
hosts and hurled them into the
sea, and h e w&sblameable.
41 And in 'Ad : WhenWe
sent w o n them the destructive
wind.bL
42 It did not leave aught on
which it blew, but it D M ~ Q it
like ashes.
43 And in S w d : When
it was said to them : Enjoy
yourselves for e. while.
44 But they revolted against
;he
commandment
of their
Lord, .80 'the rumbling over;ook them while they saw.'
'

Ar. thy.
918.

Ar. the
Xuslimn.

b 010.

c 915.
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45 So they were noQ able 60
rise up, nor could they defend
themselves ;
46 And the people of No&
before : .sni-ely they were a,
transgressing people. .

SECTION 3
, The Yewans ahall be Judged
47-51. Refuge t o be sought in Allah, 62-66. A warning given. 56-58.
Nan created to serve Allah. 59, 60. Their doom will come to ps.

Ar. thy.
Ar. thou
art.

I

47 And
the
heaven,
“We
raised it high with power, and
most surely We are the makers
of thingsample.
48 And the earth, We have
madeitawideextent
: how
well haveR7ethenspread
(it)
out.
49 And of everythingWe
have
created
pairs
that
you
may be mindful.
50 Therefore fly to
Allah,
surely I am a plain Warner to
you fromHim.
51 And donotset
up with
Allah another god : surely I am
a plainWarner,toyoufrom
Him.
52 Thus there did not come
to those before them an apostle
but they said : An enchanter or
amadman.
53 H%vetheychargedeach
other with this ? Nay ! they are
an inordinatepeople.
54 Then
turn
OUT back
you are not to
uponthemfor
blame ;2353
55 Andcontinuetoremind,
for surely the reminder profits
thebelievers.
56 And I havenotcreated
thejinnandthemenexcept
that they should serve Me.
57 I do not desire from them
any sustenance end I do not desire that they should feed Me.

”

~~

2353 Turning the back here upon the unbelievers does not signify departingfrom them, as

the revelation of this chapter belongs to an early period. The words t h t follow make this
clear, for the Prophet is enjoined to continue to remind, for there will bo some who will
believe, and these will profit by the reminder. The meaning of turning the back is to disregard
their reviling,
pointed out in the two previous veraea.
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58 Surely All&
is the
Bestower of sustenance, the
Lord-of Power, the Strong.
59 So surely those who are
unjust shall have a portion
like the portion of their companions, therefore let them not
ask Me to hasten on.
60 Therefore woe tothose
who disbelieve because of their
day which they are threatened
with.
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CHAPTER LII

..

THB MOUNTAIN
-

( A t .T l r )

.

REVEALED
AT MECCA

(2 sections and 49 verses)
- 1

.. .

SECTION 1

.

1

Succesrr of the Faithful

1-6. A comparison with Moses. 7-16. Those who oppose shall be punished.
17-28. Reward of the faithful.

In thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

Or. empty.
Ar. thy.

1 Consider. the Mountain,
2 And the Book written
3 In an outstretched vellum,
4 And. the house that is
visited,
5 And theelevatedcanopy,
6 And the swollen sea ;
7 Most surelythechastisement of your Lord willcome
to pass ;2384
~~

*

Abstract:
Sec. 1. Success of the Faithful.
Sec. 2. The opponents are doomed.

oeneral remarks.
THIS chapter refers to the Movlttain to which Moses was called in its opening verse ; thus
indicating the similarity between the Holy Prophet and the Israelite lawgiver, because it w a s
also in the cave of a mountain that the Holy Prophet received a call. I t contains only two
sections ; the first speaks of the reward of the faithful, the second of the punishment of those
who opposed the preaching of the truth and contrived plans to nip it in the bud. The judg.
ment of the wicked in the last chapter called for an assurance of success for the faithful, which
is the real object of this chapter-the destruction Qf the opponents being necessary for the
attainment of that object. Thechapter belongs to the same period as the two previous
chapters--the early Meccan period,

kc-

2336k The first six verses draw attention
a set of paraEd facts in the revehtiona of
Moses and Muhammad, may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon them. The mount in
t h e one c88e is the mount Sinai, pnd. in the other the mount Hira ; the Book stands for the
l
W

8 Thereshall
be none to
avert it ;
9 On the
day
when
the
heaven shall move from side
to side,
10 And themountainsshall
pass away passing away
(altogether).
11 So woe on thhatr day to
those who reject (the t r ~ t h ) , 2 ~ ~ ~
12 Those who sport entering
into vain discourses.
13 The day on which they
shall be driven awrty to the fire
of hell with violence.
14 This is the fire which you
used to give Che lie b.
15 I s it enchantment then or
do you not see ?
16 Enter into it, then bear
(it) patiently, or do not bear (it)
patiently, it is the same toyou ;
you shall be requited only (for)
whet you did.
17 Surely those whoguard
(against evil) shell be in gardens
and bliss,
18 Eejoicing because of whet
their Lord gave them, and their
Lord saved them from the chat+
tisement of the burning fire.
19 Eat and drink pleasantly
for what you did,

.

a d the Qur-hn; t h e house that is visited and the elevated canopy refer, on the one
hand, to the tabernacle raised by Moses for the Israelites as a sacred place where they worshipped God and offered sacrifices, and on the other to the Sacred House at Mecca, mhioh was
to be the centre of the Muslims of all nations, all countries, and all ages, and
where they were
to offer sacrifices. The swollen sea represents the sea which brought destruction to Pharaoh
and his hosts,while the Holy Prophet’s enemies are told in the next verse that the punishment
of their Lord would as surely overtake them on land as it overtook the enemies of Masas in
the swollen sea. But note that the word babr signifies sea as well as land, and this word
ooourring in a w i n g of t h e Eoly
Prophet,
fc“&is explained by
&a

To&

4

merning their l y end h d . The whole passage d a w s ettention b the &e sico‘thwity of
ihe tevelatiano of Mosee ant3 the Holy Prophet,and m m s %be unbelievers thst %heirp m e r
shW ba brough: b mughi, &e it ~ 8 in
8 tbe c a m d f i m h . Rare agaia we hare %he
Prophet’s litoneso to M o w indiolcted h a very early remiation.
2S46 The most woadeM &mge %hataaa to be broughf nbout by the oPerthnwP cf a
mighty netion,M d the r p f s i ~ to
g the.highest dignity of one who waa eansiderea a micdnmn,
is imaged in the words that the heavens shall move from side h 0ide -d
6he marmaPiaa
(great men whoopposed the HolyProph&)ohall poss uwuy {see 1604 for this significance
of the persiDe away of m ~ n t e h ) . The result is that thw who rejeckd the Holy Prqphet

eheu Be in m. Note tbpt the paniahment Lhpt is p r o m i d 43 the UihlieM hathii &e&
tbdwkiahtheymuethwe~pse@waefincpie~.
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Reclining on thrones set
' in 20Iinee,
and We will unite
them to pure, beautiful ones.2356
21 And (a for) those who
believe and
their
offspring
1 follow them in faith,We will
unite with them
their
oEspring'%' and We will no8
diminish k~them aught of aheir
work ; every man is yesponsible
for what he shall have
wrought.2358

-I

2356 The word hdr ocours four times in the Holy Qur-h, here and in 44: 54, 66 : 72, and
56 :2 8 I t is a piurral of ahwar (applied to a man) and of h u r 6 (applied to a woman), sig-

nifying one having eya characterized b y the qualitytermed hawas, whichmeans intense
whitmess of ULa white of the eye and intense blackmas of the black thereof. The word is from
the same root &s &am+r€,which signifies a thing that is pure or unsullied, and hence denotes
a true and a sincere friend. The word ahwar (singular of bar) also signifies pure or clear
intellect (LL). The other word, 'in, is plural of a'yan (meaning a man wide in tAe eyes) and
of 'aind (meaning a woman beautiful and
w i d e i n tke eye). The l & k word also signifies a
goud ur kuutifu2 word, or saying (LL). I6 may be noted that whiteness ia also a symbol of
perfect and unsullied purity, and hence the two words bdr and 'in really stand for purity and
beauty; and therefore, instead of white-eyed and large-eyed ones, which words give a more
literal significance of the original words, I adopt the words pure and beuutijul ones as heing
more expressive of the true significance, lea+
the other significance for the margin.
Whet are these pure, beautiful oms or the white-eyed,large-eyedones?
I havealready
explained in 2110 that the Holy Qur-&n does not speak of any conjugal relations being maintained in a phyaioal sense in the life to come. Moreuver, it has beenshown on various
occasions that where the b l h g s of paradise or the torments of hell are spoken of, these
are nothing bnt ph@d manifestations
of the spiritual blessings which the doers of good
e n p y in tbie life too. There are gardens, trees, rivers, milk, honey, fruits, and numeroua
other blessings spoken of as being met with in pssedise, but that all these ore not t h i n q of
this life hss been shown more than once in these footnotes, and 0 saying of bbe Holy Prophet
a r m d y quoted makes it dear thst the blessings of pnredise ere not the t h i n g s of this Zije, for
the Eo& Prophet is reported to have srtid: Allah saya I h u e prepared for M y ~ighteous
eervanfs what n o eye has seen and no ear has heard and what the k a r t of ?nun h a s not conceived (Bkb). The Holy Qur-&n also speaks of them in similar words: No JOUZ know8 what is
hiddm for if. Theseclearstatementsneed
n o comment, and they esbblLah beyond the
shadow af a doubt that whatever blessings arespoken of as existing in pamdise, the one
thing WLBabout them iath0t they are not ihiogs of this world. Hence, e l m the white-eyed,
large-eyed- oms, or the pure, beautijul o n n , the &ab and 'in of thia verea, are. m t actually
the hatif111women of this life. These are hemealy blembgs which thfa righteous women
shall have along with the righteous men, for v. 17 plainly sags that those who guard against
evil shall find these blessings, and therefore the pure, beautqul ones are as much E blessing
meant.for the righteouswomen a6 for the righteous men.
TLe question may still be asked, Why are these blessings described in words which apply
to women 7 The fact is that the reward spoken of here is one having special reference to
t h e p r i t y a f character and t h e beautifuldeeds a f the righteoue, and it -is womanhood. not
nianhood, that stands for II symbol of purity and beaury. Moreover, it should be noted that
in Arabic ,giLi@t .as4 fayyibdt signify good deeds and pure thiaga as well a8 g o d women.
and p r o wontetl, end this is anotherreason why the rewmd sf good and pure deeds is
spoken of in terms which apply to women. But note also that both lqQ and 'in are plurdn,
of words a p p l y b tc men aa ard SS to women, es a k o to gudibies nnd de&.
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22 And We will aid them
with fruit and flesh such as
they deaire.
23 Theyshall
pass thexein
from one to.another
a cup
wherein there shall be nothing
vain nor any sin.23a9
24 And round them shall go
boys of theirs as if they were
hidden pearls.2360
25 And some of them shall
advancetowards others questioning each other.
26 Saying : Surely we feared
before on account of our
families :2361
27 But Allah has been
gracious to us and Hehas
saved us from the chastisement
of the hot wind :
28 SurelyWe
called upon
Him before : Surely He is the
Benign, the Merciful.

SECTION 2
The Opponents are doomed
29-34. Opponents'conjecturesregarding
theProphet.
3hdl not avail. 44-49. Punishment here and hereafter.
Ar. t k y.
Ar. tiunb

.

avt.

&,laor.

29 Therefore continue toremind, for by the grace of your
Lord, you are not a soothsayer,
x-a madman.
30 Or do they say : A poet,
we wait for him the evil acci3ents of time.
31 Say:Wait, for surely I
io0 with you am of those who
mit.
32 Nay! do their
underItandings bid them this ? Or
*re they an inordinate people ?

35-43. Opposition

&g*,q;&*Z,Gy$
9 I'u.@C

G$$tl

19 c *
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2357 Those who havedonegreat
deeds of sacrifice are united withtheiroffspring;
because even their children follow their footsteps and do the deeds theirfathersdid,
reaping the benefit of those deeds.
2358 Note the clear doctrine of man's responsibility for his actions.
2359 This cup isthereforeentirely
of a different nature from what is known in^
this life,
2360 It should be noted that the boys spoken of tw hidden pearls in this verse may
either be the offspring of the faithful mentionad in v. 21,or these way be heavenly Mese.
ings of a nature similar to what is wid of &6r in 2356.
2381 This is another dear stetsment showing that righteous women shall be in paradise'
dong with righteous men. The difierence of sex wants for nothing in the sight of Allah.

Ca. m . 1

Ar. thhy.

Ar. dost
tho76
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83 Or do they say : He has
forged it. Nay I they do not
b;elieve.
34 Then. let the.m bring an
announcement like it if thev
i r e tr~thfu1.236a
35 Of .were they created
wTthout there being any thing,
or are they thecreators 12863
36 Or did theycreate
the
heavens and the earth ? Nay 1
they have no certainty.
’
37 Or have they the treasures
‘of your Lord with them? Or
have they been set in absolute
authority ?2364
38 Or.havethey the means
by which they listen ? Then
lettheirlistener
bring a clear
a~thority.~~G~
39 Or has He daughters
while you have sons?
40: ,Or do yo? ask them for a
reward, so that they are overburdened by a debt?
41 Or have they the unseen
so that they write (it) down?2366
42 Or do they desire a war ?
But those who disbelieve shall
be the vanquished ones in

“

2362 If their calling it a forgery or the work of 3r poet or a madman is true, why are
they unable to make an announcement like the one that is made by the Holy Prophet 7 So
earlydidtheQur-&n challenge its opponents to produce the like of it. See 36, as to the
uniqueness of the Holy Qur-An.
2363 That is, without B cause, or without any purpose, or without there being an author
of their etistence.
2364 That is, their authority or power in the land would soon be brought to naught.
2365 This verse shows that the Arab astrologers and diviners pretended that they could
listen to the secrets of the future, but their conjectures about the future failed to make any
impression, as they did not turn out true. The word used here is sullam, which I translate
a6 means. I t signifies primarily a Eudder, the Arabs believing that their diviners could ascend
to the higher regions, and there obtain news of the future (Rgh). This throws light
upon
the statements made in 15 :17, 37: 8, 67: 5, 72 : 8.’ From what is said farther on in v. 41,
and elsewhere, challenging them to put down their pretended knowledge of the unseen in
wrihng, a challenge repeatedly given but never accepted, it is clear that the diviners themselves knew that what they mid was no more than mere conjecture.
2366 Here we have a clear proof that from the very beginning the Qur-hn was written
down as it was revealed. This chapter is one of the very early revelations, and here we find
the opponents challenged to write down prophecies relating to the future,the suggestion
clearly being that the prophecies of the Qur-&n relating to the future were handed over to
them in a written form.
2367 Mark the clear language in which wars are spoken of, and the consequent vmquishmen&of t h e anbelievere m d the overthrow of their power. For kaid meaning war we LL,

lola
43 Or have they a god other
than Allah 1 Glorv be to All&
from whatthey ;et up (with
Him).
44 And if thev should eee a
portion of &e hLaven coming
down; they wouId say : Piled
up clouds.=
46 Leave them then till they
meet that day of theirs wherein
they shall be smitten
with
plrnishment :
46 The day on which their
struggleb shallnot a v d them
BU ht, nor
shall they be
he&ed.2368
47 And surely those who are
unjust shall haveacbastisement besides that, buk moet
of them do not kn0w.~369
48 And wait patiently for
the judgment of your Lord, for
surely you are before Our
oyes,2370and celebrate the praise
of your Lord when you rise;
49 And in the night, give
Him glory too, and at $he
getting of fhe stars.
~~~~

b

1468

Or,m a d e to

lose remon.

b

965.

Or;nearer
t ham
Ar. thy.
Ar. thou
art.

Ar. t h y .
Ar. t l k o U

riasst.

~

whhh gives this significance of the word on theauthority of the beet Arabic lexicons,
TA, LA, Q, eto., and quotes the
saying,
\L)Is&
d;
Le. sueh a one

\>.

@,LA), Le. did not j g h s (LL). For mukid
JB snd Rf, theiatter of which interprets the words u
J
~thus: Tfiey it is

went on a ilootileexpedition and f w n d not war
see

to whom the consequences of their war will return and their ownplana would datroy them, and
this was so, as they were slain on the day of Badr.

2368 Mark the clearness and force with which the prophecy is continued.
2369 The two kinds of punishment with which the opponents were threatened are spoken
of distinctlyin this verse, vir. a punishment which was to overtake them in this very life in
the form of famines, and the wars which were to result in a oomplete overthrow of their
power, and a punishment in the formof epiritual torment in another life.
2370 Thejudgment of the Lord signifies the punishment of the WW.
The Prophet
is not to have any few, for he is spoken of 88 being before Our eye.

. .
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CHAPTER LIII
THEP $TAR
(A-Najm)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(3 sections and 62 verses)

GECTION 1
Eminme to be attained, by the PPophet
1-6. The Prophet does not err. 7-18. Higheminence to which heshall
attain. 19-26, Idol-worshipdenounced.

In t h e name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Meroiful.

c

Ibatract :
Sec. 1, Eminence to be attained by the Prophet.
Sec. 2. Nothing shall avail agaiast truth.
Sec. 3. Allah’s power manifested in the destruction of falsehood.

General remarks.
TEE word Star, which gives itsname to thischapter, oocurs inthe first verse. The hat
chapter dealt with the success of the feithful, and this speaks of the eminence to which the
Holy Prophet must rise-thus the two chapters are connected. The first section etateB that
the Prophet does not err,andtherefore,
being on the right may, must rise to the highest
eminence to which man can rise: it denounces idol worship, which does not allow m m to
aspire to greatness and rise to the high eminence to which man can rise. The second section
A t e 8 thatnothingcanavailagainsttruth,
while thethird refers to Alhh’s power as
manifested in the destruction of falsehood. The date of the revelation of this chapter may
be assigned to the fifth year of the call, and therefore it belongs, like the last chapter, to the
w l y Meccan period.
e371 The words @y
l i l , d \ > may be interpreted variously, according to the
meaning of mjm and h w b that is adopted. The bek known significance of najw is the s t w ,
and when used bs a proper uoun it signifiea the Pleiades, and bawd may eignity, aocordmg to

3

Rgh, J\&\
VIP;, i.e. going down low.
An-nujm (thePleiades) rose inthemorning,disasters

:. -

Now, theArabs
believed that when
and cahmities came to an end. Thue

of this ;lief inreport
a
b b l d,\
\
or
& &,y,
meaningthat
when the najm I.ises, no disdster
remain6 on the &h ; and U s , who quotes thia under the word w j m , says that by its tu&’ is
we have
the
remnant
I

2,

d\,
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4 I t is naught but revelation
that is revealed,
5 The Lord of Mighty Power
has taught him,2374

6C73,S>%9u1
’1
8
..
/p

(9.H

&,g&b&

/

~-

meant its rising at morning. And he adds : The Aiabs believe that between its rising in the
morning and its disappearance there are
diseaees and plagues and calamities for mcn and
camels and fruits.” After its disappearance, we are told, it rises in the morning. Therefore
its going down at morning time, i.e. its appearance in the west BO as to be about to set, is a
sign not only of its approaching disappearance, but also of the disappearance of the consequentcalamities,sndin

lil

,.d 9 attention

is clearlycalledtothe

_disasters which

were about to oyedake the Arabs. This significance has a very clear connection with the end
of the last chapter, in which the following pertinent passage occurs:
“ That day of theirs
wherein they shall be smitten with punishment.
And wait patiently for the judgment
of your Lord, for surely you are before Our eyes, and celebrate the praise of your Lord when
you rise; and in the night, give Him glory too, and at the setting of the Stars.” In the setting
of the star the opponents are warned of the calamities which would soon overtake them, and
then we are told that it is not an error on the part of the Prophet, but is a revelation granted
by the Mighty One. In fact, it would be equivalent to telling them that their star of fortune
was about to set.
There is, however, a less known significance of the word najm, which I give in the margin.
It sometimesmeans a p o r t i m of the Qur-cin (Bd, Rz, Kf). Thismeaning also suitsthe
context. Attention in this case is
d r a m to the portions of the Qur-kn revealed to the Holy
Prophet, which are a clear proof that the Prophet is not erring (Y. 2), for they do not contain
any erroneous teaching. The 3rd
verse and those that follow make this interpretation very
clear, for there it is asserted that the Qur-&n is a revelation from the Divine Geing
and the
Prophet does not 6 ‘ speak out of desire ’’ (v. 3). Kf and other commentators accept this as a
correct interpretation, the former saying: “ Or najm indicates m e of the portions of the QUT-ciTL,
and it wan revealed in portionsduringtwentyyears.
Haw6 means when it descend6 OT is
revealed.” RghgivesIhefollowinginterpretation
: “And it is saidthat by this (Le. najm)
is meant the Qar-dn as revealed in portions,
one part after mother. And by His saying haw6
is meant its revelation; andthesameinterpretationmust
be adopted inHis saying

...

r3c)\

$19.,” The concludingwords occur in 56: 75, and,accordingtoRgh,the
interpretation of the word najm adoptedherealsoappliesthere,
themeaningthus
being
the revelation of the portions of the Q w - b n . There is also a third explanation, if haw6 is taken
to mean rises. The star when it rises is a guidefor the wayfarer in a desert country like
Arabia, and the spiritual wayfarer is told that he will find a sure guide in the Holy Prophet in
his spiritual wanderings.
2372 The verse consists of two parts,thefirstpartcontaining
an assertionthat the
Prophet does not err, and thesecond giving, as it were, the argument for this assertion,
viz. that
he shall notfail to attain the object, for it is clear that if a person errs in starting and takes
a wrong course he cannot attain the goal. The doubters are told that if the Prophet attains
the object, that will be a clear proof that he is noterring.Or,adoptingthealternative
significance, mb &Jkz means he has a true knowledge, and md ghuwd, he acts according tu that
knowledge.
2373 This verse and the one preceding it conclueively establish the sinlesaness ot the Holy
Prophet, for while the first denies that he does anything which iewrong, this verse denies that
he says anything which is not an expression of Divine will.
2374 The Lord of Mighty Power that teaohes the Holy Prophet, though generally ~ U & O S &
to be Qabriel, is All& Himself. Compare 55 : 1, 2: 1 ‘ The Beneficent God taught the Qur-h,”
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6 The Lord of Strength ; so
he a t t ~ n e d~ornpletion,23~5
7 And heis in thehighest
part of the horieon.2376
8 Then he drew near,then
became b E y , 5 3 7 7
9 So he was the measure of
two bows or c h e r still.2378
10 And He revealed to His
servant what H e re~ealed.237~
11 The heart was not untrue
in (making him see) whathe
NbW.

12 What! do you then disputewithhim
as towhathe
saw ?2%0
13 And certainly
he
saw
Him in another descent,
14 At the
farthest
lotetree ;2381
2375

&-J\u+\

means 6 &\

(RI, Q), i.e. became
he

full-grown and

mature in body and intellect, or he attained the completion of his m a k e and intellect (LL).
As there is no mention of Gabriel in any of the verses, the personal pronoun, therefore, does
not refer to him, It is the Holy Prophet that is spoken of here ES having attained spiritual
completion because the Almighty Himself was his Teacher.
2376 TheProphet’s being inthehighestpart
of thehorizon is in reference to the
resplendence of his light, which was to illuminate all corners of the world : a prophecy, in
fact, that he will shine out in the full brilliance of his light as the midday sun. It is to this
that the following verse in praise of the Holy Prophet refers:

&Yl

&r/>UhJ&

f. J

91

u &\

i.e. when you were born the earth became bright and the horizon sho~le with your light.
2377 2”adaZZb signifies he was Eowly or humble (LL). The verse draws attention to the
twofold perfection of the Holy Prophet, Le. his nearness to the Divine Being, and his lowliness
in his relations with men, and thus establishes his perfection as a man.
2378 The qbb of a qaus is the portion of a bow that i s betueen the part that is grasped by
the hand pnd the curved eztremity (Q,Msb-LL). According to Qatada, its meaning is from
one estremity of the twig to the other eztremity (AH). According to Hasan and Mujkhid the
q& is from the chord to the twig in the middle of the bow near the place grasped by the hand
(AH), IAs and LA favour m a s u w (qadr) as the meaning of qdb, and the latter quotes the

&>

$6

Arab proverb
Le;. i.e. between them two is the memure of a bow, which is
a proyerb to indicate close relationship between two persona. There is another proverb
b b
c;ts ~ T i.e.Jthey shot atusfrom one tmw, denoting agreement (LL).

&>

...

Whatever significance of the word qdb may be adopted, themention of a single qdb for
twobows indicates close union. The twobows seem to indicate the Holy Prophet’s twofold perfection, i.e. his nearness to the Divine Being and his humility in hie relations with
men. The commentators generally understand the phrase as only indicating the distance of
tWO b0WS.

2379 Thc md (what) in mb a u w (i.e. what He reveaEed) is aocording to ELI commentators
for the purpose of tafkhlm, i.e. to indicate that a mighty revelation was given to him.
2880 That is, what he eaw was E certain truth and not an imaginary picture.
2381 The sidrah, or the &&-tree, is, in Arebia, the tree in the ehade of which peqk alight
rclld rcrt (LL), or in the a h a d s of wkich people gather together (Bd). The word m u m else-

15 Near
wbich
the
garden,
is
the place to be resorted to.
16 When that which covers
cmvered the lote-tree ;
17 The
eye
did
no% turn
uib,cor diditexceedthe
limit.
18 Cerfaihly he saw of the
,
greatest signs of his Lord.
19 Have you then considered
the LBt and the ’Uzza,
20 And Manat, the third, the
ltkst ‘i
, 2 1 What! for you the m a l a
end for Him the females !23*9

&g$&L&/
de

c)&b g>&\&gi!
y t

P /

&;3.”,p<c

(&$h$>&(&&$
6&j&j&y

where in the Qur-hn a~ indicating a tree in paradise (56 : 28), and Rgh thus explains the
word ; And the shade of it is sought, and thus it is made to serve as a parable for the shade of
p a m d i a e u9ui its ~ e s a n q iff
s the words >+
d3u, jon account of the ampknees of i d s
shadoz.” As for its meaning in this verse, the same authority takes
li either as meaning a
placs In which the Holy Prophet, may peace and the blessings of AUak be upoa him, mas chosea
jot Divim favours and great Blessings, or aa signifying the tree undcr whicb t k companions
of the Holy Prophet took the pledge to defend him mitk their liver w h a a t Hudaihiyya, the
mentioninthelatterewebeingprophetical.Thequeliication
of sidrah by the word
a l - m n t a h 6 shows that it is a place beyond whloh human knowledge doe% not go, one of the
explmatiom given by Kf being, the knowledge of angels and the others ends there, and no

one knows what is beyond it.” Hence the signlficrance aonveyed by the words is that the
Prophet’s knowledge of thingsDivine W L S the utmost whioh could be vouohsafed to man.
According to some it aonveys themmesignificance
as ’illiyyzin in 83: 18 (Har-LL), for
which see 2695.
2382 Verses 19-21 are made the basis of the false story of what is called the “Lapse of
Muhammad,”orCompromisewithidolatry,”
by theChristianwriters.Cerhinreports
narrated by Waqidy and Tabri are the sole authority for this charge against that incessant
preacher against idolatry, every incident of whose life condemns it as a bare falsehood. Muir’s
assertipn that “ pious Muhammadans of after-days, scandalized at the lapse of their Prophet
into so flagrant a concession, would rejectthewholestory,”
is without a grain of truth.
Muhammad bin IshBq, who died as early &s 151 A.E., does not mention the incident, while
Muir’s earliest authority, Waqidy, was born more than forty years later.
It is stated in the
Bahrain that when questioned about it he called it a fabrication of the Zindeeqs. And the
famous Bukhmee, the most trustworthy authority on
the eayings of the Roly Prophet, was
Waqidy’s contemporary, cnd his oolleotion of sayings oontains no mention of the s t a y . Aa
regards Waqidy, all competent authorities entertain a very low opinion of his tmstworthiness.
The Neezdn ul I’tiddl, a critical work on the lives and characters of the reporters of sayings,
speaks of Wsqidy as unreliable and even as a, fabricator of reports. As regards Tabri, Muir
himself represents him as guilty of ’‘ indiscriminate reception,” -4,s against these two nnreli.
able authorities, ‘‘ those who reject this stov are highly learned d e n ” ( R e - u lMa’hni). The
air collections of repot+s known as the Gihah Bitta (or the s t reliahte works) do not mention
it at all, and contain instead a report which essentially, contradicts the story of the so-called
cmpmntiee. Internal evidence, too, is wholly against the story. We are told that instead of

33

291

v. 21 theProphet
readthewords:
&& 3 \ 3 # \
&A”
‘ I These are exdted females whosa intercession
ie ta be sought after.” But the insertion
of thw few words in a chepher which is wholly d b t e d ageind idolrrtry is quite out of pl-:
Le.

i
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AGAINST
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22 Thisindeed is an unjust
division I
23 They
are
naught
but
names which you have named,
youandyourfathers;Allah
has
not
sent
for
them
any
authority.They follow naught
low
but
conjecture
and
the
desires
which
(their)
souls
inclineto ; and certainlythe
guidance
has
come
to
them
from their Lord.
24 Or shallmanhavewhat
he wishes ?
25 N a y ! for Allah is the
hereafter and the former (life).

SECTION 2
Nothing shall avail sgainst Truth
26-27. Intercession of angels shall not avail. 2S.30. Conjecturesdonot
avail againsttruth.

31, 32. Good and evilrewarded.

26 Andhowmanyanangel
is thereintheheavenswhose
intercession does notavail a t
d l except after Allah has given
permission to whom H e pleases
m d chooses.
27 Most surely they who do
not believe in
the
hereafter
name theangelswithfemale
~ a m e s . ~ ~ ~ ~
28 And they have no know.edge of it ; they do not follow
tnythingbutconjecture,
and
gurely conjecture does not avail
tgainst the truth at all.
29 Therefore turn aside from
limwhoturnshis
back upon
3ur reminder
and
does
not
Iesire anything but this world's
ife.
v, 23 condemns idols ; v. 26 denies their interoessioa ; v. 28 oondemna the giving of names of

bm& &itiea to angels, and so on. I t is further asserted that 22 : 52 W&S revealed in connection with this change, but it should be noted that a period of at least eight years must have
elapsed between the revelation of this verse and that of 22: 52. Moreover, If the Prophet
had made any such compromise it could not have been a sudden event, and tracesof it should
have been met with in other chapters revealed about the same time. But a perusal of these
shows elearly that the Qnr-An's condemnation of idolatry was never -?ked
by the slightest
change. See further 2387.
2353 The Arabs selled the mpla daagkra of Allah 1%).

THE STAR
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30 That is theirgoal of knowledge ; surely your Lord knows
best him who goes astray from
His path and He knows best
him who follows the right
direction.
31 And Allah's is what is in
the heavens and what is in the
earth,
that
He
may
reward
those who do evil according to
what theydo, Qnd (that) He may
reward those who do good with
goodness.
32 Those
who
keep
aloof
from the great sins and the
indecencies but the passing
idea :23*4 surely your Lordis
liberal in forgiving. He knows
you best when He brings you
forth from the earth and when
you me embryos in the wombs
of yourmothers ; therefore do
not attribute
purity
to
your
souls ; H e knows him best who
guards (against evil).

SECTION 3
Allah's Power manifested in the destruction of Falsehood
33-41. Man is rewarded according to his deserts. 42-46. Allah is the
producer and destroyer. 47-54. Nations destroyed before. 55-62. Warning

if the coming doom.

33 Have you then seen him
who turns his back 1
34 And gives a littleand
(then) withholds.
35 Has
the he
knowledge of
the unseen so thathe can see ?
36 Or, hashe not been informed of whatis in the scriptures of Moses 1
37 And (of) Abraham who
fulfilled (the commandments) :
38 That no bearer of burden
shall
the burden of
mother ;a
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a384 h m m m is, according to Rgh, from I s ' &
I meaning I atlghted at i t and
appoaehed it withoutfaUing into it. Henoe I render the word aa a paasing idea which makes
no impression on the mind. Such an idea is forgiven, for a mortal cannot be proof against
it. But this by no means amounts to ~ 1intention
1
or an attempt to commit a ein.
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ALLAH’S POWER.
MANIFESTED

39 And that man shall have
lothingbutwhathestrives
:or ;
40 And that
his
striving
shall soon be seen ;
41 Then shall he be rewarded for it withthefullest
reward ;
42 And that’to your Lord is
the goal ;
43 And thatHeit
is who
makes (men) laugh and makes
(them) weep ;
44 And thatHeit
is who
causes death and gives life ;
45 And that
He
created
pairs, the male and the female,
46 From the small life-germ”
when it is adapted ;2385
47 And that on Him is the
bringing forth B second time ;
48 And thatHe it is who
enriches and gives to hold :
49 And that He is the Lord
of the Sirius ;
50 And that He did destroy
the ’Ad of old,
51 And Samood, so He
spared not,
52 And the people of Noah
before; surelythey were most
unjust and inordinate ;
53 And the overthrown cities
did H e overthrow,
54 So there covered them
that which covered.
55 Which of your
Lord’s
benefits will you thendispute
about ?
56 Thisis

a Warner of the
warners of old.
57 The
near
event
draws
nigh.2386
58 Thereshall be none besides Allah to remove it.
59 DO YOU then wonder at
this announcement ?
60 And will YOU laugh and
not weep 1
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61 While yozl are inconsiderate,
62 So make obeisance to
Alleh and serve (Him)."'

"PP' L' "9
6b&,&\,&G

2387 Here is a command to prostrate onneeelf, which is literally obeyedby all Muslims
whm reoiting the Qor-tin or hearing it recited. This command, which is contained in eleven
other chaptars of the Holy Qur-Bn and thirteen times in all, was revealed for the first time
in this ohapter, bud the chapter, when first revealed, WMread in & large assembly containing
Muslims LS well as unbelievers. W h e n the Holy Prophet prostrated himaelf In obedience to
the oommand, not only did the Muslims prostrttte themselves, but even the idolaters were so
overawed that they also prostrated themselves, with the exception only of Umayya bin Ehalf,
was afterwards killed, dying an
who raised some gravel tohis forehead. Thisman
unbeliever, says the report, evidently implying that all others were gradually converted to
Islam (Bkh).
I1 is thiasimple inoident which is connected withthe story of the so-called lapse "
and is adduced a8proof of its truth. But it
will beBeen that the prostration was made in
obedience to the direct Divine command, so make obeisance to Allah, and had nothing to do
withthe worship of idols. Theincidentsnarrated
before it, rdating to the grandeur and
majesty of Allah and to the destruction of the wicked, are so impressive that the idolaters
could notresistprostrating
themselves. I t is possible thatthe story of theprostration
reached the Abyssinian exIles, some of whom might have returned under the impression that
the unbellevers no longer opposed the movement.

CHAPTER LIV
THE MOON
(dl-Qamar)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(3 sectiolts and 55 verses)
Abstract :
Sec. 1. Judgment shall overtake the Prophet’s opponents as it overtook Noah’s people
snd ‘Ad.
Sw. 2. Samood and Lot’s people.
Sec. 3. Pharaoh and the Prophet’s opponents.

The Title and mbject-matter.
THE word Arm, which wcurs in the first verse and gives itstitletothischapter,

was a
symbol of the power of the Arabs, and a9 the chapter deals with the faat that judgment has
always overtaken the opponents of prophets, it refers to the overthrow of the power of the
Quraish both inits opening and concluding verses. Forfullerexplanation
see 2388. As
the last chapter referred to the eminence to which the Holy Prophet and his faithful companions were to rise, this one deals with the ultimate fate and overthrow of the opposition,
even as resulted in the case of those who opposed former prophets. The first section, after
clearly warning the opponents of the Holy Prophet, contains further mention of Noah and
*Ad, the second of Samood and Lot’s people, The third, after a brief reference
to Pharaoh
andhishosts, contain8 a clear prophetical reference tothebattle of Badr, which was to
humble tEe power of the Quraish and be the means of elevating an oppressed and helpless
oommunity.

Date of reyelation.
The date of revelation of this chapter cannot be later than the close of the early Mecean
period, and it is simply absurd to assign to it a later date on the ground that it contains an
order to the Holy Prophet to turn his back upon the polytheists ; for, as I have already mid,
‘ I turning the back ” in this case signifies assuming an attitude of forbearance in reference to
theirpersecutions, which had no doubt takenwtiveshape
by the commencement of the
fourth year of the Call, at which time it was deemed necessmy thatthefaithful
should
remove to Arqam’s house for prayers, whioh were prohibited by the Qureish from being
performed in public.

THE MOON

loa2

SECTION 1

PART
XXVII.
I

Judgment &all oyertakethe Prophet’s Opponents au it oyertook
Hoah’e People and ’Ad.

1, 2. Rending asunder of the moon. 3-8. Meccansreject the Prophet, so
a mvere day. 9-17. Noah’speopledestroyed.
18-22.
k I overtaken.

t ey shallmeetwith
I

In thename of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

1 The hour drew nigh and
the moon did rend asunder.23e8
2 And if they see a sign they
turn aside and say: Transient
enchantment !2389
2388 Therendingasunder
of themoon” in thetime
of theHolyProphet
is an
incident related by a number of his companions ; and the reports of this incident are classed
as Maashhth (i.e. well-known) (Rz), and are accepted as correct by such well-known Islamic
authorities as Bukharee and Muslim. While the rhain fact is thus undisputed, there are some
differences as todetails. IMsd says thathe saw the peak of the Mount Hireinterposing
between the two parts. I’Ab informs us that one of the two parts remained, while the other
disappeared (Et). Answering the objection to the possibility of such an unusual incident, Rz
concludes from the different versions of the report that it was a kind of lunar eclipse, and
the appearance of something in the form of half the moon in the firmament (Rz). The best
authorities, however, agree that there is no reason t o doubt the trustworthiness of the report,
and that the same incident is referred to here. I n the whole history of the miracles, this is
the only miracle of whichacontemporaneous
record exists. Itthusstandsunique
even
amongthemiracles of the Holy Prophet.
A very few commentators are, however, of opinion that the verse under discussion refers to
the rending asunder of the moon at the approach of the day of judgment. There is also E

suggestion that YjJl @ \

means p)j)&i.e. the matter has become manijest, the

reason given being that the Arabs used to set forth the example of the moon for an affair
becoming manifest, as the morning is spoken of as falaq, literally a split, &sure, or deft
(AH). Rgh explains the phrase under the
root shaqq as bearing any of the following three
significances : Oneexplanation of thephraseis
that the moon was rentasunderinthe
Holy Prophet’s time : another, that the rending would be brought about at the approach of
the Judgment Day ; and a third, that the meaning i s that the affair became manifest.”
The scientific objections to the possibility of the incident may be dismissed in a few words.
It may have been a particular kind of lunar eclipse, the moon appearing as if it nere cloven
into two, a part remaining bright and the other part darkening, this
being the meaning of
one part disappearing and the other remaining, or some great commotion might have taken
place ix the moon or some other unusual phenomenon may have occurred. It may be noted
that the force of the sign lies in the incident having come to pass at E time prophesied by the
Holy Prophet, not in its extraordinary nature.
The rending asunder of the moon, in whatever form it took place, signified the departure
of the power of the Meccans. Themoon was themotto of theArabs.Safiyya,
who was
afterwards married by the Holy Prophet, had seen in a vision that she received the moon in
her lap, and the dream was interpreted as meaning that she would marry the king of the
Arabians. Hence the m o m represented the power of the idolatrous Arabians, and its being
cloven into two parts signified thedeparture of that power throughthe Holy Prophet’s
instrumentality.
2389 By cdling it transimt enchantment, they meant to indicate that it was a magical
illusion,not an actual occurrence. Butthe word mwrtamir, which is heretranslated BB
transiat, may bear either of the significances given in the margin.
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3 And they call it) a lie, and
follow their low esires ; and
every affair is settled.23"
4 And certainly some n m a tives havecome to them wherein
is prevention-2391
5 Consummate wisdom-but
warniqs do not avail;
6 So turn (your) back on
them (for) thedaywhenthe
inviter shaljinvitethemto
a
hard task,
7 Their
eyes
cast
down,
going forth from their graves as
!f they were scattered locusts,
8 Hasteningtothe
inviter.
Phe unbelievers shell say : This
.s a hard day.93e2
9 Before them the people of
Yoah rejected, so they rejected
I u r servant and called (him)
nad, and he was driven away.
10 Therefore he called upon
lis Lord : I em overcome, come
Chou then to help.
11 So We opened the gates
bf t,he cloud with water pouring
[own,
12 And Wemadewaterto
low forth in theland in springs,
o the water gathered together
,ccording to a measure already
rdained.
13 And We bore him on that
rhich was made of Dlanks and
ails,
14Running on, before Our
yes, a reward for him who was
enied.
~~

2390 According to Qatada, the meaning isthose who deserve good ahall meet with good, ond
those who deserve evil shall meet with evil ; or the meaning is that the truth will be established,
and become manifest, and the falsehood pass away (AB). In fact, the words are so clear that
they hardly require an explanation ; it is the affair of the punishment of the rejectors that is
declared to be settled ; or, adopting the interpretation given in the margin, the power of the
opponents of the Holy Prophet must draw to an end.
2391 The fate of the ancients, of whom narratives are recited, should have prevented the
Meccans from following in their footsteps.
2392 The commentator8 make all veraes of this description apply to the life after death,
but oomparison with the fate of other people whose stories are narrated by way of illustration
ehows clearly that the punishment of this life is also meant. The hufd day of trouble overtakes the opponents of prophets in this life, andthehereafter only bringe itina more
palpable, and therefore more terrible, form. The inviter is the Prophet, who invites them to
truth, and the grave8 may 8ignify their homes because thas wespiritually dead.

15 And oertainly We left it,
fts a sign, but is there m y one
who will mind ?23Q3
16 How (great) was aden My
chastisement and My warning !
17 A n d certainlyWehave
made the-Qur-4neasy for remembrance,but is thereany
one who will mind ?
18 ’Ad treated (the truth) as
a lie, so how (great) was My
chastisement and My warning !
19 Surely We sent on them
an intensely cold wind in a day
of bitter ill-luck,
&B if
20 Tearingmenaway
they were the trunks of palm.
trees torn up.
21 How (great) was then My
Chastisement and My warning !
22 And certainly We h a w
made the Qur-An easy for reany
membrance,but
isthere
m e who will mind?

SECTION 2
Bameod and Lot’s People
23-32. Samood destroyed. 33-40. Lot’s people dmtroyed.

23 Samood r e j e c t e tdh e
vaming.
24 So theysaid:What
1 a,
single mortal from among us !
Shall
we
follow h i m ? Most
surely we shall in that case be
in sure error and distress :
25 Has thereminder
been
made to hghi upon him from
tmong us ? Nay ! he is an insolent liar 1
26 To-morrow
shall
they
know whoistheliar,thein3olent one.
27 SurelyWe are going to
3end theshe-camel as a trial
For them;*therefore watch them
md have patienoe.
2393 The fete of Noah’s people is a sign to the deniers of theHolyProphet.
Compare
61 :37-48, where B sign is said to be left in the people of Noah, in Moaes’a enemies, in I k
and in Samood. The words is there any one who will mind ’ I support this conalusion, for
the planks of .the ark were not left 088 Bign for the Arab of the Holy Prophet’s time.

SAMOOD AND GOT’S PEOPLE
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28 And inform them that the
water is shared botween them;
every share of the water shall
be attended.2S94
29 But they called their companion, so he took (the sword)
End slew (her).
30 How (great) was then My
daetisement and My warning !
31; Surely
We
sent
upon
them 8 single cry, so they were
like the dry fragments of trees
which the maker of an enclosure
colle~ts.23~~
32 And certainlyWehave
made the Qur-An easy for remembrance, but is thereany
one who will mind ?
33 The people of Lot treated
the warning as a lie.
34 Surely We sentupon them
t~ stone-~torm,23~~
except Lot’s
followers; We saved them EI,
little before daybreak,
35 A favour from Us; thus
do We reward him who gives
thanks.
36 And oertainlyhewarned
fhem of Our violent seizure,
buti they obstinatelydisputed
the warning.
2394 Water is here said to be shared between them, i.e. between the people themselves, as
the word baina-hum shows, and not between the people and the she-camel. The concluding

statement, +&

+$

$

signifies that

‘1

every share of the water shall be attended ”

by the she%ameZ, i s . t h e water shall not .be withheld from her on account of its division.
These words, tberefore, do not show that the she-camel had a whole day to herself, during
which the people could not have a drink.
All that they signify is that, because of a certain
division between themselves, the camel was not t o suffer from thirst, but that as a beast she
should be at liberty to drink water at any time when there WBE Bocess to water. See also
1821.

2395 The punishment which overtook fhmood is called sometimes rajfah, i.e. the carthquake (7 : 78), sometimes sd’iqah, i.e. the destructive plsaishnsnt (41 :18 ; 61 :44), sometimes
saibah as here, i.e. the cry, or t h rumbLingbefore an earthquake, end eometimea m h i y a h
(69 : 5 ) , which is synonymous with sd’ipah ; but its deacription here, aa also in 27 :52, shows
that it was a severe earthquake which destroyed the men and their houses. Bduwir is the
maker of a Bygrah, which signifies an emeloatwe made of dry canea, etc., to eonfine adprotcct
sheep OT camela. etc. (LL).Rushlm signifies the d r y f r a g m t r of wood. This desaription ala0
shows that they were destroyed by as earthquake.
2396 Bdpib signifies a thrower or a pclter of stolics (TA-LL),that being its primary
ficence ; hence it also comes to signify a s t o m raining jsbbles. As other occasions ‘onwhioh
details of the punishment are given show that it wiw volcanic eruption, I render .the a d
as meaning stone-storm, because stones mixed with ashes were mined upon them.
, a
34
’
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37 And certainly they enhim from %is
d e e v m r d to turn
guests, but We blinded their
eyes; 80 tmh My chestisement
and My warning.23Q’
88 And certainly a lasting
chtutisemgnt overtook them in
the morning.
39 So taste My chastisement
end My warning.
40 And certainlyWe have
made the Qur-Bn easy for remembrsnce, but isthere my
one who wiIl mind ?
SECTION 3
Pharaoh and the Prophet’s Opponent8
41, 42. Pharaoh’s people overtaken. 43-53. Forces of hfeccan unbelievers
shall be routed. 54, 55. The righteous shall be honoured.

41 And certainly the warning
came to Pharaoh’s people.
42 They rejected all Our
communioations, SO We overtook them after the manner of
B Mighty, Powerful One.2398
43 Are the unbelievers of
yours better than these, or is
bhere an exemption for you in
the scriptures?
44 Or do they say : We are
‘L host allied together to help
saoh other?
45 Soon shall the hosts be
:outed, and
they
s h d turn
‘their) backs.~JOO
’ 46 Nay, the hour is their
romised time, andthe hour
hall be most grievous and
,itter.gm

I‘

I

-

2397 They endeavoured to prevent him taking his guests into his house, but were unable

to

8~

their way to it.

2898 Akhg (infinitive noun) signifies a way or manw ojZi(e (LA, Q-LL).
2
9
9 bn incident of the battle of Badr, narrated by Bukharee in his comment on

thin

verse, expkins how the Holy Prophet and his companions understood such clear prophecies
of the vanquhhment of t h e Quraish. i t is related by Ibn-i-Abbss that the Holy Prophet

the day of UP,
esyhg: ‘‘ 0 Lord ! I beseech Thee mording to
Thy coPaaant and Thy promise ; 0 Lord I if such is Thy will, Thou mayest not be served
after this day.” Abu B a k ~took his hend and said : ‘‘ Allah is sufficient for you, 0 Apostle
of Nlah.” So he went out snd he recited : ‘ I b a shall the hosts be routed, and they shall
hrntheirbsaka ; but the hour in their. p r o m i d time, and the hour shall be most grievous

p 2 e d within his tent on

und bittsr.”

aM0 Bee ths bst note, whiab ahow thet the Holy Prophet understood t h e b u r to mean
the dbeom$turc of Uu Qurauh, snd looked upon the battle of Badr ~1
fuWlling this prophecy.

. the hotw or ti= of
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47 Surely the guilty are in
error and distress.
48 On. theday when they
shall be dragged upon their
faces intothefire;tastethe
touch of hell.2401
49 Surely We heve c m ? d
every thing according to a
measure.P*02
50 And Our oommand is but
one, as the twinkling of an eye.
51 And certainlyWe
have
alreadydestroyed the likes of
you, but is there any one who
will mind ?
52 And everything they have
done is in the writings.
53 And everything small’and
greet is written down.
54 Surelythose who guard
(against evil) shall be in gardens
and amplitude,”03
55 In the seat of truth, with
a most Powerful King.
2401 All these verses give a prophetic description of what happened at Bedr.The
Quraish who were slain at Badr were removed to a pit for burial : this is spoken of &8 their
being dragged upon theirfaces into the.fire. At the same time the Holy Prophet is reportad as
heving addressed them in the following words : “ Surely we have found true what our Lord
promised US: have YOU too foundtruewhat your Lord promised you? ” (Ibn-i-Risham).
The punishment of this life is called here a touch of hell.
2402 SO that even nations and people cannot go beyond a certain limit.
2403 As contrasted with the disasters which were to befall the Quraish,the faithful &re
promised not only mastery over their opponents, but also other lands of gardens with rivers
flowing in them.

OHAPTER LV
THn BlBNlFIaENT
(d*.Rabmdn)

REVEAL~D
AT MEOCA
(3 sections and 78 verses)
~

~~

~~

I

SECTION 1
Dlrrine Bene%oenoe
1-4. Revelation is an aot of Divine beneficence. 5-9. A measure of all
things. 10-25. Creation and its provision an aot of beneficence.

I n the name of Allah the
Benefioent, the Merciful.
1 The Beneficent God,
2 Taught the Q ~ r . B n . 2 ~ 0 ~

O&i\&~I&\s?A,

+3r

bh\*\s

AbBtraot !
Sea. 1. Mvine beneficence.
Sea. 2. Judgment of the guilty.
Sec. 3. Reward of the righteous.

The Title.
Tnrs chapter takes its title from the name of the Divine Being, The Bene&&, with which it
begins, m d theentire chapter 8peakB of the beneficenoe of Allah, repeating the words
which then of the bountk of your LOTd will you reject!
Subject-matter.
The chapter opens with thestatementthatthe
revelation of the Qur-Bn to the Holy
Prophet is an actof Divine beneficence, and then proceeds to speak of the means which Allah
hss created for the physioal sustenance of man, showing that He who made such elaborate
e,rre,ngements for the material welfare of man could not have neglected his spiritual care ; it
further enumerates certain bounties of the Divine Being. The second section speaks of the
judgment which shall overtake the guilty because they persist in rejecting the benefits which
e Beneficent God has provided for them ; while the third deals with the reward that shall
accrue to the faithful who avail themselves of those benefits. Thus it is shown that if the
faithfd are rewarded or the guilty visited with punishment, as the last two chapters show, it
ie not because there is any partiality in Divine nature, or because wmth takes precedence of
meroy in Himin some cases, but becsuse the people themselves reject the benefits of a
Beneflcent God and thus render themselves deserving of punishment.
As regards the date of revelation, like other chapters of this group, it om only be assigned
to the early Meccan period.
2404 Ar-Rahmdn is the Benefioent Godwho
brought thinge into existence fur the
snstenanae of man before his creation. Man has not earned them.The same Beneficent
'W, we are here told, has bught the QUI-An,which is a neoesaity of the spiritual l i e of
man, Le. the Prophet did not prodace it by his exertion, but it WRBSL Divine gift for the
spiritoal surtenenoe of man, like 80 many giftn for hie physical sastenccnce.
1088
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3 H e c r a t e d m~,s4~
4 Taught himthe mode of
expession.
5 The sun andthe
moon
follow a reckoning.
6 And theherbsand
the
trees do adore (Him).24"
7 And the heaven, He raised
it high, and He made the
measure,a407
8 Tha%you may not be inordinate
respect
in
of the
measure.
9 And keep up the balance
with equity and do notmake
the mebsure deficient.
10 And theearth,Hehas
set it for living creatures ;
11 Therein is fruit and palms
having sheathed clusters,
12 And thegrain with (its)
husk and fragrance.
13 Which then of the bounties of your Lord will you reject l94Qa

'

2405 I translate al-insdn a8 meaning man in a general sense, and accordingly translate
al-baybn as meaning the mode of ezpression, because it is in the faculty of speech that lies
man's superiority above other animals. Rut many commentators interpret AZ-ins6n as
meaning the perfect man, i.e. the Prqphct, because al-baydn, or that in whicheverything
is made manifest (LL) is an appellation applied to the Holy Q u r h in 3 : 137.
2406 This verse and the one preoeding it show how every thing created, from those large
orbs in the heavens to the smallest herbs that grow on land, follows a law : is not, then,
a law needed for the spiritual perfection of man?
2407 M w 6 n does not signify in the Holy Qur-&n a pair of scales for weighing things, but
4 measure, as signifying any standard of comparison, estimation, or judgment, and the term is
here, as elsewhere, used in this lirosd sense. This is made plain in 61 : 26, '' Certainly We
sent Our apostles with clear arguments,andsent
with them the book andthe meamre
(Ar. meez6n), thst men may conduct themselves with equity," where the meer6n is thst
which enables men to be just in their actions. It is in t h i s Beme that most of the commentatom
understand this word. Thus, according to Mjd, Tabri, and most commentators, meezbn
signifies 'dl,i.e. justice (AH),which is explained by Rz &s meaning the giving of t M r due
to those who deserve it.
2408 Thia verse is repeated several times in this chapter. In the original the dual form
is used instead of the plural, and thus we have instead of you? Lord, rabbi-kumd, i.e. thc
Lord of you two, end instead of wiEl you reject 1 , tukaceibdn, Le. will yon two reject I The
commentators generally takethedual
form literally,and suppose thatthe two kinds of
rational beings, i.e. the jinn andthe men, me meant. But see 2342 on the meaning
of the dual form, where it ie shown that the form is s o m d i e s used by the Arabs to give
form to the meaning. That here the dual is used for this purpose is shown by the fact that
the blessings mentioned are those which serve sa means of sustenance for mankind, such as
palms and grain, which are not needed for ethereal beings, 6 s the jinn are oomideled to
be. Hence it is mankind only that are addressed;and even if thedm1 is to be taken
literally, the two classes a d d r e a d may be token to be the b e l i e v ~and
~ the unbelievers 01
the strong and the weak, divisions +hiah wa of frequent ooourreno~in the Holy Qat&.
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14 H e created man from dry
d a y like earthen vessels,
15 And H e created the jinn
of a flame of fire.2m
16 Which thenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject 7
17 Lord, of the East and
Lord of the West.2410
18 Which thenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
19 Hehas
made the t r o
seas to flow freely (so that)
they meet together :
20 Between them is a barrier
which they cannot pass.Z4l1
21 Which thenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
22 There oome forth from
them both
pearls,
large
and
small.
23 Which thenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
24 And Hisaretheships
reared aloft in t,he sea like
mountains.24'2
25 Which then of the bounties
Df your Lord will you reject 1
SECTION 2
Judgment of the Quilty
26-28. Everything in nature is subjecttodecayexcept
God. 29-34. All
me dependent on and subject t o Him. 35-45. The guilty shall be punished.

26 Every one on it must pass
bway.2413
The former of these is specially referred to in the concluding words of the last chapter, and
hence the personal pronoun kunkd may refer to them ; the jinn not being mentioned in any .
p ~ w i o u sverae, the personal pronoun cannot be taken as referring to them.
2409 The Breation of jinn from fire isalsomentionedin
7 : 12 and 15: 27, where it
is contrastedwiththecreation
of menfrom earth, andthemeaning is explained in 862
and 1336.
'2410 The two Easts and thetwo Wests signify the different poirds of the horizon at which
the sun rises and sets at the summer and winter solstice.
2411 The two seas are mentioned in 45 : 53 and 35 : 12 as the sweet-water sea and the
salt-water sea. A nota on the first of these shows what the two seas represent. As in v, 22
here, we find that 85 : 12 also &tea that from both seas fresh flesh and ornaments are
obtained ; the significance being that useful men would continue to arise from among both
believers and unbelievers. Taken liberally, eome understand the Red and the Mediterranean
Seas to be meant.These waa were separatedformerly,but are now united by the Suer,
C a d , ssd the verse ia considered to contain a prophetical mention of their union.
2412 That is, g e will &t h e Muslims maatere of een as well a8 of knd.
2413 History bars out th&, to say nothing of individuals, even the most powerful
nations d q e d and pessed away, making room for others.
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87 And there will endure for
ever the 'person of m r Lord,
the Lord 'of glory and honour.
20 Whichthenof thebounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
29 All those who are in the
ask of
heavensandtheearth
Him : every moment He is in a
state (of gl0ry}.9*~4
I
30 Which thenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
31 Soon will We apply Ourselves to vou, 0 vou two
srmies.2416
I
32. Whichthenof thebounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
I
33 0 assembly of thejinn
and the men ! ifyou are able
to pass through the
regions of
the
heavens
and
the
earth,
then pass through; you cannot
pass
through
but
with
authority.2416
34 Which thenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
35 The flames of fire and
smoke will be sent on you two,
then you will not be able to
defend y o ~ r s e l v e s . 2 ~ ~ ~
36 Which thenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
37 And when the heaven is
rent asunder. then it
becomes
red like red hide.
"

I

2414 LA thus sums up the comments on this verse : '' It is His attribute to raise up a
mighty one from the lowly and to bring down one who is mighty, and to enrich one who is
poor and to impoverish one who is rich."
2416 SaqalSn, dual of EaqZ,signifies, literally, things that a m n han with him ofsuch thing8
aa b u t d n him (Ham-LL),and then the household and kindred and party or domestics or

rb

Ham explains the saying
&s meaning
each of the two armies i n h g i n g for ~ p o i l(U).
The two armies here &re the believers and
the unbelievem, and Allah's applying Himself to them signifies the judging of their cas88
80 that each should have its reward or punishment. Ham undaratood the Arabs and the
foreigners (LL), and thus the allusion may be to the conquest of Arabia and the foreign
countries, This explanation lends support to what is stated in 2580, that the word jinn in
the Holy Qur-&nsometimes stands forforeignem
2416 The jinn and the menof this verse are the great and the small opponents of the Holy
Prophet or the foreigners and the Arabs as shown in the previous foot-note. Sea ale0 2693.
All these opponents are told that they cannot escape the punishment.
2417 The h e and the s m o k e were sent in t h i s life in the form of battles that brought
destruction upon them. Fire was a symbol of war among the Arabs, though the two terms
would express modem warfare much utter, which is n6ihi.g but 6 r e and smoke. According
bo Az'(TA-LL), dl interpreters of the Q u r h consider nu&% LS meaning 8mok here.' The
smoke may also indicate the femine, aa it is Palled dukhdn in 44: €0
aeroanta (LL). And
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38 Whiah thenof the bounties
of your Lord will ‘you reject?
39 So on that daynaither
mgn nor jinni s h d be d
e
d
ibout his sin.
40 Which thenof the bounties
of our Lord will you reject?
The guilty shall be recognized by theirmarks, so they
shall be seized by the forelocks
end the feet.
42 Whichthenof the bounties
of yonr Lord will you reject ?
43 This is the hell which the
guilty cdlled i lie.
44 Roundaboutshall
they
go between it and hot, boiling
water.9418
45 Whichthenof thebounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
a

%1

I

SECTION 3
Reward of the Righteono

46 And for him who fears to
stand before hisLord 8.18 two
gar~lens.2~~~
47 Whichthenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
48 Hoving inthem various
kinds.
49 Which thenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?

8& i \

/9#q-

#4

L\95

1418 All them versa8 depict the evil plight in which the guilty willfindthemselves
in this life as well as after death.
1419 The two gardens which are prombed to the faithful followers of t h e Holy Prophet
ere the fertile landa watered by theEuphratesand the Tigris. The two g a r d m
spoken
of as a sign of the fertility of the land, as in the case of the two gwdens of Saba in 34 :15
(see 2030),or the two gardens represent the two tracts of land watered by the Tigris and the
Euphrates, which are called the two fazcntainsjlowing in v. 60. These two rivers, along with
the two chief rivers of Persia, mentioned in v. 68,form the four rivers which, according to a
report racorded in the Bahih Muslim, are the four rivers of al-Jannah or the Garden, That
four rivers flowing on earth should be called anhcir-ul-jannah, or the rivers of the garden,
by the Hcly Prophet, shows clearly that the promises of aZ-jannah for the faithful were not
limited to the life after death, but that these promises related also to this life. The saying of
the Holy Prophet referred to above r y s thus :
U

e

& A\ d Y J d b JG i A . 9 3) &
‘W\>G\@#&‘)\>
CStd,\J

k +J

(Muslim, vol. 2, p. 361, ch.

u-cJ&\ ekd\3 L). It is therefore clearly ahown

th.t the lands w&ered by these foar r i v w , which t o m the gardens of thb vasa snd
P. 62,

were promised to

the MusliPu
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50 In both of them &re two
fountains flowing.
51 Which thenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
52 I n both of them are two
pairs of every fruit.
53 Whichthenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
54 Reclining on beds, the
inner coverings of which are of
silk brocade; and the fruits
of
the two gardens shall be within
reach.
'
.~
55 Whichthenof the bounties
of your Lord mill you reject ?
56 I n themshall
be those
whorestrainedtheireyes
before them neither man nor jinni
shall have touched them.
57 Whichthenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
58 Bs though
they
were
rubies and pearls.2420
59 Whichthenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
60 Is the reward of goodness
aught but goodness ?
61 Whichthenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject?
62 And besides these two are
two (other) gardens : 2421
63 Whichthenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
64 Bothinclining to blackness.2422
65 Whichthenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
66 In both of them are two
springs gushing forth.
67 Whichthenof the bounties
3f your Lord will you reject ?
68 I n both arefruitsand
palms and pomegranates.
69 Which thenof the bounties
3f your Lord mill you reject ?
,
~

~

~

a 8110,

;

(

2420 The noble ladies of high families who were married by the Muslim conquerors after
the conquest of Syria seem to be described here, so far as the promise relates to this life. As

to the blessings whioh shall be granted to the righteous in the next life, the subjeot hae been
expiaired fully elsewhere ; see 2356.
2421 Thesegardens refer tothefertilelands
of Persia, 80 farasthe promise relate6
to this life.
2422 Bd. concludes fromthis desoription of these two gardens that these gardens will
chiefly produce herbs or inferior kinds of vegetables, whereas the former will be planted chiefly
with fruit trees. This distinotion is a further proof that the fertile lands of Syria are referred
to in the first desoription and those of Persia in the second.
34'
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70 In them aregoodly things,
beautiful ones.2423
71 Whichthenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
72 Pure ones. confined to
the pavilions.
73 Which thenof thebounties
of your Lotd will you reject ?
74 Man has not touched
them before them nor jinni.
75 Which thenof the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
76 R e c l i n i n g o n g r e e n
cushions and beautiful carpets.2424
77 Whichthen of the bounties
of your Lord will you reject ?
78 Blessed be the name of
your Lord,the Lord of Glory
and Honour !

2423 Rhairdt is plural of khairah, feminine of khair. Now khairnh means a good thing
of any kind, a good quality, an excellency (LL). The other word, is&, is plural of basand,
which, applied to 8 woman, signifies comely, beautiful, or pleasing (LL). The significanoe as
regardsblessings of a lifeafterdeathis
the sameasexplainedin
2356. As regardsthe
premise of thislife,nobleladies
of highfamilies
and even ladies of royaldescentin
Persjs, were married by the Muslim conquerors.
2424 The costly furniture of the Persians fell into the handsof the Muslim conquerors, and
thus the prophecy was fulfilled in this life, which serves as a proof and an example of its
fulfilment in the hereafter.

CHAPTER LVI
THE QREAT EIYENT
(ALJF’6qi’ah)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(3 sections and 96 verses)

SECTION 1
Three Classes of Men

i

1-12. The coming of judgment and the division of men. 13-26. The foremost. 27-38. Therighteous.

I nt h e name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
u 9

0*

1 When
the
great
event

~ l ; i I ~c: , b \

c

//,/

2 There is no belying its
, coming to passAbstract :
See. 1. Three classes of men.
Sec. 2. The guilty.
Seo. 3. Jndgment is inevitable.

Genera4 remarks.
TEE title of this ohapter also is taken from its first verse, and the ‘ I Great Event ” referred to
is the time of the meting out of reward and punishment to the faithful and the opponents
respectively with which the lest chapter deals. This chapter speaks of three classes of men,
the foremost among the faithful being indicated ES a separate class, while the other-two are
the believers and their opponents. The first section, after stating that men will be divided
into three classes, speaks of the two classes of the faithful; the second refers to the guilty
opponents, while thethirdstatesthatjudgmentisinevitableandthethree
classes will
receive what they deserve.
As regards the date of revelation, there is no reason to assign it to & period other than that
at which the other cbpters of this group were revealed. It ia E Meocan revelation and belongs
to the early Meccan period.

2426 Note that the Holy Qur-&n speaksof the hour or the event not only as signifying the
resurrection, but also very frequently aa signifying the doom of its opponents. I n fact, the
doom of the opponents of the Holy Prophet in this life was E foretaste of what they would
suffer in the life sfter death.
1036
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Os, the
right

hand.
Ar. what
ore.
Or,tlu
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hand.
Or, the
Zeft hand.
Ar. wJmt
are.
Or, the

l p f t hand.

Or,

adorned

with or-

?laments.
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3 Abasing (one party), exalting (the other),*426
be
4Whentheearthshall
shaken with a (severe) shaking,
5 And themountainsshall
be made to crumblewith(an
awful) c r u ~ b l i n g , % 2 ~
be as
6 So thattheyshall
scattered dust,
7 And you shall be three
sorts.
8 Then (as to) the companions
of good l u c k ; how happy are
the companions of good luck I
9 And (as to) the companions
of i l l l u c k ; how wretched are
the companions of ill luck I
10 And the foremost are the
foremost,2428
11 Thesearethey
who are
drawn nigh (to Allah),
12 I n the gardens of bliss.
13 A numerous
company
from among the first,
14 And a few fromamong
the latter.2429
15 On thrones inwrought,
16 Reclining on them, facing
one another.
17 Round aboutthemshall
go youths nevw altering i n
agge,2'30

18 With goblets andewers
and a cup of pure drink ;
19 They shall not be affected
nor
with
headache
thereby,
shalltheygetexhausted;

2426 This description of the great event is a clear testimony that it signifies the time when
the opponents of the Holy Prophet will be humbled and the faithful followers exalted and
mademasters of thecountryinthislife,thoughitscompletemanifestationcanonly
be
accomplished in the life after death.
2427 The crumbling of the mountains signifies the fall of great men. See 1604.
2428 The meaning is that those foremost in doing good shall be foremost in reaping their
reward.
2429 Those who were foremost in accepting the Holy Prophet were raised to high dignities
in the land. Those who accepted the Holy Prophet in the eatlier stages of his mission, and
were compelled to make great sacrifices, were adequately rewarded; but those
who waited
untilIslamwasestablishedinthelandrarelymadeany
sacrifices. The pioneerswere
rewarded in this life by being made masters of the land, while a fuller reward is promised to
them in the life after death. Compare 57 : 10 and see 2446.
2430 Khallad-a when used transitively signifies he adorn& another with ornaments
(AA-LL); and mukhalladzin thereforeeither signifies adorned with ornaments (Zj-LL), or
that never become dewepit (Q-LL),or never altering in a,ge (Fr-LL),because there is no decay
in the life after death.
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20 And fruitssuch as they
choose,
%
21 And the flesh of fowl
such as they desire.
22 And pure, beautiful ones;
23 The like of the hidden
pearls :
24 A reward for whatthey
used to do.
25 They shall not hear thereAr nw.
in vain or sinful discourse,
26 Exceptthe word peace,
pea~e.2430~
I
27 And the companions of
Or, the
1 good l u c k ; how happy arethe
right
I oompanions of good-luck IP43l
ha7ul.
Or. what
28 Amid thornless lote-trees,b
are.
Or,the
1
29 And banana-trees (with
right
fruits), one above another.
hand.
Or, bte30 And extendedshade,
trees
31 And water poured forth,
havi
bra?@%
32 And abundant fruit,
bent (by
abu?cdmce
33 Neitherinterceptednor
of fruit).
forbidden,
b 2.381.
34 And exalted houses.
Or,reating.
volaees.
35 Surely We have
made
them
to
grow into L (new)
growth,
36 Then We have
made
Or,virgins. them unprecedented,
37 Loving, equals in age,
38 For the sake of the comOr, the
right
panions
of good-luck.2'32
hand.
~

i

~

~~

~

~

2430~This description of the paradise in early revelation does not differ from thatof later
revelation. After various blessings are enumerated, their true nature is depicted in one word,
pt?UCe.

243r Theserepresentanother
class of believers who, thoughnotforemost,
had the
"good-luck" not to reject theProphet.
For the blessings promised tothem see the
last note.
2432 It is noteworthy that the blessings granted t o the righteous, the empanions of goodluck, are first spoken of as shades, water, fruits, and restingplaces ; and then, as it were, to
dispel all doubts 85 to what these blessings of the next life are, it is b i d i n V. 35, We have
made them to grow into a new growth. These words settle conclusively that, whatever these
blessings are, whether shades or trees or water or fruits, they are all the fruits of deeds which
have been made to grow into a new growth. The words that follow this ghtement are no
doubt primarily applicable to women, but, as shown in 2356, it is only because luonmnhood
stands a8 a symbol ofpwrity and beauty. Thus abkbr, plural of bikr, means a virgin, and also
a n action that has not 6een preceded by its like (Q-LL) Similarly, atfcib, or eqwb dm age, as
already shown in 2148n, signifies that the growth of those blessing8 begins with the growth of
spiritual life in man; while 'urub is plurd of both 'urzlb and 'arib, the former signifying
a woman that manifests love t o he^ husband, and the latter, a man who i r chwle in speech, and
thus conveys the idea of chastity or love. ,Asapplying to the conqueak of this life, we 2419,
2420,eta.
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SECTION 2
The Q d t y
89,40.The righteous.
tasti5ee to judgment.

Ar. what
am.

1449,5lll.

41-56. The guiltyme

puniehed. 57-74. Creation

39 A numerous company
from amongthe first,
40 And a numerous company
from among the last.2433
41 And those of the left
hand, how wretched are those of
the left hand !
42 I n hot wind and boiling
water,
43 And the shade of black
smoke,
44 Neither cool nor honourable.2434
45 Surely they were before
that made to live inease and
plenty.
46 And they persisted in the
great violation.2435
47 And they used to say:
What I when we die and have
become dustand bones, shall
we then indeed be raised ?
48 Or our fathers of yore ?
49 Say : The first andthe
last
50 Shall
most
surely
be
gatheredtogether
for the appointed hour of a known day.
51 Thenshall you, 0 you
who err and call it a lie !
52 Most surely eat of a tree
of Zaqqoom,'
53 And
fill
(your) bellies
with i t ;
54 Thendrink
over it of
boiling water ;
55 And drink as drinks the
thirsty camel.
66 This is theirentertainment on the day of requital.
57 We
have
created you,
why do you not then assent ?

2433 Vv. 39 and 40 &re in reference to what is said atthe close of the l a s t section,
Note a
h
a
t thwa vjrses .do not contradict vv. 13 and 14, M imagined by some Christian
oritiw, for the latter speak only of those who were foremost in aocepting the Holy Prophet.
2434 These verses draw B picture of the distress and abasement which were in store for
the unbelieving Quraish in this life as well as in the hereafter.
2435 T h a h is, the violation of Divine commandmente.
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58 Have you oonsidered the
E$+genn ?
59 Is it you that create it or
are We the creators ?
60 Wehaveordained
death
among you and We are not to
be overcome,2436
61 In order thatWe
may
bring in your place the likes of
you and make you grow into
what you know not.
62 And certainly you know
the firstgrowth,why
do you
not then mind?
63 H a vye o u
considered
what you sow?
64 Is it you that cause it to
grow, or are We the causers of
growth 1
65 If We pleased, We should
havecertainly made it broken
down into pieces, then would
you begin to lament :
66 Surely we are burdened
with debt :
67 Nay I we are deprived.
68 Have you considered the
water which you drink ?
69 Is it you that send it
down from the clouds, or are
We the senders ?
70 If We pleased, We would
havemade it saltish ; why do
you not then give thanks ?
71 Kave you considered the
fire which you strike ?
72 Is it you that produce the
trees for it; or are We the producers ?
73 We havemade it a reminder and an dvantagefor
the wayfarers of the desert.2437
74 Therefore glorify the name
of your Lord, the Great.

-

2436 These verses andthe

one that follows tell them plainly that they were ordained
to be overtaken by death, others (the Muslims) taking their place, while they themselves were
to be reduced to a state of abjection of which they had no knowledge. I t is this state of
abjection, that can never be realized by a powerful nation, that is referred to in the words
of the next verse, and malie y o t ~ grow into what you know not.
2437 The fire burned at night points out to the desert wayfarer a habitation of men where
he will bewelcome. It is called ‘‘ a reminder ” because the fire served as a symbol of the
wars which were to bring destruction npon the unbelievers; it also represents the reward
of evil deeds in another life. The above verses all oontein dear prophecies of the failure and
final disruption of the power of the Quraisb.
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SECTION 3
Judgment is Inenitable
76-80. The Qur-h
is a Divine revelation.
judgment. 88-95. Threeclsssea in judgment.

61-87. Deathanevidenw

of

-%'But nay I I call to witness
the vevelation of t k portions (of
the Qur-dn) ;2438
76 And most surely it is a
very great oath if you only
knew ;
77 Most surely
isit
an
honoured Qur-An,
78 In a book that is protected;
79 Noneshalltouch
it save
the purified 0 1 ~ 9 . ~ ~ 3 ~
80 A revelation by the Lord
3f the worlds.
81 Do you then hold this
mnouncement in contempt ? 2 a o
82 And to give (it) the lie
you make your means of sub3ist~nce.24~1
2438 Themeaningadoptedisinconsonancewith

the context. As to nujzlrn meaning

porsions of the Qw-dn see 2371, where this verse also is explained. Mawdqi' is the plural of
n m q a ' , Le. the time or place o j the coming down of a thing, whieh is the revelation of the

of the Qur-&n, for it is to
Qur-&n in this oase. V. 77 makes it clear thpt it is the revelation
this that the personal pronoun
it occurringthererefers.
As alreadystatedin
2099, the object of an oath in such cases is to draw attention to
certsin faats, hence I render the word uqaim-u &a meaning I call to witness. The use of In'
insuchcawsisexplainedin
2606.
2439 Vv. 77, 78, and 79 containthreestatementsregardingtheQur-an:
(1) Thatit
shall be an honoured reading;inotherwords,itsmitersshall
be honouredandgreat
men; (2) $bat itshall be protected in a11 itspurityinwriting;snd
(3) that the impure
idolaters shall not even touch it, i.e. they shall not derive advantage from it as long aa they
remain in their impurity. This also
shows that an understanding of the Qur-An is granted
only to.those who are pure in heart. It also shows that the Qur-6a should not be touched
by one who is impure.Hencethecompanions
were forbidden to carry theQur-&n to

3&!1\d ~d \
\

an enemy's
country.
j G u\ & sre the words of a
repart m e p t e d i q Bnkbere?Boththeversesandthisreportfurther
show thatthe
Qur-&n existed in a written form from the first, otherwise such injunctions
as not to touch
or travel with it
to theenemy'scountry would have been meaningless.
2440 MudkimLn is here equiv'alent to w d . L wdJ&, i.e. holding in Eight estim d u n , rejecting (JB). All interpretersaaceptthis
signifioance. As to how the word
come to have. this meaning, LL mya : '' It originally signified the anointing such a thing
as B hide with some oil op t L like: and as swh a thing is rendered soft to the sense af
feeling, it WM u d metaphorically to denote id& softness, hence the trenting with gentleness,
soothing, agdzilrg, beguiling, or deluding . . and then the word rnuddhkah was tropically
used as signifying #he W d i q a thing in light estimation 01 in contenapt ( M f , TA)."
2441 The. meaning d &a passage is quite clear, t&king rkq in its ordiwy Bignifieance
of meana of subrirtenee, Le. you are bent upon givmg the lie a0 the Qur-On bo such an extent

.
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83 Why is it not then that
when it comes up to the throat,
84 And you at that timelook
on85 And We are nearer to it
than you, but you do not see86 Then why is itnot-if you
are not held under authority87 That you sendit
(not)
back-if you are truthful?2+42
88 Then if he is one of those
drawn nigh (to Allah),
89 T h e nh a p p i n e s sa n d
bounty and a garden of bliss.
90 And if he is one of those
on the right hand,
91 Then peace to you from
those on the right hand.
92 And if heisone
of the
rejecters, the erring ones,
93 H e shallhaveanentertainment of boiling water,
94 And burning in hell.
95 Most surely
this
is a
certain truth.2443
96 Therefore glorify the name
of your Lord,theGreat.

as if to give it the lie were your means of subsistence without which you could not live.
the word has
another
significance,
because
suck

4

one (LL). T h gi,ves anotherinstance

&jJ

&s

& i.e.

yon say

GjJ meaning

of thesamesignificance

I did that since thou didst thank

me.

But

he thanked

in t h e saying
The meaning of

thepassage would thus be: Andyou make yourthankingto
be thatyou give (it) the Zie,
i.e. Is this the thanks that
you returnforthe
benefit of Divinerevelation,that you give
it the Iie?

2442 Saleandothers
translate &.b$ ES meaning not to he rewarded or not
and callthe passage obscure.But nradinin means mamlzikin, i.e. held d e r
authority (Rz). Zj gives the same interpretation, which is accepted by LL, Le. it means not
held under authority.. In fact the root word ddna means primarily he bgeatne obedient, or he
becnme abased and submissice (IAr, Q,TA-LL). This interpretation makes the meaning quite
clear : If you are your own masters and not subject to the authoriby of E Higher Power, why
can you notresistdeathwhenit
comes to you and prolong your lives?
2443 Mark the force and conviction of the truth of the judgment whiah is presmt to the
Prophet's mind.
to be judged,

CHAPTER LVII
THE IRON
(ALgadid)

REVEALEDAT MEDINA
(4 sections and 29 verses)
Abstraat :
Sec. 1. Greatness of the Divine kingdom.
Sec. 2. The light of faith.
Sec. 3. Unbelievers' enjoyment is short-lived.
Sec. 4. Divine grace for believers.

The Title,subject-matter and context.
THIS chapterisentitled The Iron, in reference to the punishment which it

was necessary
should be inflicted upon the opponents who were bent upon extirpating Islam with the sword.
I t opens with a description of the vastness of the Divine kingdom and of the greatness of the
power and knowledge of Allah, thus containing a clear prophecy of the future conquests of
Islam, in contrast with the last group
of Meccan revelation, which promised eminence and
conquestsinmetaphoricallanguage.They
mere wonderfulprophecies,relating as they did
to the eminence of one nation, almost non-existent at the time
of their declaration, and the
overthrow of another, holding all power in their hand. How were all these prophecies to be
accomplished? By the greatness of the power and knowledge of Allahis the answer, and
that is the answer given here ; while the Muslims are told that they must spend money and
exert themselves to their utmost, and thus sacrifice their own interests to the causeof the truth
if they mould be heirs to the Divine kingdom. There is
also a clear reference to the vastness
of the kingdom which was promised to the
Muslims, a kingdom' by no means to be limited
to the confines of Arabia. Yet there were those who, while professing Islam with the lips, did
not make the necessary sacrifices. The second section therefore tells us that these hypocrites,
nothavingthelight
of faith, will ultimatelyfindthemselvesindarkness,andconcludes
with an exhortation to the believers. The third section refers to the temporary nature of all
those worldly enjoymentswhichkeep
a manawayfromthetruth,andit
closes with a
reference to the punishment of those who take up the sword to annihilate Islam, The last
section speaks of the Divine grace which
is in store for the believers, the vast kingdom to
which they are to be made heirs, again exhorting them that they can obtain that grace not
by resorting to such practices as monkery, which Islam does not sanction, but by exerting
themselves and thus employing their faculties for the attainment of the object which WRS set
before them. The chapter, in fact,
if it contains, on the one hand, a replytothose who
object to the Muslims having emerged from a purely religious life and to their having taken
up the sword in defence of the truth, is a warning, on the other hand, to the Muslims themselves againstfollowingmonkishpractices.
For just as truth wonld have perished if they
had not been allowed to defend it, the greatness t o which trey attained could not hare been
maintained had they neglected the cares
of this life. Islam, moreover, required a develop
ment of all the human faculties, while a purely religious life would have led to s practice
resembling monkery, and thus most of the faculties granted to man would have remained
quite dormant in him.
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SECTION 1
Orestnew of Dirfne Kingdom
1-6. Knowledge and power belong to AlIah. 7-10. Muslims shall be given
the kingdom, so, they must Bpend.

In thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

885.

1 Whatever is in the heavens
and the earth declares the glory
of Allah, and He is theMighty,
- "
the Wise.
2 His is the kingdom of the
heavens and
the
earth;
Hi
eiveslife
and causesdeath :
Znd Hehas
power over all
things.
3 H e is theFirstandthe
Lastandthe
Ascendant (over
all) and the Knower of hidden
things,*4d4and He is Cognizant
of all things.
4 He itis who created the
heavens andtheearth
in six
periods, andHe
is firm in
power ;n H e knows that which
goes deep down into the earth
and that which comes forth out
of it, and that which comes
down from the heaven and that
which goes up into it, and He
is with you wherever you are;
and Allah sees what you do.
5 His is the kingdom of the
heavens and the earth ; and to
Allah are (all) affairs returned.
6 H e causes thenightto
enter in upon theday,and

Date of rereletion.
With this chapter is introduced a
group of Medinian revelation which is oontinued to
the66thchapter.
Thatthischapter
was revealed atMedimthere
can 'belittle doubt,
thefact being established by the most influential section of Muslim opinion (AH). The
dissenting voices are, in feet, quite unworthy of sefious consideration. The date assigned to
it by Noeldeke is between the battles of Uhud and the Allies ; but in face of indisputable
statements relating to the conquest of Mecca, this view is sbsolutely untenable.

2444 The Holy Prophet has thus explained the four attributes of the Divine Being mentioned here : '' Thou art al-dzowal, i.e. the First, so that there was nothing before Thee,
and Thou art d - h h i r , i.e. the Last, so that there -is nothingafterThee,andThouart
az-Zdhir, i.e. the Ascendant over all, so that there is nothing
above Thee, and Thou art
aZ-Bd#in, i.e. the Knower of t h e hidden things, BO that there is nothing hidden from Thee"
(JB). How sublime is the conception of the Divine attributes expressed here I
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causes the day to enter in upon
the night, rand He is Cognizant
of what is in the harts.
7 Believe in Allah andHis
Apostle, and spend out of what
H e has made you to be successors of,; for those of you
who believe and spendshall
have a great reward.
8 And what reason have you
that you should not believe in
Allah ? endthe Apostle calls
on you that you may believe in
your Lord, and indeed ,He has
made a covenantwith
you if
you are b e l i e v e r ~ . ~ ~ ~ 5
9 H e it is who sends down
clear communications upon His
servant, that he may bring you
forth from utter darkness ,into
light; and most surely Allah is
Kind, Merciful to you.
10 And whatreasonhave
you that you should not spend
n Allah's way ? and Allah's is
b e inheritance of the heavens
tnd the earth ; not alike among
701.1are those who spent before
,he victoly2446 and fought (and
,hose who did not) : theyare
nore exalted in rank than those
vho spentand
fought aftarYards ; and Allah has promised
;ood to all ; and Allah is Aware
)f what you do.

2445 The believers, who are addressed, are exhorted to be true to their belief and make
their actions correspond with their doctrines.
2446 The victory means the conquest of Mecca; it is in this sense that the word fat+
is taken ordinarily, when it stands alone (Rz). Prior to the conquest of Mecca, the Muslim
power was not firmly established, andIslam was surrounded on allsides by enemies,
of truth could
therefore only those who were ready to lay down theirlivesinthecause
openly join the ranks of Islam. These men had to make great sacrifices, while those who
joined the ranks after the Muslim power became predominant in Arabia neither suffered the
persecutions to which the earlier converiq were subjected nor made those
sacrifices in the
cause of truth whichwere the distinctivecharacteristic of theearly believers. It should
be noted that thefortmost mentioned in 56 : 10 are here plainly stated to be those who made
sscrifiw for Islam belora the conquest of Mecca ; see 2428.

THE LIGHT OF FAITH

CE. LVII.]

104.5

SECTION 2
The Light of Faith
11, 12. Believers guided by light of feith. 18-15. Hypocrites shall have no
light. 16-19. Believers exhorted t o whatmey give themtheirlightand

riward.

11 Who is therethat
will
offer to Allah a good gift” so H e
will double it for him, and he
shall have an excellent reward.
12 On that day you will see
the faithful men and thefaithful
women-their light running before themand on theirright
hand2447“good news for you
to-day : gardens beneath which
rivers flow, to abide therein,
that is the grand achievement.
13 On thedaywhenthe
nypocrificat men and the hypoxitical women will say to those
who believe: Wait for US, that
vemayhave light from your
.ight;itshall
be said: Turn
back and seek a light.Then
3eparation would be brought
a
&bout
between
them,with
nallhaving adoor in it; (as
ior) the inside of it, there shall
be mercy in it, and (as for) the
)utside of it, before itthere
rhall be
14 They will cry out to them:
Were we not with you ? They
;hall, say : Yea ! but you caused
yourselves $0 fall into tempta1;ion, and you waited244Qand
ioubted,and vain desires de:eived you till thethreatened
punishment2450of Allah came,
while the arch-deceiver deceived
you about Allah.
15 So to-day ransom shall not
De accepted from you nor from
2447 The light of feith which guided the faithful to the truth will become a manifest
light on the day of resurrection.
2448 Although the hypocrites remained mixed with the believers for a time, yet separation was brought about even in this life. As the resurrection will bring hidden things to
light, the hypocrites will find themselves devoid of light, because they did not posse~s the
light of faith in this life.
2449 The hypocrites hoped that the Muslims wouldbe annihilated by their powerful
opponents.
2460 Amr-UZkzh signifies the threatened punishment of Allah (LL).
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those who disbelieved ; your
abode isthe fire ; itis your
friend,24b1and evil is the resort.
16 Hasnotthetimeyet
come for those who believe that
their hearts should be humble
for theremembrance of Allah
andwhathas
come down of
1 and
(that)
they
thetruth
should not be like those who
were given the Book before,
but the time became prolonged
to them, so their
hearts
hardened, and most of them
me transgressors.
17 Know that Allah gives
life to the earth after its death ;
indeed, We havemade the communications clearto you that
you may understand.
18 Surely (as for) the charitable menandthe
charitable
women and
(those
who) set
apart for Allah a goodly portion,” itshall
be doubled for
themandtheyshallhave
a
noble reward.
19 And (as for) those who
believein Allahand His apostles,
these it is that are the truthful
andthefaithful
ones i n the
sight of their Lord: they shall
have their reward andtheir
light;and(as
for) those who
disbelieve and reject Our cominmunications, thesearethe
mates of the hell.
2451 The fire is here called a mauld, or a friend or guardian, of the unbelievers, thus
showing that it is for their good that they will have to undergothesuffering of fire. I n
fact, hell is elsewhere also represented to be a place or a state which will ultimately lead to
the purification of man, as fire purifies gold of dross. Those who do not prepare themselves
in this life for a life after death, will have to be purified of their evil deeds and inclinations
inthenextlife,
so thattheymay
be fit to a a k e thespiritual progress necessary for a
heavenly life. The process of purification, which is in other words
hell, is thus E necessary
stageinthespiritualperfection
of those mho do notavailthemselves
of theopportunity
granted to them in this life. The keenness
of the torments of that other life are due to the
keener perception of the soul, which is the necessary result of its separation from the earthly
vessel. Bliss and torment therefore grow equally keener in that life.

CR.LVII.] UNBELIEVERS’ENJOYMENT

IS SHORT-LIVED 1047

SECTION 3
Unbelienera’ Enjoyment is short-lived
20. Unbelievers’ enjoyment shall be changed into torment. 21. GreatneRs
of the reward of believers. 23-24. They should suffer patiently.
26. Justice
required the-punishment of the guilty.

among
gaiety
and
boasting
yourselves, and a vyingthe
in
multiplication of wealth
and
0hildren,2~~2
like therain,whose
causing the vegetation to grow,
;2462*
pleasesthehusbandmen
then it withersaway so that
you. w i l l see it becomeyellow,
thenit becomes dried up and
broken down
the
and
in

21 H a s t e n t d forgiveness
from your Lord and to a garden the extensiveness of which
extensiveness
of
is as the
theheavenandtheearth;2454A
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2452 This tuodd’s 2t)”e in the Holy Qur-tin stands for the vanities of life, as this passage
clearly shows. The meaning is that life must be taken seriously, not devoted to sport and
worldly enjoyment,butturnedto
good use. Theearnestness,theseriousness, of lifeisa
factor which is gradually losing its importance in the daily lives of most men and women in
civilized society.
2452r The word kufdr, which by the consensus of the opinion of all interpreters signifies
here husbandmen, is the plural of k@?, and has been used throughout the Holy Qur-&nto
signify unhlievers. But the context here does not allow us to adopt that significance, hence
thedeparture.
It will thus be seen how sometimes a well-known Significance of a word
may be misleading, and how we are compelied at times to give a word a significance other
than that which ordinarily obtains.
2453 The fate of the unbelievers, i s . of those who take life for a sport, is likened to
vegetation that will soon decay and be dried up. The parable
shows that their power must
soon be broken. This is made clear by what follows, and in the hereafter i s a severe chastisement. But itisequally
a warning to the Muslims that if they do nottake life seriously
their power will also come t o naught.
2454 Note how Divine forgiveness is constantly mentioned when punishment is spoken
of, to show that the attribute of mercy is the predominant attribute in Divine nature.
2 4 5 4 ~The garden or the paradise is here said to be as extensive as the heavene and the
earth, and a similar statement occurs in 3 : 132, where it is eaid : And hasten to forgiveness
fromyour Lord, and (to) agarden, the
extensiveness of which is as the heavens and
the earth.”
These statements afford us the key to a right conception of the Muslim paradise. It is not
limited to one particular place but is as wide as the heavens and the earth. The
following
incident is related under 3 : 132 : ‘6 A messenger of Heraleus asked the Holy Prophet: ‘ If
paradise were &s extensive 8s the heavens and the earth, wherewould be hell ? ’ The Prophet
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it is prepared for those who believe in Allah and His apostles ;
that is the grace of Allah: He
gives it to whom He pleases,
and Allah is the Lord of mighty
grace.
22 No evil befalls on the
ewth nor h your own souls,
but it is in a book before We
bring it into existence ; surely
that is easy to Allah :
23 So that you may not
grieve for what has escaped
you, nor be exultant atwhat
He has given you ; and Allah
does not love any arrogant
boaster :
24 Those who areniggardly
and enjoin niggardliness on
men ; and whoever turns back,
then surely Bllah is He who is
the Self-sufficient, the Praised.
25 Certainly Wesent
Our
apostles with clear arguments,
andsent down withthem the
Book end the measure,24jJ that
men may conduct themselves
; and We have
with
equity
wade the iron,2456 wherein is
great violence and advantages to
men, and that Allah may know
who helps Him and Hisapostles
in thesecret;surely
Allah is
Strong, Mighty.

pL

&J

1 q.b

u@

i.e.
Glory

be Allah,
to where
the
is

night when the day comes
? ’ ’’ (Rz). The two verses referredto above and this incident
show clearly that heaven and hell are not the names
of two places, but really two conditions, bemuse if paradise were the name of a particular place, hell could not exist, a8 paradise
would accordingtothose verses extend over thewhole of space. This conclusivelysettles
the nature of heavenandhell.
2455 As to what is meant by mbzdn, or th measure, see 2407. In fact, the statement here
is clear enough, for the object of sending down the d z i n is stated to be that men may
conduct
themelves with equity. It thereforestands for rules of justice or principles of equity. Bd
thus explains the word : ‘ 6 So that rights may be sought thereby equitably and justice may
be maintained.” For sending it down, see the next note.
2456 Of all the metals none has proved of greater utility than iron, and this metal has
played an all-importantpartincivilimtion,which,indeed,
would have been well-nigh
impossible withoutthisfactorinitsdevelopment.Themeaning
of thesewordscouldnot
have been so clear to the mind of an Arab 1300 yeers ago ES it ie to ours to-day. It should
be noted that inzdl (infinitive noun of anzala) does not only signify the sending down of a thing
from above, but it alsomeans causing a thing t o grow, or bringing the meam of it into
ezistmec (Rz). Hence it is that in the Holy Q u r - hwe find the word used with reference to
the olothes that a msn wears, and to cattle, etc.
The mention of iron undoubtedly refers to the resistance apainat the enemy, which
n5 B

,
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SECTION 4
26,27. Monkery

for bdievers.

.

DiYine Qraae for Belieyew
2s not a Divine institution. 28, 29. Great reward In store

26 And certainlyWesent
NoahandAbraham,andWe
gave t o their offspring the (gift
of) prophecy and the Book ; so
there axe amongthemthose
who go aright, andmost of them
are transgressors.
27 Then
We
made
Our
apostles to follow in their footson
steps, and We sent Jesus
of Maryafterwards,andWe
gave him the Gospel ; and We
put in the
hearts
of those
who followed him kindness and
mercy;and(as
for) monkery,
they innovated it-We did not
prescribeitto
them-only to
seekAllah’s pleasure, but they
did not observe it with its due
observance;24ji so Wegaveto
believed
those of themwho
their reward, and most of them
are transgressors.
28 0 you whobelieve!
be
careful of (your duty to) Allah
a n d believe in His Apostle : H e
will give youtwoportions
of
for
His mercy,2458 andmake
you a light with which you will
walk, and forgive you,
and
Allah is Forgiving, Merciful ;
last resource had to beeffected with the sword. Re gives several explanations of the three
thingsmentionedheretogether,
vie. the Book, the measure, and the iron. One of theseis
that a man’sdealings with Allah are judged by the Book (Le. Divine revelation), his dealings
with men in general by the mizdn, i.e.theprinciple of equity, and his dealings withhis
enemies by t7te badid, i.e. the sword or war. Another explanationis that there are three
kinds of men (as indicated in oh. 56) : (1) the foremost, who deal with men wcording to
the Book, so that they give them their dues without exacting their own : (2) those who take a
middle course, giving to otherstheirduesand
exacting their own-these act according to
theprinciple of equity; (3) those who areunjust, not giving to mentheirdues
while
exactingtheir own-they must be dealt with by &did, which stands for severityand
punishment.
2457
2, i.e. there is no monkery in lolam, is a well-known
L

r&Yy\ 2 &b,

saying of the Holy Prophet, quite in accordance with this verse, which states that even among,
the Christians monkery is an institution which was introduoed by themselves, not being a
Divine ordinance, although it is quite true that their object in adopting this innovation wao
9458, Bee next page.
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29 So that the followers of
the Book may know that they
do not control aught of the
grsce of Allah, and thst grace
is in Alleh’s band, He gives it
to whom He pleases ; and
Allah is the Lord of mighty
graoe.~~~
b ne& Divine plensnre. The Muslims were now becoming a great nation, and aa they were
brought up in the ahnoat simplicity, and were also enjoined to disdain the gaiety of this life,
they are told that their greatness aa a nation depended upon the development of all their
faculties, so that they, while retaining their simplicity of life, should not stoopto practices like
that of monkery.Indeed,tosticktoamiddlecourseisthemost
difficult task. People
generally go to this or that extreme. The Muslims are, however, told that they must neither
lean to the extreme of worldlinessnortotheextreme
of monkery-evils whichare both
represented in their worst form in the Christian religion.
2458 By two prtioju of mercy is meant only a great mercy. The double mercy promised
here is indicated in the words that follow, i.e. forgiveness of faults and the granting
of a
light as a guide for thefuture. It is not meant, as usuallysupposed,that believers from
among the people of the Book will get a reward the double of that which is given to other
believers. And i t should be borne in mind that a greater remard is only the result of greater
exertion inthecause
of truth. See 1888, wherethe double reward is due to their being
steadfast and to their repelling evil with good and spending out of what is given t o them.
2459 The great reward which the
Muslims would have from Allah, and the light which
would guide their steps aright, would convince the followers of the Book that Allah’s grace
was not to remain with them for ever, and that He had now chosen the Muslims for the
manifestation of Hie grace.

CHAPTER LVIII
THE PLEADING ONE
(dl-MujbdiZah)

REVEALEDAT MEDINA
(3 sections awl 22 verses)
Abatmct :
Sec. 1. Safeguarding of women's rights.
8ec. 2. Secret counsels condemned.
Sea. 3. Internal enemy to be guarded against.

The Title and subject-matter.
THE title of this chapter is taken from the circumstances narrated in its first section. There
was an old Arab custom of puttingthe
wife by calling her a mother, but she was not
divorced, neither did she continue to hold the status of a wife. A Muslim did the same. The
wife complained to the Holy Prophet, and it is by reason of her complaint that she is called
one mho pleads. The custom was, however, abolished. The whole of the first section is
devoted to thismatter.The
second section condemns secret counsels against the Holy
Prophet, which, owing to Islam having gained power, had become very frequent at Medinathe hypocrites, and the Jews especially, taking part in these oonspiracies. The third section
speaks more plainly of the hypocrites and the Jews, and enjoins the Muslims to be wary of
them, and, RS they were hidden enemies of Islam, not to befriend them.

Conbxt.
The last chapter having referred to the future conquests of the Muslims, this warns them
of the secret plttns of the enemies of Islam, which were now being employed against them to
encompass their fall. Overt means had failed, and, notwithstanding the severest opposition
from outside,Islam was daily -gaining ground;therefore, as an internal enemy was now
using covert means, this chapter is employed to warn the Muslims of the new danger.

Dak. of reyelation.
As regards the date of revelation, the chapter, whioh is regarded as Medinian by general
consent, may be placed alittle before the 33rd chapter, for the custom known a8 Tihdr
iB fully dealt with here, while only a reference to it is contained in the 33rd chapter. And as
the case of Ehaulah shows (see 2460) that the Prophet waited for the Divine revelation before
giving a decision, it is evident that the reference to zihdr contained in 33 : 4 was a later
revelation, The subject isthought not to be relevant,but,as
already remarked inthe
second chapter, it was one of the first needs of a progressive society t h t a period should be
put to the cruel treatment of women. The reformation wrought by the Holy Qur-bn would
have been incomplete had it neglected the rights of half the human rwe. Hence the subject
of the greatness of the Muslim nation is always attended with references to the rights of, and
therelationswith,
women. Thischapter, read concurrently with the one preceding it,
affords an instance of this.
1051
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SECTION 1
hieguarding ofWomen's

Rights

1-4. AboIition of the custom of giMr andatonement for it.
Prophet to be obeyed.
'

6, 6. The

PAR'P X X Y I X X

In thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
Ar. thss.

Ar. dose

not find.

2460

1 Allah indeed k n o ~ s 2 ~the
~O
plea of her who pleads with you
aboutherhusbandand
complains to Allah, end Allah
knows thecontentions of both
of you ; surely Allah is Hearing,
Seeing.
2 (As for) those of you who
put away their wives by likening their backs to the backs of
their m ~ t h e r s , Z ~they
~ l are not
theirmothers;theirmothers
who
are no othersthanthose
gave them birth ; and most
surely they
utter
a hateful,
word and a falsehood ; and
most surely Allah is Pardoning,
Forgiving.
3 9 n d (as for) those who put
away their wives by likening
their backs to the backs of their
mothers then would recall what
;hey said,they shouldfree .a
captive before they touch each
other; to
that
you are
admonished (to conform) ; and
Allah is Aware of what you do.
4 But whoever has not the
mans, let him fast for two
months successively before they
toucheach other;thenas for
him who is not able, let him

y signifies Allah

know8 your
saying

(LL). The woman referred

to was Khaula, wife of Aus bin @amit,who wa8 separated by her husband in an old Arab
form, the husband saying to the wife, Thou art t o me as the back of my mother, the word?ihdr
being derived from gahr, meaning back. The result of the pronouncement of these words
was a total estrangement of the husband from the wife, but the woman WES not free to marry.
The Prophet refused to interfere until he received this revelation abolishing this objectionable
practice.
2461 For thi~
form of putting away the wife see 1967, under 33 : 4 , where the abolition of
this practice is also referred to. Thia revelation, however, seems to be earlier, the referenm
to it in 83 :4 being only for the d e of the abolition of mother prnatice,
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feed sixty needy ones ; that is
in orderthat you mayhave
faith in Allah and His Apostle,
andthese
are Allah's limits,
and the unbelievers shall have
a painful chastisement.
5 Surelythose who actin
opposition to Allah and His
Apostle shall be laid down prostrate as those before them were
laid down prostrate ; m d indeed Wehave revealedclear
communications, andtheunbelievers shall have an abasing
chastisement.
6 On theday
when Allah
will raise them up all together,
then inform them of what they
did: Allah has recorded it
while they haveforgotten i t ;
and Allah is a witness of all
things.

SECTION 2
Seoret aonnnela aondemned
7-10, Seoret counselsagainstthe Holy Plophet. 11-13. Mannere in the
Prophet'g assembly, and how t o take advice f;om him.
Ar. d o s t
thw.

Ar. hmt

thou.

7 Do you not see that Allah
mows whatever
is
the
in
leavens and whatever is in the
zwth 1 Nowhere is there a
lecret
counsel
between
three
?ersons but He is the fourth of
;hem, nor (between) five but
Ke isthesixth
of them, nor
.ess than that nor more but He
s with them wheresoever they
v e ; then He will inform them
)f what they did on the day of
qesurrection : surely Allah is
2ogniaant of all things.2d6P
8 Have you not seen those
who are forbidden secret
to
:ounsels, thentheyreturn
Khat theyare forbidden, and
#heyhold secret counsels2463for
lin and revolt and disobedience
o the Apostle ; and when they

2462 The unbelievers and the Jews were rlwsys engaged in plote against the Holy
Prophet and the Muslim. They are here told that All& will bring tbeiz secret counacla
to uaoght.
2463 All opponents of the Holy Prophet are spoken of.
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oome to you they greet you
with a greeting
with
which
Allah does not greet y o z ~ , ~
and they say in themselvee:
Why does not Allah chastise
US for what we say ? Hellis
enough for, them ; they shall
enter it, and evil is the resort.
9 0 you who believe I when
you confer together in private,
do not give to each other
counsel of sin and revolt and
disobedience to
the
Apostle,
and give to each other counsel
of goodness and guarding
(against evil) ; and be careful
of (your duty to) Allah, to
whom you shall be gathered
bgether.2466
10 Secret counsels are only
(the work) of the devil that he
may cause to grieve2460 those
who believe, and he cannot
hurt them inthe least except
with Allah’s permission;and
In Allah let the believers rely.
11 0 you who believe ! when
.t is said to you, Make room in
:your) assemblies, then make
tmple room, Allah will give you
mple ; and when it is said,
Rise up, then rise up. Allah
will exaltthose
of you who
mlieve, and those who are
given knowledge, inhighdepees, and Allah is Aware of
RhaC YOU

2484 The meaning is that they invoke death and destruction for you while Allah wishes
that you should live end prosper. There is a report that the Jews used to say when they
Le. death overtake you ! instead of &+ ?))-=J\
came to the Prophet :
i.e. p m e be zmth you, the two phrases sounding nearly alike.
2465 Islam condemns seoret societies, whose object is frequently the destruction of law
and order. No Muslim should be a member of a secret society.
2466 &mana-hti, the aorist being y a k u n , signifies the same as ahzana-hzl, Le. he cawed
him to be affated with g r i t j , or grieved him or made him sad or unhappy (8,Msb, Q.LL). It is
the devil’sobject to oause tbe believers to grieve,but that his efforts are unsucoessful is
hemin shown.
2467 As I have alresdy s b M , the progress of Islam brought large numbers of people into
its fold who stood in need of being teught manners as well ES morals. In their assemblies
they orowded and preseedupon each other in order to be able to sit nearest to the Holy
Pmphet. The injunotion to make room in assemblies means, either that roomshould be
made for others, or that the people ahodd not sit close to w h other, but leave ample epwe
between one another (Bdt.

cw\,
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12 0 yon who believe ! when
you consult the Apostle, then
offer something in charity before your consultation; that is
better for you and purer; but
if you do not find, then surely
Allah is Forgiving, Mercifu1.mR
13 Do you few that you will
not (be able to) give in charity
So
before yourconsultation?
whenyoudonot
do itand
Allah has turned to you (mercifully), then keep up prayer and
pay
the
poor-rate
and
obey
Allah andHis Aposkle ; and
Allah is Aware of what you do.
SECTION 3
Internal Enemy to be guarded againlt
14-19. Those who assure the Muslims of their friendship but are secret
enemies. 20, 21. They shall be abased. 28. Muslims should not befriend
them.
Ar.

hoet

thou.

14 Have you not seen those
who befriend a people with
whom Allah is wroth?They
are neither of you nor of them,
andtheyswear
falselywhile
they know.a46b
15 Allah hasprepared
for
them a severe chastisement;
surely what they do is evil.
16 They mdse their oaths to
serve as a cover so theyturn
away from Allah’s way ; therefore they shell have an abasing
Dhastisement.
17 Neithertheirwealthnor
bheir children shall avail them
rughtagainst Allah ; they are
the inmatea of the fire, therein
they shdl abide.2470

2468 This is an instance of a verse being declared 81s abrogated without the le& possible
reeaon. The verse that followsdoes not cancel the injunction of the previoas verse, but
raihsr ahows that the injunction contained in v. 12 is not obligatory but optiond : the legal
slme celled the eukdt baing the only obligatory alms, BS is shown by the words keep up prayer
on8 pay the poor-rak It should also be noted that the Prophet and his family derived 110
benefit whatever from the.almi, for to them the d m s were totally prohibited.
2469 The Jews were the people on whom Allah had sent down His h t h and the people
who befriended them were the hypocrites (JB). The Jews also played a double policy.
2470 This prophecy W ~ E abundantly verified in the case of both the Jews endthe
hypocriten, &s Medina WLLBultihiably cleared of both.
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18 On the day that Allah
wiu
raise them up all, then
they will awe= to Him 8s they

Ar. thou
ahalt.

awe= to you, andtheythink
that they have something ;now
surely they are the liars.2471
19 The devil has gained the
mastery. over them, so he has
madethem forget the remembrance of Allah ; they are the
devil's party ; now surely the
devil's party are the losers.
20 Surely (as for) those who
act in opposition to Allah and
His Apostle, they shallbe among
the most abased.
21 Allah has written down :
I will most certainly prevail, I
and My apostles ; surely Allah
is Strong, Mighty.2472
28 You shall not find B
people who believe in Allah
and the latter day2473 befriending those who act in opposition
to Allah and His Apostle, even
though they were their (own)
Fathers, or their sons, or their
brothers, or their kinsfolk ;2474
these are they into whose hearts
Ke has impressed faith,and
whom He
has
strengthened
with an inspiration from Him :
tnd H e will cause them to
mter gardens
beneath
which
ivers flow, abiding therein ;
9Uah is well-pleased with them
md they are well-pleased with
Kim; these are Allah's party:
low surely theparty of Allah
r e the successful ones.

2471 By eomethil~gis m'eant s o w ezcuse which might avail them.
2171 Note the certain conviction of the final triumph of truth which ie expressed here.
The next verwconcludes with similar words : Surely the party of Allah are the successful one&
2473 Note that the Muslims me described as the people who believe in Allah and the latter
day ; hen& this description applies only to the Muslims.
2474 i n a state of war between the two parties,friendly connections with the hostile
tribes were prohibited, as these would have resulted in great harm to the'weder community
d tb. Mnelims. bs tothoae who were not actually engaged in hostilities tigainst the
Muslims, ree P o express directions containedin 60 :8, '' Allah does not.forbid you respecting
those who have not made W*BT against you on account of your religion and have not driven
poo kthfnnn your homes dhat you show them kindnesa and deal with them jbatly."

CHAPTER LIX
TEEBANIBEPENT
(AZ-Rashr)

REVEALED
AT MEDINA
(3 sections a d 24 verses)

SECTION 1
The Exiled Jews

1

1-4. The Bani Nadir banished.

’

In thename
of Allah,
the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

~

I

,

.

5-10. Disposal of the propertyleftbehind.

1 Whateverisintheheavens
and whateverisintheearth
declares the glory of Allah, and
He is the Mighty, the Wise.
2 He it is who caused those
mho disbelieved of the followers
of theBookto
go forthfrom
their homes at the first banishment ;2475 youdidnotthink
that they would go forth, while

Abstract:
Sec. 1. ‘The exiled Jews.
Sec. 2. Hypocrites fail to fulfil their promises to Jews.

Sec. 3. An exhortation.

General remarke.
THIS chapter is appropriately termed the Banishment, &E it deals entirely with the banish.
ment of theJewishtribe called the Bang Nadir, andmattersarising out of it, The last
chapter warned the Muslims of the secret plans of the Jews and the hypocrites, and this
offers an example. The first section deals with thebanishment itself andthe property
acquired thereby ; the second shows how the hypocrites gave the Jews secret promises of help,
bat failed to fulfil them ; and the third ends the chapter with an exhortation to the faithful
snd an exposition of some of the Divine attributes, indicating the greatnessand purity of the
Divine Being.
Thechapter is undoubtedly a Medinian revelation, andthedate
of revelation may be
p h e d a little after the banishment which it narrates.
2476 The banishment apoken of here took plaa six months after the battle of Uhud,
when the Bani Nadir, a Jewish tribe
of Medina who had at first entered into a covenant
36
1W

.
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they were certain
that
their
fortresses would defend them
against Allah ; but Allah came
to them whence they did not
expect, and
cast
terror
into
theirhearts ; they demolished
own
their houses withtheir
handsandthehands
of the
believers ; therefore take a
lesson, 0 you who heve eyes 12476
3 And had it not been that
Allah had decreed for them the
exile, H e would certainly have
chastised them in this world,
and in the hereafter they shall
have chastisement of the fire.
4 That is because they acted
in opposition to Allah and His
Apostle, and whoever acts in
opposition to Allah, then surely
Allah is severe in retributing
(evil).
5 Whatever
palm-tree
you
cut down or leave it standing

I

with the Holy Prophet, showed signs of treachery and were punished with banishment (Bkh).
This is called the first bnnislment, to distinguish it from the second, which took place in the
time of ‘Umar,whentheJewssettledatKhaibar
were banishedtoSyria,andwhichis
prophelically referred to in the words awwal-il-kaashr, or thefirrt banishment, to distinguich
itfroma
second orlaterbanishment.Thefollowingdetailedaccountisgiven
by Rz:
The Bani Nadir made a treaty with the Holy Prophet to stand neutral between him and his
enemies. When he was victorious at Badr, they said that he was the Prophet promised in
the Torah, on account of the victory, but when the Muslims suffered a
loss on the day of
Uhud, they (Le. the Bani Nadir) repudiated their
vow and broke the agreement.
Ih’b, son
of Ashraf, went to Mecca with forty horsemen and made an alliance with Abh Sufyhn. As a
consequence,Ka’b was murdered, and the Holy Prophet told the tribe to leave Medina. They
wanted ten deys for preparation, but Abdulla bin Ubayy (the head of the hypocrites) advised
them not t.0 leave Medina, but remain and fight against the Holy Prophet, promising the help
of his omn men.Healsoassuredthemthat
if they were compelled to go forth he would
So theyfortifiedthemselveswithintheirstrongholds,
After having
departwiththem,
remained besieged for twenty-one days, and having despaired
of help from the hypocrites,
they surrendered. The Prophet raised the siege on the condition that they would depePt from
Medina. With the exception of two families that chose to remain at Khaibar, they all went
to Syria.
Dr. Prideaux, so notorious for vilifying Islam, says that the Prophet ordered
E party Of
t h e Muslimstopursue theemigrants,and
t h t thusthey were allputtodeath.Sale
has
shown in his note on this verse that the incident .from which Dr. Prideaux draws this strange
conclueion relates really to the murder in cold blood of seventy Muslims, who, being invited
to preach Islam, were treacherously put to death by an Arab tribe. Strange are the
ways of
the learned Christians when they write anything about Islam !
2476 The Bani Ndir, being granted ten days in which to collect and take with them such
of theirproperty ss theydesired,devoted
thetime at theirdisposal
tothedestruction
of their houses, lest they should be a sour08 of strength to the Muslims. What remained of
them wns demolished by the Muslims.
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upon its roots, it is
by Allah's
He may
command,andthat
abase the transgressors.
6 And whatever Allah restored to His Apostle from them,
you
did
not
press
forward
against it any horse or E riding
camel, but Allah gives authority
toHisapostlesagainstwhom
H e pleases,
and
Allah has
power over all things.
7 Whatever Allah hasrestored to His Apostle from the
people of thetowns,itisfor
Allah and for the rlpostle, and
for thenear
of kinandthe
orphans and the needy and the
wayfarer, so that it may not be
a thing taken by turns among
therich of you,andwhatever
the Apostle gives you, accept it,
andfromwhateverheforbids
you, keepback,and be careful
of (your duty to) Allah ; surely
Allahissevereinretributing
(evil) :2477
2477 This verse relatestothethirdkind

of propertyacquired

inwar,whichis

called

al-fai, being derived from afd-'a, which occurs in this verse, the other two being mentioned
in 8 : 1 and 8 : 41,for which see 979 and 1007. Afa'tu-ha means I made it to returll (0-LL),

and accordingly

JU,& &\

3

.&, sLl

signifies, according to LL, God restored

to the Muslims, 07 gave to them as spoil, the property of the unbelieuers (S). Hence f a i comes to
mean such of the possessions of the unbelievers as accrue to the Muslims tuitlsout war (TA-LL),
or such a s are obtained f r o m the believers i n a plurality of gods after the laying down of arms
(A'Obeid, hlgh, and hlsb-LL).
Thefai is not distributed among the warriors
for the very reason that there has been no
fighting. It is describedhereas
being forAllahandforthe
Apostle, t t e near of kin, the
orphans, the needy, and the wayfarer. From this it
will be seen that the whole of it was
to be distributedinexactlythesamemannerastheone-fifth
of the ghanimah, forwhich
will show that the Prophet's share
was for the benefit
see 1007. Areferencetothatnote
of the Muslims. Bd states that there are three different opinions as
to the Prophet's ahare
after his death. According tooneitshould
go to the Im61n or the head ; acoordingto a
second, it should be spent on the army and the fortification of the boundaries ; and wcording
to a third, it is for the benefit of the Muslims in general. The lives of the Holy Prophet and
his earlier successors--8 conqueror like 'Urnar, wearing patched clothes,
before whom was
broughtallthehoardedwealth
of Persiaand Syria-are a sufficient testimonythatthe
Prophet'ssharewmalwaysspentforthebenefit
of the Muslims. In fact, this share was
considered as a partof the Bait-uZ-Mdl, the public treasury, for when, after theHoly Prophet's
death, his daughter Fatima claimed a share of Fidk, which was also a part of fai, Ab6 Bakr
refused it on the ground that it was not the personal property of the Holy Prophet (Rei, and
he decided in fact that &.prophet does not leave any property to be inherited by his heirs.
The feud which thus arose rent the Muslim
world into two great schools. The prohibition
conhined in the words 80 that it may not be a thing @ken by turnn among the rich of YOU
is directed against the Prophet's share being inherited at aU.
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”

Ar. breasts.

8 (It is) for the poor who
3ed,
those
who
were
driven
from
their
homes
and
their
possessions, seeking grace of
Allah and(His)pleasure,and
assisting Allah and His Apostle :
theseit is thatarethetruthfu1.2478
9 And those who made their
abodein
thecityandinthe
faith before them love those
who have fled to them, and do
not find in their hearts a need
of whattheyare
given, and
prefer (them) before themselves
though poverty
may
afflict
them, and whoever 1s preserved
from theniggardliness of his
30111,theseitisthatarethe
3uccessful 0nes.24~9
10 And those who come after
;hemsay : OurLord ! forgive.
1s andthose
of ourbrethren
rho had precedence of us in
aith,anddonot
allow any

2478 It should be noted that the Muhdjirin in general did not receive any share of this
property: it was only to the poor Refugees that something was given for maintenance, the
reason of which is stated clearly in the verse, vis. they had lost everything and had to leave
their homes as well as their property. It is necessary to remember, moreover, that one of
the important heads of expenditure in the public treasury of r;he Muslims, which is called the
Bait.ul-MdZ, was the help of the poor and those who were unable to earn their own livelihood, and thus with all its poor laws and old age pension rules, the English law is yet far
Refugees who had lost all
behind that early Muslim law. It was under that head that the
their wealth and homes and were still so poor that they could not carry on any business of
their own were to receive anything from what the Bani Nadir left, all of which became part
of the public funds. Sale’s note, wherefore Muhammad distributed those spoils among the
Muhdjirin . . and gave no part thereof tothe Angbrs,” is simply adistortion of the
facts, borne out by his own admission that three of the Angdr ‘‘ who were in necessitous
circumstances ’’ also received help. See also next note.
2479 By thoae who made their abode in the city and in the faith are meant the An?& or
the Helpers, i.e. the Muslim residents of Medina. Ddr means a house or amansion as well
as a countTy, or a city or a town or village (Mgh, Q-LL), and with the article al, aZ-nmdinah
or the city of the Prophet. (Q-LL). The meaning is that they made an abode in the city of
the Prophet and the faith ; the faith being likened to a place of abode. Before them signifies
before their (i.e. the Refugees’) coming to Medina.
When t h e Muslims fled from Mecca they found a refuge in Medina, where the Muslim
inhabitants received them as if they were their brothers, lodging them in their own housea,
and many of them were etill living in the houses of their benelectors when the benishment of
the Bsni Nadir took plaoe. On this the Holy Prophet asked the Helpers to consent to either of
the two proposals, i.e. to h a v e e s h m o f what was wqaired from the BaniNarJir and give part
of their houses and wealth to the Refugeen, or to let the (poor)Refugees alone have a shme in
thet property, 80 that with it they might build their houses and make & start in some business
or trade. The Ansdr replied that they were willing that the Refugees alone should have a
share, and, notwithstanding that, they might oontinue to lodge in their houses (Re).

.
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spitetoremaininourhemts
towards
those
who
believe;
I surely
Thou
art
our
Lord
Kind, Merciful.mo

f
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BECTION 2
Hypotritrs fail to fulUl their Promlee to Jew8
11, 12. Hypocrites’ secret promise of help to Jew8 and failure to keep it.
13-17. End of the guilty.
h r . hast

t7wu.

Ar. bremts.

11 Haae yoz~notseenthose
who havebecome hypocrites 1
they
say
to
those
of iheir
brethrenwho
disbelieve from
among
the
followers of the
Book : If you are driven forth,
we shall certainly go forth with
you,andwe
will never obey
any one concerning you, and if
you are fought against, we will
and Allah
certainlyhelpyou;
bears witness
that
they
are
most surely liars.zs61
12 Certainly if these
are
drivenforth,they
will not go
forthwiththem,and
if they
arefoughtagainst,they
will
not help them, and even if they
helpthem,they
will certainly
turn(their)backs,thenthey
shall not be helped.
13 You are certainly greater
in beingfeared in their lzeuris
than Allah ; thatishecause
they are a people who do not
understand.
14 They will not fight against
you in a body save in fortif3
towns or frombehindwalle;
their fighting between themis
severe; you m y tbink them as
m e body, and their hearts ere
iisunited ; that is because they
%rea people who have no sense.
15 Likethose
before them
3hortly ;2482 they t&sted the evil

2480 This description may apply to all Muslims of later ages.
2481 The hypocrites deceived the Jews with false promises, and thus brought them into
opposition to the Holy Prophet. See 2476.
2482 According to some, this description applies to the Bani Qainuqb’, and
according to
others, to the Quraiah slsin in the field of Bsdr.
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result of their affair, and they
shallhave a painfulchestisement.
16 Likethe devil whenhe
says
man,
to
Disbelieve, but
when
he
qsbelieves,
be
says:
I am surely clearof you ; surely
1 fear Allah, theLord of the
worlds.
17 Therefore the end of both
of them
is
that
they
are
both
in
fire to abide therein, and that is
the reward of the unjust.
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SECTION 3
A n Exhortation
18-21. Believersenjoined to be true t o theirduty.

22-24. Perfect attri-

butes of the Divine Being.

1m.
Ar. tho%
woumt.

0

18 0 youwhobelieve!
be
:areful of (your duty to) Allah,
tnd
let
every
soul
consider
what ithassent
on forthe
norrow, and be careful of (your
luty to) Allah ; surely Allah is
9ware of what you do.
19 And be notlikethose
Rho forsook Allah, so H e made
;hemforsaketheir own souls:
ihese it is thatarethetransIressors.
20 Not alike are the inmates
)f the fire and the dwellers of
he garden : the dwellers of the
prdenaretheythatarethe
,chievers.
21 Had We sent down
this
Jur-An on a mountain," yo?
yodd certainlyhaveseen
It
slling down,splittingasunder
lecause of thefear of Allah,
nd We set forth these parables
3 men that they may reflect.
22 H e i sAllah besides whom
Dere is no god : the Knower of
leunseenandtheseen;He
I theBeneficent,thelderci11.2483

2483 From this verm t o the end we have a most beautiful collection of the Divine names.
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23 He is Allah, besides whom
there is no God ; the King, the
Holy, the Author OJ peace, the
Granter of security,Guardian
over
all,
the
Mighty,
the
Supreme, the Possessor of erery
greatness ; Glory. betoBlleh
fromwhattheyset
up (with
Him).
24 H e is Allah theCreator,
the Maker, the Fashioner ; His
are the most excellent names ;
whatever is in the heavens and
the earthdeclares His glory;
and H e is the Mighty, theWise.
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CHAPTER LX
THE EXAMINED ONE
(81-Mumtabanah)

REVEALEDA T M E D I N A
(2 sections and 13 verses)
Abatract :
Sec, 1. Friendly relations with enemies of Islam forbidden.
Sec. 2. Other friendly and social relations.

Ctensral remarks.
THE whole of thischapterdealswiththerelations
between theMuslimsandthenonMuslims, and in particular with the undesirability
of relations with those enemies who were
bent upon extirpating Islam, and who, not
being sRtisfied with expelling the Muslims from
is inthisconnectionthattheHolyProphet
is
theirhomes, now made war onthem.It
enjoined to cran~inethe mmen who came to him from among the idolaters for the purpose of
embracing Islam, so that if they are found to be inspired by sincere motives they should be
retained. It is this circumstance which gives the title of the Exanzitled One to this chapter,
and thus it shows that, notwithstanding enmity, the Muslims were required to be fair in their
dealings with the unbelievers, The connection with the last chapter
is self-evident. A clear
statement WES needed regardingtherelations
of the two communitiesonaccount
of the
hostilitieswhichhadsprung
up between them.
The first section opens with an injunction against entering into friendly relations with the
enemies of Islam, whose hostileattitudehad
now assumedthegravestaspect,andthe
example of $braham is quoted, who was similarly compelled to sever his connection with his
opponents when they became hostile to him. The second section, however, adds
that every
non-Muslim is not to be regarded as an enemy ; a distinction is drawn between the conduct
which should be observed towards enemies and mere unbelievers. This direction, given as it
was at a very late date, furnishes a basio principle in a discussion of the question of friendly
relations. It is then stated that women who fled from Necca to escape persecutions could be
given shelter if they were foundonexaminationto
be sincere. Marriagerelations between
Muslim husbands an+ idolatrous wires, and idolatrous husbands and Muslim
wives, were
declaredto be void,arrangementsbeingmadeforthecompensation
of dowries.The
chapter closes with a statement as to the pledge which should be demanded from women
coming over to Islam, for the pledge in the cme of men included the defence of the faith
againsttheenemies, a dutywhichwomen
could notperform.
The date of the revelation of this chapter may be approximately placed about the year
8 AX., between the trucemade et Hudaibiyye end theconquest of Mecca.
1064
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SECTION 1
Friendly Relations with Enemies of Islam forbldden

I nt h e name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
1 0 you who believe ! do not
take My enemy and your enemy
for friends : would you offer
them love
while
they
deny
whathas come to you of the
I
truth,driving out the Apostle
and yourselves
because
you
believe in Allah, your Lord ?24*4
If you go forth struggling hard
in My pathand
seeking My
pleasure, would you manifest
love tothem 1 And I know
what you conceal and
what
you manifest;andvhoever
of
you doesthis,heindeedhas
gone astray from thestraight
path.
2 If they 'find you, they will
be your
enemies,
and
will
3tretch forth towards you their
hands andtheirtongueswith
~ i l , ~and
* * they
~ ardently desire
;hat you may disbelieve.
3 Your relationships would
lot profit you,noryour
chilhen,ontheday
of resurrecion ; He will decide between
you, and Allah sees
what
7011 do.
4 Indeed, there is for you a
g:ood example in Bbraham and
t hose with him when they said
tl3 their people : Surely we are
C lear of you and of what you
8'erve besides Allah ; we declare
0urselves to be clear of

2484 It should be noted that the reason given for not befriending the unbelievers is that
they are the enemies of Allah and His Apostle, who have driven out the Apostle and the
Muslims from their homes. To sag that the passage was revealed on account of Hatib ibn
Abi Balta', who had sent a, letter informing the Meocans of the Holy Prophet's advance on
Meoca, is only to give an instance of the harm which may result from friendship with an

enemy in a state of war.
2485 That is, they would slay you with their hands and revile you with their tongues.

\q

2485a
also means he doclared hintself t o be clear or p i t o j such a thing
(Msb.LL). As the ordinary significance of the word kufr does not apply here, this significance has been adopted.
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Ar. betwean
You.

Ar. thea.
Ar. thee.
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and enmity and hatred have appeared between us and yov for
ever until you believe in Bllah
alone-but not in what Abraham said to his sire : I would
certainly ask forgiveness for
you, and I. do not control for
yoz~aught from Allah24"-Our
Lord ! on Thee do we rely,
and to Thee do we turn, and to
Thee is the eventual coming :
5 Our Lord ! do not make us
a trial for those who disbelieve,
and forgive us, our Lord !
surelyThou
artthe
Mighty,
the Wise.
6 Certainly there is for you
in them a good example, for
him who fears Allah andthe
and whoever turns
lastday;
back, then surely Allah is the
Self-sufficient, the Praised.
SECTION 2

.

Other Friendly and Social Relatione
7-9. Relations with unbelievers,not enemies of Islam, allowed. 1 0 , l l . Marriage ties between idolatrous enemies and Muslims to be treated as dissolved.
12. Pledge from female converts to Islam. 13. Friendly relations with Jews
forbidden.

Ar. between

the.

7 It may be that Allah will
bring about friendship between
you and those whom you hold
to be your enemies among
them : and Allah is Powerful;
and Allah is Forgiving, Mer:
:iful.M7
8 Allah does not forbid you
respecting those who have not
nade war against YOU on ac-

,,,, 9 , ,,,
a>& &$to\

2486 Aa shown in 790, it was notAbraham'sfatherfor
whom hethusprsyed,
for
ultimatelythissire
of Abraham proved to be a deadly enemy. Abraham's example is
quoted to show how loving and tender he wag towards his people, yet when it became clear to
himthat they were bent upon uprooting thetruth, even Abraham could notmaintain
relatione of friendshipwiththem.The
Holy Prophetandhiscompanions
were in like
manner now obliged to renounce all relationships of friendship with a people who were not
only the wowed enemies of the Muslims but also in a state of continual w&r with them.
For Abraham's promise to ask forgiveness for his sire, sea 19 : 47.
2487 This verse makes it clear that the prohibition against friendly relations with the
nnbelievera was only temporary, ta be operative only BO long as the war continued. The
friendship prophetically referred to here was brought about after the conqueat of Mecca.
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"

your homes, thatyou

show
themkindnessand
des1 with
them justly ; surely Allah loves
the doers o€ justice.24@
9 Allah only forbids you respectingthosewhomadewar
upon you on account of (your)
religion, anddrove
you forth
fromyourhomesand
backed
up(others)inyourexpulsion,
that
you
make
friends
with
them,
and
whoever makes
friendswiththem,theseare
the unjust.
10 0 you who believe ! when
believingwomen come to you flying, then examine them ; Allah
knowsbesttheirfaith;then
if you find them to be believing
women, do not send them back
totheunbelievers ;z4sg neither
2488 This verse andthe one that follows, revealed as they were at a time when the
relations between the hIuslims End the unbelievers were most strained, on acoount of the
existence of a continual state of war between the two parties, settle conclusively thtd friendly
relations between Muslin~s and non-Muslims,as such, are not prohibited by the Holy Qur-&n.
It is in the light of these verses that all the verses forbidding friendly relations with the
unbelievers should be read, because here the true principle is revealed inunmistakable
language, allowing friendlyrelations with one kind of unbelievers andprohibitingsuch
relations with those of another kind. It also upsets the oft-repeated libel of Christian writers,
wherein the uninformed are led to believe in the existenoe of afanaticintolerance of all
non-Muslims on thepart of the followers of the Holy Prophet.
2489 It appears from the above that, up to this time, not only did people contirhe to
embrace Islam at Mecca, although there was now no preacher of the faith there, but that this
gradual oonversion to Islam also continued notwithst.anding the bitter persecution of the new
converts, which stillcompelled them to flee from their homes. It is an unparalleled example
of the deep impression which the Holy Prophet's truth had made
upon the Meccans. The
example cited here relates to believing women who fled to Medina under these circumstances.
Butnotethebroadness
of the principles of Islam.These
women are not takenunconditionally, for they might have deserted their husbands. The Holy Qur-An requires that they
should be examined. I n accordance with thisinjunotion we find it relatedthatthe Holy
Prophetobtainedtheassurance
of such women underoaththattheyhad
not left their
homes except on account of Islam, and that it was not the desertion of their husbands or the
love of any one thathad prompted them to flee (JB, Ef). Those womenwho gave a
satisfactory answer to these questions were not returned to the unbelievers. It is an error to
suppose that this was s violation of the conditions of the truce made at Hudsibiyya,for had it
been so, the Meccans would not have remained silent. There was
no doubt a condition in
that truce that the Meccans who went over to the Holy Prophet should be returned to Mecca,
and that condition, which only related to men, was faithfully observed by the Holy Prophet,
who refused to allow the Muslims who fled from the persecutions of the Meccms to remain
with him, and these men had therefore to make a colony of their own, having no connection
whatever with the Medina Muslims, nor were they subject to the Meccans. The truth of this
is further clarified by the incident relating to Umm-i-Kalsnm, daughter of Aqaba and wife of
Amr bin 'As, who was accompanied by her two brothers, Ammnra and Walid: both were
handed over by the Holy Prophet to the unbelievers, but not their sister (Rz). In fact, the
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are them (women) lawful for
them, nor are
those (men) lawful
for them, end give them what
they have spent ; and no blame
you inmarrying
attachesto
them when you give them their
dowries ; 2 4 q and hold not to the
ties of marriage of unbelieving
women, and ask for what you
havespent, snd letthem ask
for what they have spent. That
is Allah’s judgment ; H e judges
between you;
and
Allah is
Knowing, Wise.*4e1
11 And if any thing (out of
the dowries) of your wives has
passed awayfromyou
to the
unbelievers, then your turn
comes,
give
to
those
whose
wives have gone away the like
of whattheyhavespent,and
be careful of (your dutyto)
Allah in Whom you believe.*4DZ
1 2 0 Prophet I when believAr. tlw.
,ng women oome to you giving
Ar. tlree.
you a pledge that they will not
tssociate aught with Allah, and
Rill not
steal,
and
will not
:ommit fornication,
and
will
lot kill their children, and will
Ar. between
lot bring a calumny which they
their
lave forged of themsalves, and
hands and
~~;ge,&t.
vi11 not disobey you in what is
lood, accepttheir pledge, and
condition WLB introduced by the Quraish to guard against the growing strength of the Muslims
by permitting the converts to come over to them ; and hence they were quite satisfied when
the Holy Prophet told themthatthecondition
did not apply to women. And thoughthe
condition did not apply to women, yet these women were only granted protection after their
dowq was returned to their husbands, who were not allowed to suffer a loss. The acceptance
of the dowry by thehusbandbrought
about a divorae, andthese women could then be
married by the Muslims.
2490 Whereas payment of a dowry to the first husband marked the termination
of the
marriage relationship with him, the payment
of L dowry to the wife W ~ Bnecessary for the
new oonjugsl relationship.
a491 The state of permanentwwfaremaintained
between the Muslims and the un.
believers dld not dlow of any social relationships to be establiehed between the two p r t i e s ;
hence themarriagerelationships between Muslim men and unbelieving women a6 well as
those between the Moslim women and the unbelieving men could no longer be maintained :
eech party having returned the dowry, divorce, ipsofucto, automatically resulted,
2492 It, is a cam in which a Muslim husband is allowed to rewup the loss sustained of an
unbelieving wife’s dowry who has deserted him, from the sum due
for the payment of a Muslim
woman’s dowry who has fled from the unbelievers and joined theMuslims, or from the
aeqnieition gained in war (Kt). ThL ~ 8 necessary
8
because the unbelievers refused to return
the dowrien of women who had gone over to them. It should be noted, however, thst, notwith-
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CHAPTER LXI
TEE RANKS

(&Ban
REVEALEDAT MECCA
(2 sections and 14 verses)

I

!

SECTION 1
Triumph of Islam

1-4. Muslimsexhorted to be strongin defence of faith. 5 . Troubles of
Moses. 6, 7. Jesus’prophecyregardingadvent
of theHolyProphet.
8, 9.
Prophecy of the triumph of Islam over all other religions.

Inthename
of Allah,the
Beneficent,theMerciful.
1 Whatever is in the heavens
is intheearth
andwhatever
declares
the
glory
of Allah;
and
He
is
the
Mighty,
the
Wise.

L; e’’\

&~$II

9(

u&\&k&
1I

5

Abstract :
See. 1. Triumph of Islam.
See. 2. Great sacrifices must be made.

General remarke.
TEE Muslims, having been enjoined in the last chapter to have no friendly relations with
the unbelievers, and a hint being given in v. 7 that friendly relations would soon be restored,
are herein told that the final triumphof Islam would bring about this restoration, for so long
as the unbelievers retained power, their efforts would always be directed t o extinguish the light
of Islam. Hence, it was only by means of the establishment of a Muslim government that a
state of peace would be established in the peninsula. The title of this chapter is taken from
the injunction to the Muslims to fight in defence of the faith in ranks, for fighting was now
essential for the preservation of the very life of the Muslim community. After giving that
injunction, the first section proceeds to cite an example of the persecution of Moses at the
hands of his own people, and then a prophecy announced by Jesus as to the Holy Prophet’s
advent, which made it clear that truth should be finally victorious. Then follows a prophecy
of the triumph of Islam over all other religions, the basis of whose fulfilment WEE laid in the
of all religions within Arabia. The
lifetime of the Holy Prophetinthevanquishment
second section exhorts the Muslims to exert themselves in the cause of truth if they would aee
that prophecy fulfilled, citing the example of Jesus, whose followers, notwithstandingthe
apparent triumph of the enemy, finally succeeded in propegating the truth.
lox)
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2 0 you whoklievef why
do you say that which you do
not do?
3 It is most hateful to Allah
that -you should say that which
you do not doQS495
4 Surely Allah loves those
who fight in His way in ranks
as if they were a firm and
compact wall.
5 And when Moses mid to
his people : 0 my people !
why do you give metrouble ?
and you know indeed that I
am Allah's apostle to you; but
when they turned aside, Allah
made theirheartsturn
aside,
and Allah does not guide the
transgressing people.
6 And when Jesus son of
Mary said : 0 children of
Israel ! surely I &mthe apostle
3f Allah to you, verifying that
which is before me of the
Torah and giving the good
news of an Apostle who will
:ome after me, his name being
ihmad ; ?496 but when he came
,o themwith clear arguments
Date of revelation.
The chapter is by all authorities admitted to be a Medinian revelation, The actual date
is not certain, but it may be approximately assigned to the year 4 A . E . - ~ time of despondenoy
for the Muslims on account of the loss sustained at Uhud. From the first *e find prophecies
of the triumph to have been announced at a time when conditions leading to such a triumph
were most adverse, and consequently when the assurances were most needed.
2495 I t is an exhortation to those who professed belief inthetruth
to make their
actions correspond to their assertions.
2496 Jesus' verification of the Torah, or the books of Moses, here, refers to the propheoy
therein about the advent of the Holy Prophet, which is clearly stated in the latter part of the
passage, where Jesus is spoken of as prophesying the advent. It should be borne in mind that
the Holy Prophet had two names : he was called Muhammad as well as Ahtped, both names
being derived from the same root h a d , which signifies praising, the word Muhummad meaning a malt praised much or repeatedEy or time after time (LA, Q-LL), and A h z d meaning
one who praises much. It should not be supposed that Jesus uttered the-very words whioh
are reported in the Holy Qur-en,for he spoke the Hebrew language and not Arabic. Another
great diffioulty is that the wtualwords of Jesus Chri6t are not preserved in the Gospels, and
we have to depend on 8 Greek translation,in which we find the word pu~aclete,whioh
is translatedinEnglish as comforter. We are well aware how translations sre sometimes
use of the word purackte in the Greek versioa, or that of
misleading,andthereforethe
comforter in the English version, does not show what the actual word in the language spoken
by Jesus was. But all those qualifiaations whioh are givep in John 14 :16 and 16 :7 are met
with in the person of tho Holy Prophet. He is stated to be one who shall abide for ever, snd
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they said: This is clear en~hantrnent.24~7
7 And
who
more
is
unjust
than he who
forges
a lie
againstAllah and he is invited
to Islam,and Allah does not
guide
the
unjust pe0ple.24~8
8 They desire to put out the
light of Allah with their mouths,
but 911ah will perfect His
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XXVIII.
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SO istheProphet’s
law; forafterhim
comes noprophettopromulgate
a new law.He
is spoken of as teachingallthings,anditwas
with a perfect law that the Holy Prophet
came. And clearest of all are the words of John 16 : 12-14 : I ‘ I have yet many things to
say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come,
he will guide you into all truth : for he shall not speak of himself, but whatsoever he shall
hear,thatshallhespeak;and
he will show you things to come. Heshallglorify Me.”
NOW,thisprophecyaboutthe
spirit of truth, whichisthesame
as the com&rter, clearly
stated in John 14 : 17, establishes the following points : (1) Jesus could not guide into all
of theIsraelites,and
truth, because histeaching was reallydirectedonlytothereform
he denounced only their crying erils ; but the teaching of the cowforter would be a perfect
one,guidingmenintoalltruth,andtheHolyQur-&nistheonly
book whichclaimsto
be a perfect law. (2) That the comforter would not himself speak a word, but that which he
shall hear he shall speak ; the words conveying exactly the same idea as those of Deut. 18 : 18,
’ I And I will put My words in his mouth,”
a qualificationwhichismetwithonlyinthe
person of theHolyProphetMuhammad.
(3) Thathe
will glorifyJesus,andtheHoly
were
Prophetdid glorify Jesus by denouncing as utterlyfalseallthosecalumnieswhich
heaped upon Jesus and hi3 mother. The only Christian objection to this clear fulfilment
of
the prophecy in the person
of the Holy Prophet Muhammad is, that the
comforter is here
calledthe spirit of truth, andthathencethe
words cannot be applicableto a man.But
itisequally
difficult to see why Jesus shouldcall him anothercomforter, as he does in
John 14 : 16, thus showing that he would come as a human being as he himself had come ;
and then, according to all sacred history, the teachers have
been always men. Moreover, we
cannot imagine a spirit not speaking of himself, but speaking only that which he shall hear,
which a comparisonwithDeut.
18 : 18 clearlyshows to,be aprophetlike
Moses. And
T h eT r u t h intheHoly
it should be noted thatthe HolyProphetisfrequentlycalled
Qur-&n, as in 17:81, “And say, l‘he T r u t h has comeandthefalsehoodvanished.”
Another point worth mentioning is
that the different prophecies about the Holy Prophet
reallyrefertothedifferentphases
of hislife.Thetwoaspects
of the life of the Holy
Prophet are jaldl and jand*il, i.e. a n aspect of glory and an aspect of beauty, the first finding
its manifestation in the name Muhamtnad and the second in Ahmad. Each of the two great
prophets, Moses andJesus, prophesiedabouttheHolyProphetinwordsexpressingthat
own nature: glory findinggreater
aspect of hislife whichwas in consonancewithhis
expression in Mdses, who was prophet, law-giver, and king at the same time ; and beauty in
Jesus, on account of the beauty of hismoralteechings,whileboththeseelements
were
combined in theperson of theHolyProphet.
a497 The HolyProphet is referredtohere,
as thenextyerseclearlyshows;
see the
foot-note that follows.
2498 By the words, 6‘ who forges a lie against Allah and he is invited to Islam,” are to
be understood the rejecters who called the truth an enchantment, as stated at the end of the
lagt verse, and .as shown by the words that follow here, And Allah does not guide the unjust
people. I t waa these people that were invited to Islam, while the Prophet was
an inviter, as
heiselsewherecalled
; see, forinstance, 3 : 192, 20 : 108. Theirpolytheistic beliefs are
repoateay oalled 8 forgery in the‘ Holy Qur-An, &s, forinstance, in 6 : 138, and again in
6 ; 139.
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GREAT SACRIFICES MUST BE MADE
light,thoughtheunbelievers
may be averse.
9 He it is who sentHis
Apostle with the guidance and
thetruereligion,that
He may
overcome
make
it religions,
the
all of them,
though
polythe
may
theists
be averse.2499
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SECTION 2
Great Sacriflces must be made
10-13. Necessity of sacrificinglifeandpropertyinthecause

of truth.

14. Example of Jesus' disciples.

10 0 you who believe ! shall
I leadyou to a merchandise
from
which maydeliveryou
j : 4 painful chastisement ?
11 You shall believe in
Allah and
His
Apostle,
and
gtruggle hardinAllah'sway
with yourpropertyandyour
I 1lives;thatisbetter
for you,
i (iid you but know !
1 2 H e will forgive you your
iaults and cause you to enter
nto
gardens,
beneath
which
:ivers flow, and goodlydwellngsingardens of perpetuity;
;hat is themighty achievement;
13 And yetanother
(blessI .
ing) that youlove : help from
411ah andvictory
a
nearat
l a n d ; and give good news to
;hebelievers.25u0
1 4 0 you wh:, believe ! be
1 .
lelpers (in the cause) of Allah,
ts Jesusson
of Marysaidto
His) disciples" : Whoare my
lelpers in the cause of Allah ?
Che disciples
said:
We
are
lelpers (in the cause) of Allah.

li

E?

133.

-

I
-

" . ""

2499 Verses 8 and 9 contain two different prophecies. In the first of these we are told
that all attempts to annihilate Islam will fail, and they did fail. In the second it is affirmed
thatIslam will be madethepredominantreligion,thetruth
of which was witnessed by
Arabia in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet.
But both prophecies have a wider significance.
Attempts are still being made to annihilate Islam, and the Divine promise is that all these
attempts shall be brought to naught ; while the predominance of Islam over all the religions
of the world would in time be established as clearly as it mais in Arabia. The commentators
SSY that this predominance will be brought about through the Promised Messiah (Rz).
2500 The prophecy in the previous verse relates to the hereafter, while that in this
verse relates to the victories
of the Muslims over the mlbelievers.
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So a party of the children of
Israel believed rtnd another

2501 The description applies to the triumph of the teachings of Christ over those who
opposed the dissemination of his teachings, and speaks prophetically of the ultimate triumph
of Islam oyer all other religions of the world.

CHAPTER LXII
THE CONOREOATION
(AZ-JUmU'Gh)

REVEALED
AT MEDINA
(2 sections, 11 verses)

1

SECTION 1

I

Puslima chosen for DiYine Favours
I
1-4. Divine grace isgrantedtoMuslimsthroughtheProphet.
ample of sews as a warning.

'
1
1

I

I

I
~

Or, iUi.

terates.

In the
name
of Allah, the
Beneficent. the Merciful.

5-8.

Ex-
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1 Whatever is in the heavenw
andwhatever. is in the earth
declares the glory of Allah, the
King, theHoly,theMighty,
the Wise.
2 He it is who raised among
the ,Vecc~ns2~02an Apostle from
among themselves, who recites
to themHis
communications

I

Abstraat :
Sec. 1. Muslims chosen for Divine favours.
Seo. 2. Friday prayers.

Generalremarkn.
THIS chapter receives its name from theexhortationtogathertogether
on the day of
congregation, or 3'v"riday. The first section, after stating that the Prophet
was a purifier of
his immediate followers 8s well as of those who would come. later on, warns the Muslims
of thedangerwhichbroughtaboutthe
downfall of the Jewish nation. They had with
them theletter of the law, but were not true to its spirit. The reason of this was that
they gave themselves up to worldly occupations a d did not even observe their Sabbath,
which was setapart for religious devotion. The second sectionthereforeenjoins
the
Muslims not to neglect their prayers in congregation, and the congregation of Friday is
specially spoken of.
The date of the reodation of this ohapter may be assigned to about the second year of
Hejira.

2502 &muZ-qurd is the name by which Mecca is known, and hence a Meocan is called
an ummi (Majma'-ul-Bi?$r), the other significance of the word being illiterats. For E full
discussion of the meaning of %heword see 117, 960.
1W5
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and purifies them, and teaches
them theBook and the Wisdom,
although they were before certainly in clew error,
3 Andothersfromamong
them who have not yet joined
t h e m ; and H e istheMighty,
the Wise.2503
4 That is Allah’s grace ; He
grants it to whom He pleases,
and Allah is the Lord of mighty
grace.
5 The likeness of those who
werechargedwiththe
Torah,
then they did not observe it,
is
as the likeness of the ass bearingbooks;evilisthelikeness
of thepeoplewhorejectthe
I 1communications of Allah ; and
Allah does not guide the unjust
people.
6 Say : 0 you who are Jews,
if vou thinkthat vou arethe
Ea&urites of All& to the exdusion of otherpeople,then
.nvoke d e a t h if you w e
ir~thf~1.UO~
7 And they will never invoke
t because of what their hands
lave sent before ; and Allah is
lognizant of theunjust.
8 Say : (As for)thedeath
romwhich you flee,that will
lurely
overtake
you,
then
‘on shall be sentbacktothe
1Inower of the unseen and the
you
8leen, a n d H e willinform
you did.
CI f thatwhich

I

1‘

if

~”

2503 Abu Huraira says : /‘We were sitting with the

Holy Prophet when the chapter
entitled Friday was revealed to him, and in it thewords others fronz antong t h c m who have
not yet j h e d them. I asked the Holy Prophet : Who are these ? ’ He gave no reply until
I questioned himthrice.Salmin,thePersian,
was sittingamong us, andtheHoly
Prophet placed his hand on S a l m h and said, ‘ Even if faith were near the Pleiades, men
(or a man) from among these would surely find it ’ ” (Bkh). This report wonld show that
the verse applies to one man or certainmen of Persiandescent.Butcommentators
understand that non-Arabs are meant (Rz) ; others think that all Muslims coming after
the time of the Holy Prophet are meant (Rz, J B ) . But while the general significance of
the words musk be regarded as true, Bkh’s report shows the referenoe to be to a man in
particular. As other reports show that the Messiah would eppear among the Muslims at a
time when they would have the letter of the law with them but would not be true to its
spirit, the reference in the report given here is particularly to the Messiah or t o his time.
The significance is that after a time, when the true spirit of Islam should have been lost, a
man or a people wonld be raised who, again receiving the light from the Holy Prophet,
would spread the light of Islam in the world.
2604 The prayer for deoth spoken of here is the swqe as khat in 2 : 94, for which 8e8 138,
’
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SECTION 2
Friday Prayer

2505 The time of the Jumu'ah prayer is just after noon, and the service, which ooneists
only of two rak'ats instead of the four rak'ats of the early afternoon prayer, is preceded
by asermon.The
words of this verse and those of the following show thatordinary
business may be carried on by a Muslim on Friday before or after the Jumu'ah prayer.
Hence, unlike the Jewish and the Christian Sabbaths, it
is not necessarily a day of rest,
But attendance at the Jumu'ah prayers is obligatory, and as soon as the call to prayer is
given, every Muslim is bound to leave business of every kind and immediately to hasten
tothe mosque. I t is apitythatin
a country like India,havingseventymillions
of
Muslims, officialdom didnot recognize the necessity of theMuslimsperformingthis
now it is only partially recognized.
obligatory dutyuntil a very latedate,andeven
Everynationhas
a Sabbath, or a so-called day of Divine service set apartfromthe
ordinary ,weekdays, butinpractice,the
whole day is never given to prayer. In fact,
a Muslim, who is allowed todohisordinary
work on Friday, gives moretime to his
prayers than the majority of those who recognize a seventh day as their Sabbath. The
idea underlying theSabbathis,
no doubt,atemporary
cessation of thematerialand
physical activities, to give place to spiritual exercise and to holding communion with the
on the other
Divine Being, but in practice that idea is practically non-existent. Islam,
hand, requires communion with the Divine
Being to be observed throughout the entire
week, and five times daily, in the most oocupied hours of business; thus it gives a real
chance to its followers for the exercise and development of the spiritual faculties which in
others lie quite dormant. The Islamic division of preyers is much more suited to elevate
a man spiritually, affording true spiritual food to the soul, than in to be discovered in
any other form of worship.

CHAPTER LXIII
TEE HYPOCRITES
(AZ-MUTLdfipiTL)

REVEALEDAT MEDINA
(2 sections and 11 verses)
SECTION 1
The Hypocrites

I n thename of Allah, the
Beneficent,theXerciful.
Ar. thee.
Ar. t h o u
art.
Ar. thou

urt.

1 When the hypocrites come
to you, theysay
: Webear
you are most
witness
that
snrely
Bllah's
Apostle
; and
Allah knows that you are most
surely His Apostle, and Allah
hypobearswitnessthatthe
critesaresurelyliars.
2 Theymaketheiroaths
a
shelter,
and
thus turn
away
fromAllah's
way;surely evil
isthatwhichthey
do.
3 That is becausethey
believe, then
disbelieve,
so a
seal is set upon their hearts
so
that they do not understand ,26"fi

Abstract:
Sec. 1. The hypocrites.
Sec. 2. An exhortation.

Oeneral remarks.
THE entire ohapter, as its name shows, deals with the Hypocrites and condemns hypocrisy.
The first section speaksof the hypocrites, their false promises and their desire to see Islam
abased end trampled under foot, while the second section conoludes with a n exhortation totheMuslims t o be sincere and notto be led away by t h e loveof wealth and
children. The hypocrisy of the upholders of a cause is fatal t o its advancement ; hence its
connection with the last chapter.
The date of revelation may be assigned to a time when the hypocrites became separated
from the believers, which first took place in the battle of Ubud, and therefore it was probably in the third year of Hejira that itwas revealed.
2506 Note how the setting of a seal upon the hearts is described here. It is man's own
action which is the cause,ivhile the setting of the seal is only the necessary consequenceof
that action.
b
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4 And when you see them,
theirpersons will please you,
and if theyspeak,
you will
listen to their speech ;’ (they
ore) as if they were big pieces
of wood cladwithgarments
:
theythink
every cry to be
against
them.
They
are
the
enemy, therefore beware of
them;
may
Allah destroy
them, whence are theyturned
back ? 2507
5 And whenit
is said to
them : Come, the Apostle of
Allah will askforgiveness for
you, they turn back their heads
and you may see them turning
away while theyare big with
pride.
6 I t is alike to them whether
y o u beg forgiveness for them
ordo not beg forgiveness for
them ; Allah will never forgive
them ; surely Allah does not
guide the transgressing people.
7 Theyit is who say : Do
not spend upon those who are
with the Apostle of Allah until
they break up. And Allah’s
are the treasures of the heavens
and the earth, but the hypocrites
do not understand.
8 They say : If we return to
Medina, the mighty will surely
drive outthemeanertherefrom ; and to ,411ah belongs the
might and to His Apostle and
to the believers, but the hypocrites do not k n 0 w . 2 ~ ~ ~

2507 By the cry is here meant the fwstile incursion of the enemy by which the tribes
are suqrised (TA-LL). Wheneverthere was an incursion of theenemythey
showed
cowardice and thought that theMuslims wwdd be crushed by their adversaries.
2508 So late as this revelation, the hypocrites considered themselves, in conjunction
with their unbelieving friends, to be the stronger party and the Muslims to be the weaker
party, whom they could easily drive out of Medina. But they are told that they themselves shall be disgracsd, and so it was, for when the hypocrites were expelled from the
mosque,each one’s name was called out aloud; ultimatelytheirgppositioncame
to
naught. See 1090.

-
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THE HYPOCRITES
SECTION 2

An E x h o r t a t i o n
9 0 you mho believe I let not
yourwealth, m yourchildren,
divert yoq fromtheremembrance of Allah;and whoever
does that, these are the losers.
10 And spend out of what
We
have
given
you before
death oomes to one of you, so
that he should say : My lord !
why didst Thou not respite me
to a near term, so that I should
have given almsand been of
the doers of good deeds?
11 And Allah does notrespite a SOU^ when its appointed
termhascome,and
Allahis
Aware of what you do.

[PABTXXVIII.

CHAPTER LXIV
THE MANIFESTATION OF DEFECTS
(At-TaghdbzLlt)

REVEALEDAT MEDINA
(2 sections and 18 verses)
Abstraat :
Sec. 1. Unbelievers warned.
Sac. 2. An exhortation for believers.

General remarks.
As the previous chapters speak of believers and unbelievers separately, we now arrive at a
chapter which speaks of them together, wherein the latter are warned of the consequences
of their deeds, and the former are exhorted to continue their march towards spiritual
excellence, not permitting worldly attractions to interfere in the necessary attainment of
to bothunbelievers and believersiscontainedin
the second
perfection,Thereference
verse. The chapter is appropriately entitled The Jfawifestation of Dejects, because, not only
will unbelievers find their defects manifested on a certain day, but believers mill also find
such defects manifested if they have failed in their conduct and have abandoned those
principles which have been promulgated for their guidance, allowing worldly attractions to
distract their minds from the attainmentof religious and moral perfeotion.
t o Allah as being the Creator of both believers and
The first section, after referring
unbelievers, and to His great
knowledge, warns the unbelievers of their fate and of the
of gathering, the reference being clearly prophetic
of the
consequences on a certain day
first great gathering of the believers and the unbelievers in the field of Badr, as well as of
theday of resurrection.Thesecondsectionexhorts
the 1Zuslims t o be obedient to the
Apostle, and not to be led into a wrong course by the worldly allurements of wedth and
families.
of Meccan or Medinian
There is a difference of opinion as to whether this chapter is
the latteropinion.Internalevidenceshows
it to be an
origin; the majority inoline to
early Medinian revelation ; so early indeed does its date appear to be that the battleof Badr
is still prophetically referred to ; the later growth of hypocrisy is, however, only remotely
hinted at, in the exhortation against being led away by attractions of wealth and family.
It is due toitsearlyrevelation
at Medina that scmehavespoken of it as a hleocan
revelation. But the weight of opinion is in favour of ita Medinim origin.
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SECTION 1
Unbelieyere uamed
1-4. Allah has oreated believers and unbelievers, and He knows what they
do. 6-7. Unbelievers reminded of the fate of opponents of apostles.
8-10. They are warned of a day of gathering which will bring to light their
defects.
.

I n the name of Allah,the
Beneficent,theMerciful.

Ar. from
among.

AI.front
among.

Ar. breasts

1 Whatever is in the heavens
andwhatever is intheearth
declarestheglory
of Allah ;
toHim belongsthekingdom,
and to Him is due (all) praise,
and He haspoweroverall
things.
2 H e i t is who created you,
but one sf you is a n unbeliever
and another of you is a believer ;
Iand Allah sees what you do.
3 H e createdtheheavens
andtheearthwithtruth,and
He
formed
you, then
made
:oodly your forms, and to H i m
i1!s
the ultimate resort.
4 He knows what is in the
1heavens and the earth, and He
1knows what you hide and what
you manifest ; andAllahis
Zognizant of whatisinthe
Ihearts.
5 Has there not come to you
ishe story of thosemhodisIDelieved before, then tasted the
?vi1 result of their affair, and
had
a painfulchastise1;hey
In e n t ?
6 That is because there came
their
apostles
with
1io them
C lear arguments, but they said :
mortals
guide
u s ? So
Elhall
disbelieved
and
turned
t hey
black, and Allah does not stand
iln need (of anything), and Allah
il3 Self-suflicient, Praised.
7 Those who disbelieve think
t:hat they shall never be raised.
Elay : Aye I by my Lord ! you
Shall most certainly be raised,
tlhen youshallmostcertainly
b e informed of what you did ;
and that is easy to Allah.
8 Therefore believe in Allah
and His Apostle and the Light
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which We have revealed ; and
Allah is Aware of what you do.
9 On the day that He will
gather you for the day of
gathering, that is theday of
the manifestation of defects ;2599
and whoever believes in Allah
and does good, He will remove
from him his evil and cauee
himtoentergardens
beneath
flow, to obide
which
rivers
therein for ever;that is the
great achievement.2jlO
10 And (asfor)those
who
disbelieve and reject Our oommunications, theyaretheinmates of the fire, to abide
therein, and evil is the resort.

SEOTION 2
An Exhortation for Bellencr~
11-13. Believers should obey the Aposfle. 14-18 Q’crldly attmcticnsto
be despised.

11 No affliction comes about
I Ibut by Blhh’s permission ;
tnd whoever believes in911sh,
Be guides arighthisheart;
snd Allah is Cognizant of all
jhings.
1 2 And obey Allah and obey
,he Apostle, but if you turn
lack, then upon Our Apostle
levolves only the clear delivery
‘of the message).
13 Allah, there is no God
)ut He; and upon Allah, then,
et the believers rely.
14 0 you who believe I surely
rom amongyour
wives and
’our children there is an enemy

2509 The day of resurrection is here called the dayof the manifestation of defects,
because the hidden defects of man’s nature will on that day be completely manifested.
But the unbelievers had also their defects manifested in this life, when on the day of
galhving (i.e. at Badr)they found t o theiramazementthattheir
power was so weak
thatthey could not subdue even a third of theirnumber.Hencethemanifestation
of their defects began in this life.
2510 Note that he who acts righteously will have his evil removed, because a change
comes over his life. There is no doubt that when a complete transformation takes place
in the life of a man, the consequences of the evil which he might have previously wrought
are immediately arrested.
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;z511 therefore beware of
them ; and if youpardonand
forbear and forgive, then surely
Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.
15 Your possessions and your
childrenareonlyatrial,and
Allah it isvith Whom isa great
reward.
16 Therefore be careful of
(your duty to) Allah as much as
you can, and hear and obey and
spend,
it
is
better
for
your
souls; andwhoever
is saved
from the greediness of his soul,
that
these
are
the
isit
successful.
17 If you set apart for Allah
a goodly
portion,&
H e will
double it for you and forgive
you ; and $Ilah istheMultiplier (of rewards), Forbearing,
18 TheKnower of the utiseen and the seen, the Mighty,
theWise.

to you

a

381.

2511 Because it is most often for the sake
of one's wife and children that one acts
wrougfullytowardsothers.
Thus,insome
cases the wife orthechildrenbecomean
enemy to man. Note the use
of the word min, which shows that wives and children do
not necessarily lead man to evil, but that sometimes he inclinesto evil on account of them.
Thenextversespeaks
of one'spossessionsandchildren
as a fitnah, or trial, heceuse
through these the light of the sincere is manifested or the weakness of the frail becomes
clear as the noonday sun.
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SECTION 1
Directions for Dinorce

In the name of Allah,the
Beneficent, the Iferciful.

i

1 0 Prophet! when you
divorce women, divorce them
for their prescribed tirne,”j12 and
calculate the number of the
days prescribed, and be careful
of (your duty to) Allah, your
Lord. Do not drive them out
of their houses, nor should
go forth,
t h e y themselves
-
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Abstract :
See. 1. Directions for divorce.
See. 2. Mecca warned.

General remarks.
THIS chapterdeals with certainrulesregarding
divorce in i t a firstsection,and
is
accordingly entitled The Divorce. The second gives anunmistakablewarningto
the
Neecans and shows that the Prophet had brought to them light. The
law of divorce had
already been given to the Muslims in the second chapter, but its misuse called for additionaldirections (see 2512). These directions were, indeed, given towarntheMuslims
against the abum of the institutions laid down by Islam, and the subject is in consonance
with what is said in the previous chapter.
The dste of revelationmay be assigned approximately to the sixth year of Hejira,
when the incident referred to in the first verse is said to have taken plwe.
9619 The presaribed time is ordinerily, according to 2 : 228, three courws. But in the
case of women with child, and in certain other cases, the prescribed time is laid down
in v. 4 of this chapter. I t should be noted how every direction in oounecticn with the
subjeot of divorce is followed by the injunction, be cmefiL1 of your duty to Allah, through.
out this chaptw, from which it may be inferred that the Holy Qur-An requires the utmost
carefulness in the matter of divorce. I n a saying of the Holy Prophet, divorce is called
1085
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unlesstheycommitanopen
indecency;andthesearethe
limits of Allah,andwhoever
goes beyond the limits of Allah,
he indeed does injustice to his
o m soul. You do not know
that Allah may after that bring
about rezLnion.2513
2 So when they have reached
theirprescribedtime,thenretain
them
with
kindness
or
separatethemwithkindness,
andcalltowitnesstwomen
of justice
from
among you,
and give upright testimony for
Allah.
With
that
is
admonished he who believes in Allah
andthelatterday;andwhoever is careful of (his duty to)
Allah, He will make for him an
outlet,
3 And give himsustenance
from whencehethinksnot;
and whoevertrustsinAllah,
He is suficient for him ; surely
Allah attains
His
purpose;
411ah indeedhasappointed
a
neasure for every thing.
4 And (as for) those of your
qornen who have despaired
of
nenstruation, if youhave
a
ioubt,
their
prescribed
time
of
ahall bethreemonths,and
'hosetoowhohavenothad
heir courses ; and (as for) the
)regnant
women,
their
prelcribed timeisthattheylay
lown theirburden ; andwhorver is careful of (his duty to)
Lllah, H e will makeeasyfor
lim his affair.
5 Thatisthecommand
of
dlahwhich
H eh a s revealed
o you, and whoever is careful
f (his duty to)Allah, H e will
emovefromhimhiseviland
ive him a big reward.

the most l u t e f d to Allah of all things allowed. Without the remedy of divorce, healthy
conjugal relations could not be maintained in any society,yet the marriage tie ie too
sacred to allow of this remedy being lightly resorted to,
It is reported that the directions contained in this chapter were needed to oorrect B
mistake made in connection with the law of divorce by Ibn-i-'Umar (Bkh).
2513 The urns or event here means reunion (JB). Note thatthe person addressed
here, though singular, is not the Prophet, but the man who divorces his wife.
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6 Lodge
them
where
you
lodge according to your means,
and do not injure
them
in
orderthat
you maystraiten
them ; and if they are pregnant,
ley
spend on themuntilthey
down their
burden;
then
if
they suckle for you, give them
their recompense, andenjoin
you to do
I oneanotheramong
good ; and if you disagree,
another(woman)shallsuckle
for him.
7 Lethimwhohasabundancespendout
of hisabundance, and whoever has his
means of subsistence straitened
to him,lethimspendout
of
that which Allah has given
him ; Allah does notlay on
m y soula
burden except to
the extentto
which He has
:ranted i t ; Allah bringsabout
:ase after di&c~lty.~"4

I

SECTION 2
Mecaa warned
8-10, A lesson in the citiesdestroyed.
ieht.

11, 12. TheProphethasbrought

Y

IT

8 And how many a town
rebelled against
the
Lommandment of its Lord and
:lis apostles, so We called it
o account seveyely and W e
lhastised (with)
it
a stern
iha~tisernent.~~~~
9 So it tasted the evil result
I f its affair, and the end
of its
,ffair was perdition.
10 Allah hasprepared
for
severe
chastisement,,
' th e m
t herefore be careful of (your
d uty to) Allah, 0 men of underbelieve ! Allah
Standingwho
h.as indeed revealed to you a
rleminder,
cwhich

AI. n severe
oaEling to
account.
D

-

'

2514 Note the directions for the treatment of women contained in this verge as well
as the previous one. They should be lodged where a man himself is lodged, no injury is to
be inflicted on them, and if a man possesses abundant wealth he must spend on his wife
abundantly. All thesedirections give the wife a position of practicalequalitywiththe
husband.
2515 Note how directions for the believers are combinedwith L warning for the
opponents.
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11 An Apostle who recites
to you the clear
communications of Allah so that he may
bring forth
those
who
believe
and do good deeds frorp darkness into light ; and whoever
believes in Allah and does good
deeds, H e will cause
him
to
entergardensbeneath
which
rivers flow,to abide therein for
ever; Allah has indeed given
him a goodly sustenance.
12 Allah is He who created
seven heavens, and of the earth
the like of them ;z51s the decree
continues
to
descend
among
them, that you may know that
Allah has power over all things
and
that
Allah indeed
encompasses all things in (His)
knowledge.
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2516 The statement mado here that there are
'(seven heavens and of the earth the
like of them I ' throws light upon what
is meant by heavens where the number seven is
mentioned. The seven heavens are elsewhere called the seven ways, and the seven earths
may therefore be the seven major planets of the solar system (the earth itself being the
eighth), their orbits being spoken of as the seven heavens or seven ways. I t should, however, be borne in mind that the
heavens&reoftenreferredtowithoutalimitation
of
number, and include .the whole of thestarrycreation.Anotherpointworthnotingis
thatthemention of seven heavensdoes not preclude the existence of more. For the
application of the word seaem and for further discussion, see 46.
Thedescending of the decreeamongtheseisinterpreted
by Mjd as meaningthe
(Rz),and thus the Qur-An supports the theory that
existence of life and death in them
there ie life in other planeta.

CHAPTER LXVI
THE PROHIBITION
(At-Tubrim)

REVEALEDA T MEDINA
(2 sections and 12 verses)
Abstract:
Seo. 1. Prophet’s domestic relations.
Seo. 2. Progress to be made by the faithful.

General remarks.
THIS ohapter is called The Prohibition, the title being taken from the statement made
in the first verse that the Prophet(and those who follow him) should not forbid themselves
what Allah has made lawful.Thestatementhas
been madethebasis
of an attack
on the character of the Holy Prophet by all Christian writers, and although Sale was compelled to call Dr. Prideaux’s version of the story a strange misrepresentation, even he could
not avoid the temptation of giving currency to a story which sullied the character of one
whose religion has been feared as thegreatestantagonist
of Christianity.Apartfrom
allotherconsiderations,the
sole consideration of thearrangement
of chapters i6
sufficient to show that the
story whioh is made the basis
of an attack upon the Holy
Prophet,whateveritscredentials,is
wt referred to in this paseage of t h e Holy
Qur-An. f t is a fact that the story of the Christian critics, though referred to by soma
commentators, is not credited by trustworthy colleotions of reports such as Bukheree and
Muslim. The incident reported
by Bkh, on the other hand, affords clear and conclusive
testimony of the falsehood of the story of the Christian writers, for under this v e m he
mentions two incidents, the more important and more well known of which is the story
relatingtotheHolyProphet’stemporaryeeparation
(for one month)fromhiswives:
i t was “forbidding oneself
of
what Allah had
made
lawful.”
And, 8 6 the last
chapter deals with divorce, it is quite natural that it should be followed by one referring
totemporaryseparation.
The story of thistemporaryseparationis
a well-known his.
torical incident in the Holy Prophet’s life, and as it clearly explains the statement made
in the Qur-An, there is no reason why we should not conaider the reference to relate to
this incident.
The first section of this ohapter thus sped8 of the relations of the Holy Prophet with
his wives, while the Second speaks of the progress to be made by his faithful followers.
The connectionbetweenthese two aectiona may not be d e a r
6 eupeficial reader, .nd
hence a word mag be said on the point. The word aauj, which m w s 4 u+je or 4 lawbad,
also signifies 0% wsoCiat6 or a colnrudo (A-LL),
and t h e n p i r i t d relation between the
36
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SECTION I
Pmphek’s Domestic Relations
1, 2. Temporary separation. 3, 4. An example of domestic virtue.
phet’s wives. 6, 7. Generalinjunctions.

In thename of Allah, the
Beneficed, theMerciful.
Ar.
thou.
dost

~ rthse.
.
Ar. thou
aeelcest.
br. thy.

1

1 0 Prophet I why do you
forbid(yourself)
that which
Allah has made lawful for you ;
you seek to please your wives ;
and Allah isForgiving, Merciful,a5l7

6. Pro=
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Prophet and a true follower of his is often metaphorically compared to the relation subsisting between husband and wife. I t should also be noted that unbelievers and believers
are in the concluding verses of the section compared to women, the wives of Noah and
Lot on the one hand, and the wife of Pharaoh and Mary the motherof Jesus on the other.
The date of the revelation of this chapter may be placed about the year 7 A . H . , which is
the probable date of the separation.
2517 This verse, as already noted, has been utilized to attack the admitted purity of the
Holy Prophet’s life, I t is said to contain a reference to the Prophet’s conjugal relations
with Mary, the Coptic woman, which, it is alleged, being discovered by his wife Hafsa,
the Prophet swore not to have anything more to do with her.
And this is claimed to be
a case of (‘gratifying an unholy passion.”
How far this story is worthy of credit may be gathered from the fact that this M a d
did enjoy the honour of standing in the same relation to the Prophet
as his other wives,
and that she gave birthtoIbrahim, a Son of theHolyProphet who died in infancy.
Why then should the Prophet’s conjugal relations with her be regarded with a suspicious
eye, and why should the holy relations of husband and wife, on whioh is based the very
existence of humanlife, be called a gratEoation of “unholy passions ” 1 Is this not
another of t h e m m y proofs of Christian bias, and Christian antagonism, of a most cruel
and unsorupulousoharacter 7 Mary was not an Arab lady,andthereforesociallyher
status may not have been the same as that of the other wives, but BO far ES her relation
with the Holy Prophet was concerned, there WEB nothing in it of a clandestine nature,
and as a son’s mother (Ar. urnmi-walad) she is ranked equally with the Holy Prophet’s
wives,
for it is a fact that the Prophet never kept a slave. The case of Safiyya illustrates this.
She was a prisoner of war and might have been treated as a slave, but from the first she
enjoyed the honour of being a wife, and no distinct or separate treatmentwas ever accorded
to her. Nor does i t appear that Mary W&S ever treated otherwise than as a son’s mother,
The story therefore that Hafsa’s discovery of the Prophet having conjugal relations with
her upset the Prophet to such a degree thac he swore not to have anything more to do
with her isa pure invention, and theknown facts n6b only nullify the calumny, but brand it
as another of those fables invented by Christian writers who seek to vilify Islam.
The commentators’ version is that the Holy Prophet had
gone in to Mary when he
ought to have been in Hafsa’s house, but even such commentators as IJ have held that the
reference may as well be to the Prophet’s forbidding himself the company of his wives for
n monkh, or to his having forbidden himself theuse of honey in deference t o the wishes of
’ o m of hi8 wives ; other commentators are also of the opinion that the reference may be to
one of these latter incidents. Sale couldhave discovered this even in Bd, if no other
commentary WBS accessible to him. But strange indeed are the ways of theChristian
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2 Allah indeed has mnctioned for you the expiation of
your oaths; and Allah is your
Protector, and H e is the Knowing, the W i ~ e . 2 ~ ~ 8
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critics, One of these calls the latter incident
a “ludicrous story,” while Noeldeke mys
that it was probablyinventedby’Ayesha,
the reason given being t4at she was chiefly
concerned in this quarrel. Strange to say, the reason given is just the opposite of what is
heldby Noeldeke himself to be true. I t *as Hafsa that was chieflyconcerned in the
quarrel, if the story credited by Sale, Muic, and others is tobe taken as correct. Again, we
do not see what blame rested on either Hafsa or ’Ayesha, if that story is correct, whereas
the incident of the honey casts the blame upon both of them. Why should ’Ayesha herself
have invented a story which oast a blame (slight though it b e ) on her? while according to
no motive in
thestory of theChristiancriticsshe
was blameless. Notonlyhadshe
inventing the shry, but sheshould have been the first person to repudiate the incident of
the honey if it were false. In fact, i t is a proof of the great trustworthiness of the reports
relating to the Holy Prophet that ’Ayesha herself is found circulating a report which cast
blameonher.
I t shows how scrupulous, how conscientious,and how true were the
companions in reporting sayings and incidents relating to the life
of the Holy Prophet.
For the incident is thus narrated
by ’Ayesha: “ T h e Holy Prophet, may peace and the
blessings of Allah be upon him, used to take honey at Zaiuab’s house, and
g e f p and I
agreed to tell the Holy Prophet that he smelled asif he had taken lMughdfiir,” which being
done, the Holy Prophet, accepting their word, solemnly promised that hewould eat honey
no more. Now thisstory could not be invented,forthereporteris’Ayesha,andthe
report contains some evidence against herself, while what Christian prejudice takes to be
the true incident does not cast the least aspersion upon ’Ayesha.
I, however, consider thatthe referenceis tothe well-knowntemporaryseparation,
regarding which the Holy Prophet made a vow, and which is actually spoken of as being
referred to in these verses by no.less an authority than ’Umar. Bukharee relates the
followingreport of I’Abinhiscommentary
on thischapter.
I’Ab, according to that
report, was long doubtful as to the two women spoken of in this chapter, and finding himself done with’Umar on a certainday,questionedhimthereupon.I’Abtells
UB that
before he had h i s h e d t h e question ’Umar told him that these were ‘Ayesha and Hafsa,
andthenwent
on totellhim
a long story. ’UmartoldI’Ab
thattheydidnot
customarily give the women any statue in the days of ignorance, until Allah revealed
concerningthemwhat
He revealed in theHoly Q u r - h .
One day,”saidUmar, limy
wife said to me that I should take such and such a courEe in such and such an affair.”
( I It is no wncern of yours,” was the curt reply. Why
I your daughter [Hafee] returns
the Prophet answer for answer until he becomes displeased, and yet you do not like that I
should speak to you in &n affair,” WEB the rejoinder. ’Umar at once repaired to H a f p ,
and warned her against altercations with the Prophet. ~~’Ayesha should not mislead you
in this matter,” was thefather’scounsel to the daughter.ThenhewenttoUmm-iBalms, who was equally curt, and told ’Umar that .he had
no business to interfere in
matters between theHolyProphetandhis
wives, Soon afterwards the Prophet separated himself temporarily from all of his wives, swearing not to go t o the house of any
one of them for a month. Whereupon news
of this being brought to ’Umar, he immediately went to the Holy Prophet and related what had passed between
Hafp, Umm-iSalma,
and
himself,
a t which the Holy
Prophet
heartily
laughed.
)
This incident shows clearly that ’Umar understood this verse to refer to this temporary
separation, and the incident being B very well known one, of which the truth cannot be
doubted, aeems to be the red incident referred to in v. 1. Whether it is the incident of
the honey or that of the temporary separation, the verse shows theloving and affectionate
treatment of his wives by the Holy Prophet ; for he was always ready to subject himself to
anyprivationratherthan
give offence tohis wives. This noble treatmentmadehis
domestic
life
the
happiest
that
could be desired.
2518, see next page.
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3 And whentheProphet
secretly communicated a piece
of information to one of his
wives-but when she informed
(others) of it,and Allah made
him to know it, hem d e known
part of it and avoided part : 80
wheq, he informed herof it, she
you of
said : Whoinformed
this? H e said : TheKnowing,
the oneAware, informed me.2619
4 If you both turn to Allah,
thenindeedyourheartsare
already inclined (to this); and
you back up each
other
I if
against him, then surely Allah
it is who is his Guardian, and
Gabrielandthe
believers that
do good, andtheangelsafter
that are the aiders.
5 Maybe,
his
Lord,
if he
divorce you,e5*0 will give him in
yourplace
wives betterthan
you, submissive, faithful, obedient, p e n i t e n t , adorers,fasters,
widows, and virgins.
6 0 youwho believe ! mve
I yourselves and your
families
from a fire whose fuel is men
m d stones ;* over it &re angels
do not
aternandstrong,they
3isobey
Allah
what
in
He
I‘

2518 Dr. Prideaux
translates

the words
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here as meaning ‘1 God hath granted unto you to lie with your maid-servrtnts.” If the
Doctor did not do this intentionally he was utterly ignorant of the Arabic language, and
for such a man to pose 88 an Arabia eoholar, misleading an ignorant public, is, to say the
least, shameful.
The expiation of oaths is allowed in 5 : 89, which was revealed much earlier than thiir
chapter,andaacordingly,it
is adistortion of facts t o representthis verse as having
been revealed to legaliee theconjugalrelations of the HolyProphetwiththe
Coptio
worn- Morp.
. 2619 There ie no trustworthy report Showing to what particular incident reference
is
here mode. But reallywhat we stand in need of learningfrom itisnottheactual
inoident, but the noble moral lesson whioh it affords. The Prophet’s kind treatment of
his wives wan proverbial, and there isa report extant which attributes to him thefollowing
noble words: “The beat of you is he who is most kind to his wife, and I am kindest
of you all to my wives.” I n fact, it is difficult to gauge how great was the kindness to
woman with which his heart was filled, for from a position of no status etall he raised her
to one of prwtioal equality with her ‘I lord and mastet.”
2580 The Holy Prophet, however, did h6t divoroe m y of his wives, which shoes thatall
thoae qunlifications were mat with in them. He had been given a ohoioe to divorce any
of h i 8 wives whom he did not derire end to m r r y mother ln bet plaoe, but when the
wives refused to leave him, notwithstsnding the a t t o r n o eu~terityof hie home life, ha
refused to divorce them ; w e 1002.
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SECTION 2
Progress to be made by the Faithful
8. Thefaithfulshall
be madetriumphant.
11)-12. Parables of unbelievers and believers.

9. Prophettostrivehard.

8 0 youwho believe! turn
to Allah a sincereturning
;

maybeyourLord
will remove
from you your evil andcame
you to entergardensbeneath
whichrivers flow, on the day
onwhich Allahwill notabase
the Prophet and those who believe with him ; their light shall
sun on before them and on their
they shallsay:
righthands;
Our Lord ! make perfect for us
our light, and grant
us protection :a surely Thou hast power
over all things.2521
9 0 Prophet ! strivehard
against the unbelievers and the
hypocrites, and be hard against
2521 This shows that, according to the Holy Qur-an, paradise is not only a place to
enjoy the blessings and reap the rewards of one's previous good deeds, but it is also the
starting-point of a nevar-ceasingspiritualadvancement.Theprayer
for theperfection
of thelightis really an unceasing desire for perfection, showing that spiritual progress in
that life will be endless. Every stage of excellence to which man shall attain shall seem
to be imperfect when compared with the next stage of progress to which man shall aspire.
Thus the Holy Qur-an teaches the prinoiple that the development
of man's faculties, as
it takes place in this life,
however unlimited, is not sealed by finality, but is really the
starting-point towards an immeasurably wider vista of the realms to be traversed, opening
out after death when the soul is liberated from the iimitatiuns
of its casement of clay,
assuming another body, whichwill be in accordwiththedeedsperformedhere
below.
Hence it is also that those who have wasted their opportunity in this life shall, under
the inevitable law which makes
every man taste of what he has done,
be subjectedto
a course of treatment for thespiritualdiseaseswhichtheyhavebroughtaboutwith
their own hands, and when the effect of the poison which vitiated their system haa been
nullified and they are fit to start on the onward journey to t h e great goal, they shall no
more be in hell.Thisisthereasonwhy,accordingtotheHoly
Qur-An,no man shall
be expelled from paradise, but (as stated very clearly in sayings of the Holy Prophet) all
men shall after a time be taken out of hell, for it is only meant to clear a man of the dross
which is a hindrance in his spiritual progress, and when that object has been effected its
need vanishes.
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them ; end their abode is hell ;
and evil is the resort.a5z22
10 Allah sets forth an example
to
those
mho disbelieve the
wife of Noah and the. wife of
Lot : they were both under two
of Our righteous servants,but
they
acted
treacherously towards them, s9 they availed
them naught against Allah, and
it wassaid:Enter
both the
fire with those who enter.2523
11 And Allah sets forthan
example to thosewho believe
the wife of Pharaoh, when she
said: My -Lord 1 build for me a
house with Thee in the garden
and deliver me from Pharaoh
andhis doing, and deliver me
from the unjust people :2624
1 2 And Mary, thedaughter
of Amran,. who guarded her
chastity, so Webreathedinto
him of Our inspiration,b and she
accepted t,he truth of the words
of her Lord and His books, and
she was of the obedient
2612 The verb translated strive hard is jdhid, from which is derived the word j i h d d ,
and the context shows that the carryingon of a war is not meant by striving hard, for war
was never proclaimed against the hypocrites, who in fact were, for all practical purposes,
treated as Muslims.Therefore,when
theProphetis commanded tocarry on a jihcid
against the unbelievers apd the
hypocrites, it is clear that jihdd is something else than
merefighting.
2523 This is an instance o! the followers of prophets going against the principles of
their teachers ; therefore, those prophets will not be able to save them.
2524 This is an example of good men who are not yet made free from the
bondage of
be
sin, for which Pharaoh stands here as a typical example; but they ardently desire to
rid of sin, striving hard to free themselves
from all trammels.
2525 The example of the righteous given in this parable illustrates how Divine inspiration is granted to the perfect ones. The words "We breathed into him of Our inepiration" are remarkable. Evidently the word him (Ar. hi infihi) cannot refer to Mary, and
therefore the Christian theory which seeks to draw from these words the conclusion that
the soul of God was breathed into Mary falls to the ground. The personal pronoun is
taken by some commentators to refer to Jesus (Rz);and thus the meaning is that Mary
gave birth to 8 son who received Divine inspiration. But the reference
in the personal
pronoun him might as well be to the believer for whom Mary is set as an example, and the
object of the change might be to draw attention to the fact that it ie really the granting
of inspiration to the believer that is meant here and not t h e breathing of 8 soul.

c

CHAPTER LXVII
THE KINQDOM
(A-Mu&)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(2 sectiolzs and 30 verses)
Abstract:
Sec. 1. The kingdom of God.
Sec. 2. Theunbelievers’ doom.
Oeneral remarks.
FROMthis point to the end there are forty-eight chapters, and all these
were revealed
at Mecca, with the single exception of ch. 110, which belongs to the Medinian period of
revelation, though it too was revealed at Mecoa when the Holy Prophet was there in his
last pilgrimage. All of them contain prophecies of the greatness to which Islam should
i n metariseand of the failure of its opponents,sometimes inplainandsometimes
phoricallanguage.
But while theymostly belong to the earliest period of the Holy
Prophet’srevelation, the prophecies contained in them very oftenrelateto the distant
future of Islam, and are certainly not limited to the prevalence of Islam in Arabia or to
the lifetime of the Prophet. While the distinct character
of each chapter will be dealt
withintheusualintroductorynote,these
few words will suf6oe astotheirgeneral
character and their relation towards each other.
The title of this chapter is taken from the statement contained in the first verse, that
kingdom is in the hands of Allah, the evident conclusion of which is, that that kingdom
which was known as the ki?zgdom of God in prophetical language was now about to be
established on earth. Attention is then called to the perfect working of Divine laws in
physical nature,andfromthistheinference
is drawn that evil must bear evil consequences, while good yields good fruit. The seoond section speaks of the doom that awaits
the unbelievers because of their ungratefulness to the Divine Being, inasmuch as they
would not use those very facultieswithwhich Allah has endowed them to distiiguieh
truth from falsehood, andthatwhichis
oonducive totheir good from that which is
calculated to bring ultimate ruin.
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SECTION 1
The Kingdom of Ood
1, 2, Kingdomandlifeare

Allah’s.

3-5. Uniformity of Divinelaws,

6-14. Evil and good requited.

PARI! XXIX
I n thename of Allah,the
Beneficent,theRIerciful.

I

Or,one
above
allother.

Ar. timu
seest.

Ar. oanst

thou.

1 Blessed is H ei n
whose
hand is the kingdoq and He
haspower over all things,B’6
2 Who createddeathand
life that He may try youwhich of you is best in deeds ;
a n dH e
is
the
Mighty,
the
Forgiving,2527
3 Who created
the
seven
heavens alike ;282a you. see no
incongruityinthecreation
of
the Beneficent God; then look
again, cap& you seeanydisorder ? 2529

-

2.520 The short Meccan chapters, which are no doubt generally among the earliest reve-

lations of the Holy Prophet, often speak most forciblyof the greatness and glory of Allah.
The statement here that t b k i n g d m i s 82tah’s and that H e has power over all things
is like a prophetical statement as to the establishment
of the kingdom of Islam, which
WE5 really the kingdom of God.
Compare the words in the sayings of JesusChrist:
‘(The kingdom of God shall be taken from you, and given to a nation bringing forth the
fruits thereof ’l (Matt. 21 : 43).
15W The law of life and death or growth and decay works throughout nature,
but i t
bas aspecialmeaninginreferenceto
man, because death does not end his life, but is
really the starting-point for a new life of spiritual progress. Life to him
below is, thereh e , s trfaI, i.e. a means of bringing to light his hidden qualifications for the performance
of good. But life and death have another and a deeper significance for man in the lifeand
death of nations, end it is of this lifeanddeath of the nations that the
Holy Qur-&n
speeks mare freqnently. Nations that work evil are swept away, and others are raised in
their p l m t h a t they may do good. They live only so longastheydomore
good than
harm to humanity ; but when they begin to devote their lives to luxury and t o indulge in
evil, decay overhkes them. Compare the
form adopted here with that in 7 : 129, where
khe Jews are addressed : “ It mey be that your Lord will destroy your enemy and make
yon rulers in the land, &hen He will me how you act ” ; and that in 10 : 14, where the
M d i r n s am ddresaed : Then We made you (their) successom in the land after them, BO
&
a
tWa may see bow you aok”
2528 My translation of tibdqd differs from the ordinrsy translations, and
is based on
the saying mentioned by LL on the authority of IA’r and others under the word tabq as
follows: &Lb>\ \h
1~
Le. this thing i s the n t a t c 1 k of this, or con-

&

f a n s or corresponds with this, or cs the like of thh. This significance, moreover, suits the
context, for the verse goes on to describe the uniformity prevailing in nature.
2529 Attention is here called to the regularity and uniformity
of the laws working in
nature ; neither is there incongruity, so that things belonging to the same class should be
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4 Thenturn
back theeye
sgein andagain
; your look
shallcomebackto
you confusedwhileit
is fatigued.
5 And oertainly We have
adorned this lower heaven with
lights and We have made them
to be means of conjectures for
the devils,2530 and We have
prepared for them the ehestisement of burning.
6 And forthose
who disbelieve intheirLord
is the
chastisemenb of hell,and evil
is the resort.
7 Whentheyshall
be cast
therein, they shall hear a loud
moaning of it as it heaves,
8 Almost bursting for fury.
Whenever a group is cast into
:
it, its keepers shall ask them
Didthere not come to you a
Warner ?
9 They,sball say : Yea ! inieed there came tous a Warner,
but we rejected (him) and said :
Allah has not revealed
any;hing : you are only in a great
mor.
10 And they shall say : H a d
n;e butlistenedorpondered,
Ne should not have been among
,he inmates of the burning fire.

subject to different laws, nor is there a disorder (futdr,which Rgh trtlnslates as meaning
ikhtilbl, i.e. disorder end lasity), SO that a law shouldnot work uniformly.Theverse,
while no doubt calling attention to the existence of a 6upreme Being a8 witnessed in the
regularity end uniformity of the laws working in creation, draws special attention to the
spiritual laws, which should also work uniformly, and thus evil and good must each bring
its special reward.
2530 The lights with which the
lower heaven in lighted, i.e. the stars, are made the
means of conjectures regarding the future by the astrologers. This is
the plain memniag
of the words. Rujkm is the plurel of rajm, and expleining it IAs says : ‘‘ Rajm means
ccnzjecturss aboul what AElah La3 not stated.” And classing themultajjim,i.e.
the
astrologer, and the k d h C , i.e. t h divilter, and the sdhir, La. the laagicias,aa one, he goea on
to say: ‘‘ Thus he [i.e. the Prophet, whose saying is explained] oansidered the astrologer,
who learns about stars so that he may judge thereby, and attributes to them the effect of
good andevil,to be an unbeliever.” And Rgh, explaining these very words, says: And
rajnz is used metaphoricallytosignifyconjecturesaddsurmises.”
L L PISO gives this
significanoe of the verse on the authorfty of Bd and TA : ‘4 We have mnde them to
be
means of conjecturesto
the devils of mankind, Le. tothe astrologers.” Thus bhe
astrologers, who deceived people by Clling them many things whioh they posed 98 having
learned fromthe stars. are referred to here. They are Wd that they ehdl have the
p u n i s b e n t of burning for these false conjectures.
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11 So theyshall own their
faults, so far be the inmates of
the burning fire (from good).
12 (As for) those whofear
their Lord in secret, they shall
surelyhave forgiveness and a
greatreward.
13 And \concealyour
word
or manifest it ; surely H e is
Cognizant of what
is
in the

Ar. breasts

[PART
XXIX.
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hearts.
14 Does H e not know who
c r e a t e d ? And H e is the
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Knower of thesubtilties,the
Aware.

SECTION 2
The Unbelieyere’ Doom
15-19. Punishment is certain, but a merciful God withholds it. 20-22.
Their helplessness. 23, 24. Divine favours. 25-30. Certainty of the doom.

Ar. vising.

Or,changing of

their
Londition.

15 H e it is who madethe
aarth smooth for you, therefore
go about in the spacious sides
thereof, and eat of His sustenmce, and to Him is t,he return
%fter death.
16 Are you secure of those
in the heaven that He should
make the earth to swallow you
up ? then lo ! itshall be in a
3tate of commotion.2531
17 Or are you secure of
jhose in the heaven thatHe
should send down upon you
t punishment? then shall
you
mow how wasMy warning.
18 And certainlythose
beYore them rejected (the truth),
;hen how was My disapproval.
19 Havetheynot
seen the
i r d s above them
expanding
and contracting
theirwings)
them) ? What is it that withlolds them save the Beneficent
fod ? Surely H e sees everyhing.2532

2531 By those in the heavm are meant the angels who have been charged with bringing
about 8 punishment upon the opponents of truth (Bd). Or the words mean, He who is in
fhe &awn, the sigoiilomca being whose m m a n d prevails in the heaven, the reference
k, the command in the heaven indicating His power to deal out punishment which none
would be able t o avert.
2532, see next page.
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20 Or who is it that will be
you toassistyou
besidestheBeneficentGod
?
The
unbelievers
Ere only iu
a hostfor

Or,ntarred.

deception.
21 Or who is it that will give
YOU sustenance if H e should
w i t h h o 1d His sustenance ?
N a y ! theypersistindisdain
and aversion.2633
29 What!ishewhogoes
prone upon his
face
better
upguided or hewhowalks
right upon a straight path ?2534
23 Say : H e i tis who brought
you intobeinga8ndmadefor
you the ears and the eyes and
the hearts : little is it that you
give thanks.
24 Say : H e i t is who multiplies youintheearthand
to
Him youshall be gathered.
25 And they say : When
shallthisthreat
be (executed)
I f you are truthful?
26 S a y : T h e knowledge
:thereof)
is
only
with Allah
m d I am only a plain wamer.
27 But when they shall see
t nigh, the feces of those who
lisbelieveshall
be sorry, and
tshall be said : Thisisthat
qhichyou used tocallfor.
28 S a y : Have
you
con;idered if Allah should destroy
ne and those with me-rather
3 e will havemercy
on u s ;
?et who will protecttheuntIelievem from a painfulchasisement ?2a35

/1

2532 The withholding of the birds signifies the delay of the conquests of Islam, for the
birds are spoken of as following a victorious army (see 1387). The question in the next
verse as to who shall assist them corroborates this significance.
2533 Thisisalsoa
prophecy. Theirsustenance was wit,hheld inthegreatfamine
which prevailed a t Mecca, prophecies regarding which abound in the Holy Qur-hn in early
as well as later revelation. See 2269.
2534 One going "prone upon his face " is one who stumbles and falle at every step,
not being guided by truth.
2535 The meaning is that the guilty will by all means be called to account m d suffer
the evil consequences of what they have done, whether the Prophet and his companions
live or die, buttheuncertainty as to the reward of therighteous is at once rcmoved
by the words rather He will have mercy on u s . For au, meaning rather, see LL, which
quotes Mgh.
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CHAPTER LXVIII
THE PEN
(ACQalam)

REVEALEDA T M E C C A
(2 sections and 52 verses)
Abstract :
6ec. 1. Not a madman’s maasage.
See. 2. A reminder for the nations.

Generalremark6.
WHEN the Holy Prophet delivered his mesage, the unbelievers
first oalled him B madman,
and this chapter is taken up with a oonsideration of this allegation. The inkstand and t h e
pen and what they write are called to bear witness t o the fact that the utterances of the
Prophetarenotthose
of a madman;it is fromthiscircumstancethatthechapter
receives its title. How these things bear
witneas $0 the Prophet’s truth is shown in 9536.
The first section closes withaparableclearlyforetelling
that ell thestruggles of the
Meccans against the Holy Prophet wiil be a complete failure, end that they will in the
end regret whet they do. The
second section lays stresa on the knowledge of the future
which was revealed thmugh the Holy Q u r - h ,and the Holy Prophetis told that he should
wait patiently for the succesfful issue of his affair, the examplo of Jonah being quoted to
shcw how trials and sufferings sometimes make the issue doubtful, notwithstending its
certainty, and the chapter concludes with the statement thetnot only is the Prophet nota
madman, but hismessage,beinga
rkminder for all tha nations, will ultimately raise
the whole of humanity to eminence.
I t should be noted that the message of the Holy
Qur-in io,declared to ba meant for all nations in this chspter, which is admittedly one of
the earliest revelations.

Date of revelation.
As regards the time of revelation, learned opinion Le admitbdly in b v w r of k very
early date, 60 much so that it is generally considered to be tfw second chapter in the order
of revelation. But as the 74th chapter is shown by trustworthy reports to h a w been the
secondreveietion, we can plaoe i t only after that ahapter.Muirand
thoae who follow
him consider i t to have been revealed Lowsrda the ciose of the early MIecPcan pefiod, but
that is surely e mistake. There is no doubt &at the firs$ allegation of the nnbeliwars
against the Holy Prophet was that he waa a modman, and it is with this allegation, and
this only, that the chapter d d s , the reference in t h e second v e m lbnd the last but one
being condueive on Ohis point. This considerobion show8 i t to be cleady one of the earliest
revelations.
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SECTION 1
Not a Madman’s Message
1-7. Prophet’s high morals and their evidence.
8-16. Proud ones shall be
brought low. 17-33. A parable showing that opposition will not prosper.

In the pRme of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

2536 Ntin is not an abbreviation, but a word meaning inkstand. AB objects to this in
the TA, on the ground that when meaning an inkstand nzin is written as a word and not
w a letter ; but the Qur-&n makes a departure from the ordinary method
of writing in
several places and preserves the form
of writing met with in the first manuscript, from
which all copies were made. Moreover, thereistheauthority
of theearliestcommentators that the letter ntin here stands for the word ndn, for both Hasan and Qatada
regard i t as meaning inkstand, while I’Ab considers the meaning to be fish ; the context,
which mentions the pen and writing, clearly favouring the former interpretation
(JB).
Rodwell’s note here, that “the meaning of this and the similar symbols throughout
the Qur-Au was unknown to the IIuhammadans themselves even in the first century,”
shows a lamentableignorance on thepart of a translator of theHoly Qur-An. The
abbreviations in the beginning of chapters are in many cases explained by the companions
of the Holy Prophet, Ibn-i-’Abb&s being the chief authority. Qatada, who was a disciple
of I’Ab, decidedly lived in the first century, and he handed down to posterity most of the
interpretations of the Holy Qur-An by I’Ab.
2537 The first allegation of the unbelieving Meocans against the Holy Prophet was that
he was nbajntin, i.e. mad, and this allegation is dealt with in this chapter, and the first
answer to it is contained in the first two verses. By mentioning the inkstand and tils pen
and what they write, attention is really called to the fact that hisprophecies about his own
future and the fate of the Meccans, which were already put down in writing, would prove
that the Prophet wasnotmad,
for the ravings of a madman could notbearfruit.
It
should be noted that the Holy QUI-&n again and again challenges its opponents to write
down their prophecies about the Holy Prophet, thus
showing that its own wtwe actuaZZy
which is one of the earliest, conclusively
written down front the f i r s t ; and thus this chapter,
establishes the truth thatevery revelation of the Holy Qur-An was put down in writing 8S
soon as it was communicated to the Holy Prophet. For the assertion made here see v. 47,
and 52: 41, 6 ‘ Or have they the knowledge of the unseen so that they mite it down? ”
Hence the inksfand and thepen and what they write stands for the prophecies which are
mentioned as regards the Holy Prophet in v. 3 and as regards the opponents in w. 17-33,
while they are called upon to write down the prophecies of their own diviners.
Butthe words have a widersignificance,indicating
thatthe Qur-&n will always
continue to occupy a unique position among
dl the books which are ever written, and
thus there will always
be a conclusive proof that the Prophet to whom i t was revealed
was not a madman. The unique position
of the Holy Qur-An among all the books of th6
world oonsists in its completenessandexhaustivedealingwithallthetruthsabout
religion, so that every religious truth is found within its oovers, and every false doatrine
is condemned therein. &e 1785.
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Ar. thou
smt
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,

3 And most surely you shalZ
have a reward never to be cut

.

0ff.8538

Ar. thou
dost.

4 And most surely you conform
(yourself)
to
sublime
morality.2539
5 So you shall see, and they
(too) shall see,
6 Which of you is afflicted
withmadness.
7 Surely y o w Lord
best
knows him who errs from His
way,and H e bestknowsthe
followers of therightcourse.
8 So donotyield
to the
rejecters.
9 They wish that you should
be pliant so they (too) would be
pliant.2540
'

Ar. thou
shalt.

Ar. thy.

Ar. thou
shouldst.

'

2538 As proof of the assertion contained in the previousverse, the Prophet is told that
his exertions shall be followed by a reward which shall never be cut off, i.e. he shall be
successful in establishing a religion which shall never cease to exist, whereas a madman's
actions do not bear any fruit even in his lifetime. Thus there is not only a clear prophecy
here of the final triumph of the Prophet over his enemies, but there is also a prophecy
that what is stated in the Qur-&nrests on such a firm foundation that it shall never prove
untrue.
2539 The Prophet's conforming to the sublimest morality is a further
proof that he
cannot be a madman. This was not only an assertion, but the Holy Prophet had already
won from them the recognition of his sublime morality, inasmuch as he had won the title
of Al-amtn, a title which not only was never given by the Arabs toanybody, but one
which has never been conferred by any nation as a whole upon an individual in the history
of the world. The Arabs, on account of their haughty spirit and tribal and family feuds,
were perhaps the last nation that would have thus recognized the high qualit,ies of a man
who was neither a king, nor the chief of a tribe, nor a great warrior, nor a famous poet ;
so that flattery would have been the motive of the people in according him an unparalleled
honour. "42-amin signifies the o m who may be Busted (LL),and by giving the Prophet
that title the people expressed their high appreciation of his sublime morality, as if he
were the one,and only o n e , asindicated by prefixing al, who could be trusted in all
matters. His moral greatness was thus testified to by 'Ayesha, than whom none was more
intimate
with
the

Holy Prophet :

& ud

or his morals are tlte Qur-dn,

meaningthatallpictures
of sublime moralitydepicted
by the Holy Qur-&nafford
really a glimpse of the moral greatness of the Prophet. The Holy
Q u r - b plainly oalls
him an exemplar (33 : 21). The one thing which places him high above all other prophets
and great men is that his moralsublimityfound a n expression in every phase of life,
whereas the life of everyotherprophetaffordsaninstance
of moral greatness only in
one or more particular aspects of life.
2540 The first desire of the Quraish was no doubt, owing to their great respect for the
Holy Prophet, that he should not condean't%@r evil deeds in strong language, and thus
they too would not be severe in opposition to him. This circumstance
also shows this
chapter to be one of the earliest revelations,for in later years the opposition of the Quraish
became very eavere.

10 And yield not toany mean
swearer,*l
11 Defamer, going about with
dander,
12 Forbidder of good, outstepping b e limits, sinful,
1s Ignoble,besides all that,
base-born ; "

14 Becausehe
posseeses
wealthand sons.
15 When Ourcommunimtions we recitedtohim,
he
says : Stories of those of yore.
16 W e will brand him on the
1zose.26*2
17 Surely We will try them
as We tried the owners of the
garden,whentheysworethat
they would certainly cut off the
produce in the morning,2543
18 And w& not willing to
set aside aportion (forthe poor).
19 Thenthereencompassed
it avisitation from ~ O U PLord
whiletheyweresleeping.
20 So it became as black,
barrenland.
21 And theycalledoutto
each other in the morning,
23 Saying:
Go early
to
your tilth if you would cut (the
produce).
23 S o , they went, while they
xnsulted together secretly,
24 Saying: No poor
man
;hall enter it to-day upon you.
'

2541 The person alludedto is WalidbinMughira
(JB), or $bu Jahl, or Aswad bin
'Abd-i-Yaghus, or AkhnasbinShuraiq
(Re). In fact,thedescriptionappliestoallthe
leaders of opposition to the Holy Prophet, as the words of v. 8, "so do not yield to the
rejecters," show.
2512 Branding on the nose is equivalentto bringinga man to disgrace which shall
stick to him (Rgh). Khurtzlm signifies really " the proboscis of an elephalrt (Rgh), or
the nose of a beast of prey (TA), or a large or an elevated nose (MA) " (LL), and the word is
here applied ta the nose of a man to indicate its ugliness (Rgh). The amf, or nose, being
the mast prominent part of the fwe, is looked upon a$ standing for al-hamiyyat (Re), i.e.
disdain. Hence also anfat-urn signifies disdain (LL). Those who apply thisdescription
to WalidbinMughira i n plsrtioular take the branding of the nose literally,a prophap
fulfilled in the battle of Badr, where Walid received a wound on his nose, the mark of
which remained till his death (Bd, Rz). Bd also adds : And it i s said to express tkat He
wit1 bring him to t h s utmost d i s g r m .
9MS This is L parable whioh sets forth06'e ultimate fate of the Quraialr, vie. that they
shall not reap the advantaga of what they sow. Stated 88 i t ia in unmisbakable terms,
ft is one of the earliest pmphaoies, when o p p o e i i h to the Holy Prophet bad n d pet
assumed that severity which characterieed it during his latter days at
Mecca.
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25 And in the morning they
weat, having the
power
bo
prevent.
a6 But whentheysawit,
they said : Most surely we hove
gone asbray :
27 Nay I we are m d e to
suffer privation.
28 The hesh of them said:
Did I not say to YOU, Why a0
you not glorify (Allah) ?
29 Thesaid
: Glory be kr
our L o r i surely
we
were
unjust.
30 Thensome of themadvanced against others, blaming
each other.
31 Said they : 0 woe to us i
swely we were inordinate :
32 Maybe,
our
Lord
will
give us instead one better than
i t ; surely t o ourLorddowe
make our humble petition.2i44
33 Such is the chastisement,
and certainly the chastisemenb
of the hereafter is greater, did
they but know 12545

SECTION 2
A Reminder for the Nations
3 -41. The righteous aud tha wicked are not alike. 42-47. The prophecy.
$8-50. Theissue must be walted for patiently:Jonah's example. 51, 52.
A reminder for the nstions.

34 Surely
those
who
guard
(against evil) shall
have
with
their Lord gardens of bliss.
35 What I shall We then
maket,hose who submit &8 the
guilty 1

IvZ?*'/*
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2544 It shows that while'the Qur-&n threatenedthe Mecoans withpunishment, if,.
foretold at the same time that they would accept the truth ultimately. What
is foretold
here happened about twenty years afterwards in the conquest
of Mecca. They lost what
theyhad so long contended for against the Holy Prophet: all their exertions came to
naught and their power in the land w a s frustrated, but they then B ~ their
N
error, asme
aver to Islam,and were made the rulers of vast kingdoms ; thus their Lord e v e them
instead one better, because they made their humble petition to Him.
2545 The separate mention of the chwtisement d the hereafter is s d e e r evidence
thatthe punishmentspoken
of in the previoug verse#, which is referred t o atthe
commencement of this verse in the words such is the chustisewnt, was s punishment
which wes to overtake them in this life, and thw to afford a proof of the truth of th,
chaatiaement of the hereafter;
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36 Whathashappened
to
you? How doyoujudge?
37 Or
have
you
a book
wherein youread,
38 That
you
have
surely
thereinwhatyouchoose?
39 Or h4ve you received from
Us en agreement confirmed by
anoathextendingtotheday
of resurrectionthat you shall
?
surely have what you judge
40 Ask them which of them
will vouch for that.
41 Or have they associates ?
Then
let
them
bring
their
associates if theyaretruthful.
42 On thedaywhenthere
shall be a severe affliction, and
theyshall
be called upon to
make obeisance, but they shall
not be able,2“46
43 Theirlookscastdown,
abasement shall overtake them ;
andtheywerecalleduponto
makeobeisanceindeedwhile
yet theyweresaie.
44 So leave Me and him who
rejects this announcement ; We
will overtake them by degrees,
Erom whence they know not ;

2546 The beaning of

“L, 4

d b \ & & has been fully explained with reference to

the lexicons in 1855. I may add here a few words from the commentaries. BQ interprets

?>*.as meaning

Yz,I

e.
rd.

i.e. on the c ~ a ywhen there shall

be a sevwe afliction, giving the alternative significance as p
’

yI

34 \ & &fJ,,

i.e. when the truth of the mattcrshall be laid bare. Kf says : ‘ I ij b\C;rc &\
(lit., laying bale of the shank), and ? \
A \ J , , ~ \ (lit., disclosing the anklet)

+

is a prove,rb signifying the hkrdness of an affair and the severity of a calamity, and the
origin of it is in the fright and the flight and the tucking up of their garments by women
from their shanks in fleeing, and the disclosing of their ankltts ” ; and then, quoting two

-. r~

verses as hisauthority for thestatementmade,
he adds: “ &L3 &
1
means the day 012 which the afair shall become hard and formidable, andthere
is
neither any hying bare nor a shank.” IAs when explaining the
similar
words

4

“L &
occurring in a mying of the Holy Prophet, almost repeats the words
of Kf. Re holds the meaning of as-sdq to be ash-shiddat, and quotes five verses, rejecting
at the same time the opinion of the Mmhabbihah, who take the words literally.
Commentators also differ as t o whether this severity wiu be brought about in thig
life or in the life after death; Abu Muslim holding the 6rst opinion, which Rz admits.
But, as I have often stated, the severity and distress with which the unbelieverslwere
threatened overtook them in this life, though a more complete manifestation of it will
take place in the life after death.
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45 And I do bear with them,
surely My plan” is firm.2547
46 Or do yo74 ask from them
a reward, so that they are burdened with debt?
47 Or have they (the knowledge of) theunseen, so that
they write (it) down
?2548
48 So wait patiently for the
judgment of your Lord, and be
of the
notlikethecompanion
fish,whenhecriedwhilehe
was in distress.2549
49 Wereitnotthatfavour
fromhis Lord hadovertaken
him,hewouldcertainlyhave
been cast down upon the naked
ground while he was blamed.
50 Then his Lord chose him,
and H e made him of the good.
51 And those who disbelieve
would almostsmite
you with
their eyes when they hear the
: Most
reminder,andtheysay
surely he is rnad.2js0
52 And it is naughtbut
a
reminder to the nations.

2547 They are given respite, but their punishment is sure,
2548 Writing is always mentioned in connection with the
knowledge of the unseen,
because i t is writing alone that makes the
t p t h of a prophecy sure. Such verses are 4
clear proof that the Qur-An itself, containing as i t did numerous prophecies, was written

from the first, otherwise a challenge to the opponents in these early revelations to write
down the knowledge of thefuturewhichtheyhadthroughtheirdiviners
would be
meaningless.
2549 TheProphetJonahisherecalledthecompanion
of the fish, because of the
incident .mentioned in 37 : 142.
2550 The chapter ends with exactly the same allegation on the part of the unbelievers
as the one withwhich it opened. And the last verse, and it is naught but a reminder
to the aations, thus sums uptheargumentsadvancedagainstthatallegation.
I n fact,
the arguments advanced in this chapter
are equdly true in all ages land for all nations.
Note that even so early as the revelation of this chapter the Prophet’s message is declared
to be meant for all people. In fact, a saying of the Holy Prophet shows it to have been
the very first message delivered byhim.
Thus, speaking of Abu Bskr, the first convert to
Islam, the Holy Prophet is reported to have said: ‘ I I said to the people, I am the apostle.
of Allah to you all; but you said, You lie, and Abu Bakr said, You speak the truth ” (Bkh,
commentary on ch. 7).

CHAPTER LXIX
THE SUREC CALAMITY
(Al-$ldqpUii)
HEVEALED AT h b X C A

(2 sections and 52 versos)

I

1
~

SECTION 1
The Doom
1-3. The doom of the Quraish. 4-12. Previousnations.
ful w d the wicked.

I n thename

1 Beneficent, the

of Allah, the
Merciful.

I
Ar. t h e s .

13-37. Thefaith:

1 The sure calamity!
2 What is the sure calamity I
3 h d whatwouldmake
you
, realize what the sure calamity
is !?5r,l

8fGQ,
t j GulK&y&E

~

2.G"

,
hbstmatt
..

Sec. 1. The doom.
Seo. 2. Falseallegationsrefuted.

General remarks.
TBIS chapter is clearlylaterinrevelation

thanits predecessor, because it deals with
the later allegations of the nnbelievers that the Prophet is a poet, or a diviner, and last of
all that he is an impostor (vv. 41-44),the last chapter dealing with their first allegation
&attheProphet
is ~tmadman. dl-(tdqqah or the S ~ W ECalamity, withwhichthe
Quraish are threatened in the opening verse, and which gives its name to this chapter, is
the doom of the Quraish, and the warning is
followed by a referenoe to the fate of the
mrlier nations. The latter
half of the first section states that the sure calamity means
t,he time of bhe reward of thefaithfuland
of the punishment of theevildoers.The
second section shows that the allegations of the opponents in which they ever that the
Prophet is a poet, or a diviner, or an impostor, are all false.
~

2551 Al.!rdqqah is derived from the root baqq, meaning the truth, and is interpreted in
several ways, in all of which the sense of the root word is present. Thus it is synonymous

&!,

with &.qipat, meaning truth, asinthesaying
?@ & '&Ul
i.e. when
he saw thc tmth f r o m m
e
, he fled (TA). I t also signifies a severe calamity t h e happening
1108
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4 Samood and 'Ad called the
striking calamity a lie.z"z
5 Then as to Samood, they
weredestroyed
by an excessively severe punishrnent."M
6 And as to 'Ad,they mere
destroyed by a roaring, violent
Blast,
7 Which He made toprevail
against them forsevennights
and eight days unintermittingly,
60 that you might have seen the
peoplethereinprostrateas
if
they were the trunks of hollow
palms.
8 Do yo?&then see of them
one remaining?
9 And Pharaohandthose
before him and the overthrown
citiese wrought evil.
10 Andtheydisobeyedthe
Apostle of theirLord, so H e
punished them with a vehement
pnuishnlent.
11 Surely W e bore you up in
theshipwhenthewaterrose
high,b
12 So that We may make it
5 remiuder to you, and that the
retaining ear might retain it.
Of

ul&h is $xed m establiyhed (Q-LL),or the lzour which m u s t come t o pass, cr Llm hour i n

which shall be

/fly\

i;-\s?-

i.e. severe calamities (Rz), or the hour in which things

shall be surely knozua (LL), or the h o w i n wikich deeds shall be. requited (Rz). According
to Az, al-hdqqah is the lwur i n which the truth shall be tviu?nphant, the reason given being
t h a t i t is so called because it shall overcome every one who contends falsely in the matter
of the religion of Allah.
Thccommentators say that by this hour the resurrectiou is meaut, but I Bee no reason
above, i t is not also
why,inanyone
of the nu1n3rous Reuses of the wordgiven
applicable to the hcu* of the doom of a nation which ovartakes
it in this life. In fact,
all show
,the inst,mces givenabout 'Ad, and Ssrnood, and Pharaoh, and the Sodomites,
that the sure calamity spoken of here as aZ-@qqah is the sure fate which must overtake
the Meccans, therebeing no doubt that a fuller manifestation of the truth, of the requital,
of the calamity, or of the triumph of truth which comestopass in this life shall take
place hereafter, and hence the word
s i g n ~ e sboth the doom of B nation in this life and
theresurrection.
2552 Al-gciri'ah is derived from gar', whichsignifies the striking of MW thiqzg ouer
canothr (Egh); hence al-qa'ri'ah is the striking cala7rritu or the calamity that will strike
tcrror into the hearts of the people (Rz),
and here it signifies the calamity of which 'Ad
and Samood were warned, but wbich they called a lie.
2553 At-tdghiynh is derived from the root faghri, meaning heexceeded tho li?ttdt, end
means either an excessiae2y severe pwziskment (Rz's interpretation of it being mt event
exceeding a21 Einaits in severity), or it is herea eubstantive and means$ughyh?t.,or i?wrdinmy.
The latter is the interpretation of I'Ab and Mjd and Ibn-i-Zaid (AH).
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THE SURE CALAMITY
13 And whenthe trumpet is
blown with a single blast,”
14 And theearthandthe
mountains me borne away end
orushed with a single crushing,
15 On thatdayshallthe
great event, come to p4ss,2564
16 And the heaven shall
cleave asunder, so that on that
day it shall be frail,
17 And the angels shall be
on the sides thereof; end above
them eight shall bear on that
day your Lord’s power.2555
18 On that day you shall be
exposed to eiew-no secret of
yours shall remain hidden.2556

PART
x-.
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2554 The consequences of this great event are described in 56 : 3 ; see 2425 and 2426,
where it is shown that the great event, alwhpi’ah, signifies the doom of the Meccans in
this life, while i t is true that a full manifestation of these events will take place in the
life afterdeath.Thepassingaway
of theearthandthemountainsandtheir
being
doom.
crushed, signifies the fall of thesmallandgreatmeninconnectionwiththat
2555 As I have said so often, a full msnifestation of such events on the day of resurrection does not preclude the possibility of a certain manifestation of them taking place in this
life. In fact, such manifestation affords a proof of the greater manifestation hereafter, and
this is a distinctive feature of the Quranic prophecies relating to the hereafter. Thus the
cleaving asunder of heaven took place in a certain sense in the battleof Badr (984), and the
angels d s o were there helping the cause of the Muslims.
The hearing of tho power on that day by eight is a point attended with some difficulty.
I n the first place, abcwe them means above the angels spoken of in the previous verse (Ra).
From this we may conclude that the eight bearersof the power either represent something
above the angels, or particular angels above the ordinary angels. I t is noteworthy that the
word gamdniyah, or eight, is not followed by any word which shows who or what these
eight are. The commentators generally suppose them to be angels, but the more cautious
among them refrain fromeven specifying the numbcr. Some say the meaning maybe eight
thousand,others say eight ranks (Kf,thelatter beingDk’sopinion).
Kf adds: “And
maybe these eight are from among the spirit or some other creation.” Now the one thing
that should be borne in mind in interpreting such allegorical words is that the Divine
BeingHimselfis
Al-payyzLrn, or the Self-subsisting by whont all things subsist (2 :255).
This being taken as the basis, it is clear that other things are not a support for the Divine
Being, but all created things, whether angels or any beings above angels, subsist by God.
Another consideration which helps us in understanding what is meant by these bearers is
a saying of the Holy Prophet, reported by all commentators, that at present such bearers
are four (Rz, Kf, BQ). Now, arc there any four attributes of the Divine Being which are
specially connected with the maintenance of the world? The opening chapter of the Holy
Qur-An is, as shown in the preliminary note to that chapter, the
essence of the whole of the
Qur-Bn, and that chapter speaks of four attributes of the Divine Being in connection with
the maintenance of aL’bZamin, i.e. the whole of the creation. These attributes are mentioned in the names Rabb, Raandn, Rafim, and Mdiik, and a reference to the notes on
these four words in the opening chapter will show that these four attributes, providmce,
bewflcau, cy, and requital, are really the chief attributes which bring the creatwn to
pee.jection and from which all other attributes may be inferred. These four are thus the
Personal attributes of the Divine Being whichpreccde all, encompass all, make allto attain
2556, we next page.
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19 Then as forhim who is
given
his
book in hisright
hand, he will say : Lo ! read
my book :
20 Surely I knew that I shall
meet my account.
21 So he shall be in &life of
pleasure,
22 In a lofty garden,
23 Thefruits of whichare
near at hand9 5 7
24 Eat and drink pleasantly
for what you did beforehand in
the days gone by.
25 And as forhimwho
is
given his book in his left hand,
he shall say : 0 would that my
book had never been given me :
26 And I had not known
what my account was :
27 0 would that it had made
an end (of me) 32558
28 Mywealthhasavdeci
me nothing :
29 My authority is go112
awayfrom me.
30 Lay hold on him, thenput
a chain on him,
31 Thencasthimintothe
burning fire,
32 Thenthrusthimintoa
of whichis
chainthelength
seventy cubit^.^^^^
to their goal of perfection and remain after all. Hence these are

the four (bamaZaf-uL’arsh,

or the bearers of the power so far as this world is concerned.
How do they become eight on the day of resurrection ? The other world is a complete,

but at the same time a new, manifestation of the spiritual realities of this life. Hence,
there is a new manifestation of the four attributss of the Divino Being by which the
world subsists, and thus these four attributes become eight on the day of resurrection. To
clear any misunderstanding I may add that, as Divine attributes are brought into action
through the agency of angels, the four or eight attributes that are considered the bearers
of the power would also be manifested through angels, and in this sense we may look upon
the bearers of the power as being four or eight angels.
2556 This verse speaks clearly of the manifestation of the hidden realities on theday of
resurrection t o which I have referred in the above note.
2557 These fruits are the manifestation of the fruits of righteous deeds that remained
hidden from the ordinaryeye in this-life.
2558 He would wish that death had made an end of him, it referring to death. Or the
meaning may be that this state had been my death (Rz),
or that th life of t h world had
never come tu pass ( W )
2,559 It should be noted that in these verses thespiritualtorture
of this world
is represented as aphysicalpunishmentinthenext.Thechainto
be put upon the
neok, for instance, represents the desires of this world, which keep a man with his head
bent upon theearth,andit
is these desires that shall assume theshape of a chain.

.

THE SURE CALAMITY
33 Surely he did not believe
in Allah, the Great,
34 Nor didheurgetheteeding of the poor.
35 Therefore he has not here
to-day a true friend,
36 Nor
any
food except
refuse,2560 ''
37 Which
none.
but
the
wrong-doers
eat.

d&,pam.g;

SECTION
98-43. TheProphetis
not e fabrication.

[PART XXrX.
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Falee Allegations refuted
not a poet or B soothsayer.

38 But nay !* I call to witnesub that which you see,
39 And thatwhich you do
Rob see.
40 Most surely, it is theword
of an honoured Apostle,
41 And it is not the word of
5 poet; little is it that you be!ieve ;
42 Nor the word of a soothsayer; little is it that you mind.
43 It is a revelation from the
Lord of the worlds.

44-52. TheQur-&n is

J

0

< 99
U,*Ydloi'
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amilarly,theentanglements
of this worldshall be seen aschainsonthefeet.The
heartburnings of this world shall likewise be cleariyseen as flames of burning fire.
The wicked one has, in fact, in this very world within himself a hell of the passions and
inextinguishable desires of this world, and feels the burning of that hell in the failures he
encounters. When, therefore, he shall
be castferthep off from his temporal desires and
shall aee an everlasting despair before him, his heartburnings and bitter sighsfor his dear
desires shall assume the shape of burning fire, The Holy Qur-in says : ' 4 And a barrier
shall be passed between them and thab which they desire " (54 : S l ) , and this shall beathe
beginning of their torture,
Tho thrusting into a chain of the length of seventy cubits reveals the same deap secret.
The limit of age may as a general rule be fixed e t seventy, and a wioked person may live
up to that age in his wickedness. He may sometimes even enjoy seventy years, excluding
the periods of childhood and decrepibude. These seventy years during which heoould work
with honesty, wisdom, and zeal are wasted away only in the entanglements of the world
and in following the sensual passions. He
does not try t o free himself from the chain of
desires, and therefore in the next world the chain of the desires which he indulged in for
seventy'yearsshall
be embodiedinto a chain of seventycubitslength,
every oubit
representing a year, in which
the wicked one shall be fettered.
2560 I'bb, being questioned as to what ghislin was, replied that he did not know (Rz).
l f j d says i t is a certain food of the inmates of the $re. According to Dk it is a speoies of
trees in the fire, while Ls considers ghisEin to be any thing that is interne29 h o t (TA-LL).
Literally it signifies what is zomhed oJ, tn which the commentators add J%?% t
h bcdias
'ofthe unbelietws. I think retuse the bed word for Ib.
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44 And if he had
fabricated
against Us some of thesayings,
45 We would certainly have
seized him by the right hand,
46 Then We would certainly
have cut off his aorta.
47 And not one of you could
have withheld Us from him.2561
48 And most sure1 it is B
reminderforthose
d o guard
(against evil).
49 And most surely W e know
that some of you are rejecters.
50 Andmostsurely
it is a
great grief to the unbelievers.z~6z
51 An_d most surely it is the
true certa.inty.2~~3
52 Therefore glorify the name
of your Lord, the Great.

REFUTED
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2561 Thisverseandthethreepreceding
it show thatone whofabricatesDivine
revelation does notprosper.CompareDeut.
18: 20, wheretheprophecy
of theadvent
of a Prophetlike Moses is followed by thesewords:"ButtheProphetwhich,shall
presume to spesk a word in My name, which I have not oommanded him to speak, or that
shallspeak in thename of othergods, even thatprophetshalldie."
Jesus' words in
DIatb. 7 : 19 : Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit ia hewn down and cast into
the fire," after comparing a false prophet witha corrupt tree that doas not bring forth good
fruit, point to a like effect.
2562 Because the punishment of which it warns them must surely overtake them.
2563 The &qq-uLyaqin or true certaigzty of this verse is not different from al-hbqpah
of the opening verse. Note that it is the punishment of the unbolievers which is called
here the true certainty.

CHAPTER LXX
THH X A Y S OF ASCHNT
(Al”u’6rij)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(2 sections and 44 verses)
SECTION 1
Certainty of the punishment
1-21. The punishment is sure but not immediate.
22-35. Ways of ascent
to God.

In thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

1 One demanding, demanded
chastisement
the
which must
befall
2 The unbelievers-there
is
avert
none to
it 2564-
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Abstract:
Sec. 1. Certainty of the punishment.
Sec. 2. A new nation shall be raised.
General remarks.
THEtitle of thischapteristakenfrom
v. 3, where Allah iscalled theLord of the
Vuys of Ascent. While holding out the certainty of the punishment in the clearest and
most emphatic words, this chapter points out a t first that great ends are achieved in
gaunt, of fiftythousandyearsis
long period of time, so much so that a period,ora
mentioned, and the Holy Prophet is then told to wait patiently for the day which must
overtake the opponents. Towards the close of the first section we are told what the ways
or meansare by which thefaithfulattainthenearness
of theDivineBeing,andthe
reference in v. 3 may be to these means of ascent. The second section speaks very clearly
of the disgracewhich the opponentsshallmeetwith,
8 new nationbeingraisedin
their place.
The revelation of this chapter is considered by all authorities to be not later than the
close of the early Meccan period. The allegations of the unbelieving Quai& having been
dealtwithinthetwopreviouschapters,
we are here told that the punishment
of the
opponents, although very certain, must take some time.
9564 Thereis no reason that one man should be particularized 8s demandingthe
threatened punishment. The prophecies of the lind triumph of the Holy Prophet and of
the doom of his opponents were so frequently announced in the Holy Q ~ r - b nthat the
question was often aaked : ‘‘Whenwill this threst oome to pass if you are truthful? ’’ (36:
u14
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3 From Allah, the Lord of
the ways of Ascent.a5=
4 To Him ascend the angels
and the Spiritin a daythe
measure of . which is fifty
thousand years.2566
5 Thereforeendure
with
goodly patience.
6 Surely they think it to be
far off,
7 And We see it nigh.
8 On the
day
when the
heaven
shall
be as
molten
brass,
9 Andthemountainsshall
be as tufts of wool;
10 And friendshallnot ask
of friend,
11 (Though)theyshall
be
made to see each other. The
guiltyonewouldfainredeem
himself fromthechastisement
of that day by hischildren,
12 And
his
wife and
his
brother,
13 Andthenearest
of his
kinsfolk who gave him shelter,
1 4 And all those that are in
the earth, (wishing) then (that)
this might deliver him.
15 B y nomeans ! Surelyit
is a flaming fire,
16 Dragging by the head,
17 I t shall claim him who
retreats and turns the back,

48,67: 25, eto.). And their prayer on a similar occasion is thusreferred to in 8 : 32 : And
when they said : 0 Allah I if this is the truth from Thee, then rain *upon us stones from
heaven or inflict on us a painful chastisement."
2565 Several oxplanations are given of the words gil-ma'drij or Lord of the WUYS of
ascent, but I thinkthe reference istotheexaltation
of theProphetalongwiththe
is herestatedto
be the Lord of the
punishment of hisopponents.TheDivineBeing
ways of ascent ES indicating that, while punishing the Prophet's opponents,He will grant
to his followers the moans of moent, or the means of exaltation. Compare 56 : 3, where
the great event is spoken of as being abasing, eralting. The means of exaltation of the
believers are
further;
pointed
out
23-35.
see vv.
I
. 2566 A day is here spoken of as being equal to fifty thousand years.Whetherthat
would be the period in which the final triumph of truth would be brought about in the
whole world, or whether it is a cycle of 50,000 years, in the sama manner as a cycle of a
tkousandyears
is mentionedin 32: 5 , i t is dificultto
say. I t shows stanyrate
that the Holy Qur-p does notacceptthetheory
of seven thousand years being the
world'a age. The words being followed by an injunction to the Holy Prophet, therefore
endure with a goodly patienee, show a t any rate that the day spoken of here ia a period of
time with reference to this life.
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THE WAYS OB ASCENT

[PARTXXIX.

.18 And amasses
(wealth)]
bhen shute itup.
19 Surely man is created of
B hasttemperament
;
20 deing greatly grieved
when evil afflicts him,
21 And niggardly when good
befalls him:
22 Except those who pwy,
23 Thosewho areconstant
st their prayer,
24 And those in whose
wealth there is a $xed portion,
25 For himwho
begs and
for him who is denied (good),”
26 And those who accept the
truth of the judgment day,
27 And those who are fearful
of thechastisement
of their
Lord28 Surely thechastisement
of theirLord is (athing) not
to be felt secure of29 And those
who
guard
their private parts,b
30 Exceptinthe
case of
their
wives
or
those
whom
theirrighthands
possessa-for thesesurelyarenot
to be
blamed,
31 But he who seeks to go
beyond this, these it is that go
beyond the limits32 And those who are
faithful to
their
trusts
and
their covenant,
33 And those who are
uprightintheir testimonies,
34 And those who keepa
guard*on their prayer]
35 Those shall be in gardens,
honoured.
SECTION

a

A New Nation shall be raised np
36-39.Abasement of opponents. 40,41. A better nation shall be raised
up. 42-44. Coming of the doom.

Ar. thsa.

36 Butwhatisthematter
with those who disbelieve that
they hasten on arotnd you,
37 On the right hand and on
the left, in sundry parties?
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A NEW NATION SHALL BE RAISED UP
38 Does every man of them
desire that he should
be made
to enter the garden of bliss 7
39 By no means!
Surely
We have created them of what
they know.
40 But
nay
!. I call
to
witnessb the Lord of the Easts
&re
andtheWeststhatWe
certainly able
41 To bringinstead(others)
better than them, and We shall
not be overcome.2667
42 Therefore
leave
them
alone
go
to
on with
their
falsediscoursesandtosport
untiltheycomefacetoface
withthatday
of theirswith
whichtheyarethreatened;
43Theday
on whichthey
shall
come
forth
from
their
graves in haste, as if they wera
hasteningonto
goal,
44 Theireyescastdown:
;
disgraceshallovertakethem
that is thedaywhichthey
werethreatened with.2568
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CHAPTER LXXI
NOAH
(NGb)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(2 sections

and 28 verses)

SECTION 1

.

Noah preachee

In thename of Allah, the
Beneficent,the Merciful.
Ar. thy.

1 SurelyWesentNoahto
his people, saying: Warn your
people before there corneaupon
them a painful chastisement.
2 He said : 0 my people I
Surely I am a plain Warner to
yop :
3 That you should
serve
Allah and be careful of (your
duty to) Him and obey me :
4 He will forgive you soma
of your faults and grant you a
delay to an appointed term;
surely the term of All& when
it comes is not postponed : did
you but know I
5 H e said: 0 myLord
I
aurely I have called my people
3y night and by day :

"

Abrtract :
Sec. 1. Noah preaches.
Sac. 2. Noah's prayer for destruction of trsnsgressors.

Qeneral rsmarke.

T m threat of certainpunishmentcontainedinthelastchapterisherein
example. The entire chapter is
devoted to the
named,andhisprsyerthatthetransgressorsmay
prosper on earth, the two subjects being dealt with
regards the date of revelation, the chapter may be
t aesooisted.
~n
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followed by
preaching of Noah, after whom it is
be destroyed, 80 that evil maynot
respectively in the two sections. As
classed with the group with which it

NOAH PREACHES

Ar. proud.

1119

6 But my call has only made
them flee the more :a669
7 And whenever I have called
them that Thou mayest forgive
them, they put their fingers in
their ears and cover themselves
with their garments,2570 end perare puffed up with
sistand
pride :
8 Thensurely
I called to
them aloud :
9 Thensurely
I spoke to
them in public and I spoke to
them in secret :
10 Then I said, Ask forgiveness of yourLord : surely H e
is the most Forgiving :
11 H e will send down upon
you the cloud,pouring
down
abundance of rain :
1 2 And help you with wealth
and sons, and make for you
gardens, and make for
you
rivers.2”l
13 What is thematter with
you that you hope not for greatcess from Allah ?2572

2569 The meaning is really, themore I c a l l them, the m e theyflec, but the call is here
made the nominative, though it is not the immediate and
effective cause of their flight,
which is reallydue to thestubbornness of theirhearts,Exactly
in thesame sense a
chapter of the Qur-Bn is spoken of as“addingunoleanness”totheuncleanness
of
those in whose hearts is a disease (9: 125); and on another occasion, exactly in the same
sense, Allah is spoken of as adding to the disease of those in whose hearts is a disease
(2 : 10). In all these cases the nominative is not the real doer or the effective oause of the
thing, but is really in some way remotely connected with the oonsequenoe. This explanationis given by the Qur-tin itself in the words that immediately follow this verse:
Whenever I have called them that Thou mayest forgive them, they put their hgers in
their ears and cover themselves with their garments, and persist end are puffed up with
pride.”Thusallthoseactionswhichamounttotheir
fleeing tlae m o ~ eare their own
actions voluntarily committed.
2570 The phrase

+.g

+\

is variously explained. Rgh

gives two explanations.

The first is “they put t b n (i.e. their garments) as a couering over their ears, and this
denota their h o l d i n g back p o r n g i v i n g ear.” Theotherexplanation
is that it is “ a n

k.59

allusion to ruhning away,” and as instances of this he mentions the phrases
and
\ and after giving the literal meaning adds as an explanation,
in order h a t he

+3 2

might mt Me w r hear (LL). Some take jidb as meaning the heart, as in 74 :4,the meaning
k i n g t h a t they m e r their harts, refusing to ponder over what is said.
2571 They are promised various blessings if they turn to Allah, which redly means
that their doom shdl be averted, for nations are no doubt destroyed when they indulge in
evil inordinately, and they prosper80 long &s their good qualities preponderate.
2672 The words may be taken either LE a oontinuation of Noah’s preaching or as being
sddressed to the Quraish. Even in the former 0898, the Meccans are told in the story, of

14 Andindeed He hascreated
you through various grades :2573
15 Do you not see how Allah
has created the seven heavens
alike,'
16 And
made
the
moon
therein a light,andmadethe
sun a la* :
17 And Allah has made you
as a
grow out of the.earth
growth :8574
18 Then He returns you to
it, then will H e bring you forth
ct (new) bringing forth :2575
19 And Allah hasmadefor
you the earth a wide expanse,
20 That you may go along
therein in wide paths.2576
SECTION 2
Roah'a Prayer for Deltruction of Transgreseorr

,

21Noahsaid
: My Lord 1
surely they have disobeyed me
and followed him whose wealth
and children have added to him
nothing but loss.
22 And they have planned a
very great plan.
23 Andthey
say: By no
means
leave
your
gods, nor
leaveWadd,nor
Suw&' ; nor
Yaghbs, and Ya'dq and Nasr.2577

Noah that if they follow the Prophet they will be made a great nation.
Re favours the
interpretation of Kt, which I have adopted, and rejects the other, which I give in the
margin, Kf ssys : '' The meaning is, What is the matter with you that you are not in a
state in which you should hope for Allah making you great ? "
8573 The words may be taken 88 alluding t o the theory of evolution. The commentators
generally take them to refer to the various conditiona through which
the fmtus passes.
But they may ag well imply that man has been brought t o the present state of physical
parfeotion after passing through various conditions.
2574 Notehere again that man is described as having grown out of the earth as a
growth,i.e. by a process of development. This is no doubt true, even in the process of
creation which we daily observe working before our eye@. Vegetables grow out of earth :
f m m bhese man obtains food, and from the food which he eats is produced the life-germ,
which itself goes through a further process of development. But more probably the reference in this p w t h , andinthegrades
spoken of in v. 14, is to that great process o!
development through which man has attained t o the present stage of phgsioal perfeation.
2575 The new bringing forth refers either to the rise of a new nation aftet ohe has h n
swept away, or to the new spiritual gtowth in bhe life after death.
a576 The wide paths made !or m&n'setlrbhlp exintam am an indiodkibh bf t8e"nphiturl
paths wherein Go&-fearingman attefns to spiribml padeotiali.
8577 The strangest of all critlciama is O h 6 d i m h a @ h ~ betthin
t
n&weatef pekons
oridoh, &curring in the Roly Qnr-&a,ae: if nh8les bf the time of tihe El017 h6ph8t wet8

-
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Or,ermr.

NOAH’S PRAYER
24 And indeed they have led
astray many, and do not increase
the unjust in aught but perdi.
tion.2678

Or,shall be.
Or,ahall.

25 Because of their wrongs
they were
then made
toenter fire, so they did not
find any helpers besides Allah.
26 And Noah said : My Lord I
leave notuponthelandany
dweller from amongtheunbelievers
27 For surely if Thou leave
them they will lead astray Thy
servants,and
will not beget
any
but
immoral,
ungrateful
(children) :

w,

logically a bar to similar names having existed three
or four thousand years before his
time. I t issaidthatbecausetheArabshadcertainidols
of thesenames,therefore
it
is an anachronism to have asserted that these
idols were identical in name with those of
the people of Noah.Butwhy?
Look at anyotheridol-worshippingnation:takethe
Hindus, for example,
and
you find the
same
names
of idols going on through
thousands of years. And yetArabia was not mora distantly situated from the territory
of Noah’s people thanareanytwoparts
of Indiafromeachother.Moreover,there
is
reason to believe that the Arabs obtained most of their idols from foreign countries. Thus
Hubal, the chief Arab idol in the Ka’ba, (‘ was brought from Belka in Syria into Arabia
Us&f
by ’Amr ibn-i-Lohay, preteuding it would procure them rain when they wanted it.”
and Niila are also said to have been brought from Syria
(Sale’s Preliminary Discourse,
were
sec. 1). There is nothing strange, therefore, in the circumstance that the Arab idols
importedfrom some ancientnations.But
it should be borneinmindthat
vv. 22-25
may be parenthetical,like vv. 13-20; andtheaddressheremay
be to theArabian
idolaters.TheQur-bnfrequentlyadoptsthismode
of addressingandwarningthe
opponents of the Holy Prophet in the midst
of an account relating to a former prophet
or a former people. This interpretation is favoured
by the fact that both vv. 21 and 26
begin with the words Noah said. The only difficulty would be about v. 25, which speaks
of the drowning, but any punishment which destroys a peoplc may be spoken of as gharg

>\ss$

(lit. drozbnkg), as you say :
\ &
meaning h went downwards and disappeared
in the lands or tracts of land (TA-LL).Similarly
you say
G>\ meaning he
As regardsthe use of thepasttenseinthat
destroyed his works (by doingevil)(TA).
of
verse, it is frequently adopted in prophetical language to indicate the great certainty

Ab\

an event.
Wadd was worshipped in the form of E man, Suwh’ in that of a woman, Yaghds in that
of a lion, Ya’dq in that of e horse, and Nasr in that
of an eagle (Rz),and these were
worshippedrespectively by thetribes of Kalb, Hamdan, Mazhaj, Murad, and Hamyar
(Rz, AH, the latter having Huaail insteadof Hamden).
2578 Severalexplanations of QaZ61 aregiven.
Kf says itmeans khuzlbn, i.e. their
beingforsaken by Allah, or hildk, i.e. loss and perdition, which is supported by the concludmeane ’ q i b , Le. chastisement, as in
ingverses of thechapter;Ibn-i-Bahrsaysit
j in 5 4 : 24 and 47 ; otherssay it mesne loss, andothersstill, g o h g

Jw

astray in their plans (AH). For Quldl meaning perdition we have aLo theauthority
of the lexicons (S, Q-LL).
2579 It should be noted that Noah was speaking only of his own people and praying
against them only. All his statements and prayers refer to them, and not
to the whole
world. Hence al-urd simplysignifies the land in whichtheylived,andnotthe
earth.
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CHAPTER LXXII
THE JINN
(Al-jim)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(2 sections and 28 verses)

SECTION 1
Foreign Believers
I n thename
of Allah,the
Beneficent,theMerciful.

Abstract :
6ec. 1. Foreign believers.
Sec. 9. Protection of revelation,

Uenerel remwkr.
THIS chapterspeaks of theproteoticnwhich
is granted to theprophetsagainsttheir
enemies, and the subject, hinted at in v. 8 of the first section, is m d e clear in the seocnd
section. The title is taken from the mention
in v. 1 of certain believers in the Holy
Prophet's truth called jinn.
The revelation of this chapter is generally ascribed to the time of the Holy Prophet's
return from TAif, which took place two years before the He.jira,andthusthechapter
belongs to a time when opposition had reached its
climax. Abu Talib and Khadija had
died; a ban had been put in force against the Prophet and the families
of Hashim and
Abd-ul-Muttalab;the
believers had fled to Abyssinia,andthose
thatremained were
severely persecuted; the Quraish were deaf to all preaching and warning, and finally a
visit to Thif had resulted only in adding to the circumstanoes which
would have most
assuredlydriven
an ordinaryindividualtodespair.Underthesecircumstances
an
assurance was sorelyneeded,andaveryemphaticassuranceisindeedgiveninthis
chapter. But beyond an assurance, we aretoldhere
thatthereareother
believers,
and thus if the Arabs persisted in unbelief Islam was making other spiritual conquests
which unquestionably foreshadowed its vast conquests outside Arabia.
I

2580 The existence of jinn, or ethereal beings like the ange2s (the former being the
spirits of evil and the latter the spirits
of good), is a question quite distinct, but it is
clear that the jinn spoken of here did not belong to this class. This very party is also
llaa

THE J I N N

I

nor.
Or, ehining

a

stars.
b QIW.

PART
xxm.

2 Guiding to the right way,
so we believe in it, and we will
notset up any one with our
Lord :
3 And thatHe-exaltedbe
themajesty of our Lord-has
not taken a, consort, nor a son :
4 And that
the
foolish
amongst us used. to forge
against
extravagant
things
Allah :
5 And that we thought that
a
menand jinn didnotutter
lie against Allah :
6 And that
persons
from
among
men
used
seek
to
refuge
with
persons
from
amongjinn, so theyincreased
them in wrongdoing :
7 ,4nd thattheythought as
you think,thatAllahwould
not raise any one :?j8I
8 Andthatwesoughtto
reach heaven,25sa but we found
it filled with strong guardss and
flames :b
9 And that we used to sit in
some of the sitting-places thereof tosteal a hearing,buthe

-

referred t o in 46 : 29-31, where they are made to my : “ 0 our people ! we have listened to
a book revealed after Moses, verifying that which is before it.” This shows that they were
Jews. The commentators cite a report to this effect. Rz says : “ It is reported that these
peoplewere Jews.” Rz again narrates a report by IRIsd, saying that he heard ther~rbeating

that they were in all respects like other men. Again, the
word jinn is applied to a man.
LL quotes Ham: ‘‘ The Arabs liken a man mho is sharp and effective in affairs t o ajinni.”
But stranger then this is the fact that theword jinn is recognized by lexicologists as signifying
(Q, TA, etc.), i.e. themain body of men or the bulk of mankind (LL).
Now what is meant by the bulk of mankind? I n the mouth of an Arab, who considers
his own people as distinct from the rest of the world, i t would mean only foreigners, and
I a m of the opinion thatthisisthemeaning
of the word jinn. here. And why were
foreigners oalled jinn 7 Becausethey were concealed from the eye of anArab;the
primary significance of the word jann (from which j i n n is derived) being concealimg or
veiling (Rgh). Hence the party of the Jews of Nisibus who came to the Holy Prophet are
here spoken of a8 jinn because they were non-Arabs. For this very reason the Amalekites
and other non-Israeliteswho were forced into labour by Solomon to build the Temple are
called jinn in 34 :12. See 2097.
2581 This means eitherthe raising of aprophet
or theraisingtolife
of those
spiritually dead. One sect of thc Jews did not believe in resurrection.
2582 By reaching heaven is meant learning secrets of the heaven or mews of ths future.
It shows that there were diviners and astrologers among them
who thought that they
oould read th’e secrets of the future from the stsre. See 2530.
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Or,difect
t he,m
araght,

who would (tryto)listen nom
would find a flame lying in
wait for h i m ?
10 And that me know not
whether evil is meant for those
whoare on earthorwhether
their Lord means to bring them
good :

11 And thatsome of us are
good and others of us are below
that : we aresects
following
different ways :
12 And thatwe know that
we cannot escape Allah in the
earth, nor can we escape Him
by flight :
13 And that when we heard
theguidance,
we believed in
it ; so whoeyer believes in his
Lord,heshouldneitherfear
loss nor being overtaken(by
disgrace) :
14 And that some of us are
those who submit, and some of
us arethedeviators; so whoever submits, these aim at the
right way :
15 And astothedeviators,
they are fuel of hell :
16 Bnd that if theyshould
keeptothe(right)way,We
would certainly give themto
drink of abundant wnt'er,
1 7 So thatWemighttry
themwithrespectto
it:and
whoeverturnsasidefromthe
reminder of hisLord, He will
make him enter into an afflicting chastisement ?jg3
18 And that the mosques are
Allah's, therefore call not upon
any one with Allah :
19 And thatwhentheservant of Allah stood up calling
lponHim,they
well - nigh
:rosvded him (
todeath).2584
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SECTION 2
Protection of Revelation

Ar. w.

Ar. except.

LI

1201.

20 Say : I only call upon my
Lord,and I do not associate
anyonewithHim.
21 Say 5 I do not control for
you evil or good.
22 Say : Surely no onecan
protectmeagainst
Allah, nor
can I find besides Himany
place of refuge:
23 (It is) o d y adelivering
(of communications) from Allah
andHismessages;andwhoeverdisobeys
Allah andHis
Apostle, surelyheshallhave
the fire of hell, to abide therein
lor a long time.”
24 Until when they see what
they are threatened with, then
shall they know who is weaker
in helpersand fewer innumber.23flR”

25 S a y : I do not know
whetherthatwith
which you
ire
threatened
be nigh
or
whether my Lord will appoint
lor it a term :
26 TheKnower of the un.
seen! so H e doesnotreveal
Ais secretstoany,
27 Except to him whom H e
;2586 for
:hooses asanapostle
w e l y He makes B guard to
narch before him and afterhim,
2585 A solitary man left to himself without a friend, without helper, rejected at home
and cruelly treated abroad (as he was at ‘&if, t o which period this chapter belongs), could
not speak these words. And thus did he pour out his soul in this state of utter helplessness before his Divine Master : ‘<0 Lord I I makemycomplaintuntoThee
of my
helplessness and frailty and my insignificance before mankind. But Thou art the Lord of
the poor and feeble, and Thou art my Lord. Into whose hands wilt Thou abandon m e ?
Into the hands of the strangers that beset me round about ? Or of the enemy Thou hast
given at home to have the mastery over me?
. I seek for refuge in the light of Thy
countenance
(Muir). Now contrast with it the revelation which he received, just
then, which speaks of his opponents 8 s weak and few, who would soon be brought low, and
i t is clear ES daylight that the source of the Holy Prophet’s revelation was other than his
own heart, for the same heart could not simultaneously vent feelings of utter helpleasness
end weakness and those of the most unbounded confidence in his ultimate triumph.
2586 The reformers promised for the Muslims at the commencement of every century,
being representatives of the apostles, have also secrets of the future revealed to them, so
that by the signs manifested through them they may establish true faith in the hearts of
men. But note that the ghaib (or seoreki) spoken of here refer particularly to the expree

. . .”
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PROTECTION OF REVELATION
28 So that
He
may know
that they have truly delivered
the messages of their Lord,
andHe encornpassea what is
with them,
and
He records
the number of all things.2587
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CHAPTER LXXIII
THE WBAPPED UP
(Al-MW8U~nnriE)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(2 sections and 20 verses)

SECTION 1
The Prophet is enjoined to p r a y
1-9. Necessity of praying during night.
with prayer) are given a warning.

In thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the
Merciful.

G &'
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1 0 youwrapped
have
who
up yourself !25*8
2 Rise to pray in the
night
except a little,
Abstract :
Seo. 1. TheProphetisenjoinedtopray.
Sec. 2. Prayer enjoined on Muslims.

10-19. Opponents (who interfered
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Oeneral remarks.
THE chapter receives its title from the Holy Prophet's description in the first verse as one
who had wrapped up himself.Thevarioussignificances
of that word are given in the
foot-noteonthatverse,buthavingregardtothesubject-matter
of this chapter, which
enjoins prayer, the word Muzzammil signifies one who has prepared himself forprayer.
The chapter opens with an injunction to the Holy Prophet to pass the night in prayer,
ending with a general injunction to all believers to be ever mindful of prayer. The latter
part of the first section enjoins the Holy Prophet to bear patiently the ill-treatment of his
enemies, who should soon receive their duc punishment, as did Pharaoh when in
opposition
to Moses. The previous ohapter not only promises protection, but, as is clearly indicated
in v. 9, the Prophet is told to seek protection in constant prayer.
The revelation of this ohapter belongs to the early Meocan period, and the commentators
generally think it to be one of the veryearly revelations. Genaral opinion, however, represents the last verse, which forms the second section of this chapter, to have been revealed
at Medina, because fighting in the way of A l h h is mentioned therein. See also 2595, where
it is shown that the reference may be prophetical, and therefore that verse may also belong
to the same early period.
2588 The Prophet is here called Muzzammil, or one whc has wrapped up himel$. The
ordinsry explanation is thet theHolyProphethadwrapped
himself up in clothes on
reoeiving his first revelation, or a d
l to messengership. But varioua other explanetione
1129

3 Half
i little,

of it, orlessen

it

a

4 Or add to it, and recite the
Qur-An well-arranged.
5 Surely We will maketo
light
upon
you a weighty
'

'

Ar. tkee.

word.2589

Ar, thm
hast.

6 Surely the rising by night
is the firmest way to tread and
the'best corrective of speech.*5w
7 Surely you have io the daytime a long occupation.
8 And rememberthename
of your Lord anddevote yourself
to Himwith (exclusive) devotion.
9 The Lord of the Ea& ~ n d
the West-there is no god but
He-thereforetakeHim
for a
protector.
10 And bear patientlywhat
they say and avoid them with a
becoming avoidance.
. 11 And leave me and the rejecters, the possessors of ease
and plenty, and respite them a
little.
12 Surely with Us are heavy
fetters and a flaming fire,
13 rind food that chokes and
51 painful chastisement.
14 On the day whentho earth
I .and the mountains shall quake
and the mountains shall
become
(as) heaps of sand let l00se.25~1
15 SurelyWehavesentto
you an Apostle, B witness

ere given. Rgh says that it is an allusion to one who considers a n nffair to be easy: Kalbi
and Farra state that the word signifies his preparaticn for prayers (Re), 'Ikrama says it
means one who was burdened with a great ofair, for sum2 means 'amal (Rz). In ell its
senees, and particularly in the last mentioned,every follower is addressed through the Holy
Prophet.
wj8g 3;b Jj
or a weighty word, is in consonancewith
the significance of
muzz0tnmiZ given by 'Ikrama, as stated in the previous note. Being burdened with the
guidance of the whole world was indeed a weighty word.
2590 A reason is here given for maintaining a prayerful att,itude during the night.
It
is tbeJirinest way to tread, i.e. to tread every evil under the feet, and the best corrective of
speech, end thus it accomplishes correction of deeds as well as correction of speech.
I
2591 Reading w. 12-14 along withv. 11,wheretheProphet
is told t o give them B
,little respite to continue in their mischiefs,it becomes clear that those verses speak of the
wretched condition in which the erstwhile possessors of ease and plenty v7ould find themthe spread of truth would be
selves, end how thegreatdifficultiesattendantupon
dispersed before the advance of truth. See also 1604. ,
37'
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againstyou,
as Wesent
an
apostle td Phaxaoh.*592
16 ButPharaohdisobeyed
the apostle, so We laid on him
a violent hold.
17 How, then, will you guard
yourselves, if you
disbelieve,
on: the day which shall make
children grey-headed ?
18 Theheaven
.shall rend
asunder thereby ; His promise
is ever brought to fulfilment.2593
19 Surely this is a reminder,
then let him, who will, take the
way to his Lurd.

SECTION 2
Prayer enjoined on Pualimr

20 Surely your Lord knows
;hat you pass inprayernearly
;wo-thirds of the
night,
and
'sometimes) half of it, and (some,imes) a third of it, and (also) a
)arty of thosewith you; and
illah
measures
the
night
and
he Jay. H e knows thatyou
,renotable to doit, so H e h a s
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2592 The Holy PropheG's likencss to Moses is stated in the clearest terms in this, one
of the earliest revelations, and thus the Holy Prophet's claim to
be the promised prophet
of Deut. 18 : 18, who is expressly stated to be the '' like" of Moses, is a8 old as hlls
revelation. Is i t not wonderful in the case of one who had never read the Torah 7 Hence
it is that the Holy Qur-&u is ,in all later ravelations described as verifying what is before
it, or coming in fulfilment of earlier prophecy, the truth of which is thus confirmed.
2593 Note the clear and decided tone of these verses, which at so early a period warned
the Quraish of the evil fate which they were destined to meet. The horrors
of that day
arespoken of as making the clddren grey-headed and rending asunder heaven. Now,
even if the words be takenasapplying
solely totheday
of resurrection,thefirst
descriptioncannot
bo takenliterally,forohildren
would not be madeactually greyheaded on theresurrectionday.
And thecommentators
thereforeadmitthatit
is
an allegoricaldescription of the horrors of the day, for you say,speaking of aterrible

e\;\
4.

day J u y \
td.. i.e. a daywhich makesgrey the forelocks of thd
chiZdrm (Rz).The coupling of this decidedlyallegoricaldescriptionwith
the rending
asundw of haven is conclusive proof thatthelatterdescriptionmustalso
be taken
allegorically ; in fact, as such, the description is applicable to both the day of resurrection
and the doom of the ppponents in this life,
whereas, taken literally, it cannot apply to
either of the two. Suohphrases as the rolling up of h a v e n (21: 104),rending amnd.er
.
of heaven (ashere and in 82 : l),remouing the covering of hsaven (81: ll), and similar other
phrases, all really speak of the sweeping off of an old order of things tu give place to a w ,
aktended with the necessary terrors and dimsters, and hence the description appliesto the
doom of a nation in this world as well ES to the entirely new order of things which will be
ushered in with the resurrection. See also 1665 and 26617.
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turnedtoyou(mercifully),~~$4
therefore read what is easy of
the Qur-An. H e knows that
there must be among you sick,
and others who travel in the
land seeking of thebounty of
Allah, and others who fight in
Allah's way,2"5 therefore read as
much of it as is easy (to you),
and keep up prayer and pay the
poor-rete and offer to Allah a
goodly gift," andwhatever of
good you send on beforehand
for yourselves, you will find it
with Allah ; that is best and
ask
greatest in reward;and
forgiveness of Allah;
surely
Allah is Forgiving, Xerciful.
2694 The first portion of the verse contsins no commandment for tho believers to pass
such and such 5 part of the night in prayer ; it simply states the fact that the
Holy
Prophet and those Kith him pass sometimes two-thirds, sometimes a half, and sometimes
a third of the night in prayer ; and hence it is meaningless to say that the first portion
of the versa is abrogated by the second. A statementcannot be abrogated.Thelatter
zealous
portion of the verse only statesthatthoughtheHolyProphetandhisearly
companions passed a great part of the nighs in prayer (instead of the revelries in which
their opponents indulged), yet ell Nuslims could not follow thair example, and hence they
are told that they might pray by night so long as it was easy to them and not a burden.
By you, in ('you are not able to do it," are meant the Muslims in general. Note that the
word tuba (infinitivenoun taubah), meaning He turned naercijully, occurshere,though
of thoseto whom Allah turns mercifully.This showa that
there is no sinonthepart
wider 3ignificance intheHoly
Qur-Bn thanitsEnglish
the word taubah hasamuch
equivalent repenta?ace.
2595 The mention of fighting in this revelation is very probably a prophetical statament, as we find in many other places in the Holy Qur-An ; hence the occurrence of the
word is no argument that the verse was not revealed st Mecca.

CHAPTER LXXIV
THE CLOTHED ONE
(ALMudduggir)

REVEALED
AT

MECCA

( 2 sectio?w a9zd 56 vewes)
&betract:
Sec. 1. The Prophet is enjoined to warn.
Seo. 2. The warning.

General remarks.
THE previous chapter tells the Prophet how to attain to perfection. Here he is told
to
get out of solitude so as to make others perfect. This chapter isby general consent admitted
to be the second in the order of revelation, and the circunlstances relating to its revelation
are given in trustworthy reports.
A period probably of six months had elapsed since the
5rst revelation before thesecond was received, and this period is known as the
fatrah or
Ctennission. I t is remarkable that a period of full six centuries of f a f m h or internzissim
had elapsed before the advent of the Holy Prophet, for the six centuries from the appearance of Jesus to that of the Holy Prophet himself did not witness the appearance
of any
prophetinanypart
of the world, andintheProphet’sshort
fatruh theremaybe
it
reminder of the six centuries for which the whole of the world had to wait the appearance
of the last and the greatest of the prophets, the Prophet, not of one nation or one age, but
of all nations and all ages. This period
of futvah pressedheavilyon
the Holy Prophet,
the
and he was very grimed on account of this intermission. Once more, however, after
fatrah had passed away, the angel of the Lord appeared to him, and the Prophet sought
to cover himself with his clothes ; but it was not Ihe Divine will chat he should remain in
The clothod me was clothed
seclusion, and he was at once commanded to rise and warn.
with absorption in contemplation of the Divine Being, and he was enjoined now to leave
of thisohapter,whichclearlybelongstotheearly
the corner of solitude.Thewhole
Meccan period, was evidently not revealed a t one time, but there is nothing to show that
any part was revealed at Medina.
of J&bir;through Abu SelmabinAbdur
Thesolitaryreportgivingtheimpression
It was first
Rabrnh, that this chapter is the very first revelation is no doubt an error.
only in the sense that it was first after the period of fatrah, but not actually the first of
alltherevelationsgrantedtotheHolyProphet.Thepremierpositionisuniversally
of the 96th chapter.
accorded to the opening verses
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SECTION 1
The Prophet is enjoined to warn
1-7. Prophet should warn and
fate.

be patient.

8-31. The opponents and their

In thename
of Allah,the
Bsneficent,theMerciful.

Ar. thy.
Br. thy.

Ar. thou
maysst.

Ar. thg.

1 '0 you who are clothed !e586
2 Arise and warn,25vi
3 And your Lord do magnify,
4 And your garments do
purify,2"*
5 And uncleanness do shun,
6 And bevtow notfavours
that you may receive again with
increase,zsyg
7 Bnd for thesake of your
Lord, be patient.
8 Forwhenthetrumpet
is
sounded,
9 That, at that time, shall be
a difficult day
10 For the unbelievers, anything but easy.
11 Leave Me and him whom
I created alone,
12 And gave him vast riches,
13 And sonsdwellinginhis
presence,
14 And I adjusted affairs for
him adiustablv :
15 And ye; he desires that I
should add more !26"0

2596 Al-rnuddaasir is one wearing a diadr, i.e. any garment (LL). Some take the word
literally, Others metaphorically, the meaning according to the latter being
one clad in ths
garments of prophethood or one obscure, as he was in the Hira (Rz).
2597 Compare with the address oontained in the last chapter : there the Holy Prophet
is commandedtoengagehimselfindevotion
so thatheshouldattaintoperfection;
hereheiscommandedto
convey the message andtowarn,thusmakingothers
perfect.
of
2598 Thepurification of thegarments does notrelateonlytotheoutwardact
uurification, but also to the purification of the heart, as is shown in the next verse, where
he is commanded to shun every kind
of uncleanness. This interpretation
is accepted by
most of the commentators (Rz).
2599 Eitherdonotexpect,whenbestowingafavour,that
you willreceive much
from the person whomyou have laid under a n obligation, or do not recount what little you
have done, accounting it much.
2600 This description applies generally, but the case
of Walid bin Mughira is specially
noticed by almostallcommentators.
Ra noticesthereportgivingdetails
of an occurrence in whichWalidwasspeciallyconcerned.
Abu Jahlandother
leaders inthe
to ponderwhatname
to give
persecution of theHolyProphetassembledtogether
t o the H6lyProphet,
&E in the
pilgrimfigeseason people could not see their way to
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Ar. thee.

Or,acorches

Ar. o m ua?bio?bs.

[PABTXXIX.

16 B y no means! surely he
offers opposition to Ourcommunications.
17 I will make a distressing
punishment ovcrtake him.2601
18 Surely he reflectedand
determined,
19 Butmayhe
becursed
how he determined ;
20 Again, may he .be cursed
how he determined ;
21 Then he looked,
22 Then
he
frowned
and
scowled,
23 Then he turned back and
was big with pride,
24 ThenHesaid:Thisis
naughtbutenchantment,narrated (from others) ;ZOO2
25 Thisisnaughtbutthe
word of a mortal.
26 I will cast him into hell.
27 Andwhat will snake you
realize what hell is 1
28 I t leaves naught nor does
it spare aught.
29 I t alters the mortal.
30 Over it are nineteen.260zA
31 And we have not made the
p6ardiarts of the fire others than
mgels, and,TVe have not made
for
heir number but as a trial
hose who disbelieve, that those

theacceptance of one particularepithet
for theHolyProphet.
Somebody suggested
answered that his word was notlikethat
of a poet.
thathe was a poet,butWalid
Then anothersuggested that he was a soothsayer,butWalidrejectedthis
too on the
ground that Muhammad
never spoke a lie,whereas the soothsayersoften proved liars.
A third suggestion was that Le was a madman, but this too was found inconsistent with
thecircumstances of theHolyProphet's
life. Then Walidleft thecompany, his comrades thinking that he was going over to Islam. Abu Jahl followed him to question him
aboutthematter,and
was told thatafterpondering
deeply onthequestionhehad
come to the conclusion that the Prophet was a sdbir, i.e. an enchanter, because, he said,
"Itistheenchanter
whoseparatesthefatherfromthe
son, thebrotherfromthe
brother, and the husband from the
wife." Thereupon a proclamation was made in the
streets of Mecca that the Prophet was a sdbir. To this the verses that follow refer.
2601
signifies I madehim to do a di&ult or troublesome thing.

\,?uJ\

The reference is to the fate of Walid, three of whose sons became converts to Islam, and
therestperished,hisweaIth
began todiminish,andultimatelyhe
himself diedin
great disgrace and poverty.

@

uk

2602 rS'ibr heremeansthesame
as intheProphet'ssaying
\
c)\
i.e, skilful ebpuence. See 148 for full explanation of the word. The Qur-&nwas called an
enchantment because i t was enchanting in its attraction.
2602A It should be noted that this is
called 04 parable in the next verse:
what h
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who have been given the book
may be certain and those mho
believe mayincrease in faith,
and those who have been given
the book and the believers may
notdoubt,andthatthose
in
whosehearts isadisease
and
the unbelievers may say: What
does Allah mean by this parable?
Thus doesAllah make errwhom
Heplea,ses,%ndHeguideswhom
H e pleases, andnone knows the
hosts of your Lord hut H e himself; and this is naught but a
reminder to the mortals.
SECTION 2
The Warning
32 Nay; considers the moon,
33 And thenightwhenit
departs,
34 Ana thedaybreakwhen
it shines ;
35 Surelyit
is one of the
gravest(misfortunes),
36 A warning to mortals,
37 Tohimamongyouwho
wishes to go forward or remain
behi~d.2~~3
38 Everysoul
is held in
pledgefor what it earns,
39 Except the people of the
right hand,
40 I n gardens, they shall ask
each other
41 About the guilty :
42 Whathasbrought
sou
into hell?
43 They shall say: We were
not of those who prayed ;
I

”

_ _ ~
Allah mean by this parable 9 All that the Qur-4n says is that over it are nineteen. The
commentatorsthinkthatnineteen
angels, or nineteen classes, or nineteen ranks may
be meant (Rz). The particular number is considered to be due to the misuse of nineteen
faculties which are enumerated by the commentators (Rz).
2603 The m m n , or gamav, as I have stated in 2388, represents the power of the Arabs.
The night in the next verse represents the ignorance in which the Arabs were involved :
this ignoranoe would pass away, but along with it would also pass away the power of
the Meccans. The light of truth would shine forth, but not without B grave misfortune
to those who refuse t o go forward,andthis is a warning. Those who go forward, on
the other hand, will not be affected by that, the gravest of misfortunes, for the people
of the right hand shall be in gardens, every soul being pledged for what.& earns. The
prophetical strain adopted here regarding the doom of the Bleccans is continued to the
end of the chapter.
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44 And w0 used not to feed
the poor ;
45 And we naed to enter into
Vain &scourm with those who
entered into vain discourses ;
46 And we used to call the
day of judgment a lie ;
47 Till death overtook us.
48 So the intercession of
intercessors
shall
not avail
them.
49 What is then the matter
with them, that they turn aside
from the reminder,50 A0 ifthey
were asses
takingfright
51 That had fled from a lion?
52 Nay ; every one of them
desires that he may be girea
pages spread out ;2604
53 Nay ! but they do not
fear the hereafter.
54 Nay!it
is surely a reminder.2606
55 So whoeverpleases may
mind it.
56 And they will notmind
unless Allah please.*605* H e
is worthyto
be feared and
worthy to forgive.
2604 Every one of them would have a revelation granted bo him direct from heaven.
To this they gave expression repaatedly : W h y does not Allah speak to US ? (2 :118).
2605 The Qur-&n is called a talkirah, whichsignifies,like
gikr, a r m i n d e r , but at
the ssme time carries a deeper significance, indicating glory and honour for those who
shall follow it.
2 6 0 5 ~The Qur-bn has repeatedly asserted that God does not compel men to adopt one
way or another; it points out the right course from the wrong and leaves it to the choice
of the individual. Even here it is plainly stated
: so whoever pleases vnay mind it (v. 5 5 ) .
And i n 76: 8 we have: Surely we have s h o w hi* the way-he may be thankful or
zlttdhankfic.2. Similar verses abound in the Holy Qur-An. What does, then, the statement,
and they will not mind unkss Allahplease, mean ? This statement is subject to the Divine
lam already explained. Allah is pleased to guidethose in the right way and to make
those ' I mind ' I who open their hearts to receive it. Note how clearly the verses preceding
i t depict the peculiar condition of those who do not even listen 60 the reminder: What is
then tlte nlatter with t b m , that t h q turn acids from ths remivAzBr, as if t h y were asses
t u k i q jright that haa? ped from a lion? (w. 49-51.) The pkaaure of Allah is i t d f a law,
not an orbitrary thing, 80 that He should turn away those from minding who are anxious
tu reoeiw the truth. I b is in accordance with Divine laws, so frequently referred to in the
Holy Qur-bn, that the Divine pleasure guides some and leaves others i n error. We b u e
h m , i+afat,a prophecy that Allah wall be pleased to make uwn t h o s e mind ths wcarninq U ~ Q
new t m M u , and the s m e aubjeot is continued in the next ohpter.
For o similar.et&meat ocourring in 76 ; 90, see 2633A.

CHAPTER LXXV
THB RBSURREH)TION
(AI-Qiydmah)

REVEALED
A T MECCA
(2 sections a?zd 40 verses)

-

SECTION 1
TheTruth

of theReaurrection

1-15. Evidence of thercsurrection.
16-19. Thecollectionandarrangement of the Qur-Qn was the work of Divinerevelation.
29-30. Thegreat
afniction.

I n thename
of Allah,the
Beneficent, the Merciful !

1 Nay I I call to witness" the
day of resurrection.
2 Nay ! I call to witness the
self-acousingb spirit.2G06
3 Doesmanthinkthat
We
shall not gather his bones?

a 2488.

b 123%*732.
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Abetract $
Sec. 1. The truth of the resurrection.
6ec. 2. The dead shall rise.
General remarks.

THISchapter continues the subject dealt with
at the end of the last, namely, that the
Qur-&nis a reminder which will raise to eminence those who follow it. As proof of this,
the day of spiritual rising,or the Resurrectiow, which gives its name to this chapter, and the
self-accusing spirit are called t o witness, which means that the eminence of the faithful
will be marked by a geueral rising of those who are now dead spiritually and by the selfaccusations of those who did not benefit by the reminder. The chapter thus speaks of the
rising to life of the dead.
I t s revelation belongs to the earIy Meccan period, and may be assigned to about the
fourth year of the Prophet's call.
a606 By the resurrection is here meant the spiritual resurreotion of the Arabs, as ala6
the greater Resurrect&The
primary signifimnoe of qiydmah is only rising. Thud
Ibeghib mys : " A I - p k ~ h n a horigindly signifies the rising 02 a man all a t once." Atpiyisnok is now a tsnn which is s ~ m n g m o n s w i f the
h great Resurrection., but it has neb
1137
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Or,who&
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RESURRECTION
THE

[PART XXIX

4 Yea 1 We are able to make
complete his very $ngers.2007
5 Nay ! man desires to give
the lie to what is before him.
6 H e asks : When is the day
of resurrection ?
7 So when the sight becomes
confused12a8
8 And the moon becomes
dark,2@9
9 And the aun arid the moon
are brought togetherI26l0
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lost its original significance, and means also the rising to life of those who are spiritually
d a d . The Z
i in the beginning of this verse and the next carries the same significance
as i n

is for
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in 4 : 6 5 , and
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i.e. togiveemphasis

to theoath.

verse

of

Imra

The wdv in the latter
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Qais:

two cases

stands for ugsimu, and hence the two forms are equivalent.
2607 There is no reason why the opponents should deny Allah’s power to makea people
great : can He not give life to dry bones 1 (to which the Prophet’s case is likened from the
power to make man
point ofview of thoopponents) ; nay, more than this, he has the
attain perfection, completing all the members of his body, even to the ends of his fingers.
The word bandn primarily means only the fingers, or the ends of the fingers, but is also
spplicable to allmembers of thebody (Aboo-Id$q, M-LL), and therefore might
also be
translated as the whale muke of his body. But even if the primary significance, fingers, be
adopted, the meaning will still be the same, because the superiority of man lies in his
hand, and especially in the make of his fingers, without which his advancement
would
have been impossible.The root word b a d signifies he remained in theplace, andthe
fingersareaccording
to DIsb called bandn “ because by theirmeansareorderedthose
circumstances whereby man continues in existence” (LL), or according to Rgh and
TA,
because therewith one fightsanddefends
oneself. Both verses thereforeprophesya
great future for the Holy Prophet, and the verse that follows makes this clear : But man
desires to give tite lie to what is bejore him, Le. he is not willing to believe that such a thing
can ever take place.
2608 Here follow some signs of the d a y of rising. ,& \ 23.signifies the sight becomes
confused, or according to Rz, ha becameconfounded ; and baripa alone signifies much the
same ; he became confoun&d and unablc to see his right course, or he becamefrighlerted
(Q,TA-LL).Thereforesomegreatcalamityisimpliedwhich
would confound the
opponents. Some commentators take these to be the signs. of the approach of the death
of a person (Rz).
2609 The darkening of the moon implies the departure of the power of the hleccans
(as against the Holy Prophet)
or of the Semitic races in general (referring to the latter
days): see 2988.
2610 The bringingtogether of the sun and the
moon implies t h d i s a p p e a r a m of t h
light of both (Rz). If the reference is to the finaldisruption of thesolarsystem,the
meaning is clear : but besides that it seems to signify metaphorically the departure of
the power of Persia, of which the sun was the specialsymbol,alongwith
that of the
Meocans-see 1930, where it is shown that the discomfiture of the Meccansand the
Persians began and ended simultaneously,
I t should be nobed that all these verses also
refer to thegeneral Resurrectionof the dead, but their fulfilment, which
was metsphorically
aocomplished in this very life, m a intended 88 8 sign of the truth of the promises relating

’

Ar. thy.

Ar. thy.

10 Manshall say on that
day: Whither to fly to 1
11 By no means I there shall
be no place of refuge !
12 With your Lordalone
shall on that day be the place
~f rest.2611
13 Man shall on that day be
informed of what he sent before
and (what he) put off.2612
1 4 Nay ! man is evidence
against himself,
15 Though he puts forth his
excuses.2613
16 Do not move your tongue
with it to make haste withi t . 2 6 1 4
17 Surely on u s (devolves)

to the hereafter, and this indication is made clear
by what follows. Those commentators
who consider these signs to be the signs of the approach of death understand tL bringing
together of thk sun and t h wzoon as meaning the departure of the soul (which is compared
to the moon) to the hereafter (which
is compared to the sun because of the removal of
every obscurity and doubt in the life to come).
2611 This and the two preceding Yerses show that the reference is clearly to the utter
discomfiture of the opponents, because it tells a powerful enemy that the d&y is coming
when no place of refuge shall be left for them except with your Lord, i.e. under the banner
of the Holy Prophet.
2612 mtat 1~ sent beforore implies the evil deeds which he did but ought not to have
&ne; wimt he put of being the good deeds which he failed to do but which he ought to
have done.
2613 l\lauhas not been made in such a manner as to be unable to distinguish betwcen
right and wrong, but he almays puts forth excuses " for leaving the right and adopting
16

"

I

regards them parenthetical. But, as
I haveshown incommentinguponthefirst
verse
of this ch%pter, the Qur-An is really the subject, and the mention of the day of rising is
only proof that those who follow the Qur-Ln will be made t o rise by its means and become
triumphant as against their opponents. But the connection
is made apparent in another
may. Theprecedingversesspeak
of thedistresswhichmust
befall those who do not
forsake the wrong course. The Prophet naturally desired to make
it clear to them, and
therefore he was anxious that the warning should be given immediately in plainer words.
Therefore, he is told not to make haste with it, for in the first place they could distinguish
between right and wrong, and secondly, the Prophet
must remain contented with what
was revealed to him f r o m time to time. Hence the statements made in the verses that
follow, vie. that the recitation and collection of the whole of the Qur-&n, together with its
effective explanation to the opponents,
were matters which Allah had decided to bring about,
and the Prophet should experience no anxiety on that wcount; compare 20: 113, 114 with
the statement made here and this exposition becomes clear : I' And thus have We revealed
it an Arabic Qur-&xi, and havedistinctly'setforththerein
of threatsthattheymay
for them.
And do 'not make
guard against evil, or that it may produce a reminder
haste withthe Qur-&n before itsrevelation is madecompleteto you and say, 0 my
Lordl inorease mein knowledge." It should also be noted that, BS opposition to the
HolyProphetbecamestronger,the
warning became clearer.

...
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the collecting of it and the
reciting of
18 Therefore when We have
recited it, follow its recitation.
19 Again on Us (devolves)
the explaining of it.
20 Nay.1 But you love the
present life,
21 And neglect the hereafter.
23 (Some) fwes .on that day
shall be bright,
23 Looking to their Lord.2016
24 And (other) faces on that
day shall be gloomy,
25 Knowing thatthere will
be made to befall them some
great calamity.2617
26 Nay ! When it comes up
to the throat,
27 And it is said: Who
will
be n charmer
28 And he is sure that it is
the (hour of) parting,
2615 There can be no clearer evidence that the collection of the verses into chapt.ers and
of the chapters into one whole is here claimed by the Qur-&n tobe a matter which, like its
revelation, was to be entirely carried out under Divine guidance by the Holy Prophet
him.
self. The Holy Book was thus from the first intended tobe arranged and collected into one
whole. I t is curious to observe that Rodwell, who has p*id little regard to the proper and
orderly arrangement of the Qur-An, is constrained to remark in a foot-note to this verse;
I ‘ I n either case we are led to the conolusion that from the first Muhammad had
formed the
plan of promulgating a written book.” But the words of the Qur-&n clearly indicate much
more: the collection of the Q u r h was to be accomplished under Divine guidance, and
collection includes the arrangement of the parts. In fact, it could not be called a book
unless ita various portions were arranged into one whole. On the other hand, if the order
of revelation were to be followed in the arrangement of its parts, its co2Zection would not
have been spoken of as something distinct from its revelation,which is implied in the word
recitation.
2616 As that day represen& both tho day of the triumph of the truth and the dayof the
resurrection, the words looking to their Lord have also a double significance, indicating
looking to the Lord for their reward in the former case, and the highest
bliss of all, the
sight of the Lord in the hereafter. It should be noted that the sight of the Lord does not
imply that the Lord will have a body ; it is not with the material eye that the Lord will
be seen, but by the spiritual eye which the righteous will possess on the day of resurrection.
2617 Note that this great calamity also befell them in this life, and thus it demonstrated
the truth of the calamity in the hereafter.
2618 Man Rdq-in has two significances. I t either means who will ascend with it? i.e.
shall the angels of mercy ascend with it or shall the angels of punishment ? (FA, Rz.1 Or
the meaning is, where is the charmer that
would now avert the doom 7 because they trusted
intheir soothsayersandcharmers
thattheycouldaverttheir
doom. A poet SSYS:

3

d v &y

>b>\ J&d\ >y- c)\ 3
\
J G&
& ‘ I Assuredly thou knowest,
by the most Majestic, the Everlasting, that &he potent chmnefs will no8 avert that wbi&
is decreed.” I prefer the secund signlfioauce,for the ealamities m d CbfRictriOns %pokenof ne
doubt refer to the punishment of ffe esiL(loet8 *ken they we overbekeg their doon&
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29 And affliction is combined
with aaiction ;261g
30 To your Lord on that day
shall be the driving.
SECTION 2
The Dead shall rise

Or,woe.

Ar. thee.
Or, woe.

Or,woe.
h r . thee.
Or, woe.

31 So he didnotaccept the
truth, nor did he pray,262U
32 But called the truth a lie
and turned back,
33 Then he went to his foilowers, walkingawsyinhwghtiness.
34 A-earer to you (is destruction) and nearer.
35 Again (consider how)
maror t o you and nearer.2621
36 Does manthinkthathe
is to be left to wander without
an aim ?36g2
37 Was henota small lifegerm in the seminal elements,
38 Then he was a clot of
blood, so He created (him) then
made (him) perfect.
39 Then He made of him
two kinds, the male and the
female.
40 Is not H e able to give
life to the dead ?2823

9619 For s d q , meaning affliction, see 1855. The meaning suits the context.
2620 Theopponentis
spoken of as an individual person throughout.This
does not
meanthatallusionismadeto
one partiaulsw: man, a8 some suppose. Thedesoripticn
applies to every opponent.
2621 It is related that Abu Jahl said to the Holy Prophet that he and hisLord had not
the power t o do him any harm (Ra). The haughty opponent is warned that destruction is
is, Woe lo yo%! Thecommentatorsadmitherethatthe
very near.Or,themeaning
repetition shows that the oppanents were threatened with a double punishment, viz. in
$his life and in the hereafter ( E a ) . In faet,the double punishment is spoken of throughout
f i e chapter, as I have shown in the notes ; here ib ia made plainer,
2628 The verse draws attention to the seriousness of life aPd to man’s responsibility for
his actions-a doctrine denied a8 muoh to-day a4 it was by t h e drabs.
2623 The giving of “life to the dead” not only signifies raising after deaath, but elso
spiritually raising a dead sation to life.

CHAPTER LXXVI
THE M A N
(dl-Insdm or Ad-Dah?)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(2 sections and 31 verses)
-

SECTION 1
Attainment of Perfection

1-4, 1Ian’screationandthepointingout
of theright way. 5-16. The
firat stage of perfection, in which evil is suppressed. 17-33. The second st;Lge
of perfection, in which positive good is done.

In thename of Allah,the
Reneficent,theMerciful.
1 There
surely
cam0
over
man a period of time when he
WRS not R thing
that
could
be
spoken of.

o$~>’$~$$~\i~
“

Abstract:
See. 1. Attainment of perfection.
sea. 2. Another generation will be raised.
General remarks.
THDlast chapter having shown the truthof the resurrection which stands for the spiritual
life of man, this deals with man’s attainment to perfection,
which is the true object of that
life, and is accordingly
called The Man, the word itself occurring in the opening verwof the
chapter. The first section shows how man is created out
of nothing, and then the way to
perfection is pointed out to him.
I t is then shown that in the attainment
of perfection
there are two stages, the first stage being the perfect suppression of all evil tendencies or
the stage of attaining to sinlessness, but thisiR not the goal to which the spiritualwayfarer
should aspire. The go81 liesfar beyond. I t is the may uphill, as it is termed elsewhere
Bnd briefly hinted here, The pilgrim must
be prepared to accomplish the most difficult
tasks and to perform astonishing deeds of saorifice in the way of Allah. The two stages of
perfection are called respectively the kdfthr and the zamjabeel. The second section shows
that if those addressed by the Holy Prophet do not accept hismessage and try to attain to
the perfection to which he would have them attain, Allah will cause another people to take
their place, for the Qur-An, being the perfect revelation of the Almighty, must accomplish
the object which it has set before itself, and that object is none other than to enable man
to attain to perfection.
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2 Surely We havecreated
a small
life-germ
man
from
uniting (itself) : W e mart t o
try him, so We have made .him
hearing, seeing.
3 Surely
We
have
shown
him
the
way
: he
may
be
thankful OT unthankful.2624
4 SurelyWehaveprepared
for the unbelievers chains
and
shackles and a burning fire.2625
5 Surely the righteous shall
drink of a cup the admixture of
which is camphor,2626
6 A fountain from which
the
servants
of Allah shall
drink; they make it
to flow a
(goodly) flowing forth.
7 They fulfil vows andfear
a day the evil of which shall be
spreading far and wide.
8 And they give food out of
lovefor Himtothepoor
and
the orphan and the captive :
9 We only feed you
for
Allah’ssake;wedesirefrom
you neither reward nor thanks :
10 Surely we fear from our
Lord a stern, distressful day.
11 Therefore Allah will guard
them from the evil of that day
andcausethemtomeetwith
ease and happiness ;
As regards the date of revelation, nothing can be said beyond the fact that it belongs to
the early Meccan period. Mujtihid and Qatada are, however, of opinion that itis a Medinian
revelation. Some hold it to be in part Jfeccan and in part Medinian. But there is nothing
to support these allegations.
2624 The right way is shown clearly ; it is for man himself to walk in it, and thus be
thankful, or away from it, and thus be unthankful. Or the meaning given in the margin
may be adopted.
2625 As to how these chaina represent man’s own actions, see 2559.
2626 The word kdftir, used in connection with the state of the just, is derived from
IuLfr, meaning to cover and to suppress, and refers to the total extinction of worldly love
and the complete suppression of all the worldly desires of those who have drunk of the cup
of love of Allah,andatrulysincereseverancefromallotherconnections.Themore
L man leans towards Allah, the farther off he is from carnal passions, and therefore the
righteous,who trust only to Allah for support,havetheirhearts
cooled from the fire
of passion, endtheirsensualdesires
as completelysuppressed as poisonousmatter is
dispersed by camphor.
I n the spiritual advancement of man this is the first stage, beoause i t is not until the
evil tendencies of man are completely suppressed that he is able to advance t o the higher
stages of spiritual perfection. Sinlessness, according
1 0 the Holy Qur-&n,is not the goal
of perfection, but only the first stage of the way to that doal.
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12 And reward them, because
they were patient, with garden
and silk,
13 Reclining therein onraised
couches, they shell find therein
neither (the severe heat of) the
sun nor intense cold.
14 Andclose h w n u p o n t h e m
(shall be) its shadows,andits
near (to
fruitsshallbemade
them), being easy to 'reach.
15 And there shall be made
to go round about them vessels
of. silver
and goblets which are
.
of glass,
16 (Transparent as) glass,
have
made of eilver; thev
a
measured them kcordi'hg to

W60.
Ar. thou
II

eeeet

Ar. thou

wilt.
Ar. thmc
seest.

Ar. t h w

shalt.

17 And theyshallbemade
to drink
therein
a cup
the
be
admixture of whichshall
ginger,2828
18 (Of) a founhintherein
which isnamedSalsabil.
19 Androundaboutthem
h , l l go youths never altering
In age ;a when you see them
y o u zoill think them tobe pearls
zattered broadcast.2629
20 And when you see there,
you shall seeblessingsand
a
I L:rest k i n ~ d o m . ~ ~ ~ O

2627 That is, every one shall receive them according to the measure of his deeds.
2628 Zanjabeel is a compound of zanala and jabal. Of these component parts the first
means I t a ascended, andthesecond mountain. Thecompound word zanjabcel therefore
means 1% ascmded the mountain. Now,froma severe attack of a poisonous disease to
perfect restoration of health there are two stages. I n t h e first stage the poisonous germs
are completely destroyed, the vioIence of the attack is mitigated, and the danger which
threatened life itself is over. But the weakness which is the result of the attack does not
vanishwith
the poison. The second stage of restoration is therefore that in which
the patient regains his strength. The
body is again full of life and vigour, and he is not
only able to walk with firm legs upon even ground, but has courage and strength to try
the ascent of a steep mountain, and s c d o the heights cheerfully and without any fear.
It is in reference to this stage that Almighty
God says of the perfectly righteous t h s t
theyaremadetodrink
of a cuptemperedwith
zanjabeel; Le. havingattainedfull
spiritualstrength,theyareableto
go up &ep mountsinouspaths,accomplishmost
difficult tasks, and perform astonishing decds of sacrifice in the path of Allah. It should
also be borne in mind in connection with this point that aanjabeel (ginger) is the root of 8
plant very useful in promoting the naturd heat of the body. The name given to it points
to this property, for it gives strength to and generates heat in the
weak body 80 -as to
enable a man to amend precipitous heights.
2629 For the meaning of m k h a l l a d W see 2430. Degeneration and decay stop with
this life.
2630 A great kingdom was granted to the companions of the Holy Prophet in this Iffe.
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21 Upon them shall be garmente of fine green silk and
thick silk interwoven with
gold,
and they shall be adorned with
bracelets of silver, andtheir
Lord shall make bhem drink a
pure drink.2631
22 Surelythisis
a reward
for you, and your striving shall
be recompensed.
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Another oeneration aill be raised up
Ar. thee.

Ar. thy,

Br. thg.

23 Surely We Ourselves have
revealed the Qur-in to you, revealing (it) in portions.
24 Therefore wait patiently
for the
judgment
of your
Lord,2632 and obey not from
amongthem
a sinneror
rtn
ungrateful one.
25 And glorify thename of
your Lordmorning and evening.
26 And duringpart of the
night adore Him, and
give glory
toHim (a) long(pert of the)
night.
27 Surely
these
love the
transitory and neglect rt grievous day before them.
2 8 We
created
them
and
made firm their
make,
and
when We please We aill bring
in their place the likes of them
by a change.2633
29 Surely this is a reminder,
so whoever pleases takes to his
Lord a way.
30 And you do notplease
Except that Allah please ;2633r
surely Allah is Knowing, Wise ;

2631 As they led pure lives here, they shall have a pure drink in the hereafter.
2632 This shows that the blessings mentioned in the previous section would also find a
manifestation in this life ; the Divine judgment will bring about the fall of one party and
the rise of another.
2633 The mention of the grievous day in the previous verse and the statement here
that another people will take the place of these are olear prophecies for thislife. Henoe
it is called a warning in the verse that follows.
2633~As the context cl,aarly shows, the faithful are spoken of here ; the previous verse
atates that whoeverpleases takes t o his Lord a way, and the verse that follows refers to the
faithful in the words, He wkss whom He pleases to enter into His mercy. The meaning
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31 He

makes whom He
to enter into His
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mercy;and
(as for the unjust, He has prepare for them
a painful chastisement.
is that true and sincere believers have so completely submitted themselves to the Divine
will and are so completdy resigned that they have no desires of their o w n , and all their
desiresare in wcordancewith Allah’s pleasure.Hencetheyaremade
to enterinto
Divinemercy.
Taking the words as a general statement, there can still be little doubt as to their real
significance. The chapter opens with t h e clear statement, Surely We have shown him the
way : hs may accept or rejeet; 80 that man has not been constrained by the Divine Being
to adoptaparticularcourse,whether
for good or for evil. Theend of thechapteris
equallyclear : Surelythisisareminder,
so whoever pleasestakes to his Lord a way.
And notwithstanding those clear statements, we are told that you do not please except that
Allahplease, which is equivalent to saying that man’s choice would h u e no effect if it did
not please AZlah. The first thing to be borne in mind is that the two verses, so closely
following each other,cannot be setagainsteachother.Verse
29 isclearand decisive
that man is not constrained to one course : whoever phases takes to his Lord a way. And
therefore the words that follow this statement cannot be so interpreted as to negative it.
And itisremarkablethatalmostthe
same words occuragaininoh.
81, andthere
too they are preceded by similar words. Thus in 8 1 : 27, 28, we have : It is naught but a
reminder for the natiom, for him antong you who pleases to go straight. And these
words ere followed by the statement : And you do not please except thatAllahplease
(81: 29).
This repetition makes it clear that the words whoeuer pleases takes to his Lord a way
cannot be ignored in interpretingthestatement,
you do mt please except thatAllah
please. I n fact, the latter statement is qualified by the former, and this is the reason that
it is preceded by it on both occasions. And we can easily see that there are two things
necessary for the guidance of man : firstly, the revelation of the reminder by Allah, and
secondly, the aoceptance of that reminder by man. If Allah had not pleased to reveal the
reminder, man’s choice would have been nowhere. This is what is w a n t by the words
you do not please except that Allah please, i.e. man’s choice to adopt one way or another
way and reveal
would have no effect unless Allah hadfirst pleased to pointoutthe
the reminder.
It may also be added that every benefit is ascribedto Allah intheHolyQur-bn.
Thus we are plainly told : Whatever benefit comes to you, 0 man, it is from Allah, and
whatever misfortune befalls you, it is from yourself ” ( 4 : 79). And Abraham’s prayer is
thus quoted : And when I am sick then He restores me to health ” (26 : eo), where
Abraham attributes sickness to his own doing, but ascribes healing to Allah. Hence, even
if we take Ihe words under discussion as meaning that man’8 choice to accept the reminder
does not take place unless Allah is pleased, this statement would only mean that the good
to which man thus attains is ascribable to Allah. See 8180 a606~.
‘ I

CHAPTER LXXVII
THE SENT FORTH
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REVEALED
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SECTION 1
Consequences of Rejection
1-6. Apostles sentto clear some and warn others.

punished.

I n the
name
of Allah, the
Beneficent,the Merciful.
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7-40. Rejecters are
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1 Consider' thosethatare
sent forth with goodness,
2 Thenthose that drive off
the chaff,
3 And those that spyead (the
seed of goodmss) ,far and wide,
4 Thenthosethatmake
a
distinction,
5 Thenthosethat
ofYer the
reminder,
6 To clear or to warn :
7 Most surelywhat you are
threatenedwith must come to
pass.2634

Abstract:
Sec. 1. Consequences of rejection.
Sec. 9. Consequences of rejection-continued.

Qeneral remarks.
THIS chapter is, as it were, a supplement to 'the one that precedes it, for while it is
shown therein how the rightaous attainto
perlection-being the accepters of the
message-here the fate of the rejecters is made clear. The Sent forth are the apostles, the
rejection of whose message brings evil consequences, and that word, occurring in the first
verse, gives its name to this chapter.
The fourth year of the call is regarded as the probable sate of the revelation of this
chapter.

2634 As stated in 2099, attention is drava in what are called oaths to certain indisputable facts which lead to a conclusion. The conclusion here is that what the opponenis
are threatened with, i.e. their doom (as clearly stated in v. 121, is sure b take place, and
the characteristics described in the first six verses apply toprophets whew OPPonents
1111
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[PART XXIX.

8 So when the stars aremade
to disappear,
9 And when the heaven is
rentasunder,
10 And when the mountains
are carried away as dust,2635
11 And whentheapostles
are made to reachtheir
appointedtime,
12 To whet day is the doom
fixed ?
13 To the day of decision.
1 4 And what will make you
comprehend whettheday
of
decision is 1
15 Woe on that dayto the
rejecters.
16 Did We not destroythe
former generations ?
17 Then did We follow them
up with later ones.
18 Even thus shall Wedeal
with the guilty.
19 Woe on that day to the
rejecters.2636
20 Did Wenotcreate
you
lrom contemptible water 1
2 1 ThenWe placed itin a
3ecure resting-place,
22 Till an appointed term,

i1

~

were similarlydestroyed.Thisismadeclear
by themention of theappointedtime
of the apostles inv. 11,by which, of course, is meant the appointed timeof the destruction
of their enemies. The opponents
of the Holy Prophet are told that they should
consider
how thetruth was spread by formerprophets.
I n thefirst verse theyare spoken of
as being sentwith ma'rzif, i.e. goodness; inthe second, a8 driving off thechaff ''
of felsahood before them; in the third, as scattering the seed of goodness far and wide 01:
giving life to dead earth ; in the fourth, as ultimately bringing about a distinction (farq
orfurqdn) between truth and falsehood,andthey
give thereminderthat
one party
may be clearedand the otherwarned.Theseconsiderationsabouttheformerprophets
should lead the opponents t o the certain conclusion that
as the 8-8
Divine law was
being followed in the case of the Holy Prophet, their doom was also a certain thing, as
was that of those before them who opposed the prophets.
2635 The disapparance Of the stars (v. 8) Was B s i 0 for the Arabs of the &falling
of a calamity (2371) ; the rending asunder of the heaven (v. 9) indicated the mme, because
the heaven was considered a protection. Compare
21 : 32, And We havemade the heaven
a guarded canopy. And see 2593. Thepassingaway
of themountains signified the
disappearance from among them of their great men, whose protection they sought in time
of dietress. All thesethings; as thenext verse shows, would be broughtaboutwhen
the appointedtime of the apostles, Le. the time of the destruction of their opponents,
came.

9636 Note theclear words of thia and thethree
previous vereas. The former
generations were destroyed beoause of their wiekedneas and others were brought up in
their plaoe ; the like s h d l be the fste of the guilty Meccona : t h e day of their doom is the
day of the deoidon.
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23 So W e proportion ithorn well areWeatproportioning(things).
24 Woe on thatdaytothe
rejecters.
25 HaveWenotmadethe
earth to draw together to itself
the
26 The
living
and
dead,2637
27 And madetherein
lofty
mountains,and given youto
drink of sweet water?
28 Woeonthatdaytothe
rejecters.
29 Walk on tothatwhich
you called. a lie.
30 Walk on to the
oovering
having three branches,
31 Neitherhavingthe
coolness of the shade nor availing
against the flame.
32 Surely it sends up sparks
like palaces,
33 As if theywere
tawny
carnels.2~38
34 Woe on thatday to the
rejecters.
35 This is the dav on which
they shall not speak:
36 And permission shall not
be given to them so that they
should offer excuses.
37 Woe on thatdaytothe
rejecters.
m
38 Thisistheday
of decision : W e have gathered you
and those of yore.

2637 This shows that all mortals, living or dead, must remain on earth, and that the
belief of the ascent of Jesus to the fourth heavenis an error.
2638 It is most likely that by the three branches of the covering of fire are meant
itsthreecharacteristicsstated
in the verses that follow. Hereitis called p i l l , which
ordinarilymeans shadow, but a covering (of fire) seems to be more suitable t o the
-,ontext.Thethreequalificationsare
that it gives m shade and does not avail agaimt
t h e pmnes and itself send up sparks. j l J \ @ means t h u t whkch serves fw the

~93" 3

covwing or prohcting of a thing (M-LL). Hence one says :
2,
4%
i.e. such a ona lives in thaprotection of such a OM (S,0, Msb-LL). Thus the very thing
whioh should have served them for protection proves not only devoid of oomfort (giving
no shade),but also does not avail againstoalemity-my,
itturneoutto
be itself 8
Eonroeof
distress.Thesparksarelikened
to p a y , i.e. palaws, andto tawny camels
in colour, signifying that it is inordinate love of these things that will take the shape
of such sparks on the day of resurrection.
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39 So if you have a plan,
planagainstme
(n0~).2639
40 Woe on that day to the
rejecters.
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SECTION 2
Conrequencen of Rejection

41 Surelythose who guard
(against evil) shall be
amid
shadesandfountains,
42 And fruitssuch as thev
desire.
43 Eat and drink pleasantly
because of what you did.
44 Surelv thusdo We reward
the doers oi good.
45 Woe on that day to the
rejecters.
46 Eat and enjoy yourselves
for a little;
surely
you are
guilty.
47 Woe on that day tothe
rejecters.
48 And whenit is saidto
;hem, Bow down, they do not
OW down.
49 Woe on thatdaytothe
:ejecters.
50 In whatannouncement,
;hen,
after
it,
will they beieve ?
0

2639 The opponent8 are even so early challenged to exeoute their plan8 against the
Holy Prophet, Kaid also means Ahting or struggle, and the words may as well be
trmalated : sa if you would fight, fight against me now.

CHAPTER LXXVIII
T E E ANNOUNOEMENT
(Alt-Naba')

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(2 sections and 40 verses)

SECTION 1
TheDay

of Deairlon

1-5. Theannouncement. 6-16. Benefits conferred on man. 17-20. Signs
of the day of decision. 21-30. The hell.

PART X X X
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In the name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Mergiful.

4- 4

1 Of what do they ask ono
mother 1
the message of import3 About which they differ1
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Ahtraat C
Sec. 1. The day of decision.
&o. 2, The day of decision-continued.

Qeneral remarks.
T H doom
~
of the unbelievers being certain, they ask, When will it come? This doom is
the AnnolLncemat which gives its title to, and forms the subject-matter of, this chapter.
I t is regarded as one of the earlier revelations in the earlyMecoan period.

2&0 The original words are
s k which also occur in 38 : 67, endit is shown
in 2150 that this greatannouncement 'is the prophecy of the utter discomfiture of the
opponents of t b e Holy Prophet. Some commentators take it to signify the Holy Qur-Bn,
others the prophethood of Muhammad, and still others the day of resurrection (Rz). This
last significance is quite in consonance with the first, while the other two are equally
evident. According t o Rgh, naba' is an announcement of great utility ecmvsying knowledge
OrprobaWity. This aignihmce, too, is in accordance with any of the three explanations

given above.
ll5l
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4 Nay I they shall soon come
to know ;
5 Nay I Nay I theyshall
soon know.
6 HaveWenotmadethe
earth an even expanse 4
7 And the mountains as projections (thereon) 12641
8 AndWecreatedyouin
pairs,
9 And We made your sleep
to be rest(to you),
10 And We made the night
to be acovering,
11 And Wemadetheday
for seeking livelihood.
12 And We made above you
sevenstrongones,
13 And We made a shining
lamp,*642
14 And We send down from
the clouds water pouring forth
vehemently,
15 That We may bring forth
thereby corn and herbs,
16 Andgardensdenseand
luxuriant.
17 Surelytheday
of deci:p643
sionis(aday)appointed
6
18 Theday
on whichthe
trumpet shall be blown' so you
shall come forth in hosts,
19 Andtheheavenshall
be
opened so thatitshall
be all
openings,
20 And the mountainsb shall
be moved off so that they shall
remain a mere ~ e m b l a n c e . ~ ~ . ' ~
2641 The earth is called mihcid andthemountainsarecalled

autdd. Rghexplains

mihid as a placemade ewen for walking upon.; andexplains \ J"&
as meaning
Iprepared it and made it eve%. H e also says that the words here are similar to what is
said in 2 : 22, where the earth is spoken of as being made B fivbsh, Le. an expanse.'"Watid
(plural autdd) is a peg or a stake fixed in the ground or in a wall, and the mountains
are likened to pegs on the surface of the earth. And, in fact, watid is anything projecting
from the surface ; thus the teeth are
called the
(literally pegs of the mouth),

?\ >LJ\

and watid also signi5es the prominent part next the temple (LA-LL).
W 2 Tha seven strong o m s of the previous verse are apparently the seven major plenetcl
of the solar system, thewords a t m e you clearly showing that the earthitself belongs to the
8Bme clasa, and the sun, the centre of the aolar system, is spoken of in the worde a
shinirsg lamp.
2643 The day of decision was witnessed by the opponent8 in this life in the field
of Badr, and thus it demonstrabd the truth of a day of decision in the nesi life.
2644 The descriptioncontainedin w. 18-20 is in excellentprophetical desoription
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21 Surely hell lies in wait,
22 A place of resort for the
inordinate,
23Living
therein for long
~ears.28~~
24 They shall not taste therein cool nor drink
25 But boiling and intensely
cold water,
26 R e q u i t a l c o r r e s p o n d ing.2646
27 Surely
they
feared
not
theaccount,
28 And called Our communications a lie, giving the lie (to
the truth).
29 And We have recorded
everything in a book.
30 So taste I for We will not
~ d to
d you aught but chastisement.2647

applying to the meeting of the armies (v. 18) on the day of Badr, to the rain poured forth
(v. 19),and to the chiefs of the Quraish killed (v, 20). That these things will take place at
the greater resurrection goes without saying. The opening of heaven signifies metaphorically the descent of the threatened punishment.
2645 I;luqub, of which abqdb is a plural, denotes eighty years, or seventy years, or a year
or years, or a long time (see LL, whichquotesvariousauthorities
for each of these
meanings). Whatever significance may
be adopted, the use of the word leaves no doubt
thatthepunishment of hellshallnotcontinue
for anunlimitedtime.The
use of a
word which signifies a limited period in the caae of the punishment of hell, while such
words are never used regarding the bliss of heavenly life, is a clear indication that the
latter shall never come to an end, while the former shall. To escape the difficulty of the
verse is
punishment of hellbeing for a limitedperiod, 8ome commentatorssaythe
abrogated, others think that it applies not to unbelievem, but only
to the sinful among
the Muslims (an opinion quite untenable in faoe.of what is said in W. 27, 28) ; and again,
that the limited period is only that during which they shall not be made to taste of cool or
drink. Bpt all these explanations are unnecessary and unsatisfactory, the limited duration
of the punishment of hell being quite in accordance with
the entire spirit of the Holy
Qur-kn and with its description elsewhere ; see 1201.
2646 The description of the punishment of hell as corresponding requital throws a dood
of light on the Islamic doctrine of hell. I t may have been noted that various names are
given tohellitself,andvarioussorts
of punishment are spoken of. I t is,infact,the
different nature of the sin that produces a difference in the nature of the punishment,
For instance,
which,beingreally
the consequenoe of thesin,correspondstothesin.
the punishment spoken of here is for those who are called thd inordinate or those exceeding
t& limits (n disobedience (LL). The punishment of their exceeding the limitsis correspondingly either toohot or too cold drink or air, i.e. excess of heat and excess of cold,
It may be added that the word g h s d q signifies the cold thing which i s so cold that it r
i
unbearabk (Rz). It is interpreted in other ways too, but bhe significance adopted is theone
that best suits the context.
2647 As they in their inordinmy added evil to evil, they shall have correspondingly
punishment added to punishment. I t is not stated here that this shall go on for ever, for
elsewhere it is said: ‘ I And he who brings an evil deed shall not be recompensed but with
the like of it, and they shall not be dealt with unjuatly ” (6 : 161). Thus the addition in
punishment will last only till the evil deeds of the doer are exhausted.
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HECTION 2
The Day o f Decision
31-86. Reward of the faithful.
believers shall regret.

97-39. Allah is the only refuge. 40. Un-

31 Surelyfor thosewhoguard
(against evil) is achievement,2848
38 Gerdens and vineyards,
33 And those showing freshness of youth,"D equals in age;
34 And e pure cupsem
35 They shall not hear therein any vain words nor lying.
36 A reward from your Lord,
e gift according to a reckoning :e851
37 The Lord of the heavens
and the earth end what is
between
them,
the
Beneficent
God, they shall not be able to
I addressHim.
38 Theday
on which the
angels
shall
spirit and the
stand in ranks; they shall not
speak except
he
whom
the
Beneficent God permits
and
who speaks the right thing.
39 That is the sure day,
so
whoever desires may takerefuge
with his Lord.
40 SurelyWehavewarned
1{on of a chastisement near at
iland:a662 tha day when man
Irhall seewhat his twohands
1lave sent before, andtheun1:alievershallsay
: O ! would
t hat I were dust!

I'
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2648 N'ote that the reward of good is achiewsntent, as repeatedly described in the Holy
Q u r h ; it is an achievement of the object of this life as also of the great goal of the ne&

life. It is this achievement which becomes a garden for a man.
2649 The word Ka'uba literally signifies, when applied to B girl's breast, ita welling
when she grows youthful, and a girl is said to be Kri'ib (plural Kawd'ib) when she grows
youthful, or nears maturity, and her breasts begin to swell (LL). But it should be noted
that neitherthe word kuwd'ib nor atrdb is preceded or followed.by the word j b i y a h
(i.e. girl), and hence as B qualifying word kawd'ib only means sltowing freshness of youth.
I hqve already stated, in 2356, why some of the blessings of paradise are described in words
usually applicable to w o m n , butasthese
are only fruits of therighteous. deeds, we
are not justified in saying what these blessings actually are. The description given here
probably indicates that the fruitsof deeds will appear in their full freshness.
2650 Dim means either pure, for which we have 'Ikromu'cl authority, or it means
fuU,whiah is the interpretation adopted by I'Ab (Rz).
9651 Note as the punishment of evil is called o corresponding repuital, so the reward
of the good is called 4 gyt according to a reckoning, i.e. in accordance with the good done.
2658 The punishment of whioh the unbelievers are warned throughout this chapter is
apunishmsnt mar at hnd, whioh term, like tha ltearsr punishwnt of ,32:21,indicates
the punishment of thin life.

CHAPTER

LXXIX

THB DRAPPBIRS
(An-Ndzi'dt)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(2 sections and 46 verses)
SECTION 1
The Oreat Commotion
1-14. The power of the enemy shaU be broken in wars. 15-26. A lesson
in the fate of Pharaoh.
~

,

In the name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

O&&J\MI&&,

1 Consider' thosethat draw
forth to the full,
2 And those that go forth
briskly,
3 And those that run swiftly,
4 Then those who we foremost going ahead,
5 Then those whoregulate
the aff&irI2653
Abstract :
Sec, 1. The great commotion.
Seo. 2. The great oslamity.

General remarks.
THIS chapter receives its title from the description of the believers as drawing forth to
the full, the reference being to the later wars and the drawing of bows, thus indicating
that the fall of the unbelievers, their doom, with which the last ohapter deals, waB to be
brought about in wars. The fate of Phareoh, whowas drowned while pursuingthe
Israelites, is referred to, while the second sectioo, after recounting Divine benefits, speaks
of the certainty of the punishment, here as well as hereafter.
About its date of revelation it o ~ l lbe said with certainty that it belongs to the early
Meooan period.
2653 We shall first consider the plain meaning of these five verses. N d d d t is the plural

4 e>

w$\
means
he drsm the bovt (Q-LL). ffhnrqan bears the significance to the f u l l , also in oonnection
with the bow, for you say
\
G?;5meaning hs drew the b o w t o tlm full (LL).
'' Awrding to I s h iqhrdq signifies the acndiv thc arrow fm by vehcment drawing (of the
of Nrlai', which is derived from naza'a, signifying he drew, and
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day on which the
one shall qmke,2664
7 WhatmusthappenafterwfU& shall follow it.2655
8 Hearts on thatdayshall
palpitate,
9 Their eyes cast down.
10 Theysay : Shall we indeed be restoredto (our) first
state ?2656
11 What I when we ere rotten
bones 3
12 They
said:
That
then
would bereturn
a
occasioning
loss.
13 But it shall be only a
single cry,
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bow) ; according toUseyd-elQhanawee, thedrawing of the bow so that it bringsthe
sinews that are w w n d upon the socket of the arrow, so far as the iron head, to the part
thatis grasped bythe h a t u l ” (LL). Nashata signifies he wasbrisk, or he u’ent forth
(TA-LL). Sab-h signifies the running of a horsr, i n which the forelegs are stretohed forth
well (like as are the arms of a man in swimming) (TA-LL), and the act of being quick or
swift(hfft-LL).Theremaining
words neednoexplanation.Thecommencement
of the
early Meccan sums very often refers prophetically to later ilfedina events, the occurrence
of which served as a proof of the truth of the statements made. Those that draw forth to
the f u l l are tlw archms, those that go forth briskly are the arrows, those that run swiftly
and go ahead are tha horses, and those that regulate the afair are either the angels or the
leaders wlw have control, the afair undoubtedly being the victory of the Muslims and the
destruction of the enemy, as the subsequent verses show. This explanation agrees generally
with that of Abu Muslim, as quoted by Rz, and is the one that best agrees withthe
context and the similar commencementof other chapters.
2654 Rajafa signifies it was in a state of commotion, agitation, 01 convulsion (Q-LL),

e\

but
means the people or partyprepared themselves for war (Lth, 0 , Q-LL).
As rdjifah isnot followed by anyqualifying words, it may as well signify theparty
preparing for war as the quakingearth.
Though thefirstmeaningsuitsthecontext
and the mention of the archers and the horses
in the previous verses, I leave it for the
margin, for even the significance adopted leads to the conclusion that wars are prophetically
spoken of here, for the quaking of the land or its being in B state of commotion would
signify the commotion or disturbance among the inhabitants. A general war brings about
a greater commotion in the land then an earthquake.
See 33 : 11, where, 8 great battle
being forced upon the Muslims, they are spoken of as being shaken with a severe shaking.
2655 What must &@8n afterwards inthetranslationstandsforthesingle
word
ar-ridifah in the original, as this is the literalsignifioance of the nominative from radifa,
meaning hu or it followed or came after it or him (LL). I n fact, rddifah would mean
t b cmsepuence of an afair, a significance given under the word ridf by the lexic&&ts
(S,O, Q-LL). The thing that must happen afterwards is the departure
of the power of
the Meaoan opponents, or the destruction of the enemy, and this appears to be the true
aimof the propheoies contained in these verses, a6 the mention of thepaZpitaitating h r t s
and cast-down eyes in the next two verses shows.
2656 It ie the opponents who are referred to in they say.
It is not meant that they
&
d
lsay i t when all the events spoken of-in the
previous ver~eshave come to pass, but that
tw ray t h h MIW,being deniers of the resurrection.
Ca.sJ
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14 When lo! theyshallbe
wakeful.
15 Hasnottherecometo
you thestory of Moses ?
16 When
his
Lord called
uponhimintheholyvalley,

Ar. thee.

a

THE GREAT CALAMITY

1579.

Ar. hmt
thou.
b.thysezf.

Ar. thee.

Ar. t h y .
Ar. t h o u
8houzaat.

17 Go to Pharaoh. surelv he
I has become inordinate.
18 Then
say
: Have you (a
, desire)topurify yourself:
19 And I will guide y o u to
, ~ L Lord
Y
so that you Shodd
fear.
20 So heshowedhimthe
mightysign.
21 But
he
rejected
(the
truth)and disobeyed.
22'Then he wint
back hastily.
23 Thenhegathered(men)
andcalled out.
24 Then he said: I am your
Lord, the mostHigh,
25 So Allah seized him with
the punishment of the hereafter
and the former life.265'
26 Mostsurelythere
is in
this a lesson to him who fears.

i

_SECTION 2
The Oreat Calamity
27-33. Divine
benefits
on man.
$2-46. Thehour of doom.

27 Areyouthestrongerin
creation
or
the
heaven
? He
made it.
28 H e raised
high
its
height,2658 then put it into a
right good state.
29 And H e madedark
its
night and
brought
out
its
light.

34-41. The: befalling

'

~
/

~

of

calamity.

~

~

su
6k;Fl;w s,;
&
p
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2657 The Holy Qur-Bn always makes itself clear by quotiug instances of the fate of the
previous peoples. The nature of the punishment in store for the Meccans is made clear
by citingtheexample
of Pharaoh,the opponent of Moses, whose resemblance t o the
Holy Prophet is stated in 73 : 15, andelsewhere. And how distinctly is it stated that
pharaoh's punishment was the punishment of the hereafter as well as the former Zife,
Even such was to be the punishment of the Meccan opponents, hence there was a sure
k s s a for them in Pharaoh's fate as stated in the nextverse.
2658 Sank means the extent of a thing f r o m the bottom to the top of it, as opposed to
' w p , which signifies the extent of a thing from the top to the bottom of i t (Rz). Hence
samk signifies height and 'ump depth. Theraisinghigh of the height is, says RE,an
allusion to its estremely great bight.
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Ar. thee.

Or Whelk
will be its

taring

p&7m?
Ar. thou

[PUT XXX.

30 And theearth,
He expanded it after that.2669
31 H e brought forth from it
its water and its pasturage.
32 And themountains, H e
made them firm,
33 A provision for you and
for your cqttle.
34 But when the great predominating calarnity2G60 comes ;
35 Theday on which man
shall recollect what' hestrove
after,
36 And the hell shall be
made manifest to him
who
sees.
37 Then as for him whois
inordinate,
38 And prefersthe
life of
this world,
39 Then surely the hejl, that
is the abode.
40 And as for him who fears
to stand in the presence of his
Lord and forbids the soul from
low desires,2661
41 Then surely the garden>hatis the abode.
42 Thev ask ?IOU about the
i hour, whit"& i s iis destinatpwn ?
43 About what? YozL are
onetoremind of it.
44 T o yozcr Lord is the goal
of it.
45 You aw only a Warner to
him who would fear it.
46 On the day that they see
it, it will be as though they had
not tarried but the latter part
of a day or the early part of it.
~

art.

Ar. thv.
Ar. thou
art.

I1

2659 This is B clear statement that the earthwas made after theheaven. No statement
elsewhere should be so interpreted as to contradict this clear statement.
2660 Tdlnmah signifies a calamity that predominates over others (Q, Her-LL) or agreal
or formidable thing (TA-LL). By the a$-fdmnah is generally understood only the Resurrectimt, but it would be equally applicable to any groat calamity such as overtakes a whole
nation, Por instance. And, as I have ahown, such words when usedin the Holy @r-&n
convey a double meaning, signifying the calamity that was to happen in this life as wefl &S
the greater calamityin the hereafter. The words of V. 36, in fact, show that the reference
is more to the calamity of this life, for there it is said that hell shall on that day be m d e
manifest to him who sees, not to d l , so that it Will be Only 8 p&rtial manifestation suchas
often occurs in this life. The hell of the next life is spoken of i n v. 39.
2661 Refraining from going after low desires is the chief s o m e from which
a
paradise.

CHAPTER

LXXX

HE FROWNED
(‘Abasa)

REVEALED
A T MECCA

(42 verses)
-

I
’

i
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SECTION 1
1-10, Prophet’sfrowning atthe blindman.
11-16. Those who accepted
the
truth
shall
be made
eminent.
17-32. Divine blessings on man.
33-42. Thedeafeningcry.

I n thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

.ir. ulee.

1 H e frowned andturned
(his) back,
2 Because there came to him
’ the blind man.2662
i 3 And what would make you
1 know thathe
would purify
himself,

General remarks.
OPENIPI’Gwithatouchingincident
as to how a blind maninterferedwiththeHoly
Prophet’s conversation with some of the chiefs of the Quraish, and how he frowned st this
interference, this chapter, to which the incident
gives its title, really states that those
/poor and humble followers who had accepted the truth would be raised t o eminence, and
therefore the Prophet should notbe anxious if eminent men did not listen to hie message,
ifor while these humble Muslims would be raised to high positions, the eminent men who
rejected the message would be abased. The chapter thus speaks of the greatness to which
the Qur-tin would raise its followers, and of itsconquests in the far future.I t is admittedly
one of the very early revelations, and as such its announcements relating to the future
deserve t o be especially noted.
2662 The very words of these verses show that they relate an incident which had actually
taken place. And the story of the blind matt finds a place in the most trustworthy accounts,
SO that there is not theleaat reason to doubt it. The blind man was 1bn.i-Umm-i-Msktum
(Abdulla son of Shuraih), who oame to the Holy Prophet while he wm explaining the
doctrines of Islam to an assembly made up of the leaders of the Quraish, hoping that
the conversion of eminentmen
would endthetroubles
of Islam.The
blind
interrupting,askedto
be taughtwhat Allahhad revealed to the Holy Prophet.The
Holy Prophet took this untimely interruption ill--he frowltca and t u d his back; on
which he received this revelation.
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Ar. dost

4 Orbecomereminded
so
that the reminder should profit
him 3
5 As for him who considers
himself free from need (of you),
6 To him do you address

Ar. thyself.

yourselJ

Ar. thee.

7 And no blameison
uou
if hewouldnotpurify
hknself.2883
8 And as to him who comes
to you striving hard,
9 And he fears,
10 From him will you divert
you?.selj.
11 Nay ! surely it is (a source
of) eminence,
12 So lethimwhopleases
mind it.
13 In honoured books,
14 Exalted, purified,
15 In the hands of scribes,

thou.

[PART XXX.

~~

Ar. thee.
Ar. w i l t
thou.

Ar. t h p e l f .

This incident showsthat the source of the Holy Prophet’s revelationwas other than his
heart, for in the first place there was no ill-treatment for which the Holy Prophet
I n fact,theProphet’s
shouldhaverepented,as
Rodwell supposeshim to havedone.
inattention to an intruder while he had not yet finished his conversation
was quite natural ;
he did not chide the intruder
for his interruption, but only disliked it and
gave him no
answer, as the words of the Qur-hn plainly show, Secondly, even if he may be supposed
to have repented for not having
given an answer to the blind man, it
would have been
sufficient to have recalled him and treated him more gently. At any rate, if i t were left to
the option of an individual, he himself would be the last person to give permanence to 8
reproval for his own act. However much a man may disapprove
of what he has himself
done, he will never consent to such disapproval being made an incident
that should be
repeateddayandnight
by his own followers. HencethesourcefromwhichtheHoly
Prophet received his revelation was outside his own heart or his own inclinations. I t i s
quite sufficient to show the magnanimity of the Prophet’s heart that he never thought of
suppressing a passage like this, but gave it the samewide publicity as hegave the passages
containing his praise.
It may be noted that the chief traitof the Holy Prophet’s characterwas his great regard
for the poor. There are numerous incidents on record showing how he would do an old
woman’s work for her, and how he, even when the heed of a State at Medina, would carry
the load for one tooweak to bear it ; but no better description of this trait can be given
than thet contained i n those words of comfort addressed by Khadija, the most intimate
companion of his youth : “Never, never will Allah bring you to disgrace, for you are true
to ties of relationship, and you honour your guest and you earn for the indigent and you
help all in their real distresses ” (Bkh). He not only loved the poor from hi8 youth to his
old age, from the time that he ~ 8 an
% ordinary citizen to the time that he became the
ruler of the whole of h b i a , but he himself chose to be classed among the poor in his
life 8 s well as in his death. Even when the wealth of Arabia lay at his feet, and hiswives
cleimeda sharein that wealth, he showed his readiness tosacrifice every comfort, but not
the honour of remaining a poor man.
2663 If the Quraish leaders would not come out of the impurities of sin, the Prophet
W88 not to blamefor it, so that on their account he should even neglect the poor who csme
to him earnestly desiroua to be delivered from the bondage of sin.
own
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16 Noble, virtuous.2664
17 Cursed be man ! how ungrateful is he !
18 Of whatthing
did He
crmte him 7
19 Of a small life-germ ; H e
empowered
created him, then He
kim,e665
20 Then(as for) the wayB e has made it easy- (for
.
him),
21 Then H e causes him to
die, then assigns to him
a
grave,
22 Th.en, when H e pleases,
H e will
raise
him
to
life
again.
23 Nay I but he has not done
what; He bade him.
24 Then let man look to his
food,
25 That We pour down the
water, pouring
(it)
down in
abundance,
26 Then We cleave the earth,
cleaving (it) asunder,
27 Then Wecause to grow
therein the grain,
28 And grapes and clover,
29 And the olive andthe
palm,
30 And thick gardens,
31 And fruits and herbage,
2664 The six verses from 11 to 16 are really a comfort to the Holy Prophet for the hint
contained in the first ten, that the leaders would not mind his warning
or accepthis
message, and that therefore he must apply himself to the poor, who would be raised to
eminence by the Qur-&n. These verses tell him that the Qur-&n
is a tagkirah, which is
generally translated a reminder ;.but see 855, where i t is shown that the word gikr, with
which tagkirah is really synonymous> signifies a source of eminence. I n fact, the context
for vv. 15 and 16 clearly state
that its scribesshall be
here makes this meaning clear,
virtuous men, who shall be honoured in the world. Not only was this true of m e n like
Abu Bakr, ‘Umar, ’Usman, and ‘Ali, who were among the first soribes of the Holy Qur-&n,
but even in its later history great rulers
of empiresearnedtheirlivelihood
b~ writing
copies of theHoly Qur-An. Hencetheprophecy was given as a comfort totheHoly
Prophet that he should not be grieved beoause the rich and the leaders did not accept him,
for the poor who accepted him would be raised to aminence through the Holy Qur-An.
2665 Qaddara-hzi sometimes carriesthe
mme significance as aqdara-ha, viz. he
empowered him, enabled him, rendered him able (Msb, Q, LL), and the meaning here seems
to be that Allah has not only created man, but has
also given him power and ability, so
that he can make progress if he likes. Or, the meaning may be as given in the margin, in
which case the significance would be that He has allotted to man a certain sphere, as H e
hasdonetoeverything
else, in whichhecanmakeprogress.
It does notmeanthat
Allah has decreed that such and such a man should do such and auch good and such and
such evil deeds.
S8*
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3'1 A provision for you and
for your cattle.
33 But when the deafening
cry comes,2666
34 The day on which
man
a
shall fly from his brobher,
35 Ana
mother
his
and his
father,
36 And his spouse andhis
sons37 Every man of them shall
on that day have an affair
which will occupy him.
38 (Many) faces on that day
shall be bright,
39 Laughing, joyous.
40 And (manv) faces on that
day, on them shall be dust,
41 D a r k n e s s shall cover
them.*667
42 These arethey who are
unbelievers, the wicked.
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2666 Sdkhklrah is derived from U
f
i
\
)
meaning
\
i t (a souud) deafened the car by

its vehemence, and hence i t literally signifies a w y that deafens by its veimnence (S, Q-LL).
Hence it is made to apply to the day of resurrection ; but it also means any calamity or
misfortune (Q-LL),
or a seuem calamity (TA-LL).
2667 Thebrightness of the faces spoken of hereindicatestheir
j o y ; theirbeing
covered by the darkness indicates SOWOW or g l o m .

CHAPTER LXXXT
T H E FOLDING U P
(At-Talxfr)

REVEALEDA T MECCA
(29

~

Z’CTSCS)

I n thename of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

O

?

I*JI$j@

General remarks.
THI6 chapter, whose title is taken from the ctatement made in the first verse relating to
the folding up of the sun (for the significance of which see 2666), also speaks prophetically
of the greatness to which Islam would rise, and of the utter failure of all opposition to it.
I t speaks of many things which took place in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet, but at the
same time it contains many references to the distant future, and refers to things which
are clearly being witnessed in our own time. The consequeuce of all that is stated is that
the final triumph of Islam in Arabia, and through Arabia over the whole world, is the
is one of the earliestrevelations of theHoly
greatest of allcertainties.Thechapter
Prophet. There being no doubt regarding its early revelation, the eoncluding statement
that the Qur-Bn was a reminder for the whole world, i,e. for allnationsandall
ages,
deserves bo be specially noted.
2668 The first thirteen verses contain twelve signs of whatisgenerally supposed to
be theresurrection,but
whioh I thinkto be prophetical references, in metaphorical
language,pointing
to thefinalsubjugation
of the powerful opponents of the Holy
Prophet(includinghiscontemporaries
who opposed himpersonallyandthosemore
distant ones who are inimical to the causeof the truth he taught), the resultbeing stated
in the words, i t is the word of an honoured Apostle, possessor of strength, one to be obeyed;
and from I. 19 onwards the significance is that the happening of all these things would
establish that the Holy Prophet is an honoured Apostle, who is not weak as the opponents
think, but the possessor of strength, and that he is one who shall beobeyed. The covering
of the sun is (bn indication that the day of the good fortune of the opponents of Islam
would be over, and that they would be in the darknessof difficulties and distress.
2669 The darkening of the stars indicates complete darkness, for when the Bun is set
the light of the stars helps men. But here
we are told that not only Fould the light of
their day disappear, but
even the small lights, to which the traveller
looks on in the
darkness of the night, would beoome 80 dark that not thefaintest ray of light would be left
for them.
1189
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Or

8ea8.

Or:rnn& t o

ewell.

[PART
xxx.

3 Andwhenthemountains
are made to pass
4 And whenthecamelsare
left,*671
5 And when the wild animals
are made to go f0rth,~~'2
6 And when the cities are set
on fir42673

2670 The passing away of t'he mountains signifies the passing away of the great men,
the leaders of the opponents ; see 1604.
2671 This draws attention to the horrors
of war, the meaning being that when there
is astate of generalwarfarethecamelsareleftwithoutaherdtotendthem.Thus
\ & means I left the camels without a hen? to tend them (Blsb-LL). Or

&.I

because the 'Ishdr or she-camcls (that have been. ten m o n t h s p ~ e g n a n t )are most precious to
their owners, their being left indicates the terrors
of t'he disaster, or beoause the horses,
and not the camels, are needed in wars. But it may be added that similar words occur in
a saying of the Holy Prophet as one of the signs of the latter days, when Islam would be
once more trampled under feet, and when the Messiah would be raised among the Muslims
to establish the superiority of Islam over all other religions of the world. The words
of

e d w Js

thissayingare
@
Y;
1
i.e. the camels shall certainly be
,mgZected so that they shall not be used for going swiftly (from place toplace). The reference
in this saying seems clearly to be to the time when a swifter modeof journeying will come
intoexistence.Therailwaysystems
of the world, and more especially the extension
of
that system into Arabia itself, clearly fulfils this prophecy. I t would thus appear that the
prophecies announced here relate to the time of the Holy Prophet as well as to futureages.
It may, however, be noted that the neglecting of the camels cannot happen on the day of
the resurrection.
2672 Hashara-ha signifies 1% made him t o go folth (LL). The going forth
of the wild
animals is also in reference to battles, because when men assemble
for war in the deserts
the wild animals take flight.
2673 I make a departure here from the ordinary tronslations, leaving the usuil significance adopted by interpreters for the margin, but which I may explain first. Taking the
ordinary significance'of the words, it may be noted that tho xords
used are almost the

v&\ &\

same as in
5 2 : 6, where
or the swollen sea, ismentioned,asindicating
the frustration of the power of the opponents of the Holy Prophet by calling attention to
the fate of the opponents of Moses, who were drowned in the swollen sea.
Apart from that, the word bahr stands for destruction in drab proverbs, the reason being
that unforeseen destruction is more frequently associated with the sea than with the land,
for in the former case there is no help near at hand, and because there was verylittle hope
of the safe return of those who travelled by the sea in early days, for whom a
swoZZen sen
meant
almost
sure
adestruction,
Thus
$\

J\&.\&

we have
the
Arab
saying,

.

&I\

..

L

u\which ,TA explains t h u s : 0 gzlide of the night, thou hast deviated

from tha right w a y , it i s only destruction, or thou wilt see the daybreak (LL). Exactly in

the same way may be explained the phrase
a& J&, \ j\ J occurring in 62 : 3, the
wordfujjirat carrying the same significance
as the word sujjirat here. Ka'b's interpretation that by al-bi!trlr,or tlw seas, is here meant hell (LL) supports the viewadvanced
here, that by the swelling of the Beas, if thatinterpretationisadopted,
is meant the
destruction of the enemy. Another interpretation
(see the significance of sujjirat in what
follows) would be, whm tk seas ore set 0% $re, the allusion in this case being to some such
general conflagration 88 should set the very seas on fire. Such a conflagration took pleoe

a
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7 A nw
a h em
n e anr e
united,a674
8 And when the one buried
alive is asked
9 For what sin she was
killed,2875
10 And when the books are
spread,2676
11 Bnd when the heaven has
its covering removed,2677

in Arabia in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet, and at the present time the world has
been caught in such another conflagration in the great European war which has actually
set the seas on fire,
As for the translation I have adopted, it is based on an equally literal interpretation of
the words. The Ford bihhr is the plural of babr as well as of babrah (TA-LL), and balzraic.
is synonymous with baldnh or ard (S, Q, TA, IAs), and itsignifies a tuwn or a uillage, “ and
the piural bihdl they apply to cities as well as towns or CiZZages” (TA-LL). See also 1.45,
whosays
6$\ u&\ &
i.e. the Arabs call the cities
and
the

>u.\

towns aZ-bil2ci.r. The words babrah (singular of bihdr) and bt&imh

(diminutive of babralr)
are also applied in a saying of the Holy Prophet to Medina. This T o d d leave no doubt that
cities is as literal asignificance of the word bib& as seas. As regards sujjirat, its interpretation as set on fire (LL)
is accepted by all commentators, thefire representing t b wars in
which the Arab cities were soon to be engaged as a consequence of their strong opposition
to the truth. F o r @ representing war see 5 : 64. The alternative meaning of sujjirat is
mixed together (LL), and thereference in this case, too, is to the mixing together in wars, as
is also indicated by the uniting of men in the verse that follows. Whatever interpretation
may be adopted, the signifioance is either the destruction of the powerful enemy or the
occurrenoe of wars.
2674 The meaning is, when each sect or party shall be united with those whom it has
followed (TA-LL) in preparing for the war.
2675 The reference here is to the burying alive of the daughters, a practice ccmmon
among the pre-Islamic Arabs, who, either for fear of hunger or disgrace, buried alive their
femalechildren.Thequestioningreferstothetimewhen,withthepredominance
of
Islamin-Arabia,thisbarbarouspracticewasto
be abolished.
2676 Suhuf is the plural of +ahifah,which means a written piece of paper or of skin.
The reference seems to be to the circulation of written copies of the Holy Qnr-An or its
portions, as it is these that are oalled honoured books in 80 : 13. To bring it about it was
necessary that the forces of opposition should first be made to vanish. This may also be a
prophetic reference to the distant future, which haswitnessed the circulation of books and
papersto a n almostincredibleextent.The
Muslim world didimmenseservicetothe
cause of the circulation of literature in the days of its prosperity, end it is recognized on
all hands that the
revival of learninginEurope,whichhasbroughtaboutthegreat
circulation of books and papers, was itself a direct result of the impetus which Islam gave
to the study of letters.Thusthereseemsto
be adoublereference
intheseprophetic
utterances : a reference to the time of the Holy Prophet and a reference to what arecalled
the latter days in prophetic language. And the wonderful fulfilment of thesa prophecies
in our own days is an indisputable proof of theDivineorigin
of the Holy Qnr-An, for
none buttheOmniscient God couldrevealsuchdeepsecrets
of the future with such
clearness a t such a distance of time.
2677 For anexplanation of thisandsimilar phraqes Bee 2593. Theremoval of the
oovering of the heavenaigni5es the uncoveringof the punishment,for the heaven,a8 it were,
stands for proteotion against disasters, or beotwse great calamities are spoken of as coming
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12 And when
the
hell is
kindled up,z678
13 And whenthegarden
is
brought nigh,2679
14 Everysoulshall(then)
know what
has
it
prepared.2680
15 But nay !* I call to witshrs,
nessb
16 That run their course (and)
hide themselves,2681
17 And the night when it
departs,
18 And the morning when it
brightens,2682
19 Most surelyit is the word
of an honoured Apostle,
20 The possessor of strength,
having
an
honourable
place
with the
Lord
of the Dominion,
21 One (to be) obeyed, and
Faithful in trust.2683
down from heaven. The
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same significance attaches to such forms as a PC,\
\ \ j\
asunder (82 : 1) and &\ sp
\ \ i \ Le. when the heaven

;.ea when the heaven is cleft

(or cloud) is burst asunder (84 : 1). Compare 21 : 32 and 104, and Bee 1665.
2678 The kindzing up of the hell signifies its beingmadereadyto
receive those
opponents of the truth who will be punished in this life. Or it signifies the raging of war,
whichshoulddestroy the enemies of truth.
2679 Thebringingnigh
of the garden signifies fulfilment, in part, of theprophecies
relating to the reward of the faithful, for they were promised gardens in this life as well
ES in the next. Their triumph cver the unbelievers was thus an indication of the nearness
of thegardenspromisedtothem.
2680 The Holy Prophet’s words addressed to the slain from among the unbelievers
at
Badr explain this as regards this life
: 6 ‘ Surely we have found what our Lord promised
to UB to be true : Have you also found what your Lord promised to you to be t r u e ? ”
2681 AI-khunnas is the plural of khdnis (from kluznasa, meaning he went back), meaning
going backward, and signifies the stars in general, because they retire or hide themselves e t
setting, or because they become concealed in the day-time (S-LL), or the planets (Saturn,
Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury), because of their retrogression (S, Q-LL). Al-kunnas
is the pluralof kdnis (from kanma, meaning he, an antelope, entared his kinds, i.0. his hidingglace), meaning anantelopeentering his hiding-place (S-LL),and signifies the stars that hide
thamseZwes in their places of setting (TA-LL), or theplanets, for a similar reason (TA-LL).
The calling to witness of the s t a r s that rutt their course and hi& themselces also draws
attention to the disasters that awaited the opponents of the truth, for which significance
see 2371.
2682 The departing of the nightand the rise of the brightmorningisclearlythe
disappearance of the darkness of ignorance, giving place to the bright light
of the sun
of Islam.
2683 Thecommentatorsgenerallysuppose
the angel Gabriel to be referredtoin
w. 19-21, because they think that the reference in v. 23 is to the angel Gabriel. But the
only conclusion to which the words of the Q u r h lead is that the reference is to the Holy
Prophethimself,
who is clearly dpoken of as your companion. He hadearnedthe
reputation of beingal-amtta, i,e. the faithfwl o m , i n Arabia. P i s being a rnuld’ or ow to be
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22 And your companion is
not gone mad.
23 And of a truthhe saw
himself on the clear horieon.26s‘
24 Nor of the unseec is he a
tenacious conceder.2685
25 Nor is it the word of the
cursed devil,*e*a
26 Whither
then
will you
go ?2667

27 It is naught but a reminder for the nations,
28 For him among you who
pleases to go straight.ZGS8
29 And you do not please
except that Allah please,” the
Lord of the worlds.

obeyed, is also spoken of elsewhere in the Holy Qur-bn in 4 : 64, Andwe did not send
any apostle but that he should be obeyed by Allah’s permission.” His beingpossessor of
strength and honourable propheticallyrefers tohisfuturecareerandtohisultimate
triumph over his enemies.
2684 The Prophet’s seeing himself on the clear horizon is in reference to the resplendence of his light, for which compare 5 5 : 7, and see 2376.
2685 The Prophet (not Gabriel] is here declared
.to be not a tznacious concealer of the
unseen, showing that there are some great prophecies relating to the future
in what has
gone before. And infact,as I have shown, thechapteropenswithprophecies
of the
disasters in store for the opponents, while the latter part speaks clearly of the great and
triumphant future of the Holy Prophet.
2686 I t is not the word of the devil, i.e. these are not the conjectures of a soothsayer :
the prophecies of the Qur-tin shall be duly fulfilled. Sale’s comment is worthy of note :
“ T h e verse is an answer to a calumny of the infidels, who said the Qur-Bn was only a
piece of divination or magic; for the Arabs suppose the soothsayer or magician receives
his intelligence from those evil spirits who are continually listening to learn what they
can from the inhabitants of heaven.” It should be borne in mind that where the Qur-&n
speaks of the listening by stealth of the devils, it is in reference to this old Arab belief. It
nowhem refers t o this belief in words which would shorn that it upholds this old Arab
belief ; on the other hand, there are ample indications that it rejects this belief.
2687 When the prophecies are brought to fulfilment,no refuge shall be left foryou.
2688 HOWbeautifully clear are the words of the Qur-&nI It is a s o u m of eminence
for all the nations of the world, yet, not unless people will follow its directions; hence
it, addsthewords, For hint anamrg you W h o pleases
90 gtlaqht-
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(19 verses)

the
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name
of Allah, the
Beneficent. the Merciful.
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Oenval remarks.
THIS chapter, which receives its title from a statement made in its opening
verses as to
heaven being cleft asunder, is, as it were, a counterpart of the one preceding it ; for while
that chapter, after mentioning certain signs, draws the
conclusion of the final trinmph
of Islam, this refers to that triumph in its opening verses, and as a result of that trlumph
speaks Pso of the utter helplessness in which the opponents would find themselves. Its
date of revehtion does not differ much from that of the preceding chapter.
2689 The first four verses here tell us how a great spiritual rising would be brought
about. The ckaviplg asulzder of ths haue?t stands for the descent of the punishment on
theopponents (see 2593), or if samd istakenhere
as meaning cloud, as noted in the
margin, the meaning may be wlzen t h cloud bursts asunder and pours forth water on the
dead earth; the reference in this case being to the revelation, which is likened to rain.
The dispersing ofthc stars either signifies their disappearance, in which case the reference
is to the disasters that shouldovertaketheopponents
(see 2371), or it isin reference
t o the spreading forth of the teachers of Islam, who art likened to stare. The indication
of truth would dispersethemselvesin
is that atime would come whentheteachers
Arabia,andthenthroughoutthe
whole of the world. The flowing forth of the rivers
is in accordance with what is stated elsewhere in the Holy Qur-An in a parable in 13 : 17 :
“ H e sends down water from the clouds, then watercourses flow with water according to
theirmeasure.
Thus does Allah setforthparables.’’Therivers
flowing forth were
the righteous followers of the Prophet, who, being filled withDivine knowledge, made
it reachthe dry landswithinandwithout
Arabia. (But see also 2673.) The laying
open of the grapes signifies thespiritualresurrection
which was to be broughtabout
by the Holy Prophet, for the reprobatesareclearly spoken of as being in the graves
(35 : 22). Thus all these four
verses speak of the great change that was to be brought
&out in Arabia by the preaohing of the Prophet, while it need not be denied that there
may be o deeper refrrenoe t o t h e great Resuaeotion of the dead.
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A r . thee.
Ar. thy.

Ar. thee.
.ir.t 7 w .
Ar. thee.
Ar. thee.

Ar. thee.
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5 Every
soul
shall
know
what
has
itsent
before and
held back.2uw
6 0 man I what htts beguiled
YOU from your Lord, the Graciousone,
7 Who created you, then
made you complete, then made
YOU symmetrical ?
8 Into whateverform
He
pleased H e constituted you.
9 Nay ! but you give the lie
to t,he judgment,
10 And
most
surely
there
are
keepers over you,
11 Honourable
recorders,
12 They
know
what
you
do.26Q1
13 Most surely the righteous
are in bliss,
14 And most
surely
the
wicked
burning
inare
fire,
15 They
shall
enter
on
itthe
day of judgment.
16 Andtheyshall
by no
meansbeabsentfromit.
17 And what will make you
of judgrenlizewhattheday
ment is ?
18 Again,what
will make
you
realize
what
day ~
of
,
~
hthe
~
judgment is ?
19 Theday
on whichno
soul shall control anything for
(another)
soul;
and
the
commandonthatday,shallbe
entirelyAllah’s.
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2690 This verse supportswhat is saidinthe
previous note. Qaffal holds thatthe
knowledge spoken of here will accrue before theday of resurrection (Rz). A greater
manifestation of the same will, however, take plaoe in the life after death.
2691 That every action of manis recorded andbearsfruitisone
of the principal
angelsaresitting
doctrines of the religion of Islam. Of course, itisnotmeantthat
with pens in their hands and inkstands before them, on desks, like copyists, noting- down
that ai suchandsuch
a timesucha
one didsuch a good or such a bad deed, That
wol~ldbe a distortion of the teaching of t h e Q u r - h . The terminology of. w i h g down,
books, and recorders is only meant to
show that every deed is preserved so that it has
a certain effeot, for the beat. method known to man of p s e r v i n g w h a t has happened is
writing. In what manner it is
preserved, who the angels are that are charged with the
duty of preserving it, in whatform the books will appear &8 evidence against the guilty,are
circumstances which are beyond the compasfl of the present state of our knowledge. But
that & our actions am preserved, the effect of which we must fully witness, is a truth
which omnot be denied. If the gramophone can record our very words e8 we utter them,
in 8 manner previously unknown, why Phould it be regarded as strange that the recording
of our actions is being done in Borne manner whioh we are unable to guess at PWent 7

CHAPTER

LXXXIlI

THEDEFAULTERS
( At- W V )

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(36

Z'C7.SfS)

I n thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

1 Woe to the defaulters,2GO2
2 Who,whentheytakethe
measure (of their
dues)
from
men, take it fully,
3 But
when
they
measure
out to others or weigh out for
deficient.
are
they
them,
4 Do notthesethinkthat
they shall be raised again,
5 For FL mighty day,
6 The
day
on
which
men
shall stand before the Lord
of
the worlds ?
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General remarka.
THISchapter condemns the dejaulters, and is accordingly so called. On the other hand,
those who fulfil theirdutiesshall be exalted.Thusitcontinuesthesubject-matter
of
the precedingchapters.Why
do therighteousprosper?Becausethey
fulfil their
duties and are true to their obligations. Why
do the guilty suff5r and perish? Because
not truetotheirresponsibilities.
I t teachestheutmost
theyaredefaultersandare
rectitude in one's dealings Its revelation belongs to the early Meccan period.

2692 By al-rnu$@jjn are not only meant those who give short measure in weighing
or use false weights and measures. Nuwflf, of which the word here used is a plural, is the
nominative form of faffaja, which signifies he made defective or dtjicient (TA-LL)ina
general sense, and honce you say d)Lc &S & meaning he scanted his household

&

And similarlj
& signifies
he gavetothe
man less than L had Lakenfront him (TA-LL). A saying of 'Umar is
recorded by IAs giving us an idea of the use of the word taffafa. A man did not attend
the prayer in time, and being questioned by 'Umar, offered some excuse, to which 'Umar
replied, taffajta, which IAs explains 8s meaning mgagta, i.e. you have made a default.
Hence the tnu&5?fin are the defaulters, who make a default in any of their duties. The
k k i n g o j ths - w e
and the lneasuring out, in the next two verses, must also be read
in a general sense.

or stinted them in ezpnditure (TA.LL).
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7 Nay ! most surely the r e
cord of the wicked is in the
prison.2693
8 And what will make you
know what the prison is ?
9 It is B written book.
10 Woe on that day to the
rejecters,
11 Who give the lie to the
day of judgment.
12 And none gives the lie to
it but every exceeder of limits,
sinful one ;
13 WhenOurcommunicationsarerecited
t o him,he
says:
Stories
of those of
yore.
14 Nay I rather,whatthey
used to do has become like rust
upon their hearts.
15 Nay ! mostsurelythey
shall on that day be debarred
frotheir
Lord.z884
Then most surelythey
shill enter the burning
fire./
17 Thenshallitbesaid
:
This is whatyou gave the lie
to.
18 Nay!
most
sureiy
the
record of the righteous. shall
be in the highest

&

2693 Sijjin is supposed bysome to be the name of a place of themost degraded
nature, but the occurrence of the word with al in a report shons that it is a common

6 e$

+$ &&

noun: & \
L&
(1.4s).
And
LA gives sijj6n as the
equivale6t of s<jn, meaning a prison ; this is also the interpretation preferred by Zj, A'Ub
andMubarrad (Rz). But this prison should not be taken as signifying a gaol, for the
Q u r h itself explainswhatthis
prison is in the verses that follow. I t is said to be
u zuritter, book. This written book or record, which preserves the deeds of the evildoers,
is called a prison because i t keeps their faculties for the doing of good shut up as within
a prison, and the very consequences of their evil deeds hamper their progress. See vv. 14
and 15, where theactions of the evil-doers are spoken of as becoming a rust on their
hearts, and they are furtherreferred t o as being debarved from their Lord.
2694 The punishment of the wickedie here described as their being debawed from
their Lord. That is their punishment in this life as well as their hell in the next, as
plainly stated in the next verse.
2695 'Illiyylin is said by some to be the plural of 'iZZiy, and by others to be that of
'illiyyah, while still others hold that it has no singular (TA-LL). Like sijjh, some would
make it a proper name, but others rightly consider it to mean (from 'ald, meaning i t was
high) ?*$,
)\d\j
bj\J
a$\3
).J\ &\i.e,ths
highest

d\

+\A\

ofplaces nnd the m o s t exaltcd of grades and the one (bringing a man) nearest to Allah in the
latter abode (IAs). But note that, like sijjin, it is not the name of a place but that of a
record (v. 20) ; Q ana AB give similar explanations. The highst plums are thus the
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19 And what will make you
i know
whatthehighest places
are ?
20 I t is a written book,
21 Those
who
are
drawn
near (toAllah)
shallwitness
it.
22 Most surely the righteous
shall be in bliss,
23 Onraised couches, they
shall gaze ;
24 You will recognize in
their faces thebrightness
of
bliss.
25 Theyaremade
to quaff
I
of a puredrinkthat
issealed
(to others).
26 The sealing of it is (with)
musk;and
for thatletthe
aspirersaspire.
27 And theadmixture of B
i
is a, water coming down upon
them from & b 0 ~ e , ~ ~ 9 ~
28 A fountainfrom
which
drink they who are drawn near
(to Allah).
29 Surely
they
who
are
guilty used to laughatthose
who believe.
30 And whenthey
passed
by them,they winked atone
another.
31 And whentheyreturned
to
their
own
followers
they
returned exulting.
32 And when they saw them,
theysaid : Most surelythese
&re in error ;
33 And theywerenotsent
Lo be keepers over them.
34 So to-daythosewho beieve
shaIl
laughatthe
un3elievers ;2e97

I'

records of the best deeds, which enable a man to soar high and cut off the chains which
bind him to low desires.
!a696 Tasnim is generally taken to be a proper mme, but bearingi n mind what hasbeen
said regarding s$jW and 'iLliyy&, Zj's interpretation, a water coming upon them from
above (LL),is preferable. The water coming from above signifies spiritually the knowledge
of AZbh (Rz), because it is from this source that those who are drawn nigh to Allah (v. 26)
are made to drink, The nature of drinking and of water with regard to the next life cannot
be explained in view of what the Holy Prophet said regarding the blessings of paradise :
' I which neither man's eye has Been, nor has man's ear heard,
nor has it entered into the
heart of a mortal to conceive of them."
2697 The laughing of the believers is not to be takenliterally. The word W i k a h ,
which literally means l a g h h g , also ocoura elsewhere regarding bhe faces of the righteous
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35 On raised couches, they
will look.
' 36 Surely
the disbelievers
are rewarded as they did.
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(80: 30),and signifies only the brighllzess of 7t9pe in titeirfaces. The laughing in this case
simplyexpresses a condition of joywhichshould
make one laugh. The reversal of the
condition of the believers and the unbelievers, in fact, took place in this life, and though
the Muslims were entitled to laugh at those who erstwhile laughed at them, they did not
actually do so, but showed sympathy wiFith them. Thie shows that their laughing in the
heresfter is also spoken of metaphorically ; the indication simply being that their position
regarding supremacy would be such as was that of their enemies,who in that oondition
laughed at the believers.

CHAPTER LXXXIV
THEBURSTINOASUNDER
(ALInshipdp)

REVEALEDAT

~~ECCA

(25 verses)

In thename
j Beneficent,
the

of Allah, the
Merciful.
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Osneral remarks.
THISchapter also receives its title from the statement made in the opening
the bursting usz6nder of Ihe cloud, The subject-matter is similar to that

6

p!&

verse as to

of the previous
chapter : the reward of the righteous and the evil condition of those who indulge in evil is
also assertad. I t is regarded as one of the earliest revelations.
2698 The first five verses of this chapter speak of an ordinary phenomenon of nature, via.
bhe coming down of rain and thegrowth of vegetation, as a referenoe to the transformation
which was to be broughtabout by theDivinerevelation.
For as-sum4 meaning cloud,
see 33. -4s attention is called to this pheuomenon very often in the Holy
Qur-An, when
as.sama and al-urd are spoken of together, I leave the ordinary meaningfor the margin, the
significanoc of the words in the latter case being explained in 2593.

-

2699 AJ I;,j\ signifies he listened

to him (LL). By the cloud or heavenlisteningto

i t a Lord here, and the earth listening to its Lord in
v. 5 , is meant their obedienoe to His
commandment. To both phrases is added the word @qat,
signifying that they are made
suitable or fit for listening to and obeying the Divine commandments, i.e. it is their very
nature to be entirely submissive to the Divine commandments.
2700 Maddahti signxes 7u pulled it, strained it, extend& it by d r a x i q or pulling,
stretched it, extended it (LL). The stretching of the earth signifies the same as its stirring
and atueZEing in 32 : 5 and 41 : 89, '' And among His signsis that you see the earth still, but
when We send down on it the water, it stirs and swells " (41: 89) ; aee 2310, where the
meaning is explained to be the podwing of herbage, the expression here as there signifying
metaphoricallythatDivinerevelation
gives spiritual life t o men. Themeaning of the
earth beingstretched
is clearedup inthenextverse:
i t casts forth what is in it
and b e o m s empty, i.e. the treasure6 of life latent within it are brought to light by the
1114
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4 And casts forth nThat is in
it and becomes empty,
I
5 And listens to its Lord and
is made fit,
6 0 man ! surely you must
strive (to at,tain) to your Lord,
a hard striving until you meet
Him.2701
7 Then as tohimwho
is
given his book in
his
right
bend,
8 He shall be reckoned with
by an easy reckoning,
9 And he shell go back to
hispeoplejoyfully,
10 And as to him who is
given his book behind his back,
11 H e shall call for perdition,
12 And enterinto
burning
be.
I
13 Surely he was (erstwhile)
joyful among his followers.
14 Surely he thought that he
I
1vould never return.
15 Yea!
surely
his
Lord
(ioes ever see him.
16 But nay 1" I call to Fitnessb the sunset redness,
1 7 And thenightandthat
which it driveson,
18 And the moon whenit
grows full,2'oa
19 That you shall most certainly
enter
one
state
after
another.2703
I

Ar. thou.
Ar. thy.
br.thou.

~~

coming d 2 m of the rain. I n case the alternative meaning given in the margin is adopted,
the levelling of the earth would mean the sweeping away of the great men who considered
themselves as firm mountains, and its listening to the Lord would indicate the ultimate
obedience of the people to the Divine commandments. That is, if we take the description
of the heavenandtheearthno
toapplytothis
life. As regardsthefinaldisruption
explanation is needed.
2701 This is the conclusion to which a consideration of the first five verses leads. Man
must strive hard to attain to his Lord. Those who do this are ultimately joyful (v. 9), but
those who give themselves up to the pleasures of this life (v. 131 shall afterwards be in a
sad plight (v. 11).
2702 Verses 16-18 draw attention to another phenomenon of nature, thereby indicating
the departure of the power of the Arabs. The shufap.,or the sunset redyss, stands here for
the disappearing sun of the power of the Arabs, the night of adversity which was now
t o overtake them, driving before it what vestige of light had remained. But they were not
to remain submerged in darkness for ever, for the mcon (the Holy Prophet) hRd already
made its appearance and would soon grow full, when the Arab nation was to march forth
to conquer the world.
2703 Thew words make the meaning of the first. three verses clearer still. Their
first
stato was one of power, which was now to wale before the Holy Prophet, being likened to the
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20 But whatisthematter
withthemthat
t.hey do not
believe,
21 And whenthe Qur-&n is
recitedtothemthey
do not
makeobeisance?*
[
22 Nay ! thosewho
disbe1 lievegive 'the lie to the truth.
23 And Allah k n o m best
whet they hide,
24 So announceto them a
painful chastisement,
25 Except those mho believe
and do good ; for them is a
reward that shall never be cut
off.

!

evening glow which remains for a short while and then departs ; then there was to follow
the night of adversity, entirely driving away the light, i.e. sweeping away every vestige of
power before it ; t,his was to be followed by a new state, in which the moon (the symbol of
the Arab nation) was to appear in its full lustre. The commentators
understand in this
verse a prophecy of the final triumph of the Holy Prophet (Re).

.

CHAPTER LXXXV
T E E STARS
(ALBurdj)

REVEALEDA T MECCA
(22 verses)

-

I

In thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent,the Merciful.

I

Consider. the heavenfull
1 of 21stars,
And thethreatened day,
~

1

3 And thebearer

of witness
whom the
I witness is borne.2704
4 Cursed be those on the
1 trenchz7"'
I 5 Of the fire (kevtburninni
with fuel,
I 6 When they sit against them,
I 7 And thev
are
witnesses
of what
thiy
do with
the
believers.
1 andthoseagainst
~

\

A

v/

~

~

-

General remarks.
THIS chapter takes its title from the mention in the first

verse of heaven full of stars,
shows that if
they reject their prophet the star
of their good fortune will setwiththerejection.
In
the early Meccan period this chapter may be placed among the earlier revelations.
as referring to the prosperity of the Arab nation. Reference to past history

2704 The three opening verses draw a comparison bet,ween the first condition of the
opponents of the Holy Prophet and their final state
as predicted by the Holy Prophet,
The h m d n full of stars stands for a prosperous nation, for which see 2371. As against
this prosperous state of the nation is the threatened day, i.e. the day of the downfall of
their power, because it was with that that they were again and again threatened. The
bearer of the &ness is the pophet of a nation, and those agailzst whom the witness is
borne are the rejecters of the prophet (Ra).Attentionisthuscalled
to thefate of the
previous opponents of the prophets, and the Arabs are told that the star
of their good
fortune is bound to disappear.
2705 Thecommentators
give threedifferent versions of thestorysupposed
to be
referred to in this verse, the most well known being that the reference is to the persecution of some Christians by Zu Nawas, a king of Yemen, who was of the Jewish religion
(Rz).But Al-Baghwi thinks that the reference is to Nebuchadnerrar's casting Shadrach,
Meshaoh, and Abednego into the fiery furnace (Dan.3 : 19-21). I think there may, as
well, be a prophetical reference here to the great
Arab army against which the Muslims
were compelled to defend themselvea by means of a trench, in what is called the battle of
the Allies or thebattle of theDitch.The
words of v. 7, andparticularly of Y. 10,
clearly ahow that the reference here is to the enemies of the Holy Prophet, who persecuted
the believing men and the believing women. The fir6 kept burning with the fuel need not
be taken literally, for the A*# ltende for W M .
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i

dr. thy.

Ar. 'arsh.

896.

Ar. thee.

8 And they did
not
take
vengeance on them for aught
exceptthatthey
believed in
Allah, the Mighty, the Praised,
9 Whose isthe kingdom of
;
the heavens andtheearth
and Allah. is aWitness of all
things.
10 Surely (as for) those who
persecute the believing men
and the believing women. then
do not repent, tgey shall have
the chastisement of hell, and
theyshallhavethechastisement of burning.
11 Surely (as for) those who
believe and do good, they shall
havegardensbeneath
which
rivers flow, thatisthegreat
achievement.
12 Surely the might of your
Lord is great.
13 Surely He
it
is
who
originates and reproduces,
1 4 And H e is the Forgiving,
the Loving,
15 Lord ofthe
the
Glorious,
16 Thegreat
doer of what
H e mill.
17 Has notthere
come to
you the st,ory of the hosts,
18 Of Pharaoh and Samood?
19Nay! those who disbelieve are in (the act
of) giving
the lie to the truth.
20 And Allah encompasses
them on every side.
21 Nay ! it is glorious
a Qur-An,
22 In a guarded tableb27OB

[PART XXX.

CHAPTER LXXXVI

T H E NIGHT-QOMER
(A.t-!priq)

REVEALEDAT MECCA

’I
8

269.

Ar. thee
*r.what,

(17 verses)
I n the.name of Allah, the
Beneficent,the Merciful.

1 Consider” theheavenand
the comer by night;
2 And what will make you
know how great the comer by
night is ?
3 The
star
of piercing
brightness ;27”7

& J hL.J L4& > l l a ,

/ /

I

/+,/

Oeneral remarks.
THIBchapter states how great was the difficulty which the Prophet had before him in
bringing light to his benighted countrymen, and it is for this reason that he is called the.
c m r by night in the first verse (which description gives the chapter its name), i.s. one

who appeared at a time of total darkness and one who stood in need of knocking at the
doors which were shut against him. But
he is given the comfort that a spiritual resurrection will be brought about. Before his advent the whole world had been submerged in
a gulf ot ignorance,and the night had lasted
for fullysixhundredyears,and
it was
no easy taskto awaken the world fromsuchalongand
deep sleep. Thatthe Holy
Prophet was acquainted with the difficulties of his task is borne out in this chapter,which
is olsssed among the earliest revelations. The
reference to plans in vv. 15, 16 does not
show that that part was revealed later, for while it is true that plans against the Prophet’s
life were formed very early, the reference in these verses may be prophetical.
2707
(from $my, primarily
meaning
the striki9Ig a t l t i q ) originally signifies
a comer by night, because one who comes by night finds the doors shut, and knocking at
the doors becomes necessary (IAs). T’he cmter by night is here the Holy Prophet ; the
revelstion of the Qur-An is also spoken of as taking place on a blessed night (44 : 3 and
97 : 1). The reason is that the Holy Prophet appeared when total darkness apread on the
earth, and no one ever stood more in need of knocking at the doorswhich were shut
against him and fastened with strong
bolts. It is noteworthy that Jesus compareshis
dvent to that of a thief; If the goodman of the house had known in what watoh the
thief would come, he would have watched.
Therefore be ye also ready : for in such
an hour a6 ye think not the son of man cometh” (Matt. 24 : 43,44). It may a h be
added that apj?driq is also the name given t o the m i n g star (8, 0, Q-LL),because it

...
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4 There is not a soul but
over it is a keeper.2708
man
5 So let
consider of
what he is created :
6 He is created of water
pouring forth,
7 Coming from between the
back
theand
ribs.2709
8 Most surely He is able to
return him (to life).
9 On the day
when
hidden
thingsshallbemademsnifest,*710
10 He shall have neither
strength nor helper.
6 m.
11 Consider" the cloud pouring rain,2711
1 2 And theearth
splitting
;
plants)
(with
13 Most surely it is a decisive
word,a712

[PARTxxx.
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comes in the end of the night. But in that sense too the word is applicable to a great m n
or a chief, as in the saying of Hind on the day of UQud, quoting proverbially what w&s
said by Az-Zarqa Al-Iyadeeyeh when Kisra warred with Iyad :

c;,ir\r&

&'

* *\J

&y

+ VJL

uk &

i.e. " We are thedaughters of the morning-star : we bend not to a lover : Ice walk upon
likening him to the
pillows, where the meaning is that we are the daughters oj a chief,
star in elevation '' (0,TA-LL).

G u ,&

In the third verse "the comer by night '' is called
\
\ or the star of
piercing bvightness (in reference to the other significance of at-$drip),indicating that the
-comer by night is a star of such resplendent brightness that all darkness mill be dispelled
before him.
2708 Thoughthe words aregeneral,andsignifythatthedeedsdone
by man are
guarded so that he cannot escape their consequences, there is also a comfort for the Holy
Prophet here that his opponents shall not
be able t o harm him and that in time they
shall meet their doom. This is made very clear at the end of the chapter.
2709
\> sL which may signify either water poured jorth or water pouring forth,

3

means the spernta genitale. The expression between the back and the. ribs is a euphemism.
A similar expression oocur6 in a saying of the Holy Prophet :
*A&\

AJ &i
>&A

&La

A
&
&
& J&W

i.8. Whoever gives me a guarantee as to what is between his two jaws and what is between
his two feet I will guarantee for him the paradise; where what is between his two f a t is a
euphemism.Delicatesubjectsrelatingtosexualrelations
or sexualdesiresare
never
referred to in blunt words in the Holy Qur-6,.
2710 Notethisdescription
of theday of resurrection.Thehiddenthingsarethe
consequences of one's good or evil deeds, which will be made palpably manifest in the
shepe of gardens and fruits or chains and fire,
2711 Raj' signifies ma@, or rain (Zj-Rz), and this interpretation is generally acoepted
by thecommentators;theconnectionwiththeroot,meaning
returning, is explained
variously : Because God returnsittimeaftertime,
or because the clouds raise water
from the se&s and then return it to the earth'I (BP-LL).
2712 The decisive wwd is t h e Holy Qur-Bn. Just as when rain comes down, the earth
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Or,make a
scheme.

Or,m k e a
soheme.
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I,

14 And it is no joke.
15 Surely they will Jighzt a
i fight,
16 And I (too) will f i g h t a
i
ht.
'g17
So grant the unbelievers
a respite : let them alone for a
while :2713

I

5 C&&j

must produce vegetation, so the coming of the Divine revelation is bound to raise dead
nationtolife,
and noeffortsagainstit
would hamperits progress. There is also a
reference to the doom of the unbelierers in v. 10 in the words he shnll Itawe Wither
strength IMT heZpe7.
2713 Whatever doubt thore may be as to the sigaifioanoe of this chapter is dispelled by
the last three, verses, which speak of the plans of the opponents t o destroy the Holy
Prophet an$ the Divine promise that their doom will Boon overtake them.

CHAPTER LXXXVII
THE

XOST

HIGH

(dl-A'ld.)

REVEALEDAT M E C C A
(19 verses)
In thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent,the Merciful.
Ar. t h y .

Ar. tlm.
Ar. t h o u
shalt.
Or, forget.

1 Glorify thename of your
Lord, the Most High,"714
2 Whocreates,thenmakes
complete,
3 And Whomakes(things)
according to a measure,then
guides(them to their goal),2715
4 And Who
brings
forth.,
herbage,
5 Thenmakesitdried
up,
dust-coloured.
6 W e will make you recite
so y o u shall not forsake,
7 Except what Allah
pleases ;2116 surely H e knows

General remarks.
AFTENTION having been drawnto the difficulties of the Holy Prophet, we haveherea
promise that those difficulties will be made easy ; He wiZ2 make y m way smooth to a state
of ease. The title of this chapter is taken from the injunction to the Prophet toglorify the
Most High Lord, thus indicating the high position to which he would rise. The reference
to the scriptures of Abraham and Moses in the concluding verse is to show not only that
the Holy Qur-&n agrees with
previous scriptures in essential principles, butala0 that those
scriptures contain prophecies of the Holy Prophet's advent. The ohapter
belongs to the
early period bf the Prophet's revelation at Mecca.
2714 The gloridoation of the Most High is an allusion to the high eminence to which
the Prophet himself was to be raised.
2715 The making complete of the creation in v. 2 eigniiies its making such that it is
adapted to tha repuiremata of wisdom, which is the real meaning of the word sawwd.. The
a certain measure so that it cannot
third verse states that everything is made according to
go beyond that limit, and then Allah has shown to every created thing the way by which
it can attain the perfection which is destined for it. The whole is in special reference to
. the Holy Prophet's attaining to the goal of his perfection, whild the two verses that follow
point to the fact that as herbageis dried up after a certain period, so the opponents of the
Holy Prophet shall also be brought to naught.
L &\ themeaning
being that the
2716The iZU (mupt) ishere an

e

Prophet shall not forsake (or forget) anything which Allah has taught him, but he should
1189
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the manifest, and what is
hidden.
Ar. thy.
8 And We will make your
way smooth to a state of
ea~e.2~~~
9 Therefore do remind, surely
reminding does pr0@.2~1*
10 He who fears will mind,
11 And the most unfortunate
avoid one will
it,
12 Who shall enterthe great
fire ;
13 Then
therein
he shall
neither live nor die.271s
14 E e indeed s h a l l b e
successful who purifies himself,
15 And magnifies the name
of his Lord and prays.
i 16 Nay ! you prefer the life
of this world,
17 While the hereafter is
better and more lasting.
18 Most surely this is in the
earlier scriptures,
19 The scriptures of Abraham
and M0ses.27~0

'
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forsake such things as Allah pleases. For nisyctn not only signifies aotually forgercmy a
thing, but also forsaking it intentionally, for, as Rgh says, nisyrin may be applied to thel
which is done intentionally. He says that n i s y d n is of three kinds, the last of which is
described as being If;
&\ & a&.
4 i.e. purposely, so that man
t u r n it out of his mind altogether. And even if the meaningof n i s y d n may be taken tobe the
forgetling of a thing, the 6th verse is, as Rgh holds, a guarantee from Allah that He will 80
ordain that the Prophet shall n o t forget what he hears of the truth. The words what Allah
pleases therefore refer not to that which the Prophet learnsfrom Allah, but that which he
was made to forget, or forsake, because Divine revelation brought something better in its
place. There is nomention of any doctrine of abrogation here. Compare 2 : 106 and see 152.
Moreover, i t is absurd to suppose that any verse which the Prophet was made to forget
was removed also from the writing to which it was consigned as soon as revealed or from
the memories of the numerous companions who committed it to memory and recited it in
their prayers. In fact, the chapter belongs to so early & period, that even if it be Supposed
for the sakeof argument that abrogationwas needed at a later period, it was not necessary
at the timeof the revelation of this chapter.
2717 The words predict the Prophet's triumph and the removal
of the distress in which
Islam was.
2718 For in,meaning qad, i.e. surely, see LL,which quotes numerous instanoes from
the Qur-An as well as from Arabic literature and poetry.
2719 There is no lije in hell, for life is only for the righteous; neither is there death,
because death signifies a state of complete rest.
2720 The preference of the good of the hereafter to the transitory advantages of this
life is the one great truth preached by all the Prophets, But the reference here is to the
prophecies concerning the Holy Prophet which are to be found clearlyindicahd in the
revelations granted respectively to Abraham and to
Moses ; see 168 and 70. Or,the essential
principles of religion are meant, whioh am common to nll the great religions.

CHAPTER LXXXVIII
THE OYERWHELPING EYENT
(At-Glzdshiyah)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(26 verses)
In thename
of Allah,the
Beneficent,theMerciful.
Ar. thee.

1 Has not there come to you
the news of the overwhelming
event 12721
2 (Some)facesonthatday
shall be downcast,
3 Labouring, toiling,
4 Entering into burning fire,
5 Made
to
drink
from
a
boiling spring.
6 Theyshallhaveno
food
but of thorns,
7 Which will neitherfatten
nor avail against hunger.
8 (Other)faces on thatday
shall be happy,
9 Well-uleased
because
of
their strivhg,
,
10 In a loftygarden,
11 Wherein you shall not
hear vain talk.
i 12 Therein is
fountain
1 flowing.
~

Ar. tho?&

~

2721 The great '' overwhelming event" is no doubt the resurrection, but the punishment of the opponents of the Holy Prophet is, i t is equally true, the overwhelming event
af this life, and the two descriptions of the two parties that follow apply to an utterly
discomfited and disappointed enemy and to the faithful in the hour of their triumph.
1184
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are thrones reised
1 high,1314 Therein
And drinking-cupsready
placed,
15 Andcushionsset
in a
row,
16 And carpetsspread out.
17 Willthe
not thenconOr, canlez~. sider the c l o u ~ how
, they are
created ?2722
18 And theheaven, how it
is reared aloft,
19 Andthemountains,how
Or, net
they
are raised high,
dcJW71.
20 And the earth, how it
is
made a vastexpanse?
21 Therefore do remind, for
Ar. thou
1 you are onlyareminder.
art.
A ~ thou
.
22 You are watcher
not
a
art.
oyer
them
:
’
23 Butwhoeverturns
back
anddisbelieves
24 Allahwili
chastisehim
with the greatest chastisement.
25 Surely
to
Us is their
turningback,
26 Thensurelyupon
Us is
the taking of their account.

1

~

~

~

I

~

i

~~

2722 Ibil means, according to Sbu ’Amr Ibnul ‘Ala, clouds that boar the water for rair,
(TB-LL). As this significance suits the context better, I adopt this instead of the usual
rendering, the camels, the mention of the clouds along with heaven, where they exist, end
with mountains, whioh cool the vapours SO that they pourdown water, and the earth,which
benefits by that water, being in accordance with whatis said in many other places.

CHAPTER L X X X I X
THE DAYBREAK
(ALFajr)

REVEALBDAT MECCA
(30 verses)
I

In the
name

1 Beneficent,the
a m .

1
I

I,

of Allah, the
Merciful.

1 Consider'
daybreak,
the
2 And the ten nights,
3 And the even
odd,
the
and
4 Andnight
when
the
it departs.2723
5 there
that
Truly
in
is an
who possess
oath for
those
understanding.

o,)\&\&p>
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6eneral rsmarka.
THE important Daybreak which gives its name to this chapter is the first morning of the
month of zuZ&j, or the month of the pilgrimage, becsuse pilgrimage gave Mecca a great
importance as a trade centre and made its residents enjoy a life of ease, the trade of the
whole oountry being brought to their very doors. A warning is given here of punishment
that must overtake the city, as the cities of previous nations, 'dd, Samood, etc., had been
destroyed, I t is one of the earliest revelations, though the opinion of one writer &a to its
being a Medinian revelation is not wanting.
2723 There is a great variety of opinion as to what is meant by the daybreak, the ten
nights, and ths even and the odd. I think the reference is to the importance attached to
Mecca (which is mentioned as the city in the commencement of the next chapter),because
it was made the oentreby pilgrims resorting to it from all partsof Arabia, B oircumstance
which contributed toits becoming a trade centre. The daybreak would thus signify thedaybreak of the fistof the monthof Zulpijja ; the f-mnights would stand for the first ten nights,
the tenth day being the b y of sacrifices ; the even would stnnd for the two days following
the tenth of Zulhijja, during which certain rites of the pilgrimage were performed, the odd
signifying the thirteenth day, which was also a day for the performanceof certain rites, but
it is distinctly mentioned because those who desired oould depart on the evening of the
twelfth. Bee 2 :203. Mecca, on m o u n t of the pilgrimage, had become not only the religious
metropolis of Arabia, but also the centre of its trade, and its prosperity therefore depended
on the pilgrimage, and it isof this that theMecoans are reminded, being told in theverses
that follow how mightier nations than they were previously destroyed on aooount of their
wiokednese.
lfse
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6 Have you not considered
how your Lord dealt with 'Ad,
7 (The people of) Aram,2724
possessors of lofty
8 The like of which were not
created in the (other) cities ;
9 And (with)Samood, who
hewed outthe
rocks in the
valley,b
10 And (with) Pharaoh,the
lord of hosts.=
11 Who committed
inordinacy in the cities,
12 So they made great mischief therein ?
13 Therefore your Lord let
down upon them a portion of
the c h a s t i ~ e m e n t . ~ 7 ~ ~
14 Most surely your Lord is
watching.2'26
15 And as for man, when his
Lord tries him, then treats him
withhonourand
makeshim
lead an easy life, he says : My
Lord honours me.
16 Butwhen He tries him
(differently), thenstraitens
to
him his means of subsistence,
he says : My Lord has disgraced me.2726A
17 Nay ! but you do not
honour the orphan,
18 Nor do you urge
one
I another to feed the poor,2727

2724 Aram WRS, according to one account, the name
of the grandfather of 'bd, from
whom the tribe took its name (see 903), end according to another, the name of a city in
which i t lived (Rz).
2725 Saut signifies primarily the mising of one thing with amother (Rgh). It then
comes to signify a whip, but here means a portion or a share (S,Q-LL), the significance
being that they received a portion of the punishment here, the other portion overtaking
themafterdeath.
Or, inconsonancewiththeroot-meaning,itmay
be interpreted a8
meaning a mixture prepwed for them of various punishments (LL).
2726. The watching of the Lord refers to the punishment in store for the Meccans: the
Lord is watching their deeds aud will soon overtake them.
2726.4 The statement in v. 15 re1 ltes to the state of affluence of the Meccans, and that
in v. 16 to their disgrace, which was to be brought about in this very life because of the
wrong they did to the poor and the weak out of the desire to hoard wealth, &8 the verses
that follow show.
2717 Verses 17 and 18 (as also the 19th) show how the Prophet felt for the orphans, the
poor, end the weak, so much so that he warns his powerful and wealthy opponents that
their indiflerence to the orphans and the
poor and their injustice to the weak shell bring
down upon them the Divine judgment, which shall shatter their power. As he was in the
beginning 80 he remained to the end, a true well-wisher of the weak and the oppressed.
And when he had the power he brought into prsotioe what he taught in theory before, by
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19 And you eataway
the
heritage, devouring (everything)
indiscriminately,27**
20 And you love wealth with
exceeding love.
21 Nay ! whentheearth
is
made to crumble to pieces,
22 And your Lord comes and
(also) the angels in ranks,a
23 And
hell
made
is to
appear on that day.2'29 On that
day shall man be mindful, and
what shall being mindful (then)
avail him ?2730
24 He shall say : 0 ! would
that I had sent before for (this)
\
,
my life !
25 B u t on that day shall no
one
chastise
with
(anything
like) His chastisement.
26 And no oneshallbind
with(anything like) His bindine.2731
"027 0 soul that art at rest !
28 Return to your Lord, wellpleased
(with
Him),
wellpleasing (Him),
29 So enteramong My servants,
30 And enter into My gar3en.2732

providing for the orphans and the poor out of the public funds, thus forestalling the Poor
Laws and Old Age Pension systems by thirteen centuries. See 9 : 60.
2728 Among the Arabs women and young children were not allowed to have any share
in the inheritance, because they could not fight the enemy.
2729 The crumbling to pieces of the earth, the coming of the Lord with angels, and the
appearance of the hell, equally refer t o the portion of punishment in this life as to that in
the next. The earth crumbled, the angels came, and hell appeared in those great battles
which, commenced by the unbelievers themselves, ultimately brought utter d i s c o d t u r e t o
them, and swept them off the face of the elrth. It should be noted that the coming of the
angels t o assist the Muslim cause in the battles is repeatedlyspoken of in the Holy Qur-&n.
Fire signi6es war.
2730 Being c ' mindful I' is of little avail to a man when the thing he is warned of has
made its itppearanoe.
2751 Every one shall be bound by the consequences of his deeds, and this will no doubt
be a unique punishment and a unique'' binding."
2732 The concluding verses of this chapter refer to the highest stage of the spiritual
development of man, the stage i n which he rests m t e l t t e d with his Lord, and h d s his
is the stage of life which we term
quietude, his happiness, and his delight in Him, This
the heavenly life. The pure and perfect sincerity, truth, and righteousness of a person are
rewarded by Almighty God by granting him a heaven upon this earth. All others look to a
prospective paradise, but he enters paradisein this very life. It is at this
stage, too, that B
person realizesthat the prayers and worship which at first appeared
to him m B burden are
redly B nourishment on which the growth of hi8 soul depends, and that this is the basis
of
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his spiritual development. He then sees that the fruit of his efforts is not to be reaped in
a future life only. The spirit-which in the second stage, although blaming a man for the
impurities of life, was yet powerless toresisttheeviltendencies,
or toblotthemout
wholly, and too i d r m to establish a man upon the principleof virtue with firmness-now
reaohes a stage of development in which its efforts are crowned with success. The state of
strugglewithsinfulpropensities
passes away, an entirechange comes oyer the nature
of man, and the former habits undergo a oomplete transformation.

CHAPTER XC
THE aITY
(81-Balad)

REVEALEDAT M E C C A
(20 verses)
I n thename
of Allah,the
Beneficent,theMerciful.
a

m.

b 9498.

Ar. t h o u
shalt.

1 Nay !a I call to witnessb
this citp27332 And you shall be made free
from obligation in thiscity2734-

Oeneral remarks.
TEE city spoken of in the first verse, from which this chapter receives its name, is Meccathe city which had been warned in the last chapter of punishment overtaking it &E it had
overtakenformernations.
Butit was to be theProphet’scity,andthereisaclear
prophecy in the second verse that a time would come when not only would the Muslims
be not persecuted in that city, but they would even enjoy freedom from all obligations
in i t ; the clearreferencebeing to the establishment of their rule therein. Thus there
is a clear propheoy here of the conquest of Mecca by the Holy Prophet, and this
was
necessary because the Prophet was the true well-wisher of the poor, the oppressed, and the
orphans. By general consent the chapter is regarded as one of the very earliest revelations,
110 much BO, that it is assigned to the first year of the call.
2733 By thir, city is meant Hecca (Re), where theProphet was at the time
of the
revelation of this chapter. The very existence of Mecca was a witness of the great power
and howledge of the Divine Being, and particularly
to an Arab, who knew for certain
bow thousands of years before Abraham had prayedfor a city tobe raised in that wilderness
where he had left one branch of his descendants. It was also a witness of the truth of the
Holy Prophet, for the prayer
of Abraham also included the raising of a prophetfrom
among the posterity of Ishmael ; see 168.

2734 The words

w\

\,j+

p &\

areparenthatical.

Hill is an i d n i t i v e

noun, andsignifies the same as h l d l , meaning in a state which is the opposite of Wrdrn,
and hence i t signifies free from o b l i g a t h M responsibility with respect to a thing.
English translators havegenerally adopted a different translation : And thou a dwelkr
in this land (Palmer); and thou residest in this territory [Sale) ; ths soil 0% which thou dod
dwell (Rodwell) ; which is wrong, because balkz, as meaning nazala, i.e. he alighted, or abode,
or lodged in aplace, has its infinitive bultbl or bull (LL)and not bill, which is the word
occurring here, Some commentators have also been led into this error. The signi6osnce
llwl
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i n make.

3 And the begetter and
whom he begot.2735
4 Certainly We havecreated
man to be in distress.2736
5 Does he think that no one
has power over him ?
6 He shall say : I have
wastedmuch wealth.2737
7 Does he think that no one
sees him ?
8 Have We not given him
twoeyes,
9 And a tongue
and
two lips,
10 And’ pointedout t o him
the two conspicuous ways ?2738

which I adopt is in accordance with the true
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significance of the word BiU, for you say

+

meaning youare frw fvom obligation or responsibilitywith respect
to such a thing. The statement in this oase is prophetical, indicating that the Prophet
would be made free from obligation in respect to the sacredness of the territory of Mecca,
being allowed to enter it by force (Bd), as he didat the conquest of Mecca, to which, in fact,
the words refer. There is also a saying of the Holy Prophet in support of this, according
to which, while speaking of the saoredness of Mecca, he said: &Ly \
&

3&

JU e i.e. and even I w a s made fra of obligation with respect to it only for a n hour of
the day.
Some commentators consider the significance to be, you are made Eawful in. this city,
by which is to be understood the legalization of the Holy Prophet’s persecution in the
sacred territory of Mecca, which was looked upon as inviolable, so much 80 that even its
game was not killed nor were its trees cut (BQ).
2735 The great begetter is none other than Abraham, the progenitor
of the Arabs, and
by w h he begot is meant either Ishmael,who assisted Abraham in raising the foundations
of theSacredHouseat
Mecca, or theHolyProphethimself,
who was theobject of
Abraham’sprayer.BothAbrahamandIshmael
were witnessestothetruth
of the
Holy Prophet.
2736 Kabad meansdistress or difficulty,and the alluaionhereseemsto
be to the
powerful opponents, who are in the next
verse spoken of in general terms of a similar
character,thinkingthat
“no one has power over” them; the
words thusrefer prophetically to the distress in store for them, and this is in faot what is aimed at in this
chapter. But the words may also be taken,generally, the significance being that man’s
existence is necessarily one of struggle with dificultks in this life, and notwithstanding
this, he thinks thatno one has power over him.
2737 The referenoe ie apparently to the ultimate state
of the opponents when, after
spending all their wealth
in opposition to the Holy Prophet, they should find that the
Prophet’s oause has triumphed, and would then say that they really wasted their wealth
in oppositiontohim.Asimilarstatement
is contained in 8 : 36, Surelythose who
disbelieve spend their wealth t o hinder (people) from the way of Allah ; so they shall spend
it, then it shall be to them an intense regret, then they shallbe overcome.”

au\

2798 Najd signifies & \
(Rgh), or accordingtoothers €G>I
,>
$ p s i
(Rz),
i.e. a c~upicwrusway. The two conspicuous waysare, by the general consent of the

9

commentatorsandaccordingto a saying of the Holy Prophet,
1 J;c and
I &
i.e. the way of good and the way of evil (Re). Both Wag6 are pointed out to man, and he is

~
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11 But hewould not attempt
the uphill road,
12 And what will make you
comprehend
what
the
uphill
road i s ?
13 (It is) the setting free of
a slave,
14 Or tBe giving of food in a
day of hunger.
15 To
an
orphan,
having
relationship,
16 Or to the poor man lying
in the dust,.2739
17 Then he is of those who
believe and charge one another
to show patience, andcharge one
another to show compassion.
18 Thesearethepeople
of
the right hand.
19 And (as for) those who
disbelieve inOurcommunications, theyarethepeople
of
thelefthand.
20 On themisfire
closed
over.

at liberty to choose which he will. The two eyes (v. 8) will enable him to distinguish good
from evil, while with the tongua and the Zips (v. 9) he can ask, if he cannot see, for himself.
2739 The doing of good to the oppressed, the poor, and the orphans is called an uphill
road, because of the difficultyof doing it. Theconstant reference to the helping of the poor
of the
and the orphans and the setting free
of slaves brings to light the real character
Holy Prophet, who is described by one knowing him most intimately as
me who earned
for those who had n o means themselves. Islam is the only religion which enjoins the dutyof
granting freedom to slaves, and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, may peace and the blessings
of Allah be upon him, is the only founder of a religion who showed the noble example of
freeing all slaves that he ever had and helping in the freedom of others : yet the Christian
missionarieslaudtheanti-slaveryendeavours
of ChristianityandblameIslam
for not
taking any steps to uproot slavery. There is even a suggestion that such precepts regarding
the nobility of liberating slaves as exist in the Meccan chapters were abrogated
by later
revelation (see Wherry), a preposterous statement in view of the plaindirectionsgiven
in 9 : 60 (thelatest revelation) to spend a part of the public funds in purchasing freedom
for slaves.

CHAPTER XCI
THE SUN
(Ashshams)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(15 werses)

-

1

I n the
name
hlerciful.
Beneficent.,
the
2090.
Ar. her.
a

Ar. 7te.
Ar. her.

I

of 411ah, the

1 Consider" the sun and
light,2740
2 And the moon when
borrows light from him,2741
3 And thedaywhenit
poses it to view,27'2
4 And the
night
when
drams B veil over it,2743

o s \ d \ & p ,
/

I

his
she

exit

General remarks.
THE Prophetisthe
Sun of righteousness(the word giving itstitietothischapter),
with whose rising the way to perfection is pointed out to
man, but only those who purify
themselves are really successful, while those whogive themselves over to corruption fail
to attain the object, The case of Samood is given as en illustration. Like the last chapter,
it is one of the earliest revelations.
2740 Ash-shams, or the sun, is feminine, and al-gamsr, or the moon, masculine, in the
Arabic language, as opposed to English. ?u!wi,though generally applied to the ear@/part
of the forenoon after marise, also signifies light, which is the meaning here.
2741 TaZi-hB literally signifies i t followed him, but according to Rgh this is sometimes
(in one thing following another) in body, and sometimes in imitating in respect of proclicanwnt. Hence he explains talB-hd in this verse as meaning following i t i n the way of
imitation and in respect of rank, because it borrows Zight front the sun. Farra takes this to
be the real meaning, for he says : such a one follows such a one in respect of such a thing,
meaning 7u takes from him (Ra).Hence the real
significance of the words is, w b t she
borrows light front the sun.
2712 By the generality of the commentators the personal pronoun in jolld-Fd is taken
to refer to ad-dumyd, i.e. the world, though it is not mentioned here, because,
as Kf says,
in such cases the meaning is clear, as they say: ~ > J 4
L
\ i.e. it was coZd, meaning

the morning, though they do not mention it in words (Rz).
2743 The personal pronoun in yaghhdhd also refers to a d - d m y d (i.e. the world), though
some would interpret it 88 referring to the sun.
39'
ma
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Or,Him

who made
it.

Or,Elm

tulm e z -

tnlcled it.
Or,B i m
who ma&

it perfect.
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5 And the heaven and its
makc,

6 Andits
earth
and
the
tension,
7 And the soul end
its

JY

per-

fection,2744
8 So H e intimated to it by
inspiration ’its deviating from
t,ruth and itsguarding(against
evil) ;2748
9 H e will indeed be successful who purifies it,
10 And he will indeed fail
who corrupts it.2746
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2744 I take the md in vv. 5-7 as being mz&riyyah, and hence the translation. The
difficulty suggested by Kf is not a real one, because the nominative in alhamahd, in v. 8,
may be taken to be the Divine Being. But even if the mri may be taken to be maugzlhh,
the meanidg is clear as given in the margin, the m i referring t o the Divine Being in all
throe cases, for not only ism ~ very
i
often used for man in the Arabic language, as in 4 : 22,
but the reference in the use of mci is also to the majesty of the person spoken of, the
statement boing equivalent to consider heaven and that great Omnipotent Being who made it.
Attention is drawn in this, the R h , verse to the perfection of the soul, and thus to ita
spiritual and moral requirements, as the first six
verses speak of its physical requirements.
The Almighty Being has made the sun and his light, themoon, the day and the night, the
high heaven and the vast earth, all for the benefit of man ; yet these things only serve his
of the soul, the spiritual
physical necessities. As to the arrangements for the perfection
requirements must also be fulfilled, and this is stated in vv. 6-10.
2745 The verse is afitting sequel tothestntementmadeinthe
previous verse as
regards the perfeckion of the soul, as it points out the way to perfection. The connection
is shown by thefd, whichis used for ta’pib. I t is through inspiration that the soul is
made perfect, because inspiration makes clear the two ways, fujzir, or the way of deviatim
from the truth, i.e. tlle way of evil, and tap&, or the way of guarding against evil, or the
way of good. I t is by avoiding the former and walking in the latter that perfection can be
attained. I t should be clearly understood that both Rodwell and Palmer
are wrong here
in translating the verse as meaning, And breathed into ititswickedwss
and its picty
(Rcdwell) or, And taught it its sin and its piety (Palmer), for the statement in this form is
notonlycontradicted
by the whole of the Qur-An, but is alsoself-contradictoryand
meaningless ; because the words would thus imply that when a man left evil and did good,
it was Allah who breathed it into him to do so, and when he left good and did evil, i t was
again Allah who taught him to do so, which is manifestly absurd. The next
two verses
also belie such a statement. Nor
do w e stand in need of adding anything to the original
to arrive at the true significance, as Sale has done by inserting the words faculty of d k .
tinguishing and power of choosing, which are wanting in the original. Al-hama-hti signifies
heszaggested to him (LL),
and the statement thus corresponds with 90 : 10,1‘ And pointed
out to him the two conspicuous
ways.” I have added the words by inspivation because
ilhdm always @ides
an intimation by inspiratkm from the Divine Being, as Egh says :
L i And this i s peculiar to that which is intimated by Allah.”
Rs says thr intimatior.try
inspiration of good and evil means the making a man to u n h s t a n d and k.rtow them both,
and he adds that this explanation is accepted by Ibn-i-’Abbas and the most trustworthy
of the commentators.
2746 Zakki-kt is from sakd, meaning it ittcreased, rand therefore primarily the word
signifies he made it to increase or t M v e (Msb, TA-LL), and dass&h4 is from h s a - h z i ,
meaningprimarily he hid it or concealed it. Thesecondarymeaning
of the former is
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11 Samood gave thelie (to
the truth) in theirinordinacy,27*7
12 Whenthe most unfortunate of them broke forthwith

1 them:
"ihk: (Leave
Alleh's apostle said to
alone) Allah's she.

,

oemel, and (give) her to) drink.
14 Butthey called hime
liar end slaughtered her, therefore their Lord cruRhed them
for their sin and levelled them
(withthe ground).
15 And Hefears not its oonsequence.2748

Lpurifled it, and that of thelatter L corrupted it. The adoption of these two words
really indicates that the facultiesnecessary for perfection are given to every man, but there
ere some who make them thrive by their development and others who corrupt them by
allowing them to remain concealed, not displaying them to their advantage.
Note the Quranic lam of salvation: it is thepurification of the soul from ell dross that
makes e man attain the goal, and its corruption by indulging in evil that makes him feil
in attaining the true object of his life, This verse gives us o clear indication of the true
condition of the Prophet's mind.
a741 The verse gives an instance of those whose end is failure on account of the corrupt
manuer of their lives, giving at the same time o warning to the Meccans that if they
continued in their evil course and did not turn to righteousness, following the call of the
Prophet, but molested him as Samood molested their prophet, their end would be the
same. If they followed theProphetthey would attain to perfeotion, but if they went
against himthey would be given over todestruction as mere the farmer people, who,
heedless of the warning of their prophets, indulged in evil.
2748 Allah does not care for the consequences of the punishment t o a people when they
are found deserving of such punishment. The consequences include their children being
left without protectors ana supporters.

CHAPTER
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T H I NIGHT
('41-LaiZ)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(21 verses)
I n the
name
hlerciful.
Beneficent]
the

of Allah,
the

O

~
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1 (Consider)* the night when
it draws a veil,
2 And the day when it shines
in brightness]
3creating
the
And
of the
female,
the andmale
4 Your striving
is
most
surely
(directed
to)
various
(ends).2749
5 Then as for him who gives
away and guards (against evil),
6 And accepts the best,
7 W e will facilitate for him
theeasy end.
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oeneral remarks.
THEobject of this chapter is to show that the Night of unbelief andignorance(hence
the title of it) will give place to the light of the day, for inasmuch as men strive after
different objects, those who strive to establish good shall have facility, while those who go
afterevilshallfindthemselvesin
difficulties. I t is also one of the earliest revelations.
The statement that the chapter
wit? revealed on account of Abu Bakr and Umsyya bin
Khalf canonly be acceptedasmeaning that Abu BakrandUmayyaarethe
two most
prominent examples of the strivers aftar good and the strivers after evil respectively in the
early history of Islam.
2749 Thefourth
verse describes theconsequence to which a oonsideration of the
ciroumstences in the first three verses keds. The night draws a veil over all things, while
the day sheds light upon them, and these two serve as an evidence that as the variation of
darkness and light leads to different ends, so man's striving for good and his striving for
bad must lead to diffxent consequences, the one being compared to the light
of the day
and the other t o the darkness of the night, The creation of themaleandthe'femalo,
which stands for the creation of the whole of animlte nature, because all living beings are
created either male or female, is also a witness to the same truth, for there we find every
one striving for an end, and every one reaping according to the manner of his striving.
1196
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8 And as for him who is niggardly
and
considers
himself
free from need (of Allah),
9 And rejects the best,
10 We will facilitate for him
the difficult end.
11 And hiswealth will not
avail him when he perishes.2730
12 Surely Ours is it to shorn
the way,
13 And most surely Ours is
the hereafter and the former.zijl
14 Therefore I warn you of
the fire that flames :
15 None sha,ll enteritbut
the most unhappy,
16 Who gives the lie (to the
truth) and turns (his) back.
1 7 And away from it shall be
kept the one mho guards
most
(against evil),
18 Who gives away his
wealth,purifyinghimself.
19 And no one has vith him
any boon for which he should
be rewarded,
20 Except the seeking of the
pleasure of his L 0 r d , 2 ~the
~~
NostHigh.
21 And he shall soon be wellpleased.
2750 The two examples given i n these vwses represent those who accept and those who
reject ths Holy Prophet respectively. The end of the former is easy, the e n d of the latter
dificult, being nothing other than perdition. If the verses refer to Abu Bakr end Umayga
bin Xhalf respectively, as asserted by Qaffal, these are only two typical cases ; t h e end of
the former wag ease, in that he was made the ruler of Arabia, and the end ,of the lather
was clearly
perdition,and
his w d t h did not availhimwhenDivinejudgment
over.~
took him.
2751 The hereafter iu~ludes thelife after death as well as the future of this life, while
the former refers to thepast.
2752 The pleasure of the Lord is the only boon €or which a man should hope, and hence
$his is the goal of a Muslim's life-his paradise in this as well as the next life. This is in
accordance with whah is said in 9 : 72, one of the latest revelations : " And Allah's goodly
pleasure is the greatest (bliss) : that is the mighty achievement." Let those
ponder who
hanker aft$ ,showing differences i n the earlier rand thelaterrevelations
of the Holy
Prophet. The object and aim of Islam, the goal to which It invited people, remained one
and tho
same under.all the varying circumstances of the Holy
Prophet's life.
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CHAPTER XCIII
THE BlARLY HOURS
(A@-.pu&d)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(11 verses)
I n thename
of Allah, the
Beneficent,theMerciful.
1 Consider" theearlyhours
of the day,
2 And the night when it
covers with darkness.
3 POUT
Lord has not forsaken
you., nor has He become displeased,2753
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Qeneral remarks.
chaptor draws attention to the gradual spreading of the light of the sun of Islam,
andistherefore given the title of The Early Hours of the day. The last
two chapters
metaphorically speak of the advent of the Holy Prophet as the rising of the sun, and the
metaphor is continued here. As the sunshine is not fully resplendent immediately after
the rising of the sun, so the truth would only shine in its f u l l brightness gradually. I t is
on all hands considered to be one of the earliest revelations.
THIS

2753 Though the light of the g u n is not resplendent during the early hours of the day,
yet its comparison with the darknessof the night is sufficient to show the change brought
about.Even so was the case of theHolyProphet,
In theearlydays of hismission,
though his truth was manifest from thelight which shone
on Arabia by his advent, as
compared with the total darkness that prevailed in the peninsula before his coming, i t
sun, and the resplendence of his light was to be brought
had not yet shone like the midday
about gradually, as the next verse shows. The commentators narrate varying reports to
the effect that the verse was revealed on t h e occasion of B long puae in the deacent of
revelation to the Holy Prophet, twoor three days aocording to Bkh,the unbelievers myiing,
.accordingto one of thesereports, that Allah had forsaken Muhammad and become
diqleased with him (Rz), That revelation was sent down tothe
HolyProphet at
intervals is a fact, and theverse may have been revealed to him as a solace, that the pause
in revelation was not to be attributed to Divine displeasure ; or the words may have been
addresaed in a general sense, that the Prophetwould never be forsaken, but that hiscause
would grow stronger day by day and triumph in the end, a8 shown in the verses that
follow.
1198
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2754 Such is truth that, although it may gain ground only inoh by inch, after severe
struggle with the forces of falsehood, yet it does oontinue to advance. Every succeeding
movement was to be better for the Holy Prophet than the last, and this not only proved
true in his lifetime, but remains true to this day, and shall remain true
for ever.
2755 Abdulla, the Holy Prophet's father, died about three months before he was born;
his mother, Amina, died whenhewas six years old. Hisgrandfather, Abdul Rluttalab, who
took care of him after his mother, died two years later, and from that time he remainedin
charge of dbu Talib, his uncle, who was alive when the Holy Prophet received the Divine
message for the regeneration of mankind.
2756 This verse is for the Christian missionary the crowning evidence
of the Holy
Prophet's sinfuluess." He would not for a minute consider what the Holy Qur-Bn says
elsewhere. That erring is not the significance of d i l l here is shown conclusively by 53 : 2,
which says: '' Your companion did not err." Now, one who is spoken of as never having
erred in one place could not be desoribed as erring inanother, while both revelations belong
to about the same period, oh. 93 being, if anything, earlier than ch. 53. Nor do the two
verses contradicteachother.Themistakearisesfrom
not payingattentiontothe
breadth of conception of the words, and insisting on attaching always the same signscance
toaword,whetherthecontext
allows it or not. As for theassertionthattheHoly
Prophet was a worshipper of idols before he was called to prophethood, it is absolutely
as hisjourney
toSyria in the
false. Thereareauthoritativereportsthatasearly
company of his uncle he expressed his strong hatred for idol-worship. Of his childhood
manyanecdotesarerelatedbyhisunole,
Abu Talib-whose greataffectionfor
the
Prophet withstood the opposition of the whole of his nation later on, when the Quraish
rose upagainsthimto
a man-which
afford strong evidence of thisabhorrence of
idol.worship. Abu Talibtold his brother Abbas that he neverfoundMuhammad(may
peace agd the blessings of Allah be upon him) telling a lie, nor did he ever witness in him
derisiveness or ignorance fjdhiliyyat) ; nor did he ever go out with children, taking part
in theirsports.Let
us firstconsider thecontext. Vv. 6, 7, 8 standin close relation
respectively to vv. 9, 10, and 11: v. 6 tells the Prophet that he washimself an orphan, and
the conclusion thatheshouldnot
therefore oppress theorphan isdrawninv.
9;
similarly, v, 8 speaks of the Divine favour on him in making him free of want, and the
conclusion is drawn in v. 11that he should therefore announce the Divine favour on him.
Thus it is clear that v. 6 stands in close relation t o v. 9, and v. 8 to v. 11, and the conclusion is evident that w. 7 and 10 refer to the same subject. Now, V. 10 plainly speaks of
3 n wiL0
~
asks to be guided to the truth, or a petitioner generally who needs the help of
another,beingunable himself to do a thing OF undertakeatask (see nextnote).The
Holy Prophet was no doubt a sdil in this sense. He did not worship idols, but neither
could he, without the helpof Allah, fmd out the way for the regeneration of his people, for
which his soul yearned so eagerly. Hence hs was unabls to see ths way by himself,and the
word $dZl signifies one who is p6rpleZed and unable to see the way for himself, for the verb
galla, of which $611 is a nominative, signifies he was perplexed and unabls to see his Tight
CouTse (Ibn us Saeed, TA-LL). The true significance of the word is thus that Allah found
the Prophet in questof the way, but unable to chalk out a way for himself, and therefore
He
him by Divinelight.
In thismanner waa theProphet told not BO chide any
('
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0 And 6od you in want and
make you to be free from

petitioner, and to render help to him as Allah had helped him. Oc @ZZ also signifies one
w7m becomes lost (TA-LL) in the pursuit of some objeot, as Jacob’s children speak of their
father as being in daldl (Rgh), Le. lost in thelove of Joseph, and thus the meaningmay be
that the Holy Prophet had so devoted himself to the quest of the right m y for the world
that he had lost himself in that quest.
Rz gives twenty different explanations of these words. I n addition to what has been
said, I may notice the first
of these, which is based on the authority of Ibn-i-’Abbes,
Hasan, Dk,and others, according to which
d d l l means ghdfil, i.e. not knowing prophecy
and t.he injunctions of law; and this explanation is in accordance with what is said
iu
42 : 52 : ‘ I And thus did We reveal to you an inspired book by Our command ; you did not
know what the book was, nor what the faith was, but We made it a light, guiding thereby
whom We please of Our servants.”
The verse quoted above also corroborates the explauations given above, for the gist of
these explanations is the same as that of 42 : 52, via. that he did not know how to guide
others t o the right path, but hewas ansious for them, andso Allah showed him the way.
2757 Finding the Holy Prophet in want, and freeing him
of want, do not refer to his
temporal or pecuniary circumstances only (if they refer to them at all), but also to his
spiritual needs and the satisfaction of the same; or they refer to his loneliness at first
and the gathering round him
of men afterwards to help his CCLUSB (Rz).
2753 No otherteacher in the world haslaidsuchgreatstressuponthecare
of
orphans. I n one of the many of hissayingshesays:
He who takes care of the o q h a n
and I a r e like these two (showing his two fingers close to each other). In another he says :
Wllen ths orphan weeps, his team f a l l into thehand of the Bemficeltt God (Rz).
2759 The Tvord sdil occurring inthis
verse isinterpretedgenerally
as meaning
n beggar. But petitioner, or me who asks, is a muchbetterrendering,
for it retains
thebreadth
of the originalconception.Hasan,however,interpretedthe
word as
i.e. he who asks about knowledge, and
this
interpretation

meaning

is

corroborated by what is related in the openingverses of ch. 80 (Ra). This interpretation is,
moreover, in consonance with the chief object of a prophek’s mission, whichaims at
spreading true knowledge.
2760 The d’mat, or the favour, is no other than revelation, the greatest of all Divine
favours, as it is recognized to be throughout the Holy Qur-An; and, in fact, this ww the
favour which the Holy Prophet continued t o announce throughout his life. JIujahid says

( l;h! I

&

‘&,d 1 cfu“ i.e. this favour is the Qur-An (RE).

CHAPTER XCIV
THE EXPANSION
(81-Inshirdlk)

1
I

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(8 cerses)
In the name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

I

General remarks.
THIS chapter, li!re its predecessors, also comforts the Prophet. His difficulties
were not
to continue, but would soon be followed by ease, and i t was a sufficient indication of this
that his breast was cvpencd or expanded for the truth (whence the title of this chapter).
Thegreatburdenwhichalmost
broke hisback,his
deep anxiety for humanity,had
been removed by the Divlne grant of revelation to him.
In feet, this chapter is closely
connected with the precrdingone, as both show that the Holy Prophet had suffered great
anxiety on account of fallen humanity, and it was Divine revelation that ultimately took
him by the hand, thus guiding his steps and relieving his groat anxiety.

9

2761 What is meant by J &\
or the expading of the breast, becomes
clear by a reference to Moses’ prayer in 20 : 25, where exactly the same words occur :
6 , ~ \ k‘) ‘‘ 0 my Lord ! expand my breast for me.” The same words occur

4 rr;j

also in 6 : 126, with the same significance:
“ Therefore (for) whomsoever Allah intends
that He should guide aright, He expands his breast for Islam,” and a,s opposed to this itis
added : ( 4 And (for) whomsoever He intends that Heshould cause him to err, He makes his
breast strait and narrow.” There is a report according to which Gabriel opened the breast
of the Holy Prophet
while he was yeta boy in the charge of his nurse, and washed
his heart ; the authenticity of this h a s been questioned on critical grounds by Qazi (Rz).
But even that criticism, I think, is due to a misconception, for the same incidentia related
t o have taken place again when the Holy Prophet was entrusted with his Divine mission.
The incident was therefore evidently a kashf, or a clear vision, which signifies exactly
what t h expandi?zg of the breast signifies on the several occasions mentioned above. AH
says : Tha expanding of the breast signifies its illunzinatwn with wisdom and its vastness for
the reception of whet was lo be leveaied to hint.” This is what is accepted generally, but it
is better to give the words a wider significance, including what is said here, as well as the
serere stmgyles which he was t o nteet in iwiting nten to d t y a d the possibility of aflictww
le01
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3 Which pressed
heavily
upon your b a 0 k , ~ 7 ~ ~
4 And exalted for youyour

eminence ?2763
5 Surely with difficulty is
ease.
6 With difficulty issurely
easeQZ7M
7 So when you are free, strive
hard,27GJ
\

Ar. thou
art.

arising from the persecutiom of the unbelievers. Raghib gives a similar explanation, viz.
its expansionwithDivinelight
and tranquillity. Proof of the breastexpansion in this
senseisabundantlymetwithintheProphet’slaterlife
: (1) I n hisprayingforthe
forgiveness of hisenemiesaftertheirpersecutionshadreachedtheutmostlimit,
whileotherprophets,asNoah
(71 : 26) and&loses (10: 88), prayed for the destruction
of theirenemies. (2) In his actually forgiving his severest enemieswhen he conquered
Mecca, an incident unparalleled in temporal or saored history. (3) I n t h e broadness of his
morals, (4) In enduringthehardesttrialswiththegreatestforbearanceandwithout
ever uttering words of impatience such as are met with in the lives
of other prophets,
as the words, Eli, Eli,lamaSabachtani,uttered
by Jesus. (5) I n thecompletetrust
which he retained in the Divine Being when facing the greatest dangers. (6) I n t h e great
fortitude shown on various occasions. (7) In performing with the utmost exaotitude his
multifarious duties as a spiritual teacher and guide, asa legislator, as R judge, as a general
leading his forces to war, as a king and ruler, as alovinghusband,as
an affectionate
of the interests of the poor and the orphans, and as
father, as a friend, as a guardian
occupying a number of othercapacities.The
expansion of the breaststands,in
one
word, for t h greatness of t L h a r t of the Prophet.
2762 The burden which pressed heavily upon his back signifies anxiety for raising his
people from the ignorance and superstitions in whioh they were involved. Compare 26 : 3 :
“Perhaps you will kill yourself with grief because they will not
believe.” It may refer
to his anxiety as to how he would be able t o bear the heavy, burden of prophethood (Rz),
(also oompare Moses’ prayer in 20 : 26, And make my affair easy to me,” uttered along
with his prayer for the expansion of his breast) ; or as to his protection fromevery sin and
purification from every dross. The removal of the burden signifies the relief of anxiety by
i.e. I
way of mubQZagha, or exaggeration,as you say ? J ~ > I -&

a &,

have removed f r o m you the suffering of the visit,thoughthere
was no visit and consequently no suffering (AH).
2763 This is a clear prophecy of the glorious eminence to which the Holy Prophet was
to be raised, being uttered at a time when he was alone and unknown. For gikr, meaning
eminence, see 855 ; but even if aikr may be interpreted as meaning m e d o l t , the significance
of the verse still remains the same.
2764 I n consonance with what is mid in v. 4, the ease refers to the ultimate triumph of
the Holy Prophet, andthe diflcuZty to the trials which he was then undergoing, though the
Passage as well reveals a general law
of nature that diffioulty is followed by ease. The
statement is repeated, showing that Islam
would twice be undergreatdifficultiesand
trials, and that on both occasions it would comeoutwithultimatetriumph.There
are olear indications in theHoly Qur.&n and in the sayings of theHolyProphet of
the trials and diffiaulties of Islam in the latter
days, as great as those at the time of
its birth, and t h e reference in the repetition
here is probably to that, and to its b d
predominance over the religions of the world.
2i65 Pafagha must be followed by a word tomake clear its signifiosnoe. Thus

ij

mean8 ha waspee, or sacant, frmn u p a t i o n ; and

2 Y I c;r.
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8 And make your Lord your
exclusive object.

m a n s he had finished the affair; and

3 means

he applied himelf exclusitwely

to him (LL). As ;aracJhta in this verse is not followed by any such word, the oommen-

tatorsmakevarioussuggestions,sometakingthemeaningtobe,hehadfinishedthe
tuorldly uffaws, some the p a y e r s , some the obligatory prayers, and so on (Rz). I think
the Prophet’s being free signifies his freedom f r o m anriety, in reference to what is said
in the previous verses, because allthose verses show thattheProphet’sanxiety
was
completely removed. Hence, being now free fromallanxiety,
he was to strivehard
for the regeneration of his people and make his Lord his
exclusive object. The derived
word fi~igh,
occurring regarding Moses’ mother in 28 ; 10, also signifies free from altziety ;
flee 1872.

CHAPTER XCV
THE FIG
(At-TtTt)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(8 verses)

I

"_

I n the
name
of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

~

~~

~

~~~

~
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1 Consider" the fig and
the

Oeneral remarks.
THISchapter shows-by

drawing a comparison between the Mosaic dispensation (of which
to this chapter), which mas towitheraway
the Fig isasymbol,thusgivingitsname
like the fig in the Gospel, and the Islamic dispensation, which is represented by the olive
(which being neither Eastern nor Western, oil
its would light the world for ever)-that man
is so created that he can rise to the highest degree
of eminence if he sets before himself
the right principles and acts on them, and that he degrades himself to the lowest position
in creation if he is not guided by right principles, or, being so guided, fails to act upon
them, Thus it refers to the perfection to which the superstitious Arabs should
be raised
throughtheHolyProphet,
&s a nation reduced to the abject condition
of slavery in
Egypt had been made a ruling nation by Moses ; at the same time giving a warning that,
astheIsraeliteshad
failed toabide by thosenobleprincipleswhichhadbeenthe
means of their exaltation and had again been subjected to disgrace, a similar fate would
befall the Muslims if they did not abide by those noble rules
of conduct through which
they attained to greatness and
glory. The chapterbelongstothesameearlyperiodas
theotherchapterspreceding
it, thoughsuggestionshavenotbeenwantingastoits
being a Medinianrevelation,which,however,being
devoid of foundation,neednotbe
takenseriously.

2766 The fig and the olive stand respectively for

the law given on mount Sinai and

that revealed .In the sacred city of Mecca; and the two verses that follow make it clear.
It must be remembered that acomparisonbetween
Moses andtheHolyProphet
Muhammad is introduced in very early revelations, as here and
in 62 : 1-6 and 73 : 15.
That the fig stands for the Jewish dispensation is a fact admitted by dl commentators
of the Bible, and this is the
significance underlying that otherwise inexplicable circumstancerelatingtoJesuscursingthefig-treeanditswitheringaway.
I t issaidin
Matt. 21 : 19 that Jesus, coming from Bethany early in the morning and finding himself
to be hungry,drewneartoafig-tree
so thathemightgathersomefigs:andseeing
nothing but leaves upon it, he cursed the tree, and immediately it withered to the
root.
Even theChristianCommentators
of theBiblehavehadtoadmitthatthisaction
of
1204
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4 Certainly We oreated man
in the best make.
5 ThenWerender
him the
lowest of the lorn,
6 Exceptthosewho
believe
and do good, so they shall have
a r e w a d never
to
b; cut 0 f f . 2 ~ 6 ’
7 Then mho can give you
the lie after (this) about
the
judgment?
8 Is not Allah thebest of the
Judges 1 2768
-

Jesus signified therejection
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of theJews.
Jesus’ actionreallymeantthattheJews
resembled thefig-tree,whichhad
only leaves but no fruit, and even the leaves,representingastheydidtheiroutwardactions
of piety,should
now witheraway.The
rejection of the Jews is more plainly referred to by Jesus in the parable
of the garden
(Jlatt. 21 : 33), whichendswiththesignificantwords
: Thekingdom of God shall be
taken from you and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof” (Matt.
21 : 43).
The words of Ihe Holy Qur-An we are commenting upon give us to understand that the
Muslimsarethatothernation.
It may be added thattheprophetJeremiah
also
compares the Jewish nation to two baskets of figs, the good figs standing for the righteous
from among the Jews and thevile figs for the wicked ones (Jer. oh. 24).
As regardsthe olive, some Biblereferences no doubt hint at that
also as being a
symbol of the Jewish nation, but the Holy
Qur-&n compares it here to the law of tha
Holy Prophet Nuhammad, may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon him, and this
is explained and clarified by a later revelation
: A likeness of His light is as a pillar on
which is a lamp, the lamp is in a glass, (and) the glass is
as it mere E brightly shining
star, lit from a blessed olive-tree,neithereastern nor western ” (24 : 35). Here clearly
Islamisrepresented by the olive-tree and hence the
olive must be taken for 8 symbol
of Islam.
The comparison shows that whereas the law given on mount Sinai passed away like
thefig-treein Jesus’ parable,thenewlight,,litfromthe
blessed olive-tree,was never
to be extinguished, because it belonged neither to the Eastnor to the West, but was meant
for all men in all ages, while Moses’ law was limited by considerations both of time and
place. Thus, in this place, there is a hint touching the universality of the Holy Prophet’s
mission.
2767 The consideration of the mission of Moses as well as that of Muhammad (peace be
on them) leads to one and the same conclusion,via. that man has been created in the best
of moulds, i.e. with enormous capability for progress, but he abases himself 80 as to make
himself the lowest of the low, ES thaidol-worshippers by bowing low before such inanimate
objects as stones, or as the Israelites by neglecting the injunctions which had been given
tothemthroughtheprophets.
All theprophetsfrom
Moses downto Jesus, andthe
Holy Prophet Nuhammad, laid stress upon the fact that obedience
to Divine commandments was the true source of man’s greatness. The words contain
a general law for the
advancement of man as well as a prophecy relating to the high degree
of perfection to
which the Arabs were to be raised by the Holy Prophet, and the impending fate of the
Meccan opponents, who were to be abased and brought low in the land if they did not
respondtotheProphet’scall.Only
by a wild stretch of imaginationcouldthewords
be applied to the so-called fall of Adam and its supposed consequences. Adam’s departure
fromthegardencouldnot
be describedasthelowest
of the low, andthe exception
regarding believers shows the reference to be to the general condition of man.
2768 Both this verse and the one preceding it refer to the, Divine judgment awaiting
the rejecters of the Holy Prophet. The J u d p e n t is as well B judgment of the guilty in
this life as in the next.

CIIAPTER XCVI
THE CLOT
(AZ”A2ap)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(19 verses)

I

1

~

In the name of Allah, the
Beneficent, the Merciful.
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Cteneral remarks.
TEZ first five ve.rses of this chapter are by universal admission the k s t revelation which
the Holy Prophet received. In thearrangement of chapters, however, it isgivenits
present place because the chapters preceding it lay the greatest stress upon the perfection
andeminencetowhichthe
Holy Prophet was torise, as well astheperfectionand
eminence to which he was to raise those who followed him-a goal which could not be
attained by human effort ; and hence the opening words of this chapter tell him to seek
the assistance of the Divine Being. The chapter is called
2% Clot because of the statementmadeinthe
second verse that Allahoreatedmanfroma
clot of blood, which
contains a hint that, as a beautiful human form is evolved out of such a humble origin,
even 80 ths Holy Prophet would be made to rise to the greatest eminence from the humble
circumstances in which he was placed.
2769 On the authority of Bkh as well as other refiable reports, the first five verses of
this chapter are agreed to be the first revelation that mas received by the Holy Prophet
in the Hira, though suggestions are not wanting that it
was preceded by the PiitiBah,
or thattheopening
verses of the74thchapterformthe
first revelation.Thelatter
statement has been shown to be erroneous in the introductory note to the 74th chapter,
while the former is also unsupported by sufficient authority. The words
in the name of
your Lwd signify bg th assistaw of your Lord. The circumstances attending this first
revelation are met with in trustworthy reports, and from these it appears that the
Holy
Prophet’s first reply to the angel who brought this message
wag, that he was unable to
read. Thisleaves no doubt as to the HolyProphetbeingunabletoread
or write.
2770 ’Blag signsea a clot o j blood as well as attachment and love (TA-LL). The former
significance is the one generally adopted, because of the mention of ’ahpah in the prwess
of the creation of man in other places in the Holy Qur-An. While there can be no abjection
tc this Significance, 88 indicating the insignificanceof men’s origin, thereby referringto the
greatness to which the Prophet was to be raised from a humble beginning, I note in the
1806
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3 Read and your Lord is
Most Honourable,2771
4 Who taught (to write) with
the pen,2778
5 Taught man what he knew
not.
6 Nay ! man is most surely
inordinate,
7 Because he Bees himself
free from want.2773
8 Surely to your Lord is the
return.
9 Have you seenhim
mho
forbids,
10 A servant
when
he
prays ? 9774
11 Have you considered if he
were on the right way,
1 2 Or enjoined
guarding
(against evil) ?
13 Have you considered if he
gives the lie tothetruthand
turns (his) back ?

margintheother
significance of the word. There is also areportaccording
to which
Almighty God said : I loved that I should be known, so I creatad man. Hence the creation
of man, or more properly of the Perfect Man, in the image of the Divine Being is due to
the attribute of l o w in Him, This attribute is the groundwork of sufi-ism in Islam. I n
the mention of man I think there is a special referenoe t o the Perfect Man, or the Holy
Prophet.
2771 Rabb, as explained in 5, is the Bosterer, and being such, enables a person or thing
to attain one stage after another, until it reaches its
goal of completion, and hence in

q$y\

aJthereisa

reference tothegreatgoal

of honourandglorywhichthe

Prophet was to be made to attain.
2772 The mention of the pen in this the very first revelation of the Holy Prophet is
significant, and it not only indicates " t h e powerful help for propagating the knowledge
of the Divine Unity" which the HolyProphet was to h d in the pen (Rodwell), but
signifies as well that the pen should be specially used in guarding the revelation which
was to be granted to the Holy
Prophet-in guitrdingwhat was before unknown to the
perfect man and which the Lord
was now about to teachhim (v. 5 ) . I t is a fact that
the pen has played animportantpartinthepropagation
of Islam as well a9 in the
protection of the Qur-An againstcorruption of every sort. Thefrequentmention
of
writing and pen in the Holy Qur-An,and particularly in connection with the revelation
of the Holy Prophet, is rather striking when it is borne in mind that not only
was the use
of writingararenovelty
in the Arabian peninsula, but the man who
is the apparent
speaker of the words was himself unacquainkd with either writing
or reading.
2773 Some reports apply the words from here to the end of this chapter to Abu Jahl,
as he was the man who, in particular, forbade the Holy Prophet to pray near the Ka'ba,
butthefactisasstated
on manysimilar occasions, thatgeneral words cannot be
exclusivelyapplied to particular persons. I n Abu Jahl we no doubtmeetwith a most
prominent example of the description given, because he was the leader of the opponents
of the HolyProphetat
Mecca, andhisendisanexampletoallleaders
of evil and
mischief.
2774 There is special reference in the indefinite form to the Holy Prophet.

THE CLOT
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14 Doeshenotknowthat
Allah does see ?
15 Nay I if he desist not, W e
mould certainly smite his forehead,2775
16 A lying, sinfui forehead.
17 Then let him summon his
council,
18 We too mould summon
the braves of the army.2776
19 Nay ! obey him not, and
make obeisance and draw nigh
(to Allah).“
2775 The foreheads of the leading Quraish opponents
of the Holy Prophet, Abu Jahl
among them, were smitten on the day of Badr.
2776 An-nddi signifies a2-majlis or ti& counci2. The ddrun-nadwnh at Mecca (from the
same root nedu) was the great council hall of the nation, where the chief men assembled
together in consultation over matters of importance relating to the whole of the nation,

theundertaking of wars,etc. RZ paraphrases 4,2k
& as follows : Gathertogethev
those whom you consider ho?~ourableand able to &fend: so Gat they shall help you. The
zabdniyah with the Arabs of theclassical zge ” signifids the si1ura.t (LL, so also I i f ,
Bd, Rz), ‘(applied in the earlier sense of the braces of an army, or in the later sense of tj:e
ernzed attendants of the prefect of the police (S). This is the primary significance ” (LL).
The two verses thus olearly speak
of the battles in which the mighty men
of both sides
were to be brought into conflict. Even taking the
aabdniyah as signifying the angels of
punishment, the words may apply as well to this life as to the hereafter. Thus
R B snys :
1‘ It is said that this is a n announcement from Allah that he shall be dragged in this world
like a dog, and he received this punishment,
on the day of Badr, and it is said that this
is rather an announcement that the angels
of punishment will drag him to
fire in the
hereafter.” It is also related that Abu Jahl had once boasted, when addressing the H o l y
Prophet : & k>k
“Andthere
is none inthe
valley who hasa

4~+\>b

greater conncll than I,” and that there is a reference to this in
makes the challenge applicable to this life.

Y. 17

(BH),which also

CHAPTER XCVII
THE MAJESTY
(AZ-Qadr)

REVEALEDAT

MECCA

(5 uerses)

Inthename
of Allah,the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

General remarks.

THE very firstrevelation of the HolyQur.8ncontainedin

the last chapter is suitably
followed in arrangement by one thatrelateswhentherevelation
of the Qur-&n began.
I t was the night of Majesty (one of the last ten nights of the month of Ramadan) which
first witnessed the shining of that light which was destined to illumine the whole world.
And the coming of the first revelation on the night of Majesty, which gives its name to
this chapter, contained a clear indication that the most majestic
of all revelations was
of this revelation, as well as of its
now being granted to the world, and that the majesty
recipient, should be established in the world. The ohapter is unquestionably one of the
.very earlitmt revelations.
2777 Lailat-zrl-gadr, which I haverendered as the grand night,and which literally
means the night of majesty or grandeur or greatltess, is a well-known night in the monthof
Ramadan, being the 21st or 23rd or 25th or 27th or 29th night of the month, or more
probably one of thelatterthree.
I n 4 4 : 3 i t is called the blessed night. From 2 : 185
i t appears that the Holy Qur-An was revealed in the monthof Ramadan, and from the
above
i t appears to have been revealed on the grand might : by revelation of course being meant
its first revelntion, because the whole was revealed in portions during twenty-three years,
and the word Qur-An is applicable as well to aportion as to the whole. I t i$ for this reason
that the i’iihdf, or adhering to the mosques, is
fixed for the last ten days of the month
of Ramadan, and in fact Zailat-ul-qadr owes its importance to the faot that it was on this
night that the most blessed and perfect of all revelations was vouchsafed to the world.
Moses’ fasting for forty days previous to the receipt of revelation (Exod. 24 : le), and Jesus’
keeping fast for the same number of days before he wm called upon to undertake the office
of prophethood (Matt. 4 : 2), show that the gift of revelation comes with fasting; hence
the Muslims are required to fast every year for thirty days, and special Divine blessings are
promised to them in the concluding days of the fads.
?3b9
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3 The grand night is better
than a thousand months.2r78
4 The angels andthe
inspiration desoend in it by the
permission of theirLordfor
every &air,2779
5 Peace! it is till the break
of the r n o ~ % i n g . ~ ~ * ~
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But the kailat-ul-pudr carries another and deeper significance. The time during which
as such, is often compared to a night
in the Holy Qur-&n; but as in this darkness comes a blessing from on high in the person
of a Divine messenger, this night is
a blessed and majestic night, Hence the period
of
the advent of a Divine messenger may also be metaphoricelly called Zuilut-ul-pudr. I t s
designation as the blessed ltight in 44: 3, followed as it is by the statement that in i t
‘1 every wise affair is made distinct,” shows clearly that the other significance of the word
is based on the Holy Qur-An itself, because i t is during the time of a prophet’s advent
that true wisdom is distinctly established.
2778 A thousand months are equal to about
83 years, leaving 17 years to complete a
oentury.There
is a saying of theHolyProphetaccordingtowhicha
mujuddid, or u
yeformer, will appearamongtheMuslims
et the commencement of every century.The
deeper significance of Zaibt-ul-pudr given in the previous note finds additional support in
thecircumstancethatsuch
B reformer would, underordinarycircumstances,
work for
some twenty years, and thisperiod is therefore better and richer than the remaining eighty
years marked by the absence of a reformer.
2779 The descent of the angels and the ‘(inspiration ‘ I also show that Inilut-ul-padr has
a deeper significance, for though 5 particular night in the month
of Rama4an may be
characterized by greatDivine blessings, i t ismoreespecially
in connectionwith the
mission of one appointed by Allah for the regeneration of the world that ‘ I the angels and
inspiration” come down from heaven, suchbeing the Divinesupport of hiscause. For
the meaning of n l h see 653, 8181.
2780 ‘ 4 Peace I ’ is the chief distinction of Zaikzt-ul-padr. This peace comes to the hearts
of the true devotees in the form of a tranquillity of mind which makes them fit to receive
Divine blessings. I t s continuance ‘ I till the break of the morning ” is quite clear when
the night is taken literally ; the break of morning would signify the approaching end of
the reformer, when truth, like thelight of the day, has madeitself fully manifest,.
a prophet appears is usually a time of darkness, and,

CHAPTER XCVIII
THE CLEAR EYIDENGE
(81-Bayyinah)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(8 verses)

1 Beneficent,
In thename
of Allah,
the Merciful.

the
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1 Those mhodisbelievedfrom
among
the
followers of the
Book and the polytheists could
not haveseparated(fromthe
faithful)untiltherehad
come
to them the clear evidence :Z7*l
2 An apostle
from
Allah,
reciting pure page~,~782

General remarks.
THE Holy Prophet, who received the mightiest of the revelations, is here called the Cbar
Evidence (the words supplying the name to this chapter), who distinguished truth from
falsehood, because his revelation, as this chaptershows, contained all the pure and essentiel
teachings of the previous scriptures. I t may not be one of the early revelations, but there
aeema to be no doubt that it is a Bfeccan revelation, such being the opinion of the majority.
2781 There is a difficultyinthis
passage about the word mzcnfakkin, which is
ordinarily followed by the object from which the separation is declared. Thus you say:
& \ &&\
i.e. the thing becameseparakdfromthathing, and
&\

2,

&

signifies I became separatedfrom you (TA-LL). The commentators have felt a difficulty in
supplying the omission, andtheygenerally suppose
i.e. jrom their dkbdief, to be
understood after the word m n f a k k t n . Butthisintroduces
new difficulties (Rz). The
omission is really, as in the o&se of all omissions in the Holy Qur-An, suggested by the oontext. Those wka disbelieved from among the p q 2 e of theBook and the polytheists clearly
suggests two parties of the people, tlwse wka disbelieved in the Roly Prophet and those who
believed in him, and the mention of one in such a case is always sufficient. The good a e s
or the faithful could not be distinguished from the evil ones or those wka disbelieved until
the Distinguisher-al-bayyimh, or the Clear Evidence-had made his appearance. What
the b a y y b l t is, is explained in the nextveme : it is an apostle fromAllah.
2782 I t should be noted that the Apostle ishere described as recitingpure pages,
thus showing clearly thatthe Qur-An existed in Q writtenform atthetime
of the
revelation of this chapter; and if the earlier
revelations were so systematically written
down, it is B clear proof that the later revelation was also regularly consigned to writing.f
l2ll
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3 Whereinarealltheright
books.a783
4 And those who were given
the Book did not become divided
except after clear evidence had
come to them.2784
5 And ,they were not enjoined
anything
except
that
they
shouldserveAllah,beingsinceretoHiminobedience,upright, and keep up prayer and
paythepoor-rate,andthatis
the right religion.
6 Surely those who disbelieve
from among the followersof the
Book and thepolytheists shall
be
in the'fire of hell, abiding therein ; they are the worst of men.
7 (As for) those who believe
anddo good, surelytheyare
the best of men.
8 Theirrewardwiththeir
Lord is gardens of perpetuity
beneath which rivers flow, abiding therein for ever ; Allah is
well
pleased
with
them
and
they
are
well
pleased
with
Him ;2735 thatisforhimwho
fearshisLord.
2783 Kutub, plural of kitab, signifies ordiskawes as well as books. Whichever sigQur-Bn all
nificancemay be adopted, themeaning of the passage is that in the Holy
thoserightdirections
are to be metwithwhioh
were revealed inanyother
book, as
well as thosewhichmaynothave
been previously revealed, but whichare necessary
for the guidance of man. The Qur-Bn thus claims to contain all the good points of other
sacred books, and,inaddition,tosupplytheir
deficiencies. Theaddition of the word
gnyyimah, or right, to k u t u b , is to show that the Holy Book is freed from all the errors
which crept into other sacred
books ; to the same purpose is the
use of the word mutahharah (as qualifying
the Qur-An),which signifies
i.e. purifLed from

>u\ e

falsehood (Re).
2784 The division into parties mentioned here is either the same
as that spoken of in
v. 1, or else it means that the people of the Book aforetime became divided into parties,
some accepting and others rejecting, some following the
good and others the evil, untilclear
evidence came to them ; and thus it isaffirmed that the separation of the good and the evil
now also happened
always followed the coming of a separator, and that what happened
before when apostles appeared among
the followcrs of the Book.
2785 This description of the companions of the Holy Prophet is a conclusive proof of
the falsity of the abuses levelled at them,

CHAPTER XCIX
THE SHAKING
('4LZ"Zzdl)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(8 verses)
".

"

-.

I n thename

of Allah, the

' Beneficent, the Merciful.
' 1 When
the
earth
is shaken

with her (violent) shaking,
2 And theearth brings forth
her burdens,
3 And man
says
: What has '
befallen her ?
4 On that day she shall tell
1 her news,
,
5 As if yoztr Lord rehad
, yealed to her.2786
I
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General remarks.
THE shaking spoken of in the first verse of this chapter, from which it receives its title, is
a prophecy of the great disasters which shook Arabia at the advent of the Holy Prophet,
and of the dnprecedented disasters which are shaking the
whole world now. As a transformation N ~ Sbrought about as the result of these disasters in the timeof the Holy Prophet,
a greatspiritualawakeningis
expected even now. Thechapter is one of the earliest
revelations.
2786 Considered in connection with this life, the
prophecies refer to the time when,
after being severely ehaken, as Arabia wa6, the earth was to bring forth its dead, who would
then be raised spiritually to life. For this significance of salealah, or shaking, see 1668.
The telling of her news by the earth signifies the appearance of circumstances whichwould
make manifest what evil and injustice had been wrought on her, as is shown by the con.
fession of the Meccans that they had been evildoers. Some consider the verses to describe
the signs of the latter days, or of the approach of the judgment day, the words indicating
in that case that great earthquakes and other disasters would shake the whole of the earth.
These disasters in the formof earthquakes and wars, culminating in the mighty European
conflict of our own times, are quite unprecedented in the history of the world, and have
shaken the earth almost to its foundations, and are a clear sign that we are living in days
which are spoken of in the sacred writings a6 the latter days. The bringing forth of its
burdens would in that case signify the laying open of its greet treasures in the form of its
1813
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6 On that
day
men
shall
in sundry bodies
that they may be showntheir
works.

1 comeforth

1
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mineral and other productions. Others, still, think that the whole onlyapplies to the last,
or the resurreotion day, but man's saying what has befallen her is better explained if the
verses are taken as relating to this life.
2786~The consequences of the good and the evil that a man works are often shown to
him in this life, though their perfect manifestation must no doubt take place hereafter.
The Holy Prophet's followers and his opponents were, however, made to taste of the good
and the evil respectively which they h d done in this very life, as a proof that the reward
and the punishment of the hereafter was also a truth.

CHAPTER C
THE ASSAULTERS
(AL’Adiydt)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(11 verses)

~

a 269.

Or

d 8 Q U h 8
CVW8.
ut!Wing

Or nwke
TLh8.

his

the
Beneficent,
the Merciful.
I n the
name
of Allah,

1 Consider” t h e r u n n e r s
breathing pantingly,
producs
that
2those
Then
fire striking,
3 Then
those
that
press
forward at morn,
4 Then thereby raise dust,
5 Then rush thereby uponan
assembly :
6 Most surelyman
is unto
grateful
Lord.2’87
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General remarks.
THIS chapter receives its title from the prophetic mention of the Bssaultevs in the first
verse, showing that the great disasters spoken of in the last chapter were to be brought
about by means of wars. This proved true not only in the time of our Holy Prophet, but
its truth shiues still more clearly inour own day, and the unprecedented wars of our time
are no doubt a precursor of a great spiritual awakening, even
as they proved in Arabia
thirteen centuries ago. And as in its subject-matter, so also in its date of revelation, this
chapter may be classed with the one preceding it.

’

2781 According tomostcommentators,thedescriptioninthe
first five verses is
applicable either to camels or to horses. The former view is based on Ali’s interpretation,
who said that by aZ-’ddiybt were meant the camels that run from Arafat to Muzdalfa, two
places in connectionwith ,the pilgrimageceremonial. L~a L
\&, ,
in this case
means the striking of their hoofs against stones in running 80 hard as t o produce fire;

ea\&\referstotheirrunningfast

Mina; while

\.it c+ &-a

on the morning of the day of sacrifices to

signifies theircominginto

Muzdalfa, which is called

al.jam’a, on account of the gathering of the pilgrims there (Rz). The other interpret&.
tion, according to which horses me meant, is based on the authorityof I’Ab, Dk,and most
other commentators, and refers to the horses
employed in wars, the reference being
oouree prophetical.Thoreferencemay
a8 well be to thewarriorsthemselves,and
\
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7 And most surely
ishe
a
witness of that.
8 And most
surely
he
is
tenacious
the
in
love of wealth.
9 Does
he
not
then
know
when
what
is
in graves
the
is
raised,
10 And"what is in the breasts
is made apparent ?
11 Most
surely
their
Lord
that day shall be fully aware of
thern.2787*
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word dab-ba, which is considered to be applicable primarily to apanting horse, signifies as
well the uttering ofacry (TA-LL),and
- ~ > U \ may
J thereforesignify,consider
the assaulters uttering cries, and thus thewarriors instead of the war-horses maybe meant.
The producing of fire in this case stands for the waging of war, and al-mughir6t signifies
the raiders ; the five verses thus giving a description of the waging of war by the Meccans
against the Muslims.
The sixth verse calls attention to the ungratefulness
of the Meccans in rejecting the
Holy Prophet; the reference in the first five verses (in case the firstinterpretation is
adopted) being to the arguments of his truth, as made manifest in the running of camels
to Mecca with pilgrims on them, as Abraham, who had prayed for Mecca to be made a
resort for men, had a160 prayed for a prophet to be raised among &hem from among his
posterity. And in the event of either of the other two interpretations being adopted, the
reference is to the evidence of his truth, which would be made manifest in the wars that
would be waged against him by the ungrateful Meccans, to whom he brought the truth,
but who met him with thesword.
2 7 8 7 ~The Lord beingAware on that day standsfor the coming down of the punishment
upon the guilty, as in this world a man can avoid punishment only so long as his guilt is
not known tothe properauthorities.
But the Lordisawareatalltimes,hencethe
peculiar mention of that day is to characterize i t as being the day of punishment, whether
in this life or in the hereafter. Similarly the words what is i n the graves is raised refers to
the spiritual resurrection tobe brought about after the wars.

CHAPTER CI
T E ER E P l L L I N O

OALAMITY

(81-Qdri’ah)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(11 verses)
i
~

I n the
name
of Allah, the
Beneficent,theMerciful.

O~I+&lJQ>

1

Ar. what.
Ar. thee.
Ar. w h a t .

1 Therepellingcalamity !
2 How terrible therepelling
calamity !
i 3 Andwhat
will make you
comprehend how terrible the
repelling calamity is12788
4 Theday
on whichmen
shall be as scattered moths,
5 Andthemountainsshall
be as loosened ~ 0 0 1 . 2 7 8 0
6 Thenas
for him whose
measure of good deedsa is heavy,

~

~

Qeneral remarks.
THE repdlingcalamity

of thischapter,which
shaking of thelastchapterbutone.Thedate

gives ititstitle,
is thesameasthe
of revelation is also about the same.

2766 81-Qdri’ah (from par’,meaningstrikingwith severity) signifies

1

*G>u
1

or a very great calamity, and theword occurs without the definite articlea1 in 13 : 31, where
it is said : “And as for those who disbelieve, there will not cease to amict them, because of
what they do, a repelling calamity (qdri’cth) . , , until the promise of dllah comes about.”

This use of the word pbri’ah shows that the word signifies one of those great calamities
whioh befell theQuraishfromtimetotime.
And althoughitcannot
be denied that
al-gdri’ahis one of the names of the day of resurrection, the mere addition of a1 does not
make any change in the meaning, but simply adds definiteness to the meaning of pciri’ah,
the word thus signifying the promised or threatsned calamity ; and thus it includes both
thethreatenedcalamity
of thislifeandthat
of thehcreafter.
In 69 : 4 al-pdri’ah
signifies thegreatcalamitywhichdestroysanationfromthe
face of theearth,i.e.
their doom.
2789 The opponents of the Holy Prophet became like scattered moths, and their great
leaders, who were compared to mountains, lost their places in t,he battles, which are called
a repelling calamity i n 13 : 31 ; see 1262.
40
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' life.7 He shall live a pleasant
~

~~

8 And as for him whose
measure of good deeds is light,
9 His abode shall be the
Ar. thed.

10 And p h a t will make you
know what it is ?11 A burning fire.
~~

2790 Theoriginal words are

;iJb~b

Hdwiyak isfrom

% G&

rneaniug he

iE'

made it to fall down (LL), and
signifies a deep place of w h i c h thebottomcannot
be
reached or abyss (TA-LL). The word umm means primarily a mother, and in all secondary
significanceB some idea of the primary significance is retained. Thus among its various
secondary significances are smwce, origin,foundatim, sagport, rflcient cause of subsistence,
anything t o which other things are co2lected together, the main part of a thing, a man who
has the charge of the food and sercice of a p o p k (LL). A place of habitation or abode is
also called z t n t n ~(Q.LL), because it grants protection to
a man as does the mother to
a babe. The abyss or hell is here called a mother to indicate that man's connection with
hell is similar to that of a baby with its mother, via. that his abode there fits him for
progress in the spiritual world, he being brought up, as it were, in the bosom of hell as a
child is brought up in the bosom of ita mother, and that his stay in hell shall only be for
a time, 8 s the ohild draws nourishment
from his mother for a time. Kf says: ' 6 Some,
however, consider

&b e 1 to

be equivalent to

&\

-9

which is Rn h a b proverb

calling for perdition on a man, and hence they regard the meaning to be : And as for him
whose measure of good deeds i s light, L s h l l p e r i s h (Kf, Rz).

CHAPTER CII
THE MULTIPLICATION OF WEALTH
(Bt-Takinur)

REVEALEDAT

MECCA

(8 verses)

Inthename
of ,411ah, the
Beneficent, the hferciful.

&p!!

OMJI
r l

Ar

1 Abundance diverts you,
2 Until you come to the
gra~es.27~1
3 Nay ! you shall soon know,
W Q ~ ~ L 4 ATuy ! Nay ! you shall Boon
j know.
’
5 Nay ! if you hadkuown
with a certain knowledge,
6 You should most certainly
have seen the hell;
7 Then vou shall most certainly
see
“it with
the
eye of
1 certainty ;

1
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Oeneral remarks.
THIS chapter,whichisappropriatelyentitled
The Multiplicaliou of TYenZth, fromthe
occurrence of that word in the first verse, states that abundance of worldly goods and of
the comforts of this life is the great impedimeut which
keeps men away from the real
object of life,. and therefore, to make them realize it, it has always been necessary to divest
them of some of thesecomforts.
It is for this reason that Divine wisdom sometimes
requires disasters to be brought upon men. Hence this chapter is
closely connected with
the previouschapterswhich speak of disasters. The truth of what is stated here was
never so clearly realized by the world as it is to-day. The chapter
is one of the earliest
revelations.

2791 At-takdgw is of themeasure of tujd’ul,from al-kanrah, or abundance, and
besides implying contending or vying with one mother in the multiplioation of wealth,
etc., sometimes implies t L doing of a thing with dificulty, and sometimes stands for the
fill itself (Rz). Hence I take at-takn‘gzw as signifyingsimply abultdawa The word
alhd always requires an object folloming it with ’an, to show what it is from which the
sttention is diverted. This object is omitted here because the statement itself is sufficient
to show that diversion from the real object of life is meant.’ According to Rz,mning tu
1219
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THE MULTIPLICATION OF WEALTH
8 Then on that day you shall
most certainly be questioned
about the boons.2792

the graves signifies death, for i t issaid

[PARTxxx.
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of o m whu dies 8
s

,\ji.e. he visited,

or

cameto,
his grave. Thestatement is general,thoughmadewith
referenoe tothe
unbelievingMeccans, for j u s t as abundance diverted the Meccans from the real object
of life, 80 does i t divert always, and diverts the
world even today.
2792 Verses 5-8 are considered as difiolosing three degrees of certainty-'iEnt-uZ-yapin,
'ain.ul-ya@n, and hagp-ul-yaqtn, i.e. certaintybyinference,certaintybysight,
and
certainty by realization. A man can by inference attain to a certainty of the existence
of hell in this very life (vv. 5 and 6), but after his death he sees hell with his own eye
(v, 7) ; but a perfect manifestation of i t will be realized by him on the day of resurrection
(v. 8),for being pwstjoned about the boons implios tasting of the punishment for failing to
words may also be taken as
makeright use of what was grantedtoman.Butthe
applying to this life. By pondering on the very nature of evil a man can become certain
of hell, this being the certainty by inference. Theu he can acquire
a certain knowledge
by sight, by seeing the fate of others. Lastly, he is made to realize it by disesters being
brought upon his head. I t is of this that the Rleccans are warned.

CHAPTER GI11
TIME
(AL'ABY)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(3 verses)

General remarks.
THISchapter draws attention to the testimony of Time in showing that those alone shall
prosperwhoacceptthe
truth, the rejecters beimg utterly lost, and hence its title. The
testimony of time is threefold; the flight
of time affords the testimony that it is only
those who do not waste the opportunity of doing good that will reap the advantage ; the
light which shines along the path of bygone ages shows us that those who did good and
enjoined good on othersprospered,while
the evi1.doers have &ways beenbroughtto
naught;andlastly,thetime
of theHolyProphet
afforded the clearestandmost
conclusiveevidence that the believers anddoers of good were successful,whiletheir
opponentssustainedevident
loss. Thechapteris
one of theearliestrevelations.
2793 'Agr signifies timc or succession of ages (TA-LL). Taking the second significance
first, whfch is considered by Fr to be the meaning here (LL),the statement made calls
attention to the succession of ages already past, the study of which i s s d c i e n t t o show
one that the end of man is nothing but perdition unless he believes and acts according to
truth and enjoins it upon others. It is only truth that gives real life to mankind, and
the Meccans are told that the same truth will be found prominent in the ages that have
passed away. If, however, ' q r is taken as meaning time, attention is here called to the
flight of time, which is a clear indication that every man who is not engaged in doing
some permanent and lasting good is really losing every minute that passes away. Some,
however, understand by al-'agr the time of the Holy Prophet, and an authentic saying of
his, in which he compares his own time to 'agr, or the afternoon, S U P P O ~ ~this
S interpretation. The meaning in that
case would be that the time of the Holy Prophet would
be a self-evidentindication that those who did not
believe ana dogood would be the
losers;this proof isclearly afforded by the life of theProphet.
According to I'Ab,
al-insdn here means a party
of the idolaters who were most mvere in their opposition
to the Holy Prophet (Rz).
@he enjoining of patienceuponeaohother
follows the directiontoenjointruth,
because the preaching of truth brings man face to face with difficulties, and unless he is
patient
and
forbearing
under
hardahipa,
he
oannot
adhere
to t h e W t h .
.
.
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CHAPTER CIV
TEE SLANDERER
(A1-Humak)

REVEALEDAT MEOOA
(9 zleyses)
~

I n the
name

of Allah,
the

1 Beneficent, the Merciful.

o~Jlqqjl&p,

1

1 Woeto
Or, multiPlies it*

~

1

i

every slanderer,

defarner,2794
2 Who amasseswealthand
consaders it a provision (against

mishap);2793
3 H e thinks
wealth
that
his
will make him abide.2'9Oa
4 Nay ! heshallmost
certainly be hurled into the crushing disaster,2'97
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Qeneral remarks.
As opposed to those who are spoken of in the last chapter as

believing, doing good, and
enjoining truth and patience, we have here a description of those who, instead of doing
any permanent good, amasswealth, and insteadof enjoining truth, slander othera. There is
also a prophecy here that woe shall be the end of the Holy Prophet's slanderers. I t is one
of the earliest revelations.
2794 Theslanderersanddefamersare
condemned heregenerally,withparticular
reference to the Meccans, who started their persecution of the Holy Prophet by bitterly
slandering and defaming him, so that the pilgrims coming to Mecca from afar should not
listen to his teaching.
2795 'Addada-ha signifies, b c o l & h w l i ta prouiswn. against tlw casualties of fortune
( S , Q-LL), from aL'uddah (Rr). Theenemies of theHolyProphetthoughtthathis
prophecies of theirapproaching doom could not be fulfilled, because theirwealth was
considered sufficient to avail them against any disaster which time might
have in store
for them.
2796 Themeaningis, he thinks that he would abide'in prosperity, or in the place
he occupies, because of his wealth,
2797 Thecomiog of thecrushingdisasterimpliedinthe
previous verse8 is plainly
affirmed here. Al-&@rnah is derived from hatimu, meaning it became broken in &ea
(LL). The name is applied to the second s f q e of h l l (Rr),a gats of h l l (Q-LL),became
it crushes everything that is cast into it. I translate j t as tha crushing disaster, 80 that it
l'W
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AI

thee.

THE SLANDERER
5 And what will make you
realize whet
crushing
the
disaster is 1
6 I t is the fire kindled
by
Allah,
7 Which
rises
above the
heart~.27~*
8 Surely it shall be closed
over upon them,
9 In extended columns.2799
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may include both hell and the other disasters which were prophesied to crush the wealthy
defamers of the Holy Prophet, their punishment being called by this name because they
wanted to crz~skthe Holy .Prophet and the truth he brought.
2799 I t should be noted that the fire of hell is described as risilzg over the hearts,
showing t.hat it is within the heart of man that the origin of hell-fire lies. A man’s hell
is thus within his own heart in this life, and it will assume a more palpable shape in the
life to come.
2799 The ezte?tded cOh!!i.?lS of t,he fire that riees over the hearts arisefrom the inordinate
desires in which man indnlges, which, never being satisfied, become B source of torture for
man in this life.

CHAPTER CV
THE ELEPHANT
(dl”)

’

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(5 werses)

1
I

Ar.
hat
tlW1L.
AI. t h y .
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~

I n the name of Allah, the
Beneficent. the Merciful.
1 Have you not
considered
how your Lorddealtwiththe
possessors of the elephant?2800
2 Did Henotcausetheir
war to end in confusion,
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Qeneral remarke.
THIS chapter shows that if Allah was so jealous for the protection of a mere emblem of His
Unity, a building of stones, the Ra’ba, that He destroyed a most powerful army for its
sake, though the Ka’ba was then in possession of idolaters, He would be still more jealous
for His chosen Prophet, whom He had selected to proclaim His Unity throughout the
whole
world. The chapter is entitled The EZepha?tt on account of the presence of elephants in
the invading army. It is one of the earliest revelations, and shows how early the enemy
had made his plans to destroy the Muslims.

2800 The reference is to the memorable invasion of Mecca by Abraha, the Christian
viceroy of the king of .4byssinia at Yemen. Abraha’s object was to destroy the Ka’ba so
as to divert the Arab religious enthusiasm to San’aa, where he had built a magnificent
cathedrrtl for the purpose, as well as the Arab trade. This army is known in Arabia as the
a+&db-wZ-fX, or the possessors of the elephant, because of the presence of one or more
elephants. The year in which the invasion took place is known as the year of t k elephant,
being the year 570 of the Christian era, andooinciding with the year of the Holy Prophet’s
birth. Gnable t o defend the Holy Place against the huge army, and failing
to dissuade
Abraha, who was now encamped some three days’ march fromMeoca, from his saorilegious
purpose, Abdul Mutallab thus prayed aloud, leaningupon the door of the Ka’ba : “Defend,
0 Lord I Thine own House ; and suffer not the Cross t o triumph over the Ka’ba I ” and
then the whole population of Xecca repaired to the hills around the holy city. Meanwhile
avirulent form of, small-pox or some other pestilence broke.out in Abraha’s army, with
such severity that the army retreated “ i n confusion and dismay,’’ many of them, being
unable to f b d their way back, perishing in the valleys, while a part was swept away by
floods (see Muir’s Life of Muhammad, Introduction, p. c).
The inoident is referred to here to
show how Allah protected the Ka’ba against the
designs of its powerful enemies, and thus maintained the supremacy of the Quraish over
I634
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3 And senddown

1295

(to prey)

upon them birds in flocks,

-4 Castingthemagainsthard
stones,
5 So H e renderedthemlike
straw eaten up? 2801
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the whole of Arabia. Should they not then be grateful for this favour, and serve the Lord
of the House, as clearly stated in the next chapter? There
seems to be also an allusion
to the circumstance that, in protecting the Ka’be against an enemy, though it
was then
devoted to the worship of idols, Almighty God had shown a purpose in its preservation.
The coincidence of this year with the year of the Prophet’s birth no doubt furnishes the
key to that purpose,because the Arabs not only knew that the Sacred House had Abraham’s
blessing, but also that Abraham had prayed for the appearance of a prophet from among
them who should purify the House. The mention of the incident thus conveyed a warning
to the Quraish that
if the Lord haddestroyed an army on account of its intention to
demolish His SacredHouse, would He leave thosealone mho wantedtodestroy
His
Holy Prophet ?
2801 Thecommentatorsrelate
somc curiousstoriesas
to how Abraha’s army was
destroyed, but the historians only attribute the
cause of its confusion to small-pox or
pestilence (see Waqidi and Hishami). The Qur-An does not state how the destruction was
wrought. The mention of birds is merely intendedto show that they were destroyed and the
birds feasted on their corpses, tearing off flesh from the dead bodies and casting it onstones.
(For birds as evidence of the destruction of an enemy, see 1387.) Henoe it is that in the
concluding words their dead bodies are compared to straw (that is) ecbtelt up. The stories
credited by the commentators are so ridiculous that I need not mention them; besides,
they are not referred to in any authentic report.

I

CHAPTER CVI
THE QURAISH
(AZ-Quraish)

’

summer~~o3-

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(4 verses)
I n thename
of Allah, the
Benefioent, the Merciful.
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1 For theprotection of tho
Quraish2*022 Their
protection
during
their journey in the winter and
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Oeneral remarks.
THIEchapter is closely connected with the last, and in fact continues the subject-matter,
reminding theQuraish
of thegreat
benefits conferred on them because of their
guardianship of the Ka’ba. For this reason the two chapters were sometimes read
together, leading some to think that this is a portion of the previous chapter. The date
of revelation is also the same.
2802 Quraish is the name given to the tribe descended from Nadr bin Kananah (Rz).
According to some the word Quraish is the diminutive of qarsh, a big animal of the sea
which eabs others,butisnot
itself eaten.Thisistheexplanation
given by I’Ab, wha
recited in support of lhisstatementthe verse
b\ &A
\ 3
3
meaning : “And Quraish isthat which lives inthe sea,and henoe the
Quraish were called Quraish.” Others suggest other derivations (Rz). The Quraish were
settled at Mecca and had charge of the Sacred House, to which pilgrims resorted from
allparts of Arabia, andtherefore, being guardians of theHolyHouse,they
enjoyed
special honour among the tribes
of Arabia.
The first verse of this chapter is connectedwiththelastchapter,and
i t was only
to make this connectionprominent that some of the companions of the Holy Prophet
read these two chapterssometimeswithoutconnecting
them with BismiZ2ah. The
meaning thus is that Divine protection of the Ks’ba and destruction of its enemies was a
special favour granted to the Quraish, for it led to their protection, It is a fact that, being
guardians of the Ka’ba, they were respected when they set out on their journeys, while
within the sacred territory they enjoyed an unparalleled safety, as is also stated elsewhere
in the Holy Qur-An itself: De they not see that We have made asacred territorv secure.
2805, see next page.
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3 So let'
them
serve
the
Lord of this House,
4 Whofeedsthemagainst
hunger and gives them security
against fear.2804
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whilemen are carriedoff by force from around them? " (29 : 67.) But if theKa'ba had been
destroyed, the Quraish would certainly have lost their importance, and, with it, the special
protectionwhichthey enjoyed.
2803 The protection mentioned in the last note
was of special use to them in their
journeys northward to Syria and southward to Yemen, the former
of which was undertaken
in thesummer and the latter in winter,to carry on their trade.
2506 Feeding against hunger and granting security against fear
were the two special
favours conferred on the Quraiahthrough
the sacredness of theKa'ba, because the
of life were brought
pilgrimage gave a special impetus to their trade and the necessaries
to theirvery doors, while they were totally secure from all fear of attack, to which the other
Arab tribes were constantly exposed.

CHAPTER CVII
TEE ALMS
(AZ-Md't&n)

.

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(7 verses)
'

"

~

~

Ar. hast
thou.

Inthename
of Allah,
the
Beneficent, t,he Merciful.
1 Have you consideredhim
who calls the judgment a lie?
2 That is the one who treats
the orphan with harshness,
3 And does not urge (others)
to feed the poor.2805
4 So woe tothepraying
ones,
5 Who are unmindful of their
prayers,
6 Who do(good) to be seen,
7 And withhold alms.2808

General remarks.

NOTWITHSTANDING
the favoursconferred upon the Quraish,spoken of inthelast

two
chapters, they denied judgment, and trampled upon the rights
of the orphans and thepoor.
I t is on account of their withholding the &ZS from the poor that the ohapter is entitled
The Alms. I t is an error to regard it as a RIedina revelation. It may not be as early as
the last two chapters, but it, undoubtedly belongs to the early Dfeccan period.
~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2605 Ad-rlht here signifiesjudgment, i.0. the principle that every deed shall be followed
by its consequence. Hence the strong one who treats his weaker and helpless brother with

harshness, and who does not devote a part of his wealth to the helpof his poorer brethren,
is condemned as being the one who gives the lie to the judgment. How anxious the Holy
Prophet was for the welfare of the poor and the orphans is proved by this.
2806 Al-md'ziw is derived from ma'w, which signifies am insigwiflcant or small thing
(Rz),and is considered to signify zakdt, i.e. the alms, on the authority of Abu Bakr, 'Ali,
I'Ab, 'Ik, Qtd, Dk, and others, probably because zakdt forms a small portion cf the whole
property (Rz,Kf, etc.), while its primary significance is said to
be the small household
necessaries, such as $re, water,salt,ahatchet,
a pot, a dish, etc. (RE). The first
significmce is preferable.
The mention of those who do good to be seen does not lead to the conclusion that this
portion of the chapter was revealed at Medina, beoause the unbelieversareapparently
addressed, as the first verseshows,
1228

CHAPTER CVIII
THB ABUNDANCE OF GOOD
(AZ-Kaaugr)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(3 verses)

-

"

In thename
Beneficent,
.4r. thee
Ar. t h y .

a

Ar. thu.

of Bllah,the
the
Merciful.O>Jl@@p>
"I

1 Surely
have
We
given you
abundance of good,280i
2 Therefore
pray
to your
make
Lord and
3 Surely you^ enemy is the
one cut off (from good).28ov
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General remarks.
THIS is one of the earliest of revelations, and promises abundance of good of every kind
to the Holy Prophet, while it shows that his enemies shall be deprived even of that good
which was given to them as afavour in this life.
2807 dl-kazyar signifies abundance,'specially of good, and according to Ra includes
the good of this life and tlze good of the hereafter. The existence in paradise of a river of
this name, from which all other rivers flow, only shows that the abundant good granted to
the Holy Prophet is such that others will also draw their good from him. It is related
that I'Ab explained kaujar as meaning abundant good, and when it was said to him that

*

people say itisa
river in paradise, hereplied: / t G \ $\
& @ i.e.That
too is
of theabundant good." Themarvellous success which the HolyProphetattained
in
regenemting a fallen nation, which is an unparalleled event in the history of the world,
is one of the features of abundant good promised to him in thislife.
2808 Tobe entitled to receive the abundant good promised to him, the Holy Prophet
is told to pray to his Lord and to make
a sacrifice, thus showing that any one who is
desirous of obtaining the good of this life and the good of the hereafter should pray and
make a sacrifice.
2309 The word abtar (from batr, meaning the cutting off of a thing entirely), as applied
to a beast,means one. whose tail is cut off, As applied t o a manit conveys several
significances, for instance,inwant
or poor,suffering loss, one from whom all gOOd or
prosperity is cut off,having no offsprhg w progeny (LL).
The wording of this verse shows that the statement iB B retort against the opponents
who called the Holy Prophet an abtar. It means that when t h e opponent dies no one shall
succeed him ; that he shall be cut off in failure and without attaining his objeot ; that he
shall have no helpers, and that he shall remain in contempt and abasement (Ra). Hence
the verse contains a prophecy that as on the one handthsProphet shall have abutdance
of all good, on the other his enemies shall be cut off from all good, not being able to attain
their objeot in opposing the Holy Prophet, nor shall their children be their succesnom in
their unbelief and opposition to the Holy Prophet.
1E-J

CHAPTER CIX
THE UNBELIEYERS
(Al-Kdfinln)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(6 "ewes)

I n the
name
of Allah, t h e
Beneficent, the Merciful.
1 Say : 0 unbelievers !
2 I do not serve
that
which
vou serve.

4 Nor
am
I going serve
to
that which you serve,
5 Nor are you going to serve
Him whom I serve :
6 You shall have your recompense
and
I shall
have
my
recompense.2810
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Benval remarks.
"zm Unbelievers (hence thetitle)aretoldinthischapterthattheyshall
be requited
for their misdeeds, while the Prophet shall reap the reward of his deeds. I t belongs to the
early Meccan period.

2810 The word d i n signifies recompense or reward. It is a prophecy t,hat those who
serve Allah shall have a goodly reward from Him, while those who serve idols shall not
obtainanyhelp
from their false gods. Thenextchapter
refers tothereward of t h e
truthful, Divine help and victory, end men entering into I d i m in hosts, vhile the one
following shows that the recompense of the idol-worshippers is that their wealth and all
their efforts shall be entirely unavailing. Those who thinkthat these words indicate
that the Holy Prophet had despaired of the unbelievers and left them to their religion are
mistaken. Not for a single moment did he oease to invite tbe unbelievers to accepi 1 8 1
and to forsake thr. worship of the idols.

~

CHAPTER CX
THE HELP
(An-Natr)

'
~

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(3 verses)

In the
name
Beneficent,

of Allah, the
the
Merciful.

I

Ax thou
aeest.

Ar. thy.

Or,protection.

1

C$&\M\&>
,.. ,

1 When
thera
comes
the
help of Allah and the yictory,2811
2 And y o u see men entering
the religion of Allah in oompanies,
3 Thencelebratethepraise
of your Lord, and ask His forgiveness;2812 surely H e is oftreturning (to mercy).

General ramarke,
THISchapter speaks of the great Divine Help and victory (from which i t receives its title)
with which the Holy Prophet's endeavours in the causeof truth were crowned. According
to I'Ab i t was an indication of the Holy Prophet's approaching end (Bkh). And Ibn-i'Emar isreported as saying thatthischapter
was revealed duringthelastpilgrimage
of the Holy Prophet, and that he lived only eighty days after its revelation (AH). Hence,
though classed with the Medinianrevelation, it wasactually revealed at Mecca. As a
completechapter itmay be said to be thelastrevelation
of theHolyProphet,and,
coming down at Mecca, it showed how those wonderful prophecies, announced in utter
lonelinessand helplessness, were now fulfilled at Mecca by the Prophetvisitingthat
sacred city with over a hundred thousand followers.
2611 The great victory which had come, and been followed by the conversion of Arabs
in companies, was the conquest of Mecca in the year 6 A.H., while the next year was the
year of deputations from Arab tribes embracing Islam one after another. The great
end
wonderful prophecies of the conversion of Arabia and of its subjugation being thus clearly
f W e d , the Prophet was given to understand that the time hadnow come when he should
prepare to meet the Lord.
2812 Here the Prophet is told that whent b t great victory is attained which will make
the truth of Islam ahine as the midday sun, 80 that people would enter into the religion
of Islam not by ones and twos but in whole companies, as happened after the conquest of
Mecca, then he should give glory to Allah for bringing about this wonderful change and
1231
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fulfilling his promises, at thesame time asking Divine forgiveness
for the people who would
thenenterIslam.
For the truth is, notonly were those people guilty of the gravest
atrocities against the Holy Prophet, but they had also wrought many other wicked deeds,
and deserved to be severely punished by the Lord; but astheHolyProphet
himself
forgave them all their tyrannies against him and his companions with
a magnanimity
of which history cannot present another single instance-the victor passing
over all the
atrocities of hiscruellestoppressorsjust
at thetime of the greatestexcitement,the
hour of victory, when all t-hose tyrants lay at his mercy, and when the most humane
general could notbutpunishthose
who hadspenttheir
whole lives in striving for
the utter extinction of the victor and his followers-at such a moment, when the Holy
Prophet was tolay open theuniquevastness of hiscompassionatemindin
forgiving
his deadliest foes, he was further required to ask Divine forgiveness for his very oppressors.
“Forgive thine enemy” is aneasy injunction to utter, but let history be searched if it can
present another instance of the forgiveness of one’s deadliest enemies under such circum.
stances ; a forgiveness not only of their crimes against the Prophet and his companions,
but also a forgiveness, through prayer to the Lord, of all the enormities and sins which
those enemies had committed against the Divine Being, and for which Divine punishment
would surely have overtaken them, had it not been for the Prophet’s intercession, which
he is here commanded t o exercise on their behalf. And how peaceful the end of one who
departs from this world not only with the satisfaction that he had achieved the great goal
of his life and raised his friends and followers to the highest position to which man can
aspire, but with even a’greater satisfaction than that, that he hadnottaken
revenge
upon his oppressors, but had forgiven them without uttering a word of reproof, and even
interceded on their behalf I Here is an example of intercession not on behalf of friends
but on behalt of foeesl Does historypresentanyother
single instance of this kind?

CHAPTER CXI
TEE FLAME
(82-Lahab)

REVEUZD AT MECCA
(5 verses)

1

In the
name
of Allah,
the
Beneficent,the Merciful.
b ' ' 4

I

1

1 Perdition
overtake
both
hands of thefather of theflame,
and he will perish.2813
2 His wealthand
what he
earns will not avail him.
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Oeneralremarks.
WHILEthe last chapter speaks of the peaceful end of a righteous man, because he attains
the great object of his life, the present chapter shows that the fiery-tempered opponents of
truth led their lives in heart-burning, which assumes the palpable shape of flames of fire
inanotherlife.
I t is thereforeentitled the Blame. The chapter is one of the earliest
revelations,accordingtoallauthorities,
2813 A man of a fiery temper may be called abti-lahab or father of flame, as a s h w i r or
may be called abush-sharr or father of nzischief, and a good man may
be called abul-klzair, i.e. father of goodltess (Rz,AH). Abdul 'Uzze, an uncle of the Holy
Prophet, being a cousin of hisgrandfather Abdul Muttalab, was known by this name,
perhaps on account of his severe opposition to the Holy Prophet, It is related that the
HolyProphet, being commanded to warnhis near relatives, called them togetherand
delivered the Divine message, at which Abdul 'Ueza cried out : '&May you perish ! was i t
for this that you summoned us ? " (Bkh). I t is also related that he followed the Prophet
when he went forth to preach, saying to thepeople that the Prophetwas a mad relative of
his. He is relatedtohave
died seven days afterhearing of thedefeat of the Mecoans
at Badr.
By both hands is meant, according to some, al-jumlah, i.e. Abu Lahab himself, as is
stated elsewhere in the Holy Qur-An : '' T h b i s due to what your two ham% have sent
before" (22: lo), meaning, of course, what you havesent before. Others, however, say
that both h a n d s mean his religion and his wmklly hopes (Rs).
9814 The fire that flanaes is fittingly described a& the p u n i h e n t of ths father of ths
ftance, being a punishment corresponding to the sin, as is indicated in 78 : 26.
a rnisclvkeaous mam
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2815 Abu Lahab’s wife was Umm-i.Jameela, the sister of Abu Sufyan. She is called
here &mmdZat-ul-&atab,why-se literal rendering, bearer of fuel,is generally adopted. The
explanation given is that she was guilty of many mischievous deeds in her opposition to
the Holy Prophet, these deeds serving as the fuel which should ultimately kindle the fire
which was her destination. This is the view taken by Abu Muslim and Sa’id bin Jubair
(Rz). But Bukhareeaccepts Bljd’s explanation of ~tern~~tblat-ul-ba.tab,
or fuel-bearer, as

a

meaning &,$L
i.e. sh used to spreadevil rejoorts against the Holy Prophet.
And ba$ab means calumlzy or slander (Mgh, TA.LL). Furtherthanthat
we have a

vu\e,

M,

proverb similar to the phrase
used here. You say
+.!& \
meaning hs goes about with calumny anwnqthe peopb (A-LL). And !@ib-uZ-lail is me wlw
speaks what is bad altd what is good (TA-LL). A similar explanation is given by Qatada,
who adds that she used to spread evil reports about the Holy Prophet (Rz).
2916 The halter of strongly twisted rope also represents a punishment corresponding
to sin, for it is related that sheused to gather thorns bound with arope, which she brought
on her own head to spread in the Prophet’sway.
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CHAPTER CXII
THEP UNITY
(81-IkhZ@)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(4 vevses)
In thename 01 Allah, the
Beneficent]
the
Merciful.

1 Say: He, Allah, is One.
2 Allah is H e on whom all
depend.
3 He begetsnot,nor
is He
begotten :
4 And none is like Him.2817
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General remarks.
THIS is really the concluding chapter of the Holy Qur-Bn-the two chapters that follow
only show how theprotection of theLordisto
be sought-and i t gives the s u m and
substance of the teachings of the Holy Qur-&u, which is the declarationof the Zhity of the
DivineBeing, thechapter receiving itstitlefromthatcircumstance.
All otherobjects
are secondary as compared with this. The chapter is
one of the earliest revelations, and
containsarefutationnotonly
of idolatryandChristianity,but
of every polytheistic
doctrine.
2817 I t is noteworthy that this earliest RIeccan chapter points out the fundamental
errors of many religions, including Christianity, in its four short sentences. I t proclaims
in the first place the absolute Unity of the Divine Being, and thus deals a death-blow to
all forms of polytheism, including the doctrine of the Trinity ; for the Unity it enjoins ie
absolute and admits of no plurality of gods of anykind.
In the second verse Allah is said to be ApSanzud, of which a large number of significances is given, but the best is the one adopted here, because the Holy Prophet is reported
to havesaid,when asked what A p @ a d was :
GAL\\
i.e. He is ths Lord tu whom recourse is h a d in every need (AH, Rz). The statement that
nothing is independent of Him aims at the correction of the error of those who oonsider
certainthings,such
as matter and soul, to have existed independently
of the Creator.
This doctrine prevails in India, and could not have been known to the Holy Prophet, for it
was not known to any of the religions with which he came in direct contact.
The third verse points out the error of those religions which describe God as being the
father or SML, such as the Christian religion, which teaches both forms of this doctrine, or
as the Meocan idolatry, according to which angels were daughters of Allah.
The fourth verse negatives such doctrines as the doctrine of incarnation, according to
which a mere m n is likened to God.
Again, shirk, or the setting up of equals with the Divine Being, is of four kinds, via.
(L belief in the plurality of,gcds,B belief that other things maypossess t h e perfect attributes
of the Divine Being, a belief that any thing may be related to him, andB belief that others
may do whet is woribable only to the Divine Being. These four kindsof shirk are rejected
in the four verses of this chapter.
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CHAPTER CXIII
THE DAWN
(AL-Palalap)

REVEALED
AT MECCA
(5 zlerses)
Inthename
of Allah,the
Beneficent, the Merciful.

1 Say : I seekrefugeinthe
Lord of the dawn,2818
2 €+om the
evil
of what H e
has created,
3 And from
the
evil of the
utterly
dark
night
when
it
c0mes,2~~~
4 And from the evil of those
who cast (evil suggestions) in
firm resolutions,2820
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Qeneral remarks.
THIS chapter and the one that follows teach man how to seek refuge in Allah and how
to betake himself to His protection. This subject being referred toin Meccan revelations,
as in oh. 16 and 41, the two chaptersmust have been revealed at Mecca, and most
probably they belong tothe early Meccan period. The many stories regarding their
origin, as stated by some commentators, &renot to be found in any authentic report, and
consequently such stories must be rejected. Thus, the Qur-&nopens with the seeking of
assistance from the Divine Being in Bismillah, and ends with the seeking of refuge in
Him in the Mu'awwagataifk (from fna'dzah, meaning refuge), as these two chapters are
together known.
2818 l7uZag signifies the day-break (LL), meaning primarily cleaving or splittimg, the
daybreak being so called because it cleaves throughthedarkness.
Hence it comes to
signify the plain appearing of the truth after 'its having been dubious (TA-LL). The
reference in the Lord of tL daybreak is no doubt to the gradual manifestation of the
truth and the triumph of the cauw of the Holy Prophet.
28lQ Cfhdsip is derived from g h a s a q , which signifies intense darknsss (Rgh), and hence.
ghcisip signifies th.e night when the shafaq (or rednsss in the h i z o n after suset) disappears
(S,0,Q-LL), hence darkness in which there is no ray of light, and stands for the dark
m c u l t i e s with which an affair is sometimes attended-difficulties through which a man.
ie unable b BBB his way. I t is therefore meant that the advent of truth, which was now
becoming W e s t , wil n o t ' be attendedwith dark difficulties which may make it
dubious.
2830 The two words ooourringhere whioh require t o be expleined are mf&dt and
'Upad. Tho former is the plural of maf& which is an i n 6 e n e . h nominative from safedo,
1-
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5 And from the evil of the
1 envious
when
he
envies.2821
~~

meaningprimarily
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he blew. But followed byfi it conveys another significance. Thus
God cast or put the thingintohis
heart (Msb-LL);

+d 2 ,A, &j means

and

&>> (j &

means he inspired or p u t into my mind (Ib, As). 'Uqad is the

plural of 'updah, which signifies a tie (LL), and judgmnt and consideration of m e ' s a f a i r s
(TA-LL),and management, regulating and ordering of me's affairs (LL). It also signifies a

3

1 '

4\
promise of obedience or vow of allegiame (LA, TA-LL). Hence, &\
are really those who put evil suggestions into the resolution of men or into the management of theiraffairs.Notethat
nnf&tt arenotnecessarily w o w e n ; the word equally
applies to al-jamti'&, or comnpanies of men (Rz). The explanation I have adopted is, with
somedifference, the same as that
adopted byAbu Muslim,which Ra pronouncesto be
a good explanation.
This verse deals with the second difficulty in the spread of truth or in the management
of any affair generally.The
first difficulty was its being enveloped withuttergloom;
the second is that darkness is dispelled, but still the resolution to adhere to the
truth is
subject to the evil suggestionsof those who would mislead others.
2821 This is the third difficulty. Truth has now become triumphant, but there are
those who envy its success andwho would not have its triumph maintained over falsehood.
Therefore,Divineprotectionhasstill
to be soughtwhen truth hes ultimately become
triumphant.

CHAPTER CXIV
THE MEN
(An-Nds)

REVEALEDAT MECCA
(6 verses)

In the
name
of Allah, the
1 Beneficent, the Nerciful.
~

Ar. b w m t , q

1 Say : I seek refuge in the
L o d of men,
1 2 TheKing of men,
i 3 The God of men,
4 Fromthe evil of the whis1 perings of the slinking (devil),
5 Who
whispers
into
the
hemts of men,
6 Fromamongthejinnand
I the men.2822

''
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~

General remark.
TITI:introductory note on the last chapter may also be read here.
2822 These verses are, as it were, a complement to the previous chapter. Three kinds
of mischief arepointedouttherewhichmay
be done t,o the cause of truth.Here
a
fourth,butthegravest
mischief of all,ispointedout.Thisisthe
mischief of the
slinking deoil who comesstealthily and casts evil suggestions into the hearts of men.
The whispering of the evil one is the greatest mischief because its source is in t h e lzearts
of men (v. 5 ) . The word k h a n n d s isderivedfrom
lchanasa, meaning he Reld back or
hung back, and also 7ae hid lzi,mself (TA-LLI,and al-khmtm?s is the devil, because he retires
or shrinks or hides himself (Msb-LL).
The Lord is here called the Lord, the King and the God of men, Lordship implying
B certain control, as that of a master over a servant, Kingship implying the
next higher
degree $f it, as that of ;I ruler over his subjects; while Godheadimplies B complete
oontroland a thorough knowledge of the whole of creation. Or, Rnbb is the nourisher
and sustainer of men, Malik is the holder of control over them, and i26h is the one who
desernes to be worshipped, i . e . to be made the goal of one's life.
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[ExPLANATIoh-:-The first number in the reference8 representsthechapterandthe
following the verse, as in 20 : 30,where the number 20 stands for the 20th chapter and 30 for
the 30th verse. A number standing alone, like 1584,iudicates the number of the foot-note
in which a reference occurs, and a bracketed figure denotes the number of the paragraph.
The reference to page when necessary is indicated by inserting p. before the number.]
Aaron, Moses' request for help of, 20 : 30;
1564 ; 26 : 12 ; 28 : 34 ; is made a prophet,
4:161; 6:85; 10:75; 19:53; 21:48;
23 : 45 ; 25 : 55 ; was Moses' elder brother,
684; leadsIsraelitesin
Moses' absence,
7 : 142 ; not guilty of making the calf, 84 ;
20 : 90 ; 1595 ; 20: 95 ; 1599 ; not punished
(according toBible), 86; his excuse, 7:160;
947. See Moses
'Abbas, 1041
Abbreviations, use of, in Arabic literature,
11; in the Qur-An, 11 ; Golius and Rodwell
on, 11; explanations of, were given by
companions and their followers, 2536
'Abdulla, the Prophet's father, 2755
'Abdulla bin Abi Serh, 1085
'Abdulla bin Jahsh, 278 (1)
'Abdulla, son of Shuraih, 2662
'Abdulla bin Ubayy, 1085 ; 1741 ; 1756 ; 2476;
desire of, to become a leader, 22 ; deserts
the Muslim army, 482 ; funeral service of,
1077; 1080
'Abdul Masih, 445
'Abdul Muttalab, 2755 ; prayer of, 2800
'Abdul 'Uzza, 2813
Abel, 686 ; 5 : 27-31
Ablution, 6 : 6 ; xvii;totalablution,
when
necessary, 578
Abraha, 2800; destruction of thearmy of,
105 : 3-5 ; 2801
Abraham,entire
submission of, to Allah,
2 :124, 131; 3:66; 4:125; 16: 119;
37 : 83, 84 ; made a prophet and a leader,
fl:124, 130; 3:32; 16:120-122; 21:73;
38: 45-47; prophethood granted to descendanta of, 29 : 27 ; 37 : 113; 68 : 26 ;
preaches sgainst idolatry, 6 : 75 ;19 : 42-48;
21 : 52-56, 62-65
; 26 : 69-84 ; 29 : 16, 17 ;
37;86-87, 95, 96; 43 :26,
27; preaches
41

against worship of heavenly bodies,
6 : 76-84 ; 791; 792
; 37 : 88, 89
; breaks
the idols, 21 :57, 58 ; 1638 ; 1639 ; 37 : 9193 ; plans against, to oast into fire, 21 : 68 ;
1641 ; 29 : 24 ; 1910 ; 37 : 97 ; is delivered,
21 : 69,70,71 ; 29 : 24-26 ; 1910~; 37 : 98,
99 ; disoussion of, with a sun-worshipper,
2 : 258 ; 347 ; is promised a great kingdom,
345 ; seeks to understand the law of rise
and fall of nations, 2 : 260 ; 349 ; expedition of, against king of Elam, 1642 ;
asking of forgiveness for his sire, 9 : 114 ;
is the progenitor of Arabs, 90 : 3 ; 2735 ;
prayer of, for a righteous son, 37 : 100 ; is
given good news of Ishmael, 37 : 101 ;
sees in a vision that he must sacrifice him,
37 : 102 ; significance of the vision, 2116 ;
settles IshmaelneartheEa'ba,
170 (3);
14 : 37; 1319 ; prays for a secure city to be
raised there, 2 : 126 ; 14 : 35 ; 1316 ; 2733 ;
prays for Mecca to be made the spiritual
centre of the world, 14 : 37, 38; idolatry
received a death-blowfromthehands
of
one of his descendants, 1316 ; enjoined to
purify theSacred House, 22 :26 : with
Ishmael, 2 : 125 ; 170 ; prays for a nation
keeping up prayer to be raised in Arabia,
14 : 40 : with Ishmael, for an apostle to be
raised in Mecca, 2 : 129 ; with Iehmael
rebuilds Ka'ba, 2 : 127; covenantmade
with Abraham, 2: 124; 168; standingpbce of, 2 : 125 ; 169 ; 3 : 96 ; 469 ; Iebm
as the religion of, 3 : 66 ; 401 ; Muhammad
guided to the faith of, 6 : 162 ; M u h a m d
and his followers are nemrest to, 3 : 87 ;
scriptures of, 87 :19 ; messengers oome to,
11 : 69, 70; 15 :51, 52 ; 51 :24, 26 ; announce birth of a 8011, 15: 63-56; 5 1 : 8830 ; birth of son and grandson, 6 : 85 ;
1819

1450
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11:71; 1189; 19 : 49 ; 21 : 7 1 ; 29 : 27 :
37: 112; pleads for Lot's people, 11: 7476; enjoinsunity
on hisdescendanta.
2: 132; 43 : 28; severa conneation with
enemies, 60 : 4, 5 ; 2486; an exemplar,
16 : 120; 60: 4 ; to be remembered with

goodness
among
generations,
la@
37 : 108-111
Abrogation, doctrine of, intheQur-&n
re.
futed, 152 ; 1398 ; of previousscriptures,
152
Abu h i r , 960, 1094
Abu Bakr, xxxix; p. 395 (3) ; 1930 (5) :
2075; 2310 ; 2399 ; p. 1196 (1); 2750 ;
collection of the Qur-An by, xxxiv ; difficul.
ties he felt, lvi;the
firsttoacceptthe
Prophet, 2550 ; accompanies t.he Prophet
in his flight, 9 : 40 ; 1062 ; superiority of,
above others, 1745 ; beloved -one of Allah,
710 ; apostasy in the caliphate of, 710
hbuJahl, 1670;1858;1889;
2111 ; 2541 ;
2621 ; 2773 ; 96 : 6-19 ; 2775 ; 2776
Abu Khuzaima, lviii
Abu Lshab, 1858; 111 : 1-3;2813;
curso3
the Prophet, 1118 ; 1834; wifeof, 111 : 4 , 5 ;
2816; her end, 2816
Abu S u f y h , 980 (3) ; 1384
Abu TAJib, 2755 ; 2756 ; on death-bed, 1889
Abyssinia, Muslims find ashelterin,
728 ;
flightto, 1705
Accessions made in war, 8 : 1 ; 979
Action, principles of, xiii
Actions, consequences of, 17 : 1 3 ; 1417
>Ad,7 : 65 ; 9 : 70 ; 11 : 50-60 ; 1 4 : 9 ; 25 : 38 ;
41 : 13-16 ; 50 : 13 ; 53 : 50 ; 54 : 18-22 ;
69 : 4, 6, 7 ; 89 : 6-8 ; 2724 ; sur&essore of
Noah's people, 7 : 69 ; tribe of, 903 ; deities
of, 903 ; tallness of statore of, 907 ; their
punishment, 7 : 72 ; 910 ; country o,! 2258
Adam, created to rule on earth, 2 : 30 ; 49 ;
is created from dust, 3 : 58 ; 443 ; 15 : 28 ;
38:71 (significance of this, 862;1336 ;
2152) ; is taughtthenames,
2 : 31 (sig.
nlficance of this, 53) is madecomplete
ana granted inspiration, 15: 28; 38 :72 ;
angels ordered to make obeisence to,2 : 34 ;
7 : l l ;1 5 : 2 8 ;1 7 : 8 1 ;1 8 : 5 0 ;2 0 : 1 1 6 ;
38: 72 (significance of this, 56;2152);
IbIis refusea to make obeisance to, 2 : 34 ;
7 : l l ; 1 5 : 3 0 ; 17:61; 1 8 : 6 0 ;2 0 : l l S ;
H :73, 74 (Significance of thin, 66 ; 2lM) ;
is made to live in the garden with Eve,
B : 35 ; 7: 19 ;a0 : ll7-119 (signifleulee of
L i s , So; 1608);. both forbidden to approach the tree, 2 : 96 ; 7 : 19 fsigniflosnce

of this, 62) ; is misled by the devil, 2 : 36 ;
7 : 20-22; 20: 120, 121 ; result of tasting
t h e tree, 7 : 22;20: 121 ; 866; 1609
clothing of whichhe was divested, 871
new conditioninwhich'theyare
placed
65 ; faultof,duetoforgetting,
20 : 116
1607 ; is made conscious of the fault, 866
722; repentanceof, 2 : 37; 66 ; 7 : 23
excels the whole creation, 2 : 34 ; 56
allegorical nature of the story of, 1609 (2)
standingformangenerally,
443, 861; as
prototype
a
of perfect
the man,
2152;
p. 326 (4) ; how Eve was created from,
1382;
Adam andhisdescendantschosen,
3 : 32 ;
two sons of, 5 : 27
'Addas, 1400
'Adi, 743
Adoption, 33 : 4 ; 1967
Adultery,punishmentfor,
24 : 1, 2 ; light
view taken of, in civilized society, 1736;
interdict
against,
24: 3 ; 1737; strong
evidence required to establish the charge,
24:4,13; 1743; preventionsagainst, 24 : 27,
30,31 ; punishment for indecency short of,
4 : 15, 16 ; 551
Bsop, p. 800 (2) ; 1950
Bgreement,may
be repudiatedin
oase of
treachery, 8 : 58 ; 1019
Ahl-i-bait, 1989
@mad, prophecy relating to, 61 : 6 ; 2496;
significance of, 2496
'Aish , 1400
Akhnas bin shnraiq, 2541
Alexander's wall, 1533 (6)
'Mi. liii; 223 (2) ; 711 ; p. 395 (3) ; 2136 ;
collection of the Qur-An by, xlvii
Allah, Transcendentally pure conception of,
42 : 11; 2219 ; significance of, 2 ; proper
name of the DivineBeing, 2 ; has excellent names, 7 : 180 ; 963 ; 17 : 110 ; beneficence of, 3 ; is glorified by allcreation,
17: 44 ; 1430.4; Creator of all, 2 : 29 ;
1 2 : 1 6 ; 1 2 6 9 ~ ; 1 6 :3-8; 35: 40; 39:62;
40 : 62 ; recognized as Creator by polytheists, 31 : 25; 43:9-13;
attribute of
love in, 2770; believers' love of, 2 : 1 6 5 ;
8 ; love of, the
205; 3 :30;409;76:
highestmotivefor
work, 216 ; 850 ; fear
and hope to be entertained of, 7 : 55, 56 ;
896 ; is merciful even to unbelievers,
3 : 127,128 ; 488 ; removes evil, 16 : 52-65;
man turns to, in afliction, 30 : 39 ; CreEtor
and Susteiner, 86 : 68-74 ; Snstainer of all,
11:6; forgives sine, p. 4 f2) ; 7 ; forgives
in spite of man's injnstica, 19 : 6 ; 12& ;
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bestower of grace, 11 : 3 ; goodness of,
'made the basis of a Muslim's life, p. 287
towards cretbtures, 6 : 13-19; favours of,
(2) ; absolute Unity proclaimed, 112 :1-4 ;
10: 31; 16:9 ; 1357; 25: 45-49; 6 5 :
2817; ultimatatriumph of, 6 : 3 ; 765 ;
10-25 ; bounty of, in ,giving to every one
37 : 4 ; 2097
wha$ he strives for, 17 : 16-20 ; blessings Allah, way of, 350 ; being killed in, 3 : 1 6 s
of, on believers, 33 : 43 ; dealings of, are
170 ; fighting in, 599
characterized by mercy, 42 : 30-36 ; 2229 ; Allah, words of, do not change, 6 : 34 ; 770;
Originator, 2 : 117 ; Creator and Destroyer,
6 : 116 ; 814,; :10
64; 1143 ; 18 : 27 ; 1497 ;
abundance of, 18 :109; 31
: 27
53 : 42-46 ; not
tired
by creating, 46 : 33 ;
does not need rest, 50 : 38 ; 2343~; ever- Allegiance, oath of, 48:10 ; 2310 ; 48: 18
:
enduring, 55 :.27; theTruth,
31: 30;
2315 ; from women converts, 60 : 12 ; 249.3
accepts repentance and prayer, 42 : 25, 26 ; Allies, battle of, 33 : 9 ; 1971 ; assistance of
Lord of ways of ascent, 70 : 3, 4 ; 2565 ;
angels at, 3: 125;prophecy relating to,
dealswithmenjustly,
21 : 47; vision
785 ; 38 :11; 2131; prophecy fulfilled,
Him, 6:104 ; 807 ;
cannotcomprehend
33:9; 1972; 33:22; 1981
sight of, 941 ; ultimate cause of all things, Amahkitea, 1852
6 : 1 ; 753 ; pleasure of, exeroised according kmina, 2755
to Hislaws, 1396; 2605~; controls good A m h , AZ, Prophetknownas,
769; 1118;
and evil, 10 : 107 ; brings about evolution,
2539
5 ; provibnoe of, p. 4 (2); Lordship of, 5 ; 'Ammar, son of Yhsir, 1402
Mastership of, 7 ; other
attributes
of,
Ammara, 2489
59 : 23, 24; intervenes between man and
'Amr ibn-i-Lohayy, 2577
; does not lead astray, 'Amr bin Salma, xxxvii
his heart, 8 : 24; 995
44; 840; 14: 27; 1312; 9 :215; 1099; 'Amr-ibn-ut-Tufail, 1081
when He sets seals on hearts,925 ; 16: 108;'Amrhn, 3 : 32 ; 410 ; 3 : 34 ; 412
1404 ; makes good deeds fair-seeming, Ancient House, 22 :29 ; 1690
27 : 4; 1840 ; does notdestroymen
un- Angels, significance of belief in, xii ; 214 ; 88
justly, 6:132; 11: 100-102;does not
bearers of messages, 47 ; existence of, 47 ;
destroy people for wrong beliefs, 11 : 116,
Allah's speaking to, 47 (2)
117 ; refuge to be sought in, 51 : 50, 51
; Angels, make obeisanoe to Adam, 2 : 34 ; 56 ;
p. 1236; significauce of refuge in, 1728;
17:61; 18:50; 20:116;
coming of,812;
not addressed as Father, 5 ; striving neoes6: 112; 6: 159; 846; 25:21, 2 2 ; 1779;
sary to meet, 84 : 6 ; 2701 ; remembrance
significance of the coming of, 268 ; 1328 ;
of, sets heart at rest, 13 : 28 ; friends of,
comingof, to exeoute punishment, 767;
10:62 ; 1141 ; theparty
of, 58: 22 ;
16 : 33 ; 1362 ; assistance of, 3 : 122, 123
;
coming of, 2:210; 268; 6 : 159; 846
1044; 33:9; 1973; significanoe of the
Allah,mercy of, isall-comprehensive, p. 2
485 ; 8 : 10 ; 983 ; make
assistanceof,
believers firm; 8: 12 ; w k forgiveness tor
( 5 ) ; p. 4(2); 3; 4:40; 576; 6:12; 760;
6 : 5 4 ; 6:148; 839; 849;7: 156; 949A; men, 40:7-9 ; 42 : 6 ; 2217; coming Of,
10: 21-24
; 10 : 56-60 ; 1139 ; 11 : 9-11 ;
with
inspiration,
16:2; 1355; h a d
11 :119 ; 1209 ; 17: 54
; 2436; 39 : 53 ;
upon believers, 41: 30; 2208 ; eoming
2169 ; 40 :3 ; 2172 ; 2175
with
revelation
to the
Holy
Prophet,
Uah,power and knowledge of, 2: 253
; 341 ;
19 : 64 ; 1556 ; guardmn angels, 13 :11 ;
6:59; 10:3;
10:61; 13.:11-17;
13:33;
1269 ; recording angels, 83 : 10-12 ; 2691 ;
16 :48-50 ; 22 : 18; 23
: 78-80 ; 27 :60-66 ;
unbelievers'demand
for engelapostles,
28 :67-73 ; 30 : 20-27 ; 34 : 2, 3 ; 41 : 47 ;
17 :94, 95; could not b e . a p o e t h to
55:33-45; 57:l-6;75:3,4 ; 2607; 85:
men, 6 : 8, 9 ; 768
h@,&s
Will@, 35
12-16
looked upon as female divinities, 43 :19 ;
Ulah,, doctrine of theUnity of, threefold
oslled daughters of All&, 53 : 2 7 , B ; 2383
evidence of, viii; 3 : 17; 398 ; inherent in
humannature, 775; is the basis of true AnnounaemenB, the p&, 78 : 1-4; 2640
religion, p. 142 ; Unity of law bears witnesa dngdr, 1087 ; 9 : 100; 9 : 117;2679
to, 21 :22; 1620 ; d e d d by diversity in, Antichrist, 1478 ; 1526; 2195 ; Shsll BO*
8Btm l&ecm, 469
142 ; 2 : 164; a03
; 1263 ; fortlaken by a11
befoe the m p h e t ' s advent, 30 : 42; 1942
; A n t i d , 8078
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ascendtohigher
regions, 2365; brought
Apostates, 2: 217; 279;5 :54; 710; wen
idols fromSyria, 2577 ; belief that devile
not put to death, 279
listen by stealth, 2686; gave no share t o
669
'Aqaba, oath of allegiancetakenat,
women and children, 89 : 19 ; 2728 ; evil
1697
of drinkamong,
280: fairsfortrading
'Aqba, 1783
purposes, 256 ; boastful gatherings, 262
'Aqba bin Abi Mu'ait, 1858
A'r&f, 7 : 46, 47
; 890
A'rib, 1082
Aram, 89 : 7 ; 2724
Arabia, subjugated to the Priphet temporallj
Aristocracy in religion denounced, 779
and spiritually, 1864; granting of life to
29 :63 ; 1928 ; towns destroyed on border6 Ark, the, 328 ; 330 ; 11 : 37 ; 1183 ; 23 : 27
of, 46 : 27, 28; 2289 ; prophecy of its re. ' I Arrowe used to divide flesh of animalsend
generation and subjugation fulfilled, 2811 I. for divining purposes, 5 : 3 ; 653 ; dividing
by, forbidden, 5 : 90
Arabian desert, dwellers of, 1082 ; 49 : 14-17 1
'Arsh, 895 ; 40 : 7 ; 2174 ; bearers of, 2555
their unbelief, 9 :97; believers among
Asad, 611 ; 1081 ; 1086
9 : 99
Arabs, wonderful memories of, xxxvii ; should Ascension of the Prophet, p, 560 (3); 17 : 1 ;
1410; 17: 60; was spiritual, 1441 : signiprove better followers of faith thanJews and
fied his future triumph, 1441
; should be bearers
Christians, 6 : 157, 158
Ascension of Moses, 1502 ; 1511
of Prophet's message toothernations,
16 : 89; 1391 ; called Ummi, 950 ; hated A$!uib, see Muhammad, companions of
blue-eyed people, 1601a ; made masters of Ashja', 1088
mightyempires,
1499 ; 18 : 31 ; to be Aslam, 1088
Asma, daughter of Nu'man Kindi, 1999
raised toeminencethroughtheProphet,
Astrologers, 2365 ; 2530
p. 1204 (1) ; 2702 ; Bible prophecy about,
Aswad bin 'Abd-i-Yaghoos, 2541
1831
of,
Arabs, pre-Islamite,superstitious
belief of I Atonement, refutation of thedoctrine
p. 4 ;(2)
678;contradicted by Lord's prayer,
entering house by the back, 237; suspen1571 (3)
; 6 : 165; 851
for unlimited
sion of conjugalrelations
Atonement, 17 : 15; 1418; 1571 (2);how
period, 291; compelled wives toobtain
rightly made, 1903 ; 29 : 7
n a state of mutual warfare,
divorce, 304 ; i
between, 127;
3 : 102 ; 472 ; denied inheritance to women bus andKhazraj,quarrel
2329
544 (1); took women as
andchildren,
'Ayesha, 223 ; 2000 (1); 2517 ; 2539 ; slander
heritage, 4 : 19 ; 554 ; marriedmothers,
; punishment of
against, 24 : 11-20: 1740
4:213; causinginjuryto
women, 555;
the chief slanderer of, 1741
chargingthemfalsely, 557; covenants of
brotherhoodamong,
567; dividing flesh Azbn, or call to prayer, xix
of camels by arrows, 663 ; deciding impor- bzar, 6 : 75 ; was not Abraham's father, 790
Am&, as a son of God, 9 : 30 ; 1050
tantaffairs by arrows, 663; setting free
animals in honour of idols, 5 : 103 ; 742 ; Aziz, al, 1227
settingapartpart
of produceforidols,
826 ; making sacrifice toidols, 6 : 138 ; Backbiting, 49 :-12
of, in
828 ; superstitions of, 6 : 139, 140
; 835 ; Badr, prophecies relatingtobattle
Bible, 395 ; 982 (2)
; in the Qur-&n,8 : 7 ;
auguring evil from birds, 933 ; 1417 ; prac982 (1); 984; 1012; 1769;25 : 25, 27;
tice of postponing pilgrimage, 9 : 36 ; 1057 ;
1782; 1783 ; 53: 26; 2035; 1930 (3);
birth of daughterregarded a misfortune,
44 : 16 ; 2270 ; 64 : 44-46 ; 2399 ; 64 : 9,lO;
16 : 58; 43 : 17 ; 2234; buried daughters
2509 ; 78: 18-20 ; 2644 ; 64 : 47, 48 ;
alive, 6:138; 828; 16:59; 1375; 2675;
2401; prophecyas to when it will take
powerful tribes set agreements at naught,
place, 34 : 30 ; 2037 ; appointedtime of
16 : 92 ; 1395 ; denied resurrection, 1433 ;
punishment of enemy, 18 : 68; 1608;
denied beneficence of God, 21 : 36 ; 1630 ;
force of persecutionto be broken at, 20:
enteEing houseg without permission, 1749 ;
129; 16.lO~;
enemy demanded a judgprostitution prevailed among, 1756;
scruple8 of, in eating
with
the blind,
ment in the battle of, 8 : 19 ; 992 ; afforded
1766; shughteredeachotherfortrivial
a distinction, 85 ; signin the battle of,
offences, 3232 ; belief that astrologers could
8 : 12 ; numbem of theopporingsides,
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395 ; Divinehelpat,3
: 122 ; 8 : 9 ; encounter necessary manifest
to
truth,
8 : 6-8;Christianopinion
of thebattle
of, 980 (2); position of and encounter at,
980 (3) ; Muslims strengthened at, 8 : 11;
984 ; Allah’s hand in the fighting at,8 : 17 ;
989 ; situation of parties at, 8 : 42 ; 1008 ;
as a proof of truth, 8 : 42:1012;unbelievers marching to, in exultation, 8 : 47,
48 ; 1014; how unbeliever8 were smitten
at, 8 : 50, 51; release of prisoners at,
1024; prisoners of war at, to be released,
8 : 70 ; the Quraish leaders slain at, 1858 ;
the Holy Prophet’s address to the slain at,
2680
Badr-us-SughrB, 3 : 172-174 ; 521
Babirah, 627; 5 : 103; 742
Bai’at-uL’aqaba, 2310 (2)
Bai’at-uv-vi dwdn, 2310
Ba’l, 37 : 125 ; 2119
Bala’im, 960
Balance, the, 7 : 8, 9 ; 869 ; 23 : 102 ; 1732 ;
55 : 7-9 ; 2407 ; revealed by Allah, 42 : 17 :

’

Israelitish history, 323; silence of, on resurrection, 1126 : as a guidance is second
to Qnr-in,1885;
corruption of, 2 : 75;
115; 3 : 76, 77 ; 455 ; 4 :46 : 582 ; 5 : 13 ;
5 : 44-47 ; 697-703 ; 5 : 68; 719. For
differences with Qur-4n, see Qur-An
Bible, followers of the, wish to turn Muslims
unbelievers, 2 : 109 ; Jewish and Christian
mutual hatred, 2 : 113 ; 158 ; differences
of Qiblahamong,2
: 145;189;
controversy with, 3 : 64-70 ; machinations of, to
discredit Islam, p. 164 ; 3 : 71 ; 448 ; are
generally not faithful to trusts, 3 : 74 ; 454 ;
uprightpartyamong,3
: 112-114; 478 ;
reject guidance though seeing signs
of its
truth, 3 : 85-90 ; oarpings of, 3 : 180, 185 ;
covenantwith, 3 : 186 ; believers among,
3 : 195 ; find fault with Islam, 5 : 59 ; do
not keep up
the
Bible, 5 : 6 6 ; recog: 146 ; 190; 6 : 20 ;
nizetheProphet,2
763; convinced of truth of the Qur-Bn,
for lords,9 : 31 ;
6 : 115;takepriests
1052
Bilal, 1402
2224
Birds, as indicating ill-luok, 933 ; as signify.
Bani ’Abdul Muttalab, 1007
ingvanquishment of enemy, 1387 ; 2533 ;
Bani Bakr, 1039
as signifyingactions,
1417 ; signifioance
Bani Damra. 1032
of the voices of, 1844;
subjugated
by
Bani Ghanam, 1094
Solomon, 27 : 17 ; 1846 ; standing for
Bani Harisa, 483
cavalry, 1846
Bani Hashim, 1007
Bi’r-i.Ma’una, murder of reciters at, xxxix
Bani Kanana, 1032
Bismillah, p. 2 (2) ; when revealed, p. 2 (4) ;
Bani Tdudlaj, 630
Divine attributesin,p.2
( 5 ) ; perfection
Bani Nadir, 127 ; 670; 1971 ; banishment of,
of, p. 2 (6) : omission of in ninth chapter,
59 : 2 ; p. 1057 (3) ; 2475 ; destroyed their
p. 394 (3)
own houses, 59 : 2
Black Sea, the, 1519
Bani Qainuqa’, 2482
Bani
Quraiza,
127;
1971;
treachery of, Black stone,as a symbol, 191; kissing of,
248
33:
26;
1983;
besieged, 1983;
punishBlindness of heart, 22 : 46 ; 1699
ment of, 33 : 26, 27; 1983
Bloodwit, 2 : 178; 221
Bani Salma, 483
Book, a8 signifying laws of nature, 782
Bani Saqif, embassy of, xlix, 1
Book, the,signifyingpreviousrevelation,
Bani Tamim, p. 990 (3)
1295
Bank, interest on deposits in, 369
Book of deeds, 1504 ; 45 : 28 ; 2280 ; 84 : 7-15
Baptism, the Divine, 2 : 138 ; 178
Barrier between the Prophet and unbelievers, Books, circulation of, prophesied, 81 : 1 0 ;
2676
17 : 45, 46 ; 1431
Bracelets of gold, 35 : 33 ; 2069
Barzakh, 1731 ; 23 : 100
Bribery, 715
Begging, discountenanced, 2 : 273 : 362
Brotherhood of man, as inculoated by Islam,
Bekka, 3 : 95; 467
Belief, significance. of, xii
49 : 13; 2331
I
Benjamin, 1246
I ]Budail, 743
Bequeat, for charitable purposes, 2 : 180 ; law
Bubairah, the monk, 1400
of, notabrogated,223;earlyinstances,
Burden, what constitutes a man’s, 851 ; each
223
one to bear his own, 29 :12,18; 1906 ;
Bible, not a fu? or trustworthy record of
36 : 18
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Burnt-offering, 3 :182 ; 525
Bushra, I723
Clssar, prophecy regarding palaces of, 1981
Cain, 686; 5 : 27-31
Caleb, 683; 5 : 23
Calf, the golden, 2 : 51 ; E?; 7 : 148; 944
20:90; 1597; 1600
Camels, prophecy relating to their beinl
neglected, 81 :4 ; 2671
Cattle, createdforbenefit of man, 6 : 143-145
39 : 6 ; 2156
Cave, story of the dwellers of, is a stor!I
of Christianity, p. 584 (2) ; p. 585 (2)
Cave andinscription,
followers of, 18: 9
1481, 1483
.
Chains, significance of, 2067
Chaldeans, 2117
Charity,regularized by Islam, 1 7 ; fruit of
1 : 261 ; not to be followed by reproach 01
evil, 2 : 262-264,266 ; 356 ; to be seen 01
men, 2 : 264 ; 4 : 38 ; the Gospel injunction
353; for Allah's pleasure, 2 : 265; 355
what things t o be spent in, 2 : 267; open
and secret, 2 : 271 ; for public welfare, 358 ;
object of, for public good, 359; object
of secret charity, 2 : 273 ; 360; leads
to success, 2:274; 363 ; fundamental
principle of natural religion, 30 :39 ; 1940 ;
withholders of, are disbelievers in judgment, 107 :7
Charmers, 2618
Chastisement,not
inflicted untiltruth
is
preached, 17 : 15 ; 1419
Chastity, 1736
Chosroes 11, 1930
Christian ohuroh, the first in Britain, 1483 (3)
Christian aritics, false charges made by, 1259
Christian nations, political predominance of,
1054 ; ncglecting their s p i r i t d needs,
18 : 104; 15a7
Christian slaves, 88 converts to Islam, 1400
Christianity, based on wrong interpretation
of allegorical statements, p. 137 (3) ; 387 ;
war0 of, 238; belief in death of Christ on
cross, fundamentaldoctrine of, 4 : 159 ;
650; deniea beneficence of God, 1571 ;
self-contradictions of, 1571 (3) ; connection
of with cave, p. 584 (2) ; early followers of,
were Unitarians,18 : 14 ; 1 4 8 3 ~ ;as a
persecuted religion, 1495 ; decrepitude of,
before advent of Islam, 1941 ; early
refutation by QUI-&n, 112 : 3 ; 2817
Christians, 88 leaving the middle path, 1 0 ;
how they can attain salvation, 2: 62 ; 104 ;

love of life of, 2 : 96 ; 139 ; commanded to
fast, 225 ; challenged to test truthof claims
by meens of prayer, 3 : 60 ; 445 ; lodged in
mosque, 445; invitedtotake
common
principles for abasis of mutualunderstanding,3 : 63; claim of, to love of
enemy, 445 (2) ; exceeding bounds in deifying
mortal,
a
4 : 171;
covenant
with,
5 : 14; mutual
enmity
and
hatred
of,
5 : 1 4 ; 674; only following earlier people
in deifying a man, 5 : 77 ; 7 2 4 ~; nearest to
Islam, 5 : 82 ; 727 ; professing Islam, 5 :
83 ; 728 ; narrow views of, on grant of
revelation, 1390 ; deny beneficence of God,
1476;lethargy of, 1485 (2) ; commercial
activities of, p 584 (2) ; 1487 ; take a man
for God, 18 : 102 ; 1526
Coats of mail, 2024
Comforter, 383 (2) ; 941 ; 2496
Concubinage, 536 ; 1715 ; 1753
Conjugal relations, object of, 30: 21 ; 1935
Conservatism, 2 : 170
Constantine, 1495
Contracts, writing of, 2 : 262
Controversy, principle of, 16 : 125 ; 1408 ;
29 : 46 ; 1916
Counsel, necessary in all important matters,
3 : 158 ; 515 ; 42 : 38 ; 2250
Court of wards, 4 : 4 ; 538
Zovenant of Allah, significance of, 120
Covenant, fulfilment of, 5 : 1 ; 656
3ow, slaughter of, why speqially ordained
in Nosaic law, 84
:ow-sacrifice, as an expiationamongJews,
108
:ow-worship, p. 9 (1); 84
>yrus, 1517
3dbbat-ul-ard, 21 : 82 ; 1863 ; 34 : 14 ; 2029
Iacoits, punishment of, 690 ; 5 : 33

Iamascus, 1723
)anid, vision of, 1517
)arius I, 1517 ; 1521 ; p. 585 (2)
)avid, 2 : 251 ; 4 : 163 ; 5 : 73 ; 6 : 8 5 ; 21 :
78 ; 27 : 15, 16 ; 34 : 10-13 ; 38 : 17-30 ;
kills Goliath and is made a king,
2 :251 ;
334; sings praises of the Holy Prophet,
336 ; madeaprophetandgrantedscripture, 4 : 163 ; 651 ; 6 : 85 ; curses Israelites,
5 : 78 ; curseshis enemies, 1437 ; significance of mountains and birds being made
subservient to, 1644 ; making of coats of
mail byl 1645
,avid, conquests of, 20%; iron
made
pliantto,
34 : €0, 11; 2023 ; failure
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attractive, 16 : 63 ; 1840 ; whisperings of,
of theplans
of enemies of, 2136; false
114 : 1-6 ; 2822 ; struggle of, s h d l fail,
chargeagainst, 2136
4 :76 ; 600 ; viaitation eom, how guarded
Day, meaning of, 8 ;ES equal to a thousand
party
of the,
against,
7:
201 ; 974;
5 ; of fifty
years, 2 2 : 4 71; 6 9 9 ~3; 2 :
58 : 18-20
thousand years, 70 : 4 ; 2566
Devil of the desert, 986 ; 2144
Days of Allah, 45 :14 ; 2276
Diseases, the spiritual, 30: 52, 53
Dead, thespiritually,
6 : 36 ; 772;shall
Ditch,dugtoprotectMedina,
1971 ; battle
speak, 6:112;812;
rai:ing of, tolife,
of, prophecy relating t o , 2705
6 : 123 ; 817 ; 1280; 1863 ; 75 : 40 ; 2623 ;
cannot return to life in this world, 21 : 95 ; Diviners, 1332 ; 2365 ; 68 : 47
Divining, 5 : 3 ; 663
1659 ; 23 : 100 ; 1731 ; 39 : 42 : 2105
Divorce, cannot be pronouncedinmenstruDeath, as starting-point of a new life, 2527
ation, 286 ; not to be resorted to except in
Decay, all creation is subject to, 55 : 26
exceptional circumstances, 293 (1); cause8
Decius, 1483
of, notlimited, 293 (2) ; discouraged by
Deeds, how renderednull,25:23;
1781 ;
the Prophet, 293 (3) ; period of waiting as
47 : 1,8, 9 ; 2291
a check, as reconciliation may be effected
Defamatory speech, 4 : 148
within the period of waiting, 2 : 228 ; 295 ;
Defaulters, 83 : 1-3 ; 2692 ; their punishment,
may be revoked twice, 2 : 229 ; 298 ; must
83 : 4-10 ; 2693
be given in case of dissension, 299 ; full
Deluge, the,
not
world-wide, 902;
1178;
payment of dowry as E check, 300; wife’s
1180
right to claim divorce, 301 ; authorities
Derbent, 1523 (6)
mayinterfere, 301 (3) ; whenit becomes
1 4 4 ; 3 : 174;
Devil, the,inhumenform.
irrevocable,2 : 230 ; 303; liberality to be
522 ; 8 : 48 ; 1015 ; 1306 ; 1670 ; 22 : 3 ; as
shown when divorcing, 2 : 231 ; becomes
signifyingleadersinunbelief,
26;standis
caused
to
wife,
necessary if injury
ing for wicked opponents, 23 : 97 ; 1729;
I
2 : 231;304; remarriage with first husevil-doers are forces of, 1444: an applied
band allowed, 2:232;306; provision for
t o foreign tribes, 38 : 37 ; 2143 ; applied
divorced women,2 : 236, 241 ; judgesto
tosoothsayers,
2101 : signifyingdivers,
4 : 36 ;
be appointed as preliminaryto,
1647;
as
meaning
serpent,
a
2112 ;
573;in case of ill-usage or desertion of
significance of disbelief in, 214 ; creation
wife, 4 : 128 ; before consummation of
of, from fire, 7 : 12 ; 862 ; 2163
marriage, 33 : 49 ; abuse of, p. 1085 (2);
Devil, sees main but man does not see him,
prescribed time, 2512 ; 65 : 4 ; to be resorted
7:
27;
has
no
authority
over man,
to only inextremecases,2612;
divorced
15: 42;
1340;
17366;
1446;
has
no
women to be treated kindly, 65 : 1 , 2, 6,7 ;
authority except over those who befriend
2514
him, 16 :99, 100 ; promptings of, cease to
affect with growthof spiritual life, 15 : 36 ; Dowry, necessary to be settled on wife, 4 : 4 :
537; not to be taken back, 4: 19; amount
1338 ; stealing a hearing, 15: 16-18 ; 1332 ;
not limited, 4 : 20
compared to a coward, 1443;
respited,
Dowry, remissible in case of khuEa’, 2 : 229 ;
7 : 1 3 ; isdis7:14,15;
madeabject,
301 ; when not payable in case of divorcc,
appointed, 7 : 16 ; 865
2: 236 ; when half is payable, 2 : 237
Devil, misleads Adam, 2 : 36 ; 7 : 20 ; 20 : 120 ;
leads man to evil, 63 ; as a tempter, 7 : 17 ; Dualism, 753
suggests evil practices, 4 : 119, 120 ;
changes
the
natural
religion
of man, Earth, creation of, in six periods, 41 : 9, 10 :
2199 ; made after heaven, 79 : 30 ; 2659
4 : 119 ; 628 ; gives false promises, 14 : 22 ;
Earths, mven, 2516
1307 ; diiiowns responsibility forhaving
Earthquake, wider significance of, 1668; as
misled, 1309 ; sharing
in
wealth
and
indicatinggreatdisasters,
p. 1213 ( l j ; as
children,
1445;
threatens
to mislead
signifyingwar, 2654
: 62;
incites
unbelievers,
humanity,17
Eber, 905
19 : 83 ; descends upon the sinful, 26: 221223 ; opposes prophets, 22: 52, 53 ; 1701 ; Economy, 17 :99 ; 1424
causes mischief against
the
righteous,
Egypt, 1723 ; vision of the king of, 12 : 43 ;
interpreted by Joseph, 12 : 47, 48
look
41: 36 ; 2209 ; makesevildeeds
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Egyptians, overtaken byplagues, 7 : 133-135 ;
933; asaribe misfortunes to Moses, 7 : 131 ;
833 ; a superstitious people, 1231 ; gods
of, 1813
Ela, 954
Elephant, possessors of, 105 : 1; 2800 ; pear
of the, 2800
Elias, 6 : 85
Elisha, 6 : 85
Embellishment, not prohibited, 7 : 32 ; 877
Enoch, 1553
Ephesas, Council of, 751
Ethiopia, 1511
Eve, see Adam
Event, the Great, 56 : 1
Evidence, 2 : 282 ; 375 ; witnesses should not
sufferloss, 2 282 ; 376; whendoubtful,
may be rebutted, 5 : 107
Evil,hampersprogress,2693;
degrees of,
1393 ; consequences of, 2 : 81 ; 119 ; 30 : 9,
10 ; removal of, 2510 ; should be repelled
withgood, 13: 22 ; 1274 ; to be repelled
with good, 23 : 96; 1727 ; 41 : 34 ; 2208 ;
requital of, 142; 4 : 123;punishment
should be similarto, 10 ; 27; 1056 ; 42 :
40; 2332
Evil deeds, have no weight, 18 : 105 ; 1528
Evil-doer, hatred oE, for self, 40 : 10 ; 2177 ;
comrades of, 41 : 25 ; 2207
Evil inclinations, 378
Evolution, 71 : 14, 17 ; 2573 ; 2574
Exalted chiefs, 38 : 69 ; 2151
Exodus, 319 (1)
Exultation, 17 : 37
Eyes and ears, evidence of, 41 : 20-23 ; 2206
Ezekiel, 1649 ; vision of, 348
Faith, light of, 57 : 11, 12
Fall of man, rejected, p. 4 (2)
Famine at Mecca, 785 ; 1406 ; 1724;2533;
prophecy of the, 44 : 10-12 ; 2269 ; severity
of, 2269
Fasting, significanoe of, xxv ; limits of, xxvi
Fasting, enjoined, 2 : 183; a universal institution, 225; meaning introduced into,
by
: 184,
Islam,225;sickandtravellers,2
185; exceptions, 226 ; limits and requirements, 2: 187 ; rigour of, under previous
of
laws, removed, 232 ; where the day is
long duration, 233 ; brings blessings, 2777
Fatalism, 1134
Fdtieah, sublimeideal of, p. 3 (3) ; Divine
attributes in, p. 4 (2) ; ED essence of the
Qur-An, p. 4 (8)
Fatima, 2477

Futmh, p. 1132 (2)
Femaleslaves,marriagewith,
636 ; con.
ditions for marrying, 4 : 2 5 ; 561
Feminine divinities, 625
Fidk, 2477
of Mosaic dispensation,
Fig,asasymbol
p. 1204 (1); 2766
Fire, as symbol gf war, 38; 1578 (2) ; 2347;
seen by Moses in a vision, 1578
Fish, as a sign, 18 : 63, 64 ; 1513
Flight, the, 9 : 40: 1062 ; 1368 ; 1705 ; prophetical reference, 17 : 1 ; 1410 ; 25 : 54 ;
1795; 2266
Food, forbidden, 2 : 173 ; 209 ; 210 ; 5 : 3 ;
661 ; 6 : 122 ; 6 : 146 ; 16 : 115 : reasons of
prohibition, 836 ; as affecting morals, 207;
forbidden to Israelites, 6 : 147 ; 837 ; 838
Forgiveness,42; 40 ; 2232 ; a unique scene
of, 2812
Fornication, 17 : 32 ; increasing with civilization, 1426
Friday service, xviii ; 106 ; 62 : 9-11 ; 2505
Furqdn, 85 ; 386
Gabriel, 2 : 97, 98; 140; 1828; 2683; 2761 ;
conveys Divine messages, 128
Gambling, 2 : 219 ; 281 ; 5 ; 90; 732; reason
of prohibition, 5 : 91 ; 733
Garden, standing for success, 274 ; 36 : 26;

3076
Ghafar, 1088
Qhanimat, see Accessions
Ghassan, king of, 1101
Ghatfan, 611 ; 1081; 1086; 1974
Ghost, the Holy, 128
Ghulam Ahmad, Mirza, xoiv ; 1763 (2)
Sideon, 331
Glastonbury, 1483 (3)
God, E Muslim's conception of, viii
Gods, false, not to be abused, 6 : 109
3og and Magog, p. 585 (2); 18 : 94; 1523 ;
effigies of, 1523 (4) ; prevalence of, over
the whole of the world, 21 : 96 ; 1660 ; 1661
ioliath, 332 ; 2 : 250
'
lomorrah, 1913
jlood, brings tenfold reward, 6: 161
of, 7 : 8, 9 ; 859 ;
3ood and evil, weighing
man's choice of, 2738
3oodness, degrees of, 1393 ; as goal of
creation,1165
Iood works, abide for ever, 18 : 46
Iordyoai, 1183
iospel,128 ; 697; 6:46, 47 : 702 ; revelation of, 8 :3 ; revelation of Jesus ChriBt,
and not the apostleri, is the Gospel, 383 (2)
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spiritual diseases, 2521; fitting man for
significance of the name, 383 (2)
; current
spiritual progress, 101 : 8-11 ; 2790 ; a
gospels not the Gospel mentioned by the
manifestation of spiritual realities, 39 : 48 ;
Qur-&n, 383 (2); a guidmce, 384; pro2166~; 2559 ; compared to spiritual blindmises success for aacrificas made, 9 : 111 ;
ness, 17 : 72; 14.52; life in, begins bare,
1097; prophsoies of, relating to earth- I
1452 ; intense regret for evil done is hell,
quakes, 1480; deficiency of the doctrine
2 : 167 ; 206 ; being driven off from Divine
of returning good for evil, 1727 ; genealogF
presence is hell, 463 ; astate
of being
of Jesus in the, 331 (1)
gnawed by grief, 14 : 17 ; 1304 ; being disGossip, 17 : 36 : 1428
graced is, 1361 ; being debarred from the
Gossip-mongers, 24 : 23 ; 1746
Government, to be entrusted to fitpersons,
Lord is, 83 : 15 ; 2694
Hell, fire of, arises within tne heart,101 :G,7 ;
4 : 58 ; 592 ; government by parliament,
42 : 38 ; 2230
2798; is hiddenfromthe
eye, 26 : 91 ;
Grail, 1483 (3)
1618 ; isneither a state of life nor of death,
Graves, 1676
87 : 12, 13
; 2719 ; 20 : 74 ; 1592 ; a punishGreek philosophy, 1955
78 : 21-30 ;
mentcorrespondingtosin,
Grove, dwellers of, 50 : 14
2646 ; 2647 ; as signifying thk evil plight of
Quardian and ward law, 2 : 282 ; 373
the wicked, 2113 ; manifestation of, in this
life, 2196 ; 79 : 36; 2660; as appliedto
Hafsa, 2000 (2)
; 2517
punishment of this life, 29: 5 4 ; 1923;
Hagar, blessed, 168; cast
forth,
170; a
2678 ; righteous shall not
go to, 21 : 101,
monument of the patience of, 199
102; 1663 ; only forthe wicked, 1558 ;
Halal bin Umayya, 1093 ; 1101 ; 9 : 106, 118
19 : 68-72 ; continuance of the punishment
qaldlah, illegality of, 303 (1)
of, 4 : 56 ; 590 ; seven gates of, 15 : 44 ;
H&mAn, 28 : 6 ; 1870; 29 : 39 ; 40 : 24 ; 2186
seven different names of, 1341 ; the parable
Hamra ul Asad, 3 : 171 ; 521
; 260.2~
of nineteen relating to, 74 : 30, 31
Hdqqah, R1, 2551
Hell,inmates
of, callout
to dwellers of
H&rht and M&r6t, 2 : 102 ; 149
garden, 7 : 50
Hasan, 492
Hell, covering of, 77 : 30-33 ; 2638
Hassan bin Sabit, 128 ; 1741
Heracleus, 446 ; 751
Hatib ibn-i-Abi Balta', 2484
Hind, 2707
Hawaain, 1043 (2)
; prisoners of the, 1045
Hindus, 1766 ; 2117
Heart,significance of its being sealed, 21 ; Holy Spirit, the, 2 : 87 : 128 ; 16 : 102 ; 1399
sealed as a punishment, 925 ; when seals Homicide, 4 : 92, 93
are set on, 1404 ; 1432 ; veils on, 18 : 57 ; Hour, the, as signifying doom, 1669
1507
Hubal, 2577
Heaven (or s a m ~ 3 different
,
significances of the Hud, 7 : 65-72 ; 905 ; 11 : 50-60, 89
; 26 : 123word, in the Qur-An, 33; 35; 46 ; 1718; a
140; 46 : 21-26
vapour, 41 : 11 ; 8 structure, 35; a canopy, Hudad, 1849
1628 ; described &s being full of ways,51 : 7 ; Budaibiyya, p, 3 (1); terms of the truce made
2345 ; significance of punishment coming
at, 2321 ; truce was necessary for safety of
from, 95;all things sentdown from, 15 : 21 ;
Muslims in Mecca, 48 :25 ; 2321 (2)
; moral
40 : 13 ; 2180 ; significance of reaching,
victory gained at, 48: 1; 2306; large
2582 ; rolling up of, 21 : 104 ; 1665 ;
2309; condiincreaseinconvertsafter,
burstingasunder,
25: 25 ; 1782; 2593 ;
tions of, observed by t h e Prophet, 2489
2635 ; moving of, 2355 ; removal of cover- Kudhud, 27 : 20 ; 1849
ing of, 81 : 11 ; 2677 ; portion of, 1825
Human sacrifice, 828 ; 2117
19
Heavens, creation of, in six periods, 7 : 54 ; Kumility, 31: 18, ; 1951
10 : 3 ; 32 : 4 ; the seven heavens, 2516; Humin, battle of, 9 : 25-27 ; 1043
called seven ways, 23 : 17 ; 1718 ; raised
Aunting by trained beasts and birds of prey,
without pillm, 13 : 2; 31 : 10.
5 : 4 ; 665
Heavenly bodies, flotation of, 36 : 40 ; 2096
A'lhT, 2356
Hell, not eternal, 6 : 1?9 ; 823 ; 11 : 107 ; Susband andwife, relations of, 231
1201 ; 2521 ; 2645 ; purges of evil, 1210 ; Futamah, d,104 :4 ; 2791
57 : 15 ; 2451 ; necassary a8 a treatment of
Hypocrites, are not sinaere, 2 : 8-16; refuse
41'
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to fight, 3 : 166, 167 ; 4 : 77-80 ; must bl
strength of allies, 33 : 12-20 ; 1975 ; 1976 ;
separated, 3 : 178 ; 29 : 11; 47 : 29-31 ; dc
1979 ; repentance of, shall be accepted, 33 :
not accept Prophet's judgment, 4 : 60-64
24 ; 1 9 8 2 ;~ spread evil reports, 33 : 60, 61 ;
24 : 47-50 ; secret counsels of, 4 : 81, 82
2012 ; averse to fighting, 47 : 20 ; obey ene114;spread false reports, 4 : 83 ; how tc
mies of Islam, 47 : 25-28 ; chastisement of,
deal with, 4 : 88-91 ; 609 ; dishonesty of
48 : 6 ; excuses offered by, 46 : 11-14 ; for4 : 106112 ; efforts of, to,destroy Muslims
bidden to accompany Muslim expeditions,
4 : 113 ; their opposition to Prophet doomec
46: 15;will be called upon inlater conquests,
to failure, 4 : 115 ; puni-hment of, 4 : 13746 : 1 6 ; 2314 ; are deprived of light,
deception
139, 141, 145 ; 640;practise
57 : 13-15 ; 2448 ; false oathsof, 56 :14-19 ;
be taken as friends
4 : 142,143;notto
63 : 1, 2 ; untrue to their promise to Jews,
4:144; to be forgiven if theyrenouncf
59 : 11-14 ; their designs against Muslims,
hypocrisy,4 : 146, 147;acting as spies,' I
63 : 3-8 ; 2508 ; jikAd against, 66: 9 ; 2522
5 : 41 ; seeking friendship with enemies of
Islam, 5 : 52 ; shallnot
be successful,
Iblln, refuses to make obeisance to gdam,
5 : 53 ; 709 i fears of, 8 : 49 ; 9 : 64
2 : 3 4 ; 7 : 11, 1 2 ; 15 : 31-37; 17: 61 ;
18 : 50 : 20 : 116 ; is not an angel but one
Hypocrites, do'not go to Tabitk, 9 : 42-45;
their presence a source of weakness, 9 : 47 ;
of the jinn, 16: 5 0 ; 1.505; stands for the
their plots, 9 : 48 ; refuse to bear hardship,
powers of evil, 57
9 : 49 ; are dead against Muslims, 9 : 50-52 ; lbn-i-Mas'ud, copy of the Qur-An of, l i ;
objection of, to 'UsmAn's action regarding
theirspendingnot
acceptable t o Allah,
transcription of the Qur-An, lxiii,lxxvii,
9 : 53-55 ; falseoathsof,9
: 56 ; their
deeire to run away, 9 : 57 ; their carpings,
lxxx
9 : 56, 59 ; punishment meted out to them
[bn-i-Umm-i-hIaktnm, 2662
by theProphet, 1067 (2) ; theirproperty
[brahim,
Prophet's
son,
2517 ( 2 ) ; death
andchildren a source of torture,9 : 55,
of, 967
Td prayer, xvii ; oharity enjoined on the ' i d
85 ; 1066 ; they molest the Prophet, 9 : 61 ;
1070 ; theirfalseoaths, 9 :62, 74 ; their
day, 226
opposition, 9 : 63 ; their mocking, 9 : 65 ; Iddat, 2512 ; 65 : 4
a party of them pardoned, 9 : 66 ; 1072 ; :doh, stones set up for, 5 : 3 ; 662 ; practice
theyenjoin evil and forbid good, 9 : 67 ;
of devoting animals to, 627 ; 742 ; offerinp
to,16 : 5 6 ; 1374; worshippers of, comthey are cursed, 9
: 68 ; their works ren.
dered null,9 : 69 ; Prophet should strive
pared to slaves, 16 : 75 ; 1384 ; belief in
hardagainst, 9 : 73 ; failtoattaintheir
theintercession of, 39 : 3 ; 2154;inter:75;
desires, 9 : 74;theircovenant,9
cession of, disproved, 1430 ; 17 : 42 ; bedecked with ornaments, 43 : 16 ; 2241
theirniggardliness,
9 : 76 ; hypocrisy a
consequence of their own deeds, 9 : 77 ; I 1dris, 19 :56, 57 ; 1553; 21 : 65
they h u n t believers, 9 : 79 ; they shall not
rzziyyzln, 83 : 18-21 ; 5395
be forgiven, 9 : 80 ; aregladtoremain
I 1' m d m a t , xxxvii
behind in battles, 9 : 81, 86, 87, 93 ; rela- Immunity,declarationof,9
: 1-3 ; 1030 ;
tions with, cutoff, 1077 ; 1079 ; not allowed
necessity of the declaration of, p. 394 (2) ;
to go forth with Muslims in wars, 9 : 83 ;
p. 395 (I)
prayer not to be offered for them, 9 : 84 ; Imprisonment, as punishment of dacoity,
poor-retenotwcepted
from them,1079;
5 : 33 ; 691
false e x c u m of, 9 : 90, 94 ; not punished Incarnation, negatived, 2817
withdeath, I060 ; Muslimsforbiddento
Indecency, hidden and manifest, 7 : 33
with, 1085 ; punished I ndividual responsibility, doctrine of, 17: 15 ;
haveintercourse
1418 ; 53 : 38
twice, 9 : 101 ; 1090 ; those who confessed,
9 : 102, 103 ; 1091 ; 1092 ; build mosque to I ofanticide, forbidden, 17 : 31 ; among cirisow dissension among Muslims and to
lieed nations, 1425
afford shelter to enemies of Islam, 9 :107- I:oheritance, law of, 4 : 11, 12, 177 ; Islamic
110 ; 1094 ; theiruncleannessincreased,
law of, is democratic in spirit, 544 (2)
9 : 125 ; 1107 ; their trials, 9 : 126 ; 1108 ; I1ntercession, 79 ; 2 : 255 ; 339 ; 4 : 65 ; 607 ;
their hearts turned away, 9 : 127
1057 ; 2264 ; for foes, 2812
Eypoarites, ahow cowardice on account of I1~bnnarriages,
vith
idolaters
forbidden,
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2 : 221 ; 284 ; 60 : 1% 11 ; reasons for the
same, 285; with followers of scriptures,
5: 5,667;Islamic,Jewish,andChristian
laws oompared, 667
Interpretation,rule of, 3 : 6 ; 387 ; 388 ;
p. 137 (3)
Intoxicants, prohibited, 2 : 219 ; 5 : 90 ; 732 ;
the evil miraculously swept off from Arabia,
280; 732; reason of prohibition, 5 : 91 ;
733 ; first step in the prohibition of, 4 : 43 ;
577
Iron, 57 : 25 ; 2456
Isaac, 2:133, 136, 140; 6 :85; 4:163 ;
11 : 71 ; 1189; 12 : 6 ; 14 : 39; 19:49;
21 : 72 ; 37 : 112, 113
; 38 : 45-47
Ishmael, 2 : 125, 127-129, 133, 136,
140;
4 : 163 ; 6 : 87 ; 14 : 39 ; p. 510 (2)
; 2735 ;
covenantmadewith,
168; blessed along
with Isaac, 168; rebuildingKa'baalong
with Abraham, 170; 2: 127; settledin
Arabia, 14 : 37; 1319
Ishmael, was a prophet, 19 : 54,55 ; 1552
Ishmaelites,spiritualinheritancemustdevolve on,when
prophecy ceased inthe
house of Israel, 655
Islam. significance of, vi ; 2 : 112 ; 156 ; 400 ;
main
principles
of, vii ; xiii ; 2 : 3,
4 ; p. 10 (2)
; conception of God in, viii ;
sublime idea of Divine Unity in, 1071 ;
principle of brotherhood of manlaidby,
49 : 13 ; 2331; as religion of humanitr,
i ; 453 ; as aninternationalreligion,
273 ; ES the natural religion of man, 400 ;
3 : 82 ; 30 : 30 ; 1937 ; is the religion of all
prophets, 400 ; 42 : 13 ; 2220 ; accepts all
the prophets of the world, 2 : 4 ; 18 ; vi ;
high ideal of, 6: 163
; 850 ; a. perfect religion,
5 : 3;664 ; a historical religion, vii ; opposition to, shall be brought to naught, 61 : 8 ;
2499; prophecy relating t o its
experiencinggreat
difficulties twice and being
2764 ; prophecy
ultimatelytriumphant,
thattheArabs
would acceptIslamand
become a great nation, 2544 ; prophecy of
its firm establishment, 32 : 5 ; 1959; prophecy of itsspreadinremotecorners
of
theearth, 2215; prevalence of, over all
religions, 1141 ; 48 : 28 ; 2323 ; 61 : 8 ;
2499 ; ultimate triumph of the principles
of, 9 : 32, 33 ; 1055 ; 1054 ; sacrifices
necessary for the triumph of, 351 ; 61 : 1013 ; victories promised for, 48 : 21 ; 2319 ;
propheay of establishment of thekingdom of, 708; 24: 55; 1763; 28:58;
1891; great
future
of,
p, 694 (3); re-

splendent light of, 24 : 35-38 ; 1757 ; Q h t
of, shall be spread in East and West,1757 ;
compared to E seed sown, 80 : 24-32 ; progress of, shall be hampered
for
1,OOO
years, 32 : 5 ; 1959 ; oarpings of enemies
of, 528 ; 1980 ; two
mighty
weapons
wielded Rgainst, p. 812 (4); steady progress of, notwithstanding severest opposition, 41 : 53; 2215 ; progress of, at
Mecca aftertheProphet's
flight, 2489 ;
signs of the advancement of, 7 : 57, 58
;
898 ; 899 ; principles of gainingground,
1054 ; principles
of,
have
benefited
Europeans, 1667 ; necessity of propaga; missionary propaganda
tion of, p. 395 (2)
made necessary by, 9 : 122; 1104; un22 : 40 ; 1698;
paralleled toleranceof,
22 : 67 ; 1709 ; chief object of the soldiers
of, 618 ; scope of moral teachings of, xiv ;
teaches reverence for authority, XI; re.
, gularizes
prayer, 16; regularizescharity,
17 ; forbids compulsion in religion, 2 : 256 ;
inculcates humility in the hour of triumph,
380 ; requires justice even to enemies, 623 ;
leniency of the martial and criminal laws
of, 5 : 34 ; 692 ; recognizes alaw being
given to every people, 5 : 48 ; 704 ; levels
all distinctions, 6:52 ; 779 ; believers' hearts
expanded for acceptance of, 6 : 126 ; some
superstitions swept off by, 6 : 137-140, 144,
145 ; 830 ; 831 ; 832 ; 835 ; denounces open
and secret sins alike, 6 : 121 ; 816
[slam,introducesa
new meaningintothe
principle of sacrifice, 1691-1695 ; 22 :3637 ; highly develops idea of resurrection,
1747 ; disallows vows of celibacy, 24: 32
;
1753 ; 1754 ; moderationinculcated
by,
2232 ; 42 : 41
Israelites, invited to accept the Prophet
who
cameinfulfilment
of theirprophecies,
2 : 40 ; 69; 70 ; subjectedto sever9 torment by Pharaoh, 2 : 49 ; 80 ; 81 ;
7 : 167 ; 40 : 25 ; madeto cross the Red
Sea, 2:50; 82; 10:90; 20: 7 7 ; 44:24;
make and worship a calf, 2 : 51, 92,
93 ;
84 ; 4 : 153 ; 7 : 148; 944
; repent of calfworship, 7 : 149 ; 945; punishedfor mlfworship, 2 : 54 ; 86 ; 7 : 152, 153
; demand
sight of Allah, 2 : 55 ; 87 ; 4 : 153 ; raised
up, 2 : 56; 88 ; cloud giving shadeto,
2 : 57 ; 89 ; 7 : 160 ; receive manna and
quails, 2 : 57 ; 90 ; 7 : 160 ; settling ina city,
2:5 5 ; depravity of, 91 ; 94; punished
with plague, 2 : 59; 95 ; 7 : 162 ; ask for
water in the wilderness, 2 : 60; 96 ; 97;
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7 : 160; demandfor fwd in wildkrnesi:
; abasement of, 2 : 61 ; 101
killing the prophets, 2 : 61 ; 102 ; 2 : 91
plans of, against the Prophet, 102 ; 2 : 87
129 ; 686 ; covenant of, 2 : 63, 93 : 4 ; 154
b'reak the covenant,4 : 155; 5 : 12, 70
mountain shook over, 7 : 171; 957; bred
Sabbath, 2 : 65 ; 106 ; lhade apes, 2 : 6 5
107;7:165,166;madeapesandswine
5 : 60; 714 ; incontinence of, 107 ; cow
worsbip of, 108 : 109 ; attempt to kill Jesus
2 : 72 ; 110 ; hard-heartedness of, 2 : 74
corruption of scriptures by, 2 : 75 ; hypo
crisy of, 2 : 76 ; 115 ; ignorance of, 2 : 78 ,
117 : claim of, to exemption from punish.
ment, 2 : 80 ; 118; 3 : 23 ; kill each other,
2 : 85 ; 127 ; alliance of, withthePro.
phet, 126 ; recognize the Prophet, 2 : 89 ;
rejectProphet because not an Israelite,
2 : 89-91 ; 133 ; hopes of, in the promised '
prophet, 2 : 89 ; 132 ; insolence of, 2 : 88;
131 ; askedto invoke death of Prophet,
2 : 94; 138 ; love of life of, 2 : 96 ; 139
Israelites,hatred of Gabriel,2 : 97 ; 140;
look upon Michael as a patron, 140; perof the Prophet, 2 : 101 ;
sistinrejection
143; hatred to the Prophet, 2
: 104 ; 150 ;
favours on, 2 : 122 ; cursed by Moses, 201 ;
conceal clear proof of t.he truth of Islam,
2 : 159 ; hatred of swine, 210 ; wars of,
238; prohibitedtointermarrywithall
unbelievers, 284; how raised to lifeafter
death, 2 : 243 ; 319 ; hundred years' death
of, 2 : 259 ; 348 : kingdom of God must
depart from, p. 146 ;3 : 25 ; 406 ; their kill.
3 : 20 ;
ingprophetsandrighteousmen,
their plans
again&
and
opposition to
Prophetshallfail,3
: 20, 21 ; plansof,
be
againstJesus,3 : 53 ; 435;shallnot
able to inflict harm on Nuslims, 3 : 110;
wophip Arab idols,4 : 51 ; 585 ; envy
Muslims, 4 :54 ; demand from the Prophet
to bring down II book, 4 : 153 ; overtaken by
earthquake,4 : 153 ; commandedto obBerve Sabbath,4
: 154 ; falsely charge
Mary of adultery, 4 : 156; claimtohave
killed Christ,4 : 167 ; belief in death of
Jesus on the cross, essential with, 4 :159 ;
650;
iniquity
of, 4 1: 6 0 t; a k e
uaury,
4 : 161 ; devourproperty
falsely, 4 :
161 ; some of them believe, 4 : 162;
twelve leadersof,5 : 1 2 ; 6 7 1 ; hearts of,
hardenedforbreakingcovenant,
5 : 13 ;
treachery among, 5 : I 3 ; made kings and
5 : 20; 681 ; reprophetsraisedamong,
2 : 61;98
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fuse to march on the Holy L m d , 5 : 22,
24; 682 ; in the wilderness, 5 : 26 ; 685 ;
plots of, to make Muslims apostatize, 710 ;
actingasspies,5
: 41 ; theyarehypocritical, 6 : 61 ; inarease in sinfulness,
of, indifferent,
5 : 62 ; religiousleaders
5 : 63; mock Muslimsforraisingsubscriptionsfornational
defence, 5 ; 64;
716; turn blindand deaf to truth twice,
5 : 71 ; makemisohief twice, 17 : 4 ; 1412 ;
cursed by David and Jesus, 5 : 78; 735 ;
1412 ; befriend idolaters, 5 : 80, 81 ; most
insolent in hatred towards Islam, 5 : 82;
foodsforbidden to, 6 : 147 ; 837 ; 838;
renewed persecution of, by Pharaoh,
7 : 127 ; maderulersintheHolyLand,
7 : 138;
7 : 137; 938 ; afterfalsegods,
039 ; seventy elders chosen from, 7 : 155 ;
949; divided into twelve tribes, 7: 160;
cut off intoparties,7 : 168; not allowed
Egypt, 1149;prsy to
religiouslibertyin
be delivered from persecution, 10 : 85, 86 ;
1148 ; resettling of, 17 : 6; 1413; given a
of theProphet,
chance at.theadvent
17 : 8 ; 1415 : must give place to another
people, 17 : 103; 1473 ; settledinthe
promised land, 17 : 104 ; 1472; 1869 ; led
astray by Sbmiri, 20 : 85 ; 1596
latighfdv, 2194
l'tikdf, 2 ; 187 ; 234
Jabir, son of 'Abdulla, 1659
Jabr, 1400
Jacob, 2 : 136, 140; 3 : 92; 4 : 163 ; 6 : 85;
11 : 71 ; 1189 ; 19 : 49 ; 1549;enjoins
Unity on hisdescendants,
2 : 132 ; on
death-bed, 2 : 133 ; 12 ; 6 ; did not become blind,1248;1254;
goes t o Egypt,
12 : 99
Ia'far, 1571
lameelah, 301
lawairiyya, 2000 (4)
rericho, 91
'eroboam, 2141
'erusalem, 1723 ; destroyed twice,1412 ;
desobtion and rebuilding of, 346 ; 2 : 259 ;
348 (3);destruction of, by Babylonians,
17 : 5 ; 1413 ; destroyed by Ltomns, 17 : 7;
1414
esus Christ, came in fulfilment of prophecy,
4 : 171 ; 652; WES panted revelation,
2 : 87 ; 5 : 110 ; compared his advent to
that of athief,2707;taughtTorahand
Gospel, 3 : 47; 5 : 110 ; notequalto
Prophet'r task, 941 ; mission of, was only
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for Israelites, 3 : 48 ; 953 ; holding swing
in
abhorrence,
210; kept fasts, 2777
cleared of falsecharges,
3 : 54 ; 438
enemies of, withheld, 5 : 110; was n o
rude to his mother, 19 : 32 ; 1546 ; signs of
not the work of Satan, 1833 ; objectionr
of unbelievers to, 43 : 57, 58 ; 2254
speaking when incradleand
of old age
3 : 45 ; 426 ; 5 : 110 ; makingbirds
3 : 48 ; 428; 5 : 110 ; healingthe sick
3 : 48 ; 429 ; 5 : 110 ; raisingthe dead
3: 48;430; 5 : 110; 1619; why callei
Messiah, 424 (1)
; preaches against storing
of wealth, 348 ; 431 ; verifies Torah, 3 : 49
modifies the Mosaic law, 3 : 49 ; 432 ; plant
against the life of, 3 : 53 ; is promised de,
liverance fromdeath
on cross, 3: 54
followers of, promised triumph over re.
jeeters, 3 : 54 ; 'cleath of, on cross, doubt.
of.
ful, 4 : 157; 646; apparentdeath
2: 73; 112;
113; did not die on cross.
4 : 157 ; 645 ; died a natural death, 436 ;
death of, 5 : 117; 752;
1359
JesusChrist,made
a sign, 23 : 50; finds a
shelter in Cashmere from the persecutions
of opponents, 1723 ; travels of, in the East,
424; tomb of, inSrinagar,
1723; could
not ascend to heaven, 2637 ; had a mortal
body needing food and thereforedied, 1613 ;
only amortal,atefood,
5 : 75; 724;
prayerof, for food, 5 : 114; an ordinary
;,
mortal, 3 : 58 ; 443; 19 : 30-33 ; 1544; 1545
a mortalaccordingtothe
Negus, 728 ;
born under ordinary circumstances, 1539 ;
19: 22, ; exclusive
23
innocence of, cannot
be upheld, 1535 ; divinity of, is dying a
naturaldeath, 1054; divinityof, denounced,
5 : 7 2 ; 722; 1438; 19: 89-92; 1571;
death of, made no change in laws of
requital of good and evil, 679; notGod,
because hedied,
5 : 17 ; 677; only an
apostle, 4 : 171 ; could be son of God
metaphorically, 1623 ; oannot be an exemplar if he was God, 1720; divinity of, and
miraculous feats attributed to, arebased on
allegorical statements, 387 ; enteredinto
lifewith responsibilities of his o m , like
every other mortal, 851 ; denying advancingclaim t o Godhead, 5 : 116; honoured
by Muslims, 43 : 69 ; 2255 ; significance of
his being a soulfromAllah,
1445 ; disciples of, 3 : 51, 52
; revelation to, 5 : 111 ;
asks for food from heaven, 6 : 112 ; exhort.
ing his disciples, 61 : 14 : cause of, made
triumphant, 61 : 14 ; 2501 ; followersof,
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promised triumph over rejeoters, 3 : 54 ;
curses
the
fig, significance of, 2766;
curses Israelites, 5 : 78; as a sign for the
Jews, 43 : 61 ; 2256 ; prophecy of, regarding rejection of Jews, 2766 ; prophecy of,
relating to transferenceof kingdom of God,
2526; sees propheticallythe glory of the
Holy Prophet, 336; prophesies advent of
Prophet, 36: 14; 2070 ; gives good news
of theadvent of theProphet, 61 : 6. See
also, 4 :163; 651; 721; 6.: 85; 1126;
42 : 13 ; 57 : 27.
Jethro, 1878
Jews, 8ee Israelites ; correspondence of
theProphetwith,xxxv;
as leaving the
middle path, 10 ; one sect of, denied resur.
rection, 60 : 13; 2434; untrue to
62 : 5
Toreh7
Jihad, Significance of, 1073 ; 1405~; 1793 ;
2522 ; at Mecca, 29 : 6 ; 1902
Jinn, creation of, from fire, 1.5: 27; 1336;
55 : 15 ; 2409 ; significance of, 822 ; 2580 ;
asspirits
of evil, 2580 ; as signifying
leaders, 813 ; 1168 ; 1466 ; as applying t o
strange people, 2027 : applied to foreigners,
2580; listentothe
Qur-An, 46 : 29 ; as
leaders of some Jewish tribes, 46 : 30, 31
;
2290; subjugated by Solomon, 27 : 17
1846 ; as applied to non-Israelitetribes,
2029
Jizyah, 1049
'Job, 4 :163; 651; 6: 85; 21: 83, 84;
38 : 41-44 ; 2144-2147
John the Baptist, 3 : 38; 412
; 6 : 85 ; 721 ;
19 : 7-15; 21 : 90 ; greatness of, 1533 ;
sinlessness of, 19 : 13, 14 ; 1535 ; Christians
of, 103
John of Damascus, 751
Jonah, 4 : 163; 651; 6 : M ; p. 430 (2);
68 : 48-50 ; 2549 ; people of, believe,
10 : 98; 1157; resemblance of, tp the
Prophet, 1157; fiight of, 37 : 140 ; 2121 ;
was not in wrath with Allah, 1651 ; prayer
of, 1654 ; not devoured by the fish, 2123 ;
2124
loseph, 6 : 85; 40 : 34; seas thevision,
12 : 4-6 ; hisbrothers plot againsthim,
12 : 7-18 ; takenout of the pit by travellers,
12 : 19, 20
; in Potiphsr's house, 12 : 21 ;
granted wisdom, 12: 22; remains firm
under temptations, 12 : 23-26 ; his innocence established, 12 : 26-29 ;farther temptations, 12 : 30-34 ; cast into prison,12 : 35;
Josephandthe
two prisoners, 12 :36;
preaahes to them, 12:37-40; interprete
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their visions, 12 :41 ; interprets the king
vision, 12 : 43-49 ; dared of false charge
12 : 50-63 ; raised to dignity, 12 : 64-52
his broihers go to him and he helps then
12 : 58-62 ; the youngest brother, 12 : 63
69 ; incident of the cup, 12 : 70-77 ; revea
himself to his brothers, 12 : 80-91 ; fo.
gives them, 12 : 92 ; pmysr of, 12 : 101
history of, repeatedinProphet's
histor:
12 : 102, 103
; 1259
Joseph, brothers of, 1786
Joseph, husband of Mary, 1546
Joseph of Arimathea, 1483 (3)
; 2075
Joshua, 683 ; 5 : 23 ; 1510
Judgment, day of, 51 : 12-14; 82
: 17-19
Judi, 11 : 44 ; 1183
Juhaina, 1088
J u m A h , see Friday
Justice, to be held out between Muslims an1
non-Muslims, 4 : 105 ; 620; firmness in
4 : 135 ; 633 ; Islamic conception of,6 : 153
842 ; broad significance of, 874

I

Kingdom of God, p. 3 (2); 22:56; 1704;
p. 1095 (3)
; 2526
Kingdom of heaven,granted
to Muslims,
4 :54 ; 597 ; inaccessible to unbelievers,
7 :40 ; 887
Kisra, bracelets of, 1655 ; prophecy regarding
palaces of, 1951
Kitdb, as applied to Qur-fin, xxx
Knowledge, three degrees of, 102 : 5-5 ; 2792
Korah, 28 : 76-82 ; 1895 ; 29 : 39; 40
: 24 ;
2186
Kufr, jatwas of, 2329

Laban,, 1877 ; 1878
Lailat-ul-qadr, 97 : 1-5 i 2777 ; 2773 ; 2779 ,
2780
'' Lapse," 2382 ; 2387 (2)
L i t , 625 ; 53 : 19
Latterdays,propheciesrelatingto,
2671
2676; 2786
Lauh-i-Mahjz?i$,2706
Law, uniformity of, 2406
Li'dn, 24 : 6-10 ; 1739
Life, is not sport, 29: 64; 57
:20; 2452;
seriousness of, 30 : 8 ; a struggle with
Ka'b, son of Aahraf, 2475
difficufiies, 90 : 4 ; 2736 ; great purpose of,
Ka'b bin Mhlik, 1093 ; 1101 ; 9 : 106 ; 118
23 : 115-118 ; 1735 ; three states of, 1731 ;
Ka'ba,made E resortformen,
2 : 125 ; E!
water as source of, 21 : 30 ; 1626
House of God, 2:125 : 170; appointed E$
Life afterdeath,significance of, x ; only a
Qibla, 169 ; great antiquity of, 170 ; 1690
continuation of thislife, x ; an image of
rebuilt by Abraham, 170; connection of ' I
spiritualstateinthislife,
x ; unlimited
170; ES the
withAbrahamandIshmael,
progress in,xi; belief in, E fundamental
Muslim centre, 2 : 144 ; 188 ; reasons, 191 ;
principle of Islam, 2 : 4
192 ; 193; 2: 148, 151; notworshipped,
iight, of faith, 66 : 8 ; of Islam, resplendence
161; keys of, 592; a supportformen,
of, 24 : 35 ; 1757
5:97 ; 739 ; E sign, 913 (2)
; practice of I
Lord's prayer, an echo of worldly yearnings
going naked round, 873 ; 877 ; 1030 ; shall
of disciples of Jesus, 750; contradicts
not be approached by unbelievers, 9 : 28 ;
atonement, 1571 (3)
1030; service of, cannotcomparewith
/ ILot, 6:85 ; 795 ; 11 : 89 ; 54 : 33-40 ; WES a
struggle to propagate truth,9 : 19-22
Ka'ba,freedfromidols,
1040; 1461 (1);
prophet, 917 (2, 3); preaches
and
is
rejected, 7 : 80-84 ; coming of messengers
Muslims to fight in defence of, p. 660 (2)
;
to, 11:7 7 ; 15: 61
; a stranger among the
sacrifice of animals at, 22: 33
; a prophecy
Sodomites, 1194; his people demandthe
of its clearance from idols, 1710 ; protwtion
guests, 15: 67-69 ; forbidden to sheller
of, p. 1224 ; 2800
Kcihill, 2530
strangers, 15 : 70 ; offers his daughters -as
Kausaf, 108 : 1 ; 2807
hostages, 11 : 78 ; 1194 ; 15 : 71,72; 1345 ;
Re&, 1831
leaves the city, 11:81 ; 15 : 65, 66; his
Kkbbab, xxxiii
people destroyed, 7: 83,8 4 ; 917; 11 : 82;
people of, 50: 13; theircrimes,
1911 ;
Khadija, 2000 (1)
; 2662 (3)
Khaibar, 48 : 18 ; -2316
their punishment, 918; wife of, 66 : 10
1023 ; converted to Islam, 457
I Lluqman, p. 800 (2); 31 : 12 ; 1950
Khaula, wife of bus, 2460
Kh~rraj,8e-9 bus
&'&ab, bursting of the dyke of, 2030
Kh'kub', 301
Magi, dualistic doctrine of, 6 : 1 ; 753 ; 806
Khura'ah, 1039
Magians, 22 : 17
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Magicians, 2530
Magog, BM Gog
Mahdi, advent of, 1054
Mairnoona, 2000 (4)
Majority, age of, 541
Ma& the angel, 43 : 77 ; 2260
Mamoon, Al, 103
Man, creation of, 7 : 11
Man, 40 : 67 ; creation of, from dust, 6 : 2
754; 7 : 12;862;22:5;1672;32:
7
35 : 11; 55: 14 ; fromextract
of clay
23 : 12 ; 1716 ; from clay giving sounc
15: 26; 1336
andfashionedinshape,
creationof,
from haste,862;
object o
oreation of, 11: 7 ; 1165;
51:56-58
75 : 36 ; 2622;madetorule
universe
14 : 32-34 ; 1315 ; 16 : 10-19 ; 31 : 20
45: 12, 13; excellence of, as a ground fol
hating polytheism, 26 : 7 ; 1807 ; his excel
lence above creationdue to discretionar37
power, 705 ; unable to chalkoutamora 1
code for himself, 1378; attains to perfec
tion by Divine inspiration,1337; Divinc
spiritbreathedinto,
32 : 9 ; 1960 ; vas‘
capabilities of, p. 23 ; 2767 ; is taught lan
guage, 55 : 3, 4 ; 2405 ; how he can rise tc
eminence, p. 1204 (1);turnsto Allah it
affliction but forgets him in ease, 7 : 189192 ; 969 ; 17 : 67 ; 1447 ; ungratefulnesr
of, for Divine blessings, 4 1 : 49-51 ; 2214 ;
unfaithfulness of, to trust, 33 : 72; 2016
threefold duty of, 734; 5:93; spiritual
needs of, must be provided for, 6 : 38
774;shall live and die on earth, 7 : 25 I
best clothing granted to, is piety, 7 : 26 :
870;stagesinthephysicalgrowth
of,
22 : 5 ; 1673 ; 23 : 14 ; 1717
Manat, fQ5 ; 53 : 20
Manna, 90
Mararah bin Rabi’, 1093 ; 1101
Mariolatry, 751
Marriage, an obligatory institution, 24 : 32 ;
1753 ; 1754
M&rdt, see H h h t
Marwah, 2 : 158 ; 199 ; 200
llary, mother of, 3 : 34 ; 412 ; birth of, 3 : 35 ;
given in charge of Zacharias, 3 : 36 ; faith
of, in God, 3 :36 ; 415 ; is chosen, 3 : 41 ;
contention with regard to, 3 : 4 3 ; 422 ;
receives news of birth of a son, 3 : 44 ;
being still a virgin she wonders, 3 : 46 ;
falsely charged with fornication, 4 : 156 ;
644;deathof,
5 : 1 7 ; 677; a truthful
woman, 5 : 75 ; divinity of, 723 ; taken for
a god by Christians, 5 : 116 ; 751 ; cleared
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of charge of fornication, 1445 ; vision of,
19: 17-21 ; 1536 ; c d e d sister of baron,
19 : 28 ; 1542 ; immaculate conception,
1657 ; made a sign and given a shelter
in Cashmere with Jesus, 23 : 50; 1733;
soul of God not breathed into, 2525 ; set
as an example to believers, 66 : 12
Maq, the Coptic, 2517
Masonic societies, 149a
Matter and soul, creation of, 2817
Mecca, situation of, 170 ; Abraham’s prayer
for, and its security, 2: 126; 14: 35; inviolability of, 2 : 191 ; 242 : inviolability of
2 : 191; 246 ;
allthingsrelatingto,
prophecy of the conquest of, by Muslims,
251 ; 1455 : 17 : 76 ; 1461 (2) ; 2734; a
prophecy thatitshall
be the Muslim
centre, 1687 ; security of, prophesied,
28 : 57 ; 1890 ; a guidance for the nations,
3: 95 ; 467;its blessings 50 continue for
ever, 468; clear signs in or three prophecies relating to thefuture of SIecca,
3 : 96 ; 469 ; followers of the Book specially
warned in connection with these prophecies, 3 : 97, 93 ; to be made the universal
spiritualcentre, ‘799 ; conquest of, effect
on opponents, 866 ; as acommerciltl centre,
1048;
unproductive
of fruit,
14:
37;
punishment of, for Prophet’s rejection,
16: 112; 1406;
madesacred,
27 : 9 1 ;
1866 ; sacredness of the territory of, 29 : 67 ;
1 9 2 8 ~ ; 2734 (3) ; not warned before,
39 : 3 ; 19581 ; 3C : 6 ; warned by Prophet,
47:13; 2297; 65: 6-10;Prophet’sreentryinto, 47 : 19 ; 2301 ; conquest of,
48:20;2318;
2446 ; affluence of and
punishment in store for, 89 : 14-16 ; 2726 ;
2726~; religious metropolis and
trade
centr’e of Arabia,2723;asthe
s e n e of
fulfilment of early prophecies, p. 1231;
invasion of, 2800
Media and Persia, kingdom of, 1517
Nedina, enriched by the advent of Muslims,
1075;attacked
by allied forces, 33 : 9 ;
1971
Ueekness, 31 : 18, 19 ; 1954
Iletzbn, 2407
Hen, three classes of, and their rewerd and
punishment, 56 : 7-56 ; 86-96
Ienstruation, 2 : 222
lesopotamia, 1468 ; 1499 ; 1773 ; 1775 ; 24l9
lessiah, advent of, 1054 ; the promised, 2499 ;
2503; to be raised amongthe Muslims,
1763 (2) ; signs of his advent, 2671
Iichael, 2 : 98 ; 140
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1 0 : 83 ; a secret believer in, 40: 28-45;
Midian, 7 :85 ; 919 ; 9 : 70 ; 11 : 84
commanded to departbynight,
20: 77 ;
Yingsns, Dr., lxxxix
26:52;
44 : 23, 24; crosses the ses,
Mi?@, p. 660 (3) ; 17 : 1 ; 1410. See Asaen7 : 138; 10 : 90 ; 20 : 78 ; 26 : 53-66 ;
sion
appointment of fortynights, 2 : 51 : 83 ;
Mistah, 1745
7 : 142 ; retires to the mountain to reoeive
Monkery, 6 : 87 ; 729 ; LL Christian innovathe law, 7 : 143-145 ; 20 : 83, 84 ; desires
tion, 57 : 27 ;2457
to see Allah, 7 : 143; 941; is granted the
Monotheism, doctrine of, pesfected in Islam,
Torah, 7 : 142-145; a book revealed to,
25 : 43 ; 1789
2 : 63 ; 6 : 92 ; 6 : 155 ; didnot
receive
Months,number of, 9 : 3 6 ; swred months,
written
tablets,
942; returns
with
the
2:189; 236; 9:36
law, 7 : 150 ; granted distinction, 2 : 53 ;
Moon, as representing power of the Arabs,
21 : 48 ; 1636 ; orders slaughter of a cow,
2388 (4) ; rending asunder of, 54 :1 ; 2388 ;
2 : 67-71 ; prays for drinking-water in the
darkening of, 75 : 8 ; 2609 ; as standing for
wilderness, 2 : 60 ; finds twelve springs,
the Prophet, 84 : 18 ; 2702
2 : 60; 96; identified with twelve wells
Mortgage, 377; 2: 283
atElim,
97 ; commandshis
people to
Mosaic dispensation brought to an end with
march on Holy Land, 5 : 21; findshis
Jesus, 2256
people worshipping a calf, 7 : 150 ; 20 : 86Mosaic law, punishment of adultery in, 405
90 ; is wroth with Aaron, 7 : 150; 20 : 92Moses, revelationtomother
of, 20: 38 ;
94; prays for forgiveness of his people,
28: 7 ; castintoriver,
20 : 39 ; 1585 ;
7 : 155, 156 ; burns the calf, 20 : 97 ; false
28: 7 ; picked up by Pharaoh's people,
33 : 69 ; 2015 ;
imputations
against,
20: 39 ; brought back to hismother,
troubles of, at the hands of his own people,
20 : 40 ; 28: 12, 13 ; journey of, to Khar61 : 5 ; scriptures of, 87 : 19 ; ascension of,
tom, 18: 60-82 ; travels of, insearch of
p. 585 (2); 1510 ; lays down basis of a
knowledge, p. 599 ; Ethiopian wife of, 1511;
great dispensation and a mighty kingdom,
Kills an Egyptian, 20 : 40 ; 26 : 14 ; 1808 ;
681; gives promise of delivery andthe
26 : 19-21 ; 28: 15-21 ; 28 : 33 ; goes to
promised land, 7 : 129 ; 932; followed by
Midian, 20: 40 ; 28 : 22-28; serves Jethro
otherIsraeliteapostles,
2 : 8 7 ; law of,
for ten years, 1878 ; discovers fire in return
amended
Israelite
by prophets,
43'2;
journey, 20: 10 ; 27 : 7 ; 28 : 29 ; is called,
transgression of Israelitesprophesied by,
19 : 52 ; 20 : 11-14 ; 27 : 8, 9 ; 28 : 30 ;
943; 7 : 146,147 ; prophesiesadvent of
79 : 16 ; sees inthevisionarystatethat
Prophet, 36 : 14 ; 2070 ; book givento,
his staff has become aserpentandhis
prophesies advent of Prophet, 1963 ; clear
hand is white, 20:
17-23;
27:lO-12;
prophecy of,regardingProphet'sadvent,
28 :31, 33 ; commanded to go to Pharaoh,
28 : 44 ; 1882 ; book of, bears testimony to
7 : 1 0 3 ; 10:75; 1 1 : 9 6 , 29 07 :; 2 4 ;
truth of Qur-&n,11 : 17 ; 1171. See also,
2 3 : 4 5 , 4 6 ; 26:15-17;27:12;40:,23,24;
4:163;651;5:20-26;6:85;7:13851 : 38 ; 79 : 17 ; asks for a helper, Aaron,
140 ; 10 : 75, 77 ; 11 : 96; 11 : 110 ; 17 : 2 ;
20 : 25-35 ; 26 : 12-14 ; 28: 33, 34; com19 : 51,53 ; 25 : 35 ; 29 : 39 ; 40 : 23 ;
manded to demand
deliverance
of the
42:13; 51:38; 53:36
Israelites, 7 : 104, 105 ; 20 : 4 6 4 8 ; 26: 15be abased,
17;44: 18; controversywith
Pharaoh, Kosques,preventersfrom,shall
2 : 1 1 4 ; 159
2 0 : 49-55 ; 26 : 18-31 ; shows signsto
of, 16 : 15 ; 1358; as
Pharaoh, 7 : 107,108; 26 : 32, 33 ; 79 : 20; Mountains,creation
pegs of the earth, 78: 7 ; 2641 ; provide
Pharaoh
consults
his
chiefs
and
calls
food, 21:31 ; declaringAllah's
glory,
enchanters, 7 : 109-112 ; 10 : 76-79 ; 20 :
34 : 10 ; 2022 ; passing away of, 27 : 88 ;
56-69;26; 34-37; Moses andtheen1865 ; 81 : 3 ; 2670 ; signifying great men,
chanters, 7 : 113-126 ; 10;80-82; 20 : 601280
73; 26 : 38-51 ; significance of staff turnMubashshardh 598
ing into a serpent, 1681 ; of thehand
h i n g white, 1682; ninesigns of, 935; Muddafair, al, p. 1132 (2) ; 2596
17: 101; 1470; exhorts his people to M?khbjirin, 1087; 9 : 100; 9 : 117; 2478
patience end prayet, 7 : 128 ; 10 :8 4 ; Muhammad,significance of, 2496 ; as the
10 : 87 ; 1149 ; only the weak believe in,
Promised One, 70 ; 651 ; received revelation
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through Gabriel, 2 :97; secret counsel
against, 1 4 9 ;~ 2 : 102 ; revolution to E
brought about by, 163;
Abraham
an
Ishmael pray for appearance of, 2 : 129
as teacher and purifier, 2 : 129, 151
3 : 163; 62 : 2, 3 ; revelations of, not oul
come of desire,184; as apractical bene
faotor of humanity, 217; charity of, 226
raised to settle differences of all nations
2:213;272;273;
uproots the evil o
drink,
280;
his
excellence above a1
prophets, 336 ; 2 : 253 : raising the dead t8
life, 430 ; lodges Christians in a mosque
445;invitesthem
t o test his truth b
prayer,3 : 60; 445 ; writes aletter
t,
Heracleus,
446;
if he
had
not come
Deut. 18: 15-18
would
have remainec
unfulfilled, 3 : 72 ; 450 ; truth of, testifiec
to by allprophets,3
: 80; 458; require!
faith in all prophets, 3 : 83 ; 458 %is deet1
could not make Muslims turn back tc
idolatq,3:143; 496 (1); special Divinc
protection grantedto,3
: 144; 498; hi!
gentle dealing with the greatest delinquents
3 :1 5 8 ; 514 ; as ablest general, 514
upholds principle of holding counsel ir
important matters, 515 ; Ayesha’s descrip,
tion of thecharacterof,
1829 ; greai
anxiety of, for humanity, 9 : 128 ; 1108r
18: 6 ; 1479 ; 26 : 3 ; 1804; 2756 ; p, 1201
(1); 94 : 3 ; 2762 ; sorrow of, for unbe.
lievers hastening their doom, 1135 ; regar6
of, for the poor and the orphans,282 ; 534 I
2662 ; 2727 ; 2758 ; 2805 ; commanded tc
fight alone, 4 : 64 ; veriety of circumstances
affecting the life of, 604; confidence of, ir
ultimat,e triumph of his cause, 606 ; holds
oat
jastice
between Muslims and non.
Muslims, 4 : 105 ; 620; t o judge with equity
among enemies, 5 : 42,43 ; 695; to judge
by Divine revelation, 5 : 49 ; must deliver
the message, 5 : 67 ; marvellous faith of, in
ultimatetriumph, p. 288 (1) ; as a plain
Warner, 6 : 50 ; 778 ; wanted to make men
morally great, 778 (1); sublime sentiments
and motives of, 778 ; holiness of,816 ;
stands above all low motives, 6:163 ;
850; denies possession of superhumltn
powers, 7 : 188 ; 967 ; his refuge in Allah
from false imputations, 7 : 200 ; 973 ; the
devil submits to, 973 (2); kindness of, to
severest enemies, 1077 ; strives hardin
the cause cf truth, 9 : 88 ; his compassion
for believers, 9 : 128 ; 1108~; faithfully
follows the Qur-An, 10: 15; 1117 ; pre-
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vious life of, & testimony to truth, 10 : 16 ;
1116 ; truthfulness of, 1118; offers simple
truth, 1133 ; had greatest certainty about
truth of revelation, 1155;zeal of, 1158;
10 : 99 ; to remain upright, 10 : 105 ; could
not give up the Qur-&n, 11: 12 ; 1 1 6 7 ~ :
sufferings of, 14 : 13 ; 1301 ; prays for even
those who do not accept him,1318; forgives enemies, 15 : 85 ; 1350 ; embellishments of life had no attraotion for, 15 : 88;
1352;charity
of, 1352 ; gentle to his
followers, 15 : 88 ; 1352 : the Quraish propose to make him a king, 1453 (2) ;
firmness of, under severest trials, 1453 (2) ;
ever rising to positions of greaterand
greater glory, 1459 ; wealth had no attraotion for, 20 : 131; told to seek comfort
inprayer, 20 : 130; 1610~; as a mercy
to the whole world, 21 : 107; 1667 ; solicitousness of, for the safety of his followers,
1705 ; simplicity of life of, 25 : 7 ; 1772 ;
helping others, 1772; companions of, zeal
of, in propagating Islam,1792:untiring
zeal of, for bringing about a tmnsformation,
1804 ; morals of, conformed to the Qor-An,
1829 ; as an exemplar, 33 ; 21 ; 1980 ;
different capacities of, 1980 ; as a model in
every walk of life, 1980 ; purityand perfection of, 33: 45, 46 ; 1996 ; 1997 ; breadth
of mind of, 2055 ; heroic fortitudeof,
43 : 88 : 2265 ; moral greatness of, 43 :32 ;
2244 ; to bear with patience, 46 : 35 ;
steadfast in preaohing, 42 : 15 ; &sks no
reward, 42 : 23; 2226 ; h w t of, sealed
against their abuses, 42 : 24 ; 2227 ; does
not err,53: 2 ; 2372 ; sinlessness of,
53 : 2, 3 ; 2373; attainment of perfection
by, 53 : 6, 7 ; 2375 ; 2376 ; nwrness of, to
Allah, 53 : 8, 9 : 2377,2378 ; brings men
from darkness tolight, 65 : 11 ; affectionate
treatment of his wives by, 2517 ( 5 ) ; 2519 ;
raises woman’s status, 2519; conformed
to sublimest morality, 68 : 4; 2539 ; morals
of, depicted in the Qur-&n, 2539 ; loved to
be classed with the poor, 2662 (3) : magnanimity of, 2662 (2) ; persecution of,
legalized in the swred territory of Mecca,
2734 (3) ; example of, in freeing slaves,
2739 ; his love of purity, 2746 (2) ; hatred
of, for idol-worship, 2756 ; never told a lie,
2756 ; breadth of the heart of, 2761 ; prays
for forgiveness of enemies (contrast with
Noah and Moses’ prayer), 2761 ; forgives
deadliest enemies, 2761; never uttersa
word of complaint under hardesttrials
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(contrast with Jesus), 27131 ; fulfillinghif
dutiesinvariouscapacities,
2761: hatred
of false gods entertainedby, 109 : 1-5 ;
never despaired of regenerating his people,
2810; enjoinedtoaskforgiveness
for his
oppressors, 110 : 3 ; 2812 ; spiritual resur.
rectionbroughtaboutby,
1 7 : 51, 5 2 ;
1433 ; 1434; transformatibnwroughtbyl
14:48:1325;1665;
1801; 25 ~63-75;
2689 ; prophecy of triumph of, 2538 ; 2703 ;
as head of Medinarepublic,
126 ; called
light, 6 : 15, 16; 676 ; comingaftera
cessation of the mission of prophets, 5 : 19 ;
680 ; protectiongranted
to, againstall
enemies, 6 : 67 ; 718 ; preaching of, compared to sowing of seed, 6 :96; 802 ;
followers of, who went against his teachings, 752 (2) ; expeditionof, sgainst Roman
Empire, 1049: flies to Medins, 9 :4 0 ;
1062 ; Divine protectionof, 1269 ; excellence of, above other
prophets,
1437 ;
departing of, from Mecca, and re-entering
intoit, 17: 80, 81;1461(2)
; to follow
Abraham’s faith, 16 : 123 ; love of, was to
be inspired
in
hearts
of men, 1572 :
consolation to, 20 : 1-8 : came after cessation of prophethood, 21 : 30;1625;
no
prophet to be raised after, 598 ; the last of
prophets, 3 3 : 40; 1994: a prayer
of,
againstenemies, 1668; Divinehelpshall
be granted to, 22 : 15 ; 1679 ; the Devil’s
inability to make evil suggestions to, 1728 ;
allnationsshouldsubmit
to, 22: 6 7 ;
alleged I ‘ lapse ” of, a falsestory, 1701 :
preaching of, shakes belief idols,
in
25 : 42 ; cannot guide whom he loves, 28 :
56 ; prophecy of his return to Mecca after
flight, 28 : 85 ; 1898 ; prophecy relating to
his
approaching
end,
110:
1-3;
2811;
corruption
prevailing
before advent of,
30:41;1941
; not t o careforcarpers,
33 : 1; 1965 (2) ; has a greaterclaim on
thefaithfulthan
themselves? 33 : 6 ;
oovenantwithprophetsregardingadvent
of, 33 : 7 ; 1970 : as a torch to wayfarers,
33 : 46 ; not to care for carpers,
33: 48 ;
enjoined
to
ask protection
for
faults,
40: 55 ; 2194 ; isentitled
to intercede,
43:
86;
2264;
must be judged as a
prophet, 46 : 9 ; 2284 : misunderstandings
regarding, and their removal by,
peace of
Hudaibiyya, 2307 ; good manners to be
obserredtowards, 49 : 1-6 ; 2326 ; 2327 ;
manners in assembly of, 58 : 11: consultation Kith, 5 8 : 12, 13;2468;
share of,

in property gained in wars and how spent,
2477; shouldstriveagainstunbelievers
and hypoorites, 66 : 9 ; allqation against,
ns to learningthe Qm-h fromothers,
16 : 103 ; 1400 ; ohsrges of being a poet or
soothsayerrefuted, 69 : 38-52 ; only de.
livers message, 72 : 21-23 ; prayer of, after
2595 ;
Tkif,contrastedwithrevelation,
enjoined topray by night, 73 : 1-9 ; charged
2589;
with
the
heaviest
task; 73:5:
commandedtowarn,
74: 1, 2 ; 2597; is
called the Truth, 2196 (1); E teacher of his
immediate followers and those
coming
later, 62 : 1-4; 2503 ; character of,
attacked by Christian writers, 2517 ; calls
astrologers,
diviners,
magicians
and
unbelievers, 2530 ; source of the revelation
of, was otherthanhisheart,
2662 (2) ;
greatness of, 8 1 : 19-21 ; 2683; resplendence of the light of, 81 : 23 ; 2684 ; is the
comer by night, p. 1179 (1) ; 86 : 14;
2707 ; a promise of safety for, 86 : 4 ; 2708 ;
shall not forget revelation, 87 : 6, 7 ; 2716 ;
prophecy of his being madefreefrom
obligationwithrespect
to Mecca, 90: 2 ;
2734: Unity of theprinciplestaughtby,
in Mecca and Medina, 2752 ; truth of, to
shineforthgradually,
93: 1-5 ; 2753;
2754 ; objectionsagainstsinlessness
of,
2756 ; relief afforded to by revelation,
94 : 1-8 : report relating to opening of the
2761; eminence to which he
breastof,
was t o be raised, 94 : 4 ; 2763 ; could not
read or write, 2769 ; prophecy of his rising
to eminence, 96: 3 ; 2771 ; a~ tho Distin.
guisher, 98:1, 2 ; 2781 ; abundant good
granted to, 2807 ; year of birth of, 2800 ;
some anecdotes of the early life of, 2756 ;
journeyof,toSyria,
2756; known as
AZ-dmin, 769 ; 6 : 33 ; Khadija’s estimate
of thecharacter of, 2662 (3) ; Prophet,
was an orphan, 93 : 6 ; 2755 ; relationship
of,to the Medinites, 1795 ; first revelation
of, p, 1206 (1) ; 2769 ; on the Safa, 1118 ;
1834 ; warns his relatives, 2813 ; passing
three
days
in
a cave, 1494 ; releases
prisonersat
Badr, 1024 ; &ionof,in
doing so, not disapproved, 1024 ; marriages
of, 33 : 50 : 2000 ; object of marriages of,
1985;2007;
marries Zainab, 1991; not
to divoroe his wives, 33 : 52 ; 2004 ; wives
of. not to be remarried, 33 : 53 ; 2007 ;
separation‘ of, for onemonthfromhis
wives, 2517 (4, 5 ) ; 1-26th the ahtbre of, in
war acquisitions, 1007 ; prayer of, at Bsdr,
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982 (1); starts for Badr, 6 : 5 ; so-callec
“ lapse ” of, 2382 ; prayer of, in the fielc
of Badr, 2399 ; vision of, 46 : 27 ; 2322
allegiance sworn t o , 46: 10; 2310 ; t h c
blind man’sincident,
80 : 1-10; 2662
theincident
sf honey, 2517 (9) ; like.
new of, to Moses, 190; 655
; 73 : 15
2592 ; 2766; Muhammad and Moses
called two enchaatcrs, 28 : 48 : 1864 i
~

~

comparison drawn between Moses and.
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52 : 1-7 ; 2354 ; asthe
like of Moses, I
46 : 10 ; 2286 ; appearance of, waited for
by Jews, 2:89 ; 132; waited for by
Christians, 132 ; appearance of, according
to previous prophecy, 37 : 37 ; 2106 ; 1831 ;
26: 195, 196; 1662;
23: 43-46; advent I
of, prophesied hy Jesus, 7 : 157 ; 951;
61 : 6 ; 2496; prophecies of Moses and
; Moses’
Jesus as to the advent of, 2496 (2)
prophecies of the advent of, 7 : I57 ; 960
( 2 ) ; 951 ; called Cmmi, inrelation
to
Xoses’ prophecy, 327(2);
prophecies
relating
to,
in
Gospel, 673; 1461 ; as
prayer of Abraham, 652 ; the advent of, is
the advent of the Spirit of Truth, 17 : 61 ;
1461 ; fulfilling St. John’s Gospel, 2496 ;
Christian objections to, 2496 ; universality
of the message of, 6 : 91 ; 796 ; 7 : 158 ;
958 ; 1296 ; 1391 ; p. 712 (3)
; 25 : 1, 2 ;
1769; 1770; 42;7 ; 68:5 2 ; 2.550;
81 : 2 7 ; 2666; p. 1163 (1); 2766 (3) ;
obedience necessary to, 4 : 64, ;65
fruits of
obedience to, 4: 69;
596; call of, tobe
; 1767 ; wives
strictly obeyed, 24 : 62, 63
of, are mothers of believers, 33 : G ; 1966 ;
wives of, should retain simplicity, 33 : 28,
29, purity enjoined on, 33 : 30-32,should
not display their finery, 33 : 33,34; gardens promised to followers of, 55 : 46,62;
2419 ; 2420 ; 2421 ; companions of, loved
virtue and hated evil, 49 : 7, purified from
sins, 24:21; 1744; 9 8 : 7, 6 ; 2765;
prophecy of thetriumph of followers of,
25 : 10 ; 1775 ; prophecy of final triumph
of, 14 : 14 ; 1302 ; of his return to Mecca
as a conqueror, 1302 ; followers of, to be
raised to greatness, 2767 ; p. 1206 (1);
mercy specially ordained for followers of,
7 : 156;9496.; companions of, compared
to stars, 804 ; companions of, who committed the whole Qur-Bn to memory, xxxix ;
cnlled an enchanter, a dreamer, a forger,
a poet, 21 : 3,5 ; 1611 ; conjectures regarding, 5 2 : 29-34 ; 2362 ; charged with
forgery, 25 : 4 ; not a poet, 36 : 69 ; 2096 ;

unbelievers call him mad : theanswer.

66 : 1-7 ; 2537 ; 2538 : 2539 : prwlaimed
by opponents to be an enchanter, 74:1825 ; 2600 ; he is slandered, 2794; 2815
;
falseimputationsagainst,
33:56, 67 ;
2009 ; 2010 ; plans of the Quraish egainst,
8 : 30 ; 996 ; 1268 ; 16 : 26 ; 1360;
618; attempts on the life of, 5 : 11 : 670 ;
plans to tempthim,
17 : 73; 1453 (2);
opponents of, drawnnear to destruction,
7 : 162, 1bR
; doom of opponents of, draws
nigh, 7 : 184-167; doom of opponents of,
16 : 59 ; 1509 ; 38 : 67 ; 2150 ; 5 1 : 59, ;60
69: 1-3;
7 7 : 12-40; discomfiture of ene; opposition to,shall
mies of, 1016; 1145
16:47; 1503;
be brought
to
naught,
22 : 49-54; 1700 ; 23 : 62-67; 23 : 93-95 ;
1726 ; 52 : 35-43; 66 : 17-33 ; 2543 ;
7 5 : 10-13; 2611; 79 :7-9; 2655; 2473
(1) ; 64: 16, ; 2702
17 ; evilcharacter of
opponents depicted, 66 : 10-17 ; opponents
of, not to be punished until he left them,
20 : 129 ; 1610~; nine chief opponents of,
1856; plan against the life of, prophetical
reference to, 27 : 49 ; 1859 ; opponents of,
prophecy as to their being abased, 27 : 67 ;
1664 ; 42 : 4;2233 ; 73 : 10-14 ; 2591 ;
chief opponents of, shall be destroyed,
75 : 31-35 ; opponents challenged to execute
their plans against,
77 : 39 ; 2639 ; opponents of, shall be punished in this life tmd
after death, 2657;opponents of, their first
and final condition, 65 : 1-3 ; 2704; punishment of opponents of, 100 : 7-11 ; 2787~;
prophecy of their destruction,101 : 5 ; 2769 ;
prays for famine to overtake persecutors,
1406
tfujaddid, 1763 (2)
; prophecies made known
to, 2566 ; appearance of, among Muslims,

2778
Unrder, 17 : 33 ; 1427
dusailma, 800
duslim, who is a, 2 : 112 ; 156 ; 1123; 1564
duslims, follow the religion of Abraham,
2 : 135 ; believe in all the prophets, 2 : 136 ;
follow the middle conrse, 174 ; cosmopolitan belief of, 175 ; conception of Allah of,
2: 139 ; 179 ; a most exaltednation,
2: 143; 162;
unity of purpose of, 191 ;
must be patient andprayerful, 2:153;
grand object of, is to establish Divine
Unity, 202; their love of Allah exceeds
every other love, 2 : 165; as champions
of the religious liberty of nations, 244 ;
shouldenterintocomplete
submission,

m
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2 : 208 ; charityinculcated on, 2 : 215
shodd spend in the way of Allah, 2 : 195
254 ; 247 ; 838 ; their needs as a civilizec
society, 372 ; how they shall be made vio
torious, p. 135 ; g a l of, 397 ; 2752 ; not t c
follow JewsandChristians,
3 : 99, 100
should alwayshaveamissionary
force
3 : 103 ; 473 ; the best of nbions, 3 : 109 ;
themorels Muslims should aspireafter,
3: 133, 134; 492 ; should study causes of
riseandfall
of nations, 3: 136, 137 ;
should not be infirm nor grieve, 3 : 138 ;
persecuted, 3 :194; 241; 16: 41, 42;
1368 ; comforted in persecution, 29 : 60 ;
1925 ; 1927 ; should be steadfast undel
persecutions, 29 : 10 ; 1905 ; flying from
persecutions, 16 : 110 ; 1405 ; those recant.
ingundercompulsion,
16 : 106; 1402;
punishment of persecutors of, 85 : 8-10 : en.
joined toforgive enemies who join brother.
hood of Islam, 9 : 5 ; 1034 ; 9 : 11 ; should
forgive persecutors when they overcome,
22: 60 ; 1706 ; prophecy that they shall
be madeeminent, 2: 152; 194;promise
of conquests for, 2: 115; 160; shall be
made triumphant, 29 : 58, 59,
89; 1926 ',
propheoy of their future greatnees, 345 (2)
;
shall be exaltedandgrantedkingdom,
3: 25, 26; 406; shall be madeagreat
nation, 22 : 65, 66 ; 1708 ; shall be made
guardians of Ea'ba, 1001 ; shall be masters
of Sacred Mosque, 22 : 25; 1686 : shall be
made successors in the land, 6 : 134 ; 8 2 5 :~
6 :166 ; 852 ; prophecy that they shall be
masters of Arabia, 70 : 40-44 ; 2567 ; oonquests promised to, outside Arabia, 33 : 27 ;
1984 ; prophecy that they shall be masters
of the Holy Land, 21: 105; 1666; prophecy of their being made rulers on earth,
27: 62; 1860; 24: 55;1763; prophecy
relating to thesupremacy
of, over unbelievers, 83 : 34, 35 ; [2657; shall be
granted good visions, 10 :63, 64; 1142;
shall be strengthened by Holy Spirit, 128 ;
angel6 bring good news to, 41': 30, 31
;
2208 ; strengthened by revelation, 9 : 124 ;
reformers to be raised amongst, 1763 (2)
;
should be true to promises, 2 : 177 ; 218 ;
5 :1 ; 656 ; should fulfil agreements with
idolaters, 9 : 4 ; 1032 ; should practise
highest good, 16 : 90 ; 1393 ; not to break
oathsand promises, 16 : 91; should be
just to enemies, 5 :2 ; 660 ; shouldhelp
one another in goodness, not in sin, 5 : 2 ;
should be upright and ect equitsblytowards

enemies, 5 : 8 ; should be just even against
4 : 135 ; 633 ;
themselvesandrelatives,
should be strictly truthful, 842 ; 6 : 153 ;
enjoined to respect each other, 49 : 11,12;
to treat BPI Muslims those who offered
Islamicsalutation, 4 : 94; 615; tohelp
eaoh other in religious matters, 8 : 73 ;
1088 ; not to kill one another intentionally,
4 : 92 ; 612 ; should remain united, 3 : 102 ;
divisions among Muslims to be deprecated, 3 : 104; should not become seote,
6 : 160 ; 848 ; peace, to be made between
quarrellingparties of, 49 : 9, 10; 2329 ; *
must sacrsoe their lives in the cause of
truth and undergo hard trials, 2 : 154, 155,
177 ; 275; resignation of, undertrials,
2 : 156; must suffer privation, 3 : 185 ;
528 ; should be prepared to sacrifice all
interests in the cause of truth, 9 : 24 ; 1042 ;
should strive hard in the cause
of truth,
9 : 88 ; exhorted to make sacrifices, 63 :911 ; must undergo trials, 29 : 2, Y ; patience
andsteadfastnessenjoined
on, 3 : 199 ;
friendlyrelations of, with non-Muslims,
notenemies,not
disallowed, 60: 8, 9 ;
2488 ; friendly relations with enemies forbidden, 60 : 1-3 ; 2484 : 3 : 27; 407 ; 3:
117-119; 480; nottotakeenemy
Jews
and Christians for friends, 5 :51 ; vastness
of thesympathy
of, 4: 36;574; 575;
grand kingdom grantedto, 4 : 54 ; 587 ;
limits of obedience toauthority,
4 : 59;
4: 86 ;
553 ; greetings of, toeachother,
enjoined to fly from the place where they
are oppressed, 4 : 100 ; allowed to dine with
followers of the Book and t o invite them to
dinner, 5 : 5 ; 666 ; should shun open and
hidden indecencies, 6 : 152 ; nottoturn
their backs when facing enemy, 8 : 15, 16 ;
should nothesitateinmeeting
tenfold
numbers, 8 :65, 66
; enjoined to give pro.
tection toidolaters, 5 : 6; 1035 ; not to
rebel against rulers, 1027 ; enjoined to be
kind to unbelievers and not to mind their
abuses, 17: 53; 1435; as representing the
poor man in the parable, 1500 ; chosen by
Allah and made lwders for others, 22 : 78 ;
1711 ; to be very liberal in forgiving faults,
24: 22
; 1745 ; divinelight t o be metin
houses of, 24 : 36 ; three classes of,35 : 32;
2058 ; must be firm against enemies, compassionateamong
themselves, 48 : 29 ;
must follow middle
a courw
between
worldliness and monkery,57 :27-29 ; 2457 ;
should be true to duty, 69 : 18 ; their ED-
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7Niggardliness, 3 : 179 ; 4 : 37

tiom should correspond theirbeliefs, 61 : 2
not
be led
away
b:
3 ; 2495; should
worldly attractions, 64 : 11-18 ; 2511
should be pure in body and heart, 74: 4
5 ; 2598; some
other
guiding
rules
o
life for, 3 : 16 ; 6 : 152-154 ; 13 : 19-22
23 : 57-61 ; 25 : 63-75 ; 2099 ; 61 : 15-19
70 : 22-35
Muslim wars,
permission
given, 2:190
238 ; 22 : 39 ; must not be aggressive, 238
conditionsimposedon,
238 ; contrastec
with Israelite wars, 238 ; persecutors to bc
punished, 2 : 191 ; to be continuedtil
Mecca was taken, 2: 191; 240; not t o be
carried on withintheprecincts
of Meccr
unlessenemy does itfirst, 2 : 191 ; 242
clemency of, 243 ; to cease when religioui
liberty is established, 2 : 193 : 244 : necea
sary for the help of the weaker members
276 ; allowed only when need was
urgen
277 ; were defensive, 3 : 166 ; 519 ; 1022
22 : 3 9 ; 1 6 9 7 ; to be continued so long as
persecutionexists, 8 : 39 ; 1005 ; againsl
idolaters, due to violation of treaties, 9 : 5
1032 ; 1033 ; withfollowers of the Book
aimof, 9 : 29 ; 1049 ; whatunbeliever.
were to be fought against, 9 : 123 ; 1105
object of, toestablishreligiousfreedom
22 : 40 ; 1698 ; also served as puni3hment
1725 ; acquisitions made in, 8 : 41 ; 1007 :
anearlyprophecyrelating
to, 79 : 1-9
2663 ; prophecy of Meccans waging WBI
against Muslims, 100 : 1-6 ; 27a7
Mut'im bin 'Adiyy, 1858
Ikfttzzumnail,p. 1128 ; 2588

1!
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Na&-bin-Hers, 1670 ; 1868 ; 1948
Nadir, a;liance of, with Khazraj, 127
-la,
2577
NajrBn, deputation of Christians from, 445
Xaml, valley of, 27 : 18 ; 1847
Nasr, 71 : 23 ; 2577 (2)
Xations, doom of, 7 : 34; 880 ; destroyed
whentheytransgress,
17:16 ; 1420 ;
deathand
life of, p. 121 ; 346; 349 ;
2527; do not rise until they amend themselves, 13 : 11
Natural religion, 30 : 30 ; 1937 ; two principles of, 1939
Nature,variety
in, 13 : 3,4 ; uniformity
prevailingin, 67 : 3, 4 ; 2529
Nebuchadnezzar, 720 ; 2705
Negus, 728 ; 1571 ; 2155
Nicene Creed, 1495
Nicknamea, 49 : 11

Night, time of the advent of a prophet aompared
to,
2711 (2); the
grand
night,
97 : 1-5 ; night of sixhundredyears,
p. 1179
Nile, junction of Blue and White, 18 : 60 ;
1511
Nisibus, Jews of, 2580
Noah, 3:32; 6:85; 7:59-64; 10:71-78;
; 21 : 76, 7 7 ;
1 1 3 2 5 - 4 8 ;1 4 :9 ;1 7 : 3
23 : 23-29 ; 25 : 37 ; 26 : 105-122 ; 29 : 14,
15 ; 37 : 75-82; 51 : 46 ; 53 ; 52 ; 51 ; 916;67:26;66:10;69:11,12;71:128 ; history of, a warning to opponents of
theProphet, 11:35; is a history of the
is
Prophet, 11: 49 ; 1185; a son of,
drowned, 11 : 42, 43 ; 1181; prayer of, for
hisson, 11 : 45-48; 950 years as age of,
29 : 14 ; 1907 ; wife of, 66 : 10
Nominative, as the remote cause, 2569
Nu'aim, 523
Nur-ud-Din, Maulvi Hakim, xciv
Oaths, not to be takenagainstdoing good,
2 : 224 ; 289 ; vain oaths, 290 ; guarding
of, 5 : 89 ; 731 ; expiation of, 5 : 89 ; 730;
66 : 2 ; 2518; not to be broken, 16 : 91 ;
not to be mademeans of deceit, 16 : 92,
94; object of, 2634
Oaths, in the Qur-An, significance of, 2099
Olive-tree, 1719 ; as a symbol of Islam, 1757
(2) ; p. 1204 (11 ; 2766 (3)
Orbs, movements of, in their spheres, 21 : 33
Orphans, care of, 2 : 220; 282; 534; 2758 ;
property of, not t2 be wasted, 4 : 2 ; 6 : 153 ;
17 : 34 ; should be examined, 4 : 6 ; warning against swallowing property of, 4 : 10 ;
justice should be done to, 4 : 127 ; 631
Pairs, all life created in, 36 : 36 : 2081
Palestine, 1723
Panther, 644
Parable,settingforth
of, 2 : 26; of the
gnat, 2 : 26; 43; of fire kindled, 2 : 17,
18 ; 29, 30 ; of rain and lightning, 2 : 19,
20 ; 32, 33 ; of birds obeying call, 2 : 260 ;
of seed yieldingmanifoldfruit,
2 : 261 ;
compared to parable of sower in 0ospe1,
351 ; of seed sown on stone, 2 : 264; of
garden on elevated land, 2 : 265; of
gardensmitten
by whirlwind, 2: 266 ;
of oneperplexed,
6 : 71; of one who
7 : 175, 116;
rejects
communications,
960 ; of the dog, 7 : 176; of the scum,
13 :11 ; 1271 ; of the good tree, 14 : 24,
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26 ; 1310 ; of the evil tree, 1 4 :26 ; 1311 I
of milk, 1 6 : 6 6 ; 1378; of wine, 1 6 : 6 1 :
1378; of the bee, 16 : 68, 69 ; 1379 ; oj
msster End elave, 16 : 7 5 ; 1384; of t h f
dumbman, 16 : 76; 1385 ; of one whc
unravelsheryarn,
16 : 92 ; of a secure
town, 16 : 112; of therichmanand
the
poor m a , 18 : 32-44 ; 15W; of rain and
luxuriance of herbage, 18 : 45 ; of one
who falls from on high, 22 : 31 ; of a fly,
22 : 73 ; 1710 ; of the pillar of light, 24 : 35 ;
of mirage, 24 : 39 ; of intensedarkness,
24 : 40;1760;
of thespider,
29 : 41 ;
1914; of t h e slave andmaster, 30 : 28;
1936 ; of the people of the town, 36 : 13 ;
2070 ; of a slave of many, 39 : 29 ; of the
garden with rivers of milk, etc., 47 : 15 ;
2398 ; of the ass, 62 : 5 ; of the owners of
the garden, 68 : 17-33
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Paraclete, 2496
Paradise,fruits
of, 2 : 25 ; 41 ; 69: 23 ;
2557 ; nature of the blessings of, 42 ;
2 1 4 8 ~ ;2649; extensiveness of, 3 :1 3 2 ;
57 : 21 ; 2 4 5 4 ~; shades of, stand for ease,
591 ; highest bliss of, 941 ; peace prevailing
in,
1 01: 01; 1 1 41; 0 : 2 51; 1 2 3 ;
to
36 : 66-58; 2091 ; women entitled
blessings of, along with men, 1276 ; a likeness of paradise, 13 : 35 ; 1287 ; trees and
rivers of, 1310; a true picture of, 15 : 4548 ; 1342 ; a state of perfect peace, 19 : 62,
63 ; 1855 ; blessings of, not conceivable,
32 :17 ; 1961 ; is a place where there is no
grief, toil, or fatigue, 35 : 34, 35 ; blessings
of, are tasted by the righteous in this life,
37 : 41-47 ; 2109 ; blessings of, are
spiritual, 2109r ; beauty andpurity
of
the blessings of, 37 : 41-49 ; 2110 ; talk of
those in
paradise
with those
in
hell,
37 : 51-60 ; unceasing progress in, 39 : 20 ;
2159; wives andchildren of thefaithful
shall go to, 40 : 8 ; 2176 ; made known to
therighteousinthis
life, 2296 ; descrip.
tion of, a8 garden,is
only a parable,
47 : 15 ; 2298 ; sight of Allah in, 50 : 35 ;
2343 : hourisin,
2356 ; same blessings
for menand women in, 2356 : reallya
aondition, 2 4 5 4 ~; as a starting-point for a
higher progreas, 2521; blessings of, are
stands for
everlasting, 11: 108;1202;
whievement of object, 78 : 31 ; 2646 ; a
manifestation of, in this life, 2679 ; when
p n k d in thia lite, 89 : 27-30 ; 2732
Pman, p. 610 (2)
Pardah, $84:.30, 81 ; 1750;1751 ; 33 : 59 ;

2011 ; old women need not observe, 24 :
60; 1765
Parents, obedience andkindness
to, XI;
17 : 23, 24 ; 1421; 29 : 8 ; 1904 ; 31 : 14,
15 ; 1952 ; 46 : 15
Parliamentary government, basis of, laid by
Islam, 2230
Past tense, use of, for future, 1011 ; 1461
Patience, 2 : 45 ; 103 : 3 ; 2793 (2)
Paul, St., prohibits intermarriages with unbelievers, 284
Pen, a prophetical reference to abundant use
of, 1956 ; part played by, inpropagation
of Islam, 96 : 4 ; 2772
Perfection, two stages in the attainment of,
p. 1142 (2) ; 76 : 1-22
Persia, 1499 ; 2421 ; prophecy relatingto
vanquishment of, 30 : 2-4 ; 1930 : disruption of the kingdom of, 2610. Sce Media
Peter Damian, 751
Pharaoh. 2 : 49, 50 ; 80; 81 ; 82; 3 : 10 ;
7 : 130-136; 8 : 52, 54; 10 : 75-76; 1 0 :
88-92;1147;1152;1153;11:
97, 99;
17 : 101-103 ; 20 : 71-76 ; 26 : 29 ; 1813 ;
2 8 : 6 ; 1870;28:
3, 4 ; 1868;29:39;
40:24-37;2186;43:4656;2251;
44 :
24-27; 60:13 ; 51 : 38 ; 54 : 41, 42 ; 69 : 9 ,
10 ; 73 : 15, 16 ; 79 : 20-25 ; 85 : 16 ; 89 :
10-13; body of, cast ashore, 10 : 92 ; 1153 ;
wife of, 66 : 11
Pilgrimage. significance of and directions relating to, xxrii: 2 : 196-203: 248-265 :
5 : 1, 2 ; 657-659 ; 5 : 94-96 ; 735 ; 1669 ;
the minor, 248 ; the greater, 9 : 3 ; 1031 :
proclaimed, 22 : 27 ; 1687 ; as evidence of
Prophet's truth, 2787 (2)
Plague, shall not enter Mecca, 469
Planets, the, 2651 ; life in, 2516 (2)
Play, ns indicating neglect of higher a s p l b
tions, 924
Plural, denoting repetition, 1730
Poets, 26 : 224-237 ; 1838
Polygamy, 4 : 3 ; 535 ; justice between wives,
4 : 129
Polytheism, the gravest sin, 4 : 48 ; 551 ; 4 :
116 ; is devoid of authority, 30 : 35 ; 1938 ;
human
nature
revolts against, p. 544;
called B forgery, 2498 ; different kinds of,
2617
?oor, the, care of, 69 : 34 ; 90 : 11-16 ; 2738 ;
107 : 1-3 ; 2605 ; shall be raised to eminence through the Qur-in, 2664
?oor law, of Islam, 2478 ; 2727
?oor-rate, disbursement of, 9 : 6 0 ; 1069
?otiphar, 1221 ; 1227
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INDEX
Prayer,significance -of, xvi ; times an
method of praying, xvii : the ideal prayel
1 : 1-7 ; regularized by Islam, 1 6 ; i:
dmger, 2 : 239; to be shortened whel
travelling, 4 : 101 ; when actually fighting
4 ; 102 ; must be performed at dxed times
4 : 103 ; 619 ; the five times, 1457; 17 : 78
30 : 17, 18 ; 1934; the tahajjud, 17 : 79
1458; middle course to be adopted wit1
comfort in
regard to, 17:110; 1477;
1 6 1 0 ~; restrains from sins, 29 : 45 ; 1915
2 : 186 ; efficacy of, 230 ; answered b:
Allah, 40: 60 ; ES the means of obtaining
great good, 2808; when devoid of spirit
107 : 4, 5
Predestination, 2605n ; 2 6 3 3 ~
Prideaux, Dr., 2475 (2) ; 2518
Priests, taken as gods, 6 : 136 ; 827
Privacy, personal, 24 :58, 59; 1764
Promised land, 672
Property, to be treated as a means of support.
4 : 5 ; got to be acquired illegally, 4 : 29
Property rights, respect for, 2 : 188 ; 235 ; t o
be respected and safeguarded, 372
Prophets, belief in, essential, 4 : X O , 151 ;
Divine secrets are made known to, 72 : 27 ;
revelation t o , specially guarded, 72 : 28 :
choice of, ismade
by Allah, 22 : 75 ;
28 : 68; raised among allnations,
10 :

' II '

47;1131 ; 13: 7; 1266;
1390 ; 16: 36 ;
35 : 24 ; 2055 ; all prophets are not men.
tioned in the Q u r - h , 4 : 164 ; 40 : 76 ;his.
tories of, refer to broad common facts,
1175; granted book, judgmentand
pro.
phecy, 6 : 9 0 ; 7 9 5 ; sent with arguments
and scriptures, 16 : 43, 44 ; had wives and
children, 13 : 38 ; were mortalandate
food, .21: 7, 8 ; 1613 ; 25 : 20 ; t o serve as
models must be human beings, 1720;
Divine promise of help to, 14 : 13-20 ; receive Divine help, 12 : 110; 40 : 51 ; mocked
at by enemies, 6 : 10 ; 759 ; 15 : 10, 11 ;
36 : 30 ; doom of the opponents of, 14 : 13 ;
77 : 7 ; 2634; histories of, meant &B n
warning, 922; cannot
act
unfaithfully,
3 : 160 ; righteousness of and opposition
to, 23 : 5156 ; sinlessness of, 21 : 26-26 ;
162.4 ; slaying of, 689 ; from among jinn,
6: 131 ; 824 ; teachings of, corrupted by
evil generations, 19 : 59 ; false prophets
would not prosper, 69:44-47 ; 2561 ;
covenantwith, 33 :7 ; 1970 ; differences
of degrees of excellence, 2 ; 253 ; all pro-

phets testified tothetruth
Prophet, 3 : 80 ; 458

of the Holy
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Prophethood, cessation of, 21 : 90 ; 16%
Prophethood, & phase or part of, 1994 (a)
Prostitution, 24 :33 ; 1756
Qais, 1400
Qari'ah, al, 101: 1-3 ; 2788

Qatada, 2536 (2)
@blah, 169 ; meaning of, 181 ; previous to
flight, 181; change in, 2:142;181;
afforded a distinction, 2 : 143 ; differences
of JewsandChristians
with regard to,
2 : 145 ; 169 : as a symbol of the unity of
Muslim brotherhood, 191
Qiydnzah, al, 2606
Quba, mosque at, 9 : 108 ; 1095
Quraish, 106 : 1 ; 2602; trade of, 2803; advantages enjoyed by, 106:4; 2804;
praying for a decision before going to
Badr, 992; thenine chiefs, 1658 ; doom
of, 53 : 57 ; 2386 ; prophecy of the defeat
of, 70 : 40 ; 2568
Quraiea, alliance of, with Aus, 127
Qur.in, the Holy, significance of the name,
298; names of, xxviii ; themost widely
read book, 228 ; revealed on a blessed
night, 44 : 3 ; 2267; 97 : 1; 2777 ; original
of, 43 : 4 ; 2237 : uniqueness of, 2 : 23, 24 ;
36 ; 10: 37-40 ; 1126 ; 11: 13, 14; 1166 ;
17 : 86 ; 1466 ; unique position of, among
the books, 2537 (2) ; a book whose blessings
shall not be intercepted, 6 : 93, 156; a
whrning for the whole world, 6 : 19 ; 762 ;
25 : 1; contains guidence and arguments
and affords a distinction, 2 : 185 ; 229 ;
contains answers to objections as well
arguments, 25 : 33 ; 1765 ; a collection of
moral end spiritual truths, 1919 ; a collection of best teachings, 39 : 27 ; 2162; a
collection of all that isbest in any religion,
215 ; 1379 ; comprises all that is best in
sacred books, 98 : 3 ; 2763 ; settles alldifferbest and
ences, 16 : 64; containsthe
highestideas
which may ever be considered, 29: 49 ; 1920 ; is perfect and
right-directing, 5 : 3 ; 18 : 1, 2 ; 1478.4 ;
completeness of, 17 : 69 ; 1467 ; isthe
best explanation, 12 : 1-3 ; 1211 ; a complete guide, 10: 37 ; 1126 ; explains everp
thing necessary, 16 : 89 ; 1392 ; a reminder
of what isimprintedonhumannature,
655 ; is free from every discrepancy, 4 : 82 ;
uniformityin, 39 : 23 ; 2161 ; falsehood
shall not prevail against,41 : 41, 42 ; freed
from error and falsehood, 2763 ; is a purifier, 29: 46 ; 1915 ; gives life to dead
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2910 ; a healing for diseases,
10:57; 1137; 17:82;41:44;
2212; i s a
mercy, 29 : 51;1922; to be listened to
withsilenae, 7 : 204; a book of wisdom,
10 : 1 : 1110; offers mercy first, 1137 ; is
decisive, 11: 1 ; bringaforthmenfrom
darkness into light, 14 : 1 ; guides to what
is upright, 17 : 9 ; must achieve its object,
20 : 2-5 ; 1574 ; revealed on the Prophet's
heart, 2 : 97 ; 26 : 193, 194 ; 1829 ; made to
26:200; 1632 ; manienterintohearts,
fests glory of God, 1615 (2) ; made easy in
Arabic, 44 : 58 ; revelationof, was a requiremtnt of the beneficence of the Divine
Being, 55 : 1, 2 ; 2404 ; makes prophecy
2614; non-Arabs beclearer
gradually,
lieving in truth of the Qur-in, 72: 1-19;
transformationwroughtby,
36 ; 13 : 31 ;
1280 ; 84 : 1-5 ; 2698 ; will make its followers eminent, 855 ; 21 : 10 ; 1614 ; 43 :
44;2127; scribesof,shall
be honoured,
80 : 13-16; 2664 ; verifies previous revelation, 2 : 4 1 ; 7 0 ; 2 : 6 9 ;2 : l O l ;6 : 9 3 ;
35 : 31 ; 2057 ; fulfilspreviousprophecy,
17 : 105; 1474 ; 24: 52, 53 ; 1687; 46 : 12 ;
2 B 7 ; guardsall
previous. revelations,
5 : 48 ; 703; takes the place of previous
scriptures, 16 : 101 ; 1398 ; connection of,
withpreviousrevelation,
28 : 51 ; 1886 ;
bornetestimonyto
by Moses, 11:17 ;
1171.; 46 : 10 ; 2286 ; differences of, with
the Bible, 84 ; 137 ; 147 ; 349 ; 439 ; 902 ;
926 ; 930; 948 ; 949 ; 1180; 1188 ; 1219 :
1226 ; 1243; 1247 ; 1599 ; 1657 ; 2116;
2 3 4 3 ~ ;charge of anachronism, 412 ; 2577 ;
oalled the work of a poet, 26 : 224-226;
1838; called sibr or enohantment, 11: 7 ;
1166; 2602 ; called the work of devil, 26 :
210-212 ; Divine promise to guardit against
corruption, 15 : 9 ; 1329 ; 56 : 77-80 ; 2439 ;
85: 21, 22 ; 2706;2772;
collection of,
liv ; Sale on the oollection of, xxix ; Palmer
!
onthe collectionof, xxix; Muironthe
collection of, xxx ; collection of, in the
time of Abu Bakrmeantcollection
of
manuscripts, Iv ; internal evidence of collection of, 75:17,18;2615;
the whole
waswritteninProphet'slifetime,xxx
;
evidence of the writing of, 13 ; 2366 ; 2537 ;
2548 ; 98 : 2 ; 2782 ; written copies of, in
earliest days, 2678 ; scribes of the, among
the companions, xxxii ; stress laid by Prophetonlearning,xxxvi;zeal
of companions to preserve every word of, xxxv;
the whole, committed to memory in ProI
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phet'slifetime, xxxv ; recited by Xuslim
in mightprayers, 73 : 20 ; 2594; in how
many days should it be finished, xxxviii ;
arrangement of verses andchapters
of,
xxix ; xlii ; allegations of absence of
arrangementinthetext,xxix;
Muir on
arrangement of, xliii ; revealed in portions
tocomforttheProphet,
25 : 32;1764;
evidence that arrangement was meant to
be dieerent fwm order of revelation, xliii ;
arrangement of, by revelation, 25 : 32 ;
1784 ; seven manzils (divisions)of, xlix;
numbering of verses in the Prophet's time,
xlvi : arrangement of chapters of, xlviii ;
arrangement of verses of, xlv ; connection
of the verses, 1696 ; no evidence of change
having ever been made in arrangemcnt of,
1 ; allegationsagainstpurity
of textof,
dealt with, lxxv ; reports referring to passagesnotmetwith
in, dealtwith,lxxxi;
alleged fragmentarypassages
in, lxxvi ;
impossibility of error creeping into, lxxxi ;
differences inreadings of, lix;lxv; differentreadings
allowed inreading,not
meant to be permanent, lxx ; orders given
by 'Usmkntowriteitinthelanguage
of
Quraish in case of a difference, lxi ; rule of
interpretation of, xciv ; manuscripts of,
discovered by Dr.Mingana,lxxxix
Q11,?a, xxxix
Rnbb, significance of, 5

Rachael, 1247
Hnhncbn, as a name of the Divine Being, 3 ;
of Yamamah, 3 (2)
Railway, as fulfilment of a prophecy, 2671
Rak'at, xx
Ramadkn, 227 ; revelation of the Qur-in in,
2 : 185; 227 ; fastingthe
whole month
necessary, 2 : 185
Ramesus 11, identified
with
Pharaoh
of
Moses, 1153
.
Bass, 25 : 38 ; 1786 ; 50 : 12
Beadings, differences of, lxv;
nature
of
differences in, lrxii
Receivers, the two, 50 : 17
Reckonmg, by one's o m self, 17 : 14; 1 4 1 7 ~
Record of gotd, -695
Record of evil, 2693
Recorders of aations, 8'2 : 10-12 ; 2691
Red Sea, 82
Reformer, see Mujaddid
Rehoboam, 2029 ; 2141
Relationship, to be respeoted, 4 : 1
Religion, differencee of, 22 : 17 ; 1680

,
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Reminder, significance of, 1369
Repentance, what is meant by, 66 ; when nc)t
acceptable, 3 : 89 ; 463; 4: 17, 18
; 55: 1.
See Taubah
Reports, writing of, prohibited, xxrii ; relia
bility of, lxxviii
Resurrection, three senses of, 1671 ; a man!
festation of hidden realities, 24 : 24 ; 1747

Sadr-ud-Din, blaulvi, xov
Safh, 2 :158
; 199, 200
; 1118 ; greet gathering on, 1834
Safiyya, 2000 (4)
; 2388 (4)
; 2517 (2)
Safwh, 1740
Sabdja, as applied to the Qur-Bn, xxx
Saints, worship of, 17 :57 ; 1438
ta’khkhah, 80 :33 ; 2666
50:22;2341;69:18; 2556; 86:9;2710 Sa’lba, 1079 ; 1080
preservation of whatis necessary for,50 : 4
Sblih and Famood, 7 : 73-79 ; 11 :61-68:
36 :33
2335; thespiritualresurrection,
14 : 9 ; 15 :80-84 ; 25 : 38; 26 : 141-159 ;
27:4653; 29 :38; 41: 13, 14, 17, 18
;
2080; 2689
Retaliation, law of, 2 : 178 ; 220 ; allowec
51 : 43-45 ; 53 :51 ; 54 :23-31 ; 69 : 4, ;5
85: 18
; 89 : 9 ; 91 : 11-15 ; she-camel of,
2: 178
only in murdercases,inIslam,
as a sign, 54 : 27; 2394
amongpre-IslamiteArabs,
220; Jewisl
Salman, 1400 ; 2503
law modified, 220 ; alleviation of punish
Salsabil, 76 : 18
ment, 221 ; law of, in Torah, 5 :45 ; 700
Salvation, how attained, 91 : 9 ; 2746 (2)
Revelation, breadth introduced into doctrint
Samiri, leads Israelites astray,20 : 85 ; 1595 ;
of, by Islam,ix ; 1390; universality of
makesacalf,
20 : 88 ; 1597 ; confesses,
p. 4 (2)
; continuance of, 9 ; a requiremeni
20 : 96; 1600 ; is punished by Mosefi,
of Divine attributes, 6 : 92 ; 797; f i v f
20 :97
kindsof, 1379; granted to manin three
ways, 42:51; 2235
; grauted to true believers, &mood, 8ee Sblih; history of, borne out by
remains of rock habitations, 914 ; relation
698 ; 41 : 30, 31
; 2208 ; granted to oom.
of, to ’Ad, 911 (2)
panions of the Prophet, 58 :22; granted to
Moses’ mother, 28 : 7 ; granted to disciples Yamuel, 323 ; 2 : 246
of Jesus, 5: 111 ; of prophets as distin- gan’aa, church at, 2800
guished from that of non.prophets, 2235 ; 3aqeef, 1043 (2)
alleged distinction of Meccan and hledinian, 3auda, 2000 (1)
3au1, made a king, 2 : 247 ; 325 ; 326; 327 ;
P. 10 (3)
tries Israelites by a river, 2 : 249 ;‘331 (2)
Revival of learning, in Europe, due to Nuslim
h u r , Mount, 1062 (2)
impetus, 2676
Scandal,preventions against,24 : 58,59 ; 1764
Righteousness, what it consists in, 2 : 177
joythians, 1523
Rock, the, dwellers of, 15 : 80
;ea1 of prophets, 33 : 40 ; 1994
Rods of enchanters, significance of, 1591
3eas, the two, 25: 53; 1794; 35: 12;
Romans, the, 1929
55 : 19-25
Rukana, 303 (2)
lecret counsels, 58 : 7-10 ; 2462
)ectarianism condemned, 6 : 160 ; 848
lergius, 1400
leven, significance of, 46
Saba, 34 : 15 ; 2030
Sabbath, violation of, 2:65; 106; 4 : 47; Eleven heavens, 46
8 even major planets, 78 : 12 ; 2643
583 ; 7 : 163 ; significance of, 2505
8#evensleepers, 1483
Sabians, 2 : 62 ; 103; 6:69 ; 791 ; 22 : 17
9,eventy, significance of, 46
gabit bin Qais, 301
S# h i b ebin Rabi’a, 1858
Sab ’ul Mu’allaqAt, xxx
Sacred months, 246 ; war8 not to be oaaied Sheba, queen of, 27 : 23-44 : 1866
Shi’ah, view of the Qur-&u,xci
00 in, exoept when enemy is aggressive,
!
I
: 194 ; 278 ; their postponement, 9 : 37 ; Shirk, four kinds of, 2817
Shittim, 91
1057
Sacrifice, 22 :28 ; 1689 ; meaning underlying, Shiva, 2255
22: 34-37; 1691
; a8 themeans
of ob. Shu’db, 7 : 85-93 ; 11 : 84-95; 16: 78, 79 ;
taining great good, 108 : 2 ; 2808
26 : 176-191 ; 29 : 36, 37
Sa’d bin Abi Waqqb, 223 ; 1904
Sidrah, the, 238’1
Ba’d bin Mu’h, 1988
8.i p s , not denied, 6 : 110; 810 ; 1277;

ir
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17 : 59 ; 1440 ; demanded bJ unbelievers,
17:90-93 : andshown by Prophet, 1468;
1469
Sijjh, 83 : 7-9 ; 2693
Sin, division into kabirah and nnghirah, 565 :
release from the bondage of, 1915
Sinlessness, a stageinapiritualadvancement, 2626
Slander, 24 : 4 ; 1738 ; 24 : 27 ; 104 : 1 : 2794
Slaves, freedom of, enjoined, 217 ; 47 : 4 ;
90 : 13 ; 2739
Slavery, disallowed, 2294
S d o m , 25 : 40 ; 1788 ; 1913
Sodomites, 1344 ; their cities destroyed,
15 : 73-77
Solar system, 1718
Bolomon, 4 : 163 : I351 : 6 : 85 ; fabrications
against, 2: 102; 146: did not worship
idols, 2 : 102 ; 147 ; 1857 ; his wivesbelieved, 147; significance of wind being
made subservient to, 1646 ; devils working
for, 1647: understands voices of birds,
27 : 16 ; 1814; granted abundanoe, 27 : 16;
1845 ; hosts of, 1846 ; reviews birds, 27 : 20:
navy of, 1646; 34 : 12 ; 2025 ; death of,
34 : 14 ; weak rule of the successor of,
34 : 14 ; 2029 ; 38 : 35 ; 2141 ; story of killing the horses, 2140 ; prays for a spiritual
kingdom, 38 : 35 ; 2142
Son of God, significance of, 1050 (2) ; a
mehphor for an honoured servant, 21 : 26 ;
1623
Sons of God, JewsandChristiansclaim
to
be, 5 : 18 ; 678
Sonship, doctrine of, rejected, 2 : 116 : 161 ;
6: 102-104; 806a; 10: 68;
1478; 18 : 4,
6 ; 19 : 35 ; 19 : 91,92 ; 1617 ; 23 : 91 ; 37 :
149-159; metaphorical use of, 39 : 4 ; 2155
Soothsayers, 1332 ; 37 : 7-10 ; 2101-2104
Soul, perfection of, 91 : 1-10 ; 2744
Spirit, the Faithful, 2G : 193 ; 1828
Bpirit, the, at rest, 89 : 27-30 ; 2732
Spirit, the seif.accusing, 75 : 2
Spirit of truth, 673
Spirit of truth, advent of, 17 : 81; 1461
Spiritual growth, three stages of, 1239
Spiritual maturity, attained at forty, 46 : 15
Squandering, 17 : 27
Shr, the, disappearance of, 53 : 1 ; 2371
Stera, as meansof conjectures for astrologers,
87 : 5 ; 2530; disappearance of, 77 : 8 ;
2635 ; darkening of, 81 : 2 ; 2669 ; dispersal
of, 82 : Z ; 2689
Sumayysh, 1403
un, totol eclipse of, 967; course of the,

36 :Sa; 2083; ai! a symbol, 2610; sun
andthe moon bro+ght together, 7 5 : 9 ;
2610 ; covering of, 81': I ; 2668
Sunnah, 1392
Suraqa bin Malik, 1016 ; 1685 : 2059
Snma', 71 : 23 ; 2577 (2)
Tabri, 2382
Tabuk, expedition to, 1060; diillculties of
theNuslims, 1060 ; Muslims enjoined to
marchforth to, 9 : 41 ; 1063 ; length of
journey, 9 : 42 ; 1064 ; subsoriptions for
the expedition to, 1076 ; called the expedition of straitness, 1100
Taif, 2584
Ta'ma bin Ubairq, 620
Tameem, 1086
Tamim Dari, 743
Tapdir, significance of, 26GS ; is a law,
87 : 3 ; 2715
Tasnim,2696
Taubah, 1100 ; previous sin not necessary
for, 2594
Ta,yammum, 4 : 43 ; 581 ; 5 : 6
Theft, 5 : 38 ; 693
Theodosius, 1483
Thioket, dwellers of, 1347
Time, testimony &,that truth shall prosper,
103 : 1-3 ; 2793
Titus, 1414
Torah, 3 : 3 ; significance of, 383 ; aorruption of, 5 : 44; 697 ; 698 ; 699 ; retaliation in, 5 : 45 ; 700 ; 790 ; promises
successfor sacrifices made, 9 : 111 ; 1097
Transformation wrought by the Prophet,
2812
Transmigration, 1766
Treaties,
stress
laid
on regard
for,
as
opposed to modern loose views on, 1395
Trenches, companions of the, 85 : 4 ; 2705
Trinity, 4 : 171.; 654 ; 5 : 73 ; 723
Trumpet, blowing of, 6 : 74 ; 789
Trust, the great, 33 : 72 ; 2016
Tubba', people of, 44 : 37 ; 2274 ; 50 : 14
'Ubaidulla, 2000 (3)
Ubayy bin Khalf, 1930 (5)
Ubayy bin Ka'b, liii ; codex of, , lxxvi ;
lxxviii
Uhud, 3 : 120 ; 482; assistance of engels
at, 3 : 183; enemyreturndisappointed,
3 : 126 ; 487; served as E distinction,
3 : 139-142, 153-167;
C ~ U E E S of
the
miafortune, 3 : 151, 152
; victory W&B first
obtained, 3 : 151 ; 608; the pmty who
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made
default,
504 ; enemy
assumes
offensive after
retreat
and
Muslims in
disorder, 3 : 153 ; 505 ; Muslims rally
round theProphet at his calland defend
themselves, 3 : 153 ; murmurings of hypocrites, 3 ; 153; 509 ; 510 ; delinquents
gentle
pardoned, 3 : 154 ; Prophet's
dealing, 3 : 158
Ukl, 279
'Umar, XXXI' ; 1077 ; 1368 ; 1685 ; 2477;
2306: 2517 (4,5) ; story of conversion
of, xxxiii ; emphasizednecessity
of 001lecting written manuscripts of the Qur-An,
lv ; expelled Jews from Arabia,2475
Umayya bin Abi Salt, 960
UmayyabinXhalf,
1858 ; 2387 ; p. 1196
(1); 2750
Umm-i-Habibah, 2000 (3)
C'mm-i-Kal_s6m,2489
Umm-i-Salma, 2000 (31; 2517 (4)
Cmm-ul-Kitcib, 1292
i7m;nlmi,significance of, 950
'Umrah, ,see Pilgrimage, the minor
Universe, beginning and end of, 46 : 3 ; 2281
Usaf, 2577
'UFman, testimony of, to the writing
of t h e
Qur-in, xxxii : collection of, was simply
a transcription of copih from Abu Bakr's
collectio~~,
lix ; Ixi; orclera of, to destroy
private copies of the Qur.in, lix ; lxiii
Usury, 2 : 275 ; 364 ; 36s ; 3 ; 129; 490;
30 : 39
'Utba bin Rabi'a, 1868 ; 2202
'Uzza, 625 ; 53 : 19

1275

Wins, see Intoxicants.
Women, rights of, against husbands, 2 :2% :
296; :434 ; 568 ; 570; 672;right of, to
claim divorce, 2 : 229 ; 301 ; as bringer up
of children, 2 : '223; 288 ; evideuoe of,
2 : 282 ; 374; appearance of, in public,
1750 ; 1751; head coverings of, 24 : 31 ;
1751~;should wear an over-garment,
33 : 59 ; 2011 ; dowries mast be given to,
4 : 4; 537; must get share of inheritanoe,
4 : 7 ;what women it is forbiddento
of
marry, 4 : 23: marriage asmeans
raisingtheirstatus,
537; desertion of,
572; position of, inpre-IslamitaBrabia,
544 ; 554 ; 555 ; 557
Word of Allah, significance of, 418 ; 1529;
31 : 27
Writing, known in Arabia before Prophet's
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Ya'uq, 71 : 23; 2577 (2)
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